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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1943

UNITED STATES SENAT,,

CoywTTEE oN FINANCE,
SeaeOfc l'astinglon, A. .

The committee met at 10 a.j pursuant t c69l,,j, room 312,
Senate Office Builing, SenatAW Walter F. George chairmann) pre-siding., ,"tPresent: Senators Gegrge (chairman), Wo hlarkley, Clark,"Q rd,
Johnson, Radcliffe, Idcas, Vaulerg, vaavis, odge, Dana1~er,
Thomas, Butler, andKtilliken, ,,i') '

The CHAIRMAN. 0 io commj 'ee wilicome'to oder. Tke comi
tco has before it, 1, .Secreteq, II. R. 87 , 4.ke& to proflo revenue
and for other pur '6ses, a bill whith, tho' Iouse of R presenta- ;
ties last week. We will be glad to 1 y ji at. Nlis t'.e. r" c"

I think it advi"ablo that none of e witnessesabo inter pted in '

their general ata ment. I %ake t a suggestion rtln 'th rest of
those who appealand in 0o et f ti1 OF;course, questions
will be in v.rder aiter thu . eral 8a ement -, lehed, butI believe
that we will make time if e ref from,,interri4ptog those who
appear while (hley Are presenting A genri l St(tneqt. ,

Now, Mr. Secretary, we will eic very glAd to ear rom yojk

STATEMENT OF Hci., HENRY MO0G0flTh &~IJR.,.8SOiETARY 9Q$
THE TWtEASURY, (AMCOMPANIiD., Y RI tBLO 16H, DIRECi0R
OF TAX RESEARCH, ThEASURY DEPARTMENT)

Secretary MORIGENTIIAU. Mg.. Chairman and gentlenn, when I
appeared befoz the Ways end Mets Conimrittep other lousa on
October 4 to present the administration's 911"tlons for increased war
taxes, I gave to that committee as best I cod a picture of the finan-
cial position of the Nation and its wartime revenue needs. I stated
that the fiscal situation required much heavier wartime taxation and
that it was our opinion that. the people could pay additional wartime
taxes of at least $10.6 billion. The WV ays and Mcans Committee and
the louse reached a different result and a proved a bill increasing
revenues by only $2,000,000,000. In view oftlis wide difference on a
Inatter so important to the present and future welfare of this Nation,
we have carefully reviewed the fiscal situation. I ami appearing be-
fore you today to present our conclusions.

The outstandin4 fact in our financial picture is the stupendous bill
which this war will leave behind. On thlat point there can be no
quibbling. We are acewnulating debt at the rate of over $150,000,000
a day. t. month (October 1943) the Federal Government spent

I
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$5.6 billion more than it collected in revenue. In the fiscal ycar 1942

the deficit was $21,000,000,000, in 1043 it was $57,000,000,000, and in

1944 it is expected to be $57,000,000,000 again. On the basis of any

estimates we can now make, we foresee a public debt at the end of the

present fiscal year of about $200,000,000,000. On such a debt the

interest charges alone will be close to $4,000,000,000 a year. As the

war continues, the debt, the interest, and the problems of repayment

will grow larger and larger.
In this situation if we pay in taxes any less than we can now afford

to pay, we shall be unfasr to those who must face the accumulated

bill after the war has beco fought and won. We shall be doing a

particularly great injustice ta th c men who are fighting our battles

on foreign soil. We shall not unly be asking the 10,000,000 members

of the armed forces to give the most important years out of their lives

to fight the war. We shall also be requiring them as a large body of

future taxpayers to pay in taxes after the war what we could "and

should have paid while'they were fighting.
It is clear that we are not pavin, all the wartime taxes that we can

and should pay. We arc not n fighting an all-out war on the fiscal

front. All the estimates of national income, )' whomever nade,

bear eloquent testimony to the fact that the ability of the American

people to pay increased taxes is far from being exhiausted. In the

fiscal year 1939 individuals had incomes, after personal taxes, of

$65,000,000,000. In the fiscal year 1944, it is estimated that indi-

v1duals will have incones of $126,000,000,000, after allowance for nil

resent taxes. That is, after paying taxes, incomes of people in tho

United States will have almost doubled since 1939.
The incomes of lhr American people are not only ample to pay

much higher taxes. The spending power of these inecones is so great

as to threaten rapid ansI burdensome increases in the cost of living.

About half of American productive effort is going, into war equipment

and supplies for our armed forces. 'lhcse products are not available

for civilian consumption. Yet ouir peolc are beig paid for nil they

produce. They thusA-have far more money to sl)liid than there are

Foods on which to spend it. In the fiscal year 1944 this surplus of

income over goods is expected to amount to about $36,000,000,000

after payment of personal taxes. If those who hol this surplus

income try to spend it on comiumner goods the inevitable result will

be black markets, ruptured price ceilings, and substantial increases in

the cost of living, followed by tremndous pressur.-s for higher wages

and frirm prices, which mill set in motion further forces in the spiral

of inflation.
iUp to this point spcliding ha beem held down and we have avoided

,tiatrous price increases. Ve lave doime this through a variety of

measures. Price ceilings -.nl rationing, wage and salary stabilization,
ani the taxes already impos;edl have All had a restraining effect. Tho

campaigns for the voluntary purchase of war bonds with their em-

phIasim on saving have heeni a strong influence in curbing spending.

But we cainviot expect these controls to hold indefinitely ii the, face

of a continued large surplus of income over goods and a great aecmlln-

lation of spendable liquid wartime savings. Day after dfay, the con-

tinuous pivsure of spending power has been cracking our price col-

trots a little here and a little there ammil threatens to produce a major

break-d1own. %c are courting danger if we do not do all tiat is
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possible through tie tax mechanism to strengthen the foundations
of our stabilization program.

I have been told that the American people do not believe in the
dangers of inflation. I cannot believe that is true, but there may
be a confusion of meaning. If by inflation is meant a situation where
money becomes worthless, I agree that the dan ger now is not of that
character. It is rather the danger of substantial and continuous anti,
at least in part, permanent rises in prices that would undermine
standards of living, reduce the value of investments, and impair the
security we seek to achieve through savings and insurance. Un-
fortunately, lack of belief in the danger of inflation does not remove
that danger. There are few indeed who have followed with care the
developments of the recent past who-are not co'ncenied over the
possible break-down of the stabilization program. Iligher wartime
taxes obviously cannot meet the danger alone but they are necessary
if it is to be met.

I have also been told that ,ont people have a defeatist attitude
toward our fiscal problem. They argue that, since the deficit is so
largo, the Government debt so huge, and the inflationary possibilities
of surplus income and accumulated private savings so great, a few
billion dollars more or less will not njake a great deal of difference anti
that, therefore, we might as well avoid the unpopularity of imposing
additional taxes. I think this would be a poor excuse to give to the
returning sohlier who will be intertsted to know what sacrifices we
incurred at home to protect his future.

In fact., however, $10.5 billion of additional taxes would have very
important effects on the deficit, the debt, and the inflationary pressure.
In its direct effects on spending, in the renewed assurance it would
give that the elected and appointed representatives of the people
take the problems of the public debt seriously, and in the sobering
influence it would have on public understanding of the true cost. of the
war, a $10.5 billion increase in taxes would be immensely befieficial.

Perhaps the most superficially plausible and therefore the most
insidious argument 1 have recently heard is that economy in govern-
mental expenditures is a substitute for higher taxes. Economy is
always nt important objective and a tax bill makes it neither more nor
less desirable. I anm in complete and hearty sympathy with any
measure that can be adopted to reduce governmental costs, to reduce
even war costs so long as the reductions do not impair our war effort.
But if we are to fight the war to a speedy conclusion we cannot relax
our fighting or our production for war. That means we cannot sig-
nificantly relax out spending. I am not in sympathy with any
measures or any proposal to cut expenditures in any way that will
make out total production anything less than an all-out effort.

At the time I appeared before the Ways and Means Committee,
I said that "while it may be possible, and [ hope it is, to curtail sonic
governmental expenditures, even that will not lessen our need for
getting at this time all that the American people can possibly give
us in additional taxation." That is still my position.

The Bureau of the Budget has just released estimates that total
expenditurs for the fiscal year 1944 which ends next June 30 will
amount to $9S,000,000.000 instead of the $106,000,000,000 ini tit,
estimate issued last August. It is understood that this decrease in
expenditures represents a combination of changes in the war program
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and a.delay in reaching the production goals of sone items. Reve-
nues were estimated at $410000,000,000 instead of $38,000,000,000.
The over-all result of the revision is to reduce the previously expected
deficit from $68,000,000,000 to $57,000,000,000 for the fiscal year
1944.

There is nothing in the now Budget figures in our opinion to warrant
reducing our goal below $10.5 billion of additional wartime taxes.
If no one had originally expected more than a $57,000,000,000 deficit
for the fiscal year 1944, the amount would appear tremendous, which
it truly is. it is no less so because it represents a reduction from a
previously estimated higher figure; $57,000,000,000 is equal to last
year's record deficit, and is almost three times the deficit of 1942.

The Budget revisions do not alter the fact that we can pay much
higher taxes; they do not in any degree affect our moral obligation to
meet now alt of the costs of the war that can be met by current taxa-
tion; and they do not affect in significant degree the serious inflation-
ary dangers that face us for the balance of this fiscal year, the succeed-
ing fiscal years as long as the war shall last, and in the post-war
period. Our tax goal, as I pointed out to the Ways and Means
Committee, was the amount that we believed could be fairly distrib-
uted without undue sacrifice and hardship. From every point of
view it is a minimum fiscal program in the light of the deficit, the
accumulated debt, and the inflationary pressure.

In view of all these facts, the House bill, in my opinion, falls far
short oven of an attempt to meet our fiscal needs in a realistic or
courageous way.

Lot us bear in mind that an essential part of fighting a war is paying
for it in the right way at the right time. There is no escape from the
costs of war. It is a great fallacy to suppose that wo can fi aht, t-
tory's greatest war to save what we hold most dear without financial
sacrifice. Inevitably we shall experience much greater finanural sacri-
ice than we have thus far. Taxation now, during t % var, is the
easiest way to make that sacrifice.

In presenting our national fiscal problem to you I have endeavored
to perform the duty placed on the Secretary of the Treasury by law
and tradition. I have endeavored to show you as objectively and as
clearly as I can that a tax program of not less than $10.5 billion is
needed to safeguard the fina-cial and economic future of this country
during the war and after the war.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
Senator VANDE1NBERG. Mr. Secretary, if in the final analysis you

were confrontcdl with those two alternatives: On the one hand you had
to take approximately the House bill, or on the other hand you had
to take the House bill plus a general Federal sales tax, which alterna-
tive would you take?

Secretary MORGFENTIAU. You will have to say that again, please.
Sonator'VANDENRmao. If you are ultimately confronted with a

situation in which you had to choose one of two alternatives: On the
one hand a bill approximately similar to the House bill in total rev-
enue, or the House bill plus a general Federal sales tax, which alterna-
tive would you take?

Secretary MOAiUNTHAU. Senator Vandenberg, how are those
alternatives Foing to be put up to me as Secretary of the Treasury
and an appomted officer?
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Senator VANDE NIERO. You are our chief financial adviser and I
would greatIly welcome 3 our opinion on that subject.

Secretary MfOROENTIHAtr. Let me see if I understand the question,
please. Ioiou have had time to think about it in tie way you put it
to Inc.

Senator LUCAS. Mr. chairman , we cannot hear either the questions
or the answers
The (HAn AN. Let us have order in the room.
Secretary MORGENTHAU. If I understand yon correctly, what you

are askig my Advice lboiut -and I take it in the middle of the war
you are asking it wit all sincerity-

Senator .ANDL-1MInEo. ('Crtainly.
Secretary .MOaIu:NTHI,,. Which would the Treasury prefer: The

Ways and Means Committee bill as it is or a sales tax added to it;
is t at it?

Senator rANDEBEIM. Y('$.

Secretary .MORGENTIAU. Now, before I can answer your question
intelligntly-and I am( serious--what kind of a sales tax are you
talking about?

Senator \'ANDENBE1O. Oh, a general sales tax such as you might
be willing to agree with us upon. You know what I am getting at,
Mr. Secretary.

secretary ,IOCIRENTHAU. No; I am not sure that I do.
Senator'VANDENFERG. You said in your very excellent and able

presentation that there must, be no quibbling about the problem we
confront. 1 a'm simply asking you the general question whether, if
this committee finally reaches the point wvlere it cannot find the taxes,
in its own judgment,, the taxes you want, except through the applica-
tion of a general Federal sales tax, whether that would meet with your
approval.

Secretary MOROENTHAU. I do not know what percentage sales tax
you have in mind.

Senator VANDENERG. Would that make a difference in your
viewpoint?

Secretary ,MOR ENTIIAU. It, would make a difference, and it also
would make a difference what exemptions you have in mind.

Senator VANDENER.M. Sup pose you wrote the rates and exemptions.
Secretary MOlRGENTHAU. I am not here suggesting a sales tax.
Senator VANDENBFnO. Well is there any answer to my question,

Mr. Secretary? You have said, and the President has said, if all other
recourses are gone, a general sales tax is not to be ignored. Now I
want to know whether, if we reach the conclusion on this committee
that all other reasonable recourses have been exhausted, you would
be willing to accept a sales tax.

Secretary MOR OENTAUt. I do not know that either the President
or I have ever made the statement such as you are trying to put in my
mouth now. I do not know of such a statement inade by either the
President or by me.

Senator VANIENiwiEo. The President has made it in his messa'-o
to the Congress. I do not know whether you made it or not.

Secretary - OR I NTIfAU. About the sales tax being tile last,
recourse?

Senator VANDENIMRF. Yes. But regardless of that, let us not get
oir on a ide track, let us stick to the question.
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Secretary MORGENTuAu. No; but I have still got to conic back,
that it makes a lot of difference, the rate and the exemption.

Senator VANDENBERO. Yes; it makes a great deal of[ difference to
mue, too.

Secretary MoOENTIIAU. Let me ask you a question. Are you
proposing an exemption, for instance, on food?

Senator VANDYNBERG. I am asking you regarding the general prin-
ciple involved. We can work out the exemptions. Perhaps it ought
to be a sales tax that starts at a very nominal figure and increases in
luxuries and nonessentials. That is the general point I am trying to
ask you about. I am asking it in all sincerity. If we reach the point
where two or three billion Sollars is all we can find, as apparently it
was all the Ifoiuse could find, would you still be satisfied witi our action
if in raising that total we went into the field of a general sales tax?

Senator CLARK. The question of how muelh money you can raise
on a general sales tax becomes necessary, doesn't it, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary MORGENTHAT. It. does, Senator. I cannot answer it
"Yes" or rINo" without making a statement. If the chairman will
permit me, I would like to read a statement stating the Treasury's
position.

The CHAIRMAN. You may read anything you wish, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary MOROENTHAU. If I have the chairman of the committee's

permission, I would like to read a statement.
The CHAIRSMAN. Yes, sir, you may read it.
Secretary MORGLnT.Nr u. The Treasury proposals do not include a

eneral sates tax. I should like briefly to state the reasons for our
decision.

The form of sales tax which would produce the most revenue and
cause the least rupturing of price ceilings is the retail sales tax. The
highest rate I have heard mentioned is 10 percent. That is over
three times as high as the rate now in force in any State.

A 10 percent sales tax with no exemptions for necessities of life
would raise at current sales levels about $6,000,000,000, or about
one-tenth of thi, year's estimated deficit.

Such a tax would be very harsh, especially on low-income families
with children. It is completely lacking in any relation to ability to
pay because it hits families much harder than single individuals at the
same income levels and it hits people with sinall incomes much
harder than people with larger ones. Such a tax would be opposed to
every principle of tax equity and would in my opinion interfere with
the war effort.

There are many proponents of the sales tax who would agree with
these criticisms and who propose to meet them by allowing exemptions
of the necessities of life. Such exemptions would indeed improve the
character of the tax, although they would still leave the discrimination
against large families. I owever, the exemptions would quickly
remove so much of the tax base as to leave little more than an empty
shell.

The exemption of food would reduce the yield by 2.4 billion dollars;
the exemption of medicine would reduce the yield another 200 million
dollars; the exemption of clothing would reduce the yield by another
1.1 billion dollars. Those exemptions do not include all of the neces-
sities of life, but let us stop at. that point. A sales tax with such ex-
emptions would yield about 2.6 billion dollars. However of that
amount, about 1.2 billion dollars would conic from goods and services
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already subject to Federal excise taxes. The tax yields from the sale
of these commodities can be increased or decreased by adjusting the
excise tax rates. No sales tax is needed to produce revenue from
them. All that is left after excluding such commodities is 1.4 billion
dollars. Nearly 600 million dollars of the 1.4 billion dollars would
come from equipment, chemicals, and materials used in business and
thus entering into the costs of doing business, with resultant increases
in the costs of doing business and in prices to the Government and to
the public.

Most of the remaining 800 million dollars tax would be on items
that. might properly be subject to sales taxation. It is hardly neces-
sary to point out that the expenses to 2% million busine.smen and in-
creased costs to Government, as well as the use of precious manpower,
would not be justified by yields of this kind when there are other
methods of raising money at hand which do not call for heavy in-
creases in costs of administration and compliance.

It is very doubtful if a general sales tax without the exemption of
necessities of life would really be helpful in financing the war or
restraining inflationary price rises. Tie position of a substantial
sales tax would almost surely be the signal for widespread demands
for higher wages and farm prices which, if allowed, would result ill
large additional costs to Government and increases in the cost of
living over and beyond the amount of the tax. These dangers are
much greater in the "ales tax than in excise taxes or income taxes.
Excise taxes touch in only minor respects commodities that are neces-
sities of life, while income taxes have personal exemptions which
protect minimum living standards.

Personal exemptions could be introduced into tihe sales tax, but
the inconvenience of distributing and using' exemption coupons and
the resultant reduction in revenue would e serious factors. Even
tihe most simple sales tax would require the use of much preciou maiin-
power andi machins by Government and business. It is doubtful if
manpower and those machines could be secured without interfering
with the war effort.

For the above reasons, mv answer to Senator Vandcnberg's ques-
tion is "No." We would prefer not having a sales tax.

Senator B.ARIKLEY. )o I understand the Treasury's position is, the
louse bill does not reach all the sources that are available to the

Congress in the raising of revenue, without leaving the sales tax
entirely out of consideration?

Secretary MORGENTIAU. Yes, sir.
(The following graph was submitted by Secretary 'orgenthau in

Connection with the sales tax:)

03331-44-2
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TEN PERCENT FEDERAL RETAIL SALES TAX
(00lor figure% are in bitlions)

Cumulative
Total&

Mediripe --------- 0.2
3.7.---

Cloming -------- - 1.1

2.6---

roxed under
excisest ----- 1.2

,t1.4--

All other -------- 1.4

rolol yield. ---------- $ 6.3

*£rc/edCs o srnoll omoont of food ond clothing now sub/lec to exci$is.

Ofce of the Secretary of the Treasury, Dilsilou of Tat Reearch, Nor. 20. 1043.
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Senator VANDENBERO. I think all of the arguments you present
are important. They certainly have to be canvassed. I can under-
stand in the final analysis you would prefer a bill without a sales
tax, and so would I, but I was just wondering if there was not any-
thing else whether you would prefer a bill which stopped at two or
three billion dollars'without a sales tax.Secretary MORGo:.TIIAU. I think I ImIade my position clear. I think

we understand each other. "
Senator VANDE, DRO. May I search now for just one figure, which

I would like very much, if it is available. You have repeatedly
referred to the ability of the American people to pay increased taxes.
Am I correct in the recollection that front the Trinistrv has come some
statement. suggesting that four-fifths of our increased income is
from incomes of $5,000 or under? 1% that correct?

Secretary, Mo~o:xTz. May I n.swer that by reading?
Senator VANDENnERO. Yes. I think we ought to explain that we

did not rehearse this affair.
The CHAIRMAN,. All right, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary MOROENTIAU. You have been most heVlpful. I appreciate

the assistance.
Senator VANDENBERCo. You are surely a mind render.
Secretary MORGENTIHAU. With the help of Senator Vandenberg I

will now proceed.
The CHIsRMIAN. All right.

TAX BURDENS ON TilE LOWER INCOME GROUPS

Secretary MORGENTHIAU. It is contended that persons with incomes
of less than $5,000 are the major source of inflationary pressure and
that these persons would escape their fair share of the additional tax
load under the Treasury proposals. Although at 1944 levels of income
about 81 percent of the total cash income will be received by Peisons
with incomes under $5,000, only 65 percent of the net income above
income tax exemptions will be received by this group. Likewise,
although 01 percent of total income will be received by persons with
incomes under $3,000, only 39 percent of the net income above ;.ncomo
tax exemptions will he received by this group.

Looking behind these aggregates to individual cases, we find that the
margin of disposable income over and above wartime needs is very
narrow for the millions of persons in the lower income brackets. Out
of 67.3 million income recipients in the calendar year 1944, 58.2
nfilion are expected to receive net incomes of less than $3,000. The
average cash income per recipient before taxes will be $1,650 and after
existing taxes, about $1,500. The demands of wartime living on
incomes of this size leave little margin for additional taxes and afford
few opportunities for inflationary spending.

Nevertheless, the urgent requirements of war finance demand that
we tap even this small margin of disposable income. Under the
Treasury proposals one-half of the income tax increases would fall on
p-rsons vith net incomes of less Ihan $5,000 and about one-fourth on
persons with less than $3,000. Much the same proportions hold for
the complete Treasury program, including proposed changes in
corporation taxes and in excise taxes.

May I add this figure, the figure you ond a number of other people
were interested in, the same as I was interested in. How much
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taxes do the 9,000,000 people pay under the present law. Now, that
is Federal taxes, and the figure that they pay under the present law,
the 9,00W000 people, all Federal taxes, is one billion-

Senator VANDENBERO. What 0,000,000 is that?
Secretary ,MORENTHAu. The 9,000,000 people exempted from tle

Victory tax under the Treasury proposal. As the law stands today,
thie 9,000,000 people who wouhl be exempted if the Victory tax was
done away with under tie Treasury proposal, the one you may have
read about in the papers that I was criticized over, supposing the
Congress had accepted or did accept the. Treasury proposal, those
9,000,000 people would still bear approximately $1,150,000,000 of
Federal taxes.

Senator VANDENBERG. I do not think you quite understood the
purport of my question, Mr. Secretary. I am not criticizing the
Treasury's position at all.
Secretary ,MoRoTHAt. l)o I make this clear?
Senator VANDENIDEH. Yes. 1 was interested in the basic question.

Am I incorrect in remembering that either you or someone in the
Treasury has said that four-fifths of the increased individual incomes
in tile United States are in incomes of $5,000 or under?

Secretary MORoENTHAU. Let me just ask Mr. Paul: I do not
know whether I said it or somebody else. Let me ask Mr. Pail.
May I?

Senator VANDEND-RR. Surely.
Mr. PAUL. 'he Secretary made a general statement, in his state-

ment before the Ways and'Means Committee, that four-fifths of the
income, national income, was received by persons receiving $5,000
and(l under. This statement which Ie has just read shows the future
is 81 percent. The Secretary has also here pointed out how muc of
that income is below and how much is above the exemption level.

Senator VAND N 1FnO. So the four-fifths would refer to the total
income and not to the increased income?

Mr. P.ui,. The four-fifths refers to the total personal income, but
it inchnles the ineone which is under the exemption level.

Senator B1.,m.cYv. allow does that $1,100,000,000 you just men-
tioned there, the Federal taxes that would be paid by the identical
people who would be relieved of tine Victory tax, compare with tine
amount of Victory taxes that they pay?

Mr. P Tl. Unler the present'law, the Victory taxpayers as dis-
tinguished from income taxpayers pay $275,000,000. That is the
9,00(,000 taxpayers who ar proposed to be exempted by the Treas-
ury proposals. Now, it is tentativelv estiucal ed tlat ihose people
bear under tihe present law in total, all Federal taxes, $1,149,000,000.
InIer the Treasury proposal they would bear $1,142,000,000, while

mnder the hlouse f)ill they wo l bear $1,144,000,000. Such close
figures may hie a rc acideiice since no one van. estimate this sort of
thing to stuch a fine point, but the conclusion is there is no difference
as to those 9,000,000 taxpayers of any appreciable , amount between,
the present law, the Treasury proposal, and the I louse bill when you
consider the total taxes" as distinguished merely froin Victory taxes.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Secretary, tle proposal of tile Ways and Means
Connittee wiped out the taxes on about 9,000,000 taxpayers.

Secretary MOOENTiiAUu. That Is the point. 'he point is this:
The Treasury prol)osals wotihi have removed a little less than $300,-
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(00,000 of taxes that these 9,000,000 people were paying under the
Victory tax, bit under the Treasury proposal mid under tile Hlouso
bill as it pass ei, these 9,000,000 people would still bear approxi-
istely $1,150,000,000 worth of Federal taxes.

'[he C(auHnhIN. You inean by that excise taxes?
Secretary Morgenthau. Yes, sir, and all other Federal taxes.
Senator BARKL Y. In other words, by a reshifting of the tax, these

identical 9,000,00 people who now pay $1,149,000,0)0 including the
Victory tax of less than $300,000,00 ...

Secretary MoRnu:NTIAU internj )osing). No. We are going ott the
assuml)tion that the Victory lax ins been removed.

Senator ]umt.:v. I thought you said they at present pay $1,149,-
o00,000.

Secretary NOlaa:N'TITw. Including the Victory tax.
Senator B.ARKLEYiv. Including the Victory tax?
Secretary MOIIUENTIAU. Yes.
Senator BARKLY:v. So when you remove the $275,000,000 Victory

tax you recoup a part of it, or almost, all of it, by reshifting the tax
which these saune people would pay, as I understand.

Secretary Moico:x'rn. u. Practically all of it.
Senator [eIRD. YOU clitniuiate thent from the0 payztient of ally in-

come taxes?
Secretary MORGENTI.mU. That is correct, but they still would pay

• highlyy $ l,1 !50,000,000.
Senator Byn). They would pay excise taxes on gasoline?
Secretary Mo0c.osTn.Tu. And cigarettes, and so forth.
Senator hytD. It is an actual rethiction in taxes on your proposal

as to the 9,000,000 I)eol)le. Upon what basis do you justify that, in
view of the need for revenue, as you express in your statement, and
ti general prosperity?

Secretary MORG,,NTllAV. TLe main reason for recommending the
removal of the Victory tax, which was $275,000,000, was for simpli-
fication of the tax retutmis. After we had removed it mid added the
nw taxes the treasury prolmies. there was almitost ,io difference iii
what they would pay directly and intlircetly to the Fetheral Govern-

Senator Ci,.tK. Mr. Secretary, the ainouitt that these particular
taxpayers pay iii excise taxes is purely conjectural, is it not? There
is io way otl earth to break the figures down and find out how much
particular taxpayers would pay in excise taxes.

Secretary M Eoc,:NTHAT. I asked for ,l estimate. This was the
etimate given to mie.

'le ('mt.IrnM .'. I waited to ask you on that point, Mr. Secretary,
what are the total excise taxes paid by all the Americait people?

Secretary lomut:.ri.tu. May Mr. iBlough answer you?
The C11A.ItuAN'. Yes.
Mr. BLOU1um. Naturally any break-down of excise taxes or other

kinds of taxes than the tlirectr income tax has to lie (lotte oni the best
basis we can do it, with the best infor ationti at our disposal. We are
not putting any utoney-back guaranties on this (listribhttioi. I think
it is the best that can be done objectively and fairly with the inforima-
tion at hand.

The (um. uut.. I would like to know what is the total received
from the 130,000,000.
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Mr. BLOUGH. To answer your question on the excise taxes, at
present, under present law, we have a total excise tax for everybody
of $3,900,000,000.

Under tie Treasury proposal that would have been $6,420,000,000.
Now, there are small amounts, around $400,000,000 of taxes, which

were really paid by the Covernment on sales which we dropped ow.
of the picture, leaving the taxes on sales to p:-vate individuals under
present law-that is, excise taxes-of $3,471,000,000, and $6,000,-
000,000 under tile Treasury proposal. That is the grand total which
was allocated to all income groups.

The CumanAN. Can you allocate the $1,150,000,000 of that to the
9,000,000 people in the lowest income bracket?

Mr. BLOUG. We allocated $601,000,000 of that to the 9,000,000
people who would have been relieved from tie Victory tax under the
Treasury proposals. Now, there remains, then, a substantial amount
about a half-billion dollars more, and $361,000,000 of that is reflected
in employment taxes which are paid directly and for which the esti-
mate can be fairly accurate.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but they are the beneficiaries of those taxes,
are they not?

Mr. B LOUoH. Well, if the $361,000,000 is to be subtracted, it will
be subtracted under present law and it will be subtracted under the
Treasury proposal.

The C HAtSHMAN. I mean, it is not irrevocably a Treasury asset.
Mr. BLOUGH. That is quite right. So far as the present financial

position of these taxpayers is concerned, it is a burden on them which
they must pay now, and it does not change the comparison between
the present law and the Treasury proposal.

Secretary MOROFNTIIAU. Could I have just I minute, Mr. Chair-
man?

The C.AIRMAN. I went to make just this observation, and I think
it is worthy of consideration. If anything like a billion dollars is
paid by the 9,000,000 people in the lower brackets, you are dangerously
apiproaching a conclusion as to where an inflationary pressure on
prices lies in excise taxes. In other words, if the 9,000,000 people,
if the Treasur,'s original l)roposal had been followed, were relieved
entirely of a Victory tax, or a substitute for tie Victory tax as the
Ilouseias provided in its 3 percent net income tax, why, it seems
very clear that if that same 9,000,000 people are spending anything
like a billion dollars in excise taxes, or plus even the special taxes
which Mr. Blough now points out, that you are very close to the
inescapable conchision that there is at tremehIndous pressure on your
prices in that group.

Senator CLAI. Mr. Chairman, might we have that table of Mr.
Blough's inserted in the record? I think it wold be very helpful to
the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. YeS.
Senator BARKLEY. I do not know whether lie read it all or not. I

think he has something else there that he did not, read.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Blough, if you did not finish the break-down

of the table of excise taxes paid I;y the 9,000,000 taxpayers, please
complete it amid put it in the record.

Mr. BLOUGH. Well, to complete the whole discussion would occupy
some time and it may be better to put it in the record. Any questions
which may be asked, of course, I wouli be glad to answer.
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The CHAIRMAN. You may put it in the record.
(Tho table referred to is as follows:)

Preliminary estimated distribution of Federal excise laxes under present law, Treasury
proposal, and the Iloute bill, by/ statutory net income classes ot levels of income
estienated for calendar year 1M4

IA meant of lanes In mzllro Of dcVliaxa

Ecise takes

Incra&% or drrw
Statortoy oet Inm',ite rr ir.rmr rc1',ent e TotJ. urA r I-) :ver leS&, tnt

Present Trea t llonzse Trctcuryl Ilfuse

Under 1100 .4.................................$3 SI $406 -2t U2$1.,0woto 1oo............ ...... ,$00 3,06 Z [341 1. VA &11
,O to .000 ............. ...................... 763 1,343 1.037 171 WA$5.0 0 to I10,0010 ... ................................. 36 601 4 70 2%5 124

lO,00 and oer ................................... 240 442 30.. 2O23 12

Total for amounts allacated by net lnmcoe I
level .. ...................... .3,471 A O 4.,13 2$29 1,143

Uoa!io_-ted by lncome k,%els I ...................... 48 4301 491 -AI U

Total ..... ... .. .... ..... ............ i, 5
Memor'ndu m' AmAint alUxuWed to Indj vri.ls vub.

to Victory tax emder/ recent law hut not ,u4-
1oe to Incom'e tat under " reaury prorwAl ... 31 001 41 2 105

I The Inmome dstribution ssucme In making thesw! estimates Is abown in the Ways and Moans Cam-
znltteebeariog, RteoenueResLl-klzofl9t3, p.21 re%6rd.

I The sls of the etsce tat dtatrltqtlo in tibs olumn dlerl from that In the Ways %nd Means Com.
entteeb#arin ga Revenue ieviskno 1993, p. IS7. The ptekis estimate vas rrourd by caes ooon-
surner Income rather than by .l sof $tsfutqry net income. In the sentt dLtributlxn an estla'Ated
alloaiton of the eice tax burden v1 &a h consumer unit bracket has teen ma to the different tckets of
net Income In actordance with the division of family Income among different member s tJng Income tan
returns.

I Taxes pall out cf fu:ds derived (rorn sAks of' r.)o'l to (lorenrrmen
Source: Treasury Derairtrntt, Div lM,.'n C Tax Research.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there some other statement you Mish to'make,
Mr. Secretary? Did you Wish to add something?

Secretary MOROENTHAU. No.
The CIIlARMAN. Are there other questions by the committee?
Senator Bi't. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the Secretary

if he is unalterably opposed to the sales tax, what is his plan or tho
Treasury's plan to produce revenue.

Secretary MonoRCsITAU. Senator Byrd, we are prepared, if the
committee wants to-Mr. Paul is, rather-to give several alternative
plans whereby the 10.5 billion dollars can Te raised through the
income tax. "ife has a document about that thick lindicatingj.

The CHAIMAN. Mr. Secretary, 1 do not wantt to raise any contro-
versial question with you at all,'bilt I simply want to get it clear. I
think tlhe committee'is entitled to have it clear. We understand
that you are not recommending, at least, any type of sales tax.

Secretary MORGENTIlAu. That is clear.
The CfAuMAkAN. Thlat is correct?
Secretary MoRGENTHAU. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee also very well understands, I

think, that your position is unchanged so far as any form of coat-
pulsory savings is concerned beyond the recommendation submitted
to the Ways and Means Committee.

Secretary MAORENTITAu. That is correct.
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The CHA ,nMAN. I merely wanted to make that -Clear. I personally
respect your position on both the suggestions made, but it is a matter
tha, thi conunittee is entitled to have made perfectly clear.

If we are to step up the taxes now by 10.5 billion dollars, in view
of the rapid step-up that has occurred 'since 1040 in individual and
corporate rats, then the committee probably would take the view
that all methods of raising taxes or providing additional revenue ought
to be left wide open to it, even though you (1o not agree with our
niethod.

S.,retary fORNTHi:xri.AU. Well, after all, I need not remind you I
am an appointed ollicer. You people are elected. Under uqage and
law you ask me to colie up here and naL:,- tcollllut nationsons.

The CHAIMAN. That is correct; yes.
Secretary MoRoENTAIT. That is what I am here for.
The CHAIRlMAN. We understand. I merely wanted to get clear oin

this gelleral question of compulsory savings or post-war credit and
sales tax, because those questions will be coming up nil during our
consideration.

Secretary MORIONET'r.IT. As long as we are taking the trouble to
point out my responsibility, I might also add if the Congress (toes not
choose to raise 10.5 billion dollars I do not consider that .1 have been
turned (town. After all, with all due respect, I just feel it is the people
and not myself personally. that is all. I am just here giving you the
beat that %ve have in the Treasury and you call do anything yd)u want
with it. That is your privilege.

Senator ByaD. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask tile Secretary
this question. The last sentence of his statement says:

I have endeavored to show you as objectively and as clearly as I can that a tax
program of not le" than 10.5 billion dollars 1sneeded to safeguard the financial
and economic future of this country during the war and after the war.

That is pretty strong language. As I understand the Secretary, lie
thinks the objections to the sales tax are greater than the necess.ty of
safeguarding the financial and economic future of the country, if the
sales tax is determined by the committee and Congress as being the
only means of raising this additional revenue.

Secretary MOns:NTllAU. Senator Byrd, I may be wrong, but I am
going on thie assumption that by the time the ('Ongress of tile. UnitedStates gets through considering the so-called 10 percent sales tax,
they are not going to put a tax on food, they are not going to put a
tax on medicine, they are not going to put a tax on clothing, anti they
are not going to dolible up on taxes which we already get through exci4e
taxes, and by the tinle we get through, the taxes remaining are only
$1.400.000,000. Now, I have asked the 11ureau of lnteinal Reveille
to give ine some ligimres as to how timch it would take la administer
a Federal retail sales tax. It uouhl take some 6i,70)0 additional
people. It would cost S!8.000,00i. The cost of collection would be
about 0.6 percent. I simply feel by tl tiell tie ('olil,,res' eliminates
all these things---

Seiator BYRD. Si)pose Congress does not eliminate it? You spoke
of the cost of collection in the lower income group. I have got a table
hero from the Office of Price Administration that shows that a fatilv
that has an income of from $1,500 to $2,000 pays for food and bever-
ages $587 a year. A 10 percent tax on that would be $58. That same
family pays for clothing $187 a year. A 10 percent tax on that would
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be $18. Now, you would regard that family as being in the lower in-
come bracket, would you not?

Secretary \IORJENTHATu. Yes; I would.
Senator BYRD. Take a family from $1,000 to $1,500, that faily

pays $481 for food and beverages, with a tax of $S8; clothing, $140,
with a tax of $14.

A family with a $10,000 iiicome pays $1,720 for food and beverages,
with a tax of $172, and $1,033 for clothing, making at tax of $103.

in time of wardo YOU think that is excessive as a general contribu-
tion of all the citizens of the country to the expenditure necessary to
win this war?

SecretarIv Mlonr.ENTIU. Senator Byrd, y'ou cannot consider a
sales tax standing, on its own feet without collsilering what you can
get in the way of revenue from an income tax or from excise taxes,
and we in the Trcasuirv simply feel that you can get the money by
taxing the sonie I)ople'througfh income taxes.

Senator BYRD. I aim speaking of the principle.
Secretary NIOIGxTIn.%u. I)o you nIind if I finish?
Senator BYRn. Yes, sir; go alead.
Secretary Monru,:xin.kt. I am saying, as opposed to getting the

same money through a sales tax, you can do it. in a fairer way and a
more econ mical way through thle income tax and through excise
taxes. I have no phobia against the sales tax. I am siniply here
trying to point out that you can do it in a more economical way, with
less people administering it in the Federal Government, less trouble
to tho taxpayer. You can get the sanie money with less repercussions,
less interference with the war effort, through the income tax than
through the sales tax. After all, you have tfie right to disagree with
me. You can throw my opinion, or the Treasury's opinion, aside.
That is your privilege.

Senator Bvimw. It is a matter of administration with you and not a
matter of principle?

Secretary MOHGENTH.Vu. We consider all kinds of taxes. We
simply feel that to raise the money in a manner which is the fairest,
with less repercussions, the most teconoznical, is through income taxes
rather (1halt through excizc taxes or the siles taxes.

Senator BViII. \\ihv do0 you single out the stiles tax? That is the
only tax that the Ircastlry, so far as I know, has indicated a strong
disapproval of.

,Scretary Moin, EN-TuA.%t. I did not single it out. I did not mention
it in my statemcnit. It was Senator Vandenlherg who asked mae about
it. I did not single it out. It was due to ,enator Vandenbicrg raising
the quCstion that has highlighted tile (hint'. It was not mentioned
in my statement. 1 purposelyV left it out.

Senator \;ANDYN IIERG. Why" did not you tell Me ithlt?
Secretary MoitovxN'r i'u. SZenator Vandenberg was very curious

and I tried to satisfy hLs curiosity.
Senator Mtim. You have repeatedly opposed the s~cs tax in tile

past, of coMe. Un(erstnld WO, I do not favor the sales tax as a
peacetime ieasure but at the tinie of a desperate war with these
astronomic figures, I think a general sales tax is the legitimate way to
raise revenue. It will not create hardships, we could not claim they
will, because you can see from the table, which has been secured frolm
responsible authorities , that ICople wIho have tll incen1 of $1,500 to
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$2,000 will not pay much more over $100, maybe $150 a year in taxes.
Secretary MOROENTHAU. I wish Senator Vandenberg wouid ask me

about joint returns, oil-well depletion, community property taxes,
and tax-exempt State bonds, but he did not.

Senator V.ANDEN IERO. You are not limited by my questions in any
testimony that you want to give.

Secretary MOROENTItAU. There would be a lot of other ways of
raising revenue. Those are some of them which we have repeatedly
recommended. If anybody is looking very bard for revenue we can
give you any one of those three or four methods which would very
nicely raise a lot of money.

Senator BYRD. As I understand your position, you prefer not to
have any increase in this present bifi if it embodies any general sales
tax.

Secretary MOROPNTHtAU. I have answered that question. Talking
for the administration, we feel that the sales tax is the least desirable
method of raising the money which has been suggested.

Senator BYRD. Could you give me a yes or no answer? Would you
prefer to leave the bill as it is or would you prefer to have a sales tax
attached to it?

Secretary MOROENT rAT. I think I answered that in niy answer to
Senator Vandenberg. I think it is the least desirable of all methods of
raising the revenue.

S senator CLARK. It comes down to this, does it not, Mr. Secretary:
If you do not exempt food, clothing, and medicine, the vital necesities
of life, and in addition apply the Federal tax on top of the sales tax,
you impose an intolerable burden on the taxpayers who are less able
to pay, and if you did that, then the amount of ioney that you would
get in is rather negligible?

Secretary MORGoINTH,,. That is correct.
Senator BARKLEY. Perhaps this is not a proper question, but with

the attitude of the Congress heretofore and kt presciit regarding sales
taxes, would you be.willing to express an opinion whether it is likely
the Congress would pass a sales tax that would include a tax on food,
clothing, anli medicine?

Secretary MOROENTI.AU. I think it is very ,milikely.
Senator CLARK. It has never done it since I have been on the coin-

mittee.
Senator BYRD. It was only defeated by one vote in the Senate

Finance Committee last year.
Mr. Chairman, I ask tile privilege of ptlitig in the record a state-

ment showing thn amount spent by the families in different income
groups for food, clothing, and so forth, which shows it does not place
an intolerable burden on the poor person.

The CHAIRM Ax. Very well.
(The table referred to will appear in the revised edition.)
Senator WALSH. Mr. Secretary, the war has brought about a tre-

mendous increase in the income of the country and in the income of
many individual income taxjnyers. There are many taxpayt.,'s in
the country who have not1 )eliefited by the war, thios.e who have
fixed incomes, those who are living on pensions, annuities, the so.called
white-collar class, but there are many, many people who have had
greatly increased incomes as the result of the war. Now, tihe taxes
Levied today are proportioned alike oa these two groups. Has the
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Treasury any proposal in the nature of excess profit on individuals,
to reach and to tax tile large increased income that has come to
largo numbers of people as a result of the wnr?

Secretary MOROF. NTIAU. Senator Walsh, naturally we studied that,
and I am sure Mr. Paul would be very glad to speak to that point,
if you want him to.

Senator WiSir. )o you have a proposal along that line, Mr. Paul?
Mr. PAIL. We have no proposal. ()n the contrary, that proposal

was discussedd at great length in the Ways and Means committeee .
A Treasury memoranduin is in the record. We oplosed that form
of tax for the reasons there stated, atrd I would be very glad now, if
you please, to repeat those reasons, or to summarize the.m.

Senator WALSH. If they are in tle record I can read them.
Mr. PAUL. They appear at page 67 of the preliminary print of tie

hearings before the louse Ways and Means Committee.
Senator WA.sH. So the Treasury does not approve of any effort

being made to search out and find a way of levying higher taxes upon
that group whose income has been materially increased as a result of
tire war as against the group whose income has not increased since the
war?

Mr. PAuL. I would certainly not say we have not, approved of such
an effort, Senator Walsh. We tried very hard to get at that source of
revenue but we found no way that comports with fairness and adminis-
trative feasibility, and we "have, therefore, had to disregard it as a
po-sible source of revenue.

Senator WVALsMr. The result is we go before the county, and .y to
all taxpayers, those who receive no increase, no benefit as the result of
tire w-ar, "You are going to be taxed on the same bflsis, err thle satine
level, as those who hiad gr-eat additions to their ineorre as the result
of the war."

Mr. PAUL. On tie contrary, before the Ways and Means Cort-
mittee we proposed certain measures of relief tor the people iwhoso
incomes had not increased or whose incomes had fallen. We pro-
posed, through the door of relief to stationary incomes, to tax at a
greater rate immediately tie inconres which had risen, hut we did
oppose a tax directly measured by increases in income.

Senator CLkRK. Is not that the crux, Mr. Paul, of all this talk about
the necessity of lig er taxation as (listinguishled from the purpose of
raising revenue tite 1)irpose of absorbing tile increase in national
income? In other words, when you begin to talk about the infla-
tionary features of the thing, it is'the people who have lots of money
or more money than they ever thought of before that create the greater
danger of inflation, not people whose incomes have remained stationary
or diminished, either by,. increased taxes or increased cost of living. 1t
seents to nte that is the crux of the arguentirit about iillation.

Mr. PAUL. It seents to tile there is inllationmry iressure front people
whose income has increasNd, but one has to conicr a proposal of this
kind front the money angle, front the an 1 le, whether you can propose
such a tax from the angle of administrative feasibilit;, from tie anglo
of war production. As we pointed out in the Ways arid Means Coti-
mittev, hearing, that latter consideration ii (ne of the most, important
conrsiderations a gainst sich a tax, the discouragemnent it woul he to
tire overtime Workeis, the discouragement it would be with respect to
women iidustry. We therefore thought such a tax wohI injure
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the war effort. We thought. it would be completely unleasible from
the administrative standpoint. We thought there were many aspects
of the tax that, would be unfair from the point of distributing the taxburden.Senator BARKLEY. Under the constitutional provision, all taxes

should be uniform throughout the United States. If you look into
the question whether we can levy a different rate of taxation upon a
nkan who is making $2,000 a year and only made $1,000 before the
war and another man who is making $2,000 and who has been making
it ail the time, can you search out the man who has had his income
increased anti put a different rate upon him because of the increase?

Mr. PAUL. I am in some doubt, from the constitutional standpoint,
as to whether you can im pose one tax upon one man who is making,
say, $3,000 a year, and a different tax on another man who is making
the same amount of money. But even regardless of constitutional
grounds, I do not know how l you are going to explain to a man who is
making $2,000 a year why you are going to tax him more than another
man who is making the same amount. I do not know how you art,
going to explain that satisfactorily, apart from (lie constitutional
question.

Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Secretary, let. me ask you this question.
You have emphasized, and everybody emphasizes, the two principal
reasons in regard to the tax bill that you recommended: One is the
necessity for revenue and the other is the necessity of curbing inflation,
that there was no inflationary element in it at all, there was no danger
from inflation. Would you still think that S10,500,000,000 ought to

raised for the purpose of the Treasury?
Secretary MOROENTHAU. Yes.
Senator BARKLEY. In the course of this war it is necessary?
Secretary MOROENTHAV. Yes.
Senator BARKLEY. It, would be difficult to allocate what part of it

would be attributed to tax needs and what part to the desire to curb
inflation. If it is all needed, the inflationary element is rather inci-
dental, is it not, important as it is?

Secretary MoRoENT1Au. I would not say it is incidental, Senator
Barkley. Both elements are in there.

Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
Secretary MORGFN'THAUv. WC have studied this thing very care-

fulY and we (ie so contiiuou1lv. We feel with income payments
to individuals running at. the iate it is, over $142,000,000,000 or
$143,000,000,000 for this year, the country can pay an additional
$10,500,000,000 worth of taxes. It would 'be both helpful front the
standpoint of keeping the national debt down and it also would be
helpful on its impact on spending.

Senator VANDENE 1RG. That would 1,) a good argument if they
could also pay their grocery bill-, without a subsidy, wouil it not?

Senator BARKLEY. I make a point of ordhr. TIis committee is not
considering the subsidy bill.

Senator VANDENDERG. The point of order is sustained, because
there is not any answer to it.

Senator LoDoE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the Selretary
one or two questions. I was detained in getting here so it may be
that you have covered this already, but do I understand your sole
reas on foe favoring the repeal of the Vi. .)ry tax is in order to simplify
procedure?
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Secretary NnooF:.iTjrAu. Yes, sir.
Senator .oDcE. When you referred to this sales tax minus taxation

on food, clothes, and medicine, you gave the argument that tlme cost
of collection would be 0.6. 1

,Secretary MOROENTIAU. Let me just take that back. It is 0.3
percent if you raised $6,300,000,000. It would cost a little over
$18,000,000 to administer the $6,300,000,000. Now, as tile amount
you collected went down, the percentage would naturally rise.

Senator LODG. The tax less food, clothes, and medicine would
yield about $2,000,000,000, is 'tot that right?

Tihe CMml.Nx. Senator lodge, here is the chart.
Senator LoDG,. I anm quite sure the Secretary said there would be

an administrative cost of 0.6.
Secretary Monc:.,r.v. I did say that.
Senator LoDGE. What I am getting at is this: Stated in the same

terms, what is the cost of collecting the Victory tax?
Secretary MORGENTnAU. The figures that I nmave given, $18,000,000

on a little over $6,000,000,000 worth of taxes, t iat would be 0.3
percent. Bu t then, as your amount went down, the s18,000,000 would
still stay the same.

Senator LoD GE. That is riht. I understand that.
Secretary MOROENTIHAU. f'will give you the other figure.
Senator IODGE. What I am trying io get at is, what is a proper

administrative cost? The 0.6 you inferred was too high.
Secretary .ORIGENTH.AU. Yes.
Senator LODOF. What is about right? Four? Three?
Secretary MoncNTxVT. Well, 0.3 is correct; $18,000,000 on

$6,000,000,000 comes out 0.3 percent.
Senator IODOi. That is not an unreasonable percentage?
Secretary MoRV.ENTIAU. Well, I think I will put it. a little bit differ-

ently, if you do not mind. It is adding 6,000 additional people to the
Federal pay roll, when we have already got the excise tax and" the
income tax, anti with that machinery we could collect any reasonable
amount of increase that the Congress would place oni excise and income
taxes at little additional cost but if you throw in something entirely
new, "we have to set up a new bureau and So foi th and so on.

Senator LODOF. Roughly, can you furnish for me about what the
cost is on collecting other tyIs of taxation?

Secretary Mon.NExrII.u. I will 'oe glad to furnish it f-r you. I
cannot do'it at this minute.

Senator LoDGE. Static d in the same terms, so there would be a basis
of comparison of what it would cost to collect the different taxes.

(The information requested is as follows:)

Cost of collecting the internal rerenue for the fiscal year 19431

Collections ------------------------------------------ 1$22, 227, 311, 483. 00
Administrative costs ---------------------------------- 98, 668, 612. 00
Cost of collecting $100 --------------------------------- .44

ANot iouuinor srsounhs oi tmes refunded 'rr iMe ost of collection mrIe by the Post Oi fce I<epaemeat.
I Excluin $I $r 1,0 ,0,15 olkd'cr-1 by po t offlcos.
&uce: Bureau of Internal Rtvenue, Dec. 1, 1943.

Senator LODGE. I would like also to have a statement fu',,ished as
to what the cost is of collecting the Victory taxes.

Secretary MORGENTHAV. We will be glaa to do it if we can.
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Senator LooGE. There isn't anybody who knows how much it would
cost to collect the Victory tax?

Secretary MORGENTHAU. Do you know?
Senator ODOFE. Is it 6 percent?
Mr. PAuL. I do not think you can get that figure, Senator Lodge,

because the Victory tax is administered along with the income tax.
I will try to get it for you, but I think it would be impossible to segre-
gate the cost of collecting the Victory tax from the other taxes.

The CAITMSAIN. You have never collected any of it anyway, except
that part of it that has been withheld.

Mr. PAUL. That is right..
Senator LonE. Your objection to the Victory tax is not that it

costs too much to collect but it is a complication?
Mr. PAUL. I was going to point out, in my statement that the objec-

tion at this time is the undue coniplexity which it introduces in our
system. There are objections on equitable grounds, but that hasn't
Fuything to do with it.

Senator LoDGE. That complexity does not reflect itself in the cost
of collection but the time that it requires the personnel to work on it?

Mr. PAUL. As I was going to point out in my statement, the conn-
plexity goes not only to our bunen in the Trasury or the Internal
Revenue Department, but the burden on the emiloyers throughout
the country and the burden on taxpayers, and lhe anger such burden
adds to the whole income-tax system.

Senator LODGlE. That is all.
Senator BAnKLEY. Mr. Secretary, just as a layman it strikes me

that $18,000,000 expended to collect $6,000,000,000 is not in exor-
bitant amount. I am not throwing that out as an argument for the
sales tax because I am in sympathy with your view about that, but
I am not scared about that $18,000,000.

Secretary MORGE.THAU. I am giving here the facts as they are.
Another 6,700 employees, another $18,000,000 added to the Bureau
of Internal Revenue's budget, would create just that much greater
burden.

Senator BARKLEY. Do vo think thee would be any dlifficulty in
obtaining the 6,700 people?

Secretary MOR.ENTHAU. Yes; I do. Even if we could get them,
what would bni more difficult is the office mnachinerv, which is next to
impossible.

Senator BARKLEY. Probably it would be more difficult, to get rid
of them after you had once gotten then than it would be to get
then.

Senator WALsu. Mr. Secretary, could you or Mr. Paul give the
committee. the alternate proposal, to increase the income taxes?

Secretary MOROENTHAU. Ir. Paul will (1o that.
The CHAIRMAN. As soon as the committee is through with questions,

Mr. Paul will follow the Secretary.
Senator LucAs. Mr. Chairmani, I would like to ask one question

or two.
The CnAIRUMAN. Yes, Senator Lucas.
Senator LuCAs. As I understand it, the House considered the sales

tax, in the Ways and Means Committee, before they reported this
bill.

Secretary MOROENTHAU. Yes; they voted it (Iown.
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Senator LUcAs. In connection with the hearings held, is there a
break-down in the testimony showing the various States that have a
salts tax, the rates and the commodities?

Secretary MOnIGENTHAU. Oh, yes. We will be glad to furnish that.
The C1.,lauA-.. That is in the House hearings, Senator Lucas.
Senator Le.,As. I presumed it was.
Secretary MOROENT AIT. It was furnished to the House.
Senator LUCAS. One further question. How much money must

the Treasury borrow during the fiscal year, in line with the Budget
estimate?

Secretary MoncSTAU. We have got to borrow between 30 and
35 billion dollars additional for the rest of the fiscal year.

Senator LUCAS. ]low (10 yo propose to raise that?
Secretary Monn rnt.ku. Well, we are going to raise the maximum

amount outside of the banks. We are now preparing for a Fourth
War Loan starting the middle of January, where we proposed to raise
$14 billion of it, and we will have a Fifih War Loan sometime along
in May where we will raise likely about the same.

Senator LucAs. How long can we continue to sell these bonds,
Mr. Secretary?

Secretary MoH(;ENTHA. Well that is a very difficult question to
answer.

Senator Luc.ss. The raising of $10.5 billion if we could do that,
would aid materially, would it not?

Secretary MORoENTHAU. It would be very helpful, becausewo and
the President feel-I know I am repeating mysef-that the country
can pay another 10.5 billion dollars woith of taxes, and that will have
iot only a very sobering effect but it will reduce the necessity of
borrow ng by that amount, %shich we believe will have a helpful effect
on the inflationary problem.

There is also the question of the cost of living. I do not believe that
10.5 billion dollars is the only answer, but it would help the war on the
home front in the cost of living prob em. I do not want to leave the
impression that I feel I cannot raise the money necessary to finance
the war if the situation stays approximately as it is.

Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Secretary, ii it net true that each bond drive
ba, been.moro successful than the previous bond drive?

Secretary MNoJoENTAU. Very much so. In each succeeding one
we got. additional money from tlie public and less from the banks.

'enator JohnssoN. Is there any reason to believe that that trend
will not continue?

Secretary MOIIGENTHAU. I think it will.
Senator'CLARK. Mr. Secretary, how did you fix on the figure of

10.5 billion dollars? At the last war we had the general theory of
raising one-third of the expenses out of taxation. Before the war
started, you started with the theory of raising two-thirds from taxation

Secretary MORGENTHIAu. That is right.
Senator Ciknx. This 10.5 billion dollars, added to what we have

got now, what we raised this year, does not bear any particular rela-
tionship to any particular formula or any particular tgure, even based
on the amount of national income or the amount of expenditures or
the amount of the debt, or anything else. It just seems somebody
down at the Treasury department arrived at that figure, that It
would be a fine figure to have. It is just like the fellow who told me
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one time that ILe would like to have $7,000,000. I asked him why
he picked out the figure of $7,000,000, and to said, "$7,000,000 is "a
nice sum to have." How did you arrive at the figure of 10.5 billion
instead of 10 billion or I1 billion dollars?

Secretary NIOROENTIIA. If we had been like the fellow in your
story, if we wanted a nice figure, we would be up here asking for 21
billion dollars instead of 10.5 billion dollars, because that would be a
nice figure to have. We arranged during the summer, after the Con-
grt-ss passed the last bill, a number of schedules on corpolation and
il(lividital incotile taxes and excise taxes, and we made very careful
studies. We made very careful studies ii regarrd to the war produe-
tion, we consulted the War department, we consulted the Navy, we
CoWM~Ited Mr. Nelson's organization, and we had these various selied-
miles, some very much higher. After consulting with the other depart-
nients we came to the conclusion that this figure of 10.5 billion dollars,
based otn inconie-tax schedules, was an amount tiat we could recom-
Iiend to the Congress as being, in our opinion, the amount which would
be fair and just. Now, we have other schedules which are very nlch
higher, but we feel, amid the other deparinitents we consult,,d felt, that
they were excessive. We did not feel that this schedule was excessive.

Senator CLARK. This figure, then, represents what you think is best.
and fair?

Secretary MoRoGxTHAu. Exactly. It was not arrived at lightly, it
was after months and months of study and consultation.

Senator BYRD. 'rthe present income'is about 40 percent of the total
expenses?

Secretary MOROFNTHAU. 'ie total revenue.
Senator B-nn. The total revenue is about 40 percent?
Secretary NIORCIENTHAU. Better than that.
SenatorBlYRD. This $10,000,000,000 will make it around 50

percent?
Secretary MOROENTIIAU. Yes, sir.
Scnator'B RKLY. Mr. Secretary, last week, a week or so ago, the

newspapers carried a-story that the War Department was going to
turn back $13,000,000,000 of unexpended a propriatioi, and prob-
ably the Navy department would turn back 5 or 6 billion dollars.
That was looK-ed upon as a very roseate picture, that would obviate
the necessity of raising any more taxes. Isee here you have really, I
suppose, given its tile low-down on that, that, there will be an uiex-
pended $7,000,000,000 instead of $13,000,000, which includes the total
of all Government agencies, not centered in ono department.

Secretary MORC,:NTJHAU. That is right.
Senator JBARKELty. The amount of the public debt on July I will

be $7,000,000,000 less than you calculated a year ago it would be.
Does that in any way alter your viewpoint that the $10.5 billion is
necessary?

Secretary ,MoRCNTHAU. Could I just digress 1 minute before I
answer your question?

Senator BARKLE:Y. Yes.
Secretary MOR"ENTHAV. I do not want to leave'the impression

that I have any inside information. The Bureau of the Budget
released the statement. to the newspapers, which was in yesterday's
newspapers. My statement was prepared after I got the figures
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from the Bureau of the Budget, and the Bureau of the Budget's
responsibilities are to furnish those figures.

Senator BARKnLEY. I understand that. I think it is unfortunate
that the earlier story got out, that there was IS or 19 billion dollars
turned back into the Trcasury of unexpended money. Of course
they did not mean that at all, but everybody that read the story
thought that was what it meant.

Secretary Moa rGENTIIAU. I agree with you it is most unfortunate
because it gave an entirely faise impression to the county. The
statement which the Bureau of the Budget got out in Sunday's
papers corrected that.. I miean, they went into it at great length.

Now to answer your question, after getting the latest figures and
seeing that the deficit for the country for this fiscal year would be
reduced by $11,000,000,000, we still felt that that in no way affected
the amount that the country could stand in additional taxes. That is
why I appeared here this morning asking for an additional $10.5
billion.

Senator BARXLEY. With that curtailment, of $7 billion the esti-
mated expenditures for this fiscal year still remain at $98 000,000,000.
With the present law raising about $11 billion, it still leaves about
$57 billion, $50,000,000,000 or $57,000,000,000, or whatever it is,
expenditures over and above revenlu.

Secretary MONRGE\TH.U. That is r lit.
Senator-CL.nK. Here is the state,,ent of the Budget Director. I

am reading from yesterday's rimes-Ilemld:
Midget Diretor ]laroll E. Smith predicted 1014 war sixnding would be

$8.000w.oo0s horter than tie previous list made at $I00 million, and Uovern°
ment rmCipts uouid he .$3,0WO.090,000 more than the $tS,;o000,00 formerly

aliticipated.

Tlat does change the income to the extent of S1 1,00C.91 0,000. does
it not?

Secretary Monoi:xnTi.%, Te Bud gt figures. as I a:l tim in
my statnel nt, show that I he actual cI ecit for the li cal : ct.r ,

;e30, 1911, will he 3 11,009,00)0,000 he..s 0h1n tL rv itis t,-ti ti .
J Inea 1, uts far as the nioutt of taxes that this ei':1ity pa f'jy. tit,
dols Inot affect it at all.

Sn itor (0ii i.K. It dhe.s not atfct it at all, I granit you. but i: det.;
chtie te ,iieture to the cxtcnt of $11,0('0,0{t l.

Secretary .MORt(WN I' Mt. 'hat is right. but the s,-,7,GCCX0CO, i,
still a i delicit in alviilodv's money.

Senaittor C0,mm'. (oh.idh, aly le.ks tian $6S.00O,CCfl.CC',)
Tih ('e .. x. If there are no other questions i1 m t131 :1 .eta1y,

MIr. Secretary, we thank you.
We will hear from .lr. Bell. Thank you very ntuch for your

a pni ea m e.
Secretary Montl:x.E\Tu. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL W. BELL, THE UNDER SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY

The Cum.mu'ix. \fr. Paul, before you start, I asked '.Mr. Bell if
lie would be kind entottgh to indicate'the net amount going into the
Treasury under the present renegotiation provisions in th Ilouse
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bill. 1 would like to have that in the record, assuming that tile
llouse bill bcconls the law on the point.

Mr. BlLi. Would you like for ine to give that now, or just insert it
in tle record?

The Cu.AIMAN. I would like for you to give it to the committee,
if it, is brief, before Mr. Paul commences.

Mr. BELL. According to the estimate we have just received, on the
renegotiated contracts that are now pretty well settled, we will get
back about $4.5 billion. $2.5 billion of that amount will be applied
against contract adjustments. In other words, that money wl not
come into tie 'Preasury, but it will reduce the amount of the contracts.
$1,949,000,000 will be returned to the Treasury in the form of cash.
We have already received about $1,279,000,000 of that, leaving about
$070,000,000 yet to come. These estimates cover only renegotiations
ip to date anId do not take into account any recoveries under the
louse bill.

The CHAIRMAN. luring the fiscal year?
Mr. B :mt.. It may not all conie in during the fiscal year, but the

chances are that most of it will.
Senator B.ARKLEY. Does that take into consideration the quarter of

a billion dollars revenue?
Mr. BELL. It is in the present revenue estimates.
Tle CmmAiM.,A . To the extent that it has actually been returned,

has that all been taken into consideration?
Mr. B.Li,. The estimate for this year has taken these receipts into

consideration. Tiat represents more lhan two-thirds of the estimated
mniscellaneous receipts.

Senator BMn.v. A lot of that has been paid or will be paid in
taxes?

Mr. Bnt.t,. Yes, some of it would have been paid as taxes, excess
profit taxes, but how much I cannot tell you.

Senator BARKL'. You would not know htow to calculate the net
amount after deducting the amount paid in excess profit taxes that
have been paid?

Mr. BELL. Mr. Paul says he will try to furnish that for the record.
I haven't got it.

The CHAIRM.AN. You may put that statement in tile record if you
wish.

(Tie statement referred to is as follows:)
The question has been asked as to how much of the amounts recovered a

miscellaneous revenues and receipts cause of renegotiation of contracts would
have been paid in taxes If there had teen no renegotiation law.

While there may be some exceptions in certain cases where the corporations
have large exce-ss-rofits-tax credits and have converted largely to war production.
in which ca-es at least a portion of the exce.sive profits would be subjected to the
normal and surtax creates, most of the profits determined by price adjustment
boards to be excessive are also profits %hich would have been subjected to the
excess profits tax rates.

In the short run, therefore, the Federal Government would have in most cases
collected the excess profits taxes on the excessive profits at the prevailing rate
of excess profits taxes applicable In the caxe of the particular corporation. Under
the Revenue Act of 1942, for Instance, the rate for most corporations would have
been 90 percent gross ar.d 81 percent net (after allowing for post-war credit) of
the amount of excessive profits. Under the pruposed law, as it passed the House
of' Representatives, the respective rates are 05 and 85.5 percent. In the ease of
those corporations where the 80 percent ceiling applies, the corresponding rates
would have been 80 percent gross and 72 percent net. In the case of the deter-
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mination of exce-.sive profits which were subjected to the Revenue Act of 1911,
the rates would have been lower, aw'l there sas no post-war credit.

In the long run, all or any part of these short-run Government recoveries which
would have been paid in excess profits taxes if there were no renegotiation of
contracts might have been recouled by the eorporationA hy taking advantage
of the prnvi-ions of the law which would permit the corporate ion to reopen its
tax return and to reconpute its liability. One provision affrds the privilege of
amortizing nore rapidly than at the 20 percent per year rate. facilities for which
a certificate of emergence had been t-.sued, providing that the emergency period
ended le.s than .5 years after rapid atjiortization of the particular property began,or providing that the facility ceased to be necessary In accordance aith the'law.
Other provisions permit the carry-back of net operating lusss for 2 years and thi
carry-back for 2 years of any unu-ed excess profits tax credit. Another provision
is section 722 of the Ir,ternal revenue Code which provides relief for the tax-
p aver %ihen it l.s shown that the sxcems profits tax I exces.-ive and discriminatory.

permitting reconstruction of iho base period earnings. In an extreme ca.se
the constructive base period net Income a proved under section 722 might wipe
o it adjuvs'd exce.ss profits net income in tyh year for which excessive profits had
been detern- ined, and in such a case, the corporation could, if there had beetn no
renegotiation of contracts. have recovered the excc'ss-profita taxes paid.

To sm up, therefore, it Li possible that in the long run, the Government might
not have received any money in the fonn of taxes from the amounts which the
price adjustment board have determined to be excemtive. At the maximum
they would have received In the long run the net excess profits taxes at the rate
which under present law L 81 percent and under It. It. 3687, as passed by the
House of representatives. is 85.5 percent.

Of the $1,825,000,000 estimated for miscellaneous revenues and receipts for
the fiscal year 1011, $1,500,000.000 are estimated to originate a.s a result of the
renegotiation of contracts. Of this amount it is estimated that the Government
would have collected as tsxes $1,231,400,000 if there had been no renegotiation of
contracts. Of the $1.231,400,000 $97,400,000 is estimated to represent the
amount of the post-war credit not taken currently which would have Ieen repaid
to corporations after the war.

Of course, if there had been no renegotiation of contracts, corporations would
still have had a claim against the-e taxes which would have been paid, because
of the following provision in the law: Itapid amortization of emergency facilities
net operating loss carry-back, carry-back of unused excess-profits credit and
relief provided under section 722 of tihe Internal Revenue Code.

5&urce: Treowury Dtputiment. D)vLlon 0f RWe.escb a- Statitii0. No%,misr 2. 124-1

STATEMENT O1 RANDOLPH PAUL, GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE
TREASURY

The ('tAIRMAN. Mr. Paul, we may not be able to run longer than
12 o'clock.

M[r. PAUL. My statement may now be shortened because of some
of the points covered by the Secretary.

A. INTRODUCTION

'The purpose of my statement today is. first, to explain in detail the
sevliie recommendations of the Treisury and to compare them with
tw Fcrovisions of 1. It. 3687, the House bill; second, to indicate sonic
of the technical considerations underlying the Treasury proposals;
and, third, to exanmine with you sonic of the principal criticisms which
have been made of the adxiinLstration's proposals for $10.5 billion of
additional taxes.

B. REVENUE COMPARISON OF THE TREASURY PROPOSALS AND TU-
|lOUSE BILL (11. R. 3687)

In his statement to the Ways and 'Means Committee on October 1,
1943, the Secretary recommended wartime tax increases totaling $10.58
billion for a full year of operation. (See exhibit 1.) The bill now
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before you would raise $2.05 billion. Tiese totals are noule upl as

follows:

........u ...e ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 6. S.2N S 2 .0
(Cl.ratei i tIS .............. ....... ...... . 1 lit I V; I 9
Y wr t vp -o -II 1. ( , - - - *. . . . . *. . . . . . . . . .. . 15:. a

~lL~x-.sredpI .6r IM

1 For a' ald coenjara.7n oftstiu trat itbilitlei urder the p -en~ 1.,w and the libis, bill, ase pp.10 -53.
8 I hia estir~nl is n cuntLIt it sb the Wa) s an-i M Pva4I Coavui~twe's (OLIL ite rA a )iek (IA i,jlSA.0i0.

nie isttache~d hereto as appendcix A a statement comlpnring the0
proposals made(1 by thle Treasury to thle Ways and Mfeans CommIittee
withI the provisions of tile I ouse bill.

C. THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

The major ojectives of the Treasury individual inucomie-tax pro-
posal are (1) to simplify the income tax'by absorbing the*Victory tax
iTnto the regular income-tax structure, aliod (2) to addi $0.5 billion to
tax revenues. The imajor objective of thle income-tax Provisions ill
the Ilouise bill is to rep acelte Victory tax with a minimum tax and
adjustments ini the regular income tax.

1. BIUPLIFICATION THRorait VICTORY TAX INTEtIRMTON

Tile chairman of this committee And 11111y otllvri 1:z' 'vv\r0-,
coueern over tlie compdexitic4 (if 011.1 tUx lt';n- ' I II.'I.ltt

simplify our taIX st rulu Ijle. 'I'e t-eis I r'V :!Wl -: tl, Ne i I .

ficatioit is n firit c1111 of lwsii'tss. zii'd t;1 -;, -urI iro Iinie
specific Sliggestio . to t hi.; (" I. I>~e i.1 i th, k'. of the 111-l
vidnl is-eoliiw 1a2 ;liclu &.mtv Il~vttt" ;1(1 !':v .5in'IVlt

Both the Treasuiry linipoiil n AIthe I hei;tr1'1 ilc- t Z . till- f% t ) , v

replacing" thle Nittoi vs t'I - i ". 1tm ~ i11.14 '

thle regular invieoneta I-I :e,;r' v wuu: (eitj the a' ti ' )

(6) eliminate tile o'1i ted me '-:;t' c,,.,(it ; (r) rd:e'the, 'I tn xcip-
tioit for a miaruekI pilon 01 licatil of fnvtiilv f.-on $81,200( to S1,1100, and
tlie depenltellt cevdit r4:un ~ s 41 .d leaving the Sill-le person 5s
e.',tiiijtioil unichangeti; and (4) increase surtax rates loy 3 1,ervciltagc
points 4)1, surtax net income uip to S3;S,00J0, nadlv y- to 7 poiitts aboVe
that level.

Tile I louse lull (a) repeal., tile Victory tax; (6 ehliniatcS thle
earned incomei c'rodi t; (C) imipoeOsS a ivnimi inti wx (if :1 pvret' .t. fill the
excess of nect income11 over special personal. exemption% ($500 for a sinle

In ITMl tsix r Len. CkI~ rnt N1110 1:4' WI'c 1-5 1i '-" t$ ('0,; di; 1. 4 ,- t~ liN fr O
M~'as to I i 1-% 4 b%- reire, , zI c %!item, vr 1,rr. rt ellewarx ol thle 1 t erh- 'I his c~in0  cl.-ul-

rntlS & (>.njZN'atk~ stp in torulp.etia the A'AI'ry W1.
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individual or a married person filing a separate return, and $700 for a
married couple filing a joint return, plus $100 for each dpenl ent); 2
(d) sets the pel-sonai CXelptiol under the regular income tax at $500
for each niarried person filing a scl)aitte return; (() increases the nor-
nial tax rate from 6 pecelit to 10 percent ;and (f) decreases suI tax rates
by I percentage point on surtax net intoine bIetween $11,000 ntl
$12,000 and itereases thlm ly I to 3 Ifc'enltage points oln surtax
net itcolii aol)ove S3,0(I00. 'Pile Colbiled norImal lax and surtax
increase would be 4 perveutage points onitl net taxable i-oine up to
$6,000; 3 points between $Ii,000 and SI2,100; 4 points betwivon $12,000
aiid S:S,000; and 5 to 7 points alove that level.

comparingng tlie 'Treasory prol)os.i with I tle House bill, we find t hat
thev diror slhrl-ly in the technique of integration. '[le principal
dil]eritce is this:" rie louse bill substitutes for the Victory tax a
3-percent nininuni tax with new exeuntions; the Treasuirv proposal
eiiploys no wininnm tax but wouldl reduce lie credit for deopendents
by $50 and the exemption for a marrieol couple by $100. ('ompart-
tivo burdens under the louse bill and the Treastry integration pro-
posal are shown in exhibit 4.3

() Analysis of t intae'ration lun in t. ft. 36S7. In the process of
absorbing the Victory tax into tlie regular income tax structure, both
the I louse bill and the Treasury proposal eliminate Ihe earned-incomo
cre,lit and thereby simplify tax computation. But tlie real promise of
sin plilieation this year lies in substituting a single ineone lise for a
double base, a single set of exemptions for a double set, aud a single tax
conmputatioa for a double ore. Tile Trvasury integration proposal
would reailize this promise in full. The House bill realizes the sante
promise only in a minor degree, and at the same time adds some coi-
ph cities found neither in the present law nor in tie Treasury proposal.

'Tlhe house bill eliminates tie gross base of tie Victory tax nnd
substitutes a single for a double tax computatioll on the simplified
form (Form 11I1.A). Bothl tie rngtltr income tax and tle liilnumn
tax are computed on the basis of inomne tax net income. .Mloreover,
a table indicating tho regular tax an 141 llillnllm tox is provided for
users of the simplitied form. This is till to tie good, but it is only a
smuill part of tlne siauplification that is nevedd.

The House b;l does not eliminate the dual set of personal exell)tions
and will still require users of the lon., form (Form 10-10) to dletcrinino
which of two taxes applies to their incomes. In addition, it will con-
fuse taxpayers with itS eomplicattd minimum tax. It will make it
disadvantageous for many taxpayers now usilg the simplilied form
to use that. form ilk the future. 'It will require millions of married
couples to go through a series of alternative tax eotmputations to
ascertain their lowest possible liability.

(1) Confusion caused by minimum tax: The Hlouso bill provides
that taxpayers shall pay either tie minimum tax or the regular tax
whichever is larger. Two alternative taxes with different rates and

9 The taxrn)-er pms either thb minimum tax oc the ta plted at the reglr rates a d exemi p,
whlkherer is hie.wr.
1A compsrun of iertariol normal fta rates undef the rl.e vaa Treasury pror*orU will be found in

ehlbit 3 appended to this statement. Tbe combined nwmal ilt im<d svrtax under the lleise il Is
I pontage int bteber than the combld fates under the Treasury inerration prop . In the range
from ero toAW40.an 0lo $t50D0. I athe ranM bet wee ,0 and 612.000. e.nX above $?0,000, te
two Plana apply the "m combloci tax ratcs.
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exemptions ill confront taxpayers using the long form. A table
can be appended to that form showing the net income "breaking
points" above which the regular tax applies and below which the
mininium tax applies. But this mechanical guide cannot remove the
confusion inherent in having two alternative taxes side by side.

Tire confusion caused by the House bill may perhaps best be visual.
ized by a specific examplec. Take the case of a married couple with
two dependents, tie husband having $900 of net income from business
and the wife $700. Their minimum combined liability under the
Jlouso bill will be realized by filing separate returns, each claiming one
dependent. Thme husband vill be subject to the regular tax, the wife,
to the minimum tax. The husband will get a $350 credit for the one
dependent and will apply a 23-percent rate to his income. Tlhe wife
will get a $100 credit for tie other dependent and will apply a 3-percent
rate to her income. The confusion in this family is apparent.

(2) The necessity of comparing taxes under separate and joint
returns: Under the [ouse bill the problem of choosing between joint
anti separate returns is not only greatly complicated, but is forced
upon millions of taxpayers not now affected by it because of the
difference in aggregate exemptions depending upon whether separate or
joint returns are filed. Under present law the problem is restricted to
the comparatively few married couples having combined net incomes
reaching beyond the first surtax bracket. The choice is fairly clear.
It invoh-cs persons who are for the most part familiar with tax pro-
cedure. To married couples with combined surtax net incomes blow
$2,000, it is generally a matter of indifference whether they file sep-
arate or joint returns.

however , under the House bill it is no longer a matter of indiffer-
ence. Married taxpayers in even the lowest income brackets, many
of them newcomers to tie income tax, will be driven to compare
the tax advantages of joint and separate returns. They will find
that the advantage shifts with the size of income, with the particular
division of income between husband and wife, and with the number
and division of dependents. Because of these variables, no clear
dividin, lines or income zones can be established to guide taxpayers
into one type of return or the other. In order to determine their
lowest tax liability, they will have to resort to a method of trial and
errot involving numerous alternative computations.

Merely stating the provisions of the House bill on this point demon-
strates how bewildered the taxpayer will be. Under the minimum
tax husband and wife receive an exemption of $500 each, or a total
of $1,000, if they file separate returns, but only one $700 exemption
if they file a joint return. Under the regular income tax, their
exemption is still $.500 each, or a total of $1,000, on separate returns,
but is $1,200 on a joint return.' In other words, the mininium tax
exemption will be smaller under a joint return than under separate
returns, thus offering an inducement to file separate returns. The
regular tax exemption, on the other hand, will be greater under a
joint return than under separate returns, thus offering an induce-
ment to file joint returns. By setting the credit for dependents at
$100 for the minimum tax in contrast with $350 for the regular tax,
I None o the COl exempting allowed on a -eperae return may he shifted from one stcu.se to the AShec

mier either the ,mhtmum oe the reiuM tai.
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the House bill further complicates the choice between joint and
separate returns.

The large number of variables injected by the House bill will force
husband and wife who both receive incolile to compute a scrios of
alternative (axes to ascertain their lowest possible liability. I should
like to cite an example which brings home more forcibly than any
lengthy explanation the nature of the corn iliance burden imposed! on
these taxpayens. '[lite extem Ie is that of at married couple with 13
clhihlren anl a net income of $2,125, of which lit' hufi and receive.
S1,250 and 11t wife, $S75. Using Form l01t), this couple could
reach five different tax rc.ults. tis would involve itile separate
tax comptutations. These computations are necc sary to determine
the maximum tax advantage under (I) joint or separate returns and
(2) different divisions of the depelide'its between husband and wife.
(See illustration in ap pendix It.) To be absolutely certain that they
have arrived at their lowest possible tax, this couple would also hav:o
to make Dille tax determinations on the short form (1040A). The
actual ease in which 18 tax corn putations would be made to ascertain
the lowest tax would bo rare. B ut the mere fact that such cases can
occur and that a problem similar in kind, if not in degree, will be
faced bv many taxpayers is a serious indictment of this phase of the
House Gill.

enator C,.AtnK. lHow does that compare with existing law, Mr. Paul?
Mr. .ut,. It is much more complicated.
Senator CLARK. Would you prefer to finish (lie statement?
Mr. P.,u,. Yes. I will conic to that.
With such extreme complexity established beyond any doubt, the

question might still arise (a) whether the number of necessary tax
computations is much larger than under present law, (6) whether the
tax differentials involved are substantial, and (c) whether many tax-
payers will be affected.

(a) There is no incentive under present law for married persois with
small incomes to file separate returns, anti the problem of allocating
dependents is thereby avoided.

.(6) The illustration in appendix B shows that the tax differentials
under the various procedures for computing the tax can be very
substantial. On the modest income of $2,125 in the example cited,
the tax liability computed on Form 10I0 ranges from $24.75 under the
most, advantageous method to $174.75 under the least advantageous
method of filing.

(c) Estimates indicate that the House bill will confront well over
10 million married couples w%-ith the choice between joint and separate
returns. Under that bill it is estimated that 10.7 million joint returns
will be filed for 194.'

In addition, a number of separate returns will also be filed by
married couples where both receive income. The great majority if
millions of married couples will decide to file either joint or separate
returns only after making difficult, time-consuming comparisons.

(3) Decreased use of the simplified return: Another undesirable
btyproduct of the House bill is that it would in effect deny the use of
the simplified form (100A) to many taxpayers now able to use that
form. husband and wife may use Vomni 1040A as a separate return
as long as both use it anti neither has more than $3,000 of gross income.

ti'Under .Zt lsw, 8. miMLionJo~nt returns art expect#, wbhie uDn4r the Treasury L-tegrtion corOW,
luwId be &i mwiico.
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The House bill, by providing married couples with a $1,200 exemption
if they file joint returns but a combined exemption of only $1,000 if
they file separate returns, places a premium on joint returns. As a
result, mainy married persons with combined gross incomes between
$3,000 and $6,000, who now file separate returns on Form 1040A, will
be penalized by a $200 reduction in exemption if they continue to use
Form 1040A. *Plainly, they will turn to the more complicated Form
1040. Since it is desirable to extend rather than rt-striet the use of the
simplified form, this effect of the House bill is unfortunate.

(4) Complication of the withholding process: In addition to compli-
cating tax returns and the filing proeess, I. R. 3687 complicates collec-
tion at the source anti raises new problems for employers. Many
employers withhold on the exact basis instead of by wae brackets,
either'to approximate the final liability more closely or because their
mechanical equipment requires the use of the exact computation.
Since the Victory tax exemption is $624 regardless of family status,
present law requires the employer to apply only one set of exemptions
varying with family status. But under the House bill the minimum
tax will also have variable exemptions. Employers will thus be con-
fronted with two sets of varying exemptions, as well as two tax rates,
in determining how much to withhold.

Senator CLArK. Mr. Paul, that makes necessary a change in the
method of computation at the time of a very busy season of the year
both for the Bureau of Internal Revenue and for the employers, does
it not?

Mr. PAUL. That is right.
The problem of year-end refunds and additional tax payments is

also aggravated.4
l[usbands andi wives filing separate ret'irns have fixel exemptions

of $500 each. No shift of part of the ,xviption from one to the
otler is permitted as under present lai Situations will frequently
arise, therefore, whcre one spouse is entitled to a refund and the
other is subject to additional tax. Yet, because tie exemption is
fixed at $500, the opportunity that exists today for canceling out the
refund and the additional liability is removed. For example, if the
wife works part of the year but does not. take any of the withholding
exemption, she is entitled to a refund. The husband, who tokes the
entire withholding exemption, will probably have to pay additional
tax. But evert if the wife's refund is equal to or greater than the
husband's remaining liability, there is no way of shifting the personal
exemption anti thns offsetting one against the other, lie %ill have
to pay the tax and she will have to vait for a refund.

(5) Complication of the administrative proce-.:: The House bill
also makcs heavy demands upon administration. For 1944, it -vilh
require the filing and processing of 41.7 million returns, representing
52.4 million taxpayers, in contrast with the Treasutr proposal, which
would require only 36.5 million returns representing 43.2 million tax-
payers.' The House bill, like the present law, requires millions of
returns from persons in those income brackets il which the ratio of
administrative effort to tax proceeds is highest. Moreover, the corn-

I The Tre.a" h s recnomrm'dod cbanges in the withboMing jeoce-lre tos wotl mInimihe tb rcoblem
dA ytw-ead refundi and addlonal Iat tAyrents- The Tretqr rcorcv4 thba sithho ing bi Iapiled
on ad & Ated b's to the taz, eos full liab'lity rather thkas merely toV is F_ rlal labilisv under it e n-ral
itat and the flint bracket 'A sur..T It ati proposed rromwer vith t oMgt brackets to adjust moUn,
wit.hekl n're closely to actual tat Iabilitles.

I Undtr present law the Sgures would be 44.1 million rotuns and 35.3 m'Umn xpayea.
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plexity and confusion generated by tihe double exemptions and coin-
putations and by the involved choice between joint and separate
returns will inevitably burden administration. Both in terms of the
taxpayers who will throng the collectors' police for help, and in terms
of the volume of errors that taxpayers will Mnke, the House bill
magnifies the problems of administration.Senator V Ni'iEmmi.nG. Mr. Paul, may I ask vou ju t one question
so I can get oriented?

M Ir. P.ui.. Yes, Senator.
Senator VANDENBERO. Is there any difference in the net result to

the Treasury finally, in the Treasury schenie of integration, and the
Ilonso seheile, in connection with the Victory tax?

Mr. PAUL. In revenue yield?
Senator VANDENBERO. YeS.
.\Mr. PAUL. I ana coming to that in just a minute.
Senator VANDE BERG. All right.
Mr. PAUl, (continuing). (c) Contrast of House bill with Tracsuiry

integration proposal from the standpoint of simpliity.-The contrast
between the l1l se'bill Ond the Treasury proposal on the score of
simplicity is complete. What the Iuuse bill gains in removing the
Victory tax, it loses in introducing the minimum tax. It retains the
complexities of a double tax system and adds special vagaries of its
own. It burdens administration with new problems at a time when
it is still faced by the enormous task of adjusting itself to current
collection. Worst of all, it will require taxpayers to struggle with the
new minimum tax concept even before they finish hurdling the Victory
tax barrier.

Under the Treasury proposal, on the other hand, there would be
no double tax base, no double exemptions and no multiple choices
and computations. Administration would Le simplified by dropping
the Victory tax. Similarly, withholding would be simplified by
dropping the minimum withholding feature necessary to guarantee
collection of the Victory tax. Most. important, compliancewould
be simplified. Taxpayers could face the prospect of filing their
necessarily complicated annual return next March with the assurance
that future income tax returns would be both more understandable
arid simpler.

(d) Tax increases and decreases under t(he House bill and the Treasury
interaction proposal.-Somc contend that the Treasury proposal
achieves simplicity at an excessively high cost in tax reduction for
taxpayers in the lowest brackets and that the House bill involves no
corresponding cost. I should like to cite the facts refuting this
contention.

The Treasury integration proposal would exempt entirely 9.1 mil.
lion taxpayers who now pay a net Victory tax of 275 million dollars.
Including thee it would reduce taxes for 18 million taxpayers the
combined reduction totaling 436 million dollars. The House bil &x-
empts only 130,000 taxpayers, but reduces taxes for a total of 26.0
million taxpayers; the aggregate reduction is 370 million dollars, only
60 million dollars less than the Treasury proposal. The Treasury
proposal would increase liabilities for 34.4 million taxpayers, the in-
creases totaling 711 million dollars. The Houso bill increases liabili-
ties for 26.4 million taxpayers, the increases totaling 459 million
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dollars. While the 9 million taxpayers who would be exempted under
the Treasury proposal pay 275 million dollars under present law, they
would pay on ly 161 mill ion dollars under the House bill. This figure
of 161 million dollars measures the reduction involved in their elimi-
nation from the income tax rolls.

Senator BYRD. Do you think it is wise to eliminate taxpayers at
this time?

Mr. PAuL. These 9 million taxpayers?
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. PAUL. I think it is wise in view of the complications involved in

keeping the tax on those taxpayers. I (to not think the 161 million
dOlars we collect from those classes is worth the complication it
involves for them and for the other taxpayers, all the rest of the 50
million, and also the danger that that complication involves for the
whole Federal tax system.

Senator BYRD. I thought you said 337 million dollars was released.
Mr. PAUL. The Treasury proposals lowered the exemptions. We

picked up 2 million taxpayers that way. That leaves 9 million tax-
payers who are removed from the rolls by the Treasury proposal.
Under existing law they would pay 275 million dollars of tax. Under
the House bill they would pay 161 million dollars of tax.. Now, the
collection of that tax of 161 million dollars from the 9 million tax-
payers in my opinion is not worth the complication that the collection
involves, not only for those taxpayers but for all other taxpayers,
the whole 50 million taxpayers. I would go further than that in
saying it is not worth the danger it involves for the whole tax system,
(specialty when you consider an additional fact, that there is not any
ditlerence of any appreciable degree between the burden of taxes upon
those taxpayers between the present law and the proposal of the
Treasury and the House bill.

Any integration plan will inevitably change liabilities of many
taxpayers. The major concern should be that the changes meet the
tests of simplicity und fairness. The Treasury changes meet these
tests far better than the changes in II. R. 3087. While the Treasury
integration proposal would reduce taxes only for taxpayers in the
lowest brackets and object to family responsibilities, the House bill
would apply reductions to taxpayers with incomes as high as $3,931
(married person with two dependents) and $4,572 (married person
with three dependents). More important, the Treasury proposal
would simplify the entire income-tax structure in eliminating
$275,000,000 ol tax for the 9,000,000 taxpayers least able to pay and
most expensive to tax. In contrast, the Hlous6 bill complicates that
structure and multiplies the compliance burdens of over 50,000,000
persons merely to keep the 9,000,000 taxpayers on the rolls, and to
exact from them the relatively small suni of $161,000,000. It seems
utterly unreasonable to erect a mountain of complexity for such a
molelill of revenue.

(e) Conducsion on simplifieation.--Simplicity in income taxation
implies both mechanical ease of compliance and understandability of
the basic tax rules. The integration scheme in 11. R. 3687 violates
both of these standards. It has been amply illustrated that the
mechanical problems of compliance ander the minimum tax may be
even more burdensome than those associated with the Victory tax.
But even assuming that master tables could be developed to cope
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with most of the mechanical complexities of the House bill, the prob-
lem of simplicity would not be solved. The minimum tax and its
relationship to the regular tax completely defy understanding on the
part of the average taxpayer.
Senator CLARK. I do not see .%here either one of them, the Treasury

proposal or the House bill, is any particular improvement over the
present system.

Mr. PAUL. The improvement involved in the Treasury proposal
over the present law is a different matter. I have been cor,:piaring
the Treasury proposal with the House bill. The Treasury proposal
as compared with the present law involves a different set of compar-
isons. It eliminates 9,000,000 taxpayers; it eliminates all the work
involved in auditing, checking, and in policing those returns. That
is a lot of work. The work might be worth while if it brought in
enough money, but it only brings in $275,000,000 under present law.

Another comparison between tie 'T-oasury proposal and the present
law, as distinguished from tl'o House bill, is that it means that the
whole withholding procedure is easier for employers, and there are
various other comparisons.

Senator CLARK. Of course, one of the minor, I1 should say, ever-
present disadvantages of the tax system is changing the system of
computation every year, so the fellow never makes out his tax return
in two successive tax returns on the same basis. I am not talking of
rates but of the same method of computation.

Mr. PAUL. I agree with you.
Senator CLARK. Unless there is some very substantial advantage in

revenue, it seems to me the system ought not to be changed toorapidly.5

Mir.1P.UL. Your point I agree with completely. That was the
point I made with respect to taxpayers next March who just will
hopefully, I assume, learn the Victo;ry tax, and they have to turn
around and learn this new minimum tax. ip

Senator CLARK. If you are coming to this, don't bother to answer
now. I would like you to tell us specifically whether you prefer the
Victory tax or the minimum tax.

Mr. PAUL. I am almost at that point. I am about to say I prefer
tire Victory tax.

A tax law which affects over 50,000,000 people must be made under-
standable to them if it is to survive. It must be explainable to them
over tie radio, in the press, and through the mails. I might be able
to visualize mechanicalguides which would help taxpayers to stumble
in robot fashion through income-tax compliance under the House
bill. I cannot visualize an information campaign that could make
this tax understandable to taxpayers generally.

Putting the minimum tax in its proper perspective, it is not an over-
statement to say that its complexities will jeopardize the whole income-
tax system. Merely to collect $161,000,000 from 9,000,000 taxpayers
near the bottom of the income scale, it endangers the collection of
more than $17,000,000,000 from over 50,000,000 taxpayers throughout
the scale. The [ouse bill offers the American taxpayer a minimum
tax "cure" that is worse than the Victory tax "disease." We cannot
aiford to disappoint the mass of taxpayers who have been promised
relief from the complexities of our present dual tax structure. We
cannot risk a break-down in tile mainstay of our Federal tax system
in the midst of total war.
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The question of Victory tax integration is of crucial importance.
I am firmly convinced that the Treasury integration proposal would
achieve real simplification at a modest and entirely rtiksonable cost.

1. INCREASE IN REVENUE.

(a) Te Trtasury propoml.-Thus far, I have discusseil only the
Victory tax integration segment of the Treasury individual income-tax
proposal. The Treasury has also recommended as part of a 10.5

bilon-dollar program of wartime taxes that an additional 6.5 billion
dollars of revenue be raised in individual income taxes. The surtax-
rate increases suggested to raise this revenue of course include the
changes designed to absorb the Victory tax. Exhibit 5 appended to
this statement shows the schedule of surtax rates proposed to the
Ways and ,Means Committee on October 4, 1943.9 (See also exhibits
0 ald 7.)

Two alternative schedules for raising approximately 6.5 billion
dollars of added income-tax revenue are also attached for the con-
venience of your committee. (See exhibits 8, 9, and 10.) It will be
wen that these alternative schedudes would impose a heavier burden

in the lower-income brackets than the October 4 proposal.' The
exact additional burden is indicated in the footnote in my statement.

Senator BenD. Under your proposal you are not comparing the
House bill with existing law?

Mr. PAUL. In respect to the $6.5 billion revenue, that was a
comparison with existing law. Do you mean with respect to revenue
or with respect to tile simplification aspect?

Senator B RD. Both. As I understand it, you are not figuring on
a good deal from the House bill.

Mr. PAUL. A good deal of my emphasis has been on that, but
comparing it with the present law, which includes the Victory tax, I
have just made a few comparisons. The Victory tax makes it impos-
sible for us to simplify our present law because we have two taxes
with two sets of exemptions and two income-tax bases. We find
that it is totally impossible to get out a return and to make the tax
understandableiwhen we have these two alternative taxes in it, and
it complicates withholding. A large part of the problem is solved
when you drop the 9,000,000 taxpayers. I am not saying drop them
because of the tax consideration involved at all, I am saying because
the dropping of those taxpayers will permit us, will leave us with one
ineome tax, one set of exemptions, one set of rates, and so forth, and
will make it possible for us to understand the'tax, which we cannot
do otherwise.

I say also I think we will never be able to understand the tax that
is in the House bill. We will be even less able to understand it then
we are able to understand the Victory tax. As Senator Clark has
just pointed out, it will be a change-over after 1 year's operation to
an entirely new tax.

Senator BYRD. Would you favor the retention of the present
Victory tax to the provisions in the House bill?

I It wt!) te seen from exhibit 5 tba the Treftsry Is recommen4lat thst Four sept: ourtit b ,sltts of
MMO each t Fubstituted for the reject Anst bracket of $,.IM This bants enabW at better dJcotjuest
of tent to cspocities to y i the iower4oos brac et

eP=oos with net noomes c, les than KAM would pay 35$ bflloa dMl rs out of tbe tottl (4. billion
d"lLan t Idtioal income tat uder the Treawry Diropos_ o( October 4; 5.1 bMl-io d lar, out of( M bllliko
dfnss u der alternative rIoposs A; aLd 4.4 bWion dollars ont of 6.8 bMllo dil.s under alternative
reotosal B.
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Mr. PAUl,. I have iven a good deal of thought to that and I
would say I would. A t least, the taxpayers next March will know
something about that tax, maybe not too much. Thy will not have
to learn an entirely new tax right in the midst of filing their returns
under a tax system that would include the Victory tax.

I would like to call your attention to the fact, Senator, that there
has been a great deal of public demand for the repeal of the Victory
tax, Jiot because particularly of its impact but because of its frightful
amount of complications.
(b) The Hlouse bill.-evenue is only an incidental consideration

in the income-tax provisions of the House bill. Those provisions will
add $226,000,000 to income-tax revenues. Of this amount about
$90,000,000 is attributable to the change made in connection with
Victory-tax integration. About $150,000,000 is attributable to the
disallowance of dcdtiitions for Federal import duties and niiswelaneuns
excise and stamp taxes not otherwise deductible as buines; expenses.0
The other individual income-tax changes made by the 1lou|se bill aro
of a technical character.

1. ANsWLR TO CRITIcISSIS OF TIE TREASURY PR.OnesALS 1,oR 1101, .r iNcou,: rAXES

I should now like to examine with you some criticisms that have
been made of the Treasury's affirmative income-tax proposals. The
three agumnients I shall examine are (I) that tie Treasiury proposals
would not bear heavily enough on the lower-incomo brackets; (2) that
the American people (to not have tha capacity to pay more income
taxes, and (3) that income-tax rates in 1944 will be confiscatory.

Now, I think I may omit reading the next part of my statement
because it has been civered by the Secretary's testimony.
(b) Cbpaeit, to pj!y.--A second contention is that the American

people (1o not. have the capacity to pay additional income taxes. The
facts contradict this contention. Individual incomes after personal
taxes amonnted to $65,000,000,000 in the fiscal year 1939 and are
expected to amount to $126,000,000,000 in the fiscl year 1944. The
corresponding figures before subtracling personal taxes are $68,000,-
000,000 and $148,000,000,000. In other words, l)(rsonal taxes showa
an increase of $19,000,000,000 whie incomes before taxes show an
increase of $80,000,000,000. Less than one-fourth of the increase in
annual ilcone payments generated by defense and war activities is
being absorhed b; taxes.

Senator BYRD. That income of $16,000,000,000 is after they pay
taxes?

Mr. PAUu. The S126,000,000,000 for (lie fiscal year 1944 is after
taxes.

Senator BYRD. After taxes?
Mr. PAUL. After personal taxes.
Senator BYRD. That does not include the corporate taxes?
Mr. PAIL .. It. includes the corporate taxes insofar as the corporate

taxes come out. of the national income.
Senator Bivia. All the citizens had an income of $126 billion net

after paying taxes?
"9This dJv bw&-v wa rmmtoded by the Tressrty. At 1Ce.5t. tbe allow we (4 dedtmfutos ualez
. 23 (c) is Ir, ,5L*mnt Lod Iqnls entirely on ibe kai [I- nur ie ued In I[En ;ing the tax. Fvr

ClAW le. ,Jrnk4,Wcs tales re mdlwc.I s d 1uct Son.% but the cba" Ut Is poL U Ofxmlotyr a lbe mntee
of aedeou lbty In deni-sh. Rerecue. aim nltrtr Ire, and equity osr,4eranst 1 ms o sulest disallow-

ueof Lbese taxes LanmLfr as they consiltute pealos espeuws.



Mr. PAUl. That is in the fiscal year 1944; yes. You understand
that does not cover any excise or sales taxes that are in the prices that
are paid.

Senator BYRa. That means the direct taxes?
Mr. PAUL. That is right. That $126 000 000,000 compares with

$65,000,000,000 in the fiscal year 1935. The difference, I think,
is about $80,000,000,000, and less than one-fourth of the increase
in annual income payments generated by the defense and war activities
is being absorbed by personal taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. You saIl 1935.
Mr. PAUL. 1939, Senator George.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean 1939.
Mr. PA VL. Yes, after taxes in 1939, after personal taxes, I gave the

figure of $65,000,000,000.
The CIIAM N. We have gone up more than three times, I think,

since 1939.
Mr. PAUL. We have gone up considerably more than three tines.

My recollection is in 1939 the taxes were less than $2,000,000,000-
just a minute. Personal taxes were $3 000,000 000 in 1939.

Senator Bv:D. Both of these figures are net figures?
Mr. PAUL. These are net after personal taxes.
Senator BYRD. That is what I mean, net after personal taxes. The

same argument you make now would apply to sales taxes, too, would

it not, the ability of people to pay?
Mr. Pxui. The ability of people to pay and sales taxes are entirely

different matters, because the sales tax has a largO impact in the low

brackets, the very lowest brackets, where there is not any ability to

paT;ho CTiRMAN. You are estimating the amount of money that was

possessed by individuals in 1939 and estimating the amount they will
have in 1944?

Mr. PAUL. Fiscal 1944. That is after taxes, Senator George, after

personal taxes.
The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think, when you consider the ability of

the taxpayers to meet the tax liability, you have got to consider what

that increase has been since 1939? roughly, it would be five times
as much.

Mr. PAUL. What the increase of taxes has been?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, on individuals.
Mr. PAUL. I think the increase in taxes has been very great since

1939, but it has not kept pace, my point is, with the increase in income.

I think the great difficulty with respect to this increase is the increase
does not go to all the people, that there are some stationary incomes
involved.

The CIHAIRMAN. That is the great difficulty, but we have got the

rate up now over 1939 around six times as much as it was in 1939,
and the difficulty is we haven't got uniform incomes, nor uniforin in-

creases in those incomes of 1939. You have got a lot of people

standing at the 1939 post, so to speak.
Mr. I AUL. Standing at what? I beg your pardon.
The CAIzRMAN. At the 1939 income figure.
Mr. PAUL. Of course I agree with you there is a serious problem

with respect to the stationary incomes.

RIE 'NUZ1 ACT OF 194330
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The CHAIRMAN. That always has to be considered when you are
trying to say how much more tax can be borne by the taxpayers, does
it not?

Mr. PAUL. I think it is also fair to consider not only that aspect of
it, which I agree wilh you is the problem, the problem of the stationary
income, but also the great increase in total incomes.

'Tie CIAIRMAN. I do not know that I am thoroughly in accord with
you on that point. That is what ruined (lie farmers in the last war.
They estimated the value, of the land on the asis of its income-
producing capacity undiier highly artificial war conditions.. You might
say we can make changes in our tax law, but if you look at the
$157,000,000,000 that the national income is now, certainly a, a
national product- -

Mr. P.,U1, (interposing). The national product is of course much
larger.

The CHAIRMAN. There certainly is that much product. If you look
on it as a basis on which you are going to levy taxes, you have also
got to take into consideration that that is a temporary income, it is
artificial, it is produced by the war. Assuming tine war ended in
March, with these rates on" individuals, they will run all during hit
year, and when the income drops down precipitously you wouh /have
a pretty badly broke people.

Mr. PAU,. That is a good argument, for the reason you indicate,
that we have the current tax-collection system, because immediately
the income drops, the tax, collections will also drop.

The C,AIRSIAN. B]uit not the rate.
Mr. l'Aut,. But not the rate, but the rate can be dropped to meet

future conditions. We are dealing today with a condition of vastly
expanded income. Whet we should d have when unforeseeable condi-
tions Arise in (lie future, I do not know. 1 do not think (lie problem is
analogous to the farm problem, because people at that time. on the
basis of expanded income, increased the values. The mortgages were
fixed on the property, they were there for all time, without possibility
of change.

.The CHAIRSAN. I understand the national income is a factor in
fixing the taxes, but the difficulty I have about it is to niake it tie main,
controlling factor. It seems to me to be illogical and one fraught with
all kinds of possible difficulties to your general economy, because I
know we are not going to decrease these rates fast enough to take care
of a declining national income when the war ends.

Senator JoHlNsoN. The rates are graduated, however.
l'ht, CiRi.M.AN. The mates are graduated. 1 un talking about in-

creasing them all the way up.
Senator JoHNso.N. You say the rates are static, but that is not

quite true because they arv graduated.
The CHuIRMAN. Oh: yes; they are gre.duated.
Senator JoNsoN,. I think the figures are very, very important.

This is tle first time they have been called to my attention. Ilow did
you get these figures? bid you get them off tlie income-tax returns?

INr. PAUL. No, we got those figures b Y estimates of national income
payments. They are all payments of income to individuals. Then
we subtract from the income payments to individuals, and that in-
cludes all kinds of payments, dividends, salaries, and so on. We sub-
tract from that all personal taxes, the taxes that have to come out of
those incomes before the incomes are really spendable or disposable.
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Those estinates are not made from returns b cause they include a lot
of income that would not beL reflected in returns, people who do not
file returns, for instance.

Senator JoiNso.q. I was in hopes that they would lw derived from
returns so we wouhl have soltething exaet and lnt an estimate.

Mr. PAUL. The Departmnt of Comjnercv' does the basie sta-
tistical work on those figures. 1 (to not think therv has been, in all
the discussion on this subject, very nucl questiOn abXt the figures,
a billion or two in the total amount, but tho:,, are pretty well estab-
lished figures.

Senator JoiNsoN. It is only a break-do n, then, of the national
income figures that we have had before us all the time?

Mr. PAUL. That is right.
Senator JowNso.N. It is merely a break-down?
Mr. PAUL. It is a break-down by subtracting from the gross total

of individual income pavients of personal taxes which must collie
out of the payments before you can really sa. that the income is
spendable, or savable, one might say.

I do not know whether you want mc to go oi1 any more.
Senator BYRD. Suppose a man in business who was not a company,

incorporated, got an income and he pent part of that income for
other services?

Mr. PAUL. For what?
Senator BY'RD. For personal service. Suppose lie was engaged in

business, as there are many people, partnership, not incorporated.
Mr. PAUL. That is right.
Senator Byim. This has nothing to do with corporations?
Mr. PAUL. This includes all personal income consisting of dividends

paid by corporations and other i,'eomcs.
Senator Bit. Suppose this person spent money out of the money

that comes in, for services of different kinds in business there would!
be duplication in that case, would there ,not?Mr. 'AUL. No. jf they are business expenses, they are excluded
from tile total. These are only personal income payments. They
are withdrawals from any kind of businsc s.

Senator ByRtn. I do not know how you can make that a part of ihe
income tax.

,Mr. A'.%UL. Maybe Mr. Blough can explain tie technique of how
the studies are made by the l)epartmcnt of Commerce. I understand
they are not just guesses, they are pretty accurate estimates. I have
not heard of a serious disagreement about tlh figures.

Senator BYRD. It is pretty hard to prove them.
M\i-. Bto'(i. They cannot be pioved one way or the other,

Senator. We could use some additional information to good ad-
vantage. Certain studies which would greatly increase the accuracy
of these figures have been proposed from time to tinie to tile Approlpria-
tion Committees and have been tuned down. The Do partnent of
Commerce collects data of ver*- many kinds from almost every
imaginable source: Social Securty wage rtiorts, reports of the
payments of dividends which come to their attention, trade as-ociation
statistics of various kinds, and a %hole mass of figures collected here,
there, and everywhere by the Govenment and private agencies,
inluding tie incomne tax'retumns, which, however, are primarily of
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value in checking the previous estimates and correcting (Ihem, seeing"
how much in error the current methods are. On the basis of those
figures front very mainy sources, various series of statistical estimates
are made and combined. It is not an accounting proCess, it is not
a census, but it is a procedure which has been built up over the last
15 or 20 years and which has conIC to be pretty well accepted, and
when these figures were chocked up in later years they stood up
pretty well. You cannot say tley are an absolute guaranty of
correctness, but they tare good estimates.

Senator iYRD. 'TfhC basis of tUe natiortal silicone is tiken first?
Mr. l.ouci. Tiey build the national inconle up on really two

bases in order to clieek: one is the production which various industries
put out. T le goods they Sell, the goods tley produce, anti the services
that thev furnish in all walks of life and ad/ kinds of businesses are

rotten and added together in order to get at the inconie produced.
[hen they proceed from another direction to collect payments, such
as wages,'alairies, aiid dividends. 'i'lievy build it up in that direction
,o as to have soinething of a eross-c|teck, because, by and large,
the go(s that are produced, itcludin, the war goods, nust cleek
very well vith the income patients pTus bu.'invss savings, reserves,
and taxes.

Senator lbi). This figure, pus the taxes, does that equal the
national income?

Mr. li.ouor. That equals what is called income payments. Tile
national income is a slightly different concept, because the national
income inches the savings ;f business corporations and other business
organizations, which are not paid out. or withdrawn, but aside front that
difference and sonie minor adjusimenis they are very much the same.

The CihaiRst.%N. it is very nearly 12:30. I do not want, Mr. Paul,
to leave the oifr-essia n N .:our tinid that I do not regard the ntationRal
income as a factor, and an important factor, in determinin what
taxes inay be bore by the people. bit I do think when nationahanconin
is artificial, as it Must be in wartime, that you have got to take that
into account and give very great weight to it.

Mr. PAUr,. Senator, I was not saying that this was the only factor
to take into e-insiderution.

The CH.IRMAN. No. 1no.
Mr. P.A, ,L. I was really reltting a gret it many arguments that have

been made that there is not the capacity to pay.
Senator, you maide a point about how personal taxes have increaNl,

and1 I tght say that I agree with your estirnate. Personal taxes. that,
is, Federal, State, anl local, as a percentage of income before taxes,
were about 4, percent in 1939, and about 15 percent in 1944, or
somewhat more than three times as high.

Tite CHAIRM .. Ab ut three times? I thought that was about
your net increase.

Mr. PAUL. That is right.
The CHAIRIMAN. I also think the rapidity with which taxes have

gone up has an iriaortant bearing on determining what the tax rate
should be.

Mr. Pl.ui,. I agree with that, because people have made commit-
ments.

933I1-4 4-4
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes; they have made commitments, they have
their obligations to meet.

We ill recess to 2:30.
(Wiereupon, at 12:25 p. mn., the committee recessed to 2:30 p. m.

of tile same (lay.)

ArTERNOO SESSION

(The committee reconvened at 2:30 p. iii., upon the expiration of
the recess.)

The CnAiIrMAN. The committee will please come to order. All
right, Mr. Paul.

STATEMENT OF RANDOLPH PAUL-Resumed

Mr. IP. vL. I thiik, Senator, I left off with a discussion of capacity
to pay and I have just a little more on that subject.

I'lil CHAIMAN.t. Yes, sir.
Mr. PAUL. In an attempt to prove that American taxes are too

high, it is argued that taxes in the United States are higher in terms
of dollars per capita than in the United Kingdom and Canada."
This argument is, of course, grossly misleading, since it gives absolutely
no indication of real burdens. low burdensome a given tax will be
is determined bv the ratio of the tax to the income from which the
tax is paid. Personal incomes here are larger than in either Canada
or Great Britain. Furthennore. the rates of income tax and excise
taxes are higher in the Allied countries than here. Practically any
citizen of the United States, if given the choice of paying American,
Canadian, or British taxes, would choose the American tax system,
since his tax here would be the lowest.

(c) The argument of confiscolia.-- In connection with the argument
that taxes will exceed capacity to pay, it is contendled that our existing
income tax rates are confiscatory. Those who make this contentionSint to the combined burden" of current taxes, uncanceled 1942
abilities, and State income taxes. It is said that this combination
will exceed 100 percent of income in 1914.

Such statements are grossly misleading. They ignore two facts.
The first is that the Federal Incoie tax allows for the deduction of
State income taxes in computing net incoine. This deduction pro-
tects the taxpayer from a confiscatory combination of State and
Federal taxes, even if the State tax does not permit the deduction of
the Federal tax.

The second fallacy lies in comparing 2 years' taxes, or 1,1 year's
taxes, with I year's income. The canceled part of the 1942 tax is
in no sese a tax on 1944 income. This becomes entirely clear when
it, is realized that a person having no 1942 income has no uncanceled
tax to pay in 1944, and would therefore not be covered by the schedules
combining the 2 Vears' taxes. As a matter of fact, when the taxes
for 2 years are combined with their net income for 2 years, as they
should be, it becomes apparent that the 75 percent cancelation is A1
windfall which has made it easier, not harder, to pay taxes on 1944
income.

1"S" p. 9. 1. H'pl4. No. $71 o th.e rtorne bill o 043.
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D. CORPORATION TAXES

Tie Treasury suggested to the Ways and Means Committee (a)
that the surtax on larger corporations (those with net. income in excess
of $25,000) be increased by 10 percentage points and on smaller cor-
porations by 4 percentage points; (b) that no change be made in the
excess-profits-tax rates; and (c) that certain changes be made in the
existing provisions for carry-back of losses and unused excess-profits
credits. The Treasury proposals would increase corporate tax reve-
nues by $1,138 million.

The bill passed by the House (a) makes no change in the surtax
rate; (b) raises the e.xces-profits-tax rate to 95 percent; (c) reduces the
excess-profits credit for some corporations by lowering the percentages
allowed on invested capital; (d) raises the specific exem pt ion for excess-
profits taxes from $5,000 to $10,000; (e) makes no change in the carry-
back of losses and unused excess-profits credits; and (f) provides
special tax treatment for certain natural resources industries." The
louse hill increases corporate tax revenues by $468 million. I should
like to discuss these matters in detail.

1. COMPARA1VFE LEir.CTS or INCREASES I. SURTAX AND INCREASES IN EXcEss-
PROFITS TAX

Unlike an increase in surtax rates which would increase the net
tax liability (after post-war credit) of all taxpaying corporations, the
increase in the excess-profits-tax rate under 1. I. 3687 will increase
liabilities for comparatively fe'v corporations. Corporations not sub-
ject to the excess-profits ta.x and those already subject to the 80-percent
ceiling on corporate taxes will have no added tax to pay. Of 263,000
taxable corporate returns estimated for 1044, 7 1,000, or about 27 per-
cent will be subject to excess-profits tax. Moreover, the 80-percent
ceiling will apply to 4,300 corporations or approximately 6 percent of
all excess s-profits taxpayers. This 6 percent, however, W'ill par about
40 percent of total excess-profits taxes in 1944. An additional 3,200
corporations will become subject to the 80-percent ceiling as a result of
the 5-percentage-point increase in the excess-prolits-tax rate. The
effect will be to limit still further the range of corporations to whom
the full increase would apply. It would apply only to the residual
class, namely, corporations that pay excess-profits taxes, but will not
become subject to the 80-percent-tax ceiling.

hi contrast with the House bill, the Treasury proposal would in-
crease the net liability of all corporations. For tlose subject to the SO-
percent ceiling, an increase i. the surtax would mean a decrease in the
sharo of their 80-percent tax represented by excess-profits taxes. As
a result, their post-war credit mould be smaller and their net liabilities
correspondingly larger, even though their gross-tax payments were un-
affected. For'all other corporations, both the gross payment and the
net liability would be increased.

From the foregoing analysis it is apparent on the one hand that the
House bill will not strike corporate profits generally, but only a
restricted segment of corporate profits. On the other hand, it "will
not strike approximately one-half of the excess profits, nor will it
touch the most profitab o corporations. To reach corporate profits
Is A oompviwaot ccp stIcm Imome mL.i e ss prott tat ra'ts Is s$ own to exhlt't 11.
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generally, an increase in surtax rates would be necessary. To reach
the bulk of excess profits and the most profitable corporations, added
excess-profits taxes would have to be coupled with an upward revision
of the 80 percent limitation.

Because of its broad coverage, the corporate surtax affords an in-
strument for t.-;,ping war profits that ore not defined as excess profits
in our tax law. At best, it is extremely difficult to single out excess
profits and war profits by lt-gal tleinition. An exces-s-prolits tax
calmtot be a perfect instrument; a 90 percent or a 95 percent exe s-
profits-tax rate does niot untan that the Government will recapture
90 or 95 percent of the war profits of corporation,. li the area
labeled "normal prtfits" there tre hound to be some war profits.
For example, many corporations with large invested capital but low
normal earnings, receive substantial war profits without becoming
subject to excesss-profits taxes. The same is true of corporations
with high base-perioJ! earnings now engaged in the proiluctioi of war
materials. Other corporations have had ti tiir exeess-profits tax lia-
bilities sul stantiAlly reduced by the special relief provisions in the
tax law. Still others will ultimately have a sulbstatitial proportion
of their excess-profits taxes refunded to them under the operation of
the carry-back provisions.

Tile surtax thus offers greater assurance that all cox)oa~tions m which
have benefited from tht, wr will mak, an addihitionll tax txutribultion.

A further reason in favor of a surtax-rate increase, as distinguished
from an excess-profits-tax rate incriea, may be foUlld ill the corn-
parative effect on managerial profit incentives. Financial incen-
tives to efficient managementt depend u om tile number of cents the
corporation retains out of each additional dollar of profit. lhe
House bill would increase the net tax (after postwar credit) on each
dollar of excessprofits from 81 to 8511 cts. Under the Treasury
proposal for an increase in surtax ates, not more than 50 cents would
ordinarily be taken out of each dollar of normal profits, and the present
figure of 81 cents for excess profits would not be touched." The
increase in suitax proposed by the Treasury is less likely to impair
financial incentives than would an increase in the exwws-pti lits-
tax rate. With corporate rates at their present levels, the impact on
incentives cannot be ignored in makin- tax decisions.

The Treasury agrees that our corporations should be kept "ill a
so1d fitncial conlitioji so that they may be able to convert to
peacetime production and p ovide employnient for men leaving the
armed forces after the war." '1 But figures on corporate earnings,
dividends, and accimnulations make it clear that added tax-s ctibe
levied without undui*' burdening profits and profit incentives, and
without impairing te sound financial condition of corporations
generally. Corporate profits (excluding dividends receive() will
reach an estimated level of $22.6 billion for 1913. This is more than
four times the corporate profits for the year 1937, one of the most
prosperous years of the thirties. Taxes have also risen sharply during
this period, both because of increases in corporate income And because
of increa,es in rates. But they have failed to keel) pace with earnings.
In 1937, corporations had left less than $4,000,000,000, after paying

,a Cxpor&tik.r ulh Irome txtwe~n $2S,00 m.l W,000 wl. o( emie, U¢ sub:M to bl i mstial
irarT rs S s1. re;,*t , ( the n Ac p rvnu.45 .' p 3, It. Reg;t xn. ',71 I: th revnue, hA, '4194I~l.
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one and one-fourth billion dollara of taxes. In 1943, corporations will
have left nearly $9.2 billion, oven after paying $13.5 billion of taxes.
In 1944, corporate profits, after taxes at present rates are expected to
reach $9.9 billion, or three times'the average annual profits after taxes
from 1936 through 1939.

Figures on dividends and undistributed profits are also impressive."
Average dividends from 1936 to 1940 were $4.1 billion, 1937 being
the peak year, when $4.8 billion were distributed.' In site of war
taxes, dividends for 1941, 1942, and 1943 are estimated at $4.5
billion, $4.1 billion, and S4 billion, respectively. It is estimated
that even after paying taxes and dividends, Amnerican corporation
will accumulate over $12,000,000,000 of undistributed profits for the
3 years 1941, 1912, and 1913.

Recent studies show that liquid assets of corporations have risen
even faster than retained earnings. Nonfinancial corporations in-
creased their hiohlin:.,s of currency, bank deposits, and United States
Government securities by $12,000,000,000 during the two years 1941
and 1942 according to ai estimate prepared by the Securities and Ex-
change ('ommission. If the accumulation of liquid assets in the first
half of 1943 should continue at the present rate through the year, the
total increase would be $25,000,000,000 for the 3 years 1941, 1942, and
1943. A study just released by the Federal ReServe Board indicates
that business deposits, both corporate and noncorporate, totalled
$30,000,009,000 on July 31, 1943.

It is recognized that the combined corporate and individual taxes
on dividend income are higher in this country than in England and in
Canada and that steps must be taken after the war to relieve corporate
stockholders of their disproportionate tax burden. However, so long
as the war continues and corporations geicrally are able to naititain
present abnormally high levels of earning., the discrimination against
this class of income recipient will continue to be more apparent than
real. The taxation of the excessive profits of corporation imljises no
real burden on corporate stockholders.

I have indicated why the Treasury prefers to raise additional reve-
nue by means of an increase in surtax rather than an increase in excess-
pr6fits tax. However, if your committee should decide in favor of an
increase in the excess-profits-tax rate, the Treasury suggests an up-
ward revision of the 80-percent limitation on corporate taxes. With-
out this revision the increase in excess-profits tax rates will reach only
a limited range of excess profits."

Senator VANDENBERG. Would you have available any figure which
would indicate what increase of 80 percent, or say 85 percent, would
mean in revenue to the Treasury?

Mr. PAur,. I haven't that figure offhand, but I would be very glad
to get it for you, Senator.

Senator VANDENBERG. I would like to have it.
Mr. P.uL. Let me see if I understand your question. You mean

raising the limitation?

is ee eahibt 12.
SDividend paywawts In 193 7 &n 1re &tE pftally -',%c.jed to have btn abacmaJly ilgh as a resu%

of thl unjistr lbtcd rrcs tat In etlect duricr thcmje )-&s.
It A revision of the -pwtcont lEmitation wi Improve the relationsbp co(et taxes payable by v'or'ct i,

not sublet tote &&t oclhng Ja those which ae sub J. to the tu Liz 1t1f. In apeodlo.C tO lhls tatemeal,
thre trht o'iio I &I atcra tre rOetbols drevbJnme the h"pertmn I imIt 3t" to gIa tbe..e adratma es.
which would still prertnt ri mporete tates froit eucediag 90 percent of Del income.
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Senator VANDENBERO. Yes.
Mr. PAUL. I will get you that figure and insert it in the record at

this point.
Senator VANDENBERG. I am referring to your ceiling. I want to

know what that means.
Mr. PAUL. Yes. It is estimated, at levels of income estimated for

the calendar year 1944, that the net increase in revenue to the Federal
Government of increasing the maximum effective rate of tax from the
80 percent contained in 11. R. 3687 to 85 percent of the corporation
surtax net income, computed under section 15 or supplement 0, as
the case may be, but without regard to the credit provided in section
26 (e), would amount to $224.2 millions.

The CHAIRxIAN. If you raise that ceiling on certain types of business
you are going to destroy them.

Mr. PAUL. I think it isa very seiousmatter. You notice we didii't
suggest any such increase.

'iThe CHAIRMAN. There certainly are some that could not stand up
under it.

Mr. PAUL. I think it is a very serious matter and that is why we
did not recommend the 95-percent rate, but assuming you have that
rate or want to reach some excess profits you have got to revise that
ceiling upward.

The UCIARMAN. I get your point.

2. CHANLULS IN ZXC555-iROIITS TAX EXEMIrfIONd AND CREDITS UNDER 11ir ilOV81E
BILL

Mr. PAUL. The Ifouse bill provides for an increase from $5,000 to
$t0,000 in the specific excess-profits-tax exemption.'* This provision,
N hich was recommended by the Treasury last year, will distribute the
excess-profits-tax burden niore equitably between large and small busi-
ness enterprises.

The profits of small business are likely to fluctuate more widely
than profits of large business. Base-period earnings under the aver-
age-earnings method" are, therefore, a less reliable index of normal
earnings for small business than for large. An increase in exemption
tends to avoid a penalty on extreme fluctuations of earnings without
forcing a resort to the relief provisions of section 722.

Moreover, profits of small business are more likely to reflect a ;,.turn
on managerial efforts than a return on invested capital. Consequently,
the increased exemption also aids small corporations using the invested
capital base for determining excess profits. I

f, ie Treasury also agrees with the provisions reducing by I per-
centage point the invested capital credit in :, ,cu of the brackets above
$5,000,000. Invested capital is generally used as a base for coniput-
ing excess-profits credits only by those corporations which earned a
low rate of return during the base period. Where such earnings were
abnormally low, corporations are protected by the remedy in section
722. But corporations the base-period earnings of which were
normally low should not be provided an escape roin taxel on war-
increased profits. Since a large invested-rapital credit unrelated to
base-period earnings tends to provide such an escape, the proposed
reduction will reduce an unfair advantage gained by large corpora-
tions having a history of low normal earnings.

!1 ' p. 57, II. 1lept .O. V . thererruo-N Uof 1943.
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The proposed reduction of the invested capital credit will also re-
duce the advantage gained by large corporations on borrowed capital.
Because 50 percent of borrowed capital is included in invested capital,
corporations call get a tax advantage by borrowing at rates of interest
below the percentages allowed on invested capital. The large cor-
poration generally has a higher credit standing than the small and
therefore gets larger tax benefits from borrowing than the small cor-
poration. This advantage will be reduced by the reduction in per-
centago allowances on invested capital."

3. SPECIFIC RELIEF MEASURES IN THE IIOU,4E BILL

The House bill provides special tax treatment for certain inine
owners anti operators. It extends percentage depletion and exce,;-
profits-tax exemption to several minerals as a imans of stimulating
their wartime production. Insofar as these fall within the category
of strategic minerals designated by the W\ar Production Board, the
Treasury concurs with tax measures which will accelerate their output.
But for minerals not so designated it is believed that the proposed
treatment is unwarranted. A further statement on the Treasury
position is contained in appendix 1).

The House bill also P, tends to the natural gas industry the special
excess-profits-tax treatiaent now granted with respect to the accel-
crated output of depletable natural resources. Insofar as this treat-
ment is extended to nonproducers of natural gas, this provision in the
House bill appears to be undesirable. This point is father developedin appendix E. This appendix also contains a statement of the
Treasury position with respect to the broadening of the excess-profits-
tax relief for coal and iron miners and timber tracts.

'ax relief measures can serve very useful purposes. But unh.'ss
they are handled very carefully, they may simply become tax loop.
holes. If tax relief is distributed % ithoutregard to needI, it deprivis
the (,overminent of much needed revenue, and distributes tax burdens
inequitable among business enterprises. It must not be forgotten
that reduction in the tax liabilities of especially favored taxpayers
niemns increased tax burdens on all other taxpayers.

4. ACQUiALTONS TO AVOID INCOME OR ExCEs-PROMrS TAX

At this point I would like to discuss one technical amendment which
is of major importance. Section 115 of the House bill is intended to
curb the development of a public market in which alleged tax benefits
may be bought and sld. The currently advertised schemes are
(lesigned to enable a taxpayer with la.go w ar profits to avoid income
and excess-profits taxes by purchasing for such purpose a losing or
defunct corporation having large current, past, or prospective losses,
deficits, or largo current or unused profits credits. The utilization
and advertisement of such devices ha. disturbed responsible taxpayers
and their attorneys who have refused to use these schemes. It is rio
disturbing to the Government in its effort to administer the revenue
laws equitably and ur.iformly.

The amendmentt disallows the part of tle deduction or credit
involved in the tax-avoidance device, but only if the acquisition of ai
interest in or control of a corporation or property has occurred on or

N1 An 1UI; raC n 0 the IT'ct of brtowing on net lotiore aftr Uses c4 an exc-sio.It tviplyff u,.it
the invstcd-capjtll cr- it wii be firil In exh~tit 13.
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after October 8, 1940, and then only if one of the principal purposes
"for which (the) * acquisition was made or availed of is the
avoidance of 4 tax by securing the benefit of" such deduc-
tion or credit. The amendment is directed solely at those devices
which distort or pervert the natural business relationship between a
deduction or credit and the enterprise which produced it, and for the
benefit of which the deduction or credit was provided by law. Thegist
of the distortion is the circumstance that such natural relationship has
in whole or in part ceased, and that a taxpayer seeks to use the
deduction or credit as an offset to the profits of an enterprise to which
the deduction or credit does not bear a reasonable business rehilion-
ship. The. amendment in no way abridges the privilege of dsing
business in individual, partnership, or corporate form, or the privilege
of filing a separate or a consolidated return, or any of the numerous
choices which the structure of the tax system is intended to afford.
But the amendment does operate whenever under any of these priv-
ileges or choices such'a distortion or perversion of a deduction or
credit appears. Itence the scope of the amendment in its field is
precisely the same as that of sections 45 and 141 of the present law,
%$here analogous Iistortions or perversions have been frequently
described by the committee as "milking" or shifting of deductions and
credits. The Treasury believes with the Hlouse that, the amendment
is a significant part of an equitable tax structure and that it is well
adaptedto accomplish its purpose.

E. ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES

In seeking sources of additional wartime revenue, we cannot afford
to overlook estate and gift taxes. Increases in these taxes have not
kept pace with tax increases generally. Small as their relative
contribution to the total has been in the past, it has fallen during the
war. Estate and gift tax collections for the fiscal year 1914 are
expected to represent a smaller proportion of total tax receipts than
at any time during the past 10 years. (See exhibit 16.)

In a period when huge additional revenues are needed, the bene-
ficiaries of estates and gifts should contribute their full share to the
cost of the war along with other groups of taxpayers. Yet, relatively
few estates are subject to tax, and rates in the lower and middle
brackets continue to be moderate. The Treasury has, therefore,
recommended that the estate-tax exemption be reducedl from $60,000
to $40,000 and that estate-tax rates be raised. Corresponding
increases in the gift tax are also suggested.' For a comparison ofrates and tax under the present Iw and the proposals, see exhibits
14, 15, and 17. These changes would add $400,000,000 to our
revenues on a full-year basis. The proposed changes in the estate
and gift tax provisions should be permanent, rather than simply for
the duration of the war.3

0 Two technikal ette and Irlft-u proviasl of the rmose bll deseee ornrent. A, P=1ei by tlb
House, the b, contains an estats-ts anen-iment wbkh ItvS',4 thst In ova2 n stock at c u"riiie tb.
value af wbkh cannot be determined by relcrence to bAi ail atkeJ pric ta ei to . es by reason of
the abence of INsing fc ea , 0b-re si.ll be nor-ilere, In aMtid ks to alt ct'r ftus, the va! it a tok
o" ,emritles o(compsrable corporations which are listed on -n esranoe. It Is bei veJ rhat tbis amn-nd.
mect is highly undesirable because it can only lead to cmr.tU! ;o".. unn-ec",lSy and costly itigation. and
baso danrercs pFtentia!lties (o Impring Unjust tax burdens upon the recipents of closly oem stock.

The Ifouse bll a"so provties that In certain Istmes the appointment of a truit", the resting of dIs-
eretlcinlnatrustee as to th seec oor thbee eso, t s. Idtrib d ibi obeoetsoetleee:cise by atrut0e
of such d, retion szhl not be deemed a ln ble gift. This prorison is comt>tetoly dlvoccoi from any
rea.sonabSe Caestlou N trusts nd i' enmeshed i amb!gultiem whkh can only produce mnlo lanls-
tratio dimcuttt a d Ineree lbh UtIgttlon burden of tuYers.
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I should like to report to the committee that the Treasury is now
making an extensive study of all phases of estate and gift taxation.
For example, we are investigating the possibility of integrating the
estate and gift taxes and correlating them with Ohe income tax. An
advisory committee, comprising sone of the leading tax practitioners
in the estate and gift lax field, is aiding us in this study. It is h,)ped
that the study will lead to recommendations which will simplify these
taxes and make them more effective and more equitable.' It is
anticipated that this study will be completed before the Congress
considers tie next tax bill.

F. EXCISE TAXES

The Treasury recommended that an additional $2.5 billion be raised
through increases in the rates and changes in the base of several
existing excise taxes and through the enactment of two new excises.
(See exhibit 18.) It is further recommended by the Treasury that the
tax o,, transportation of property be repealed. In selecting specific
items for heavier taxation and in setting the proposed rates, the Treas-
ury gave careful consideration to the demandand supply conditions in
affected industries and to the impact ol producers and consumers.
The $2.5 billion excise tax recommendation was designed to be a
part of a balanced over-all program.

Selected excises have much to commend them as a source of wartime
revenue. They involve little increase in administrative machinery
and! compliance costs. At the same time, in most cases the Iigher
levies would be shifted to consumers, thus avoiding undue burdens
on business concerns. Since only a few nonessentials are affected,
and1 since the tx can be avoided or reduced by cutting consumption
of the taxed items, the excises will not cause hardship for consumers.

Excise taxes are far superior to a sales tax. They involve only a
small fraction of the administrative and compliance effort demanded
by a sales tax. Second, they bear on nonesentials rather than neces-
sities. Third, they support rather than jeopardize the Government
program to stabilize the cost of living.

For an elaboration of the points just made, I should like to refer
you to appendix F. This appendix also compares the Treasury
excise-tax proposals with the House bill provisions, analyzes those
provisions, and indicates why it is desirable to terminate excise-tax
xcmnptlon on sales to the Federal Government, as recommended by

the President.
0. THE SAJA.8 'FAX

The Treasury proposals do not include a general sales tax. I
should like briefly to state the reasons for our decision.

The form of sales tax which would produce the most revenue and
cause the least rupturing of price ceilings is the retail sales tax. The
highest rate I have heard mentioned is 10 percent. That is over
three times as high as the rate now in force in any State.

A 10 percent sales tax with no exemptions for necessities of life
would raise at current sales levels about $6,000,000,000, or about
one-tenth of this year's estimated deficit.

Such a tax would be very harsh, especially on low-income families
with children. It is completely lacking in any relation to ability to
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pay because it hits families much harder than single individuals at
tile same income levels and it hils peotl.e with small incomes much
harder than people with larger ones. Slich a tax wouhl he opposed
to every princil e of tax equity and would in my opinion interfere
with the war effort.

There are niany proponents of the sales tax who woul agree with
these criticisms and who propose to meet them by allowing exemp-
tions of the necessities of life. Such exemptions would indeed improve
the character of the tax, although they would still leave the dis-
crimination against large families. However, the exemptions would
quickly remove so much of the tax base as to leave little more than an
em )tY shell.

Tle exemption of food would reduce the vield by $2.4 billion; the
exemption of medicine would reduce the Nield anoilher $200,000,000;
the exemption of clothing would redtce'flhe vield by another $1.1
billion. 'Tlhose exemptions (1o not include all o1 the nece-sities of life,
but let us stop at tMat point. A sales tax with such exemptions
would ieId about $2.6 billion. fHowever, of that amount abaut
$1.2 billion would come from goods and services already subject to
Federal excise taxes. The tax yields from the sale of these com-
modities can be increased or decreased by adjusting the excis.e-tax
rates. No sales tax is need to produce revenue from them. All that
is left after excluding such commodities is $1.4 billion. Nearly
$600,000,000 of the $1.4 billion would come from equipment, diem-
icals, and materials used in business and thus entering into the costs
of doing business with resultant increases in tie eosts of doing business
and in prices to the Government and to the public. ,

Most of the remaining $SOO,000,000 tax would I on items that
might properly be subject to sales taxation. It is hartly nece,;sary
to point out that the expenses to two and one-half million businessmen
and increa ed costs to Government, as well as Ihe use of precious
manpower, would not be justified by yields of thi kind when there
are other methods of raising money at hand which (1o not call for
heavy increases in costs of administration anti compliance.

It is very doubtful whether a general sales tax without tle exemption
of necessities of life would really be helpful in financing the war or
restraining inflationary price rises. The imposition of a substantial
sales tax would almost surely be the signal for widespread demand
for higher wages and farm prices which, if allowed, would result in
large additional costs to Government and increases in the cost of
living over and beyond the amount of the tax. These dangers are
much greater in the sales tax than in excise taxes or income taxes.
Excise taxes touch in only minor respects commodities that are
necessities of life, while income taxes have personal exemptions which
protect minimum living standards.

Personal exemptions could be introduced into the sales tax, but
the inconvenience of distributing and using exunlltion coupons and
the resultant reduction in revenue would be serious factors. Even
the most simple sales tax would require the use of much precious man-
power and machines by Government and Fusines.It is doubtful
whether thut manpower and those machines could be secured without
interfering with the war effort.
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It. RFINGOTIATION OF CONTRACTS

I think the agencies principally concerned may wish to present
their vieNs oil the renegotiation provisions of tile )llouse bill. flow-
ever, I slioull like to present the Treasury position on one of the reiie-
gotiation provisions that vitally affect the revenue system. 1 refer to
tie provision perlmitling aggrieved contractors to secuire a r(cterilni-
nation of excecsive profits by The'fax court of the united States. I
tOink it camiot be too slroni-ly cnplhsized (hat ihe elmie' of 'Tie Tax
Court as a forum for renegotiation litigation i. an unwise one. For
many years it has been recognized that tile volime and complexity of
Federal tax cases reqinre a specially qiialilied id skilled tribunal, suich
as The Tax ( 'oirt, w ici shall devote its entire tinic and efforts to their
consideration and disposition. This need threatens to lrcone even
more pressing after tile war. The inevitable accumulation of cases
during the war and (lie development of many excess-prolits tax ca.s,
particularly those arising iiider the general relief provisions of section
722, make'it obvious tint Tie Tax Court, face. a possible post-war
crisis, without (lie addition of complex rencgotiation-of-contracts
issues to i(s calendar.

'ie renegotiation statute is not a taxing statute, but this proposal
wouhl tend to confuse renegotiation wiit, taxes. It is also to be
recognized that renegotiation cases, under the teris of the House
amendmliients, will deniand a large part of the time of any tribunal.
Many issues will lie presented, often diflicult of proof; take for example
the issue of a Is rge contractor's efficiency or lack of it, which might
occupy the court [or weeks. It see.-ms inevitable that few eases will
sisceptible of quick disposition.

It is mv very firm conviction that if the trial of renegotiation cases is
added to'the task that will confront The Tax Court, the prompt. col-
lection of revenue will be impaired, the rights of the Government and
of taxpayers will he prejiidiced, and the deservedlv high reputation
of tie court may greatly suffer. Any impairnientof tie reputation
and efficiency of the court would constitute a most serious blow to tle
proper administration of the tax law.

Senator VANDENDI3RO. larve you any suggestion as to an alter-
native source of appeal?

Mr. l.,,vu. We suggested in the hearings in executive session of the
Ways and Means Committee that tle Court of Claims might take on
that litigation.

i. cONcLUsION

This statement has dealt largely with the technical aspects of thie
Treasury proposals and the House bill. I believed tliat I could be
of most assistance to the committee by concentrating on these aspects
of the pending bill.

I have given special emphasis to simplification because of the crucial
necessity of simplifying our tax laws. Unnecessary complications can
put our entire wartime income-tax progrun in jeopardy.

I hope that the committee will not misunderstand my emphasis
upon siniplification and technical matters. Total war muakes broad
demands on our tax system. Present taxes do not meet these de-
mands, either in terms of paying for tle war as we go, or in terms of
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combating inflation. 'Fite legacy of taxes at present. levels will be
not only a huge debt, but ,nay also be a demoralized price structure
both during and after tile war. The growth of tie public debt, and
the imminence of inflation, force tile conclusion that the Treasury's
10.5 billion dollars additional revenue goal is much nearer tlie mini-
mun than tie maximum demanded by total war.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to se.y brielly before any questions are
presented to m3 that we would have sug ested, in the tax bill before
the House and hero also, a number of teel nical changes, but we have
deferred making such suggestions because of the general understand-
ing that we have had that that should be deferred to the revenue bill
of 1944.

Senator WALSUt. Are there any changes?
Mr. PAuL.. There are some, yes, sir, Senator Walsh, but not a very

large number, and we have deliberately refrained from making that
number any greater. I think that the particular amendment referring
to tile purchase of deficit corporations was suggested both by the joint
staff and the Treasury, but. otherwise we have followed the practice
of refraining from suggesting amendments because of the limited time
available for tlh consideration of this bill.

Senator WALsi. Are tile amendments that have been put in by the
[ouse satisfactory to the Treasury?

Mr. PAL,. No. Most of them 1 think I could say "No" to from
memory. t have discussed soine of them Ihere ill thii statement,
partiucaarly in the appendixes.

Senator\ .)isin. Yes.
Mr. IPAUL. I would like to submit for tie record four tables.
Estimated change in the Budget position of tle United States

resulting from tle excise-tax provisions (title 111) of th0 revenue ill
of 1943 (I. 1R. 3687) as passed by the House of Reprosentatives
November 24, 1943, for a fu ll year of operation at levels of business
estimated for the calendar year 1944.
Tie CAIFMA-i. Those tibles are not attached to your statement?
Mr. PAUL. They are not attached; no, sir.
The second table shows estimated change in tile Budget position

of the United States resulting f,'on lite revenue bill of 1043 (1I. I.
367), as pass .d by the llouse of Reprksentatives Novemblelr 21,
1943, for a full year of operation at levels of income estimated for
the calendar year 1944.
The third table shows estimated change in the Budget position

of the United States resulting from tile revenue bill of 1943 (1I. R.
3687) as passed by the House of Reprerentatives, November 24,
1943, for a full 'ear of operation at levels of income estimated for
tile calendar year 1944.

Tite fourth table is a comparison of excise taxes and ptrtal rates
under present law, Treasury proposal, and I[ou.e bill (1I. It. 3687).

(Tite four tables referred to and appendixes A, B, C, 1), E, and F,
together with exhibits I to 18, submitted by Mr. Paul, are its follows:)
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lretiviakd clig" in the Bludget position of the Untited States resulting from the excise
tax provisions~ (title 11I) ofterevenue N11 of WAS1 (HI le. 8687) as passed by the
House oj Re preselllttive8 ONov1t. 04, 104-1, for a711 year Of operation. at levels of
business estimateIhd for the calendar year 1044 1

Articlo ar sctvico Prosont law itevenno bill or 1013

1. istllecd spr lti....... $0 per gallon (dlraw-back or 0o pr nation (drlaw-baoll or
$.76i per gallon on non. $11 per Rallon, on ionbover.

beoverago alohol). "go alcohol).
I2 r.............. $7 per barrel ...... $8 per bar rel.... ...
3. Wine:

14 tfo 21 perceent
alcohol.

Over 21 per.
(Vint Aleohlol.

(bHparkling....
(I) Otlher...........

4. Bicetrio-llght bulbs ...

6. Jewelry, dot............

6. Fur a'i' fuirlinted ar.
tieloi,

7. TlolloI preparations ...
8,1uw l'.,anl hags, Wnl.

lot$, vto.

(2) 1 litorono.

Je) IWa~iI "li.f l.

10 conts4 per gallon ....

40 Cents por gallon ....

$1 per gallon ............

10 cents per half intA...
is Centi per half Pit.
8 percent of niatifactilrors'

sales price.
10 percent of retail pirice...

. ..... o............. .........
d.. ...II.....

lM lwrvent of 111it1(art llrfrs$
*iilop prIe fif Itlg~vatt only.

4*0 perfoent of charge. ...

MS lovtcovt of rlIinrze ...
10) ifrrflilt f org ...

1. lif'tvflt of Phorge...
6 pervolit of ehiiirgo .....

IS cents per gallon......
00 cents per gallon. ....

$2 per gallon ............
IS cents per hallf 1nt...in contst per hail plott..
25 percent of nmanufactuirers'

,ties prIco.
20 percent of retail price; all-

ver pla(ted 1latware ox

25 pereeitt of retal jti

f ..................
..................I ..............

23 l)CTCCut of charg ..

IS Ilorf'enl of charge...
201 11f'Tefit fif eiior-...._
7 lR'reeit f olarg ..

I

Ii). Impcill It'itepholnti'ric ( ! it, orvet fIfI e I IItr g.... .I percent 1ff chlarge ....... ~ I
11. Trf ilfifitlt It'll fff i'r,17,411 fl f.........o...........7

I )'1-pr It 'inlisil.Uf I vit pir tojvllq......2 vents per 10 vtt lA.
'~ ~ 1 1100 S ti'i-ft f ehirio ......, 11 3ni'reml if 9totiII13
I I P. o. ll itlto I I porec. III l ehorg ... .'I porcut Wf kilirA.

~r i': M, lillr 1$f per 11110 per %mnun loo it)tl .lt 011112. 0

M, 11. 1 i-ttli'I wrnvering. Ntf............. .. .... 6 )wtlmtlf total O)j..ftlilt t1, I

If'.' t~ .'i' i"I ti.'f' Ito jeled th fli ne l rtIn iff'it l,11 1b1', ilihp'I(t Itto lil of M lIt. I( t 8iii 11  tes
v ' ill I i,( I 1;,,1 ,1 IiTh irct )re, Owto'irt!ww of tII ul wIllell Ilerell'ts vi'ttilal Tf'wl 04i' 111iti 0K, tdit ore$
I ,; .f vw i ', IIt. I If', t'fil nc Ow erfIl n .0') f lttilff ilt II . W ttv .. tlliili,li ftiti I 1 . 1)1 3 7, fit Lila I,111)

I''. tI I ',TI ff11 tiI lvt olet'i i faftr allowaliv' loTr inir~is lflit' "iwiio oi&1l. obunlbovers.01e nlol

Hourfv TtV reamifry I epurlimeni, 1 Ivl~t'in of loiesrell fmlli i$tulslule Noev. 20, 1013.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

FM iinialed
reventie from
exeiso tax pro
visions of 1110
rovenuile bill

of 1943

Million dollars
* 370,11

70.5

S 20.0

20,0

111.4
M~l 4
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Estimated ctan ir in ke Bsdgel position of Ike United States creating from the revenue
bill of 1943 (1. R. 3687). as passed by Wke House of Representolivee Nov. *4, 1943,
for a full year of operation at leiels of income estimated for Wk calendar year 1944 1

([in mttIkSms of dAln

Net Ybd11 U tat
3t o4Ttuish Increase (1)

Sec-- o e. Yiel, of orede-
tala tocreaed Yetdot cede-
expenditures prV t teastlt [s! from law roent law,

Bill 0119431i
thema revnueeent sv

I. islsl rlewoec I
(5) Incomc I excess prots taxes:

c om, ................... . -i-

Ese ts sp...... . . It, 319.6 10,M& -4-3.5
Declare d vtale ex4es , s po tax. .... . .6 &6

Tot rpo e(ross) ................. 1&e I sm@ +513.1
La4 po t-war eredjt .................. , lit 1 1j O 19 -+ v%. 9

Total corpcrra n (t)) ................... is tio0 i.tflh +447.9Indluiduui:I
Net cometax ............................. 17, .w 11,5 +3.4A.0
Vkv"c t" ax ) ........................ ................ I 3.- 1

Incs postwar credit .................... .. . ......... .. -20 +_2, 0& 0
To tsJ t (net) ........................... ..... ... .3. 2,,I! -. 25. 1Tol il i I luxl ................. ....... M W .5n 17. 3q $ I" -- +? 02--'
Total ccccmcand excesprodtswes..- 32,697 5 12 g0 a +(91

Capital stock, estate. &D4 t taxes:
C its! stock U .......................... WEs11tte t 1 .................................. 21"..4
G t .............................

Total capital stock, estate, and ift taxes . 9 966 >16............

Taxes on cornm.nitics and se(n ices

DLstttkd spirits (domestic and i.- I
prited) (eacisw tax) a' ............... 1,1 3 73,% 21 +370 1

Fermented n)-it liquors : ............... 6.1 , CA. 0 +
Rectification t&1 9 .................. _1 5 11. .
WMines (domestic M04 Imported) (tlct-

oc'u pitk r-s ........... ..... I1.0 15. 0Conptc e sta in................ 94 94i, l h a ....................... 1 0 1 .0 . . ... ..
lot 1 0t.e r ............... i _.6 .1 9..............1

T ot ii st o taxes t s................... .f 1. .9 9 . ..... ...

Tav....(c.ewing ..nd st.okingjk ...... 41. 0 43.0
Cigars ( ) a ........................ . It. 7 11.7..... . 6

nI.. .............................. .a 7.0...........

Cigarette pSpers and tubes ............ . ...........
A ote . .............................. .1 .1..........

Total totacco taxes................... . 9 9-79...........

sp taes:1s.ue of securities. bond tansfers, and
deeds Ocon eyance ................. 230 23...........

Stock tlLrttfi .................... .. . 19.0 19.0
Fla)-ing cards I ......................... 7.5 7 ...........
Sdiver utIon sales or transfers .......... ((5)

Totl stamp taes..................... 51.6 SI --_ ---

See footnotes at end of table.
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Ettimaled cAange in the Budget position of Ike United Stales resulting from tae retrtenue
bill of 1943 (I1. R. 3687), as passed by the House of Representatirs Nor. 84, 19-48;
for afull year of operation at ltels of irco:e estimated for the cattcnlar year 1944--
Continued

[in millions cU dolLas-]

Net ykdof ta

IC-orMam in
lce!2's fcz Yl-c Iticrews(+)"2141ot ~r i~~ of ur de-

t Lin i.Kn As-d t *
ereniitures present e (

resulting fro-em law over 3ifI of
tht rel ei'm present liw

I ttilcfl ti¢

. Internal rtrut--Co ttied. I
(2) Mbe lce<ou Intettul rte-ere-Cc¢ t'nued.

Taxes on clmodai ilc eV.t- Continued.
Marulscturer' excise flais:

O&Solte - . .. . .. ........ 151. 1 251.1 ..............
IU N at lt e ls .......... ........... 3 4 3 1 ..... ..... .-
lPanev auto-mlesf anld moorocles. .9 .

Automobile trucks, busses, i trie .........
Parts and accvnoeips lot au tz.Ttote... 2% 0 2. .
Tires and dLtr tubss ............. 410
Electrical r en rtry ...... .... . 445 4S3
Ehketrie, rt -% an-i oil alisno s ....... 3 6 2s
F.:ch l.-'iht bulbs ..... . ....... 2&0 10
R0,-do e 'orviing orIs. ihooie-rphpbhlor')"41h rcocdsL& am w:Qale

trvl -* n ts -. .... . ..... 3 I i ...... .... .
Refriplmtor. rffrmCintirg apprnlui

an-l air con htroni ri -. I I 1.1
Blus ine.ss and sate-r mhines :.. [ 2 i 2s .

Photogriph.c ajlpisrtus . - ... 1.9 11 9
.M atches ...... .............. t.. It Os i OL
L u e, .0 I .......----. .

.rw . .tirz . .o. .. 2"0 20
Fire.aai.% sht lI, pistoli r olsir " .8 . 8 ......

Total rumuficturrrs' excie ties ..... 4w1 5 V4J S +150

RetaTkrrs' etci tises:
ICAudry,(te ...................... 171 I sI ? 2 +%1 9
F uur ......... ........ ...... V3 0 3 23. +54 S
TPe,.1l~ ;nc-4',-,ns .......... ... '44 30 +51.

Mufga,,eq bhntb-%A it t, reto ... --ll 4 N 4

Total ret les.......... 4.. 9 I 4 244

M1 is"-e lw J+,t 1 &14's:
Tet Nlhe. tIkrrsph. ralio a.-)-l oa'te

tw[ltkcs, kekeis wst'. .s tc .........
Telephone till . I
Trs-ns,rtatinn 0 i by ,ii'

" 
tie - +

Transpoctl 1Ion of psrs-,ns ...........
Tranportttol of prort ........

1nrrala mt mLsi-v ....................
C'sl, tt.C t¢ . .- . ... .... .
Club du, s an-d niiislon fsI ......
ls ai' eog $af'e;-s'.~ji t oltS.....
t'-e of yo-toe nThick6s an-i tst.... .
Coc-int &nI otxr vsget e ols p-ron-

rs I .. ...................
O'omvresine. (le.. inlhting s-v'c.l

tales an-, a1utrtel' butur ..........
Su itr 1 % ......so ..............
Coin-,,. rate- arua.emnt a:-I frar!nt

de. le.s
loa 1ig alkj-s au-I ti-llsri .rl

cat .e ..... .......... ......
Pai--rutuel wacri ..............
All other, Itclu-iing r pt-ati tue ...

Total mtllityteis tse ............
Tot] t es on onmmoJit6es a arv-

to-. ...............
Total mlsctancous lt rn %J rt rente

See footnotes at end of table.

15-,11 121.21 -&A9
2447 97.8 +419145$ 145214. 14 li . . . ......... ..)+
2t2 7 1141.A +M9

3.r'. 0 L&I5 - +]a
ix17 19 4 +51 2
11,3 .2 -t&-.I& .$ -. ...........

1t .3 215.5

21.0 2 I-.

1.2 12.2 .............

2 '4 -27.0
2911 + -..1
12 12 0-.........

!, 3'" +142.7

5,104-1 I33.1 +1. 1948 A
f4.0 j _ 719 00+1.1A Z
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lPatimated chrnge in the Budget position of the United Stoics remulling from ehe reven le
bill 4t 1948 (11. R?. 8687), as 1pused by thie flouse of lRepresenltatives Nov. R4, 10)43;
for a full year of operation at levels of inlcomel estimated for the calendar year 191t4-
Continued

(In millions of dollars)

Not yield1 of tax
protrauin itetm(F
OXCII&4f cr Yield of or de.

expenditures I~ 0~e oi of
rwitulting from law rosont lof
tile reouitastla
bilt of 1low

I. Internal roe title-Cont Inued.

Hainy iont 6y other titan enrriers,
Federal insurance Contributions Act ....... 2,799.0 2,700.0 .......
Federal tlnemployisent TVax At-.-,...... 207.0 207.0 .......

Toit l............. ........ -,...3,0..306 ..........
Tazt's onl carriers ( hirepo elo. 11,

stilt01. 11 of tholiternal itovenule Code) .... 262.7 262.7 .........

TFotal employinent taxes. ........ i77 3 21.7..............2~ 3 6s

Total Internal revente.................... 42, 032. to 40,144.2 +1. Mg. 7
2. Railroad tunemployiteri't Insurance contributions ........... 12. 1 12.1 ............
3. olustolis-........ ............... ................... 400. 0 400.0 ...........
4. Misoceianeos reooij' s I............ ....... .............. 739.8 (81.0 +I1f8. 8

TOM yieldl general and special accounts............. 438. 4137.3 .. ,1,

I'Tlio esimnts Are Iitnjeod to rellect thle net, Improventeot litliteIlidget positi 0 ofe IT11td ttSI1.1
result Ing from tile revenue measures cotitied lit itm he 111, 'I hieroforr I lie portitoll of t il whih W111increnses
1Pedorild reeintswneitedtrs o esoeeto by w rtnl" etipvernmntololo lox'. om t )n
tionls (title 111, '4ec. 307 oif tho 14ll) does lnt tin ivroo thlr1%1 itrt'ittvl it of the lIet yield of the I'lit over
provi'nt Ptw.

I CnlictInnli for creit to trusqt ft1114 fire not lo0(rhld
IThese eqat ina arit niter altowonees for itrsw .',ii f $110.7 in'1lions under fte. propodrl wild of 111,8 trill.
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FAtimatcd change in Ihe iludget position of the , ited Slates resulting from the
rreinue bill of 19J3 (11. R. 3687) as passed hb tMe House of IRepreseeaitires,
No,. 24, 1943, for a full year of operation at lcrflis of income tloy.ated for the
calendar yer 19441

[po Iatt I
Individual income tax: Eliminate the earneul-iricoine elit; increase

the normal tax rate from 6 percent to 10 percent; deny deduction for
Fed ral excit-e taxes except as incurred in trade or bLu.nes; provide a

& cial deduction for blim itallvidiatl; alter surtax rates applicable
above $6,000 surtax net income; repeal the Victory tax; provide for
a minimum tax of 3 percent of the excess of net income over M500 for
a single person or a married person filing a selprate return, $700 for
a head of a family or a married couple filing one return, atid $100 for
each dependent; require a married pcr.-on filing a sparate return to
take oersonal exemption of ,50; limit tax to 90 percent of tax-
payer s net income -------------------------------------------- 226. 0

Corporation income and excess-profits taxes: Incre&se exces.s-
profits tax rate from 90 percent to 95 percent; increase exess-
profits tax specific exemption from $5,00 to $10,030; reduce
exce.ss-profits credit tnaed on inve-led capital in brackets
over $5,000,000; allow relief tinder sce. 735 of the Inter-
nal ]lesenue Cole to coal and iron properlies and timber
tracts not iii olration during the IaLe period and to nitiral-
gas pipe lines; and limit the scope of the act pertaining to
renegotiation of war contracts:

Totsl (gro.") -------------------------------------- 513.8
It-s po-t-war credit --------------------------------- .15. 9

Total corporation (net) ------------------------------------ 467. 9
Exci-e taxe -------------------------------------------------- I ), 191. 8.Nli.e,'llarieisi .u rcipts:

ltoa.-e 35J-lal rat-- ------------------ _-----------------183. 8
Linit the scope of the act pertaining to renegotiation of isar con-

tracts --------------------------------------------------- 25.0

Total incrc_-e a-----------------------------------------2, 017. 5
i hl~e eatim !tes a ~e/ ter..4 to rien- th, ret irnp o r nt i iitnte - !i- n f the UnTol States

ri-u rri,--t the t ii. 1 -eril re, tLe i',rtij- r l i tilt wlikh iL n i aes r'-Irl reoe Is id eereindi-
tCre'l0s Oe L'm-ie ent by tcrrnis ing r erlsh rermer-tal eec-l-c-las %cumnt-sre% (title lt, t. *C7,
of 14ill l d,-.el nA i-n reie the j-cer-it e-timat (t the ret )ill oithe iil o er Ie-elt law.

IThe t Vh S-t; tae after IxA-tu cre lit, rather thai the cros Vk-try tax. is talnelt I IIii th leld o
tA treieiIt law.

I..e Tresiurt) e;sztment, I)Ih i iof Reaerch and Slit e its, Nor. 2, 1M.

Comparison of excise lazes and po.sal rates under present lat, Treasury proposal, and

House bill (11. R. 3687)

EXCISE$

i siditI c-al

tree tueA
(in ruillic s)

.tle C'r .er I ice Present law Treasury I oposal ItIO _'a- t' i l 1Treaq"! ,.-~

Ury pro-, 1104L

II". I u
I. l)Lstille spirit .......... $ pet gallon 0ItO per gallon $19 per gallon rr t47 2 50

. 1
(draw-hasck oJ1 (diss-bwek c4 (3maw-bak o-f
!f-rw3 icaln 17 pcr giko 65 iSd to; l3n

ont intrs4e on iln-ricse I on n-scbt eurac
2. B r .................. Ieshut lil are i z/-I.... a-P .ii . .. 210.5 70.1

See (ootnotes at end of title.
9391-1-5
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ComVPCfci~ft of eu4C~i a usand postalraleis uder present bar Treasu.y p-a poamnl, and
Ho us $4f (11. R. 3687)-Contlnuel

EXCI8ES-Cotine-1

A rt kU cc 9(1 vkv rrb law

.Winec:
(a) Still:

Under 14 permat 10 ~nii ger ~FII~
14-21 Peca akkic 40 orntSu lo
Oet 21 umt&.1 "

(C) Otber ...... ... 3 cents jr b"l

.. 5.(4
0
ptelI

re va Ceila

14 2.1)
61 7.013

is 15 .10
is 20 1%(s

S.Cbeliig, sz'-ktng to- IS c~rs pcr pur~

It Cect [4eCl) cents-
o. ODes, a4rn ~ Wn~ le (4i

9. 11tde sIi~L~iiI r~rceot et
fees. Ch'oro

10. Bwlbnz ""ej, U1dtard filo t,, P" y...

1:. 7m lra'no per. 1 ,;op",*nt :::
(s) T'AI ske .. .e. 2L) percent cd

(I) Lj .=estc .- 15 pr m- .I o

(2) Irtcm&1ic~na3 10 Iwr'ent of
ch.ir..e.

(c) Ias1r'Iwretc . 1 "1 trcrt of

"ot "r% kvs.
1S. LocltetkipbonesrvLe 10 1-ercet of

CIhmre.
14. bew ety ..... ... opeg.rol c e

I.5. Fu, m ?.fl utriit-l] or-. do

rakep cn urrge
only.

Trea&ury 1prea ttcuMs bill

$I W sr~, ... 0ospol-

12 W %Wn ..... 12 1mr g1)in..

202 cents pet hso St lents 1w half
pln?. pAnt.

10 cents gvr MYl 10 &a-ot per Lill
JAN. pint.

Intlc-e.
rt Id 1.rice Tax

%s,rr '
over

Ve R/C I
104i Crete

227 y22 3"' Cih

24cntrsperpou'nt. ........e..O
3C'ertqr~l0C~t 2Clent.~r1

W0 I-Crctrt 0l 20 c-f ts

....... 3 %rcs-t of

Ch0 ;e. et1 cIIIce

gton-sre.
2- do~ C .15 perent 04

ctk~rfe (hirce.

43 .ecn ...... 23 ..A . o

chim. dce.

203 pcrcrmt of 20 ~.t cc

C1We.

15 Ixtecot of 1S prc rt 0! 1

30 p reent ac fr. t al 20 twuvm (, re4t-
I Tice. 11t..: q(e (mx-

platfJ flat-

33p&reantc'l ret i 1 1. jr, t (4el in tYTh

... . do ... ... ..

TAI inaaelI

res e-nue
(in millions)

Tress- n

371 31

327.0 V2.

315 2 A 9

51 4 1
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Comnpa'iton of exrcise txes and postal rates under present* law. Treasury proposal, and

Iiouse bill (11. R. S687)-Contisued
EXCISE S-('onttoom

Eqtirsn1q

Article oC eevk~e Present law Tre&'ury posal lTOUMe bll
Trca&i-

11. Elnctrc-ttgbl built wA Sper Iman Noicrae ... 2rerrnt of min...... n
tubrs. utactujers atis utaclufri Sasle

19. Soft drinks ....... Non....... Bottled del~t. I wooe ...... 177.0 ...
cent peer each 5
meot .' ofntendol
rmtid rle the

on sirup an,] 25

0 ltied soft
drin~ks.

3D. Car~yan'tchewnCgjftP. ..- do ...... Articles Inten-led do...... 19.0 ...
trrtail fri S

to 1S ctats icr
bar cet Makoe.

s (*MIS of In-
Isle ole-i cet al

p e. other
rt'1nI In Aeecf3.
percti of mn-
utacturtcn sales
ri.~?I. I'tnuuca r . ......... N . ........ 3 percent of ..... 29.1

amount wa-
rt roi.

2 Trinspccetatkn cl Fvq)- P scrlrcor ( ~ peal ...... No cnne .... .......
er17. (41 cts Jr

%s'rrt ton en
"lC).J

At"ditlcon&I roer me .. .... .. 11... .. . .. .. .. .. ......... 4....
fr,',s exclvs. I I

P03fAI'M JUTES

(c) Tezridiss .......

U1' Fc*urth4" .

(1) R("ej r" ......

(f) Inred~r~ mill ......

W lC.0. D. oa"I......

(4) N I c.oey orders .....

Additional rev.enuej
frcna "Min rates.

Ad~liffonil revenue
froms rcn 4,qUlaes and
post 0 tet".

2crtntSfpeeounce. Noi rne.... 3vts eer oune .... 5&%6
Cc* rt pr ounce _ _.. -4)..........S8CoeteperC-Unce 10.... .Ik4
3 an.]i4 mats pr _.lo ......... 2afnd 3 cents per ...... .a

ent law rate of
I cenit, which.
ecr is teater.I15 ornts to 11 x ..- to ........... .0 (nts t1.331 ...... . t

article. re artict'
S5) McentS per d.........lI loro eesflper I.
12 to43 ents pe(r dl... ......... 24 to ')co(ai15Per1or Iiclo. arth I
6 t0 22 cent't ... do....... ... 10 V)37cents xr. .21.9

artlcle. artI cle.

~~~....................... ............. ................ I....... 183.

m Et~ate coselsbul~c psikocth t.niedStatesTe atfull ea~rof oserat ion at levels ofIrocose
Far he cakn4v re 1944.

1 Eatrotted aktticci n et revenue )ieIi Lftu alllowaov c S e~n wd'.ra.4ak 00 000 uave aICnOW
Of IT'S minlion &44oua.5 FGtrcated ad io]ns.et rasentse y1.II after allowasees Inc Increased draw-back 00 monbevempgac-bn4
of 4.9 milLion dollars.

&wuce: Tremwuy Ditrartment. Dialsion N4 Reeewreb and Statistics, Nor. 36.1943.
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L;sT or APPENDIXES

A. Summary companion of the Treasury proposals with the lHoue bill.
B. Integration of the Victory tax with the income tax tinder the Ilouse bill and

the Treasury integration proposal, compared with the present law.
C. lo.ible revsions of the W-percent limitation to effect more satisfactory

graduation in effective rates.
D. Additional tax relief for corporation engaged in the mining of certain

strategic mierals.
E. -peclal excess-profits tax treatment with respect to the accelerated output

of certain natural resources.
F. Excise taxes.

APPENDIX A. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF TiE TnsAsuaY PROPOSALS

WITH THE Housi BILL

It may be helpful to the committee to compare in summary form
the major provisions of the Treasury proposals with those of the House
bill as background for its consideration of that bill. While the
Treasury proposals rely heavily on the individual income tax for addi-
tional revenue, the inicome tax changes in the House bill are designed
primarily to integrate the Victory tax with the income tax. Both
would repeal the Victory tax and the earned-income credit. The
Treasury proposal would effect a small reduction in the credit for
dependents and the exemption for married persons; it would increase
surtax rates substantially, both to replace the Victory tax and to
increase revenues. The House bill imposes a 3-percent minimum tax
with lower exemptions than the regular tax; it also increases normal
tax rates and adjusts surtax rates, primarily in order to replace the
Victory tax burden.

The Treasury recommended increases in corporate surtax rates, but
no change in the amount of excess-proits taxes. The House bill does
not change surtax rates. It increases the revenue from excess-profits
taxes by increasing the rate from 90 to 95 percent and by making
changes in the excess-profits credit.

The Treasury recommended an increase in estate and gift tax rates
and a reduction in exemptions. The House bill does not change the
estate and gift taxes.

In the case of excise taxes, the House bill differs from the Treasury's
recommendations in that (1) it does not increase tobacco taxes, (2) it
does not tax soft drinks, candy, and chewing gum, (3) its rate increases
generally are lower than those recommended, and (4) it retains the tax
on transportation of property.

Finally, the House bill provides for increases in postal rates on which
the Treasury made no recommendat ions.

APPENDIX B. INTEGRATION OF THE VICTORY TAX WITI THE INCOME
T.,x UNDER THE llousrE BILE, AND '[HE TREASURY INTEGRATION

PROPOSAL, COMPARED WVlTI PRESENT LAW

I. Both integration plans the one contained in the House bill and
the Treasury proposal, would repeal the Victory tax and the earned
income credit. The House bill increases the normal tax rate from 6
percent to 10 percent, reduces the surtax rates by 1 percentage point
in some brackets and increases them by 1 to 3 percentage points in
others. A taxpayer would be required to pay the tax computed on
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the basis of these changes but not less than a minimum tax of 3 per-
cent on net income in excess of exemptions of $500 for a single person
or a married person filing a separate return, $700 for a married couple
filing a joint return, and $100 for each dependent. Under the Treas-
ury integration proposal exemptions are reduced froni $500, $1,'00
and $350 to $50P, $1,100 and $300, and the surtax rates are increased
by 3 to 7 percentage points.

2. The administration of the income tax would be much easier
under the simpler Treasury integration plan than under the House
bill. For one thing, there would be a large reduction in the number of
returns involving a small amount of tax. Under the present income
tax and Victory tax t.e estimated number of taxpayers for calendar
year 1944 is approximately 52.3 million. Under the House bill the
number of taxpayers woulhl remain approximately the same as under
present law. Because of the filing of joint returns, the number of
taxable returns is less than the number of taxpayers. The number of
taxable returns would be reduced from 44.1 million under present law
to 41.7 million under the House bill. Compared with the 8.2 million
joint returns under present law there would be 10.7 million joint re-
turns under the House bill.

Under the simpler integration plan suggested by the Treasury,
there would be 43.2 million taxpayers, a reduction of 9.1 million.
The total numbe- of taxable returns would be 36.5 million, of which
6.7 million would be joint returns.

3. Married taxpayers would find it much easier to comply with
the income tax under the simpler Treasury integration plan than under
the House bill, since under the bill the'determination of whether a
joint return or separate return would lie mote advantageous may
revolve numerous complications.

Under present law it is ordinarily to the advantage of a married
couple to file separate returns only if their combined surta, net income
exceeds $2,000. If their surtax net income is below that amount, it is
ordinarily a matter of indifference to them whether they file separate
or joint returns. The Ilotse bill, however, makes it advantageous for
sonic such couples to file joint returns and for others to file separate
returns. At the same time, however, it makes the determination of
whether a joint return or separate returns should be filed, a complex
problem for many of these taxpayers. Instead of one breaking point
fixed in terms of surtax net income, as under present law, the House
bill results in two sets of breaking points. On incomes above the
higher breaking point anl on incomes below the lower breaking point
separate returns are advantageous. In the area between, joint returns
are advanta!geous. Moreover, the breaking points are not fixed.
Because no part of the $500 exemption on a separate return may be
shifted between husband and wife, the breaking points vary ,vith
the division of income between husband and wife aid also with the
number of dependenis. For individuals filing under supplement T
the calculation can be simplified, but for those required to use the
regular income tax form, complexities could not be avoided. The
breaking points are difficult, to compute and would not be known to
most taxpayers unless the Treasury undertook to supply a complicated
series of tables indicating the zones of advantage under joint and
separate returns. A sample of this type of table, relating only to
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one assumed division of income (50-50) between husband and wife,
and only to a married couple with one dependent, follows:

Combined net income: Ivp le. ur.
$S00.00 to $1,070.60 ------------------------- Separate.
$1,070.60 to $5,166.67 ------------------------ Joint.
Over $5,166.67 .----------------------------- Separate.

Under the sim ple integration plan suggested by the Treasury, there
is only one breaking point which can be *stated in terms of surtax
net income for all taxpayers, just as under present law. The accom-
panying chart relating to a married couple without dependents illus-
trates the difference in this respect between the Treasury proposal and
the I louse bill.
The complexities with respect to joint or separate returns under the

House bill follow from (a) the provision that a married couple filing
separate returns shall each be allowed an exemption of $500 in contrast
with the $1,200 allowed on a joint return under the ordinary income
tax, (6) the provision that no part of the personal exemption allowed
on a separate return may be transferred from one spouse to another,
and (c) the variation between the personal exemption and dependent
credit under the minimum tax as Compared with the regular tax.

The relationship bet,'een the personal exemptions 'and dependent
credits under the minimum tax and the regular tax may result in much
confusion. For example, a husband and wife having two dependents
may tile separate returns, each claiming one dependent. Under the
Ilolse bill one spouse may have an exemption of $100 for each depend-
ent and be subject to a 3-percent tax rate, while the other spouse may
have an exemption of $350 for thb other dependent and be subject to a
23 percent tax rate.

4. A further complication for many taxpayers introduced by the
House bill is the necessity, if separate returns are filed, to allocate the
dependent exemption in such a manner as to reduce the tax liability to
a minimum. Many computations may be needed by taxpayers with
several dependents to find the procedure that will result in the least
tax for a couple. It is true that in many cases it would be possible for
information to be provided to guide married couples to the expeditious
determination of their tax liability under either the minimum tax or
the regular tax. Nonetheless, the problem of complying with the
income-tax law will be much more complicated for many couples with
low incomes under the House bill than under the present law or under
the Treasury integration plan. Many couples with low incomes in
the area where it is now a matter of indifference whether they filed
joint or separate returns or how they divided the dependent credit
would, under the House bill, need to make numerous computations
before reaching the most advantageous tax result. For example, a
married couple with an a regate net income of $2,125 and with three
dependents could, depenfing upon the procedure that, happened to be
selected, reach 10 different tax results (5 using form 1040 and 5 using
form 1040A) after making 18 different computations of tax liability for
the husband and the wife before ascertaining the least combined tax
liability. (See illustration, attached.) Under the Treasury "ntegra-
tion plan and under the present law the multiplicity of computations
is not necessary.
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5. Another difficulty under the HIouse bill is that some taxpayers
who may now file a simplified return would be precIuded from doing
so. Under the regular income tax, the exemptions which would be
allowed on separate returns are lower than those on a joint return.
Many married couples with a combined gross income of more than

.3,000, wishing to file a joint return to take advantage of the higher
exemptions, will therefore not be able to file a sinplified form, since
form 1010A is limited to a return with a gross income of $3,000 or
I k-.

0. It is clear that the House bill would make the income tax more
Complicated and would impose greater administrative burdens tlhan
the Treasury integration plan. The repeal of the Victory tax is an
ilnportant step toward simplification but nider the louse bill this
is offset to a large extent by other complications introduced by the
bill, which would not exist under the Treasury plan.

7. The House bill would excmlpt only about 130,000 taxpayers who
now pay a net Victory tax of about $ 00,000. Including these tax-
payers, a total of approximately 26,000,000 taxpayers would obtain
a reduction in tax of 370.3 million dollars. On" the other hand,
another 26,000,000 taxpayers would pay an increase in tax aggregat-
ing 459.2 million dollars.

The Treasury plan would exempt 9.1 million taxpayers who now
pay a net Victory tax of 274.9 million dollars. Including those, there
would be 18,000,000 taxpayers with a total reduction in tax of 435.9
million dollars. 'lhe treasury plan would increase the liability of
apy)roxilnatelv 34,000,000 tax payers by 711.3 million dollars.

[hoc following table shows t lie number of taxpayers and thie amount
of tax increase or tax decrease and the net change, by mnet income
classes under the Hlouse bill and the Treasury inte-nition plal:

REDUCED TAXES

Tru-ury krrterii k

N~t Izxrne cass (io t,. r N "ro

NU: ¢,vr A r-.c, rt 7i A r.,:,-.,tkxk"';) ref"" (.:

P to$3 ................................................ 2. - 3423 -357.2
V tots ................. ......................... ] 2 7 -1435 1. % - 27.91
Ovr ............................................... J . -70.7

Taal .......................................... . 2. OI -370.3
t  

P 0L - 3.9

INCREASED TAXES

$o ,oV ............... 20.3 i 6 27. 5 4& o
V to $......................................... .41 .. 7 50 99.0
O ;Cr $5 ................................................ 2.1 2"7.1 1.9 . 3

To.t,' .......................................... X 4 0 ). 3 711

NET CHANG .

$ to . ................................. ........ 7 -172.7 1 S'8
$ I .............................................. 1.4 2Z 3&2 71.1
Over 0 .............................................. 1.7 1O 14 iSI

Noill.-Due to rc.ounI tt'e szn cftte to livIrIj itiras "Y r-,t a 14 to t,:Us.
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Illuuiration.-Pousible computalions on Form 1040 under the House bill, for a
married couple with three dependents, 1o determine the smallest la liability where

the husband has 81,9SO nel income and (k trife has $875 net income

C 0 () 0)

(1) Husbandm nduv ................... One 
0  

101$12' 75

at~brA uI cll iig r~ t frxs1rfde
w ifes a d uc i n tg c r e dit f c n o de p e n e nts : o I i I s o 1 . .

(2) Ils- ma . ............................ . 2M ' 1.s W ' 1 s~ Now 5M ' VS: , 112
,).i ............................ .5" ) b , 75$.t33 j 3 7-,,Ii} 3423

if A...in .edit 1* no d r.. nd t:s. I 1270, 1, 5 , ]one .n e! --1 19 1-

2s Wifl d73e I * - -
floba CZA in credit r cep2 .kcndet I I I

1UclinIeadi-oitPtd 1, 2Ls 501 11 70 W
To ............................... . 205 75 23, .. . . .2 4? 2
TWu .................................... 2.1 'm 'Z W ' 75 1713. 300: Ms 24. l ?S 2

Husb ne clmingt ed it for I dedt '
wife lnmtnredit for 2 de.'ndertsn

(3) lluit-nd ..................... 1 1D0 40 1 9 00 Wo 410 910

(7) Wle................................... 20 NoneK o ,-! 70 1 25N 2 25

Total ...................................1 Z 125 212 0 43 00 1.50'' 9S 475' 97.25

liusbind cimrinr credit f e enn jenoi, 1,II I
sife clikinn credJit fore3 depzndet 'if50~~ 325

(S) Itw nd .......................... 7 12 , 50 Non No7 30 737 2 5070 2 qk 1725s

s9 wife ....................... V .&)Nc on' 7 % 22

To( 9.......................... 2ins Z 051 7517 1% 1,3-Xi' W2 24 75 174 f3
- .. .. ...I - . I i I

Source. Bluca'i of Interns] Revenue, Nov. 0, 141)
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COMPARISON OF TAX UNDER H.R. 3687
AND TREASURY INTEGRATION PLAN

Single -No Dependents

As Percent of Present Low
- i

K N \ ' I!J'Piesen/ Low fTeosvry Io/egrolion P/on -

90 . ...

80 . .. _

70f
0 4

NET INCOME IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

I rI i-i ry D' ',J' r t, 1 1 .1 n t I i i, n 0 1 wt V C.. ,' v. 1,o, I Wl.

PERCENT
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COMPARISON OF TAX UNDER H.R. 3687
AND TREASURY INTEGRATION PLAN

Married - No Dependents
PERCENT. . I I -

A As Percent of Present Low

O R. I
I + ,t,~... + .... ...... ...

100 -
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70 , - ---- _

50Ljiz _AI~ _

Income ranges where filing separate
or joint returns result In lower tax
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H .687Lw~

t++ ! t I ,... ,. 7 AI ' $WI . ! YA O

.5 , 2 4 10 20 40 100 200 400 1000 2000
NET INCOME IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

Tre+ lry 1), ;.rtrn-,+rt, D ".. ' 1+ T&.x Rt,.s a'(, No'r. 2), 2.43. J
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APPF.NDIX C. POSSIBLE REVISION.i i- TiMe SO-PERCENT IAiITA1iON
TO EFFECT A MORE SATISFACTORY GRADUATION IN FFFk:cTrIvE.
RATES

The Revenue Act of 1942 provided for a limitation on tie excess-
profits tax so that in combination with the normal tax and surtax it
will not exceed S0 percent of surtax net income. This limitation was
imposed on gro.s taxes before deducting the post-war refund of 10
percent of excess-profits taxes as Iillitel.

h'lo excess-profits lax as lilite(d is computed by taking SO percent
of surtax net income and subtralct Iug normal taxes and surlaxeq from
this ligurc. 'ile balance is termed rxcess-profits taxes ail is used in
computing the post-war refund of 10 percent of excess-profits taxes.

Thus on a given level of income subject to the 80-percent limitation,
effective tax rates after the post-war refund decrease as the pereentogo
of that income represented by taxable excess profits increases. Since
normal profits (normal-tax net income) are determine(] by subtracting
taxable excess profits from total income, an increase in taxable excess
profits reduces taxable normal profits. A reduction in normal profits,
and, therefore, a |eduction in normal taxes and surtaxes, increases the
portion of total tax liabilities (80 percent of surtax net income which
remains unchanged) called excess-profits taxes and increases the post-
war credit. Although gross taxes remain at 80 percent of income, n.,
taxes after the post-war refund are thus reduced.

Therefore, increases in tle excess-profits-tax base will reduce taxes
on corporations subject to (ie 80-percent limitation, and increases in
the excess-profits-tax rate will leave them unaffected. Only increases
in the normal tax or surtax rate, b' reducing their post-war refunds,
can increase the over-all tax burd( x on these corporations without a
change in the limitation.

Under a 05-percent excess-profits tax, or85 percent after deducting
the ,ost-war refund, a still greater liitation in the excess-profits tax
results. In order that an increase in excess-profits taxes will apply to
those corporations earning the largest excess profits, and in order that
a smoother graduation in effective tax rates may be provided as taxable
excess profits represent a larger and larger percentage of total income.
Three possible revisions could be made in tle 80-percent limitation.

Revision A would substitute an 85-percent excess-profits tax with
no post-war refund for the 95-percent excess-profits tax and 10-percent
post-war refund in the House bill. The 80-percent limitation would
remain in effect.

Revision B would leave the 80-percent limitation as applied to
gross taxes but taxes after the post-war refund would be determined
as if there were no 80-pereent limit.' This would have the effect, in
most instances, of charging the reduction in taxes resulting from the
80-percent limitation against the taxpayer's post-war refund, rather
than against gross taxes.

Revision C would raise the present limit of SO percent to 85 percent,
but would not change the basic stitucture of the limitation.

Tie effective tax rates which would result from these changes are
resented in talle I, both before and after the post-war refund, if any.

In chart I the effective tax rates after the post-war refund arc shown.
I IT o eIet, in D) cSe wOG t W3c WO Lrt(tr the [0-t-r If retund Ixcec.) erocct C4 sruiI -t lzo -,
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TAUL% l.-Hffedire lax rates on corporation income as tke proportion of morale
excess profits raries, under present law, It. R. 3687, and sugge,!ed recisions in
IMe 80-peren limitation
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APPENDIX I). ADDITIONAL TAX Rt.IE7 FoR CoHtotA11oNs E'NGAOED
IN THE MINING OF CERTAIN SYRATEOIC MINERALS

The Treasury recognizes the importance of encouraging the discov-
ery and development of mines capable of yielding minerals of Itigh
strategic value in the production of war materials. In those cases
where the exemption from excess-profits taxation and the allowance
of more liberal depletion allowances will ilicrease tile output of these
strategic minerals, the Treasury believes that siuc' additional tax-
relief measures are proper. However, the Treasury believes it un-
desirable to extend relief to sninerals which, in tie opinion of the
War Production Board, cannot be designated as strategic minerals.
Tax roler should not be permitted to become tax avoidance.

A ,ear ago the Treasury, after consultation with officials of the
War 'Production Board, recommended that the income from the
production of 1i strategic inineras be exempt from excesi-profits
taxes. The addition of fluorspar, and flake graphite, to this list of
minerals is proper; bota of these minerals are of strategic important e
However, we sec no possible reason for tile inclusior. of vermiculite
among these strategic minerals. Although this mineral has sonic
uses il connection with war production, it is the opinion of officials
in tie War Production Board that the present supply is more than
adequate. The bulk of this mineral is used for building insulation
in competition with rock wool and asbestos, producs which no one
WcUld pre?'efh- to say were of strategic imtportatnce.

The Treasury's positions with rvs pcet to the e) tension of per-
centage depletion to strategic iniiterals as a wartim.- measure ii the
same as that %kith respect to the exciltption of these minerals from
excSIS-prilits taxes. If, but only if, tile allowance of percentage
depletion for tie duration of hostilities will contribute to the war
effort, the Treasury recognizes the advantages of such allowances
despite our firm conwiction that the percentage depletion provisions
in the present law have, in general, enabled many individual and
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corporate taxpayers to avoid their fair share of the Nation's tax bur-
den. Generally, our position with respect to percentage depletion
is the same as was expressed in hearings on the 1942 revenue bill.1

However, on the basis of the representations of the War Production
Board that perch, ntage depletion for these metals for the duration of
the war will contribute to the war effort, we conicur in the action taken
in the House bill in granting percentage depletion to Iluospar, flake
graphite, sheet mica, and beryl

Oin the other hand, the Treasury does not believe that the extension
of percentage depletion to vermic litc, feldspar, lepidolite, spodumene,
and potash con le justified even as a war iieasure. Although these
n iherals are used to a greater or lecser extent in war production, we

have been informed lby the War production Boaid that the eirrent
output of nil of thein'is adequate to meet present wartime require-
nients. Consequently, these minerals Stand in no different position
from all the other 1niicrals which have important wartime ses biut

with res lect to which no critical supply situation exists. It should
be noted that most of the potash reserves in this country are found
on public lands. The largest known deposits are found on Federal
land where production is controlled by the )epartinent of the Interior.

APPENDix E. SPECIAL EXCESS-PROFITs TAx TREATMENT WITH
1I:srlLT ;.O TUE ACCELERATED OUTPUT OF CERTAIN NATURAL
Fs iSOURcEs

A. T11e EXTENSION OF THE COAL ANI, 'RON IULE OF SECFION 735 TO TilE
NATURAL GAS INDUSTRY

The House bill provides special excezss-profits tax treatment for
natural gas companies with respect to income from the production,
storage, and transportation by pipe lines of natural gas. The treat-
ment given would be the same as that now granted undei' section 735
(b) (2) %%ith respect to income from coal and iron mines.

rhe Treasury recognizes that natural gas is a depletable resource,
the production of which has greatly increased since the beginning of
the war. It would not be opposed to the amendment of section 735
to include producers of natural gas. However, the natural gas
companies which will benefit most under the provisions of the House
bill are primarily engaged in the operation of pipe lines. Sone of these
companies produce no natural gas, and all of them buy a substantial
percentage of the gas carried in their pipe lines. The Treasury be-
ieves it would be undesirable to extend the relief now afforded to

depletable resource industries to these companies.
Our reasons are twofold. First, from an examination of the tax

returns of a number of the representative companies in this industry
it appears that the industry, as a whole, is now earning as much per
unit of output after excess-profits taxes but before corporation income
taxes as it earned during the base period years. It is our belief that
the excess-profits tax cannot be said to be injuring an industry, if this
tax allows the industry to retain its normal unit profits.

I &-P -k rt Ity tr , 'i M r4. pa It. 'i, Vit MOO iiY C4 Rtrand ph Paul, pp. 4, 2955, 3t ,e8. r&u'np
i ec "i- r-,ui( lC~mteF h cur. 23, 1&% c.
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Second, we believe that tho problem faced by the natural gas in-
dustry as a result of accelerated output is .primarily a depreciation
rather than a depletion problem. The relief given in the louse bill
does not appear to provide an appropriate reiedy for the wartime
problems of this industry. The Treasury is of the opinion that the
position of the natural gas industry is; not so unique with respect to
acceler,-ed depreciation that it should be relieved of the wartime
taxes whkllI Congress has imposed upon industry as a whole.

ii. EXTENSION OF TIE coAL AND IRON RULE IN SECTION 735 TO NEW

PROPERTIES AND TO CORPORATE LESSORS

The House bill extend. the treatment accorded by action 735 to
operators of coal and iron mines and of lumber tracts in two respects:
(1) Corporate lessors are given the same treatment as operators; and
(2) new mines and timber properties are allowed to treat one-third of
their output as excess output.

Last year, when the revenue bill of 1942 was being considered by
your committee, the Treasury pointed out the undesirability of tho
special formula which was made applicable to producers of coal, iron,
and timber. We believed then, as we believe today, that a measure
which distributes tax relief without regard to need'not only deprives
the Government of much needed revenues, but also results in an
inequitable distribution of the wartime tax burden among business
enterprises.

However, if the coal, iron, and tinber rule is to be retained in section
735, the amendments introduced in the ]louse bill are appropriate.
In the case of coal mines and timber blocks, the distinction between
new anti old properties appears to be a tenuous one which has resulted
in some inequities. As to the other amendment, corporate lessors of
coal, iron, and timber properties should be entitled to the same relief
now granted by the law to the operators of such propeties.

AI'PLNDIx F. ExcisE T.%xzs

I. GENERAL nASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION'S

We have recommended that an additional 2,4 billion dollars be rs'sed
through increases in the rates and changes in tie basis of several exist-
ing excise taxes nnd through enacting two new excises. Ini addition,
it is recommended that the tax on tie transportation of propertY, be
repealed. The specific items selected for heavier taxation, as well as
the level of the proposed rates, were determined after detailed analyses
had been made of the demand and supply conditions in the different
industries, and after consideration hadI been given to t-e manner in
which producers and consumers would be affected. Moreover the
Treasut-y recommendations on excises are part of a balanced tax
program.

Substantial wartime increases in our excise taxes on consumer goods
and services are justified on several grounds. The additional adininis-
trative costs would be relatively small for the Government, as would
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the taxpayers' costs of compliance. There is every reason to believe
that few if any, of tie business concerns affected woull be unduly
burdened, since the higher levies generally could be shifted to col-
sumers with little diffXiclty. Wartime supply shortages are trouble-
some for many industries, to be sure, but these very shortages, coupled
with the higfh level of consumer income, create'a market situation
extremely favorable to forward shifting of excise taxes.

SimilarIly, there is every reason to believe that the higher taxes
would not'cause hardship'for consumers. The prices of only a rela-
tively few nonbasie. connoditics and services would be affected.
Cotisumers in a difficult economic situation would be given a real
choice between paying the higher taxts and decreasing their purchases
of these nonessentials and thereby relieving themselves of part or all
of the taxes.

While formulating the Treasury's excise program, we made com-
parisons with a sales tax proposal designed to yield an equivalent
amount of revenue. To raise 2,1 billion dollars by means of a sales
tax would require about a 4-percent rate on all retail sales, on basic
living needs as well as on noness-entials and luxuries. If food sales
were exempted, the required rate would be more than 6 percent and
if the exemption were extended to cover also inedidnes and clothing,
the rcuired rate would be over 9 percent.

There are at least three fundamental reasons why the selective
excise method is to be preferred. First, the added'administrative
anti compliance effort would be only a small fraction of what would
be entailed by a retail sales tax. "There would be no substantial
enlargement of Bureau of Internal Revcnue staif. Few new adminis-
trative procedures would have to be established, and the added num-
ber of taxpayers would be far less than the 2,k million firms that would
be covered by a retail sales tax.

Second, the lower income groups would not be forced to reduce
their consumption of the necessities of life as they inevitably would
under a sales tax. A retail sales tax, applying to the bulk of consumer
purchases, does not give these groups any real choice between paving
the tax and Cscaping it by cutting their taxable purcl uues. fligher
prices for the things they buy, whether indue..d by a sales tax or any
other cause, simp'iy mean ibat many low-incon'e consumers must
exist at a still lower living standard. "

Third, under the excise method, we would boe certain that a net
gain, rather than a loss, would be achieved on the anti-inflation front.
i e excise tax proposals would not affect the farm parity index.

while a general retail sales tax designed to raise the same amount. of
revenue would increase the index by more than 2 percent. The
excise proposals would increase tie cost-c'-iiving index by about I
percent, while an equivalent sal,!s tax wouhl raise it by almost 3
percent. These increases would occur at a time when vigorous action
is being taken along many fronts to 1:ep living costs down. The
net effect on business costs would be minor umider the excise method,
particularly if the recommended repeal of the tax on transportation
of property is accepted. Under thie sales-tax method, pritce-ceiling
adjustments to compensate for the sales tax on various business-cost
items would be unavoidable. From the standpoint of the effects on
the parity index, the cost-of-living index, and on business costs,
therefore, the excise method offers significant advantages. There

1 70
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would be no risk of upsetting the Government's wartime stabiliza-
tion program, particularly because the costs of basic necessities would
not be affected.

2. GENERAL COMPARISON OF TREASURY RECOMMENDATIONS AND TIHE
HOUSE ACTION ON EXCISE TAXES AND 'OSTAL RATES

The Treasury's excise tax proposals to the Committee on Ways
and Means were designed to raise an additional 24 billion dollars of
revenue. The excise tax changes embodied in the House bill are
estimated to raise an additional 1.2 billion dollars of revenue. The
bill also provides for higher postal rates estimated to produce an
increase of 184 million dollars in postal revenues.

In most cases the items selected for heavier taxation in the lHouse
bill are the same as those in the Treasi "s recommendalions. Some
of lie rate increases in the louse bill, however, are not as great as
those suggested by the Treasury. As a result the House bill would
raise an addition 1.1 billion'dollars fromn items included in the
Treasury's proposals, whereas tie Treasury suggested raising about
1.8 billion, dollars ,roni these sanme sources.

Excise tax changes :Icluded in tile House bill, but not in the
Treasury's proposals, are the increases in rates on electric light bulbs,
international telegraph ,ncssagvs, and wire equipment services, and
the new excise on pari-mutuel betting. The additional revente from
these changes is estimated to be about 51 million (1011111's.

Tile Treasury also proposed to raise anl additional 852 million
dollars from rate increases ill tile tobacco taxes and from new taxes
on soft drinks and candy and chewing gum. None of tlese proposals
is included iu the House bill.

Finally, the House bill does not provide for repeal of the tax on
tranlsportation of I roperty.

A detailed coniparlson of tile Tteasiaty's excise tax proposals and
the existing rates, together with tile estimated revenue effects, is
sliown ill elibit IS.

3i. ANALYSIS OF EXCISE TAX PROVISIONS IN hIOUS lUILL

The nlagnitude of our war finance requirements and tile nced for
absorbing excess consuiler speldilg power to the greatest extent,
possible demand that everv effort be niade to reach the 2,; billion
dollars excise tax goal rvcinicIded by the Treasury. The provi-
siolns ill tile [ouse bill woul go only' about iialf the way toward
inleting tile Treasury's goal. There ore two Irilciplal reasons for
this difference.

'Tite thirst reason is that the rcecomlniciilhd increases ill tobacco taxes
and lhe proposals for taxiilg soft drinks and candy ai(d chewing guli
were iot adopted ill tile llouse. Thee rcollniieldlltioits wouhd
raise S52,000,000. Failure to provide, for wartime illrcases iii the
tol'acco taxes calilot )e justified 11 the basis of tile prevailing deilialId
and SulllIly Conditiols ill tile industries iinvolveI. The lrOl)OsCd tax
increases eoihl be passeL forward to consullers willout burdenilng
tobacco growers, nalmifacturers or (listribultors. Front tile stald-
point of the probable effects oil coliSlIlsie- and tile industries, there
are just as good reasons for obtaining additional reveille from the
tobacco taxes as front the other excise taxes included in the llous'- bill.

93331-4 a---
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Taxing soft drinks and candy and ch,-wing urn, as recommended
by the Treasury, would raise $367,000,000. rhe supplies of these
items are appreciably below the wartime deinands of consumers and,
consequently, the proposed taxes could be shifted forward to con-
sumers without reducing the total volume of sales. While vending
machine operators probably could not find a satisfactory method of
shifting the taxes on these products, it is believed that they generally
could continue to operate profitably by distributing nontaxable
products such as nuts, raisin-, cookies, ap l nonaerated soft drinks.

The second reason why the house bill doe-s not meet the Treasury's
2,' billion dollars excise tax goal is that it, includes rate increases
below the levels recommended by the Treasury for the taxei on dis-
tilled spirits, fermented malt liquors, wines, general admissions,
transportation of persons, and jewelry. The higher rates proposed bythe 'J reasury would raise 6SO million dollars more than those in the
]louso bill. The Treasury again recommends the wartime increase
originally proposed for.these taxes. These increases are fully war-
ranted in view of the great wartime increases in demand for these
articles and services and the prevailing scarcities in their supply.

A further difference between the House bill and the Treasury's
excise proposals is the failure to repeal the tax on transportation of
poverty which was enacted last year. This tax is undesirable, since
it disturbs existing price and competitive relationships and results
in discrimination among competing producers. It conflicts with the
Government's efforts to stabilize prices and the advnnta.res which
would follow its repeal would more thn offset the $170,000,000
decrease in revenue.

Finally, special problems are raid by the excise-tax provisions
in the ]louse bill. The first relates to the amount of tax increase on
fermented malt liquors. An increase of 1 per barrel as provided in
the House bill would represent 0.2 ce(nt per S-ounce gloss and 0.3 cent
per 12-ounce bottle. If distributors were permitted to increase their
unit selling prices by a full cent they would gain larger profits because
of the tax and the Treasury would not get the full benefit of the
higher consumer outlays. On the other hand, if price increases were
not permitted, distributors would be compelled to absorb a part of
the higher tax. A S3 per barrel tax increase as originallv recommended
by the Treasury would more nearly approximate full cent price in-
creases on customary units of sale.

The Federol Communications Commission has indicated the d'-
sirability of maintaining the present 10-percent rate on international
cable and radio-telegraph me.sas in order to facilitate its efforts in
promoting international communications. The Conuission has also
indicated the desirability of continuin- the existing tax differential
between the taxes on telephone toll mesage charges and domestic
telizraph charges. The House bill proposes to tax these two services
at 25-percent rates. It should also be noted that because of com-
petitive relationships existing between domestic telegraph messages
and leased wire services, the taxes on thicse two types of services should
preferably be at the same level. The House bill provides for a 25-
percent tax on domestic telegraph messages and a 20-prcent tax on
leaed wire, teletypewriter, and talking circuit special services.
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Another consideration involves tile retailers' excise taxes. At the
p regent time these are levied at 10-percent rates. The House bill
f3llws the Treasury's proposals in providing for 25-percent rates on
fur and fur-trimmed articlm.s, toilet preparations, and 'luggage and
related goods. With respect to the jewelry excise, however, the bill
pr,.)vides for a 20-percent rate, compared t :"the 30-percent rate recon-
mended by the Treasury. In the light of the optional character of
the bulk o'f the items covered by the jewelry tax, the unprecedentedly
hii.h demand for these items, and tle limited supplies that are avpit1
able, the Treasury believes that. the jewelry tax should be at least
as high as the other retailers' excises.

4. 'IFRMINATrON OF CERTAIN GOVERNMENTAL EXCISE TAX EXEMPTIONS

Section 307 of the House bill provides for tie termination ofnunier-
ous excise ta: exemptions on sales of goods and services to the Federal
Government as requested by the President in a letter dated August
1I, 1943, to the chairmann of tie Comnnittee on Ways and Mleans.
The chief taxes affected are- the manufacturers' and retailers' excise
taxes, the taxes on the transportation of person, and property, and
thise upon chases for the use of communication facilities. It is
believed that this ainendinent would achieve considerable savings in
tie manpower now used by the Federal Government and private
business to administer these exemptions.

The exemption provisions required the determination of the ques.
tions whether sales are made to governmental aencies and whether
the articles or services are for the exclusive use of these agencies.
Because of the numerous types of contracts u:der which sales are
made to the Government and the greatly expanded -cope of its activ-
ities, considerable work is required to establish proof of the conditions
upon which the exemptions depend. The services of employees
takin, care of these details could be better utilized in other Yctivities.
Repeal of the exemption privilees also may well increaq, tio net
revenues of the Federal Government because .it is believed that ho
)resent system results in considerable loss of rewnue through care-
cI ssness, errors, and po,;ible fraud. The tremendous volume of paner

work involved makes it impossible for the personnel now available
to check adequately transactions for which tax exemptions are
requested.
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ExnISIT I

Estimated increase of the rerenue program of the Treasury presented to tlhe Comrnitfee
on IVa a and Areane of the House of Represe'itircs on Oct. 4 1941, o er 1h
yield of the present law cauming a fuU year of operations at levels of incore
estfmoed for the ctlendar year 1944

ilrb~lraoda~cilprne.51.lw I

Individual income tax: Itieresse surtax rates; reduce the personal exemp-
tion of married couples and heads of families to $1,100 and reduce the
dependent credit to $300; repeal the Victory tax and repeal the earned-
income crdit ------------------------------------------------ 6. 53

Corporation income taxes: Increase surtax rates, the combined normal
and surtax rate reaching a maximum of 50 percent as compared with the
present maximum of 40 percent on corporations with income in excess
of $50,000- ------------------------------------------------- 1. 14

Estate and Cift taxes: increse estate tax rates, redice specific exemption
from $0,000 to $10,000, and increase gift tax rates to three-noarters
of the new and higher estate tax rates ------------------------------. 40

Excise taxes ----------------------------------------------------- 2. 51

Total increase --------------------------------------------- 10. 58
I 5 e ret Victor tsu e ter a)t-war credit, rater than gros tk IcCm -y tzx, La rormtin-el I. be )Iel of

lbs Prefat law.

&-wrct: Tresury Lepaztment, v;vLa ot Re esrb &nI Ctstistp, Nov. W, l"3.

Ixiuinir 2

£,.iin,ifed tax liability under the Treasury proposal as presenled to the Comrnittee
on la ?s and Means of the House of Represenoa.ires on Oct. 4, 1943, as compared
u-ith the tax liablity undlr the present law for a full year of operation I

(in milWns ot dolsn

I rcae O
11-d cf Yiel of dC-(e&"-

grar jw ) K M ot

iv

%1 
"' " ,-A! C ?+is t,%tes

lai.rirn, .. ............................................. ,l5. I

F cf -- rc- t s tlt ........... ........................... .......10 k .I1.rc-I jis e eics-prr ts tax ....................... 105.6 10& 6.

TcA1 trp-rtVr (grcw) ................ ......... 161 67.1 1.%725 I& 5t
Li scV t-wat nc-il..................................... , ,0 . g 9 .

Total t(neL--------------------------I%77k I 1 1. 13,. 1

SEe footnotes at end of t~Able.
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ExIUIiT 2--Contlnuod
Estimated tax lian'lity under the T"reasury proposal as presented to the Commitee

on Wayr and Aeans of the Ilouse of Representatives on Oct. 4, 1948, as compared
with the tax liability under the .prevent..law for a full year of operation-Con,

General and speolal accounts

1. Internal revenuo-Continued.
Income and exess.l)orolt taxos- Continued.

Individual:
Not income tax (gross) .................................

Victory tax (gross) .....................................
Less post-war credit ....................................

Vloiory tax (not) .......................................

Total Individual .....................................

Total income and excem.proflts taxes ................
(2) Miscellaneous Internal rovenue:

Ca;)Ital stock, estate, nud gift taxes:
Capitil.stock tax .......................................
Fs awo tax ..............................................
oft tax ................................................

Total capittl'stock, estate, and gift taxes .............
Taxes on commodities and services:

Liquor taxes:
Distilled spirits domestico and importoo) (oeise

tax) '.... ..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fermented malt liquors 1 ......................
flectiflootlon tax s ...................
Wines (domestic and importN ) (ea4e .......
SWeIl taxes in connection with liquor occupations...
c rtainer tamps ................. .......
Fj|ur stocks taxes ...................................
All other ..............................................

Total liquor ta.s......................
Tobaen taxes:

('igarettes (small) I.. .....................
'i'nibiano (chewing and smoking) .. ..........(is (lieC.tlan (latize) ' ........ .............................
14n Ut ................. ........... ........ ,.........
('igarettopapers And tubs .........................
All other ... .......... ............................

Total tolomv taxes ............ ................
fianip talkea

tI11 of &enrtiftos, bond tran~lle, two dooedof cert.
f41 wltansf ................................

Playi4 enrds I .......
silver inlleat mli or transfors. . ...........

Total slttl) taxes .....

Manufacturers' excds tauv;:
(1 tM111l0 _..................................
Lubrieatintg i .......... . .
Prlasvnger stlomobiles and nsoioteyclcs.... ....
A t1tomobilo I i kcs, toum, and trallers. ..............
Parts aud aeeesirirles for automobiles ...........
Tir.s and Inoter tulbe . ...............Electrical elirgy .. .. . .. .. .........
Electric, tl-, aid oil applianroe ......ii'icceH lght tulibs.. . . .. . . . . . .. . . ..
Undio reevivilig kvtr+ phoiw0gra lihsl, |ph0siograph ire-

ords, and uslical Instruments..................
Rtefrlgerators, refrigoratling api-arftus, and atr'coudl-

tioners ............
lhusi8nra and storo mahinos .... .............
tPholographilo apparatus ..........

S Rtches . ...... ....... ........ ...... ..

Firearms, shells, IsItols, anid rovolvors ................
Candy and Chow fig guni..s.......................
Hloft drinks ............ ..................

Total inanufacture' excise taxo...................

See footnotes at end of table.

Yield of
tax pro-

gram

....,....1

Yi0l1 of
present

law

5,324.1
-2, 0. 0

TrreasA or
(lacrosse
(-) over
yied ofpresent

law

0, 786. 8

-5,324.1
2.008,0

TTZY 3,28,1 -3,25&

23,892.1 17, 33.5 8,528.8

30,070.3 32, 00.1. 8 7,68.8

400.0 400.:0 1.......
02 I 2a 379.7
82.1 40.2 21.0

1, 61.2 082.0 401.0

1,2 2.4
714.5

11.8
0717
11.0
0.4
.8

1.2
2,068.7

85.0

9.5
3.2i

.1
1,403.2

250
191.0
7.5

h 1.0a

M35 2
504.0

11.5
30,0
11.0
9,4
1.0

1,3090

802.8
45.0
31.7.

7,0

977.0

25,0
19,0

7,5 4

487.2
210.5

....... ...

76P. 8

371.3
40.0
0,2

485.2

211. 1 261 1 .. .. .
4.3 M ............

3.5 3.a............
2A 0 251)............
40,0 40,0 .........
48.5 481,.....
3.0 b.0...........

3. ar, ..........
1,1 1.1.........
2.8 2,1

11, I'.910. 5 10. 5

A.0 2.50
.8 .........

100.0... . ....... 100.0
177.0 177.0
831., 469.i1 3,10
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ExHtI' 2-Continued

Estimated lax liability under the Treasury proposal as presented to the C.onmifee
on Ways and 3Mnr,s oJ the louse of ltepresscitstics on VhM. 4. 19,3. as compared
twith the tax lta'sility under the preterit low for a full year of opcrotion--Con.

Ocnere] an,- special accounts

I. lrtrr ml recr u- C."ir t-w(d
(2) 5l t-i ft"U5 ittercal rcrecue-Cotnue.L.

Reta k-rs' (-sre taiss
Jrse Ir).eto ................................
Furs ... ........ .I"( )'t .q{ ,J l k,' ..............................
Lurrge,' rbsgs, (t, cte .....................

Total retsirs' exci ,e S .........................

Yild of
a% 1 ro-
grara

93 0
bA 4

0434

1 1- tier

350

P(2 4

r'S 4

311.9

M is .ineous Itn tes:
Trlephboe. tdkgraph, si- and cable tlcitities,

lel rA % it'g, etc .................................... 152.7 1212 21.
Telphoe till ................................. .147 978 4A.9
Ttr--pcettI in of oil by pipe line-----------5.5......... 1.5 11.s ......
Trspoctal Oafpcrsoos------------------------ -- 355 141.6 213.?

Trmnsiewtja of propert................................. * 170.3 - 1"M3
enaleadmissin ..................................... 49a4 a 3 327.0

Ca nt. etc ..ti-t - - - - - - - --.......................... 17 .1.4 91.1
Club dues e initiion Ices ......................... 1.3 &2 5

esc -sedehositt cas ... -------................ ----. ...........
Use of rooter -Wcles and tbc-Os-'-- .... -......... ..I M ........ ..
Coconut and cthe. rge table oils iocesaed . 2.0 2..
Olcorararte. etc.. including special taxes and

sdulterated butter.................................. I1 ..
S© i, 4 0 410. ... ...................
Bv . p ttle 1 amusemntt ar ttimiril4.v3.s ....... 13.2.
2.,A .14 aZk)s arndLW-x.rd and preJt'Ies ............. 2&. 3 .4 27.0
All athr, Inclu-Sing repealed taes ................... 1 ............

Total m eLe Ucs is utaes .................. ..... 513.1 0 7
ToW tal ,,S on commodities an-d srvices-- ..... . 64X 4 &W9. 2. '$1 51.3
Tol rnbLrclla interial rtverus ............... 7. 2, 913 7

(3) Emplofmer.t taxes:
Emp'.cyment by other than carriers:

Federal insur&nc Contributions Act ................... 2,79.0 2.90 ............
Fedetrl UrAemrployrtct Tax Act ....................... 2 07.0 ............

Total ................................................. C 0 t 3 O -
Tuxes on carriers ar theLr employee (eb. 9, sut-ch. B of

the sntetrAl eeuc Co'de) .......................... 2 -
7  

2l . .....

Total mployment taxes ................................ -- .-- 3. Z& 0 ............

To internal reneue .................................. K723.6 0,144.21 30,579.3
3. Ra ierad emihytment-suramc eontrit-utio ................ 12I I It I ............

. Cutor s ....... . ............................................... 400 0 X) 0 .
. ctn xs receipts...................................-........ - -. 0 .. 0 .

Totsl yield, genersl ar4 spc'al sac( t ...................... . 31,71& 7 41,137.3 19-$

I Estlrratcs ct t"e yiel of the tWx program and of f.c-nt lhw se at levels of incccte c'ir-atrd for tLe
akl-tnvr yes: 141.

l C(Adec-,. ehcr crol-I to tmut-I1 asuie n-, t inclu-Vlc.
I h.-se tirrat-n are a'tre alkancs fi:,c drcw-t-acks cf 27.6 a,-i1iidz ,-s tair-..r the g-rpc¢! anrdof I4.S

mitlla: )n 4-d urli r I r(
--
ct 1lw.

4 LetS , h : , 0V i-!.,-i d -!r
I 'I te tat c Iriee [ s N k-on chirped f'rcr a mnuf-'ctur(rs" ecse to a rea Iles' c'r" ,v r.
* Ireluding th+e ejfs cf II. 10 31 -?, 'etl.c JAW d., sJ cacd Ncr, 4, 151"
I Ir'C -Icr c.lloct- i fr(.l 1Arn- ri nicte',: -at r tte Nmc -il I .rerg Act, &r.] the tst (n

hydra lic m'nn, fl U- uib-S are tl,.(t,ve rrrtiy. In a- ld!t n ccl c-Is Wb: I,.ns-fr,;a r q'ta'r,1 trte.
scxt rkii-t-cd tly the keSir ue Act cq 1W1 ar-,I11] csctG-.s from the k',,rg eve lasts ri-lke- by the,
Rearue Act c- 1"2- Rt-bor rtick e(ctric c-is. r-tica] c.;it-r,(r, at--I is'ccg t+c 5 51: .

S-,urce: Trtasary I)epatmtnt, 4i .),, a- Istroch a-I SaLntics, Nov. 2, IM).
Ncis.-Ffgurns are rvun-li an4 s oi:et ce.xa-ty add t totss
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ExHimiT 3

Comparison of &ornbincd riornal and ahirtax rates ruidir Prwrt mnu', under the
___propoeal to inlegrale the Victory tax, anid under ILI. .3e a

tat' aI&%

relK Percent I I'Cveai Pererl I Ierct Arcral
Not over 120... IV, 'le .13 .0 t.o $ 1X. 1 ' 61 4 (Z5
VPM4 Cd~ t2 16 S12 4,(A ... ('0.25x. (4 F7 (A
J4,(13 t si~r 1 . .. t) 2 36'' S3.'2001 L" $4 1.$( .- - f7 711 72
1-6.(Cj ta $..U(0 - 0 3.1 3.1 14142flo16'.0. . C9 74 75

, SO ,( I' i 0 34 31 37 $51."1e to P , 4.(411. !172-

612,(,(* to 14.60O 41 45 41) * y 't.(*-1.40- 73 1 P

40.. t- 4) 2 So ,A 04jt 14 A ,l ej 57 M
S L 6,(K)() to $.N),(CtOIIU MM(I .2 (4,( )tI1 1t4( 2 9

s1.v.Cio to S2.CWOO & 1 -0 53 41i4 0t' 1 0 S 7 f053 91
$4l0~t1000t I P""000 62 4 ve~r67I' t M 64 1

8~ ihZC~ 2 i. 1 " 37. tUr.& tS., I V L rt-.i1-a. .) t £. i 4.,). &nJ $I1,rrjX
tlaiy. Tbee arEO 1icoricae ocdit is elirnnlle.1 ur,J,r t. ,h It. HK.Y Vano th ;-ro7.w,.laitp.'rilbo pln.

I Iocludc 1 61 k-ront r..runil t. Ilowcoer, uri~cr precu 0 tiw the ca-ne,1 forxc credit reducvis.3
Doryir.& tait late ty 0 6 Ie'ccrnt with re'c-ri to) earned net luo.'u-i~e up to $11,0)).

IIncludos 10I pcrecrt nc-rural tax.
ESuwct: Treasury 1) utrreat, DIol1sir c-4 Tax Rffo-urb, Nov. 29, 1913.

Exit.Bir 4

TABLE I.-Amnounts of inditidval income tox and effectfre rates tnder present la tc,
under M~e proposal to integrate the V'ictory (ax and under UI. It. 3687

SINGLE PERSON-NO DEPENDENT

IFem$~loro: l'rvwnrt law, s503; geopnAl, SM

Auocosats UA tat E tcoIlve r atCs

lD~C& ncrcaoc] m

Net Incoe It Pr~rt114)SO 'o ro-
lawen ritopL- n11p31s Pro rrs t. toalt. . o
i& , VIn- toLU If i t oie- .1 3u? to unt- 11, R.

eertio-i e-IiAl d graLot

I~~~ 3erifPTVjW
.... £2, 4a 3-f

-..... $17 S 11 115 is 1S 7 110 l3 7 s 3a1 .0

sl,24) ...... 107 11 Hs 6 1. 1281 34 1' 7
.... .... 1 1 54 161 12 119 347

21,5k) "34) 0 :01 14 7 14.? 15 3 0 7
$-1k ..... : 7 I I I 1& 6 I IS S A. 2 - .4

]1.(.)...... 310 '1 N' 3 2 -2 ]1 1&1 1&.2 M g -& -1 .6
550 - -I 331 ~ '~ 315 -3 1 2 1&17 10t.S 173 2 .

$2,3,0)...... 401 3A 1 4 4' -5 13 17 4 17. 1 .0 1) -2 .6
...... 446 41) 4 r0 -6 14 1 S 1.6 ,14 ::2 OS

64" (W 0....%15 5.'.) -14' 211 X0 74 21.61 -.
--. --- '5 1, -]1) 251 22 1 21. 7 2 6 .4.

7. o 7 .SS . -4s 1 2 27 i. 2.4 24
. . ... 1). ',1 l 41 (). f.5I 1 4 42 .4 4240

27.) 27 'S$ r, S -73 "A1 1 7 I ,0 -.
114 . . I 4.2r (:3 : -. 1,11 e2S 0' 7 C") , s o9

C". iIt ..... 2, r.75 3 , 0 7) 7 6 1.416 61 2 &.1 5 SC .3 .
411."7I P..... 1 41 4$, ) 4 .A1 1,5.K7 .)-, NA.4 M.4.4 ' 9 .4 5

CIX 01....N) (0RC 14 27) X0r 19.)0 31 1 A.20 I 4 i

fat.qieruol M~ to-c*.n ir"&'' '. r VKt,,ry !vt pt11I' I, rr.-o U2Ye 13 05.110 to tb' 91
Cf rC(t Ic.~

ITakinz. into) sros-itt to Wo!nuoi cffe1,oe rat;! 1U'titi-n n'90 vo nt.
I ti'3 Olhin 0.35 l'on olA.

&'Ic:Tri as-iry lastrorunt, tvi'i-n ct Tax llvsir-cb. Nor. 29, 1945.
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TABLE. 2.--Almounts of indiridual income tax and eftectire rates under present tau-,
urnder the proposal to integrate the Victory tax and under It. Ri. 368?

MIARRIFI) PERSON*-NOC DF.PFX'DINTS

(Exeeciptins. Fnm.nt lxw anl If.It567uacIngsin eoliiq

Effective rateq

N tt Inco'QMe be-
fxt pCvtaDd

exew.pU..ro
I'rrsM!
low In-
cIluding
rip, Vat-
he-Y tat'I

$11.00 79
$ 1.,W . .... ... 123

$2.00 1.6... 8
$LX. ---- 2M.
$500)---- 297
$3 OOD..... 6(M
WO....... 647

$25000....... 1.(5

Ssn~mo..... 27,07S
WWr fit 4

1I50.3) ...... 2(.1. M
.000cn ...... 440. 747

1i,000,"~ '160. -I IM O

P (,N ro- h. an-
II.te W- F t o 5.911 nt IC

Victory 3it.ol~t
I risto 36 7 tor
tolVv- t&I I

tory
to%

I Pn-eext
F . -SI -I 02

176
I9S
264
300

915
2.13

27, 10$
CA 73)

44&. 156
913.156

$1 -a -5

3S 1 -6

14 103 -

299 18 2

98 21 31
2.534i 45t 6910.10$ 41 16127. 6W SI'( kZN) it )

441,732 2,4r, 2.591
a00, W 11 -6 1,00~

1 0

5 3
7 2
& 7
9 4

11 0
11 9
13 5
M42
17 9
24 7

£161
5C2
G&. i

to iric-
riote
Vic-
Vay
lt

PerCews

59
7.8

"99
11.5
123
13 9
1S66
113

54 2
(As 7
Z3 3

Pe r.
rest

e .g
It.'

4 6
68

91

13 S

Is 6
25.4
40 8
K.49

S1
's0c

Ptetal
-o02
-1.0

.4

.6

.5

.4

1.4

I SI'irnum earned niet Inomne acIsurrc.L Fvr VicTto IIIPITC$, jICOS income assurr.e.I to Ue 9% of
ned income.

I Nfintmu'n tIn.
I TakIngt Into arMxurnt t1.e rnmoum fn l rote? of;tok 90 rrcrt.
I Less thin 0.05 tw0Cent.
$o~urcv: Tensr Il>ejwtmecit, Dii Plon c( Tax I!e#crkrch, Novi. 29. 1245A.

Per-

-o02

-. 3
-.5
--7
-.5
-.2
-.2
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TABLE 3.-Amounts of indi-,idual income tar and effeclire rates under present Zow,

under the proposal to integrate the Vie-tory tar, arid un'hor HI. It. 36S7
MARRIED PERSON-TWO DEPENDENTS

jIVverrptionqs: Present law and 1t. R. W7', $1).1_ nert o otal. 821.100, M)C

A ceinva of tax E EIect ive r ates

I ~ ~ ck [ netse - orcaze
Net income N- Present Prow-al Frp:ent ;ra(Lee t-erssoni j Ptr- law, in- Io Pro-cieznptiun law, In- tu i c- I . i'.l t tr to ir] e- If H rosa!clu.Ir g rate R o isle CTU'H r

rv 'Vk- voetory '-re7 It ['t f R 14.Vc- to300 Il.Rto~t tat J rase 3,, 7 tVry IA iate Uot -17Ior VIC- tat tI ~ rate
tory tt tory

tax tit

Pr- Per.p"etPeacts 'n Uer J'srsat era
...... ~ ~ -............ $7 . ..... -. 92 -. 9

-------:- Y: -I -7I 0 . ... .... -. -....... -?1 -2.4 1-....1.

:9 -1. -.

1.9w...... 4 $44 30 2 -12 2.2 is 81.6 .1 -. 6

FI()C~ ODD40 ........ 24 IS, 9 -1 9.3 1&.0 24 . ( .IC .......... Oli___$is VA 30 1 ]Z_ 119 112 (1)
.0f ......... eu-e- Let 744ro assrt-i 1ce 14tc a upoegol. or 1&3 as-1 ' to Je .3

$1000. Takin Into a &-u & m I g o reAct rat Ir57so S4 8 6 (Aracrt1. .

Source Tr eaur D0ep..... rnrrrt4, ivin c4-f07 T 1? Reerch I . 29, 1345F.tc 5 .

&TknInoacatmzmmeoCubv raten I'isto cur90tatroc0

Eu. tari-t rcof nle fia suta rat Surt ret eelr pze bt n4teTesr
[nv-~~~ I oro Pr' ar I r--

1Ics Pro1 Pr-c~t Prese-nt Ia

j'r,,- Pr-r - sf r

C. t nt er- err!

Nr' ~ ~ ~ t- ,o 13-2 4 i,2 1 .
tN'0 3 V,, 1 2-' 1 t 13 (0)7-, 12.310 14,Crs i rN.)ro$1;.'.r 1 1 27 );0 V I- M?'O.' Ian r, .imp) 7v I, A) Y&J1 1

5S1. a$C .) 2' ~ k-C g)9 ] 5 t)3.. Ma (,f I e 0 2,00 4.
.W t 4 0 24 45) 1.4) 2.WV, $"'oslutnA 1 (2 36 3740 On,0"5S'to$eq 49 2.i2 3'* $5'"K tfr. 72 0- 4004' SOW I",10,(- NU t " . 51 21 2,0i.0 1, tL')00 t $- 3 Sa .rk fl ? I' 51.44') (At )

51()to $14: vn) s-i SZ ~O ee~ srl5c'. 14) 7 7. Co)81c:)lo a). 41i ft I 4 1So) 7.3:0 1 jin 3.ioliOr n) I) 11)(1toI" r4 (43 220.4))o
$I$.rnhm lra t o S!( i 43 I (A5 S. (M) A,0 I . r!~ -)t j) 5 -5  I I 1 e '13-0 1 IC'.C -'IlQ,CIrf) to $2 .4 -0 C (A WF (9 I-. 5.S810,00) to 1F22(0) 4 71 6, Ow r 9-S I d .' .- ' .. . .. .---

UrI . tl isa%'C :y (at a-i eLsrr.,;, i'crsro ere Ip. are etm 'l,a I The pro p ieI Cet-np-tt-$n are $90R I-ra s~nrk Ic-cnn . aI) . arra-rie Ir ous-h, a:dl 13,1 fr ev-b dcvp-ajero; u').lerpr n lo-thwtrptcsae 85$ SI?.) an-I $),re'pxxtiirt
3 .

&ource: Trras-ary Deg-artrent, 1)ivLtrn of Tan Research, Nor. ??, 17-3.
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EXIIIHT 6

T/w I.-Amounts of individuall ine'omn tax an~d effective roh:8 under presepal law

SINOLF, P1FUSON-YO 1W1EN1)ENVf
IFXQUoptlons: Pr~Oknt kwi, $M0: propusa1, $4,00)

AU'omits of r ~ I 1f1c~ord

Not mei no) beforo pesnifKIIlI
ui~~flljt~uh 1're91)t, la, 1sn

11I(II ltPropo~o I lereftse ~ I)tr ropolal I IC lieow"

Iitr taI 1)1Vicor

M A)13 .. . .. . .. .... . . .. 24 11..71.
hl1 19 1 ) 2

.......) Mo1 I05dA ) 1 1,8 li 6.0 ,
1.531 .01 $74 WaS 1 19 1 6 '.. 3.5

4,~~)0133 A) I t? 2d. 416 2 7 711 1.
16 , %) iI I7M 22.1 21.2 11.5

......)0. NO21 19 ,71 21 11' 7 4 12.
R INKI)2 h i 1 2i 10 ',M),7 3 1,2 13.4

(Y) 1. ................. 1.105 4,28 1 147. 423.26 14.5
:I 2,511-............ ..... .. 1, 401 2,11o 7I, 2:2 I. 4 :1!, 4 14.3

23,00).............. 2, 7143 1,71 4,215 1432 12,) H 3 411 It4.3

I 6A-A1) ...... :1 4, 112$ 7t, 2",tlS hf 8.0A7 51. 2 414 111,
75, ~ . . . . . . ,6211 1 ,N 1 74 3 ,1 6 J b1111K 

..-..... ............... .. ... 'a, N )21 1,7 1,' I l, M ,1 4 V., 7 4 1 4.7

51,1) .......-......... ::.: - (1 4 1,1 , 4.1)0A 140, (A K 16. 3

1 M.0,113 .................. 69)aV. 44116 W." ) S7 1210 C.7 74, N11 It 12

I~1)l% ~... ............. 89',), mml M~t:: .1), 41:,1-7 1 141 0 ill 7 4,7

..... ....... 1, 1 IX, N~) 4,7,6 1 2817.07() 90. 0 M7 5.1

I Mrvaoa1i' e~arned I100110 1)m n.smiioaa. Victoary taxIe wll 0) O a)))') 1))Jl14 to~ ho) 196 Ino 1)11comp~tie,

I'riklng Into )aomit immi11 15)1)Ole.tivt rate) 1011 ntoltn Of IN p4rvelit.

8olsreo 'l'rlastary lDejartnsolit D)Ithkan of Tax l1es'srv, Nov. 29, 1913,
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l'ArPy: 2.-A,)tarts of in'ffri1'inl i'wom'e for on'1 effect ir' ra'os murder precenf lito
and Mhe 7'7e2614y proposal

IAHRlIVI1 PYRISON-NO 1)EPENDEN1.4

A run~rts dA tax

Set (Lc.u-r~e Wcre pm. -,fl

92 2.71
.l ... .. ... .

32'. .

. .. . . . . .

. .. .. . . .. . . . . .

ircb; I r t! i% 1 c 1'E ssAj rI tr r, ,aCL'.C

fl 11 0I

11 M11 22 4112 103
242 ,_t~ I 2 1

297 414 * 12 It 9 1., 1 17
3.1111 56,4 1 1 .

(.41 12 1 1, 2 271j I

1 17'1 1 "f4  I ' 3 1 1 1 1
1 75) 2 '.74 I t.6i 22 1 1A , 1 11
2 407 *1k%. 1 1- .0i 61

4.7.7 f, S11 2 47 l 2 4 I 6
7 I 14 N) Z 3 31 V, 3 a 11 17.
I ± 3 14 21)7 4 1 471! V 91. 11

47 $,')I t 1 13 4

44 X747 4. rit 2- :47, 1 2 5 30
I lj I 4?1

4,63j Do 4 5 .',I t*7 t 1 0 11

*13-, I 1 1 &.. ry I,.. ± x ' - c, tI ,'v

17..r.. z.t..ry I'., I i 7. I... J n t, f as F., ,m'.rc.5,N .r. ?,, 1.0.

Ef'i aiwe rs*ts
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TARix 3.-Amrnon of 1wit'Auil incowe tax ansd effective ratfes undcr pmt I to W
andi the Tr'easury proposal

SIARRIED PF.RSON-3 DRPX\ENNS

.. .. .. .. . .. ....
V M . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .
$1.-0 . . .. . . .. . .. . .
p p . . . .. . .. .. .

R) . - . ...,.. .3 . I
V - . - .. .. .. ..

iLwluduig D"
Vktry Lii 1

5:32
58

93

2,2

4,201
6. 692

4-n. 312

34,439,000

117
b 1

14.2
f2
364

1,1~

~3. w
4.3M2
6. Vs9
9.112

13.750
336037
87.911
61. 4m0

40,411%
HA.414

4, '. 4 is

49
(A

4M3

909
1,147

,1.6
2. 2

4.176
9.643

11,710
13,632
A5 w~
44. 01

190. 61$S

Ircdu.)or.g 1'roc.fI 3Inmrase
Cwt Vic)

tan'

I'TCnce. Fevcent Ptctun
2 2 1 3 -0.7
2.9 4.1 1.2
9.0 7.2 211

64 90 2.669 1N & 39
I 15 6I

134. 6 213 6?
1I 24. I K 1.
19'.4 31.3 12.1
2113 3& 6 Is35
2&.2 39.7 14.5
2u40 43.1 15.2
3.2.5 4961 16.3
3 S 75&0 1A7

52.3 0. 17.3
61.6 77.2 45
67.8 91.41 1&4
9.4.0 U11 5.3I

KO3. 95.7 &.7

M Maon~r I m-Am a 1! rA 1 L.,o rtc.1. V I -t ry it t "~"1~ P, 'n'. C10m t Irit be 9 4 0. rlE, & como.,
V c ( V t u &n 1. (' 11 ,n x 1,;,v me cro I i t Ii zn i aa.e.i
TO it i) .' In' toso tmir.;utneff,-clre rate limtw of 90pcrctnt.

R-r:Trmur) Department, ofLicn0 Tax Read'1 Nov. 29, 1949.

Nft irCL me 1-0, -ce pcmnsl
(I e m 14 O a



Cxhibit 7

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
Effective Rates for Married Person without Dependents

.6 1 2 4 4 10 20 40 60 1O0 200 400 600
NET INCOME IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

'I-r A"mf D ofIO I, I V- '~avo"" 11- he 9 or rem OKW-

Tnf..ury Dt, -art het, DIvd me of %e. mR.We - .- Of k0ed.4Nm,"
Triutury Dc>artnent, DivISon of Tax Rew~areb. Nov. :9, 1943
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Exittair 8
Comparison cf surtax rafts under present late, the Treasurj proposal of Oct. .4,

1943, and I alternative schedlules I

ESurtss Le t I LC(Z

cev

SLOt o $,500..
$30) to 1.3

'".6t to $1501.L, tto $3ADO...
8400 to 540 "Z 03)o to SJ.0O.
12,M)3 to $10(4....

$12.0W) to1453.
I k4(0 t o $546(60

MOW0 to $343.3.0- -
25,15 to 122.0..

3I le.-er esoS af the r<,
AIlow, are $W33. 1..13A 531

Tress- Tres- Tress- Tress- (Tress Tres
ury eiy "r1 11 U hy t

L aive ntirIe Suzts&z net Ica ne Ent %Inative native

pro- ITro ro

7. Per- Per- P-er- jPer. F er- Per- Per-
52 d ece) re t ceAtrCeri C.-al cec,) cnl

13 21 22 24 jSfljsO to$ 0) 33 74 C4 8-3
83 24 25 26 $53e"0--to$P32 1" M3 77 (A "A
15 27 23 29 1 $3-0OtoS143 88. 70 -N 0826
13 30 31 32 -9( $4t Sll(03-.. it $1 70) 64
16 35 304 36 $440to53Pf13000 63 83 72 68
20) 40 40 40 $%).OtPAO30 f6 65 74 64)
24 43 43 40 V0,00)!o0 1 "'0 00 - 69 M4 76 7')
29 42 44 44 V70,010) to $40030.- 72 87 -13 73
32 53 4) 44 W.001totflYO....I 75 M4 60 7A
34 31 3)5 41 1-430.to II)O.C 77 S2 62 91
40 61 M. 47 1 MWtt30t$5IS) 71 $0 4 84
41 6.5 34 503 14 50'0toS 3,l30 61 I O Irv M 7

40 &s W W Oree$2A0sS.. -. b2 40 67 M4
(9 N 62 554 N(em a] ts 6I.. 6 6 6

j 13(0. Ir~

S-ource. Trewsury Dtpureel. Divi'tn .1 Tat lResercb. Nov."2, INA.

Fx11lsr 9
TABLE I.-Amounts of inditudual income fqxu tnder present lw, the Treasury

propos-2l of Oct. 4, 1943, anid e dskrrultire schdules
31NOtYt PEIRSON-NO DEPENDENTS.

Ak m-ujn ts ct t I lacreaso4

bTre .:ur TrenI 4 Tre--ur- Tr-a:)lry I TrtLe r

'JI4 lf-dr etLt ci ;p'JAp. (3et. 4. tl .0sl..4(~3I2

55... .. ... I- - - .. .

I 205 171 174 W.1 43M

t.Sj 201 14 42 43 6
510 , t3-7

it I-. o 344 tot
VA4 A33 ( '() lii IJ 147

1.$4 12?.4 4t1P 411 4ol
5.., I.. -l. il 1: 173:3 1 K. 6i; k3)

141 1 2 m 7) 7 44

$44, 2 n: 1 M 4 3,1 1,0'4 I' 01 1. 4/.3
$ 4132. .- 4 4, 21' 4 1 3, 4,N e4 ,411 1 1,3421

312 N4n 3 so 5, 67 3 S. 3 3.34 3 , 1,.A 1. .;hN
515)5)...... 40, (>,A V403 6 671) 2,. tr 2tQr2

$3 r 62' 14<01 143Iv1.) 9. 4r,1 4 15,14 2, 25541 1,7.)
$2.3/fl) . 364 14.711 ' i, ."1 12.,440 40. 2,10-, 11 7
$54349 P)N, '' 3,5 10 3 2. 24 ' 2,345 S' 047 A, ?.12 1 ,2n7

$3s34",4.1l 59 O443 12, '7.3 ' 4i.4 'w 1..04 4, 6I 0 19
51)4,.k) F 4. (45 ?$2 "5 ' 74 'i5 C0: 770 12,910 4, Y61S V6.

500) 1 Il1 d '; e 14 MO-. 414 i)5 441. 35 24. 707- 2342 1.372
It14434'J '.4loj 91K4793 W~9 3.5S 913.24: 47,070 9,~ -. ' 3.7035

S-541443.t) ..... 4 t,30 4 1,5.0A 9 -' ,F 3 3 4.'j,5443 12.),%5 173.73.

I NaIsiir tien-IIin'x ni- V...t'-y tat Let lnN-.me ao-umdA to bo' 151 or net iccomn5
3 TeA*,.ng into rcct mximrr,1n eltecie ice 1tatio o(40ixrr~nI
C5OUuro. Tr(,Ufy Iitparlenl, Din101 Wek C&Ia RESeoreb, NOV. 29, M23.

v actr-cy tiv, iml ewnedl- oNm.c cre, , we e iTn Time, an . e exemK
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TAbLC I A.-AEffeclire rates of individvat koome fox under jpre-ceri taw, tAe Treasl ry
propcial of Oct. .4, 191,3, and Z allernatire schedutc,

SINGLE P1ERSON%-NO IJEPENDENIS

tEtempti,,is: Present la, £t'A roposab1s I').i

NCt Ir.r<,r.ej I
ttV wr..I 'cent bw. Tre.ur( Tr.s., T re..uz Trtvo.ify Trev. j Trn..-.

net Vic- . 4 ()%-t 4. Mv
t,.ry t.ix ' 141 JA II A B

Styx) ....... 18 Ii 15. 1 &1%0 4 33 4
....... 1-- 1.4 3.0 13 1 11. 1 . .

5....... 12.4 310. 1Z4 Il.i 35 6 I 31 1
$100...... 1 119 t0 19 17 113 &. 6.0

11.2 12.0 153)06 21 4 .7 C I.

$2 01) ............. 1M.7. lOS 23 3 340 5.9 to8 7.4
325)...... 17.8 .2. j 210 x 6. 7.4 8 2 & a

t3,(11) ....... M1 2.7.4 8 2k7 2.3 2 4&7 93 100o
64,0W......... .1 3111 320 32.4 10.4 113. 11.7

95V9i....... i24 216 3t.4 34 7 11 5 12.3 12.8
$10o--- --- 21.4 337 36. 3 3 6 12. 13.0 1332

. r00 ----- 2S.7 333 3).3 U.4t 13.5 13.7 113
$ y )..... 78 4121 41.7 41.0 IL3 ]139 13.1

S12,10... . .. 304 5 4 44.2 4248 14 9 13.4 12is
$15. 0 ...... & 41 4 . 4&.6 4145 13.3 1US 11.3

3.04......i. 11 U4 w53 4 7.1 15.9 Its 90
WO........ 426: 8.S 6.5 496 1013 11.9 7.1

£4 2 M46 KS 7 1&.1 &1' .
(40(3 .s 77 1 5 70 9 14. "0 I.
F".)..6.% .. t.26 712 69 8 12.9 48

v9.O . . I . 9,3.3 S.A 8 a3. 49.
.........E w~' 0 91. 7 V').9 91.3 4.7 1.0 1.4

t '90. 0 91k71 V26 91.3 &7 1 3. 3 5

\1 M irnur 4 m.le. n rt1.,TA ,r. , ,ii. ird(ry vor nt mmm a;;1.:ne to be- 394 cl et Incom~re.

Souerce: Tret..sry De)vtrtrit, 1;% 1LN;W) of Tw4. .rc, Nov. 9, HI.
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TAIILU 2.-Amnois of individual income far under present law', the Treasu~ry
7popwaI of Oct. 4, 1943, and * ollernalire schedules

MARRIED PERSON-NO DEPENDENTS

tFiemIni~s: Present Isw. 01.20D; proposals, $1,1001

Net t Ib71rK
telcfe pet,.~s

ceeption

Amou-ow7 t tax

Presenl tsw

ntt Vic-
try taK I

$1.100...... 1
.......... 2

815)............ 79
....... .... 303

...,....... 114
...... ..... 106

$12,000 _1..... $
s?"m .......... 297

63,W*....... 404
*4.6* ......... 647

$30"..... J 64
$410....... I 1.173
pk(nw.......I ,1
sin."-_ ..... 2. 4A7
1112.1m). I ...... 437
$15S.0C) ...... 4. MI

s~~~n.W ~ ...... t
MAIO 1.... a

w X10 ........ 2.075
17A.110... ... ... 40,96

1100).n ...... 64, MA
W~ss ........ 4011.,7

s I MO!"0) ... E104On
6350W......4,499, CMI

Tre

143

3,'

1, VV4

2. S24

50216
f" .67

10.33w
14. 230
5 571
K ,477
S.2, 05.4

94 k,994,
4,7A 9A3

Tr'aur ITreasur
r~PC.;=I t prJ3

A I H

411

613

3.444

5, 2)D

31,81r2

713. 702
441.(47

4 0 I W.4

214
246

44A
632

1,043

'%.045

32. 044
21, 913
44 304
61.2441

912,471

Tref,-ury Tre ~ Trmsur1

22 53 41
34 3.9 42
51 58 70
09 67 HD
67 74 a g

120 134 111
142S 1 2n2

515 &91 W59
ffi1 731 74o

3,04) 3.0M 1 14
1,414 1I'm 3,32M

179 1,763 1'"0
2_334 2. (M 11%192
3,27A 2,644 1I."
4,195 -3,I 1 ,0 z
9,4CA 4 727 1, K34

11.421 14.114 44
2%,241 ",Y 1, V24
4A, mt2 3,04 13'm7

21;., m I 1,&647 11.6t1

I M it mum t vnel net Incc rre a.'tired5. Victory f-a net Incare L4sured to be I~i of net tnconme.
I Taking intoc 80120r'i mmaiaum cfIMetve WaL fimititkn oft 90 p. oxnt.

Source: Trea-sury D~partmeol. 1)ivL-Ion 0 Tax Research. NOT. 29,19324.

I
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TABLE 2A.-Effeditt ratte of indftidual income tax under present law, the Trtosury

prcopotal of 0d1. 4, 1943, andf a lternative scAtdieleir

M IRRIED PERSON-NO DEPENDENTS

Net Incorne
bdcre;*ef*nA] F,'esent liv, Trewsurf Tre Lury rsu Treur Tre mmul

1le pk - cv

I Pevcvulin P~nL IJeev I ecn " Lee. MPer *i
61,100 . .1 3.6 I. .1 . .. -1.6 .16 -.

$1.10--. ..... 19 1...7. 17 ... 7.... 4...... 16 .6 5.460
13/SCO.... ......... 1.5 2.3 234 IS: 8.3 .9 .74
$11W )............ S.3 7.2 250 5 8.0 L9 9. 2 9.9
I 9,AL) ... ..... 39 24 & 20 ?9. 1. 1. 1
*0.9)l) 39 3..3 ..... &0 M 11. 5 1192s32 1.4

-05) . 223---- 3. 4 128 3.21 3.. 139 33.4 1 43

------. 12 35.9 25,7 6 1(. 14. 15.9 1.3
.....0 . 27.3 A 21 41.6 ?) 3 10 14.1 32.9

P130W0............30193 31.1 44.2 30 15.8 34.0 32.1
K ....I--- 23 .31& 44 41. 5 4 163 3 . 9l 9 3

10......1 24L 1 g si& 9 ~ &&S 3.0 I2 lt )'
i.% .. ... 2.5 US. 41.5 4042 35.0 6.9 I3.4

S 1 S,n ............ .6 52.0 4-2 U 09 33.4 510 1.7t
---- 33.75 .8 t 5.4 5.0 1.6 .4

.....Je) . 1 1 Xj 9 93:9 91.3' 8 117
SI x)...... '9)04 11 G 6 V. 8 f 1 .00 3.4&

SIA.. _ .. CK6 ZO .1 M2 3. .6 3.5

I Mstimum e'amo-,. net irociome w~sax,]. N',Ecy tax net In-.mie .aumed~ to be IN0 of net Income.
I Tsk ing Into amount mit iuurn eff.x3Ihe rW1 1' nits 6.)a of 9) pccrxnt.
Fource: Trtanur Dcrprlment, Divbnici of 'fax Re~arcb, Nonv. 29, 143.

I,.i.Ct I - 44 -7
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TAxLz 8.-Amoune of iddividual income tax under present low, the Treasury
proposal a.' Od. 4, 1943, and S alterndi4sAedutle d

MiWhRIED PERSON- DEPENDENTS
flremptloc.=: Present law, $1,100, $3A Proposals, 81,100, 63001

Amounts of tax Amount of Inreres

Net Inom Present
eemoption Treasur Treas ury T Treasury Treasury

net .-4.,90 proposalA pro % proposlA propoaB

1.700 ............I
1900 ............

00............ 15
4000 ............ 143
3,0W............. 730?
4,000 ............. 979

,0..0 ............ 26
61000............ 1
10.00 ......... I
12,10 ........... M14
M000 ........ .. 4,207
-20,000 ............ 893
2X000 . %64

30,00 . ':1 26,392
711000 ....
100.000... * ?8M00000 . I 4'30,990

3,.000 ...... '4.49M No

$27
84
81

384:

2,625
4.962
61 4"9
9,912

13, 730
3,037
67,919
Al,4fu

46&,4 18
943,418

4.76k,419

..........."
66
84

293

776
1,156

1,642
4.870
3,294
9,386

1%,780
! 1, 314
51,642

7M174
443.0%9

4. 6A8089

....................$...

246
411
791

1.31
1.64
3,103

4.743
, 034

3,763
11.678
2,481
47.673

44%.107
91%,107

4.6" '07

-!2
12
21
66

lit

433
e6
9701,5$17

1, 818
3282
3219

4,178

11,710
131,632
2,487.
48,618

2K8,618

14
26
74

130
291
456
642

1,0041,538
1,726
2.077

I, 289

-9

82
87

145
806
481
684

1.010
1.287
1,6011,827

93
173, 307

SMXimum earned net income assume'. VIctory tax net tEKine assumed tO be 1% of net Income.
I Taking Into oount naximuin effective rate imitation of 90 percent.
Source: Treasury Department, DIvision of Tax Research, Nov. 29, 1943.

TABLE 3.-Hffedive rates of individual income (as under preent low, the Trcaury
proposal of Od. 4, 1943, and . alternative schedules

MARRIED PERSON- DEPENDENTS
l92emptionas: Present law, 11,300, 1O0; proposals, 11,100, P300J

Effective rates Incre

before personal Present law, Trea=[ Tresur Tresexemption Inc~lditne Vi¢- ss PC A prsa OW"Iry pro peoA
story tax' 1943 14 A

Percent Percen Prcent Percet Pircent Percent Prcet
$1,700 .......... 2. ................................... .- , -21 -11
1, --0 ............... 2 1.5 1.6 1.7 -. 7 -. 3 -. 6

81,900 ............ 12 2.8 19 &32 .8 7 .9
2,000 ............ .. 9 4.1 4.2 4., 1.2 1.3 1.6
2,00 ............ G,64 9.0 9.3 9,8 16 3.0 85

.0 .9 12.8 12 13.7 &9 4.3 4.8

000 ............. 14.8 23.3 2&.9 242 8.7 9.3 9.6
'00 .............. 113 28.6 27.1 27.4 10.2 10.8 11.1

I ::::': III I $. 19.4 19.8 ,7 7.37.

000 ............ 19.4 31.5 310 1-0 1.1 126 12.6
10, ........... 2.1 M26 3 15 & 1.4 1 9$13,500 ............. 23.2 39.7 59.0' 32.0 16.1 53.8 118
12,5o ........... 2& 2 o n.. I W ~ 0 Cs lie15,00........28.0 43.3 41.9 40.2 1&12 13.1 112

.00.........3.6 49.6 4&.9 4. 16.1 13. 10.5
$25,000.............5..3 65.0 51.1 4.7 18. 13.8 8.4P000 ........... 62.8 70.1 82.7 57.0 17.3 9.9 4.2575000 ...... 61.0 77. 2 62.9 632.6 13.6 7. 2 3.0

3.3 . 67.8 81.4 732 62.7 16 & 4 .9
500,000 .......... 88.0 .931 8,6 82.4 &1 .6 .4
,00 00 ......... .89.9 94.1 90. 9L.2 4.7 .9 1.3
,90.01o ......... ,9o 9&7 916 93.4 5.7 3.6 &

I Madmum earrood net looom, assumed. Victory tax net Income assumed to be 1 of net income.

STaking Into account maximum effective rate limitation of 90 percent.

Souroe: Tre Dapartment, Division of Tax Reseacb, Nov. 29,194L



EXhlblt 10
INDMDUAL MiCOME TAX UNDER TREASURY ALTERNATIVE PR LS A AND BAS A PERCENT OF TAX WIDER THE TREASURY PROPOSAL: OF oGT.4, 1943

Mwried Peuma. wThW Dependaf

00

".D I 2 4 6 10 20 40 60 100 200 40064
NET INCOME IN THOUSANDS OP DOLLARS

fzmtuu eso51W@OD insam y ar o 0~
Tregiury Do.portment DlIvlnion of Tax Rewtreb, Nov. 29. 1943.
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EXHI IT It

Corporation income aa exces-projts-ta rates

Present law T e i. R. $a

1. Not Ai tx rates:
Normal ta net income:

Not over 25.00:
Fint M-000 .......................... 161pce.I .........
Next ....................... .. (t p)enb ......... No change ........ No change.
Next ........... . 19 peent .........

Over $00to.0 ()............ $4,= plus per ....................cent -0 exoep
over .000.Over $MAW .............................. 24 percent ......... ..........

.Sur tax rates:
Surtax net Income:

Not over 2,0 .......................... 10 percent 14'percnt .........Over $2.00 to MOW( (Doth) ............ $2,00 i w se- $3,50 P103 33 Per- No change.
cent of Mzess cnt of excessover 625,00. over 00(.,

Over : 00 ........................... 1 percent ......... 25 percent .........
S. Combined normal and mrtax e:

Not over $^= ......... : .................... 25 to 29 percent .--- 9 to 3 percent....
Ovr $Z,000 to 650,000 (notch) .............. percent .......... 6 percent. No change.
Over , ......................... 40perat ......... 50 percent.....

4. Exces-pcoflt4-ax rates .................... 90 percent ........ No tbange ........ 95 percent.

Treasury Department, Divilso,- o Tax Research, Nov. 30,1943.

* EXHIBIT 12

Corporate net income, income (azet and dividends, 1936-44
(in million of dollars]

ALL RETIJRNS

1. Compi3ed net prA I . ......
2Not operating kce dedcton4.
. Net tncome (line I minus line 2)'.

4. DIrends received ..........
& Tax-exempt interest f .......
. Net Income excluding dividends

received and tax-exempt Inter.
est (Gine m nus lIn 4 m

Actual

19 ion 1938 193

7,771 ?,83 4,111 7, 17

8, 77l3, M' 4.i 1 78

72" 7__ 1 7 21 7,

line) .................... 4,9 4,407 lIC8
7. Not Inoeecluding dividends

received 3inem luline ok ,09 5,848 %340
& Compfled net profit excluding

dividends received (line 1
minus line 4) ........... .... ,094 3,14 2.to

Income and excess profits taxes:
9. Income tax ................... 1, -1,087 6 4

10. Undistributed Profts ta ..... 145 17 .......
11. Excess profits tax (after de-

15..............................A J
dcIlon o; entire pcet.war

credit)......................... .......

12. Declared value excees-prOUi
1t Tots)l income and excess.

profitataxese............l1 191 1,6 6SW
24. Compil net Ir,44 excluding

dividends received, after taxes
(tine A min s line ) ........... 03 1,480

IS. Net dlvdends paid I ............703 4, 3,222

See footnotes at end of table.

4,801

1,216

1 ,232

19410 1941'

123
9,225
,021

__783

130

18.u

, 48j 153'M

7, 327
9 , 14,4

217

1i4,107J

410-10 4,7783 7.271
3,8411 

4, 0
GS1 4,46

Estimated

19421 1943 1944

21,750 34,10 26,100
&50j 4W 00

1.s~ &% , 1,600

601 W 7W0

19 on 21, M A 300

12.S0 2%= 24,000

A ,2002, OW 24,800

4.W 4. 6W k700

11,750' 19,4s80g14,600

814 J % 1t91 9W0
4.l1~ 4,000 4t00

at 04
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Corporam ntet income, income gaze. and dividends, 10G6-44--Continued

Actual Estimted

136 1937 1936 1936 1940 19411 19423 1943 11944

16& Compiled netrofit or loss ex-
eluding dividends recelvM,
after taxes and net dividends

p&Id ~i (lz 1 instnet)..-11S ' 6'1, 72 199 110 2.506 4,3 6410 4,00
17. Net Income excluding dividends • I

received, alter taxes (line 7Minus 1108 3)6 .......... .~< 3 198 X,+ 4.04 4.655 4 941 8, 100 k50 9, ,400
16. Net Income or deficit exclid ng

dividends received, water tues It$21
and net dividends paid (line 17

minus lineS) ................. 00 90 1,74 9 87 2,478 4. 4,001 1300

RETURNS WITH NET INCOME

1. Copiled net profit I .............
2. Net operating los deduction .

3. Net Income (line I m nus line 2)..

4. Dividends received I ........
. Tax.exempt Interest I ............

6. Net income excluding dividends
received and taxW-exempt In-
te rest (line 3 minns line 4 minus
line 5) ..........................

7. Net Income excluding dividends
received (ine 3 minus line 4)....

6. Compiled net profit excluding
dividends received (line I
minua line ...................

Income s ezoes profits taxes:
9. Income tax ..................
10. Undistributed profits tax...
II. Excessp roftatax (afterdedue-

tio of entire poet- war credit).
12. Declared v,.!ue excess-profts

tax.....................

is. Total income and excess-
profits taxes ............

14. Com./led net profit excluding
dividends received. after taxes
(line 8 minus line 13).

iS. Net dividends paid'.

6. Compiled net profit excluding
dividends received, after taxes
and net dividends pald Gine I4

minus line 15) .................
17. Net Inoeoe excluding dividends

received, after taes (lne 7
minus line 13).................

IS. Net income excluding dividends
received after taxes and net
dividends paid (line 17 minus
Un1) .........................

9,726

9,726
9,84 6,725

419 4

02 11. 283j 17,9WC

I,77 1,62 W,0

2, 400

500

6,721 6,913 4,G 6745 8.9 ]1%89220224 21%000
7,222 7,34 4 ,I0 7,248 9,431 15694 20.W 23.400f 2s.00

72 73 34 5. O 72j 9.6WI 16.224 21,20 U4 60 0

1,2 1.057 854 1,216 1 4 3,45 4,10 4.50 4,700
145 176 ................................................

.............................. 374 3,37 7,30 8,W 9,800

1,191 1,27

6on 4 4,240 4016 7,00 0 94 10. 11,400
4V5 7941 3153 X. 1 4.03 42 "4.0001 39 0

1,w

6,031

1,356

2.W31 %969 4,6321 5,4ij 6,6W0

6,0,61 6,4 8,7281 9100 %9A

2.2331 %96461 4.3W2

71,4

I0,"

See footnotes at end of table.
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Corporate net income, income tazes and dividends, 1986-44--Continued
RETURNS WITH NO NET INCOME

Actual Estimated

198 193? 1838 193O 140 1941' 19421 19431 1944

1. Comnpled net)oes oe deficit' I... 2, OU 2018 %NJi& 1. 088 1.641 SO1, 3 1,100
2. Dividends received I.............273 18 166 1 9 lo 30020 2W z
3. Tax-exempt Interet' I .... :.. 3 2 1 30 29 37 00 M

4. Deddt, excluding dviddendi re-
ceived A tax-exempt interest
(110elplusllnelplusln ).. %3N8 3%80? 8, On 170 %925 %,09 1.20 1,O 1,700

*. Deficit, exclud tsj dividend to.
ceired I lnellusllel. %128 2,19 %,76 1,97 On 22 1,787 1,00 1, 0 1,100

* Net dilen d 4 ...... .7 8 32 7 1 100 100
7. Deficit, excu din v dends re-

celved after net dividends pai

(lneplus l etU).......% 11 %.223 %,8V 2033 %2358 1,8241 1,10 1BO 1,600

SEstimtes prered in connection with the statement by the President on the summation of the 1944

Du ,rle'sdAg .93M nt t (oeloss) as defined In Statistics of Income, equals oompled receipts whIch Include

deducon receive and tax-exempt interest, mins compiled deductfo, which exclude net operating loss

thTbe ft y-ear's net loss allowed to be rtred over 13 foe a taxable yewr beginning on or afer Jan. 1, 1IM;
thist yea In which thislm Is sowed as a dedtlon h In a taxable yearbeinnIng on or after Jan I 1940.

a Cumulation of this Item oe the years 1940-44 woxl'i involve double countlag o net operating loss deduc-
tion-once in the yew in which the net operating loss occurs, and onc" in the year to which it Is canted
forward.

I Dfvdends from domestic corpoWios subject to income taxation under the Federal tax hw. Thi Is
the amount used toe computation of dividends received credit.

Includes both partLly and wholly tax-exempt Interest.
I Excludes the efTect of the crry-baek of net operating losses and the carry-bek of unused exss-profits

credit.I
I Dividends paid to stockholders other than domestic corporations; includes cash and assets other than

torporaltos'a own stock.
Coiled net loss or defect.

13 Deft corporatlous are liable for only the capital stock tax whkb Is Included s a deduction In compiled
Tad profit Or SOLs

Treasur Department, Division of Research and Statsntics, No,. P, 1043.
of N 

L -
1

-
lgures ace rounded nd till not necessarily add to totals. Source for years 1936-41, Statistls

4Income, pt. 2.
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ExHIszr 13

THE EFFECT OF BORROWING ON NET INCOME AFTER TAXES OF AN ZXCZSS-PROFITS
TAXPAYER USING THE INVESTED-CAPITAl CREDIT

A corporation with an invested capital of $5,000,000 earns $500,000. It is,
therefore, subject to the excess-profits tax which it computes by using the Invested-
capital credit.

Assume that It borrows $100 000 at 3-percent Interest and uses the funds for
building up working capital, terefore, actually decreases its net profits before
taxes by the amount of interest, $3,000. Yet, its net profits after taxes are
increased by this debt. The computation is as follows, ignoring the specific
excess profits exemption of $5,000.

I Befo"e After
_______________ 1borrwIng borrowIng

Excess-proflts tax:
Net I ome before taxes and before interest deduction ....................... $0.,00 M0OD
Interest deducton (0operat) .............................................. 0 1. 00

Net Inoome before taxes ..................................................... .,0& 0 496, N0
Exces-proiflts credit:

$3 000X5 percent............................................. .400.,00D 400.000
$*o1t0oXi percent (A0 percent) .......................................... 0 8 ,00

Tot .................................................................. 400, 00 403, 50
Taxable excess profits ........................................................ 1f00,000 1K ODD
ExceSs-pro t tax (Si percent) ............................................... 81,000 76,950

Normal tax and surtax:
Net income before taxes and before Interest dedoctio ....................... 600,0o0 0 00
Interest deduction (100 per',ent) ............................................. 0 6,000

Net Income before taxes .......................................... 00, 000 497,000
Income subject to excess-profits tax ................................ 100, 000 96, tWo

Taxable morma] profits ...................................................... 400,000 40, 000
Normal tax and surtux (40 percent) ......................................... I0000 10, 800

Total .................................................................. 241,000 237,750

Net Income after In terest and taes ........................................ 25,000 25,280

r The taxpayer therefore, gained $250 after taxes, merely by borrowing and
Increasing working capital.

This gain may be compared with the effect on net income after taxes if this
taxpayer had used the average-earning credit. In this event, net Income after
taxvs would have decreased by $570. The advantage to the corporation with the
Invested-capital credit is almost I percent of the loan.
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ExHIBIT 14

Companion of estate tax roe schedule under present law and the Treasury proposals
Bracket rate Total estate tax

Bracketrat. 'wulatlIe

Net estate after spectic exemption (O00)

Pi ut PropoW Preseol Proposal
low

Ptrceat Perces
N o0 Oyer $e ................ ........... 0 $10 $250

to o $1 ................................................... ,4 3o Soo oo$30 10 10 ..................... ..... 78 2 4500 64501O 11 12 1,060 ,,250
...... i 8 t ,6o I:W %1050

to 51 ................................................... 3,0000 4,050
to $40 ................................................... is 24 4.800 8,450
tto0 ~ ? 2 8 7,00 9,25................................................ 25 21 9 1250
to V ................................................ 28 34 12,00 , 0
70to10D. 28 37 a0,700 24,,.50
0t81550........... 30 40 3,700 48,85

........................ 30 43 a,700 6K,35
t tO ................................................. 3 43 68, 700 %5

t38to w,5 ................................................ 0 37 60 $, ? 4,
50 to2 $30 ................................................. 53 M 97 700 4 ,8,30

$,,0 ,to --------------------- 32 64 11,700 167,350
50o to 32 60 14,700 22,50G

to M -63 100-- . .88................ 5 63 IM 7, o t,85o

two) to v4W ............................ -- .- 80 es 3K8 Mo ,

000to .............................. 357 6 218,700 A 4.to 3-37 69 2S1,700 423,85

AOO to 1:,00 ............................................. 3 78 4A 2 0 ,W3I= $4 .... ........... 372 75 62&,700 9A0,1W
1,0 0toS,2.00 ....... 9........ 4 8D 420 7,850W
1,20081500 ...................................... 42 s 7 9 200 562,35

SAWto8 .......................................... 453 80 7. 2002D 168350S

o to Wm ............................................. 459 O , a 2O 1,,30
ooo to s,000 ............................................ 53 so 3,26,200 , ,3W0.000108o,000 ........................................ 63 80 3 IM 2 ,9M3,350

toPOD .............................. 70 80 3,38280 8,388350
PIMt 001 0 .......................................... 71 80 W8. 200 8,188,150

t00o ........................................... 76 so 8,858,00 8,8815
er 10. F00...................................... 7 0 6 M 0 ,%Over 1.% ................ ......................... So ......200 7,7..,3.0

I Before deduction of credit for State death taxes.

I The specac exemption under present law Is 60,000; under the proposal, $40,000.
&rce: Treasury Department', Division of Tax Researc, N'ov. 29,19M
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EXHIBIT 15

Amount of estate taxes and effective rates under present law and the Treatury proposal

Net estate before specilfe exemptionI

m,0A) ..............................
: : -----------------::::......

S................... .......
6100,o ............................
$o50,oo ................ e ............
4000 .............................
4ooooo .............................
I 00 ...........................

s , - 6 --- ---- .......... . . . . . . . .
9,(0000 ...........................
$4,000D ...........................
10,0000m00 .........................

8200000 ........................
40 ,00, ..........................

610,000,000 .........................

Amount of tar

Present law Propoed Increase InPrecotawl ---- 1 tax

so
0

4.900
17,90
32,740
98.00

150,700

302,500

72OK 000

4042600
1,742,000
29.142, 0
7,%342,400

SO
90

6.450

11850

I.,310
143,750
32650

.73]83
Z 931, 350
4.8.11.950
7,731.13W
1s.731, .0
31,71. 350
79,731,350

7,92

18.450
51,230
M02950

163M5(
237,50
M06150

1. 128.53W
1. 4A2350
1.68M 75U3
I,98k w50
3, W8. 950
4.389.93W

Effective rate

Present
law

..........
..........

I.0
11.918.4

23.6
2.6
28.7
X64
3

4&1
1.6
0.4

68.7
73.9
733

Proposal

Percent
1.3
.4
&1

114
U 62 86
3&443.9

54.1

73.378.3
77. X
78.7
79,3
79.7

Incrase
in effec-

tive rates

percent
1.3
3.4
.1
7.6
8.6
9.3

118
17.3

90.82 7
A 3
28.2

389
9.9
&.5
4.4

I F ekre deduction C4 credIt for State death taxes.
I The specife exemption under the present law Is $60,000. under the proposal $40,000.
Source: Treasury Depertment, Division of Tax Research, Nov. 29, 1943.

EXHIBIT 16

Estate and gift tax collections as a percent of net receipts, fiscal years 1917-44

[Dollar amounts In millions)

Total estate
Total estate and gflt

Fiscal year Estate tax ilt tax and gift Net receipts txes as per.
taxes cent of net

rempt8s

1917 ...................................... ........... 6.1 $1,124. 0.94
1913 .................................... 47.6 ............ 47.6 3,664.6 1.30
1919 ....................................... a 0 ............ 81U0 6.1113 1.9
90 ................................... 103. .............. 103.6 6604.6 1.68

1921 ....................................... 154.0 ............ -154. 6,624.9 174
192 ....................................... 139.4 ............ 139.4 4.10.1 39
1923 ...................................... 128.7 ............ I 7 4.007.1 &1
1924.... ............................. 103.0 ............. 3. 0 4,011.0 1.57
1925 ....................................... 101.4 $7.5 3O8.9 3, I 188
1926 ....................................... 11.0 &2 119.2 t96ns 301
1927 ........................................... 10a3----------. I-00.3 4.129.4 2.43
I18 .................................. 0.... a I ........... 0.1 4.0423 1.49
i9 ....................................... 61.9 ............. 61.9 4.033 1.83
10 .................................... 64.8 ............. 64. 4,177.9 3.8
1931 .................................... 4.l ............. 4&1 3190.0 1.81
192 ....................................... 47.4 ............ 47.4 2,0 05.7 186
1933....................................... 29.7 4.6 34.3 ,079.7 1.65
1934 ....................................... 104.0 9.2 1112 611&6 .63
1935 ...................................... 140.4 71.7 213.1 800.5 &5
1936 ....................................... 218. 160.1 3 9 4118.0 9.21
1937 ....................................... 281.6 23.9 30.5 02 8 &08
198 ....................................... 3812 34.7 418.9 6=54.7 7.13
1939 ................................... 332.3 28.4 360.7 6364.8 a 8&98
940 ................................ 30.9 29.2 30.1 6187.1 &68

1941 ................................. .3 81.9 407.1 7, 07.2 &.3
1943................................... 34.3 ft12 43185 12.799.1 38
1943 ....................................... 414.5 330 417.5 22,071. 6 .03
1944 (estimated) ........................... 11.8 44.3 86 8,147.9 1.48

Treasury Department, Division of Tax Rewarch, Nov. 29, I43.
Source: Annual Report of the Secretary ot the Tresuy, 1942, and Statement of the President on the

Summation ofthe 1944 Budget, August 1943.
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EXHIBIT 18

Estimated ezeiee tax liability under the TeaSury proposal at presented to ae Com-
mittee on Way/s and .3feans of the House of Representatives on Oct. 4, 1948, as
compared with present law for a full year of operation I

Estlmaed
addittions

Article or service Present tax Proposed tax revenue
_________________________________________ -. from pro-

posals (In
millions) I

1. DistiWed spirts ................

2 Boer ........................... I
3. Wine:

(a) Stil:
Under 14 percent 1

alcohol.
14 to 21 percent 4

alcohol.
Over 21 percent $

alcohol.
parking...........

I? Other............... a
4. Cigarettes ............... ... I

6. s........................

6. Chewing and esoking tobacco
and snuff.

7. Oeneral admissions ............
& Cabarets ......................
9. Club dues ad inhistion fees..

10. Bowling alle)s, billiard pu-

11. Tr.nsportstlon of persons .....
12. Communications:

"(a) Tol service ...........
(I) Te keph, etc,

(C) Le ie weset....
1. oc telephone service..

14. lew ry ...................
15. Fur and fur-trimmed rticleq..
16. Mirage, handbags, wallets.

tc.

17. Tolt eparstlons .....
18 ot dis...........

6oe1r W on, (draw-back S per gallon (draw-beck$3.5 per Iaon on of 7 per gallon on Don.
gon a!a l) beverage alcohol).

7 re ......... 10 per barrel ..............

0 cents per galon ......... 0 cents per gallon .........

O cents per gallon ........ $1 per gallon...............

1 per gallon .............. $2 per gallon ..............

0 oects per half pint ...... 2D cents per half pint ......
cents per half pint ....... 10 cents per half pint ......

0.5 per thousand ........ $ per thousand ...........

Intended retall
price Tax per

-thou-

Over- Not &and
over--

CraIS Ckaws
2% $120

2A. 4 &00~
4 6 4.00
6 a 7.00
8 is 10.00D

Is 20 15.00

.0 1 ..... n o

cents per pound ..

1 cent per 10oents.

SPC 8ru.e

5 peret of Charge.

10 lper alle..........
10 per tabe .......

10 percent of harge.

Intended retail
price Tax per

thou.
Over- Not sandover-

Cewo# Cents
......... M $110

334  15.00
6 7 1.00
7 9 17.00
9 17 KO.0

17 22 S&00
. 1 ........ .00

34 cents per pound ........

I cents per 10 ocents....
30 percnt of charge ......
20 percent of charge .......
_...do .....................
910 per table ..............
25 percent of charge .......

2v percent of charge ............ do .....................

IS percent of charge .......
10 xrcent ofcharge ........IS pereent of charp .......10 proent of charge-...

10 recentt of retall price...
....... ..... do.....................
10 riercenl of nLanuac-

turers' sales prior on
luggage ou1.

10 percent of retld price...
None .....................

19. Cano," nd tbewing g ........... do ....................

Total. addl, oal revenue.
Items I te I9.

20 percent of crge .......
I0 percent of charge ...
20 percent of charge ....
l5percc

t
ofcharge .......30 prcnt of retail Iprke-...

25 percent of retail price...

..-... do .....................

Bottled driks, I cent r
each 5 cents of Iaten
retail qce: the equ/va-
tent taxes of $1 verge-
Ion on sinP and cents
per pound on carbonio
id gas used In un-

bottled soft drnts.
Articles intended to retal

from a to 15 cents per
bar or Eerks I .,~er eseh 6t Ln of in.
tended real price; other
Items, the equlplent
tax of 35 percent of
manufacturer' talee
prike.

110.2
210,35

61.1

371.3

4&3

$27.0O L a
&1

27.0
III2?

190.0
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ExHisrr 18-Continued

Bsie, Led esci.s tax lisbiliL wnder Us Treasury proposal as presented to the Corm-
riUtee on Ways and feans of tA H#mue of Repreentative" on Oct. 4, 1043, aa
compared wiLh present low for a full "oar of operation- Continued

Estimated
additional

Article of aervice Present tax Propoed tU r re.oe• from p~ro-
posals (in
millions) i

20. Less re~ea ci tas on trans . ......... -170.3

pertiton of property.

Total additional revenue ......................................................... 2,11.1Items I to 20.

Treasury Department, Division of Research and Statistics, Nov. 29. 1913.
I E stimtes ofsditional revenue are for a ful year Of Operation at levels ol business etlmsted for calendar

I Estimated additional net revenue yield after allowance for increased draw-back on nonbeverage aloobol
of 12.8 million dollars.

I Including the effects of H. R. 3 38, Puble Law 180, approved Nov. 1, 1943.

Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Paul you referred this morning to
some recommendations you made that would bring gome Measure of
relief to static incomes which haven't been improved by the war
economy.I Mr. PAUL. Yes. That proposal was put up in the House. I can
tell you briefly what it is. The House record will slow it in full.

At the Ways and Means hearings the Secretary presented for the
study of the committee a proposal that some of the tax, some of the
63 billion tax be made refundable after the'war. That refundable
part would be a post-war credit in the ordinary case. That particular
credit afforded a mechanism for softening the impact of the tax on
stationary incomes. The mechanism was to allow people whose
incomes hadn't risen to anticipate that credit and apply it immediately
against their tax rather than wait until after the war.

That credit, as I remember it, totaled for all taxpayers around-
well, there were alternate credits. One was about 3% billion and
another around two and one-quarter. And, of course out of that
would come the credits available to those incomes wiich had not
increased.

Senator JoHNsoN. You are not talking about the windfall provision?
Mr. PAUL. No. This is a post-war credit or refundable tax.
The CHAIRMAN. You will present to the committeee again, Mr. Paul,

the one or two or more alternative programs, will you not? I mean,
by the time we reach executive session.

Mr. PAUL. I will be glad to present anything I can. I did give to
the committee this morning the alternative schedules in lieu of the
income-tax schedule submitted to the Ways and Means Committee.
Only one schedule of taxes, apart from the question of refundable taxes,
was submitted to the Ways and Means Committee. Here we submit
two other schedules by which approximately 6% billion of income tax
increases are raised. The distribution of the 6%j billion is somewhat
different and the alternative schedulha we submitted this morning
distribute somewhat more of the 63J billion in the lower income
brackets. They are in the record now.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Paul, in speaking of your recommendations,
Treasury recommendations, on corporate taxes, I don't ask for a
detailed statement, perhaps, but perhaps you might indicate-could
you briefly indicate without elaboration?

Mr. PAUL. Yes; I will be very glad to do that just very briefly.
In a moment I will refer to the testimony before the Ways and Means
Committee on that point.

I think Treasury was concerned from the standpoint of the liquid
positionof corporations after the war. Our suggestion was directed
toward improving the liquid positions of corporations from the stand-
point of reconversion and from the standpoint of maintaining a high
level of employment. To that end we suggested that corporations
be allowed to anticipate the effects of lowering their taxes by reason
of the loss carry-back.

Let me give you an example. If a corporation made money in
1944 and had a tax to pay on that money in 1945, and then it was
discovered in 1945 that there was going to be a loss in that year-,-say
the war has ended, or something of that sort-then instead of imme-
diately paying the tax on 1944 income through the year 1945 the cor-
poration would be able to estimate its loss, and it might take a credit
against 1944 income on account of the carry-back of loss to 1944, aiid
thus avoid paying in 1U45 the tax which confessedly it wouldn't have
to pay.because of its loss in 1945. It could be carried back. It was
a provision for anticipating the effect of the loss carry-back.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
Senator VANDENBERG. In respect to the simplification of the

returns, Mr. Paul, have you any additional recommendations to make
which might encourage further simplification?

Mr. PAUL. I have none at this time beyond the suggestions which
have been made, which include the elimination of the Victory tax,
the elimination of the earned-income credit, which has been adopted,
and then there are two or three suggestions which were not very nuch
discussed in the Ways and Means Committee.

We suggested consolidation of the normal and surtax schedules
with a proper protection to the Government so that there would not
be an increase in the exemption benefit to the holders of tax-exempt
Government bonds.

We also suggested, but it was not very much discussed, a provision
for withholding the tax on a graduated basis. By that I mean instead
of withholding at the first bracket, the first 20 percent, that the full
tax liability of taxpayers be withheld at the source where they had
income, like' salary, subject to withholding.

One of the benefits of that suggestion would have been that there
would be a very considerable diminution of the number of the quarterly
estimates required to be filed. And, by the way, that suggestion has
been made to us, the suggestion about the gross withholding, by a
great many employers.

Senator VANDENBERG. Is there any way to simplify or to avoid the
necessity for estimating the yearly income ahead by individuals by
permitting the taxpayer the option of using his income for the previous
year as a taxable base?

Mr. PAUL. I think we would have to permit that rather than
require it because he might have had a very serious drop in income;
and in fact now under the present law he may estimate on the basis of
Istyear. . ,
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Senator CLARK. But if he underestimates he has to pay a severe
penalty.

Mr. PAUL. It is not very severe, Senator Clark. It is 6 percent.
The word "penalty" may be the wrong word to apply.

Senator CLARK. It is the going rate of interest.
Mr. PAUL. In that sense it is a severe penalty. Ofcourse, he has

until December to correct his estimate. He is not penalized for a
wrong estimate in March or June or September, as many taxpayers
erroneously suppose.

We have given consideration to a number of simplification ideas.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Paul, on that point, in effect now after the

December 15 estimate, the taxpayer may use his March 15 final return
as his estimated tax liability for 1944, may h6 not? He is not obli-
gated to do it.

Mr. PAUL. lie may do it now; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But he is not obligated to do it.
Mr. PAUL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't it be quite feasible to waive that penalty

altogether where he used that for 1044?
Mr. PAUj,. It might be. I hate to answer that question.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me put it this way: Will you think it over?
Mr. PAUL. I will be glad to do that. There are vrious ways in

which we can improve that part of the picture.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Senator VANDENBERO. I think that would at least seem to be a step
in an advance direction.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Paul, you have referred to the decision of the
Ways and Means Committee, at least of the chairman of that com-
mittee and which was in conformity with the Treasury's- recommenda-
tion, that this bill be made, as far as possible, a revenue bill. That is
right, is it not?

Mr. PAUL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That means that we will have such a bill, and we

can speak with some tLssurance to the witnesses who may come here
on purely technical administrative provisions.

Mr. PAUL. So far as the Treasury is concerned, we have expected
that those changes would be taken up next year. The sooner the
better so far as we are concerned. You may speak with complete
assurance.

The CHAIRMAN. I think the taxpayers are entitled to that assur-
ance by this committee as well as by the Ways and Means Committee.

Senator CLARK. We have given it right along. Every time a tax
bill comes up we say, "Right after this tax bill is out of the way we
will have an administrative bill," but we have never had it.

Mr. PAUL. We had the 1942 act. The 1942 act was a good deal
of an administrative bill, Senator Clark.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. -
Senator JOHNSON. We forced it in, that is the only reason. Is

there anyone who can give that assurance other than the Ways and
Means Committee? The bill must originate in the House. This
committee couldn't give any such asurance and I don't know how
the Treasury can.

Mr. PAUL. I said, "So far as the Treasury is concerned." We will
work on it diligently. We can't do anything if a bill is not initiated
in the Ways and Means Committee. I think that committee has

100
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given the assurance. So that we are able to add our assurance to its
assurance.

Senator JouNsoN. The fact that the House put a great many
administrative amendments into the bill would indicate that they were
not planning on it.

Mr. PAUL. I have not heard that. Everything I have heard from
that committee is to the effect that they intend to take up a bill
next year. The administrative, amendments contained in the bill
were not put in there in lieu of a bill next year.

Senator JOHNSON. You stated that they did put in changes.
Mr. PAUL. They put in a few; not very many.
The CHAiRMkA. There are a few?
Mr. PAUL. Quite a few, in point of fact.
Senator WALSH. You said also that the Treasury did not approve

of some of them.
Mr. PAUL. Most of them; no, sir. I wouldn't want to say offhand

that we approved of none of them, but we didn't suggest any of them
except this particular one about buying up corporations.

Tite CHAIRMAN. I believe the House did put a statement in its
report that they would proceed with this administrative and technical
bill, but, of course, that is not absolute assurance that other things
may not intervene.

Are there any further questions?
Senator VANDENBERG. I have just one question about The Tax

Court, to which you made considerable reference, Nfr. Paul.
Since we turned that over from a board of appeals to a court, with

the assurance that it was not going to involve any of the encum-
biances which legalistically might attach to the Vaduation of these
distinguished gentlemen who sit on this panel, is it your observation
that The Tx Court has tightened its regulations so that it is more
difficult to practice there now than it was before, specifically with
reference to accountants? . I

Mr. PAUL. I couldn't say. I really don't know how to'answer'
that question. I have not been practicing before the court. So far
as I know there has been no tightening.
. Senator VANDENBERG. I understand they are trying to push ac-'

countants out of practicing before them.
Mr. PAUL. I thought the Revenue Act of 1942 had very explicit

revisions on that point. I can't recall its exact wording offhand,
but I don't see how, under that provision, accountants and non-
lawyers could be forced out of practice.

Senator VANDENBERG. Well, lots of things happen tlat I don't see
how they hap pen under these laws we write, but they happen.

Mr. PAUL. I think the only change made there was that some exam-
ination was required before the would be permitted to practice.

Senator VANDENBERG. I understand that in the examination for
accountants, no accountant in the United States passed.

Mr. PAUL. I haven t seen the examination so I can't answer.
Senator VANDENBERo. That is probably within the law. The

goint is, and I am quite serious about it. I think you are right that the
burden on The Tax Court will mltiplv tremendously, particularly

with the termination of contracts coming along.
Mr. PAUL I am very much concerned about that.
Senator VANDENBERG. Well, it doesn't seem tome that they ought

to narrow the channels of approach. You agree with that, do you not?
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SMr, PAUL. I am not in sympathy with any exclusion of any qualified
person to practice before the court.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions?
Senator MfLLIKFN. Air. Chainnan, one question.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Paul, I notice in the last sentence of your

formal statement there is a referee to the imminence of inflation.
It seems to me that that standing alone might be misunderstood and
so I should like to ask you whether you are referring to explosive in-
flation or to a more gradual increase in prices and wage levels, or just
what do you have in mind.

Mr. PAUL. Perhaps that statement is something of an understate-
ment since we have some inflation now of the character we have in
mind I refer you, Senator Millikin to the Secretary's statement.
I don't mean inflation involving a complete loss of the purchasing
value of the dollar, but I do mean a very serious increase i prices,
which may be more or lss permanent in character. Rather the type
of inflation which occurred after W€orld War I. A very serious in-
crease in prices which affects all our investments.

Senator MILLIKIN. What do you vision along that line?
Mr. PAUL. I have here somewhere the price index figures which

were reached after the last war, and certainly I have that in mind.
I think wholesale prices jumped as high as 246 percent of their pfe-
World War I level.

Senator MILLIKIN. Those levels are much higher than the raise
reflected in our present level?

Mr. PAUI,. Yes. And that inflation took place in large part after
the war. When I speak of inflation and its imminence now, I don't
mean only during the war but I mean very emphatically after the
war as well.

Senator MILLIKEN. You are not intimating that our situation is
such that we are confronted with the imminence of loss of control
over our price structure?

Mr. PAUL. That is.a problem of degree, sir.
Senator MILLIKEN. Well, the loss of control is not a matter of

degree, a loss of control is a loss of control.
Ir. PAUL. I think we are threatened with a weakening of the

price structure. I don't say we are threatened with a total loss of
control over the price structure, but a very serious weakening of
that control.

Senab)r MILLIKEN. Leading up to a price level like after the last
war?

Mr: PAUL. Yes, and perhaps higher. One can't measure those
tl n sexactl ySenator NrILLIKENZ. I had hoped to draw from you a statement

that you do not consider what we. call explosive inflation as being
imminent.

Mr. PAUL. I think explosive inflation depends upon the definition
of that term. What might Very well be called explosive inflation is
a possibility. Not total inflation, which means the complete loss of
the purchasing value of the dollar, but inflation that is so serious
once the spiral gets started that it might be called by a great many
people explosive.

'The CHAIRMAN. hfr. Paul, there is in the House bill a deduction,
believe, for the blind.
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Mr. PAUL. Yes; there is.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the Treasury have any particular opposition

to that? I am trying to anticipate some features of the hearings.
Mr. PAUL. Mr. Surrey was present and stated the Treasary's

position at the time that was under consideration. Perhaps he ought
to state our position at this time.

The CHAIRMAN, Yes. Give us your position on that.
Mr. SURREY. We pointed out to the committee that it was sin ling

out one class of handicapped persons and giving them a special. tax
treatment. The question for the committee was whether they wanted
to embark upon the policy of providing relief in such cases through the
mechanism of the income-tax laws. If the committee decided to
embark upon such a course, the question then was whether they
shouldn't cover all handicapped people. Naturally, this issue raises
difficult questions of degree. It is a new policy under the tax laws
and it does raise a number of difficult questions.

The CHAIRMAN. I just wanted a preview of that part of it.
6&nator VANDENBERO. I would like to ask Mr. Paul whether the

Treasury has any comment to make on the provision in the House bill
which requires certain nonprofit organizations now to make certain
reports to the Treasury.

Mr. PAUL. I have no comment to make. We did not suggest it
nor were we consulted about the provision in the House.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Paul, you may aid us, if you will. On certain
of the excise taxes you recommended a higher rate.

Mr. PAUL. That is in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. That is in the record?
Mr. PAUL. Yes. Exact reports of what we recommended and what

the House bill provides.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, we can take it out of the record.
If there are no further questions then front Mr. Paul, that will be

all. Thank you very much, Mr. Paul. You will be here. o
Mr. PAUL. We will be here; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McFarland.
Mr. McFarland, you are speaking on the technical or administra-

tive changes to be iade?
ir. MCFARLAND. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You have your brief, have you, on that poir-,?
Mr. McFARLAND. Yes; 1 have.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you condense your oral statement as far as

you can?
Mr. McFARLAND. It will be very short.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.

STATEMENT OF ELDEN McFARLAND, WASHINGTON REPRESENTA.
TIVE OF MURPHY, LANIER, AND QUINN

Mr. M cFARLAND. My name is Elden McFarland. I am the Wash.
ington representative of Murphy, Lanier, and Quinn, who specialize
in tax matters.

My first proposal is that section 113 (b) (1) (B) of the Internal.
Revenue Code be amended to provide that depreciation taken in'
prior years in excess of that properly allowable which did not offset,
taxable income shall be ignoredin computing the basis for depreciation.

93331-44-8
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Let me illustrate the problem involved by reference to a particular
Case.
. From 1930 through 1937 (fiscal years ended March 31) this com-

pany had losses in excess of $209,000 each year.
It took depreciation on its factories and equipment in its books of

account and in its income-tax returns at the rates which had been
prescribed by the examining internal revenue agent in his report for
the years 1928 and 1929.

In 1940 the examining revenue agent, examining the 1939 return
determined that these prior depreciation rates were excessive; and he
reduced the rates for 1939. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue
approved his determination.

The company accepted the new rates, but pointed out that inasmuch
as no greater depreciation had in fact been sustained in the prior years,
its prior depreciation charges for the years 1930-37 had been excessive
to the extent of approximately $25,000 per year and therefore such
excessive depreciation should be restored to its depreciation basis, in
order to determine its true and correct depreciation for the year 1939
and* subsequent years.

It pointed out further that such action was entirely equitable,
inasmuch as it had received no tax advantage and no -tax benefits
whatever from the prior excessive depreciation deductions.

The United States Board of Tax Appeals (now The Tax Court of
the United States) had held, in two cases ' that such treatment as that
advocated by the taxpayer, was proper.

But the Supreme Court of the United States in the recent case of
Virginian Hotel Company of LyncAburg v. Ilelvering, 63 S. Ct. 1260
(decided June 7, 1943, but no~ finally disposed of on motion for re-
hearing until its current October 1943 term) held that the depreciable
basis could not be thus restored so as to represent the true depreciable
basis. The decision was based upon a technical view of section 113
(b) (1) (B3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The merits of the question
are ably discussed in the dissenting opinion of Chief Justice Stone,
concurred in by Justices Roberts, Jackson, and Murphy; and in the
dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Jackson.

The house of delegates of the American Bar Association in August
1943 approved the recommendation of its section of taxation:

That the law be amended to provide that depreciation in excess of that allow-
able which did not offset taxable income shall be Ignored In computing basis for
future years.'

This proposal has true merit. It provides for a depreciation
deduction which represents the true and correct amount of deprecia-
tion sustained in the taxable year.

Senator CLARK. Your contention is that your bill now represents
actual depreciation on any consistent theory of theoretical deprecia-
tion?

Mr. McFARLAND. That is right, and it is merely a correction to
show what the actual depreciation is for the current year except that
if any advantage has been obtained by reason of having taken exces-
siv'e depreciation in the prior year then the taxpayer cannot get any
additional advantage; but except for that it provides merely for the

I Kennedy Lmndry Co., 4 B. T. A. 70, and Virginian Hotel Corpontion, memo. opinion reported st
4230.r.. per J522D.Sp. 647, ye,29, Axee Ber Association ;cual, November 1943.
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taking of the true or correct amount of depreciation to which the tax-'
paver is properly entitled in the current taxable year.
. Senator CLARK. In other words, if a man is taking theoretical

depreciation in excess of actual depreciation .e wouldn't be able now
to use the advantage he had taken then and go into actual deprecia-
tion.

Mr. McFARLAND. That is right.
It provides no unfair advantage to the taxpayer, because, if he has

derived any advantage whatsoever from his excessive depreciation
deductions in the past, he is excluded from further benefit.

On the other hand, under the decision of the Supreme Court in the
Virginian ltotd Company caaej the taxpayer is precluded from receiving
his true and correct depreciation deduction merely because of a past
error--in our case because of the Commissioner's own past error--
when that error has resulted in no benefit whatsoever to him, and
when- the error can be corrected so as to truthfully reflect his proper
current deduction.

In the Revenue Act of 1042 this committee approved a somewhat
similar provision having to do with the recovery of bad debts previ-
ously charged off as worthless. That provision became section 116
of the Revenue Act of 1942 which amended section 22 (b) of the
Internal Revenue Code so as to exclude from gross income recoveries
of bad debts which previously had been deducted as bad debts but
which deduction did not result in any tax benefit.

Every sound reason supporting the enactment of section 116 of
the Revenue Act of 1942 supports the present proposal. It is just-
it is fair and equitable. Only by such an enactment can the true and
proper income of taxpayers thus situated be determined.

My second point covers double taxation of trust income:
Section 111 of the.Rovenue Act, of 1942 amended section 162 of

the Internal Revcnue Code to provide that trust income distributed
to a beneficiary more than 65 days after the end of a taxable year
shall be included in the income of the beneficiary for the year of
receipt.
* In its new Regulations 111, issued by the Bureau of Internal Reve-

nue October 28,- 1943 (see. 29.161-1 to see. 29.163-1), the Bureau has
construed the amendment so that in such cases the income is taxed
to the trust for the year in which such income was earned or received
by the trust and also taxes such income as that of the beneficiary in
the year when it is distributed to him.

Thus we have double taxation of exactly the same income.
We do not believe that this was the congressional intent. Unques-

tionably it is inequitable. Prompt clarification of this situation by
Congress will eliminate a great deal of litigation which is bound to
grow out of the present situation.

The CHAIJMAzN. Do you have amendments prepared?
Mr. McFA414ND. I have no speciflo amendments prepared but the

substance of the amendments and the substance of the resolutions
adopted by the hose of delegates of the Bar Association sets up very
closely what might be adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. You may put them in the record.
Mr. MCFARLAND., Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nixo-a, what particular matter do you propose
to discuss?

Mr. NixoN. Mr. Chairman, my statement is a general statement.
I would like to have the statement which I am passing around put in
tho record but I would like also to make a few extemporneous remarks
summarizing the nature of the statement which I am putting before
you.

The'CHAIRMAN. All right, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF RUSS NIXON, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE,
UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO, AND MACHINE WORKERS OF
AMERICA, CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. NIxoN. Senator George, members of the committee, I am Russ
Nixon, Washington representative of the United Electrical, Radio, and
Machine Workers of America, C. I. 0. union. My organization repre-
sents approximately 600,000 war workers, specialized industrial estab-
lishments as the General Electric Corporation, Westinghouse, R. C. A.,
and Sperry Gyroscope Corporation. We have a total of around 950
plants under contract to us.

The views which I present to you are the views of my organization,
adopted principally in our recent convention in the city of New York,
and repeated many times in various regional and local union actions
on this subject. Expressing these views, I indicate-to the committee
at the outset a grave feeling that the House bill which you have before
you has serious shortcomings. We feel particularly strongly that this
bill does not meet the test of what at least we conceive of as total war
tax legislation. We feel that the shortcomings of the bill arise from
two particular considerations.

One, the question of its adequacy as an income-raising measure in
view of the tremendous war expenditures, and secondly because of its
inequitable and regressive impact upon various segments of the Ameri-
can people. For a country that is spending around$9%,000,000,000,
about two-thirds of its income, in the fiscal year 1943-44, it seems to
us that the House bill does not raise sufficient revenue. We draw this
conclusion not so much from the consideration of absolute magnitudes
but in view of excessive "after taxes" as very cosiderable sources,
potential sources of revenue which are not tapped to pay for the war.

Now, it has been our judgment that an impression has been created,
perhaps in some quarters purposely so, that the only soflrce of addi-
tional revenue is the adoption of regressive and' oppressive burdens
on the low-income people of the country. It is on the basis of this,
what we believe is a complete false dilemma, that some have con-
sented manously to a tax bill which raises only around $2,000,-
000,000 additional revenue. They have done this while expressing
sympathy for the low-income people and probably in our view,
have inwardly felt a great deal of satisfaction that they have been
able to help some of their wealthier friends.

Senator BUTLER. Are you talking about, members of the corn-I mitte;?
Mr. NixoN. No, sir.
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Senator BtriLmR. Who do you mean have "magnanimously agreed
to an inadequate tax bill"?

Mr. NixoN. Well for example, the National Association of Manu-
facturers has agreed to a bill which does not raise any more money
than the HoasWbilh

It is our judgment that that attitude which some of them express
with a degree of sympathy foi low-income people is more realistically
satisfaction that they have not been taxed more themselves.

Senator BUTLER. Well, you are using the word "agreed" in an
unusual sense, aren't you, because .1 don't understand that tax bills
are the resultof-agreemnents.

Mr. NiXON. No I guess they are the result of disagreemefits, but
they have, I think, certain attitudes of various groups of people,
and I am merely referring to one of those attitudes, sir.

The main point I want to make in this m-nnection is that certainly
there has been very widespread creation of the idea that there is only
two alternatives before the Congress, either no new taxes or a sales
tax. The first basic point I want to make is that there are sub-
stantial sources of revenue available to this committee to the House
Ways and Means Committee, to the Congress and the Senate, for
additional revenue which do not involve the imposition of a sales tax
or a similar regtesvelneasure.

I would like to mention in summary a few of these. I don't need
to go into them in detail because I know that this commctee has
heard these things argued many, many times.

First. With reference to the question of the closing of loopholes in
existing laws. These loopholes, the joint-return issue, the tax-exempt
securities, the excessive depreciation allowance, and the question of
higher rates on estate and gift taxes, are old issues, well known to this
committee, but some of these issues and the imposition of these taxes,
which it is the judgment of the Treasury, for example, should be
issued, there may b raised, from this single source, approximately
$1,450,000,0O0. ft is a very rough estimate. I don't have the re-
sources of thl. Treas-y at hand, but I think it is roughly a correct
judgment of the potential income from this particular source.

A second very significant source of additional revenue is the in-
creased taxation on corporate income. I did want to say that,
willing to take a very conservative view with respect to this question,
to adopt the assumption that this conur rittee in drawing the bil
would say, "We agree that the Amerci.n corporations shall increase
their total profits 100 percent, but we won't let them increase it any
more than that," if you would make that assumption and then
proceed to draft a tax bill with regard to corporations which -. iuld
put into effect that proposition, you would have available to you
$2,100,000,000 additional revenue. And mind you that is on the
assumption of a 100-percent increase in the total profits of American
corporations. Obviously, if you were to adopt an assumption of a
90-percent increase, you could raise around $4,000,000,000. And
of course, if youwere to hold them to their pre-war levels on a total
picture, you would raise something like $5,500,000,000.

Now, it seems to me-in considering these questions of total profits
it is not irrelevant' to recognize that the risk taken, which is usually
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what we think profits are the returns for, is* certainly considerably
less during the war and under existing safeguards written into Govern-
ment purchases than under peacetime conditions.

So I think there is a real basis for rational judgment, that it is
certainly just and equitable that there should be a'rmiitation, perhaps
to the degree I mentioned, on the corporate profits during the war.

The main point I make is that if you did this there would be avail-
able to you, if you adopt the 100-percent ncrease-figure, over $2,000,-
000,000 of additional revenue.

In addition by the adoption of the Treasury rates on incomes
above $3,000 there could be raised approximately $4,000,000,000.

Now, thso sources added together approximate $7,500 000,000.
I am apreciative of the fact that reasonable men may differ about

some of these questions, about whether or not these particular taxes
should be levied, but I think there can be no difference of opinion but
that these alternative sources of revenue do exist, that it is a false

proposition to say that there is only the sales tax or no new taxes.
tis more correct to say that there is the proposition of no new taxes,

sales tax, or these additional taxes, with their heavy impact upon the
wealthier people of the country. I think that is the proper alterna-
tive. And, of course, it is our judgment that in .equity the burden
needs to be put upon the wealthier sources. And particularly I
think it should be emphasized that these sources do remain, that they
do exist as an offset to an expenditure of $92,000,000,000 in a single
ear, which is available to us if only we agree that these sources shouldCe tapped.•
The other point I wanted to make is with reference to the regressive

and oppressive impact potentially of the House tax bill.. It seems to
us that there have been extraordinary burdens already put upon the
low-income people of our country. This is clear from the adoption
of the Victory tax last year, and its retention in modified form in the
present House bill. It is also evident in our judgment in the agitatio.
for a sales tax. It seems to me it is an elementary proposition that
when Conres is considering the lowering of the standards of living
of people.m these real low-income brackets it should be done on the
basis of a very clear end complete picture of just what is being done
to the standards of living of the people. I
* In other words, when you lower exemption from $1,500 to $1,200,
let us say, for a married couple, it would seem to us that it would be
highly desirable for the committee to know iust what this means in
terms of the purchases of a family under that income level.

It has been an astounding thing to me that, with my limited knowl-
edge of the past several years, there has never been presented to this
committee, or to the House committee, scientific and objective evi-
dence concerning the impact of lowering income-tax exemptions or of
adding income tax burdens on to the tax burdens of the low-income
people of the country.

The point I am making here now is not so much the major point that
you should not put these taxes on but is a suggestion that these taxes
should not be levied until this commit - as,.wrefully considered
just what it is doing when it puts a 3-percent tax on anindividual
receiving $500 or a 3 percent tax on an individual receiving, and his
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wife. receiving $700, and when they give him an exemption of $100
for each additional dependent. I would think, if it is not presump-
tuous, that that kind of a question would justify calling before this
committee expert witnesses from various Government agencies who
know nutritional problems, who know the problems of standardizing
living.

I emphasize this because I think that if this evidence were to come
before this committee it would be shown without any question of a
doubt that the existing regressive taxes impose an unjustified burden
and that any further taxes would be completely out of step with the
basic welfare of our people, which I think involves maintaining the
basic health and decent standards of living of at least the low-income
people.

In contrast with the views that have been expressed for heavier taxes
on these low-income groups there has been in our judgment a continued
willingness to accede to the position of those who don't want additional
taxes on corporateprofits, to accede to those who feel that even in this
wartime we should not adopt the drastic proposal of the Treasury
with regard to higher incomes, and to accede also to those who wish
to preserve the loopholes which benefit not the 60 or 70 or 80 percent
of the people in the low-income brackets, but benefit the small per-
centage of people in the high-income brackets.

For these reasons we feel the impact of the bill is oppressive and
certainly is regressive.

One other point I did want to make as I draw to a conclusion and
that is this, that in considering the measure which you have before
you you must give a certain amount of weight to the action of the
House, the action of the other body of the Congress. I think I speak
for all labor when I point out to you our grave concern at the lack of
full democratic consideration in the House of this measure.

I realize this is a serious thing to say, but I think it has to be said.
I think" this committee in evaluating the House bill has to ecognize
that on certain basic issues the vote of 13 men on the House Ways
and Means Committee is sufficient to decide an issue and that vote
was taken behind closed doors. We didn't have the benefit, in con-
sidering this piece of legislation which affects so vitally our whole
population, of a clear, clean-cut debate on issues, out in the open, and
the taking of a vote and putting the people, the Members of Congress,
definitely on record as to where they stand.

Now, I think this is relevant because obviously you have to give a
certain evaluation to the bill which you have before you, and I would
be remiss in coming before you if I did not emphasize our grave
concern at having this kind of legislation, of such tremendous moment,
passed in the House of 435 people where 13 people on a certain com-
mittee have the power under the circumstances that exist there, to
make the decision on the basic issues.

Senator CLARK. You understand, of course, that neither this com-
mittee nor the Senate have anything to do with the rules of the House.
In other words, they are the coordinate branch of the Government and
we have to take their rules as we find them. We cannot change then.

Mr. NixoN. Yes, sir. I say in my written statement, "I appreciate
the fact that the Senate cannot alter the House procedures." I
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realize that. I am not suggesting that you should try. I merely
make this point, that in evaluating the bill, a bill which had to originate
in the House, you necessarily must judge to what degree it does reflect
the will of the people. You must, in my judgment, make some
evaluation of the processes by which this bill comes to you. I don't
see tnat you can ignore the point that I have made, sir. I realize
the limitations of your action.

I don't wish-to summarize-to go into detail into the problems
that we in C. 1. 0. have met with regard to tax legislation. I have
indicated the approach on some of the problems. I think later on
other representatives of the C.. L.0., and the national C. I. 0., may
go into a great deal of detail with you with regard to our specific
proposals. I did want, though, to emphasize the general a approach
to this tax bill which my organization is taking. I know thst you
will have the benefit of fuller discussion of our positive proposals.
I want to close by saying that it is our conviction that those proposals
and this approach are not merely the approach and the proposals of
the C. I. 0., not merely the approach and proposals of the United
Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America, but they are
basically the approach of the vast majority of the American people
who at this time want to have a vigorous and hard-hitting tax bill
and who particularly in this time when so many eople" are called
upon to make such great sacrifices, to have a tax bil which hits hard
and proceeds according to ability to pay and along obvious and
clear standards of equity.

We have about 13,000,000 people in our labor movement that
represent with their families more than 40,000,000 people. We think
that this is a significant body of American opinion. We invite you
to contrast our views with the views of the National Association of
Manufacturers and the Chamber of Commerce when they come to
take a basic point of disagreement with u. Woinvite you to evaluate
our views, keeping in mind also the relative number of American citi-
zens that we in labor represent, compared with some of our friends,
who will take the opposite side on these basic questions.

Senator CLARK. I am greatly interested in what you say and with
many of the views which you have given us I am in entire accord, but
reading your summary on page 5, you say that you are in favor of a
vigorous hard-hitting tax bill, but at least two of these proposals,
proposals 1 and 3 would cut about $9,000,000,000 from the present
tax sources of the United States, and I don't believe that all the other
proposals you have here would anything like bring in the amount by
which you reduce it.

In other words, when you say, "Repeal the so-called Victory tax"
you reduce the present tax structure by $6,000,000,000. I voted
against it when it was enacted but it is undeniable that it has raised
about $6,000,000,000.

Then you say,. "Raise income-tax exemptions to $800 for single
persons, $1,500 for married persons, and $400 for each dependent.."
I voted against the reduction of that exemption but it is undeniable
that that has raised about $3,000,000,000.

On those two items alone you reduce the present tax structure by
$9,000,000,000 and I don't see how these other recommendations
would anything like make up for the $9,000,000.000.
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Mr. NixON. There is no question but what two of our suggestions
involve taking some of the burden off low-income people. It is a
relatively easy thing to adjust the rate so that the impact of that does
not go clear through the income-tax structure and will relieve only the
lower-income people from their burden.

It is obvious that unless you make some adjustment when you lower
these exemptions the man with a $500,000 income benefits hs well.
That I think can be adjusted rather easily. The rates can be adjusted
in that way. That I am sure would produce the amount of income
that you are losing.
* Likewise with respect to the 5 percent so-called Victory tax. I
think that, while you would lose a good deal of revenue there, if you
eliminated in the House bill the Victory tax except for the 3 percent
between-below the income-tax revenues-the income-tax exemp-
tions, excuse me, you would find that in that relatively narrow income-
tax level, or, income level, you would be losing a much lesser amount
of money than you indicated.

In other woils, I think that this committee with its expert knowl-
edge of the questions and with their expert staff of assistants, would
have no trouble in drawing a piece of tax legislation for protecting
these low-income people by the application of these basic exemptions
and the protection of these ba.sie low-income groups without losing
the amount of revenue which you mentioned since out of these low
incomes you don't get that much revenue.

Senator CLARK. That is true. The great bulk of the revenue comes
from the large number of taxpayers that are brought in by that
lowering of the exemption. I voted against it, as I said, but never
theless, it is a part of the tax structure at the present time.

Mr. NixoN. Yes. I think you would find that, if you were to
analyze the source of income tax, a very small part of it comes from
these low-income groups. Of course, the Treasury can give you that
information in detail, However, a tremendous amount of the money
is coming, as you mentioned, from people vho are below these levels,
whom I don't think anyone would contend to have money enough that
you -nd I like to think of as the American standard of living. It
r eems to me that the problem then is to find alternative sources.

Senator CLARK. I am pointing out that your program does not seem
to me on its face to produce as much revenue as the present system
does.

Mr. NixoN. I think this committee could very easily follow these
principles and make it raise a good deal more.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Canelli.

STATEMENT OF JOHN CANELLI, ON BEHALF OF. NATIONAL
BOWLING COUNCIL

Mfr. CANELLI. Mr. George, and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is John Canelli. I am rom Toledo, Ohio, and I happen to be a
member of the National'Bowihag Council.

The National Bowling Council is com posed of representatives of
the various pin groups, the American Bowling Congress, the Women's
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International Bowling Congress, the National Duck Pin Bowling
Congress, and the Allied Candle Pin and Rubber Band Pin Asso-
ciations.

We object to this section of the bill relating to the 20-percent tax
proposed to be imposed on bowling. Immediately we heard of this
proposed. 20-percent tax, we imagined the best way to find out the
answer to such a proposed tax would be to determine the reasoning of
the Treasury Department, or the body that proposed such a tax.
Accordingly, on page 30 of the revenue bill report of 1943, under the
heading "Bowling alleys, billiard tables, and pool tables," we find that
for bowling alleys it is recommended that the tax of $20 per alley be
converted into 20 percent of the charge; that is, 20 percent of the
charge for each individual ame.
We wish to point out right now that 2 years ago the tax bill carried

a new tax of $10 per alley and $10 per billiard table. This year it is
sought to change that to 20 percent of the base charge. It is stated
in the report:

For pool and billiards since'records of those are ver inadequate In moot In-
stances, it is recommended the license tax be increased rom $10 to $20 per table.

Going along with the reasoning of the committee or of the Treasury
Department herein, it would seem to place a premium on'not having
records, because they say:

These recreations are in a general way in competition with amusements, and
the records of charges are very Inadequate.
.Further on, under pari-mutuel wagers, it says there shall be a

tax on pari-mutuel wagering of 5 percent. Why there should be a
20-percent charge on bowling and a 6-percent charge on mutuel
wagering unless it is anticipated that the Treasury Department, as
Mr. Clark said this morning, likes the sum of $27,000,000, we cannot
imagine.

Senator CLARK. As a matter of fact., the essential confusion in
that statement is that it classes bowling as an amusement where, as
a matter of fact, it is a sport. It is the difference between taxing the
spectator and taxing the participant.

Mr. CANELLI. That is right, but at the same time we do not think
bowling should be classified with theater taxes.

Senator CLARK. That is what I am pointing out, that it taxes the
participant. It is not fair to tax the participant in a sport to the
same extent you tax someone for amusement.

Mr. CANELLI. I thank you for the observations. That is quite true.
As far as we are conceded, that is their reasoning.
As far as our objections are concerned, the National Bowling

Council representing more than 16,000,000 citizens from every city,
town,. and commumty in every one of the 48 States, comprising the
bowling public, on behalf of and for these citizens, respectfully ask the
consideration by your honorable committee of their protest against the
imposition of a tax of 20 percent on the cost of their recreation as
imposed by bill H. R. 3687, the revenue bill of 1943, and submit that
this tax should not be imposed for the following reasons:

More than 16,000,000 Americans are proposed to be taxed, who of all
people in America are least able to afford a 20 percent tax on what is a
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necessary recreation and a relaxation-not a luxury in any sen e of the
word. It is a fact, as stated in the Statistical Abstract of the United
States, United States Department of Commerce, page 348, table 374,
that in the last quarter of 1942 (last available figures), only 23 percent
of the wage vM'ners of this country had incomes which exceeded $3,000
per year. The flgurbsof.'the American Bowling Congress, the Na-
tional Duck Pin Bowling Congress the Women's International Bowl-
ing Congress, and the Allied Candle Pin and Rubber Band Pin Asso-
ciations of this country who iepresent the entire bowling fraternity of
the United States and the 16,000,000 heretofore mentioned, con-
clusively prove that by far the vast majority of the participants in
bowling come from the so called white collar class of wage earners and
as such have an income of less than $3,000 per year.

It is an additional fact that a great number of the leading colleges
and universities of this country have made bowling a duly accredited
part of their physical culture curriculum. Further, high-school
leagues, composed of both boys and girls, are rapidly approaching the
point of being universal in this country. Pointing out 1 city alone
Chicago has a high-school league entry of 15,000 children. Finally,
there is no doubt that bowling is the most indulged in of all sports by
our millions of servicemen and servicewomen still in this country.
Yet, this bill proposes to charge our children and our servicemen and
women 20 percent to 'pldy:

Compare to this then the statement of the House Ways and Means
Committee in recommending a tax of only 5 percent on pari-mutuel
betting when they said, "This tax will come from the citizens with
surplus cash and best able to pay such a tax." If in the wisdom of
your honorable committee you deem it both fair and wise, and neces-
sary, to impose a tax on our citizens who participate in the sport of
bowling as a beneficial recreation, then such a tax should certainly
not exceed that imposed on those citizens who use their surplus money
in pari-mutuel betting.

The proposed tax is discriminatory and grossly unfair, in that it is
an unprecedented tax on the participants of a particular sport. This
is in direct conflict With' the settled policy of the Federal Governmetit'
to encourage the public to engage in participant sports. No other
participant sport, such as golf, tennis, basketball or soccer, is asked to
pay any tax whatsoever. Bowling alone is singled out in spite of the
fact that this sport has by far the greatest number of participants
and they come mostly from the lower-income groups with strictly
limited amounts of money to spend for recreation. In fact, it is the
only sport available to millions who, because of some physical dis-
ability, advanced age, or other causes, are unable to take part in any
other recreational sport.

It is obvious what will happen if the cost of bowling be increased
20 percent by the addition of the proposed tax. We have pointed
out that the majoity.of, bowlers are in the small income bracket.
These people are already faced with the burden of increased cost of
living without additional income to compensate for this increase. A
great many bowlers already faced with a serious problem of making
ends meet, will undoubtedly be forced to give up the sport entirely.
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And the" majority of the rest will be compelled.,to curtail their only
regular form of exercise and recreation.

Any tax law must be fair and serve some useful purpose not out-
weighed by the damage that the bill will do. This tax proposal is
unsound and does not serve a useful purpose commensurate with the
damage it will do. First the proposed tax on bowling will not stop
any inflationary impetus in that the money, proposed to be taxed has
not caused any inflation in the past and will not reach any future
spending tending to an inflationary impetus, since bowling spent
money is not luxury spent money but money spent on a necessary
and essential participant sport. Second, and to the contrary, this
tax will impede and restrict a necessary recreational sport with an
anticipated but purely conjectural revenue of only $27,000,000 to
the United States Treasury.

We submit to this honorable committee that even if this question-
able amount of money could be obtained, the harm and the damage
done would in no way be compensated for by the amount of good
that could be done with such a comparatively small amount of
money.

For these reasons we respectfully and earnestly urge that the
proposed 20-percent tax on bowling be eliminated entirely from the1043 revenueobill. ,

When we heard there was to be $27,000,000 anticipatedly raised
from bowling charges we were quite alarmed because of the amount
sought. However, alter having sat around here all day and heard
astronomical figures such as $100,000,000,000 and $90,000,000 000, 1
approach with trepidation the request that this portion of the bill
seeking to raise $27,000 000 be deleted because, comparatively speak-
ing, it is pin money and I do not mean that as a pun,

It is our contention it would be unwise, unfair, and unobtainable
to put this sort of a tax on bowling. It would be unwise for the reason
we took into consideration the number of active participants at the
figure of 16,000 000 persons. This figure of 16,000,000 was gathered
not only from the Dephrtment of Commerce in 1941, but also by the
actual census and inquiries made by the various bowling fraternities
which I represent. That is the only sport in which they can indulge.
That is the only sport in which anybody of any age or physical condi-
tion can partake.

I do, not intend to give you a flag waving speA4,but, bowl'ing is the
only game that provides recreational facilities-to all of these millions.

The next reason it would be unwise is the fact., an additional tax on
bowling at the present time will not result in the money that is
anticipated, for the reason that as we put more tax on these people-
and I will attempt to show you in a minute the class of people from
whom bowlers are drawn-there will be a corresponding decrease in the
amount of business the bowling proprietor will do. :Following out
that line of reasoning, there woldbe less:business and consequently
less incolne tax because his profit would 4be decreased accordingly. I
think it can be taken as a fact that in any certlal establishment the
overhead is just as great, except for the pin boys,' whether it is a
6-alley or a 10-alley or a 12-alley establishowrnt,.Mbhrefore, the
profit is decreased not one-third, but entirely taken off-
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Senator Ct .'' To what extent is your business for the coming
bowling seatni already under contract? Do you not have a large
portion of youi busines.which is now under contract?

Mr. CANELL!. Not a large portion Senator, but if those people do
not have the money to pay for bowling, they will not bowl and the
contract, so fir as the proprietor is concerned, means nothing, because
they pay week after week. 0

Senator CLARK., It keeps you from raising the rates on those
bowlers who have a contract?

Mr. CANELLI. Oh, yes; we are under 0. P. A. ceiling. Prices are
stationary-as far as the proprietors are concerned.

The next item is the unfairness of the thing. There is no other
sport that charges the single participant in this country by war of tax;
there is no other sport being taxed today. Of course, golf c ubs pay
a tax but if it was the Eagles or the Elks or some other association it
would be taxed the same.

Seventy percent of the 16 000,000 bowlers in this country are drawn
from the so-called white-collar class, and that is the class that is least
able to pay an increase in tax because there has been no corresponding
increase in their income. ,

I would like to .re-d from The National Week of November 26,
the following statement, Mr. Chairman-

The CHAIRMAN. YOU may do so.
Mr. CANELLI [reading]:
Now consider white-collar workers. This group bulks large among the

15,000,000 family breadwinners who are estimated to have received little or no
increase In incomes since the war. It includes clerks in offices and stores, sales-
men, teachers librarians, Government workers. They are mnore numerous than
the union workeu nj factories, yet they have no organized voice.

Already, living coats have begun to pinch. The average employee in a retail
store, for example, h5.s managed to raise his salary from $21.17 a week in 1939 to
$25.35 a week today-not enough to offset higher prices. The official estimate is
that retail employees can buy 3.9 percent fewer things today than thAy could be-
fore the war. Employees of insurance firms have suffered a drop of 6.2 percent in
real earnings, and telephone and telegraph workers have 5.9 percent less purchas-
Ing power.

This whole *hte-collar group has few means of demanding higher wages. The
-War Labor Board will consider only cases brought by unions, and most of these
workers Lave no unions. Their only recourse is to appeal individually to their
employers, who now, more often than not, are considering post-war expenses and
are wary of raising their costs. Moreover employers must apply to War Labor
Board for permison to raise wages and salaries beyond 15 percent above January
1941, levels

Even executive sWares are pinched. Relatively well-pald white-oollar em-
eloyees perhaps hasv been able to absorb the rise in living costs without much

hardship, but War taie' have bitten deeply Into their Incomes. A married man
with two children and a $6,000 income has $4,270 left under present rates. The
Executive with doqble that salary realizes only $7 792 after taxes.

Taxeg, of course, liven hit wage earners s well, but tax bills are easier to meet
with a rising' Inbnid thafia stable one. Many middle-bracket taxpayers have
had to reduce savings and insurance programs and to forego &number of comforts.

We wish to compare the proposed 5-percent tax on pari-mutuel
betting. with,,the proposed tax on bowling. The Ways and Means
Committee Ai the time it suggested the 5-percent tax on pari-mutuel
betting-said 'it would 06 taken from the people who are best able to
afforda..:.,.. he,2-percent tax on bowling is certainly not a



tax on a luxury, as is.priAmutuel betting.. further than that, we
do not find children betting on horses, but we do find in this country,
leagues of children numbing over 500,00OChicMgo.baving 16,000,

~.. cu/aed in bowling., It is a'leadIng eaeamW sport in the high
school and universities.

The proprietors are trying to do their part by reducing the fee
to the children. We also have to lbonsider the fact that soldiers and

Hsaiors and the women in our armed services, who are getting $50 a
day once a month, as they say, are active participants in bowling.
1 d not think there is any argument it. is the leading single participant
sport among soldiers and sailors in this country. Are these people
who are getting $50 a month going to be asked to pay -20 percent
additional to bowl, whereas our race track btto m are only charged
6 percent? k
, Finally, we think that the amount of money will be unobtainable

for the reason the bowling business has arad fallen off and it will
fall off more if the tax is increased. , The National Bowling Council
has put out questionnaires to about 3,000 proprietors of the 7,000 in
this country, and out of the 3,000, from 900 to 1,000 have been returned
within 10 days, and the'lowest estimate of the further decrease in
business is 20 percent and the highest is 50 percent, if this tax is put
into effect.

A further questionnaire sent out by theAAie4can.Bowling Congress
brings the answer from Milwaukee that 50 percent of'the establish-
ments will have to close up.

If we take into consideration the fact of the difficulty encountered
by proprietors in obtaining pin boya today, and the axiom tat there
cannot be a bowling game unless there is a manh in the front knocking
the pins down and a man at tho back tirodwing them back, and if we
take into consideration the higher wages that thesee pin boys are able
to obtain in other employment, a conservative estimate is that at least
20 percent, of the establishments are well ontheirway to closing up
now.

The third is, even if the pin b6ys were obtainable, with the increase
in bowling fee of 20 percent, which means 6o ents on top of ever
quarter spent, the fact that the children who have no incomes of their
own and the great numbers of soldiers and sailors who are now bowling
and who because of the substantial increase in cost would not have
the money to pay for bowling, would not be abletootinue.

I do not have any other remarks except that this bill as it stands in
it recent shape, and speaking specifically of t e 2Mprcent proposal)
0o lJowling, is going to b known as the triple U bilby the wlers,
for the reason it is unwise, unfair, and unobtainable , '

The COuiRAN , Your remarks will be read in the record by the
tull committee, The Semat Is haviYi#ji rtain votes over there and
he,$enao have hd'toleave.. . -• Mr. Sh er . ,-a , .. ,

*OrRXN! OV GIMEWOO) BRE II~, AA)i ikbl$p AA

Th IiARi.Mi 8I66aid, t iojrei Othe 4her 'm nb of th
committee are not here to hear your remarks.

Mi. SHuRRARD. Do you want me to wait?

* j
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The CuAifmAN. No, we will have to go ahead; we have certain
other witnesses. Your statement will go into the record and the
Senators will read itbefore they begin to pass ono these particular
provisions of the bill, You may proeed.

Mr. SHzitRAi. Senator George and members of the committee,
my name is Glenwood J. Sierra rd. I am owner and managing direc-
tor of the Parker House, and three other Boston hotels.

I am also president of the American Hotel Association, which com-
prises 5,500 of the leading hotels in America, some large, some small,
some in big. cities some in small towns. Our membership covers 80
percent of all the hotel rooms in the country..

Some hotels are residential catering to permanent guests who make
the hotel their homes. Others are resort hotels, which are used

Smarily onlypart of the year, winter or summer as recreation hotels.
he largest group are the t ring to the traveler--

right now being used by y and Navy el as permanent
quarters and while eave or in transit to ano post, and the
war worker executi raveling and hold* meetings the further'
ance of thewar ort.. All of thesd rent kinds otels are
represented in membershi

Hotels, wb er large ,wb her t ent, resid tial, orresort. are p 'aard in i- busi) of n u g, a osayallied with. a is e bi

The hote of America AV ems g an outs ding
contribution to the war effort up y ac jes r house and
feeding of 'itary en Go ent o and ar-plan ex-
pediters. the e war mil
Business a hunted t one it ha
to 34.4 pe nt of t total men, incidentall are
givena r cednn ry Add Amd yb call the
'friend an elative sa othe sweet t
who visit wi men in e servce, you il ee' edi tho
additional in ase due to milit c . 'i

Hotels hay been active local co r ities-
supplyin ub pace for .W 01 Serried

ub_ another r related activi I They are coo ting with
bond, salvage, nd other drives. They havep th

0. P. A. in the ht 't black markets, ; uch'to
operate with the ove its food tion program .it
fact, high military, naval, an o cials have voluntarily
and frequently testified to the cooperation of hotels in the war effort.

IHotel business, whether large or small, follows the up and downs of
g general business. This chart-based on corporation figures from the.

united States Treasury Department, shows clearly that the trend line
of total profit--using.1929 as a base-parallels the trend line of profits
all corporations, but -with, this difference; since 1934 hotel profits
halve, been consistentlybelow. other oorpomtions.-

*Current ncones fir.hotels, a3 fora other corporations, aie-up-.
directly due'to the heay ,wartime business. ' .
. But 41ong, with.this increase lncomb has come an increased wear* ind

ibuiing thepasat years, manufapturers'have . .fo,0Ad to work
plants. and equipment harder and longer than good oactime porgtice
dictated. To keep up scheduled production, shut-downt, for repair.
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and:maintetiance have been postponed. As a result,, machinery is
wearng out at a too rapid pace.

With the end of the war, these manufacturers will reconvert. The
worn-out machinery will be junked because thesoplants will no longer
be making wartime goods, and the cost of this peacetime reconversion
will be properly changed against wartime profits.

Hotels too, have been forced by wartime demands to work their
slants'and equipment harder and longer than good peacetime prdeticedictates.

To keep rooms and service available, their shut-downs for repairs
and maintenance have been postponed. Hotel equipment is wearing
out at a too rapid pace.

But, with the end of the war, hotels will not reconvert because
they will still be in the hotel business, and still manufacturing and
selling the same producta-rooms and food.

Their only reconversion will be the bringing back of their properties
to at least pro-war standards-of making up for the maintenance
they have been forced to defer.
* . Today, hotels are crowded as never before in their history, and the
equipment in all departments is being used up at a rapid rate.

Mr. Randolph E. Paul, general counsel for the. Treasury, in a
statement before the Committee on Ways and Means, spoke of the
'two kinds of maintenance outlays--those which do not appreciably
increase as output expands, which he terms "fixed" maintenance-
and those which are more or less directly related to output which are
termed "variable" maintenance. Examples of the fixed type, he
says, are "particularly well illustrated by the hotel industry whose
maintenance varies little with output."
I Now it is true that some things in a hotel do not wear out faster
with increased use. Paint on a ceiling doesn't depreciate twice as
fast when a hundred people look at it as when fifty do-although
paint on a hotel bedroom wall does wear out quite a lot faster when
the rooms are used more constantly, because the paint has to be
washed more often to clean off the spots caused by people with greasy
hair leaping back in their chairs, marks made where luggage bumps
against the wall, and so on. Draperies in a dining room do not wear
out faster when viewed by twice as many people--although curtains
in bedrooms wear out much faster when the rooms are used more
frequently, for they must be washed constantly, not only because
they are handled by the ests, but also because the very heating of
the rooms spreads a thin film of dust.

It is obvious though, that many items have a direct ratio of wear
and tear with the degree of use.

When rooms are i made up" twice as often, then towels and sheets
are washed twice as often, and wear out twice as fast; twice as much
soap is used; the hotel's power plants work much longer to provide
more power; when a faucet is turned on and off twice as often it wears
out twice as fast; and when twice as many people walk across a lobby
carpet, it will obviously wear out twice as fast.

These a'e only a few of many items I could name. There are hun-
dreds of not so obvious small items which, with increased use, wear
Out much faster, The felt'stripe on our revolving doors is a good
example. .
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Experienced hotel accountants like Horwath & Ilorwath, and Harris
KerrForster, confirm our knowledge that there is a dofiniteprcentage
ratio that applies between room sales and wear and tear. int th light
of today's heavy occupancy, hotels should be spending infinitely more
than they spent last year. Many hotels have spent as much money,
in dollars, during 1943 as they (lid during a similar period in 1942,
although practically no hotels are spending the same amount percent-
agewiso in relation to room sales. Furthermore, the same number of
dollars in 1943 won't buy nearly as much in either service or matel;dls.

To illustrate: Plumbing supplies are up 20 percent in cost, carpets
have increased a dollar a yard and more, a rise of more than 45 per-
cent. Kitchen equipment is up 20 to 25 percent, while inferior grade
china, known as Victoy modei china, is up 20 percent.. Upholstery
fabrics have increased 75 cents a yard, a rise of 50 percent and more,
while the cost of painting has risen more than 50 percent. In the
Parker House in Boston we used to paint, our rooms at an average
cost of $30 per room but at present, with outside cont.-actors doing
the work, the cost is averaging $48 per room.

When the time comes again in which hotels should be able to spend
normally, they will have to spend for the then current maintenance,
and in addition will have to spend increased amounts to make up
wlint has been left undone.

These repairs will have to be made sometime.
IPost-war? When the present war boom is over, the hotel business

will decrease just as fast as general business. If general business
drops way off, hotels will again be in a position, as they were in 1032,
of not enough business, not enough income, not enough money to
pay for maintenance--in many cases, not enough even to pay taxes.

Since hotels are doing war work, why not allow hotels to set up in
their operating expense accounts, an amount equal to such mainte-
nance expenditures currently appropriate as they find feasible to defer
until the end of the war?

Our proposal is first to calculate the percentage of room income
expended for repairs, replacements, and maintenance in a normal year
suc)i as 1930-39; second, to apply the same percentage to gross room
revenue of a current war year; and, third, to take the difference be-
tween this figure and the amount actually expended. This difference
represents the sum that should have been expended for normal
maintenance, repairs, and replacements, but was not. This sum
should constitute the deductible allowance to be invested in non.
interest-bearing Government securities deposited in Federal Reserve
banks, or other Government depositories, and deductible from
taxable income.

With the granting of such deduction for tax purposes it should be
provided that the aggregate reserve so created must be spent within a
limited post-war period and shall be expended only in addition to the
normal repairs and replacements of those years. If the expenditures
have not been made within the stipulated post-war period, such reserve
shall become taxable at the rate effective in the year the reserve was
created.

These reserves create post-war assurance of employment and
purchases of repair materials, at a time when this type of encourage-

93,31M-44-9
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meant will be essential, and when we will not have the critical shortage
of manpower and materials that we have today. What could be
fairer?

Expenditures now, for replacements, repairs, and maintenance, use
vitally needed men and materials. Present tax laws tend to en-
courage such expenditures up to the limit-when actually they should
be discouraging these expenditures because they add to the inflationary
stream.

To summarize: Our plan would benefit the Nation, in conserving
manpower and materials, and reducing inflation; it would benefit
hotels by permitting them to postpone, but not forego, the mainte-
nanc expenditures that must be made; it would benefit the Govern-
ment by giving it the immediate use of 100 cents on the dollar, instead
of the taxable sum that might represent from 90 cents downward;
and it would guarantee a sizable sum for post-war hiring of labor, and
purchases of materials. A reservoir of cash, in the hands of private
business, for post-war rehabilitation of business properties, would also
substantially reduce the need for post-war public works, financed by
tax dollars.

Senator WALSH. Have you prepared an amendment to submit to
the committee?

Mr. SHERRARD. No, sir.
Senator WALSH. You have just made your observations so that it

may be prepared by the committee?
Mr. SHERRARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are many of the hotel companies in the country

in the excess-profits bracket, or do most of them fall in the normal
bracket?

Mr. SHERRARD. That would be very difficult to answer. A great
many of the hotels went-through the wringer in 1932, which makes
their base very low.

The CHAIRMAN. You would not be able to answer whether any
large number of them are in the excess-profits bracket?

Mr. SHERRARD. I think quite a few are, due to the fact they have
such a low base.

The CHAiRmAN. They would have some recourse, but it would not
be what you are asking for?

Mr. SHERHARD. No, sir; I do not think it would be helpful. They
would need that cash for operating cash. Of course, when a hotel
property starts going down, nobody wants to stay at it.

The CHAIRMAN. I notice your chart shows the hotel earnings are
running under general business through 1840; does that same trend
continued?

Mr. SHtERRARD. The trend has always been that way; we have
always been behind general business in earnings.

Senator WALSH. I think that is a surprising thing and the general
public has a different idea. How long have you been president of the
hbtel association, Mr. Sherrard?

Mr. SHERRARD. Since October.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your appearance and your

statement willbe read, and this same subject no doubt will be covered
before the committee during the week.

We thank you very much.
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Mr. SHERRARD. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Andrews. Senator Butler asked if Mr.

Andrews might be heard at this time.
Senator WALSH. Senator Butler is absent.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, he has been called to the Senate to vote.

STATEMENT OF FRANK L. ANDREWS, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
HOTEL 'ASSOCIATION

Mr. ANDREWS. My name is Frank L. Andrews. I am president of
the Hotel New Yorker Corporation of New York City and a director
of the American Hotel Association.

I thought. it might be advisable to give you a specific illustration
of what deferred maintenance means. I would lke to cite in the
case of the New Yorker, that in our light, heat, and power plant, in
which we manufacture our own power and light, we have 4 Skinner
engines with a capacity of 2,200 kilowatt-hours, and 2 Diesels with a
capacity of 850 kilowatt-hours. Under normal procedure we are able
to shut down those engines and overhaul them and put in new pistons
and rings and do a general overhauling job. Due to the fact our
hotel, as hotels are generally, is very busy, we are unable to do that
work and therefore our equipment is depreciating rapidly. There
will come a time, post-war, when we will be put to a very extraordinary
expense to bring this property back to normal condition. The same
thing could be illustrated by the elevators. WVe operate some 30
high-speed elevators. Prior to the war we maintained our own
maintenance crew consisting of some 10 elevator mechanics and
electricians. We had 3 watches, and during the slow parts of the
day, they were constantly repairing and putting those elevators into
condition.

During the shortage of manpower we were unable to retain those
electricians, so we now have a maintenance contract with tle Otis
Elevator Co., which is purely a matter of service to insure safe opera-
tion of the cars and any ordinary defect is corrected or repaired, but
the elevators themselves are not being kept in the condition that
they should be. So, again, the same thing applies; we will be faced
with a very large expense, post-war, to put thc.so elevators back in
condition. I could illustrate deferred maintenance by citing pipe,
electric wiring; and a number of different things, but it is too much
detail to bother you with; but the principle involved, I would like
topresent.

You asked Mr. Sherrard about the hotels being in the excess-profits
bracket. I would say quite a few are today. But from 1929 until
1940--I would like to correct that-from 1929 to about 1935 or 1936,
hotels were in very bad financial position; many of them went through
reorganization and most of them were in some form of bankruptcy.
In other words, when they came into this present era of business,
they came without reserves, many of them having back taxes to
build up, and so forth. So hotels had no surpluses of reserves to
carry over through a period of depression, and by the same token,
ncw that they are making money, no matter what bracket they are in
they. will have to pay out in taxes a large part of their earnings and
they will again go back into normal or subnormal business, post-war,
without reserves.
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.So it is very important that some consideration be given to a
deferred maintenailce plan.

The CHAIRMAN. You have the general problem of shortage of
manpower and also the problem of obtaining now machines?

Mr. ANDREWS. We cannot obtain new machines and our manpower
is depleted to a large extent. What we have are really unemploy-
ables so far as defense or military plants are concerned.

Senator WA1stf. Are you allowed any depreciation?
Mr. ANDREWS. We charge depreciation ace-rding to the schedules

which have been approved by the Treasury, a regular charge.
I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(The following letter was submitted for the record:)

NATIOAb APArIBRIUE OwNEas ARSOCIATION, INC.,
W$asington, D. C., Decenbcr 1, 9$3.

Tna MaNrsEas or THE FtUANcE Comumiric
United States Scnale, W'ashington, D. C.

Gentlemen: This association, representing local associations of owners of rental
housing properties throughout the country, request that you write into the
Internal Revenue Act for the next fiscal year a provision by which the owners of
buildings and equipment used for space-rental purposes may set up as a deductible
item for income-tax purposes a reserve for repairs and maintenance which must
now be deferred because of wartime conditions.

There are several reasons for our request at this time which may be stated as
follows:

I. Because of the need for maximum use of housing accommodations In crowded
war-industry areas and due to the shortage of many vital materials and skilled
labor, it has become either impossible or Inadvisable to perform some of the usual
maintenance work to keep rental properties In normal condition. It is necessary
to defer until after the war a large portion of usual maintenance expenditures.

2. In many cases in which property owners are able to obtain materials and labor
they are doing maintenance work that could be deferred advantageously until
after the war. This is being done to avoid paying out in income taxes funds which
normally would be used for maintenance purposes. Such competition for labor.
and materials, to the extent that it Is unnecessary, Is contrary to the best Interests
of the war effort and should be discouraged.

3. To the extent that current repair and maintenance items which Involve
skilled work can be deferred until after the war, a backlog will be created for post-
war reemployment and a market will be created for materials now made strategic
for war requirements. The best Interest of the country will be served by any
encouragement which can now be given to such a policy.

4. Setting up of reserves for deferred maintenance can be effected in such
manner as to avoid any loss of revenue to the Government. Reserves created at
this time merely will permit charging against present Income the proper proportion
of costs which otherwise must be charged In disproportionate amounts against
post-war income.

5. The need for such a policy Is immediate. Further delay will cause irre-
trievable losses to those owners who will adopt such a procedure.

In considering this proposal we suggest that you may wish to avoid many
complicating factors which apply to the subject as It relates to industry in general.
On the other hand, the creation of these reserves and their supervision by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, can be accomplished readily when related only t4
buildings used for space rental, To the extent that it may be desirable to experi-
ment with such a policy, its inclusion in the forthcoming revenue act may serve
as a guide to determine whether it is practicable to apply similar policy to Industry
generaly.

We suggest as a possible plan to effectuate this program the following.
1. Mak the provision of such reserve entirely voluntary on the part of the

taxpayer.
2. Require that the taxpayer report, annual gross Income, average annual

maintenance expenses, and the ratio of such expenses to such income for a base
period such as 1936-39 or a shorter or later period. o
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3. Apply the resultant average ratio of such expenses to Income to the gros
Income for the current tax year to determine the amount of normal maintenance
for the current period. ,

4. Deduct the amount actually spent for repair and maintenance items during
the current tax year from the normal amount, and set up the remainder In a
reserve which will be deductible for income-tax purposes.

5. Require that the amount of this reserve be Invested in a nonnegotiable
Government security which will be redeemable at any time after the end of the
war.

0. Require that the reserve so created be used for maintenance purposes
within a stated period (such as 2 years) after the end of the war. Any reserve so
created and not used within the required time to be subject to tax at rates in
effect for the tax year during which it was created.

While objections to this proposal may be raised on grounds of technical details
in administration, creation of such reserves within the limitations here suggested
could result, at best, only in deferment of tax payments at this time which, under
normal conditions, would not be receivable by the Government in any event.
Any temporary abuses which might arise could not be maintained beyond the
post-war period when the reserve must be closed otut. Therefore, the Govern-
ment could not lose-but only temporarily defer-money otherwise receivable.

We aik your inclusion of this proposal in the revenue act now before you (or
consideration.

Respectfully submitted. Et~os~vs P. CoN'sED,
Excutire Vice ftecideni.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. IRWIN, ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN
FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND

Mr. IRwIN. I would like to call your attention to section 111,
page 27. The last reduction in exemptions has now brought the
income tax down to where it reaches a good many blind people who
were not concerned about income tax in the past because their in-
comes were very law.

Blind people are glad and proud to pay theirshareof the expense of
running the Government, but they feel that the way the income-tax
law. operates works something of an inequity on them becausirit does
not take into account the special expenses of blind people. By that
I mean blind people have to pay more than seeing people in the same
ecpnomic status, to get along. They usually have to live in a house
where they can get to their work in safety, which means near their
work, and this frequently means an increase in rent. If the house-
keeper is blind, she must do a good deal of her buying over the tele-
phone, and this presupposes telephone charges andalso buying from
higher-priced stores which deliver.

Blind people also have to pay to have their mail and other matter
read to them, and any blind person who can afford it indulges in at
least a part-time secretary. If he is fortunate enough to have a car,
he has to pay someone to drive it. If he has a lawn in front of his
house, he has to pay someone to mow it, whereas his neighbor with a
similar income mows his own lawn on Saturday afternoon. Also, the
blind person must have a higher operating cost oil furnace rather than
coal because the coal furnace is impractical for most blind people to
operate. He'must hire a good deal more cleaning done than people
in the same economic strata. He must pay for minor repairs which
a seeing man might make around the house.

Senator WALSH. Is the witness in favor of the provisions of the
House bill?

Mr. IRwiN. Yes.
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Senator WALSH. I do not think there is any objection to those, is
there, Senator?

The CHAIRMAN. I know of none except in extending the same relief
to other people wrho may be suffering from disability. That is the
only objection the Treasury has raised.

Mr. IRWIN. The House committee was unanimous on it.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we can assure you if the Senate committee

does not follow the House committee on this particular section it
would be solely because it would be impossible to give the same treat-
ment to other people suffering from disability. After all, we have some
departures in existing law already; we give to the men and women in
the armed services a larger exemption than we do to the ordinary tax-
payer, and that is substantially all this section does for you, it gives
you an additional $500 exemption.

Mr. IRWIN. Yes, sir. It helps to offset some of the other special
expenses.

The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate your appearance here and assure
you that your views will be considered by the committee when we
reach this section in the bill.

Mr. IRWIN. Thank you. I hope you will be able to keep it in the
bill.

The CHAIRMAN. There is one other witness, l fr. Corbett, but, Mr.
Corbett, the officer in charge of the floor forces advises us we must
come over for voting. So you will probably have to wait until in the
morning, and we will try to reach you tomorrow morning at some
hour.

The committee will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 4:45 p. in., the committee recessed until 10 a. m.,

Tuesday, November 30, 1943.)
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1943

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMzrn'rE oN FINANCE

Washington, b. C.
The committee met at i0 a. m., pursuant to adjournment in room

312, Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators George (chairman), Walsh, Clark, Gerry, Guf-
fey, Lucas, Vandenberg, Davis, and Taft.

The CHArRMAN. The committee will please come to order. I think
we carried over one witness from yesterday afternoon, Mr. Corbett.

STATEMENT OF JOHN T. CORBETT, ASSISTANT GRAND CHIEF
ENGINEER AND NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE,
BROTHERHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

Mr. CoRBm'r. My name is John T. Corbett. I hold the offices of as-
sistant grand chief engineer and of national legislative representative
in the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. The headquarters of
the organization is at Cleveland, Ohio. The local office is at 10 Inde-
pendence Avenue SW. Washingon, D. C.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers is the oldest of tMe rail-
road labor organizations, having been organized in 1863, and has been
in continuous existence since that time. lts members are in the employ
of practically all of the railroads in the United States and in Alaska,
the Panama Canal district, and many of the outposts of the Nation.

Shortly after it became organized it found it necessary to organize
an insurance organization for the benefit of its members as the insur-
ahce and accident insurance organizations then in existence consid-
ered those engaged in operating trains as too great risks to provide
insurance for. That insurance has provided benefits amounting to
nearly $200,000,000 to the families of the deceased members of the
orgnization who have passed away.

Over the many years the brotherhood has been in existence it has
generally refrained from making protestss against tax proposals that
appear necessary for the support of the activities of the Government,
and its members are amongst the group found ready to support the
Government in its decisions and activities.

At the present time we believe there is no group of workers who are
contributing more toward the successful prosecution of the war than
are the locomotive engineers for it must be recognized that almost
every car that is moved over the railroads of the United States, Can-
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ada Alaska, the Panama Canal territory, and the many outposts being
used by the armed forces, is moved by a locomotive operated by a loco-
motive engineer.

Because of the adverse effects which we believe certain portions of
the bill now before this committee and the Congress may have on our
organization and its membership, we respectfully request the con-
mittee and the Cong to giv its consideration to the following:

For many years the provisions of section 101 of the Internal Revenue
Code have exempted certain groups and organizations, including fra-
ternal and labor organizations, from the provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code's requirements.

On pages 28 and 29 of the bill now under consideration, 11. R. 3687,
there appears a proposed change from the fornier exemptions of the
Internal Revenue Code and these newly proposed changes would
require that all organizations, except certain religious organizations;
certain educational organizations, certain charitable organizations
and certain organizations which are operated, supervised, or controlled
by or in connection with a. religious organization described in para-
graph (1).

On inquiry, there appears some uncertainty as to just what organiza-
tions paragraph 4, page 29, of the bill is intended to include. It has
been our understanding that both the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A.
might come under the provisions of that paragraph but there is the
reference to a "religious organization" and not to t ie plural "religious
organizations" which have been largely instrumental in the organiza-
tion and support of the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers has given considerable
assistance to the Railroad Y. M. C.A. At many railroad terminals
the brotherhood holds its meetings in the Y. M. CA. buildings.

Again, in many other terminals of the different railroad of the
country the brotherhood holds its meetings in the rooms of some fra-
ternal organization. I personally know of many places in which the
regular meetings of the brotherhood are held in the rooms of the Odd
Fellows organization. The local lodge of the brotherhood meets in
the Masonic organization's building at Eighth and F Streets, NE.

I mention these conditions because, on inquiry as to the reason for
having the proposed changes in section 101 of the Internal Revenue
Code inserted in this bill, I have been informed that there are certain
organizations which own buildings and charge rentals and they have
not been required to make income tax reports. There has been the
further report that the proposed changes ate or were presented as
"jokers" against labor organizations.

Regardless of the real reason for the proposed changes we know that
the present provisions of section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code
exempt certain organizations from the requirements of the code and
that the present bill endeavors to differentiate between the organiza-
tions which have been exempted and demand that a certain number of
the exempted organizations shall be required to file annual returns to
the Internal Revenue Department of the Treasury Depaitment.-

During' yesterday's hearing before the committee we heard thp.
counsel of -the Treasury Department state that he had no comment on
the proposal as he had not been made acquainted with the proposed
changes and had not been consulted on those changes.
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It would appear that the proposed changes have not been made as a
result of the requests of the TreasuryDepartment.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers has nearly a thousand
local lodges, referred to as "divisions" of the organization. The of-
fices in those local divisions are filled by members of the organizations
in active service as locomotive engineers on the different railroads of
the Nation. There are no salaried officers amongst any of the local
offices, except that there are some few places at which some member
who has been incapacitated may be given a small weekly or monthly
allowance for collecting the insurance payments of the members and
attending to such other duties as the accommodation of the members
may requim

On many of the larger railroads the different divisions arrange for
the employment of one member who is referred to as the "general
chairman' and whose services include making efforts to adjust con-
troversies between the management of the railroad and the members
of the brotherhood. He is the only salaried employee of that group
and is elected 'for a 3-year period at the one meeting of the group
which may be held every 3 years.

It has been found difficult to have the members of the brotherhood
who are actively engaged in operating locomotives accept the local
offices of the organization under present conditions. To secure the
services of the members to fill offices under conditions which would
req re Federal reports made under penalty of perjury would appear
tobe impossible.

We believe that the proposal to demand that all of the locals of
the many organizations which have been exempted under the pro-
visions of section 101, Internal Revenue Code, shall now be compelled
to file nn annual return, must create unnecessary hardships on the
organization's local officers and those donating their services as officers
of those locals.

We respectfully request that the proposed changes presented'n sec-
tion 112 , as they appear on pages 28 and 29 of the present bill,'be
stricken from the bill and that te present exemptions of section 101
of .the Internal Revenue Code shall be permitted to remain as they
are.

Shortly after the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers was organ-
ized the wives of the members organized a ladies auxiliary of the
brotherhood for the purpose of providing certain assistance to the
widows of the deceased members of the brotherhood who might be in
real need of such assistance. It may be that this auxiliary organiza-
tion might be considered as one of the charitable organizations re-
ferred to in paragraph (3) of page 29 of the bill but we shall request
that the provisions of that paragraph, if the reso of the section is to
be adopted, may be amended so that there may be no question but
what the ladies auxiliaries doing a great beneficial work may all be
exempted.
-Again, on many of the different railroads, and at many of the dif-
ferent terminals of those railroads, the wives of the employees have
formed "Ladies' Clubs" tot the assistance of the families of the rail-
road, employees. In some instances there are small annual dues co-
lected to pay for room rentals -where rummage sales, card parties,
or similar cooperative means of raising funds may be held. As we
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interpret the present proposed changes in bill H. R. 3687, these might
be considered charitable organizations, but we shall hope. that there
may be no question about the matter and, again, while we shall hope
that section 112, as it appears in the bill, may be stricken out of the
bill, there appears the further request that the different ladies' clubs
which have ben organized entirely for the purpose of giving assist-
ance to some unfortunates shall be exempted from the provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code under section 101 of that code.

In section 113 there appear certain provisions for the allotment of
back pay. Such provisions refer to back-pay allowances which may
be received or which may accrue under the provisions of specific acts.

It is requested that these provisions may be extended to include
such back-pay allowances as may be allowed under the provisions of
the Railway lAbor Act.

The provisions of the Railway Labor Act were passed by the Con-
gress and under the provisions of the act there are demands that cer-
tain wage controversies shall be submitted to the consideration of the
National Adjustment Board. It would appear that if the provisions
of the present bill were to be adopted the back pay of railroad em-
ployees would be considered as having been paid during the year it
was allowed and that the back pay of those coming under the acts
referred to in the bill would be assigned to the )ear in which the claims
may have arisen. We respectfully req est that these differences be
changed and that those coming under the provisions of the Railway
Labor Act be brought under the proposed provisions of section 113, as
now before the committee for consideration.

The CHAIMMAN. Mr. Corbett, that is not now the rule?
Mr. Cozmrr. It is not not the provision in the bill.
The CHAmmAN. I thought that was the law though.
Mr. CoPmLrr. Well, you have a specific reference to it. I believe

it is on page 80.
The CHAMAN. You are speaking of the language in this particular

bill?
Mr. CoanrM. Ys.
Senator VANDmmRo. You are simply asking that this bill treat

the Railway Labor Act the same way as it treats the National Labor
Relations Act, the Fair Standards Act, and the War Labor Board?

Mr. Coznrr. That is correct; yes.
Senator VANDF IMMO. I did not think there was any chance for

argument about that,
The CHAIRMAN. I thought that was true.' I did not think this act

omitted the railway employees. That certainly should hardly pro.
voke controversy, as far as I can see. I do not know what the Treas.
ury might suggest on it. I certainly cannot see nny reason
immediately why that should not be done.

Mr. CoRi'rr. I have received requests from officers of the Brother-
hood that the proposed changes as they appear on pages 54 and 55
of the bill may not receive the approval of the committee. Full
information concerning protests on those portions of the bill have
not been received and no exactly worded proposed change has been
given me by the officers over me. Under these conditions it a appears
proper to direct the attention of the committee to the protests and
to respectfully request that there may be the privilege of offering
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the amendment or proposed change when I have received further
information and authority.

Those requests that I have referred to in that last paragraph were
telegrams received at the office within the last 24 hours and do not
contain any specific wording of what changes may be wanted. That
is all I have.

The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, unless there are some
questions.

Mr. Coiirr. Thank you.
Mr. Johnson, the committee will be glad to hear you. Mr. Johnson

is with the Metropolitan Opera Association and wishes to bring to
the committee's attention their particular problem.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD JOHNSON, REPRESENTING THE
METROPOLITAN OPERA ASS OCIATION

Mfr. JonxsoN. As the representative of the Metropolitan Opera
Association I come before you to plead for a reconsideration of the
:admission tax on our tickets. Our secretary and comptroller has
prepared a brief which I am presenting. That brief contains all the
information. The object of my presence here is merely to speak as a
representative of the institution, not as a lawyer, because I am a
singer and have had no experience in pleading or making argument.
However, as a representative of the institution, I would like to lay
before you some of the things that we are doing, that ought to Put
us in a different class than the commercial theater. Our organization
we feel should be classified as an educational institution.

Senator WALSr. How much tax did you pay last year?
Mr. JoiNsox. Something in the neighborh6od of $150,000.
Senator WAxm. Admission tax?
Mr. JonssoN. Admission tax. For years the Metropolitan was

exempt from all tax. It was only recently that the 10 percent was
added. It was difficult for our public, because our tickets are expensive,
and when the tax came and put our tickets up to $7.70 with the tax, we
found our public fell off appreciably, to such a point that we were
compelled to lower the tickets. We now put the tickets back to $5.50,
and the tax puts us more or less in the price range where we were
before, which was to the detriment of the public.

The organization has been doing an extraordinary work in the way
of preparing young people. Our country is full of talent, which has
been lying fallow, and we have started in these recent years through
the radio a search for young talent, giving them the opportunity tole
trained, prepared, and coached in the languages and in the traditions
of the opera.

Senator WArSr. Your patrons have not benefited by the war effort,
apparently, through increased incomes.9r. Jonzssoir. No.

Senator VAlsir. You have had to reduce the price of the tickets.
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; we have had to reduce the price of the tickets.
Senator Gmy. Have you run at a loss?
Mr. JoHNSoz. At a great loss. Our loss last year was over

$20,000.
Senator Tnr. How much?
Mr. JoHnsoN; Over $200,000.
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Senator Tm. Have you evor made a profit in any y9ar I
Mr. JoHN'sON. No. The organization is a nonprofit organization.

If there.were any, it would have to be turned back in. Our problem
a4 the present moment is in new productions. We hav6 no capital on
which to work and we feel we should be classified more or less in the
way of a depository of the classics and traditions. We are t.,e only
sustained theater in the world today, with Europe in the condition it
is. We are dependent on ourselves, and at the present moment South
America is dependent on us. Our artists were there this past summer,
12 or 15 of them in Rio and Buenos Aires, and they took not only the
art but good will with them.. We find the repercussion in those coun-
tries, with the appearance of our artists has teen most friendly.

The organization itself has had, in recent years, some serious set-
backs in that our productions are getting worn out, they are getting
older, and we have no way- of replenishing them., We have tried on
more than one occasion to put up a production what we speak of as
the classic type, which of course, is not commercial, and when it be.

'gins to affect our box oW;ce we must remove it, because we must depend
on the box office for our living.

Governor Dewey last year tried to help us on our taxes on real
estate, but'nothing hs come of that to date.

Senator TArr. Is it not true that in foreign countries operas and
even orchestras are subsidized by the government rather than taxed I

Mr. JOHNSON. That is most usually the case. Buenos Aires, for
instance, has a municipal theater that is supported by the state. Rio
does the same thing. In all the European capital theaters that hap.
pens. I happen to have spent nearly 40 years of my life being a
singer and I[have been in most of the great theaters of Europe aid
South America and know the conditions in regard to them. The gov-
ernment, thestate, and city are behind them financially.

We have depended on our box office to date because, as you well
know ihe Metropolitan started out as a private enterprise, but it
now belongs to the public. It is public support we must have.

It is not just an'opera house or theater, it is really a museum. We
have the obligation to present the classics just as your museums have
the primitives and paintings of the great masters. Yet we are not
able to do so, because we are not commercial, and yet it is exactly in
this form that we would like to have it considered, not in the sense
of a ommercial theater, not as a theater at all, but as an art., to dif-
ferentiate between what is entertainment in music and What is art
in music. I

Naturally it is egotistical and selfish, perhaps, to-plead our particular
case but we feel we are unique in theater fields. In the symphony
fields we have 250 or more orchestras throughout the country, but
there is onlyone opera company, and everything that comes periodi-
cally into the United States stems from us. If it were not for the
United States Metropolitan Opera Association there would be no
opera in San Francisco or Chicago, or the other cities where there is
an opera.

We feel the future is more or less in the hands. If we are penal-
ized with the heavy tax that will ren again our public will fall
off, and we will be forced, as we probably will be anyway, to appeal
again to the public. . -
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Senator VANDN O. You mean the argument you are making does
not apply to symphoniesI

Mr. Jon sox. I feel our position is so unique, to quote Governor
Dewey again,

The Metropolitan Is unique In the life of the Nation-and almost the sole
tratdee of opera in the world.

The day will come, probably, when we will have a different attitude
toward our arts, but music got into the picture 300 years later than
the others, therefore it is designated always as a fine art and music.
We feel it is also an art and should be considered in such terms.

Thi radio has done something-that is quite extraordinary. From
having an audience of 3,000 people in a single theater, we have from
10,000,000 to 15,000000 people who listen to us every Saturday after-
noon: If you couid read some of the letters that come to us, you
would be amazed at what it does for the country at large.

It also has a future in what should be thought of as in the educa-
tional sense.

I would like to make a similar appeal for music as a whole. I would
like to take it away from our own selfish thoughts and put. it in the
whole field of music. So far as the educational program is concerned
we expect in the post-war period, if music could be applied, it would
be, I think, as great a factor as even mathematics, for there is no
greater channel for mental processes than the study of music itself,
in Its development of memory, concentration, its development of the
sense of hearing which makes us good linguists eventually, and in
singing it is teaching people how to speak, it gives people the diction,
inflection, and all the various qualities that come in singing, that
could be utilized in business life, whether they make a profession
of it or not. As a matter of fact, what is wrong with music today
is that there are too many professionals. If it were treated more
in the development of the individual and less in the way of a -areer
it would be more seriously thought of. I

The question of music in schools, I think, will eventually be an
academic one, but I feel confident it will be in the curriculum, and
wh n that day comes we will have a flood of young artists who have
now no outlet' It is for that very reason I plead for the Metropolitan,
in that it is today perhaps the only outlet and goal of all-the singers
who strive for publicity and a career.

In the olden days all the Americans went to Europ~e. I happen to
be one of those who spent 10 years of his life learning singing, the
traditions, and the languages, in the various theaters of the European
capitals. We have today no opportunity to do that, for Europe is
closed to ouir artists They depend absolutely on us and the people of
my generation to give them back the traditions that we have acquired.

We feel we have good reason to be more or less set apart as a unique
institution and to be classified in the sense of an educational rather
than commercial enterprise.

I have a short article here which I would like very much to read
to you, from one of our papers, which puts the thing perhaps a little
more concisely and clearly than I could do it in my own words The
article says:

We rpeat that musie must not be confused, as It may be In the minds of
some, with the various forms of popular entertainment. The mere fNet that
music is theatrical In Its manner of presentation does not make that presenta-
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tion a theatrtcnl performance, Most music lovers go to music as they would
to au exhibition of painting or sculpture; some go as they would to a religious
erile.

On every Go6d Friday our performance attracts people that come
really in a devotional sense. Our Good Friday performance is as
devotional as if we wer6 in a church.

These are only a few of the things we are trying to accomplish. We
have also, thrdugh our gdild, of which Mrs. August Belmont is the
head, been able to give performances for over 10,000 school children
each season for the past 8 years. We have had mnatinees just for school
children at a very minimum cost. The cost price of the performance
reAlly'is put to the children at lower than even the cost and the dif-
ference being paid by the Metropolitan Opera Guild. The perform-
ances in themselves combine orchestra performance, chorists soloists,
and also drama painting,design of costume, and scenery. hes6 are
all combined eforts in arts where everything is represented.

We are hampered today in making experiments because we cannot
afford to invest capital in an enterprise that we are not confident
there will be a suffcient return on, therefore we resort continuously
to our old repertoire, taking out each year a half dozen operas and
replacing them with others, and therefore making a tWrn-over with
the 40 and 50 operas that are there in the storehouse.

We have, as I have already stated, no subsidy whatsoever, and from
time to time we have to make general appeals to the public. We have
had the good fortune to have the foundations come to our aid, founda-
tions such as the Julliard Musical Foundation, Carnegie Corporation
of New York, the Kress Foundation, the Holines Foundation, and
the Frank Phillips Foundation. They all contributed, in the dried
for funds in 1940, and even since then we have had assistance from the
Julliard Musical Foundation the Carnegie Corporation of New York,
the New York Community T1rus. and the James Foundation. These
have all assisted us from time to time with contributions

As I have said, there is no profit involved, and if there were it would
certainly be turned back into the organization for the production of
the newer material which is available.

Now we have great competition, naturally, in the movies and in
the raib itself, and in a city like New York in the theater itself.
Nevertheless, our theater, though it sells consistently well, it can
never have enough income to pay the extraordinary overhead, and
from a business sense, if you will look at thepicture in this way, that
the overhead must be carried for 52 weeks whereas our season has been
in the past only 10, 12. or 16 weeks, and this year in order to satisfy
our unions, because we are a completely unionized theater, we extended
the season for 20 weeks, this will only entail a greater cost because,
it we lose $200,000 in 10 weeks, we are "rtainly going to lose a little
more by adding 4 weeks more. It was in order not to change our con-
tract and give the organization the opportunity to earn a little more
money, that the board agreed to take a chance in adding 4 more weeks
to the season. These 4 weeks will help us in the sense that it carries
our season over to the Easter period, which is so important as I
stated before,- for the production of our Good Friday performance.

We have had in the past a spring tour which has been helpful to
us, which has helped us earn some money and has kept our organization
employed for another 4, 5, or 6 weeks. Unfortunately, in these recent
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yearswith the war and the transportation condition as it is, we have
not b en able to make our trips as usual to the South, where we have
always gone for a great many years. We appeared in Atlanta, Rich-
mond, and Dallas, but these have been eliminated because of trans-
portation difficulties. We still hope this year we will be able to ar-
range to come as far as Baltimore, perhaps Boston and Cleveland,
where We have been a good many years and, where we have had a very,
enthusiastic and very large public, and probably we are even going to
add Chicago. Even in the event our overhead figures will be consider-
able; anl we have little hope of them being otherwise, we will try to
make 'those tours. Our great fear is we will lose again through the
additional money that the public will have to pay, that we will lose this
audience that we have worked so strenuously to build up.

Through love for music we have educated the people. We see it
in the younger generations as they come up. After all, as I say,
education in cultural things is very importsiht, and I think it will
be more so in the future, and this group who are coming out of the
schools today, by means of the mechanical'devices, records and radio,
are much better informed than were the people in my generation.
They are getting it on a silver platter, where those in my time had
to get it the hard way. No income was coming to me as a young man
from radio or from films. The artists we produce are going out with'
the prestige of the Metropolitan and are therefore having a beer
market value, and I think in that case many of them earn sufficient
money so that they have been, if I may say modestly, good taxpayers.
The opera singers as a whole earn a great deal of money, but they
do not earn it at the Metropolitan. That is a sad condition, but it
happens to be the truth.

So we ask your consideration for the Metropolitan, not as a com-
mercial theater but as an education institution that has striven and
is striving to hold the torch and to pass it on eventually so our success
is undiminished.

The CnASitmAN. Thank you for your prese.: ition.
Mr. JoHNsom. Thank you sir, for listenifigto me.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Johnson is as follows:)

i1iF Ox BEIIALr. OF MSTho&oUTAN OPiA ASsOtATiOl, Tia., ix SUiPPOST or
RrquaT re% ExMn0uo Fsos] FwEKLL Amsosstoaa TAx

Metropolitan Opera Association, Inc., Is a. nonprofit membership corporation
Incorporated under the membership corporations law of the State of New York
with the consent of the Commissioner of Education of the State of New York
and Is tionducted for the purpose of sustaining, encouraging, and promoting
operatic art.

It has no power to Issue stock nor to pay any dividends; and it has never done
so. No part of its earnings, income, or funds inures to the benefit of any person
whatsoever, excepting that Metropolitan pays reasonable compensation for serv-
ices rendered and for materials furnished to it In effecting its purposes. None
of the members or directors of Metropolitan recelvos any remuneration for his
services.

It presents operatic performances at the Metropolitan Opera House In New
York City and also in other cities and towns in the United States, including
Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Clev,Iand, Chicago, Dallas, New Orleans, Bir-
mingham, Atlanta, Richmond, and Rochester.

During its operatic season, Metropolitan also presents at the Metropolitan
Opera House on Sunday evening operatic concerts, including scenes and ballets
from various operas and operatic solos.
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,.The operas pesented at the Metropolltan Oper House on Saturday'afternoons
are broadcast by radio over the Blue Network throughout the United states and
in Caada, and by short wave to South' Amerka. By this means the Saturday
afternoon operas are .brought by radio Into the homes of 12,000,000 listeners
weekly.

The Metropolitan conducts at the Metropolitan Opera House a ballet school
where instruction is given in operatic ballet dancing, and also a school for oper.
atie ehomi singing. Students fTom these schools, when sufficiently qualified, are
employed to perform in the chorus and ballet In Metropolitan operas.

Many singers, hitherto unrecognized and Inexperienced in the field of opera,
have been disovered by means of pulic auditions. Each yeat a series of com-
petitlve auditions, known as Metropolitan Auditlonsof the Air, is broadcast over
the radio on 8undays under-the auspices of Metropolitan. At the end of each
series of the*i auditions a certain number (usually four each jear) of the com-
petIng artists is selected by a committee of eminently qualified judges, of which
Mr. Efward Johnson, general manager of Metropolitan, is chairman. The
artists thus selected are awarded with regular contracts to perform In operas at
the Metropolitan Opera House. Metropolitan then gives these artists Individual
coaching, and Instruction In operatic parts.

In this way many young ind unknown singers, whose talents might otherwise
remain unrecognized, are discovered and developed and the operatic art fostered.

These auditions also bring the educational values and benefits of the opera to
millions of persons In their homes over the radio.

The Metropolitan roster now includes 24 artists who were originally selected
by these Metropolitan Auditions of the Air.

In furtherance of its program of education and development of.the operatic
art, Metropolitan also gives special performances of opera to which school children
and their teachers only are admitted for a nominal admission; students of music
are admitted to rehearsals without charge; and thousands of complimentary
tickets are distributed annually to students and members of the armed forces.

The Metropolitan Opera House In New York City was purchased by Metropolitan
Opera Association, inc., In 1940 out of a fund of over $1,000,000 raised, on appeal
by Metropolitan to the public. from voluntary contributions from over 165,000
individuals from every State in this country and from foreign countries, and also
from 14 musical and educational foundations, 64 school groups, and over 800
groups chlefl , local music clubs In various communities throughout the United
States and Canada.

In connection with that appeal, United States Commissioner of Education
John W. Studebaker stated publicly:

"The opera-at one time looked upon as a strange form of entertainment im-
ported from abroad for the special enjoyment of those who could afford It-s
fast becoming one of our .most democratic institutions. Through the miracle of
radio, the grandeur of operatic music is now brought Into a million homes each
seek. Its cultural and educational effect on an estimated 4,000,000 listeners Is
immeasurable. Added to the thrill of listening to voices and music is the human
reaction to the emotions, actions, and characters of drama as expressed in music.
Next to food, clothing, and shelter, music Is said to be the fourth great material
want of our natures. As such, the Metropolitan Opera deserves the support of
every music lover in preserving the opera for the people."

Since the time of Commissioner Studebaker's statement, the number of radio
listeners has increased from 4.000,000 to 12,(00,000. ,

Governor Dewey has said recently, "The Mttropolitan Is unique in the* life of
the Nation * 0 * and almost sole trustee of opera In the world."

Just as our art museuns preserve and display the primitives and other great
classics of painting, so the Metropolitan preserves the traditions of opera and
presents the historic landmarks of operatic art for all to see and hear. Both
types of Institution have a public following, both lead the public to appreciate
tomorrow what it may not today. These Institutions differ only In this:'the
one admits the public free, the other (having no endowment) charges an admIs-
saon. To tax uch admissions is a tax on education.

The underlying function of the Metropolitan is to educate both listeners and
performer--to Instill in the people a true love of opera, to train and develop
opera singers. Music departments in universities and colleges have courses in
opera. Musie schools and private studios prepare singers. But all such work is
preliminary. Only in the opera house Itself, where the performances are prepared
and presented, can the traditions of opera be maintained and developed. The
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Metropolitan Is In this respect unique. Taxation of admissions by which alone
the Metropolitan can exist is tantamount to taxation of tuition fees.

In our American cultural life we respect our universities and their special
schools of architecture, of art. They recognize opera as a sister art. Is not
the art of Metropolitan Opera presentation entitled to the same respect as
accorded to architecture? The Metropolitan Is In reality America's National
University of Opera. The differehee between it and other special schools lies in
the nature of the training: the one best way to prepare people for the operatic
stage Is to put them on It where they may work in conjunction with the famous
veterans of the art. The Metropolitan is the goal of every operatic aspirant
because it is the only place where American operatic artists can get the expe-
rience they need. Until recently It was necessary to go to Furope to get it.
Today the Metropolitarl chooses artists from' public auditionr, conducted on a
Nation-wide basis, and all ambitious singers have confidence that they receive full
consideration without fear or favor no matter where they come from. So far as
is known, there is no parallel to this plan In any other organization.

As a nonprofit educational Institution, Metropolitan Is exempt from Federal
Income tax, Federal social-security tax, Federal capital-stock tax, New York State
franchise tax, unemployment-Insurance tax, New York real-estate tax, and New
York City gross-recelpis tax and occupancy tax. Admissions to performances
of Metropolitan Opera were also exempt from the Federal tax on admissions until
the exemption was repealed in 1941.

Opera Is an art which Is traditionally not self-supporting. In Europe opera not
only enjoys tax exemption, but Is supported by governmental subsidy. We do
not ask for governmental subsidy of opera In this country, but merely that
admissions to the opera, Its fundamental source of revenue, be not taxed.

The Imposition of the 10-percent tax on admissions to Metropolitan Opera In
1941 resulted In a sharp drop In paid attendance. During the period from 1933-
41 when our prices ranged from a minimum of $1 to a top of $7 and the admis-
sions tax was not In effect, the average paid attendance per regular performance
Increased from 2,021 for the season Il'38-3W to 2,045 for the season 1930-40 and
3,206 for season 1940-41. with corresponding Increase in our box-offce revenue.
The following season, 1941-42, with the same scale of prices but with the 10-
percent admissions tax in effect, the average attendance per performance dropped
to 2,94, although that was a period of Increasing national prosperity.

In an endeavor to recoup some of this lost paid attendance, Metropolitan for the
1942-43 season reduced Its entire scale of prices above the $1 minimum and
adopted a new scale ranging from $1 minimum to $550 top, and at the same time
made available a larger number of seats at $1. With the lower scale ofprices
In effect, the average attendance per performance Increased during that season
to 3,138. However, the Increased attendance was not sufficient to offset the reduc-
lion in our price sale and our box-office revenue declined to $89110 for the 1942-
43 season as against $913,410 for the 1941-42 season and $982,Gril for the 1940-41
season. These figures are shown in graphic form in the attached chart.

The foregoing demonstrates the additional burden which has been placed upon
the opera since 1941 as a result of the admissions tax. That tax discouraged
attendance and thus Impaired the function of Metropolitan in promoting the
operatic art. The reduction in our scale of prices aided in the accomplishment of
our purpose in bringing the opera to a greater number of people, but at serious
financial sacrifice.

Metropolitan could ill afford that sacrifice in revenue because, even without
that loss, Metropolitan has been operating at a deficit for many years.

In June 1941 after Metropolitan had paid the cash' portion of the purchase
price of the Opera House and the costs of the much-needed repairs and Im-
provements, it had a cash balance of $633,0J6. By June 1943 that balance was
reduced to $216.116 as the result of operating deficits of $214,373 for the 1941-42
season, and $202,607 for the 142-43 season. The reduction In the argnual op-
erating deficit from $214M3 foe the 1941-42 season to $202,007 for the 1042-43
season, despite the drop of $15,334 in the box-office revenue for the latter season,
was made possible principally because of the fact that artists, management, and
staff alike all accepted salary reductions during the 1942-43 season, as part of
a provoram of rigid economy, In order to help make possible the continuance of
Metropolitan Opera.

Thus we entered our present fiscal year on June 1. 1943, In preparation for the
season 1943-44 with a cash balance of only $

2
16,0--a balance Insufficient f,

guarantee the completion of the 1943-44 season.
93331-44-10
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The toreo "g s"ow that the future of Metropolitan Opera is to jeopardy
and that It Is not self-supporing despite $to efforts to Increase paid attendance
and to reduce operating expenses by salary reductions and other economies. As
we have 4hom, the imposition of the admisalons tax of 1941 resulted in a sharp
decline In paid attendance and a corresponding decline in box-offlce revenue
which has not been offset by the increased paid attendance at our lower scale
of prices. We sincerely believe that it the public in this country is to continue
to enjoy the educational and cultural benefits of the operatic art It is essen.
Ual that nonprofit Institutions, such as Metropolitan, which are devoted to the
encouragement and promotion thereof. should be exempt from the admissions tax.

We respectfully request serious consideration by your committee of an amend-
ment to the tax law to provide that.

"No tax shall be levied under section 1100 of the Internal Revenue Code in
respect of any admissions all of the proceeds of which inure exclusively to the
benefit of any corporation, institution, society, or organization conducted for the
purpose of sustaining, encouraging, and promoting operatic art and educating
the general public therein and owning real property for the acquisition of which
there shall have been used money obtained from voluntary contributions by the
public and which real property shall be maintained for the production of opera
and to otherwise obtain revenue for furthering such purpose, if no part of the
iet earnings of such corporation,' Institution, society, or organization Inures to
the benefit of any private stockholder or Individual."

We further suggest for consideration by your Committee that the amount of
revenue which the Oovernment would sacrifice by such exemption would be
relatively little and comparatively trifling as against the important benefits to
the public resulting from continuance of the operatic art, particularly In times
such as the present, when it is more essential than ever that we In this country.
who are still fortunate enough to have it In our power so to do, continue to
encourage and develop public interest In the arts.

Respectfully submitted.
FAWaRD JOHNSON,

generall Manager, Melropolita,, Opera Aesodation, Itn.
Navzning 80, 1948.
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. The CHAIMi.. Mr. Fletcher.

STATEMENT OF I. V. FLETCHER, VICE PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICAN RAILROADS

* Mr. Fizionra. Mr. Chairman and Senators, my name is R. V.
Fletcher'. I live in Washington. I am a member of the bar and vice
president of the Association of American Railroads.
'Mr. Chairman I am mindful of the demands upon your time and

I will try to condense what I have to say in the smallest possible com-
pass, out of deference to the other interests that will have to be heard
here this week. I have the impression that the committee would like
to conclude its hearings this week, and for that reason I will be just as
brief as I possibly can.
. The House bill, H. R. 38T, now under consideration by this com-

mittee, is estimated by the Ways and Means Committee to increase
Federal revenue by $2,139,300,000. Of this amount through changes
inm the excess-profits tax, corporations will contribute $16,00,000:
'This increased burden comes about by an increase in the rate of taxa-
tion from 90 percent of adjusted excess profits net income to a figure of
06 percent and a decrease in the credit rate when the invested capital
basis of calculation is selected. When the invested capital of a cor-
roration exceeds $200,000,000, as it does in the case of a large number
of railroads, the credit is only 4 percent. In a recent address, Mr.
Emil Schram is reported as saying that a $500,000,000 corporation,
under the proposed law, after paying the 40 percent normal and sur-
tax, would not be allowed to earn more than 2.81 percent.I Most of the railroadsi though not all, are driven to adopt the in-
vested capital base for the calculation of excess-profits tax. This
choice is made necessary by the fact that, generally speaking, the in-
vestment of railroad companies is large and te earnings in the test
period are relatively low. The test period is the 4 years 1936 to 1939,
ihclusive. Taking the class I railroads as a whole, the rate of return
on property investment for 1936 was 1% percent; for 1937, 21 per-
cent; for 1938, 1 percent; and for 1939, 2 percent. This cacula-
tion is made on the basis of net railway operating income, so-called,
before deducting interest on indebtedness or rentals for leased prop-
eKy. Looking at the fire of net income, which is the amount left
Rfter payment of operating expenses, taxes, interest, and rntals, Class
J railroads for 1938 had let $164,630 000; in 1937, $98,000,000; in 1939,
$93 180,000; while in the bad year ol 1938, there was an actual deficit
of $123,400,000. These poor earnings were those of an industry with
a property investment of approximately $26,000,000,000.

SIt canbe readily seen, therefore, that with few exceptions the aver-
age earnings basis cannot be adopted by the railroad industry. Gen-
erily ~se ng, corporations with a large capital investment, and
with relativel, modest earnings are driven to the use of the invested
capital basis, if their property is not to be confiscated entirely. In a
speial sense this is true of public service corporations the rates of
which are determined by public authority, charged as the regulating
authorities are' with theiobligation to see no more money is collected
than represents a fair return upon the value of property devoted to
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public service. In the case of railroads, this rate of return, in the
past 14 years has been abnomally low, ranging from 1.24 percent in
192 to 5% percent in 1942. The last-mentified year, 1042), was a war
year and is-admittedly abnormal. The average rate was only a little
more than 21 percent.

The effect ofthe change proposed by the House will be to impose
a severe penalty on those puelie-service corporations, already bearing
their full share of the tax burdens. In the year 1942, class I railroads
paid about a billion dollars in Federal taxes and about $1,200,000,000
in taxes of all sorts. In this year (f 1948, they are paying more than
$1,000,000,000 in Federal taxes for the first 9 months of the year. It
would seem probable that their Federal tax bill for this year will run
up to somewhere in the neighborhood of one, and. a third billion
dollars.
. The tax bill of the railroads in 1948 is greater than in 1942 because

of the operation of the excess-profits tax, because most of the credits
of the railroads were exhausted in 1942 and ve little is left in the
way of credits for application to the tax bill in 13.

The lowering of the credit rate proposed in the House bill from
5 to 4 percent when corporations are involved having more than
$200,000,000 olf invested capital seems to be wholly illogical and
unjustified. I say this for the reason that the railroad industry is
one with a large volume of borrowed capital, and the average rate of
interest is 4% percent, The fact that the ratio of bonds to stock is
large in no way reflects upon the integrity or good judgment of railroad
management. The fact is that a large part of the railroad mileage
of the country was built with borrowed money, the loans being nego-
tiated when railroad credit was good, and the interest rate relatively
low. By far the greater part of this bonded indebtedness represents
capital actually invested in the business and now represented by prop-
erty used in railroad operation.

The law, however, provides that in determining the amount of
invested, capital for excess-profits-tax purposes, there can be included
only one-half of the amount of borrowed capital. Since the excess-
profits-credits were to be applied to this one-half of borrowed capital,
the law does not rmit corporations to deduct from taxable income
more than one-haf the interest on this debt. I meafi now it does not
permit the deduction of more than half the interest on borrowed
money, when you are considering the excessprofits net income. The
theory is, manifestly, that the credit will wipe opt the interest.

But mark what follows when the credit rate is reduced to a figure
below the current rate of interest, as is done in the present case. The
rate of credit is 4 percent-the average interest on railroad loans is
4% percent so that the credit does not wipe, out the interest. We
have, therefore, the obviously unfair result of a railroad being taxed
upon a portion of its interest, in effect a tax not upon moneys received
but upon sums paid out in expenses, or what is the equivalent of
expenses. This cannot be fair taxation. Probably such a result
was never contemplated.

If it be conceded for* the purpose of the argument that excess
profits of corporations should be taxed heavily, it can hardly be said
with propriety that taxes on necessary and unavoidable expenditures
can be justified on the theory of excess profits. Sums so paid out are
not excess profits-they are not profits at all. Profits, I respectfully
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submit camot be classed as excessive unless they exceed a lair return
upon the investm. t, or, in the case of public-service corporations, a
fair return ppon prperty devoted to public use. Generally speking,
tL- invested capital base authorized in our tax law represents a figure
far below thtal ,value of the property, however that value may
be deterrined..-. .

The railroads of this country made some money in 1942; they will
make a good deal less in 1943, due to a reduction in freight rotes by
the Interstate Commerce Commission and a large increase in taxes,
wages, and the price of materials. In 1942 the railroads, after paying
all expenses, taxes, interest, and rentals, had about 900 million dollars
left in their treasuries. Of this amount, they disbursed only about 200
million dollars in dividends. The other 700 million they used for debt
reduction and to maintaiir reserves for meeting the expense of deferred
maintenance and to absorb, in part, the cost of the rehabilitation which
will be necessary in the post-war era. They reduced their interest-
bearing debt in 1942 by 325 million dollars. They are seeking to con-
tinue that process and at the same time accumulate enough cash to
repair and improve their property, badly worn and debilitated by con-
stant use, coupled with a shortage bf men and materials necessary for
repairs.

It is absolutely esseitial'to the welfare of industry generally that the
country should have a sound, healthy transportation system. Of the
various forms of transport, the railroads are now handling something
like T0 percent of the freight traffic. They have demonstrated, beyond
cavil, their importance in time of war- they are almost equally essen-
tial to a sound peacetime economy. They need cash and they need
credit to meet their obligations now aild those that are to come. Their
place in a fair and wel -planned economy does not call for treatment
which is discriminatory, as this excess-profits-tax plan demonstrably
is. It is discriminatory because it penalizes regulated corporations
with low earnings in the test period, with a large investment consisting
of a large amount bf borrowed capital, moving now a huge volume of
traffic at rates which are the lowest in the world, and lower now than
they have been in 20 years, acquiring, unfortunately, a huge volume of
deferred maintenance, and struggling to build up reserves for the
wholEome purpose of reducing debt and rehabilitating and improving
their property, to the end that in the post-war era they may give better
service at lower rates.

I have laid some emphasis upon the injustice of lowering the rate
of credit from 5 to 4 percent in the case of railroad companies in the
class where invested capital exceeds $200,000,000. The same consid-
erations I have dwelt upon apply with equal force to the reduction
from 6 to percent of the rate of credit of thosq corporations that have
an invested capital of $200,000,000 or less. Many railroads fall in this
category. Many of them pay a rate of interest in excess of 412 percent.
There is no Justification for cutting down the rate below 6 percent.

Nor should the excess-profit rate, I respectfully submit, be raised
from 90 to 95 percent.

Senator WALSH. How much of your money that comes into the
Treasury comes from cutting down the, rate and how much from
increasing the excess-profits tax I

Mr. Fxcm I should think about half and half, Senator. I had
some figures on that but they are rather partial and do not cover all
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the'railroads in the country. I have aii idea that half and half would
be about righti -Although I may be somewhat in error in that, possibly
the reduction of the credit rate, is a little more serious than the increase
in the tax rate.

This increase hits not only railroads using the invested capital basis,
but as well those few carriers that find it to their interest to use the
average earnings nethod. Any'tax rate as high as 95 percent is the
foe of.thrift and economy and puts a premium upon extravagance and
waste. I sincerely believe that an increase in the piesent rate will
clash headlong with the law of diminishing returns.

There seems to be a tendency in certain quarters to establish tax
rates that will be punitive with respect *to large corporations and
tender of the interests of small companies. This philosophy, however,
overlooks the fact that some of the largest corporations simply rep-
resent the combined savings of a large number of investors, each
modest in amount, owned by people of moderate means, many depend.
ent for their living upon these small investments. The railroads of

*the country have a million stockholders. The average stock holding
is small. Should these small investors be punished because they saw
'proper to invest in, the stock of a corporation the aggregate of which
is large, rather than in a corporation where the. total. investment
small IIt does not seem fair or reasonable. A corporation after a
is no, more than an aggregation of shareholders and their welfare
should not be ignored. You cannot predicate tax policies on size alone.
The test must be earnings in comparison with investment.

That is all I wanted to say upon this question, the excess-profits tax,
and the other subjects that I shall discuss, Mv'. Chairman, are sugges-
tions for changes in the present law. I suppose there is .no impro-
priety in my mentioning them. 6

These suggestions that should like to make now and which I should
like to submit to the committee, have to do with questions of great inter-
est and importance to the railroad industry, but which are not men-
tioned in the House bill nor covered by the report of the Ways and
Means Committee.

The first of these is the matter of capital losses. When I had the
privilege of making a statement to this committee on August 5, 1942
when: the Revenue Act of 1942 was under consideration, I made a brie1
statement on this subject, laying some emphasis upon losses resulting
from abandonment of branc lines. In the light of a year's further
experience and consideration, I should like to elaborate the proposi-
tion from a somewhat different point of view.,

In recent years, Congress has enacted legislation that prohibits the
deduction from taxable income of capital losses, except to the extent
of capital gains. Since in recent years there are practically no off-
setting capital gains, this legislation has prevented railroads and other
industries, as well, from securing any tax relief where there have been
sales or exchanges of capital assets resulting in loss. I should like
to approach the subject 'by asking your consideration of the provi-
sions of section 117 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue.Code.
'That section undertakes to define capital assets, losses in connection

with which cannot be deducted. However, the statute excludes from
the definition of capital assets certain classes of property ordinarily
included in the category" of capital assets. This means that losses on
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the excepted classes of property can be deducted in arriving at tax.
ablo income. The property thus excepted Is defined as "stock in trade
of the taxpayer oi Other property of a kind which would properly
be included in the inventory of the taxpayer if on hand at the close
of the taxable year or property held by the taxpayer primarily for
Wsle to customers in the ordinary course of his trade or business"-and
now comes the significant language-"or property used in the trade or
business of character which is subject to the allowance for deprecia-
tion provided in section 23 (1), etc.

It will be seen that this provision allows deductions for losses where
depreciable property is owned directly by a corporation, but does not
permit deductions where property is owned through the medium of
capital stock. That is to say, ila railroad abandons a branch line
title to which is in the taxpayer, the loss may be deducted. However,
if the property abandoned is owned by a subsidiary, as in many States
it must be under State law, and the effect of the abandonment is to
render valueless the capital stock of the subsidiary line owned by the
principal taxpayer, the loss resulting from the wiping out of the
capital stock cannot be deducted. This result, I submit, is indeed
to ignore the substance and give controlling effect to the form. But
I would not hkve the committee gain the impression that this matter
is of importance only in the case of abandonments. The proposition
I am attempting to discuss goes much further.

All over this country, we find railroads which have made substan-
tial investments in the stocks or other securities of other railroads.
Those investments have been made with the approval of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, pursuant to a public policy adopted by
Congress. I refer here to those provisions of the Transportation Act
of 1920 having to do with railroad acquisitions and consolidations.
Without going into great detail as to the provisions of that important
act, it is sufficient to say that the Interstate Commerce Commission
was directed to encourage consolidations and provisions were v ritten
into the law which would allow railroads to acquire, with the consent
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, control over other railroads
by the acquisition of capital stock and by processes involving technical
consolidations and mergers. As a practical matter, the law was so
written and so administered as to make it much easier for a railroad to
secure control of another by the purchase of capital stock, thereby
maintaining the corporate identity of the railroad so acquired, but
bringing about control and common operation in the manner favored
in the Transportation Act of 1920.

In the decade of the twenties, there was much activity along this
line. The railroads realized that it was the declared policy of Coni-
gress to consolidate railroads into a comparatively small number of
systems and that the most convenient way to bring this about was to
acquire'the capital stock, always with the approval of the Interstate
Commerce Commission. As time passed, however, the urge toward
consolidation was sensibly diminished, by reason of a change in publio
thinking on the matter, so that by the time 1933 rolled around, the
tendency toward consolidations had largely abated. In that year,
the so-called recapture clause of the Interstate Commerce Act
was repealed. Later on, in 1940, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission was relieved of the obligation to group the railroads of the
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country into a limited number of systems and-the law was revised so
as to encourage voluntary consolidations, rather than to bring those
about through pressure from the Interstate Commerce Commission.
However' during the time when the 120 act was in effect, many rail-
roads ha acquired securities of other railroads, the investment being
made in good faith, for a substantial consideration and in accordance

f with what was believed to be sound policy. The effect of the law as
it stands now is to prohibit the taking of losses where these securities
are sold or exchanged, although losses would be permitted if the sale
or exchange was of actual physical property owned directly by the
taxpayer. We submit that there is no sound reason for the distinction
which rests upon a legal fiction, rather than upon any substantial
reality.

In the case of other somewhat similar transactions, Congress has
recognized the right to relief. Reference may be made here to de-
ductions accorded banks and trust companies for losses sustained on
the sale or exchange of bonds, debentures, and other evidences of in-
debtedness (sec. 117 (1)), and insurance companies for losses for
capital assets sold or exchanged in order to obtain funds to meet. ab-
normal insurance losses or to provide for the payment of dividends and
similar distributions to policy holders. (Se secs. 204 (c) (5) and
207 (b) (4) (F).) I may mention also credits extended to public-
utility companies against the corporate surtax for dividends paid on
preferred stock issued prior t6 October 1, 1942, the dividends on
which are cumulative, limited to the same amount and payable in
preference to the payment of dividends on other stock.

The utility companies, it will be remembered, appeared before this
committee when it was considering the 1942 tax bill, referring to the
unusual hardship of high tax rates on an industry having a large
capital investment, with its rates regulated by public authority. Ref-
erence was also made in that statement to the important contribution
which the utilities were making to the war effort. Those observations
certainly apply to railroads, as well as to utilities.

I may refer also to special treatment given by Congress in the case
of domestic corporations engaged in mining of strategic materials,
where an exemption from excess-profits tax has been allowed of the
portion of the adjusted excess profits net inconia attributable to such
mining (see see. 731). Reference may be made also to depletion pro-
visions in respect of oil and gas wells, of coal and metal mines and
sulfur and the like.

We are proposing, therefore, an amendment'to section 117 (a) (1),
which would exchile from the definition of capital assets not only
the property there excluded but also, in the case of a common carrier
by railroad or a company Pt least 95 percent of the stock of which is
owned directly or indirectly by one or more common carriers, the
stocks or securities of any other corporations subject to the Interstate
Commerce Act, where the acquisition of such stock has been author-
ized by the'Interstate Commerce Commisison, or where the securities
were acquired by the taxpayer as a dividend upon other stocks law-
fully owned, or in the case of a corporation controlled by or under
common control with or conducting a business ancillary or auxiliary
to that of the taxpayer. I should lie to have the privilege of putting
in the record the amendment which we suggest as being necessary to
do simple justice to an industry in need of encouragement.
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(1) CAPITAL Assrs.-The term "capital ame"' means property held or ac-
quired for use by the taxpayer (whether or not connected with is trade or
business), but does not include stock in trade of the taxpayer or other property of
a kind which would properly be included in the inventory of the taxpayer it on
hand at the close of the taxable year, or property held by the taxpayer primarily
for sale to customers In the ordinary course of his trade or business, or property,
used In the trade or business, of a character which is subject to the allowance for
depreciation provided in section 23 (I), or an obligation of the United States
or any of Its possessions, or of a State or Territory, or any political subdivision
thereof, or of the District of Columbia, Issued on or after March 1, 1941, on a
discount basis and payable without Interest at a fixed maturity date not exceed-
Ing one year from the date of issue, or real property used In the trade or
ltuslnes, of the taxpayer, or, in the ease of a common carrier by railroad, or of
a company at l11It 95 per centunt o1 the stock of trhlh is otcxed directly POs
Indirectly by one or more such common cariers by railroad, stocks or securities
(1) of any other corporation sub~fet to the Intersato Commerce Act, prorided
tMat the same are held by the tlazpayer pursuant to dite authorization by publio
autkority if and so for as such authorization is required by law, or (8) acquired
by the taxpayer as a diridwd upo;d. or In the ererciso of rights pertaining to.
any stocks of Ihe c4racter described in the forging clause (1), or (3) of any
corporation controlled by, or undrr common control with, or conducting a b*.i-
ness ancillarV or auriliary to that of. the tarFaycr or any corporation described
in the foregoing clauxe (1):

The committee understands, I am sure, that these investments were
not made for speculative purposes. No railroad, so far as I am ad-
vised, purchased the stock of another in order that it might be resold
at a profit. These transactions were not commercial, in the sense that
a merchant carries on a commercial transaction. The stock was bought
to effect consolidations for strategic reasons, or to improve the traffic
position of a railroad, or for some other purpose which contemplated.
the acquisition of the securities for perfectly legitimate railroad
p;i. the lapse of time, some of the controlling considerations have

ceased to exist and others have undergone changes in emphasis which
now make it, desirable that the ownership of the stock should be shifted
to other hands.

The Cn~ImzA. Judge Fletcher, could you indicate about how muchcapital stock is owned _y regulated utilities such as the railroads?
Mr. FL-rcitEs. I could not give you that figure, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMAN. Is it large?
ir. Firx . It is relatively large. During the period which I

attempted to describe, tist to make some references, there was a con-
siderable purchase of the stuck of railroads by other railroads where
the Intcrstate Commerce Commission had indicated its purpose to put
those particular systems together.

The C.&uMAW. Yes.
Mr. FLrCHER. You remember, they would have about 21 railroad

systeins, according to the Commission's tentative plan. Ucually
theve was one important. railroad which might be considered
as the core or nucleus of that system. Now, it was obviously to the
interest of thft railroad to purchase the stock and get control of the
other railroads in that same system, so to speak. That led, to a very
considerable extent, to the purchase of the securities of one railroad
by another.

The CHIAIMAN. Were the securities all purchased with the ap-
proval of the Interstate Commerce Commission I

Mr. Fwrrcirm. Oh, yes, always, Mr. Chairman.
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The Cl AimAN., It could not otherwise purchase them
Mr. F z .rcu That is true.
Many railroads have had their capital structures radically affected

by the necessity for reorganization through the bankruptcy courts;
others have altered their Olegiance due to changes in traffic and com-
mercial conditions. There should be, obviously a certain amount of
flexibility in the matter of railroad a lianoes, subject, of course, at all
times to the approval of the Interstate Commerce commission.

The amendment which we seek cannot be classed as one which would
encourage purely speculative investments, if it is considered that such
investments are not to be favored.

I would also like to have the privilege of having printed in the
record at this point a statement on the subject issued by the Associa-
tion of American Railroads, in which the views I have thus hastily
stated are emphasized and elaborated. This is not too long, Mr.
Chairman and Ido not think it would burden the record too much
it I pt it in there.

The C ARnMAZ. You may put it in.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)

THE SUBSTAN r AND NOT THE FORM .

WHY aAXDOAD INXMBTIENTS IN TH% SECUIMTIrA OF OTHFl SOADS SHOULD BE TIBATWO
AS WH&T T ARD-INVESTMENTS IN 'P OPErr USED IN TRADER Oa SUI S

"
1

--

AND NOT AS "OUTSMDI" INYVMSTMENT8

Federal tax laws recognize a clear distinction between business investments in
"property used in the trade or business of the taxpayer," and those made In out-
side enterprises.

Profits and losses arising from business investments are treated, for tax pur-
poses, as ordinary income, and taxes are paid on the net earnings remaining after
losses have been offset against profits.

Priaf's and losses arising from outside investments, on the other hand, are
classed as "capital gains" or "capital losses." In arriving at the income on which
taxes are to be paid, capital losses may" not be offset against the general profits of
the business, but only against capital gains-if there are any.. Real property used in trade or business, of other property so used of a charac-
ter which is subject to allowance for depreciation-snch as machinery or equip-
ment-Is not treated by the Internal Revenue Code as "capital assets." Gains or
losses resulting from the sale or other di-sposition of such property are not treated
as capital gains or capital losses, which may be offset only against one another,
but as gains or losses sustained in the ordinary operations of business.

WHAT RALROADS INVEST IN

The overwhelming bulk of all railroad investment Is In that sort of property-
tracks, yards, engines, shops, and all the rest of the physical plant and equipment
used to carry on the business cf transportation.

It such property is disposed of, either because it is worn out or no longer serves
a useful purpose, or if it becomes worthless for any reamon, any loss which may
be sustained by the railroad is charged against its ordinary income, and Is de-
ductible in determining the earnings on which the company pays its Income taxes.

But part of the investment of railroads Is In the stbck of other railroad com
pante o These investments o In almost every ca, have been made In connection
with and as part of the trade or business of the acquiring road, rather than as
"outside" Investments. In the great majority of cases, they are part of the perma-
nent investments which constitute the corporate structure of our principal rail-
road systems.. They are, in the truest sense, assets used ip carrying on the busi-
ams of the railroad systems, though the title Is not to the physical properties
themselves but t. securities which represent them. -
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VUIMHINO NATIONAL FOUCT

,fter the passage of the Transportation Act of 1920, and in furtheranice of the
national policy'then adopted of consolidating railroads into a limited number of
systems, railroads made substantial investment in the stock of other lines. Such
acquitions were ailproved by the Interstate Commerce Commission as Initial
steps In the direction of the desired efllencles and economies expected to result
from ultimate consolidation of the railroads Into a small number of large systems.
When so approved-and all those wbichwent Into effect were approved by the
L C. .--such acquisitions of the securities of other roads were declared by Con-
gress to be free from the opera n of the antitrust laws, State or Federal. The
national policy, in short, wat encourage such Investments by railroads, not
from the point of view of "outside" Investment, but as an Integral part of the
desired policy of ralltond unification.

Since the depression of 1930 many of the conditions which encouraged Invest-
ment by railroads In the securities of other lines hare changed or disappeared.
The Emergency Transportation Act of 1933 provided that the coordination of
railroad facilities should not operate to reduce employment. This provision was
expanded and made even stronger by the Harrington amendment to the Trans-
portation Act of 1940. As a result of all these changes in conditlos, many of
the consolidations which were In prospect will probably never be made, or at
least will not be made at this time.

Loss 1PED UPONe LOSS

Many railroads, therefore, find themselves left with investments in other roads
which are now held under very different circumstances from those under which
they were acquired. In some of these cases the usual business course would be
to dispose of the securities so held, even at a loss-but if this should be done, as
the law now stands, the law would not permit the deduction from ordinary income
of loses sustained. They can be offset only against gains--an emrty privilege
when there are no gains, as is usually the case.

The' present tax law, in effect, operates to pile loss upon loss, to confiscate
capital This capital is represented, In some Instances, by bonds issupd with the
approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and sold to the pblic In
furtherance of the national policy looking toward consolidation of railroads. If,
In addition to the losses suffered by the railroads in the sale of these Inveh+ments
In other roads, they are not permitted to offset them against general Income !or
tax purposes, the difficulty of paying off these bonds In the hands of tlh public
will be greatly increased.

A RZn T 8IUPE AND JUST

The remedy is as simple as It is Just.
Revise the law so that Investments by the railroads in the securities of other

railroads are defined as what they In reality are-not outside investments but
Investments connected with the conduct of the taxpayer's business. As such they
are entitled to, and should receive, the same treatment for tax purposes as invest-
ments in track or cars or engines, or any other of the physical things which rail-
roads use in the production and sale of transportation. The fact that the owner-
ship is Indirect, through the holding of securities, rather than direct does not alter
the essential fact of the case-that these Investments, In the case of railroad com-
panles, are Investments directly connected with the carrying on of the taxpayer's
business.
* Similar changes In the law have been made to meet the conditions arising In
other lines of business. For example, banks are allowed to take into account In
their ordinary tax returns losses from the sale of bonds, etc. (sec. 177 (1) of the
Internal Revenue Code)Y and Insurane companies are allowed to deduct losses
from the sale of capital assets sold or exchanged to meet certain of their
obligations (sec. 204 (c) (5) and207 (b) (4) (f) of the code).

In other cases, Congress has made special provision for situations which would
create unusual hardsh!p, or to prevent such an application of the tax laws as
would weaken or impair the strength o industries essential in the prosecution
of the war. For example, utility comisntes are allowed relief In the nature of
a credit against corporate surtax for dlildends paid on preferred stock (section
26 (h)). This revision is of s1 ectal interest In this connection because it was
Included In the law In recognltloi. of the position of the utility Industry as one
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with large capital investment In proportion to Its total income, with its rates
regulated by public authority, and with an exceptionally close and direct relation
to the prosecution of the war.

)1fM'NO oMOlATIONS Or wARTIUS AND AVMrIWARD

All these considerations apply with as much force to the railroads. They
necessarily have a heavy Investment in fixed facilities. Their rates, regulated
by public authority, are today no higher than they were when the war began.
Certainly no Industry has contributed more directly or -more powerfully to the
prosecution of the war than the American railroads. And equally certain, there
should be no tax policy which bears unevenly or unjustly upon such an Industry,
or which would tend to weaken Its ability to meet its obligations now and In
the future.

Because of Increased wartime revenues, there may be some disposition to feel
that railroads need not receive the treatment which otherwise should be
accorded them. The fallacy of any such feeling, If it exists, was recently pointed
out by Commissioner Claude R. Porter, of the I. C. C., as follows:

"Under the impact of the large volume of traffic generated by the war effort
rail equipment is being utilized more intensively and is wearing out much more
rapidly than would otherivise be true. The longer the war lasts the more rapidly
and closely will approach the end of the service life of both plant and equipment.
Depreciation rates on equipment have not been Increased, and few railroads
have made any provision for more than a modicum of plant depreciation.
* 0 * Under the circumstances, the true earnings are considerably less than
they appear to be."

Under the conditions so accurately outlined by Commissioner Porter, it Is
more essential than ever that railroads shall have a chance to get themselves
In position to carry out the rehabilitation work which should come after the
war, with consequent large-scale employment opportunities for returning service-
men, and that In doing so they should not be hindered by unequal bearing of
the tax laws.

CLARIFICATION OF THE LAW PROPOSED

For these reasons, it is proposed that the section of the Internal Revettue
Code which defines capital assets should be amended to make It clear that gains
or losses from Investments 1q railroads in the securities of other railroads are
to be treated as what they actually are--gains or losses arising from investments
In "property used in the business or trade of the taxpayer."

The section as so amended would read as follows (the amendatory language
being in italics) :

"Section 117 (a) (1- CAPrrAL Assrrs.-The term 'capital assets' means prop-
erty held or acquired for use by the taxpayer (whether or not connected with his
trade or business), but does not include stock in trade of the taxpayer or other
property of a kind which would properly be included in the inventory of the tax-
payer If on hand at the close of the taxable year, or property held by the taxpayer
primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary course of his trade or buslnee,
or property, used in the trade or business, of a character which Is subject to the
allowance for depreciation provided In section 23 (1), or an obligation of the
United States or any of Its posseslons, or of a State or Territory, or any political
subdivision thereof, or of the District of Columbia, -issued on or after March 1,
1941, on a discount basis and payable without interest at a fixed maturity date
not exceeding one year from the date of issue, or real property used In the trade
or business of the taxpayer, or, in the case of a common carrier by railroad, or
of a eOMpasv at least 95 percentum of the stock of which is owncd directly or
indirectly by one or more such common carriers by railroad, stocks or securities
(1) of any other corporation subject to tAe Interstate Commerce Act, provide
that the same are held by the taxpayer pursuant to due awthorieation by publ~o
authority if and so far as such authorfzation is required by law or (2) acquired
by the taxpayer as a ditidend upon, or in the e cise of rights pertaining to,
any sok(s of the character described in the foregoing clause (1), or (8) of any
corporation cont.vole; by, or under common control with, or,,eQidwutiVg a businem
ancilary or auxiliary to that of, the taxpayer or any corporation described In tMe
foregoing clause (I).1"
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Senator Wmsx. What would be the loss to the Publio Treasury I
Mr. Fuzrcumz. That is difficult to say, because these transactions

have not occurred. Just to what extent the railroads will sell these
stocks, no one can say. I have a very strong opinion that a good many
railroads that have acquired these stocks would not care to sell them
because they would prefer to continue the control which the Interstate
Commerce Commission has said would be in the public interest. Here
and there, there are instances where, due to the changes in conditions,
it would no longer be apparently desirable for railroad A to own
railroad B, although at one time that seemed the best thing to do.
So it is almost impossible, Senator Walsh, to say what the loss to the
Treasury, if any, would be.

Senator WJSu. I suppose there are some railroads that have been
abandoned.

Mr. FLwrona. There are some railroads that have been abandoned.
Senator W4SH. That will always be abandoned.
Mr. FL Hm. Oh, yes. That means small railroads, generally

speaking, that were built to serve a particular industry, to go into a
forest to move out the timber, or go to the coal mine to move out the
coal, and the natural resources of that part of the country have been
exhausted and there is no use to continue the railroad.

Senator WALSH. Or it is no longer necessary for the railroad to
go into communities where bus lines have taken over the traftc.

Mr. FwrvHn. That is true. That sometimes happens.
Senator .Gmmy. Is it your opinion, if they are sold at this time, the

market is better for securities?
Mr. Fjzrcuwx. That is right.
Senator Gxaty. That wouNId be one reason why you wotld want this

legislation now.
Mr. Firvura. That is true. It would be good merchandising,

good business judgment to dispose of them at a time when they are a
little better off. I would not say there are so much better, Senator,
as far as stocks are concerned, but, generally speaking, they are an
improvement now over what they have been in the past.

The CHIRMAN. You are suggestirng, Judge, that these losses be
allowed as ordinary losses against ordinary gains?

Mr. FLum mi. As ordinary losses, not being limited simply to capi-
tal gains, just ordinary business losses. That is really what, in effect,
it amounts to.

The CIIIMAN. Yes.
Mr. FLTCrrnw. In connection with my discussion of the excess-

profits tax problem, I have referred to the large amount of deferred
maintenance now accumulating on the railroads of the United States.
Recently, the Association of American Railroads has undertaken to
compile some figures showing to what extent this deferred mainte.
nanoe has accumulated. Our best judgment is that on roadway prop-
erty alone the amount exceeds $200,000,000 annually. This figure was
obtained by asking the railroads to inform us as to what amount of
money they expected to expend for maintenance in a given year and
how much they were able to expend, in the light of the scarcity of men
and materials. The" Adjfference between those sums represented the
amount ol deferred mantenance that we used. The $2,000,000 fig-
ure does not take into account deferred maintenance on equipment.
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Senator Luo.Ab. That is the unexpended amount I!
Mr. F HE.. That is the unexpended amount, that is right, which

in their budget they felt like they should have expended and had the
money to. expend and would have spent if they had gotten the men
and materials.

The CHAiRMAN. To what extent, Judge, would the loss carry.
forward provision affect it?

Mr. Fizmmz . The loss carry-back and loss carry~forward provi-
sions in the post-war period I

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. FUzcnt. That would be helpful, Senator. I am not here to

say that provision written into the act in 1942 would not be helpful,
but it does not meet the situation.

The CHAIRMAN. It is not adequate?
Mr. FPLRcTzC. It helps that much, but it does not go far enough.
Senator CLARK. That was put in as a substitute to allow for de-

ferred maintenance. "I could not see where it was in any way adequate.
That was the theory on which it was put in.

Mr. Arnm. I quite remember that to be the fact at least that
is my information. I am referring here now only to a lack of proper
repaIr on the roadway and structures.

The scarcity of materials has been particularly noticeable in the
case of rail. Unquestionably; if rail could have been obtained and
the services of men to place it in position, very considerable amounts
would have been expended by the railroads in these war years, and
those amounts, chargeable to operating -xpenses, would have been
a proper and lawful deduction from taxable income.

Senator CLARK. Judge, it is a fact, is it not, that If the railroads
had stopped to make the replacements and to Ieep up the maintenance
which was desirable and necessary really, and which would have been
allowed, they would not possibly have been able to perform the tre-
mendous task that they have performed I

Mr. FzzrcHER. That is quite true.
Senator CLARK. It has been absolutely necessary for the railroads

to defer the maintenance in order to perform their functions?
' Mr. Fu=HER. That is quite true.
Senators I know a little railroad in the South, in the State of Ten-

nessee, while they have some men working on the track, the men can-
not get a chance to do the work on the track because the trains go
over it so frequently. By the time the section crew comes to the track
and works on it for 8 or 4 minutes, they have to allow the, freight
train to go by, and by the time they get a t!ink of water and stretch
themselves a little, another train is going by. So it is absolutely
impossible to delay the essential rail traffic in order to keep up this
maintenance.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, a I have heretofore ex.
plained to this committee, in an order entered more than a year ago,
permits railroads to set up in their accounts reserves for defere
maintenance, which, for accounting purposes, are chargeable to oper.
eating expenses. Those amounts, however, ar. not recognized by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue in calculating the tax bill of the rail-
roads. Our proposition here is that the amounts authorized by the
Interstate Commerce Commission should be declared by law to be
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items'deductible from income,- since those amounts should have been
spent and would have been spent if materials and labor had been
available.

I think no one questions the propriety of such deductions. I have
seen statements made by experts of the Treasury, endorsing frankly
the soundness of the general proposition that where it can be demon.
strated that property is in need of repair and cannot be repaired by
reason of conditions over which the taxpayer has no control, justice
requires the allowance of the amounts which should have been spent
for this purpose. It is said, however, that it is impossible to police
the matter and for that reason, officers of the Treasury have not been
favorable to a change in the law on the subject. .o
* It is well enough established, however, as an elementary proposition
of law that where a wrong or injury has been sustained, redress should
not be denied by reason of the difficulty of finding a remedy. In this
particular case, the Bureau of Internal Revenue would have q finding
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, a body informed by expe-
rience and mindful of its obligations, as to the amount of deferred
maintenance, measured by the simple rule of what should have been
spent and would have been spent had men and materials been available.
Language could be written into the law which would put the obligation
squarely upon the Interstate Commerce Commission to investigate
the facts and make the necessary finding. I know of no reason why the
Bureau of Internal Revenue should not accept this finding as an estab-
lislied fact, to which credence should be given. Congress could lay
down a standard to govern the action of the Commission and the
Commission in its administrative capacity, could ascertain the facts
with as mucl certainty as governs the deliberations of a jury, when it
is called upon to award damages in an action of tort.

I have the impression that the need for setting up these reserves is
not peculiar to the railroad industry. Other lines ofendeavorjs well,
should probably be allowed to accumulate reserves to take care not only
of deferred maintenance but of the expense of changing from a war
to a peace economy. However, in the case of the railroads, where the
Interstate Commerce Commission supervises their accounting, there
exists a policing agency which can be depended upon to protect the
Treasury against excessive claims and charges.

It is certain that the railroads will need large sums of money when
they face the post-war period. It will be necessary to replace much
of the present equipment with lighter weight and modern equipment.
Not only must there be many changes in the types of locomotives and
cars in order for the railroads to hold their own in a competitive
world s there will be the necessity also for expending large sums of
money to improve track conditions, such as the elimination of grades
and curves, the construction of additional tracks, and the improvement
of terminals.-

Under the law as it stands now, the railroads will be greatly handi-
capped in accumulating reserves to take care of deferied maintenance
and to rehabilitate their properties. It would seem to be in the inter-
est of sound economics that such reserves should not be depleted by
heavy tax demands, so that the railroads will emerge from the war
period so emaciated that they will not be able to meet the deinands for
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transportation when the energies of the Nation are directed to civilian
rather than military ends.

I would like to submit at this time for the record an amendment
which would take care of this matter of 'deferred maintenance by re-
quiring the Bureau of Internal Revenue to recognize the findings of
tbe Interstate Commerce Commission. I call attention tM the fact
that amounts set up in the reserves must be invested in Government
securities, held until the end of the war and then expended in the man-
ner directed by the statute within 5 years from the conclusion of hos.
tilities.

Sae. 23. (y) DcnrEw MAkrvwAxrcc DmueroX-HATLoAws.-Tbe deduction
for deferred maintenance provided to Section 129.

Sw. 129. (a) DEnmam 3,ai KTzracw Dhmvwnoz-Ranao v.-In computing
the net income of any common carrier by railroad subject to the Interstate Com-
merce Act, there shall be allowed as a deduction. in addition to deductlonA other.
wise provided for in this chapter, the amount which such common carrier shall,
pursuant to authoriation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, accrue in
Its maintenance reserve Account to provide for the cost of maintenance and
repairs which It Is unable to undertake or complete in any taxable year begin-
ning after Dcember 81, 1942: Provided, That United States Treasury securities
shall be set aside and held by the taxpayer In a face amount at all times not
leas than the balance In said maintenance reserve account: And provided furth-r,
That expenditures subsequently made on account of any maintenance or repairs
for which accruals have been made in said reserve account shall be charged
against said account and shall not b deductible In the determination of net
Income, except to the extent provided in subsection (b) hereof.

(b) The deduction provided In subsection (a) of this section may be taken
in any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1942, but may not be taken
In any taxable year beginning after December 31 In the year In which the Presl.
dei.t shall issue his proclamation declaring the war ended by ratlfcatilo of a
treaty of peace or otherwise. Any amount remaining In the maintenance re
serve account on December 81 of the fifth year following the yeaK in which the
President shall Issue his proclamation as aforesaid shall be Included In the gross
Income of the taxpayer In the fifth year following the Issuance of such proclama-
tion and shall be taxed at the rate or rates applicable to the latest year or years
in which an equivalent amount of deduction was allowed, with Interest at the rate
or rates borne by the Treasury securities remaining In the taxpayer's treasury.
Upon Inclusion of such remaining amount in Its gross income, any expenditures
subsequently made on. account of deferred maintenance and repairs shall be
deducttble under section 23 (a), and the taxpayer shall be relieved of any further
obligation to hold Treasury securities under the provisions of Paragraph (a) of
this section.

I must mention another matter of very great importance. Up until
the tst of January 1942, under the accounting rules of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, railroads were required to set up in their ac-
counts charges for depreciation on equipment, but there was no such
requirement with respect to roadway and strdetures. With some ex-
ceptions, so far as roadway and structures were concerned, the ac-
counting took the form of retirement, as it is called, rather than regu-
lar rates of depreciation. In calculating the tax bill of the railroads,
the Bureau ot Internal Revenue did not allow deductions based on
the depreciation system, except as .to equipment. The allowances
were on the retirement basis and the retirement basis alone. Effective
January 1, 1943, the Interstate Commerce Commission established a
mandatory system of depreciation accounting, not only as to eq ip-
ment but as to roadway accounts as well, except what is known as th e
track accounts. Naturally, the railroads took' up with the Bureau of
Internal Revenue the question of allowing deductions on the depre.
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ciation basis, rather than on the retirement basis. The purpose was
to have the Bureau of Internal Revenue conform its practice to the
accounting rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue, however, hesitated to allow rail-
roads to deduct depreciation on the roadway accounts and, after a
considerable amount of negotiation, railroads were permitted to take
this depreciation only upon condition that they would agree to set up
in their accounts a large amount of theoretical accrued depreciation,
amounting to 30 percent of tie invested capital. The railroads were
informed also that they would be required to consent to have this
30 percent deducted from the amount of their invested capital when
excess profits calculations came to be made. The railroads insisted
that they should have the right to contest this conclusion of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue in the courts, if they were so advised by
counsel. The Bureau, however, has in some cases insisted upon the
execution of an agreement which would preclude the railroads from
going into court on a proposition of this kind, the alternative being
th at they would be denied the right to deduct depreciation, Rlthough
they are required by the Interstate Commerce Commission to keep
their accounts in this way.

Such action on the part of the Bureau of Internal Revenue is en-
tirely arbitrary. Th6 effect of this action is to say to the railroads,
"You must admit finally that your property has b6en depreciated 30
percent, although you have niver bien allowed in the past to deduct
that depreciation from taxable income."

Senator LucAs. Upon what basis did they arrive at that conclu-
sionI

Mr. Fmircsn t. Just the exercise, Senator, of arbitrary power, that
is all I can say. In my statement we asked for an amendment of the
law which would require them to allow the deduction of those amounts
of depreciation required by the Interstate Commerce Commission
without imposing that heavy penalty upon the railroads, which we
think is unprecedented and unjust. You see, by doing that you are
requiring the railroads now to take a lot of depreciation, to admit that
their proprty has been thus depreciated and -the invested capita)
reduce, although in the past years they got no credit for that.

Senator CLuK. Judge, as a matter of fact, in the case of a large
system like a railroad, made up of a multitude of units, if it has been
well maintained, properly maintained over a period of years, it is in
better condition than it was some 25 years ago; is it note

Mr. FLrcsi. That is correct. That reminds me-if I may take a
moment's time-that the Bureau of Internal Revenue, for a long time
at least, and I think that practice still persists, will not allow a
railroad to take depreciation on a well-maintained piece of track for
the very reason you have stated. A new railroad is not worth nearly
as much as a railroad that is 20 years old, .when the roadbed would
become settled when the embankrments have become as hard as con-
crete almost. That is what we call appreciation of a railroad. ,

The limits upon my time will not permit me to elaborate the col-
tention which I was privileged to state at somewhat greater length
before the House committee. I am asking this committee, however, to
consider the injustice of such action and to give consideration to an

P3331-4-11
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amendment to section 718 (a) (4) of the Internal Reven.ue Code which
would read as follows:

,(4) EPA NSoe AND Portri AT BmE:GN o'or YrA.L-The accumulated earn.
ings and profits as of the beginningdof such taxable year; pro-ided, In the came
of a common carrier by railroad subject to the Inter{ate Commerce Act, such
accumulated eariaga and profit. shall not be reducd by the amount which ha
beeis or may be'required by the (Jommfasioioer of Irternal 'Reinue to be set up
684 reirre for deprecialion in respect of eitstiAg units of property aaa c"dition
to granting permiaslon to change from the -relremeni method of accounling
to the deproclation method of accounting.

Or if the committee does not approve such a amendment, relief
may be granted by amending subsection (b) of section 734 as follows:

(A) At the beginning of paragraph (2) there shall be inserted the
following:

"Except in cases governed by paragraph (3)," after which a comma
shall be inserted, immediately pr ing the remainder of said
paragra h.

(B Ihe numeral 11(3)S at the commencement of paragraph (8)
shall be changed to read "(4)."

(C) There shall be inserted, immediately after paragraph (2) of
said subsection a new paragraph, to be numbered (3) and reading
as follows:

(8) In the case of any common carrier by railroad subject to the Inter-
state Commerce Act which may have been or may hereafter be permitted to
change its mettiod of accounting In respect of any property, from the retire.
ment method to the depreciation method, and as a condition for making such
change In '" od of accounting has been or may be required to set up a reserve
for depreciat on on existing units of property and to reduce accumulated earnings
and profits in the determination of Invested capital for excess profits tax pur.
poses by the amount of such reserve; the adjustment under this section shall be
made to the extent of the amount of such reserve for depreciation notwithstanding
the provisions of any agreement made with the Commissioner as a condition to
the making of such change In accounting method, and nothwithstanding the
provisions of paragraphs (b) (1) (0) and (b) (2) of this section. In computing
the amount of an adjustment under this section there shall be ascertained the
amount of depreciation of the units of property in respect of which the change
In accounting method.is made properly attributable to each prior year during
which such property was in existence, the total of which annual amounts shall
equal the amount by which the accumulated earnings are required to be reduced,
and such annual amounts shall severally be subtracted from the taxable net In-
come of each year to which they are respectively attributable. The difference
between the amount of income taxes and excess profits taxes actually paid in each
such year and the amount of the tax liability determined after making such sub-
traction-shall constitute an overpayment allowable with Interest as provided in
subparagraphs (d) and (e) under this section.

One other matter must be stated and I shall endeavor to state it
briefly.

Senator LucAs. Before you leave that subject, Judge-
Mr. FLrrrvra. Yes.
Senator LuCAS. Have you prepared an amendment ?
Mr. Fl -cms. It is in my statement and it will be in the record,

which I think we would like to have ?o take care of this situation,
this I think purely arbitrary action of the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
I do not want to be called a scold, because those gentlemen are usually
very cooperative.

nator LuCAS. Would you place the responsibility for that upon the
Interstate Commerce Commission after the Congress has laid down
the general principle?
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Mr. Fum mrn. That was my idea on deferred maintenance, yes, sir,
and on this other matter as well.

Senator WALsH, I thought you said you favored court action.
Mr. FrcHra. I said we would like to have the privilege, at least,

of being able to take that kind of ruling to a court.
Senator WAusx. Would not that delay the decisionI
Mr. FLSCHEB.. I think we would have to have sonje decision as to

status quo pending the litigation while we were getting the thin
cleared up if the tax court and the other court generally agreed with
our position.

Senator CLAnK. As a matter of fact, accrued depreciation is a mat-
ter of a guess.

Mr. Fimmn. Absolutely.
Senator Cnmx. With one property depreciated more than 80 percent

and another property not at all, where the railroad was new.,
Mr. Fu~cvnaii In order to be candid and fair, I want to say, if you

take the Interstate Commerce Commission's straigbt-line method of
depreciation it would amount, on the average, to 80 percent. I am
not quarreling about .the 30 percent figure, if you use any figure at
all;

Senator CrARn. That is right.
Mr. Fixronun. Quite a number of railroads are what is known as

land-grant roads. They received many years ago grants of land from
the Government. and as a condition for receiving this land and as 4
result of much legislation and litigation, they are now required to
transport military and naval property at half the regular rate. Many
railroads that are not land-grant lines have entered into what is known
as equalization agreements, under which they -Ieet the rates of the
land-grant lines. Under an act passed by Congress in 1940, these half
rates apply only to such property of the Government as is classified as
military and naval property moving for military and naval and not for
civilian use. In other words, property although owned by th1 Gov-
ernment, which cannot be classed as military and naval property and
which is not being transported for military and naval purposes pays
the regular full tariff rate.

It has come about, however that many disputes exist as between the
railroads on the one hand and the Government on the other as to what
property is actually military and naval and moving for military and
naval uses. The Army, the Navy, and the Maritime Commission have
entertained one point of view and the railroads, honestly and con-
sistently, maintain a different point of view as to much of this prop-
erty. Of course, there could be no dispute if the Army was moving
ammunition or guns, but we have many cases where material is being
transported to construct ships, not regular naval vessels but ships to
be used as a part of the merchant marine. We have instances where
material has been moved to repair the locks on the Panama Canal.
Of course, these locks, when improved, will facilitate the transport of
military property, but they willalso be of great use. when'the war is
over, in the transportation of ordinary commerce. I mention these
as simple illustrations of disputes which have arisen as to the proper
interpretation of the law.

The 1940 act provides that bills rendered by a railroad ian
against the Government shall be paid, in the first instance, as ren e
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subject to review later by the General Accounting Office and by the
interested departments. The earnings of the railroads are based upon
the amoutits actually collected Mim the Government. Tskes atefpaid
by the railroads on this basis. It may well happen 4,5, or 6 years from
now, when these bills are made the subject of a further and more
careful audit, that the railroads will be required to refund to the Gov-
ernment large sums of money. Those sums may run into the hundreds
bf millions.

Of course, the amounts so refunded could be deducted from the tax,
able income of the railroad in the year when the refund is made. It
may well happen, however, that certain railroads will then have little
or no taxable income from which the deductions may be made. Simple
justice, therefore requires that if the railroads in the future are called
upon to refund tbese sums of money to the Government, the tax bill
for the year when the amounts were collected and taxes paid thereon
should be restated in the light of the amounts refunded, and if it is
found that the railroads have made overpayments of taxes, the Govern-
Ment should refuhd the amounts so overpaid. Simple justice requires
that there be written into the law a provision of this character.

I take it there can be no question as to the justice of such a provision.
Congress, as you will recall, adopted provisions of a similar character
Where contracts have been renegotiated, resulting in the repayment of
sums of money to the Treasury. In these cases, the law now provides
that the account for the year when the money was originally collected
hnd taxes paid thereon should be reopened and the tax bill restated to
reflect the actual earnings of the company. We are asking the same
privilege in the case of the railroads. I submit a form of amendment
which would take care of the point.

Chapter 88 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting
at the end thereof the following new section:

SM W8). MTG&InOF oryW' Or =rV18104 Or THANSPORTA71ON OHAUGS OF A
COMMON5 CAMMJ 111 REM=W OF TRANSPORTATION~ FOR 0 ON Oi tnAiz or Tim uxirED
5tAM5.-

S(a) Any repayment to the United States by deduction under section 322 of
Part I1, Title II, of the Transportation Act of 1010, or otherwise, of charges
by any common carrier subject to Part I of the Interstate Commerce Acrior
tranRportation of persons or property for the United States or on its behalf,
whether such repayment Is mdde directly to the United States or indirectly
through settlement by such carrier with another such carrier, If such repayment
Is based upon the applicability of the exception contained in section 321 of Part II,
Title III, of the Transportation Act of 1940 respecting the determination of
charges for the transportation of military or naval property of the United States
moving for military or naval and not for civil use and the transportation of the
members of the military or naval forces of the United States (or of property of
such members) when such members are traveling on official duty, shall he
deducted from the gross income of such common carrier for the taxable year in
which the revenue for such services was included In gross Income. Any addi-
tional payment to such carrier made by the United States for such transportation,
whether made directly or Indirectly, as aforesaid, If based upon the inapplicability
'ot said exception, shall be addel to the gross Income of such carrier for such
taxable year. Such repayment or additional payment shall not be reflected in
the gross income of such carrier for any other taxable year. Common carrier for
the purposes of this section includes Its predecessor in interest and its successor
In interest.

(b) The Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall determine any overpay-
ment of or deficiency in tax under chapter 1, chapter 2-B, and chapter
2-0 1esulting from an adjustment of gross income for a prior taxable year
under subsection (a) of this section and notwithstanding any other pro-
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vision of law, any such overpayment shall be refunded or credited, and
any such deficiency shall be assessed and collected, as If, on December 31
of the year In which said revision of charges Is made, 3 years remained
before the expiration of the periods of limitation for filing claim for refund
or making aessment. If the making of such refund or assessment would
be prevented except for the provisions of this subsection, the amount of the
overpayment or deficiency In tax shall be computed as hereinafter In this
subsection provided. There shall first be ascertained the tax previously
determined for such prior taxable year. The amount of the tax previously
determined shall be (A) the tax shown by the taxpayer upon its return for
such taxable year, increased by the amounts previously assessed (or collected
without assessment) as deficiencies and decreased by the amounts previously
abated, credited, refunded, or otherwise repaid In respect of such tax; or (B)
if no amount was shown as the tax by such taxpayer upon its return, or if
no return was made by such taxpayer, then Ihe amcints previously assessed
(or collected without assessment) as deficiencies, but s&ch amounts previously
assessed, or collected without assessment, shall be decreased by the amount
previously abated, credited, refunded, or otherwise repaid in respect of such
tax. There shall then be ascertained the decrease in tax previously determined
or the Increase in tax previously determined which Is attributable solely to
an adjustment under subsection (a) of this section. The amount so ascertained
shall be the amount of the overpayment of tax to be credited or refunded
under this subsection or the amount of the deficiency In tax to be assessed
under this subsection, and the amount so ascertained shall not be diminished
by any set-off or credit based upon any item other than an adjustment under
subsection (a).

(c) The provisions of this section shall be applicable to any taxable year
beginning after December 31, 119.

The House bill retains the 3 percent tax on freight transportation.
We are making no complaint about t.is action, but I would like to
say that there should be excluded taxes on services incidental to
transportation, such as charges for demurrage and for loading and un-
loading freight. This becomes a matter of some importance by reason
of the fact that the loading and unloading of freight particularly of
iron ore at Lake Erie ports, is sometimes performed by the railroads
and sometimes by independent contractors. Under a ruling of the Bu-
real of Internal Revenue, if the service is performed by the railroad,
the tax is applied' if the service is performed by an independent con-
tractor, it is not classed as transportation and the tax does not apply.
As a result, charges at the Lake Erie ports are not uniform. The
effect is to disturb the parity which formerly existed and prefer one
port over another. This is a highly undesirable situation, obnoxious
to shippers and carriers alike.

I am asking that section 3475 (A) of the Internal Revenue Code
relating to the tax on the transportation of property, be amended
by inserting at the end of the subsection the following: .

For the purposes of this section the term "transportation" shall Include all
services Incidental to transportation that are covered by the transportation rate
or charge, but shall not include any such Incidental service for which a separ-
ate charge, in addition to the transportation charge, is Imposed.

In corclusion, permit me again to recommend that Congress re-
peal the capital stock tax and the related excess profits tax and that
it give consideration to removing the 2-percent penalty for making
consolidated returns.

Mr. Chairman, certain railroads now undergoing reorganization
hope to make an appearance here this week to argue a proposition that
I am neither inclined nor competent to argue, namely, that they should
be permitted to deduct dividends on preferred stock the same as they
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deduct interest on bonds in cases where stock has taken the place of
bonds in the reorganization process I have been requested by those
particularly interested in that to ask you to put in the record here at
the close of my remarks this short statement which elaborates that
point.

The CuAiRvMA. You may enter it in the record.
Mr. Furum. I am very thankful to the committee. I would be

glad to answer any questions.
The CnAIRAN. Are there any questions that any member of the

committee wishes to ask?
We thank you very much, Judge.
(The statement referred to and submitted by the witness is asfollows .)

MZMOmADUM O B ArI or B RmANuATIOx RA.IoAI &Iei 'in MAr aT or
H. . 8687

To the Honorable the Ffnhnce Cotmittee of the United States Senate:
At a recent meeting of the American Bar Association a report was submitted

by one of the standing committees in which attention Is called to the necit.'4ty
of remedial legislation to mitigate tax injustices resulting from reorganization.
We quote the following from this report:

"The committee calls attention to the gross Inequities whih result from the
heavily increased taxes Imposed upon corporations as a result of changes in
capital effected by reorganization.

'Interest on creditor obligations may be deducted In determining the net Income
of a corporation which is subject to tax. Dividends on preferred and common
stock may not be so deducted. The result is that when, through reorganization,
creditor obligations are converted into stock equities, the amount of Income subject
to tax is greatly Increased. In many of the railroad situations, because of the
impact of this difference in deductibility, It is necessary for the reorganized
corporation to earn more than twice as much gross income after reorganization
to pay the same aggregate amount of Interest or dividends to Its security holders.

"In railroad reorganizations, particularly, the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, because of the public interest Involved, refuses to approve plans unless a
majority of the capitalization of the railroad, after reorganization, consists of
stock rather than creditor obligations. The old creditors and stockholders have
very little control over the matter.

"Assuming that the view of the Interstate Commerce Commission is correct,
that the public interest demands this type of capltalization, it nevertheless is
grossly Inequitable to the security holders to cortipel them, as a result of such
recapitalization, to d9nate millions of dollars of income, otherwise available for
payment to them, to the payment of taxes.

"Resistance on the part of security holders to this gross Inequity has greatly
impeded the completion of railroad reorganizations. Because of this tax loss, the
old security holders are naturally loath to accept stock in place of bonds or other
creditor securities."

The undersigned are a committee of counsel representing 27 class I railroads
already reorganized or in process of reorganization appointed to present this
proposal to Congress in connection with the forthcoming tax bill. To this end,
the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives was asked to
include In the tax bill as originated by it an amendment of the present revenue
code permitting railroads reorganized under section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act, or
in receivership proceedings, to deduct from corporate gross Income a sum equal
to the Interest on Indebtedness replaced by stock issued In reorganization to
the extent that dividends are paid on such stock during he taxable year; such
deduction to be allowed in the case of the normal ana surtax, but not to be
applicable to the excess-profits tax.
, Since H. R. 8687 does not grant this relief the committee now respectfully
asks the aid of the Senate.

A tentative draft of the amendments which would accomplish the parpobd
demkribed above is hereto attached for the consideration of your committee. ,
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This committee stands ready to give you such aid or assistance in connection
with this matter as you m'y desire. Any communication should be addressed
to Mr. Frank C. Nicodemus, Jr., chairman of the committee, 33 Pine street, New
York 5, N. Y.

FBxN 0. QMooozmus, Jr., Chairman,
W. IL Q Cocxr,
MARCUS L BzIZ,
H. A. TAyxroa,
W. 0. MUI.OAN,

Committee for Reorganizatlon Railroad.
Novitumm 29. 1943.

Paoeosa AMENU SrS TO THE INTMXAL REEN E COO As AxNou

(1) Section 23 (b) is amended by designating the present subsection as para-
graph "(1)" and by adding a new paragraph to read as follows :

"(2) In the case of a reorganized railroad corporation, the deduction
provided in section 129."

(2) Insert after section 128 the following new section:
" SEcTON 129. DEDuCTo By A BRoolANizEz BALSOAD CORaILfOno.-

"(a) AMouNT or DsruC-ho:.-A reorganized railroad corporation shall be en-
titled to a deduction equal to the interest on indebtedness replaced by stock issued
in reorganization to the extent that dividends are paid on such stock during the
taxable year.

"(b) DnNmrrtoxs.-As used In this section and section 23 (b) (2)-
"(1) lt zOsOANZED a-MsOiD coRPoRA.rox.--The term 'reorganized railroad

corporation' means a railroad corporation, as defined in section 77m of the
National Bankruptcy Act, as amended, organized or made use of to effectuate
a plan of reorganization approved on or after August 27, 1935, by the court
having Jurisdiction of a railroad corporation, as defined in section 77m of the
National Bankruptcy Act, as amended-

"(A) in a receivership proceeding, or -

"(B) In a proceeding under section 77 of the National Bankruptcy
Act, as amended.

The term 'reorganization' as used in this section, shall not be limited by the
definition of such term in section 112 (g).

"(2) STOCK IssUED IN R(G-AN~zATIoN.-The term 'stock Issued In reQrgani-
zation' n e'ns stock which was insued after August 27, 1935, in discharge of
claims of holders of bonds, debentures, notes, certificates, or other Interest.
bearing evidences of indebtedness In order to effectuate the plan of reorgani.
nation approved by the court in the proceeding deecrib.d in the preceding
paragraph."

(3) Section"711 (a) (2) (B) shall be amended by designating the present sub-
paragraph (B) (1) and by adding a new subparagraph to read as follows:

"(2) DwvCTOx BY A asoRsslz Z RA1.nAD couPAx.-The deduction pro-
vided for In section 23 (b) (2) shall not be allowed."

(4) The amendments made by this section shall be applicable to taxable years
beginning after December 31, 109.

(The following letter was submitted for the record:)
RAILWAY LAIBo Exr etra' AssOArIrON,

Wae hngi'on, D. 0., November 30, 19.
Hon. W.NAL7 F. ros~r,

Chairman, Scate Fixasme Commitce, WashIngton, D. (7.
D s SENATOS: The Rllway Labor Executives' A.soclation, composed of 19

national and International organization.% must, because of the quandary in which
it p!acea them, object to, and oppose, the amendment s(t forth on page 28 in
1L It. 387, which Inserts after snbsection (e) the following language:

"Every organisation, except as hereinafter provided, exempt from taxation
under section 101, shall file an annual return, which shall contain or be verified
by a written declaration that it is made under the penalties of perjury, stating rpe-
clfically the items of gross income, receipts, and disbursement;, and such other
I nfrmation for the purpose of carrying out the provision of this chapter as the
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0Demlssioner,, with the approval of the Secretary, way by regulations prescribe,
and shall keep'sch records,.render unler oath such statements, make such other
returns, and comply with suvh rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with
the approval of the Secretary, may from time to time prescribe. No sucb annual
return need be fIled under this subsection by any organization exempt from taxa-
tion undir the p revisions of the section 101."

The House Ways and Means ConnIttee reported this amendment without
opportunity for representatives of any of the organizations who may be affected
to state their position with respect to the amendment. Then the House adopted
a rule liInting general debate to 2 days and pruviding that no amendment shall
be In order except those offered by the committee. In other words, a very definite
"gag" rule.

We do not know what the committee wants, what it is driving at. If there
are hidden ulterior motives, they should be out In the open and clearly under-
standable. The organizations reprvesented by this association have no secrets
tohide behind. They make public to their entire membership their entire financial
standing with respect to Income and outgo, some monthly, some semimonthly,
others annually, and this may be obtained by any parties who are Interested
and who may think that It is of use or value to them. The 'dissemination of
such InformatIon has always been on a voluntary basis and no reason for com-
pulsion has ever existed.

Why, we ask, should such an amendment be Injected Into a general revenue
bill dealing with 50,000,C00 or more taxpayers? If the purposes are germane,
then why not Introduce such broad legislation In a separate bill which will
make clear Its real purposes and afford opportunity for all Interested parties
to be heard? The complexities of the House revenue bill are leglos and, even
If confined to the collecting of revenues, will lead to all kinds of misunder-
standings which the vast majority will be unable to fathom or comprehend.

The committee's report (pp. 21-25) dealing with the amendment In section
112 of the House bill, does not even match the reasons given to explain and try
to justify section 112. Either section 112 should be dropped or It should

'
read

to correspond with the reason advanced In the report.
The report says it wants information from organizations which are now

exempt from tax but are operating business enterprises at a profit in competition
with companies which are subject to tax.

Why, then, should not section 112, if there Is to be such section (and we see
no need whatsoever) read so that it applies only to organizations now exempt
from tax which operate any business at a profit In competition with companies
which are subject to tax. In brief, either strike out section 112 entirely W$
limit it to the justification advanced in support of It.

Efforts along similar lines as provided for In this amendment were tried on
various occasions In the House, which, however, never materialized into enacted
legislation. To now Inject an amendment into the general revenue bill is but
an attempt to sneak It in the back way, trust[ng that the adoption of such a
revenue bill will carry with it this absurd and wholly unnecessary provision.

We repeat that, If legislation Is desirable and necessary to meet the require-
ments of the House amendment, then separate If from the far-reaching tax bill.
Afford those affected an opportunity to be head, instead of "gagging" them as
the rule adopted "gags" even the colleagues In the House from offering amend-
ments to strike this absurd and obnoxious language, changing the principles of
section 101 of the Revenue Code.

We respectfully request that the Senate reject thislamendment and strike the
language of paragraph (f) on page 28 of the House bill 04S.

Yours truly,
" J'. 0. LUHRSEN,

Etccutire Secretary,
Railw'ay lAbor Ezcculirce Assoiation.

The CHATRMAN. Mr. Parlin.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES 0. PARLIN, ATTORNEY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The CraiRmAN. Give your name and address to the reporter, Mr.
Parlin.

Mr. PARLIN. My name is Charles C. Parlin. I am an attorney;
63 Wall Street, New York City. I am a practicing attorney in New
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York City and spend the majority of my time in tax Work. As a
matter of friendship I have assisted a number of the members of
the armed services in attempting to make out their income taxes for
th6 calendar year. In connection with that work relating to the
members of the earned forces, a situation has arisen which strikes me
as unfair. This committee has been kind enough to allow me to state
my views here.

The taxpayers use the current income to pay the taxes for the pre-
ceding year. A man may use his 1942 income to pay the 1941 tax,
and so on, and it was found advisable to put all taxpayers on a
current-payment basis, which was done by the forgiveness of '75
percent of the 1912 taxes. Auxiliary provisions were neeasary,
however, and those were adopted to protect the revenues and to pre-
vent winlfalls to taxpayers by adding to the 1943 tax various items.

Then it was realized that certain provisions must be made to
temper and give relief from double payments, and among those was
the'relief given .o members of the armed forces.

Take, for examp le, a top executive who had a salary in 1912 of
$100,000, his tax, I think, would be $0,000. If be entered the armed
forces and had a commission at $4,000 or $5,000, he is faced with the
problem of paying a $0,000 income tax out of his commissioned pay
of $1,000 or $5,000.

It was recognized there was an injustice and some remedy should
be given. The relief was given in section 6 (d) which provided that
in cases of the armed forces the 1942 tax coun.d be recomputed for
the purpose of this carry-over provision by excluding the earned in.
come. The cross efer nce, however, picked up not the real earned
income but the earned income as defined for the earned income credit,
which says under any circumstances $8,000 is earned income and under
no circumstances is more than $14,000 earned income, with the result
that we have the following absurdity working out. for a member of the
armed forces: A man who had a private income but no earned income in
1942 goes into the services and goes on Uncle Sam's pay roll. This
statute arbitrarily brands $3,000 of his private income as earned in.
come and proceeds to give him the benefit of the adjustment As'if
that $3,000 had been earned, and he had lost that by going into the
armed services. Conversely, take the case of a man who has actually
earned in 1942 the salary of $25,000, which he has lost by going into
the armed services, this definition allows us to recognize as earned
income only $14,000 and brands as private income and subjects it to
the windfall provisions the balance of $11,000, which was in fact
earned but which is-now branded as private income and taxed as
private income.

My suggestion, therefore, is that this committee consider retaining
that present adJustment in favor of members of the armed forces,
but making the adjustment on the basis of actual facts, on the earned
income that had been sacrificed by going into the armed services, and
eliminating this arbitrary definition which contorts private income into
earned income and actual earned income into private income. 'Ihe
adjustment can be very easily made by .a proper cross-refeience to the
definition of "earned income" which is in the statute, instead of cross.
referencing it to this peculiar earned-income-credit provision.
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As a matter of fact; the House bill suggests a complete elimination
of the earned-income credit beginning March 1, 1944, but the amend-
ment will not be effective to remedy the situation which I am pointing
out, because that situation is involved in the computation of the 1943
tax.

I will not bore you with the definitions and cross-references, which
are purely technical, but I would like to file a memorandum that gives
a background of these references to accomplish the point I am trying
to make, namely, in the interest of our colleagues who have entered
the armed services, to make the adjustment on the basis of actuality
and not a contortion of earned income and private income.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU may file it.
Mr. PARLIN. Thank you, sir,
(The memorandum referred to is as follows:)

MEmowktO UM TO SZ,'A= FINANCE CoMumnm HR RuuIrF TO Aa u Foec FOM
PouBLE PAYMENT Or 1942 TAX

PROPOSAL lft AMENDMENT

It Is proposed that the 1943 Revenue Act, section 6 (d) (1), now reading
in part:

'(as defined in section 25 (a) (4))"
should read:

"(as defined In the first sentence of section 23 (a) (4 (0))."
The present House bill does not deal with this section or the problem here
presented.

PLYUOSE Or AMENDMENT

The Current Tax Payment Act of 1043 was based on the established fact that
many, and probably most, taxpayers were using their current earningi to pay tax
on their income of a prior year. It recognized the soundness of putting taxpayers
on a current-paymes., u..ls.

To put taxpayers on a current basis 75 percent of the 1942 tax was forgiven.
New proV'sion§ fr computing the 1943 tax were enacted designed to protect the
revenues, to prevent windfalls to taxpayers, and to give certain relief from double
payments.

Relief from double payments was given, to members of the armed forces by
section 6 (d) (1). Civilians have their 1913 tax increased by the excess of the
19422 tax over the 1943 computation. Members of the armed forces, In carrying
over this excess as part of their 1943 tax, are permitted to recompute their 1943
tax. They can exclude from the 1942 computation their "earned net income (as
defined In section 25 (a) (4))."

Section 25 (a) (4) defines "earned net Income" and then provides that in every
case it shall be a minimum of $3,000 and a maximum of $14,000. The proposed
amendment would eliminate thcqa arbitrary minimum and maximum amounts
and give to a member of the armed forces relief from double payments on the
basis of the actual facts.

OPrsATION OF P ESENT LAW

The theory of relief to members of the armed forces is sound In principle but
the arbitrary limitations of $3,000 and $14,000 Vrevent the accomplishment of
this obvious purpose. If a man had no earned income prior to entering the armed
forces he has made a financial giun by going lon the Governme'nt pay roll. There
would appear to be no necessity for giving him an additional tax benefit by
arbitrarily classlfyirg $3,000 of his private income as earned income. On the
other hand, a man with earnings in excess of $14,000 by going into the armed
forces has made a substantial financial sacrifice. It scams unfair that of his
actual earnings in 1042 only $14,000 should be recognized as earned income.
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USONs FOR AMDUEDME r

The relief from double payments given to members of the armed forces by
section 6 (d) (1) Is tound and should be retained. The relief, however, should
be based on actual facts and not upon arbitrary designations.

A civilian who has less Income In 1043 than in 1942 may have a hardship
under the present law. This hardship, however, Is due to business reverses.
A member of the armed forces who had a substantial earning for 1942 and only
his Army or Navy pay In 1943 has made this sacrifice In the national interest
and is entitled to special relief.

A man who had $14,000 of earned Income In 1942 and only Army or Navy pay
In 1013 Is adequately protected under the present act. But a man who has 1942
earnings In excess of $14,000 In 1942 and only his Army or Navy pay In 1943 has a
real hardship. The higher the earned Income In 1942 the higher the tax brackets
and the more Impossible the situation created u-ler the present act.

As Indicated above, the current tax payment act of 1943 Is premised on the
fact that taxpayers paid their 1941 tax out of 1942 income, their 194 tax out of
1943 income, etc. A man who leaves a partnership, commission, or salaried
position which enabled him In 1942 to earn, say, $100,000 will be faced with
paying in 1943 approximately $&0,000. With only the armed forces pay for
1943 this Is obviously Impossible. The higher the earnings for 1042 the greater
the sacrifice In entering the armed forces and the more acute the tax hardship.

Under the present act a civilian who has a large Income for 1942 can get the
maximum benefits of the forgiveness provisions by bringing his 1913 earnings up
to the level of his 1942 Income In civilian life most substantial taxpayers are
familiar with this situation and are making an effort to bring their 1943 earnings
up to at least the 1942 level. A man in the armed forces cannot accomplish this.
lie clearly should be entitled to relief from double tax based on actual earned
Income. The present statute would give satisfactory relief If It used the present
definition of earned income but eliminated the arbitrary minimum of $3,000 and
maximum of $14,000.

The old earned-income-credit provision which contained this minimum and
maximum never had a logical basis. It came Into the law as a compromise at a
time when it was urged that earned income be taxed at rates different than other
Income. The present House bill proposes to abolish the credit and Incorporates
(for 1944 and subsequent years) a definition of earned income without any
minimum or* maximum. H. R. 87, section 10M. As the proposed amendment
does not apply to the year 1943 It does not solve the problem of the members
of the armed forces outlined In this memorandum.

CHAarzS C. PIXRLI.
Novzurt 29, 1043.

5E NUZ ACT OF 1942, 8W. G. -IxF ]FROM DOUNUIL PAYM ENTS IN 1943

'(d) Rules for application of subsections (a), (b), and (ci-.
"(1) Application of subsection (b) to members of armed forces.-If the tax-

payer is In active service in the military or naval forces of the United States or
any of the other United Nations at any time during the taxable year 1942 or 1943,
the increase in the tax for the taxable year 1943 under subsection (b) (1) shall
be reduced by an amount equal to the amount by which the tax for the taxable
year 1912 (determined without regard to this section) is Increased by reason of
the inclusion in the net Income for the taxable year 1942 of the amount of the
earned net Income (as defined in section 25 (a) (4))."

INTERNAL V Nv1UE coo, sW. 23. CREDIrS OF INDIVIDUAL AGAINST r MronUE

"(a) Credits for normal tas only.-There shall be allowed for the purpose of
the normal tax, but not for the surtax, the following credits against the net
Income:

4( 4) Earned income dellnftion8.-For the purposes of this section-
"(A) 'Earned Income' means wages, salaries, professional fees, and other

amounts received as compensation for personal services actually rendered, but
does not include any amount not Included in gross Income, nor that part of the
compensation derived by the taxpayer for personal services rendered by him to a
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cor-oration which'represents a distribution of earnings or profits rather than a
reasonable allowance as compemation for the personal services actually ren-
dered. In the case of a taxpayer engaged In a trade or business In which both
Jpersonal services and capital are material Income production factors, a reason-
able allowance as compensated for the personal services actually rendered b:Y
the taxpayer, not In eceu of 20 per centuin of his share of the net profits of such
trade or business, shall be considered as earnbd Income.

"(B) 'FAmed income deductions' means such deductions as are allowed by
section 25 for the purpose of computing net income, and are properly allocable
tc or chargeable against earned Income.

"(C) 'Earned net income' means the excess of the amount of the earned Incoese
over the sum of the earned income deductions. If the taxpayer's net income
is pot more than $3,000, his entire net Income shall be considered to be earned
net income, and If his net Income Is more than 3,000, his earned net income shall
not be considered to be less thana $1,003. lu no case shall the earned net Income
be considered to be more than $14,000."

The CHIRMAN. Mr. Rice.

STATEMENT OF ROLAND RICE, GENERAL COUNSEL, AMERICAN
TRUCKING ASSOCIATION, INC.

Mr. Ric. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: My name
is Roland Rice. I am general counsel of the American Trucking As-
sociations, Inc. Our offices are at 1424 Sixteenth Street'NW., Wash-
ington, D. C. The association is the national trade association of the
trucking industry and is a federation of some 50 associations in the
various States, the District of Columbia, and the Territory of Iha-
waii. Its membership represents every type of trucking operation.

We are not here today to complain about taxes but to point out
just a few problems to which we hope the committee will give careful
consideration. As a matter of fact, many of our members are in such
straitened financial position that they will earn but little and have
but little tax to pay. As to those which are in position to produce
earnings, we respectfully request that the House proposal to increase
the excess-profits tax from 90 percent to 95 percent be rejected. There
is little enough left for future needs when 90 percent is taken.

As to this point I see no particular purpose in extending the dis-
cussion because what has been said by Judge Fletcher for the railroads
really applies to us also.

The trucking industry employs more personnel than any other form
of transportation the total employment being estimated as some-
thing over 3 million. From the point of view of providing work
this industry from the beginning has been one of the most beneficial
in the Nation, its units being relatively small,'thus necessitating large
numbers of men for the total volume of freight carried.

The burden of taxes on highway carriers is enormous and in 1942
the total special taxes, such as registration fees, gasoline tax, and ex-
cise taxes, were over $539 000,000-well on toward $1,500,000 per day.
This figure does not include personal property taxes, income taxes and
real property taxes on terminals, shops, and so forth. We urge, there-
fore that since our taxes and labor costs are high and employment
stable this committee give favorable consideration to the suggestion
that the present social-security taxes be not increased as originally
contemplated. According to many of those who have made a study of
the subject, the reserves are entirely adequate for any needs that we
may anticipate.
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I I hope it, will not be amiss here to state--rd I do it'witi, considerable
pride-that our industry is making an enormous contribution to the
war effort in spite of the greatest handicaps. As you know, we have
had practically no new equipment since the war but are forced to de-
pend almost entirely upon what we had when the attack was made on
Pearl Harbor. Manpower shortages are alarming, gasoline and rub-
ber shortages are causing the deepest concern, end in many cases the
lack of necessary parts jays up vehicles for weeks and sometimes the
p ars cannot be found at all. Added to this, the cost of these items
has risen tremendously, and especially in the case of rubber-an in-
dispensable commodity-the service life of the product does not com-
pare with what was available at the outbreak of the war. This gives
some idea of why our financial condition is so bad at present.

And yet with all these handicaps the trucking industry is perform-
ing an unbelievably great service. It is the opinion of mqny jtuthor-
ities that the great development of the motor vehicle is largel re-
sponsible for our success in avoiding a transportation brea-own
in the present war with an all-time high in freight and passengers
transported. Mr. Joseph B. Eastman, Director of the Office of De.
fense Transportation, has stated publicly on many occasions that the
contribution of the motor vehicle to our war program is outstanding
and that without the highway carrier the rails could not posibly
carry the load. Today the load of many of our carriers consists of
75 percent of war goods and some carriers have devoted 100 percent of
their facilities to the Government these war loads moving swiftly
over short distances and long, and Irequently at the urgent request of
Army and Navy personnel for service to and from camps installa-
tions, war factories, and ports of embarkation. It is our hope that
we can continue this service in war and that we shall be provided an
opportunity to resume a normal role when peace returns, and make
an even better record than in the past.

I should like to comment briefly upon the proposal to repeal the
B-percent transportation tax. May I say that in spite of the fact that
our industry does not pay the tax direct, it has nevertheless been a
Xreat burden in the use of manpower, and its application particularly
with reference to acceasorial charges has not always been clear.

At this point there is one angle that I should like especially to
stress before the committee at this time. You will recall that under
the Motor Carrier Act, now called part I1 Congress established classes
of carrierssuch as common, contract, and private carriers. The con-
tract carrier is fluently considered a species of private carrier, espe-
cially because of his confining his services to individual shipper •nd
because of his close relationship to the shipper's businen The 3-
percent transportation tax has made it difficult for the contract car-
rier to retain his business in the face of private carrier competition
because the latter is exempt from the payment of the tax both with
regard to traffic carried on his own vehicles and on vehicles which he
may lease. You may know there are a great many socalled rental
firms, vehicle rental firms, front which the private carrier may lease
trucks. That 3 percent may very well spell the difference between
having the goods moved by a contract carrier and having the private
carrier perform his own service. In other words, the 3 percent may
meami the difference between staying in business and being put out
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of business, and it has been the cause of very grave concern to our
contract carriers. When the committee considers this phase of the
tax problem, we hope it will give careful thought to this particular
Issue.

I come now to what is considered by our members a very important
matter and that is the question of deferred maintenance. Judge
Fletcher, in speaking for the railroads just a few minutes a o, gave
attention t0 a similar subject obtaining in his industry. Tat sub-
ject has received much public discussion and I am sure the committee
is aware of the fact that in some instances, at least management is
not able to cary on the necessary maintenance work for the very sim-
ple but compelling reason that the materials, parts, time, and man-
power are not available.

4 In our case, we cannot. give you specific figures as to the total amount
of maintenance already deferred, but it is obvious to even a casual
observer that we are not now doing the mechanical work on our equip-
ment that we would normally have done. The problem is aggravated
by the fact that it has been necessary for us to keep in operation
hundreds of thousands of vehicles that might have been replaced
had new ones been available. Even after the war is over we must
continue to operate these vehicles and the newer ones for-a long time.
As to our equipment, it is being run harder and longer and subjected
to much greater abuse than ever before, and we are not able to pro.
vide the necessary maintenance. The money that is made through this
type of operation is really not a profit but an expense and some day
it ought to be applied to restore the Nation's transportation plant to
real operating efficiency.

I am sure this committee and the Congress are interested in having
an adequate peacetime highway transportation agency. We are do-
ing our best in war but we want to continue to live and to serve when
peace returns. In order to do it we need to have exempted from tax
an amount equivalent to what would be used if we had the time, the
manpower, the material, and parts with which to do it. We are will-
ing, as are the railroads, to have the InterMate Commerce Commission
set up an account foi this deferred maintenance and a fair figure
might be established through the use of a normal period--perhaps
from 1936 to 1939. We could then measure our present needs against
our experience in that period and I think a fair figure could be arrived
at. In our industry, it would be difficult to go back much farther
than 1936 because adequate records would not be available. You see,
regulation by the Interstate Commerce Commission began in full in
that year.

If the committee should decide that the suggestion for the purchase
of Government securities is desirable, such a plan would be entirely
acceptable to us.

I might depart from my prepared statement here to comment
briefly on the suggestion made by Judge Fletcher with regard to the
consideration for carriers who are offering to the Government land-
grant rates. He made a suggestion, I believe, that there might be
established such a thing as a tax-exempt fund. While the motor-
truck industry of 'course does not carry anything like the vohne of
freight that the railroad industry carries, and while the land-grant
rates do not generate such large sums of money in our industry as
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they do in the railroad industry nevertheless this is a very consid-
erable problem to our people, anA when this committee considers the
suggestion made by Judge Fletcher, and perhaps by others on the
same subject, we sincerely urge that. you give consideration to the
fact that the same problem applies, though in a smaller amount, to
the highway carrier industry.

There is just one final matter I should like to bring to the attention
of the committee: Within our industry we have had a relatively large
number of automobile transporters, men who have carried thousands
of automobiles from the manufacturing points to the various distribut-
ing areas around the county. Before the war, half the Nation's auto.
mobiles were moved by the highway companies. When Pearl Harbor
came there were no more new automobiles to carry and these men
found themselves utterly at a standstill, but there was need for the
transportation of small guns, airplane wings, fuselages, and other
parts, the famous jeeps, and similar small vehicles. The Govern.
meant also needed workers carried to its newly established war plants.

Consequently, with most of these carriers, and with some others
there was the, immediate problem of conversion to. a new type of
vehicle for a war purpose only, since it was only through this con-
version that they were able to serve the Government and also keep
in operation at all. Today these vehicles are devoted to a service
different from that for which they were built and one which will not
be in existence when the war is over. Consequently, we have in our
industry a reconversion problem which will be pressing immediately
upon the ce&-stion of hostilities. The subject of reconversion may
have been presented to this committee by other witnesses for con-
sideration. When time conunittee cones to that point, we respectfully
ask that if any provision whatever is made, consideration be given
to the fact that in the highway transport industry reconversion will
be very important to many carriers and that they should be included
in any legislation drafted to recognize and alleviate this condition.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHTIAMAN. Are there any questions There are no questions.
Tflank you very much, Mr. fRice.
Mr. R cE. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRM.xN. Mr. Sutherland is not present this morning. That

leaves Mr. Satterlee. I believe Mr. Satterlee requested that he be
carried to the foot of the calendar, if it is agreeable, and I suppose
it is.

(Tihe following statement was submitted for the record:)
STATfElENT OW RAILROAD Sx-UaITY OWFsRS ASSOCIATION, INC., RISPCTINO CEIT.%IN

MOPOsED AIEN-DME NT AS-'YCTINO TAXABLE INCoMEs or RAI!.nODs

This statement is submitted In behalf of Railroad Security Owners Assc'cia.
tion, Inc., 110 East Forty-second Street, New York, N. f., by its authorized execu-
Ure committee.

Railroad Security Owners Avsoclation represents 48 life-Insurance companies
and 350 mutual-savings banks owning about 28 percent of the total funded debt
of the railroads of the United States. Investments of the association's members
are fiduciary in character. The assoclatlon seeks to contelbute to the protection
and promotion of the Investment Interests in the American railroads of many
million of life-insurance polileyholders and savings-banks depositors.

The ass(ciatlon's excntiive committee urges the adoption of amendments to the
pending bill so as to provide for the deduction In the computation of taxable rail-
road Income of-
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I. Amounts set aside in a reserve fund and Invested in Goverunnt securities
to provide for the overtaking in the future of current undermAintenauce attribut-
able to present shortage of labor and material; and

2. Losses, not limited to offsets against capital gains, incurred in the disposition
of other rallgroad corporations' securities acquired for the enlargement of the
taxpayer's transportation setvlcM.

At hearings before the House committee on October 11, 193, in testimony.
beginning at page t623 of the print, and before the Senate committee on November
30, i043, the Association of'American Railroads, appearing by Its vice president,
Judge t. V. Fletcher,: proposed amendments that would accomplish the purposes
above indicated. That presentation in behalf of the railroad managements Is
commended to the Finance Committee for moat careful consideration.
S I. Rescre against currt uadertmainftiawe..

By reason of the tremendous and imperative demands of the war on rail-
road transportation, wear and tear of railroad plant and equipment is ab-
normally great. Shortages of labor and material have made It difficult for
the ralircads to keep the ihalntenance of their property up to the standard re-
quired for proper safety and highest efficiency of present operations. The rail-
roads have been compelled to defer a great volume of maintenance work that
ordinarily would be In progress, that must eventually be performed to restore
the property, but that can be postponed without impairment of present service.
This postponement of demand for labor and materials serves vital national
Interest. The acchmulation of large funds to be spent upon the cessation of
war activity will assist greatly in the sustaining of the national economy after
the war passes.

A sharp reduction In railroad revenues wilt come with the 'nd of the war.
At the same time the railroads will be confronted by exceptional demands for
capital expenditures required for the modernization of plant and equipment
to meet the greatly magnified competition of other forms of transportation. The
possession of reserve funds for the necessary overtaking of accumulated under-
maintenance will ease the approaching financial strain.

The existing tax laws practically forbid the setting aside of any funds for
such future use. If not currently spent, Income that Is available for and
ordinarily would be employed in maintenance work is treated as profit, and
subjected to a tax that for railroads ranges up to 81 percent - 'This would In-
crease the cost of postponed maintenance provided for currently to an amount
In excess of five times the amount subsequently expended therefor. As a con-
sequence, present provision of funds to be used later for the payment of present
cost of service is negligible.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has recognized that malntnance work
which ordinarily would be in progress under a normal program, but which
under present circumstances must be postponed for performance as soon ag con-
ditions permit, should be treated as current operating expense. By regulations
Issued June 29, 1042, the Interstate Commerce Commission permits the rail-
roads to set aside funds to be used In such work, subject to restrictions and
upon conditions for supervision Insuring proper application of the funds. There
is thus at hand an agency and a plan to simplify the drafting of the proposed
legislation, facilitate its administration, and Insure the accomplishment of its
purpose.
2. Losses from railroad inreatmeWns in other railrodd corporations.

The typical railroad corporate structure is highly complex in that there is an
integration of separate corporations, frequently considerable in number.

This is so for diverse reasons. One is that the system, usually a single oper-
ating unit, has been built up progressively over the course of many years, in
numerous instances exceeding or approaching a century. From time to time a
railroad corporaliop strong and enterlprising among Its neighbors has acquired
the stock, and sometimes also the bonds, of an existing corporation owning con-
necting or otherwise auxiliary lines of railroad. In other instances, the railroad
corporation seeking to enlarge Its transportation service has set about the con-
struction of branches and exten.'4ons from Its existing lines, and frequently the
most practical course was tn form a subsidiary corporation, ownership of the
newly constructed properly thus becoming Indirect through ownership of capital
stock. State laws often made the creation of a separate corporation desirable
or necesrmry upon the crossing of a State line. Occasionally railroad corpora-
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tions approaching equality in strength ad importance have effected a degree
of union through the acquisition by the one of thecapital shares of the other.

Acquisitions by one railroad orgaizatlon of ihe securities of another were
encouraged and accelerated by the adoption of the p.ovlsiona in the Transpor-
tation Act of 1920 expresly designed to bring about consolidations of railroads
uto a limited number of systems. • An indirect Impetus in the same direction was

furnished by the provisions in the 19)20 act for ihe recapture of excess earnings.
What were then the prosperous railroad corporations, of which the list later
changed greatly, were thereby as a matter of policy eronraged to' take over
the stock of the less prosperous ones and combine the operations into one systeD.

The drift toward unifications appears to have been sharply arrested, if Indeed
in certain respects It has not been reversed. This Is laregl) due to a change iq
public opinion and in Federal legislative policy. The result has been a proper
desire on the part of many railroad corporations to divest tChemselves of rail.
road mecuritles originally acquired in pursuance of a national policy. More-
over, abandonment of many unneeded and burdenionme branch lines haa been
accomplished, is now going forward,. and will continue. This Is particularly true
as to railroad corporations now undergoing reorganization under sectijr 77 of
the Bankruptcy Act, or recently emerged therefrom. Frequently, ownt ship of
these branch lines was represented by ownership of the senritles of a subsidiary
corporation. There have been great changes In traffic conditioned, and in the
channels of traffic, affecting the desirability of the retention of owner.ihlp by one
railroad of the securities of another.

In railroad set-ups of which representative examples have been outlined, the
distfrtion between Indirect ownership of physical property through ownership
of securities of the corporation possessing legal title, on the one hind, and
direct ownership, on-the other hand, is highly technical and artificial. The
essential situation is widely different from that which exists in the case of
investment by an individual or the ordinary run of profit-seeking commerclai
corporations in the securities of a dissxiated enterprise, prompted by expectation
of profit frem increase, in the market value of the securities or from dividends.
In the one case the securities truly represent property used in the business o;' the
owner. In the other case they do not. The two diverse classes of nvestments
should not be treated in the same way for income tax purposes. The Injustice
of the failure to differentiate Is strikingly apparent in the case of Investmet ts
of railroad corporations of a character which design to serve- the public hi's
prompted and public policy has encouraged.

Where the railroad ownership of the physical property has been direct thc
property Is treated as "used in the trade or business of the taxpayer" and loss
Incurred by reason of Its depreciation or disposition Is deductible from'ordinary
Income. Where the loss is incurred in the disposition of securities, It may now
he deducted only as an offset against capital gains. Railroads seldom have
such Investment gains to account fol.

-We submit that the tax laws should be amended so as to provide -or the
exclusion of railroad Investments of the tyjie above described from the definition
of "capital assets," to the end that for income tax purposes the legal fiction
of separate corporate identity will not serye to visit an undue hardship upon
the railroads.

Respectfully submitted.
PHILIP A. Baa B0Y.

Presfdcnt, Dime Savings Bank of Brooklins, Brooklyn, N. Y.
HNEY BauE,

President, The Botery Sarings Bank, New York. N. Y.
J. HIUrLTOX CHESTO,r,

Vice President, The Philadelphia Saving Fund Society, Philadcphla, Pa.
Hi. C IIAOFMII,

Treasurer, Metropolitan Life ,Insurance Co., New York, . Y.
AUousT THLEFrlD.

President, Savings Banks Trust Co., New York, N. Y.
ALsa> H. MSYIERs,

Vice ]President, New York Life Insurance Co.. New York, N. Y.
F. W. WALKEs,

Vice President, The Northwesfcrn Mutual Life Insurance Co., Jiwaukee, Wis.
By F. N. 0.,

Executive Committee, Railroad Sccuritj, Owners Association, Inc.
9333144-12
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STATEMENT OF MAURICE H. STANS, ALEXANDER GRANT & CO.,
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, NEW YORK AND CHI0490

Mr. STANs.. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Maurice H. Stans; I reside in Kenilworth, Ill I am senior partner
of Alexander Grant & Co., certified public accountants, with offices in
New York and Chicago. I hold certificates as a certified public
accountant in the States of New York Ohio, Illinois, and Wisconsin
and have been engaged in the practice of public accounting for
approximately 15 years.
The purpose of my appearance before your committee is to suggest

the substantial modification or complete elimination of section 6 (c)of the "current tax payment act of 1943, commonly known as the
"second windfall provisi" on." Such l egislatio~n could feasibly and

properly be accomplished as part of the technical refinements in the
revenue bill of 1943 (H. R. 3687). The premise on which I make this
suggestion is the fact that the operation of section 6 (c2 works sub.
stantial inequities on certain classes of taxpayers, as . propose to
demonstrate by illustrations based upon actual experiences known
to me.

HMISORY AND DESCRIPTION OF SECTION 6 (0)

Section 6 (c) of the current tax payment act of 1943 was not in the
original bill as reported by the House Committee on Ways and Means
or as passed by the House. It first appeared in the bill as reported
by the Senate Finance Committee and was retained when the bill was
passed by the Senate. In the conference report which followed, the
provisions of the Senate bill relating to section 6 (c) were adopted
with some slight modification and became a part of the at as finally
enacted.
The current tax payment act of 1943 was enacted for the purpose

of placing the collection of income taxes from individual taxpayers
on a current basis. It adopted, with some modifications, the idea of
the so-called Ruml plan of forgiveness Qf 1942 taxes in order to accom-
plish that purpose. Section 6 (c) or the "second windfall provision"
of the act was designed to limit this forgiveness of tax in the case of
individual taxpayers whose 1942 and 1943 incomes were substantially
greater than those of the pre-war period. It imposed this forgiveness
limitation by providing, in effect, that the maximum limit of forgive-
ness of tax liability would be an amount of tax determined by applying
1942 tax rates to the taxpayer's highest surtax net income in any of the
certain pre-war 'years (1937,1938, 1939, and 1910) increased by 20,000.

This 'second windfall provision" was presumably designed to pre-
vent an apparent advantage to taxpayers whose incomes in 1942 or
1943, by reason of the war, were substantially greater than in any of
the pre-war years. The conference report cites an illustration ot an
individual woso surtax net income was $5,(0 in his highest pre-war
base year but whose surtax net income for 1942 was $30,000, composed
.ntirely of dividends and interest.

EXPERIENCES wrrI SECON 6 (C

The actual experiences of some taxpayers under section 6 (c) dis-
close that it frequently will bring about an inequitable and unfair
result. This is due to the fact that, in many cases, the taxpayers who
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are subject- to it are not holders of securities and through them the
recipients of dividends and interest in extraordinarily large amounts,
but are the owners of 'businesses under the proprietorship or partner-
ship form.

e inference of section 6 (c), which limits the extent of forgive-
ness in cases in which incomes have increased substantially, is that
any such substantial increase in income is abnormal and is a windfall,
and that the taxpayer who has thus increased his income should be
penalized under the forgiveness provisions in comparison with other
taxpayers. This inference overlooks two vital circumstances affecting
individuals in business as proprietors or partners:

(a) Business income of individuals, where resulting from partici-
pation in the war effort through Government contracts or subcontracts,
is subject to renegotiation by the Government to enable it to recapture
any excessive profits. In ihe renegotiation proceedings there is de-
veloped a standard of measurement of reasonable profits, depending
on such- factors as the extent of risk assumed by the contractor his de-
velopmental and engineering accomplishments, the nature of his per-
formance, and in general, his over-all contribution to the war efort.
As a result of this individually determined standard, the contractor-
taxpayer is permitted to retain a reasonable net income for his services
performed or products delivered.

(b) Business income is subject to many factors of fluctuation apart
from any connection with the war effort. It is subject to many pos-
sible changes of character from one year to another. An inventor may
spend many years in working out a development on which his ulti-
mate returns in 1 or more years may seem to be relatively large. An
individual may change from the status of an employee working for a
salary to that of an entrepreneur, risking capital and assuming much
greater responsibility, under which he is normally entitled to a larger
return. The owner of a business may spend years in the long, ex-
pensive process of developing a product, or a market for a pro(Thct, or
in expanding a field of service, in the expectation of more substantial
returns ultimately.

In the cases under (a), to regard such renegotiated "reasonable"
profits as a windfall is manifestly contradictory. In the cases under
(b), to ignore the logical evolution of business effort, especially for
the smaller business, is to put a supertax on ability, invention, and
ambition. It is clearly unfair to segregate such taxpayers for special
discriminatory treatment, as against others patently less worthy of
consideration. Equity would be served by the elimination of section
C (c) in all such cases. This is true no less here in the case of indi-
vidhal business incomes than in the case of corporate incomes, for
which special relief is granted under section 722 of the Internal Reve-
tiue Code in correspon ding circumstances (though for a different pur-
pos).

ILLUSTRATIONS OF INLQUITY

In contradistinction to the illustration in the conference report of
an individual whose surtax net income increased from $5,000 in the
base year to $30,000 in 1942, composed entirely of dividends and inter-
est. there are cited three actual cases of the application of section 6 (c) :

Case I: Taxpayer A is an inventor. In 1936, with extremely lim-
ited resources, he acquired the assets of a defunct airplane company
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and endeavored to apply his inventive knowledge tQ the development
of various improvements in airplane construction. One of such prod-
ucts was a taft wheel for light planes which he began to market about
1940. All his time was devoted to this and to other engineering
research in connection with aircraft, operating as a solo proprietor-
ship. His business profits, prior to 1940, were extremely negligible,
In 1940, as a result of the success of the tail wheel and other of his
items, his sales level increased to the point where his profit was over
$15 000 In 1941, the Army Air Forces, in recognition of his special
abilities, gave him a number of Government contracts which ulti-
mately increased his sales volume manyfold. Some of these were
contracts in which it was necessary for him to solve intricate engi-
peering problems and to devise ways of performing difficult functions,
such as the perfection of certain types of pontoons and the adaptation
of plastics to cockpit enclosures. His success in accomplishing these
objectives made possible the attainment of a profit level of over $100,000
in each of the years 1942 and 1943. Naturally, this result was not
accomplished without a tremendous mental and physical exertion and
the devotion of practically all his waking hours to the solution of the
problems involved. A large contributing factor was his ability to
build and train, in a very short time, an organization of persons
qualified to meet the requirements of the Army Air For&s on these
specialized problems.

Senator WALSH. Was it not the result of the war effortI
Mr. SANS. The income was the result of the war effort.
SenAtor WVALSH. If it had not been for the war he would not have

gotten that income.
Mr. STANS. I am not certain what his income would be. No one

could know, Senator.
The extent, if any, to which his 1942 or 1943 profits will be reduced

by renegotiation is not now known. However, if the renegotiation
authorities determine the amount which constitutes a reasonable re-
turn for the effort, skill, and inventive genius which has been applied
it would certainly -seem to be unfair that the results accomplished
should be penalized in comparison with other taxpayers by the appli-
cation of the "second windfall provision."

Case II: Taxpayer B was, prior to 1941, an employee of secondary
rank, in a retail merchandising business, working on a salary. In
1941 his employer died. By committing himself for substantial
amounts on loans, selling securities, and mortgaging his farm, tax-
payer B was able to accumulate funds to purchase tle business from
the estate of his former employer at the beginning of 1942. As a
result of his provision of capital and his assumption of risks and
responsibilities, his income increased substantially in 1942 and 1943.
Very clearly the comparison of these years with the pre-war years
nnder section 6 (c) is not a proper one because of the very material
change in the conditions which produced the income.

Case III: This case involves a story of four French patriot
brothers, two of whom were in the United States at the time of the
fall of France and two of whom came from France shortly there-
after. They were the principal stockholders of a French corporation
manufacturing electrical resistance welding machines under a process
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which was invented by one of the brothers. These machines were
in great demand by American aircraft factories because they
employed principles in welding of aluminum and light alloys differ-
ent front those of aniy other machine. The two brothers who were
in the United States at the time of the fall of France were here to
assist in the placing and operation of such machines for aircraft
production.

When the four brothers were reunited in the United States, they
attempted for a brief time to carry on the business of the French
corporation under an operating arrangement with an American
manufacturer. Shortly thereafter, upon advice of counsel, they
divorced themselves from the French corporation and formed a part-
nership to manufacture their welding machines to make them avail-
able to manufacturers of aircraft in this country. The business made
an outstanding contribution to the war effort, as evidenced by the
fact that it is estimated that approximately 80 percent of the weld-
ing on airplanes is done by these machines.' Various agencies of the
United States Government have interested themselves in this case from
time to time and have assisted the brothers in various ways because of
the remarkable results which their machines, and no others, are able to
produce.

In order fo fulfill the demand for their equipment for vital war
production, the brothers have con'imitted themselves for the purchase
of a large manufacturing plant and the neces-ary equipment. This
was done without any Government financial aid, although assisted
by bank financing under a Regulation "V" loan. They have invested
,500,000 in plant and equipment, of which about $200,000 is repre-
sented by a purchase mortgage, and are carrying $600,000 in inven-
tories for current production.

Under the tax laws in effect at the time of the making*of these
commitments, they were logical and practicable; admittedly, the
delay of a year in paying income taxes afforded a means of fiffancing
without which the project could not have been carried out on the
reared scale.

Te subsequent enactment of the Current Tax Payment Act of
19:13, requiring current payment of taxes, imposed a serious squeeze
on this position, particularly because of the impact of section 6 (c).
Inasmuch as the first two brothers who were in the United States
were here on a visitor's visa, they received only nominal compen-
sation from the French corporation for their services here. The
other two brothers arrived in the United States in October 1940.
The result was that the income to the four brothers in 1940 was very
small in relation to their normal incomes and such portions as are
re-ognized under the tax law as being earned in the United States
represented only a portion of their actual 1940 earnings. There is
no provision in section 6 (e) for annualizing this pre-war earnings
credit in computing the "windfall" adjustment, or for considering
the earnings from services out of the United States.

It happens incidentally, that the contract renegotiation law has now
tightened this squeeze, particularly in view of the Income Tax Unit's
ruling known as I. T. 319. In 1942, due to the remarkable character

of, and great demand for, their welding machine, the sales were large
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and the business realized a profit of about $585,000 which was allocated
equally between the four brothers as partners. The renegotiation pro-
ceedings resulted in an agreement to refund $125 000 of such profits.
According to 1. T. 3619, this amount must be aid by the end of 1944
in order to permit a recalculation of the tax liability or 1942 and a
credit against the "windfall" taxes thereunder. This results in a sit-
uation in which the partners will be required to pay in 1944, in taxes
and in renegotiation, an amount equal to and possibly greater than the
total net income of the business. The renegotiation authorities are
sympathetic to the partnership's position, andcon(eivably an arrange-
ment might be worked out with them which would extend the rene-
gotiation payments for several years. If that were done, the income
tax credit would be lost entirely under I. T. 8619, and the partners
would then probably pay as much in income taxes and renegotiation
payments over the next three or four years as they could earn. If the
1944 rates proposed by the Secretary of the Treasury were enacted, the
situation would become even more impossible.

For the purpose of presenting this case, detailed figures are not
considered necessary here but basic data is presented in accompanying
schedules. It is clear that unless some amelioration of the present
statute is found to be possible, these four brothers who kv-e made such
an outstanding contribution to the war effort will be deprived of all
reward for that effort and will face bankruptcy after the war. Inci-
dentally, they have all applied for naturalization and have received
their first papers.

SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS

The latter and somewhat more dramatic case of the four French
brothers would initially suggest that equity might be provided by an
amendment to Section 6 (c) providing, for example, recognition of
pre-war income earned outside the United States, in determining the
limitation upon the forgiveness of tax. It might also suggest, with-
out providing any particularly effective solution, that income earned
in a base year by a taxpayer employed or occupied or in business during
only a portion of such year might be annualized.

However, it seems to be a fair and logical conclusion that Section
6 (c) may not be serving the purpose for which it was originally in-
tended and that it should be substantiall ' amended or eliminated. If
it is not to be eliminated, then certainly it should be proper that it be
amended to exclude its application to cases in which the income is
realized from business profits through a proprietorship or partnership,
especially when such business profits result from war production whic
is subject to renegotiation. Other relief provisions possibly should
be devised to recognize modifying facts in cases of inventive profits,
changes in circumstances, et cetera.

It is probable that the amount of income taxes which could be real-
ized through Section 6 (c) as it now stands is extremely small in the
aggregate. If these illustrations are found to be representative, its
repeal seems desirable in order to avoid inequitable and discriminatory
effects ipon the few taxpayers to whom it does apply.

(Mr. Stans submitted the following tables:)
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COMP TATIONS ILU8VT ATING CASE III

Ills 18 a partnership consisting of four brothers, each having an equal In-
terest In ownership and profits. The following computations of tax position of
one of the brothers Is representative of that of each of the other three:

I

Surtax net Income for highest pre-war year 140 (three months in
United States) --------------------------------------------------- $9,400

1930-8-7 ------------------------------------------------------------- None
If. Computation of unforgiven portion of 1942 tax under "Current tax payment

act of 19.3" (partnership net Income $585,000 before renegotiation; renegotia-
tion refund $125.000)

Before reno- After renego-

surtax net income (distributable share from partnership) ................ 14,000 I11. 750

Total 1042 tax (less than tax for 1943) .................................... 104. 400 ", 900
Less 23 peent thereof not forgiven ...................................... 2,100 19,475,

75 percent focrgven .......................................... 76,M00 A 42S
Less tentative base period tax (bed o surta net Income 0(99,400) .IZ 60 IZ 600

Windfal ta ....................................................... &% 70 4525
Pus 25 percent of 1942 tax not forgiven .................................. 2, 100 19, 475

Total untcrftren tax for 194 ...................................... 91,800 M5,3

Payable at oblowing dates, under options:
Mar. , 1944 ........................................................ 13,100 9, 800
Mar. 15 IM ........................................................ 29,600 21 , 00
Mar. 15 M ....................................................... 1%400 11.400,
Mar. 1547 ........................................................ 16,400 11,400
Mar. I5,1948 ....................................................... 16.400 11, 40

Total .............................................................. 91,00 65, 300

III. Computation of amounts payatbe in future years, before 1912 renegotiation

setflement

1943 1944 1945 1944

EsUmsled partnership net income ...................... $90,00 $MO,0O "4,00 640000
Distributable share, one-fourth.............................90, 200, 0 OD100, 000 100,000

current year's tu ....................................... 178A _o11 o 6,600 I54.0 660 67600
Badane of 1942 tax undersea 6 (a) ............. ....... :. .......... I 13,1001& 11100 . _
Add~ltonltaxundersec. 6(e) ....................................... .......... 16,400 l,400

.................................................... 54,600 In1.n001 97,100 80001

IV. Computation of amounts payable in future ears, after 19,12 renegotiation

settlement, payablo in 194

1943 1944 1

Estima-ed pertnership net Income ............................. $800, 000 $ 400,000 4A, 000
Dtstributable share, oe-fourth ................................. .200,000 1 10000 1" 000

Current Year's ta .............................................. 1IA 600 1--0 76W 7, 60
Balance of942 tax under sw. 8(a) ............................. .......... #,goo 91 o ..........
Additk nil tax und e. 6 (c ................................. 114 4

1negaoti.pa.yments, 41 ................................. ..1...6.. 1,230 .. ,.00 79000
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Senator WIaLsi. In the case you cited, did these partners receive a
substantial income when they were in foreign comintriestI Mr. STA-r.. Yes.

Senator VALH. It seems some allowance ought to be made to them.
Mr. STANs. The figures are not available because the books are inthe hands of the enemy, but we have information that they are very

responsible people they had four manufacturing plants in France
and one in Engand before the war.

The CHAIRMAN. When is the second windfall-tax liability dueI
Mr. STANS. It is to be paid at the request and option of the tax-

payer in four payments beginning in 1945,1946,1947, and 1948.
'The CHAIRMAN. So it is not an immediate problem to the taxpayer.

He has got to take it up in 1944.
AfMr. STANs. It becomes an immediate problem in this case because of

the renegotiation payment, which must be paid in 1944 in order to get
the tax benefits.

I have a letter that illustrates the nature of their work from the Of-
fiee of Production Management to the Honorable Cordell Hull, Src-
letary of State, which Iwill submit for the record.

(Thie letter referred to is as follows:)
Orrict or Ps osu e 1n Mr.%'oz -r,

Woehinglon, D. 0., January 29, 1941.
The Honorable Ceaonm llu ,.

Secretary of Stote.
Sis: My friends, David Crawford, president of the Pullman Co., and 0. A.

LIddle, president of the Pullman Standard Car Manufacturing Co., have informed
me that they are manufacturing for Sclaky brothers the Sclaky electric resist-
unce welding machine, which the aircraft builders of the country are now using
and for which there Is a great demand. I have seen some of these welding ma-
chines operating In the Glenn L Martin plant, and I am somewhat familiar with
what they can do.

I am informed that these machines greatly speed up the building of aircraft
parts to a remarkable extent, and that the product Is even superior to parts
which are built with other standard practices, as, for example, by riveting.

The Pullman Co. is anxious to go ahead and invest very subtantial sums of
money In factory, plant, and equipment, so that they can produce more of these
machines to satisfy the actual demand of the aircraft Industry, but they feel that
they should not do this until they can be assured that the four Sciaky brothers,
David, Sam, Mario, and Maurfce, are permitted to remain In this country on a
iermancnt basis. They are here now on visitor visas, and, therefore, they may
be forced to leave the country almost any time. 'The Pullman officials, them.
sclves--and they advise us that the aircraft producers are of the same opinion-
say that the engineering knowledge and scientific experience of the Sclaky brothers
is absolutely ess-entlal to the prosecution of the building of these welding machines
and their servicing in the hands of the aircraft builders. They know of no other
engineers in the United States whose knowledge and experience In this field are
at all comparable to these men. It happens that all of them are in this country
as Greek nationals, by reason of the fact that at the time of their birth their
father and mother were living in Salonika, Greece, where the father was an offlo
offIcial of a French corporation. The family for many generations has lived in
France, and these brothers have for many years been re ,. ents of France.

In addition to the Sclaky brothers, there Is J'aimes Caraaso, who Is also an Im-
portant offllal with the Sclaky Co. lie Is In the country as a Spanish national
and should also be Included.

I understand that the Army and the Navy are'nmaklng a request to you, and 1
wish to join them in urging that In the interest of the national defense program
these men be permitted to have Immigration visas so that they may become citi-
zens of the United States, which I understand Is their Intention.

lespectfully,
Messu. C. Mlos,Dlrt-ctor, Aeronautico! Section.
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The CIIAIIMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Stans. The committee
notices a number of witnesses here on the luggage tax and the hand-
bag tax. If those who desire to appear can consolidate their state-
ments in the afternoon it would be of help to the committee. We will
reconvene at 2: 30.

(Whereupon at 12:06 p. mn. the committee recessed until 2:30 p. m.
of the same day.)

AVIrINOOWN SF.SO1N

(The committee reonvened at 2: 30 p. in., upon the expiration of the
recess.)

The CHARMAN. The committee will be in order. The other mem-
bers will be here as soon as they have finished voting, unless they are
called right back on another vote

Mr. Withers.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM WITHERS, REPRESENTING UNION
FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION

The CHAIRMAN. What is the point you wish to speak to, Mr.
Withers? p

Dr. WITHERS. I want to speak to the general character of the Hlouse
bill as passed.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir. Will you please indicate your name,
your address, and connections I

Dr. Vrrnrts. My name is William Withers; I am an associate pro-
fessor of economics at Queens College. My address is 399 East Fifty-
second Street, New York City. i nia representing the Union for
Democratic Action, which is located in New York City."

The CHAMIMAN. I am sorry I will have to ask you to proceed, al-
though.the other members of the committee am not here, but they will
be here (luring the course of your statement.

Dr. WVrnizs. I am appearing to present the recommendations on
the revenue bill which have been formulated by the Union for Demo-
cratio Action. The Union for Democratic Action is a liberal organi-
zation with membership throughout the country. I have reason to
believe that the position taken by it upon tax questions is the position
of many thousands of progressive-minded citizens throughout the
United States.

On November 11, 1943, eight groups Eubmitted a'similar tax program
to the House of Representative,, 'lher were the . I. O., the National
Farmers Union, the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the National
Women's Trade Union League, the League of Women Shoppers, the
Consumers Union, and the, National Lawyers Guild. The American
Federation of Teaclers, oi which I am a member, advocates a similar
program. I am inclined to believe that the proposals which I shall
submit on behalf of th. Union for Democratic Action are the most
representative of progressive opinion that can be found. I would even
venture to say that millions of taxpayers would share these views.
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The unique feature of the Union for Democratic Action is that it
pile, progressive opinion of both labor and middle-class origins.
tis a group free from political party control or influence, which

centers its activities on matters of critical concern to progressive Amer-
icans of all party affiliations.

Liberal policies concerning the collection of tax revenue in 1944
are concerned with the total amount of tax revenue and the methods
of taxation. Although these two aspects of tax' policy are inter-
related, they are separated in this statement for purposes of analysis.

Secretary Morgenthau suggests that Federal tax laws be revised
upward to provide for an audition of $10,500,000,000. This proposal
is based primarily upon the assumption of an inflationary gap of
42 billions. This amount is obtained by subtracting the anticipated
value of consumption goods in 1944 'of eighty-nine billions, and the
anticipated tax revenue from personal taxes' of twenty-one billions,
from the estimated national income payments to individuals of one
hundred fifty-two billions. Whatever the size of tihe inflationary gap,
we believe that it will be largo enough to require additional taxes" to
absorb part of the excess purchasing medium in order to reduce infla-
tion. The size of the gap could be dimliiinished either by an increase
in the quantity of taxation or by reduction in the size of the budget.

It is recommended that instead of a tax addition of $1050,0W0,-
O0, an attempt be made to obtain an additional $8,030,000,000. It is

assumed that the budget of 103 billions can be cut considerably. Some
Congressmen believe that the reductions in expenditures can be as
hi h as 8 billions without reducing the efficiency of the war effort.
Whatever the size of these budget reductions, however, they must not
be made by cutting nece-sary welfare expenditures. T renegotia-
tion of war contracts, reduction of personnel in some of the emergency
agencies, reduction of Army and Navy construction projects, and tie
rMlease of admittedly excessive Army and Navy supplies can provide
sizable budget reductions from the 106 billions proposed in 1914.

Although the recommended 8 billions of additional taxes may
cover only a relatively small part of the inflationary gap, it will assist
the efforts of the Federal administration in "holding the line" against
inflation. It is our belief that main reliance for the prevention of
inflation must still be placed upon adequate price control. If the
Roosevelt administration could strengthen price control enforcement
much more would be accomplished titan through an increase in taxes.

It is apparent. that we have now reached a point where further tax
increases may not prevent inflation. In the frst place, an attempt
to add to the burdens of taxpayers in the lower income brackets is
already leading to corresponding increasing wages whether the taxes
take the form of income or excise taxes. Persistent demands for higher
wages will be stimulated by higher taxes at these levels; in the second
place, in view of the opposition to further taxation, there cannot be
an increase sufficient to eliminate a large inflationary gap. These
considerations lead us to believe all the more strongly ihat chief reli-
ance must be placed upon price control mechanisms.

The development of strong antitax attitudes, particularly among
those who have fixed incomes and are in the lower income brackets, may
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lead to the same tendency toward the fascism which inflation is sup-
posed to cause. The point has now been reached where further in-
cienses in taxation on lower incomes may prove more dangerous in this
respect than inflation.

The Union for Democratic Action continues its opposition to the use
of the sales tax. We do not believe that the sales tax can collect
enough money to close up the inflationary gap. A 10-percent tax will
probably yield less than seven billions. It will also stiii motion ten-
dencies which are essentially inflationary. Sales taxes are added to
costs of production and thus increase prices. They tend to cause the
inflation which they are supposed to prevent. Apart from inadequacy
as means of inflation control, sales taxes are extremely unfair taxes,
especially when the rates are as high as 10 percent. We support
the contention of Randolph Paul that the b-arden of sales tax of 10
percent may be three times higher on the incomes below $2,000 than
on incomes above $10,000.

Chief reliance should be placed upon the personal income tax in the
collection of the eight billions proposed. In the main, we support
the recommendation of Secretary Morgenthau concerning the increase
in income tax rates, Uarticularly upon gross incomes above $5,000.
We do not, however, favor the reduction in the personal exemptions
proposed preferring to retain those now in effect ($1,200 married;
$500 single.) We believe also that the rates of the income tax should
be increased in the levels of gross income from $3,000 to $5,000. Cer-
tainly the rates below $3,000 should not be increased. It is our belief
that if the rates between $3,000 and $5,000 are increased by about 20
percent and the rates below $3,000 are maintained at their present levels
at least $5,000,000,000 additional revenue could be obtained through the
revised rates proposed by Secretary Morgenthau.

These recommendations concerning income tax rates make us vigor-
ouslyoppose the addition of 4 percent of the normal tax rate which
has been passed by the House of Representatives to compensate tor the
repeal of the Victory tax. Such an addition to the normal tax rate is
grossly unfair to the lowest income groups.

We favor the changes recommended by the Treasury Department in
corporate income taxes, which involve an increase in the rates from 40
percent to 50 percent. We do not believe that the present level of cor-
porate taxation is too high, or threatens the ability of corporations to
build up adequate reserves for post-war reconstruction. Corporate
earnings after payment of taxes have increased in spite of the large
increase in corporate taxation since 1941. The Treasury estimates
that at least 11,000,000,000 of reserves have been accumulated by cor-
porations since 1941. over and above taxation.

We support the increase in rates in estate taxes proposed by the
Treasury Department. It would seem that one of the best methods of
coping wit). war profits is to prevent their inheritance.

We also support the Treasury Department in its proposals concern-
ing the increase in the rates of the excess-profits tax and recommend
that every effort be made to reduce the tax loopholes which have been
developed in connection with this tax. Maximum rates of 95 percent
recently proposed by the House .Ways and Means Committee should be
supported.
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We do not think the ineases in rates in most luxury excise taxes
proposed by the Treasury are excessive. It is probable, however, that
some study should be given to tie elects of these increases upon tax
evasion. This is particularly pertinent in the case of liquor taxation.
Experts in these fields have warned us that if the rates are so high
as to reduce the yield because of tax evasion, they should be reduced.
We do not believe, however, that any of the rates are so high as to
prove unfair to the industries and products involved. It is possible
that rates for admissions, transportation, jewelry, and furs should be
even greater than lIhe 30 percent proposed by the Treasury. In view
of the large attend.ice at theaters and the excessive growth of trans-
portation, even hig er rales might prove effective as a means of re-
stricting the use of tiese facilities during wartime.

Additional tax revenue can be obtained by removing exemptions
now allowed to holders of Government securities. It would be de-
sirable to use the war emergency as a means of emphasizing the un-
fairness of this type of tax exemption. The tax losses from this source
should not be tolerated in view of the heavy tax burdens which the
lower income groups must now bear.

As I stated at the outset, we believe that the above proposals repre-
sent progressive, modern labor and middle-class desires. It is dan-
gerous to ignore continually the wishes of this large group of voters
in the United States. Failure to pay attention to these groups in
Germany in the period after World War I was, in my opinion, the
major cause of fascLsn. Blind tax legislation puts class against class
anti creates a revolutionary atmosphere. I do not think that Congress
can continue to ignore the wishes of the liberal middle class.

The tax bill as it was recently passed by the House of Representat ives
requires wholesale revision. It needs to be altered from foundation
to roof-and this structural alteration has a first priority. Appar-
ently the House of Representatives, guided by the Ways and Means
Committee, had a guilty conscience, since they passed the bill under
gag rule. Would our Congressmen have found themselves embar-
rassed either by a discussion on the specific features of the bill or by
a roll call If so, this is all the more shameful in view of the fact
that the liberal groups that I mentioned at the outset pleaded for a
discussion on the floor of the House of the specific tax proposals in.
volved.

It will not be long now before progressive voters will be told that
their Congress has unduly increased the tax burdens upon the low-
income groups and particularly upon those with fixed incomes. For
2 years now, Congress has put up a magnificent bluff in which it has
posed as the poor man's friend by defeating the National Association
of Manufacturers' proposal for a general sales tax. At the same time,
it has so broadened the income tax base and increased the lower tax
rates that the burdens have been increvead on these low income groups
in a degree exceeding the wildest dreams of the National Association
of Manufacturers. Net taxable incomes from zero to $500 are now
taxed at 19 percent. In the beginning only a 5 percent general sales
tax would have hit these taxpayers and certain exeMptions for food
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and necessities were being proposed. It will be an unquialifled outrage
if this Congress, after defeatin one of the most unfair taxes ever
placed upon the statue books of the United States, the Victory tax
reenacts it through a shameful camouflage by increasing the normal
tax rate from 6 to 10 percent. But the House of Representatives
has done this very thing through its voice vote, with no discussion.

Reputable tax authorities pointed out some years ago that even in
1937 individuals with incomes of $1,000 or les were paving out 25
percent of their total incomes in taxes: Federal, State, and local. The
middle income brackets were paying two-thirds to one-half of this
percentage. In spite of these extreme burdens upon the low income
groups, we have gone merrily ahead, increasing the burden on the
poor, though in 1937, these income receivers of $1,000 or less were not
paying a cent of iiicome tax.

Misinterpretations of statistics supplied by the Treasury Depart-
inent are c-nsiderably to blame for this situation. The Treasury has
rightfully polihted out that four-fifths of the national income is re-
ceived by individuals who have $5,000 or less annual income. What
has not been pointed out, however, is that most of the increases in
personal income which have occurred since we began to prepare for
the war are to be found between the brackets of $2,000 and $5,090.
In fact, incomes below ,2,000 have in some cases actually declined in
absolute amount since 1041. To say that four-fifths of the income is
received by those with .,5,000 or less does not justify increasing the
burden upon those with incomes below '2,000 by two or three hundred
percent.

The root of all inflation is government evil. I am inclined to ask
whether we must wait 100 years for the achievement of four important
objectives which have been the subject of almost frantic clamor by
progressives since 1941. First, how long are we going to have to wait

1or an adequately planned and economical war budget, the major
features of which can be revealed to the general public without-expos-
ing military secrets The excuse of military secrecy blankets a lot
of sins in our Government today. There is no doubt, in my opinion,
that we do not need a war Budget of a hundred billion dollars. There
is no doubt that it is the inflation of this Budget which causes the
inflation of prices. After 2 years of war we still have in this country
scandalous hoarding of material and manpower. It seems sometimes
that the war Budget is stretched primarily for the purpose of allowing
excessive accumulation of inventories of raw materials and new ma-
chinery by war plants, which may come in handy after the war is
over. To bring the matter closer to home, there is no doubt in my
mind that there is excessive hoarding of manpower by some of the
largest war agencies of the Federal Government. At the same time
that these agencies are keeping large numbers of people on their staffs
without "full employment," they are being hampered by the Bureau
of the Budget in the collection of data on consumer expenditures or
in devoting their energies to price enforcement, both of which are
critically needed at the present time.

Second. How long are we going to have to wait for a national emer-
gency that will be sufficiently critical to exf irpate that age-old evil of
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American public finance, tax exemption of State and local securities?
Even a struggle that threatens the very life of our politicAl institutions
seems not important enough to prompt Congtess to face this issue.

Third, how iong are we going to have to wait for an honest attack
upon the many loopholes through which thousands of Dllars of
federal taxes are still lost? These loopholes are so well known that
elementary school students are now finding them in their curriculum
for discussion. How absurd to think that every schoolboy will soon
know and be drilled in "tax loopholes" in his country's tax system.
There are, the invested capital method of estimating excess-profits tax
liabilities, separate returns of husband and wife, the use of the trustee
device, and many other methods. And at the same time that we talk
about raising the pay-roll tax rates for purposes of restricting income,
we allow certain States, under the Social Security Act, to reduce the
tax rates for their unemployment funds--our sole concrete prepara-
tion for post-war unemployment. Truly there are some skeletons
in the tax closet that we might be able to cash in on. How many
machiaieguns and jeeps would our tax loopholes buyt

Fourth, how long do we have to wait for the complete, final, and
deep burial of the sales tax as the major device to prevent inflation?
In 1942, I challenged the House Ways and Means Committee to sub-
mit a questionnaire to 100 recognized tax experts in the United States
on the advisability of adopting a general sales tax as the means of
preventing inflation. I predicted that if this were done, it would be
found that 95 out of the 100 tax experts would oppose the use of this
device. So far as I know, no such questionnaire was ever sent. I
think the reason is obvious.

Most Congressmen know that tax experts who have devoted long
years of study to this question are completely skeptical as to the
usefulness of a sales tax as an inflation preventer. The arguments
against it have been repeated a hundred times. The sales tax taps
inflation-producing incomes unfairly ;it is unfair to persons, localities,
and industries. The sales tax taps these incomes inefficiently. Since
the cause of inflation is an increase in rAi incomes, the only efficient
way to siphon off this income is through a net income tax. The sales
tax, particularly if it provides for exemptions, is diicult to admin-
ister and would add unduly to the administrative burdens of a much
overburdened Treasury Department. The sales tax directly causes
inflation by causing prices to rise . It is added to the cost of produc-
tion and it is shifted to the consumer through higher prices. The
sales tax is not, as many suppose, the only device through which all
people may be made to support the war effort. All people were pay-
ing taxes long before the sales tax was proposed as a war measure,
whether they knew it or not.

In summary, I think that the Senate could perform a notable public
service by revising completely the tax bill as it has come from the
House of Representatives. Above all, I would urge that the Senate
not pass tho increase in the normal income-tax rate from 6 to 10
percent. Let's stop putting a guilt complex about the war on the low-
inome groups by insisting that they pay for it.

The C.AIRMA. All right; we think you.
Mr. Underwood.
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STATEMENT OF 1.3. UNDERWOOD, REPRESENTING THE OKLAHOMA
NATURAL OAS 00.

Mr. U2DzRw0OD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is I. J. Undcrwood; I am a practicing attorney, residing at
Tulsa, Okla. I appear here for a client of mine the Oklahoma Natural
Gas Co., a typical natural gas company, relatively small as com-
pared to many others. engaged in all phases of the natural gas busi-
nes in the State of Oklahoma. It has no interstate lines and no
interstate business. It is engaged in the production of natural gas,
in the transmission of that gas through pipe lines belonging to it to
markets, and in the distribution and sale of natural gas. It likewise
purchases large volumes of the natural gas itself.

I appear also on behalf of the entire natural gas industry.
I am in a position today, in appearing before this committee, of con-

tentment. The Ways and Means Committee of the House recognized
the plight that natural gas companies were in on account of the
burdensome effect of excess-profits taxes as applied to the income that
arises from abnormal and excess output of gas in order to support
war activities and war industries. That is a component part now of
the Revenue Act beginning on page 57, section 208.

In other words, gentlemen, recognition was accorded natural gas
companies and the need for relief from the burdensome effect of
excess-profits taxes on this type of income, similar and comparable in
principle to the relief afforded in the 1942 Revenue Act under section
2 to the hard-rock mining industry and to the timber "ndustry.

Natural gas occurs only in nature. It cannot be manufactured, and
it cannot be reproduced. There is a finite supply of it in this country.
It is an exhaustible and nonreplaceable product. .When the natural
gas reserves of a going company are dissipated or used up, that com-
pany has to go out of business unless it has the capital or can procure
the capital to do new exploratory work for new reserves andibuild
lines to them.

The substance of the provision that has been inserted in the 1942
Revenue Act is that one-half of the unit net profit, and the unit in the
cas of natural gas is 1,000 cubic feet--one-half of the unit net profit,
multiplied by the excess send-out, or output, shall be relieved from
the burden of excess-profits taxes. Not from straight income taxes or
surtaxes, but from the excess-profits taxes.

The natural gas industry, of which my company is a part, was a
very substantial and major source of fuel in this country prior to this
war. About 36,000,000 people were served either directly or in-
directly, wholly or in part, with natural gas for their fueL. These
people were located in about 40 different States. It is not an in.
dLstry that is confined strictly to the oil and gas-producing States.

Since the advent of this war its importance has been increased,
because the war activities, the war camps, Army and Navy installa-
tions, and manufacturing plants called upon this industry to furnish
additional supplies of fuel, and to the extent of its ability !he industry
has responded. There are literally thousands of factoiies, large and
small, located throughout this country, that are using natural gas for
fuel, engaged in war worrk. There are literally hundreds of Army
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and Navy installations and related activities that are dependent upon
natural gas for fuel.

There has been an increase, gentlemen, in the consumption of nat-
ural gas in the year of 1943, as compared to the base period defined
iM this act, of something like 40 percent. In other words, in the base
period, which is from 1930 to 1939, the total consumption of natural
gas in this country was two and one-third trillion cubic feet-astron-
omical figures in themselves; in the present year, which is almost
ended, the consumption is three and one-qua~ter trillion cubic feet,
and in all probability in 1944, it will be three and one-half or three
and three-quarters trillion cubic feet.

That means about this, that the natural gas companies in respond-
ing to this call are dissipating their known and existing reserves to
which they have extended lines, and are shortening the useful life of
these lines, converting their stock in trade into cash and having it con-
fiscated by a 100 percent application of the excess-profits taxes.

I do not discount to any extent the dire need of the mining and
timber industries for tile relief which has been given to them,but I
say to you, gentlemen, the natural gas industry has peculiar character-
istics inherent in its business that makes it more entitled to the relief
than these other companies.

The natural gas industry is the only industry that must construct
the transportation lines by which its product is conveyed to market.
Natural gas is something'which cannot be sent by tank car, by rail-
road, by truck, or by ship, or by any other medium of transportation
than the huge pipe lines that these companies must finance and build,
in most instances with the support of the public,, to the market.

Very strangely, and perhaps unfortunately, the big reserves of
natural gas in this country are far removed from the markets where
the big demand for the use of natural gas exists. The big reserves
of natural gas as now known and as recognized by experts, are located
principally in the Gulf Coastal Plain of Louisiana ar..t Texas, in
what is generally known as'the Panhandle of Texas, in certain areas
in the State of Oklahoma, and in the southwestern part of Kansas.

That natural gas is now being tapped and taken through these com-
pany-owned transportation facilities as far as twelve and fourteen
hundred miles.

I want to show the committee, just to illustrate that point, if I may,
a map of the United States, which has ther-eon the main natural gas
trunk lines extending to the markets where the principal consumption
exists. As I said, the main reserves of natural as are in the Gulf
Coastal Plain here in Louisiana and Texas, in what is known as the
Panhandle of Texas. the extreme western part of Oklahoma and the
southwestern part of Kansas.

Each one of 'these lines on here represents a major transmission
line which has been extended to these reserves by the natural gas
companies from the markets where natural gas is 'consumed. There
are lines from twelve to fourteen hundred miles long carrying gas
into the Detroit area, into the Chicago area, into the Minneapolis and
St. Paul area, and interconnections into the Detroit area bring this
gas alo into what is known as the Appalachian area. Natural gas
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is also conveyed from these fields to Atlanta and Birmingham; it is
conveyed from -West Texas fields as far as Phoenix, Ariz.

Millions upon millions of dollars are invested in these lines and
the useful life of these lines is being shortened very appreciably by
this excess send-out of natural gas. In other words, gentlemen, in
the main the natural gas industry has been financed, the building
of them lines has been financed, upon a 15-year basis, where public
financing was resorted to. Let us take as illustrative, a company
that builds a line costing $45,000,000 to a big gas reserve. On a 16-
year basis it must amortize the cost of that line through the sinking-
fund method in 15 years. That is $3,000,000 a year. Now, then, if
twice the amount, of production is taken through as was contemplated
at the time of the original financing, the life of that line necessarily
is cut in two. ''hat company will have a conversion of its extra tock
in trade into cash which will be confiscated by the Government
through the excess-profits taxes, and will never be able to pay off
and discharge the indebtedness unless lightning strikes in some for-
tunate way.
The natural gas industry, too, gentlemen, is a regulated industry.
Senator MILLIKIN. May I interrupt, Mr. ChairmanI
The CIIAIR.,rAN. Very well.
Senator hILitxxiN. I don't see how lightning could strike in a for-

tunate way. You are dealing with a wasting resource, and once
that gas is gone, it is gone.

Mr. U~nznwoon. Tle only way lightning could strike in a fortunate
way would be in the case of a discovery of a reserve a short distance
beyond the existing line, of another large reserve of gas, and that is
1 rely specula I ive.

Senator MiLLIKVi. That rests on its own bottom.
Mr. UND-WOOD. That .ests on its own bottom.
Senator MILLIKIN. 16 requires separate exploration, separate fi-

nancing, separate feeder lines to tap the existing lines, and it is not
an act of God. I would say it is an act of business enterprise.

Mr. UN nFwooo. That is right. I did not mean to convey the
thought that natural gas companies and those who loaned their
nioiiey to build the- lies could depend upon that. If the life of a
field is cut in two the natural gas company has but a line of pipe in
the ground which it can put to no use.

Senator MILLYKI.'. I would like to suggest that even if you found
another field, in the way you are speaking of today, that also would be
subject to this oue premature dissipation and depletion to which yotr
are referring.

Mr. UNDIaWOOD. Exactly. We call that accelerated depletion on
account of the war effort.

I want to make this pbint to the committee, too; this extra conversion
of your capital and stock iii trde into cash does not represent trite
exce s profits.

The natural gas industry is a regulated industry, either through
the action of State cominis.ions or Federal commissions. It has be;n
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jpven,no bonuses for increased production. I know of no case where
its rates have been raised. I know of many cases where the rates have
been actually lowered since the commencement of the war. That
has been the tendency in the case vf natural gas companies since tLe
war began, and-of course no incmrse, no matter how well merited,
could be put into effect without the approval of the Office of Price
Administration.

If this amendment is kept in the bill; as it now exists, and that is
all I am interested in, and I appear for these natural gas companies,
they, can face the future with some feeling of confidence. They will
be permitted to retain some of this cash so that they can buildup a
cash reserve for the purpose of extending lines making new discov-
eries, looping'existing lines, building additional compressor stations
and getting their gas to market in the interests of the general public
and the war needs.

If this relief is not kept in the bill, then the natural gas companies
will face in my judgment, disaster after this war end. They will
have ued up tieir" gas and paid it all out in excess-profits taxes; they
will have these ide lines or lines that are practically idle, and lines
that can be put to Lo use without the expenditure of large amounts of
capital, and all we ask, gentlemen, is favorable consideration of the
amendment as has been written in the act by the lower house of Con-
gress, after extended and controversial study.

I have, Mr. Chairman, a printed memorandum that I would like
to put in the record for the purpose of making the record here more
complete. It contains many additional reasons supporting the jus-
tice of this amendment that Ihave not enumerated here.

The CHAIRMAN. That may be done.
(The document referred to is as follows:)

MEMORANDUM OF TIlE NATURAL GAS INDUSTRY IN SUPPORT OF
REQUEST FOR LEGISLATIVE RELIEF FROM DISCRIMINATORY AND
UNFAIR APPLICATION OF PRESENT EXCESS PROFIT TAX LAWS

Submitted on behalf of the Natural Gas Industry by the persons named below
constituting a special committee thereof: Norman IIrschfleld, Chairman,
Consolidated Gas Utilities Corporation; James Comerford, Gas Companies,
Incorporated; Edward J. Farrell, National Gas & Electric Co.; W. 1. lix,
Lone Star Gas Co.; F. W. Peters, Oklahoma Natural Gas Co.; F. B. Plank,
Cities Service Gas Co.

I. STh-TEuit- or Ru.uz RVqUK8TTD

The natural-gas industry requests that it be grated substantially the same re-
lief from the discriminatory and unfair application of the excess-profits-tax law
that was granted to the mining and timber industries by section 200 of the
Revenue Act of 1M2 (sec. 735 of the Internal Revenue Code). Under the provi.
sons of section 200 producers of minerals and timber were granted complete
exemption from excess-profits taxes on the vet Income attributable to the payment
of bonus Income by the Federal Government for Increased production of "output"
over a specified quota, and also were granted a partial exemption from excess-
profits taxes on the net Income, attributable to the excess output during the cur-
rent taxable year as compared to the normal output. Normal output is defined
as the average output during the taxable years beginning after December 81,
1935, and not beginning after December 81, 1939. The partial exemption Is
limited to varying specified percentages depending upon the relation of the
excess or Increased output to the recoverable reserves, and may at the option of
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the taxpayer, be applied to (a) the average Aet income put unit during the 190to 1939 period multiplied by the number of milts of increase output, or (b) one-halfthe net income attributable to the ncrea;ed output during the taxable years as
compared to the base period.

The relief requested by the natural-gas industry necessarily differs in somerespects from that granted to the mineral and timber Industries because of dif-ferences in modes of operation and circumstances affecting only the natural-gas
industry. The principal differences are as follows:(1) The natural-gas industry receives no bonus payments, for increased
output, and therefore no relief comparable to that granted the mining andtimber Industries with respect to bonus income is requested.

(2) The natural-gas industry requests that the exempt excess output, andtherefore the relief granted, be based directly on the Increased output, without
relation to recoverable reserves.

(3) The natural-gas Industry requests that Its optional relief provision
comparable to that granted to the mining Industry under section 735 (b) (2)
be based on the Increased net income per unit of excess output for the taxable
year as compared to the base period rather than one-half of the net income

per unit of excess output.
The natural-gas industry requests that the relief provisions applicable to it be

made retroactive to taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1942.
The natural-gas industry does not presume to advise the Congress as to theeract form and language of relief legislation, but Is including herewith, beginning

on page 4 of the appendix, a draft of suggested amendments, which is offered
as a suggestion of the kind of relief needed.

II. STATEMrNT OF FACTS
1. THE NATURALOAS INDUSTRY IS A MAJOR ESSENTIAL WAR INDUSTRY

The natural-gas industry is one of the major fuel industries of the Nation.
It Is serving a population of more than 36,000,000 people In S4 States and the
District of Columbia. The total marketed production of natural gas for the year
1942 was 3,014,000,000,000 cubic feet, and for 1043 is estimated to be 3,182,5W0,.000,000 cubic feet (table 1, p. 1 of appendix). The present annual production has
a fuel value equivalent to approximately 100,000,000 tons of coal or 425.00000
barrels of fuel oil. The natural-gas Industry now furnishes the fuel and heatingrequirements of many thousands of plants manufacturing war materials and of
hundreds of military camps, reception centers, air bases, and other mllitarg estab-lishments, the effect of which has been to strain to the limit the facilities of the
industry to meet this abnormally heavy demand for the war effort, and the Indus-
try, without being permitted to make even normal expenditures for critical mate-
rials, is doing everything within Its power to comply with the wishes, as well as
requirements, of all war agencies.

The natural-gas Industry Is very definitely an essential war Industry and is
recognized as such by all war agencies. So important to the war effort Is the
natural-gas industry that on February 16, 1912, the War Production B3ard Issued
its Limitation Order No. r--31 thereafterr on November 12. 1942, amended) by
the terms of which order each natural-gas company is required to "as far aspracticable so operate its * * * facilities as to achieve maximum delivera-
bility of natural gas In the area or areas In which a shortage exists or is immi-nent * * *" and authorizing the Director General for Operations to Issue spe-
cific directions to natural-gas companies requiring them to pool their facilitiesand gas reserves so as to achieve maximum deliveries to war and other ess&entlal
industries. Pursuant to the terms of Limitation Order I,-31 the Director General
for Operations has issued numerous ditectives requiring designated natural.gas companies to make deliveries of natural gas to other natural-gas companies
without regard to the price vwhlch they are to receive for the same or the effect
which such deliveries will have on their gas rc-serves. Directives of varying
nature have been Issued by the War Production Board, and, in some instances,
companies have been required to deliver to competing natural-gas companies all of
the gas which they can make available. In order to save natural gas for more
critical Industries and for industries which must, because of their fuel-burnlng
requirements, use natural gas exclusively, Limitation Order L-3 also restricts.
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and In many Instances prohibits,, the delivery of natural gas to new customers
and increased deliferies to old cu~tottPe, and, during periods of s)kortage,
requires natural-gas companies to discontinue or curtail gas service to Industrial
and other consumers not considered essential to the war effort and to consumers
who are equipped to use other fuels.

2. THE ISATME OF THE NATULSL-GAS INDUSTRY AND BASIG FACTS MUATING THME)MO

. The natural-gas Industry is one of four major classes of industry engaged in the
business of producing and selling an exhaustible natural zisource. There are
many problems and conditions peculiar to these industries, and each of them has
Its own difficulties not common to the others.

The natural-gas Industry is certainly one of the most unusual and hazardous
of all classes of business. It is probably the only industry that must constantly
Increase its facilities and investment to furnish the same amount of #he same
commodity to the same market. It is the only industry limited to one mode of
transportatton which must be furnished exclusively by that industry.

The natural-gas business differs materially from other classes of business.
The merchant or. manufacturer who increases his output will do so by increasing
his purchases of merchanCdse or raw materials, but this does not affect his
ability to purchase merchanlse or raw materials in subsequent years. When
natural-gas companies increase their output they must do so by using up a capital
asset, their only stock in trade, an irreplaceable and exhaustible natural resource.

Natural gas is produced in 26 States from some 4,000 gas wells and additional
thousands of oil wels in hundreds of separate and distinct fields. For the past
few years an average of approximately 5 percent of the total number of gas wells
have been abandoned each year, which indicates that the average life of gas wells
is approximately 20 years. But the lives of many wells and many fields are much
less than 20 years, and the lives of others are substantially greater. Different
fields vary greatly in their size, volumes of gas and rock pressures, and different
wells, even in the same field, vary widely in both their current and ultimate
capacities to produce.
Gas supply problems differ greatly In different sections of the country, and even

in different parts of the same tate. But an adequate supply of gas Is vital to
the continued existence of every natural gas company, and conditions must be
such as to make it economically feasible to build the necessary pipeline facilities
from fl-.ld to market. The market cannot be moved; the product cannot be
transported by rail or truck, but each company must build or depend upon trans-
portation facilities constructed at great cost as gas can only be transported by
pipe line.

Every gas well, when connected to a pipe-line outlet, declines In rock pres-
sure and deliverability dpy by day and year by year until its ultimate exhaustion
and aba-dcnment. Therefore, to maintain adequate gas supplies even in nor-
mal times when the demand is fairly constant, many hundreds of wells must be
drilled every year to replace the gas being currently utilized, and many com-
pressor stations must be built to Increase the deliverability from low-pressure
wells. New fields must be and are being discovered each year, but many of them
are found in areas where known reserves are now plentiful rather than areas of
scarcity. The new fields may be close to existing markets or existig trans-
portation systems, but many are far enough distant from both to require large
expenditures in the construction of new pipe-line factlltles. The size of the total
proven reserves of the Nation offers little consolation to the company which is
connected to a failing gas supply and unable to finance an expensive drilling
campaign or the construction of pipe lines to a field having adequate reserves.

Every time a well is drilled, every time a new well Is connected to a pipe-line
system, and every time a well Is abandoned, the expenditure of substantial sums
of money is required. When new fields are connected the required expenditures
are substantially greater, especially since the pipe in the old lines usually cannot
be removed until the new lines are constructed, and old lines.are never removed
until the wells to which they are conmected have declined In pressure to the point
of abandiment. Thus, even in normal times the average gas company must
constantly and continually make substantial expenditures in searching for new
supplies of gas, rearranging its existing pipe-line systems, building additional
compres"ing-station capacity, and constructing additional pipe lines to new
sources of supply.
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3. REGULATION AND CONTROL OF THE INDUSTRY

Practically all natural-gas companies are to some extent subject to regulation
and control by the Federal Power Commission or State regulatory commissions,
or both. Even during peacetimes regulated gas companies are limited to (but
not assured) the earnings of a reasonable profit. Consequently their average
earnings over a period of years, tend to be below the reasonable-profit level Now
that war has come, the Office of Price Administration, through Its power of Inter-
vention In regulatory proceedings, Is seeking to limit or reduce regulated natural-
gas rates; In addition, nonregulated gas prices (for example, for gas sold In the
field or for gas sold to industrial customers In Interstate commerce), are limited
by the Office of Price Administration pursuant to the Emergency Pr;ce Control
Act. Gas companies, therefore, are not likely to have Increased profits through
(he medium of increased rates. Through the medium of Increased sales volume,
however, there Is a resulting increase In their total earnings. Gas companies
face the prospect of having such Increased earnings wrongly designated "excess
profits" under the present law, even where there is no Increase in the profit per
unit, and in spite of the fact that such increased sales directly reflect the exhaus-
tion of their stock In trade, proportionately shorten the useful life of their facil.
Titles, and Irrecoverably exhaust a substantial part of the total available supply
of natural gas.

Where the peacetime sales prices of natural gas were fixed by regulatory com-
missions certain depreciation rates were presumably reflected In the determina-
tion, such rates being fixed on the basis of amortizing the facilities over the life
of the natural-gas supply to which such facilities were connected, the life being
computed at the peacetime rate of consumption. In view of the tremendous
Increase in the rate at which such gas supplies are being used up to promote the
war effort, gas utilities will not be able to amortize their properties at peacetime
depreciation rates without being called upon to pay wartime excess-profits taxes.
E ven if the natural-gas companies are partially relieved of wartime excess-profits
taxes, they will still be In jeopardy of being unable to recover the cost of their
properties out of earnings. Since the regulated price of gas does not contemplate
any change In depreciation rates, and sales prices of gas are limited, It is Impos-
sible for gas companies to recover such accelerated depreciation.

4. INCRE&AsW co NSUMroN DUE TO WAS 0raT

The total marketed production of natural gas, the amount consumed and the
amount sold by natural-gas utilities have all increased very materially since the
war started and the Increases are continuing In 1913 at an accelerated rate.

The average marketed production per year from 1936 to I9, Inclusive, was
2,336,935,000,000 cubic feet, as compared to 3,014,000,C00,0CO cubic feet In 1942
and an estimated 3,182,500,000,000 for 1913. 'This represents an increase of
28.97 percent In 1912 and 3618 percent for 1043. The average annual consump-
tion for the years 1936 to 1039 was 2,332,8M5,000,000 cubic feet as compared to
3,006,100,000,000 In 1942 and an estimated 3,174,370,000,000 for 1943. This rep-
resents an Increase of 28.$6 percent in 1942 and 30.07 percent for 1943 (table 1,
p. 1 of appendix).

Approximately 00 percent of the total natural gas consumed Is sold by natural-
gas utilities, with the remaining 40 percent handled exclusively by nonutilitles.
Utility natural gas sales have increased more rapidly than total marketed pro-
duction and total consumption. The average annual utility sales for the years
1936 to 1939 was 1,269,686000,i00 cubic feet, as compared to 1,76,895,000,00
cubic feet In 1912 and an estimated 2,00S,414.000,000 cubic feet for 1913. This
represents an Increase of 39.32 percent in 1912 and 58.18 percent for 1943 (table
2, p 2 of appendix).

Increased sales of gas at the present time can only be attributable to the war
eff, rt, as the War Production Board's L'mitation Order "l-I, Issued February
16. 1942, and amended November 12, 1942, and the difficulty In obtaining materials,
effectively prevent expansion for ordinary civilian or nonwar purposes. More
than 80 percent of the Increased volume of natural-gas sales in 1943, as com-
pared to the I936 to 1939 period, Is due directly and solely to the war effort.

The total estimated consumption of natural gas for 1943 Is 841,521,000,000
cbs,,c feet greater than in the base period of 1938 to 1939. This Increase Is
divided as follows: Industrial, 75 percent; domestic, 17 percent; commercial, 8
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percent. Nearly all of theinacreawd industrial cofiumption Is attributable to the
vwr effort. This is due to the control exercised by the War Production Board
over deliveries'of natural gas, the fact that many war industries cannot use any
other fuel, apd the fact that industrial expanso 'is now confined to essential
Industries. In addition, by far the larger proportion of the Increased domestic
and commercial consumption is in cities and towns having a healy influx of
population by reason of war and essmntlal industrial activity. Approximately 78
percent of the total natural-gas consumption Is industrial consumption, including
consumption by training camps and other military establishments.

"0. TEMCT OF SNCS ASED CONSUMUON ON THE Il SUSTIr

Because natural gas is an exhaustible natural resource the Increased consump-
tin of natural gas materially shortens the productive life of existing connected
gas reserves and the useful life of installed facilities used in transporting the
gas to markets. It is axiomatic that when the withdrawals from any field are
increased the productive life of the field is shortened at least proportionately to
such increase. Also, tob rapid production tends to flood sands by causing water
encroachment, thereby losing otherwise recoverable reserves. The natural-gas
industry is composed principally of many small companies who obtain all or a
substantial part of their gas from one or perhaps several local or nearby small
fields The present abnormally heavy withdrawals are prematurely exhhustlng
many hundreds of these small fields, and will also prematurely exhaust the
larger fields. 'he natural-gas Industry has been very fortunate in the past in
that the oil Industry has discovered practically all known gas reserves. This
has saved the gas companies many millions of dollars and had enabled them to
sell natural gas at comparatively low rates. But natural-gas reserves are now
being exhausted at an alarming rate--much faster than under normal conditions,
much faster than _._d been anticipated, and in many areas much faster than
new reserves are being discovered.

The transportation systems of the Industry must be expanded and enlarged
to handle the constantly Increasing volumes of gas required by the war effort.
The industry must be in a position to adjust Itself to wide variations In demand
by having always at hand a production and delivery capacity equal to or in
excess of the anticipated maximum demand, and, in addition, have this capacity
so di-sposed that it may be instantly responsive to its consumers' requirements.

As a result of these facts the industry is faced with a very serious supply prob-
lem which can be solved only by a combination of (a) the drilling of many new
wells; (b) the constant relocation of existing pipe lines; (o) the continual con-
struction of new lines to new sources of supply; (d) the installation of more and
more compressing station equipment, and (e) the replacement with larger sizes
or looping of existing pipe lines to increase their capacity. Natural gas com-
ponies cannot continue to furnish gas at the greatly accelerated volume required
by the war effort without very sharply increasing their expenditures for lease-

. holds, exploration, development, compressor stations and pipe lines.

5. DILNISHIo 5RLTVI M 1. 0. V.

Operating revenues of natural gas utilities increased from an average of
$438,401,000 during the years 1938 to 1039, inclusive, to .583,025.000 in 1912, and
are estimated to be $23,633,000 for 1943. This represents tn increase of 82.99
percent in 1)42 and 42.25 percent for 1913. On the other hand, the net profit per
thousand cubic feet, after taxes, declined from 5.52 cents in the ION3 to 1939
period to 4.13 cents in 1042 and an estimated 3.86 cents for 1043. This represents
a decline of 25.18 percent in 142 and 30.07 percent for 1943 in the net profit per
thousand cubic feet, after taxes, which YsIil not permit the industry to make
normal additions and extensions, much less abnormal and premature ones occa-
sioned by its contribution to the war effort (table 8, p. 3 of appendix). The
practical effect of the industry's contribution to the war effort is a certain piece-
meal taking, without any compensation therefor, of its capital assets.

A part of this decline is due to a reduction in the average selling price of gas,
but most of it Is attributable t9 the Increase in Federal taxes and the unfair
application-of the excess-profits tay. The net income after taxes will be about 10
peteent greater in 1943 than during the 1938 t 1939 period, but this is due to
tremendous reduciotis in interest requirements and certainly Is not commensurate
with the accelerated diminution of reserves caused by a 58 percent Increas6 in
withdrawals.
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1. zrrwO Or f lCmS ftOfl TAX LAW ON TuxsHE UISi

If natural-gas companies are to continue In business, the next few years
must see the expenditure of many millions of dollars for additional reserves and
service facilities. The present, depletion and depreciation allowances are sup-
pose4 to make It possible for the natural-gas operator to Ireain funds to reinvest
tI exploration ahd development of additional reserves and to replace his trans-
portation and distribution facilities when they are worn out. However, such
allowances are entirely inadequate to provide funds for the discovery Of the
necessary additional reserves to continue the present greatly accelerated output,
replace the present declining reserves, and rearrange and extend the transpo rta.
tion systems to take gas from new sources of supply. Exploration for natural gas
is yery exlpnsive and difficult to finance because of its uncertainty. Existing
natural-gas properties are n " Inhred by- bonded debt. Dy
the terms of the bonds, ment Is required w the life of the available
gas reserves, based o rmal sales. When sales gr, Increase, it follows
that some Irovisto ould be made for accelerating pay t of the debt, but
excess-profits ta would prevent this. ' vestora require tantialli, better
earning by n -gas comp nies tha r claSes'of b 'en when they
invest n thel rie and P t len mone natural-gas perties with-
out adeq-jg Aa e of en whn their life. e required
expendltu ust te e. beitncdrough earnings, d pre-wsr
earnings not suff nt for th pu brings nnot now increased
through t medium of present -profits t laws ef-
fectively ent the accun Iat o le a i o ance the t endous
expendilt that lie ahead.

Then ral-gas nd i l g every part f soe moot do
of al I tes, a ntu I a pany n ntln to live, e under
normal d ions a m le n constant build a
reserve r future pond or e ar increase s equity I existing
property nd maints a sat ctory 0 erd so that It can ow the
money f the addit nal e a Itures at a to come. It Is possible
forthein tryoran b o to p t I manner un existing
tax laws.

Under t circumstances the nature as nd try has y two ernatives.
One is to a galously the p mn ry t WS and t a passively
permit the kruptcy and cion many e a of the ustry. The
other altert Is to call e silent n of t ngress the tscriminatory
effect of present x laws and req hey be 'rrected by wing a normal
or reasonable pe r unit of output be ore the application he exceaproflts
tax. The industry chosen the latter course.

I NATION AND kin

Natural-gas companies are desirous of paying taxes on a basis comparable with
other classes of Industry and make this request for partial relief from discrimo
Inatory and excessively burdensome excess-profits taxes In good faith In the
firm belief that they are equitably entitled to the relief sought; and in the firm
fbelief that the war effort would be aided and the public welfare protected by the
granting of their request. They do not ask to be relieved of any part of the
normal income or surtax, or to be exempted from all excess-profits taxes, but re-
quest that the present excess-profits-tax law be corrected so that It will not burden
them far more than It dces taxpayeza who do not derive all of their earnings
from the recovery and marketing of exhaustible natural resources They merely
seek the right to retain a reasonable part of the -arnings attributable to their In-
creased business so that they will be able to finance the discovery and develop.
ment of new sources of gas supply and to finance the construction of new pipe
lines to such new sources of supply.

Natural-gas companies will continue to make their full contribution to the
war effort, but they do not believe their efforts to aid In its prosecution should
be the cause of their being forced out of business. They are 'not complaining
about increased business. They appreciate such buineM so long as they can
handle it, retain a reasonable profit therefrom, and not be doozae, , In short, all
that natural-gas companies ask Is that they be permitted 'to Lie and to protect
their own existence, and thereby continue to serve at reasonable rates the training
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camps, war Industries and general public that are accustomed to and dependent
upon natural-gas service.

2. MEF HtAS BEEN ORANTYM TO Ol11 NATUJ.,L RESOUCE INDUSTRIES

Congress recognized the necessity of relief and wisely granted it to the mining
and timber industries by section 200 of the Revenue A(t of 1942 (sec. 735, Internal
Revenue Code). It Is not the Intention of the natural-gas industry to base its

al for relief on the mere fact that relief was granted the mining and timber
Industries. It desires, however, to call attention to the fact that the justice of
this request has been recognized and the relief granted under similar conditions
In other industries

Section 209 does nat give preferential tax treatment to producers of minerals
and timber, but its ineluslon prevents what would have been unjust and discrim-
inatory taxation of such producers of natural resources. The section Is undoubt-
edly an aid to the war effort, and it most certainly will permit many small and

,some large corporations to continue to exist
But why should such needed relief be granted to producers of only two kinds

of exhaustible natural resources? Why should not similar relief be granted to
natural-gas c-inpanies? There are many sound reasons why the Congress should
have granted the relief given to mining and timber companies, but every reason
is equally applicable to the natural-gas industry, and there are some additional
reasons applicable to this Industry that do not apply to the mining and timber
industries.

3.. A TYPICAL HYPOTHETICAL ILUSTAnTION

Consider a hypothetical but typical case of a natural-gas commny with sufllf-
cient reserves on January 1, 1942, to deliver 1,000,000,000 cubic feet of gas per
year for a period of 10 years, and which had an average output of 1,000,000,000
cubic feet a year in the base period at an average profit, before income and excess-
profits taxes, of 5 cents per thousand cubic feet, with an excess-profits credit of
$50,000. If during the taxable year it again bad an output of 1,000,000.000 cubic
feet, but at a profit of 10 cents per thousand cubic feet or $100,000, the additional
$50,000, being more than the normal profit, would be treated as excess profits. To
this we take no exception. It, however, in order to aid the war effort it increased
its output to 2,000,000,000 cubic feet in 1942, making, however, only the normal
profit of 5 cents per thousand cubic feet, or a total of $100,000, under the present
law this normal profit of $50,000 on the Increased output is treated as if it were
excess profits and subjected to the 00 percent tax. If the company had produced
the 2,0,000,000 cubic feet at a profit of 10 cents per thousand cubic feet, or a
total of ,$200000, there Is no protest against treating the additional 5 cents per
thousand cubic feet or $100,OOQ. as excess profits. But the industry does protest
the treatment of the normal profit per thousand cubic feet as if It were excess
profits and subject to the heavy tax.

The above-mentioned typical company, with its existing reserves, would have
been able In normal times to serve its market for a period of 10 years but, due
to the war emergency and its effort to assist in its prbsecution, the company would
be doubling its output and thereby exhausting its reserves in 5 years, or one-half
the time it normally would have taken, and would be permitted to retain only
slightly more than half of its profit per thousand cubic feet that it normally would
have retained. At the end of 5 years the company will be out of business unless
it is able to discover and develop new gas reserves 'and construct the necessary
pipe-line facilities to connect such reserves to its existing system. Under the
present tax structure it is allowed only one-half the amount of credit against
the excess-profits tax that It would have been allowed if its operations bad con-
tinued at the normal rate of output, and it cannot retain any substantial part of
its earnings for the replacement of gas reserves and extension and rearrangement
of its pipe-line system. Merely because it has responded to the demand for all-out
production and is exhausting its gas reserves in 5 years instead of the expected
10 years, it is said to have large excess profits even though it might make only
the same 5 cents per thousand cubic feet that It was making before the emergency
and must pay such a large portion of its earnings in excess-profits taxes that it
may find It impossible to finance the necessary exploration, development, and
construction necessary to keep It in business.

This Illustrates the tremendous sacrifice that that present law requires natural-
gas companies to make for giving their cooperation and assistance to the war
effort. Natural-gas companies have done and will continue to do their utmost to
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supply the Increased demands for natural gas, but they ask that the tax law deal
fairly with them and not penalize them for the cooperation and assistance they
are giving.

It the relief requested by the natural-gas industry Is granted, the above-men.
tloned typical company would not be required to pay aniy excess-profits taxes so long
as the profit per unit, or thousand cubic feet, remained at the normal rate of 5 cents
but would piy 40 percent income taxes on the normal profit of $50,000 and also
on the Increased profit of $50,000, or a total of $10t000 In taxes. Under present
law this company would pay an excess-profits tax of 00 percent on the increased
profit of $50,000 and an Income tax of 40 percent on the normal profit of $50,000,
or a total of $65,000 In taxes. However, increased output frequently produces
an increased profit per unit. Assume, therefore, that the company given In the
example has a profit of 10 cents per thousAnd cubic feet when Its output Is doubled
and, in that case, the comparison of the taxes required to be paid under present
law and those which would be paid under the requested relief provision would
be as follows:
Under present law:

Excess-profits tax $150,000, at 90 percent --------------------- $135,000
Income tax $50,000, at 40 percent ----------------------------- 20,000

Total tax -------------------------------------------------- 15.5, 000

Under requested relief provision:
Excess-profits tax $100,000, at 90 percent ------------------- 00,000
Income tax $100,000, at 40 percent ------------------------ 40,000

Total tax -------------------------------------------------- 130.000
The company would not receive an exemption from excess-profits taxes but

would be permitted to retain an additional $25,000 of Its earnings per year,
which would total $125,000 durhig the 5 years (if remaining life of the field.
Thls additional $125,000 would in all probability mean the difference In its
ability or inability to finance the necessary expenditures to enable it to stay In

business. Actually, this Is typical of the relief that Is requested by the industry
and Is typical of the proportionate reduction In taxes that would be affectedd
if the request of the industry is granted. The Industry certainly feels such
request to be reasonable.

4. PREJIF s6otLOV APPLY To NiiRaE IND S-T5"

The natural-gas Industry urges that the relief requested herein be made appli-
cable to the entire Industry, including both utility and nonutlity companies;
that it apply equally to gas purchased and gas produced, and that It apply to
the complete natural-gas operations of production, transportation, storage, and
distribution.

The average natural-gas company produces less than half of Its requirements
and, therefore, purchases more than half of the gas delivered to the ultimate
consumer. A majority of wells producing natural gas are owned by companies
or Individuals engaged primarily In other lines of business. The investment
of the Industry as a whole Is approximately 10 percent In production property,
50 percent in transportation facilities, and approximately 40 percent in distri-
bution equipment.

The purchaser of natural gas is In the same pred'cament when his source
of supply Is exhausted as the producer who transport his own gas to market.
lie must sooner or later obtain a new source of supply If he is to continue in
business. The producer who sells his gas at the well head is penalized by the
increased production due to the war effort but not to the same extent that
the transporter or distributor is penalized. He does not have Investments in
other property 10 times as great as his production Investment which will be
lost, except for the salvage value, when his supply of gas is exhausted.

It Is the owners of transportation and distribution facilities who are really
hurt when gas reserves are exhausted. They have the obligation, both moral
and legal, to dis-over or connect new reserves and deliver the gas so obtained
to their customers. They must protect their heavy Investment in other property
by maintaining an adequate gas supply, with certain death or gacrlficlal sale
the only alternative. Their business is probably the only one In the United
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States which must constantly increase its investment and facilities in order
to furnish the same amount of the same commodity to the same market. They
must overbuild to a new field in order to have ample plpe-line capacity to trans-
port the same amount of gas when tbW rock pressure of the field declines. They
are usually required by State ratable taking laws to expend large sums of
money to connect with and purchase ga- from wells belonging to others In. the
same field under penalty of not being permitted to take any gas from wells
owned by them In that field. They are tbh ones who are most unjustly burdened
by the present inequities application of the tax laws.

The company owning only city distribution properties is also in a critical
condition. Its source of supply may be a great distance from its market. It
is dependent .pon somebody else to furnish an ample amount of gas at the city
gate, but if that supply falls the responsibility is definitely placed upon such
distribution company to find a new source of supply, and perhaps build the
necessary pipe-line facilities for transporting the gas to the cities served by It.
Such company can, of course, convert to manufactured gas or build a manu-
facturing plant and serve mixed gas, but such plants are very expensive, both
to build and to operate, and are not economically feasible except in large cities.

Natural gas has very little value at the well and is entirely worthless without
a market. The relief given mining.and timber companies permits them to In-
clude all operations necessary to market their product. Comparable relief to
natural gas companies would require the Inclusior; of all operations, produc-
tion, transportation, storage, and distribution, necessary to the marketing of
gas. Any lesser relief would be discriminatory and inadequate.

5. OPTIONAL RELIEF PROVISIONS ARE NECESSARY TO AVOID DISCR1IIATION'S AS 8E"'wFN
COUPANEKa

Section 735 of the Internal Revenue Code relating to the exempt excess output
c-f mining and timber companies contains optional relief provisions permitting
them to obtain partial exemption on either the normal profit from the increased
output or one-half the net. income attributable to such increased output. Siilar
optional relief provisions are requested by the natural gas industry, and, unless
they are granted, a substantial part of the Industry would not obtain any relief
at all. The first provision providing for the exemption of the normal profit from
the Increased output deals fairly with the companies which made a reasonable
profit during the base period but would not grant any relief to companles-and
there are many of them-which had a net loss during the base period.

The amount of exess-profits taxes payable by any company depends very
largely upon its earnings during the base period. Natural gas companies, being
subjected to regulation and control by regulatory commissions, were not per-
mitted to make exorbRant profits during the bace period, and the Industry as a
whole earned only approximately 4 percent on the total investment. The com-
panies which had a net loss or very small profit during the base period are at a
distinct disadvantage under the excess-profits tax law, as they are forced to use
the invested capital credit and, because of low earnings, have not been able to
build any sizable surplus upon which to base their excess-profits tax credit. Ex-
cess-profits taxes, therefore, hit such companies much harder than those with
good earnings during the base period. It would certainly be an Injustice not to
include an optional provizlon which would permit such companies to obtain relief
comparable with that given those who enjoyed good earnings from 130 through
139.

The natural gas industry therefore requests the inclusion of such an optional
provision and requests that it be based upon the increased net income per unit
of increased output rather than one-half of such net income per unit, as itis felt
that the provision contained in section 735 relating to mining and tiuber com-
panies would not give to natural gas companies which had very low or no net
income during the base period equal protection with those which had reasonable
earnings at that time.

6. osOSSai ADMINI5sMM71n RELITI AND 5rELU UNDER MXOTING STATUTORBY
PROVISIONS is NOT Su-CuNr

It may be argued that natural gas companies do not need additional statutory
relief because under existing law the Treasury Department may and will grant
accelerated depreciation rates where the facts justify, and the present Internal
Revenue Code contains various relief provisions designed to eliminate inequities
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In the application of the tax laws. This argument 1. fallacious for at least four
reasons:

(1) This is not a problem of accelerated depreciation.
(2) The present tendency of the Treasury Department is to reduce rather

than increase depreciation rates.
(3) Administrative relief, even If granted, is unsatisfactory In that the

taxpayer does not know until years after the close of the taxable year what
depreciation rates will be applied, or what. relief, if any, will be granted.

(4) Present code provisions for excess profits tax relief, while helpful and
appreciated, are not of material benefit to the natural gas industry.

Accelerated depreciation alone cannot solve the problems of the natural gas
industry. Depreciation is intended and can only be used to recover the invest-
ment in existing equipment when It reaches the end of its economic life. If the
natural gas industry bad only the problem of replacing existing equipment, it
would not be asking for this relief. The problem Is one of maintaining credit and
providing funds for a greatly expended and more costly system, including the
construction of additional plant, plus the finding of new sources of natural gas
supply even though the purpose may be merely to remain In the public service
and to maintain the existing volume of business.

Take an actual example which is typical of the industry. A small company
serving a city having a population of about 10,000 people formerly obtained all
Its gas through its own 8-inch line from a field approximately 30 miles south
of that city. This field declined to the point where the gas that could be obtained
and transported through that line was insufficient for its requirements. In the
summer of 1941 the company was forced to build approximately 25 miles of
new 6-Inch line to another field northwest of the city to augment its gas supply.
The original 8-inch line was not removed and probably will not be for several
years. Accelerated depreciation on the 8-inch line would not have solved that
company's problem and would probably not have been allowed, since the useful
life of the 8-inch line was not ended even though its usefulness Is now consid-
erably lessened.

It is that kind of situation the industry must protect itself against. The
increased demand for gas due to the war effort will hasten the day when many
companies must make similar additions to their property. They must be able
to retain enough of their earnings to finance such premature capital investments,
since new capital funds could not be attracted into the business with no prospect
of additional earning capacity. In any event, relief which Is dependent solely
upon the attitude of administrators Is very unsatisfactory and uncertain. The
Treasury Department Is now reexamining depreciation rates of many gas com-
panies and the industry as a whole Is forced to the defensive position of trying
to hold present rates without hope of being able to increase them.

The present Internal Revenue Code contains relief provisions which were de-
signed to adjust inequalties in the application of income and excess-profits-tax
laws in special cases. These provisions, while helpful In some instances and
very much appreciated, are not of material benefit to the natural-gas industry,
and none of them gives any relief to the large majority of natural gas companies.

. RZUEF ORANTED TO NATURAL GAS coMPANIES CANNOT BE BASED ON TH RELATION
or Excss oM'TuT TO zrcOVEaABL nsMEs

In defining exempt excess output In the case of mineral properties and timber
blocks, In section 735 (a) (11), the code provides what is called, in the Senate
Finance Committee's report, "a sliding scale of relief depending upon the
rapidity with which the mineral property is being depleted." That Is, the
exempt excess output may equal the total excess output, or may be a certain
part of such amount, depending on the relation of the excess output from a given
property to the estimated reserves recoverable from that property.

Such a sliding scale Is inappropriate In the case of a natural gas company,
for three reasons: First, that the rate of exhaustion of a natural gas property
does not depend merely on the rate of withdrawal from taxpayer's property
alone, but on the rate of withdrawal from all properties in the field, Including
properties of other Interests; second, that the conditions indicative of normal
or excess profits In the case of a natural gas company can best be determined
for the company as a whole, rather than by properties; third, that the entire
increased output compared with output in normal commercial years represents



~.1 the forced using up of its nonreplaceable capital assets during an emergency
period.

S. THE IE J aMUMErED BY THE NA RITEAL 0L INDUSTRY WOULD AID THE WAR V.JFosr
AND SERVE THE PUBLIC WELFARE

Natural gas companies are now attempting to do everything within their
power to aid in the prosecution of the war. Their facilities are utilized to the

) limit to meet the abnormally heavy demand of the war effort and they are
sincerely striving to meet the requirements of all war agencies. Many com.

panles have gladly complied with directives of the War Production Board to
makq Interconnections with comp.-ting companies and deliver gas to such com-
petitorm, even though they realize In some cases that such deliveries will soon
place them In an unfavorable position, as compared to that particular com-
petitor, In the matter of available gas supplies. Operators of natural-gas coin-
panles, however, are human and it Is unfair to expect them to continue to ex-
haust their own reserves under a tax structure that does not give them equal
protection with other clases of industry.

The natural gas Industry feels deepy the discriminatory effect of the present
tax laws, and If some relief provision is enacted that will give them reasonable
assurance of continuing !n business they will be better able to furnish the
additional gas required by the war effort, even though a substantial part of
the increase results merely In the swapping of dollars. If the war lasts a
long time many of the present producing gas fields will become exhausted, or
their capacity greatly curtalled. Unless companies connected to these fields
are permited to retain a sufficIent amount of their earnings to explore and
develop additional gas supplies and build the necessary pipe line facilities to
them, many war Industries and training camps may face a serious shortage of
gas. Any such shortage will Impede the production of war materials and the
training of the armed forces, as well as necessitate expensive installations of,
equipment for substitute fuels, which would require the diversion of large
quantities of vital war materials. Furthermore, if any substantial number of
domestic and commercial consumers are forced to substitute other forms of fuel
and heating for natural gas, a diversion of materials needed In the war effort
will be necessary and the general public will be forced to make large expendi-
tures of money which might otherwise be Invested In war bonds. It Is necessary
to the proper prosecution of the war effort, as well as for the welfare of the
general public, that the persons, industries, and training camps now using
natural gas and not having equipment to use substitutes continue to have
natural gas available for their use.

APPENDIX

TsLE 1.-Natural gas production and consumption for the Upited States

IMillions of cubic feet)

Ilcree Inaese
Average 194) 1941 E94 stmt over over
1936-39 over ove

" vrae Ave rag -
' 19 ' 1936-32

- I Perferl IPertext
Totalmarkeed production... ,3, 2.G0, 12 3,612, 014.000 3, 18P0 WO 97 IS

Consumption:
Domestic ............... 23% 529 d 4360S 442.087 4M3,254 513, 122 34.39 39.24
Commercial ............. 114111 134,84 144.84 18 %31 I 327 40639 50.71
Industrial:

Field .............. 65,4% 711, 6K 153..............................
Carbon-black plants. 924,151 368.},I23 W34,0 ,7897 2~39
Other industrial ...... 993,0 Z 3 M•~~~~~~~~~ o., k. --- ---- -, -- . I--i:----

Tota onsumpioa 2.333.&%JZ66&619]%MIN 9J 0OK106317f376 s9ao 13607

Source 11 nfeoematok Figures from I t0 1#41, inclusive obtained from printed bulletins and releases
of Bureau ( Min". ' Figures for 1942d 194 cosstructW from table 2 anS the relaiiodship In 1941 (total
conaumptio andsaIes by utilities. The present unoflcial estimate of Bureau of Mines of 1942 marketedproduction 4 3 trllo cubic feet.
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TAn.'B 2.-Natural gas industry In the United States comparative data on sales
to consumers by Natural ga utitlities

[Mlons of cubic feet)

In h increase
Averare 1 1941 1942 EstImated 1942 1943
1936-3 m over over

average average1-3_39 : 136-I39

Percet Perent
Domest st .................... 9& , 01 47,00 494,058 33.44 P v.65Comeral ................. 122, 130,406 1541| 169,888 0.46 6 .42
Industrial .............. ..... 135 1,052,85 1,138,183 1,344,458 409 68.95

Tot.................. 1"9M 1,66973 1176,85 20414 39.32 X

Source of Information: Figures from 193 to 1941, Itcluslve, obtained from Statitical Bulletin No. 49,
Annual Statlics of the Natural Gas Industry In 1941, of American Gas Association. Figures for 1942
obtaned from monthly bulletins of American as Association. Figures for 1943 estimated from experience
of representative portion of the industry ddrlg ftint 3 months of year.

TABiE 3.-YNatural gas industry in the United States comparative eAtimated
earnings and faxes

ITbousands ofdollars]

I[irae Increase

Average 1940 1941 1342 EstImated 1942 2943Je30-39 1943 aover over
1938-39 1936--39

Percent Perent
Total operating revenue ...... 4A 0 801,071 33,280 83, 025 623,638 3299 412
Net income before taxes and

Interest and other dedu.8
tons ....................... 15,9 M 1, 481 172,480 IN977 204,280 2186 3&.W

Taxes accrued ................ 41,023 67,724 71,480 93,00 103,958 IX.73 153.41
N ,et Income fore interest

and other edOtion ....... 111,932 107,727 101,000 97,937 1001,322 '12,49 '10.3?
Interest and other deduc-

ons....................... 41,873 34,073 28,303 24,872 2%711 140.60 4,76
Net Income available foe cap-

ital expenditures, payment
of Indebtedness, dividends,
and surplus ................ 7,050 73,684 72,07 73,083 77,0 4.32 1 78

M. C. F. sale (millions of
cublcfeet) .............. 1,269,686 1.441,975 1,%0,973 1,7 8.895 2,00(,414 39.32 B8.18

Net Income per millions of
cableeet ........... 8. &a &It 4.83 4.3 & 386 '2118 3 307

Average sale price per mll-
m o cubic feet.... cmts.. 3453 34.76 33.27 3196 31.05 14.65 '11.08

3 Deavase.
Source of Information: Figures from 1938 to 141, Inclusive, obtained from StAtIstlca Bulletin No. 49,

Annual Statistics of the Natural Gas Industry In 1941, of American Gas Association. Total operating
revenue for 1942 obtained from monthly bulletins of American Gas Association. RersaIning figures coon-
structed from published reports o( operations of complnes having a oxImately So percent of total
iasautry*revenue. Figures foe I 13esttmsted from available data, Incl Ing experience o representative
portion cl Industry during finst 3 Wonthd of year. .

Da.%rv OF SUGGESTED AurFscDssLeTa

(Suggested new language italicized)

8E. -. NONTAIABE INCOME FROM EXEMPT EXCESS OUTPUT OF CERTAIN INDUSTRIES
WITH DEI1ARLE RESOURCEd.

(a) IN OME CW' IT.-SectIon 7l (a) (1) (1) of the Internal Rcvenue Code
ratingg to r.ress profits credit computed under Income credit) is amended to

read as follows:
(I) Xo'rAXARsI INCOME OF CERTAIN INOUSTRIEIS WITIJ 1DP9LrTABLE RE,

soUicES-.In the case of a producer of minerals, or a producer of logs or
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lumber from a timber block or a natural gas company, as defined in Section
785, there shall be excluded nontaxable Income from exempt excess output
of mines, timber blocks, and natural gas property and nontaxable bonus in-
come provided in Section 785.

(b) INVEST7D CAPITAL CREDIT.-Seotion 711 (a) (2) (K) of the Internal Revenue
Crode (relating to excess pro fts credit computed under five8ted Qapital credit)
is amended to read as follows:

(K) NONTAXABLE INCOME OF CERTAIN INDUSTRIES WITH D1 PLrTABLE RA-
souaos.-In the case of a producer of minerals, or a producer of logs or lum-
ber from a timber block or a natural gas company, as defined in Section 735,
there shall be excluded nontaxable income from exempt excess output of
mines, timber blocks, and natural gas property and nontaxable bonus income
provided In Section 785.

SEF. -. NONTAXABLE INCOMs FOM OBTAIN MINING, TIMBER, AND NATURAL-OAS
OPERATIONS.

action 785 of ,Subohapter B of Chapter 8 48 amended to read as follows:

SEC. 733. NONTAXABLE INCOME FROM CERTAIN MINING, TIMBER, AND NATURAI-GAS
OPERATIONS.

(a) D mlNITIONs.-For the purpose of this section, Section 711 (a) (1) (I), and
Section 711 (a) (2) (K)-

(1) PRoT3cCim.-The term "producer" means a corporation which extracts
minerals from a mineral property, or cuts logs from a timber block, in which
an economic interest is owned by puch corporation.

(2) Natural Gas 7ompany.-The term "natural gas company" means anij
corporation engaged In the business of producing, transporting by pipe line,
storing or selling natural gas, or any combination of such activities.

(3) MINERAL UNIT.-The term "mineral unit" means a unit of metal, coal, or
thonmetailie substance In the minerals recovered from the operation of a mineral
property.
1 (4) TIMBER UNIT.-The term "timber unit" means a unit of timber recovered
from the operation of a timber block.

*5) Natural Gas Unit.-Tho term "natural gas unit" means one thousand
cubic feet of natural gas.

(0) xorss oTrrpuT.-The term "excess output" means the excess of the mineral
units, timber unite, or natural gas units for the taxable year over the normalGututNORMAL OITPUTS

(A) The term "normal output", ecept in the ease of natural' gas
cornpany, meavi4 the average annual mineral units or the average an-
nual timber units, as the case may be, recovered In the taxable years
beginning after December 81, 1935, and not beginning after December
81, 193) (hereinafter called "base period"), of the person owning the
mineral property or the timber block (whether or not the taxpayer),
The average annual mineral units or timber units shall be computed
by dividing the aggregate of such mineral units or timber units for the
base period by the number of n.',nths for which the mineral property
or the timber block was in operation during the base period and by
multiplying the amount so ascertained by twelve. In any case in which
the taxpayer establishes, under regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary, that the operation of any
mineral property or any timber block is normally prevented for a specl-
fled period each year by physical events outside the control of the tax-
payer, the number of months during which such mineral property or
timber- block is regularly in operation during a taxable year shall be
used In competing the average annual mineral units, or timber units,
instead of twel ve. Any mineral property, or any timber block, which
was In operation for less than six months during the base period shall,
for the puposes of this section, be deemed not to have been in operation
during ease period,
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(B) In the case of natural gas companies, the term "normal output"
means the average annual natural go units sold by the taxpayer whether
produced, purchased or wthdratcn from storage in the taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1935, and not beginning after December
31, 1939 (hereinafter called "base reriod"), of the person owning the
natural gas property (whether or not the taxpayer). The average an-
nual natural gas units hall be computed by dividing the aggregate of
such natural gas units (or the base period by the number of months for
which the natural gas property eas in operation during the base period
and by multiplying the amount so ascertained by twelve. In any case
in which the taxpayer establishes, under regulations prescribed by
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, that the operation
of any natural gas property is normally prevented for a specified period
each year- by physical events outside the control of the taxpayer, the
number of months during which such natural gas property is normal-
ly prevented for a specified period each year by physical events outside
the control of the taxpayer, the number of months during which such
natural gas property is regularly in operation during a taxable year
shall be used in computing the average annual natural gas units, in-
stead of twelve. An- natural gas property, which was in operation
for less than six months during the base period shall, for the purposes
of this section, be deemed not to have been in operation during the base
period.

(8) MrmxA2 PsoevRT-The term "mineral property" means a mineral
deposit, the development and plant necessary for the extraction of the
deposit, and so much of the surface of the land as Is necessary for purposes
of such extraction.

(9) MzEsRas.-The term "minerals" means ores of the metals, coal, and
such nonmetallic substances as abrasives, asbestos, asphaltum, barytes,
borax, building stone, cement rock, clay, crushed stone, feldspar, fluorspar,
fuller's earth, graphite, gravel, gypsum, limestone, magnesite, marl, mica,
mineral pigments, peat, potash, precious stones, refractories, rock phosphate,
salt, sand, silica, slate, soapstone, soda, sulphue, and tale.

(10) Tist .tocx.-The term "timber block" means an operation unit
existing as of December 31, 1941, which Includes all the taxpayer's timber
which would logically go to a single given point of manufacture, but shall
not include any operation unit acquired after D-cember 31, 1941.

(11) Natural gas propert-.The term "natural gas property" means all
of the property of a natural gas company used for the development, produo-
tion, purchase, transportation by pipe line, storage, distribution and/or sale
of natural gas.

(12) NORMAL UvT paonr:
(A) In the case of mineral units, the term "normal unit profit" means

the average profit for the base period per mineral unit for such period,
determined by dividing the net income with respect to minerals recov-
ered frcm the mineral property (computed with the allowance for de-
pletion computed In accordance with the basis for depletion applicable
to the current taxable year) during the base period by the number of
mineral units recovered from the mineral property during the base
period.

(B) In the case of natural gas units, the term "normal unit profit"
means the average profit during the base period per natural gas unit,
determined by dividing the net income With respect to the production,
purchase, transportation by pipe line, &W0'age, distribution, and/or sale
of natural gas (computed with the allowance for depletion a:'i deprecia-
tion computed in accordance with the basis of depletion and deprecia-
tion applicable to the current table "ar) during the base period by
the number of natural gas units sold by tbe taxpayer during the base
period whether produced, purchased, or withdrawn from storage.

(1) ESTnrrUA mosnAVlsiL usrrs.-Minng and timber o*eratione.-The
term "estimated recoverable units means the estimated number-of units of
metal, coal, or nonmetallic substances In the estimated recoverable min-
erals from the mineral property at the end of the taxable year plus the
excess otput for such year. Alf estimates shall be subject to the approval
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of the Commissioner, the determination of whom, for the purposes of this
section, shall be final and conclusive.

(14) ExEmpr Excs ou~rur--Mining and timber operation.-ln the case
of mining and timber operations: the term "exept excess output" for any
taxable year means a number of units equal to the following percentages
of the excess output for such year:

100 per centum if the excess output exceeds 50 per centuns of the esti-
mated recoverable units;

05 per centum If the excess output exceeds 331/3 but not O) per centum
of the estimated recoverable units;

90 per centum if the excess output exceeds 25 but not 331/ per centum of
the estimated recoverable units;

871 per centum if the excess output exceeds '20 but not 25 per centum of
the estimated recoverable units;

EO per centum if the excess output exceeds 16% but not 20 per centum of
the estimated. recoverable units;

60 per centum if the excess output exceeds 14% burt nut 1', per centum
of the estimated recoverable units;

40 per centun if the excess output exceeds 121/j but not 1-4i per centum
of the estimated re-vyerable units;

30 per centum if the excess exce*eds 10 but not 121,t per centuin of the
estimated recoverable units;

20 per centum if the excess output exceeds 5 but not 10 per centuu of the
estimated recoverable units.

(15) Exempt excess output-Natural gas compantes.-Ita the case of not-
ural gas companies the term "exempt excess output" for any taxable year
means the excess output for such year.

(16) Unit net income:
(A) In the case of mining and timber operations, the term "unit net

Income" means the amount ascertained by dividing the net Income (com-
puted with the allowance for depletion) from the coal or Iron ore or
the timber recovered from the coal mlning property, iron mining prop-
erty, or timber block, as the case may be, during the taxable year by
the number of units of coal or Iron ore, or timlxr, recovered from such
property In such year.

(B) In the case of natural gas operations, the term "unit net income,"
means the amount ascertained by dividing the net income (comiputiedwith the allowance for depletion and depreciation) with respect to the

production, purchase, transportation by pipe line, storage and/or sale
of natural gas during the taxable ycar by the number of natural gas units
sold by the tpxpaVer during such year whether produced, purchased,
and/ withdrawn from storage during each year.

(b) Nontaxable income from e-rcmpt excess output.-
(1) OF.-MAT. aUL-For any taxable year for which the excess output of

mineral property which was In operation during the base period exceeds
5 per centuni of the estimated recoverable units from such property, the non-
taxable Income from exempt excess output for such year shall be an amount
equal to the exempt excess output for such year multiplied by the normal
unit profit, but such amount shall not exceed the, net Income (computed with
the allowance for depletion) attributable to the excess output for such year.

(2) COAL AND mnTo Mist.-For any taxable year, the nontaxable income
from exempt excess output of a coal mining or iron mining property which was
In operation during the base period shall be an amount equal to the excess
output of such property for such year multiplied by one-half of the unit net
Income from such property for such year, or an amount determined tinder
paragraph (1), whiciever the taxpayer elects in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary.

(3) Tims-a naCemmrtrs.--For any taxable year, the nontaxable Income from
exempt output of a timber block which was in operation during the base
period shall be an amount equal to the excess output of such property for
sucb year multiplied by one-half of the unit net Income from Such property
for such year.

(4) NAnT, GAS coUPANrr -For any taxable year, the nositazable in-
come from exempt excess output of a natural gas company shall be an amount
equal to the exempt excess output for such liear rutilplied by (a) the
normal unit profit pep tnatural gas utnit, n (b) the craecss of the profit p'r
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unit realized during the ta.rable year oter the normal unit profit, tchchever is
greater, but shall not exceed the net Income (computed with the allowance for
depktion and depreciation) attributable to the excess output for such year.

(c) NoNrAXABLE BoNus iNcoMu E71e term "nontaxable bonus Income" means
the amount of the Income derived from the bonus payments made by any agency
of the United States Government on account of the production In excess of a speci-
fied quota of a mineral product or of timber the exhaustion of which gives rise
to an allowance for depletion under section 23 (in), but such amount shall not
exceed the net Income (computed with the allowance for depletion) attributable
to the output in excess of such quota.

(d) R1JLZ IN CASE IxNcOii FROM EXCESS OUTPUT IN-LU1)ES BONUS PAYME.Nr.-JIn
any case iii whlch the inc'ime attributable to the excei-s output Includes bonus pay-
ments (as provided by subsection [c]), the taxioayer may elect, tinder regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, to receive
either the benefits of subsection (b) or subsection (c) with respect to such income
as Is attributable, to excess output above the specified quota.

(e) IElWACrrIE XtLUSIO' OF'NoNTAXABTE Boxus INcomE.-The amendments
made by this wetIon inserting Section 711 (a) (1) (1), Section 711 (a) (2) (K),
and Section 735 (c), to the extent that they relate to nontaxable bonus Income,
shall be applicable to taxable years beginning after Dacemlr 31, 1M10.

(f) Rrr &crTvI PROVISION RELATING TO NATURAL-GAS COMPANIEs.-The amend-
ments made by thAs section and by section -, to the extent that they relate to
natural-gas companies, shall be applicable to tasible years beginning alter Decem-
ber 31, 19W. In any case where the tar has been paid for any year without
benefit of such prorisions, claims for refund may be filed, and shall be allowed, fu
accordance icith rules and regulations prescribed by the Comniissioncr icith the
approval of the Secrftary.

Senator M3iI.ixiN. I have had some slight touch with the gas indtis-
try myself, and I want to say that your remarks have been very interest-
ing to me. I think you have made a very excellent presentation.

Mr. UNDERwooD. Thank you, Senator.
I have one additional thing I want to call to the committee's atten-

tion. I asked several different typical natural-gas companies to fur-
iish me figures illustrating what we consider to be the discriminatory
effect of the.excess-profits-tax law as it now exists in the case of natural-
gas companies.

One coin pany reported in the year 1943, which, of course, is partly
estimated, but is pretty well known at this time, an increase in their
Federal income and excess-profits taxes of 36.08 percent; they had
increases in sales of 29.1 percent; they had a decrease in net income of
32.G2 percent.

Another company reported an increase in Federal income and excess.
profits taxes for the year 1943, as compared to 1940 of 72.21 percent,
an increase in send-out of 52.29 percent, and a decrease in net income of
15.03 percent.

Another company reported an increase in Federal income and excess.
profits taxes of 2)5.97 percent in those 2 compatible years, an increase
in send-out of over 60 percent, and a decrease in net income of 26
percent.

Another company reported an increase in Federal income and excess.-
profits taxes of 1,094 percent, an increase of sales-that is, volume of
gas sold, of 107.09 percent, and a decrease, gentlemen, in net income of
12.5 percent.

I ask permission to also introduce in the record a recapitulation of
the figures submitted to me by eight typical natural-gas onpanis
showing the effects of the present exces..profifs-tax law a applied to
the year 1913 and a comparison as with the year 1940.

The CAiRMAN. That may be done.
oi 1- 4--- 41
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(The statement referred to is as follows:)

-7omparafre statement ol income, 8 typical natural-gas companies, for Vears
1940 and 1948

perig revenues .......................................

Average cents per thousa cubic feet .................... .
Net Inco re besra Federal Income and exc.profts taxes....
Federal income and excess-profits taxes .....................
Net ine .................................................
Sales tn thounand cubic feet. ................................
Total fixed.¢aplI ..........ci ..............................
Return oo nvestnsent ............................. percent..4 OM sy B:opersals revenues ...........................................

Average cent per thousand cubic feet ......................
Net Income b ekr Federal Income and excess-proflts taxes-.
Federal Income and excess-prolts taxes .....................
Net Inooe .................................................
Sales In thousand cubic feet ...............................
Total fixed capital.........................................
Return on Investment ............................. percent..

rating revenues .......................................
Average cents per thousnd cuble feet .....................
Netincome before Federal tncome and excess-profits taxes...
Federal iscoee-and excess-proefts taxes ......................
Net Income ................................................
Bales In thousand cubl feet .................................
Total fixed capital ..........................................
Return on Lnvestment ............................ percent..C4 m$ ay E:COW rtttng revenues .........................................

Average cents per thousand cubic feet ......................
Net Income before Federal Income and excess-proflts taxes...
Federal lnome d excess-profits taxet .....................
Net Income ...............................................
Sales Ia thousand cubic feet .................................
Totalfixed capital .................................
Return on Investment ........................... percent..

ConervIn: revenues .........................................

Average cents per thousand cubic feet .......................
Net Income before Federal Income and exes, p oflst taxes..
Federal income arda excs-prOtt takes .....................
Net Income .................................................
Sales In thousand cubic eg .................................
Total fixed capital ..........................................
Return on Investment ............................. percent..

Company 0:
Operating revenues ......................................
Average cents per thound cubic feet ....................
Net Income before Federal Strcrme and exces-proflts taxes..
Federal Inome sand excess-profits taxes .....................
Net income .................................................
Sales In thousand cubic . .................................
Total fixed capital ..........................................
Return on Investment ............................. perent..COWps y H:Oprtn revenues ......... .......

Net Invome beore Federal Income and excess-peofits taxes..
Federal income and excewcofita taxu ....................
Net Inscce .................................................
Sales In tbo wnd cubic feet .................................
Total fixed cpital ..........................................
Return on investment ............................. perent..

, e Olrating revenues ..................... : .........
Average cents per thousand cubic .fee.............. ..
Net Income bere Federal Income ad excesspolts taxes..
Federal Income and excess profits taxes ....................
Net Income ......................... ; .......................
Saks In thomazd cubic feet .................................
Total fixed capital ..........................................
Return on investment ............................. percent..

I Partially estimated.
SItalic figures denote decrease.

Percent of
__M_ In crease

1 91 1decrase I
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Senator Mi LKN. Mr. Chairman, may I add one more observation ?
A small company that has its wells in a largf, field is in no position
to protect itself. For even if it should decide it will not go into
accelerated production, it would have its holdings drained off by those
who did.

Mr. UNDERWOOD. Precisely. Natural gas is altogether different from
a hard rock mineral or a reserve of timber. If you don't produce your
own gas, it may be drained off through offset or neighboring wells,
and a small company that depends upon one field in which large lines
run may have its reserve depleted just as surely by the withdrawals
of the large lines, as if it had taken the gas out itself.

Gentlemen, I thank you for this opportunity of appearing before the
,committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well; thank you.
Mr. Turner.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE L. TURNER, REPRESENTING THE
PENNSYLVANIA STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. TuRNER. Mr. Chairman and Senators, my name is Clarence L.
Turner. I am a certified public accountant of Philadelphia and I am
appearing in behalf of the Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce
as vice chairman of its committee on taxation. and Government ex-
penditures.

The members of the Ways and Means Committee are to be congrat-
ulated in recognizing the already heavy tax burdens the American
people are now carrying by refusing to accept the recommendations
of the Treasury Department. The organization which I represent
believes that the cost of this war should be paid insofar as possible
with current taxes; also it believes that the revenue which will be
produced under existing law is all that can be expected without per-
manently injuring the national economy.

I wish to speak especially concerning the burdens of corporation
taxation and to urge that they not be increased at this time. Most
of the members of the Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce are
small enterprises and these concerns feel that any further increases in
their tax rates would impair initiative and resources for production
and would weaken their capacities for employment after the war. We
are very glad to contribute our part to paying for the war and, as
stated, we are mindful of the necessity for onerous taxation in war-
time. 'However, it is our conviction that any advances in the excess
profits or other corporate tax rates would damage our productive
efciency and that we should now be planning to reduce taxes as soon
as the war situation will permit instead of adding to the existing tax
rates.

There has been much talk about the tremendous corporate earnings,
savings, and dividends Undoubtedly a relatively few corporations
may have enjoyed substantial gains from the war effort, even after
their heavy taxes have been paid. No doubt some corporations may
have laid aside substantial reserves for post-war requirements. Prob-
ably some corporations have paid out higher dividends. But the
profitability of corporate enterprise has been greatly exaggerated and
many concerns have suffered low incomes and losses in recent years.

201
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Even the rather optimistic estimate of the Department of Corn-
merce that corporate earnings after taxes will be in the neighborhood
of $8,000,000,000 in 1943 concedes to corporations a gain of only a
little over $1,000,000,000 to meet their greater needs for reserves and
for cash to pay dividends. Federal taxes will take from corporations
about $t5,000,000,000, as compared with earnings before taxes of
'some $23,000,000,000.

Back in 1929, corporations enjoyed earnings before taxes of over
$9,00D, 000,paid taxes of $1,200,000,000, and had about $8,000,.
000,000 left. During the lean years of depression in the 1930's severe
losses were experienced. In the 3 years 1931-33, total losses of $10,-
000,000,000 were accumulated. In 1942, the best year corporations in
general have had since 1929, earnings after taxes were not quite
$7,000,000,000, before renegotiation. This year, 1943, if.the Depart-
ment of Commerce estimate'proves correct, earnings after tax" and'
before renegotiation may slightly exceed the 1929 level. After rene-
gotiation they will probably dwindle materially.

Other estimates have been less optimistic. The Cleveland Trust Co.,
in its bulletin of October 15, 1943, estimates that earnings after taxes
and before renegotiation will be about $7,700,000,000 in 1943, some-
what less than in 1942 and 1929.

During the 1920's the earnings of corporations after taxes were
running consistently between six and eight billion dollars. During

I. the 1930's they ranged from a deficit of over $5,000,000,000 in 1932 to
a peak of slightly over $4,000,000 000 in 1939. Recently they have
tended to clin back to the level of the 1920's, but without fully com-

nsating for the attendant risks and the contingencies that must noweassumml.I haiv spoken of the trends in corporate earnings after taxes to em-

phasize certain facts. These earnings, after long years of depression,
are just now beginning to equal 1929 earnings after taxes. But in
192 the corporate investment and sales were much lower and a much
smaller national income was being produced. Unfortunately, data
are not available to'indicate the total capital investment of corpora-
tions during World War I. But Treasu statistics of corporate
earnings, as analyzed by the National City ank of New York in its
November bulletin, show that the ratios of net income after taxes to
gross income in recent years have been much lower than similar" ratios

uring World War I and in the prosperity of the late 1920's. The
ratios of net income after taxes to gross income for selected years are
listed for.p4rposes of comparison:

Percent Percent
1017 -------------------------- 8.7 1929 -------------------------- 5.11918 --------------------------- 5. 4 1941 --------------------------- 3. 7
1919 --------------------------- 6. 4 1042 -- -- -- - -- -- - -- -- - 8,.6
1927 --------------------------- 4.1 1 9] 43 --------------------------- 3.4

Of course neither the prosperity of the late 1920's nor of the pre-
war year 1939 provide adequate standards for purposes of comparison
of the adequacy of corporate earnings at the present time, when cor-
porate investments and output are far greater. Business enterprise

as never been faced with the gigantic risks which must now be as-
sumed as the result of problems of production and employment, has
never needed such vast amounts of capital as will be required for the
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readjustment to new conditions after the war, when employment must
be found for many millions of workers.

In view of the tremendous growth in corporate enterprise, the pres-
ent earnings after taxes are relatively small. Moreover, recent im-
proved paper earnings follow depressed years of low gains and losses.
If capital is to be available for the urgent needs of post-war production
and if reserves are to be accumulated to weather tihe storms of future
adverse conditions in off years, corporate tax rates must not, in our
op ion, be increased.

The exaggerated notions concerning corporations have been ex-
tended to thleir savings and dividends, as well as to their earnings after
taxes. Even if we accept recent estimates that corporations have been
retaining as much as $3,000,000,000 or $4,000,000,000 out of their earn-
ings in the last 2 or 3 years, we should recognize that such saving
would not be unusual in relation to the needs of corporations for capi-
tal in facing the critical problems which they will encounter after
the war.

During World War No. 1, corporations were saving at a high rate, as
indicated by an analysis of Treasury income statisics by the Tem-
porary National Economic Committee. In 1916 they retained $4.9
billion and in 1917, $4.3 billion. They plowed back $1.0 billion in 1918
and $3.7 billion in 1919. Now corporations have much greater capital
requirements and risks than those during World War No. 1, but their
savings have increased only moderately.

Moreover, corporations have only recently emerged from the stren-
uous years of depression which largely consumed their accumulated
savings. For 9 straight years in the period 1930-38, corporate sav-
ings were negative, according to Treasury income statistics. Losses
and low incomes were encountered but dividend payments were con-
tinued at as high a rate as possible out of reserves. Negative saving
reached a low level of $8,000,000,000 in 1932, and positive savings lvere
not enjoyed until 1939. In the 9 years 1930-38, the total negative
savings, or the excess of dividends over net income after taxes, ex-
ceeded $31,000,000,0C0. Instead of accumulating funds for future
needs corporations were living on their savings of past years. The
hardships of the prolonged depression were survived and dividends
were paid out to the shareholders to provide funds for consumption,
but savings were reduced by $31000,000,000.

As we look back over the cycle of corporate profits and losses, we
realize that recent earnings a ter taxes and recent savings have been
relatively modest. - Corporations entered the war stripped of their
reserves and have been struggling to restore their savirms. Those
savings, in view of the uncertainties anl the complexities which will be
encountered after the war in producing for American consumers
and in providing greater employment, are far from excessive and are
not yet adequate for all the needs for capital, in our opinion.

Again, there has been much talk about vast corporate dividends.
As a matter of fact, while the national income has been soaring, the
dividends paid out in recent years have fluctuated around $4,000,00J,000
and were smaller in 1942 than they were in 1911 or 1940. The total
dividends for the first 10 months of 1943 according to the Department
of Commerce, have been somewhat smaller than they were during a
comparable period in 1942. When dividends reached a peak of
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$4,400 000,000 in 1941, they were still ruhning over $1,000,000,000 be-
hind the dividend payments of the 190's.

Thus, while the national income has been increasing by leaps and
bounds, corporation dividends have been maintained around $4,000,-
000,000 after falling to a low lever of about $2,000,000,000 during the
depression. The shareholders of most corporations have not been re-
ceiving increased incomes from those corporations. In fact, dividends
have tended to decline because corporations have urgently needed
capital and they have been trying to lay aside reserves for future
needs so that they will not berforcd to come to the Government for
subsidies after the war.

Senator VAjsi;. Did you say the corporate income has not increased
during 19431

Air. TURNER. The dividends. The dividends are less, according to
the statistics of the Department of Commerce.

Senator IVALsii. We had statistics presented some days ago indi-
cating there were substantial increases in the dividends of corpora-
tions in the pastyear. But perhaps that was for chosen companies.

Mr. TURNER. It must have been chosen companies. This is from
the Department of Commerce.

Senator WALSh. Yes.
Mr. TURNER. Corporations are now preparing to help produce a

national income of more than $150,000,000,000, when our best efforts
before the war, even in the prosperous days of the 1920's, hardly carried
us to a national income of $90,000,000,000. Corporations are also seek-
ing to find employment for the millions who will be turning away soon
from war work and for the millions who will soon be released from
military service. Under these conditions, we would be foolhardy to
appraise corporation earnings after taxes, savings, and-dividends in
terms of outmoded pre-war standards. Larger, not smaller reserves,
should be available for the greater needs for capital which will be met
after the war.

In estimating the adequacy of corporate reserves for post-war re-
quirements, we should note that the reserves which have been accumu.
lated are not perfectly liquid and are not necessarily in the form of
cash. In fact, a large part of the reserves is represented by such assets
as materials and equipment which could not readily be converted into
cash or could be changed into cash quickly only at a loss. Assets which
appear to be liquid and available for any needs may actually be ear-
marked for such purposes as expected future tax payments.

The increases in cash and the more liquid sets reflect the necessity
for more working capital to carr5 on the larger production demanded
in wartime. Much of the increa C is related to the great uncertainty
over post-war conditions and the desire to be prepared for the risks
of the unknown future. Some of the increase has resulted from the
purpose to set aside funds for deferred maintenance and for other
needs which cannot now be met because of wartime scarcities.

The growth of corporate reserves does not in general indicate a
capacity to pay higher rates of taxation or an adequacy of funds for
post-war needs.

Moreover deductions for reserves for approved purposes will be
desirable in order to provide for the many complex problems of busi-
ness which have been created by the uncertainties of the war and post-
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war periods and thq burdens of onerous war taxation. It should be
emphasized that ample reserves are necessary to take care of the
current accumulation of expense items as a result of the war activity
and production.

The prompt settlement of terminated contracts and the carry-back
of losses will no doubt aid many corporations to survive. On the other
hand, many establishments have no war contracts and many concerns
are suffering from low incomes rather than losses. The general situa-
tion requires deductions for additional reserves for appropriate
purposes.

In considering proposals to increase the corporate-tax rates we
should not overlook the fact that the tax rates now in effect are exceed-
ingly high and are the result of several rate increases. The combined
normal and surtaxes attain a maximum of 40 percent and the excess-
profits tax is imposed at a rate of 90 percent, exclusive of the post-war
credit. Two-thirds of total corporation earnings are now being taken
by Federal taxes and some corporations are giving up as much as
80 percent of their earnings in taxation.

The present corporate tax rates are sufficiently high to dull the
incentives of enterprisers to produce with greater efficiency and at
lower costs. Increases in net income are very largely taken in taxes
and the resistance to higher costs is weakened, while the urge to
expand production is balked by the little reward left.

To the heavy burdens of the corporate taxes, however, must be
added the burdens of the high-rate personal-income taxes upon divi-
dends received by the shareholders. Double taxation of corporate
earnings results from the application of (1) the corporate-income taxes
and (2) the personal-income taxes to dividends.

In the application of the taxes on corporation income, all share-
holders in a given corporation are hit alike, regardless of their incomes
and their economic responsibilities. Furthermore, much of the income
paid out as dividends is received by persons with moderate incomes.

It is reported in the Treasury irome statistics that persons with
incomes below $5,000 received $1,261,000,000 in dividends in 1941, or
one-third of the total dividends of domestic and foreign corporations
received. The high-rate corporation taxes are especially harsh or this,
group of shareholders, but all shareholders with taxable incomes who
receive dividends find themselves being taxed first as owners of shares
on profits as they are earned by corporations and later as income
recipient, when dividends are paid out. Thus, to corporation taxes,
which may amount to as much as 80 percent of corporate net income,
may be added personal-income taxes on any earnings paid out as divi-
dends at rates ranging from 19 to 88 percent. The question is perti-
nent, Does it profit the shareholders to invest their funds in the corpo-
rations? What is left after all tax liabilities are mett The issue
must be faced: Can private enterprise continue to attract capital
under such terrific rates of taxation

Not only do our heavy corporate and personal-income taxes dull the
incentive to invest and produce, they also deprive corporations of
funds from their earnings which they would like to set aside for future
capital requirements. The most convenient and economical source of
equity capital has always been found in the earnings held back and
reinvested. Of course, the critics of corporations would like to corn-



pel them torcoie to the Government or the capital markets it controls
for funds. These critics would extend Government control over
business enterprise by imposing confiscatory taxes. We believe, how-

4 ever, that the continued existence of our enterprise system is highly
desirable and that our taxes should not be raised to the point, where
they will destroy vision and discoura risk-takin and where they
wil consume the savings which should be retained for the great needsfor funds after the war.in weighing the effects of our high-rate taxes upon corporations, we
should note that many corporations have not been blessedi with pros-
perity during the war. We hear about concerns here and there which
have en oye(! tremendous gains, but little is said about the struggling
establishments u n t engaged in war production which are trying to
overcome scarcities of equipment, materials, and manpower, hoping
that the war will end before they collapse. Many enterprise have
suffered loses, even during the war boom, and many more have ex-
perienced earnings too small for their continued existence. These
concerns will not be good credit risks after the war.

Some will say that the threat of runaway inflation calls for heavier
corporate taxation. We in Pennsylvania believe this is a faulty rca-
soning. The menace of inflation, to the extent that it. exists, arises
from an excess of purchasing power in the hands of the mises. This
purchasing power comes only to a negligible extent from corporate
dividends, which have been rather stationary, are only a very small
fraction of the income received by our population, and which go'mainly
to those who would rather save than spend. If we wish to strike
at the sources of inflationary spending by new taxation, the most
suitable device would be a general retail-sales tax, which would be
diffused broadly among all of those who are spending their funds in
the markets for luxuries and noressentials.

Excessive corporation taxation is, in effect, inflationary. It curbs
the incentives to greater and more efficient production, encourages
extravagant expenditures and higher costs, consumes funds which-
should be reserved to finance larger production, weakens the capacity
for employment, and operates, in general, to raise costs and prices and
to limit o-itput at a time when production should increase and prices
should be lowered.

Before concluding I would like to reiterate our opposition to ad-
vancing the excess-profits tax beyond the present very high rate of 90
percent and to any reductions in the invested capital credits, which
would operate indirectly to raise the tax rate.- Lowering these credits
would have unequal effects upon our corporations. It would penalize
enterprises whose invstment has not increased in order to hit those
with growing resources. We believe that our tax policies should now
encourage, and not discourage, the reinvestment of earnings.

I have indicated a number of reasons why the excess-profits tax and
other corporation-tax rates should not be increased at this time because
of their harmful effects upon corporations and our productive organ-
ization. I might point out, moreover, that the present high tax rates
will secure larger tax payments from corporations as their earnings
increase. Higher rates would yield temporary revenue gains to the
Treasury, but future tax payments would be endangered by the adverse
effcts'of the rateinereases upon the production of the national income.
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Intelligent and sincere businessmen in Pennsylvania are worried
over the outlook for business after the war. They are eager to do
their part to find work for all and to raise still higher the American
standard of living. It is the opinion of these businessmen that it
would be detrimental to our economy, to workers as well as to em-
ployers, to consumers as well as to producers, to raise our heavy corpo-
rate-tax rates at this time. Instead, we should seek to lower the
corporate-tax rates at the earliest moment possible and should also
endeavor to provide tax deductions for funds set aside to meet the
urgent demands for increased productive facilities now and after the
war.

Thank you.
The C, mAIRA . Thank you very much, Mr. Turner.
Mr. Gubman.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH 0, GUNMAN, REPRESENTING GUBMAN &
FISCHMAN

The CHAIRMAN. You are here on the bowling tax?
Mr. GUnMAN. That is right, sir. My name is Joseph G. Gubman.
The CHAIMAN. We had a witness on that yesterday.
Mr. GUBMAN. I am informed the witness yesterday appeared in

behalf of the bowling public. I appear in behalf of the proprietors.
The CIIAIRMAN. I think he had some slight interest in the pro-

prietors as well as the public; but go ahead.
Mr. GunMAN. I am a member of the law firm of Gubman & Fisch-

man, who are the attorneys for the Eastern Bowling Proprietors Asso-
cintion, which is a membership corporation of New York and consists
of bowling proprietors of that State. I also appear in behalf of the
New Jersey Bowling Proprietors Association, which is also a mem-
bership corporation, consisting of the bowling proprietors of the State
of New Jersey.

This appearance is in opposition to that provision of the proposed
tax bill which contemplates an excise levy of 20 percent of the charge
to patrons for bowling. The Treasury has estimated that the excise
taX will result in a revenue of $27,000,000.

This typ of tax, like any tax, is a hardship both on the taxpayer
as well as on the industry upon which it is imposed. If the degree of
hardship were approximately equal to that borne by other industries,
commensurate, of course, with the amount of revenue to be derived,
then this industry would be more than willing to share its part of the
tax burden along with the rest of the Nation. It is urged upon this
committee, however, that this tax will subject the industry to unneces-
sary and excessive hardship in the light of resulting revenues.

Senator WALSH. What do you charge for a string of bowling?
Mr. GUBMAN. Usually about 25 cents.
Senator WIALsh. What is the average number of strings bowled by

a patron f
Mr. GUDMAN. There is no average, sir.
Senator WALsir. Do the people limit themselves to one gameI
Mr. GUBMAN. They do not, sir. They come in and bowl either one,

or sometimes bowl for hours.
Senator WA lH. Is there any average you can strike?
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Mr. GUBMAW. Not that we know of.
Senator WALS!. If a man spent $2 he would have to pay a 40-

cent tax?
Mr. G BMAx. Exactly.
Senator WALSh. There are usually two to a string?
Mr. Gu-MA. No- individual games.
Senator WALSI he loser usually has to pay for the game?
Mr. GUBMAN. Occasionally.
Neither the scope nor the magnitude of this tax are probably im-

portant, I suppose, to this committee, but they are very serious and
very real to the people engaged in this industry. It is the opinion
of this industry that this tax will not yield $27,000,000 to the Treas-
urn, for a number of reasons:

In the first place, this estimate made by the Treasury of $27,000,000
is based upon some information or some statistics that the Treasury
has available to it. I know of no recent survey that was made in this
industry, but in any event, whatever information or statistics the
Teasury used, they are now completely and thoroughly obsolete, for
two reasons: In the first place, this is due to the steady decline in the
volume of business and also to the more urgent condition, namely,
the loss of employees by this industry.

As the members of this committee know, the operation of the in-
dividual bowling alley depends upon the services of an employee
called a pin boy. The vast majority of these pin boys are of draft
age and have been inducted into the armed forces. Most States
do not permit younger boys to work in this field. Older men and
girls are not ab to andle this type of job.

Consequently, this industry has suffered a loss of help in greater
proportion than most other activities. This. loss of help, in turn,
affects the gross income of the business more directly than in any
other business. For example, the loss of one pin boy means that two
bowling alley lanes must be shut down, notwithstanding that the
establishment may be full of patrons who are ready and willing to
bowl. The loss of additional pin boys means an additional two lanes
for each pin boy lost must be shut down.

The situation is unlike that which obtains in motion-picture thea-
ters or skating rinks or boxing exhibitions or other forms of enter-
tainmentI where reduction in staff does not affect the gross income.
In such cases the quality of thc service may be impaired, but the
business goes on just thie same. In bowling the gross income is
directly proportionate to the number of employees. The rate of loss
of employees is becoming progressively worse, to such an extent that
any figures or statistics available to the Treasury upon which this
estimate of $27,000,000 is based, has been rendered completely obso-
lete by this cause alone.

The industry has even been unable to meet the Government request,
made by the Federal Security Agency, that bowling facilities be
extended to furnish opportunities fot recreation to war workers. As
a result, the anticipation of any definite amount of tax revenue is
not supported by the facts as they presently exist.
. This change of condition is more rapid than any possible revision

-of the Treasury's estimate.
The second reason is that the industry has lost to the armed forces

a great many of its patrons. It has also lost many customers who have
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moved to war work centers, awav from the bowling-alley establish-
ments. Unlike the entertainmi.ot field, the war has very seriously
affected the bowling industry ad isely, rather than improved it. It
will lose additional trade as the result of the reduction of the purchas-
ing power of the public due to other taxes. It is therefore expected
that if the 20-percent excise tax be imposed upon bowling there will be
a further substantial decline in business iihich, coupled with the other
causes, will so reduce gross income that the tax will not yield $21,000,-
0, and i on the contrary, ruin the industry without even the

apparent justification by way of sufficient tax income.
Third, bowling by its nature is unlike any of the other activities

subject to excise or admission taxes. It is not an amusement, but
rather a facility for recreation. The proprietor affords no commodity
or entertainment to the patrons. He merely has the facilities and sup-
plies the necessary labor. It is the labor of the pin boy that is sold
to the public. The bowler knocks down the pins if he can, and the
pin boy sets them up again. These pin boys are members of local labor
unions throughout the country. Their w ages are on a per game basis,
fixed by contract. Their labor is what the public buys.

The proposed tax is the only one I know of where the amount of the
tax is directly proportionate to the labor employed by the industry,
and is independent of any other factor. Moreover, since these pin
boys are paid on a per-game basis, this tax will very likely reduce the
number of g s played and thereby reduce the income of those of the
pin boys we have left.

I am authorized to say for the local union representing the pin boys
in New York City that they are definitely opposed to this propoal.

This form of recreation is properly comparable to golf. The club
or organization owns the golf links, like our members own the alley
beds. The patron in each instance engages in his own recreation or
sport.. In golf, a caddy renders the service; in bowling, pin..boys
render a similar service. In neither case does the proprietor or the
management contribute any further element to the patron's sport or
recreation. Bowling merely differs in that it is available to more
people because of its accessibility, and because it lends itself to people
not otherwise athletically inclined. Notwithstanding the similarity
between the two, c. like comparison with tennis or swimming, or gym-
nasia, bowling is the only sport or recreation subject to an excise tax
under the present tax law or under the proposd bill.

Of course, an additional element to be considered is the problem of
collecting this ta*. The present tax is $10 per alley bed, paid by the
proprietors. This tax is simple to administer and easy to collect. The
contemplated tax based on gross receipts is another matter. It re-
quires additional record keeping by the proprietors and substantial
administrative cost to the Govez'nnent.

It is estimated that there are approximately 70,000 alley beds in this
country. Each establishment" averages about 10 alley beds. There
are, therefore, about 7,000 establishments in'the United States. Each
establishment now pays about $100 in excise taxes, based upon the
rate of $10 per alley bed. If the Treasury guess is correct, these 7,000
establishments must bring in $27,000,000, or approximately an average
of $3,860 each. This sudden jump from $100 to $3,860 is more than
anyindustry can stand, even though it is to be paid by the public.
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These small individual establishments cannot hope to collect from
their patrons te additional $3,860 on top of all other forms of taxa-
tion that the proprietors pay. In fact, it may precipitate an unfor-
tunate tendency on the part of a few of the operators not to report
this tax correctly. Necessity, or the threat of ruin may bring on this
regrettable practice by a few, resulting in a premium I on carelessness,
or on dishonesty, both of which are possible under this type of tax.

The Treasury probably had this in mind in fixing the new tax on
billiards. There the present tax is also $10 per table. The pro-
posed bill raises it to $20 per table. Although the tax is double, it is
not so drastic as the change from $10 per alley bed, or approximately
$100 per establishment to $3,80 per establishment.

Bowling is a small industry, and the proprietors are small entre-
preneurs. It cannot be considered big business. The tax on bowling
may be a very small matter to the Congress as compared with the
tremendous and serious problems of fiscal policy facing the legislators,
but to each of the bowling proprietors it is a most serious, although
personal, matter. This tax will seriously impair the status of the
industry without sufficient income to the Government, and I respect-
fully urge this committee to , e this item more consideration than
it would seem to warrant on t le face of the bill. It is expected that
this committee will not permit an entire industry, however small, to
be prejudiced, without at least commensurate revenue to the Treas-
ury. The industry does not plead for relief, completely from a
selfish point of view. Although this tax is to be paidby the public,
it is recommended that it be deleted, or at least substantially reduced,
or, in the alternative, the proprietors recommend that the present tax
of $10 per alley bed be doubled, to $20, and the proprietors will pay
it themselves without additional cost to the public, and without adds-
tional cost to the Government in collecting it.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, sir.
Gentlemen, we have here some seven or eight witnesses on luggage

and handbags. Do I understand that you, Mr. Bernard, and Mr.
Cart, and Mr. Kates, are combining your statements?

Mr. BnNARD. That is right, sir. I have a combined statement for
three of us, to save the committee's time.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. BERNARD, REPRESENTING THE
SEWARD TRUNK & BAG CO.

Mr. BERNA-ID. Mr. Chairman, this is a joint statement of H. G.
Kates, president of the Luggage & Leather Goods Manufacturers
Association of America; George S. Bernard, chairman of the board
of the American Hardware Co. of Petersbueg, Via.; and Theodore
Cart,, president of the Attantic Products Corporation of Trenton,
N. J., all being 'members of the Advisory Committee of the War Pro-
duction Board and Office of Pr, ,e Administration having to do with
the production and sale of lug Cage. 'The statement is being read by
M1r. Bernard.

We are truly grateful for the opportunity afforded to present our
views as to why there should be no change in the present excise tax
covering the sale of luggage.
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Luggage now carries an excise tax of 10 percent of its wholesale
rice,&-lectedi by the manufacturer and remitted every month-to theIaiu. feb h nfcur

The &3
A1R3AN. How much was it proposed to be increased in the

House I
Mr. BERNARD. To 25 percent of the retail value, from 10 percent of

the wholesale value.
Senator WAyiA. Are any handbags exempted by reason of the small

price?
Mr. BERNARD. No sir.
Senator WALSH. There are none exempted at all, the dollar bag

would be taxed as well as the $200 bagI
Mr. BERNARD. That is right.
In the 1943 revenue bill, as passed by the House of Representatives,

it is proposed to change this tax to 25 percent of the retail price, which
is noue other than a sales tax on this particular commodity and an
extremely heavy one at that.

This proposed sales tax of 25 percent is undoubtedly predicated on
fle theory that luggage is a luxury.

Senator WAtSH. Do you use leather?
Mr. B"NAKD. No, sir; they have stopped us from using leather. I

have some samples of wartime luggage and some prewar luggage just
outside that I was hoping I could show the committee, and I would
be very glad to have you see it.

Senator WArsli. Will you leave it here, or do you want to take it
back with youf

Mr. BERNARD. I will be glad to leave it here for your examination at
your convenience.

Senator IVALsm. Usually, samples are left with the committee.
laughterr]

Mr. BERNARD. I will be glad to leave it here. You won't charge us
storage on it, will you?

Wartime luggage, gentlemen, is not a luxury. It is a mistake to
include wartime luggage in the same category with such luxuries as
jewelry, furs, amusements, etc. It is a definite necessity. Those of
is who have prepared this statement are all members of the Luggage
Advisory Committee of the War Production Board. You may not
realize that it was the original intention of the War Production Board
to eliminate the manufacture of luggage for the duration. However,
the Board modified its original position upon the strong insistence
of both the Army and Navy that luggage was definitely essential
for its personnel.

A survey by the War Production Board indicated quite clearly
that luggage in a wartime economy was definitely essential, and the
War Production Board, after several conferences with our Advisory
Committee and representatives of the Army and Navy, decided upon
eight styles of simple h.ggage as a minimum of essential wartime
luggage, replacing litenUy thousands of styles made under pre-war
conditions.

Besides reduction in models and elimination of the use of leather
the industry further operates on a rigid quota basis, the cuts being ashigh as 60 percent.Et us look at just what the increased tax will mean to the consumer.

The 0. P. A. has entered the luggage picture with its pricing formula
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MPR-476, which prescribes a fixed ceiling. For example: A suitcase
sold bv the manufacturer for $10 will have a retail ceiling of $19.20.
Of this amount 10 percent of the manufactuer's price or $1 represents
the present tax. Let us follow this through. If the percent 10 percent
tax is replaced by the 25-percent tax at retail the purchaser will pay
$4.55 or 25 percent of $18.20, this representing four and one-half times
the present tax.

It cannot be your intention, gentlemen, to tax the essential traveler
who must of necessity purchase wartime luggage four and one-half
times the present tax.

If we understand this tax measure correctly, its primary purpose
is to raise additional revenue. If that is so, then the siZe of this pro-
posed tax on luggage is indefensible because it will defeat its purpose
for the following reasons:

No leather luggage, no wardrobe trunks-in fact-no expensive,
luxurious lugage is now permissible, and only the simplest types of
luggage can be made inder W. P. B. Order L-284.

At the present time all lnggage is taxable at 10 percent. Under the
contemplated 25-percent tax, uggale sold in post exchanges and ship's
service stores will be tax-free. cSolers and sailors who buy in post
exchange or ship's service stores are not required to pjay any taxes.
Sponsors of this proposed tax apparently were not aware of the fact
that there is no revenue to be derived from the sale of luggage through
post exchange and ship's service stores, and that from 40 percent to 60
percent of all luggage sold is distributed through these stores at the
present time.

It is reasonable to expect, moreover, that the proposed increase in
the tax will discourage and curtail sharply the sale of luggage and will
thus further reduce the tax yield. It follows, therefore, that since
from 40 percent to 50 percent of all luggage is currently sold through
post exchanges and ship's service stores, that sponsors of the increase
have probably not taken into consideration the fact that this luggage
under the proposed bill is tax-free.

It is also important in this connection to bear in mind that at the
present time the Federal excise tax is easily collectible from the manu-
facturer at relatively little cost to the Government, but if the tax is
collectible at the retail level its collection is much more cumbersome and
vastly more costly. Under the present tax there are some 300 manu-
facturers who report and pay monthly. Under the proposed new tax
there will be not less than 15,000 to 20,000 retailers, most of them very
small, reporting these taxes. Furthermore, the Government now gets
its tax within 30 days from the time the sale is made, whereas under the
proposed plan there will be a lag of from 6 to 12 months, because it
takes at least that much longer for retailers to move their stocks.

In conclusion we would like to have you understand that wartime
luggage is a definite necessity and not by any stretch of the imagina-
tion a luxury. The wartime purchaser is probably 85 percent to 90
percent an officer, soldier, sailor, government official, business execu-
tive or other type of essential traveler. It ednnot be your intention
toincrease a tax four and one-half times its current rate to this group
of consumers on merchandise developed and constructed as an es-
sential wartime necessity under direction of the War Production
Board, particularly since it is a cumbersome one that will not be pro-
ductive of any substantially increased revenue.
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This small industry is alone in the number and kind of restrictions
that presently weigh it down. It operates ol a drastically curtailed
number of styles--eight, all told-it operates further on a rigidly
reduced quota basis. It operates further under unique 0. P. A. reg-
ulations. It is a mistake to impose additional burdens upon an in-
dustry that is now so sharply curtailed and restricted.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bernard.
Mr. BER A Seriously, can we leave this luggage here for you to

examine at your leisure? We would like to do it.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. It is in the anteroom and it will be perfectly

safe.
Mr. BERNARiD. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Berkowitz.
Mr. M[TrENTIUAL. I am appearing for Mr. Berkowitz and also

I am making a combined statement for Mr. Wettels and Mr. Shapiro.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.

STATEMENT OF ABRAHAM MITTENTHAL, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
AUTHORITY FOR THE LADIES HANDBAG INDUSTRY

Mr. MIVIENTJIAL. Mir. Chairman, and members of the committee,
to begin with, I want to correct the impression that the handbag in-
dustry and the luggage industry are one and the same thing. They
are entirely different industries, and in the calendar we are listed
as "luggage and handbag." The handbag industry is entirely se a-
rate from the luggage industry; our methods of operation are differ-
ent and our method of sales is different.

I am a director of the National Authority for the Ladies Handbag
Industry. A national association of manufacturers of ladies' hand
bags. The membership of the association comprises manufacturers
of ladies' handbags located in all parts of the United Stated. The
association represents approximately 75 percent in sales volume-of all
ladies' handbags manufactured in the United States. The industry is
governed by trade-practice rules approved for the industry by the
Federal Trade Commission August 18,1936.

There are approximately 350 manufacturers of ladies' handbags in
the United States located in 17 States: Maine Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, Iew Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Florida, Texas, Illinois, Ohio,'Wiscon-
sin, Missouri, and California.

The industry employs approximately 20,000 workers, of whom ap-
proximately 16,000 are females and 4,000 males. Most of the males
employed are men over 40 years of age, the majority of whom have
worked in the industry many years. A good many have worked from
25 to 50 years.

In the year 1939 the Department of Commerce statistics gave the
dollar volume of sales of ladies' handbags at $558,800,000 at wholesale.
We estimate in the year 1943, the dollar volume will be approximately
$65,000,000.

At present, the industry is festricted from the use of many of the
important materials formerly used in the making of ladies' handbags.
Calfskins, kips, and cattle hides and many kinds of goatskins and
kidskins are no longer available for handbags. Imitation leathers,
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from which most of the cheaper grades of handbags formerly were
rAide, a4 not-obtbinable.

Metals of all kinds used for closures on handbags are still re-
stricted. The industry at present uses no critical materials needed for
the war effort.

The handbag industry is a small industry but a very essential one to
the women of America. A handbag is not an article of adornment or
luxury, it is an article of necessity to every woman. It serves the same
purpose to women that pockets serve to men. Just because a woman
chooses to carry the articles she needs for her daily use in a receptacle
instead of carrying them in pockets which she does not have in her
clothes, should not-be a reason for placing a tax on her substitute for
pockets, and surely the Government would not think of taxing men's
pockets, at least not empty pockets.

The importance of handbags to women is demonstrated best by the
importance placed upon handbags by the Government itself. As a

ni-esmra ai-t ide of eqiment for the women in the service, the WAC's,

WAVES, SPARS an& Nurms are all equipped with handbags de-
signed andpurchased by the Government. During the years 1942 and
1913, the Government purchased more than 500,000 handbags at an
average price of $5 each. Women in the services were not, required
to carry a handbag as an article of adornment. They are required not
only to have a handbag, but they are told even how it should be carried,
by the use of a long strap thrown over the shoulder.If we were permitted to do so, we could bring a thousand women who

would testify as to how important a hatidbag is to their everyday liv.
ing, After all, I think we can agree that sinceshe is the consumer who
would be required to pay the tax, her testimony as to the importance
of a handbag should mean more than our opinions. Ask your wives,
ask any woman, ask this lady, let them tell you whether a handbag is
a luxury or a necessity. Handbags are made to sell to consumers at

P 29 cents, 59 cents, 79 cents, $1 and upwards. The little schoolgirl who
carries her 20-cent handbag to hold her caref are, handkerchief, and per-
haps a key is being aiked tb pay a 25-cent tax on that article of neces-
sity, while the woman who buys a pair of earrings for $1,000 for adorn-
ment only is being asked to pay a 20-percent tax. That seems all
wron.

Eighty percent of all handbags sell at retail for less than $7.50 each.
Of this 80 percent, more than 60 percent are sold at retail for less than
3 each. All the way down to $2, $1, 59 cents, and 29 cents each,

including bags for children.
A tax on all handbags will affect the great mass of consumers who

must of necessity buy the lower-priced handbags. The handbags that
retail for more than $10 each do not amount to more than 10 percent
of the total of all handbags sold. The present excise tar of 10 percent
on handbags and purses applies only to handbags and purses with

A frames, snaps, catches, buckles, or clips made of or ornamented,
mounted, or fitted with precious metals or imitations thereof. The
termn "precious metal includes platinum; gold, silver, and other
metals of similar or greater value. The term imitation thereof in-
cludes platings and alloys of such- -metals. This definition definitely
stamps such handbags and purses as article of jewelry and for that
reason were taxed 10 percent as being an article of jewelry.
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Surely it is not the intehfion of the Government to raise the tax on
jewelry from 10 percent to 20 percent and to place a tax of 25 percent
on handbags regardless of the materials they are made of. Jewelry,
as defined in the excise regulations includes articles designed to be worn
on the person or appareLfor the purpose of adornme.t Jewelry ad-
mittedly a luxury, is being taxed 20 percent and handbags 25 peicnt.

A handbag is a cost-of-living item an article of necessity to women
in the service, to women in every walk of life. A handbag is the most
important of all the accessories worn or carried by a woman. From
handbags, all other accessories are geared. It ismore important than
gloves, yet a tax on gloves would be regarded as inflicting a hardship
on women. We do see women on the streets without hats, without
gloves, and even without stockings. Observe whether you ever see a
woman on the street without a handbag. Womgn are conscious of
their handbags- they know the value of handbags; they know the feel
of leather, uality of linings. Ninety percent of al handbags a1e
bought for their utility value.

If the Government finds that certain types of handbags should be
classified as articles of jewelry and therefore deem it to be an article
of luxury, we are in accord with any decision to continue the tax on
such articles, but to tax handbags used by the millions of women for
utilitarian purposes just because their clothes do not happen to be
made with pockets seems discriminatory and unfair. As men, I feel
we are not capable of knowing the importance of a handbag to women,
what articles are necessary for them to carry with them in their hand-
bags for daily'use. Just because that handbag is made in one shape or
another or made of one material or another or in any particular size
should not make them taxable.

Shoes are not taxed because they are made of alligator leather instead
of calf. Gloves are not taxed because they are made of leather instead
of cloth. Women's hats, belts, scarves, all items admittedly less essen-
tial than handbags are not taxed at all.

The handbag industry has accepted shortages and restrictions of
materials cheer-fully and understandingly. The industry is contribut-
ing its share of taxes to the support of the Government. Any tax as is
contemplated, if placed upon handbags, is certain to be a hardship
upon the industry. Women may continue to carry handbags but they
will be the best they know how to make themselves, the nontaxable kinde.

I should like to submit a* brief to the committee
The CH.IRMAX. You may do so.
Senator WAlsH. Did you appear before the Ways and Means Com-mnittee?
Mr. Mr=rrturL No, sir; we did not.
Senator WALsr. So you first learned of this after the bill was re-

ported by the Ways and Means Codimittee df the HouseV
Mr. Mm-rrnm.u. That is correct.

senator WALSH. You had no'opportunity to present your views,
Mr. MITrENTH.-O Oe at all. I I
The C A MAN. At present yourtaxIs lOpercentI
'Mr. M rz~ mr Only 6n &ertain types of handbags that are orna-

'mented with precious metals or imitations.
The CRARMAN. And this is a 25-percent tax ?
M. MAWMAT. The proposed tax is'25 percent.

93331-44-15-i
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The CHAMXA. And covers all types of handbags I
Mr. Mrz-ETuAL Yes. There is no definition given of what a hand-

bag or price is.
Senator WAir. The proposd tax on luggage is a wholesale tax?
Mr. Mlm .. Yes. Tb at was a wholesale tax; this is a retail

tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr, Walinsky,

STATEMENT OF GOSSIP WALINSKY, REPRESENTIN THE POKET-
BOOK WORKERS UNION OF NEW YORK

Mr. WAuXANSKY. My name is Ossip Walinsky; I reside at 100 West
Thirty.second Street, lNew York City. I represent the Pocketbook
Workers Union of New York.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of labor in the handbook and' ketbook
and leather goods novelty industry, I join in support of al the argu-
ments presented by Mr. Mittenthal on behalf of the National Manu-
fp|turers Association. 'I ask for about 5 Minutes time to supplement
.'few of the facts presented to you.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed. We will be glad-to bear you.
Mr. WALuxSKY. The handbook industry prior to the war was on the

veSe of bankruptc- because of the nature of the trade and the com-
petition from 0 enoach, Germany. When I came to this country from
England in 1912 I know that the English had surrendered to the Ger-
man competition, but heie in the United States we have managed
to 'nake some progress, so much so that prior to the present World
War we had become a country not only supporting the 54,000,000
women of America with ladies' handbags and pocketboks, but we had
been exporting handbags to England, to South Africa, to Australia,
New Zealand, Cuba, and the South American countries.

-This is about the first time since our rnall manufacturers-and the
average. number of workers employed in our factories is only between
18 and 22- it is a'struggling and pioneering industty--a poor in-
dustry. The employers are poor and the workers are poor. I have
been, here listening to billions, and astronomical figures, and for the
first time I found myself in good company-,railroads and natural gas.

We are dealing with purses and key cases. A laboring woman,
trudging the streets in the darkness of night, from the night shift,
and carrying a key ease to open the door, is, being asked to pay a
25-percent excise tax; and the soldier carrying a billfold, with a little
leather-backed frame, carrying the most precious thing in life, namely,
a picture of his mother or his sweetheart or his sister, they are being
called upon to pay an excise tax on tlet billfold in the amount of
25 percent, and'the workers Of our industry really do not understand
what this great country bf ours is comijn to. I I

I represent a city, one of the 17 cities that Mr. Mittentbal spoke
about, namely, the city of New Yokj and in the city of New York
we have the so-called men. employees in the industry. All other
States have female labor, but the pioneers of. our industry, the men.
who have been struggling for the last 35 to 50 years, live and labor in.
the city of New York. Thee men are members of the union. that I
represent.. These men arq still working; they are not.o. the relief
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rolls and they do not want to be on relief. They do not-want to apply
for old-age pensions, but if the volume of business should be cut, as
it must be cut, to the extent of 80 percent at least, my members will
have to go on relief. There are no. war jobs available for these
advanced-age men. 0

Handbags are being distributed alongside of shoes. The shoe shops
are the largest distributors, the shoe chains of handbags. A handbag
is an item of women's apparel. Is it the intention to single out
the 20,000 workers in the handbag industry for discrimination and
assassinationI Is it the intention of you gentlemen to tax tomorrow
shoes or clothing or any other item of women's apparel? We do not
understand that.

That is why, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Senate Finance
Committee, we ask for the privilege to present a brief stating the views
of labor in the industry, and, in support of my contention, the conten-
tion of labor, Mr. Shivok, of the American Federation of Labor, is
present here and he authorizes me to tell you that ladies' handbags
and pockets, billfolds and key cases are a budget item, affecting the
family budget, and the women wage earners of America.

We say to you, take into consideration on one hand that labor is
asked toehold the line, hold the line, we must not ask for more wages.
We have ceilings. Wages have been frozen.' On the other hand we
are being called up.on every day to pay more for the necessities of life,
thekey case, the billfold, the handbags, all of which are in this category.

I thank you.
The CHaIRMAN. Are ordinary billfolds taxed under the House bill

at 26 percent?
Mr. WAm NsY. Everything. They are, in otr opinion, absolutely'

singling out our industry for ruination.
The CHAnwXA. Have you had a tax on them beforeI
Mr. WALiNSsY. No, sir; and this is the first time we havebeen

appraised as to the pending tax. I
The C Mralraw. That is, you had no tax on ordinary billfolds un-

less they came under the category of jewelry I
Wr. WALWSKT. yres, sir; as interpreted by the Treasury department

of the Unifed States.
Thank you, sir.
The CnAmIMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Morris, you are appearing for Mr. Sutherland I
Mr. Moonts. Yes. My name is Logan Morris, 837 Munsey Building,

Washington, D. C. I am a partner of Mr. Satterlee. Unfortunately
he was ill aed unable to come today and in order-to present the points
he had in mind discussing, I would like to p ntthe statement which
he prepared for the committee. I think I can do it in that way more
quickly and accurately.

The CHainw.u. Very well.

STATEMENT OP HUGH SATTERLEE, REPRESENTING SATTEELEE,
GREEN & SHEl

Mr. Mon ws (for Mr. Satterlee). In part as chairman of the com-
mittee on taxation of the New York County Lawyers' Association and
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in part as an individual lawyer, I respectfully submit the following
recommendations regarding the revenue bill of 1943:

Antiwindfall provision ol Current Tax Payment Act of 1943: In ad-
dition to the increase in iiicome tax for 1943, amounting to 25 percent
of the tax for 1942 or 1943, rovided for by subsections (a) and (b)*
of section 6 of the Current Tax Payment Act of 1948 subsection (c)
provides for a further increase equal to 15 percent of the excess of the
tax for 1942 or 1943 over such a tax for 1942 or 1943 as would result if
the sum of the surtax net income for a base year (meaning any one of
the taxable years 1937 through 1940) plus $20,000 constituted the sur-
tax net income for the taxable year 1942 or 1943. The antiwindf all
provision was designed to reach the limited group of individuals whose
incomes have increased greatly in 1942 and 1943, due to war profits.
However its effect is also to penalize arbitrarily and unjustly other
classes of individuals not sharing in war profits.

In addition to Individuals whose earnings have normally increased
from year to year as they grow older and more experienced, there are
individuals in whose situation radical changes occurred fortuitously
between 1940 and 1942. Many citizens of war-torn countries, who have
become residents of the United States, particularly since the occupa-
tion of France, Belgium, and Holland in 1940, have brought within
the ambit of Federal taxation considerable income from their invest-
ments or services. Such income may be and in most cases probably is
less than the income which they received in their own lands, although
none of it or very little of it was taxable income in any of the years 1937
through 1940 as derived from sources within the United Stetes. Con-
sequently, in its present form the windfall provision would in effect
tax income for prior years from sources outside the United States,
which this country could not and did not attempt to tax.

Again, prior to 1942 many wives, separated from their husbands
by divorce or otherwise, received annual alimony, the amount of
which was determined by the courts or by mutual agreement with the
knowledge that such payments were not taxable to the wife and were
not deductible by the husband. Beginning in 1942 alimony payments
have been subjected to tax to the wif- and allowed as a deuction to
the husband. This change, although sound in principle, has resulted
in considerable hardship to many recipients of alimony fixed in yearswhen its receipt was free from tax. Added to this burden would be
the serious effect bf the windfall provision, since in the base years
these wives whose income was confined to alimony payments had no
taxable income, because the income which they received was attributed
and taxed to their husbands.

Another class of unfortunates comprises the wives children, and
other beneficiaries of the estate of a decedent who die in the period
between 1940 and 1942 or whose estate was distributed during that
period. The receipt of income from such source by such beneficiaries
in 1942 and 1943 does not warrant duplicating the tax, since presum-
ably the income from the same property was subjected to tax to the
decedent or his estate in the base years. A similar situation arises
where a beneficiary of a trust first receives income therefrom afterthe base years, although the income from the same trust corpus was
taxed to a previous beneficiary dr to the trust in each of th earlier
years. ' Similarly, an individual in the period just before 1942 may
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have become the donee of an annuity, the donor of which had in pre-
vious years been taxed on the income from the funds used for the
purchase of such annuity.
. Following is a draft of proposed amendment to section 6, which
it is believed would relieve the inequity in subsection (c) without
appreciably affecting the revenue.

Sac. 5W6. Section 0 of the Current Tax Payment Act of 1943 Is hereby amended
as of the date of enactment of such act by inserting at the end of subsection (c)
the following:

This subsection shall not apply (A) in the case of an alien who became a
resident of the United States In 1940 or thereafter, and for the purpose of deter-
mining whether or not this subsection is applicable and of computing any addi-
tional increase In the tax for 1943 under this subsection there shall be Included
in the surtax net Income for the base year (B) in the case of a wife receiving
'payments included In gross income under subsection (k) inserted In e.ctlon 22 of
the Internal Revenue Code by section 120 of the Revenue Act of 1942 an amount
equal to such payments for 1942 or for 1943, as the case may be, and (C) In the
case of u beneficiary of a trust, or of a distributee of an estate, or of the holder
of an annuity, an amount equal to the excess of the Income from the trust, or
from the estate, or from the annuity, for 1942 or for 1943, as the case may be
over the Income from such trust, or from such estate, or from such annuity, fog
the base year.

Deduction of accrued State income taxes: In connection with its
consideration of a revision of New York income-tax statutes the State
tax commisison has suggested the propriety and equityof permitting
the deduction from gross income for Federal income-tax purposes of
accrued State income taxes in the ceje of individuals who file their
returns on a cash basis. It often happens, because of the fluctuations
in income from year to year, that a taxpayer who had comparatively
little income in the next pre6eding year and accordingly a small State
tax payable for that year, in the taxable year has substantially greater
income from which only the State tax for the previous year may be
deducted, although for the current year the State tax is substantially
greater. The deduction of the State tax based on income of the same
year as the Federal tax would prevent distortion.

The following is a proposed amendment to section 43 of the Internal
Revenue Code, which it is believed would accomplish the re.zlt
proposed:

SEC. 11& Section 43 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to period for which
deductions and credits taken) Is amended by Inserting after the first sentence
thereof the following:

"A taxpayer whose net income is computed upon the basis of the cash method
of accounting may deduct income, war-profits, aud excess-profits taxes imposed
by any State of the United States which shall have accrued in the taxable year,
provided no such tax shall be deducted in moro than one year."

Gifts to bar associations: Although bar associations are held to be
in the nature of civic leagues which are exempt from tax on their
income, in certain decisions gifts to a bar association have been denied
deductlop as contributions to a corporation organized 'nd operated
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purpose s It is believed that gifts to bar associations, which help
materially in the improvement of the administration of justice, should
be encouraged.

It is urged, therefore that section 23 (o), relating to the deduction
from gross income of charitable and other contributions, section 812
(d), relating'to transfers at deith for public, charitable, and religious
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usesand section 1,004 (a) (2)i relating to' charitable, and so fort,
gifts inter vivos, be amended t%) provide for the treatment similarly
to educational institutions of domestic bar associations, no part of
the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private share-
holder or individual.
0 Acquisitions to avoid income or excess-profits tax: The revenue bill
of 1948proposes in section 115 to insert-a new section 129 in the In.
ternal "Rvenue Code, providing for the disallowance of deductions,
credit or allowances, where any person acquires an interest in, or
control of, a corporation or property, and the Commissioner find
that one of the principal purposes for which such acquisition was
made or availed of is the avoidance of Federal income or excess-profits
tax by securin the benefit of a deduction, credit, or other allowance.
It is assumed ttat this provision is directed primarily at the practice
of acquiring cororations with a large invested capital, but small
present assets. But the, provision goes much further than that and
would furnish a fertile field for litigation and for arbitrary exactions
by the Treasury Department.

As the language of the section now stands, it could be interpreted
by the Treasury Department to cover, for example, the case of an
acquisition by an individual through an exchange for other property
of an office building or apartment house which for lack of tenants
may have comparatively little value, and one of the considerations
in the mind of the purchaser may be that deductions for depreciation
will help him to carry the property until it becomes profitable. Cer-
tainly it cannot be the intention of the -w section to prevent or
penalize such business transactions. Through bitter experience with
section 102 in which the element of purpose is the controlling factor,
we know that a finding of purpose by the Commissioner, however
unwarranted, is almost impossible to overcome.
. If the section is to* remain in the bill, it should be limited in its
scope. It is suggested in any event that the words "or property"
after "corporation' be eliminated.

Trusts for maintenance or support of certain beneficiaries: By
section 116 of the bill, section 167-relating to income forbenefit of
grantor-is amended to provide that income of a trust shall not be
taxable to the grantor merely because such income, in the discretion
of another person or the trustee, may be applied or distributed for
the support or maintenance of a beneficiary whom the grantor is
legally obligated to support except to the extent that such income is
so applied or distributed. his provision was inserted to avoid the
effect of the Stitart decision in the Supreme Court, which construed
the statute differently from its previous consistent interpretation
bver many years.

However, it is not clear whether or not the proposed amendment
would cover the case of discretion in the trustee to apply a portion
of the corpus to the support of a beneficiary whom.the grantor is
legally obligated to support. Section 166 of the code provides that
where the power to revest in the grantor title to any. part of the corpus
is'vested ifi any person not having a substantial adverse interest, then
tbe income "of uh part of the trust shall be included in computing
t tietincom'of the trust to tax to the grantor simply becuse of
an unex~rcised right in the trustee to apply principal to the benefi-
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'ciars. support than there is in the case of an unexercised right to
apply income.

In order to avoid uncertainty and possible confusion it is accord-
ingly suggested that a new subsection (b) be inserted in section 116
of the bill, providing substantially as follows: %

Set.flon 166 (relating to revocable trusts) Is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following:

"Income of a trust shall not be considered taxable to the grantor'under this
section or any other provision of this chapter merely because any part of the
corpus of the trust in the discretion of another person or the trustee, may be
applied or distributed for the support or maintenance of a beneficiary whom
the grantor Is legally obligated to support or maintain, except to the extent that
corpus of the trust Is so applied or distributed."

Appointment of new trustee of certain discretionary trusts not
transfer subject to gift tax: By section 502 of the bill, section 1000 of
the Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting provisions relat-
ing to discretionary trusts, the law with respect to which has been
hopelessly confused by recent decisions of the courts. The section
is salutary, but seems to require some revision.

One source of much doubt and uncertainty in respect of trusts cre-
ated many years ago has been the inclusion in the trust agreements
of a ri t in the grantor to appoint new trustees. Even in cases
where the grantor as not exercised such right to the extent of ap-
pointing himself one of the trustees, the question arises whether the
mere existence of such a right would subject the grantor's estate to
estate tax and whether the relinquishment of such a power would
subject the grantor to gift tax, even though the grantor in no way
interfered in the affairs of the trust.

It is urged, therefore, that in order to meet this situation clause (1)
of the proposed provision should be amended to read as follows, the
new matter being italicized:

(1) no appointment, uor the relinqvishmen# of the right to appoint, prior to
January 1, 1145 of a new, successor, or additional trustee, or new, successor, or
,additional trustees *

General sales tax- The foregoing proposals have been made in the
interest of correcting inequities and defects in the law. They might
to a minute degree diminish the revenue. As a means of substantially
increasing the revenue, I advocate and have advocated for nearly 25
years the imposition of &-general sales tax in the form of a turn-over
tax or, in the alternative, a retail-sales tax. I have followed the argue.
ments of its opponents for many years and, although they have shifted
their ground from time to time, they have not improved the weakness
of their position. One old argument was that, if the sales tax were
imposed in this country, everybody would go to Canada or Mexico
to make their purchases. It was also asserted that, even though a
-ountr-wide sales tax might not be disastrous, sales taxes limited to
individual States and municipalities were simply out of the question.
Of course, there are now sales taxes in more than half the States,
and even a sales tax in NIew York City was pronounced a great suc-
cess by Mayor LaGuardia, formerly an opponent of general sales
-taxes.The principal present argument against the sales tax is that it is
regressive. Practically all taxes are except income taxes, which are
admitted by most people to have reached their zenith. A combination
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of income taxes and a general sales tax, each complementing and sup-
plementing the other, is sound and logical. N- one asks that the
sale tax supplant incometaxes.

Since the sales tax has not been tried on a rational scale, it would
appear sensible to impose a tax at a comparatively low rate, perhaps

.2 percent if a turn-over'tax, and 5 percent if a retail-sales tax, until it
could be found what inequities and defects, if any, need to be ironed
out. No one will ever know how a general Federal sales tax would
work until it shall have been put into effect. There has been altogether
too much theorizing without any basis in experience. The income tax
has been tinkered with constantly since its enactment in 1913, but no
-one advocates its repeal because it constantly requires revision.

A general sales tax appears inevitable, if the revenue requirements
of the country are to be met.

The C MMnaAw. All right, sir; thank you very much.
Mr. Mosaus. Thank you for this opportunity. I
The Ca Lau A . Perhaps we have time to hear one additional wit-

iess. Mr. Weaver, did you wish to appear this afternoon I
Mr. WvzF.Av If it is convenient to you.

STATEMENT OF H. R. WEAVER, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT AND
TREASURER, INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO.

Mr. WEAvei. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is H. R. Weaver. I am appearing in behalf of International
Paper Co. of which I am first vice president and treasurer. Inter-
national does the largest volume of business and is one of the oldest
paper companies in the United States: It engages in nearly every
phase of the industry. It sells its newsprint to newspapers pub.
lashed in practically every State east of the Mississippi River and
-in several States west of it. The operation of its kraft paper plants
and of its timber I.oldings in Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Flor-
ida, Arkansas, and South Carolina represents one of the principal
industrial activities, in each of these States. Its continuing welfare
is, therefore, of more than ordinary interest to the people of an ex-
tensive section of the country.

I have appeared before this committee in the past and I do not
think it necessary to burden you again with a recital of my qualifica.
tions in regard to corporate taxation. Suffice it to say that I have
been in business for over 34 years and have had charge of the cor-
porate income taxes of International Paper Co. for over 26 years.

In August 1942 I argued before you that the tax bill as then
proposed was unfair to corporations whose excess profits exemption
was calculated on the invested-capital basis. I gave you an example
showing how the taxes on a typical so-called invested-capital cor-
poration had been increased since 1940 far out of proportion to the
increase in the taxes of a comparable average-earnings corporation.
Nevertheless, the 1942 act was passed continuing and even further
exaggerating this discriminatory treatment.
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The House has now passed a bill which further discriminates
against the large invested-capital corporations by reducing, by an-
other 1 percent, the percentage allowed on invested capital in the
calculation of the excess-profits exemption.

The following table shows how these percentages rates have been
continuously reduced up to and including the proposals for 1944 and
the corresponding reduction in dollars in the excess profits exemp-
tion, while during the same period the exemption for the average-
earnings companies increased materially:

Excess 11= Lt=ooFit Sameond $SorO~O O.OCveste Wsla Sin,00o of rested v ctptaJl e
caia cptlot invested c pitlush 30 Percent iag f, base

ctpital et'iltal capital vet left Inbusinew perio

PerceuL Pcre Perctu Pgwce
2940 .......... 8 S $12.00OO 00 $*2.01 og000

41 ................... 9 1 1it 4.S 00
1942............ ...... a 1 6 6 40?33 164,5 ,,O,
29M .................. 6 1 6 a 9M.,3 440 I4, .O
1944 (proposed) ....... 9 6 A 4 ,47.M28 1,

Assume a corporation had an invested capital of $150,000,000, and
was on the invested-capital basis, and it left in the business 30 percent
of its net earnings each and evety year. Its excess-profits exemption
would have gone down from $12,005,000 in 1940 to $8,473,266 in 1944
under the House bill, and in that same period of time, if we take the
average-earnings corporation and assume that they earned $15,000,000
in the base period, having the same invested capital of $150,000,000,
which would be 10 percent, on its invested capital, their excess-profits
exemption went up from $12,010,000 in 1940 to a proposed $14,60,000
in 1944.

These figures show clearly how the excess-profits exemption has
been reduced continuously to the large invested-capital corporation
while it was actually increased in 1941 for the average-earnings cor-
ioration and has since so remained.

Let me show you exactly how these reductkns in the excess-profits
exemptions affect unfairly the total taxes of a typical la'ge invested-
capital company as compared to a similar average-%arnings con pany.
Let us assume that both companies have invested capital of $150,-
000,000 as of January 1, 1940 and that the taxable ernings of each-
were $25,000,000 in each of tie years 1940-44. The invested-capital
corporation, however, earned an average of only $7,000,000 per annum
in the base period 1936-39, while: the average-earnings corpora-
tion averaged $15,000,000. Assume that the former'rompany has left
30 percent of its net cash earnings in the business each year beginning
i4 1940. This figure is on the low side from the standpoint of sound
corporate practice but as will hereafter appear even this will prob.
ably, under the ifouse proposs, seriously affect dividend disburse-
nients. 'Assume further, that the excess-profits-tax refund for 1942
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and 1943 further increases its invested capital. The following table
will show the taxes for each compaity for each of these years:

Tweo = by Tue paid by Difen0ea In
ayrs- ae- avoe 0 &r
capital Pemeat etn' aget eariiwnp

Mmpany Wmpey OOMP

M3 .............................. 1 37.8 0%49000 37.89 .
1942........................... 6297311 06. 43 4 em As. IJ, W& 649
1M ............................... hf 52 M U 104 6M 6.6 1.8 39l
1943 .............................. W lS, 20 6t.6 816.40.430 67.6 1. SA M
1944............................... 17, W19,54 70.0 31488,9700 . 5 .035.964

Total ............................................................... ?,?7.754

1 After dodowting exwa-proats-ta reWund.

The Invested-capital company in 1940 would have paid $9,451,500 in
taxes; the average-earnings company, covered by this example would
have paid $9,4490,000, or approximately the same amount oi taxes.

* Without reciting the figures through each one of the years, in 1944
under the proposed House bill, the invested-capital company Would
pay $17,519,664 in taxes, and the average-earnings company would pay
only $14J886,700, and both of these.figures are after deducting the ex-
cess-pro ts.tax refund,

From this table two, things are apparent:
(1) That during the period from 1940 to 1944, both inclusive, the

Invested-capital corporation will have 'paid approximately $7,700,000
mote in income and excess.profits taxes than the comparable average-
earnings corporation despite the fact that they both had identical in-
vested capital at the beginning of 1940 and identical annual earnings
nd started at the same rate qf tax in 1940;

(2) That in 1944 (as is now proposed) and presumably thereafter
for the indefinite future' the inVested-capital corporation will pay at
the rate of approximately $2,600,000 more per annum in income and
excess-profits. taxes than the average-earnings corporation although
they both had identical invested capital at the beginning of 1940 and
identical annual earnings thereafter. In other words, our invested.
capital corporation which had the same amount left after taxes as our
average-earning§ corporation in 1940, from and after 1944 has annu-
ally over 26 percent less in the treasury after taxes.

Senator WAlan. Did you appear before the Ways and Means Com-
mitteet

Mr. WrAvim. This provision was not In the former law and we had
no advance notice that the Ways and Means Committee intended to
Insert such a provision in the law.

Senator WiM. Then you did not pre-ent to them the argument you
arepresenting hereI

Mr. WEAvu. No, sir.
If two such corporations *exiin competition, the effect of such dis-

&iminatory treatment is too obvious to merit argument.
I realize that the example I have given couldnot possibly measure

the efect of the discrimination on all corporations but it does show
the relative effect in one instance which is not by any means extreme.
.The COAIMMAN. I think we will have to go over to vote. Hither you

can return tomorrow morning or file your statement.
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Mr. WrAvms I would like particularly to cover this section that is
coming. May I go on first tomorrow morning?

The CHAmxAN,. Yes. Were you originally assigned-
Mr. Wz.Avz. I was originally assigned for tomorrow morning and.

they were short of people and I was asked if I would be ready to go on
today and I said I would.

The CHAMUAN. Thank you very much. The committee will rees
until tomorrow at 10 O'clock.

(Thereupon, at the hour of 5: 55 p. m., a recess was taken until
10 a. m., WVednesday, December 1, 1943.)
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WEDIUDAY, DEOEMBER 1, 1943

UNIT STATES SENATE,
CONMMEONFINANCHZ 0Washington, V. 0.

The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. in., in room
312 Senate Office Builling, Senator Walter F. George (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators George (chairman), Walsh, Barkley, Clark,
Byrd, Gerry, Guffey, Johnson, Vandenberg, Davis, Taft, Thomas,
Butler, and Millikin. I

The CIHARM.N. The committee will please come to order.
Mr. Weaver-
Senator VANDENoBE. Mr. Chairman, Senator La Follette called me

this morning. He is still ill. He is very anxious to have a witness
from the Post Office Department to testify as to whether or not the
change in the postal rates will have any effect on the volume of mail,
and whether it is a practical idea.

The CtAmxAx. Did he indicate whom he would like to have?
Senator VANDENBERO. No. He suggested that the Postmaster Gen-

eral be requested to furnish us a witness who could give us authentic
information on the subject, and I think it is a good idea.

The CFAIRMAN. Very well.
Mr. Weaver, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF H. R. WEAVER-Resumed

The CHAIMAN. Mr, Weaver, you were in the midst of your state-
ment yesterday when we had to recess on account of the vote in the
Senate.

Mr. WEAVER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIUrAN. You may proceed.
Mr. Wzlim. Just so we get a starting-off point, I have been arguingagainst the decrease in the percentage rat allowed in determining

the excess-profits credit for invested-capital corporations and I had
presented tables that show how the invested-capital credit had been
decreased continuously for invested-capital corporations and it had
been increased for the average-earnings corporaions.

I also showed what the exact effect of the EaX is taking a typical
example of two corporations each having an invest capital of $150,.
000,000, but one of them being on the average-earnings basis and one
being on the invested-capital basis. I then come down to this part
of my statement. -
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The. report accompanying the House bill attempts to justify the
added discrimination now proposed as follows:

Under the Invested-capital method, corporations are permitted to Increase
their invested capital by plowing back Into the business earnings which have not
been subject to taxation in the hands of the individual shareholder., However,
corporations using the ave""ge utinp method are not permitted to Lu:.±'e
their earnings base by plowing bkck-nto the e6rporatlon profits which have not
been subject to taxation In the hands of the ahareholders. * * 
In view of this obvious advantage of the- Invested-capital method over the

average-earnings method, it does not seem unreasonable further to reduce the
invested-capital credit phrttcularly wtth respect to capital tu excess of ,0OOOO.

It is hard for me to believe that anyone familiar with the actual
practical figures involved wouldseriously suggest that the advantage
referred to is anything like commensurate with the advantageous
treatnlent which hias ben accorded the average-earnings corporation
since 1040.; ,: . ' .Had there been no change inthe rates allowed large invested-capital
corporations in computing excess-profits exemptions (actually, of
I o ur , they have been reduced) and had the typical invested-capital
corporation described in my example'left in the business.80 percent of
its net earnings after taxes each year plus the exo -poits refund
for 1942 and 1943, its excesg-profits exemption would,have been in.
creased from 1940 to 1944 by $I,285,87 (8 percent on $15819,590), As

* apinst this the exemption of the similar average-earmngs company
given in the example .was increased $2,245,000 n .1941 .and this has
been sinoe left untouched. Thus the avers-ernings corporation has,
in this alone, had an advantage almost twice as great as the advantage
accruing to the invested-capital corporation from 1940 through 1944.

But there is still'another angle to the situation: This "consists in a
comparison of the tax benefits to be derived from leaving net earn-
ings in the business in the year 1943 (which, in substance, is the House's
justification for reducing the excess-profits credit in 1944) with the
detriment inflicted by the reduction in the excess-profits credit and
the consequent increase in taxes thereby produced..

Earnings left in the business-again on the 80-percent basis plus
the excess-profits refund for 4---would increase the excess-profits
exemption $179,566, whereas the reduction in rate would decrease the
exemption $1,602,650, or nearly 10 times as much. In terms of taxes
the advantage would be $81,702 and the disadvantage $729,205 for
1944.

These figures make it clear that there still -remains a serious dis.
crimination against the large nvst1ed-capital corporation after al-
lowing for the effect of earnings left in the business. This disprimi-
nation is unfair and cannot be justified by any sound economic print.
Ciple&
I "would just like to say. a few words that are not in the statement.

The discrimination here seems, to arise solely on the, question of size.
I haV3 no argument at ll with the 8-peroent rate which was in effect
for every saie corporation using the invested-eapital method, For
1940.that was correct but in subsequent years that exemption of 8
percent has been reduced in each and every year with the exception
of 1943, of c 'urse, but bs only on size, hat is, the corporation
that has more than'$5,000,000 im ested capital gets kicked down -or
2 percent.'
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Th, .o'er tbhat, Up to $2 )O,OOO; .(), it. s re4uc' some more, and
over" $2 ,.00 thlya havh ow got it down 'to4 percent.

'Ido hio belive mnee i6 and of itself should be i factor that
would c einc r .sd, e to be imposed i.gaintt the corp6wrton. Itis btrue.in te 'te rgs cororatioi. .You do nOt increase
the tax burden ay allowing a' smaller exemption merly' on account
of si', you givet tem their average, earnings which they iotdulo have
no ma ater t their'. average earnings were in the base priod.'
No'w let tis take tie'typd f corporation'that is affected, just speak-

ing very% nerally. Of wursi We have no definite'and accurate sta-
tistics 6h the 'subject, but Stand id StA tistips'made quite a sttidy of
it in 1941 and spekin generally, there are four big groups in ouir
business hfe tat all i this invetd capital class. -'hose are the
railroads, the steels public utilities and the paper &bmpanies. Now,
of course there' will b certain companies within those groups that
will be in average earnings, and surely those constitute'four of the
mdtimportant groups in' th'e country for'thb winning of the war
effort.. Every one of them is doing a vitally n~tded effort in this
whole-situation, and'l] do not see wiy they a ould b discriminated
against, maerel on size: Of course, you realize a large co ration
is large beciius it is moie economical f6r it tob large. It has to
handle big activities and it mnutf necessity, be large.

The CHMAN. Mr. Weaver, I do not think it is on account of the
size of the invested capital, so much. It is a. fact, that some of the,
corporations have such a -high invested capital until they pay no
excess-profits taxes. ,They are directly in the War work. It m ht
said if they do not pay it they haven't earned any excess profits.
believe that is an answer that might well be made, but there are a
few companies, the largest in the country, with a very heavy capital
investment whose credit against excess-profits taxes have kept them
out of the excess-profits brackets, although they are engaged directly
in the .war work. So, I think that may be more the reason than the
size that you put your emphasis on.

Mr. W*MvE. It maybe-. I was merely referring to the fact it works
out that way in the rates.

The CHAIMAN. That is true.
Mr. Wrvim, So much for the discrimination angle.
Now, let us look at.the effect of these proposed rates on our typical

invested capital corporation. Let us look independently of any com,
parison at-the effect these reduced excess-profits exemptions would
nave on invested capital corporation. I am fully in accord with
the theory that real corporate excess-profits should be taxed heavily to
help pay the cost of the war. Parenthetically, however, I should like
to. observe that in my judgment a 95percent-rate tends to defeat
its own urposs under the law of diminishing returns and to take
away practically all incentive for economy. .

I said that T did not oppose high excess.profits taxes. 13ut I am
Very much concerned with the'defin.tion of what constitutes excess

t in 0ther words, the manner i which the excess-lprfits exemp-
,tion Is cal culate, ar culkriy, for large 'corporations which are forced
to.usethoy ifisted capitalbass. '

0oing back $o the example? I prevously gave you, invested capital
company having original invesed'capital of$150,000,000 (and in-
creasing this to $165,265,327.by 1944 by leaving 30 percent, of it hypo-
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thetical net profits in the business each year) and taxable earnings
(f $0 000,000 would have $17,519,664 net, in income and excess-profits
taie. for 1944 under the rates propose in the House bill. This would
leave the corporation net income after taxes of $7,480,36.
"To determine the cash earnings available to the corporation, we
would have to deduiet'frlom this figure the excess-profits tax refund of
$1,5M039 which is not immediately available in cash, leaving only
$5,910,M)7 available for corporate purposes and return to stockholders.
If we assume that 30 percent of net cash earnings is a reasonable
amount to leave in the business--and we have already remarked that
this is on the low side from the standpoint of sound financialpractice
-then we find only $4,137,207 left available for stockholders-a re-
turn in a good year of 2.75 percent on the original capital of $150,-
000,000 (or less on the present capital if we gie effect to the increase
prod by the earnings assumed to have bn left in the businesssince 1940).

If one-hIalf of the capital of the corporation were in the form of
a 5 percent preferred stock, the dividend on the preferred stock (5
percent on 60 percent of original capiltals=72.5 percent of original cap-
ital) would practically exhaust the total amount available for all
stockholders leaving almost nothing for the common stock.

EPFlXr OF sUOU TAXATION ON FUTURE OF THE CORPORATE SYSTM

I1 submit that when taxation is used to limit returns to stockholders,
in a good year, to any such return as in the example just given, you
are setting the stage so that common stock will ultimately disappear as
a medium of corporate finarcing. Who wpul4 want to put their money
in a security which in good years, with no preferred stock outstanding
ahead of it, could pay A maximum of 2.75 percent and in bad years
nothing or with a reasonable amount of preferred stock ahead of it
could pay nothing even in good years?

Common. stock is the foundation of the corporate system. Only
after a substantial, portion of the required capital has been raised
from this source can additional capital be raised by the sale of pre-
ferred stock or bonds. Thus, if comon stock becomes unsalable the end
of the corporate system is in sight.'

I should like to emphasize the importance of the larpe corporation
in the development of our country up to the present time, but more
'especially its importance as a vehicle for further development in th'e
post-war period. The resources of our country have been developed
by corporations because they offer the best medium for raising large
amounts of capital from all classes of our population and using this
capital efficiently. They have made profits and distributed these
profits to investors, thus encouraging further investment and business
expansion.

If now, in order to raise a relatively small amount of additional
revenue, you tax an important number of these corporations so heavilythat the whole system loses the force and the opportunities it has had in
the past, then in truth have you killed the goose that lays the golden
egg. And likewise you have eliminated one of the best agencies forcaning on an expanding business in the post-War period which will
be so sorely needed if our boys are to have jobs when they come ho me
again.

I submit that this is unwise.
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SUGGESTIONS TO EMEmY THE S[TUAT/O0X

I believe that the percentage rate allowed on invested capital in
determining excess-profits exemptions should be a flat 8 percent with
no gradings based on mere size. Statistics show that more than 50
percent of-the stock of large corporations is owned by people having
an annual income of $10,000 or less. Small corporations may be and
frequently'are owned by a few rich individuals. There is no funda-
mental soundness or propriety in allowing a stockholder in a $5,0001-
000 corporation a larger return on his investment than a stockholder
in a $50,000 000 corporation. Mere size means nothing.

I also believe that preferred stock and preferred stock dividends
should be treated respectively at the option of the taxpayer as debt
and interest on debt.

These two steps would go a long way in restoring the confidence of
the investing public in corporate stocks with resultant benefits to the
country as a whole, particularly in the post-war period.

WITH RGARD TO LOSS or REENuz

The additional revenue proposed in the House bill to be derived
from lowering the excess-profits credit for large "invested capital"
corporations by one percentage point has been estimated to be about
$156,000,000. This added burden imposed on the country's corpora-
tions will all be paid by the larger corporations reporting on the
invested capital basis. 'Not one penny will be paid by the small
"invested capital" corporation or by the "average earnings corpora-
tion regardless of the size of the fatter's invested capital.

The [oss of revenue which would be suffered by refraining from
imposing this additional burden on the already discriminated against
large "invested capital" corporations will not amount to $156,000,000
however. A reduction in corporate taxes-or, put another w;y, the
failure t6 raise them-would be offset by an increase in the amount
of personal income taxes. It is axiomatic, particularly now that most
corporations have accumulated sufficient working capital to conduct
business at today's pace, that higher corporate taxes cause lower divi-
dends, therefore, lower personal taxable income and vice versa. I
have never seen this point covered in figures put out by the Treasury
purporting to show the effect on total taxes of changes in corporate
rates.

So the actual revenue loss to the Government from not adopting
the Houds proposal would be relatively slight in any event. If deemed
important enough, the amount could be made up by anyone of a
number of rate adjustments which would not be nearly as onerous or
fundamentally dangerous as the added burden proposed to be placed
upon large "invested capital" corporations.

I thank you.
The CHiqRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Weaver
Senator Scrugham wished to appear, but he has not come in yet.

*We will get back to him when he does come in.
Mr. Richmond.

- 9M3I-44-16a
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STATENXN' 01 KRNNtTH '0. RIOROND, WRP1ESENTING
NATIONAL, RETAIM DRY GOODS ASSO NATION

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Richmond) you are representing the Nation.]
-Retail Dry Goods Association I
* Mr, RioHMoIi. Yes, sir.

My name is Kenneth C. Richmond. I am vice president and treas-
urer of Abraham Strauss & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

The CHAIMN. You may proceed.
Mr. Ricuom. The National Retail Dry Goods Association for

'which I am appearing as chairman of its tax committee has been in
existence for more than 80 years, and has been interested in the prob-
lems of taxation throughout that period. The association is com-
posed of more than 7,000 retail 4ry-g¢o.s department, and specialty
stores located in every State in the Union.

We wish, first, to ompliment Congress for having recognized, in
connection with t . new revenue bill, the burden of taxes which has
already been placed on taxpayers of all classes. In appraising this
year's problem, you have wisely justly, and properly given recogni-
tion to the inability of our citgens to pay further substantial in-
creases in direct taxes in view of their existing obligations and com-
mitments. The present tax burden is already causing unbearable
hardship to a large section of our citizens.

Millions of white collar workers are caught between the pincers
of wage stabilization, rising costs of living, a 20 percent withholding
tax, a deduction for Social Security, an obligation to pay 25 percent
of their 142 tax in 1944, and a patriotic duty to purchase war-bonds.
Any substantial Increase in our present income tax rates would de-
stroy initiative, throw thousands of our citizens into bankruptcy, and,
as far as retailers are concerned, would cause substantial write-downs
in receivables. Because Congress has recognized this situation we
do not come to you in a critical spirit regarding the provisions 01 the
bill but would like to briefly direct your attention to the few points
which we feel should have your consideration.

PERSONAL iN(COM TAXES

The proposed Revenue Act of 1943 includes new tables of with-
holding tax amounts, effective January 1, 1944. A change at so
early a date following the passage of the bill would require over
2 ,000,000 employers to completely revise the amount, of tax to be
withheld' for each of their employees. It would also require them to
inform each of their employees regarding the new amounts to be
withheld and to obtain a new declaration of each employee's marital
status and number of dependents. EVmployers using addressograph
equipmentn. or card-punch machines or notations on their pay-roll
records will be compelled to make a tremendous amount of revisions
prior to the first pay-roll week of January 1944. This will be a par-
ticularly busy period for all 'employers, because in January an in-
dividual statement of 1943 earnings must be prepared for each em-
ployee to comply with present law. I I

The new tables for withholding eliminate certain inequities in the
present bracket system but do not develop amounts to be withheld



substantiallydifferent from the tableh'pow In use, Under. either set
of tables the amount withheld -by the employer only approximate
the tax amounts due from employees.: In order to'relieve the' con-
fusion of changing to a new scheule of withholding tax amounts
by January 1, 1 it is suggested that the new withholding tax tables
be made effective'April 1) 1944; that is, at the end of the first quarter
rather than at the beginning of the year.

The new withholding-tax schedu e has gone too far in eliminating
the inequities of the present withholding tax bracket system. For
instance, in* the weekly pay period table there are 86 wage bands,
by reason of using $1 brackets up to 59.99, $2 brackets from $60 to
$99.99, $5 brackets from $100 to $149.99, and $10 brackets between
$150 and $200. Eighty-six lines are too many for easy application
in a pay-roll operation. The inequities of the present $5 bracket
system can be corrected by taking $2 brackets up to $59.99, $5 brackets
between $00 pnd $99.99, and $10 brackets from $100 to $200, This
would reduce the number of wage bands to 46 and make-it much easier
to explain fo employees and to apply by employers. No material
over collection or under collection of tax will result from this simpli-
fication. Comparable adjustments could be made in the tables cover-
in other pay-roll periods.

ur association originally proposed, before it was first enacted,
the earned income credit for personal income taxes. We opposed its
decrease to the present 10 percent.. We deeply feel the inequity
of eliminating it altogether. If eliminated it must be, we urge that
provision now be made for its restoration beginning with the year
which follows the termination of hostilities in the present war.

We make a similar recommendation in respect to the restoration of
the right of individual taxpayers to deduct from their inconle excise
taxes on nonbusiness purchases or expenses. We believe the Reve-
nue Act of 1948 should automatically include the restoration of this
right beginning with the year which follows the termination of hos-
tilities. The injustice of imposing a tax on a tax can only be condoned
by wartime considerations and should not be perpetuated.

CORPORAT INCOME TAX

The bill before you lowers the excess.rofit tax credit under the
invested capital basis by 1 percent on, capital investment in excess of
$5,000,000. At the same time it increases the excess-prohts tax rate
from 90 to 95 percent. A 95 percent rate will remove what little
incentive there now remains to operate efficiently and to earn profits
in excess-profit tax brackets. Furthermore, the House bill retains
the present 10 percent rate for post-war refund of excess-profits taxes
paid, Thus the House bill not only fails to make provision for post-
war reserves but in many ways it deprives corporate taxpayers of their
already inadequate opportunity to provide for necessary post-war
adjustments, Corpo.-ations with debts are further deprived of the
opportunity to repay such debts out of current earnings. In view
of the recent and extended discussions of the need for post-war re-
serve. for retailers, it seens to us that the least Congress can do is
to maintain the oppoitunities, however limited, under present tax
law to provide for this problem. We believe that the rate for post-
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war refunds of excess profits tax-s should be increased from 10 to 15
ercnt 'f it is neessaiy to increase the excess-profits tax rate frorm

05preed.
RETA EXCISE TAXES

The proposed bill increases the excise taxes on the retail sale of
jewelry, furs, and cosmetics from 10 to 20 or 25 percent, and
changes the excise tax on luggage from 10 percent at the manufactur-
ing level to-25 percent attthe retail level. We are already having
serious difficulty in determining the proper application of the present
10-percent tax on theretail sale of jewelry and furs. For example,
the tax on jewelry applies to the sale of any article ornamented, mount-
ed, or fitted with gold or silver 'or imitations thereof whether the
article is jewelry or noL The Bureau of Internal Revenue has inter-
preted this tax to apply to such articles washed or sprayed with gold
or silver where the.plating, spraying, or washing equals one one-
hundred thousandths of an inch or more in thickness. As retailers,
wb do not know nor have we any method of ascertaining whether the
gold wash on the frame of i handbag or on a compact, umbrella handle
or coat button is more or less than one gne-hundred thousandths of
an inch in thickness. We do not know in many cases whether the
article has even been washed or plated.

The present tax on furs applies to the sale of any article where fur is
the material or component of chief value. In the case of women's and
children's hats ornamented with a small piece of fur, children's toys
in the form of hair-covered animals, and particularly in the case of
women's and children's fur-trimmed cloth coats, we as retailers have
no way of knowing whether fur is the material of chief value and
whether the article is taxable or nontaxable.

To remedy this situation, we have requested the administrative
agencies to require manufacturers to identify all taxable articles on
their invoices or other evidences of sale to us. We have been told that
there is no authority uider the present law for such a requirement.
Under the proposed' rates of 20 and 25 percent and the penalties at-
tached thereto, it becomes imperative that the manufacturers be re-
quired by statute to inform retailers as to which of the articles we
purchase are taxable so there may be no unintentional violation of law
by-the retailers. This would also furnish the Bureau of Internal
Revenue with a clear basis on which to examine our tax returns. Manu-
facturers know whether the articles which they manufacture have been
plated with gold or silver. Their cost records show Whetbr fur is
the material of chief compoilent value. In order to assure careful
information on this point to retailers, manufacturers should be required
to state the taxable Otatus of the articles sold to us and to be exposed
to some penalty for making misstatements. This will avoid manu-
facturers carelessly stating items to be taxable when, in fact., they are
not taxable, and it will avoid consumers in such cases having to pay
increased prices on items which Congress did not intend should be
subject to these taxes.

RrrAIL SALES T4%

For tha last 2 years tis National Retail Dr Goods Ass&iaton
has favored the imposition of a 5-percent tax onthe salo of all tanMible
personal property at retail, including food. Such a tax wou:i., of
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course, reduce purchasing power and increase our difficulty in selling
merchandise. We offeled a sales tax as a partial solution to the
extraordinary need for wartime revenues and because of the defla-
tionary effect of such's tax, Congres has hot yet imposed such a tax in
recognition of the inability of our citizens to bear further tax burdens.
We are glad that Congress has recognized the inability of our citizens
to pay increased tax burdens of the magnitude last proposed by the
Treasury.

In the process of reducing the recent demands 9f the Treasury De-
partment :... additional revenue, Congress has, however, incriesed
the retail excise taxes on jewelry, furs, cosmetics, and luggage.

Retail excise taxes on selected items introduce insurmountable ad-
ministrative difficulties and confusion, relatively low yield in propor-
tion to the irritation and expense involved, and invite evasion. The
collection of excise taxes on selected items of retail merchandise in-
volves special accounting mechanisms and determination of special
amounts of sales. A general sales tax on all items of merchandise at
a single flat rate is simpler to administer and collect because the amount
of sales to which it applies will generally correspond with the total
sales figure now required on the income-tax return of the retailer. On
the other hand, excise-tax returns on a selected list of items can only
be verified by a large additional force of auditors at a much greater
expense per audit The present increases in the retail jewelry, fur
cosmetic, and luggage taxes discriminate severely against thousands 0U
jewelry stores, fur shops, drug stores, and luggage shops and thou.
sands of specialized manufacturers and wholesalers of these items as
well as their eniployees, who derive their incomes from the production
or distribution of these goods. While the taxing of so-called luxuries
seems to have merit from a revenue point of view, it is also inflationary
to the extent that customers are deterred from buying luxury items
and so have funds to bid for scarce and essential goods. If it is neces-
sary to increase tax revenues beyond the $2',140,0d00, in the present
bill we favor a general retail-sales tax at a flat 5-percent rate rather
than the further extension of so-called luxury taxes.

I CREA1E PrOAGE RATES

The propoed bill calls for sn increase of 50 percent in the first class
postage rate in respect to local deliveries. Department stores trans-
act from 40 to 10 percent of their business in a manner requiring them
to render monthly bills or statements to local customers. We object
to the proposed increase in the rate because of the burden it will place
upon retailers who are already squeezed between frozen prices and un-
fro en costs. Due to manpower problems, and the lack of mechan-
ical equipment, a great many retailers are installing a new and sim-
plified form of billing by which a copy of each salesc-heck is mailed to
the customer at the end of the month in lieu of copying the transaction
on the bill. The limit on the number of saleschecks that may be sent
in the local area is such that in a sizable proportion of cases at least
double the one-ounce rate is necessary. To increase this postage bill to
the extent of another 50 percent will have a retarding effect on the
number of stores who otherwise could be expected to adopt the new
procedure as a desirable war-time measure. In view of the fact that
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present first class mail rates are now self-suppirting we believe the pro-
pAed increws in *osae should be abandoned,

3 PUCNT,?TAX ON TEZ TRANSP&ITA TION OF PEOPE31TY

The hope of the'retail trae and business in general, that the 8 -per-
cent tax on the transportation of property would be terminated in
this revenue ict, has not ben fulfilled. On the contrary it has been,
extended to include fourth clams mail i. e.,.parcel post. This tax is
inflationary bec luse_ it applies at ea'c stop in the process bf matiu-
facturing antd distribution. It becomes an element of 'cost and exerts
pressure on all price ceilings. The yield to the Government is not
substantial since it is an allowable deduction from taxable income. If
this tax cannot be repled, we ask that an' inequity be removed in its
application to retailing.
SIn various ciies otherwise competibig stores have consolidated their

deliveries to civstomersihrough mutually owned companies or a similar
tylpe, of delivery service. In the past year ivveral stores have given up
their delivery systems at the suggestion of the Office of Defense Trans-
portation to 'coiiserve tires, gasoline, autornobilea and manpower.
These stores are now penalized for cooperatiig with the objectives of a
Federal agency because the mutually owned delivery' cwmi .ny is sub.
ject to the 3 percent tax as a truckmnah for hir; Any individual store
which conntilnues to maintain its Own delivery service eapes the tax
on deliveries to its customers. In order to eliminate this inequity we
suggest that the tax should not apply tO a forWarder controlled by
two or more persons for 'the exclusivo purpose of transpqrting mer-
chandise sold at retail by them, or excluvely. engaged in transporting
merchandise sold at retail by two or morm persons.

REDUCTrION OF OOVZRNMENT EXPENDITURES

In conclusion, no matter what additional revenues are found pramc
tical at this time, they will, of course fail to balance Governmental
expenditures. Wen merchants find themselves in a similar predica-"
ment they reduce every outlay to the least possible amount. While
the making of appropriations is not the function of your committee,
we want you to know that we admire the very real. accomplishment
of the Byrd Committee on Nonessential Expenditures. We respect
the courageous support that both political parties in Congress have
given its efforts., We urge you to continue support of the Byrd com-
mittee and similar activities. In these times of extreme manpower
shortage, merchants are having to struggle along with totally made-
quate working forces. Many citizens whose income has remained
relatively stationery. are suffering under increased tax imposts. This
is no Aime for avoidable waste E-x Covernment expenditure,

The CHArrMAN..Any questions, gentlemen?
If not, we thank you very much, 'Mr. Richmond.
Senator Scrugham, did you wish to appear this morning
Senator SCauOHAmt. Yes; if you please.
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STATEIM T OF RON. AXMES 0. SCRUGAMv UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROK NEVADA

Senator SCuoHA. In normal metal mining operations a certain
amount goes for the extraction of the ore, and even a larger amount
goes for the development of new ore bodies, in making them available
for extraction. The manpower shortage has had this effect; The
whole force they have available is in extracting ore,' and they have
what is known as a deferred development., It looks like a very large
exce~s profit, and yet it is not because it has got eventually to be
spread as. soon as manpower is available, in d-eveloping the mine.
f ask t'he committee to consider that phase of it and make an allow-
ance in what is termed deferred developments.

The CHM AZ?, In the case of metal minesI
Senator Sc~uoiAu. Yes.
Senator VAND .wmiao. Was that suggestion presented to the House

committee?"
Senator SciiuoHA. No.
Senator WAajx. What is the amount you have in mind, SenatorI
Senator SCReOHAM. Pardon me?
Senator Witsux. Have you any amount in mind I
Senator ScuoH*A. No; I have not, but I can submit the actual

figures from various mines before the emergency, that is, copper,
zin, and the other mines. " P

The CuAmxiaw. Will you furnish us a memorandum on it, Senator
Scrugham?

Senator ScRvorAM. I will do that.
The CHATIMAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator SmuoiAx. Thank you.
The CnAImNMAI. Mr. Schieffelin.

STATEMENT 0 W. . SCEEFELIN, JR., CHARIER OF COMMERCE
OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. Scnma'zuw. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name i3 W. J.
Schieffelin, Jr., 16 Cooper Square, New York City.

The CHaIRMAN. Do you prefer to read your brief or comment
orally!

Mr. Scnnmzi. Mr. Chairman, I expect to skip some of this brief
and the reading will take less than 15 minutes, plus three additions.
We did not have time to get them in print, sir, but it will take less
than 15 minutes.

The CiAWzA, All right, you may proceed.
Mr. Scmwamn. I represent the oldest commercial organization

in our country, the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York,
with 1 800 members, responsible for directing hundreds 6f thousands
of citizens working in scores of our Nation's leading industries.

On August 6 1942, you gave courteous hearing to the testimony
I presented on behalf of the Now "fork chamber, and a number of
yot members asked detailed questions particularly on our proposal
of a general graduated retail sales tax, which we were among the
first to urge, In October 1942 Congress approved and embodied in
the present tax law seven of our recommendations, namely, I would

IVV;Nrujp owv _0 1943
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like to comment that last year your chairman Was kind'enough to
say our average was pretty good when the-previous law had two of
our recommendations-
L No higher social security taxes..
At this point, I would like to add two further comments on No. 1,

no higher social security taxes.
I should like to quote from the Associated Chambers' testimony to

the House Ways and Means Committee, which we thoroughly en.
dorse, and we feel it is very important:

All provisions for automatic increases in the rates of the old age and sur-
%iror' Insurance pay roll taxes should be eliminated from the law, and the
p.eseat I-percent rate should be continued until the necessity for an adjustment
Is made to appear. A surplus of $4.8,000,00 had been accumulated in the
trust fund on June 80, 1943. This is 4.4 times the highest annual benefit cost, as
offiially estimated. In the ensuing'5 year,'and therefore well in excess of the
amount required to meet the "3 times" test prescribed by the present law. In
193, and again in 194, 1(3ngress, by postponing scheduled Increases in the rates,
asserted Its belief that additional pay-roll taxes were not needed at that time.
That was true in 1989 and 1942 and Is still true today.

Gentlemen,- We feel those taxes have no part in raising revenue for
conducting the war.

2. No mandatory joint returns.
3. No tax on tax exempt.State and municipal bonds.
4. Annual declaration of value for capital-stock tax.
5. 40 percent instead of 45 percent normal corporation income tax.

* 6. Relief on retroactive taxes for fiscal year corporations.
7. Continuation of. exclusion from gross income of income earned

from sources without the United States.
We believe strongly that nonprofit organizations under section 101

should be required to file anual returns as in the House bill before
you. Only those with something to hide can have gay real objectibn
to this provision.

We back with allour hearts the recommendations of Senator Byrd's
committee , May I quote from our Octobxr 12 testimony before the
Ways and Means Committee:

We are glad that Congress is already seeking exact information as to what
expenditures will actually be, and we urge Congress to force that ;10,000,000,00Q
saving and more if practicable.

Part of It should come from those at least 900,000 surplus Federal employees
the Byrd committee asks you and the executive agencies to fire. As one of your
draft board chairmen for the past 3 years I want to see some of them sent into
the armed services along with the pre-Pearl Harbor fathers I am now neces-
sarily and properly drafting. Many believe that more than 300,000 Federal ci-
vilian employees should be separated from the public pay rolls with benefit to the
entire Nation.

CAI.ITAL;-sTOCK TAX AND DECLARID-VALUE EXCESS-PMOFITS TAX

In urging again repeal of this harassing, guesswork tax, already
approved by the Senate and the Treasury, we feel we are entirely con.
sistent with our stand of not asking for reduced total corporate taxes
now. If its repeal could be proved to reduce'corporate tax payments
appiably-by more than a very few millions-we should hive to
endorse a small fractional increase in the normal rate. We are satis-
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lied that is not the case for the reasons stated by the associated State
chambers:

Namely because these taxes "do not in fact serve the purpose of im-
posing some tax burden upon all corporations which carry on busi-
ness, since a. corporation which anticipates no net income may declare
a nominal value. With small taxpayers as well as large, they create
a feeling of irritation, inequity, and injustice which is out of all pro-
portion to the amount of revenue involved." For corporations with
income, a large part of these taxes will bg paid anyway, ranging up to
80 percent.

We believe these taxes should now be repealed, as the Senate re-
pea!ed them last year and then in conference it was thrown out.

GENERAL

In the bill now before you we think the House has on the whole
done a. fairly good job considering the President's intimation that he
would veto a sales tax. We cannot leave that subject however, without
again recording our conviction that a steeply graduated retail sales tax
would still ba the soundest and best for our country.

What the House has done in effect is to accept part of our recom-
mendation, namely a high retail sales tax on luxuries. The major
proposals before you levy selective taxes on certain goods and services.
We think this list should be broadened by the addition of at least
gasoline and tobacco, and that additional revenue from these con-
sumer products should replace the proposed increases in personal and
corporation taxes.

We applaud the peremptory turning down of the Treasury's request
for greatly increased corporation and individual taxes. Combining
the Victory tax with the regular income tax without exempting 9,000,-
000 present taxpayers is directly in line with our recommendation
that this be done to simplify tax returns. We consider, however, that
the increases, namely, 95 percent excess profits, reducing invested
capital credit, and eliminating earned-income credit, are so picayune
that they are not worth the harassment and ill will they will engender
in the already resentful taxpayers. Taxpayers are not resentful" and
restive over paying the maximum to win the war; they are however
fed up with the piddling tactics that seek to chisel here and there com-
paratively small sums where the perpetrators think the voters will
notice it least.

D, please leave the high rates on both corporations and individuals
whrre they now are, remembering that you have already raised in-
dividuals 12% percent fof the next 2 years.

Geitlemen, I do not think it was intended that an income of a half
million dollar has, after the present taxes for the next 2 years, $7,50
left, which is approximately the same as an income of $10,000 has, and
over $&'0,000, the bigger ifcomes, the few of them are already in the
red, paying in the next 2 years more under the present taxes than
they receive.

We arx, glad to note that the Treasury has raised its estimate of the
yield from the present law. We submit however that this estimate may
still) V- as usual too low. For the first quarter of the present fiscal
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year - Ju 11 to September 80, the Treaury itself reports the receipt
of $10,0O0,0000, ,,000,000 in Federal Government revenues of all
its. The first quarter of the fiscal year nearly always runs low. It
probable, therefore, that total Government receipts during the fiscal

akr 194344, even under existing tax laws will amount to at least
$48,000,000,000, end perhaps as much as $45,000 000 000, Add 2 000,-
000,000 to either of these figures and you have fully half the reduced
oconomybudget now happily under contemplation., •

We think the statements issued by the Ways and Means Committee
members are excellent. While we thought in our appearance before
them in October that not less than $,000,006,000 should be 'raised'in
new revenue, and that entirely from a new retail sales tax, economy and
new fiscal facts now incline us to think that. $2,000,000,000 may be
enough for the immediate future both for revenue and for combating

Ii inflation provided "effective price control, rationing, and wage control"
be impartially enforced.

W4 believe, however, that an additional billion, making a total of
new billions, can readily be raised b.y including tobacco and gasoline

and perhaps a' few more luxuries in the selective retail sales tax
schedule. This would be soUnd, and the country can stand it far
better than it can any corporate or personal increase.

zxcisi TAX virus sai.WIE PErAIL BAL TAX o, LUxURIms

We turn now to facts which we think need to be brought out withthe utmost plainness. While eircumstanci'seem to have made a gene-

l retail sales tax infeasible the House has chosen certain services and
luxuries and has impoxnd higr retail sales ta.es on some, increased ex-
cise taxes on Others., Foi years we have favored more revenue from
liquor, tobacco, and gasoline, which are already bringing in more
funds tD the Treasury than any other consumer products.

W6submit, however, that necessity has made obsolete the subter-
fuges by which the administration and the Treasury have for years
been tryng to keep from the majority of the voters the harsh fact
that they must pay the major part of the costs of the war.

Excise taxes are nothing but hidden sales taxes imposed before the
final point of sale in such a way that they almost always raise prices
to consumers more than the amount of the taxes.

We agree with Mr. John W. Hanes, whjo on January 25, 1943,
stated:

This term; excise, should be eliminated from our tax vocabulary.
We think, however, that unnecessary dislocations would be caused

if the existing. tax structure were now to receive the thorough over-
hauling it must have some day. But we state emphatically that in-
creased. revenues from products already subject to excise taxes should
come from retail sales or purchase taxes on those same products over
and above the existing taxes on them. This would leave ceiling prices
and present complicated price structures unchanged.

With particular reference to liquor we wonder if you realize that
the $8 per gallon increase before you, taxes the poor man's drink double
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that of the rich mab. How I The $8 is levied regardless of price or
quality; it amounts to 60 cents on the usual bottle (three times 2.40
gallons in a case of 12 fifths is $7.20 increased tax per case or 60 cents
per bottle). For the man who can only afford a $3 bottle this is a
hidden sales tax of 20 percent, for the man who can pay $6 per bottle of
better liquor it amounts to only 10 percent. .

In view the Treasury's solicitude for that comparatively untaxed
majority which receives four-fifths of the National income, does it
n6t seem strange that the Treasury advocates and that the House
has passed such a provision? To us it seems consistent only in that it is
hidden from the voters. Perhaps it is a subtle effort to get more from
the four-fifths and to let the overburdened one-fifth off lightly.

To us who also advocate more revenue from liquor--he only con-
sumer product which is already yielding 1/ billions of revenue-the
ibnest way is to levy a 15 percent luxury retail-sales tax under which

the poor man will pay 45 cents on his $3 bottle and the rich man will
pay 90 cents on his $6 bottle. This would raise more than the news:
papers state is expected from the proposed $3 per gallon excise increase.
A study: by the joint tax committee, eastern State chambers of com-
merce, indicates that a 15 percent retail sales taxon alcoholic beverages,
should produce 800 million new revenue.

Furthermore, such bootleg liquors as might find their way into
bars, grills, restaurants, and other pouring outlets would not escape
this selctive retail-sales tax, whereas excises on bootleg stuff are 100
percent lost to the Treasury. Pouring outlets would not dare not
to charge a retail sales tax to their patrons, for that would at once
'give away the fact that they were serving bootleg liquor..

We do not think that even you gentlemen fully realize the terrific
profit stimulant to bo6tlegging in even the present liquor taxes: Over
200 percent on distillers selling price but more than 590 percent on
bottled cost.

While I will not take your time to read them, we think the following
two schedules should be before you. They show in detail how liquors
are already paying over 200 percent of distillers selling price in hidden
taxes.
ScAedtuZ of ta ' already in eff#e a of Deo. 1, I93--dovetlio wAlkeV, 90-proof,

cwe of S4 wineo allos
lost at distillery ------------------------------------------------------ $7.00

Miscellaneous --arge-... .. ; .. ... ... .. .. ... 75
Internal revenue tax, at $ per proof gallon ------------------------- 12. 96
RFlflcatlon tax, at $0 80 per proof gallon ---------------------------- . 648
Internal-revenue stamps ----------------------------------------------- .12.
New York State gallonage tax, $1.50 per gallon ------------- - - 8. O
New York City aes tax-i percent of $45 per case of 12 bottles, at $3.75

per bottle ----------------------------- - -----------..-----------. 45
Total -------------------------------------------

The total present cost of one case ready for sale in New York City
contains taxes amounting to $17.778 or 228.4 percent of cost of $7.75 per
case.
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stemile 61 tsze4 alrd n, e feiT on o*4 tvpw oase o? scotch whtske as or
Dem. 1, 1964

Cost of I case Scotch whisky I. o. b. Olasgow, at e2 shillings ($ .04) ... $12. M0
Miscellaneous charges (ocean freight, consular fee, Insurance, cartage

customhouse fees and bond, warehouse handling storage) .......... 1.250

LAnded cost, New York City ------------------------------ 13. .70
Duties and taxes:

Import duty, at $250 t*r gallon -------------------------- * $6.00
Gliss duty, at 1/6 cent per pound ------------------------- .03
Countervailing duty ------------------------------------- 075
Internal revenue excise tax, at $6 per gallon --------------- 14.40
Internal revenue strip stamp, at I cent each --------------. 12
New York StAte gallonage tax, at $1.50 per gallon ----------. 00
New York City sales tax-i per cent of R case of 12

bottles, at $ per bottle,------ -------- ---- ..63
- 24.8%

Total cost, f. o. b. New York --------------------------- 882

The total present cost of one case ready for sale in New York City
contains duties and taxes amounting to $24,85 or 180.5 percent of
.cost of $13.17 per case. On lower-priced Scotches, of which there are
a considerable number, duties and taxes approach 230 percent of the
landed cost.

Every case of Scotch whisky in the State of New York is subject,
in addition to the above taxes, to its proportionate part of the follow.
ing annual license fees:
Importers must have New York State wholesale license In order to

do business in New York State --------------------------------- $ 4,400.
Wholesaler'A license ------------------------------------------------ 4,400
Retailer's license -------------------------------------------------- 800
Warehousemen's license -----------------.--------------------- 100
Importers and wholesalers' salesmen must have a New York State so-

lieltor's permit (each $10)__, ---------------------------------- 20

T otal ------ ---------- ---- ----- ----- ---- ----- - ........ 9, M
The above total ($9,0) annual license fees must, under present

laws, be paid to New York State before any one outlet can make
any iquor stles to the public.

In New York StatQ there are about 90 importers, 115 wholesalers
(with some duplication), and 2,195 retail package stores, paying a p-
proximately $,658,000 annual New York State license fees before the
iquor industry even be ins to make a sale,
SThis annual $2,658,(F is already a fixed cjiarge against the public's

home consumption and one which must be earned by the liq'.or
industry before it has anything available for wage, expenses, and
profits. This figure does not include the millions in license fees paid
by hotels, clubs, and restaurants.

All domestic liquors are subject to all the above taxes, excepting
import and countervailing duties.

The 15-percent retail sales tax we advocate should be over and
above all these present taxes.. Present price ceilings Will remain un-
changed, and the Treasury should receive more money than from the
proposed excise.

If after careful consideration of the above facts you decide to tax
the poor man twice as much as the rich man on their liquors, as is
now done in the bill before you, we urge that you make the increase



33% percent instead of 50 p rcent, a new excise of $8 instead of the
pro d $9.

Oedoo urge, however, that you take the fair open course of taxing
each sale in proportion to the amount spent-a 15-percent retail sales
tax on alcoholic beverages.

SUMMARY
1 Economy.
2 Repeal capital'stock and declared value excess-profits tax.

(3) Leave social-security taxes where they now are at I percent.
(4) No increase in corporate or personal income taxes already in-

creased by 12, percent for tWe next 2 years, but simplify personal
by integrating c itory tax with normal tax. 6

(6) Increase no existing excises, but raise up to $3,0,M)0,000 by
new retail sales taxes on selected list of goods and services.

Congress s again writing a tax bill oifits own in accordance with
its exclusive constitutional power. Of that your fellow citizens are
duly proud-and grateful. Will you gentlemen of the Senate who
have been improving tax bills for years do an even better job on
this one than the House has already done? Raise now something
more than the House has, and make it stick for the balance of the
war.

We urge you to adopt the modified recommendations we here make.
With Executive and Treasury o position to a general retail sales
tax-still in our judgment what should be imposed-we believe your
approval of these five points will be the best and soundest action you
can take under present conditions for our country's welfare.

Senator Guizmy. May I ask a question f
Mr. ScHmurfn. Yes.
Senator Gurmy. What is your position with the New York Cham-

ber of Commerce?
Mr. Scmzn-ru. I am a former chairman of the committee on

taxation. I am today a member of the committee on taxation in
charge of the Federal program as opposed to local and State taxes.

Senator Gumry. In my more than 40 years' contact with the cham-
ber of commerce you are the first one tfiat has ever advocated some-
thing for the poor man. I congratulate you for that.

Mr. Scirnamux. Thank you.
Mr. Qill.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL I. QUILL, PRESIDENT, TRANSPORT
WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL
ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. Quni.. My name is Michael J. Quill. I am president of the
Transport Workers Union of America and representing the Greater
New York Industrial Union Council, 0. I. 0.

Mr. Chairman, I have a ratement that I wish to leave here.
Th1 CHAIRMAN. You may put your statement in the record.
Mr. QunI. I just want to add that we in the C. I. 0., we working

people, are opposed to piny form of taxation that would further bur-
den the workdngman who is now making less than $3,000 a year. It
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ha been proved that in oier to maintain a hom#, two- pare .ts with
two children, they have difficulty now in carrying on with less than
$8,090 a year. It has been said that 62 percent of the wage earners
of this country, and it has been proven, are makhig less than $2500 a
year.

We in the labor movement, and the working people generally, are
doing (heir all to win this war. -Our men and women are in the various
branches of the armed services, and our workers in the factories, the
offices, and farms are doing their utmost to produce.

We believe that the burden of taxation should be placed on those who
can afford to pay for the winning of this war and who have the
privilege of making profits; that corporate profits should be taxed,
uot as the Treasury says, up to 0 percent, but55 percent.
. We have here a statement to show that the demands of the Treasury

Department must be met. They are asking for a little better than
$10,000 000 000, and this bill proposes to give them something better
than $,00 0000.00. 'These taxes must be found somewhere, and I
have a suspicion where they will be found in the long run, unless yoll
gentlemen do-something to block it The taxes will come from the
pockets of the poor people who cannot afford to pay.

Let us take at random two or three or four corporations and their
profits, out of probably hundreds of companies throughout the country.
t shows here; after wages, salaries, and taxes are paid, that the

American Car & Foundry before 1942, after salaries and taxes were
paid, had a profit of $72,000. In 1942, after wages, salaries, and taxes
were paid, they had a profit of $7,000,000. If TIwere in your shoes,
gentlemen, I would chop off a couple of million dollars from the
American Car & Foundry. Let them do a little paying: .

The American Locomotive Co., before 1942, after all salaries, wages,
and taxes,- made a profit of $1,462,000, but after 1942 they made a
p ofit of $T,552 COD.

Now, while the sons and daughters of Americanmothers are in the
camps, in the armed forces generally, and are fighting on the battle
front, and while 8,000.000 will not become for their Christmas dinner,
I would grab hold of the American Locomotive Co. and take $7,000,000
off of them. '1That is the way to get the taxes.

The Budd Manufacturing Co. had before 1942 aprofit of -$50,000.
'They made a profit since 1942, and it is steadily increasing, of $5,-

12,000. If there is an honest attempt made to get taxes and to meet
the demand of the Treasury let us climb lairs and secure those
taxes from those who are making over $3,00, $5,000 or $25,000, who
are the privileged people. -I think it is not too much to ask them to
sacrifice some of their huge profits at a time when democracy is at the
crossroads and when American people are making this great sacrifice.
* I hope you gentlemen will give this full consideration, because on
your shoulders is placed a great responsibility, and I hope that those
who are proposing taxation down to the $2,000-a-year man and $1,000-
a-year man and woman will reconsider the great wrong they aredoing.
This is highway robbery, plain, ordinary hijacking, common, low.
down theft. It makes no difference whether you steal the wages of
the workers with a hifaluting bill and big words or whether you take
the wages at the point of a sawed-off shotgun., This is criminal.

We are speaking for a cross section of the American workers, and
we ate sick and tired of seeing our people bWl white. We dread the
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inflation that is bound to rome if you gentlemen put through this
type of bill. We ask you again to give it your fullest consideration
so you will let the raiks of labor help win the war in the shortest
possible time.

Ithank you.
Senator urrsy. I would like to ask him a question.
You have-not taken into consideration at a l the renegotiation of

contracts. There is one firm I know there, that you mentioned, the
Budd Manufacturing Co. in Philadelphia and Detroit. What would
be a 1 ir profit for the Budd Manufacturing Co. with the output of
$120,000,000 a year ?

Mr. QuiuL. That is quite a lot of money, sir.
Senator Gurmy. What would be a fair profit? Do you think i

percent would.be a fair profit on that output? rehey have tken
$9,000,000 froln them.
SMr. QuruL, I am not very keen on percentages, sir.

Senator GuF&&T. I know, but you haven't given that consideration
in your statement, sir, about these renegotiated contracts.

Mr. QuI.u You have asked the question, and I would like, in my
own small way, to answer.

Senator Gumrzy. Go ahead.
Mr. QuL.u I am not very 'keen on percentages, but after payng

wages, salaries, and all taxes, I would give that outfit a profit of
$25,000. It is much more than the man who is dying in the jungles in
the South Pacifc-

Senator GunrT. They employ 15,000, and you would give them
$1.50 a year per man?

Mr. QCz. That is right. That is much more than -I would give
them for the duration of the war. It is too much.

Senator Gurim . I am glad to get your viewpoint.
Mr. Quiu,. This viewpoint is going to come from labor more and.

more as we roll along.
Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir, for your appearance.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Quill is as follows:)

oRfi7 OF MICHAEL J. qUIL
Mr. CAairmax and Members of the senate Finance Committe4e: -.

The Greater New York Industrial Union Council, of which I have the honor
to be vice president, represents more than 500,000 Congress of Industrial Or-
ganizations workers in the city of New York.

In my previous testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee, on
the 1944 tax program, I stressed the undemocratic character of the sales tax.
I pointed out that 62 percent of working families In the United States received
an income of less than $2,W0 a year, that these families therefore do not have
any excess purchasing power and that the so-called inflationary gap cannot pos-
sibly apply to them.

The Ways and Means Committee was apparently impressed by the testimony
of 15 Congress of Industrial Organizations representatives who appeared on
the same day that I testified in opposition to the sales tax and in favor of a dem-
ocratic tal program based on ability to pay. The sales tax has been eliminated
from the bill now before you, and I sincerely trust that this committee has no
intention of restoring It.

Tue Ways and Means Committee, however, wrote a new tax on the poor into
lhe new bill. Thl stax, which calls for a minimum normal tax on the Iftcome of
tarried couplesearning more than $700 per annum, is no better than the Victory
tax which was eliminated from the House bill. Gentlemen, we simply cann. t
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diminish further the income of workers earning less than $300 per year without
greatly endangefinS their health, morale, and efficiency and thus endangering
maxltmum producton.

The Cocgriss of Industrial Organizations in New York City feels stroengl
that the bill before you falls to meet wartime needs and to prevent inflation by
tapping the excess purchasing power In the hands of those persons earning more
than $3,00D per year and the heavily swollen war profits of corporations.

The need for lVAt-war reserves cannot possibly justify the failure on the
part of the Waro and Means Committee of the House to raise the normal cor-
porate profits tax from 40 to 55 percent or at least the 50 percent proposed bi

t .Treasury Department.
. Of 29 representative American corporations selected at random, all but 6

doubled -their normal peacetime incomes after taxes in 1942. Several gained
5 times as much. Their 1948 earnings are even better than 1942. Here ar6
acme examples:

The American Car & Foundry Co., prior to 1942, averaged M7200 profits after
taxes. In 1942 its profits jumped to $7,000,000. The American Locomotive Co.
Jumped from.$1,46200, prior to 1942, to $7,552.000 in 192. Its profits for the
first 6 months in 1943 are twice as great as for 1942. The Budd Manufacturing
Co. jumped from $25KO) per annum between 1O3 and 1939 to $5222,000 ld
192. The Bath Iron Works Jumped from $00,000 per annum in the period
1936-39 to $3,748,000 In 1942. Its profits for the first 6 months of 1943 are up
129 percent over the 1942 profits for the same period.

We urge acceptance of the Treasury Department proposals to increase gift and
estate taxes by lowering the estate tax exemption from $60,000 to $40,000. We
also ask an end to the present special privilege enjoyed by hol~drs of State and
muniipal bonds who are exempt from Feder-al taxation. We likewise ask an
end of the special privilege of separate returns and the high depletion allowances
for owners of oil and mining properties.

The provision Inserted In the new bill by the Ways and Means Committed
which requires trade unions and other nonprofit organizations to file tax returns
is a wholly gratuitous proposaL Its only purpose is to furnish vital information
to labor hating employers who wish to smash the trade-union movement. I urge,
Mr. Chairman, that you and your committee vote to eliminate this antilabor
provision.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I wish to place the strength and the will of my or-
ganizatlon squarely behind President Roosevelt's anti-inflation program. You,
gentlemen, can best carry out an important part of that program by amending
the bill before you so that the $10,500,000,000 requested by the U. S. Treasury
Department can be raised through a democratic tax program based on ability
to pay.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelly.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS F. KELLY, THE HOOVER CO.,NORTH CAN-
TON, OHIO, REPRESENTING THE VACUUM CLEANER MANUFAC-
TURERS ASSOCIATION

fr. KriLy. I have a very brief statement, Chairman George and
Jentlmen. My name is Thomas F. Kelly. I represent The Hoover
Co. at North Canton Ohio, but in this particular instance I represent
the entire Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturers Association, and on behalf
of the vacuum-cleaner industry we respectfully suggest that the man-
ufacturers' excise tax on vacuum cleaners be removed.

In making this request we are not asking for any present revenues
to be decreased-no vacuum cleaners are being manufactured-we are
asking that the excise tax be removed now so that we will be able to
sell them as reasonably as possible to the large number of people who
need vacuum cleaners and thereby enable us to sell mofe and employ
more people and help lessen unemployment in the post-war years.

Many new manufacturers' excise taxes were imposed in the Rev-
enue Act of 1941, but excise taxes were removed in the Revenue Act
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of 1912 on the following items: electric signs, commercial washing
machines, rubber articles, optical equipment, certain cash registers.:

We are asking that vacuum cleaners be treated in the same way and
that this industry be'given an equal opportunity to sell its product to
the housewife as is given to similar competing articles on which an
excise tax is not imposed.

The excise tax was put on electrical appliances in 191 not at the
suggestion of the Treasury Department but at the suggestion of Mr.
Leon Henderson, to curtail the use of materials then needed fofr war
purposes:This situation no longer applies to vacuum cleaners. They have

not been manufactured since April 30, 1942, and as the need for cur-
tailing materials will not exist when we again start making cleaners,
there is no more reason for having an excise tax on vocuum cleaners
than on brooms, carpet sweepers, mops, or any other appliances used
in helping to keep the home clean.

Senator CLA1K. Mr. Kelly, how much did it raise by that excise
taxI

Mr. KLLy. How much money altogether, sir I
Senator CiAx Yes.
Mr. K Ly. I could not answer that. It was a 10-percent manu.

facturers' tax when it applied. We are asking for the same treatment
accorded to these other articles. Please do not continue to discriminate
against us.

When excise taxes were levied generally on electrical appliances
they were not imposed on a number of household electrical appliances,
such as washing machines and sewing machines but were placed on
vacuum cleaners, and yet no other electrical appliance has done more
to relieve drudgery in the home, save the time of the busy housewife,
help to solve the moth problem, preserve home furnishings and con-
tribute to the health of the family and the Nation than the vacuum
cleaner.

So-called luxury item!, such as jewelry, have been taxed, but, gentle-
men, a vacuum cleaner is not in that category. A vacuum cleaner is
needed in every home-the home cannot be kept clean otherwise.
There is no substitute for a vacuum cleaner, such as there are for other
appliances that are not taxed. The housewife can buy a dress. She
does not have to make it and she can send it out to be cleaned with
the rest of her laundry, but there is no place where she can send her
home to be cleaned.

Then I would ask you how about the over 2 000,000 farmers that
recently have been served with electricity through the R. E. A. These
people want vacuum cleaners. Are you going to force them to con-
tinue to pay greatly increased prices because of an excise tax when
they don't pay excise taxes on other comparable artiles used on the
farmI

At the present time the vacuum-cleaner industry is entirely con-
verted to the manufacture of war goods and doing an outstanding job,
and a number of Artmy and Navy E awards'have keen given its
members. However, we are looking to the future and want to be in
a position to sell vacuumn cleaners as reasonably as possible when they
are again manufactured.

In other words, gentlemen, we are making our plans for the post-
war period and we think it is unfair to ask us to continue to be saddled

93331-44-1
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with an excise tax when we have to sell in competition with these.
other household appliances and articles.

It is a fact that theimposing of a manufacturer's tax on a vacuum
cleaner raises the retail price sufficiently to affect materially its sale
and over encourage the purchase of other appliances not burdened
with this excise tax.

If we assume that 300,000 vacuum cleaners are manufactured in the
first year after production is again permitted, the situation would be
aboutas follows:

The manufacturers' excise tax is 0, patent based on manufacturers'
selling price, and at an average dealer billing price of V? the manu-
facturers' sale would amount to $8,1Q0,00.

The excise tax would amount to $810 000, but to provide the usual
100-percent cumulative mark-up for the distributor or wholesaler
and the retailer on the manufacturer's price--ifcluding the tax-the
retail p rice of the cleaner would be increased $1,620,000 or to raise
$810,000 in taxes, the- ultimate purchaser has to pay $1,6'20,000 in
addition to the regular price of the cleaners.

Instead of the average price of a vacuum cleaner being $54, because
of imposing an excise tax of $2.70 the average price of a cleaner be-
comes $59.40--an increase of $5.40.

In fairness to the purchaser and the vacuum-cleaner idustry, con-
trasted- with these other appliances, such as washing machines and
sewing machines, this excise tax should be removed- for the following!] reasons:

(1) The vacuum cleaner, the same as the washing machine and the
sewing machine, is a great labor-saving appliance and for this rea-
son no tax should be applied to it. It oud be made available to all
as reasonably as possible; in other words, extend to "the vacuum
cleaner the same consideration given the washing machine, the
sewing machine, the broom, the carpet sweeper, and other household
articles.

(2) When cleaners are again permitted to be manufactured the
vacuum-cleaner industry wants tobe in a position to employ as many
people as possible, and the lower the price the more will be sold and
the more people employed.

(3) The distributor or wholesaler and the retailer demand a mark-
up on the price he pays for his merchandise, and the compounding of
this excise tax places a great discriminating hardship on the ultimate
purchaser and or this reason no manufacturers' excise tax should
be appliedto vacuum cleaners.

In closing I would ask you not to continue to discriminate against
the vacuum cleaner-grant our request that the excise tax on' vacuumcleaners be removed in the tax bill now under discussion.
I thank you very much.
The CHAIRMmN. Mr. Kelly, the House did not do anything with

the vacuum-cleaner tax?
Mr. Kuy. Unfortunately, sir the association was slow in mov-

ing. The hearings were over before we had an opportunity to pre-
sent our statement.

The CnAraxAN. There has been no increase made?
Mr. Krz Y. No,*sir.
The CHAM tAN. It is simply a manufacturing tax, and now they

are not being produced I
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Mr. KnxY. That is right; there is no revenue from it now, but we
are looking as I 'y, to the post-war years. We are hoping in the
second or third quarter of next year, when vacuum cleaners will be
needed, and they are needed, if materials are available and the man.
power situation will permit it, I believe they will be manufactured,
and therefore we want to be in the same position as all of these other
appliances at that particular time.The CrAnxAN. We get your point, Mr. Kelly.. Thank you very

much.
Mr. KrAy. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Butler had present a witness, Father Flan-

agan, who I believe has retired from the room.
Senator Bunrn. Mr. Chairman, it was impossible for Father Flan-

agan to a'emaiq longer. I will appreciate his statement being entered
in the record. It is his hope that the committee will be inclined to
give favorable consideration to the idea expressed in H. R. 3472. This
may be accomplished through a committee amendment to H.B. W4387.

(The statement of Father Flanagan is as follows:)

STAIrSMEN OF FATfra FLA L AN Rz H. I. 8472

I favor the principle that our tax laws should prrmit that anticipated con.
tributions to religious and charitable Institutions should be deducted before
applying the withholding tax on wages. It has loImg been the law that 15 per-
cent of an individual's net income was exempt ftom taxation if so contributed.
The acceptance of this principle would makc It possible for the millions of
"-payers, whose sole income is their pay check, to carry on with their religious
and charitable contributions.

Father Flanagan's Boys' Home has been primarily supported by the small
contributor-the man who usually has the problem of supporting his family
on a rather limited income. He is usually the type of man who has a kindred
feeling of sympathy for the worth-while charity which will try to alleviate
the sufferings of the underprivileged. It is a decided hardship on such a man
to be compelled to pay a tax on such contributions.

Therefore, I favor most heartily, this bill before the Congress, H. :. 3472,
introduced by Congressman Carl Curtis, to permit the taxpayer to take credit,
each time the tax is taken out, for his contributions. This would give an op-
portunity to all people willing to help worthy causes, and particularly the man
with the small pay check, to be generous to their church and charitable enter-
prises.

As the tax burden grows, and the tax gatherer takes more and more of the
wages and incomes of our people, the questiob of survival of our Institutions
of service and mercy and learning and our. religious institutions themselves,
becomes an ever greater one.

(The above-mentioned bill is as follows:)
[H. It 3472, T8th cong.. lit sew).

A BILL To permit the amount of charitable contributions made or to be made to be taken
Into account in computing the tax required to be deducted and withhl.d on wa e

Be it enaoed by the Seate afid House of Repre~entative o1 the United
States ofrAmerike in Congrmee iseembied, That section 1022 (h) of the Internal
Revenue Code (relating to collection of income tax at source on wages) is
amended by Inserting at the end thereof the following:

"Any employee may Include In his withholding exemption certificate a state-
ment of the amount of contributions he has made or will make In the calendar
year which are allowable as deductions under section 23 (o) In computing net.
income. If such a statement Is so Included, the amount so stated shall be
prorated to pay-roll periods beginning with that with respect to which- the
certificate first takes effect and ending with the last i;a-roll period which
ends In the calendar ypar, and for the purposes of aubeection (b) (1) (A) the
family status withholding exemption for each such pay-roll period shall be
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Increased by the portion of such amount so prorated to much period. It the
employer exercises his election under subeection (ce) (1) (relating to wage
bracket withholding) the tax to be deducted and withheld for any such pay-
roll period shall be that determined without regard to this sentence decreased
by IT per centum of the amount so prorated to such period, except that in no
event Shall the amount to be withheld and deducted be less than that prescribed
as the minimum amount to be withheld and deducted in cases i which the
number of dependents is In excess of the largest number shown on the ap-
plicable table."

Sc.. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall take effect January 1, 1944.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Hampden in the room?
Mr. HAmpxrw. Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OP WALTER HAMPDEN, REPRESENTING THE

LEGITIMATE THEATER

The CHAIRMAN. I understand you want to appear at this time, if
possible. How much time will you need ?

Mr. Haimoxx. I have a very short little notation here to read to
you gentlemen on the subject of the admission tax.

The CHAMMAN. We have a large number of witnesses on the id-
mission tax. I hoped there might be some consolidation of the
statements.

You may proceed.
Mr. HA lMe. I should think it would be perhaps three or four

minutes. Then I would like Mr. Dowling, if he should be allowed
approximately the same time, to make a statement in connection with
it.

The CHAIMMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. H rti.N. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Finance Com-

mittee, I am here on behalf of the legitimate theater to urge you
not to accept that section of the tax bill passed by the House of
Representatives that provides for an .increase in admission taxes
from 10 to 20 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not representing .the movie industry
Mr. HAxPDON. No, sir; the legitimate theater entirely. I am

here, I might say, because I suppose after 43 years' appearing on the
legitimate theater my fellow workers feel I have seen some of the
history and, in the passage of time, what it has done to the legitimate
theater.

The spoken drama is a most speculative business. Of 10 pla.s
produced within a given period, 2 will probably succeed, 4 or 5 will
fail completely and promptly. That leaves 3 or 4 that are on the rag-
ged edge. Methods to nurture them must be found. These consist
of various inducements, such as reduced prices, adjustments down-
ward of expenses, including actors' salaries, and the like.

I might say those are generally fixed charges, because there are
minimums. This is a unionized business, and the ordinary reduction
in prices which can happen in an industry does not apply to the legiti-
mate theater. The legtimate theater is an individual enterprise and
it is dealing entirely with services. Where a technological improve-
nent comes along and a reduction of price can be eff&ted in an in-
dustry, that is not possible in the theater. If anything, it would raise
the price. If you have a special new lighting equipment of a tech-
nological kind that improves the show, it costs more.
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Senator VADMZNBEr. You can meet the mortality problem by pro-
ducing Walter Hampden. -

Mr. HAuPDEx. Walter Hampden has known also what it is to be on
his last legs at times. The way we have met that, and it has happened
in my own case, sir, is that at times people who get the larger salaries
have made great personal sacrifices. I know in my own case I took
a company 21 weeks from the central West to the far West and around
all the way to the coast instead of closing, and I played myself as
manager, director, producer, star actor, and the burden was on me
for actually my hotel bills. I gave 40 people work for 21 weeks. At
the end I was able to pay them all the salary which I had asked them
to deduct so as to make that possible, but there was nothing left for
me to receive myself. That is a common occurrence. The people who
get the larger money do reduce their salaries in the interest of keeping
the show alive and keeping the work going, nd because they love the
theater they believe in it as a cultural institution, that this thing must
go on, they take their chances in the future on something else happen-
mnhe present 10 percent tax, which has been going on for 25 years,

has been really we feel, a sufficient burden to put upon the theater, and
we feel an additional 10 percent would really destroy the possibility
of saving these 80 to 40 percent of the new plays, and undoubtedly.if
they do not weather these storms there would be greater unemploy-
ment among the actors, the theater attaches, and the realty values in-
volved in the theater would suffer seriously. It is a special type of
building, it is not Suited for anything else.

The legitimate theatei situation over the past dozen years has been
such that many of these theaters are in receivership or the hands of
banks or other financial institutions. I am told that at least one-third
of such theaters in New York are in that condition.

We have recently acquired a new audience. This has come itbout
through shifts in populations and the possession of surplus money
for the first time by certain people due to the war. They are seeing
for -he first time the spoken drama, the great classics of the theater
and-the famous players in person, such as thrilled our fathers 40 to
60 years ago. The radio and the motion pictures have been the chief
entertainment of this group, and after tasting the pleasant experience
of the spoken drama and receiving the cultural benefits therefrom,
we'are to lose them because the tax on our tickets, if the higher rate is
passed, will exceed the average entire admission price to see a motion
picture.

I again point out that tlH theater is an individual enterprise, and the
picture, for instance, or the radio is definitely an industry.

Now, there is another group that we have lost practically instead
of gained, and we would like the opportunity really to try to regain
that group to the theater. Those are the people in what we might
call the middle class the salaried employee and small businessman
who has earned from 5,000 to $15 000 a year, who is feeling the impact
of his taxes and reductions in his business through the scarcity of ma-
terials, so that he can hardly. afford enough to go to the legitimate
theater, and we feel again that the admissions tax and the increase in
tax would militate against ilie recapturing of those people.
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The admissions tax on the theater, I might say, is one which is an ad-
vertised tax. It is not a tax which is absorbed in the usual way by just
increases in price1 but we have to advertise the increase in taxes on the
tickets, I think if you saw a tax go up in the box office freim 10 to 20
percent it would give you pause before you bought your ticket. There
is no way to cancel it.

There has been advocacy of a sales tax. Its most ardent supporters
have never suggested more than 5 percent. Here we are bearing and
have borne for 25 years a 10 percent sales tax. In fact, the present tax
ranges from 13 percent to 20 percent in States that have local admis-
sion taxes. It seems unfair tat an industry that is regarded as so
important to the morale of -the Nation and has served so well for con-
veying the Government's messages to !he people of the country should
be singled out for excessive taxation.

iFurthermore, the amount hoped to be realized from the legtimate
theater is negligible compared to the total asked for by the Treasury
Department. If the increased tax is put into effect, the amount col-
lected would probably be less than the present revenue, under the law
of diminishing returns. It is an easy tax to collect, but we do not feel
we should be penalized because it is easy to collect.

I am not speaking for any group in our industry. I*am speaking
for all of the legitimate theaters. I have seen the legitimate theater
in operation for 43 years. I am president of the Plityers Club of NewYor. and I know what the actor's life is. I am constantly in touch
with it. I have produced my own plays, operated my own theater, and
appeared for other managements, I feel complimented on being
asked to be a spokesman for the living theater, and I implore you gen-
tlemen not to accept this tax increase. If there must be one, let it be
on the basis of the rate proposed by Mr. Stam, chief of staff of the
joint committee, of 2 cents in each 15 cents.

I thank yc gentlemen.
The CHAi .. _'. Mr. Do.ding.

STATEMENT OP EDDIE DOWLING, RL.ENPS TING THE LEGITIMATE
THEATER

Mr. Dow xo. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Senate: There
is not much I can add to what-Mr. Iampden has said. One thing I
might say-and I do not say it facetiously-and that is I thank Sen-
ator Vandenberg for his compliment to Mr. Hampden. It is awfully
nice to think that people have this great iqlerest and regard for peo-
ple in our business. It was a lovely compiment to give to an artist
who has spent 48 years of his life in thetheater.

I might supplement the remarks of Mr. Hampden by just.saying
this: We, who are one of the great nations in the world, are the only
great Nation where the cultural arts are not subsidized. In passing,
this might not only be interesting but amusing for you to hear, I might
sy on the night President Roosevelt recognized Russia it was my
distinguished privilege to be in the room along with perhaps one or
two other people who were not involved in the immediate business to
b6 transacted in this recognition. My purpose was to ask the President
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to use his influence with Mr. Lltvinov, or perhaps Troyanovskyj to
bring the great Russian Ballet to this country. I thought it would
have h great influence on cementing our friendly relations, with
that great country that is now our great and wonderful fighting ally.
They all agreed it would be a wonderful thing to let the Americans
see the arts have not suffered under the Communistic form of govern-
ment as exemplified in the great Moscow Art Ballet. After the business
of the recognition was al-finished and I was introduced to Mr. Lit-
vinoy and my purpose was explained to the President of the United
States, the purpose of my being there, Mr. Litviniov said this, Mr.
Chairman and gentlemen of the Senate, that there was not any doubt
in his mind that the Russian Ballet would create a wonderful impres-
sion in this country, as the institution wds something like a thousand
years old, there was nothing like it in all the world of art, but that
they could not spare it in Russia, that Mr. Troyanovsky during his
reign as Ambassador to Japan and during the Manchurian trouble
had asked for the ballet to go to Japan in order to bring about better
relations between the two countries, but Mr. Stalin and the rest of the
commissars saia, "No, ino," that when there was trouble, political or
otherwise, the one way to overcome that trouble was not by local
warfare or local policing, it was to bring the ballet out, at which
time all the tensions subsded promptly and all the contending ele-
ments stood in line waiting to get tickets for the ballet. He said
he would like the ballet to come here, but he did not think it was pos-
sible. We went to great extremes to get it, but we could not. Mr.
Stalin turned us down; he would not avow the ballet to come here.

I tell that for this reason, that Mr. Hampder and the other mem-
bers of the profession making up the legitimate theater feel we are a
part of the cultural progress of our country; I am sure that you know,
Ir. Chairman and gentleme-i of the Senate, that the extent of our

knowledge about the Grecian empires and the great Roman empires
that went before us thousands of years ago, the only written words
we have about them are the words written by the great dramatists
and the words expressed and acted in their forums an& great temples
,of art. Practically all our great history, going back a thousand years,
was recorded through the medium of drama. We like to feel we are
the humble exponents of that art.

Now, to go back to the factthat we are the one great Nation in the
world that does not have a subsidy that helps us mrry on these great
things, that we have to compete with the free radio, the motion pic-
tures, wonderful talking pictures at all sorts of prices, we feel to impose
a 20 percent tax on us would be a burden that we do not know the
results of. , I

We have struggled very hard in the Vast. No other business in
the world was hit as hard as we were during the years of the depres-
sion, und now for the first time we have really seen daylight, and I
ask you as one of that profession to be as lenient with Us as you can.

It might further help our cause if I said to you, while I have been
a star - for 24 years and have won three Critic's prizes in a row and'
the Pulitzer prize, and have had the distitzition and honor to partici-
pate in such plays as Shadow and Substance by Paul Vincent Carroll,
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The White Steed, also by Paul Vincent Carroll The Time'of Your
Life, by William Saroyan, and have received t&5 Carrie M. Sennie
award and the Esquire award for the best American actor in the sea-
son ,of 1940 and the season of 1942, in the last 5 years my returns from
the drama have been so meager that I haven't been able to pay my
Government tax as my butcher could pay, and the milkman could pay.

To impose, as I say, a 100 percent increase in my taxation, in my
art really I feel is going a long way. We will be most appreciative
-1I speak for myself--a nd all the people in my profession r feel sure
will be most appreciative-for any consideration you give us, but
keep us as close to the present tax as possible. .

I thank you for this opportunity to talk to you and to see so many
of ovr friends again.

The CHAiRmAnC. We thank you.
Mr. Wollheim.

STATEMMr'T OF MOA WOLLH m, EW YORK CITY

The CHzumAN. You are appearing here on the sales tax I
Mr. WOLLHEIM. Yes, sir.
The CHAiMtAN. Will you give the reporter there your name and

how you appear, that is, whether for yourself as an individual or
what organization you are representing?.

Mr. WoLLurm. My name is Oscar Woliheim. I am appearing here
merely as an expert.

Senator WAusu. Representing yourself I
Mr. Wouxmn. Myself.
The CHAW N. You may proceed. Have you a brief that you wish

to put in the record ,
Mr. Wou amx. No; I have no brief. I shall give my opinion with-

out that.
The CHAMMAN. All right.
Senator WALAH. Are you in favor of or against the sales tax ?
Mr. WoLut-ar. I would advocate a particular kind of sales tax.

I will call it graduated manufacturer's sales tax, which, about 20,
earsg was created in the Austrian Republic. I was at that time
ead oftheassessment division in the Austrian treasury department

and, in this capacity, entrusted with originating the sales-tax law
founded on a structure that never before had been adopted in any
other country. Having afterward administered the sales tax for
several years, I had ample opportunity of gathering experiences in
this domain.

Before entering into details, I would like to mention that I am
impressed with tle fact that the public discussio- concerning sales
taxes in this country always seems to have been limited to a fiat-rate
retail sales tax. Never, as far as I can see, have the other kinds of sales
taxes been taken ifito consideration, and especially not the one about
which I want to speak, that has proved to be so successful.

When I advocate the pattern of the Austrian sales tax-and I want
to stress that very much-I do not mean that it could be simply trans-
ferred into another country, especially not into a country so widely dif-
ferent from my native country as the United States is. I am keenly
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aware of the immense differences that exist. Austria was a small
county not very highly industrialized. The United States is a con-
tinent in itself, industrialized as perhaps no other country in the world.
That makes a difference, but still I believe, and even am convinced,
that the ideas underlying the, Austrian Males tax law could be in some
way, perhaps with large. modifications, utilized for the benefit
of this country in case that a sales tax should be established here

I certainly do not underrate the potential merits of a retail sales
tax, nor'am I in any way theoretically opposed to it, but I think I can
prove that the way the matter was handled in my native country has
definite far-reaching advantages, which the retail sales tax has not-and
never can have because of its basio characteristics. -

Now, I would like briefly to discuss the main characteristics of the
sales tax that I am advocating, but I believe that this tax cannot be
understood without knowing the conditions under which it was origi-
nated.

My country at that time, a few years after World War I, was in a
high emergency condition. Inflation had reached an enormous stage
and was raging With'daily increasing vigor.

I mention that only for a special reason. It is often said that the
sales tax is an inflationary tax. I think that a tax that has had so
great success in helping to curb inflation in a country where this
economic disease hadreached such a high degree; that the money was
devaluated to 0.014 of its original value, cannot be an inflationary tax,
at least not in the way it was made in my native country.

As to the characteristics of the taxi I have only a few words to say.
First the Austrian sales tax was levied at the source, as as near the
source as practically possible, that is, at the manufacturer's sale.
The manufacturer's price was the base of the tax. This had several
advantages about which I will speak presently.

Secondly, it was a graduated tax, and the graduation was originated
in the following way: Primarily, the Austrian Government intended
to adopt the tax pattern that was at that time prevailing in central
and western Europe-Germany, France, and several other countries-
establishing a "turn-over tax." This kind of tax is levied from every
single turn-over, be inning with the raw materials on their wa~ to the
manufacturer, and further following all the turn-overs of semi wished
and finished commodities on their way from the manufacturer to the
consumer. But the Austrian Government soon realized that it would
not have been equal to the task of officially controlling this network of
innumerable turn-overs and therefore resolved to unify and simplify
the tax by levying it oniy once for the whole set of turn-overs of every
sin le commodity.

This led to graduated tax tariff. The tax rates were differentiated
for every kind of commodities, according to the average, but inle-
pendently from the actual number of turn-overs to which the respective
kind of commodities is subject, taking into account the average price
increases that subsequently occur at every stage of the commercial
process. For every single kind of commodities-say foodstuffs, or
shoes, or textiles-the question had to be answered: What tax rate
has to be applied to the manufacturer's or the producer's price of a
given ommodity in order to yield the same or approximately the same
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amount 6f tax that would be levied it a turn-dyer tax of say 2percent
was imposed on all the single sales of the same commodity?
. The way in which the commuted tax rates were calculated can be
easily shown by a schematic example. Let us assume th-t we have a
given commodity of a total value-4hat is, the manufacturer's price-
of $1,000, and that on an average 80 percent of this commodity w a
sold I the manufacturer directly to the consumer at the price of
$00, that 50 percent of this commodity was sold by the manufacturer
to the retailer at the price of 0, while the retailer, adding 40 percent
for his cost and profit,, sells these goods to the consumer at the price of
$700, and that finally the remaining 20 percent of the commodity was
sold by the manufacturer to the wholesaler for $200, while the whole-
salei adding 20 percent for his cost and profit, sells the goods to the
retailer for $240, and the latter to the consumer for $33M; on this basis
the total of the2 percent turn-over tax for all these sales would amount
to $4562, and that is about 4.55 percent of the manufacturer's price of
$1,000. Thus the cornuted single tax for this kind of commodity
would be fixed at 4.55 percent of the manufacturer's price.

As mentioned before, the tax was as a rule levied at the source,
while the subsequent turn-overs, including the retail sale, were tax
exempt.

The tax-tariff, practically comprising all existing commodities, was
drawn up with the help, and according to the advice of the boards of
industry, trade, agriculture and labor. It was periodically revised
and amended. Its application proved to be remarkably easy for the
taxpayers, since every one of them generally had to deal merely with
one or two kinds of commodities.

The differentiation of the tax rates afforded the opportunity, while
building the tariff, of adapting them to the requirements of economic
life. This I believe to be the most important merit of the system.
The utmost care was taken that the indispensable goods, especially
foodstuffs, fuel, clothing, though not tax-exempt, were so sparingly
taxed that no economic damages could result. As a matter of fact, no
impairing of, the minimum of existence as consequence of the sales tax
ever became noticeable in my native country.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell us how the tax ranged comparable to
our own money? For instance, the tax on food, how was it raised.

Mr. WoLLHxM. I can give some examples.
The CHA I M. Just give us an illustration so we may get tlhe

point.
Mr. WoLLiW. Certainly. For instance. flour-there was a tax of

4.8 percent on the meal price, but no tax on all the goods that were
made of meal and so bread was tax-exempt.

The CHAniMAw. The tax was levied at the source?
Mr. WoLLr.ti. At the source, and at a very low price level, so one

can say that the tax involved in the bread price was so low that it was
not really felt. We never experienced any desire for wage increases,
and therefore never had any difficulties in that way, nor were infla-
tionary consequences ever threatening on account of the tax.

I could mention several other tax rates--poultry, 4 percent; Psh, 3.5
percent; living cattle, if to be butchered, 4.35 percent, and if for breed-
ing, 2 percent; butter was tax-exempt. and cheese as well, because we
took slow tax from the milk that also covered its derivative products.
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The tax for cotton tissue (6.4 percent) covered the tax for the raw
materials as well as the tax for the Aemimanufactured and the finished
commodities made out of this tissue. The tax for leather covered the
tax for finished leather goods, so that, for instance, the sale of shoes
was practically tax-exempt.

I may also mention thitt we did not pedantically stick to the rule
that the producer has to act as taxpayer. We thought it better, for
instance, that the tax for milk should be pali by the dairy, the tax
for flour by the mills, the tax for timber by the saws. That made the
matter more easy, and on this account, the farmers were not bothered
by such payments.

Now, do not know whether I have time enough to give some other
views especially concerning the relation of this tax to the retail sales
tax. Whatever may be tlo advantages of the ietail sales tax, its ad.
ministration and control are certainly very difficult and costly. In the
United States of America the control would have to embrace nearly
2,500,000 taxpayers. The administration and control of the Austrian
sales tax was as cheap as any tax administration ever was. A very
small staff of auditors and comptrollers was sufficient, so that we could
consider the net revenue out of this tax as about equal to the gross rove-
nue. The difference was negligible. Fraud and evasion were prac-
tically nonexistent. •

The retail sales tax, being difficult to administer as a flat tax, would
impose even much more serious difficulties if it were graduated. I
think that would probably kill the tax, because the retailer, numerous
as they are, and different in kind, are not as the manufacturers can be
expected to be, expert in bookkeeping (at least a large part of them are
not) and the greatest confusion or evasion would result if a graduated
retail tax were established. That is certainly a great advantage.

Most advocates of the retail sales tax believe it necessary to make
exemptions for'foodstuffs, for clothing, and different other goods. If
this would be done the revenue would be curtailed to about half of the
expected amounts. This draw-back could be avoided by the Austrian
sales tax. We evaded as well the necessity of exempting on one side
and.overtaxing on the other side. I think that is one of the greatest
advantages of the Austrian system.

Now, may I also mention the problem of inflation. The sales tax
is meant tobe anti-inflationary. The kind of tax that was existing in
Austria certainly was. Experience proved it, and it is also theo-
retically quite clear that a tax that takes so many billions-I am
speaking now in American terms--out of the inflationary gap must be
intrinsically anti-inflationary.

On the other hand, the opponents to the sales tax think it would be
inflationary and assert that the'anti-inflationary consequences would
be at least counterbalanced by its inflationary consequences. This
assertion certainly does not apply to the Austrian pattern.

The reason why inflationary consequences are feared consists in the
fact thet it is a flat tax. If you raise all the prices by 10 percent, then,
the opponents believe, it would be easy for the workers to say: "Our
cost of living will be increased by so many percent and we therefore
want compensation in higher wages." Whether this prognostic is cor-
rect I do not venture to decide. Tut it is beyond doubt, that it would
nbt be correct in regard to the Austrian tariff where no fiat rates ex-
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rsted and therefore a demand for wage increases neither arose nor
could have been justified., • W 1 1 .,
, 'The fears concerning inflationary results of the retail sales tax are
sometimes based on the assumption that the, farmprices would be
raised by the amount of sales tax that the farmers themselves would
have to pay for their machinery, their tools, and so forth. Well, I
think this to be a merely theoretical assumption, not anyway practi-
cally confirmed, and it certainly did not prove true in Austria.

A further advantage of a Federal sales tax built on the Austrian
pattern, in contrast with a Federal retail sales tax, would I believe,
consist in the fact that it would in no way conflict with tie existing
sales taxes in the States.

Finally, permit me to mention some minor items concerning theAus trian sales tax.
1 (1) The adaptation of the underlying principles to practical life led
to permitting small firms as well as the handicraft businesses Io pay
their sales tax duty in a lump sum, preliminarily agreed upon between
them and the Government and founded on their average turn-over.

(2) The Austrian tax was also levied on services, with a fixed tax
rate of 2 percent.

(8) For reasons of equity the tax embraced also on the- goods con-
sumed by the producer lvimself; that is to say, the farmers for instance
had to pay a sales tax on their own products as far as they did not sell
but consumed them in their own families.

(4) Special regulations were made concerning imports. It is
self -evident that imported goods had to IF taxed as well as domestic
goods, but considering the fact that th. price of domestic finished
goods always contained sales taxes for their constituent materials, the
imprted. goods, in order to avoid any privilege in their favor, had
to subjected to a slightly higher tax rate than the siifllsr domestic
goods.

(5) On the other hand, exports were tax exempt, and, moreover,
the exporter was entitled to a refund of the taxes that had been
paid for the constitdient materials out of which the exported goods
had been'manufactured.

(6) The opponents to the sales tax sometimes mention the difficul-
ties caused by the so-called valuation problems. They consist in the
fact that while the manufacturer's price is to be the base of the tax, it
sometimes occurs that the taxable sale is not made at this price level
but, for instance, at the retailer's price level. These difficulties, in
themselves of minor importance, were easily overcome by the Austrian
tax tariff, because it was the taxpayer's task to prove that the actual
price was higher than the price to which, according to law, the tax
would have to be applied.
1(7) Another argument of the opponents to the sales tax is based

on the fear that the establishment of such a tax-would be in collision
with the existing price-ceiling regulations. I believe that it is com-
paratively easy to avoid such a collision by decreeing that the tax.
payer, as well as the subsequent sellers of the goods, are required to
indicate the exact amount of the tax in their invoices. But that is a
mere technicality.

(8) Similar views hold true concerning the so-called pyramiding,
that is the eventual tendency of the wholesalers and retailers to apply
their usual mark-up percentages to the price increased by the sales
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tax, Instkid of restricting it to the pried of the commodity. This
irould ]lead to &-price increase higher than the tax, but could, as a rule,
be avoided in the same way as mentioned In paragraph 7.
- (9) Some kinds of goods considered as luxuries were.subject to a
luxury tax of 12 percent that was in a way organically linked with the
general sales tax. Its financial importance was very inconsiderable.

Concluding remarks:
Whether or not a pattern similar to the Austrian sales tax would

be fit to be adopted for the Federal tax program, I personally cannot
judge, but I believe that if it would prove to be adaptable to the
American conditions, the outstanding advantages that were obtained
in my native country would also apply in this country.

As to the revenue that could be obtained, no direct statistical figures
are, of course, available, but I tried to make a kind of evaluation
founded on the comparison with the Austrian revenues obtained from.
this tax, and I came to the conclusion that there would be a fair chance
to obtain a revenue of $7,600,000,000 if the tax rates were on an average
not higher than the tax rates initially adopted in Austria. Later on
the tax rates had been doubled in Austria without doing any harm
to the economic life of that country, and so it would perhaps not be
exaggerating that in this country a somewhat higher tax rate could be
adopted, and I think, according to my tentative evaluation, in this
country the total net revenue of about $11,000,000 000 could be expected.

* Now I have two letters that I sent to the New York Times, published,
one on October 3,1943, and another on October 19,1943, which state in
more concise language than I have been able to state toyou here today
the workings of this tax, and which I will leave with you if you care
to have them.

The CHAIRMAN. They may be inserted in the record.
(The letters as printed in the New York Times are as follows:)

(From the New York Times. Sunday, October 8. 19433

Ausmzu HAD PLaN

SALES TAX WORKED UNTIL THE NAZIS TOOK 0 13

To the EDnVR OF THE NEW Yoax Tjus:
In a letter published In your Issue of Sept. 19 Emery Roves propose] the estab-

ilabment of a Federal progressive retail-stales tax, the progressiveness of the
rates being based on the degree of "necessity of consumer goods." Though In-
teresting and, in Its aims, basically sound, this suggestion Is, to my belief,.subJect
to severe misgivings.

First. Progressiveness of rates, desirable as it may be, could not be made de-
pendent from so arbitrary and disputable a criterion-Mr. Roves himself calls It a
"relative notion"-wlthout engendering perpetflal controversies. Practically, the

onffictng Interests would presumably bar any agreement. Second. The tax ad-
vocated by Mr. Reres would be a retail tax, sharing the drawbacks Inherent to
retail-sales tates in genei-al. It seems obvious that progressiveness of rates would
tend highly to enhance these drawbacks to the point of overthrowing the system.

AUST IA TR WAN ,

It may perhaps not be generally known that, 20 years ago, the Austrian Republic
was the first country to adopt a sales tax with graduated rates. Founded on a
structure never before adopted, this tax deserves, I believe, special consideration,
not only on account of its originality but even more so because of Its remarkable
financial and economic success. Established In 1923, it was effective for 15 years,
tfil the Nazis' conqu(st of Austria.

The Austrian sales tax was originated under very critical conditions. Inflation
was ravaging the country, the currency - ilue bad sunk to less than one fourteen-
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thousandth of its original standard, and the race between wages and prices Va4
raging with daily Increasing speed. The sales tax ranked foremost in helping
to save the republic In Its emergency and to curb Inflation. Its chief character.
istles were-

1. It win originally planned as a turn-over tax, to be levied on every sale of a
commodity on Its way from the producer to the consumer. But, In order to avoid
Insuperable administrative difficulties, it was unified Into a single tax for every
set of turn-overs.- The tax was levied at the source, as a rule from the manu-
facturer's (producer's) sale,. while the subsequent turn-overs, including the re-
tal sale, were tax exempt. The manufacturer was thus the only taxpayer, but en-
titled to shift the tax to the buyer of the commodity. The base of assessment was
the manufacturer's price. For imported goods the tax was levied at the custom
house. Exports were exempt from any tax.

RATES Ws GRADUATED

2. The rates were differentiated for every kind of commodities, graduated ac-
cording to the average, bat independent from the actual number of turn-overs
and taking into account the average price Increases that subsequently occur at
every stage.

. The tariff, practically comprising all existing commodities, was drawn up
with the help and according to the advice of the boards of industry, trade, agri-
culture, and labor. It was periodically revLed and amended.

4. Though levied on the manufacturer's bales, it was nevertheless an anti-
inflationary tax, as it was ultimately paid by the customer. The whole revenue,
of course, served to diminish the Inflationary gap,

Owing to the flexibility of the system, which contrasted favorably with the rigid
rates of similar taxes in Canada, Australia, France, and great Britain, the Aus-
trian administration managed to avoid most of the economic drawbacks generally
attributed to a sales tax.

Tax administration and control were simple, easy, and cheap, operated by a
very small staff of officials. This was dde to the fact that tax pipyment, book-
keeping, and filing of returns were as a rule, restricted to a comparatively
small number of producer who could be expected to be skilled In bookkeeping,
while minor tradesmen had in no way to deal with'the matter.

LARGZ AVUZ sMN
If the Austrian pattern were adopted in building the tax program, I am con-

vinced that Its advantages would also prove true on the larger scale of this country.
The financial reaults.would presumably be Sigantle. Provided the tax rates
were settled on a reasonably high level, there would be a fair chance for ob-
taining a revenue of at least six or seven billion yearly.

The Austrian system would be definitely preferable to a Federal retall-sales tax.
Efficient control of the returns and payments of 1,800,000 retailers, gintrally
not equal to the duty of accurate bookkeeping, would obviously prove to be an
exhausting task for the administration, while the costs of such control would
absorb a considerable amount of the gross revenue.

LAst but not least, the system here advocated would presumably--in contrast
with a Federal retail-sales tax--make any conflict with the ex'sting retail-sales
tax legislation, now established In 23 of the States, avoidable.

Osesa WOLLUILs.
Nzw Yosx.-Stxrirm 27, 194& -
Te tonfer of this letter, as head of a divlsin in the Treasury deporimel| of ike

Austrion Republio, originated and dvel oe the Austrion sales, tas and handled
it* adnniarofon.

(From the New York Times, Tuesday, October 19, 1913)
MAIuVAcrvssA' SA Irz TAx Ugsar

To the Enrroa oy Tx Nixw Yoax Timms:
Phillip Murray, president of the Congress of Industrial Organizations, in the

hearings held by the Ways and Means Commitee, came out very forcibly against
a Federal sales tax, which, he said, would be "the equivalent of a militay.de-
feat," that organizedd labor would be compelled to demand a proportionate In-
i;;ase In wages to make up for this unjustifed wage cut," and that such a tax
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would be a violation of the obligation given by the Government to the working
people of America that wages and prices are to be stabilized."

It seems to have escaped Mr. Murray's notice, as well as that of other op-
ponents, that their criticism merely applies to one particular type-retall-sales
tax with an undifferentiated tax rate.

In my letter to you, published In your Issue of October 8, I pointed out that the
Austrian Republic 20 years ago. under conditions of severest emergency made a
successful attempt to solve the problem of establishing a graduated manufacturers
sales tax. Experience has shown that through graduating the tax rates and
levyirg the tax at the source It is possible to avoid the economic drawbacks of the
retail tax.

As a matter of fact, the Austrian tar;ft managed to adapt Itself to the re-
quirements of economic life. Foodstuffs and other Indispensable good-% though
not exempt, were so sparingly taxed ths t no wage Increases, no Impairing of the
minimum of existence, ever became notable. Thus the tax, far frcm promoting
inflation, eftlency served to curb It. Equal results, I am convinced, could be
obtained in this country. O O

NxW YoRx, Ocroa 16, 1943.
The CiAumxMAz. The committee will take a recess until 2 o'clock

today.
(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee recessed until 2 p. m. of

the same day.)
AFTER RECESS

(The committee resumed at 2 p. m. pursuant to recess.)
he CHAIMAN. "Te committee will come to order, please.

Mr. Bennett.

* STATEMENT OF HUGH X. BENNETT, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL
RETAIL FURNITURE ASSOCIATION AND NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF CREDIT JEWELERS

Mr. BENNErr. Mr. Chairman, this statement is o~ered on behalf
of the National Retail Furniture Association and the National Asso-
ciation of Credit Jewelers. The first association has approximately
9,500 members and the second association has approximately 1,000
members.

ItM purpose is to direct the attention of the committee to severe
inequities arising from the second antiwindfall provisions of the
Current Tax Payment Act of last June so as to bring about a repeal
of such provisions.

Although only about 6 months have passed since the second anti-'
windfall tax provisions were enacted, yet scores of inequities have
already appealed. Some of these inequities were emphasized yester-
day by the statements to the committee made by Mr. Stans, of Clhi-
cago, and on behalf of Mr. Satterlee, of New York City. They'
touched upon only a few of the scores of inequities. I hiall point
out many more, but time does not suffice to name as many as are
evident.

The large number of tax inequities make wholly impractical the
amendment of these second antiwindfall tax provisions to remove the
inequities to try to make the law reasonably fair and just. If as many
relief provisions were written into the law as needed, many complex
provisions would be added covering many pages of the statutes, all
for a tax provision which only has a 1-year life. The second anti.
windfall tax is only a makeahi ft tax to cover the transition to the cur-
rent payment of the income tax beginning this year. The inequities
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are so numerous and the need for relief so great and the impracticality
of writing relief provisions to fit every inequity is so evident that the
best solution is found in the repeal of the provisions themselves. -

These tax hardships do not affect corporations because the second
antiwindfall tax affects only individuals. It is most disastrous on
small businesses operated either by a sole proprietor or by partners.
Many hardships arise where no business at all is conducted.

An illustration of this last-mentioned great hardship ariwse in the
case of a widow who suddenly finds herself bereaved because of the
death of her husband in 1941 after he had made a very foresighted
and generous provision for her through his will. She had no income in
the base years 1937-40. Her grief will not be assuaged by the second
abtiwindfall tax which she must pay. The $20,000 cushion granted
to her on top of a zero base does not protect her from this tax when
'she has an annual income in 1942 and 1943 of $25,000 or more. The
widowv is thus required to pay this second antiwindfall tax in addition
to individual normal and surtaxes because of the thoughtfulness, care
and foresight of her husband in providing for her so generously after
his death and not because of any war profits. This was never intended
by the Congress.

Andther illustration of hardship arises in the case of a small business-
man who as a sole proprietor sustained large losses in all of the base
years. When he is about to get on his feet through net profits in 1942
and 1943 and pay off his debts and bank loans,-he is faced with the
prior obligations which he owes to the United States under the second
antiwindfall tax. He has no choice other than bankruptcy or re-ceivershi.ceonsi-er the case of the individual who has received, a $30,000 or

$40,000 salary in every one of the base years but who had large losses
during every one of those years either from causualties or from bad
investments. Even if he received no more salary in 1942 and 1943 than
was paid to him in the base years he must still pay a very heavy second
antiwindfall tax because the $20,000 cushion does not protect him. He
has received no whr profits. The Congress did not intend that he
should pay such a tax.

An analogous situation arises in the case of a nonresident executive
of a United States corporation. During all of the base years he lived
in South America to advance the business interests of his company.
His income, because he was a nonresident) was not subject to the Fed-
eral income tax during any of those base years. His company directed
him to return to the United States in 1942. After that they continued
to pay him the same $50,000 annual salary which he received while in
South America. He is required to pay a very heavy second antiwind-
fall tax because the $20,000 cushion added to a zero base does not relieve
him from that unintended tax burden. He received no greater income
in 1942 or 1943 than he did in the base years and should be subjected
to only the individual normal and surtaxes.

Another great hardship is shown by the case of a daughter who has
a remainderman interest in a trust created under the will of her mother.
The income of the trust was paid to her father prior to his death in,
1941. Her income for 1942 was approximately $168,000. and will be
approximately $182,000 for 1943. Her highest surtax net income, how.
ever, in the best base year was only $13,400. The 1943 tax is $142,000,
to which must be added 25 percent of the 1942 tax, or $3,375. The
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second antiwindfall tax is $76,000. Thus her total tax for the transi-
tion year of 1943 is $24M376. No windfall tax would have beep pay-
able at all if her father had lived or if he had died conveniently dur-
ing any one of the base years. However, because he died in 1941, about
135 percent of the $182,000 of income for 1948 will be exacted in Fed-
eral income taxes.

Senator DAVIs. Do I understand this case you are giving us is one
whicheomes to yor. out of your own experience?

Mr. BENNETT. Out of my own experience, and experience which
has been brought to me by accountants, tax consultants, and other
lawyers.

The business of a sole proprietor will be ruined by the second anti-
windfall.tax ai is ilown by the following illustration which is an
actual, not a hypothetical case. The 1943 income of this man's busi-
ness will be appro7.imately $2,000,000. The 1943 tax will be approxi.
mately $1,800,000. The tax computed on the 1942 income was ap-
proximately $8,000. The highest surtax net income in the base years
did not exceed $40 000. The profits have been plowed back into the
business; that is, they have been reinvested in inventory and equip-
ment. To the $1,800,000 of tax mentioned above must be added 25
percent of the 1942 tax under the Current Tax Payment Act, or $200-
000, and to these two tax amounts must be added the second anti-
windfall tax of $565,000. Thus 130 percent of the large 1943 income is
required to pay all of these taxes. This takes the working capital of
this man's business.

The serious tax inequities and gross hardships of this freak tax hre
particularly evident in the cases of sole proprietors and partnerships
which conduct installment business and report on the installment gasis
under the provisions of section 44 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code.
The inequities are due chiefly to the "bunching" of income by regula-
tion W imposed by the Federal Reserve Board. Many retailers, who
sell on the installment plan, report on the installment basis. 'Under
this basis, they pay their taxes on their profits ironic the installment
sales as they collect their installment accounts receivable.

However, no longer can an installment retailer sell for 5 or 10 per-
cent as a down payment. In most instanlces he is required to receive
no less than 30 percent as a down payment. No longer can he sell on
terms of 24 or 30 months. Generally he cannot extend credit terms
longer than 9 months under regulation W. Thus his income is
"bunched" in 1942 and 1943. Before regulation W he was permitted
to spread it out during the long period of time for which he extendedcredit. I

His income is further "bunched" by the collections which he is Mak-
ing in the high tax rate years in 1942 and 1943 on installment sales
made in the lower tax rate years of 1940 and 1941. Thus he has to
pay a second antiwindfall tax on business which he never did in 1942
or 1943. He also has to pay a second antiwindfall tax because of
regulationW which he cannot avoid.

Many of these installment retailers are small businessmen whose
working capital will be consumed in the p ayinent of this second anti-
windfall tax. Their best base year plus $20,000 does not begin to ap-
proximate the amount of their "bunched" surtax net income in 1942
and 1943, which must be the situation if they are to avoid the payment
of the second antiwindfall tax.

93331-4 ------ 1
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With the -second "antiwindfalltax, many installment retailer 1 be-
cause of this bunching of their income, who report onthe in3tallinentNbasi, must pay a normal tax and a surtax heater in the aggregate
than their accrual net income. Frequently the result is that, instead
of 75 percent of the tax for 1942 or 1913--:whichever is the lower tax
year- being forgiven a merchant on the installment basis, only 15
percent or 20 percent is actually forgiven.

Senator DAvI. Have you prepared an amendment to cover this par-
ticular subject I

Mr. Brm-Nr. The only effective remedy which we believe is pos-
sible would be a complete repeal because if we were to attempt to
correct these various hardships Ly amendment, it would require a
special provision in the law for each case of hardship. You could
not have a blanket amendment that would cover them all. It would
require separate, treatment in each instance. There have been only
two instances of separate treatment in the antiwindfall law, and that
treatment takcs over a page and a half of the bill of last June. If we
had 80 instances it would take at least 30 pages of special treatment,
and to us that does not seem at all practical. We feel, since this reve-
nue is only for one year, the United States Il ,ot be (eprived of a
permanent source of income. The only fair aid equitable thing to
do is to repeal the tax in tote, and that is tbe recommendr.tion of these
two associations, on' whose behalf I appear.

Senator DAvIs. Do you know the tota: amount that would be in,
volved if the act was repealed?

Mr. BtNrr. That would be a matter for the Treasury. That
is the only thing I ian say.

Senator Davis. Can you make an estimate as to what it would

Mr. BthNN=rr. I do not think it would be a great deal more than $'5,-
000,000. That would be the top figure, in my humble opinion. I. am
not an economist.

The CHAUMAw. The Treasury. estimated it was more than that
when we passed thb bill, but agree with you it is not going to
produce a lot of revenue, this second windfall provision.

Mr. Bzqxrr. Thank you, Senator.
The. CuA xr. It will work a terrific hardship in specific cases,

but it will not apply to a high enough percentage of cases to produce
a very big volume of revenue.

Mr. BENNerr. In this connection, I hope the members of theFinance Committee can verify the accuracy of information which
hrs been given to me to the efct that the Treasury favors a repeal
of this second antiwindfall tax, and that it may have written a letter
last June to that effect when this very measure was under considera-
tion. I am merely asking that you verify that.

Several exhibits are attached showing actual cases where this
is the situation. In a great majority of these installment-basis cases
total taxes must be paid, if the second antiwindfall tax remains in
the Internal Revenue Code, from 100 percent to 176 percent of the
average annual net income on the accrual basis for 1942 and 1943.

Thus, there is in this second antiwindfall tax something that looks
very much like a capital levy.

Most installment basis merchants if they were on the'accrual basis,
would have no second antiwindfall tax to pay. However, being on
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the installment basis a largo proportion of them have a very heavy
second antiwindfall tax to pay. The competitor who may be on the
accrual basis will see his neighbor on the installment basis taxed out
of business if the second antiwindfall tax is not repealed.

Installment -balisl coppoitioia got' relief under the 1942 Revenue
Act in section 186 (a) from the excess profits tax. This second
antiwindfall tax is analogous to an excess-profits tax on individuals.
Individuals should now get relief from it. The only adequate relief
because of the great number of hardship cases, which cannot be
separately provided for in the law, is through a repeal of the second
antiwindfall provisions.

The repeal of these provisions does not mean a continuing loss
of revenue to the Government by any permanent decrease in tax
rates. It is only to be effective'for one year. The speaker believes
that the Finance Committee-cah verify the accuracy of information
given him to the effect thot the Treasury favors the repeal of the
second antiwindfall tax, and may have written a letter to that effect
when that tax was under consideration last June.

Accountants, lawyers, contractors, architects, authors, and many
others are permitted to spread their fees for work which they did
over a period longer than 88 months throughout the several years
during which the work was being done, when the7 compute their
respective income taxes. However, installment.basis taxpayers, be-
cause of regulation W, cannot spread their incomes over any normal
installment, payment period.. 'Mile the Congress should not nullify
the provisions of reguatioi W ; issued by the Federal Reserve Board,
it could and should forever remove the tax hardships and gross i-
equities arising from regulation W by the immediate repeal of the
second antiwindfall tax provisions.

Senator Wirm. You are not holding that against the lawyers, are
youI

Mr. BrEN-rr. No, sir; I am just saying that with a smile, that the
lawyers seemed to be present in the drafting room. That also applies
to accountants, contractor architects and authors who take more
thai 36 months to do their'work,.

The unworkable nature of this tax is shown not only because of the
hardships and tax inequities heaped upon the taxpayers but also be.
cause of the advantage which some taxpayers get under these provisions
to the prejudice of the United States. This is illustrated by the case
arising from the forfeittre in 1938 by a lessee of his lease after having
made valuable improvemente- on' the leased premises. Under the
Internal Revenue Code,,as it-was prior to the 1942 amendment, the
fair market value of the improvements became taxable income to the
lessor in 1938. Thus that base year is "blown up" for this taxpayer.
The real-estate improvement had a fair market value of $500000
which gives this taxpayer an abnormally "highest base year." This
same taxpayer had an abnormally high income in 1942 and 1943 of
$400,000 in each year over and above any one of his other three base
years than 1938. Thus because of this lease forfeiture in 1938 this
individual taxpayer does not have to pay any second antiwindfall tax
despite the fact that he has $400,000 of "swollen income" in each of
the years 1942 and 1943.

Then there is the case of alimony which was touched upon briefly
by Mr. Satterlee yesterday. I wish to give you another illustration
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showing a little different angle. By the Revenue Act of 1942, ali-
mony is allowed as a deduction by a divorced husband in arriving at
his taxable net income. In 1942 this ex-husband paid $25,000 alimony
which he had also paid in each of the 4 base years pursuant to a court
decree. However, in the base years the Internal7Revenue Code did
not permit him to deduct these alimony payments. He had to pay an
income tax upon them. Therefore those 4 base years are "blown up"
to the extent of the $25,000 annual alimony payments. Thus in 1942
and 1943 when he can deduct these alimony payments in determining
his taxable net income, he can have "swollen income" to that extent on
which he has to pay no second antiwindfall tax.

If the second antiwindfall tax provisions are not repealed now
thousands of businessmen must show an enormous tax indebtedness
to the United States on their financial statements at the close of the
year. These tax liabilities are prior claims on the assets of these busi-
nesses. Showing this liability, which they must do, will ruin the credit
of these businessmen. They cannot borrow from the banks to tide
over the exigencies of the post-war period but they will join the cora.
van vf millions beseeching Washington for unsecured loans or for out-
right gifts so as to continue in business and to provide the jobs re-
quired for 9,000,000 returning soldiers: and 0000 000 war workers.

Simplification of tax laws is the objective' ;f this session of the
Congress. Repeal of the second antiwindfall tax provisions would go
a long way toward attaining this worthy goal.

If it remains a part of the Internal Revenue Code it will be pro-
ductive of many technical tax protests fV-6m taxpayers and also of much
tax litigation. The settlement of tax liabilities, reflected by tax re-
turns poorly prepared because of taxpayers' misunderstanding of the
law's requirements, will be long*delayed if this law remains to be
enforced. Any legislative action should ie retroactive so as to elim-
inate it entirely from the Current Tax Payment Act.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue isqrestly handicapped by the loss
of men. This highly complex and ambiguous law will add greatly to
the burden of the field staff who are now seriously handicapped
because of want of manpower. 'No administrative oficial should be
concerned with the enforcement of such a law.

Only a few of the inequitable situations have been sketched in this
brief analysis of the second antiwiindfall tax. If there were time,
many more instances of severe hardships could be spread upon the
record. These illustrations should suffice to shbow that special ex-
ceptions by way of relief cannot bW Written into this second anti-
windfall tax law. The only wAy to bring about a just tax result is
to repeal all of these provisions in toto.

Exmrp I.-Illutragtion from acital oS

A. NET INcOME

1!k2 1943' TOWa

Accu a ss.......................................... . $A447.63 $6N 23%.77 $1A ,3-3
A ,,un t re"al <d frpm ,toeIons o, a',ou r•l rval afWn.

ye , saes . ...................................... &1'" 91 21,'M1 75,507.42

instsibsent bus ................... ............... 941.~4 $7.Oe& 2 179,IS& 72

6
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ExmSnr I.-u*aion from adua c se-Continued
B. I COME TAXES PAYABLE UNDER CURRENT TAX PAYMENT ACT OF 1943

IPeacal exemption 192 Nd IN& 31200; earned Income Crdit acruAl bas I 42, 0 ; 1943,.400;
Instalment bass 1942, $1,400; 1943. $1,400)

Accrual basis Installment basis

M194 1943 1942 1943

Income Ltes, lncdlnd Victory tax for 1943 ............. $17.3 27 $39.110.22 $.57,63661 $37,301.59
Firt antlwlndlall ta:

25 percent of 1942 ........................ ............ 4,387.57...... ............3 percentI of 10, ........................... 7....... , ........................ ............
Second ntiwIndfs2! tax ....................... ..............None 23,47.19

Total taxes payab under Current Tax Payment.Act of 190a ..................................... ............. 4 9.9 9,2 9 ............

Average O 1042 and 1943 Income ................. 1,89.65 89, 593 ...........
Percent oto taxes to averagee anual income .................... .. 106 .. .
Percent ottotal taxes installment Wbas to verge annual
income accrual basis............................17 .................. 172 8

Total of Iyears Wcome and Victory tales............ ............ 14660.49 114,32129 .
Amount payable under current T" Payment Act of

1943 .................................................. ............ 4.,497.79 97.042 6) ............
Amount forgiven ................................................... I k 16 17, 74L1 ............
Pere"n I amount torlrda ......................................... 22 1&,4 ............

0. ZFFEOZI OF RELIEF REQUESTED AND COMPARISON

Installment [nstallment
Accrual basis ssunder bastswithre-

act lid requeted

Income and V tory ....................................... $39, 11 822 $67,301.8 $57,2S.A61
First antfwlndfalltax ........................................ ,437.67 14.325 9 1432=,9
Second antIndal t....a.......................................... 24769 .............

Total .... ........................... 744,47.79 ,099.57 71.6 00
AeSe for unreslsed gross proOl end o 1943, $39 447.21.

D. SECOND ANTIWINDFALL TAX

1. Under Current Tax payment Act 1943:
1943 surtax net Income .......................
H ighest bass year 1940 pls $.)2000 ...............
Normal tax ............................................
Surlas .........................................
Income subject to Victory tar, $35,33.53,

5 percent ................................ Kl, 7;6 68
Les post-w ar credit 40 percent or ........... 00 00

Total tentative tax ..................................

75 percent of 1943 tax, $57,301.59 ........................

Second antiwindfLa ta ................................

1. Had taxpayer been on accrual baeL
Higbest base year 1940, plus V20,00 .....................

Norcias tax ............................................
Surtax, 844,000 .........................................
63 percent, $440.26 .....................................

Victory tax-
Income subject to Victory tax..................

Victory tax. 5 percent ............................................
Post.war credit .....................................

Total tentative tax .................................................

75 percent of 1942, 17,560.27 ..........................................

Secnd sntlwindfall tsa ..............................................

...... ....
I4. 03&.17

1,276.68

. .............

44,440.26
S..............

19, 460. O0
277.36

45, 01& 26

3,250.81
moo

17,409.50
43,9719

2& 472 60

2, W&0.42
..............

19,737.38

.... .........

1, 70. 81

24, W.40
13, I2.70

None

53
..............
..............

..............--------------
...............

..............

..............

..............

..............

..............
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ERIBIT 2.--1vlUb oewfTm adG 0a"
A. NET 1INOM%

As asibe.... 041.110.641 11,00.00 6202.344Amoun& reolised (torn ccllecelocsa ci accounts ied"e~s
ftsw laOf pior reus tn etowii at profit aohred cm

yeaws ................................................. ..... 47 7.411 t 0 oeo0 K6,.41
tutentoen b .... .. o.... .............. . ...... ........ .. o........ 11 .0a IS.1 t.0.o 0O I .04 .(U

B. INCOME IAXES PAYABLE UNDER CURRENT TAX PAYMENT ACT 071 4
[Porsoa aemonso wAn credit Ice dependents 1 4n 1640, 1%Wk0 earned inom crodl 1,40 each

j....

Accrual bGe Ina&Wmi b

I3w 1 1942 1943

100c01e t t p943 vkyI~ lin........ 044 It *4 O00 897321.97 340,610
Firootu tw ta peret of aeond antlwtndvia

tal.......... 4*A51 _1,1.CS ....
So=ta ncme hih=s base (194- 0)==== p-lK= s 6.-0*.===== m :::.:..:::. .: ......00 ....
Noral t ..................... 441%40 . 2%719.

B uTt t. ..... .............................. ... 1. .10 , .. 3 .. ........
To taltta tlvetas........................

S orpet etax. t ............................... UL1 ............ A%448
eond altlw mri tax ........................................... No ........... I

Toal taa pybe under Ourrent Tax Payment Act

Perotut ci 10oud tassl. imag annl 
. '

ual 1
a o  

..... i........ 94.45 .:..... 121.11
Percent ciIc tease Instaihet bail. to avegt, en I

of ism ol ....... .................................. .. ............... . ....... Is .... l &

Totrl to A e Armal t mortar. nd Vctoy t x............. L13. 1 . 112.00
Amout payatble under Ciarrot Tax Payment Act . "

1fto43 . . .V 4 1.70

Percn aont.frie .... 3... 1
Duareel l om ................. ........... ........ ............ .... fIy s oup i ow a tr x.........$A n I ....... 111.010

C.O EFFECT OF RELIEF REQUESTED AND COMPARISON

I t n... tax ........................................... 1. l
Snd ntlwd t....................................... 1 9'K moo

tot a.......................... . ............. . ..... ..1.... 1

Inst:a'rh hllment basin tupa~r stll b eatiate deferred pro.talt December 1, 1942
129,147.00 wh]ch will be Rmbjet to texaS upon l(UldhkttOO 041 cittinted icttvltb1l on tha date.

D. SECOND ANTIWINDJALL TAX
Uner 1943 Current Tau Payment At

1942 Isrtax net Income......................................................... 1129,9.5Hirhest base ea 1940................ ............. 4.00
Plus ...................................................... , .. 21 N

Tota .................................................... 6,4.0

Normal tax .................................................................... 2 7t tt
l perTto t s12,34 ............................................................ t b3 M

TUnder t9Centv teL.. .... .... .12ActIM t su W e t hme ....... ............................................................. 113 4.n21

7Pgerdeitl yew, az ....................................................... 7 4M,14Seond tentWIodf tar.............................................L 7(711
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Exrmf Z.-aratios from edual can-Coninued
D. SECOND ANTIWINDIALL TAX--Cotinued

Had trn' beenn em a beds:9 1 s, bus yea, IND0 ........................................................ I1 4U0SO

ricmt t ............................................................................ 4 .D
Tvts ........ O................................................................. 14, TX 0

Surottax mom 14......................................... ................. TAOD

73 percent f KOML ............................................................... 20&05 0

&eoa ntlt s ................................................................. Nowe

•EXHIBIT 3

MrA , a taxayr, resorW &be too~win Icowes:

Totat . 74.00.90 t

Yr arz vet Name] tax Year S

Y e /no N one

Income wt 10nc0me IncoORD net ncm

13 ...................... 400 00 1 W ...................... 0l0 eCC
1 ...................... 3,0 k8W 0 1942 ...................... 71,0 - 60.0
1.9.................... 370 .7 13 ..................... 71,000 now

In computing Mr. X's '"aUwlndbIl" tax he most make three computtions, as folws:
I

A. lt0suutar net Income (%IS'*f "WUW' year10740) ...............
D. Ad mtwLbdh exmption ................................. ROD

0. Amount on which fictitious s I to be omputed (942 nates used since X's Inome In
13 than 1953)....................................................... 000

D. Surtax & 250. ......................................................... & 800
I. Nmal b 2i 00(Gpcoent). ......... .............................................. 1,5

i. 'row IsctItous tax ....................................................................... 14000

A. 1942 surta Mt Icome (14 c boec ccause lower than l9) .............................. 0.000
B. 1942 norml tat act Income (ufter demiuct -1xmu 8%ne InoeeedloO140),0
C. Sortax on m WO........... .......................................................... 4110
D. NormJtax on4 W.(Prcnt)........................................................... 4, II

X. TOta Iti tax ................................................... 45
ill

B.Ls axo it~iu 500Icme (e1-F)....................%000.00

0. Equs latlwndfall" tax tobe ld by Mr., 1944. o( ............................. 3Q 64 O
In other words, In addition to paying hIgff xes because of higher rates and Incresed Imme. Mr. X

mUst also Pay L tax bed on the extent o( the Incresse of his Incom over the socled norra year.
tn this particular example Mr. X muvt, on the tbi of a cocoxned surtax net income of $145,0D0 the

901 Lad 10,3 gy the following taxes (ezeluslveof Vktay ta):
urtu on $7f... on 1t2 rates) ..................................................... I 40 00

2943 normal t s on $,36, 00 (fer) (after deuctlog ainmum arLed Income credit of$1,400) 4. 416 00
ii perceo t of 1942 surta a W. of 64038 (see 11-). ........................ .. 10,3 . 0(Thb Is person t Is We,,d upum Jorgi venss of 73 potoi w/ 4 o! tx.NAnWtwln l" Lax d M I-') ................................................................ 206400

Toal X .......................................................... : ..................... ,71,0l@
Thus Mr. X'i actual forgirenes on hs 1942 tax works out Ls folows:

f tlfo,'rlventse 475 preent of I142 tax ot 40,AW (se -2) ............................... 130.64100
Vess 'AndMhn2" tax toe paid (see Il-C) ............................................. 0. 8400

Leaving net forgiveness of only .................................................. : ...... 10. 0). 00
Therefore, tat from belng a 7&-percot fCglrensos, Mt. X's Det ,OgiTenesS IS l than 25 porOUt on his

1942 ta of W4AX50
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EXHBIT 4.--llalstraion front oaual wis
A. NET INCOME

1941 1643 Total

A ectual t si ....................................................... SA S I M J I lf i

Amount reited from coectiosj at counts receivable artsing from
sks of eoc years in excea ot prot deferred on current years
ses .............................................................. 3,961. 7 3,0O000 16.961.87

1942tal9men7 b94d ............................ba...... 192 12421 194 O $10 15.1&8

B. INCOME TAXES PAYABLE UNDER CURRENT TAX PAYMENT AOT OF 1943

Peaca exemption ad credit for deendents, 1941 and 1943, $1,000; earned Iftore er I it accrual basis,1942, $W6J7; IW, si.4o btn.,,r% bssi, 1I42, $1,243 .9; 1243, 11,4M]

Accrual ba.ls Installment ais

1942 1943 1942 1943

Normal tax ........ ............................... 1 650 M 00 a 07,4674 " ,0 0
rtt ............................................. 4A 6 .00 29, 83 3 2.00

Victory tU (after deducting post-wasr credit) .... ............ , W o0 ........ : 3... 3, lk 80

income M A d Vktu tx, 1943 ........................... 23, 1 8 63 , M .o. A 029.81 6% 847.80
FMrt Lotindfall tax. 25 percent of 1942................3 m17.............& 27.45s
Second antwM all tax ..................... None ............ 8.81.1
Surtax teome hittet base year (1937) plus $0,00.............. 37,6O5.80 ............ 3.04 52

Norm tax............................................ ,261.33 ............ 1015
SBrWx............................................. 19619.80............ 14.08& 14

Total tentative taz ........... 17,8083 .......... 16191.03
7t per ent of 1W2 tax .................................... 17,34513........... 24 ,M 36

Second antwindItSll ....................................... None ............ 3, mi.1t
Total taxes psysbig under Current Tu Payment Act
o1943 ............................................. 6,9W 1 ............79,6w6be

Average of I42 " 1d net Income ......................... 7,0613...... ...... 7 ,7.66
Percent of total taxes to averae annual Income .................... 9414............ 101.42
Percent of total taxes Installment bus to averat annual

aecrued Incoe.................................................... 113.8D ...........
Tota of 2 ' tax urtax an Vicoty tax............ ............. 77
Amount payable under Cusienc 'Lfa Payment Act at

1943 ............................................... 63,851...........79WU6....654b
Amn twive .................................................... 1,191.05

eront of t mount otkren ..................................... t - . . -.2... , 2. S

C. EFFECT OF RELIEF RtEQUESTED AND COMPARISON

Intlm tInstallment
Taxes payable Acvrul basi at under basis with

ual ander reliefre-

lIscoose " Victogy La....................................SK.07.0 9847.90 M82847.90

First fintiwxsdialI tat .................................... A 71. 71 11257.45 3,3257.61
Seond antwndfail tax.................................... None a. U1. 31 None

Tota............................................. 3625 796I, 7110& 5

Nosxt.-This Instalirrect-bmAss taxpayer still bsas eatrnated deferred profits at De. $1, 1941, of $6641
whbch will be sufjci to taxation upon liquidation oft txnaed .ecelvablea on that date.

]EXsuIT 5.-Iedividual furnitusre deaser in Marytland4

I Accrual ns n
1942 inome ...................................................................... .t9000 t61,300
1943 om ...................................................................... 101,000 101, 3W
1943'

Incoetat d Vl-cry tax ................................................. [ 00t'o 67.90
2 percentil lh2 Icometa........ ........................................ 3,80 11W
Sewd ahwldfau ................................................. ............ 11,526

TOtal............................................................. ft bo 67,600
P'ercentof tat to 00 [bsoom................................................ 61 17
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Net Income realized In 1942 and 1943 from liquidation of Installment
accounts receivable ------------------------------------------------ $22, 000

Additional income taxes on installment basis over accrual basis--Tax-
payer's liability for tax on profits from sales of years prior to 1942. $18, 800

Percent of additional taxes to profits from sales of years prior to 1942-- 84%
Tax relief sought -------------------------------------------------- $11,600

Hx imsr 6

The following is the actual case of an individual who pays approxi-
mately 66 percent of the profits which he realized from prior years'
sales when the tax rates were much lower, as taxes for 1943. He also
pays over 75 percent of the profits which he realized from prior years'
sales as the first antiwindfall tax. No relief is being asked, however
from this very unfair burden. Relief is urged only from the second
antiwindfall tax.

AccTual tallment reaized
buss r years

I prior to Z"

Net income hlsber year .......................................... $10Z am 1112.0m $ 69650
Net income lower year, ooe-quarter .............................. 13001 17. &V I 2W

Taisa payable: I .. .

For 1 ............................................ 71,755 M5 .2(4 6b 446
Ftnlantl-wlnal ...................................... 7,36 I 0, 250 3 5.114
second ani-wndl ............................................ ..... I 60

Pecent of tax to home of higher year, pls onquarter of iooome of 7 A0994 1,104

lower Mear D.............. ................... . 716 108.7
Petre c i 6toin -.;(-highrear..............7. 55.0 Ko

a SInee 21 percenS t 2 the tax is payable under the first ant.-windfl tr, its ratio to Income is computed by
Ufn2 25 prcCto(tbe In=ooms

NoTL-Tiupyer was on accrual bets in be" yea. Otherwise tlo tax would have been much higber.

Exutart 7.-InAdivdual furnitare dealer is St. Louis "

Accral Installment

1043 income ...................................................................... 25000 91 030
1943:Incomend V.tory lax .................................................... 95660 94660

Ipeacenld V9 tnco ax ................................................. 5,30 A39M

oda Uwin dll ......................................................... 870 A ,720

Toa ...................................................................... M 350 9,190
Percent o tax to 19lincome ..................................................... 77 . 103

Set Inome realized In 1942 and 1943 from liquidation of Installment
accounts receivable ...............................................

Additional Income taxes on Installment basis over accrual basis-Tax-
payer's liability for tax on profits from sales of years prior to 1912 ....

Percent of additional taxes to profits from sales of years prior to 1942 -
Tax relief sought ---------------------------------------------------
Taxes In year of forgiveness -----------------------------------------
First and second antlwindfall tax ------------- .......---------......
A m ount forgiven ---------------------------------------------------
Percent of amount forgiven to total taxes .................

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you.
Mr. Gary.

I,

$27, 370

24,840
91

19.700
84,630

21, 8OO
88
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STATEMENT 0F L VAUGHAN GARY, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gary, how much time do you wish?
Mr. GAR. I would say about 15 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to ask you to be as brief as you can.
Mr. GARY. I have prepared my remarks with that in view, so there

will be no chance of rambling, r. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. GARY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Finance Committee,

I am J. Vaughan Gary, an attorney at law, of Richmond, Va. I rep-
resent the National Association of State Chambers of Commerce.
Our organization is not a separate entity with a paid staff and separate
personnel, but as its name implies, it is an association of 33 State and
regional chambers of commerce throughout the United States.

In framing the recommendations which I shall present to you, meet-
ings of representatives of the State organizations were held, com-
mittees, the members of which were selected from different sections,
were appointed, thorough studies were made, and reports were pre-
pared. Our conclusions, therefore have not been hastily conceived,
but they are the product of careful study and deliberation and they
have the active endorsement and support of the various memberorganizations.

Any consideration of fiscal policies at the present time must be
approached with the full realization that we are engaged in a world
war, the speedy and successful termination of which is of paramount
importance in all our planning. It is an expensive war, but the
people of America are xtnited in the firm solve that it must be won
at any cost. Our differences of opinion relate only to the ways and
means of insuring victory.

The adoption of an adequate fiscal program involves the considera-
tion of both receipts and expenditures. The need for unprecedented
expenditures is recognized, but the magnitude of our task demands
the elimination of all extravagance and waste. This has been prop-
erly called the people's war, and our people are being urged by
the Government to save and economize so that all available resources
may be employed In the war effort. Surely, in this essential part of
the program the Government should set the example by employing
a rigid economy in Federal expenditures.

The Joint Committee on Reduction of Nonessential Federal Ex-
penditures, of which Senator Harry F. Byld of Virginia is chair-
man, has rendered an outstanding service for the American people
in exploring the spending activities of the Federal Government and
in making sound recommendations for economies. We commend to
you the findings of that committee and urge your active support'of
its recommendations. Especially do we urge favorable consideration
of the committee's report of June 18, 1613, which recommended that
a reduction of at least 300,000 in personnel be promptly carried out
by all departments and agencies of the Federal Government; and
that the Civil Service Commission and the civil departments and
agencies immediately cease all mnecessa recruiting of employes,
particularly from sources outside- the government service. This
recommendation, if adopted, would effect economies in manpower
and expenditures.

1272
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The accomplishments of Senator Byrd's special comnlittee have dem-
onstrated the need for implementing the Congress with competent
and adequate staff help to conduct a careful and continuous study
of Federal spending practices. We, therefore, recommend the prompt
enactment of House Concurrent Resolution No. 8, introduced by
Representative Dirksen of Illinois, which would establish a perma-
nent Joint Committee on Economy and Efficiency, composed of five
Senators and five Repiesentatives, to inform and advise congres-
sional committees respecting the appropjiations which may be deemed
essential within the limits of sounds efficient, and economical admin-
istration for the various Governmental agencies.

For the past decade Federal subsidies have increased amazingly,
both in do~ ar volume and in the number and variety of purposes
served. Now is the time for Congress to reappraise the entire sub-
sidy program with a view to determining which types of grants are
economically and socially sound and which are unsound and waste-
ful. We recommend that the present trend of ever-increasing Fed-
eral subsidies be curbed and that no new Federal types of grants-in-
aid be approved by the Congress except upon unquestioned proof
that they are essential and sound.

The recent proposal to appropriate $300,000,000 annually for Fed-
eral aid to State school systems is a striking example of the appeal-
ing form which these subsidies ssume. The cause of public educa-
tion commands universal interest, but this measure would have in-
sugurated a new and ambitious program which eventually would
have grown to enormous proportions and it also would have consti-
tuted a serious first step toward the federalization of our public
school systems. We commend the Senate for its decisive defeat of
the measure.

There are now pending in the Congress a number of proposals for
the expenditure of huge sums for capital improvements after thq war.
In view of the large tax and debt burdens which shall be our portion
for some years, we seriously question whether many of these measures
can be justified, and in the interest of sound national economy we
urge that all such proposals be carefully scrutinized.

Having enjoyed the privilege of serving in a legislative body, I
know that frequently our people demand public improvements and
then condemn the lawmakers when the inevitable day of payment
arrives. Our association has taken cognizance of that fact and we
have included in our program a recommendation to all of the cham-
bers of commerce throughout the United States that they refuse their
support of any measures designed to persuade the Congress to appro-
priate Federal funds for local improvements, the necessity for which
is not universally recognized.

Considering now the opposite side of the ledger-the question of
receipts--we are convinced that the rates of the corporation income
and profits taxes should not be increased.

The tax rates upon corporation earnings have reached unprece-
dented heights, and for many corporations are excessively high.
Such heavy taxes are weakening corporate initiative, are encouraging
business inefficiency, and are preventing the accumulation of reserves
for future needs.

We acknowledge the necessity for onerous, even oppressive taxation
of corporation profits during the war emergency. We believe, how-
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ever, that to add to the tax burden already imposed would gravely
threaten the continued existence of many corporations, especially the
smaller concerns. Moreover, the capacity of industry to employ labor
after the war would be seriously impaired, if not destroyed.

Higher corporate taxes would diminish the income available for
distribution to the shareholders of the corporation, and would thus
reduce Federal revenues from the taxes on the shareholders. Cor-
poration taxes are in essence double taxation of income which at some
time will be taxed to the individual owners. Such income should not
twice be taxed. Further, higher corporate rates will not aid in curb-
ing inflation since they will.not reach the vast spending power en-
gendered by wage and salary payments.

The massive weight of present corporation taxes is little appre-
ciated. The combined normal tax and surtax rates now attain a max.
imum of 40 percent. The excess-profits tax exacts a rate of 90 per-
cent, against which 10 percent thereof is allowed as a credit, andi the
House bill now before you for consideration proposes to increase this
rate to 95 percent and to reduce the invested capital credit allowed in
determining the tax. The total normal tax, surtax and excess-profits
taxes may amount to as much as 80 percent of taxable income.

We present herewith a table compiled from data published by the
Department of Commerce showing the over-all picture-of the trends in
total annual corporation profits, taxes, and dividends for the calendar
years from 1929 through 1942.

Annual; profit., Federai tazwe, and dividends

[Amounts in mho6ej

Federal tax rate" Profits Profits.* D 1- W = Vea
Yearbefre Taxes aiter n

Normal surtax Excess taxes taxes Payment)rodts

Pircew Percta Perceag
199 ....................... ................ $,133 P,M $7,972 r 852,000
1930 ....................... .1 1,99 700 1 279 a.658 47. 00
1931 ....................... 12-. . . 9 -3225 4 9 4000
1932 ....................... -5 8 .78 i-?442 3X652 OD0
1933 ........... 178 ........ ....... -1,969 421 -2,290 %,122 29.000
1934 ......... ............... 725 6 19 2 60 3,000
1M............. 1&375........ ........ 2,407 725 1,672 2X931 3OD00
1906 ....................... 19 . . . . . 52n 4,735 3R O0
1937 ................. .. .... ..... ... .,37 1,1 ,7 4,83 44:000
192-------------------.... ........... V37 8W0 1,15 3,3753 4%00w
199..........9...................4,320M 1.232 4,0M No60 4000
1940................... 24 801 7,1390 2643 4,47 4.00 4000
1941 .................... 24 7 60 1on3 7,M 4,67 4,440 60,000
1942 ....................... 2 16 90 1,794 11,900 4384 3,983 74,000

I 3j1LAMUm.

It will be noted that this table includes the prosperity year of 1929,
the depression years, the p re-war period and the first year of war.

While corporation profits, before taxes doubled from 1929 to 1912,
corporation taxes increased more than 16 times, with the result that
p rofits after taxes were lower at the end of the period than at the
bevinning.

The tot% I profits of all corporations were reduced to approximately
$7,00,O0,O0O in 1942 by taxes. The slight increase of $2,000,000
over 1941 may quickly disappear after the war contracts have been
renegotiated. After rising to a peak of nearly $8,000,000,000 during
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the 1929 prosperity, profits after taxes slumped off, and by 1942 they
had not yet climbed back to the 1929 level.

While corporate profits after taxes in 1942 were lower than they
were in 1929, wages and salaries in 1942 amounted to $78,000,000,000
as compared with $52,000,000,000 in 19-29. Thus wages and salaries
increased 50 percent in this period.

Corporate dividends in 1912 were at the lowest level since 1939, which
they exceeded by only a slight margin, and they aggregated only 70
percent of the dividends 1paid in 1929.

While the net savings individuals soared upward to $26,900,000,000
in 1942, corporate net saving increased to only $3,600,000,000.

These data indicate that our corporations in general are not re-
celving swollen profits, nor have they been hoardin huge surpluses
from their earnings in recent years, after we allow or t e effects of
their heavy taxes.

The present tax rates will provide increasing revenues when cor-
porate earnings rise. In fact, there are many who believe that we
have already passed the point of diminishing returns and that a de.
crease in the excessively high rates would result in an increase of
revenue. Certainly, these high rates are fully adequate to take from
corporations all of the revenues which may be withdrawn without
seriously impairing their capacities for production and employment.

The corporation taxes rest onerously upon shareholders from all
walks of life with varying net incomes and economic responsibilities.
The fact that many investors h4ve only moderate incomes is generally
disregarded.

After the earnings of corporations which are employed to pay
dividends have been taxed, the individuals who receive such dividends
must pay an income tax upon them, without a credit for the tax al-
ready paid by the corporation. No other income payments are sub-
ject to such double taxation.

Corporate dividends, moreover, are relatively small as copipared
with wage and salary payments, and are not, in general, greatly in-
creasing.

It ig of little avail toplace heavier taxation upon corporate profits
in order to strike at inflationary consumer spefiding. This taxation
would fail to reach the rapidly rising incomes of workers and farmers
and would penalize the corporate saving necessary to meet the problems
of post-war production and employment

If our corporations are to survive the rigors of burdensome taxa-
tion, the smaller and weaker enterprises, as well as the stronger and
larger, must be spared from excessive burdens.

The corporation taxes are essentially taxes upon investment, pro-
duction, and employment and not taxes upon consumption. In.
creasing their weight will restrict production at a time when produc-
tion should be enhanced and will impair the capacity for employment
after the war.

If our tax system is to be directed more effectively against infla-
tionary consumer purchasing, additional taxes must e placed upon
consumption rather than upon production.

We conclude that any further increases in corporation tax rates
would (1) weaken the incentives to efficient production, (2) deprive
corporations of necessary reserve funds, (3) endanger the maximum
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employment of labor after the war, and (4) would not aid in the battle
against inflationary consumer spending. Therefore, we are opposed to
any increase in the rates of 'the corporation income and profits taxes
and strongly urge that the increase of the excess profits tax rate and
the reduction of the invested capital credit allowed in determining
excess profits be stricken from the House bill.

It is essential that at the conclusion of the war business and in-
dustry have available sufficient accumulated funds to finance the
transition from war to peacetime activities, to maintain employment,
and to provide for other post-war requirements. The present tax
rates are so high that they are preventing.bisiness and industry from
making an adequate provision for such requirements. Some way of
mitigating these rates must be found over atid above the carry-back
and carry-forward of losses and the unused excess profits tax credit.

In our judgment recognition of this need is of utmost importanme.
American business and industry have no apologies to offer for their

activities in this war. They have achieved a record of production
which has startled the worldand is hastening the approach of peace.
Capacity for production has been fully demonstrated, but if our sys-
tem of free enterprise is to be preserved the post-war requirements
must be met.

A quarter century ago we fought to make the World safe for de-
mocracy, and yet 25 years after winning the war we saw democracy in
the gravest ril in its entire history. Today our boys are carrying
the battle to the far corners of the earth to preserve the American way
of life. The fundamental basis of this American way of life is our
system of free enterprise. What a tragedy it would be if we at home
should fail to p reserve that way of life and the sacrifices of this war
should be in vain.

We commend the inclusion in the House bill of provisions for ju-
dicial review of proceedings under the renegotiation act. Our dem-
ocratic processes are being too frequently jeopardized by eAtrusting
authority to governmental agencies without adequate and proper
review by the courts.

Believing that the original and principal purpose of the law has
been accomplished and that under the present tax laws excess profits
will be adequately recaptured, we favor a repeal of the renegotiation
provisions of the law as of January 1, 1943.

If, however, renegotiation is retained in the law, we recommend
amendments to the provisions of the House bill to provide that the law
shall not be applied retroactively to profits accruing prior to the date
of enactment, and that payments upon contracts-or subcontracts shall
not be withheld pending judicial review.

We recommend that the capital stock tax and the declared value
excess profits tax be repealed.

These taxes represent primarily a guessing contest between the
Government and the corporate taxpayer. Since they are deductible
from the income which is subject to income tax and excess profits tax,
the net revenue yield is very small. They do not in fact serve the
purpose of imposing some tax burden upon all corporations which
carry on business, since a corporation which anticipates no net income
may declare a nominal value. With small taxpayers as well as large,they create a feeling of irritation, inequity, atid injustice which is all
out of proportion to the amount of revenue involved. Their repeal
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has in the past been advocated by the Treasury Department and
adopted by the Senate; it should now be effected.

We recommend the enactment of legislation whereby all forms of
enterprise governmentally operated which compete with privately
owned and operated business shall be subjected to the payment of
Federal taxes on the same basis as the business with which they
compete.The purpose of this recommended action is to assist the Federal

Government in closing one of the obvious loop-holes which permits
the escape of hundreds of millions of dollars annually of needed
Federal revenue for the successful prosecution of the war, and in
eliminating the destruction and unfair discrimination that now exists.

In view of the current difficulty which corporations and industries
experience in determining whether a particular pension or profit-
sharing plan for employees is valid as a basis for deductions under the
income tax law, we recommend that a study be made by the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue to determine more definite statutory
standards, instead of leaving the matter to the discretion of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. In effect, that has been done'already in the special
bill.

Mr. GARY. The provision for the increase in the rate of o!d age
insurance payroll tax which will become effective January 1, 1944,
and all other automatic increases in the social security law should be
eliminated from the law, and the present I percent rates should be
continued until the necessity for an adjustment is made to appear.

The present rates of taxation are producing far more funds than r re
needed for the current payment of benefits. In 1942 tax collections
amounted to seven and thi&-tenths times the amount expended, and
the experience for 1943 is similar. A surplus of $4;268,000,000 had
been accumulated in the trust fund on June 30, 1943. This is foir
and four-tenths times the highest annual benefit cost as official esti-
mated, in the ensuing 5 years and, therefore is weli in excess of the
amount required to meet the "three times' test prescribed by the
present law.

In 1939 and again in 1942 Congress, by.postponing scheduled in-
creases in the rates, asserted its belief that addition payroll taxes
were not needed at that time. What was true in 1939 and 1942 is
sill true today.

We commend the action of the House with respect to the taxation
of the incomes of individuals. The present high rates cannot be in.
creased without undue hardship on a large class of individuals Who
are facing increases in the cost of living without corresponding
increases of income. The elimination of the Victory tax and the con.
sequential adjustments in the rates were highly desirable in the
interest of simplification. May we urge, however, that no further
increases in the rates be approved at this time.

Mr. Chaii-man, we are not unmindful of the magnitude of your
task; wo trust that our studies may be of some assistance to you,
and on behalf of our association I wish to assure you of our appre.
ciation of your courtesy in so generously permitting us to trespass
on your time.

Tei CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gary, for your appear.
ance.
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It may not be recalled by everyone that the so-called Special Econ.
omy Committee, known as the Byrd committee, was created by a
provision in the Tax Act that came out of this committee.

Mr. GAVY. We think that has been very helpful and we think
that committee has demonstrated the need for a permanent. committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Some of us who are on the committee have not
had the opportunity to serve as constantly in hearings as Senator
Byrd, and he has carried the main burden, although he is a member
of this committee likewise.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Goldman.

STATEMENT 0F JILIAN GOLDMAN, PRESIDENT, GOLDMAN STORES
CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. GEItLMAN. Senator George, I stand here apparently as the only
propone it of compulsory savings. I will require only about 12
minutes of your time.

The CHAIRMAN. Some of us on this committee have favored the
general theory of compulsory savings, but the Treasury has not been
rble to see eye to eye with us on that.

Mr. GOM AN. I noticed that. I was at the Ways ind Means Com-
inittee hearings and I spoke to the Secretary, and Mr. Paul.

My prime motive for coming here today is to make a last-ditch
fight. to enlist your efforts to stop inflation. I appeared before you
in the summer of 1942 during a hearing of the revenue act of that
year and I told you then that unless something was done to syphon off
the excess consumer purchasing power, that we would positively have
inflation. I predicted that notwithstanding the regulations that were
imposed by the President in April 1942, that black markets and their
accompanying lawlessness would envelop this country unless some
means were taken to immediately drain this excess purchasing power
and put it in such form that it cannot be used until after the war
is over. I again impress upon you that the only sound plan to
accomplish this is through the adoption of compulsory saving. I
have been repeatedly stating for the past '). years in messages that I
sent to the President and to the Treasu-y Department that unless
compulsory saving is adopted, nothing that you can do will stop
inflation. "

One of the most unfortunate aspects of this war, unprecedented
in the history of civilization, because of its magnitude, is the fact
that the Secretary of the Treasury has at no time had a sound, com-
prehensive plan for financing the war. It has been a case of trying
to raise money when it was needed and then trusting to luck that it
will all come out all right in the end.

To continue selling billions of dollars' worth of bonds to banks ac-
celerates inflation. The public is not apparently sufficiently interested,
or does not possess a strong enough desire to buy enough of the bonds
and to retain them until after the war is over to make possible a proper
and sound financing of the war. Were it not for the large insurance
companies, finance companies, and many of the great corporations buy.
ing up most of the bonds, the Third War Loan drive would have been a
failure because the small man and woman did not respond in the man-
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ner that they were expected. Besides, many of the employees are
purchasing bonds under a 10-percent plan that is forced upon them by
their employers. However, the employers have no power to compel
them to refrain from cashing these bonds at the earliest period that
they are able to do so. Thus, many of these bonds are finding their way
back into the banks.

In the recent published statements of national banks it was noted
that five of the leading banking institutions in New York showed in
their statements that their assets consisted of approximately 50 per-
cent of Goi:ernment securities. We are reaching a very serious danger
point if the bank,; should be compelled to carry many more Govern-
ment bonds than they now have.

Increased taxation is not the proper solution. We are now col-
lecting in Federal and social-security taxes at a rate of between forty
and forty-five billion dollars a year, according to the figures estimated
by you, Mr. Chairman, and to increase this tax burden would mean
menacing our entire economic structure.

You must be mindful of the fact, as I pointed out to you last year,
that many people are now earning $100 a week who formerly only
earned $30 a week. On the other hand, many individuals' incomes have
been decreased because they have been thrown out of their regular em-
ployment due to priorities. You will find that today many of the
working people who are receiving the highest compensation are, in
most instances, those who were out of work previously or who could
not secure a job because of incompetency. I personally know that
many of our former employees, those who were least capable and
never sure of their jobs because of that reason, went into defense
plants and are paid three and four times as much as they earned in our
stores, and then ridiculed and scoffed at our employees, much more
competent than the ones who left, because they were earning so much
less money.

You can not and must not tax further any Qf those people whose sal-
aries have not been increased and who have had to bear the burden of
the withholding tax, as well as to meet the problem of the increased
cost of living due to the creeping inflation that is enveloping us.

The administration's method of letting contracts on a cost-plus basis
has made it possible for employers to be indifferent in most instances
to salaries that they pay to their employees and has thus created a sit-
uation where people are earning large sums, way beyond what their
work merits.
. In many instances girls who never worked before and have had

no experience at all have started to work at $33 per week in the offices
of aircraft plants, while on the other hand you find men with families,
working in steel plants getting salaries of $35 a week because of an
agreement that had been reached with the Government that the wage
scale should not be incre ised during the war. You final the same
situation existent in the coal mines, the railroads, and in various other
fields of endeavor. Men with families trying to do their best to live
oii their present wages but who find it physically and humanly im-
possible to do so because the cost of living has soared, due to this
excess buying power that is constantly hovering over us.

As you travel around the country you find in one section people are
living in the lap of luxury because of the war effort, benefiting in

93331-44-19
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every way from this terrible catastrophe,'while in other sections of the
country you find people actually bent under the load of living on a low
wage scale and trying to support their families with the cost of living
constantly soaring.

I recently appeared before the Ways and Means Committee and
urged them to throw out the entire proposed tax bill and adopt corn.
pulsory saving for financing the balance of this war. I am delighted
to find that the revenue bill has been reduced to $2,000,000,000 from the
proposed $10,000,000,000, and, gentlemen, even that is too high. I
am sure that you' will no be influenced by the efforts that are being
mada or will be made to increase the amount of taxes under this bill.
I would recommend that there be no increase in the cost of postage and
that the proposed increased tax on telephone calls, telegrams, and
so forth be entirely eliminated from the bill.

This is necessary in order to avoid further burdens being imposed
upon those people whose incomes have not been increased, and who, in
many instances have had their salaries decreased because they have
had to change their employment due to the war.

In one city you find women who never worked before purchasing
fur coats as high as $1,500, and alligator bags up to $150 and indulg-
ing in similar other luxuries, whereas in other cities where there are
no defense plants you find families skimping and trying to get along
on modest salaries, when fresh eggs are now costing 76 cents a dozen
and other food is similarly high in cost, and their salaries have re-
mained practically the same.

You won't solve this problem by trying to'keep food prices down
through the means of subsidies because that is only a palliative. You
must get at the source of this trouble. The Secretary of the Treasury
announces the national income for 1944 will be the unprecedented fig-
ure of $152,000,000,000. There is available now about $90,000,000,.
000 worth of consumer goods and services, which means that the gap
is steadily getting wider.

There are only two solutions to this problem. One is to see to it
that the Government stops pouring into the pockets of defense-work
employees the unbelievably high salaries that are made possible
through the cost-plus system of purchasing. Some o'f the salaries that
they are making are ridiculous in the face of what other people are
earning today. This will at least reduce, to some extent, the excess
buying power that is constantly menacing us.

he other is to introduce a plan for compulsory saving which
would make it mandatory for every individual to purchase War
bonds up to 30 percent of the increase of their earnings over the year
1940. These bonds will bear interest as regular War bonds, but they
cannot be cashed or used as collateral for loans for the duration of the
war. They shall be subject to call by the Government after the war at
Euch time as the Government would deem it advisable to do so. When
making the income-tax return, the individual shall stat' what his or
her earnings were in 1940 and show receipts for the purchase of these
special War bonds for 30 percent of their increased earnings. The
purchase of these bonds can be regulated by legislation so that the
buying would be done monthly, and reports of the purchaes could
be made quarterly, preferably at the same time when income-tax pay-
ments are being made. This may sounid somewhat complicated but
after careful study, it will not appear so.
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Any person failing to purchase these bonds will be penalized by
having to pay that sum in taxes besides other penalties that should be
imposed by the law that are usually made a part of such regulation.
This would help to syphon off a sizable portion of the excess pur-
ebasing power that is plaguing us The people would soon find that
prices, instead of increasing, would at least remain stable and prob-
ably start decreasing. "

So far as I am concerned, I think it is relatively unimportant if we
did not have any new revenue act, because $2,000,000,000 will not
make very much difference in the general picture If on the other
hand, you adopt this eompulsory-saving plan, it woulA immediately
syphon off from 10 to 15 billion dollars of the excess purchasing
power and help us to finance the war in a sound manner.

Under this compulsory saving plan, bonds would only be cashed
at such strategic times -and only in such instances where the Govern-
ment decides it would serve the interest of the country to do so.
The Government would be in full control of the cashing of these
bends, which would help greatly to stabilize conditions, particularly
during the post-war period.

The people will readily understand the benefits of saving money
under a compulsory plan until after the war, particularly so if
they are made to realize that unless this is done they will be wasting
the money they would thus save by paying that much more for the
things they neid and want.

I do not intend to discuss the post-war period except to state
that there inevitably must be a tremendous amount of unemployment
immediately after the war ceases, and the cashing of these bonds
will be a steadying influence upon the people besides giving them
the added buying power to carry on until plants can be retooled and
they can return to work again. It is difficult to get most of the
people who are working in defense plants to save money. You will
find that a great many of the people who are earning big.Falaries
now are those who are out of employment during normal periods.
To tax these people would mean to stifle their initiative. Remem-
ber, as I stated, the people who are making most money today are
the ones who never had jobs before or who only worked intermit-
tently. Such a person, when he is told that he is saving money
through a plan that will permit him to spend the money later on,
at least has the initiative to continue working at high speed. If you
(ax that same type of person to a gregter degree than we are now
taxing them, I am fearful you will destroy their desire to work,
which would be dangerous to the war effort.

Gentlemen, with all my sincerity and with all the earnestness with
which any human being can come before you, I plead that you give
most serious consideration to the adoption of compulsory saving in
order to stop the tidal wavb of inflation that is engulfing us. The
gentlemen of the Ways and Means Corimittee of the House of Rep-
resentatives apparently were impressed by my request to reduce the
tax bill but did not do anything about the adoption of compulsory
saving, although they manifested a keen interest in it. I ask you
gentlemen to give this matter the utmost consideration before we are
so severely damaged by inflation that it will take years of suffering
before we repair the damage.
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This is no time for palliatives. A festering world needs radical
treatment at the hands of a competent surgeon. To poultice such a
wound is most always a dangerous treatment. A competent physician
would advocate lancing it, no matter how painful the process may be.
Inflation is a dangerous festering wound, menacing the welfare o our
entire economy as well as our people, and needs radical treatment
at the hands of competent men like yourselves.

I need not remind you that we are fighting for our security. On
battlefields and waters the world over, our men and boys, in com-
pany with sons of other free nations, are facing and ineeting death
so that our security will not be taken away from us. What do we
mean by security Beyond those sacred principles inscribed in our
Bill of Rights and the essence of the four freedoms, security means
a job, a home, food, clothing, our entertainment, pur savings ac-
counts, our life insurance. In other words, to us, security means
peace of mind. Will we have peace of mind and security after we
have made armless and harmless the Nazi and the JapI Unless we
curtail inflation now, there will be no security and there will be no
peace of mind after we have' won the war. Unless we battle with
determination against it now, we shall be reduced to economic slavery
when inflation engulfs the United States.

hemembr, above all, that our savings accounts and our life insur-
ance, which every American family struggles to accumulate and
protect, -will practically become valueless if a run-awny inflation
should engulf -us.n

I wish to remin you that war always produces human vultures.
This war has proven to be no exception. Give an opportunity, there
are always some people who trade on patriotism, on misery, even on
death to make a dollar. It is this latter group that ig exploitin to
the fullest the exems purchasing power by creating. black mnarket
that will leave a horrible stench long after the war is over. Many
of our people still remember the experience that Germany had in 1923
when millions of marks were unable to purchase a loaf of bread.

Gentlemen, you cannot straddle the serious issue of inflation. It
has got to be met now. You cannot keep millions of wage earners
hemmed in by agreements that their wages must not be increased and
with the patriotic urg in their hearts to do their best, are neverthe-
less unable to make both ends meet because of the rising cost of living,
while on the other hand you have an army of spendthrifts-people
who are getting swollen pay envelopes, way beyond what they have
ever made before or ever expected to make because of the war effort.

Gentlemen, I have stated to you before find I repeat to you now
that f it is not undemocratic to conscript the lives and services of our
young men for the armed forces why should it be undemocratic to
conscript the dollars or merely a loan of them from the people who
are benefiting from this terrible catastrophe?

.You surely realize that the millions who are working for fixed
salaries, the savings banks the insurance companies and the bene-
ficiaries of their policies, the old-age pesoees, the dependents of
ou'" soldiers and sailors, the endowed institutions of religion, educa-
tion, and philanthropy, are expecting action on your part .to stop
inflation.
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Now that the United M1ine Workers have received an increase in
wages, the Little Steel formula is practically dead. The railroad and
steel workers are all demanding higher wages. A new round of wages
and price increases is now trufy right around the corner. All organ.
ized labor groups who have been restrained from asking for wage
increases will now come out in the open with their demands. The
forces of inflation will soon be riding high. You canmot place the
blame for this condition on organized labor, on the IV. L. B., or on the
0. P, A. It is the excess purchasing power of the consumers plus
the unnecessary high wages that are being paid to many of the defense
workers that is mainly responsible for it.

The situation, gentlemen, is in your hands. It is clearly up to you.
Competent economists will state that higher taxation and compu.-

sory saving is needed to solve the problem. I contend that heavier
taxation will upset our economic structure, menace the welfare of
those whose salaries have not been increased stifle the initiative of
those defense workers who are being paid higih wages, thus retarding
the war effort. Compulsory saving is the only solution and our only
salvation.

The Ci'MIMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator DAVIS. How much did I understand you to say you would

siphon off by compulsory savings?
Mr. GoLDMAN. From ten- to fifteen.odd.
Senator DAVIS. I mean the percentage.
Mr. GODMAwN. Thirty percent of the increased savings over 1940.
Senator DAVIS. And 20 percent additional for taxes, that would be

60 percent, and you have 1 percent bWd age annuity, that would be 51
percent that would be taken out of the pay envelopes of the workers.

Mr. GOWMAN. Only out of the envelopes of those who are getting
the big salaries today.

Senator DAVIS. How are you going to differentiate, between the fel-
ows with the low salaries and those with the high salaries? .. Mr. GOLDMAN, The fellows with the low salaries have not had any
increase since 1040.

Senator DAVIS. But you take 20 percent out of most of them.
-Mr. GOWZ AN. Yes, sir.
Senator DAVIS. If you are going to take another 30 percent-
Mr. GoLmAN. It is not 30 percent of their salaries. It is 30 per.

cent of the increased earnings over 1910.
Senator DAVIS. Oh, I didn't get that.
Mr. GOLDMAN. Thirty percent of the increased earnings over 1940,

iihich represents the increase in the national income, which is now
about $80,000,000,000 over 1940, and it would be 30 percent of that
We wouldn't get all of it.

Senator DAvIs. I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Moore.

STATEMENT OF W. CLEMENT MOORE, REPRFSENT.IENG THE NA-
TIONAL PAPER BOX MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. MooRE. Wr. Chairnan, I have been tax consultant for the as-
sociation which I represent, the National Paper Box Manufacturers
Association, for 19 years, and revenue agent, under the old excise-
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profits regime. I have digested the matter to be presented here in
nine separate proposals.

The CHAJRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. Moca.. The present 6,:onomic condition of this country is such

that certain fundamental principles must be kept in mind before any
further increases in the tax burden are made and such increases as
must be should be gaged to cause the least economic disturbance.

First. The ability of the great middle class, and the so-called white-
collar workers, to exist, without confiscation of what little capital
they have, should be carefully guarded. Their income-tax burden
should not be greater than under the 1942 act.

Second. The recognition of earned income as compared with other
forms of income should continue to be recognized and should not be
eliminated as is proposed in House bill 3687.

Third. Capital gains are taxed so heavily that many legitimate and
worthy business transactions are discouraged to the point of greatly
impeding progress. The laws of Britain and Canada are much more
liberal with excellent results.

Fourth. Corporations, partnerships, and individuals in business
should be allowed to accumulate post-war reserves in order that funds
may be available for post-war rehabilitation. The great assistance
to the recovery program of this country afforded through the use
of the accumulated surplus accounts of business generally in weather-
ing the financial storms of 1930 and 1036 should not be forgotten.

Fifth. Double taxation of corporate profits is in reality a confisca-
tion of capital and is discouraging to the formation of corporations
to the great detriment of industrial progress in this country.

Sixth. Any increase in excise taxes should take into consideration
the effect on the ordinary cost of living.

Seventh. There should be a form of taxation of general ap.Plication
promulgated at this time which would affect every individual to a
slight degree yet sufficient to curb inflation to some extent and at the
same time supply the loss of revenue caused by liberalizing some of
the taxes proposed by the House bill or already in the law.

Eighth. There should be a provision in the new law for a definite
credit against taxes or taxable income for investment in Goveenment
bonds deferred. as to interest and negotiability until the end of the
war-then immediately become interest bearing and negotiable for
all purposes.

Ninth. Recognition should be given to the equitable application of
depreciation which a's administered under, the Supreme Court de-
cision in the Virginia Hotels Corporation ca-e results in a great hard-
ship to taxpayers in many cases and frequently falls heaviest on
widows, trusts, estates, and creditors under liquidations, and so forth.

Methods of accomplishing the above objectives:
First and second. Leave the earned income credit as it is in section

25 (a) (3) and (4) and section 185 and section 47 (d) of the existing
law. This would eliminate section 108 from H. R. 3687.

Third. Capital gains should be limited to a capital-gains tax or
deductible benefit not-to exceed 15 percent of the total net capital
gain or loss.

The rate whs 12 percent for years and worked to good advantage.
I believe careful analysis would show greater dollar results under those
laws than at present in ratio to total taxes collected from all sources.
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I might say that that section of the law is entirely too complicated
and, as a matter of fact, rather silly when it is analyzed because 50
percent of 50 percent of the long-term capital gain in final analysis is
really a 25-percent tax on the total gain. That is the way it works
out, and it might just as well be written in simple form so that people
in general might understand it.

Fourth and eighth. An allowance of a deduction up to 10 percent
of net-income without such provision should be allowed for 50 percent
of all nonnegotiable, noninterest bearing bonds indicated in the eighth
paragraph above purchased during the taxableyear.

Th,,s, if $100,000 of such bonds were purchased during the year,
a credit against income of $50,000 would be permitted, provided the
total net income of the concern or individual amounted to $500,000.

Partnership credits to be distributed pro rata to the partners.
This would accomplish the purpose of both the fourth and eighth

paragraphs and solve to a great extent the matter of selling your bonds.
Ninth. This inequity may be adjusted by permitting depreciation in

loss years to be set back to capital to the extent of such losses or the
depreciation deduction, whichever is less.

Fifth. Dividends should be returned to their original status in the
early tax laws and subjected to surtax rates only.

This would greatly encourage more distributions of dividends and
probably increase the taxes collected.

Sixth. Recommendations in House bill 3687 under section 1650
should be approved except the increased tax on toilet preparations
and electric light bulbs and under section 1651 the additional tax on
luggage, because they are all in a sense necessities, hence the tax
shouldnot exceed 15 percent.

Seventh. A percent transaction tax on all transactions or sales
Licluding manufacturing, wholesale, and retail and certain other
transactions to be later decided upon should be applied for the dura.
tion and 2 years thereafter. The tax would be added to every invoice,
collected by the seller, and reported on the seller's annual income tax
and administered by the Income Tax Division of the Bureau in order
thiit there be practically no additional cost of collection.

This tax should produ e approximately $3,000,000,000 in revenue
without serious economic effect and will therefore more than offset
the suggested liberalizing of the Revenue Act as already suggested.

In other words, H. R. 3687 with these suggested amendments should
produce at least $4,000,000,000 of additional revenue over the act of
1942, and with the least possible economic or industrial disturbance.

In spite of public statements to the contrary it is believed that a
fair, unbiased survey of the entire country would find the people in
favor of a reasonable pay-as-you-go sales tax rather than further in-
creates in income and corporation taxes.

Finally, a thorough system of national economy as to all kinds and
types of Government expenditures is of vital necessity and if accom-
plh shed should result in a saving of another 10 to 12 billion dollars.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Moore.
We have now reached some six witnesses who are listed on postal

rates. Has there been some consolidation by these witnesses of their
statements.? I will call the first witness and express the hope that
we may be able to put briefs in where the same ground has been coy-
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ered. Of course, if there is anything different in the picture, we
would be glad to have you direct our attention to it.

Mr. Wood.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM 0. WOOD, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRE-
SENTING MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL BUSINESS PAPERS ASSO-
OIATON

Mr. WooD. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my name
is William C. Wood. I am a lawyer, address 2308 Ashmead Place
NW Washington, D. C. I am appearing on behalf of the members of
the Rational Business Papers Association. whose publications, copies
of which weigh not over 8 ounces, are embraced in mail of the third
class, on which bill H. R. 3687 proposes to double the rate.

The publications of the members comprising the National Business
Papers Association are in the main trade publications pertaining to
a particular industry'or business and whose circulation is controlled by
being limited to persons interested in the particular field to which the
respective publications pertain. Their character is similar to that of
publications entered as second-class matter. They are mailed at the
bulk third-class rate.

For more than 23 years I was Superintendent of the Division of
Classification of the Post Office Department. having to do with postage
rates, and from my experience and knowledge with respect to the effect
of increases in postage rates, I am clearly of the opinion that doubling
the rates for third-class matter will be more than the traffic can reason.
ably bear and will drive large quantities of third-class matter out of
the mails, thus adversely affecting the revenue derived therefrom.
This is particularly the case regarding the publications I am referring
to.

As instancing the effect of increasing postage rates beyond what the
traffic can reasonably bear, I cite the increased rates on second-class
matter made by the Revenue Act of 1932. The postage from second.
class matter for thb year 1932 was $21,761,000. Even with the increase
in rates the postage from second-class matter for 1933 was only $18,-
761,000, a decline of 13.8 percent. While some of this loss of $3,000,000
was no doubt due to the decline in business, it is reasonable to suppose
that a very considerable part of it was due to the increased postage
rates.

Another instance is the -ncrease in the rate on private mailipg cards
from I cenf to 2 cents each by the act of February 28, 1925. Tbis in-
crease had such a disastrous effect on the use of private mailing cards
that the 1-cent'rate was restored by the act of May 29, 1928.

These are instances of the truism that the law of diminshing returns
as rates advance operates adversely on the revenue derived from in-
creased rates.

Doubling the postage rates on third-class matter as proposed will
drive out of the mails some of the publications I am referring to, and
will also drive large quantities of other kinds of third-class matter but
of the mails, and thus put out of business many small and medium
sized business concerns whose existence would be particularly helpful
in the post-war period.
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It there is to be an increase in the rates on third-class matter, and
I question the advisability of making any increase at all in the rate
on third-class matter, but if there is to be one, I suggest that in order
for the increase to be not more than the traffic can reasonably bear,
and so as not adversely to affect the revenue derived from the increased
rates, that the incfese be not more than from 25 to 50 percent, so as to
change the rates under existing law to not more than the following:
2 cents for-each 2 ounces or fraction thereof (331/3 percent increased,
except that the rate on books, catalogs, seeds, cuttings, bulbs, roots,
scions, and plants shall be 11h cents for each two ounces or fraction
thereof (50 percent increase). On library books described by the act of
May 29 1928 45 Stat. 940, and on books-described by the act of June 30,
194, 5d Stat 462, in parcels not exceeding 8 ounces, 4 cents a pound or
fraction thereof (333 percent increase): Provided, That the rate of
postage on third-class matter mailed in bulk shall be 16 cents for each
pound or fraction thereof (331/3 percent increase), except that the rate
on books, catalogs, seeds, cuttings, bulbs, roots, scions, and plants, shall
be 10 cents for each pound or fraction thereof (25.percent increase);
the increase in the bulk minimum rate, now 1 cent per piece, be to not
more than 11/2 cents per piece (50 percent increase) ; for other than
local matter, tle local minimum bulk rate to remain at 1 cent per piece.

I should like to submit an amendment of section 403 of the bill re-
garding rates of postage on third-class matter embodying the rates I
have suggested if there is to be an increase. This amendment follows
the language of the existing law, the rates only being changed.
A MENDENT OF SmXIION 403 OF BILL U. R. 36=7 RmAEDINO RATE OF POSTAOF O'

THiRD-CLAss MAIL

Sw. 403! TmRD-CLASs MAIL
The rate of postage on third-class matter shall be 2 cents for each 2 ounces or

fraction thereof, up to and including 8 ounces In weight, except that the rate of
postage on books, catalog, seeds, cuttings, bulbs, roots, scions, and plants, not
exceeding 8 ounces la weight shall be 1'% cents for each 2 ounces or-fraction
thereof, except that on library books described by the Act of May 29, 1923, 45
Stat. 910, and on books described by the At of June 80, 1042, 56 Stat. 462, in
parcels not exceeding 8 ounces in weight the rate shall be 4 cents a pound or
fraction thereof : Provided, That the rate of postage on third-class matter mailed
In bulk under the provisions of the Act of May 29, 1928,45 Stat. 940, shall be 16
cents for each pound or fraction thereof, except that in the case of books, cats-
logs, seeds, cuttings, bulbs, roots, scions, and plants, the rate shall be 10 cents
for each pound or fraction thereof: Provided, howeu'er, That the rate of postage
on third-class matter mailed in bulk under the provisions aforesaid shall be not
less than 1'h cents per piece for other than local matter and not less than 1
cent per piece for local matter.

Senator DAvis. You were formerly connected with the Post Office
Department, were you not?

Mr. WOOD. I was, Senator.
Senator DAVIS. I recall you about 23 years ago-
Mr. Wooo. For more than 23 year I was Superintendent of the

Classification Division.
The CHAHS-LAN. We thank you.
Mr. Beesley.
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STATFMENT 0 TQ. BE SLEY, :REREMNTING THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL ON EVSIHES$ MAIL

M'. Bzzyr. By way of preface, Senators, it is my understanding
you desire us to consolidate statements.

The C rMAz.LAs much as possible, on the basis 8f time,
Mr. Bzzsmr. I shal do my best to comply with the committees

wishes, and so far as I can speak for other witnesses present, that will
be done.

I would like, first, the permission of the Chair and.the committee to
have leave to revise and extend my remarks to include material which
I will not detain the committee by reading, excerpts from thetestimony
of the Postmaster General before the House Appropriations Commit-
tee, and his letter to the Ways and Means Committee on July 7, 190,
in which he states his views about the postal rate structure and the
methods for revising it, which the House appropriated money to cany
forward beginning with the current fiscal year.

The CHAIRMAN. You may inz t the documents to which you refer.
Mr. Bznzrr. And I have also in this brief case something like 200

letters and telegrams ftom businessmen from Maine to California
testifying as to the effect of the proposed increase in postal rates on
their businesses in about 40 different lines of industry. I shall not
impose that on the record, but with the chairman's permission I should
like to summarize those in detail, in my subsequent remarks.

The CHAIRMAN. That is quite agreeable.
For the record, my name in Thomas Quinn BeesleT Washington

representative of the National Council on Business Mal. My Wish-
Ington address Is Second National Bank Building. The TLzsiness
headquarters of the National Council on Business Mail are at 105 West
Monrqo Street, Chicago.

As the name indicates, it is not a trade association, it is a clearing-
house in Washington on postal information and on postal affairs for
14 nationally known trade associations ind business and professional
organizations. It works very closely with the Post Olice Department
It is a nonprofit, voluntary organization, and as its Washington repre-
sentative it is my'duty to appear on occasions like this to present to the
committee the views of s6me thousands of individual businesses across
the country, large and small, mostly small, as to the effect of proposed
po tal legislation.

My appearing here this afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee, is in opoition to the postal rates as contained in e-
tions 401 to 410 of this bill, on several grounds.

I will file with the committee a longer brief, and this afternoon,
with the committee's permission, I will confine myself just to the
main points or high lights, as you please, of the effect of these rates
on business in the United States, an effect which, in many instances,
comes very close to disaster.

I would like to begin, with the committee's permission , by bringing
to their attention a very disturbing situation which occuried in the
House, and I wish to have it thoroughly understood, both for the
record and by the Chair and the committZe, that what I say is not in
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any criticism. As an old newspaper man, I am merely reporting to
the committee a state 6f fact. and the facts are these: That in this
bill something isproposed which is objectionable on so many grounds
that it should- be put out of the bill in toto, on those grounds, and ift
the next place, the procedure in the House, and I realize the delicacy
of mentioning before this committee of the Senate -anything that re-
flects on the other body of Congress, but the fact is there was no
hearing in the House on these rates. There was no prior knowledge
given by the Ways and Means Committee either to the Postmaster
General, to the chairman of the House Post Office and Post Roads
Committee, or to the ublic. The first any one of the three of
us knew about it, an I include General and the chair-
man of the House Post 0 s ittee, was when
we read it in the final gofion of the Washington ev. newspapers,
too late for circulaw-1 by the wire services, ajnd its c ulation theoutteonr the
next morning thr ut he count e morning spapers.

Believe it, the ostmaster 0 er e cha an of the se Post
Officeand P oads Com adnn of the ser had
to learn of it rough th

I shall n cominen n that a b stati t. I will cave
ittoth rco itteeto n ion rewasa ' e
when that called taxation' ou rep n tion

In the n t place, and this a d locate ter t mention, he
procedure the H Iola 11 ta ure. do
not claim e th ex -lure that you le-
men at the nhare but I been o a ood many-y re,
anold St a Dpar t o am g tin and I ave
never seen t tdoe o hen went ou ide its* ris-
diction and ipled the ri d p rogati of a her
committee. I happened. I me o that.

The third th that is fa re di rbin n those iLq is
the procedure i Ived in at is a v, afion of
every historical fa to say not ing o other conside ns in our
Government. Most ou gentlemen knew the I lyde Kelly,
when he was chairman te House committee.. V Vwas from your
State, Senator Davis. I wZ , 0 .nhis grave in the
wind-swept hillside cemetery, which w marked, incidentally, until
post-office organizations took up a collection to raise a tombstone for
him, what he might be thinking, because in his book, Postal Policy, a
standard work on the subject, he wrote:

The essence of the enmity of tt . colonists to the mother country Was the feeling
that Great Britain through her profit-making motive was attemplng to tax the
colonists by means of the postal system * * # (p. 12). " I

Benjamin Franklin faced that question squarely when he was called Weore a
parliamentary committee In London, when the revolt over the .stamp tax had
almost reached the point of revolution. In truth, he bad done more than any other

rsaw to prevent the issue of taxation being raised against postage rates. He
administered the post office efficiently and he took pride in the fact that he

had sent substantial sums to Great Britain as profits from the Institu-
Uon * P * (p.1 2).

Before the parliamentary committee, he declared that postage rates are hot In
the nature of a tax but rather are fees for service (p. 12).

Franklin was summarily dismissed from ofice. Five days dfter the action an
American In London wrote to Lord North, voicing the common opinion * 0 *
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"Ills'dismissal will happily end your boasted post office, so often given as a
precedent for taxing Americans" (pp. 14-15).

On Christmas Day, 1775, the postmaster at New York gave public notice that
all inland postal service would cease from that date. Thus shut the door on the
Royal post office In the American Colonies. Thus opened the door into the United
States post office, one of the most beneficent institutions In the Republic.

The policy is the thing. It is that which determines methods and results. The
policy of postal profits for the King led to the downfall of the system and the
establishment of an institution with an entirely different policy-that of service
to the people. One thing was permanently settled by the record made under the
original policy. Since Christmas Day, 1775, American public sentiment had
steadily rejected any suggestion that the post office should be a source of revenue
to the Governnient, through profits from its operations (pp. 18-19).

Washington, writing to Lafayette In 1783, struggling to hind the new Govern-
ment together by means of communications such as post roads and canals, empha-
sized the prime Importance of a free, cheap and universal postal service when
he said: "These settlers [in the West] are on a pivot and the touch of a feather
would turn them away" (p. 33).

The question as to Whether the post office should be t money-making enter-
prise did not long detain them (the makers of the Constitution). The Pinckney
plan provided that Congress should have power to "establish post offices and
raise a revenue from them." It received no serious consideration. Mr. Patterson
of New Jersey, a vigorous advocate of the smaller States, suggested a provision
that Congress be empowered to raise revenues "by a postage on all letters and
packages passing through the general post office, to be applied to such Federal
purposes as they shall deem proper and expedient." This suggestion was de-
cisively rejected, as was also the theory behind it.

These Nation builders had had experience in postal affairs. They knew the
effect of the profit-making policy on the Colonial sen-ice under Great Britain.
They did not propose to make the same mistake and thus mar and cripple the
service which they realized was of vital importance in achieving national unity.
The Post Office Establishment was to be a service institution for the promotion
of the general welfare. They desire the widest possible circulation of letters
and news so that separate communities might act. together on the same version
,of facts. Out of their experience and in accordance with their purpose, these
builders of the Constitution accepted as a matter of course that the post office
should be under the exclusive control of the National Government and that it
should not be used as a revenue-producing agency (pp. 3.36).

For 25 years, gentlemen the career men in the Postal Service and
the patrons of the Service Lave been fighting for the establishment of
an accurate cost-finding system and a scientific determination of rates.
We have just reached, at the end of that 25 years' struggle, a point
where this Congress has financed the engagement of experts to make
that study. They are now at work.

Under the terms of the grant from the Appropriations Committees,
their report must be rendered to the Congress this coming month,
January. Their findings as to the establishment of an accurate cost
system will be before you for discussion and analysis. The thing the
House Ways and Means Committee could have waited for is just
around the corner, 5 weeks away. Why all the haste, I don't know.

As a matter of fact, one of the most amazing things I have read
in the committee report, in a great many years of reading, is con-
tained on page 30 of the report on the revenue bill, 1943, Report 871,
House of Representttives, Seventy-eighth Congres, first session:
Postage rates.

I will read the whole paragraph, to be fair:
Were It not for the great lack of sources to which the committee can turn

for additional revenue, It would not recommend increases in postage rates,
especially in view of the fact that the Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads
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expect at an early date 'to consider the desirability of making adjustments
in postage rates. The committee thought It was desirable to provide for this
additional revenue at this time and adjust the rates later, especially since the
Post Office Department continues to operate most of its rzervice at a loss under •
present rates, despite the heavy volume of wartime mailings. The cost ascer-
tainment report for 142 of the Post Office Department shows that while first-
class mall service was operated at a profit of $163,000,000 during the fiscal year
1042, all .ther classes of mail services operated, in the aggregate, at a loss of
$172,000,000. A similar over-all situation has existed.wIth respect to the Postal
Service for 42 years.

That in the face of the statement of the Postmaster General to
the House Appropriations Committee that for many years before
that he did not know his costs, that his cost ascertainment system
was not a reliable guide, and'he asked fo.r money from the Congress
to find out the facts.

I leave you to draw your own conclusions.
Now, the experience of the Post Office Department, gentlemen, in

connection with increases in rates, has invariably been costly. You
will recall when the post-card rate was increased to 2 cents--I will
not detain you with tlie figures; I will put them in the record-but
the net result was that on the 2-cent rate 'for post cards they lost
half the revenue they had at 1 cent, and it took 3 years and a ieduc-
lion of the rate back to 1 cent to recover the loss. When local
first-class mail was advanced from 2 cents to 3 cents, they promptly
lost a substantial portion of the volume they had at 2 cents, and it
took 10 yars to recover it.

I will put the statistical details in the record, with your permis-
sion, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. You may do so.
Mr. BrESLEY. Now, there are collateral effects of increases in rates,

curiously enough, gentlemen, starting with the post office, then work-
ing out to the public. Third-class mail, fourth-class mail, some of the
special services, are fill-in types for temporary employees and the
like, and an" efficiently operated post office cannot be cJnducted
without that fill-in business. Perhaps on a dollar basis, according
to the so-called cost ascertainment system, it may be operating at a
loss, but the fact is that without that there would be an overhead for
the Post Office Department that -'ould be a very substantial loss
in idle time.

There is probably going through your minds the question of man-
power. That does not enter into this picture, curiously. It is to
keep the available manpower employed that this other class of mail,
so heavily taxed in this bill, is held back for some time, so that
there will be no lost manpower time in any post office, no matter how
small. There is the real truth of the matter.

In the next place, increases in postal rates invariably drive business
in which the post office is competing in the public market to other
agencies of transportation. I would like to introduce for the record
a very enterprising advertisement from a newspaper in Kansas City,
Mo., published last week, in which a bank in Kansas City is already
advertising "Special checking accunt checks cost less ihan money
orders," especially under the new proposed rates. They are not
waiting.
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I will introduce the advertisement for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. You may do so.
(The advertisement in question is as follows:)

"pniAL CHECKING AcmOuNr" CHECKS CosT L .s THAN MOIrn ORDERS

A "Special Checking Account" is a most economical method of transferring
money and paying bills. There is only one cost-just $2 for a book of 20 checks.
Compare the cost with that of Money Orders.
Amount of money order:. cooD of mo"M order

$2.51 to $6 ---------------------------------------------------------- sc
$5.01 to $10 ----------------------- ------------------ le
$1001 to $20........................--------------------------- 13c
$M01 to $4------------------------------------------------i15C
1O0to $0 ---------------------------------------------------- 18c

.01 to $0 -------------------------------...------------------ 20c
$-0.01 to $100 --------------------------------------------- ----- 22c

Cost of checks on "Special Checking Account" '10 cents each regardless of
amount.

Save time, tiresome trips to the post office, car fare, and standing in line. save
money, too, by paying your bills with checks on the new "Special Checking Ac-
count" available at the Union National Bank.

A "Special Checking Account" provides you with a permanent record of all your
expenses and is very helpful in figuring Income tax deductions. Statements, in-
cluding your canceled vouchers, are available every three monthly.

UMNON NATIONAL BANK

Ninth and Walnut Streets

MEUM rXAL DEPOSrU IISURANCEI ORPO.rTON

Mr. BEEsLET. It will drive the c. o. d. services and the money remit-
tance services to a certain extent directly into the arms of the Railway
Express Co., which already is hotly competing with the Post Office
Department,- because it gives service not rendered by the Post Office
Department, such as receipts, several tries at delivery, and so forth.

That will be the effect, tho inevitable effect, because it has been the
effect in the past, especially in these days with increased taxation on
business, with business caught between theupper 'and nether'millstones
of 0. P. A. price regulations and price ceilings, shortage of materials
shortage of manpower, tremendously increased operating costs, and
the like.

If, on top of that, gentlemen, you pile taxation on postage, you are
simply asking business to fold up and disappear for the duration, a
large part of it at least. I

You may remember, gentlemen, the Post Office Department and
the Postal Service is a penny, nickel, and dime service. That is all
it is. It is dependent wholly on volume, like any other penny, nickel,
and dime business, and anything that is done to interfere with the in-
crease in volume of the Post Office Department is simply cutting the
throat of the Post Offie Department.

Not only in loss of revenue but in increase of overhead, because you
must remember, gentlemen, the Post Office Department has a monop-
oly only on one class of mail, that is, first-class mail. That was Vstab-
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lished in the famous case of United States v. Well Fargo, which set
Mr. Wells and Mr. Fargo up in businem. They were a couple of en-
terprising gentlemen, running a canal-boat system. They -had a lot
of empty space sometimes in their canal boats and they figured out that
for 6 cents they could carry all the mail the United States was charging
25 cents for, but the Supreme Court ruled that Uncle Sam had a mo-
nopoly on first-class mail and nothing else and for the rest he was in
competition; and 'if you want to take the Post Office Department out
of the competitive field, and maintain this overhead strictly for first-
class mail, because that will go on, and you will have to have 43,000
post offices whether there is nothing but letter mail and post cards or
not, all "right.

Another thing, the language of this law, as you will recall, sets a
termination date, as it must. It is for the duration and 6 months
(hereafter, whether deternirled by the President or Congress in joint
session of the two Houses.

Now, there is a significant thing in that. I would like to direct your
attention to the fact that last June the House adopted a continuance
of the 3-cent and 2-cent rate as an amendment to the Revenue Act,
section 1001 (b), as I remember, of 1933.

If that was a going rate that was paying dividends, and now you
put a tax on it, I can't follow the logic of it, gentlemen. I simply
cannot.

Yesterday the committee asked some rather searching questions
about fixed income, the effect of taxation on people with fixed income.
D6es it occur to you that business operating on postal bud"s are
fixed income people? If you can afford to spend for your client or
for yourself only $10,000 a year on postage, you cannot spend $20,000,
if the rate is doubled, so you simply have to make your $10,000 go as
far as it will and cut your business in half. It is not rubber; you can-
not expand it. There is no substitute for it.

Postage is spent for what it produces in the way of business and
spent for no other reason outside, of course, of personal correspondence.

The Chairman spoke this morning, to give you a very vivid illus-
tration, of the interest of the Senator from Nebraska in the filing of
a brief from Father Flanagan of Boys Town.

Father Flanagan is quite competent to speak for himself. By a
curious coincidence, when I went back to my office during the noon
recess, on my desk was a letter-Father Flanagan's Boys' Home, Boys
Town, Nebr. third-class mail.

This is a Christmas letter, dated November 29, 1943-as a prisoner
of the Imperial Japanese Army there is a boy named Paradise, an
amazing coincidence. There is a business reply envelope enclosed
and a very interesting autographed letter from Father Flanagan-

Any contribution you care to send will be of great assistance, because, as you
know, every penny must come from our friends, for we receive no other support.

And those pennies, gentlemen, come from third-class mail. If you
want to put Father Flanagan and Boys Town out of business, pass
this bill with the tax in it.

There was also on my desk a long telegram, which with the Chair's
permission, I will introduce into the record. It is practically a sum-
mtion f the hundreds of telegrams to which I have referred. The
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significant thing is the signatures at the end of it: Adcraft Club, De.
troit; Retail Merchants' Association, Detroit; Typsthetae Franklin
Association, Detroit; the Employing Printers; the Photoengravers'
Association; the Employing Lithographers' Association, the Master
Bookbinders' Association.

I spoke of the collateral effect 'of this tax. The whole thing just
falls over, in sequence, right down to and including organized labor,
because organized labor is paying the tax, especially in the graphic
arts unions whose books have always been open to public examination,
always audited by certified accountants. They are supporting our
stand as employers businessmen, and professional people, in opposi.
tion to this bill, and supporting it wholeheartedly.

There is a person in this room also, a gentleman from the Railway
Mail Association, Mr. J. F. Bennett, formerly their president for
several terms, now their industrial secretary and representative, who
can tell you, if time permitted, and I am sure he will allow me to
speak for him for a minute or so, of the effect of this bill on the postalemployees..During the noon recess I had a call also from the Washington rep-

resentative of the District Postmasters' Association, which represents
practically all of the postmasters in the small communities throughout
the United States.

You r,,v have seen our advertisement in this morning's Washing-
ton Post, 4hich I ask permission to file with the record. He called
up to say he had read it and it was exactly their opinion, because
it represented the problems that he had to face as a small postmaster,
and he knew all the small postmasters would have to face under the
increase in rates proposed in this bill.

There is no escape from it, gentlemen. Everybody is caught and
everybody is hurt and nobody is helped. It means less revenue for
the United States and headaches for everybody else concerned.

Let me give you an example of these headaches, gentlemen, from
the point of view of business. Do you realize the utter confusion in
which business is qt the present time with this bill before yo-ur coin-
mitteel You know it was brought in under a 5-minute tule in the
House and there was no chance for debate. If there had been any
chance, I can.assure you, gentlemen, the House would have enthu-
siastically voted the postal rate tax out of the bill unanimously, or
very close to it.

Senator WALsu. Did you appear before, the Ways and Means Coni-
mitteel

Mr. Bv tsLsy. No, sir; we had no opportunity. Neither did the
Postmaster General.

Senator WALSH. The first thing you knew of it was when you
read of it in the newspapersI

Mr. BEESLEY. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, Senator Walsh, there
was nothing in the schedule of the hearing that even gilve a hint that
the mtter was under considerat ion by that committee.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. BEEsLEY. I was speaking of the confusion in business. Plans

for.advertising, leadin, g to the distribution of merchandise, have to
be laid many months in advance. It is a question of obtaining in-
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ventory, a'question of advertising to distribute that inventory at the
lowest possible cost, both to the consumer and to the'merchant.' How,
under the present circumstances, can any businessman make any
plans? Have you any idea how much press time is- tied up, how
much paper is tied up, how much planning is tied itp, just the way the,
matter stands at this moment I
Then suppose we take the statement of tie Ways and Means Com-

mittee that they will adopt this tax now and adjust the rates later.
That printed material may be out for several months and then a new
set of rates comes out. Have you any idea what that involves? Of
course you have. You are experienced men-to "y nothing of the
effect on the services related to direct advertising.

A remark was made on the floor of the House by, the Chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee in response to interrogation from
the senior Representative from Ohio, that third-class mail was just
advertising. Just advertising-but, gentlemen, just as a quick illus-
tration of what it produces in collateral business for the Post Office
Department, I have consolidated three typical mail-order houses.

Their consolidated expenditures for third-class postage annually is
$1,672,000, and they mail 88,428,000 pieces, rat ging all the way from
small catalogs and fliers to the typical piece of letter mail.
" Now, here is a record of what they produce for the Post Office De.

apartment in cash:
In first-class mail alone, that $1,672,000 produces $788,391. Almost

half of it comes back immediately in first-class mail, which is the
"gravy train" of the Postal Service.

In fourth-class mail Postal Service, which on a dollar basis.pays of
profit, $4,411,000.

In money order fees, $900,164.
In c. o. d. fees, $300,922.
For a gross total cash postal income from an original expenditure,

gentlemen, of $1,672,000, of $6,436,477.
In other words, $3.85 collateral postage for each $1 spent ki third-

class mail.
Double the rate, gentlemen, and all you do is kill the goose that laid

the golden egg.
I shall not detail the committee longer. I thank the committee

for its attention. There are facts which could be introduced in this
record which will be brought out in the reports of Mr. Heiss and Mr.
Crunden, the retired comptroller and deputy comptroller of the Amer.
ican Telephone & Telegraph Co., which will be before you very shortly.

I would like to ask the committee to consider very carefully tis
coming week, in its executive deliberations, whether this is the time,
if ever there would be a time, to rlverso the American policy estab-
lished by the gentlemen who wrote the Constitution, whether this is
the time to establish a new preedent of committee action in this
Congress, to repudiate the Postmaster General and his career staff,
because, gentlemen, to say nothing of the curtailing effect on business,
to say nothing of the lo-s of revenue to the Postal Service at a time
when it has just reached its peak, you will (to all these things if you
adopt postal taxation.

I thank yoiu.
The CHAIMMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Beesley.

03331--44--20
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(The following data wore submitted for the record by Mr. Beesley:)

ExcFu-s raom TESTIMONY or Hlo., FRANK 0. WALKER POSTiASM OZISEAL,
BiJ-oin SuncoLmMITTIm or TiE Commirrra ON APRPsATIONS, HOUSe OF

RvPansmrATIW.S.VENTY-XIOHTlH CoNGESS; FikST SE&SION, ON THE POST
Onzc0 DIPATzMNT AzRwosR'xz iot BiuL sus 1944, TUrXSDY, JANUARY 12,1943.

ADWSABLITY OF RAISING POSTAGE RAUTS

Mr. LvDww. As I understand It, the 3-cent postage rate provision will expire
on June 80.

Mr. WJLUH. Yes, sir.
Mr. LuDtow. Have you made any studies or given any thought to the ad-

visability of the revision of postal rates for the different categories of mall
matter? Will you state what you are thinking along that line?

Mr. WALxER. I have been giving thought to that for approximately a year.
Sometimes since, Chairman Doughton, of the Ways and Means Committee,
asked for a meeting, and I talked'with him atout postage rates. He was viewing
it from the revenue standpoint, as well as some other members of the com-
mittee. It was thought that out of second-class mail they could obtain $100,-
000,000. Prior to that we had been giving some thought to It. In fact, ever since
I have been In the Department I have been giving it considerable thought, to-
gether with the Bureau beads.

That Involves the matter of cost ascertainment, and It was thought that before
we went Into the matter of the rate structure at all we should definitely
ascertain what the costs were. * At that time I reported to Congressman Dough.
ton that in our Judgment it would be Impossible to raise that amount of revenue
out of second-class mall matter, and I stated, also, that we did not know what
sccond-clals mall costs, of what was the cost of handling it. I told him that we
could try to get a considerable amount, or a larger amount of revenue out
of our s'cond-class mAl, but that If it were done we might drive a considerable
amount of second-class matter out of that classification.

Mr. KEJYS. Will you state at this point what you mean by second-class ma-
terial? -

Mr. WALKer. That means usually permits to newspapers, Including news-
papers In small country towns and newspapers generally, together with mag-
azines of all kinds. As I remember .the history of it, the first statutory regula-
tion was made by Benjamin Franklin, and it contemplated carrying current
Information and, broadly, matter of a scientific and cultural character.- The
purpose was to give such matter a preferential classification. Over the years
that has developed to the point where we deliver witbin-county newspapers
gratis, and a preferential rate Is given magazines and newspapers. They are
given the second-class mailing privilege.

Mr. Lvmow. General Walker has given much thought to this question of the
advisability of revising the rates, and I wish you would go ahead, General, and
tell us fully what you have in mind on that subject.

Mr. WAuu'a. Pursuing further the conference with Chairman Doughton, I
told him that we realized from second-class mall In 1941 over $25000,000 and In
1942, $2,000,000 plus, and that I did not think that we could increase second-class
rates and get that amount, or nearly as much money as was suggested by them
for revenue purposes, We feel dowii in the Department that before we reach any
definite conclusion as to what we should do about rates, we should have more
definite Information about what our costs are in all classifications of mall-first,
second, third, and fourth classes. In other words, an examination of It bver
the last 2 years that I have been there has convinced me that we just do not know
what It costs us to handle the various types or kinds of mall That is not any
reflection on the Cost Ascertainment Department, because that Department Is
very limited.

Mr. TA5RL Have you made any check-up of this at all as to the number of
pieces or volume handled, or anything of that kind? Have you made any expert-
mental count, or done anything of that sort?

Mr. WALtKE. Yes, sir: but I am not satisfied with it.
Mr. TAsBs. What do the counts show?
Mr. WALzzs. For Instance, we show that we have distributed over 80,000,000,000

pieces of mall. Of first-class mail we have handled 18,817,433,320 places, exclusive
of free and air mall, which is 55 percent of all the mall handled. Of second-class
matter, Including newspapers, dailies, other than dailies, and other publications,
we have handled 4,522,891,294.
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Mr. TAD Z. That Is about 15 percent?
Mr. WALxKE Yes, air.
Mr. Km-v. And it yields about 8 percent of the revenue.
Mr. TAsi. That Includes the free distribution of papers In the counties.
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir. Of third-class matter we have handled 15,434,0,9.0

pieces.
Mr. Kma.r For the purposes of the record, state what that classification in-

cludes.
Mr. WALKcs. On that you have regular rone rates, covering circulars and other

miscellaneous printed matter; merchandise, books, and so forth. We have a
special book rate. We also will wail a bulk of not less than 20 pounds or 200
pieces at a special rate.

Mr. TABim. That covers 5G' .C0000 pieces?
Mr. WALxK.z That covers 5.434,00,000 pieces.
In the third class, we have in addition various other classifications. They are

broken down. We want to have a real survey made, to determine what all the
classifications of mail are. It is a very difficult matter because there have been
so many special classficatlons made'for special situations. For that reason, it
is difficult to determine the classifications. We bare attempted to determine what
all the rates are, and I think that a survey should be made of the classifications
so as to make the classifications more definite. -

Mr. LUDLOW. Do you haveathe facilities to make that survey?
Mr. WA.LxL Yes, sir: what I would like to do would be to get some cost men

who have had considerable experience to aid and guide us In that survey. In my
opinion, It Is unusual to find that the overhead In what we call the home office,
or the Department, as distinguished from the field Is only 6 mills of each dollar
of expenditures. That Includes all Dzpartment services, with approximately 1,300
or 1,4(0 employees. With the inspectors In the field and in the home office there
would be about 2,M20 employees. For an organization of this kind I think that
Is an unusual record. We do not have the personnel to do the Job. Our force
does not have the time to dotke rfklvqpslte planning. Men like Mr. Donaldson, In
the office of the First Assistantj IMr. 1drdum, the Second Assistant; Mr. North;
and Mr. Meyers cannot find time for this. They have so much detail end routine
work to handle that they do not have time to do this planning, and we have no
one to do the job. These other men Just cannot take time from the work they
have on hand, most of it routine work; to do this Job.

Mr. LUDLOW. Is money carried In this estimate for that personnel?
Mr. WAIKL. Yes, sir.
Mr. Txssa. Who does the cost-accounting work now?
Mr. WALxE. It has been under the Third Assistant, in the Accounting Division,

and Is now In the Bureau of Accounts.
Mr. TASpa. What is the appropriation for that?
Mr. WALK-R.. The appropriation was $35,00C for the Cost Ascertainment Divi-

slon. We asked for $328,000, and, as that Is broken down, the Bureau of Accounts
wduld have $133,000. Cost Ascertainment 135,000, or a total of $168,000. Our
increase there is $150,5C0, and 50,000 of that would be for temporary consultants.
The thing I have in mind, If ft meets the approval of the committee, Is to get
experienced cost men. The Telephone Co. has done a grand job In ascertaining
what Its costs are, and we have a capacity load like that of the Telephone Co.
The blg mail-order houses have their costs very scientifically figured. When the
load gets tco heavy they know whether to put'it In the Postal Service. We cannot
tell when we begin to make money, or-Wl*n the load gets too heavy for us. That
Is true of the zoning regulations and special services, Including the money-order
service, Insured-ruall service, registered-mall service, and so forth.

We have a vast discrepancy in our cost ascertainment that comes by reason of
the character of the surveys and estimates made. I might direct your attention
to some Instances to show the vast discrepancies In the conclIuions reached when
the estimates are made. An analysis of the reports shows many variations In the
cmst. For example, the cost ascertainment In the matter of third-class mail
shows that the cost of handling such mall in Atlanta is 8 cents per pound; at
Salt Lake City, 30 cents per pound; at Chicago, 5 cents per pound; while the cost
at Brooklyn Is 40 cents per pond. In the case of second-class matter, the cost
of handling mall at Chicago Is .8 cent per pound; at Brooklyn, 20 cents per pound;
and at New Haven, 6.5 centq er pound. In the handling of franked mall, the
cost Is 49 cents per pound at Pttbburgh, 73 cents per pound at Minneapolis, and at
Salt Lake City 9 ceqts

Mr. LtUDow. Do you think that with the personnel you are requesting you will.
be able to effect a setup that will give you a more accurate cost ascertainment?
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Mr. WALXZM. I think we should set up a cost-ascertainment with a cost-account.
lag system witn the aid and advice of students of such systems. ,

Mr. Lujoow. The head of a great business establishment like yours is pretty
much at a loss If he does not have the facilities for making accurate cost ascertain.
men ts, is he not?

Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir. I do not like to recommend fixing postage rates, until
we know what the costs are. We do not have much information on which a
conclusion could be reached. I do not think that pur Cost Ascertainment Division
is to blame for that. The office is as it was a number of years ago, and the force
of personnel we have is so limited that we cannot do a good Job. When you go
Into an ordinary post office, according to my observation, they have quite a load
of work on hand. The people are very busy, and they do not like to have men
in there checking upon them in this cost-ascertainment work. Consequently, they
simply havo to guess as to how much is going over the road at a certain time,
or how much mail is handled at a given point. In the matter of penalty mail,
Senator O'Mahoney's resolution provided for reports twice a year, but they were
not satisfactory. I do not say that it was so designed, but they simply hazarded
guesses. Even if we had the people to work on it, it would be a great task.

Mr. LuDLow. The first-class postage continues to be the backbone of the postal
revenue?

Mr. WALKER Yes, air. -

R CEII'TS FROM VIRST-CLASS MAIL

Mr. LvD ow. That is paygng how much?
Mr. WALx . $472,000,000.
Mr. LuDow. For what period?
Mr. WALKER. For the fiscal year 1942.
Mr. LuDow. How is it holding up for the fiscal year 1943?
Mr. WALKER. It is higher in 1943.

REIVEUr FROM SECOND-CLASS MATTER

Mr. Lvnow. lew about second-class matter?
Mr. VALXFM. From second-class matter our revenue was $ 6,793,000 in 1942,

and it was $25,724,000 in 1941.

IE37ENVIN FROM THIRD-CLASs MATTER

Mr. LuvDow. What about third class matter?
Mr. WALKER. From third-class matter the receipts were 82,000,000 in 191

and $74,000,000 in 19-12. That is one of the few cases where mail has dropped
"off. I think that Is due to the dropping off of advertising by large mail-order firms.

- They do not send out the same number of catalogs and circulars. That is the only
type of mail In which there has been a falling off.

REVENUE YROu roJRTH~CLAss. MATTER

Mr. LUDLOW. What about the receipts from fourth-class matter?
Mr. WALKER. From fourth-class -matter the revenue in 1941 was $141,000,000,

and in 1942 the receipts were $150,73X,000.

RECEIPTS FROM AIR AIXL

Mr. Lu now. What about air mail?
Mr. WALKE. That is broken down under first-class matter. Of the $450,00,000

in 1941, $",000,000 was from domestic "air mail. In 1942 the revenues from
domestic air mail were #33,417,000.

INCREASE OF AIR-MAIL HOSTAGE

Mr. Lucow. Is there any plan for increasing air-mail postage?
Mr. WAi.L I do not like to come before the committee with any particular

suggestion or plan. What I would like to do would be in a cooperative way to
give you an Idea of what I think should be done. We have made a study of this
air-transport problem, and we have tried to figure out a plan to meet it tempo-
lrrii'. May I suggest to you that the only reason why I would not want-to
increase the rates for srond-, third-, and fourth-class mail s because I do not
know exactly what the effect of it would,bes'n the mail, hot knowing the cost
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of handling the mall or the cost of the special services. In view of that, I feel
that the best way to approach It would be to increase our first-class mail rates
and possibly special services temporarily, and then give us an opportunity during
the curriat year to ascertain what the costs are. After ascertaining the costs,
we can come with a recommendation to the committee and get your advice on It,
and distribuxte the cost where It should be distributed.

Mr. LUDLOW. In reference to the first-class postage rate, the rate is 3 cents
nationally ar.d 2 cents for local mail?

Mr. WALxE. Yes, sir.
Mr. TLturow. If we increased that rate by I cent, what would be your judgment

as to the additional revenue to be derived?
Mr. WALKra. If we increased the postage on postal cards from I to 2 cents,

local letters from 2 to 3 cents, and otl-er than local letters from 3 to 4 cents, we
would get $172,000,000.

Mr. LVDLOW. 'That is based, however, on ihe existing volume of mail?
Mr. WALxE3. Yes, sir; and that would be per plece. That would not Increase

the rate per ounce; it would Increase it 1 cent per piece.
Mr. Lltuow. Does that take into consideration the possibility of nonuse of

mail by a good many people who now use mail?
Mr. WALXER. No, sir.
Mr. LuDioW. In other words, a falling off of volume?
31r. WALKM. No; it does not.
Mr. LueLow. Is not that likely to be a considerable factor?
Mr. WAiKxm I am told that that was not the experience that was had when

the mail rates were changed previously. Does not your research show that?
.Mr. IIAOOERTY. Ye.
Mr.'L D ow. In ease you were to increase the rate of postage or reduce it, as

has been urged by a good many businessmen, how much loss of revenue would
that involve?

Mr. WALxKER The experience has taught my predecessors and those in my
Department for a number of years that whrn decreases were made it just meant
a decrease In actual money, and did not increase the volume of mall. So it would
decrease it as I is to 2, or 2 is to .

Mr. LUDLOW. I think the general estimate of the Department has been that the
1-cent differential there would mean a loss of about $125,000,000 in revenue.

Mr. WALSh. On the basis of present volume.
I do not make this as a recommendation at this time.
Mr. LurLow. If you want to elaborate your testimony, General, of course you

are at liberty to do so.
Mr. WALxKEL I do have some ideas on this that I would like to discuss. I

think, perhaps, Instead of increasing a cent on each of those three classifications
of first-class mali, if we would increase it half a cent per piece in each of those,
It would about balance our budget for the coming year, or come very close to
baLancirg it.

Mr. LtnrNow. For the fiscal year of 1014?
Mr. WALK. Yes. I think is is a good thing to pay as you go and, in addition

to that, It will give us an opportunity to improve our cost-ascertainment system,
so that some time during the current year we could submit to Congress our
recommendations for them to do as they aee fit with reference to the various
classifications-all the classifications of mail. I do not think eventually this
burden should remain on first-class mail at all. For the duration of the war,
or this Intermediate period, I think It might be well.

xNC'.ABE IN ATES M0 FOURTH-CLASS MAIL

Mr. O'N-,L Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one comment. I know very
little about the subject, but it appears to me that the fourth-class mail ought to
be subject more to change than almost any other class. You take the cost of
sending a telegram, which merely goes over a wire, or the cost of railway express,
or anything else, and the postage rates on fourth-class mail are ridiculo,:sly low
as compared to the service rendered by.the Post Office Department In contrast to
the services rendered and the cost charged by other types of service. I usually
send a box--I do pot know what the weight is, but say a pound-from Phila.
delphia to New York. What would be the cost of your postage there--fourth
class, the lowest type of postage?

Mr. WAY.KLE Parcel post?
Mr. O'NAr. Parcel post.
Mr. Noa'rr. About 9 cents a pound.
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Mr. O'NrAr. Well, think of the service required on that as compared to the
service of sending a telegram, which would be 25 or 80 cents for that same thing.
It seems to me the postal rates on fourth-clasE mall are all out of line as to the
service rendered compared to similar services rendered by other types of work.

Mr. WAL U. I think that is right, Mr. O'Neil, but I cannot prove IL I do not
have the figures. I might say we ought to do this or that, and some express
ofcilal would come up here and make a fool out of me. I have not the figures
to prove I am right.

Mr. O'Ns,.L The cost of sending a telegram from New York to Philadelphia is
85 cents, and you send a boxwelghing a pound for 0 cents. I do not think you
need much of a cost ascertainment to see that you are too low or he is too high;
and It seems to me that runs all along the line.

IN1CEHA OF IEN UI, FIRST 6 MONTHS OF FISCAL YEAR 1045, AS COMPARIN WITH
F1ST 6 MONTHS OF FISCAL YrL& 1942

Mr. LuDww. Can you tell us from the unaudited cash basic figures for the
first 6 months of the fiscal year 1943, what percent the revenues increased over
the same months of the fiscal year 194 and by what percentage expenditures
increased during that period?

Mr. WALt.rL A little over 6 percent.
Mr. HAOorarT. 6.3 percent Increase In revenues.
Mr. LuvIow. How about expenditures?
Mr. Hkoczrrv. I am making up that statement of obligations. We have not

got the figures yet We will have that out In time to put It In the record. The
Increase. will be over 5 percent In expenditures.

Mr. O'N&NAL Do you suppose we could have figures submitted showing com-
parable rates by express and parcel post?

Mr. LUDLow. Yes. We have had that before; and you can bring that down
to date?

Mr. HAOozrTi. Yes, sir.
(The matter requested Is as follows:)

Prom New York, N. Y.,
to-

PhilAdelphi Pa ...... , 20 1.1
Baltlmore Ad .... 2... 4
Boetn. Mus ........... 23 1.2
WAs3hinton. D. 0 ...... 24 3
Richmond, Vs.......... 85 3
Rwhester. N. Y ........
Buffoll N. Y ........... 40 3
Pittsborth. Pa .......... '40 4
Cloveland. Ohio ........ .63 4
CIadnastl. Ohio ........ 41 4
Detroit. .......... 61 4
Fort Wayne, Ind ...... 63 4
Jodtanxp>qas, Ind ....... 65 &
Chicago. II ............ 67 8
Moil o. Wls .......... 8
Dufth, Minn .......... 101 &
Des Moines. Iowa ...... 7 6
St. Paul Mlon ......... 96 6
New Orleans, TA ....... 99 6
Fao, N. Dak .......... 111 6

's, Tea ............. 126 6
Cheyenne Wyo ........ 142 7
DInver, 4o ........... 146 7
Bilinr. Mont .......... 162 7
Bode, Mont ............ 1 5 S
Boise, Idaho ............ 29 5 8
Spok~ze, Wash ......... 21 8
Seattle, Wash ........... 237 8
San Francisco, Calif .... 1248 8

l .A 1ounds

"368100 ft 8 013
.88 .06 . .Is
.34 -as IS6 :13
.20 .00 .36 .17
.2X .00 .41 .17
.36 .09 .41 .17
.38 .00 .41 .17
.86 .10 .41 .24
.18 .10 .44 .24
.28 .10 .40 .24
.36 .10 .44 .94
.36 .10 .44 .24
.18 .11 .67 .83
.38 .11 .87 .33
.38 .11 .87 .33
.36 .11 ,62 .13
.86 .12 .62 .40
.38 .12 .62 .40
.18 .12 .82 .40
.36 .12 .63 .40
.28 .12 .62 .40
.18 .14 .7n .80
.86 .14 .72 .60
.36 .14 3 .0
.41 .15 .77 .80
.41 .12 .8 .b0
.41 .15 .8$ .0
.41 .15 .88 .89
.41 .1 .01 .80

60 pounds 70 poundsI pounds

.41 .1

.42 .18

.42 2

.62 .27

.62 .27

.62 .42

.82 .42

.e2 .42

.62 .42.62 .42

.77 .60

.77 .80
.77 .80
.83 .80
.82 .75
2 .73

.82 .75

.89 .78
.28 .75

1.07 .08
1.00 .93
L 1. !,.9
1.2 1.14
1.9 1.14
1.41 .14
1.6 1.14
1.60 1.14

There has been no ch%nvain the elp-ess rate ,rffs sloce Moe. 15AM KI . Hwever, there is included la.the
above rates a l0centsper piece emenecy-ch . granted sofj%*. 3.1042. to off.%t wa Increases. There
Is also Included In the above a I-percent tax whicbec ne effective on Dec. 1, 19Q.
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Cozw:mxw cz Brlw=N POsT =MT5 GzEmXiA FAN 0. WALsdm AND I. L
DouoWroN, CHAIRMAN, WAYS AND MEANS CO miriEr, Houss or REPREsITA-
Tivs, JULY 7 AND 8, 1942

OFFICE OF THE POSTUASTEn GeNEL
Washington, D. 0., July 7, 1943.

lion. RoaKBT L. DOUHnTON,
-0kairman, Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives,

* Washington, D. 0.
DAN M. C'HAIMAN: I have your letter of June 25,1942, which suggests certain

action on the part of the Post Oflce Department In respect of postage rates on
second and third class mail matter. Careful consideration has been given to this
letter, which Informs me of a motion of the Committee on Ways and Means,
and the request of the committee that the language of the motion be studied, and
that I report as to the feasibility of the proposition therein expressed, and make
such recommendations as may seem appropriate.

This proposition of the Committee on Ways and Means is as follows:
.S-. The Postmaster General Is hereby authorize and directed to pre-

scribe after notice and hearings, but not later than 90 days after the date of
enactment of this act, regulations providing for such increases In the rates of
postage applicable to mail matter of the second class (except free county matter)
and mail matter of the third class as may be necessary In order that the revenues
in the case of each such class and In the case of reasonable classifications within
each such class will fairly approximate the costs and expendicares attributable
thereto, and to amend such regulations, from time to time, to the extent necessary
to carry out the purpose of this act. The rates of postage provided for In such
regulations shall become effective, In lieu of the rates now provided by law,
within such reasonable time after the promulgation of such regulations as the
Postmaster General may provide therein. The regulations prescribed pursuant
to the provisions of this act shall be published In the Federal Register."

May I at the outset say that I heartily approve your proposal that the Post-
master General be authorized and directed to conduct public hearings for the
purpose of examining and studying postal rates and making recommendations
to Congress with reference thereto. The proposal is the most important made
in modern postal history. The need for this study is most urgent. I feel it is
highly desirable that the heArivgs be conducted publicly. This is in the best
Interests of the Postal Establishment and the host of mali users as well. It
should serve also to bring to the public a better understanding of the affairs of
the Postal Service and should lead to a more clearly defined public polfly.

I beg leave, however, to make the following recommendations to your com-
mittee:

1. That the proposed legislation direct that the study, hearings, avd authority
embrace all postage rates and rates for all services performed by the Postal
Establishment;

2. That no time limit be prescribed for the fixing of rates but that the proposed
legislation direct that the studies and hearings be begun promptly;

8. That the language of the proposed legislation be amended to require that
postage rates and rates for postal services In cases, classes, and classifications
within classes, wherein the Government has the monopoly, be fixed so as to fairly
approximate the costs and expenditures respectively attributable thereto;

4. That the proposed legislation be amended to require that costs nd expendi-
tures be determined respectively attributable to all other cases, classes, and classi-
fications within classes, wherein the Government does not have the monopoly,
and that the rates therefor be fixed In the light of the general welfare and the
public interest; and

5. That the legislation be amended so that regulations of the Postmaster Gen-
eral estRblishlng a rate of postage or a rate for service be not effective until 60
days after the regulation fixing the rate is reported to both Houses of Congress.

At my first appearance before the Bureau of the Budget and the subcommit-
tee of the Appropriations Committee last year, I indicated that In my opinion
there was a real necessity for a scientific study of costs and revenues, and an
intelligent application of the results of the study to the postal business.

Few appreciate the magnitude or the vastness of the Postal Establishment.
Few realize what an immense and involved business structure and service agency
it has come to be. It is a business operated through more than 44,000 post offlies.
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It employs more than 338,000 persons. It handles each year accountable cash,
property, and stock of the value of more than $,000,000,000. It Is an intricate,
involved, and complicated enterprise of Immense detail and tremendous day-to-day
operation. Its work Is most exacting and requires the best in efficiency. This
huge enterprise is operated with a main or headquarters offk-e personnel of l,317
persons. It is inspected, audited, and instructed in Its workings by an inspection
force of 750 men.

It Is obvious that the important and exacting work of cost and revenue studies
cannot be carried forward adequately with the limited departmental and inspeQ-
tion force available, for even now the staff is overburdened with the tremendous
task of day-to-day operations.

These views, as I have said, were presented to the Ilurean of the Budget and to
the subcommittee of the Appropriations Committee last year In connection with
the 1943 estimates for the Postal Establishment, and again in the iFast few months
In connection with the deficiency appropriation for 1942. The Congress sympa-
thetIcally considered our management problems, and we were allowed, effective
July 1, 1942, for the fiscal year 1943, $2.,000 for budget and administrative plan-
nfng, 4 minor executive places, and 21 minor clerical places for the departmental
service, and 100 addl. nal post-office Inspectors. Our estimates for these require-
ments were substantially larger, and were based upon a peacetime postal service.
Subsequently, the Congress allowed the recruitment of the additional post-office
Inspectors to begin April 1, and several weeks ago these inspectors completed their
preliminary training, which starts them on their 3/-year course to become quail-
fled post-office

° 
inspectors.

Tl-,se reco ,eadatIons to the Budget and the Appropriations Committee were
made "o care for a condition existing In the Department a year since. Before
relief w s granted, the war was upon us, and its coming brought new and greater
problem to the establishment. Wartime postal security and conservation pro-
cedures had to be planned and placed in operation. Not only was it necessary to
instruct and train the entire postal personnel in the application of these pro.
cedures but we have the continual task of seeing to It that these procedures are fol.
lowed and made more effective throughout the entire Postal Establishment.

In addition, the rubber shortage caused by the war has brought us the alto-
gether new problem of finding ways and means and formulating plans for moving
the malls over 3,238,000,000 tire-miles per year, notwithstanding curtailments of
rubber supplies. Unless an adequate supply of rubber is made available, this will
be a problem of readjustment of the first magnitude necessarily Involving vast
changes In routes, schedules, and mall-handling operations, not only during the
war period but requiring readjustments of comparable complexity after the war.

In addition to all this there have come tr-mendous demands for additional rostal
work and services from other departments and agencies of the Government to
assist In the war effort.

For these reasons the Department cannot study and plan adequately for im-
provement and simplification of operation and management procedures, nor can It
make the continuous and essentially scientific cost and revenue studies that must
be made, nor can It plan sufficiently for the readjustments so necessary to meet the
present daily changes in the postal businem, In general business, and In the ua-
tioral economy during the wartime and in the time of peace to come.

Derartmental hours have been increased; officials and the inspection force have
extended their own hours to the utmost. But we have not been able thereby to.
obtain the management manpower necessary to perform even our daily tasks in
the manner and with the thoughtful and deliberate consIderation that all of us
in the Postal Service rqcoguize as absolutely essential.

With the encouragement we have received from Congress In recent months,
and realizing the desire of Congress to s-e to It that the Postal Service is Imple-
mented sufficiently to conduct its affairs on a businesslike basis, I have In the
meantime attempted, within the limits of available personnel, to make a start on
certain phases of postal operations which are directly related to costs, revenues,
and rates.

Postal business has been managed upon revenue and expenditure figures It has
seemed to me that the real guide for management is to be found In the volume
and costs. I have felt fot some time, as I Indicated in the hearings before the
Appropriations Committee last year and again in my annual report for the'fLcal
year 1041, that the peak of postal revenues would soon be reached and that postal
work volume and costs would Increase. In discussing general postal business
with the Appropriations subcommittee last year before the Inception of the war,
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I stated that I was very dubious of the general fnanclal position of the Postal
Establishment as then estimated for the fiscal year 1943, because costs were
steadily mounting. I felt then, as I do now, that we should have more complete
operation and cost data In order that significant changes in the trend of postal
affairs might be brought promptly to the attention of the executive and legislative
branches of the Government for necessary action.

In order to keep informed currently of the situation, In February cf this year
I instituted a system of monthly reports from 172 of the largest post offices to
reflect promptly trends In postal business. While the reports are not conclusive
and as yet do not contain the detail which I believe the Department should have
continuously before it, I feel that these reports are accurately representative of
the trends. On the basis of this Infqrnation, the fiscal year 1942 as a whole will
show an increase In revenues over the fiscal year 1911, and the actual postal
deficit will be the smallest since 1926. The Department has definitely passed the
peak of revenues, yet the work-load volume is steadily Increasing and will con-
tinue to do so. In my opinion, there will be a substantial decline in postal reve-
nues for the fiscal year 1913 and a substantial Increasodn work-load volume. This
will cause expenditures to greatly exceed revenues and result in a substantial
postal deficit.

To what extent and to what amount In money this will be reflected, I am not
yet in a position to approximate since this Is an entirely new phase in postal
history. Heretofore when there has been a decline in postal revenues there has
also been a decline In postal work-load volume, not actually corresponding but
nevertheless rather parallel. The Department, therefore, more than ever before,
needs to equip Itself with operating, volume, and cost data.

To obtain and analyze these essential data and to begin promptly the necessary
budget and administrative planning work on the effective date of the 1943 appro-
priation, I had in readiness certain plans which were put in effect July 1, 1942.
I have established the Office of Budget and Administrative Planning and laid
down a program of work for it. I have brought together under the Bureau of
Accounts all the work of the Department In connection with reports and accounts
affecting over-all operations and the ascertainment of costs.

Last year I started the work of surveying all mail handling and financial opera-
tions In the field in order that there might be available for the first time complete
and factually accurate bases for the continuous Improvement and simplIfication
of postal operations, and for use In the analyses of factors of cost. The prelimi-
nary gathering of these data has been completed and graphic charts showing these
field operations In detail have teen furnished to departmental officials and the
inspection force for study.

As a result of Information obtainedd during this preliminary survey thd'Depart-
meat has been able to eliminate and consolidate more reports and forms than in
any like period In modern postal history. This has been possible without detract-
Ing in any way from the efficiency of operations and without dispensing with
necessary financial and management data. By the discontinuance of one report
form, the Postal Service has been saved each year the necessity of preparing and
submitting 229,000 individual reports. By dispensing with one group of 22 reports,
the work of preparing and verifying more than 47.000,009 entries in the field and
reviewing them in the Dipartment oich year has been eliminated. By the aboli-
tion of one ground of 8 reports, the Postal Establishment has not only saved the
actual cost of 444,000 envelopes but, what is more Important, it has eliminated
the work of preparing the reports Involved and the cost of addressing, handling,
and distributing them each year.

In order that instruct!ns for the guidance of the 44,000 post oflICes and the
postal personnel be simplified, made uniform, and consistent, and so that in-
structions might be more economically and M-ffileutly Placed in effect by the
postal nersonnel, I made certain changes in the Postal Bulletin effective Msrch
1.5. 1942. It has been found possible not only to curtail the publication of the
daily Postal Bulletin to 3 issues a week. but also to reduce the average num-
ber of pages published each month from 62 to 20. The cost of printing the Postal
Bulletin during the months of April and May 1940 and 1941 averaged $8500,
whereas during April and May 1912 costs have been redued to $41A50. This
savlnw has been made notwithstanding the increase In per page printing cost of
over 20 percent. -By this curtailment and reduction of the Postal Bulletin, not
only does the field continue to be as well informed, but there wIll be a saving of
over 1,000,000 envelopes each year.
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I cite these few examples merely for the purpose of demonstrating the possibili-
ties of benefits and savings that may be had If and when sufficient manpower
is available to scrutinize constantly proWures, reports, and forms from the
standpoint of effciency and economy of operations. The Postal Establishment
must constantly seek to simplify and Improve its operations and methods so that
greater efikclency and Intelligent economy may result. Savings due to these efforts
should be important and substantial In dollar amount.

However, these savings, in terms of percentage of total postal expenditures, are
necessarily smalL Economies in the Postal Establishment are confined to a nar.
row field. Of total annual postal expenditures of more that $800,000,000, approxt-
mately 75 cents of each dollar expended Is laid out for the services of personnel
In the fl.ld and 20 cents of each dollar is paid out for transportation of the malls.
By reason of statutory limitations, requirements, and directions made over the
years, permanent charges have been placed upon the Postal Establishment in
these two classes of expenditures. These charges make it virtually Impossible
to flatly or arbitrarily cut expenditures-if the mall is to be moved with dispatch-
if the facilities of the Postal Service are to remain available to the public, and If
the postal organization is to be used by the Government to carry out national-
policy programs. Thus the field of opportunity for working out economies Is
limited to the remaining 5 cents of the dollar expeded.

There remains but one alternative in the field of economy and that is to re-
strict the type and kind of service that is In the very tradition of the United
States Postal Service. A step in this direction would, of necessity, have as its
effect the curtailment of deliveries and dispatches, would reduce the facilities of
the Postal Service available for hire by the public, anJ would limit substantially
the use of the postal organization by the Government in carrying out national-
policy activities. Such a radical step would be contrary to the tradition of the
Department and a drastic departure irom the national policy pursued by our
Government since the creation of thePostal Establishment.Another and even larger factor in this relationship between revenues and ex-
penditures Is the work and service performed by the Postal Establishment for
other governmental agencies. Other branches and agencies of the Government
continue to rely more and more upon the postal organization to assist and Imple-
ment their work. The free mail privilege for governmental agencies, and the
provision for custodial and maintenance equipment and services for quarters
located in post-nffice buildings and used by other Government agencies, are im-
portant and well-known services furnished by the establishment.

However, at no time in its modem-day history have so many services In such
tremendous volume been expected of and required to be furnished by the Postal
Establishment. Registration of aliens, reregistration of enemy aliens, rehandling
of mall for censorship, establishment of postal facilities for more than 700 mili-
tary units, free mall privilege for our armed force selling and accounting for
58.00 000 motor use tax stamps valued at $203.030,000. selling and accounting for
19,000.000 Defense-War Savings bonds valued at $958,000000,' sellIg t.rd ac-
counting for 1,1517,C00000 Defense-War Savings stamps valued at $310.000.000,
and dozens of other services added substantially to the postal work-load during
the past year.

For the past year a serious effort has been made to obtain reimbursement
from otler rgencles of the Government for this work. While the Deportment has
had more success in obtaining reimbjirsement than heretofore, yet statutory
restrictions and directions prevent reimbursement for many of these services. On
the whole, the Postal Establishment is being reimbursed only a minor fraction

I During the IAs war the Postal Fstabltshment was aso utilized to sell Government mecurttls C4 two
kinds, 25-cent Thrift stamps and 5 War stamps, Wh~le the volume and arount o these aes were te-
mendous, they were, In a recent comparable period of this war, greatly ezeeded.

Podia Ed * ent W/ ef ocrameat &emalt

e -- .. - Dec. 1, 197, to W Dee. 1941. to Perentags
tec ld une 30, 1918Ilane 30, 1942 Increase

Savings Mnd War stamp ............................ S4,0S $294.OA 00 -............
Sarinci bounds ................... .. .. ...... 744,329000 . ....

TOW -........................... ............ - -M M 3 l 000 j 16. 52
Total enter of Individusi secudlies cold------------2A3 2k%~ 239 1, 52D, M44000 M3 70
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of the expense Incurred for these services. The performano-, of these services
likewise haa a distinct beating upon the relationship of revenues and expenditures
of the Postal Establishment, and upon the revenues derived from the various
classes of mail and special services and the costs and expenditures attributable
thereto.

Another and vital factor In these relationships has been the enormous changes
occurring in our national economy due to the war effort. In modern postal
history there have been no such great shifts of population and no great conver-
sions of industry. Thus plans for field personnel, builaings, equipment, and
transportation could be based upon the expectation of a tather predictable growth
In population and business. True, business cycles had their effect upon the
postal business, but this effect was almost solely limited to declining or increasing
postal value and postal receipts. Postal expenditures, to some extent, paralleled
postal revenues, and It has been axiomatic in the Postal Service that declining
revenues meant declining work volume.

In a period of business depression the adjustment of postal expenditures to
revenues has never been easily managed. Beginning In the early thirties, the
Postal Establishment had the experience and felt the effect of decreased postal
income and volume, which dropped sharply with the decline in general business
activity. The public curtailed the use of postal services and facilities; that
meant less postal work load and volume, and obviously less expenditures for per-
sonnel and transportation were required to move the malls and provide the
services. Executive and legislative action, though distasteful, become Impers-
tive. This adjustment between revenues and expenditures took many months
and was climaxed by the payless furlough, affecting every employee in the
Postal Service.

At this time the Postal Establishment has encountered no mere change in the
business cycle. It Is confronted by great, and at this time unpredictable, changes
In the national economy, great shifts In population, great mobilization of military
forces, and complete converalon of businesn to war industry. All previous gages,
principles, and factors vtlch have been useful In charting and forecasting the
future of the operations of tho Postal Establishment have become virtually value-
less and meaningless.

To Illustrate this, It now appears that during May 1942, at the 172 largest post
offices which have usually accounted for T1 percent of total postal revenues, there
was a decrease of $2,851,450, or 6.62 percent, in postal revenues and a decrease of

629,189, or 9.86 percent, In the number of sacks of parcel post dispatched, com-
pared with May 1941.

In the same period the number of domeetlc money orders issued fncreaed 80,.
910, or 13.89 percent; the number of savings bonds sold increased 1.031 640. or.
894 percent; the number of paid domestic registered articles Increased 1,458.434,
or 61.48 percent; the number of free domestic registered articles Increased 42.5 i47,
or 61.88 percent; the number of special delivery articles delivered Increased 677,-
623, or 9.4 percent; and the number of pouches of mall other than parcel post
received and dispatched Increased 196.909, or 7.5 perceMt. Thus% notwithstand-
ing the sharp decline In postal revenues shown in these few offices, there was an
Increase of more than 4,500,000 in the number of transactions In the various postal
services.

The expenditures at these 172 largest post offices for the month of May 1941
totaled $35,616.771 5 and for the month of May 1942 the expenditures of these
offices were $37,149,072.83, an Increase of $1,532,901.28, or 4.A percent.

Business at the smaller olice differed subsinntlally. During fay 12 atemo
sales to the 28,000 fourth-class offices Increased 6.15 percent over May 1941, and
stamp sales to the 10.000 third-class offices Increased 4.77 percent. Hiring the
same month the number of money orders paid at the 38,000 third- and fourth.
class post offkes Increased 23.93 percent.

The usual relationships and trends between postal revenues, volume, and trans-
actions, and as between classes of post offices. no longer exist.

The present dynamics of the national economy have and will continue to have
a most Important bearing upon the relation of the revenues derived from the
various classes of mail and the special services, and the costs and expenditures
attributable thereto.

The largest factor in this relationship between postal revenues and expendi-
tares, as the proposal of your committee Indicates. Is postal rates-rates for
service as well as for malL My studies have brought me definitely to the con-
clusion that too little attention has been paid to the relationship that exIsts be-
tween postal rates oh he one hand, and financial considerations and the public vel-
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fare on the other. Notwithstanding that postal rates and costs are involved and
complex it is In the public Interest that they be understood more widely and more
often subjected to public serptliny.

In private business, costs have always been the principal consideration In fixing
the rates or charges for the product. In postal business, public welfare has re-
ceived serious consideration In the fixing of rates. It is proper that this policy
should be continued In some measure. However, in fixing the postal rate struc-
ture consideration should be given to the factor of actual cost as well as to the
public welfare. It seems to me that these considerations and factors have never
been adequately integrated In postal rates.

It has been said that revenues from few classes of mail or postal services
approximate the costs and expenditures attributable thereto--for Instance, special
delivery. A special delivery fee of 10 cents for a letter Is fixed by statute. Another
statute fixes a fee of 9 cents to be paid the special delivery messenger. The cost
of the extra work involved In this transaction Is not at all commensurate with the
1 cent which remains available to meet postal operating expense. If the special
delivery message Is to bear the costs and expenditures attributable to It, it should
bear the cost of (1) printing the special delivery stamp; (2) sending the stamp
to the post office for sale; (3) charging the stamp out to the window clerk for
sale; (4) clerical time In selling the stamp and accounting for Its purchase; (5)
clerical time attributable to the handling o! the stamp In and on the necessary
accounting forms, records, and reports concerning the disposition of the stamp
and its proceeds, and the attributable share of the cost of the yearly audit of the
post office selling the stamp; (6) preferential handling of the special delivery
letter from the place of collection through the post offices of dispatch, through the
post office of receipt of the place of delivery; (7) clerical time attributable to the
handling of the letter and recording it on forms, records, and reports at the post
office of delivery, and the attributable share of the cost of the yearly inspection
of the post office and facilities handling the special delivery letter; and (8) attrib-
utable share of the cost of supervision of the special delivery system. Last year
more than 103,000,000 special deliveries were made and the volume Is Increasing.

An examination of the money-order system may cause one to reach the same
conclusion, as the minimum fee of 6 cents fixed by the, statute is said not to be
commensurate with the cost of the extra work Involved in moqey-order transac-
cons. Hundlng of a money order Involves substantially more postalwork than a
special-delivery message. In the Issuance of a money order more than 15 sep-
arate entries must be made by the Issuing clerk. Much special offee equipment
must be utilized. Last year more than 275,000,000 money orders were Issued and
paid. This makes 50.000,000 separate accounting and auditing transactions.
Money-order volume is Increasing.

Lkewise it may be said that thlrd-class mail does not approximate the costs
and expenditures attributable thereto. The basic statutory rate of postage on
thlrd-cla," matter Is 11/ :ents for each 2 ounces or fraction thereof (first-class
nonlocal malls Is 3 cents per ounce, or fraction thereof). For the 112 cents the
Postal Service will deliver a 2-ounce iten. of printed matter to any postal patron
anywhere in the United States. In the main there is little difference-in the
expense Involved in the transmission and delivery of a 2-ounce first-class letter,
for which the Postal Service would receive 6 cents, and the 2-ounce piece of third-
class matter for which the Postal Service receives 1%h cents, except that the
third-class matter does not receive the same priority in handling. It does require
a comparable amount of clerical work In connection with Its collection, distribu-
tion, transportation, and delivery.

Thu3 It may appear by these Illustrations that the postal fees or rates charged
do not meet the expense attributable to the service.

Many say that these ser-sices are In the public interest. The public must have
an Inexpensive method of oulck communication-thus special delivery; others
contend that business and private affairs require an economical means of security
for the transmission of small sums of money-thus money orders; still others say
that Industry. in order to develop and Incrense employment, must have a means
of bringing its products directly to the attention of prospective purchasers at
nominal ra!es-thus low third-class postage rates.

Surmounting these considerations is the Pctual but seemingly Intangible con-
tributlon that the Postal Establishment by. its service has made to the unity of
the Nation through the dissemination of Information and knowledge, and the
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more obvious aid It has been to the progress and growth of business and Industry
through its Nation-wide facilities for the transmission and safeguarding of
communications and valuables at nominal cost to Its patrons.

Services performed In the public welfare should not be rendered, however,
with entire disregard of public cost.

It seems that postal costs have not as yet been measured scientifically. In
the last 20 years great strides have been made In the techniques of time and cost
studies and In the methods of cost accounting, but the Postal Service has not
been equipped to keep Its cost studies progressing In the light of improvements
end gains In techniques. This tedious, exacting, and painstaking work Is not
to be accomplished without the expenditure of funds. Insuffilent funds to prop-
trly carry out such work may be far worse than not doing the work at all, because
fragmentary and indefinite figures which may rsult from Insufli-lent analysis
and study may be responsible for the drawing of factu ly incorrect conclusions.
While the sample drawn for cost study may be appropriate, the lack of scientific
and professional personnel to see to It that the sample is adequately controlled,
tested, analyzed, and checked may result in wholly unjustified inferences and
determinations being drawn from the data. Notwithstanding the Inadequacy
of funds for analytical work, the D'partment has made every effort to be as selen.
tific as possible In its work of ascertaining costs. I believe, however, that the
Postal Establishment has suffered and will now suffer even more because of Its
continued lack of facilities to establish, maintain, and Improve Its time and cost
,tudics and analyses.

Expenditures from management personnel, which Include departmental of.
ficials and employees and the Inspection service, amount to but $0.000 of each
dollar of postal expenditures. Included In that amount are the funds made avail.
able for all the departmental general administrative eximinaton of accounts and
reports of day.to-day operations as well a's the amounts made available for de-
partmental study and analysis of cost ascertainment data. These funds amount
to $125,C00 for the Bureau of Accounts and $35,CO) for personnel services In the
DIstrict of Columbia for cost ascertainment; a total of $160,000. or $9.00019 of
each dollar of postal expenditures. The factual statement that the average
yearly salary of the 81 oflcals and employees engaged, in this work is $1.975
is a sufficient comment on the lack of importance that has been attached to this
vital, exacting, scientific, and professional work.

Encouraged by the sympathetic Interest displayed by the Congress in our man-
agement* problems, I have combined all the over-all accounting, reports, and cost
work In one bureau, effective July 1, and have laid down a plan of operations.
By these means I have hope of Improving this work. But It goes almost without
saying that these preliminary steps will not alone solve the problem of Inrffitclent
manpower to do the job as It should be done.

The desirability of some method of cost accounting has been recognized for
many years. In the fiscal year 1907-8 statistics were gathered and used to show
comparisons of revenues and expenditures by classes of mail and special services,
ard the results of that study were published in the Annual Report of the Post-
master General for 1909. This was analyzed and carried forward with certain
modifications by the Hughes Commission In 1911-12, but the conclusions were
thrown into disarray almost Immediately thereafter with the Inauguration of the
parcel post system on January 1, 1913,

The matter then remained in suspense until 11121, when the Joint Commission
cf Congress on Postal Service agreed that the Department undertake the work
of obtaining more adequate Information with respect to the cost of carrying
and handling the several classes of mail matter and performing the special serv-
ices. A comprehensive plan, embracing special Instructions and forms, for
gathering the data was then prepared with the collaboration of expert accountants
employed by the Joint Commission and postal experts from the departmental and
field services, but due to lack of funds the work was delayed.

The basic data were finally gathered during the period from hpte.nber 21 to
October 20, 1923, at 560 designated post offices of all classes and in represents.
tire lines and terminals in each division of the Railway Mall Service. The sta-
tistics thus obtained were applied to the audited revenues and expenditures of
and for the fiscal year 1923, and the results were submitted to the Sixty-eighth
Congress on December 2, 1924, as "a fair and reasonably accurate approximation
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of the relative revenues and expenditures applicable to the several classes of
mall and special services."

As a consequence, the Congresi Ose.J the act of February 28, 1925, authorla-
Ing the continuance of the cost ascertaInment, under which authority the sta-
tistleal results have been reported each fiscal year beginning with 192a.

It is impossible for the Post Office Department and the General Accounting
Ofike to maintain records of each individual Item of revenue and expenditure
according to every single class of mall and each special service by each particular
rate. Therefore, the break-up of the audited revenues from the general sources
and the audited expenditures from the various appropriations must depend In
the main upon apportionments based upon as representatiye and as reliable data
as possible. 1'T.is cost ascertainnumt has sought to accomplish by means of the
procedure approved in 1924, on the basis of statistics and tests In a limited number
of post offices at selected points during four 7-day statistical periods in the year,
on the theory that the sample thus procured would be a cross-section of the postal
buslaess for the fiscal year.

The original 1924 cost ascertainment plan has been retained but so fa; as pos-
sible details have been moditled from year to year to keep abreast of changes In
classific-ativn, postal rates, and services. The scope of cost ascertainment has
been broadened to embrace the comparison for certain subclasses and divisions
of classes and also to show the number of pieces, weight, volume, and average
haul of mall by classes, as well as the number of transactions In the special
services. The purpose of the cost ascertainment is to credit as accurately as
possible to each class of mall and each special service the revenue earned by It,
and to charge each class of mall and each special service with Its proper share
of the expenditures.

No attempt is made to reflect such intangible factors as the rqlatlve priority of
service, the relative intrinsic and ecQnomic values of the malls of the several
classes, and the degrees of preferment In handling. For example, first-class malls
ate afforded safeguards in handling that are not accorded malls of the second and
third classes, sucn as lock pouches In transportation and checking of receipt and
disstateh of such pouches. They are also afforded the most expeditious handling
in both otf.es of mailing and delivery and in transportation. Perishable and
fragile matter are afforded special treatment In handling and transportation.
Sp clal delivery parcels and newspapers are afforded expeditious handling In
transit over and above that accorded regular mails of the fourth and second
cisse. The cost of these priorities and preferments and the value of them to
mailers are not reflected In cost ascertainment figures.

It Is obvious that the present cost ascertainment methods and techniques are
predicated upon the existence of reasonable uniformity In postal activity through.
out the yet But we know that the usual static position in postal affairs is now
a thing of the past. TLe great changes in our national economy, shifts in popu-
lation, conversion of American business as we have known it to war Industry,
are producing and w'Ill continue to produce during the wartime and after the
wartime such a dislocation of postal operations that determinations of costs on
the existing bases will lead to factually incorrect conclusions.

Tte Postal Establishment looks forward to profound changes In the transpor-
tation of the malls as a direct result of the war. Even before the war new hori-
sons came in view. The great growth In transportation of the mails by air, the
successful experiments with air-mail pick-up service (wherein mall is picked
up and discharged by planes traveling at high speeds, an operation recently
adapted to military use) and the advancement In,the technique of transporta-
tion by towed gliders have forecast the shape of things to come. After the war, the
Nation will have vast numbers of highly trained and experienced pilots, naviga-
tors, an' 'echnieians, as well as an enormous supply of large and powerful trans-
port planes_ The Postal Establishment must be in a position, on behalf of the
public, to take immediate advantage of these opportunities for better and more

economical postal service which will be available almost immediately at the war's
end. Mall handling equipment and facilities for distribution and dispatch of mall,
the location of terminals, and mail-handling operating methods must be planned
so that these resources available to the Nation may be Intelligently Integrated
In the Nation's Postal Service. There will be produced changes as revolutionary
In the transportation and handling of malls as came with the railroads. This
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is not a visionary prophecy, but it is the considered judgment of many thought-
ful men of sound technical traininxt and business experience.

Yet this is all the more reason why our cost and planning studies must be con-
tinued, Improved, and made more scientific.

The proposal of your honorable committee not only requires adequate, depend-
able, and comprehensible cost figures, but it demands also a proper forecast of the
effect of new rates upon the volume of postal business, as well as an appropriate
evaluation of the large considerations of public policy and public welfare.

There has long been a historic policy of encouraging.by low postal rates the
dissemination of news and Information, and the extent to which this policy has
proved successful must not be minimized. Most careful consideration should be
given to any change In rates which would seriously hamper the circulation of use-
ful Information or which would tend to disloc~ate business and industry. The
public has been afforded low postal service rates for the general benefit of the
Nation, and the extent to which these rates for the classes of mail and the sppcial
postal services and Fpecial facilities such as registry, money order, and the like
have contributed to the growth and comfort, the culture and Influence of the
Nation and its democratic processes, must not be overlooked.

If rates for mail and postal services were fixed immediately on a basis com-
mensurate with the existing estimates of cost, not only would such rates be
established on a factually faulty basis, but they would dislocate the service and
produce such entirely new coditions that new cost computations would be re-
quired to determine whether the new rates, under the new conditions, were ap-
proximating fairly the costs and expenditures attributable to the services
rendered.

For example, the cost ascrtalnment report for the fiscal year 1041 indicates
there was an excess of apportioned expenditures over revenues on second-class
matter of about $84,000,000, based on revenues of $24,000,00 and apportioned er-
penditures of $108,000,000. It does not necessarily follow that by Increasing
second-class rates four and a half times that ti e total expenditure flure will be
met, because It would be pure conjecture to assume that the volume of second-class
matter that was in the mails in 1941 would find its way irto the malls In 1943 at
these Increased rates. - The probable effect would be to drive second-clam matter
out of the mails. It by no means follows that the elimination of second-class
mail would work a saving of $1C8,000,000 In expenditures. This Item might be
eliminated in a statistical table, but the Postal Establishment's financial state-
ment might then very well Indicate that the $108000,000 had beea apportioned
to the other classes remaining in the malls, leading to larger amounts In the
statistical statement of the excess of apportioned expenditures over revenues, as
well as reducing the actual postal revenues by $24,000.000.

The postal system established by the Constitution and under the laws of Con.
gress must of necessity operate as a going concern: If no second-class matter were
In the malis, It would not thereby eliminate a proportionate share of jhe depart-
mental personnel, the Inspection force, the clerks, the carriers, the laborers, the
Raiway Mall clerks, the rural carriers, rent, light, and fuel because It is not
possible to eliminate that portion of the persornel, the equipment, the buildings,
the mail cars, and the trucks of the Postal Establishment that are handling the
work load of second-class matter. We have no post offices or parts of post offices
dcstgned, equipped, and maintained to handle second-class mall exclusively. We
have no Railway Mall cars or motor vehicles exclusively devoted to second-class
mail. We have no post-office clerks or carriers, village delivery carriers, star-
route carriers, or mall messengers recruited, trained, and employed to handle
nothing but second-class matter. The Postal System is not composed of mail and
service expense compartments which can be automatically eliminated or flatly
reduced by the curtailment of expenditures when losses of mall or services occur
In a particular category.or classification. This elimination might lighten the
burden of the employees, but it Is very doubtful that It would work any great
saving to manpower. The efficiency and economy oJf the Postal System depend
upon the continual maintenance of a high degree of integration of all services
and operations.

It was In the light of all these problems and factors, which I have here at-
tempted to discuss as briefly as possible, that I made the five recommendations
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which are set forth in the early part of this communication. The fact that the
problems confronting the Postal Establishment are of great difficulty and com.
plexity should not act as a deterrent to the proposal of the Committee on Waysand bleans.

Irrespective of the ultimate decision of the Congress on the motion proposed by
your committee, or on the recommendations I have made, it will be my policy,
provided that the Congress authorizes the necessary expenditures, to Implement
and augment the work of cost ascertainment and cost analysis to the end that
there should be continuing sclentif studies of postal rates for mail and services.
in order that the most dependable data obtainable be available for use by the Post
Office Department and by Congress. Furthermore. it will be my policy to b:ing
together In one place In the Postal Establishment all work incident to the propos-
Ing and fixing of rates for mail matter and postal services, and to so organize this
work that evaluations based upon the data collected continually in cost ascertain-
ment and cost studies will receive adequate consideration and scientific study in
the determination or fixing of rates and classification of mnall matter and services.

By the action of your committee in proposing a scientific study of rates to be
developed publicly, I am encouraged In the work I have started In tht Department,
and I will continue on that program so that by the Joint and coo, ,rative action
of the executive and legislative branches of the Government the -ibitc may be
assured that the Postal Servlce will continue to be the finest service ot its kind in
the world.

Respectfully submitted.
FR&ANK a WALKR, PoAtmaster General.

OMMUITEE ON WAY AND Mr.ANe,
uos or RaRRsRETATr.

Washington, D. G., July 8, 1942.
Hon. FRANK C. WALKER,

Postmaster General, Post Oftice Department,
Wtash ington, D. 0. •

Dna MR. WALKER: In acknowledging receipt of your letter of July 7 with ref-
erence to postal rates, which was a reply to our letter of June 25, the Committee
on Ways and Means desires to inform you that the letter was presented to the
committee by the chairman this morning. Its contents were thoroughly discussed.

The committee recognizes the magnitude and importance of the subject, but It
also appreciates the fact that the question of bringing rates of postage In the
second- and third-class mail matters more closely in line with the cost of han-
dling such mail, has been the subject of consideration and discussion for the past
30 or 35 years. Certainly you realize that It Is not a good business practice to
permit these deficits'to continue without some remedial action. In spite of past
discussions, nothing has ever been done.

We find that in 1933 the President of the United States was given the authority
to do the very thing that our committee desires to have done, but so far no move
has been made in that direction. Now, while we are In the very uncomfortable
position of trying to find much needed revenue for the support of our Government
In these precarious times, we feel this is one place where a very large saving
should be effected.

We are particularly pleased to note that you approve the principle of our pro-
posal, but you do make some recommendations, which are not entirely clear to us,
many of which are beyond the jurisdiction of our committee. Furthermore we
recognize that jurisdiction on all postal matters, not involving revenue, lies in the
Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads. We certainly have no desire to
violate this jurisdiction. Therefore, we decided to eliminate the proposed section
from the tax bill and assume that you will not permit this matter to lie dormant.

Copies of our original letter to you dated June 25, of your reply of July 7, and of
thTq letter are being cent to the Honorable M. A. Bemjue, chairman of the Com-
mittee on the Post Office and Post Roads, leaving to him such action as his com-
mittee deems appropriate.

By direction of the Committee on Ways and Means.
R. L. Douonm , Chialrman.

310
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LIBRARY OF CoNGRES. LUiatArVl ROWs tr Stavics, DATA ox Finme or

CHANOES IN PoST CABD RArTE Or PoSrAoz Duazm LAer WAR

1.A S AR o COt oua's .
LIISTLAIVE RFYE2MCI SERVICE

Novcmb r 19, 1943.
flon. RALPH E. CHURCH,

Houae of Represetoltre.
Washington, D. (.

Dims CONORMs uA : This Is in response to your Inquiry about tLe effects of
changes in pqt-enrd rates of postage during the last war. The figures available
relate to Goverr'ment-prlnted postal cards sold or requisitioned by p"st omces;
the Post Ofce Department states that privately printed cards may be assumed to
be equal In volume of sales. For f. al years the figures are:

1910 --------------- 6 -----------------------------------------
New rate in effect on Nov. 3, 1917 -------------------------------19 18 --- ------ ----- ----- --- -- -- ------ --- --- ------ --- --- --- ----
Rate reduced on Feb. 24, 1919 -----)---------------------------
1D20 --- -------------------------------------------------- .

Sincerely yours,

Ca0rd.
1, 047, 84, 800
1, 112,337,70D

707, 111,300
4606,924,490
98K, 15% 087

Esimar 8. Guirrrg, Director.

PoeT Omcc OPtzaTiofe As Summ-.Rizm Faom Tu ANNUAL Rnao*r 6V THS
POSTMAarER OLNFR.L soa 1H1: FISCAL Y.AR ENDING JUNE 30, 1942

Post Offcle op'ratfoms

(source: Postmaster General's Annual Report)

Fr fiscal year ended June 30, 1912:
Operating deficit, I. e., cash deficit, without any credits for free

services -------------------------------------------------- $11,5, 186

Postage credits, authorized by act of June 9, I30, computed at
regular rates of postage:

Penalty matter by offices of Government (other than Poet
Offi-e Department), including registry feet. ----------- 71, 24,122

k ranked matter mailed by-
Members of Congress ----------------------------- 76,83
Others ------------------ ------------------------- .

Second-class publications free In county ...------ 6-01, 105
Ftce mAll for the blind --------------------------------- 2o7, 208
Second-class publications exempt frvm zone rates on adver.

rising ---------------------- ------------------------ 320,5

Total ---------------------------------------------- 73 910,128
Additional credits:

Other free services (custodial, maintenance, saie of War
Savings bonds, etc.) rendered to the other Government
departments withotit charge ------------------------- 10,879,334

Estimated postage that would have been received on free
mail bf armed forces --------------------------------- '4,40, 000

Total ---------------------------------------------- 15,025, 00

Grand total credits .... ..--------------------------- 042,3

Net profit --------------------------------------- 7, 116,849
'Estimated amount for 3-ionth period free mall was In effLect In the Iseel year 1942.

9$331--44-21
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Ilaonr"S 00iot Ofles Devartment, except as @t4r1s shouM1
For fiscal year ended June 0, 194:

Operating deficit, L e, cah defiit without any credits for free
s ervies -....--------------------------------.---- M.54,.000

Postage credits authorized by act of June 0, 198, at regular
rates of postage:

Penalty matter by offces of Government (other then Pobt
Offlce Department) including registry fee ---------- 119,000,000

Franked matter mailed by-
Members of Congress ------ ..---------------------- 276 W
Others --------------- --.-------- -.. .--------- ]so

Second-class publications, free In county -------------- '001,105
Free mail for the blind ----------------.. ...-------- 29,208
Second-clasa publications exempt from zone rates on adver-
-tising ------------------ ------------------------- 820, 65

TotaL ----------------------------------------- W120,2006

Additional credits:
Other free services (custodial, maintenance, sale of War

Wings bonds, etc) rendered to other Government de-
partments without charge: ---------------------------- 10,7), 834

Estimated postage that wvuld have been received on free
" .natl of arned forces ------------------------- - 23, i30, 000

Total ------------------------------- -------------- 8, 09, 334

Grand total credits.-----------------............---..... 154, 001,84)

Net profit --------------------------------------. 1508,840
1FIgure from PostwAster General's report for ftcal year 1942, the figure for fal year

1943 not being available,I The Item of $28,230,000 Is estimated by extending the Poet Offlee Department estimate
for this Item for 3 months of the fiscal year 1942, to 12 months, and increasing by 25
percent to allow for Ierease In armed forces.

Bnox or T. Q. Bmuscz ox PoTAL-BAT Ie.msxs As TAXATo, WICH ARz
Psorosm na Housm BzvLeu BiLL or 1943, H. PL 88

The lncreeies In pbstal rates and charges for special postal services proposed
in the revenue bill for 1043, as passed by the House of Representativs and now
before the Senate Finance Committee, are unsound ana unscientific on three prin-
cipal counts, as follows:
• 1. The increases proposed bear no relationship to the deficits incurred by the
Post Office Department for each class of mall or service rendered.

The House Committee on Ways-and Means, in Its report accompanying the
revenue bill of 1943, states that "The Post Oifle Department shows that while
first-class mail service was operated at a proflt oC,$1E,00,000 during,the fiscal
year 1942, all other classes of mall operated in the aggregate at a toss of $172 000,-
000, and that a similar over-all situation has existed with respect to the Postal
Service for years." 'Tho implication here must he apparent tOiat the modlfleations
proposed by the committee ajre to correct any deficiencies In revenijes over expendi-
tures where they occur. This is not the case, however, as exhibit A attached
and the following comment* will show:

First-ads mall.-Locsil first-class mail shows a profit of $25,885,000, or 29.4
percent of Its total revenue._ It is prop(,Wd to increase the local rate 50 percent
and to provide $44,000,000 additional revenue.

Air us.---Shows a los of $3,001,000, or 9.8 percent, and it-isproposed td
Increase the air-maU rate,3% percept Rnd to provide $11,000,000 additional
revenue.

Second emt.--Shows a loss of $&0,034,000, or 321 percent of the total revenue
produced, and no Increases are proposed.

TAIrd lasa.--Shows a loss of $,954,000, or 32.2 percent and it: is proposed to -
increase all third-class rates 100 percent
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Fourth cl.-Regular parcel post shows a loss of $1,2)0,000, or, percent.
Books show a lota of 862,000, or 270.6 percent. It I proposed to '=pose a
3-percent tax on all parcel-post shipments. Regular parcel post showing a lcs
of $9,28,000 Is expected to contribute $4,425,000 in additional revenue,, or 4T.5
percent of Its loss, whereas books, with a loss of $8,020,000, are expected to
contribute only 05,000, or Li percent of their loss.

Foreign maU.--Shows a loss of $5,001,000. No increase suggested.
Penalty ma.--Shows a 'oNs of $24,770,000. No recommendations for reinm.

bursting the Post Oflice Department for cost of handling thls.free malL
Rets4ry.--Pald-reglstry mail shows a loss of $3A840,000, or 24.7 percent. It

Is proposed to Increase the fees 83% percent and to provide $4,.R.,000 additional
revenue. Also, no account taken by committee of $4,492,000 loss Incurred In free
registry servicca.

Inuured ma(L-Shows a loss of $1,488,000, or 2.8 percent, and it Is proposed to
Increase Insurance fees 100 percent and to provide $6,500,000 additional revenue.

Cash one dll-er.---Shows a lose of $4,541,000, or 83.4 percent, and It is pro-
posed to Increase Cash.on-del[very feeos 100 percent.

SpedCa deltverV.-Shows a loss of $598,000, or 47 percent. No increases
proposed.

Money order*.-Show a loss of $,725,000, or 21.4 percent. It is proposed to
Increase money-order fees 66% percent and to provide $21,000,000 additional
revenue.

To summarize the foregoing:

Where increases are proposed
• Percent Addittoca

Percent Increas revenue toprs pooe be raised

First-dames, locaL ................................ p42m ODD0 Al so 50 400.5OD
Air 0 .........................................- 5,091,000o 9.4 383 9l~000
Third Cassun ..a................................ -239"kt,00 312 l00 ;LOA

Fourth lass:
Regulars... .......................... ..- 96 2A.000 3 a 44.4, 0
Booe....................... ............ -5,51,000 mel5 1 0I" 000

Tot fokrt ................................ -17,90,000 1.S e 4a2 ,000
-,34000 Sty &rn 4. 00,00

W~t -e4 ors n4K 0pro i o.2

Cash drey------------------------L4 100 4D
Montyor ,-----------------574000 SL41 5& 21.,0000

Tow ......................................... @L . o4Ij'71.I2M00.

Where increase are not proposed

seconea CU......................................................... I%034,000 -IM.
........... 001,000 2 33

.................... ................ 24,77000 ..
lPda diey..............................................505000
Free registy........................... ........ ................ ...... 4 NZ O .
pecaldley . ................................... ........................... 00 ........ I :,7o o

TOWa.................................................. 12,34&00....

The committee also failed to take Into account that the accuracy of the figures
shown in the cost-ascertainment report hare been challenged by mail users and
public bodies during the past 25 years. -One organization, of which we are mem-
bers, made a study of the formulas used In allocating revenues and expenses to
fourth class and It was found by disinterested experts emj oyed, that revenues
we'e understated and expense overstated to the amount of #3b,.00000 and that
fourth-tlas8 mail was actually earning a substantial profit Instead of a loss as
was reported In the cost-ascertainment report.

SPostmaster General Walker before the Subcommittee on Approprationt% House
of Represeutatives, on January 12, 1943, admitted the inaccuracy and uarella4
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bility of the data sh6wn" In the cost-aseertalnment report for rate-makh" pur-
poses and 6Duested an appropriation for the'et ploymeut of outsid.! experts to

* survey the fiethods and formulas used. Congress granted tb's appropriation.
I. In another class of mall It was found that after all expen" were prorated
to each class, a deduction of 50 percentwas arbitmrlly'made of the indirectI expenses allocated to a certain Class of mall, and this amount wts reAlocated
to all other classes of mall, resulting In an umnlerrtatement' of expenses in one
class; of MAil which hah received the firbiltrary credit, asd an overstatement of
expenses In all the other 0lste of mall.

2. Estimate of additional revenues to be raised falIP, to take Into consideration
eurtailmetit In volume and revenues that will resul. If higher rates ore adopted.

Exhibit B attached shows how the (ommitte- arrived at its Pstlrrote of addi-
tional revenues to be obtained under the proposed higher rates as shown In the
table that appears on page 81 of the committeeA report accomiavnylng the revenue
bill. 1042 postnl revenues as reported In the ammual cost-nscertainment report

were simply multiplied by the percentage of increase in the proposed rates * * *
'a straight mathematical extension with no allowance being made for curtailment

of volume.
Time does not permit an extensive survey of the mall users affected by the

proposed rate Increases to determine what curtailments are planned In -their
mailings should the higher rates be adopted. Tht 'ost Office Department through
Its 15,000 first- and second-class post 0lces could obtain accurate and onpre.
hensive data by contacting local (hambers of commerce, asoclation, and local
mailers. IUtwever, experience with rate increases In the past has shown that
curtailment In volume Inevitably follows when rates are abnormally Increased.

Two of the most significant Instances on record are the following:
1. In 1917 the rate on post cards was raised from 1 to 2 cents, dn Increase of 100

- g~ercent. Prior to the Increase, the Post OMe Department had been receiving
an annual revenue of $20,000,OCO from this source. After the Increase became
effective; revenue dropped to $10000,COO not only failing to produce
the anticipated revenue, but actually cutting the former revenue in half.

.2. When the first-class local rate was raised from 2 to 8 cents In 102. volume
dropVx1 from 4,000,0:),000 to 2,000,000,000 and the actual revenue was less than
before.

Obviously, mail users, when confronted with Increases of from 0 to 100 percent
in postage costs, will seek to curtail either through elimination or diversion and
the volume and revenues of the Post Offi'e Iportmeut will sgffer. When

S nioney-order fees are raised 66% percent, the public will divert to check; If
the minimum cash-on-delivery and money-order fees on a cash-on-delivery trans-
action are raised from 18 cents to 84 cents, there will be less cash-on-delivery
transactions and more cash ones; If thlrd-class rates are raised 100 percent, and
that means $30 per $1,000 instead of $15; a high percentage of advertising matter

* that has been flowingthrough the malls will be distributed by some other method.
In many Instances, thlrd-class mailings may be largely or almost totally elink-
Inated because the higher rates will make the results unprofitable.

Curtailment will not only affect third-claqs mall revenues, but will also result
In curtailment of collateral first-class and fouith-class mail, money order, cash-
on-delivery, Insured, special delivery, and other special services.
SThird-class mail Is distinctly tho businessman's mail service. It is the service
that Is primarily used for promoting sales. Everything from a r-pound pacl-age
of pecans or a Jar of honey to the building material yesuired for building a house
has and Is being sold through third-class mail. It is third-class mail matter
that creates first-class letters, parcel-post shipments, money orders, cash-on-
delivery transactions, inttred mail, and so forth. Any curtailment In third-
class volume results in a curtailment In all other classes of mail and service.

One large user of third-class mall who malls out 15,500,000 pieces of third.
class matter annually, reports that he spends $222,500 In third-class postege.
The'mallings sent out produce the following collateral revenues for the Postal
Service: • . ' ,
First class ------------------------------------------ ----------.. 4000
Morey-order fees ---------- ,--- --- - ...... 700
Fourth elass, parcel post --------------------- ------ - 3.3,000

Total -..------------ .----------------------- ......- -- ..... 51, 700
Each dollar of third-class postage spent by this maile orodnci $230 In col-

lateral revenue for the Postal Service. " - . "
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There Is no question but that a substantial curtailment In tblrd-class mailings
would also result In a substantial loss of volume and revenues In first class,
fourth class, and special services, with the result that actual revenues at the
end of the fiscal year for the entire service may be less under the proposed rates
than If current rates are allowed to remain.

The accompanying exhibit C has been drawn up from the Post Office Depart-
ment's annual cost ascertainment reports for the years 1033 to 1042. Inc'usIve, to
show the growth In volume and revenues during the iast 10 years. We find that
the following Increases In volume ore shown In this period:

Perrest
First class --------------------------------- --------------------------- irO
Third class ----------------------------------------------------------- 101
Fourth class --------------------------------------------------------- 14
Money orders -------------------------------------------------------- 1.50

There Is a very close parallel In the rate of growth in the volume of these
lasss. Obviously, the Increase In first-class mall from 10,900,000.00 pieces in

1933 to 17,435,555.000 In 1942 does not represent merely an increase In purely
social and personal correspondence. It must reflect an increase In general busi-
ness activity as shown by the figures for third class.

Although the Post Offk,e Department has no data to show the amount of
collateral volume and revenues produced by third-clams mall, those familiar with
the use of the malls for business sales promotion will agree that the collateral
contribution of this class of mail to the other classes of mall Is substantial.
Exactly what this contribution actually amounts to no one knows. We have
given the figures supplied by one large user In the foregoing paragraph.

If we assume that the volume of third-class mall will fall off 50 percent, based
upon the experience with post cards In 1017 and first-class mall In l032, there
would be a loss of 3,000,000,000 pieces of third-class matter and the amount of
third-class revenue would not amount to $1 more than under present rates. In
addition to that there are very real possibilities that there will be a substantial
falling off in the volume of first class, fourth class, money orders, cash-on-deliverles
transactions, etc. The number of pieces of first-class mall average about 2.7 pieces
to each piece of third-class mall. A loss of 3,000.OCO,OCO pieces of third-class mall
might result In a loss of 8,1(0,000 COO pieces of first-class mall and a loss in first-
class revenue amounting to $228,0C0000. That probably is a rather extreme
estimate. Adopting a more conservative one, that the volume of first-class mail
might dro, 25 percent if there were a drop of 50 percent In third-class mall. there

would be a loss of 4 000,000,000 pieces of first-class mill and a loss of $114000 OCO
in revenues. In addition, there would be losses In fourth class, money orders,
cash-on-deliveries, etc. This could easily amount to more than the $171,MO),000
additional revenue which the committee hopes to raise through the proposed
Increases.

3. A dual set of rates-temporary ones adopted now and permanent ones to be
adopted within a month or 2, would create a chaotic situation in the Postal
Service, as well as with mail users.

The committee In Its report suggest the desirability of adjusting rates Immedi-
ately to be followed by furth,.-r adjustments within a month or 2 when the
Post OM-e Department makes its report and recommendations and the House Post
OfB-e and Post Roads Committee submits recommendatIons for permanent rates.

The committee surely did not take into account the tremendous task~ Imposed
upon the Postal Service in changing over to the rates now proposed which are
to be superseded again within a month or 2 with an entirely new set of perma-
nent rates, and the chaos and confusion that would result throughout the Postal
Service.

It also did not take Into account that mailers generally plan and budget their
mailings months In advance, and as postage represents such a substantial part of
their (-ot mailers must be able to rely upon rates. They cannot successfully plan

according to one set of rates now, which within a month or 2 may be completely
changed and of which they have no Information at the time of their planning.

To avoid chaos and confusion, the postal rate Increases should be stricken from
the revenue bill and the Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads should be per.
mitted to take up the subject of rates and make their recommendations for
permanent rate adjustments. Hasty action now will result in lost revenues and
hurt the taxpayer. Deferment of action for a month or 2, permitting orderly
and Intelligent adjustment of the rates, will Vroduce more revenue, help Govern-
ment financing, help the taxpayer, and help business.
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SPECIAL SBRVICE8
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NAToNu COUNCIL ON BusIN4ss MAIL (THOMAS Qus',N Bis3jzxy),

Woshngton Representatit,
Second Natiotial Bank Building, WaAsiglon, D. 0.

Points on postage rates:
1. The Postal Service of the character of a public utility, owned and operated

by, and for the convenience of all the people, and as such is not properly as
subject for revenue-producing taxation.2. Moreover, no revision of postal rates should be authorized by any branch

of the Government without thorough analysis and review on the part of postal. authorities

& Doubling third-class rates will (in practice) actually defeat the very
purpose intended or desired, because It will bo greatly decrease the volume-use
of the service. (The record of previous similar experiments will furnish ample
and convincing proof.)

4. Reduction or elimination of third-class volume will greatly and seriously
affect thousands of smali'husinesses dependent, in large measure (often ex-
clusively) on third-class mall, and who, in turn, pay millions in taxes In soime
other forms.

5. Reduction or elimination of third-clas volume will have ruinous effect omi
the major business activity of thousands of dilrect-maln-service companies,
printers, lithographers, ete-, from whom, also, millions in taxes are-now being
collected.
6. Free um of third-class mall Is actually the tIasls of much of the revenue

derived from other closes of lPostal Service money orders (and the first-class
71 mailings In which are enclosed) C. 0. D. and registered mail, parcel post, etc.,

all of which would similarly decline In volume along with the volume decline of
third-class use.

7. Maintenance of third-class volume is e.sentlal to the efficlcnt and economical
operation of the "mechanics" of the Postal Service, employment and employee
earnings.

Adcraft Club of Detroit, Retail Merchants' Assoclation of Detroit,
Typothetae Franklin Assoclatlon, Detroit, Photo Engravers' As-
selaton, Employing Lithographer Association, Master Book-
binders' Association.
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TUx? or AD'EalSZsasV IS WAsHJXUoN (JD. C.) Posr, Dixtuars 1, 1943

FAVNr'TAL HAIL S)sIRC Is Nor A l'PsMt C ,IANN'. oF TAxA.7N'0

The house of Representatives has passed a tax bill Including a surprising pro-
vision for drastic taxes on the services renderml the people of the United States
by our efficient and wellmanaged Post Office Lkpartment.

No one experienced in postal affairs can understand the proposed Increases In
postal rates.
,No tax Is levied by the pending bill on the class of mail carried at the greatest

loss. -Taxes on other clauses of mall range from 3 to 50 to 100 percent.
The 100 percent tax Is levied on printed matter (tblrl-class) upon which

American business depends to convey Informatiob and prices to prospective buyers.
This means of comr, unieation Is of special importance at a time when salesmen's
travel Is praetlcaihy prohibited by limited railroad facilities and rationing of
gasoline.

Doubling the rates on third-cla.s 'mail will put many smaller concerns out
of business. -

Money paid by thV' larger companie* In the drastically Increased rates wIll
come almost wholly out of excess profits taxes-oat of one Governmeat pocket
Into another-but with a serious hazard to civilian economy. -

The only taxes which tap new money-Instead of decreasing other.tax reve-
nue-ore those levied on purchases by Individuals, such as the taxes on, liquor,
cosmetics, tobacco, and so forth.

The bracket the e~ential mr I service' with these luxury items Is obviously
unsound.

The Postal Service Is an essential public utility. It was established to pro-
mote r'erchange of Information and opinion between citizens at the lowest
possible cost. This policy should not be scrapped.

In view of turn-backs from war appropriations, postal facilitlet offered to
citizens should not now be crippled by doubled or radically Increased fttes.

Furthermore the proposed Increases In postal rules while they will play
bob with business, will not raise the expected revenue. We cite two Instances:

1. In 1917 the penny post-card rate was Increased to 2 vents. Prior to the
Increase the Post Offi-e Dpnrtmnent had been receiving an average annual reve-
nue of $20,0.0,000,000 from this source. After the rat se became effective, revenue
fell to $10.000000,000 a year, not only failing to produce the anticipated increase,
but actually cutting the former revenue In halt.

2. When In 1932 the first-class local letter rate was Increased rr%)m 2 to a ceiits,
the volume dropped from 4 billion pieces to 2 billion and revenue also was lesq
than before the increase. it required 10 years to retoro the volume to Its 1932
figure.

The two-thirds Increase In money order fees will result In more remittances by
check, private looney orders, or (worst of all) by postage stamps or currency.

Increased rates on Insured mail, together with the tax on parcel post, will
result In more shipments sent by express.

No authorities on postal rates or practices have been consulted on the proposed
rate Increases. The House Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads, some
members of Which have devoted years of study to postal problems, has been com-
pletely ignored with respect to the pending proposals.

The pffal rate structure Is a delicate one, requiring thoughtful rand expert
revision. No service Is more.vital to the varied activities of our clttrena.

Every citizen is willing to pay his proper share of taxes. But we have not
as yet heard of any taxes of 100 percent on services. Until such a percentage
of tax is levied on all services, it should uot be levied on the mail service, artery
of the Nation's bloodstream.

Only a few months ago the Congress ordered a study of postal rates, the findings
to be.reported by JanuSiy 1, "Why, therefore, this premature, and inadvised
action 'on mail rates?

The proposals for Increasing postal rates should be deleted from the general
tax bill, and referred for consideftatlon to the Senate and lonuse Committees on
Post Offices and Post Roads iYhich know postal needs Intimately. '

To levy a confiscatory tax of 100 percent on an esseential service, without hear-
ings or ppblie discussion, is not a democratic procedure.

We -rge Members 'of the Senate to give careful-zot hasty-consideration
to these proposals and base their action on knowledge and experience.
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). H. Bevers, Scranton, Pa.; Charles A. Betbge, Chicago, Ill.; Homer Buckley,
Chicago, Ill,; David Burpee, Philadelphia; Arthur C. Davis, Gloucester, Mam.;
A. R. E'rskne, Memphis, Tenn.;' George W. Hall, Los Angeles, Calif.; A. B.
Hirschfeld, Denver, Coo.; Arnett W. Leslie, Minreapolis% Wion.; R. N. Me-
Atthur, Atlanta, Ca. ; Frank McCaffrey, Seattle, Wash.; Douglas (J. MeMurtrle,
Chicago, Ill.; C. B. Mills, Marysville, Ohio.; James M. Mosley Boston, Mass.;
Dr. Frank-B. Robinson, Moscow, Idaho; L E. Stacy, Niegara Falls, N. Y.; Roscoe
. Wadsworth, Indianapolis, Ind.; Mrs. May 0. Vander Pyl, Detroit, Mich.,

(Committee).

STATEMENT 01 OXI 1V .BU0=LEY, REPRESENTING THE NA-
TIONAL CONFERENCE, SMALLER BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS

Mr. BUCxLE. My name is Homer J. Buckley7, and I represent the
National Conferenco, Smaller Business Associations, whose offices are
located at 40 South.Dearborn Street ChicagoN Ill

Our members are greatly concerned regarding the proposed sections
of the new tax bill relating topostag for third-class mail.

In a release issued by thePost Office Departoient on November 28,
1943, Postmaster General Walker gives the following interesting
information concerning postal revenue:

For the first tithe in history postal revenues for a 12-month period
have now exceeded $1,000,000 000. The revenues for the 12 months
ending September 80 were $1,006,000,000. During the same period
expenditures were $.4,Q00,000, resulting in a $12,000,000 surplus of
revenues over expenditures.

This excess of revenues for the 12 months resulted despite'the pay-
ment of more than $60,000,000 in increased salaries to postal employees.
Under new legislation, the handling of vast volumes of mail free for
Government agencies and members of the armed forces, and increases
in contract rates for transportation of mails in the star route, mail
messenger, and motor-vehicle services.

In view of this report, certainly there is no justification for coti-
sidering postal rate increases on the basis of postal revenue deficiencies.

This statement piove conclusively that the answer to profitable
operations of the Post Office Department is increasing volume, and
not increasing rates.

There has n a great deal of confusion in the minds of the smaller
businessmen of the country due to press dispatches reporting postal
increases being eliminated in the tax bill. 'This has been due to the
fact that the Ways and Means Committee of the House did eliminate
second-class rates from any increase, and the public is not aware of
the fact that third-clas8 mail is being penalized 100 percent,

Third-class mail represents catalogs, booklets, broadsides, and mer-
chandising price lists issued regularly by business houses, small and
large, throughout the Nation. The Smaller Businessmei's Confer.
ence believes that the proposed increase in third-class nail'lis ecol6ni-
cally unsound, and will not bring forth the anticipated revenue which
the House Ways'and Means Committee has indicated.

The increase in-third-class mail will result in either one or two
things happening, which will reduce volume t the post office and de-
feat the objectives anticipated in the tax revenue bill:
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1. 1Bsiness houses will of necessity be required to reduce circula-
tion. Where a firm might regularly iisue 100,000 catalogs, they will be
forced to curtail the mailings to 50 000 or

2 2. Business firms will be compelled by necessity to reduce the page
size or the number of pages in the catalogs.

A business firm. that normally budgets $10,000 'per Tear for third.
class postage, for mailing catalogs, and merchandising price lists
cannot automatically increase its postage budget to $20,000, without
seriously affecting the costs of doing business, and under price ceilings,
cannot increase selling prices. The result will be a curtailment in the
distribution of catalogs and the anticipated revenue will not be forth-
coming.

Third-class mail is the businessman's mail. It is the salesman of his
business . It would be a fallacy to put a tax on salesmen of any busi-
ness. The post Office and Post Roads Committees of both the House
and Senate, kliowing from their studies what the economics of postal
rates k-lWly are, would not, I am A^, arbitrarily approve 100 per-
cent, increase in third-class mail rat'..

It is our greatest recommendation that section 403 of the tax bill be
deleted, and referred to the Post Office and Post Roads Committee
for consideration and recommohdation. Then, if the Congress feels
the necessity for increasing rates, let the proposal come in a separate
bill and on a scientific basis that will not be destructive to the smaller
business firms of the Nation.

The CHAMAN. Mr. Ribble.

STATEMENT OF OHN R BL, REPRESENTING THE BOARD OP
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Mr. Rrnm. May I have less than 5 minutes, Mr. Chairman I
The CHAIm M. Yes. I was going to ask you to be as hlrief as

possible.
Mr. Rmnwx My name is John Ribble, Presbyterian Board of Chris-

tian Education, Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia.
The Protestant church-owned publishing houses are associated to-

gether in the Publishers Section International Council of Religious "
Education, and it is this organization which I am representing-in ex-
pressing this concern.

Generations ago the Congress established second-class mail rates as
a special classification in order that periodically published reading
matter might be more widely distributed to the people. -In 1917 the
Congresswent further by establishing within the second class a pref-
erential rate for religious, scientific, and other periodical matter pub-,
lished by nonprofit organizations, that is, organizations whose profitLs,
if any, did not inure to the benefit of private stockholders.

Th~e publishing enterprise of the Protestant church-owned publish-
ing houses has been, based largely upon this preferential consideration
by the Congt s.- The price structure for Sunday-school lessons and
other church periodicals has been based upon the special postage rate
of 1 cents a pound. 1

Anv considerable change in this postage-rate structure would reflect
itself i immediate increases in prices of the publication which Sunday
schools and churches require of their publishing houses. ,But equally,
important is the fact that major changes in such postage rateswould.
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go far toward nullifying the original intent of the Congress in the
establishment of preferential rates. It could be expected that price
increases in Sunday-school publications would reflect themselves in
decreased use of these materials. The contributions by Sunday-school
pupils are very modest. The average Sunday school is attended by
about 100 pupils and is located in a rural area.

It is our understanding that the provision for increases in second-
claw postage rates applicable to religious publications was struck out
of the revenue bill-for 1943 by the House Ways and Means Committee.
HoWever, this matter is of such .[tal concern, that the church-owned
publishing houses have asked me to convey to you the sincere hope
that this provision will not be restored by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee before the bill is reported out.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Howard Korman.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD KOREAN, REPRESENTING THE'DIREOT
MAIL ADVERTISING ASSOCIATION

Mr. KoBMAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Howard Korman, I rep-
resent the Direct Mail Advertising Association, with .headquarters
in' New York. We have taken seriously your suggestion as to con.
solidation and I am also representing, in a sense, five other associa.
tions; the Mail Order Asscciation the Lithographers Association, the
National Paper Trades, and the Advertising Federation of America,
who have read our brief and who have approved of it.

, We are interested in postal rates generally. Postage rates now in
existence are the basis o, which our industry, which is an industry
doing an annual business of $600,000,000, was born, has lied, and may
die.

We are primarily interested in third-class rates, money orders, and
c. o. d. mail, for these rates are our bread and butter, but, because all
post-office rates are interrelated, any change in any postal rate without
careful consideration of its effect on all other rates is, in our opinion,
a dangerous and unprecedented step.

The Post Office Department has a monopoly on only one class of
mail, first-class mail. In one way or another all other rates act as
feelers to the first-class rate. But-and, in our opinion, this is a
mighty important but--every one of these feeder rates is subject to
intense competi ;,, from identical services in private industry.

Up to now all the feeder rates have been .slightly less than those
offered by private competition for equivalent services. ' And that's not
strange when you consider the fact that the Post Office Department
does have the monopoly on first-class mail.

If private industry is capable of competing on a profitable basis
with the post office without the cushion of a monopoly on the profitable
end of the business, can't you imagine and appreciate the fact that,
if all these post-office feeder rates are increased to the'point where they
exceed those of private industry, the Post Office Department will lose
out not only on the feeder-rate revenue, but on the highly profitable
first-class revenue as well.. We would like to remrnd the committee that while every so-called
luxury industry, liquor, beer, wine, fur, luggage, theatrical and so on,
was invited to and did present their views In heArings held in camera
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by the House Ways and Means Committee, out industry from whom
they expected to collect -70 percent of the additional postal revenue
was not permitted a hearing and'did not even learn that hearings had
been granted until after the bill had passed through the House.

Apart from the statements I am about to make there are certain
letters and excerpts from letters and reports which I should like to
make a part of this record with the thought that they may be studied
by your committee and its members at a more convenient time.

Additional postal revenue expected to be $166,800,000. The amount
that is expected from this source may be a possibility but it is our
opinion that it is more theoretical than practical. In the case of large
business organizations having substantial incomes and therefore sub-
ject to large income and excess-profits taxes, up to 97 percent of their
additional postage expenditure would come out oI their income-tax
funds thus reducing one tax in order to pay another- whereas, com-
panies with reasonable profits--or losses--and nonprofit organizations
might probably, for economic reasons which I will outline in this brief,
curtail their use of the mails and decrease their postal expenditures
rather than increase them.

FIRST-CLASS MAfER TO RAISE $44,000,000

While first-class mail has been considered, and in the last war was
used, as a source of additional revenue it is likely the proposed increase
in local delivery rates for letter maii from 2 to 3 cents will produce
a situation in many large cities from which the bulk of this income is
derived whereby department stores, telephone companies, electric light
companies, and many other substantial users of the mails will discon-
tinue sending out bills each month and revert to the practice of send-
ing them out every second month, or of sending them out by hand,

.that is, through their own organizations.
There is also the Possibility that a substantial number of private

users of the mails will resort to the telephone which is already over-
worked, because the combined cost of envelope, paper, and stamp, in
man y cases, would'exceed the cost of a local telephone call.

Finally, to look at the record, in July 1982, the Greater Boston Post
*Office due to the increase in first-class rates expected an increase of 540
pernt in revenue or $1,720,081. Instead, the revenue dropped

Air mail expected! to rais $11,000,000.
The policy of the Post Office Department in sponsoring air mail has

been and can be one of the greatest influe, e in sustaining our air
forces for war'and for peace. -Each succeeding reduction in air mail
postal rates seems to have been followed by an increasee in the popu-
larity and use of.the Air Mail Setvice Thup, it would appear, that
the closer the asr-mail rate can be kept to the first-cl ass rate, the easier
it will be to maintain a substantial part of our aviation industry when
thwar is won. -

In second-class matter no increase is projected.
The rate of postage on second-class mail has been the subject matter

of a Pumber of extended investigations and thus far no method of
changing rates has been suggested which would be aceptabld to all con-
cernedi. However, it may be interesting to note that the accunulated
excess of apportiond expenditures over revenue for the past 10 years
amounts to $864,023,433.32.
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Thitd-class maiteir Is to raise $74,400 000'
* The third-class rate,,which deals in the main with circulars, is prob-

-ably the most mituniderstood rate in the entire postal rate tructure. It
is also the mhin'soUrce of business for a $600,000,000 industry with some

.15,000 participants. ;When that statement is analyzed, you will under-
stand that this rate is used in the main by small organizations, Bibre
societies, missionary societies schools of all kinds--a 1 of which depend
on the pulling power of thira-class mail for their contributions. The
competition between business organizations using third-class mail is
so great that it is our considered opinion that the net profit per thou-
sand circulars mailed before income taxes is considerably less than the
proposed increase on this class of mail of a minimum of $10 per thou-
sand pieces mailed.

In this connection, we have had many letters from our members
whose mailing operations account for approximately 10 percent of
the entire thiid-class volume. These letters indicate that most of the
concerns who depend on third-class mail may be forced to substitute
house-to-house distribution for third-class mailings. It is interesting
to note that some types of house-to-house distribution by private
organizations may be purchased for less than present third-class rates.
However, with the proposed increase in third-c'lass rates, the com-
parable service will be approximately 40 percent less' than the then
existing rates. The other concerns, usually the larger ones, those
spending from $50,000 to $300,000 a year on third-class postage)
although they, too, will, where possible, use house-to-house d istribu-
tion, may curtail their activity in this class of mail by as much as
from 60 to 75 percent- and, where they can, substitute magazine,
newspaper, and radio advertising.

Sinft it appears to have been necessary to strike out any increase
in "econd-class matter as a source of additional revenue, the net effect
of such a switch -will be to further increase the present excess of
apportioned expenditures over revenue in second-class matter.

A gain looking at.the record in 1917 the penny post-card rate was
increased from 1 to 2 cents. The revenue from this 1-cent rate was
about $20,000 000 h year but after the increase the revenue fell off
almost one-half and instead of increasing revenue a decrease of almost •
$10000,000 resulted.

gummigg up, then, with regard to third-class matter, it is our
opinion that any increase in this rate will be followed by an actual
reductioinin the use of this service by all types of mailers; and that
instead of the $75,400,000 increased revenue, there will be an actual
reduction, of upward of 25 percent, br about $20 000,000, in the
present revenue. It is our opinion that, since third-class mail is used
largely in competition with the advertising sections of newspapers
and magazines, it should receive similar consideration.,

Fpurth-class roatter to increase $4,5W00,0.
While the language of the House bill having to do with the pro-

posed increase in prel-post rates is not clear, the intention is'to
collect $4^)O 00' additional revenue from this source. It is important
to note that the average transportation charge for parcel-post ship-
ments is around 19 cents Tlherefore, the great majority of ship.
ments handled must average less than 15cents each on which a taX
rate Of 3 percent amounts to less than one-half 'of, 1 cent per
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shipment. If th intention is to exact a tax of ' cent as a minimum,
then the rate for millions of shipments amounts not to 8 percent, but
rather to an average of 6 percent, and normally will run from 10 to
16 percent.

'early 1,000,000 postal money orders are issued every working day.
This service is usedlargely by the workingmanl and the farmer. The
average remittance is $9.84 at a present cost of 10'cents. Increasing
this rate-by 67 percent in order to obtain additional revenue would,
iii our opinion, result in the transfer of more than half of the present
business to baiks and express companies whose rates remaining
static will be considerably less than tho rates voted by the House
of Representatives. Unfortunately, in the case of outlying districts
not covered by the express companies or the banks, the farmer would
either have to accept the higher rate or send currency remittances
through the mails, the latter a practice long discouraged by the Post
Office Department.

However, even if the farmer does continue to use the money-order
system, the urban workingman will undoubtedly use the less expen-

sive competitive service and the post-office revenue instead of being
increased will be decreased.

COLLECT OME= !N D VEItY EXPEICUT1D Mco RIiNG $5,400,000

This service is largely used by the public in cases where creditRelations have not been established with the seller. Millions of these
transactions are for $1 and $2 each.

The proposed c. o. d. fee increase means a new minimum rate of
24 cents which, when added to the proposed minimum 'money-0rder
fee of 10 cents, makes a total of 84 cents in service charges for these
small reraiittances compared to 24 cents, the present charge of the
Railway Express Agency for identical service. Here again, it would
be the farmer, woodcutter, and the miner in the outlying districts
who would be chiefly hurt by the fact that he could take it or leave
it as far as the Post Office Department is concerned. It is our opinion
that the bulk of the city patrons of the Post Office Department using
the e. o. d. service would promptly switel to the express company.

In all, likelihood, this type of business would be considerably re-
ducd insofar as the Post Office Department is concerned. It might
even disappear altogether and with it the present considerable income
of $31000,000 annually.

Regitered mail to raise $4,500,000 and insured mail, $O,b00,000.
The total amount of additional revenue expected from these two

sources, $11,000,000 while it is a substantial sum, is a small portion
of the total expected increase in postal revenue.

Both of these services of the Post Office Department are in a highly
comptitive field with tht present postal rates, slightly lower than the
competition's. However, in many cases, these postal services do serve
areas where there are fewer express companies and fewer opportuni-
ties for private insurance of individual package mail.

In each of these classifica~tions, special divisions, routines, and
forms are in use in nearly 60,000 post offices and branches. All the
r0Utihs And forms would have to be revised. Employees would
have to be reeducated. Transactions not consummated its of the
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egetiv.41te of ani pew re tons migh become the source of'
endlese onfuqiqn withm' and without the Post Office Department.* La gfquainiti O( kIper, forms, IplAitions, and so lorth would
have to e" deatroyed and replaced and, while some additional
m avenue: could, be, forced from .the less favored patrons of thee

branches of Po6tp Service, it is unlikely that the net amount would
-offset tho additional internal ccsts. -Q~ntleinen, there's ony o1,e thig. to be done ij this matter; We
recommn nd that the entire question be referred to the respective
Post Office Committees of the Houte and the senate. We are con-
fideqt that they, ip conjunction with the Post Office Department,
can set up slightly different rate struchtirer-but a rate structure
bjsed on sound economics--and with due consideration given to the
fact that the Post Office Department is one of the most amazing

"buqine s organizations in the world.
Thirty billion transactions handled at a co4t so fine that a change

in the average cqst of handling each transacion of the tiny suml of
one-one hundredth part of a cent per transaction means a difference
of $3,000,000.

Thank you gentlemen.
I am filing with the committee various letters on this subject.
The CHAMmAT. Thank you, sir.

STATEMENT 0? I. FYNN, PS ING THE INT RNATI0NAL
A. IEn PRINTI G TRADES SOCIATION

Mr. FLyxrx. The International Allied Printing.Trades Aisbiation,
comprising the 5 international uniqns in the printing industry, with
tmor tian 200,000 skilled 'printing-trades workers, 4 of which organi-
zations are affiliated with the' meiien Federation of Labor, are very
much opposed to the proposed taxes levied in the form of increased
postal rates in the'pending tax bill. We believe, a§ some of the pre-
vious speakers have said, that with the Congress having provided'the
money for a cost ascertainment, that a study should te made before the
rates are increased. It is something like 20 years since a study was
made. As we see it, the Post' Ofice is now operated at a profit. The
loss is occasioned by the charge to the Post Office of th penalty mail,
which it credits to itself as having received, although no money
passes.

The r port -of the Postmaster General, which' I understand -will
be out shortly; will show that for 143 the Post Office charged or
credited itself with $119,6000,000 for the 'distribution of Government
penalty mail. That is outside of the franked mail of theCongress.

Ten years ago the cost to the Post Office Department for the in-
dling and distribution of mail issued by governmental departments
and agencies was around $9,000,000, and, using some 21,00 tomi; of
paper. In addition to the increase in cost of handling and dist.ribut-
ing this "penalty" mail from $9,000,000 in 1933 to $119,000,000 in 1943,
the waste of paper has increased from 21000 tons of paper in 1933 to
147,000 tons of paper in' 1943.If the Post Oice should charge, as it should,*for much of that. inail,

'there wouldn't be any deficit in the Post Office. We believe with the
cost asc'ertAinment study now going on, we believe believe penalty mat-
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'ter should pay its share and wedoa't believe the Government should
tax the transportation of mails for i profit.

We would greatly appreciate a referee of the whole matter to
the Post Office and Post Roads Committee. Incidentally since the
matter has been touched on by others, the Post Ofi and Post Roads
Committee did send a committee of five of its members to the House
Ways and Means Committee protesting the usurpation of the preroga-
tives of that committee. We understand the division in the committee
was very, very close, and we think it would be to the best interests of
all concerned if the matter was referred to the Post Office and Post
Roads Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Flynn.

STATEMENT OF R. R. LIVINGSTON, STATE PRESIDENT, NEBRASKA
THEATER ASSOCIATION

Mr. LrviNoarox. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance
Committee, I am appearing here today at my own request and upon
permission having beei granted by your committee. I appear in the
interest of the small-town theaters and as State president of the Ne-
braska Theater Association.

In opening, let me state briefly, that we small-town theater owners
are only toohappy to assist our government in this time of emergency
and thus far, we nave demonstrated our patriotism in this regard. I
think you members of the committee will agree that we have adver-
tised and assisted in scrap drives; we have advertised and asisted
in thesale of War bonds; we have run war activity pictures; and in
addition to these activities, we have assisted the Red Cross and other
philanthropic'-organizations whose activities have been increas-d
because of this emergency.

Not one of yod men, I know, nld to be reminded of the great
assistance which small-town theaters have furnished to the Govern-
ment in scrap drives; and no member of this committee canhelp but
be aware of the fine work that country and small-town theaters have
done in advancing and advocating the sale of War bonds.
. We have been aware in this period of'emergermy of the need for
placing people in the right frame of mind insofar as this particular
time is concerned and motion pictures have contributed no small part
to the efforts along those lines. The assistance which our industry
has rendered to the Red Cross and other similar organizations is well
kiown. I need not mention that our industry is probably the greatest
means of advertising and of putting over an idea to the people, than
any other method which is used, because we have something wh ich our
patrons cannot only hear but also can visualize.

It has been said that if this tax is passed,-many of these small town
theaters will close and it inight be that this tax will result in the closing
of some such theate',s; but in the main, these theaters will continue to
operate and will pass on the tax to the patron. Now, such procedure
is not particularly important in the larger towns and cities, having d6-
fense activities and war plants, because in those towns, the Vatron has
more money now than he has had in the past and he is willing to pay
the price; however, in those towns which have not received such tem.
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*ratryblessin his t i htrti it will be passed on to the patron;
and will have to be pAid byth6 man who is not now benefiting from

'"T4. op Ndbrisktfarm r for ih exanple; this man hits no 'more
mion~)aailable tbh he lid year ago and you are going'to force him
to aythe tax. -He may get moiemohey for, his grain and his corn,
and his beef, and other pirduce Ibut the cost of, jprodueti6n has in-
vreasedto (he point whereb'h has limitedinuch of_..his previous oper-
-Ations. ' Manpowetebst iMore; feed cats more. 'In fectv everything
this Ihan buys has gone ti p'tremefidoUsly and'his profit margin m nar-
rower than ever before. Cattle feeders are'not putting cattle in the
pens any longer in Nebraika;,farmers cannot farm' their acreage in
Nebraska because they have no implements nor manpower; thus it islhYattle have no Increabed'pifits. ,This is the man that you are going
to penalize not particularly the members,of.my association, and this
Nebraska farmer is the man who should be protected at this time.
Of course, the additional tax will affect the members of my associa-
tion in less paid ndmissions which will result in a narrower profit
margin, and their incomes will thus be lessened.-

In closing, let me say that I am not opposed to luxury taxes, pro-
vided such taxes are not ruinous and provided such taxes do not injure

'individuals whb can ill afford at this time to be injilrid. Our Ne-
braska farmer has received no profit from' this war emergency and
shouldd not be forced to pay this tax.

In our-State, we have but two towns, namely, Omaha and Lincoln,
.which exceed 20,000 jn population and we .have many little country
towns at the crossroads that are going to be penalized by this method
of tax provision. ' . . • ' .

'Thus, according to my. way of thinking, this tax provision as now
written will (1) close some small-town theaters (2) lessen attendance
-at all theaters, (3) deprive the Nebraska 'farmer of normal entertain-
-ment (4) lessen the income of theater owners, and (5)'put the tax on
-the Nebriska farmer who can ill afford to pay. : - ,

In conclusion, lst me state that a short tfie ago, the Senate passed
a bill to pay the neWspapers of.this country $15,000,000 for War bond

-advertising, but the bill did not include tha radio, the periodicals, out-
,door. advertising, or the theaters, and no industry i more entitled to.
be paid for War bond advertising than the theaters.
'If the newspapers are entitled to be paid for, advertising why, then

canndt the theaters be paid for-the war workthat they haie 4onef
Yranklv we do not want to be paid, We are. patriotic 5nd we are
only to; happy to add our bit; but no agency or line of activity has con-
.tributed more to the war effort in this period of emergency than our
industry and I respectfully.petition this committee and respectfully
.requept. that serious thought bo given by this committee to our request
-that this tax provisiq in the tax law be elirtninated or if that cannot
,be done, then, that the tax be fixed on a more equity le basis.

• In regard to the latter may I suggest a fiat 20 percent tax on every
-5 cents charged for. admission. In other, words 1 cent ta* on every
.nickel. This would be more fair. and equitable than the present tax
and bring to the Government, I believe, approximately the same

.axmo~ut in tax income as.thq pr sent ta; ., -
The CuARn MA. Mr. Crawley..
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W. CW Y., Mri Chairnanf and members of the committee, I wish
to bring toyourdttention certain facts which have to do with the af-
.fairs 61 W1jam H. Wise & Co Inc., book publishing coficern with
6ea-ih-iNe* York City., As president of the companyj it has been
niy Job tobecome thoroughly fanilier.with postal rates, as theyare
the lfelood of our busine .- With this background Iina, be qualified
to state my conviction that the $166,00000 of additional revenue ex-
pected from postal rates and moife particularly that part of it-74,-
000,000 expected" from third-class rates-ii a myth. -

i state as my conviction that doubling these rates will actually pro-
duce less revenue than the present rate ,

As you gentlemen have learned, tiobody in the direct mail group had
an opportunity to present the view of our industry to the House Ways
and Means Committee during the conduct of its public hearings on
this measrlre. While the explanation of that is simple, the results are
terrific. I suppose the" reason we did not present our views to the
Ways and Meahs Committee was because postage as a potential source
of additional revenue was not included in the origipol proposals of
the Treasumy Department. The Ways and Means Committee began
hearings on October 4 and all kinds of industries had the opporunity
of presenting their views. ]Public hearings were closed on October
20, presumably after everyone iterested -had had achanceto voice
his opinion.. Insofar as I have been able to determine, it- was not until
after the Ways and Means Committee had retired to executive session
that consideration was given to the prospect of increasing postal rates.
In any-vent, the first inforniation we had on the subject was frota a
newspaper r report which announced that newspapers were exempt from
any inerbases.

. would like to state the problem of our cotnpany, which I believe
to be similar in many respects to thousands of other concerns through-

.out the c6utry.
.Our comrany publishes a line of self-educational books and am-

phlets covering many subjects, and without going into details o the
numerous titles;I can make a lipint by quoting from a letter received
from the War Mtnpower Commission:

Eighty-eight percent of the total activities df William TJL Wise 6 Co.'and
associated enterLrises is detot'd to the publication of selentifie, tirofeasonal, and
technical publications. Consequently.Willian EL ,Wise & Co. is Interpteted aN
being in an essential activity.

We mail about 00,00,00o pieces of mail each year, most of it" under
the thfrd-clits rate. A typical advertising outfit such as we niail is
an enveloped circuar on which the postal rate is 1 cent apiece,.or i

Maximum-,of 1W ounces--comnonly known as the 12-cent-a-pound
rate. n addition, we are subtntial users of newspaper and maga-
zine spaceas well as radio time. .

Our company with 5)0 employees has built its busin ss Around the
thirdilasapostal prbvlsions. Ogthe basi.bf last ycar'fgores, th
all-artun4 increase in pstal rates would have estlte In a'net operat-
ing I t Ii6 of nkarly.haif Ai'nlliot dolli'sand--inolveny.I O
cour' We ! uldnot have continued on thitbtsis, and by the ame
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tokwnjhe post O0lo apartmentt would not have received ,ny,$O)00 .
in postal revenues, our over-all postal expenditures for last year.

With our annual volume of nearly 5,000,000 first-class mail remit.
tances and well over one and one.half million business reply returns,
we can demonstrate that the profit on first-class mail gee.rated by our
ovn mailings exceeds the loss, if any, on. third-class mail. (Consid.
oration is given here to the fact that there are two third-class bulk
mailing rates--8 cents a pound and 12 cents a pound. We and the
great majority of mailers pay the post office for circularizing at the
rate of 12 cents per pound.)

The use of circulars to reach customers is analogous in every respect
to the use of salesmen who make personal calls on the prospect. In.
deed, our business grew out of just such a sales organization. Mail.
order selhng organizations-and this includes thousands of in.'tu-
tion§, charitable organizations, Red Cross chapters, and political
organizations, who make their solicitations by mail--could no moie
operate succesfully under a 100-percent increase in postal rates than
could an organization employing salesmen afford to double commis-
sion rates.

It may be that'the Ways and Means Committee has felt that raising
the third-class postal rates would decrease the amount of circularizing
and thereby aid in the wartime conservation of papei. May we sub-
mit that the net effect of forcing us out of circularizing would be to
increase our appropriations for newspaper and magazine advertising,
eventually making us entirely dependent on these media. Our sta-
tistics show that it takes twice as much paper, pound for pound, to
produce an order from a magazine or a newspaper than it does from a
circularizing effort.

Furthermore,; increasing our use of magazines and newspapers
would only further increase the so-called deficit which exists each year
in second-class mail matter. Even at the present rates circular adver-
tising mail (third class) yields a revenue to the post cfce of nine times
the pound rate or two and one-half times the piece rate of second-
class mail. Forcing us to abandon third-class mail would only in-.
crease the deficit in second-class matter at the expense of revenue in
the third.class matter. I

The Post Office Department, in the person of the Postmaster Gen-
eral, as reported in the hearings (p. 42) on the 1944 Post Office ap -
propriations bill, admits in substance that it was dissatisfied with the.
results obtained by itsCost Ascertainment Division. The Postmaster
himself summed it up in nine words:

We have a vast discrepancy In our cost ascertainment.
Because of this discrepancy, the Appropriations Committee granted

on June 30, 1943, the amount of $300,000, a substantial poion of
whici was for the purpose of making a cost and rate iscertainment
survey of the Postal Service. It is our understanding that this study
will be completed in the near future. It may be that it will show an
entirely different picture, one which will make a more intelligent
basis for deciding which rates are pvfitable and which are not.
I Let me go into the business of rates for a moment. Iet us consider

third-class rates on which various official reports indicatN that the
Post Office Department handled 5 billion pieces of third-class mail
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with the resulting deficit of nearly $24,000,000, and I have in mind a
statement attributed to the Ways and Means Committee chairman,
Mr. Doughton, in the Congressional Record of November 24, 1943:

The last 15 years third-class mail matter bas enjoyed a subsidy at the expense
of taxparmers of the United States of at least $250,000,000. For 1942 it was
about $2 0 00.

I wonder it Mr. Doughton recalls that there are two separate and
distinct third-class rates. - One of them is a preferred rate of 8 cent
a pound. The other is the regular bulk mailing rate of 12 cents a
pound which is used by ourselves and in number ofp pieces accounts
for about 80 percent of all third-class transactions. Now it seems to
mhe that a greater portion of the deficit must be attributable to that
group using the third-class mail which pays the lower rate and so I
inquired of -the Post Office Department if they could furnish me with
any figures showing the number of pieces mailed or the pounds, and
wes advised officially that the flaures were not available. I had to
make up my own figures, and wh~ie they may not be accurate I believe
they are reasonably close to the facts. There are about 00,000,000
pieces of 8-cnt-a-pound mall sent out under third-class rates each
year. The gross weight is about 125,000 000 pounds, an average of
4 ounces e4ch. The gross revenue receiveA by the Post Office Depart-
ment firom this source might be estimated at $10,000,000, and the cost
based on thefact that these 500,000000 pieces constitute approxi-
mately one-third'of the weight of the total of third-class mail is
arond M O2,0000). That makes a deficit of $22,000,000 and, con.
sidering the fact that it is R rough estimate, it comes mighty close to
being the total deficit of third-class mail.

Gentleman, it is my considered opinion that the present rate of I
cent apiece for enveloped circulars needs no adjustment in order to
pay its way. It does pay its way and our company cannot withstand
a compromise rate which will permit us to mail circular letter. mail
at 1Y cents a piece, suggested by other sources. Obviously such a
compromise would be to the advantage of magazine mailers who use
Ihe third-class rate, so while they may be perfectly willing to com.
promise with a minimum rate of 1% cents a piece they do not want
it and up to now have not had any need for it.

We submit for your consideration then our belief that an endeavor
to raise revenue through increasing the postal rates, and particularly
the third-class, mail order, and c. o. d. rates, is unsound because--

1. It will drive out of business many firms who depend on letter
circularizing to reach their customers leaving them without a suitable
alternative other than using presently organized and high competitive
agencies who distribute a vertising matter (including enveloped cir-
culars) on a door-to-door basis in cities and in factories at a rate equal
to onethird of the proposed new postal rates.

2. It will force circular letter advertisers to use magazines and news-
papers resulting in a greater consumption of paper and a further in.
crease in the 85-million-dollar annual deficit already existing in the
s(cond-class rates.

3. In three of the clAssifications-money order c o d and insured
mail-it will mean simply the transfer of a considerable portion of the
present revenue of the Post Office Department, to express companies,
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banks and insurance companies .whose present rates ae- pow con-
nerbly lower than the proposed rates, for what amounts to in many

ca"oes ore efficient servic.. , , ...... , . ..... 4. It seems unfair to attempt to collect 70 percent of the additional
raveniue e*pcted of postal rates from the users of third-class letter
mail when in our opinion third-class-letter mail useraethe only

outaideof the first-claas mail paying their way. Of.the thirty-
fr-Wllon-o0dd transactions which the Poet Office handl.in a' year,
the direct-mall indwstr is responsible foi- only 5,000,O000000,br about
15 OercenL On the other band, out ofa total of $1686,0,000 in addi-
tio nal revenue, $101,000,000 is expected from the services used by third-class mailers.

5. The entire proposal for increasing postal rates is proba ly bosed
on an inaccurate picture Of the rates and cost structure of, the Post
Office Department. Therefore it can only lead to greater and con-
tinuiig errors' of rate making, as well as a substantial reduction in
the amount of revenue presently received by the Post 0fic Depart-

6. In the ease of William H. Wise & Co., Inc., instead bf spending
$900,000 in poStage for 1944, I can tell you we will spe"4 le ss thqn
$ 100,0.Q if th poposed'rates are enacted into law
* 7. I do rtot wish to Close this discussion without trying to once again
emphasize the fact that postal rates are a complex matter. It is my,
6pfiln that no single rate can be changed without it having a serious
effect on the revenue mrom'all other rates. Were I periiittedto mnke
a sugg stion I would recommend that the entire matter of p~stal rates
be transferred to the duly organized Post Office and Post i-ds Com-
miftees of the House and Senate who have beeii living with his prob-
lem in one way or another for many years. I have thb thought that
the special survey which I referred to earlier will be forthcoming in
a short time and when it does it may reveal a different picture, one
which may justify the fact that third-class letter mail is an economi-
cally sound and valuable mass selling force and should not be treated
in the same category as excise taxes on furs, jewelry,' and other
similar items.

It is not Unlikely that study now being made by the erts of the
Post Office Department will disclose other inequities such as the ex-
istence of a possible 30-million-dollar deficit buried in the first-class
mail profits, resulting from the estimated cost of handling private
and Government post cards,

In conclusion I wish to express my sincere thanks for your courtesy
ingiviig me so much time.

'I'lieOAIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Crawley.
Mr. Habernickel.

STATEMENT OF M. HABERNICKEL, JR., REPRESENTING-THE
HABAND CO.

Mr. HADinRCKE. Mr. Chairman I think I am going to set a record
here for brevity. My name is M. Habernickel, of the faband Co. Pat-
erson, N. J. ,We are a verT small mail-order housp selling by mail
exclusively. When I say small, I think our volume last year. was just
4hort of the million-dollar mark. We are 18 years old in business.
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We are capitaized, roughly, at $200000, which classifies us, I thinks g.
a small business. tiass mail to obtain out We

Last year we-used thr-ls alt banorbusiness. We is-
tributed 4,008,000 pieces of advertising matter, on each of which we
paid 1 cent V ,000 for third-class Jptage. ,. .

Now withe kindness of Providencm, more than we were entitled:
to, I guess, we made a handsonle profit on our operations, a very satis-
factory profit, and. I! think that year showed an exceptional profit.,
That.profit, including the investment, on our business all the earn-
ings of the partners, all the salaries that possibly could be included
in there *was $44,000.

Now, it is obvious, gentlemen, that a doubling of that $48,000 would
have left us out of business and it would have left the post office
further out than the $48 000 that we spent on third-class postage, for
to fulfill that business, deliver the goods and one thing and another,
we handed the post office for parcel post and other service an additional
$35,000, and the four. partners, separately, on these.$44,000 that we
earned, paid the Internal Revenue $17,000.

Our customers, to deal with us, send us. thpir orders and correspond-
ence, and we estimate very conservatively .that.they spent $35,00, '.I could not resist yeaerday, when I left the office, sticking that
handful of money orders in ray ket one day's accumulation, which
you see here, which were purchased by people all over the United

tates to deal with us, and which forms part of this $U,000 that I
refer to. i '9 . - .ITherefore if the postage was doubled and I am put out of business,
1 see a loss there of either $70,000 or $118,000 to the post office in rev-
dnue, whichever way you figure it.

The Haband Co., in the eyes of other people in the business, occupies
a very favorable position. I don't know if they are all doing that well
dr what they think about it. but I rather feel that we are on thp for-
tunate side, and if this rate is going to affect us tht way, it is going to
affect the. other people the same way, and I think instead of the post
office having additional revenue they are going to face a serious loss
of revenue, and I think the Internal Revenue Department is going
to be very much disappointed in what they get.

Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Habernickel.
The next witness is Mr. ,Kuykendall, who will speak 'on behalf of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners.

STATEMENT OF ED L KEUYKENDAId, RRPRESEITIiG THE MOTION
PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS OF hHFERIOA

Mr. K umNDALL Mr. Chairman, my name is Ed Kuykendall. I
live in Columbus Miss., where I have owned and operated motion-
picture theaters for many years. I am president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of -America, which is'the oldest and largest trade
association of the exhibitors of motion pictures in this country.

In my organization are represented 19 State and regional exhibitor
associations from California to Florida and from Massachusetts to the
State of Washington. Al of these State organizations were most
anxious to send a personal representative to oppo9. the heavy increase
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in the tx'on theater admissions proposed ip House bill No. 8687t the
Revenue Act of 1943, but in deference to the limited time the committee
can giiS to these hearings and because of the travel difficulties today,
they will not be able to appear. 'They would bring out many points in
their own way which I will not be able to cover in the limited time at
m y d isp oal. .°  I , • i _

In my organization are represented about e,000 theaters of all types
of theater operation, but, the big majority of them are rather small
independently owned and operated theaters in country towns, suburban
ireas aitd in the residential neighborhoods of the larger cities. It is
principally on behalf of this type of theater operation that I want to
bring to youi attention some of -the problems and difficulties presented-
by the proposed tax of'20 percent and more on each separate admissiontick t at thete theaters. -I
.The exhibitors I represent did not send me down here to get them out

of paying their fair share of the necessary taxes, nor to oppose any
and all taxes on them: What they want is or you toget a clear piture
of our situation today, so that you will realize how much of a tax
burde# their theaters can "tarry, and that there Is a limit to the
amount of tWxes they can pay And stay in business.

-We realize the triemen 6tis' responsibility this committee has in try-
ing to raise the huge tax revenues necessary to carry on the war and
how difficult your job is. 'We did not oppose the present special tax of
10 percent plus on theater admissions when it was imposd by this
comrhittee, as we knew the need and we expected to pay our-share
and more. We believed we could carry that tax burden, heavy as it
was, s6 we made no objection to the tax as such.

It is quite obvious that there is a limit somewhere to the amount of
special tax on admissions that the motionpicture theaters can carry
on top of the regular taxes they must pay today. We doubt if anybody
knows exactly where that limit is even at a particular theater, but many
owners of small theaters, particularly in farm and agricultural sections
away from the war industries and boom areas, believe that the present
tax which takes about 12'percent of their total cash intake, is getting
rather close to that limit.

The admission tax hits all theaters, prosperous and poor alike.
How much of a tax on its retail sales, which in our case is thi

theater admission, a theater can carry no doubt varies a great deal
as between different theaters. While a 20-percent tax on gross sales
will hit all theaters hard, it is the weaker ones that ard most likely to
be forced out of business. That is self-evident.

The theaters that have a struggle to make en s meet now, that hive'
no .extensive financial resources to tide them over, that do not enjoy
abnormal business in an overcrowded war industry center, will natu-
rally go under first,'though other theaters may survive all right.

The small and weak theaters face extinction from excessive tax,
It is on behalf of these theaters, and there are a very large number

of them, that I am making this appeal to you against what we be.
!lieve will-prove an excessive and unbearable tax at many thousands
of such community 'theaters.

There are a very large number of such theaters: throughout the
country, though they are not nearly so prominent and well-known as
the less than 500 first-run theaters in the 94 so-called key cities with
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* more than 100,000 population. But these thousands of smaller the&-

tars are just as important to the community in which they are located
perhaps iorp so, as the principal source of mass entertainmentQand
popular diversion, giving these people relaxation from the trials and.
troubles of their daily lire as not ing else can,

A careful survey of theaters made last year by Motion Picture
Herald revealed that there are 10,951 theaters in 8,488 separate towns
and cities in the United States and that the average seating capacity
of these theaters is 617 seats. X big majority of these 17,000 theaters,
however, are small houses with less than the average seating capac-
ity. This same survey disclosed that there are 9,903 motion-picture
theaters with less than 500 seats, and that there are 7,512 theaters
located in towns of less than 5,000 population.

'The small theaters are not prosperous today.
These theaters cater largely to working people andrural popula-

tionsW, as they are small-town theaters and last-run theaters in the
large cities. Their patronage is mostly working people. The well.
to-do go to the more expensive, first-run theaters, while the family
trade goes to the less expensive neighborhood theaters and country
town theaters.

These theaters, even today, are not in on the 'ar boom, and a very
large number of them barely make.ends meet. A considerable num-
ber of them only operate part'time because they cannot take in enough
at the box office on other days to mact their operating expenses. It
is obvious to those of us who are close to the small towns and to the
small theater operations that a full 20 percent or more taken out of
their gross receipts by an increase in tie Federal admission tax will
compel many of these theaters to close up and go out of business.
Endless examples of specific theaters could be provided where such
will be the case unless the theater is able to miraculously increase its
cash receipts over its present business.

More than 6,000 of these small theaters are located in torns in
which there is only one motion-picture theater. If that theater goes
-out of business, the peopJe of that particular country town no longer
have motion-picture entertainment. Does this committee want to
deprive these people of their most popular and one of the most whole-
some form. of entertainment and recreation, particularly in view of
the fact that facilities for recreation and amusement in these small
towns, other than the motion pictures, are very limited at best?

While thb average weekly attendance at the 17,000 movie theaters
now operating may be 90,000,000, not more than 60,000,000 people
go to ihe movies, as in these attendance estimates are included, of
course, a considerable number of people who go to the movies more
than once a week. In other words, not more than 6 out of every
13 of the people in this country are movie patrons. Every theater
operator knows that those who go to the movies are working people,
country people, and people of moderate means. Wealthy people and

- people with very large incomes have other and more expensive div-
ersions and amusements. They are not movie-goers. This-tax hits
those least able to pay..
• Not only that, but a considerable part of the movie audience are
women and children. Why should they be singled out for a special tax
no imposed on other people, jLst because theylike to go to movies Is
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i it fair t thet'iovi* patrons of this e6untry to nmke theii pay al Urger
p- p ion of thecost'of war-pind government than is expectedto be
3 pdby the rst of the population who may not care for motion pIc-
turest No doubt1 the ,ocanittee Isiii-iteisted in getting the full
amount of tax revenue needed to proecute thewar and in spreading
the ti* buidei fairly, so that everyone will pay his fair share f.t he
taxes necessary. This tax on amusements does not accomplish this
purposes. ir A

DUPUCATE STATE N M3A ON ADMISMiON6

In a number of States to Vederaitax or theater admissions is a
double tax,, the State has already levied a tax on admissions to movieU theaters. n Mississippi and Kentucky the State tax is I cent on each
10 cents or fraction thereof: In, Washington State it .was .1 cent on
each 20 cents over 20 cents until recently, when the State law was re-

f placed by city taxes on theater admi sions; in three States there is a
.-pereent tax on theater admissions (Ohio, South Dakota, and Ten-
nessee), and in 12 States thetax is 2 percent on admissions (Alabama,
Arizona, Arkansas,:Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Utah and Wyoming) while two States tax
admissions at 1 percent (Indina and.Maryland).

- NNW TAX A HEAVY BURDEN ON INDUMTY

It is now proper to double the present Fderal tax of 1 lent on
each 10cepts or fraction thereof to a rat6 of 2 cents on each 10 cents or4- fraction thereof, and it is esthnated, I understand, by the Treasry
that this will produce a'total of $32000,000 of annual revenue from
the tax on adinissions. We believe'that the greater part of this'tax
burden will be cairied bv the motion" pictures, and while this industry
expects and is quite willing to pay its full share of taxation necessry

-1. to carry on the war and is subject to all of the corporation income and
profits taxes imped on other industries, we submit that this special
tax is excessive and may prove disastrous to an essential' part of the
motion-pictur industry

Please understand this is not a tax on the producers bf motion pie-
tures nor on Hollywod salaries; it is a tax on the motion-picture
theaters and the theater patrons and on the box.office cash receipts
of every theater, taken out before any of the gross'receipts 'an be used
by the theater Owner for'pay roll, film rntal, or operating expeuses.
Only indirectly can it affect the producer and distributors of the films
used by the theaters.

We realize that this tax is collected from each patron separatel
from the admission charge at the time the ticket is purchase. This is
required by'the law, an. we are not objecting to this separation, go
'that the inquisitive patron knows how much is for thb show and how
much is for the tax. Nevertheless, to the theater patron the tax rep-
resents just an added cost to get intothe show. _ -- I

It has been argued that the theater passed on the tax and Only bears'
the cost'of collecting it, because the tax is.separate from the admission
price. This may be quite true of such taxes on tangibles, but itis a
false delusion with respect to theater admissions.

We sell time. And we are dealers in mass entertainment.. Unlike
most retail businesses, we can't sell a few articles or admissions, with- -



'~out suffering disAstrous ldswes -71e number of admnissis we sell at
each performance is much, more important to us than the price b
charge for each.admission, ,And we can't-sell Tuesday night's per-
formance-on Wblnesday, thought it may be the same show., -If the
theater doesn't sell its tuesday night performance on Tuesday, it is
gpnefore'Or and represents a ead ost.

It is a peculiarity of theater operation- that there Is no fixed and
definitely ascertainable profit that crn be computed on each admission
sold. Profits and losses in theater operations depend equally as much
on the number of admissions as on the prices charged. Actually they
can only be computed on the gross receipts for the day, weeks or en-
gagement on a particular show program, or attraction.
"The admission prices are fixed by the public not by exhibitors.
As a consequence of these unique eharacteristic theaters mist

charge what the people in the immediate vicinity are willing to pay
for the shows they offer, no more and no less. E uitable anoefficient
admission scales cannot be fixed arbitrarily by the management of a
successful theater; they must be adjusted by tiial and error in such a
wAy that the largest number of patrons will attend the theater at the
highest prices they are willing to pay.

If thd theater's prices are too high, attendance falls off rapidly, and
the business goes to pieces; if too low, the theater doesn't take in
en6ugh to meet its pay roll and expehses The number of admissions
is the ibst important, factor, bWt the price charged directly affects
the number of admissions that will be sold

A theater now charging 27 cents admission and 8 cents tax obviously
could get 80 cents Without the tax from its patrons without reducing
the number of admissions sold,-if the present tax was removed., The
patron would pay 80 cents to get in, either way, though the tax is
collected separate y from the admission price.

But If the tax is raised to 2 centb on each 10 cents instead of !Lcent,
the theater owner has this dilemma: He can then charge 24 cen'.o
plus 6 cents tax and have the same number of people come to each
performance at his theater, but lose 10 percent of his present gross
receipts each week, which may force him to close the theater; or he
can charge 27 cents (his present price) 'plus 6 cents tax for a total of
33 cents. But all his experience with arbitrary increases in admission
prices teaches him that fewer people will come to the theater, or they
will come less often, so that the number of admissions will inevitably

Experienced theater operators have always known that any increase

in admision prices inevitably will decrease the number of admissions
sold and vice' versa,. To exaggerate it so that .you will see how it
works: If theater charging a 25-ent admission raises the price to
50 cents, far less people under normal conditions, enter the theater.
If more than one-half 61 the attendance is lost as a result of such an
increase, as would certainly be the case at most theaters the-enter-
prise suffers a heavy loss. Ihis principle applies, in varying degrees,
to any increase in the cost of admission, however small, where it is an
increase in price for whatever reason' for the same show with no in.
crease in value.

The only exception'to this principle may be where the theater is
overcrowded by boom business due to such abnormal conditions as now
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exist here in Washington, where twice-as big a population must use
thesame thbatere'that were here 3 years ago.

Becauoe of this there is good reason to doubt that-the tax on ad-
missions is all passed on to the public, and there is strong evidence
that none of it is actually.passed on, other than with respect to the
fact that the movie-going public pays for everything through the
box office of tht theater, which is the industry's sole source of reveAue.
At least a large part of this tax comes out of the gross sales of the
theater, no matter how you figure it, before the theater owner can meet
his pay roll and opeiating expenses. Just how much of the proposed
$327,000,000 total tax on admissions we will have to absorb and carrj
cannot be definitely determined, of course.

But this° doesn't help the people who go to the movies, who will be
hit by this tax just the same. They are, perhaps, unorganized as such
and inarticulate, with no authorized spokesman here to protest -or pre-
sent their views. Just the same they are entitled to some consideration
in the matter.
• This tax as proposed now means, if it is added on to the present
admission scales, a 10-percent increase in the cost of their entertain.
nient to each man, woman, and child who goes to the movies. If add.
"ng it on is a false illusion, as we believe it is, then it means that each
theateroer will t not more than 80 cents worth of thow for every
dollar ,hey spenT on motion-picture entertainment when this bil
becomes law. Either way the movie-going public will suffer from
such a special tax on admissions. Should they be penalized because
they like movies? Will they think that this is a fair taxt I

So many small theaters have a 15-cent matinee price for children.
The tax proposed of 2 cents on each 10 cents imposes a 4-cent tax on
such tickets, a tax of 26.7 percent, while a 50-cent price gets only a 20.
cent tax. If the practice now is to charge 13 cents admission and 2 cents
tax for a total of 15 cents even, and the theater feels the even 15 cents
has to be continued, it becomes even worse, as it must (hen be 11 cents
admission and 4 cents tax under the new rate, because then the tax
is 86.3 percent. •

The most popular admission prices below 50 cents are protoably the
15-, 25-, and 85-cent prices. In each instances the tax is-in excess of
20 percentJustbecause the amounts are not even dimes.

The motion-picture industry is in the significant position of being
one of the few industries that has no Government contracts at a profit.
Whatever war work is being done by us is either done without com-
pensation at all, or done'at exact cost as our contribution to the war
effort. Over 6,000 film programs, consisting of a feature picture and
enough short subjects to provide a show not less than 1% hours long,
have been given free of charge in the last 2 years to the Army for use
overseas, by the motion-picture industry. ..
I Over 18,000 theaters in the country have pledged to the war-activ-
ities committee of the motion-picture industry that they will show
.war-information films provided by the Government and approved by
the committee. We are proud of our devotion to our Covernment and
to our country, and I challenge any industry to show more unselfish
support and cooperation than we have demonstrated in this business
without profit and without compensation from such war work.

The American Red Cross, the . . O, the War Savings stAff of the
Treasury Department, the United Nations Relief Fund, the National
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War Fund, the Army-Navy Emergency Relief Fund, and many, other
war agencies can testify to the unhesitating cooperation anI active
support they have received from the motion-picture theaters through.
out the country and the motion-picture industry as a whole.-

An excessive tax burden that would compel large numbers of theaters
to close-up and goobutof the business can destroy a considerable part
of these activities, which .wo believe are important in every town and
community throughout the country and which reach those places
through the organized activities of the motion-picture .theaters in this
country.

'If a retail sales taxes of 20 percent was imposed on all industries
including theaters, I doubt if any exhibitor would object to carrying
the tax, even if it breaks him. We would feel that we were only carry-
ing our share o6.the tax burden required to prosecute the war, howeverburdienome.

But we can't help but feel that we are already carrying a special tax
now on our retail sales at 10 percent that is out of line with the tax
levied on most retail business. We want to do our share but we believe
that if this tax is doubled, as is proposed in the new tax bill, it will
prove to be excessive and disastrous at a very large number of the

at ion's theaters.
The majority of the exhibitors I represent very earnestly believe

that they cannot stand this much of an increase in their tax burden,
and would like respectfully to suggest and recommend that the tdx on
tdmissions be fixed at not more than the rate of tax which is reported
to be recommended by Mr. Colin F. Stem, chief of staff of the Joit
Congressional Committee on Taxation, which we understand is 2 cents
on each 15 cents. This will allow thousands of small theaters to stay
in business and continue to pay their taxes. We believe this -would
be th limit of special taxation that can be imposed on these theaters
without irreparable injury.on

The men and women in uniform look to the motion picture for
leisure and recreation and we in recognizing this generally have volun-
tarily reduce our admission pries to them. fny increase in taxa.
tion placs 'additional financial burden on those men and women in
uriiform. I call the attention of you gentlemen to the fact that if 1
out of -every 5 preaenr patrons were to stay away from the theater,
it would defeat your purpose. Mr. Stoama proposal of 2 cents on
each'15 cents admission as a basis would be a distinct concession to the
children,-and the smaller towns generally, not to mention our men and
women ink uniform. You have been gracious in your consideration of
our problem as an industry and I deeply appreciate it

Senator CLAix. You appeared before tis committee on the last tax
bill. didn't 7out

r. KUTXNDALj.. That is right. We did not oppose the 10 percent
tax.
+.$enator Csm. z My recollection was that you predicted that the 10-

percent tax would put a very large number of theaters out of business.
Mr. KUYxrNbALL. I'don't want to differ with the Senator but I

don't think I said that. I made an appeal especially for the uniformed
Mien-and esp ecially the children in school.

Senator (tAax. I may be mistaken.-
Mr. IrtJYRUizAL I don't think I said that.
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-The CUIRMA: ' Th.* yoU very -much.,
Mr. Myers how much tin will you require I
Mr. I3fis.. Twelve minutes at the outside,- Mr. Chairman.
The CmuRU~AN r'rocved -

STATEET OY ABRAM F:Y. MY R EPRESMN G THE ALE
STATES ASSOCIATION OF PICTURE EXHIBIORS

Mr. Mys.- I am chairman of the board of directorsand general
counsel of Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors1 a
national association which is composed o. regional association of in.
dependent motion-picture theater owners located in various parts of
the United States. In addition, I represent on this'occasion 11 re-
gional associations of independent exhibitors not regularly affiliated
with Allied States Association. Thus I offer this brief statement in be-
half of 23 organizations with members in 28 States and the Territory
of Alaska. I will not detain'the committee to recite the names of the
associations represented or the territories covered; that'information is
&ntainekl iin the manuscript' which I will band the'report; r, with the
. requ~t that it be included in the record.

Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors maintains
an office at 729 Fifteenth Street NW. , Wahington, D. C.I Its affili-
ateA regions and the territories coveie are Allied-Theaters. fConnoc-
ticutInc. (Connecticut); Allied Theater Owners of New Jerey,.Inc.
(New Jersey and g fe*. in the Albany district of New Y0k); Alliei
Independent Theater Owxers of Eastern Pennsylvania, Inc. (_F tern
Pents lvenia) -'Allied Motion Pictu're Theater Oiwners of Western
Penns-ly nia, knc, (Western Pennsylvania and few.' in West Vir-

ifnia) dependentt Theater Owners of Ohio (Ohio); Allied 'Thea-
ters of Michigan, Inc. (M'ichigan ); Associated Theasti' of ndiana,
Ing. (Indiana and a few in Kentucky); Allied Theateri' ofIlinois,
Inc. (Illinois and afew in'Indiana); Motion Picture Theater Owhers
of Maryland Inc. (Maryland) ; Independent Theaters Protection As-.
s6ciation ofWisconsin and Upper MAichigan (Wisconsin and Michigan
Peninsula)i Allied Theater Owners of Texas (Texas) - '": ae
; Regional associations represented which are not reguli|y affiliated

with Allied States Association; Independent Exhibitors; Inc.. (Maine,
Vermont, N'ew'Hampshire, Masschusetts, Rhbde'Island); Pacific
Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners comprsiaig (a) In-
dependent Theatre Owners of 'Southern Cplifornia (Ithei-n Cali-
fornia, Arizona Nevada) ;(b) IndependentqJheatre Ownei 0. N6rth-
ern California (Northern California) ;'(e) Independent Tl*tre Own-
ers'of 0rego r on); (d) Independent Theatre Owners.of Wa h,.
inWon, northern Idaho and Alaska (Washington, Idaho. andolwri and

Atwaka)Allied Indepeaent Theatres o oa-Nes- (Ibiv n
Nebraska); Motion Picture Theatre Owners Union of the.Northwes
(Minnesota. North Dakota, South Dakota) ; AllWd fieafre Owners
of the Northwest .(same as Theatre Owners Union); Ken tuc, ky A.sso
ciation of Motion Picture Exhibitors (Kentucky-ma ' hive addi-
tional i-epreentatioi); Cleveland Motion Picture Exh18ts'Akocia-
tion (Cleveland, Ohio).

I fully recognize that the long box-oI~ce queues outside. WV. hg-
ton's downtown theaters ar a temptatiob to thOSe who ave te bur-



den of raising revenue. -The same condition prevails with respect to
the fiist-run theaters in many of the large production centers, While•
the independent subsequent-run and suiall-town theaters do not be.
grudge these producer-owned first-run theaters their good fortune, we
neveitheless must ask the committee to distinguish iharply, between
their situation and ours in the consideration of that provision of the
bill which would double the present tax on admissions. We do not
want, to be in the position of poor relations who are suspected of being
wealth v merely because we have been seen in fast ompny.

The ndepeddent theaters for which I speak are or e most part,
located in the smaller towns and rural communities and in the resi-
dential districts of the larger cities. They play the pictres after-
usually a long time after--the city, downtown theaters. They cater to
the family trade, especially the children, and.their admissions are, and
perforce must be, much lower than those charged by the first-run
houses. These, theaters provide entertainment for the masses, the
laboring people and the white-collar workers; they have not cracked "
the carriage trade. The money paid in at the independent box offices
does not represent excess wartime spending. Rather it is a question, in
most instances, whether the amount required can be spared from tie
family budget.

The pricing of admissions for this clss of patrons is a very delicate
matter.. 9x hibitors by long experimentation have arrived at prices
which will produce the maximuui revenue. While the law requires that
the establied price and the amount of the tax shall be posted on th
box officeand pointed on the tickets, actually this means nothig to the
patron. ,To him the admission price is the total amount he must pay
to get into the theater. Thus if a child asks itsParent for the price of
a movie and'the parent asks "How much " the child replies, "15 cents"
not "13 cents plus 2 cents tax."

Under the present tax of 1 cent on.each 10 cents or fraction, the
theaters by absorbing a penny or adding a penny have arrived akestab-
lished total admissions, in round figures which are familiar to the
patrons and which should nQt lightly be disturbed. It is very easy to
speak of taxing admissions 10 percent, 20 percent or 30 percent, but
in-many instances that is a mathematical imposibility; it never has
been accomplished and it never will be accomplished.

Let me illustrate my point by referring to some of the popular coni-
bined admision prices charge by the independent theaters, ! Fifteen.
cents has long beena. popular price for children and for matinees.
Under the present tax this means 13 cents admission and 2 cents tax-
very much more than a 10-percent tax. An admission price'of 25 cents
consists of 22, cents admission and 3 cents tax_-gam more thain the
10 percent whic6 the existing law is popular believed to, impose.
Now let us apply the House provision for doubling th tax* to some
Of the establihed admission prices and note its disastrous effects.
In order to continue "the, 15-cent children's admision, the theatere'
owner Would haye to absorb.4 cents% making the combination of 11.
cents 6dmssior 'price and .4-cent~tax, and this the small exhibitor
siriply cannot afford. As for-the very popular 25-cent admission-

oibly the largest.venue producer of them all-*it ould beabol.;
lsled.y, the House prposl. -If the bqqe admission should be fixed at
20 cents, the tax would be 4 cents, making a total of 24 cents, which
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inv6lves the absorption of 4 cents by the exhibitor.,. If the base price
should be fixed at 21 cents, the tax would be 6:cents, making k, total of
27 cents. There is no way in which it can b6 figured so as to rotiln the

S 25-contAdmission. "

The sme is true with respect to 50-cent admissions; you can figure
combinations that will land you on either side, but you cannot hit an
even 50 ceiits.
.The Treasury recommendation of 3 cents on each 10 cents or fraction.which was disregrde by the House, besides being unbearatble, would

have been equally unworkable; Under it 15 cents and 40 cents total

admission would be abolished.
There may be those who will say the solution is to raise adriission

prices. That is hardly consistent with sound economics or the general
policy of the Government, But the conclusive answer is that in the
neighborhood and smiall-town theaters the traffic will not bear a heavier
load. -As members of the committee may retail, motion pictures were
exempted from the General Price Control Act, With no ceiling on

£ admissions, and with prices rising in nearly all other lines and operat-
ing costs relentlessly going up, the temptation to increase admissions
has been great. Neverthelessi Audience Research, Inc., a Gallup
enterprise, recently has reported that the average increase in admission
prices during thepast 3.yeais has been.only 5 cents, exclusive of
tax, That includes theaters of all typ"e. It is fair to assume that a
majority of the increases have been in the downtown irst-run houses.
Had the public been able to absorb a heavier general increase, I am
certain that following the trend of the times, it would have been forth-
coming. Te fact that there has been such a moderate increase since
1940 demonstrates thot the movies have reached' their limit in the
matter of admission prices.

Under the present tax rate of I cent on each 10 cents or fractii, the
Government is deriving a handsome revenue. Federal admission tax
collections for the first 10 months of this year total $136,2093,040. This
compares with $119,13(,541 last year. Of this gratifying total for the
first 10 months of. 1943, $122,407,360, approximately 90 percent, came
from motion-picture theaters. It is estimated that the total receipts
from admission taxes this year will be'very close to $163,000,000. In
October the collections set a new high record of $16-499 95, an in-
crease of $2,500,000 over September. The committee -houd pause'to
consider the class of admissions on whiqh this revenue is being raised.
The same Gallup stirvey to which I referred shows that the average
admission price in the motion-picture theater houses of the country
is only 2% cents. That means that the. verypopular and sensitive 15
and V5-cents admissions, which the House bill would virtually stamp
out, contributing vely largely to this revenue. The 60-cent admission
charged by'theWashington first-run theaters are not reptesentative

I, " of conditions throughout the country and provide % defective standard
for taxing general adinissions

If the committee will give due consideration to all the factors in-
volved, I am confident it will each the conclusion, that the existing
tax of 1 cent on each 10 cents or fraction is yielding the maximum
return to theGovertunent; that any further tanipering with the ad-
mission tax, especially on the popular admissions up to ahd including
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50. centz ' may destroy the bird that is laying the shiny ers.- The
experienced and thoughtful members of this .committee wil quickly
grasp the effect on this or any other business of abolishing by law
its two or three most. popular prices. Moreover, they will realize how
extremely dangerous it is to add an additional burden, however small,.
on the admissions paid by the hard-working low-income groups that
make up the bulk of the attendance at the independent movie houses.,
. In the consideration of this matter I hope that the committee also
will take into consideration the effect on the theaters in rural corn
munities occasioned by shifts of population. Population shifts of
major proportions have adversely, affected the theaters in many sec-
tions of the country. The condition has become so acute that certain
of the major distributors are adjusting the film rentals of the affected
theaters so as to tide them over the emergency. A survey made by
one of the motion picture trade papers a year ago showed that.vast
areas had been affected, especially in. New England, on the prairies and
in the Rocky Mountain region. I need not remind you Senators who
have rural constituencies that the removal of a family from a'small
community to a large production center may add temporarily to the
prosperity of the production center but it also depletes the spending
power in the community that has been adandoned. Not only that,
but the income'of many families is being reduced by the difference
between the earnings of an able-bodied husband, father, son, or
brother and the allowance foP a soldier's dependents.
. Not only should the committee distinguish between the producer-
owner circuit theaters and the independent theaters in ths considera-
tion of this tax, but it should not be influenced by published re-
ports of the earnings of the large prolucing companies and the fancy
salaries paid by those companies to their executives and stars. These
facts might have some bearing on the provisions of the bill relating
to income and excess-profits taxes, but they have no possible bearing
on the admission tax. Of the 222 persons in the montionvpicture
industry cited in a recent Treasury report as having received uslaries
nf more than $76,000 during the calendar year 1941, or during fiscal
years ending in 1942 not one was an independent exhibitor or em-
ployee of an independent theater. On the other hand, a survey made
by Allied States Association among the independent exhibitors last
summer indicated that their total film rentals bad increased from
'25 to 40 percent during the past 3 years. Therefore the reputation
of the production branch as a big money maker should not affect the
consideration of this tax.

There is another aspect of the matter which I think I can mention
with propriety. Realize what the feeling of the committee may be
toward those who parade their voluntary contributions to the'war
efforts as a reason for seeking special consideration. But I cite the
efforts of the theaters in that behalf for an entirely different reason.
The motion-picture theaters have been at the forefront in raising funds
for the U. S. 0 Red Cross, and many other worthy causes and have
been so successful in selling War bonds and stamps that Secretary
Morgenthau has referred to them as the "cash registers of the Treas-
ury." President Roosevelt within the past few days has declared
that "Motign pictures and motion-picture theaters occupy. an impor.
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tant position in the community life of the American people. This
places on the film industry a serious responsibility."

* This responsibility the theaters ackfiowledge and assume. But in
_ order for the theaters to do the job that has been assiged to them, to

take up collections, to gather scrap metal and sell bonds, and to deliver
the Government's messages to the people, they must have audiences.
People do not congregate at the theaters merely to contribute to the
drives or to view the Government reels. In a war.torn world whole.
some diversions are not a luxury, but a necessity, and are so regarded
by the people. It is problematical how long the people would tarry
in the theaters to participate in these wartime activities if they were
not awaiting the remainder of the program for which they have paid
an admission price. When these considerations have been pondered
I do not believe the Government, and least of all the Treasury, will
want to discourage attendance-at the theaters, or risk a falling off in
revenue, by doubling the existing admission tax.

4 The motion-picture business has its own peculiar problems and this
committee will not want to hamper it with unnecessary restrictions.
We hope that the committee will see fit to retain the present tax without-It is productive, the public is accustomed to it and the thea-
ters can live under it. However, if the committee should conclude
that the admission tax must be increased to some extent, we wish there
was some way whereby the experience and advice of the theater owners
could be utilized so that the provision, when drafted may have smeflexibility and the theaters may be spared the harmful effects of im-
posing taxes in terms of flat percentage. Please understand that weare not seeking tokeep our foot in the door so as to continue our pleas

a.d arguments after the hearing is closed. Our only thought is to
offer suggestions for carrying into practical effect any decisions at
which the committee may arrive. Al ied States Association maintains
an office in Washington and we would be very happy to serve the
committee in any way we can.

Senator JoHNson. Is there any way relief can be given the small
country theater without upsetting the tax on the downtown theaters I

Mr. MrERS. Senator, the only way I can think of would be by a
graded tax, depending on the price of the admission, on the theory
that the high admissions are paid in the downtown first-run theaters
in the large cities, whereas the popular admissions I speak for, the
15- and 25-cent admissions, obtain in the neighborhoods and in the
rural communities.

Mr. Kuykendall ventured to say that whot we understood to have
been the recommendation of the Joint Committee on Internal Rev-
enue Taxation, that is, a tax of 2 cents on each 15 cents or fraction,
would be satisfactory to the group he represents. A lawyer who con-
cedes away any part of his case is going to have some dissatisfied
clients, but I would have to say, speaking on my own responsibility,
Senator, that that might be a very sound solution of the problem,
because it lends very great flexibility and enables the theater owner
to compute almost any kind of combination of admission and taxes
that he sees fit, whereas under the House provision he cannot compute
round figures to meet the requirements of his trade in these popular
admissions.

The CHAsniuw. Thank you very much.
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STATEMENT OF DAVID NEWMAN, REPRESENTING THE,
COOPERATIVE THEATERS OP MIOHIGAN

Mr. Nm AN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the Cooperative The-
aters of Michigan, Inc., a corporative organization of motion-picture
theater owners, formally protests against the pending tax bill which
doubles the present rate of admission taxes from 10 to 20 percent.
The said cooperative organization comprises approximately 50 mem-.
bers operating 100*neighborhood theaters located in principal cities
throughout the State of Michigan, the majority of which are located
in the city of Detroit, Mich.

The organization supports any bill to levy taxes to help defray the
costs of te war. It opposes, however, any tax measure which operates
inequitably and tends to destroy the economy of any industry, particu-
larlythat of motion p:* tures. I

The progress and success of the motion-picture industry has been
mainly due to the operation of neighborhood theaters in large cities
and small towns. Such theaters have always offered movie enter-
tainment to the public at comparatively low admissions. If the indus-
try is to continue to grow and pz'osper it will have to follow this policy
of low-priced admissions. Experience over long years has definitely
established the principle that increased admissions do not increase the
gross receipts and definitely decrease the number of people attending
Ihe movies, It may very well follow that increased admission taxes
will fail by a great margin in accomplishing the purpose of doubling
the present tax revenue. It will definitely decrease tha net admis-
sions to theaters with the resultant decrease in profits. Considering
the reduction of income taxes by theater owners, it seems certain that
the sum total of revenue to our Government from both such sources
will not show any increase over what is now being obtained at present
rates of admission tax and income taxes.

Theater owners generally, and the members of Cooperative Tgeaters
in particular, have willingly fulfilled their duty in the regular exhibi-
tion of Government-sponsored motion-picture subjects. They have
also carried out their obligation in the sale of War bonds and stamps,
especially during designated drive periods. Within the last year,
acting in" cooperation with the Treasury Department the motion-
picture industry pledged to sell to its individual employees and to
the public a billion dollars worth of War bonds within a short period
of time. The theater owners and their employees met their quota in
the purchase of bonds, also by bond-buying rallies among the patrons
during show time. As a rest of such activity on the part of theater
the pledge was more than fulfilled. Numerous other bond-selling
drives were successfully undertaken by these same theater people. All
this in addition to the regular everyday sale of bonds and stamps in
theaters.

Assuming as we must, that increased taxes will bring about a re-
duction in the number of people regularly attending shows, it def-

* nitely follows that the efforts of the exhibitors in the sale of War bonds
will be adversely affected. So also will the value of the exhibition of
Government reels be impaired by the reduction in the number of
people attending shows.
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The inportahe ot entertainment and relaxati6n which thiiovies

afford to war, Workers should not be underestimated during the pres.
ent emergency. People will be unable to enjoy their movies as often
as in the past if the tax rate is doubled. Nor will much morale-building
entertainment be available to as many people. Money-raising cam.
paigns for the Red Cross and Infantile Paralysis Foundation, in which
practically all theaters participate, will be similarly adversely affected
by reduction in the number of patrons attending theaters.

Many independent theater owners operating neighborhood theaters
in large cities and the owners of theaters irt small towns have not
enjoyed any great prosperity during the last 2 years. In fact many
such owners are not doing the business at present comparable to a
few years ago. The lack of war industry, the inroads brought about
by the draft and exodus of workers to other parts have in many areascaused a great loss of business. The people cannot increase gross
admissions. They will have to absorb any additional tax themselves,
thereby reducing nit income and profits. Doubling the present tax
will force great numbers-of independent owners to the wall. These
same theater owners have their entire investment in their business
from which they earn their livelihood.

Surely it is not the intention of Congress to place-the inovies out
of the reach of the average man .and his family. Doubling the taxes
will result in preventing many individuals from attending theaters.
Motion-picture entertainment cannot and should not be placed in
the class of luxury commodities. The average theater owner justly
feels that any increase in present amusement tax is discriminatory
and therefore a tax inequitably levied. With respect to those theater
owners who cannot increase their admission nor absorb the tax them-
selves, any doubling of taxes may very well be confiscatory.

In summation it is urged as follows:
1. Low admission prices are the lifeblood of the exhibition field

of the motion-picture industry.
2. Doubling the present taxes will not increase the revenue to the

Government in view of the decrease in gross receipts, also the decrease
in income taxes.

3. Fewer people will attend movies with the increase in gross ad-
missions, resulting in the impairment of the morale-building qualities
to the war workers, generally rendering less effective the dissemina-
(ion of vital information contained in GFvernment reels.

4. Loss of patronage will also adversely affect the efforts of the ex-
hibitors in the sale of War bonds, collection of funds in behalf of the
Red Cross and Foundation for Prevention of Infantile Paralysis.

5. Any increases in present amusement taxes are discrimirtory and
also confiscatory in a geat many instances.

In conclusion, this honorable committee is respectfully requested to
carefully consider all facts we have submitted.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reeve.

STATEMENT OF HENRY REEVE, REPRESENTING THE TEXAS
THEATER OWNERS, INO.

Mr. R m. Mr. Chairman, my name is Henry Reeve. I own and
operate the Mission Theater in Menard, Tex.; and for the past 2 years
have been president of the Texas Theater Owners, Inc, sn organization
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composed of and representing the great majority of the 1,100 theaters
in our State, Our organization is made up of independent individually
owned theaters, indeljendent circuits and the affiliated circuits of Texas,
thus covering a large and varied field of theater operation. For your
further information, we of the Texas Theater Owners are not con-
nected with either of the national exhibitor organizations and with no
regional group. We have entered our efforts in the interest of Texas
theaters and the welfare of our business in our home State, though we
have always reserved the right to lend our support and our best ef-
forts for-and with any movement no matter by whom sponsoi'ed which
we feel.is for the good of our wtion-picture industry.

Today. the Senate Finance Committee is considering the-problem
of proper taxation of admissions for amusements, which vitally affects
our motion-picture industry. We know that we discuss this problem
with a common purposes the successful combat of this great war in
which our country is involved.

I am speaking to you from 21 years of theater operation in this small
Texas town, one that has thousands of counterparts all over this
country of ours. I am speaking only of that which I know, of the
needs, the accomplishments, the hopes and the possibilities of our
business. Just of those things the four hundred-odd exhibitors in the
small places of Texas and their fellow-showmen all over this Nation
are asking you gentlemen to consider as you endeavor to most satis-
factorily meet a serious probletn.
. The Mission Theater serves Menard, a county seat town with a 1940

census population of 2,5W and a total county population of 4,500.
There are over 350 towns in Texas with less than 5,000 population,
more than 150 with less than a thousand. Shortly I will tell you what
has actually happened to many of those towns down there. Gentle-
men, our people think that the theatersin their towns have been the
greatest single factor our Government has had in informing them
of this war, its scope, its true nature, and of the ways for thr folks
back home to meet it and help win it.

Our people at home. with loved ones in the service, keep in contact
with them by mail but our theater screens have shown them where
those soldiers and sailors are. We have lost six boys in this war in
our little county, two more are in German prison camps--their fam-
ilies have seen where they did their utmost. The father of a young
lieutenant, a bombardier killed over France some months ago, came.
to me last week and told me how much the theater had meant to him
and to his wife since their loss. They have steeled themselves
through tough war pictures, thinking of their son and knowing the
good and the bad he went through. The Army presented this mother
and father with two posthumous decorations for their son in our.
theater during the Third War Lo*an when Menard bought $165,000
of a $282,000 bond quota in our.theater bond rally.

Our people have seen Guadalcanal, north Africa, Sicily, and Italy.
They have seen why they should buy bonds, back their Red Cross,
United War Fund, and every other similar job today. In the last war
there were no theaters in our towns. Today our people have heard
our President's every important utterances; they now our generals
and admirals, and they have seen Capt, Hewitt Whelless decorated;
they have seen who Admiral Chester Nimitz is, who decorated two
Mfenard boys. Over 5,000 theaters in the country, besides showing
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Government- and Army and Navy films, are governmental issuing
agents for the sales of War Londs and stamps. Gentlemen, I am not
tring to wave a flag or speak boastingly of this work, but if it means
nothing in the consideration of a tax question that vitally concerns
our future as theater operators in the small places of America, then
there is a misunderstanding or a misconception of our needs and pos-
sibilities somewhere.

If we can lay one true fact before you so that it may be understood
clearly, we feel that it will be of real help in the solution of your
problem. That fact is the tremendous variance in theaters, in theater
operations and in the present conditions in the towns and cities of
America. In New York, in Dallas, here in Washington at your Earle
Theater and kindred theaters, you see huge attendance. It is very
easy to think that sort of thing is general all over the country. Within
a 100-mile radius of my town, we have towns with Army camps, war
plants; bi towns and little towns that have been aided materially

y the war and its accompanying activities. But, gentlemen, we also
have Menard and many towns like it right around us where, in our
own case, there is no new activity. We have sent 611 men and boys
into the service from our modest population. Over 300 men, women,
and children have left us for war jobs, construction jQbs, and higher-
pay jabs. We are the head of our chamber of commerce down home,-
we know these facts to be true, and there is a situation prevalent
in a vast number of American towns today.

Our job in the theater has been to keep up our end against this
vital loss in population. If unfair taxes cause too high admissions
our attendance will decrease. The record has been clear through the
years on that point. On ,.,t current tax basis our Government will
receive approximately 156,000,000 from the theaters.* Diminishing
returns in tax receipts wilt iollow the lowering of grssreceipts
though the tax itself may be higher. We, of the theaters, face that
known fact. In the small town our audience must come to us two or
three times a week if we are to keep open. We cannot charge city
prices in the small-town show. People who go to the big theater" go
but once a week at the high.price. We show three and four changes
of program a week in the single-theater town. Many theaters will
close if attendance is curtailed by even a small number.today.

Gentlemen our business is not a luxury. Perhaps a hundred years
ago, if they had existed, the movies like all amusements would have
been called that. That is not. true today, and with due respect to any
and all other businesses, the theater man truly r6sents, on the record
of what our theaters have done, the classification apparently of our
business with the liquor, tobacco, perfumery, and horse-racing activi-

-ties, as a subject for a higher rate of tax than any industry we know of.
When the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Morgenthau, called the

theaters of the country "the cash registers of the Treasury," we took
pride in our Third War Loan efforts and all similar activities. We
are dedicated to the continuance of this task, come what may. When
the Treasury Department advocated a 200 percent increase in ad-
mission taxes, we were frankly shocked. We know that there is too
much talk of big money in our industry-millions of dollars seen
to be thrown around rather liberally. But, gentlemen, may I say to
you that there are several thousands of us who operate theaters who
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ire not working with millions of dollars, but for millions of people
Itho count on us to give them much in recreation for a modest sum
in return for 2 hours of pleasure which daily includes some message
from our Government that inspires them and starts them off the next
day with new zest and new will for thejob at hand.
We of the small theaters were astonished when we learned that any

increase in admission tax was contemplated. We could not feel on.
the record that this added tax could be put on that vast number of
small town and suburban low-price theaters throughout the country,
handicapped as they are today by labor, replacement, and maintenance
difficulties plus a steadily rising operating cost.

But, sirs, theater men have proved themselves game and willing
fighters, wholeheartedly behind our Goveinment. We theate: owners
of Texas have filed with the chairman of your committee our honest
thought as contained in this resolution before me. I have a copy
for each of you if you wish it.

We do not oppose an increase in admission taxes, we will do our
best to help provide it. But, gentlemen, we ask for an increase that
will not be destructive one -hat will not disrupt the part of this
industry we little fellows hold. We ask you to consider and if
possible recognize the needs of the children of America, and the
needs of the rank and file of the American public in our towns and in
our localities. We ask you to recognize the wisdom of the tax experts
who originally advocated a 'tax of 2 cents for each 15-cent unit of
admission. With no thought of throwing another plan at you, we
ask you to consider the following brief proposal. We ask this because
we feel that it will bring our Government the financial aid it needs,
and yet it will allow us to continue to operate as we feel very sure
our Government would have us operate, continuing to do this war
job which we have accomplished so well to dats.

Gentlemen, we ask your consideration for an increase of admission
taxes to theaters 6f 2 cents for each 15-cent unit of admission, or major
fraction thereof. It works this way:
Net admission: Tra

10 to 22 cents Inclusive -----------------------------. 2-cents.
23 to 37 cents inclusive ------------------------------ 4 cents.
38 to 45 cents Inclusive -------------------------------- a cents, and so on.

Three vital points will'be obtained by this tax set-up; such a plan
would protect the children's prices over the country. It will protect
the small suburban third and fourth ruff low-price theater without
cutting your present revenue. It will allow round figure admission
prices of 15, 20, 30, 35, and 40 and 50 cents, as gross admission, a
vital result in view of penny and copper conditions in some parts of
the country. Finally, it will permit the higher tax on all higher.
price admissions, admittedly able in big theaters and at large amuse-
ment events to absorb or pass on larger taxes. Gentlemen, to
conclude my moments with you, I must tell you frankly that the time
Imitation given me leaves many things untouched. There may be
varied discussions pro and con rea -ding the New Deal but there
is one common basic American belief in a fair deal. To you, my
thanks for this opportunity and the thanks and very real apprecia-
tion of a great number of exhibitors all over this country who have
been doing a great job under adverse conditions. I know that I
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speak for a groip of men down in Texas who still have hope-andfaith that this tax problem which is now before you will be so solved
that we may continue'to carry on our part of this American way of
life-for the good of our Ameiican people who know that their home
picture show is their great means of recreation and one of their
greatest aids in knowing how to help their Government and have
their home town ready to greet those men and boys who are away
from us in the service when they. come home again. We, of the
theater, believe that we are doing that job, gentlemen-our folks at
home have told us so.

On the seal of the Texas Theater Owners in this dedication:
* "The public's best interest is our first interest." We are dedicated
to the job of working for the good of our country and for the good of
our industry. We feel that the future of both is largely injour hands.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I understand that Mr. Rowe is not
here, and that Mr. Buchanan will speak in his place.

STATEMENT OF HARRY E. BUCHANAN, REPRESENTING THE
THEATER OWNERS' ASSOCIATION OF NORTH CAROLINA AND
SOUTH CAROLINA

Mr. BUCHAANAN. Mr. Chairman, I have been asked by Mr. Roy Rowe
of Hendersonville, N. C., to speak for him as representing the'Theater
Owners of North and South Carolina, as he is not able to be present.
I will state, Mr. Chairman, that, not as printed on the calendar, I rep.
resent the motion picture theaters of North and SOuth Carolina, not
North and South America.

The CHANMAN. Well we are broadening your scope a little.
Mr. BuchANAN. In the interest of time I wish to state that the

remarks of Mr. Ed Kuykendall, president of the M. P. T. 0. A., in
regard to the proposed increase in admission taxes, convey in the main
the feelings of th heater owners of Our association in regard to this
proposed tax.

I have been operating theaters in North Carolina since 1919 and
there are over 70'Otheaters in the two Carolinas.

We realize the problem confronting your committee and want to
carry all the burden of the war cost that is possible and practicable.
However, this is a matter that goes right back to the people and their
acceptance of it. Just as there is a stopping place in the amount of
tax binrden that 'he people can bear, there is also definitely a stopping
place in the increase of admission prices beyohd which a fewer number
of people will attend the theater.

No one knows this better than we who run theaters. We have exper.
imented in our respective towns in every price level and when we go
beyond what the traffic will bear.we get fewer patrons.

We believe the same rule applies-here. The large theaters in war
industry centers at the present are in a temporary and abnormal con.
dition, but the overwhelming majority of the theaters in my State and
throughout the country are not in this category.

We think that a 100-percent increase in the present tax will comply.
cate the arrangement of total admission price into the line of dimin.
ishing returns.

We suggest a 50.perent increase in the form of a 2-cents tax on each
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15 cent. instead of the provision as it now stands in the bill. This
figure will fit into admission, prices with a minimum of decreasing
attendance, we believe, and we ask the committee to consider it.

The CEiuIA N. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. Biechele.
Mr, KUTXMDALL. Mr. Biechele is not here and he asked that I tell

you that he endorses what I said. -
The CHAinwN. Mr. Brennan.

STATEMENT OF XOSEPH H. BRENNAN, REPRESENTING THE ALTIED
THEATERS OF NEW ENOLAND INC.

Mr. BRPNNAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Joseph H. Brennan, rep-
resenting the Allied Theaters of New England. Everything I might
have said has been covered by Mr. Kuykendall, Mr. Myer and the
others. I concure in what they say and leave the fate of Qur 200

theaters in the hinds of you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of your.
Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Brennan.
Tite nevt is Mr. Levy..
Mr. Lxvy. My name is Herman M. Levy, representing the Motion

Picture Theaters of America. My views have been consolidated with
those of Mr. Kuykendall, ano I would like to have that count as my
appearance..

The CHAMrMAN. Thank you very much. Mr. Fay.
Mr. KUYKNz,-DALL. Mr. Fay is not here, sir, but he asked me to

speak for him.
The CHAIMAN. Mr. Crockett.
Mr. CRocEmEr. Mr. Chairman, I shall not take nmre than 2 minutes

of our time.
CHAIRMAN. Proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. CROOKETT, REPRESENTING THE

MOTION PICTURE THEATER OWNERS OF VIROINIA

Mr. Cm rr. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of Virginia, Inc., is an organization
comprised of approximately 150 theater owners operating over 200
theaters in.the State of Virginia. The theaters of our country Are
now carrying a box-office or excise tax of 1 cent on every 10 cents or
fraction thereof. It is proposed in the revenue bill pending before
this committee to double this tax, making it 2 cents for evey 10 cents
or fraction thereof.' In' many instances the theaters have absorbed
all or a portion of the present tax and, therefore, would be forced to
increase their rates of admissions and pass on to the public this pro-
poed increase.
.Many theaters ih the State of Virginia 'which are not located in
defense areas are finding it very difficult to continue operation under
the present tax. -An increase in admission price will mean a loss of
revenue for these operators already faced with the problems of trans-
p rtation for rural patrons, caused by gas and rubber shortage. For
this reason I do not feel that the proposed increAse will produce $312,-
000,000 in place of the $156,000,000 anticipated for this year under the
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present tax.. I depend on two small theaters located at Virginia
1each, Va., a town of 5,000 people, for my livelihood. Our box-offlce
Iax last month ran around $1,800 and over the period of a year will be
about $24,000, this representing approximately 13 percent of my
gross take.

When this tax was enacted my theater absorbed it, and we are now
charging the same admissions that we charged in 1938 and 1939. We
want to offer the people in our town good, wholesome recreation and
keep them off the streets as much as possible, soldiers, sailors, and
war workers wh9 have been added to our community and are not
afforded the normal recreation and comforts of their home life in
peacetime. We know that we can best do this by not increasing our
admissions and driving many of these people to less desirable types
of amusement.
* The proposed increase in admission tax becomes a har ship when
you consider it from the standpoint of the working man when he
brings'his fAmily to. the movies and has the additiona!'admission to
pa on himself, his wife, and probably three children. This is espe-
cialy significant with rural and agricultural workers.

Theater owners-throughout Virginia feel that the present tax is
sufficient and we do not feel that we can pay from 20 to 25 percent of
our gross take'as a tax and successfully operate our theaters giving
service to the public at all times as we now do.

Many theaters located in areas not affected by the war effort or
with the population decrease due to the war effort, will-be force to
close, thereby taking at least a portion of this type of recreation from
these localities and not producing the 100 percent increase in boxoffice
tax as anticipated.

Gentlemen, I appeal to you, representing a group of practical theater
men who provide recreation for people who have th have the cheaper
entertainment as well as those who can financially afford to select other
types of entertainment. We feel that we could not still do this job
under as heavy a tax as is proposed at the box office of our theaters.
Thank you.

The CHA MAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lamb.
Mr. KUYKENDAL.A Mr. Lamb of Rome, Oa., was unable to come, and

I was speaking for him also.
The CAMnPI z;. Mr. Williams.
Mr. KUYKENDAM Mr. Williams is in the same category.
The CHAIMAN. Mr. Wehrenberg.
Mr. KurxxNDu. Mr. Wehrenberg is a member of our organization

also. .
The CHAIMMAN. That finishes this call, with the exception of Mr.

Marsh. You are not appearing on the admission taxes.
Mr. MARsH. No, sir; I think that subject has been pretty well dealt

with.
The CHAmMAN. Yes, sir; we have had a very good hearing on it.

We appreciate the fact that many other theater owners and motion-
picture people could have given us information, but I think we will
get it from the briefs that are filed, and the appearances that have been
made today.

All right, Mr. Marsh.
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STATMUM T OF BEUIAMN 0, MARSH, RURSENTING' THE
PEOPLE'S LOBBY

Mr. MARSH. My name is Benjamin C. Marsh; I appear as executive
secretary of the People's Lobby, with offices here.

The revenue bill passed by the House of Representatives is moral
treason and whether through design or in ignorance, a stab in the
back o/ our armed forces.

It serves notice upon soldiers that they were conscripted not only to
fight the war but to pay altogether too much of the cost. It is a
double-cross of our.defenders.

It is hi hly inflationary.
The de9cit for this year will be about $57,000,000,000, and at the end

of the war the debt will probably, under present tax rates, be about
$ 000 000000.
A 250,000,000,000 debt means, if we estimate the number of families

as 34,000 030, a per family debt of about $7,400, and annual interest
charges thereon at only 21h' percent, of $185.Perhaps I ought to say that possibly one reason the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means voted out such a pernicious bill, which, of
course, was not discussed on the floor of the House, was that owing to
my absence in the West I could not appear before the committee and
suggest something intelligent to them, but I am doing that for the-
benefit of this committee.

The bill should be Americanized to raise at least $17,500,000,000
additional revenue, without taxing any family or individual with an
income less than required for a healthy standard of living, and this
above compulsory savings where they are practical.

Of course, there gre sins of commission as well as omission in the
bill which ou have from the House without the assent, I am sure, of
many Members of the House. All these taxes on people who have
less income than they need to live on, and the reduction of therexemp-
tion to $500, is clearly un-American.

Immediate post-war planning can be started now, by a fair tax bill
which means raising about $12,000,000,030 more by taxes on personal
incomes and corporation profits, $5,0Q0,000,000 by a progressive capi-
tal levy with a moderate exemption and a Federal excise tax on the
privilege of holding land based on its value, with a low exemption to
protect small farm and home owners.

I would like to call the attention of the committee to the fact that
this suggestion for the capital levy is not new in American tax history
and experience.. Both parties, all parties perhaps I should say, have
favored the principle of a progressive iKderal estate tax, and the
capital levy is merely a pre-mortem estate tax, since, of course, we
can't wait for all the wealthy and good people of America to die before
we pay this war debt.

Secretary of Agriculture Wickard recently stated to the National
Association of Real Estate Boards:

Today we are in .great danger from a farm land boom which is already under
way-
and he recommended a capital-gains resale tax, which he explained-
simply means the levying of a much stiffer tax on deeds or transfers of land
than we now have.
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Th1& oes not go far' ai odghb foi the selling price of f i'mlaiids has
since the war started increased about $5,000,000,000, while net income
of agricultural proprietors increased from 1939 to 1943,216 percenL.
. That was a larger percentage increase than any other group or occu-
pation in America, even a larger percent increase than the profits ofcorporations.; . .

This tax on land-values-will limit speculative gains of urban, as
well as agieltoral, Astors'and should yield at least $5,000,000.
, Failure to tar the increased incomes of highly paid workers in in-
dustries and transportation, and wealthy farmers, and permitting them
to buy bohds is a confession that our boasted system of privateenter-
prise has collapsed, and'an effort to shore it up a little by providing a
shock absorber for a few million families.
* Such a tax promrain must be tied in with strictly enforced price
ceilings and rationing aid full Government controls.

America is just Winning to fight but hasn't yet beun to tax.
Fighting-psychoroical as well as physical-can win the war. but a

py-as-you-go, throh pay-as-you-can tax program is essential .towin the eace.
I sha talke only a very few minutes more. It seems to me that

Congress should, in facing this tax problem, use the -same principle
exactly as we followed in conscripting the Army. The Army and Navy
determined how many men were neded; then the Congress enacted
the conscription law designed and intended to provide the number of
men needed. It seems to-me that, instead of having a hit-or-miss
taxation program, which is evidently-what is in prospect, that Congress
should determine, and primarily through the House Ways and Means
Committee and the Senate Finance Committee, how much money
should be raised and should then, on that basis, ascertain the rates.

Of course, it would iot be incumbent on me to suggeA. the exact
rates, because it involves a lot of very careful actuarial work, but for-
tunately your Joint Committee on Taxation has such statisticians
and the Treasury Department has others, and they can ascertain what
those rates should be. We certainly should pay between a half and
two-thirds of the cost of the war currently-that is, by current taxa-
tion-and we can do it without in any way going counter to the basic
csnon of taxation, that of not impairing the patrimony of the State.
. It seems to us the Treasury Department is absolutely correct in
asking for ten and a half billion-we make it seventeen and one-half
billion-more to be raised by taxes. -They simply don't go far enough.

* . I don't know whether your committee can revise the "louse bill be-
fore you in time to get the rates we suggest and the principles we
suggest incorporated, but, if you don't, I am very sure that it will
mean simply that you have got to go through this whole problem in
the very beginning of the next Congress and get out a tax bill which
will not leave us with such a terrific debt.

'I should like, with your permission, to read into the record a very
brief article from the columns of the Washington Daily News, by
Raymond Clapper, appearing Monday of this week, November 29, on
this tax bill.

The CHAmAA. You may do so.
(The article referred to is as follows:)
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By Baymonia clapper

The old-timer In Congress will tell the freshman that the way to stay In ofke
Is to vote In favor of all appropriation bills and against all tax biUs. This Is
sound advice for one whose object Is to be reelected.

But shouldn't some chances be taken, considering it is wartime?
If you swallow what some a-e saying around Washington you become con-

vinced that the country can't stand another penny of taxes.
Although the administration asks for 10% billion more in taxes, Republicans

and Democrats alike cry that this will break the country.I Republican members of the House Ways and Means Committee join In solemnly
reporting that they would be false to their trust were they to "saddle this
heavy additional burden on the backs of taxpayers already heavily burdened."
Democrats sided with the Republicans and they appeared in a love feast recom-
mending 21 billions Instead of 10%. Senate Republicans and Senate Democrats
Indicate that they will take the same position. The administration won't stand
for a sales tax. That would be unpopular In the lower brackets.

go there you are.
They do put up two excuses. One excuse is that the Government war expenses

won't be as heavy as had been estimated some months ago. True. We will
spend 92 billion Instead of 100 billion. By June the national debt will be 194
billions In3tead of 8 or 10 billions more.

The second excuse Is that the country can't afford more taxes. You can get
hard-luck stories froni every group In the country. And by the time the testlinony
is assembled it appears that there is not a single cent left that eternal Revenue
could take.

Taxes are high and we coulo well believe that they could not go higher, and
that, as the House Ways and Means Republicans say, It takes only one straw to
break the camel's back, and that If we put on more taxes now people will slow
down in war production and their morale will break. Maybe so.

But it Is interesting to look in the back of the newspaper at the financial-page
news. I got so depressed over this cry-baby tax stuff that I turned to the New
York limes' financial section to brace up my morale.

There I found department-store sales, as reported by the Federal Reserve
Board, running 20 percent more than a year ago, and In some cases 40 or 50
percent higher.

Some allowance must be made for higher prices this year. Even so, there
must be a terrific amount of money to spend when department-store sies are up
over a year ago by such percentages as these: Akron, 26; Atlanta, 8?; Birming-
ham, 29; BOston. 20; Buffalo, 22; Chicago, 17; Cincinnati, 23; Columbus, 40;
Dallas, 61; Fort Worth, 4?; Houston, 51; Indianapolis, 42; Louisville, 81; Okla-
home City, 54; San Antonio, 80;.Tulsa, 42.

Further in the New York Times' financial section I see the Security and Ex-
-change Commission report on salaries, headlined: "Salary increases heavy in
2 years. "Many Increases of 100 percent." These are reports of 121 corpora-
tions, mostly doing war work. Probably the men are worth what they are
paid. As a hired hand I always favor high'salaries.

But the figures don't Indicate any condition of poverty e* " r on the part
of the companies or of the executives. Eugene Grace, of Bethiehem Steel, re-
mained the individual leader, his salary going from $478,000 in 1940 to $537,000
In 1942.. econd place went to Roland Chilton, of Wright Aeronautical, who
jumped from $168,000 In 1941 to $372,000 last year. Some jumps appear to
cover Increased taxes.

People who make good money should be the last to complain of high taxes.
If a man Is earning enough to pay to the Government money that will keep
the war going 80 seconds, or a full minute, or that will pay for a hospital
where the casualties of those bloody hours at Tarawa can be restored, he ought*
to be glad to serve as a tax collector for Uncle Sam. Big taxpayers always
have enough left to live on.

Mr. MtAsu. I would also like to point out that in the decade from
1932 to 1942 the increase of property income was four times labor's
increase; that is, the increase from wages and salaries of those in
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private enterprise, which I think is a very strofig argument for the
tax program I have suggested. I have a short article here from the
People's Lobby Bulletin, which I would like to insert in the record at
this point.

The CHAIRMAN. You may insert that.
(The article referred is as follows:)

Nzw DmAL DxAa Iscass PRoParr Iaomr Fouxrow L&Mo's INtrc As
Is INCOMU

Despite the claims of New Dealers to be a labor government, the Increase In
income from ownership or control of property, was four times greater than in-
crease In salaries and v)ges, In private industry, in the New Deal decade end-
ipg In 1912.

The New Deal decade was a killing for-not of--economic royalists.
The Department of Commerce (Survey of Current Business, March 1943)

analysis of national Income by distributive shares, shows who have been the real
beneficiaries of nonproductive employment at public expense, of party and con-
servation payments to farmers, of relief, of subsidies, and of taxes upon con-
sumption instead of upofi property income.

In 1932 national income was, lp round figures, $39.9 billion; In 1942, $1192
billion-an Increase of 200 p rcent.

In 1932, wages and salaries In private Industry were $26.1 billion; In 1042,
$K.7 bllllo--an Increase of 156 lcent.

PROPERTY INcOME S0ARS

In 1032, Income from ownership or control of property-net income of in-
corporated business and of proprietors, and from Interest and net rents and
royalties-was $4.3 billion; in 1942, $32.7 billion; an increase of $28.4 billion or
061 percent-which was over four times the Increase In Income from salaries
and wages in private industry.

The Increase in Income from net rents and royalties was, In the decade, $1,000
million, or more than six times greater than the $250 million decrease In interest
payments, on Government and non-Government debt.

The Increase In net income of all proprietors (not corporations), wis $15.2
billion, or 319 percent.

The Increase in net income of agricultural properties was $8200.000,000, or
55W percent, and this Increase gave strength to the farm bloc of speculators In
farm lands, seeking to serfize producers on farms, and to create a Wall Street
for agriculture.

It is true many farmers operated at a loss In 1982, but many unemployed were
hungry and ragge,

The Bureau of Internal Revenue reports that In 1941, 39 persons had net
Incomes of W300,000 to $500,000; 146 of $500000 to $1,000,000, and 44 of over
$1,000,000. From 85 to 90 percent or wore of such incomes Is from property.

The Increase in salaries and wages In civil government agencies Is carefully
concealed by Including noncivil agencies-the entire armed forces of the Nation.

CIviL PAY-ROLL R1IE

In 1932 salaries and wages in all governmental agencies were $4,971,000,000;
in 1942, $13,530,000,000, an Increase of $8,565,000,000, or 173 percent.

In neither year do the figures include subsistence of the armed forces, and
salaries and wages thereof could not have much exceeded $500,000,000 In
1932 or $3600,000,000 In 1942.

Even geniuses In our armed forces, and there are many, would have to get a
huge Increase in salary before they would be affected by a $25,000 limit on salaries.

Salaries and wages In civil government agencies probably increased about
three-quarters In this decade.

The monthly Federal executive pay roll jumped from $141,000,000 In Sep-
tember 199 to $170,300,0C0 In December 1942. In March 1943 it was $552,700,000.

During this decade, supplements to salaries and wages increased from $634,-
000.000 to $3,375,000,00-by $2,741,OCO.000, or 432 percent.

Of this Increase a new Item, social-security contributions of employers, ac-
counted for $2,039,000,000-almost three quarters.
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In 1932 ealarles "and wages In private Industry were tbout 6 percent of na-
tional income; In 1042 only 88 percent.

In 1932 total compensation of employees was almost 80 percent of national
income ; In 1912 only 1J0 percent.

These Department of Commerce flares of national income by distributive
shares do not Indicate the maidlstribntlon of such Income by classes.

That Is shown by the reports of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue In
giving the tbdmber of persons In Income brackets above the mlnlmua health
standard, and even those figures are not satisfactory, since the family Income
Is not reported.

now flNsBOms YARN

The Office of Pifee Administration reports the average monthly income, in the
second half of 1942, of various classes on fixed incomes:
2,230,000 with old-age assistance. ----------------------------------- $2,80

40,000 on general relief -------------------------------- 27.40
62, 000 getting old-age Insurance, etc ---- ..------------------------ 20.40

800, 000 getting veterans' pension (Dec. 1042) -------------------- 42. 90
A footnote states: "Excluding Interest, rents, and military pay," but thMl. would

not materially affect the figures.
The Increase in the national Income-of which total compensation ct em-

plOyees constituted a smaller proportion most years from 1932 to 1942-was In
large measure due to "deflelteering," that Is, Increasing the national debt rapidly,

and interest charges gradually, as national debt piles up.
This record has an Important bearing on our foreign policy, starting in Spain,

and can be more candidly discussed after we defeat the Fascist Axis, abroad,
and can turn major attention to the Fascist Axis at home.

The United Nations know that unless America practices the four freedoms
at home during the war It won't export any of them after the war.

Mr. MAis;!. I have suggested a new feature advocated by an im-
p6rtant Government official, the Secretary of Agriculture. He made
a talk on this land increment tax for farm lands at the National Asso-
ciation of Real Estate Boards in Cleveland on November 18, and made
the same suggestion to the National Grange at their annual meeting
the day before. It is a few pages and it gives the mason for such it
tax. If you are willing, I should lie to incorporate that in the record,
and that is the last request I shall make.

The CHAIRMSAN. Yes, sir; it may be put in.
(The address referred to is as follows:)

[United States Department of Agriculture, Washington 21, D. 0.1

IloorNG THFS LtNZ ON FARM-LAND VALMt

Address by Secretary of Agriculture Claude k. Wickard Before the National
Association of Real Estate Boards, Clevelahd, Ohio, Thursday, N4ovember 18,
1943, at 9: 80 p. m.

I was glad to accept the Invitation to speak to this Ineeting of the NationaI
Association of Real Estate Boards because I know you have a definite Interest
In land values.

Today we are In great danger from a farm-land booi which is already under
way and unless We do something about it sooh we are going to build up future
headaches for farmers and thelt families and for a good many real-estate men
as well.

I want to review with you what hl.a been happening to land values in the
recent past and to give you my bec es'Imate of what lies ahead. Finally, I
want to bring to your attention some possible actions which we may take to
protect ourselves against a runaway land market.

Those of you who have not followed the farm-land situation closely may be
somewhat surprised to know that land values In this war have Increased qt just
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- about the samerate that they did In World War L But we must remember that
In the last boom the peak did not come until more than a year after the war
ended.

-ven though prices hive gone up, It seems certain they would be much higher
today if it had not been for certain factors. For one thing, a good many of, the
farmer, owning land cannot forget what happened after the last war and they
have been most reletnt to extend themselves to purchase more land at high
prices because they know what happened to them or their neighbors who did
just that during and after the last war,

As you know the last big boom reached Its height in 1919-0. Then, for 18
long years, land values were on a toboggan slide. The slope was steep from
1920 to 1924, fairly gentle from 1924 to 1930, but again steeper than ever from
1930 to 1933.

'But this Ill-fated ride that land values took doesn't tell the real story of
what happened to literally hundreds of thousands of people involved In that
terrific plunge that ended so disastrously for them. In 1921 farmers and
"investors" began losing'their farms in mounting numbers. Estin.ates have
placed the number of farms and tracts lost by forced sale since 1920 at more
than 2,000.000. This means that the equivalent of one-foirth to one-third of all
land In farms has gone through forced sale in the last 22 years The great
bulk of these nvoluntalry transfers had as their chief cause an initial mistake
of a man's paying too much for land.* Even the figures on how many people lost their land only begin to tell the
story. In scores of thousands of cases, loss of the farm meant loss of a man's
or a family's life savings. Usually It meant moving-and being forced back
down the "agricultural ladder" to the status of a tenant. A. continuing sense
of frustration, failure, and fear became the lot of many unfortunate farm
families.
. The more dogged, stubborn owners did not yield easily. They "hung on"-
many for just a few years, some even until today. Because of the heavy required
payments for interest and principal on excessively mortgaged farms, great num-
bersof farm faintlies were reduced to low levels of living in their attempts to
retain ownership.

Some were so determined to make the best of a bad bargain that they funneled
every dollar and cent they could rake and scrape Into that rat bole of inflation,
leaving them and their families with scarcely enough funds to provide even the
simple necessities of life. All too often farmers overeropper their land and mined
their soil In their struggle to retain ownership of their farms and homes.

The old saying has It that a burned child dreads the fire and for those farmers
who were 'burned" once the memory of their previous experience is enough to
bold them back. However, the last boom occurred nearly a quarter of a century
ago and there are many others who can come Into the land market now.

A second reAson why land values have not gone up farther and faster than
they have to date is that many farmers have been using their Increased Income to
pay off the mortgages against their land now. Farmers not only are keeping their
payments up better but in a great many cases they are making prepayments on
their obligations and In numerous instances have gotten themselves entirely out
of debt. We estimate farm mortgage indebtedness today Is about 80 percent of
what it averaged from 1935 to 19. This is all to the good, because it Indicates
that farmers are getting Into a better situation regarding mortgaged land.
* A third moderating Influence is the fact that this war. Is an all-out struggle

and has brought difficulties to farmers which undoubtedly have kept some of them
from buying land up to this time. To a much greater extent than in the last war
farmers have been unable to get necessary equipment, fertilizer, labor, and other
essentials for operating more.larL

Finally, the hold-the-line program has had a stabilizing influence on farm
commodity prices and thus has served as a brake on any scramble for farm land
In an effort to csh In on extremely high commodity prices.

Although these factors hkve operated thus far to moderate the rise in farm-land
values I want to say to you, with all the emphasis that I can command, that
we must not be lulled Into a sense of false security by what has happened so far.
In fact, when some of these factors disappear, the stage will be set for even a
steeper and faster rise than after the last war. For Instance, when farmers can
get machinery and labor and they are free of debt, the demand for farms will
Increase by leaps and bounds because they will have more credit to buy land
and more facilities to operate It. We are prone to compare present land values
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with the peak of the inflation following the last war and to be comforted by the
fact that we are still considerably below that peak.

Again, I ask you to remember that the rise since the beginning of this war
has been Just about as much as the rise during the comparable'period in the last
World War. And we know this Is going to be a much longer war than the last
one. That in Itself should warn us of trouble ahead.

Despite the restraining Influences I bave named the evidence available to the
Department of Agriculture clearly Indicates that a genuine farm land boom hu
gained momentum In some of the important agricultural regions of the country.
iabe Pepartment of Agriculture's national Index of the average per.acre value of
farm real estate and Improvements on'July 1, 1943, was 23 percent above the
1935-39 base; we expect our estimate for November to be 27 percent above.

Much larger increases have occurred In the eastern Corn B.lt and in the East
South Central States, approximating 50 percent tn Indiana and Kentucky. For
the United States as a whole, the average rate of Increase in values has been
about 1 percent a month during the last year-the highest rate of increase on
record except In 1919-20, at the crest of the World War I boom.

The volume of voluntary transfers during the last year was also the highest on
record, with the single exception of that same peak year of 1919-20.

Ia contrast to the usual sharp seasonal decline, the volume of sales during the
second quarter of 1943 was only slightly under that of the first quarter, and al-
most 75 percent above- the second quarter of 1942. Preliminary figures for the
third quarter are also substantially'above those for the comparable quarter a
year ago. Should this trend continue the volume for the year ending next March
will exceed that of the record year'1019-20. Reports are also being received of
farms changing hands t*o or more times within a single year at higher prices--a
sure sign that speculation has begun. And, despite the fact that the total farm
mortgage debt for the country as a whole has declined, evidence Is accumulating
that on many farms now beidg sold, unsafe mortgage debts are being incurred
that will make trouble later on.

The subject is now receiving increasing attention in boththe urban and rural
press, on the radio, In.bankng and financial circles, by farm organizations, and
by Members of Congress.

I will give you one example to Illustrate what is happening. A friend of mine
from Iowa was in my offce last week and told me about a farm that he bought in
1934 for $87 an acre. He has made some Improvements on that farm and he
now values It at $125 an acre. That is what be thinks the land Is worth over a
period of years. His farm s not for sale, but the farm next to his sold recently,
not for $125 an acre but for $25 an acre. This example can be multiplied over
and over again.

The Information we have available Indicates rather clearly that not nearly all
farm land Is being bought by bona fide operating farmers. Bluch of It is being
bought by city people for one reason or another. Because city people are entering
the land market I am especially desirous of bringing the whole land boom problem
to the attention of you members of the National Association of Real Estate
Boards.

One Important reason for city people buying farms Is that there are less re-
strictions on the purchase of land than there are on some of the other purchases
which city people might normally make.

Under these conditions It Is only natural that city people are putting their money
Into land either in the hope of making good investments or as a hedge against
Inflation, which they fear. I suppose few of them realize it, but. the very fact
that they are bidding up the price of farm land is contributing to the "nflation
which they are trying to escape by their purchases.

Another factor that I want to mention among those which threaten to push the
price of land up is really the basic fiscal problem facing the country today. That
Is the disparity between the amount of Income being earned by the people of the
United States and the amount of goods and services which are available.

Income payments to IndivIduals are estimated for the year 1943 at'$142,000,000,-
000. Of this amount about $18,000,000,000 is being absorbed by taxes falling di-
rectly upon Individuals, leaving them with $124,000,000,000 to spend or save. The
goods and services available will amount to about $90,000,000,000 worth, leaving
$34,000,000,000 of excess spending power. "This $34,000,000,000 is the lever which
is pushing upward against our price controls in other directions, and which makes
positive action necessary If we are to hold the line on land values as we have on
other things.

93331-44-----24
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It seems to me In view of the facts I have mentioned there can be ltItIxbt
that a land boom Is well under way and may, unless checked, reach een-triater
proportions that the last one and that the consequences of the following deflation
will, of e urse, be even more devastating.

The evil aftereffects of the land boom of 1915-20 spread like wildfire Into nearly
every part of our economic systert and for two decades worked a havoc whose scars
lIan never be erased. School, roa4, and similar bonds went Into default, banks
closed, business stagnation resulted. Many communities found it difficult even
to keep the schools open. Aside from the economic repercussions, the second
major wave of foreclosures which began In 1930 gave rise to a great deal of social
bitterness within communities. Farmers' feelings of deep resentment were
directed toward creditors and officials who soigbt to carry through foreclosure
and dispossession. Not Infrequently a farmer And his neighbors resorted to
physical force to prevent eViction.

Creditor's agents, judges, and sheriffs were threatened with vlolence--threats
which sometimes were carried out. In some areas, the normal civil process of
foreclosure and execution was virtually suspended. Federal and State lending
agencies stepped In to "bail out" private lenders and to adjust the burden on
mortgagors by refinancing hundreds of millions of dollars of farm-mortgage debt.
Much of the cost of these programs was a public cost, paid by the ge,.eral taxpayer.

You as real-estate dealers can do many things right now In applying the
brakes to inflated land values. For Instance, you can advrle people of the dangers
of falling prices in the Wost-war period. Tell them they should think in terms of
normal prices and not war prices when they purchase real estate.

Also, you can help create sentiment In this country for a more adequate tax
program One of the domestic questions which should be more clearly under-
stood is the great need for an adequate tax program to drain off the "dangerous"
dollars which people have in their pockets and which they are trying so hard
to spend. I cannot believe that the people of this country fully realize the
great need for more taxes. Perhaps It Is a question of failing to see what will
happen if we do not.have a good tax program for 1044. I know that taxes are
never pleasant and I know also that it Is not possible to write a tax bill that does
not result In some Inequities.

However, I would rather have the slight inequities which arise from an ade-
quate tax program than the great inequities whichh will result from an Inadequate
tax program and an Inflation which can wreck the hopes and aspirations of
millions of our people. Surely, It Is easier and better to pay taxes now while
we have good Incomes than to defer the collecting of taxes to a time when we will
have less Income, and when our fighting men will have returned from war and we
shni" be struggling to maintain employment. I sincerely believe that a program
providing for Increased taxes now wilt pay us In dollars and cents and happiness in
the long run.

In addition to whatever we may do, so far as Increased taxes are concerned,
I am sure we will need an additional and more direct attack on the problem of
rising land values. I firmly believe the time has come to take some decisive
action to put the brakes on the price of land.

We must hold the line on the price of land just as we must hold the line
on other prices and wages In our economy.

I would like to think that this matter of controlling land Inflation could be
worked out without the necessity for Government action. But knowing the com-
plexity of the problem, and the nature of present price trends, and mindful of
our experiences of the past, I am convinced that some form of direct action Is
necessary now.

To delay is to court more and more the dangers of what happened during and
after the last war. By all means we need to find .some way to curb the land
speculator.

Now I should like to discuss briefly some of the methods which have been
proposed as possible brakes on the land boom. Before I outline them I want to
say that all of the proposals have objectionable features In that they interfere
with the people's freedom of action in one degree or another. The very nature
of the problem Is such that thI Is Inevitable. It's a question of weighing the
freedom of action of a relatively few people against the welfare of the Nation.
It Is a startling fact that a relatively few people involved in this.land-boom
business can cause a far-reaching catastrophe.

The direct emergency controls in the land market which have been suggested
Include such types of measures as (1) restriction of credit, (2) ceiling prices on
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lan M1 .permits to purchase, (a) transfer tax, and (4) capital-gains resale tax.
The l'estricilon of credit would operate to limit the direct use of credit in the

purchase of farm real estate and also to limit the possible expansion of credit on
farm real estate not transferred. Credit control would reall mean making loans
on a basis of normal land values, as the Farm Credit Administration is doing
now, Instead of running the loan appraisal sky high. A weakness of the credit-
control principle is that It does not reach the man who has the cash.

The ceiling and permit plan would apply on land values in much the same way
that commodity ceilings are applicable now.' This plan would require prospective
owners to obtain a purchase permit from some local committee before they could
buy land. The fact that this plan-the ceiling and the permit-has been con-
sidered shows how concerned people are over this matter of inflation, because it is
far reaching in principle and drastic In application.

The transfer-tax plan simply means the levying of a much stiffer tax on deeds
or transfers of Iand than we now have. This would get at part of the problem,
but one objection which has been raised to It Is that it would affect all transfers
and would not operate against only the speculator.

After studying the various plans that have been set forth, and obtaining the
advice of the farm organization leaders, I am convinced that the approach most
worthy of our consideration at this time Is the so-called farm-land boom profits
tax or capital-gains tax. Briefly, this plan calls for a stiff special tax on profits
made from -the resale of farm real estate acquired during the emergency period.
It would work this way: Profit arising from the first sale of a farm following
adoption of this plan would not be subject to this special tax. The tax would
apply only on the second sale, or any subsequent resale during the emergency
period. The longer the farm was held by one owner the smaller would be his
tax.

The reason this plan appeals to me Is that It does not interfere with or penalize
in any way the bona fide farmer. For Instance, a farmer who decides to retire
and sells his farm is not subject to the special tax. Nor Is the tenant who buys
such a farm. However, the speculator who buys a farm and resells it within a
month or 6 months or a year is hit, and hit hard. In other words, the tax Is
designed to encourage stability of ownership and to discourage circumstances such
as we experienced in the last boom when a farm mIght change hands as fre.
quently as several times In a year, each time at a higher figure. I urge you to
study this plan. I believe we should adopt It or some other effective and equitable
measure.

Our post-war problems are going to be difficult enough even if we are fortunate
enough to escape the Inevitable consequences of Inflation and a land boem. But
If we have to deal with the aftermath of a land boom on top of our other Inescap-
able problems of adjustment and employment, the sledding will be that much
tougher and the suffering that wuch greater. We must take steps to avoid such
a circumstance, because we owe It to ourselves and our children. We certainly
ow-e it to those brave boys who are fighting for our freedom and happiness. When
they have made victory complete let us see that they don't suffer because we have
permitted a few speculators to get us Into a'skyrocketing land boom.

Mr. fmtsi. Thank you very much, and I want to express my ap-
preciation for the patience of this committee, which has sat continu-
ously for hours.

The CHAIBMAN. Thank you.
We will recess until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 5: 45 p. m.,'the committee was in t. 'as until 10a. m.

Thursday, December 2, 194-3.)
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THUMDAY, D BOMBER 9, 1948

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.

Washington, b. .
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m., in

room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators George (chairman), Walsh, Barkley Clark,
Byrd, Guffey, Johnson, Lucas, Vandenberg, Davis, Taft, Thomas,
Butler, and Millikin.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Senator Hatch, did you wish to make a statement?
Senator HATCH. No, except that Mr. Davis is going to give some

information concerning an a amendment which I offered yesterday.
It was printed and is before the committee at this time.

The CHAIRMAN. Did not the House put in an amendment?
Senator HATCH. The House puts in an amendment but it made

some changes in existing law which I do not think should be made.
The CHAIRMAN. Restricting it for the duration?
Senator HATCH. Yes, and did away with a discovery allowance,

which has been a permanent thing, and gave a depletion allowance
to restrict the depletion during the duration.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Davis.

STATEMENT OF F. 0. DAVIS, TREASURER, POTASH CO. OF
AMERICA

Mr. DAvIs. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is F: 0. Davis.'
I am appearing for the potash industry.

I should like to file a memorandum and make a brief -statement.
with reference to the depletion amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Davis, you may proceed.
Mr. DAvis. (1) Iuiportance and use of potash: Potash is of vital

interest to the American farmer. Over 90 percent of domestic
production is consumed in agriculture. The principal consuming
areas are in the New England, Middle Atlantic, and Central and
Southern States. The balance is widely used in the chemical industry.

(2) Prior to World War I, all potash consumed in the United States
was imported from Germany through the European potash cartel.
In January 1915 Germany placed an embargo upon the exportation
of potash. During the first war period the potash shortage in this
country became acute, comparable to the rubber shortage in the
present war. Exiating potash stocks became exhausted. Potash
prices increased more than tenfold. Due to this crisis, desperate
efforts were.made to secure potash from any source, and 128 plants
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Were put into operation during the war, Shortly after the end of the
war European competition reentered our market with the result that
on]1 one primary domestic producer was Ible to survive.

n the face of intense foreign competition, production of potash
commenced in New Miexico in 1931 and the infant domestic potash
industry developed to a point where, at the beginning of the present
war in 1939, it was supplying 55 percent of the American potash
market. The balance was furnished by the German potash cartel.

Senator VANDENBERO. Is there a tariff on it?
Mr. DAVIS. There is no tariff on it. The present war again cut

off importation.
In spite of the fact that domestic consumption has almost doubled

since 1939, the domestic producers have made every effort to meet this
demand.

(3) Foreign competition:. The domestic potash industry has
developed espite foreign competition and without tariff protection.
The European potash reserves are sufficient to supply the entire world
needs for hundreds of years to come and are, immeasurably greater
than our domestic reserve. The European potash producers can
reach the principal American consuming areas at a transportation cost
approximately half that incurred by the domestic industry.

At is obvious that the European producers will make every effort
to regain their lost American market. The domestic industry will be
faced again with intensive foreign competition at the end of the war.
The foreign producers will, therefore, have strong advantages over the
domestic producers in the coming competitive battle.

Known world potash reserve are estimated as follows in tons of
K20: K1O is the pure potash content as it is used in the trade.
Germany ------------------------------------------------ 2, 500, 000, 000
Palestine ---------------------------------------------- 1, 200,000,000
Russia -------------------------------------------------- 700,000,000
France -------------------------------------------------- 300,000,000

pain --------------------- -------.......................... 270,000,000United States. -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- - 85,000, 000
Poland ---------------------------------------------------- 10. 000, 000

The source of the foregoing table is Potash in North America, by
J. W. Turrentine, president, American Potash Institute.

The CHAIRMAN. 85,000,000 was the limit of our deposits?
Mr. DAvIs, 85,000,000 is the limit of our known deposits today.
Senator GUFF.Y. Are you making searches for additional deposits?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, sir; we are constantly carrying on exploration.
Senator GUFFEY. How much of this is in New Iexico, and where

are there other deposits?
Mr. DAvIs. There are only two major points in the United States:

One is in Now Mexico where there is an underground potash deposit
and the other is in California at Searles Lake. There is an additional
deposit in Lake Bonneville, which is the dry lake area west of the
Great Salt Lake and where there is now a small operation in force.

(4) Future needs: Present demand for potash in the United States
is in excess of present productive capacity. There will be a further
substantial increase in demand for potash in 1944. Government
officials have advised us that post-war requirements for a period of
years will equal if not exceed current demand. T',e future needs of
agriculture for potash to meet essential plant requirements and rectify
needed potash soil deficiencies will continue to grow. American

364
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agriculture must, therefore, be-asured of -an increased supply of
domestically produced potash in order to obtain maximum crops.
Present productive capacity can only be increased if productive
facilities are expanded. Furthermore, it is desirable to develop new
sources of production through exploration. Both of these require
large capital outlays. It has been stated to this committee by a
Treasury representative that the granting of percentage depletion
cannot be expected to bring about the discovery and development of
new potash deposits. The granting of permanent' percentage deple-
tion to producers will make possible the expansion of present facilities
and prospecting for additional deposits. All potash deposits now
being mined in this nation were discovered and devdoped by private
capital at an expenditure of many millions of dollars.

Under existing circumstances there is no incentive for present or
prospective producers to engage in an expensive program of increased
plant facilities or exploration, both of which involve expenditures of
vast sums of money. In the face of increased production which is
resulting in accelerated depletion of mineral reserves, the industry is
suffering diminishing returns. In addition, it is faced with the post-
war threat of competition from imports. The percentage depletion
which for many years has been granted to other members of the mining
industry was based to some degree on this incentive feature, and the
situation is not different with aspect to potash.

(5) Prico trend: During tho past 12 years, representing the period
of the domestic industry's major growth, the price of potash has been
substantially reduced, saving the American farmer millions of dollars.
(Price charged by German cattel, 1913-14, $44.89 per ton; peak price
World War I, $485 per ton; average price 1921-33, $37.66 per ton;
1933 price, $36.86 per ton; price 1937 to date, $28.72 perton.)

Senator VANDENBERG. Is that a controlled price?
Mr. DAVIS. No. It is, of course now under the general 0. P. A.

ceilings, but it was in force before those went into effect. .
Senator LUCAS. What do you mean by "it is in force"?
Mr. DAVIS. It had been the. price of the industry for some 5 years

before.
-Senator LucAs. Why is there such a disparity between the price of

potash during this emergency and the previous emergency?
Mr. DAvIs. Primarily because the American producers have been

able to maintain it and have passed on the benefit of their lowered
casts.

The CHAIRMAN. We had no potash production in World War I.
Mr. DAVIS. We had no potash production whatsoever before World

Rar I.
The CHAIRMAN. The production started since. We were wholly

dependent on Germany at the time of World War I, and pretty soon
after the war started we were out of it and we paid enormously high
prices for the potash we could get.

Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
The price of potash has remained unchanged for the last 7 years in

the face of the rising costs of supplies, labor, transportation, and taxes.
(0) The potash industry has never received percentage depletion.

The bill under consideration, H. R. 3687, provides for percentage
'depletion for the potash industry only for the duration of the war.
It takes away from present companies entitled thereto discovery
depletion. Potash is not a wartime industry, yet, due to the war,jt
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has-been forced toicelerati its production greatly and such added
production has not resulted in additional profit to the producers.
American potash producers are depleting their known limited raw
material reserves at a time when labor and other costs are high, and
they should receive permanent percentage depletion for their dimin-
ishing raw material reserves in accordance with the well-established
policy of Congress of granting such depletion to other minerals.

(7) The foregoing statements with respect to supply, present and
future.demand, and the essentiality of potash in, times of peace as
well 'as war, can be substantiated by Mr. Dale C. Kieffer in charge
of the administration of the potash program in the War Production
Board, and Mr. Cedric Gran who holds a similar position in the Office
of Price Administration.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions of Mr. Davis?
There seem to be no questions. Thank you very much, Mr. Davis.
Senrtor HATCH. Mr. Chairman, there are other representatives of

the potash industry .here.
The CHAIRMAN. Do they wish to file a brief?
Senator HATCH. I think the brief filed covers the whole situation,

unless the committee desires to hear from them.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think so, Senator Hatch. We under-

stand the position. The House has jiven you a certain percentage
depletion, but limited it to the wartime, 6ld made certain changes
in the act.

Senator HATCH. Yes.
(The memorandum submitted is as follows:)

MEMORANDUM RE PERCENTAGE DEPLETION FOR POTASH

1. THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

The House bill (H. R. 3687) extends percentage depletion to potash, but only
for the duration of the present war. The amendment proposed by Senator Hatch,
which we support, Is Intended to continue the allowance after the war, and to
clarify the computation of "income from the property."

The'propose amendment is as follows: .
(I) On page 32, line 6, after "(b)" insert the following "(except as they

relate to potash)".
(2) On page 32, after line 17, Insert the following new subsection:
"(e) INCOME FROM POTASH MINES OR DEPOSITS.--&ectlon 114 (b) (4) Is amended

by adding at the end thereof the following sentence: 'In the case of potasb, whether
extracted from a mine or from a brine or other deposit, there shal be included In
gross and net income from the property the income from other minerals or
mineral salts extracted therefrom.

The neceity for this amendment Is discussed in detail bdow.

IT. THE POTASH INDUSTRY NEEDS AND Vk-IrS PERCENTAGE DEPLETION ON A
PE RMANF-NT BASIS

Importance and use ofo h.
(1) Potash is of vital interest to the American farmer. Over 90 percent of

domestic production is consumed in agriculture. The principal consuming areas
are in the New England, Middle Atlantic, and Central and Southern States.
The balance is widely used in the chemical industry.

(2) Prior to World War 1, all potash consumed in the United States was Im-
ported from Germany through the European Potash Cartel. In January 1915
Germany placed an embargo upoa the exportation of potash. During the first
war period the potash shortage In this country became acute, comparabe to the
rubber shcrtage In the present war. Existing potash stocks became exhausted.
Potash prices Increased more than tenfold. Due to this crisis, desperate efforts
were made to secure potash from any source, and 128 plants were put Into oper-
ation during the war. Shortly after the end of the war European competition
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reentered out market with the result that only one primary domestic producer
was able to survive.

In the face of intense foreign competition, production of potash commenced
in New Mexico in 1931 and the infant domestic potash industry developed to a
point where, at the beginning of the present war in 1939, It was supplying 65

rcent of the American potash market. The balance was furnished by the
German potash cartel. The present war again cut off importation.

In spite of the fact that domestic consumption has almost doubled since 1939,
the domestic producers have made every effort to meet this demand.
Foreign competition.

(3) The domestic potash Industry has developed despite foreign competition
a without tariff protection. The European potash reserves are sufficient to
upply the entire world needs for hundreds of years to come and are immeastirably

greater than our domestic reserves. The European potash producers can reach
the principal American consuming areas at a transportation cost approximatelyhalf that Incurred by the domestic industry.

It is obvious tat the European producers will make every effort to regain their
lost American market. The domestic industry will be faced again with intensive
foreign competition at the end of the war. The foreign producers will, therefore,
have strong' advantages over the domestic producers in the coming competitive
battle.

Known world potash reserves are estimated as follows (in tons of KaO):
Germany ------------------------------------------------ z 500, 000, 000
Palestine ----------------------------------------------- 1,200,000,000
Russia ------------------------------------------------ - - 700, 000, 000
France -------------------------------------------------- 300, 000,000
Spain ------------------------ -----------------.. --------- 270,000,000
United States -------------------------------------------- 85,000,000
Poland -------------------------------------------------- 10,000,000

The source of the foregoing Is Potash In North America, by J. W. Turrentine,
president, American Potash Institute.
Future needs.

(4) Present demand for potash In the United States is In excess of present
productive capacity. There will be a further substantial increase in demand for
potash In 194 4. (Jovernment officials have advised us that post-war requirements
for a period of years will equal if not exceed current demand. The future needs
of agriculture for potash to meet essential plant requirements and rectify needed
potash soil deficiencies will continue to grow. American agriculture must, there-
fore, be assured of an Increased supply of domestically produced potash ln'order
to obtain maximum crops. Present- productive capacity can only be increased
if productive facilities are expanded. Furthermore it Is desirable to develop
new sources of production through exploration. Both of these require large
capital outlays. It has been stated to this committee by a Treasury representa-
tive that the granting of percentage depletion cannot be expected to bring about
the discovery and development of new potash deposits. The granting of perma-
nent percentage depletion to producers will make possible the expansion of present
facilities and prospecting for additional deposits. All potash deposits now being
mined in this Nation were discovered and developed by private capital at an
exppndi ure of many millions of dollars.

winder existing eircuntances there Is no incentive for present or prospective
proIucers to engage in an expensive program of increased plant facilities or,
exploration, both of which involve expenditures of vast sums of m.,ey. In the
face af Increased production which is resulting In accelerated depletion o; mineral
reserves, the industry Is suffering diminishing returns. In addition. it is faced
with the post-war threat of competition from imports. The percentage depletion
which for many years has been granted to other members of the mining industry
was based to some degree on this incentive feature, and the Aituation is not differ-
ent with respect to potash.
Pr'iee trend.

(5) During the past 12 years, representing the period of the domestic industry's
major growth, the price of potash has been substantially reduced, saving the
American farmer millions of dollars. (Price charged by Germax cartel, 1913-14,
$44.89 per ton; peak price World War I, $485 per ton; aver#Ve pries, 1921-33,
$37.66 per ton; 1933 price, $36.86 per ton; price 1937 to date, $28.72 per ton.)



The prile of potash has remained unchanged for the last 7 years in the face of the
rWing costs or supplies, labor transportation, and taxes.1 (6) The potah industry ha never received percentage depletion. 'The bill
andet consideration, H. R. SW provides for percntage depletioh for the potash
dtt try only for the duration of the war. It takes away fr6m present companies

ettle hereto discovery depletion. Potash is not a wartime Industry, et,dus
to the war, It has been forced to accelerate Its production greatly and su added
production has not resulted in additional profit to the producers. Amerlcan pot-
ash producers are depleting their known limited raw material reserves at a time
when labor and other costs are high, and they should receive permanent per-
pentage depletion for their diminishing raw material reserves la accordance with
the well-establleied policy of Congress of granting such depletion to other
ninerals.

(Z The foregoing statements with respect to supply, present and future demand
ind the essentiality of potash In times of peace as well as war can be subtantiateA

by Mr. Dale C. Kieffer In tharge of the administration of Jhe potash program in
the War Production Board, and Mr. Cedrio Gran, who holds a similar position In
the Office of Price Administration.

10. THE V1 DERLYNG T1o90rY OF ,PERCRAONIA3 DUMOcN Is At LIcADLI TO1OTASE

Percentage depletion as a tax policy Is based on three utiderlying considerations:
(1) The simplicity of det rmluln the annual percentage depletion allowance--

am compared with the Insupoerble difficulty of determining fair and accurate unit
deletion allowanm bed on cost, discovery, or March 1, 1913 values.

(2) The wise public policy of stlmulatlng the search for new mineral deposit.
3) The equalization of tax burdens among competitors within a single mining

-Industry.,. v

These considerations have been the basis for applying percentage depletion to
oil gas, coal, iron, pepper, lead, ino, gold, siver, dluorspar clay, rock asphalt,
ulfur and many other mineralc They have equal axplieation to potwh, which

should be similarly treated.

Simplicity consideratiws.. The difficulty of ascertaining proper unit depletion allowance is extraordinarily
apute In the case of potash. One'lading producer was engaged in a dispute with
the Bureau of Internal Revenue for more than 6 years over the question of the
fair market value of the property jor discovery value depletion purposes.

Litigation was ultimately requird and a number of experts testified, all finding
different valuations--some as high as 10 times the value proposed to be a'owed
by the Bureau. The Tax Court of the United States (then the United States
Boar of Tax Appeals) found a value which differed from all thb experts, and
appears (with deference to the Couit) to have arbitrarily chosen a figure simply
as a means of terminating the litigation.

Another leading pioducer was forced to go through sImHsr protramed'neptla-
tions with respect to discovery value, and ultimately accepted an arbitrary
valuation In order tb avoid the expense and risk of unpredictable litigation. The
properties of a third large company, whose depletable basis depends on March 1,
gl3 vaue, were valued as high as $75,000,000 by vnluatlon engineers in 1913.

Nevertheless It was forced to accept a compromise value of approximately
$18000000 In 1931 on a puely arbitrary basis, because of the difficulties of
undertaing proof of value 18 years earlier.

These valuation difficulties are not sv:prising. The Industry Is such that
only the analytical appranial method of valuation Is available. This Involves
an estimation In advance of prices and costs for many years-more than 25 years
in the ta.e of one company. Tbo sound determination of such valuation factors
is obviously impossible.

In addition to -valuation difficulties, the determination of the recovezable
content of the deposit, fn order to arrive at a unit depletion rate Is particularly
unreliable. Tonnage estimates in potah mines are notoriously a matter of
fortuitous guesswowk. In the case of subterranean brine deposits, from which a
large part of domestic potash Is recovered, it is a.most e'n engineering impossi-
bility to forecast reliably the amount of potash wh'ch' wil rtimately be reoov-
ered from the Qnderground brine deposit. Consequeul, '.he unit rate can never
be fixe-d with anf real permanence, and Is the subject o continued disagreement
with the Bureau.
S rhese are precisely the administrative difficulties which percentage depletion

Is designed to avQld.
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Intentiv to search out new mineral resourors is another fundamental pu rpos

of percentage depletion. "This principle could hardly be more appropriate In Ay
mining industry than in potash, The vitti Importance of potash to our grscu -
oure ad cheuilcal industries bpsbhen pointed out; the dangers Incurred in depend-Ing on a foreign supply have already been forcibly demonstrated in this country1and have been described above; and the conpetle difficulties encountered fin
continuing a domest o supply from known deposit ts have aio been outlined.
These considerations remove any doubt that potash is within, the group of min
erals, the search for which should be promoted by percentage depletion.
Bqiualitalion of oampediwrs' twa burden&.

A major Vice of depletion based on cost, or discovery, or March 1,1913, Value, Is
wide variation oi depletion allowances among competitors. The potash industry
Is a standard price Industry. Moreover since approximately'80 percent of the
output is from the same area (Carlsbad, N4. Me%.), labor, material and overhead
costs Aro substantially uniform. When these factors are couped with the fact
that the depletion reserve consti of earnings after taxes It
will be soen that any substan irtion in deplet o ances wil strengthen
the cash position o of n uer as'against another. cash resources de-
pend, of course, any teSMM ogleal improvements and expAnslo f the enterprise.

This Ve sltuatio as a major reason he adoption In I of pecnte
depletion p h y high di-
covery vue, a ow disco t n intermedI March 1,
1913, vahv.., and fourth a tl e It obss fo depletion. On y have
a iatge tonnage timate an able boun on d Ion allowances r a long
while to come Another t prepA again me, to come en the
estimated to w the depI dedueto ided.
Yet these rencesma belarg n u nhowar ryis
the settleme of valuation oontroy;

This Is e etly the present situi in he po ndu . I t
depletion w .appllcal oweve e eten o ance wuld be un rmry
determine ra i com n n a g andpro going
the life of t Industry.

Percentage e letion I on a n from t prop.
erty, and lim to SID ntofnet n i e pro Po opera.;
tiors are such t the phrase "from shoul clarify as to
make it clear t It the entir I n e Il prope b
included. It eed that t s a proper terpr cf the ph e"income
from the property, but the e f ce potash o ons makes
such a construct islensabe to a pra appecation of ntage deple.
tlen to tash. The hed amendment also designed to y this weak.
ness In he bill.

This problem exists In of potash operations s particularly Acute
and most easily demonstratet r In th the extraction of
potash from bine deposits. Appro cent of the total production

from this type of ope r t n.

In the case of the leading brine produced, the mineral property consists of &
nonreplenishing subterranean lake of heavy brine containing the potash in
solution. The brine Is pumped from tbe ike bv. means of drild wells, and the
potash is extracted from the brine at the lake site by means of unique evapora-

aon and crystallization processes developed by the company for that purpom
T-e brine recovered from the company's potash dep. -ts also 'contains varying
amounts of borax, soda ash and salt cake, and small qLaiitities of lithium phos-
phate and bromine. Potash i the principal mineral in the brine, but t.he fore-
going supplementary minerals are recovered in commercial quantities from the
identical brine as an integral part of the same extractive processes. Their
recovery and sale is a necessary incident to the profitable operation of the potash
deposit in competition with ordinary potash mining.. Acordingly, the deposit
Is a single mineral property from both a physical and an economy standpoint

Because of the unusual character of the company's production operations, it
would certainly be extremely dillicult, and probably entirelyimposslble, to de-
termine the net income from potash alone on any satisfactory and sound account-
ing basis. The company has never been able to develop, for any purpose, &
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product-by-produot cost accounting system on other than purely arbitrary
assumptions.
Tim evaporation and crystallization processes are elaborate in nature. Brinu

is pumped continuously tlirough a series of processes which constantly require
delicate adjustments of temperature, pressure, etc., and chemical analyses of the
liquors an d products. The separation of the chemical constituents hinges on
their diff1rlng limits of solubility at ditferont temperatures and under varying
pressures.'

A characteristic feature Is the evaporation of the liquor at high temperatures
(except for which the liquor would be supersaturated) followed by quick cooling
to a point at which a particular salt will be precipitated in solid form, whil6 other
constituents remain in solution. At one stage of the general process, soda ash,
and salt cake are partially segregated, and at another st ao, but while the liquor
still contains about half the potash borax is removed. Having gone through the
process, the liquor is then repeatedly turned back along with the incoming fresh
brine from the lake deposit and goes through the whole cycle again and again for
further removal of the potash and other products.

Since the various minerals are removed at different stages of the process, and
not always at the same time, and in varying quantities from the brine, there is no
practical or realistic basis on which to detormhio the extractive costs properly
attributable to any particular mineral taken out in the general processes. For
this reason, the determination of not income from the potash alone presents an
almost insuperable difficulty in the computation of the percentage depletion
deduction.

Nevertheless, the allowance of percentage depletion to this company is partleu.
larly appropriate because extreme difficulty has been encountered in connection
with the determination of unit depletion allowances. Th unique character of
the deposit and of the prodcsses necessary to its 6poration make it very difficult to
determine the March 1, 1013, value of the lodeposit; the amount of the remaining
recoverable tonnage; and even the amount of tonnage previously rcovored,
'1he availability of percentage depletion would, consistently with its primary
purpose, eliminate those problems.

It percentage depletion Is conthwd to the Income from potash Alone, however,
unit depletion difficulties will begreatly multiplied. H1erotoforo, unit depletion
bas been allowed on the basis of tons of brine (rather than tons of particular
minerals) and this basis has been employed in all attempts at determining the value
of recovered and unrecovered content, 'h Is is the only method of determining
value and content which has thus far even approached feasibility. If percentage
depletion it applicable with respect to income from potash oinly, and not to the entire
Income from the mineral property, depletion with respect to the remaining minerals
will be available only on a unit basis. it will then be necessary to redetermilne the
March 1, 1913, vahi, present content and past production factors on which uni
"depletion depends l)y reference to each of the respective minerals, rather than on
the basis of the brine as a whole. This would virtually be impossible at this late
date.

TJds phase of the proposed amendment (loes not involve any extension of the
percentage depletion allowance beyond the potash indutry. It will, however,
avoid possible discriminatory tax treatment in the industry Itself, And put the
determination of percentage'depletion on a practical basis in such cases.

V. COcNeLsroN

The proposed amendment with respect to poecentago depletion for potash
Should he adopted, for the following reasons:

(1) Potash is vital to both our wartime and peacetime domestic agriculture
and chemical industries.

(2) The domestic supply N limited and normally must 1)e produced under
threat of powerful and destructive foreign competition. The preservation and
growth of the domestic industry should be assisted.

(3) The underlying theories of percentage depletion-simplieity, incentive,
and e ualized tax burdens-are especially applicable to the potash industry,

(4) Potash operations are such that the entire income "from the prol)erty"
must be included in order to put the determination of the allowance on a practical
basis, and to prevent unfair dlscrhnination.

Respectfully submitted,
AM11IOAN POTAR11 & CHiEMICA, ConRPORATION.
INTERNATIONAL MINiAIIALS & CHEMICAL fOUPOIRATION.
Po'rA131 Co. ov AMNIUIMA.
UNiTED STATIOS POTASH Co.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Maybank.

STATEMENT OF HON. BURNT R. MAYBANK, UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator MIATBANK, Mr. Chairman, I have a short statement that
I would like to read, with your permission. I have three gentlemen
here who are experts that I would like to introduce for short state-
ments.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes sir. Do you wish to introduce them now?
Senator MAYBANK. o. I would prefer to make this short state-

ment and then have the privilege of introducing them.
On October 12, I introduced S. 1426, designed to suspend, for the

duration, the existing 10 cents per pound tax on margarine containing
yellow color, whether artificial or otherwise, and to restrict the defini.
tion of the term "manufacturer" for the duration, so that restaurants
boarding houses, hospitals, and so forth, could color margarine and
serve it to their patrons, guests, 4nd employees without incurring the
$600 annual license fee now imposed upon them.

On November 3, the Hlouse Agriculture Committee, by a vote of
14 to 11 adopted a motion deferring further hearings or action on
H. R. 2400 or similar legislation relative to oleomargarine for the
balance of the Seventy-eighth Congress. H. R. 2400 by Representa-
tive Fulmer was designed to repeal all existing Federal taxes license
fees, and related restrictions on the manufacture, sale, and use of
margarine. The House Agriculture Committee in effect declined to
consider further H. R. 2400, despite the fact that over 30 witnesses,
representing science, manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, cotton, soy-
bean, livestock, and peanut producers, labor, consumers, and hospitals,
unequivocally urged the repeal of the existing discriminatory marga-
rine taxes and license fees. Therefore, I am requesting the Senate
Finance Committee to incorporate my bill in the pendint-Revenue
Act of 1944.

The manufacture, sale, and labeling of margarine is now fully and
adequately regulated by the Food and Drug Administration under the
'Pure Food Drug, and Cosmetic Act, and the standard recently pro-
mulgated by that Department for margarine. That supervision is
not affected, in any way, by my bill.

I firmly believe that it is in the best interest of the public during
this war period for margarine to be made available at its low cost and
point value to the consumers throughout this country who are unable
to obtain sufficient butter for an adequate diet. We are now reduced
to one tablespoon of butter per day per capita, and this in the opinion
of experts in nutrition (and certainly in th3 opinion of faymen who do
not like dry bread and won't eat it), is not enough. The free use of
margarine will tend to make up this deficiency and relieve an impor-
tant wartime scarcity.

All competent nutrition authorities, including the American Medical
Association, National Research Council, and our own Department of
Agriculture, have established the fact that modern fortified margarine
is equal nutritionally to butter. Each pound of margarine packed for
consumer use contains 9,000 U. S. P. units of vitamin A, which is the
average found in each pound of butter.

The average American who can afford butter and has points to buy
it, if his grocer has it to sell, would rather have butter than margarine..
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But, as we know, there is hot now enough butter and probably will not
be for the duration of the war. From the standpoint of nutrition, the
deficiency between supply and demand can-be supplied with fortified
margarine, in a palatable form, if the existing restrictions that my bill
proposes to suspend for the duration are removed as handicaps. For
too long the consumer has been the "forgotten man" in the efforts of
certain but (or interests to "exterminate" margarine.

Now, Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I am going to ask that
Mr. Carlson be heard.

Senator CLARK. Before you go into that: Your bill is designed to
take off the license fee for artificially coloring margarine?

Senator MAYBANK. Taking off the $600 license fee that everyone
must pay to color margarine.

Senator CLARK. It does not have anything to do with the price
of margarine as such?

senator MAYBANK. No.
Senator CLARK. The bill is designed to permit people to color the

margarine so as to, in some cases, fool people into thinking that it is
butter.
. That is the only advantage of coloring it, is it not, to make it a
more acceptable substitute for butter; not that it hts anything to
do with the taste, that does not have anything to do with it, except
you are trying to improve the competitive position for margarine?

Senator MAY,ANK. You can do it now providing you pay the $600
license fee.

Senator CLARK. I eat it myself without coloring. It tastes as well
without coloring as it would with coloring.

Senator MAYnANK. That might be correct, but unfortunately in
hospitals and other places people refuse to use It in an uhcolored form.

Senator CLARK. The coloring matter is the whole subject of the
controversy.

Senato#MAYBANK. Because of the $000 license fee many small
restaurants, many small places cannot afford to pay the $600 license
fee.

Senator JOHNSON. Don't you think in hospitals they could serve
butter?

Senator MAYBANK. They haven't the butter to Aerve. That is
why I want the experts to testify. I have an expert here from the
restaurants and one from the hospitals, and a nutrition expert, to
testify to exactly what they are up against in the institutions.

Senator JOHNSON. Will they testify? ,
Senator 'MABANK. Yes; they are right here.
Senator JOHNSON. Will they testify to the very large volume of

butter that has been recently released by the Army so that hospitals
can get all the butter they want?

Senator MfAYBANK. I trust they can answer any questions that you
ma want to put to them.

Senator JOHNSON. I hope they will-give us that information.
Senator MAYBANK. They will give you all the information that you

ask for.
Senator CLARK. That is only during the duration?
Senator MAYBANK. Only during the duration.
Senator GUFFEY. I like margarine, anid I like it colored. I do not

like to think of eating lard. a is my objection.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you wish the witnesses called now?
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Senator MAYBANK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you call your first witness?
Senator MAYBANK. Anton J. Carlson.
Senator LUCAS. May I ask one question of Senator Maybank?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator LUCAS. You spoke of a bill before the Agricultural Corn.

mittee, introduced by Mr. Fulmer of South Carolina.
Was that a bill which deals with this subject separately Qnd is not

included in the finance bill?
Senator MAYBANK. That is correct. That is a bill not for the

duration and not to relieve the present situation where you have to
pay 15 and 16 points for butter, whereas you can get this product for
3 points.

STATEMENT OF DR. ANTON 3. OARLSON

The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir. We will hear from you on this
question.

Dr. CARLSON. I do not want to bore you, but the Senator asked me
to state briefly my qualifications to speak before the Senate on thissubject.The CAIRMN. Yes, sir.

Dr. CARLSON. Well, I received my training at the Augustanna
College in Illinois and graduate training at Stanford University,
California, where f received the Ph. D. degree in 1902. I was for a
short time research associate of the Carnegie Institution in Washing-
ton and a short time on the faculty of the medical school, University
of Pennsylvania. Since 1904 to 1940, I was on the faculty of the
medical school in the University of Chicago, in cha e of the depart-
ment of physiology. During the last 10 years I he'd one of the 10
distinguished service professorships in that university. I am a ment-
ber of nearly all the medical, biological, and scientific organizations
in this country and a few abroad. Over here I am a member? of the
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Institute
of Nutrition, Amdrican Acadt.ny of Pediatrics, so forth and so on.
I have served in the food and nutrition of the Army in World War I,
mbst of the time in France, and after the armistice, in 1918 I was
drafted to the American Relief Administration under Herbert iHoover
and served in that capacity particularly in connection with the feed-
ing of the starving children in the war-devastated areas in Europo.
I was in that service until 1919. I have been consultant of the
U. S. Food and Drug Administration for years. I have assisted the
Federal Trade Commission in fields where 1 have competence. I am
a member of the Public Advisory Committee of the U. S. Public
Health Service. I think that sufficient, Mr. Chairman.

I have always opposed I now oppose the prohibitory and dis-
criminatory laws (Federal and State) against margarine, as good
margarine are not only good foods, but also, in their class, relatively
inexpensive foods. Therefore I favor the passage of Senate bill 1426
with the proposed amendments, as such legislation will void and delete,
for the duration, those features of these laws most pernicious to an
adequate wartime diet for our civilian population, especially for hur
fellow citizens in the lowest income group. These are my reasons:

I. The 10 cents per pound Federal tax on the manufacture of
colored margarines is, of course, prohibitory. The millions of
pounds of margarines now manufactured for our armed forces, and
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II for lend-lease, are colored in the process of production of course,
without tax. The civilian population knows or soon will know, this
fact. They will ask Congress: Why deny the same privilege to us
civilians who sustain all the home fronts? I am probably telling you
nothing new. The State of Wisconsin is a large producer of goodmilk

-" and good butter. On November 20 1 received a communication
from Mrs. F. A. Marshall, executive secretary of the Wisconsin
League of Women Voters, stating this organization was starring out
to eliminate the discriminatory State laws against margarine. The
League of Women Voters is organized, I think, in every State in the
Union. Our women are not idle in this war. They are also deeply
concerned over adequate foods and good diets for good health. Some
of the women now resent, and increasing numbers will resent, the
waste of time and the waste of food involved in mixing the color into
each pound of good but colorless margarine in the home. We cannot
work the color into the uncolored margarine in our homes without
considerable loss of'fat sticking to the mixing bowl. You say: This
loss is too small to be significant. At present, maybe. But don't
be too fli pant. Before the war is over even we may learn, the hard
wa to clear our dinner plates before they are put into the dishpan.
Other nations Have already learned this lesson. The butter, ranu-
facturers add the same color to winter butter in the process of butter
making. The housewives will ask you, "How can it be wrong to do
the same in the case of good margarines? Why do you tax the latter
10 cents per pound?" Honor bright, what will be your answer, if
you do not pass this bill?

2. I have heard this argument: Granted that coloring margarines
in the process of manufacture eliminates unnecessary work in the
kitchen as well as unnecessary food waste, the pending legislation will
not yield more margarine to replace the shortage of butter, as the fats
avail able for margarine production have been fixed by the F. D. A.
Yes, for the present the F. D. A. has fixed the quantit and kinds of
lats for margarine production. But the 0. P. A. re nations are not
immutable laws of nature. It is, obviously a question of the balance
between the needs for foods, and the needs for ammunition. The
production of and the efficient use of anununition will go down, if
and when the essential foods needs run short. The passage of this
legislation will permit speedy adjustments of the food-ammunition
ratio according to shifting needs. --

3. A few weeks ago, at the public hearing on the Iouse bill 2400,
I spoke in favor of that bill a piece of legislation essentially similar
to the bill now under conskderation by your committee, except that
its remedial measures are not limited to the war emergency. The
present prohibitive and punitive Federal legislations in regard to
rrgarine are, in my humble judgment, bad laws in times of peace
and even worse laws in times of war. The Senators who may stili
be inclined to let the present Federal margarine legislation stand,even during our war emergency , are probably influenced by argue.
ments of facts and fancy that 1eto the enactment of the laws we now
seek to amend. These arguments were:

(a) Margarine as a food is inferior to good butter.
(b) Colored margarine may be fraudulently sold as butter.(c) Marganne, as a competitor of butter, will work injury to the

butter trade, if not to the more important dairy industry. May I
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have your attention for a few brief minutes while I examine these
alleged facts in the light of our 1943 knowledge?

4. If margarines are inferior foods, bad foods, they should be pro.
hibited, not regulated. afsrgarines are not rendered more nutritious
and wholesome by adding the color in the kitchen instead of in the
factory.

But it is fair to state that at the time when some of the present
restrictive and prohibitive laws in regard to margarine were enacted

Sby Congress and thy the several States, we did not have the amount
of accurate information touching on the nutrition values for man of
butter and other animal fats, or of vegetable fats, such as in mar-
garine, now at our disposal. It will also be granted that few if any
of the food industries concerned had at that time the knowledge, the
experience, and the skill to produce the good margarine manufactured
today. It will also be conceded that in those days individual retail
dealers occasionally practiced fraud on the consumer by selling
colored margarine as butter and at the then current price of butter.
This factor of fraud, so far as it can be handled by Federal legislation,
is now adequately taken c.re of by the new Food, Drug, and Cos-
metic Act, and the regulations authorized by that act.

5. While it is a fact that the fat in cow's milk, that is, butter differs
chemically from other animal fats, as well as from the ve etable fats
used in the production of margarine, it is now well established that
the digestibility, the energy, and the over-all nutritive value of all
these fats as food for man are so nearly identical that when butter
or margarine made from these fats form the usual part of our American
diet, no differences can be detected except possibly in content of vita-
mins A and D, in color, and in flavor. The apparent superiority of
butterfat over vegetable fats in favoring, for.a few days, the more
rapid growth of weanling or pre-weanling rats reported by some inves-
gators, has not been confirmed. In fact, it has been disproved,. This
is in line with history and the lesson of nature. Man is the only
animal using milk as food after weaning. The domestication of the
cow and the goat came verv late in human evolution, and is not yet
universal in all lands. It is therefore clear that the individual man
has attained and can maintain his present physical and mental stature
on other foods than milk or butter, after his mother's breast dries up.

6. The amounts of vitamin A (and provitamin A or carotines) and
of vitamin D in butter depend on the nature of the diet of the cow,
and on the amount of exposure of the cow to sunlight. The green
out-of-door pasture of the summer yields milk and butter high enough
in vitamin A to be significant in our national nutrition and health.
The carotines (provitamin A) give the yellow color to good summer
butter. Everybody knows, or should know, that winter butter is less
yellow. It is gray or white, unless artificially colored. There is a
common notion, only partly correct, that the yellow color of butter is
an index of the vitamin A content- of the butter. When the yellow
color of butter is provided by nonnutritious (though noninjurious)
coal-tar dye added by the butter maker, without informing the con-
sumer, it is a means of deception. The amount of vitamin D in
natural milk and butter is of less significance in our national nutri-
tion. Our major supply of this important food element must cnme
from other food sources, plus exposure to the sun.
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7. The sciences of nutrition, chemistry, and biochemistry, as well
as the industrial skills, have now reached a point where the vitamins
A and D can be concentrated from natural sources (for example, fish
livers) and when added to margarine rendered as stable or more stable
than are these vitamins in butter. When thii is done the margarine
is a more uniform and dependable year around source of these impor-
tant vitamins than is butter. The usual absence or low content of
vitamin A in the margarine offered to the American consumer at the
time some of our present Federal and State margarine legislation was
enacted was the chief scientific argument advanced in favor of this
legislation. That argument is invadid today.

8. So far as we know now (apart from carotino), color and flavor in
butter and in margarine play no essential role in digestion, nutrition,
and metabolism, except as related to food halits. But food habits
fod flavor, and the esthetic aspect of foods cannot be entirely ignored
i; ' national nutrition. As stated before the yellow color of summer
butter can be duplicated in winter butter and in margarine by coal
tar dyes, proven harmless to man. The chemicals responsible for the
essen' ial flavor of typical good fresh butter are known in part. Some
of them can be made, and added to margarine just as they are now
niado and added to butter. So far as we know such.color and flavor
in butter or in margarine give these foods no increased nutritional
value, but to our fellow citizens of today, on account of our past and
present food habits, they do contribute to the pleasure of eating. and
this in turn, acts favorably on the digestion and the absorption of
foods.

9. What I have raid so far I think is true and I think it can be, it
has been substantiated by others, by such competent authorities as
the National Research Council and the New York Academy of
Medicine. That I am dealing with established facts is probably
within the knowledge of the honorable members of this committee.
I have no personal financial interest in this bill. It is not may desire
to advise you to take an unwise step. I think it is a fact that our
present restrictive end prohibitive margarine laws were enacted under
pressure from the fear that the growing production of margarine for
human food would work injury to the dairy industry. If I saw an
truth or sense in this argument I would oppose this bill, for cow s
milk, when clean, is such a good human food, that I want its pro-
duction and consumption expanded, not curtailed. I will oppose
any and all legislation that will or that might restrict milk production
milk distribution, and milk consumption, or in any way add financial
hazards to that important food industry.' But butter is not milk.
The dairy industry is bigger than the butter trade. I said I had no
personal economic interest in this bill. But I have a profound public
interest in it, because it touches-through the pocketbook-the state
of health of our financially less fortunate fellow citizens, and if enacted
into law it may lead to a better state of health-through better rutri-
tion-of our Nation as a whole, by increasing the consumption of
whole milk, instead of merely the fat in the milk.

10. I have elsewhere discussed the several obstacles in the path
toward an optimum diet. for all people in our land with its abundance
of good foods. These obstacles are many. There is neither time nor
occasion to discuss all of them here. I brought with me for the
members of this committee copies of my recent paper on this aspect
of our national nutrition problem, should you want them. One of
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these obstacles is poverty. There is no question but that poverty
is one factor in the malnutrition found among our financially less
fortunate fellow citizens. These people would be better off in health
did they buy and eat 2 pounds of good margarine in the place of
I pound of good butter, or I pound of good margarine and 2 quarts
of fresh who milk, as may be done at approximately the same cost.
All special taxes on foods are by econorhic necessity added to the basic
cost. of production and distribution of these foods, and hence finally
to the retail cost of the food to the consumer. I have said elsewhere
publicly, and'I say to you now: The present special taxes-national
Pand State--on margarine so far as they are not actually prohibitory,
are taxes on an important food item of our less fortunate fellow men.
They are special taxes on the poor, on "the forgotten man," and
contribute to whatever poor state of health from poor diets may
be present among these people.

11. The production and consumption of butter and of li-'iid or
frozen cream in this country leaves an enormous quantity 6f skim
milk and buttermilk as byproducts. Because of the common notion
that the main food value of milk for man is in the cream and the
butter, the notion that skim milk is good food only for chickens,
hogs and calves, huge quantities of this precious food do not reach
the human stomach. It is now proved beyond the shadow of a
doubt, that skhn milk and buttermilk, because of their contents of
proteins, inorganic salts and vitamins-other than A and D-are
just as valuable, of high biologic value, if not more valuable, in man's
dietary than is butter, and cream. The consumption of butter-
butter being 80 percent fat-contributes more to the production and
waste of skim milk than does the production and consumption of
creami-cream being only 20 percent fat. On the basis of our present
knowledge of foods and human nutrition, my assertion that-under
present conditions--the consumption of all the milk we produce or
can produce as whole milk-fresh, evaporated, condensed, or po..w-
dered-would add to our reserves and safety in national nutrition
and national health, cannot be controverted. To be sure, all mUk
is not clean and wholesome. To be sure, a few people cannot eat
cow's milk in any form without becoming sick. But such difficulties
and exceptions apply also to many of our other good and natural
foods. Therefore, if the production and consumption of more good
margfirne should decrease the production and consumption of butter
decrease the waste of skim milk, and increase the consumption of
whole milk nftional nutrition would be the gainer, and the dairy
farruier would suffer no loss.

In an editorial in the Dairy Record of November 10, 1943, com-
mcnting on the public hearingon House bill 2400, that trade journal
charges me with advocating that the dairy industry breed cows that
will give only skim milk. Bad laws are not improved by feeble jokes.
The few grains of gray matter inside our skulls, provided by a $ener-
ous nature could render more farsighted leadership, even in the
butter trade. On my statements of facts, at that hearing, and
today: That good margarines are nutritionally equivalent to good
butters; that skim iniik contains important ,nutrients not present in
butter; that there is greater health assurance for our Nation in con-
suming all the nutrients in all the cow's milk we can produce, instead;
of just the cream and the butter and feeding the skim milk to animals.
On these statements of facts I challenge to public debate any butter
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maker, any farmer, any Member of Congress, in fact, any man or
woman.

12. In brief: Good butter and good margarine are both good foods.
They are not chemically identical, but they are nutritionally equiva-
lent. Each can and should stand on its own merit. The facts that
these two good foods are chemically different provides no sound
basis for legal discrimination against one in favor of the other. Meat
is a good food, oatmeal is a good food. But these two good foods
differ in cheici composition. Lard olive oil, beef fat and butter
differ chemically. But they are good foods for man. 'It would be
absurd to pass or retain discriminatory laws against olive oil, beef
fat, and lard, on the basis that these three fats differ chemically from
butter. The present discriminatory laws against margarine are
equally absurd and myopic, in war and in peace.

I am through. If I seem to have exaggerated and said something
which you doubt, I am here to answer such questions as you may
wiih to ask me.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions that anyone would like
to ask the doctor?

Senator LUcAs. Dr. Carlson, what are the chemical ingredients of
oleomargarine?

Dr. CARLSOr. Well, that d, pends, of course, on what fats are used.
I worked somew!ifit on oleomargarine 25 years ago. They got their
name from beef fat. Beef fat was used in oleomargarine in thosedase.

da.tor LUCAS. What are the maior ingredients?

Dr. CARLS oN. The major ingredients now I think are vegetable
oils such as cottonseed oils, refined cottonseed oil, soybean oil. In
the past coconut Oil was used. In Europe, for example, a geat
many fats include oleo or beef fats. That is the ma or in green.
In addition, vitamin A and in some cases vitamin D are added.
Then, a good many chum or make their margarine in skim milk, so
that there is more of the milk proteins retained in margarines made
in that way than in butter where we wash most of it out. But the
specific chemistry, that is the type and kind of fatty acids in margarine
will differ, you see, depending on the fat used. Have I answered
your question?

Senator LUcAs. That is an answer.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions?
Senator CLARK. Doctor, in normal times the bulk of the oleo-

margarine industry is a byproduct of the soap industry, is it not? In
other words, a' m an economic standpoint you can absolutely under-
sell any other oil used for oleomargarine with the coconut oils. I do
not mean there is anything impure in oleomargarine, but from an
economic standpoint in normal times the coconut derivatives can
undersell any cottonseed oil or any other oil, and even if they use
soybean oil?

Dr. CARLsoN. What do you meau by coconut derivatives?
Senator CLARK. I mean the coconut oils imported in this country

that largely we make soap out of.
Dr. CARLSON. I am not a soap manufacturer nor a soap chemist.
Senator CLARK. Neither am I, but you are an expert, and I am

asking you a question.
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* Dr. CARLSON. I am an expert in food and nutrition, but not in soap.
When fats are used for soap there will be no remnants in that fat used
for human food.

Senator CLARK. Coconut and coconut oil was introduced into this
country largely for the purpose of making soap. They use some of it
for soap and some of it for oleomargarine. The point I am making is
those fats can, in normal times, undersell cottonseed oil or soybean
oil or any of the other generally used oils as a basis for oleomargarine.

Dr. CARLSON. That is possible. I am not ar expert on soap; I
do not know.

Senator CLARK. It is a very important question.
Dr. CARLSON. If yOU mean, Senator, of the imported copra or

coconut fat, that part of i.' was used for soap and another part was
used for margarine- that is probably true.

Sene.tor CLARK. Tihat is what I mean.
Dr. CARLSON. I understood you to ask me whether the refuse, after

you made the soap, was used for making margarine.
Senator CLARK. I was not speaking of the refuse after you make

the soap. I was speaking of it in an economic sense. The fact I am
trying to establish is in normal times they have imported coconut oil
and that would ordinarily undersell domestic oil, and coconut oil is
the principal base in normal times, for manufacturing margarine;
is that not correctly

Dr. CARLSON. No; that is not the principal base. I do not know
of any margarine now that is made from coconut oil.

Senator CLARK. There is no coconut oil coming in now because of
war conditions.

Dr. Carlson. Even before that, for a long, long time. In the past,
yes, it was used, but now it is largely cottonseed oil and soybean oil.
I know of one big manufacturer 20 years ago that used nothing but
oleo oil, the fat from our excessively fat steers which we wouldnor-
mally waste anyway, you know. Have I answered your question?

Senator CLARK. Yes. I expect to have some other witnesses who
will claim contrary to your views.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.-
Senator MAYBANK. I will ask Dr. John G. Martin to make a brief

statement. I know you have got many other matters before you here.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator MAYBANK. I would like to ask Dr. Martin to make himself

known.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; Doctor, if you will come around.
Is there another witness bere also?
Senator MAYBANK. Yes; but he will be very short.

STATEMENT OF REV. JOHN GOODRICH MARTIN

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, will you identify yourself to the reporter?
Dr. MARTIN. Mr. James Russell Clark director of the wartime

service bureau of the American Hospital Association, with offices at
1705 K Street NW., in Washington, was not able to be present at
this hearing and requested me to present the position of the hospitals
of the Nation with regard to Senate 1426.

The American Hospital Association was oiranized in 1899 with
9 members and now has 3,250 institutional and 2,500 personal mem-
bers-a total of 5,750.
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MY name is John Goodridge Martin. I am a personal member
and my hospital is an institutional member of the American Hospital
Association. I am the administrator of the Hospital of St. Barnabas
and for Women and Children, Newark, N J the vice chairman of the
joint committee of the American, the Catiholio, and the American
Protestant Hospital Associations; and I am the president of the
American Protestant Hospital Association.

The hospital associations are primarily interested in the health of
our people and work to promote approved programs of activity lead-
ing to the welfare of the men, women, and children who become
patients in hospitals. The care of the sick is not only an important
obligati,,.t. It is an extremely complex one, involving the professional
services of physicians, nurses, medical technicians, and specialists of
several kinds. One most vital consideration in the care of the sick is
nutrition. Specially trained dietitians are engaged to plan and super-
vise the preparation and serving of foods with the aim of accelerating
the physical recovery of the patients.

A large body of nurses and other personnel live at the hospital and
must be provided with maintenance.

The hospitals do not get enough butter to supply the ordinary
dietary requirements to which they have been accustomed. They
are denied butter, and therefore, seek substitutes for it. A favorite
substitute is oleomargarine. This product is credibly stated to con-
tain nutritional values comparable to those of butter. But the legal
restrictions to the use of this product in voluntary hospitals deter
them from taking advantage of it. I say "voluntary hospitals" for
the law expressly permits govermental hospitals to make full use of
oleomargarine without any license fee or tax upon the coloring process.
The law, section III of the act of August 2, 1896, reads: "

And any person that * * * furnished oleomargarine * 0 * except to
his own family table without compensation, who shall add to 6 * such
oleomargarine any substance which causes such oleomargarine to be yellow In
color, 0 0 * shall also be held to be a manufacturer * * .

The regulations of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, under this
section, provides:

ART. 21. COLORATION.-(a) TAXABLE SITUAioNs.-Liability to special tax as
a manufacturer and to commodity tax is incurred in the following situations:

* * * * * * *

(3) Institufions.-Where a sanatorium, hospital, or any charitable, religious,
educational, or other Institution colors oleomargarine for the use of inmates or
employees of the institution; but ae (b) (2) below.

(b) NOTAXABLE sITUATIoNs.--Liability is not -incurred nl the following
situations:

* * * S * * *

(2) Gorernmental instilulions.-Where an Institution under the complete control
of the United States, or a State or political subdivision thereof, in the exercise of
an essential governmental function, colors oleomargarine for use of Inmates or
employees of the institution.

It is manifestly unfair to require a license fee and tax of voluntary
hospitals which give medical service in large measures to the same
types of patients as those served by the governmental hospitals which
are exempt from the fees and tax.

The second section Qf the bill before the Senate Finance Committee,
Senate 1426, restricts the definition o! the term "manufacturer" so that
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hospitals coloring margarne would not be required to pay the manu-
facturer's license fee of $600 for the duration. The first section sus-
pends, for the duratiorI, the 10-cent-er.pound tax on colored margarine.

A report on butter substitutes by the committee on public-health
relations of the New York Academy of Medicine states that-
from a nutritional viewpoint, when it is fortified with vitamin A In the required
amount, oleomargarine is the equal of butter, containing the same amounts of
protein, fat, carbohydrates, and calories per unit of weight. Moreover, since the
minimum vitamin A content of "enriched" oleomargarine is fixed and the amount
of this vitamin In butter may range from 500 to 20,000 units per pound, "enriched"
oleomargarine is a more dependable source of vitamin A than is butter. Since It
is a chea pr product than butter, fortified oleomargarine constitutes a good vehicle
for the distribution of vitamin A and fate to low-income groups and should, there-
fore, be made available to them.

Butter is almost impossible to obtain in large quantities for use in
hospitals because of the shortage and because maximum price regu-
lations encourage dealers to sell small consumers, being permitted to
charge up to 2 cents per pound more in these cases. Butter costs 16
points per pound under the point rationing system, while oleomarga-
rine costs 6 points per pound. The cost of oleomargarine on a cash
basis tax-free would be about one-half the cost of butter. Ve have
been advised through the Wr Food Administration sources that but-
ter will be 20 percent short of supply compared with last year for
civilians, whereas the supply of oleomargarine will be 27 percent
greater. Therefore, we urge the passage of Senate 1426 so that the
tax restrictions on oleomargarine rlay be lifted and afford hospitals a
better opportunity adequately to meet the dietary needs of their
patients.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much foryour appearance, Doctor.
Is there any other witness, Senator Maybank?

Senator MAYBANK. I will ask Mr. Robert J. Wilson if he will come
up and explain it from the standpoint of restaurants.

The CIAIRmAN. All right, Mr. Wilson.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. WILSON, WASHINGTON SECRETARY,
NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION

Mr. WIp3ON. My name is Robert J. Wilson. I am the Washington
secretary of the National Restau'rant Associatior,.

This statement is prepared and submitted 1y the war committee
of the National Restaurint Association, representing 58 affiliated
States and local associations. These organizations in turn represent
approximately 70 percent of the volume of business in the restaurant
industry. There is likewise here represented the equivalent of
30 000,000 meals per day. Approximately 90 percent of the estab-
'shments so represented can be classified as small, individually owned
operations. Included in our representation is that vast feeding oper-

* ation now conducted in many industrial plants, all of which are de-
voted exclusively to war work.

The committee entered the picture when the allocation of food was
under the War Production Board and followed through when it was
transferred to the Office of Price Administration. This committee
has to the best of its ability, from the beginning cooperated with
'all departments in the Government concerned with food conservation.
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The restaurant industry has an ever-present obligation to the public
which it must fulfill. As we visualize this obligation, it is to serve
adequate, wholesome, nutritious food under clean and sanitary cii-
,ounstances. This obligation becomes more apparent in wartine.

It has been repeatedl, stated by representatives of the Government
that equality in the rationing of food must prevail; that there must be
no discrimination against persons in one category as contrasted to
those in another category. Specifically, it has always been stated
that no bias should be shown in favor of the restaurant industry as
contrasted with household consumers, nor should any bias be shown
in favor of the houshold consumers in contrast to the restaurants.

Margarine. Our committee is in favor of Senate bill No. 1426.
The second section thereof restricts the definition of the term "manu-
facturer" so that restaurants coloring margarine would not be required
to pay the manufacturer's license fee of $600 for the duration. The
first section suspends, for the duration, the 10-cent per pound tax on
colored mai-gnne.

The law is section III of the act of August 2, 1886, as amended,
reading:

And any person that * * * furnishes oleomargarine * * * except to
his own family table without compensation who shall add to * * * such
margarine any substance which causes such oleomargarine to Ue yellow in color,
* * =1 also be held to be a manufacturer * * *.
The Regulations of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, under this

section, provides:
Anr. 21. COLORATIO-(a) TAXABLE arruATos.-Liability to special tax as

a manufacturer and to commodity tax Is incurred in the following situations:
• * * * * * *

(2) Eating Placa.-Where the proprietor of a hotel, boarding hotise, restaurant,
or ether eating place colors and Lerves oleomargarine to paying guests or employ-ees; "* * *

Senator JohNsoN. Mr. Chairman may I interrupt to ask the
witness what bill he is discussing, if e is discussing a bill before the
committee or some bill introduced some place else?

Mr. WILSON. Senate bill 1426.
Senator CLAR-. . That was a bill rejected by the House committee.
Senator JOHNSON. That is not before us.
Senator MAYBANK. I introduced the bill and asked it be made an

amendment to the tax bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Maybank introduced it and referred it

to the committee.
Senator JOHNsON. That is not the House-bill?
Senator CLARK. No.
Senator JOHNSON. I want to know what the witness is talking

about.
Senator WALSH. He asked that the amendment be attached to the

tax bill.
Senator JoHNsoN. That is all right.
Senator MAYBANK. I asked it to be made an amendment to this

bill.
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. WiLsoN. The following is a copy of a resolution adopted at our

National Wartime Conference in Cleveland, Ohio, October 21, 1943:
Whereas margarine fortified with vitamin A is recogized as a wholesome and

nutritious food suitable for use as a table spread, seasoning and baking; but

"38,2
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Whereas existing Federal laws and regulations class restaurant coloring and

serving colored margarine to the public as manufacturers and impose_ upon them
an annual license fee of $600 per year and 10 cents per pound tax, and the present
high oint value, cost, and scarcity of butter further aggravate this burden:TWereore be it

Resoled by thA Notional Restaurant Association, in ccnvcntion assembled That
legislation be enacted, effective for the duration of the war, eliminating all Federal
taxes, license fees, and related restrictions on the manufacture, sale, and use of
margarine having the approval of the appropriate health authorities of the
Federal Government; be it further

Resolved, That the officers of this association be authorized to act accordingly.

There has been some question raised that the service of margarine
in restaurants would be deceptive. Under most State laws restau-
rants are required to post signs to the effect that margarine is being
served. There is no disposition on the part of restaurants to deceive
their patrons and all necessary steps will be taken by the restaurants
themselves to advise the patron that he is obtaining margarine.

We urge that this committee recommend that Senate bill No. 1426
do pass.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
If not, thank you very much, Mr. Wilson.
Are there any other witnesses?
Senator MAYBANK. Nothing further, except to express my appreci-

ation for giving me this opportunity to have our matter heard.
Senator CLARK. Now, Mr. Chairman, may I inquire when the

opponents to this amendment will be given an opportunity to be heard?
The CHAIRMAN. Today or tomorrow, Senator; any time you can get

them in here.
Senator CLARK. Senator, it was not generally known that entirely.

extraneous amendment, having nothing to do with the raising of
revenue, was to be presented until yesterday. I am told there are
many people greatly interested in this matter that are at such dis-
tances that they will not be able to be here until next week. Senator
Thomas told me a few minutes ago he had some constituents that
would like to be heard.

The CHAIRMAN. We will have to decide that matter later.
Senator CLARK. It seems to me that it is important that they be

notified at the earliest possible moment.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not want to run this committee over next

week on a hearing in this oleomargarine matter.
Senator CLARK. I am very reluctant to do it, but since this oxtra-

neous of the oleomargarine industry has been injected here I think
the industry and the people who are interested in opposition to this
ought to be given a fair opportunity to be heard.

The CHAIRmAN. I asked Senator Gillette to have his witnesses here
the early part of the week. He said he could not get them hero until
next week. That means we will have public hearings next week. If
that becomes known there will be at least another 100 witnesses who
will want to come. I was hoping that we could get them here at
least by Friday night and be hard on this question. But then we
will hear them. If they cannot come before Monday we will simply
have to break into the executive considerations on the bill and let
them put in their testimony.

Senator MAYBANK. I only want to say I am rather sorry that such a
situation arises, because I am deeply appreciative of the necessity of
time. I
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The CHAIRMAN. We will have hearings, of course. I should
frankly state my own view. There isn't any reason, in my judgnent,
why they could not be here this week. I do not want to exclude them.
I imagine there are hundreds of them right around town now.

Senator THOMAS. Mr. Chairman, may I say something on that
point?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes sir.
Senator THOMAS. I haven't any desire whatever to prolong these

hearings, because, as a matter of fact, I realize the stress under which
the committee is working, but, on the other hand, the representatives
from the Northwest live a long ways from here. This matter is
something that they knew nothing about.

The CHAIRMAN. I realize that, Senator Thomas. We will not
close t!he hearings until they have had the opportunity of a hearing,
but it is simply impossible to say what time at the moment.

Senator CLARK. I will say, Mr. Chairman, my witnesses will be
here as soon as they can come. The transportation situation being
what it is, it is doubtful when they can get here.

The CHAIRMAN. We will hear them when they come, SenatOr.
We will have to reopen the hearings, of course, or hear them in
executive session. We will give them an opportunity to be heard.

Senator THOMAS. I am sure our people from the Northwest will be
able to be here by next Monday.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gillette advised me that he had some
witnesses in charge and he did not think they could get here before
Monday. However, he wanted as much time to present witnesses in
opposition as was given in favor of the proponents of the matter.

Senator LUCAS. Mr. Chairman, as a matter of information, how
long has this tax been on?

Senator CLARK. Since 1902, in the present form.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, a long time. It is a matter which, in the

House is under the jurisdiction of Agriculure. After a prolonged
fight, Senator Clark advised me yesterday, and it is a fact, it is under
the jurisdiction of. the Agricultural Comlttee. It is a tax, however,and there is a technical jurisdiction in this committee because of the
tax feature, otherwise the merits or demerits of the proposal really
ought to be considered by other committees, bu t is the situation
with us.

Is Senator Nye present?
Senator Nye was listed.
(No response.)

"The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lincoln.
Mr. LINCOLN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Clark, suppose you ask the witnesses to

come down as soon as they can.
Senator CLARK. Very well, Senjtor.
How much time will you want,'Mr. Lincoln?
Mr. LINCOLN. About 10 or 15 minutes.
Senator WALSH. You came down to talk on the renegotiation?
Mr. LINCOLN. The renegotiation and also the matter of incentive

payments.
Senator WALSH. I would like to insert a letter in the record that I

received this 'morning from Representative Carl Vinson, chairman of
the Waval Affairs Committee in the House, in which he recommends
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certain changes in the renegotiation agreements, and I will ask that
It be inserted in the record.
The CHAIMAN. It may be inserted in the record.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)

CoMMErrE ON NAVAL AYFAIRS,

Hon. DAVID . ,Washinton, 1). C., Dece mber 1, 1948.

United States Senate, WasAington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: I herewith enclose a memorandum setting forth certain

changes I hope can be made in the renegotiation provisions of H. R. 3687.
This bill, as you know, passed the House under a closed rule and therefore was

not open to amendment. I respectfully invite your attention to the criticisms
I have made of certain sections of the renegotiation provisions of the tax bill and
hope they will be looked into by your committee.

With highest personal regards, I am,
Yours very truly, CAL VINSON, Chafrmn.

COMMENTS o0 RzPREZSNTATIVZ CARL VINSON, CHAIRMAN o TiB CommiTrnm
ON NAVAL ArAIRs o THE 1os 0 REPRESENTATIVnS, ON TaI RzNzoorT-
ATION PRoVIsIoNs (TITLE VII) or ra REvzEuE AcT or 1943 (11. R. 387)

(1) PROVISION FOR RCONVZERSION ALLOWANCE IMPROPERLY MADE IN RENEGOTIATION

Section 403 (a) (I) on page 102 of the bill, sets up standards to be applied by
the departments in determining the existence of excessive profits nnder the act.

In addition to factors specifically stated, as required to be considered, paragraph
(vii) of this subsection provides that there shall be considered-
'such other factors the consideration of which the public Interest an equitable
dealing may require."
In connection with this paragraph a disturbing note Is sounded by the Ways and
Means Committee on page 34 of it report where it is said that In applying this
particular paragraph-
"Your committee believes that in computing excessive profits, consideration
should be given to the financial problems In connection with reconversion in
aplying factor C'

throughout te study which this committee made of renegotiation, aguments
were advanced by representatives of industry, urging that special profit allowances
be made in renegotiation for reserves to protect contractors in the period of
post-war reconversion. This was carefully gone Into by the committee and, as
indicated on pages 45-57 of the committee s report, It was felt that although
industry faced serious problems In connection with the post-war period, such
problems were not susceptible of solution through renegotiation. It was evident
that many contractors would not require such reserves, and that allowance of
reserves would In some cases result in windfalls, and so add unnecessarily to t.e
expense of the war. It also seemed unfair that, although many contractors would
have such problems the only !".es who would receive assistance under the act
were those who had realized excessive profits on war contracts; since the con-
tractor who charged a reasonable price only had no excessive profits he could not
have the benefit of such an allowance. It was also obvious that In met cases
it Is impossible to determine at the time of rengotiatfon what in the way of such
reserve a given company will require. There Is nothing in the bill which provides
for such a reconversion allowance. If one is to be provided, it should be done by
clear and specific language, and not by the back-door approach which appears
to have been taken. The Senate Finance Committee should make clear in its
report that it is not intended to authorize the making of such allowances by this
subsection.

M EXEUPTON Or CONTRACr FOR MACHINE TOOLS FROM RENEGOTIATION

Section 403 (a) (6), on Page 104, lines 21-23, of the bill, containing the definition
of the term 'subcontract or the purpose of the act excludes from renegotiation
all subcontracts not coming within this definition. By restricting the meaning of
"subcontract" to contracts for the contract item and component articles, it
excludes from renegotiation contracts for the purchase of machine tools necessary
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to manufacture the article. The record of testimony before the Naval Affairs
Con mittee (see pp. 1151-1156, 1160) Contains convincing evidence that some of
the largest and most excessive profits made on war sontracta are made by machine-
tool companies selling machine tools for use on war contract& Thus, 19 leading
companies In the Industry, whose total net worth at the beginning of 1942 was
$103,900,000, had net earnings after payment of all income taxes of $45,000,000
in 1942. In the casoe of the Warner & 8wasey Co., profits In 1942, before taxes,
were $20 000 000 In comparison with average annual profits before taxes in theyears 193A to 1939 of $1,9M0,000. This company's profits In 1942 after taxes
amounted to $5,460,000, as contrasted with after taxes profits of $1,400,000 In the
baseyears. The company's net worth In 1940 was only $6,027,000. Under the
proposed bill a contractor purchaing from a meehine-tool manufacturer such

s at a price permitting an excessive-and even an unconscionable profit-can
pan the cost of the article on to the Government, and the Government is not
permitted to renegotiate the contract with the machine-tool manufacturer so aseliminate the excessive profit. It seems Inequitable that where an airframe
m manufacturer enters Into a contract with one subontrator to provide aluminum
Sheets necessary for war planes, and With another subcontractor to provide the
pres with which to fabricate those ahiminum sheets, the Government should
be able to eliminate the excessive profits on the subcontract for the sheets and
not be able to eliminate.the excessive profits on the subcontract for the presses.
This can be rectified by havlnF section 403 (a) (5) read as follows:"(5) The term 'subcontract means-

"(A) any purchase order or agreement (other than a contract with a de.
partwsnt) to erform all or any part of thA work, or to make or furnish anp
article, requiresfor the performance of any contract or eubcontract or *

() JUDICIAL RZVIEW OF RENEGOTIATION DECISIONS

Section 403 Ce) (1), on page 119, line 17 to page 121, line 10 provides for
Judicial review of the administrative determinations of the renegotfating eney.
One of the defects of the present law As discussed on pages 33 and 34 of the House
Naval Affairs Committee report, Is the lack of specific provision for judicial review
of unilateral decisions of te administrative agency. Both the Naval Affairs
Committee and the Ways and Means Committee were in unanimous agreement
that some form of judicial review should be provided. It was the view of the
Naval Affairs Committee that this should be a review by the United States
district courts of the administrative decision, and the administrative decision
should stand unless the findings of fact of the administrative agency furnished
no reasonable basis, for the determination with respect to the existence of exceselve
profits, or if the administrative action was otherwise arbitrary or capricious, or
not in accordance with law. The House bill as passed took an entirely different
approach. The judicial review is placed in the-Tax Court, but it is not in any
sense a review. The court is prohibited by section 403 (c) (), page 111, lines
3-6, from considering at all the administrative decision. The Tax Court is
directed instead to re-try the entire matter de novo, and to ignore completely,
all that has gone before. This is wasteful of both time and manpower, and is an
entirely new innovation in judicial procedure.

(4) RTROACTIVZE EAruRE OF JUDICIAL REVIEW PROVISION

Section 403 (e) (2), page 121, line 11, to page 12, line 18, of the bill would
permit every contractor who has signed an agreement refunding excessive profits
on war contracts to the Government since the passage of the original Renegoti-
ation Act on April 28, 1942 to reopen the renegotiation proceeding and retry
the entire case before The Tax Court de novel. Amazingly enough, under the
bill The Tax Court is prohibited from considering the fact that the contractor
has entered into a voluntary agreement to refund excessive profits, or the amount
of profits which he has voluntarily admitted to be excessive (p. 122, lines 13-18).
ItiL lInconsistent to include in a tax bill, whose main purpose is to raise two and
a half billion dollars in additional revenue, a provision which will subject the
Government to the loss of the more than $5,000,000,000 which have already been
Saved to the Government through renegotiation. It will justly invoke public
criticism of Congress. It also frustrates one of the most important features of
the Renegotiation Act-the keeping of procurement on a current basis and the
avoidance of conditions such as those that resulted from the last war, where
litigation between the Government and contractors continued for more than 20
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ears after the end of the war. To reopen all of these cases will set the clock

back several years. This sullsection should be eliminated in its entirety from
the bill.

(3) FAILURE TO INCLUDE CERTAIN LEND-LEASE CONTRACTS IN RENEGOTIATION

As set forth on pages 25 and 26 of the Naval Affairs Committee report, the
committee's Investigation showed that a substantial number of contracts,
originally entered into with foreign Governments and then taken over by the
United States Government under Lendd-Lease, were not subject to renegotia-
tion, since only contracts directly entered into by the War, Navy, and Treasury
Departments and the Maritime Commission for Lend.Leas account are renegot
cble. These contracts should be brought within the Renegotiation Act. This
can be accomplished by having section 403 (1) (1) (A), page 124, line 19, of the
bill read as follows:

"1(i) (1) The provisions of this section shall not apply to-
"(A) any contract by a department with any other department, bureau,

agency, or governmental corporation of the United States or with any
Territory, possession

, 
or State or any agency thereof or with any foreign

government or any agency thereof, except that where any department or
any other agency of the United States acquires the interest of any foreign
government or any agency thereof, in a contract entered into by auch foreign
government or any agency thereof with a contrador doing business intA
United States, or in a territory or posmsion thereof, or whera any depart-
merd or any other agency of the United State* acquires the rpht of any foreign
gvernment or any agency thereof to the goods, materials, artides, or service# to
be ddiwered under such contract, such contrad shalt be subject to the proisions
of this Act just as if the contract had been originally entered into bdween a
department and the contractor, or * * *.P

() WAR BROKERS

Public Law 149 (78th Cong.), approved July 14, 1043, effectively regulates
the exorbitant fees of the so-called "war brokers" and "Influence boys" by
defini,)g them "subcontractors" under the Renegotiation Act. One of the prin-
eipal sources of excessive commissions to these "war brokers" has been their
machine-tool contracts. Section 403 (1) (1) (E) of the bill, on page 126, lines
3-6, exempts-"any subcontract, directly or Indirectly under a contract or subcontract exemptedd
from the provisions of this section, or to which this section does not apply, by
reason of this paragraph."

The effect of this provision is to make the departments powerless to control
these unconscionable commissions on war business. The war brokers who
obtain excessive commissions on machine-tool contracts are permitted to retain
those commissions without governmental control. This provision should be
deleted from the bill.

(7) PROVISIONS FOR AMORTIZATION ALLOWANCE

Section 403 (a) (4) B) page 102_ line 24 to page 104, line 11, provides that In
determining profit-'a items of the character allowed as deductions and
exclusions under chapters 1 and 2 E of the Internal Revenue Code (excluding
taxes measured by income) shall, to the extent allocable to such contracts and
subcontracts, be allowed as Items of cost."

On page 37 of the report of the Ways and Means Committee, explaining this
provision It is stated that it is intended thereby to Include as an allowable Item
of cost te currently deductible annual amortization alowanoe. Allowing this
as an item of cost in the price of the article purchased, as well as for tax purposes,
provides for a double contribution by the Government toward the cost of the
emergency facilities acquired by the contractor. This cannot be justified on any
basis of logie. Thus, in all departmental cost manuals only normal depreciation
is allowed in determining costs for cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts, and estimating
costs and prices for fixed-prioe contracts. This can be corrected by changing
the language of this subsection, commencing at line 1, of page 104, to read:

"Except as otherwise provided in the foregoing provisions of this paragraph, all
items of the character allowed as deductions and exclusions under chapters I
and 2 E of the Internal Revenue Code (excluding taxes measured by Income,
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and thaI portion of emergency facilitle. amortization in ezcse of normal deprecioion
after giving consideration to t2 residual valu, of th# racilitfie) shall, to the extent
a oeable to such contracts and subcontracts, be allowed as items of cost, but in
determining the amount of excessive profits to be eliminated proper adjustment
shall be made on account of the taxes so excluded, other than Federal taxes,
which are attributable to the portion of the profits which are not exessive."

STATEMENT OF JAMES F. LINCOLN, PRESIDENT, THE LINCOLN
ELECTRIC CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO

The CHAIRMAN. ,ill you identify yourself to the reporter?
Mr. LINCOLN. My name is James F. Lincoln. I am president of the

Lincoln Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio. I am an industrialist and if
my testimony is going to be of any advantage it is because of the fact
that I am an industrialist and see it from the point of view of industry.

There are two things wrong, from the point of view of the indus-
trialist, with the present proposed tax law as *e see it. The first is
that it eliminates or penalizes incentive payment of wages. Incentive
payment of wages of itself is a tremendously helpful thing in the pro-
duction of war products. n

The second thing, by renegotiation it penalizes the efficiency of
operation. I doubt very much if at the time the law was passed
either of those was understood by the House that passed them. We
have here the development of laws or regulations by the administrators
of the law, which makes it, I believe, radically different than the lavi
first intended. The result of this has been that there is a higher cost
of war goods by many billions of dollars, in spite of the fact that it had
been claimed at some times that there had been a saving by this re-
negotiation.

The second thing is there is a very much longer delivery, and we have
a manpower shortage because of that fact.

I think one of the things that is of considerably more importance
than that is the fact that the post-war condition of industry in which
they have to meet world competition is tremendously handicapped
because infliecient methods are being developed during the present
time which will stand us in bad stead at the end of the war.
. I would like now to just dwell briefly on the two penalties I men-
tioned. In the case of incentives the law has been translated this
way: If an amount of money is paid to a man above a certain amount,
then that is disallowed as a deduction in the cost of production. We
have a situation of this kind. It is on an hourly basis. And hourly
measure of production has nothing to do with reality. If a man sits
down during the hour, he will be paid equally as muoh as if he does
as much as he can during that hour. The net result is you have an
entirely false basis of measurement of production. It is a good deal
like measuring distance by bushels or tons. It has no relation to the
actual thing which roduction is. However, when you go from the
hourly basis to the basis of the number of pieces the man produces,
then you get away entirely from the fact ,that the amount of money
that the man will get will be measured by the amount of time that he
is in the factory, and you come to the place where what he actually
produces is the thing that measures the amount of money that he is
going to be paid. As soon as you. do that, as has been done in many
caves, and which I believe you admit is a very necessaty thing if high
production is to be achieved, then you have the condition where the
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department steps in and says, "You cannot go above a certain dead
level of price per hour," not a dead lovel of so much per piece.

I woul like to illustrate to you just how this works out in our own
particular case, because I think our case is a very good example. It
happens that we are producing a product which is manufactured by
some 15 or 20 other manufacturers. In our case, because of an incen-
tive arrangement we have been able to enormously increase the pro-
duction per hour compared to any other of our competitors. Because
of the fact that we have done that and because of the fact this incen-
tive method has been able to do that it has meant that the amount of
pay per hour of our men is relatively high. The pay per piece is very
low. I can say to you, in general, that this is a fact, that our actual
labor cost per piece is less than half of our competitors, and the amount
of money per hour that our men get is, I would say, from 50 percent
to 100 percent above our competitors, because we are getting a pro-
duction about four times that of the average of the industry.

Senator BYRD. What is the amount per hour?
Mr. LINCOLN. The amount per hour will run close to $2.
Senator BYRD. Do incentive payments have to be approved by the

War Labor Board?
Mr. LINCOLN. It has been, in fact.
Senator Gu~oGY. What do you manufacture?
Mr. LINCOLN. We manufacture arc-welding equipment and elec-

trodes.
As long as a situation'of that kind exists where you increase produc..

tion and pay the men for production you are going to be limited as to
how far you can go, and you can well imagine what is going to happen
to the efficiency which you can get under those conditions.

We are in a position of this kind, that we have been penalized
$1,600,000 because of the incentive arrangement which we have, in
spite of the fact that the Department admits that our labor cost per
piece is less than that of any of our competitors. I

There is one thing also to think of in a problem of this kind. Sup-
posing we pay the same rate per piece as our competitors, in which our
men would be paid twice as much as they are being paid now, what
would be the reaction? They say immediately, "We will increase
the amount we charge you or eliminate as a deduction by twice the
amount we have now.'" In other words, their point is you cannot
go above a certain dead level of efficiency. That particularly at a
time of war is a thing that cannot be countenanced.

Senator. VANDENBERO. Whom do you mean by "they"? The re-
negotiation board?

Mr. LINCOLN. I am talking of the Treasury Department who have
assessed this amount because of the fact that they say we are paying
our men too much.

Senator DAVIS. How many employees have you now?
Mr. LINCOLN. About 1,300. 1 might say in connection with that-

this may be of interest--we are getting a production per man per year
which is four times that of the average of other companies in the same
line of business. So I am merely illustrating the fact that this incen-
tive arrangement is tremendously valuable in the war effort and in the
post-war effort.
r Senator DAVIS. In other words, your 1,300 employees are doing the
work of 0,000 practically.

389
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Mr. LINCOLN. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. How many hours do you work'a week?
Mr. LINCOLN. They will average approximately 48 hours. It de-

.ptId on various production departments. Some departments are a
ht i her than in other cases.

We therefore make the suggestion to you in connection with this
law, this tax law that incentive pay and that lower cost be allowed as
a prima facie deAuction. If that is done, it will then put the shoo on
the other foot, so that a lower cost producer is able to get the deduc-
tions which he should in order to get that lower cost.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the burden will be over on the
Treasury.

Mr. LiNCOLN. That is it. In the case of payments of incentive only
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Mr. LINCOLN. That is all I am speaking of.
I want to talk to you on this matter ofrenegotiation, because again

I think the point of view of industry is radically different, perhaps,
than that of many people outside the industry.

Let me, first of all, say that to get high efficiency of manufacture is
not a simple thing to do. It takes tremendous ability on the part of
management in order to do it. Therefore, when high. efficiency is
obtained, that is something that is very difficult to obtain and is very
easy, to lose, and all that is necessary d do to reduce efficiency is to
aow thing to go at loose ends, but when you put enough incentive
on aslowing it to go, with a penalty on doing the job, you have got a
very, very difficult and a very dangerous precedent.

Let me just illustruto the point this way: This happens to be a
product we make that sells for 4.8 cents a pound [indicating an elec-
trode). This is a product made by another industry that sells for 14.4
cents a pound (indicating another electrode]. This one cost about
30 percent more to make than this other one did. Let me show you
what happens in connection with that. Because we have reduced the
price of this from 15 cents a pound, we will say, down to 4.8 cents a
pound, our total sales for the year have been reduced by two-thirds
which automatically, because of renegotiation, reduces all profit which
we are allowed by two-thirds. If we had not been efficient and kept
the price of that up to the place where the competing electrode is now,
we would have been allowed by the Renegotiation Board three times
as much as we were, since we brought the efficiency up and the priceS down.

Let me also say one other thing in connection with that.
Senatur LucAs. Under your theory it pays to be inefficient.
Mr. LINCOLN. Beg pardon?
Senator LuCAS. Under your demonstration it pays to be inefficient.
Mr. LINCOLN. That is exactly the point, and I want to carry that

one step further in connection with this.
The inefficient manufacturer who is renegotiated under the present

law and who manufactures a number of other things besides this-and
I say to you that they do not make money on that-what happens?
They renegotiate his profits on this up to the dead level of all the rest,
ortake the profits offthe high profit item and put them on to tbis so
as to bring the price on that, or the profit on that, up to the dead
level. Therefore, the efficient manufacturer is, first of all, penalized,
while the inefficient manufacturer is encouraged by having his profit
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increased. Could anything at a time of war be more deadening on
ths war effort?

I will go a step further, which is a very, very important thing, and
that is this: I can say to you that the operating of an industry is not
an easy thing. There are many problems which are before us at the
present time, with the rapid turn-over, with tho tremendous amount
of regulation, which is probably essential at wartimes, but when you
add to that the industry being in doubt as to what is wanted, as to
what direction they should go, by penalizing a good job and rewarding
a bad job which renegotiation does, what would you do if you were
in a responsible position in an industry? That is the difficulty which
industry is facing in connection with that, not knowing what the future
holds, and that is a tremendously difficult question because the iob
of the industrialist is to take the conditions as they exist and be able
by themselves to get the answer they want.

Senator DAVIS. WL xt is your labor turn-over?
Mfr. LINCOLN. It is practically nonexistent. We have three recom-

mendations to make:
1. In the law as it has come to you from the House, the elimination

of renegotiation on standard commercial products is made discre-
tionary. It is our belief it should be made mandatory. By that I
mean if the price of the product is to be settled by competition then
in those cases, it should be eliminated in all cases, renegotiation should
be eliminated in all cases.

The second thing is we think profit should be determined after
taxes, because that is the only money that the industrialist is going
to have when he is all through, and it is on that that you are depending
for him to employ labor after the war is over.

Senator WALSH. Is it your point where the Government makes a
contract in a casa where there is competitive bidding, there should
be no renegotiation?

Mr. LINCOLN. That is correct.
Senator WALsH. I do not think it was originally Intended it should

apply in those cases, except in the case of a negotiated contract.
MNfr. LINCOLN. That is my belief, sir.
The third thing is profits after taxes.
Let me again say that this matter of renegotiation is doing more to

increase the cost of production than any other single thing which is
occurring, because you are penalizing efficiency and you are rewarding
inefficiency.

The CHAIRUAN. Thank you very much, Air. Lincoln.
Are there any questions?
Senator- GirF.Y.- Who renegotiates your contract? The Army

or the Navy?
Mr. LINCOLN. The Navy, Mr. Rock and his committee.
Senator GuFFEY. In Cleveland?
Mr. LINCOLN. That is in Washington.
Senator GUFFzY. Does he have a subcommittee in Cleveland?
Mr. LINCOLN. No.
Senator GuPFEY. Everything is done here?
Mr. LINCOLN. Everything is clone here.
Senator GuFF Y. I understood you had a very good committee in

Cleveland,
93331-44- 26
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Mr. LINcoLN. I do not think there is a Navy committee in Cleve-
land. I think there is the Ordnance c9mmitteo there.

Senator GUFFEY. Have you finally appealed to the Under Secretary
who appointed the committee?

Mr. LINCOLN. We are at the present time questioning the validity
of the law.

Senator GUrFEY. All right.
Senator LUcAs. Have your contracts all been competitive?
Mr. LINCOLN. Entirely so, they have all been competitive. There

are, as I say, about 15 manufacturers making identically the same
thing. This is the cheapest manufactured steel product which is
being sold on the market today, the cheapest manufactured steel
product.

Senator WALSH. What is the amount of contracts that have been
renegotiated by your company?

Mr. LINCOLN. They run about $21,000,000.
Senator WALSH. How much has been turned back into the Publie

Treasury?
Mr. LINCOLN. After renegotiation?
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. LINCOLN. Nothing at the present time.
Senator WALSH. How much has the Renegotiation Board said you

ought to pay back?
Mr. LINCOLN. $3,250,000.

* Senator WALSH. You are protesting that; that is, you are raising
legal questions over it?

Mr. LINCOLN. Yes.
I have some matter here that I would like to leave .with you for

your record.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, you may submit anything you wish.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)

INTELLIOZNT SELFISHNESS AND MANUFACTURING

By James F. Lincoln, President, The Lincoln Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Great as American industry is, it leaves largely untapped its greatest resource,

the productive power, initiative, and intelligence latent in every person. The
prophet states it, "Thou madest him to have dominion over the works ofThy

Mad." That conception is a far cry from the normal evaluation of man by hi
contemporaries. Truly man Is so made but our industrial system does not now
fully develop these abilities.

There have been many who have guessed what the result would be if a large
intelligently led, enthusiastic organization should use the powers lfatent in all
the individuals to a common end. What would happen when all are equally
anxious to produce a product at the lowest possible cost? What wiould happen
when all want to make the wages of all workers, from sweeper to manager, a
maximum? What would happen when all want to make the company profitable
since It is largely owned by the workers In it?

This cannot be done by human beings except by the exploitation of the driving
force fundamental in all of us, namely, slfishness. Selfishness has a bad repu-
tation but that is because of a narrow conception as to what it really is. No
program involving the human race developed as it has been through the ages on
the concept of the survival of the fittest can be founded on any other principle
than selfishness. The only necessary corollary to this principle to make it
attractive, helpful, and sitislying to all concerned is to make this selfishness
intellient. The greatest heights we attain as humans-patriotism, parenthood,
and friendship, are all based on this same human trait-selfishness. The results
which can occur when this Incentive is tapped can be illustrated by the following
example:
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The Lincoln Electric Co. of Cleveland was started by one man with a capital of
$150 A borrowed money in 1890 and has had no outside capital since. The
company has tried to follow the principle of appealing to the intelligent selfishness
of the worker, the manager and the investor. It has gone along its unique path
for a longenough time ap thAt its results are proven. There ip sufficient history
back of the facts so that no error can be made in appraising the outcome.

The results are:
(a) Lincoln workers, at least in the factory, are the highest paid employees in

industry anywhere in the world.
(b) Lincoln workers produce mo:c -*r hour than any organization making a

comparable product in the world.
(c) Lincoln selling prices are less than those of any company making a com-

parable product. Obviously, companies making specifically competing products
must sell at the same pnce if they are to remain competitors.

(a) Lincoln stockholders have never missed a dividend since the first pay-
ment was made in 1918.

(e) The Lincoln Electric Co. does approximately halt of the total arc-welding
business of the United States and more than a quarter of all the'arc-welding
business of the world.

SPractically speaking there is no labor turn-over.
There is no labor union.

Following is the story of this company's methods used to produce these results:
19t.-An advisory board was formed. The basio job of this board is the

developing of the normally unused abilities inherent in the organization. In
order to bring the intelligence of all people In the o-ganization to bear on the
subject this board was chosen from the entire personnel of the plant. This
was done by electing one man from each department by the vote of all the people
in such department. The foremen In the plant also elected a representative
foreman from their group. These men with the plant superintendent and presi-
dent (who acts as chairman) constitute the advisory board. This board has
authority ovez all matters affecting the man and shop operations. They are the
board of directors for the plant.

This Is what that board did from 1914 when formed, to date:
1914.-Decreased the hours of work from 55 (then standard) to 60 with a

10 percent Increase in wage rates. The result of this action was to increase
efficiency so hat the cost per piece was definitely reduced.

1914.-Installed a piecework plan which has been satisfactory to all concerned
(both workers and management), without change of this plan to date. The rates
are guaranteed by the company after being set by an expert timestudy man who
has been trained in that department. The worker, however, has a rTght to
eliminate the price by challenge. When this is done the time-study man runs
the job himself for a day. whatever his earnings are, whether higher or lower,
is the new price. This price is subject to the same rulas as the first one, however.
The company can change the price only by changing the method, design or tooling,
thus making it a new Job.

191.-Insured the lives of all workers for the equivalent of a year's wages at
no cost to the worker.

1918.-Tried bonus payment which was not successful at that time, This
was the "silk shirt era." The amount of this bonus was not a large percentage
of the year's wages although it was half of the dividend declared that year.
Also, the mutual understanding I.tween management and men which longer
experience developed was not then'pfesent.

192.-Adopted the policy of vacation of a11 workers with pay, shutting down
the entire factory for this purpose the second and third weeks of August each
year. This was a radical departure at that time although it has become more
common in recent years.

1926.-Sold stock of the company to the employees who desired it, providing
the workers had been continuously employed for I year. More than half of
the normal workers are stockholders. They largely own their own plant.

199.-Established a suggestion system. Suggestions which were accepted,
made by any man outside of engineers, time-study men, and others who from the
nature of their jobs were responsible for improvement in methods or design
were rewarded In cash. The amount of this award was half of the net estimated
saving for the first year of uee after acceptance. This plan not only resulted
In many good ideas, but it also kept those executives primarily responsible for
such progress on their toes.
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194.--Pid the second bonus which started the present bonus plan. ThIs
new plan was more workable than that of 1918 and has thoroughly succeeded.
This second bonus was paid after the slump of 1929 to 1934 and was perhaps
much more attractive because of that. In any case1 It had a profound effect
and resulted in greatly Increased production, interest, and cooperation. These
bonuses are based on the success of the company aW. are distributed on the
basis of value of the man to the company for that year. The decision as to
division of bonus is made by the president who alone, of all the personnel, gets
no part of the money.

193.-Instalod an annuity plan so that all faithful workers may be retired
with pay when their working life is over. This results In not only rewarding
the faithful employee but eliminates him from the possibility of accident which
his falling powers may introduce.

1941.-Irstalled a trust-fund plan for the workers.
1914 I 1948.-Handled the countless problems which arise In any operation

as involved as a large manufacturing plant.
The results of these acts in total are manifold. If they did not Increase pro-

ductlon at least as much as their cost they would have been Impossible. It
must be seen in action to believe how great the result can be. No one otherwise
can understand the advance that can be made when a man works in his own
company for his own benefit, and with his full enthusiasm. -

The following graphs will show what the results of these policies have been:
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SUOETION

rerhap6 the following comments may be valuable in helping others to put In
the same or a better method of arousing the intelligent selfishness of their own
workers:

(I) Management must be able to lead the organization in the direction of more
efflcient methods as fast as the method can be absorbed by the organization.
This will be found to be the chief difficulty in most plants.

(2) Management and men are "fellow workers." Neither is superior but each
is responsible for their part in the result. Of course, management's direction is
unquestioned and enthusiastically followed. Consequently, management must
be made up of the best managerial ability In the organization. When a man
with new managerial ability arises he is recognized. When one who Is a manager
slips he is eliminated. Accomplishing the elimination may give some trouble
both In understanding and in doing In some organizations. Management must
be able to stand on its record and be accepted by all the workers as being fair,
able and intelligent.

(6 A factory worker cannot express his ideas as well as a trained man of the
world but he has them just the same. Management must be able to see, select,
grade, and apply these ideas accurately and fairly.

(4) The goal of th organization must be this-to make a better and better
product to be sold at a lower and lower price. Profit cannot be the goal. Profit
must be a byproduct. That is a state of mind and a philosophy. Actually an
organization doing this job as It can be done will make large profits which must
b-roperly divided between user, worker, and stockholder. That takes ability
character.

(5) It must be kept in mind at all times that this is a natural working out of
our inherent selfishness. The only difference between the Lincoln Electric Co.
and the usual industry is that In th.s ease the selfishness Is more nearly Intelligent.
A sneak thief is selfish but not Intelligent. The civil war called collective bar-
gaining is selfish but not intelligent. The exploiting of workmen is selfish but
not intelligent. The practice of raising prices in a seller's market is selfish but
not intelligent. The charging of "all the traffic will bear" is selfish but not intel-
ligent. ar is selfish but not intelligent. The only difference between these acts
and the program explained herein i that these acts are stupidly selfish and theactivities outlined herein are intelligently selfish. WThen we ha a Nation adopt
this principle of intelligent selfishness into our philosophy of life and industry wewill have stopped unemployment of the employable, stopped poverty for the able-
bodied, and, what is more, we will have gone far toward the elimination of misery
no matter how caused.

NAvY DEPARTMENT,
BUREAU OF SHIPS,

Mr. K. 11. Rocxzy, Washington, D. C., Afarch W, 1943.

Chairman, Navi Price Adjustment Board,
Washington, D. C.

DRAR Si: I understand that you wish to know the results of a survey of the
electrode industry, which the Bureau of Ships conducted during the months of
August, September, and October, 1942, in ordpr to assist you in determining
the necesity of price adjustments of contracts for shielded are welding electrodes.

This survey was made under my direction for the purpose of ascertaining the
relationship between the demand for welding electrodes and the capacity of the
welding electrode industry to produce. If the capacity of the industry was
less than the need, the Navy Department was to finance an immediate expansion
of facilities.

In making the survey to determine the capacity of the Industry, the problem
was not to find out how much they were producing but to find out how much
they could prodce with their existing equipment.

After visiting all of the major welding iod producers, it was decided to evaluate
the efficiency of their individual production for two reasons:

(a) To determine the ultimate capacity of the industry If all companies were
producing at the rate of the most efficient.

(h) To determine where the Navy Departmer could most expeditously,
efficiently and economically finance an expansion if and when an expansion
was need.
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The ratings of the welding rod manufacturers were determined on.the basis
of welding rod output per dollar of equipment investment and were as follows:
Arcrods:'

Sparrows Point .................................................. 19
veland ----------------------------------------------------- 15

Champion Rivet: Cleveland ----------------------------------------- 12
Hobart Bros., Troy, Ohio ............................................. 6
Ileilup:

Stockton, Callf .................................................. 15
Chicago ........................................................ 16

Harnischfeger, Milwaukee ------------------------------------------- 19
Lincoln Electric Cleveland ........................................... 137
Metal & Thermft:

New Jersey ---------------------------------------------------- 17
Chicago ........................................................ 15

Reed Avery, Baltimore ---------------------------------------------- 13
A. 0. Smith, Milwaukee .............................................. 16
McKay, York, Pa -------------------------------------------------- 7
Westinghouse, Pittsubrgh ............................................. 20

1 To make thb value comparable with the others, It Is necessary to dbaoont the tnased production
ebtaned trom the wire drawg operation Dot iressot at the other plants. Subtract I I points

From the foregoing it is obvious that if all companies could produce at an
efficiency rating of .approxmoitely 20, a tremendous increase in welding rod could
be obtained.

The uply-demand data showed a deficit of 25,000,000 pounds per month In
October. PTo expand the manufacturing facilities sufficiently to obtain this In-
crease in output would cost an estimated $1,900,000 and wonld require from 8
to 12 months for completion even with emergency priority ratings.

At this time the Lincoln Electrlo Co. proposed that since it was able to pro-
duce approximately two and one-half times more per unit of equipment than the
average of the industry, some effort should be made to increase the production
of the industry as a whole through more efficient use of their facilities. It was
apparent that if the average efficiency of the industry could be raised most if not
all of the production would be Immediately available without additional invest-
ment in facilities. %

It was decided that a delay was justified in order to enable the Lincoln Electric
Co. to assist the other members of the industry to improve their output. The
results of the efforts of the industry to Improve their efficiency and output per
extruder during October, November and December, were so promising t1i t the
Navy expansion program was postponed. The total production of electrodes
increased 33) percent during the last quarter of 1942, as indicated by the following
production figures: PIsa4e

October ------------------------------------------- 8, 7000 000
November -------------------------------------- 77,000,000
December -------------------------------------- 84. 000,000

Although this Increase in productivity and efficiency in the industry may make
it possible to permanently abandon the Navy expansion program sometimee in the
future) that decision must be held in abeyance until the industry Increases its
efficiency still further and proves that step unnecessary.

Respectfully, R E Jo

Commander, Bureau of Aips
Navy Department, Washsngton, D. 0.

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE NAVY,
Woehington, February 19, 1943.

WZLDING WIRE SECTION WZLDINo Divistow,
National Eledricao Manufadurera Association, New York, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN: In August 1942 the coated electrode situation throughout the
country was most critical. During the first week of September, you were called
upon to pool all your technique in an attempt to meet the growing demand.

low vell you have met that challenge Is evidenced by the fact that with about
6 percent additional equipment over August, you produced In January 1913, 42
percent more electrode tonnage or 88,000,000 pounds as against 62,000,000
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pounds in August. This tonnage In January met, for the first time since the
emergency, the full requirements of the industry.

in September It was also stated that 100,000,000 pounds would he expected
In March. There is every evidence that that figure w:l1 be exceeded.

May I thank you for an exceptional performance and congratulate you on such
a wholehearted cooperation of an entire industry as Is. seldom witnessed In our
competitive system.

"Well done."
Sincerely, JAM!S FoEsTAL.

The CHA1iRAN. Colonel Rockwell.

STATEMENT OF COL. WILLARD F. ROCKWELL, CHAIRMAN 01
THE BOARD, TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE CO., DETROIT, MICH.

Colonel ROCKWELL. My name is William F. Rockwell. I am chair.
man of the board of Timken-Detroit Axle Co., Detroit, Mich.

I vant to tell you what we have gone through on renegotiation. I
am very glad Mr. Lincoln appeared first because I know you heard
his story, and I can verify certain parts of that story.

In August 1942 the Timken-Detroit Axle Co. was asked to prepare
figures for the renegotiation board of the Detroit ordnance office of
Sthe War Department for the fiscal year ending June- 30, 1942. We
carefully prepared figures, data, statistical charts, and comparative
statements and proceeded with a series of conferences, at the end of
which time we were asked to refund 10 million dollars, and we were
definitely told that we had been allowed the highest percentage of
profit before taxes, because we had done such an excellent job. We

ad increased our output from 20 million dollars a year to 150 million
a year without borrowing a cent from the Government, or asking the
Government for machine tools or other aid. We had given up the
manufacture of our profitable oil-burner business; we had taken over
the money used to finance installment 'sales in order to protect the
axle business; we had sold a very profitable subsidiary for over a
million dollars cash; and were out borrowing 10 million dollars to
further protect deliveries to the Army. In June 1941, at the request
and in the presence of Army officers, we offered our two largest com-
petitors the use of our patents and our designs, but they refused to
accept Army orders for standard military axles so that we had to
carry the entire load.

With the understanding that we were allowed the highest rate,
which was approximately 13 percent before taxes, we sent a check,
making a refund equal to $10,000,000. We know now that other com-
panies wtpe allowed much higher rates, and we have learned that
deception is practiced on the unwary.

Some time later our check was returned and we were informed that
an impasse had been reached because the Washington board decided
that we should pay twelve and one-half million dollars. We were
then called before the Washington board, known as panel A. They
refused to give us any information as to the reason for higher refund.
but told us that if we did not immediately agree to pay the twelve and
one-half million dollars we might be called-upon to pay more. We
were amazed to learn that panel A had never received the data showing
the sacrifices we had made in order to maintain prompt deliveries-
these data required months to prepare. We were tb en called before the
Under Secretary who was very cordial and who told us that we did not

1 402
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need to tell of our achievements because he knew of them. He agreed
to give the case full consideration and advise us. He subsequently
advised us that he expected us to pay the twelve and one-half million
dollars. We still had heard no complaint but we had learned that
other manufacturers who had contributed far less to the war effort
had been allowed 22 percent before taxes, so we notified the Under
Secretary we would not aee. We then received notice of the uni-
lateral agreement which is an imported European practice, which
means that all the deciding is done by one party as dictator and all
the agreeing is done by the other as victim. We were told that our
payments would be held up and we learned that efforts were being
made to have a truck company withhold payments. I then notified
the Under Secretary that we would ask legal redress if payments were
withheld. He then wrote'hiA'letter of November 16, which was the
first time we learned that he disapproved of several things. I assumed
that the Board furnished him the misinformation which is contained
In his letter and I am sorry that I have to bring these facts before
Congress but it appears to be the only way we can obtain justice.

The Under Secretary said that we paid three and one-half times
as much in dividends in 1942 as we did in 1940. Our company is
publicly owned with 11,000 stockholders and 9,000 employees. The
public records show that we paid $3.25 in dividends in 1040 and exactly
the same amount in dividends in 1942. The Under Secretary states
that we paid our executives five times as much in 1942 as we paid in
1940. The record shows that we paid only 25 percent more, which
was based on a legal contract of many years' standing, approved by
the stockholders and by the board of directors, and no officer or
executive received as much as 100 percent increase, although the
company's output had increased to 425 percent. In 1942 this in-
centive contract was unjustly made inoperative for several officers
by order of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. New war con-
tracting companies, obviously unhampered by ceiling on salaries
would have employed all of them at higher wages.

The Under Secretary makes the comment that .the nonrenegotiable
business was extremely profitable but there is nothing in the law that
requires Government officers to make any such criticism and it cer-
tainly has no application to the price-adjustment law. We would
like it clearly understood that we sold our axles, as subcontractors, to
the largest automobile truck manufacturers and any comments to
the effect that we were taking advantage of the automotive industry
are absurd, because the automobile companies can produce their
own axles whenever they wish to do so and would certainly do so if
they felt our prices were not entirely fair. When war agencies arrive
at automotive-industry eficiency in purchasing, they won't need.
price-adjustment laws to cover any incompetency.

As far as salaries are concerned, we wish to point out that the
compensation of the 22 executives who receive over $10,000 a year is
less than $500,000, or less than one-third of 1 percent of our sales.
We doubt whether any company in the country can show such a low
administrative cost. On the other hand, I have a press clipping which
shws that a company which is held up as a model of efficiency received
a contract of $46,000,000 on which they were subsequently renego-
tiated down to $22,000,000, and this machine-gun manufacturer re-
ceived over 20 percent profit before taxes after renetiation. Accord-
ing to the newspapers there are seven men in that company who fur.
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nish engineering and management talent through a subsidiary and
the highest paid man receives over $030,000 a year while the lowest-
paid executive in the company receives $200,000 a year, and we are
told that they are entitled to it, because of their efficiency. Praise is
given for saving $24,000,000 on this $46,000,000 contract. Is it
possible that if the contract had been given at one hundred and
forty-six million, the saving would then be $124,000,000 on this
$46,000,000 contract. Is it possible that if the contract had been
given at one hundred and forty-six million, the saving would then
be one hundred and twenty-four million? You will note in this case
that one man receives more than our entire group of 22 executives
and his business runs $22 000,000 a year while ours is approximately
one hundred and fifty million. We do not have a man in our plant
that receives $100,000 a year. I am told these people are entitled to
it because of their efficiency.

Senator BYRD. What is the highest salary you pay?
Colonel ROCKWELL. Our highest pay runs about $95,000. It would

run slightly higher than that if the Internal Revenue had not made
this bonus contract inoperative.

Senator BYRD. How many receive that salary?
Colonel ROCKWELL. Only 22 receive over $10,000 a year.
Senator WALSH. Your contracts are all subcontracts?
Colonel ROCKWELL. We have some truck contracts, Senator, for

transmissions for the tanks, the first of which we built many years ago.
Senator WALSH. Was the main contract a competitive one or a

negotiated one?
Colonel ROCKWELL. It was competitive.
Senator WALsH. I am speaking about the main contract.
Colonel ROCKWELL. There is not ony main contract, Senator. We

have a large number of subcontracts.
Senator WALSH. Do you contract direct with the Army?
Colonel ROCKWELL. No, sir; we contract principally with the truck

manufacturers who obtain their contract as prime contractors from
the Army.

Senator WALSH. Was that prime contract a negotiated contract or
was it a competitive contract?

Colonel ROCKWELL. Those are distinctly competitive contracts,
Senator, and you can be awfully sure that the truck companies do
not pay us more for those axles than they can buy them elsewhere.

Senator WALSH. That answers my question.
Colonel ROCKWELL. You will note in this one case that I man

receives more than our entire group of 22 executives and his business
runs $22,000,000 a year, while ours is approximately $150,000,000 a
year.

Senator WALSH. Would you mind telling the name of that company?
Colonel ROCKWELL. The name is given in the press as the High

Standard Manufacturing Co., which we were told was formed in
1940, and they have a subsidiary which handles the management andengieerigSenator-AtH.H Apparently a war baby.

Colonel ROCKWELL. It might be; I would not be able to answer
that. I can give you the press clipping from the Pittsburgh Press of
November 3, 1943, entitled: "Efficient Firms Granted Higher Profits
by Army." #
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Now, we cannot learn the name of the genius on those boards who
is able to show that one man is worth suci a large sum, and we are
worth so little.

We have been the largest commercial truck axle producers in the
world. Our facilities arc now almost 100 percent in Government
use. We are told that the War Production Board is about to permit
the production of commercial trucks but they have advised our
customers to buy their axles from our competitors who refused to
manufacture the standardized Army axles in June 1941. Our two
competitors, according to press reports, were permitted to receive a
much larger percentage of profit on their business. We ask you if
that is fair, and if we are not being threatened with confiscation of
our business, as well as our profits? A few weeks ago, the Detroit
Ordnance office signed a contract with us and with a subcontractor
to produce $90,000 000 of axles. After this contract was legally
signed with us in Detroit we were advised in Washington that it
was illegal and that our profit was too great. Inasmuch as we were
forced to adopt a renegotiation clause we cannot be sure of any
profit. The very low profit allowed us on the 1942 business means
that we will do approximately 20 percent more business in 1943 and
the stockholders will receive 20 percent less money, while our compet-
itors will take the more profitable commercial business which we are
forced to relinquish and they will not be subject to renegotiation on
this new commercial business.

Our company cannot publish its sales for the year ending June 30,
1943, until renegotiation is accomplished. We cannot tell our stock-
holders what our sales are nor what our profits are, because the
renegotiation amount is deducted from the sales. We have been
tied up for 16 nionths on the renegotiation for the year ending June 30,
1942. Is it fair to withhold such direct settlements for 2 years? We
have had to reduce our dividends and do what we can to protect our
company from financial disaster. I think the Under SecretsW_ will
be glad to know the stockholders will be only able to receive $2 this
year, after doing 400 or 500 percent more business.

Senator WALSH. What did you pay last year?
Colonel ROCKWELL. I do not know, Senator. It is all in the public

record, though. I will be glad to furnish that to you.
Heavy-duty trucks are being produced in approximately 10 times

the rate of the best peacetime year so that if only 20 percent of thcni
are thrown back on the market at the end of the war we cannot expect
any heavy truck-axle business for 2 years. We do not manufacture
passenger-car axles so we cannot benefit from that business. If we
were so lucky as to return to a normal business we still would be
forced to release 6,000 men, and certainly you want us to reemploy
thousands of others now in the armed services. If we were given
proper consideration we could bring out new products and keep some
of these men employed and we might be able to pay a small dividend
to some of our 11,000 stockholders. These stockholders will only
receive $2 this year and their stock has shrunk 20 percent in value,
which is far more than the actual recovery if the proposed reno-
gotiation does not fail in the legal test which we intend to apply for.
We believc:the act is unconstitutional, because the power to re-
negotiate has been an example of delegation run riot, as Justice
Cardozo said, and there is obviously no standard, nor set of standards,',
being used to decide the relative efficiency of various contractors.
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We believe that excessive profits can be taken care of by taxes. No
tax takes 100 percent of our savings and rarnin.s but we claim that
renegotiation has taken more than 100 percent of our savings.

We call your attention to the statement of the Under Secretary that
we only reduced prices 1% percent. If we produced $20,000 000
worth of axles in a 40-hour week in peacetuines, how did we produce
seven times as many axles in a 160-hour week? The answer is that
in accordance with the instructions of the Army and in accordance
with the will of Congre we subcontracted and we had parts made by
any small company which had any available equipment. We paid
fo the special tools and we paid as much as 65 percent over our own
costs. All of these extra costs were absorbed by us and therefore
represent geat reductions to the Government. We also wish to
point out that enormous quantities of service and repair parts have
been ordered by Government agencies far beyond any normal require-
ments and that the4e parts will eventually find their way back into
the markets and cut off our future service business which we us: ily
rely upon to provide us with work, and which provides our workmen
and stockholders with subsistence in bad business years. It is im-
possible to discuss such matters with people who withhold their
criticism and therefore give us no opportunity to point out their
errors.

The Under Secretary states in his letter that these matters were
fully discussed with us but it must be obvious to anyone that if these
statements had been made to us we would have corrected them
immediately. Now that the injustice has been done it appears thatwe are to b, subjected to persecution and our only hope is that Con-
gress or the courts will correct this situation. In closing, I would liketo say that we have always had the best treatment from the Regular
Army officers, man of whom have given us the highest praise for the
quality and quantity of our production. They Cow that we fur-niished free service to the Army for 25 years, most of the time with
no hope of profit and that when we were asked to produce for war we
sparedno effort. 'Our executives worked 12 and 14 hours a day andgave up their vacations. When the determination of our efficiency
is to be made we find the job delegated to men in Washington who
have had no practical industrial experience and who have never visitedotir shops or factories or even seen our products in action. If a com-
pany as large as ours cannot receive justice, what hope is there for the
little manufacturer who does not have the staff to compile data, northe resources to fight against such injustices

In closing, I would like to say we earnestly beg Congress to elimi-
nate the Renegotiation Act and take excessive profits by means oftaxes, leaving us enough reserves so that we can design now products
to carry on our business, and reconvert and rehabilitate when peace
returns. If this is not done we cannot provide jobs for the C,000'. employees now at work and the several thousand employees who are
now in the armed services.

Senator GuiryEY. Colonel Rockwell, were 3 ou renegotiated by theDetroit subcommittee?
Colonel ROCKWE.LL. Yes, sir.Senator Guwty. How much did the ask you to refund?
Colonel RocKwELL. $10,000,000. We actually made out the

check and we signed an agreement, Senator.
Senator Guirna,. That was returned?
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ColqnqlROCKWEL1,. That was returned, ,
Senator GurFEY. And the headquarters increase it to $12,500,00?,
Colonel ROCKWELL. The headquarters increased it to $12,000,0001

a good flat, 25 percent, . - , . . r .....
hey told us if we did not agree to pay $12,500,000 there would be:

more, Incidentially, they charged us $6,000 more since that tine.,
Senator GuvtEY. Did they threaten to cancel the contract or break!

it if you did not accept it?.
Colonel ROCKWELL,. They told 'us if we did not change the contract'

with them they were going to give the business to our competitors,
who refused the business before the war.

Senator GUFFEY. Thank you very much.
Senator VANDENBERG. Colonel, short of repeal of the Renegotiation'

Act,.are there any changes in the act which would at least partially
correct the situation? I

Colonel ROCKWELL. One change would be to have somebody down.
here on the board ,that knew something about the industry, Senatori,

Senator VANDENBERG. If you had a right of appeal to an inde-:
pendent tribunal, it would help you; would it not? . J

Colonel ROCKWELL. I think that would correct the situation, of
course, if we can only go to The Tax Court they would just as likely,
as not say these things are competent. ,

I do not think the Under Secretary ever had a chance to look into.
this case. He delegated it to people who may be very good tea
merchants and they may be very good wallpaper salesmen, and they
may be very good at many other things, but I have looked through
the list as they presented it to the House Ways and Means Committee,
and I failed to find any industrialist on there that had any real experi-
ence building up a but.oness.

Senator VANDENBER.. My experience with the Under Secretary.
leads me to feel that he wants to be fair, in spite of the difficulties
which he confronts, in the administration of law, which I agreo with
you is undoubtedly unconstitutional. I am going to take the liberty
of presenting your testimony to the Under Secretary and ask him what
his answer is, because I am unable to believe that he would permit you
to sliffer the situation you described.

Colonel ROCKWELL. I would like to submit a statement by a good
attorney on the constitutionality .of the law.

r also received a letter here this morning by messenger from the
Under Secretary of War.' He still reiterates that all those matters
were discussed with us. I say they were not or we would have cor-
rected them, and I will stand up anywhere and say that. I think
anybody that has good common sense will know we would not have
permitted the errors to appear in the statement if they had been brought
to our attention. In his letter he says that they made some very fine
reductions, $50,000,000, or $60,000,000 now, and he says the next
time they review our ca3e they will probably give us credit for that,
but you cannot tell me that should they think they can screw us down
to 2'.percent this time that they will hold us down to that or less the.
next time.

Senator GTIFFEY. What did they allow you?
93M1-44-27
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Colonel ROCKWELL. We figure less than 3 percent after taxes on
our sales. • Senator, in the Automotive business we have lost money
I out of every 5 years. We know we have to have reserves. We
have had to cut down our dividends. We have had to go out and
borrow money.

Now, the Army has given us plenty of money, and *iven subcon.
tractors plenty of money. They tell us now they would-be willing to.
pay twice.as much for these axles if they had them. When I "td,
them a year ago that they better do certain things about getting
forgings they brought in a professor from Harvard who was a lieu-
tenant colonel, and he told us there was no need of having additional
forgingfacilities. He was very positive about it.- Yet every bit of
work that you are talking about now that is critical, like ball be airing,
like valves, you find they do not have enough forging capacity for that.
That is the kind of people we have to fight against. It is rather
difficult for a manufacturer to try to bring up his production, as we
are trying to do, and all the time be shot at by people who do not
know what it is all about but who insist on penalizing us and setting
themselves up as experts in branches of business which they know
very little about. Certainly anybody who says we paid three and a
half times as much dividends in 1942 and 1940 does not know there
is such a thing as a stock exchange. We are listed on the New York
Stock Exchange and anybody can refer to that.

Senator DAvis. Would you care to make the Under Secretary's.
letter a part of the record?

Colonel ROCKWELL. I would be very glad to Senator.
.I have a number of letters that I wrote the Jnder Secretary and I

would like to have them in there, Senator Vandenberg, so there will
not be any question whatever about our having called his attention
to the fact that something was wrong.

The CHAIRMAN. You can put any correspondence you wish in the
record.

Senator VANDENBERG. It seems to me on the face of the statement
as you make it'the position of the Government is totally indefensible.

Colonel ROCKWELL. That is the way I feel about it. I think in.
stead of acknowledging their error now, they are holding out a little
promise to me that the next time they come around they will be fair,
but I do not think, Senator, we ought to take that. Do you?

Senator VANDENBERo. No.
Senator GUFFEY. I agree with you. We have one case in Philadel.

phia that is far worse than that.
Senator WALSH. I understood you to say the Government had

ordered a large amount of parts.
Colonel ROCKWELL. Yes.
Senator WALSH. That, in your opinion, were unnecessary and there-

fore would be useless and thrown on the market later.
Colonel ROCKWELL. I would not say that they are absolutely

unnecessary, Senator. When you are operating military t ks
over the world you have to have a large supply of arts, use you
cannot afford to run out of them. Ido not criticize the Army at all
for having a large supply of parts. What I am referringto, wKen the
war ends, those parts will be thrown on the market.. That is some-
thing that will knock our business out. When you talk to the men
there they say, "We cannot pay any attention to that." They might
be saying to us, "You are not complaining about your profits here,
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we allowed you a good profit-you are complaining about taxes."
When we talk to Congress Congress says, "You are not complaining
about taxes, you are complaining about renegotiation." It does not
make any difference which it is if it ruins our company, does it,
Senator?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Colonel, the truth is that on the economic
front the one single congre3sional act which conveys absolute and
arii'ary, power to. anybody is the Renegotiation, Act. There are
no standards in it. There is no remedy under it. Those who con--
tract with the Government are simply bound hand and foot. They
must do what they are told to do or else.

Colonel ROCKWELL. Well, Senator, I think they could be fair aboutthis thing.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the Under Secretary of War and the Under

Secretary of the Navy and the others who are directly responsible for
these renegotiations are very good men. It shows you, though, how
even' good men act when they have arbritary power, and how it will
ruin them ultimately if it is continued.

Colonel ROCKWELL. Mr. Karker said the act was vicious and un.
American. If you know Americans, I would say it is very difficult
to get good Americans to operate under that act.The CHAIRSAN. Even the War Powers Act gave the President the
power to take over your business, but, nevertheless, it requires that
justcompensation be paid to you. However, there is no requirement
that they pay you anything under these renegotiations, except they
say they propose to be fair and just and do the thing in a perfectly
fair way. I have no Ooubt they do intend to do that, but when they
are renegotiating between those contractors and using an arbitrary
power, without standards or without real restrictions or restraint,
they inevitably would make mistakes and create discriminatory favors
on one side and harsh- discriminations on the other side. That is
sim ply human and you cannot help it.

Colonel ROCKWELL. I will tell you another thing that is simply
human, Mr. Chairman, if I may. You take people down here who
have never had power and give it to them, and when I talk to them
I amn treated as if I had never amounted to anything, and they have
the full force of the Government back of them and they become very
arbitrary. We find them just as arbitrary, just as arrogant as they
are ignorant, and we find them just as stupid as they are stubborn.

The CHAIRMAN. There is no question about that., but arbitrary
power ruins even good men like Under Secretary Patterson and Under
Secretary Forrestal. They want to be good and just, but arbitrary
power will ruin them and ruin the citizen in the process.

I agree with you fully on this Renegotiation Act. If I had it in
my power, I would throw it out entirely and rely absolutely on the
taxng laws. In the beginning there was some excuse and some
reason for it, because excess-profits taxes were not so high and the
Government was engaging in new businesses or engaging in a volume
even of old business in which it had had no previous comparable
experience. But that time certainly is past. If the procurement
officers of the various services really know what they are doing, they
are disposed to deal fairly with the American contractors.

Colonel ROCKWELL. Well, Sevator, it has been quite a task to run
a company. As Mr. Lincoln said, we no longer can dictate anything
in connection with the company; it is all dictated from Washington.
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W6 reddth giveour employees1ncreasee in waps.-, ! in 1037 ouri
factory wds taken over arid we were forced then to give them incread'
ii .wages. - 'hfsyear. We. agreed to give them increases inwages and.
wb were told by the National Laboi Relations Board we cannot give-it,
to them, that it might bring on inflation. It seeris to me in 1937,:
when we had the big'hest'py in anO factory in Detruit, it was-a pretty
good time to stop inflation. ...... ' . ... I .,if

The CHAIRMA'N. Yes; we could have stopped inflation at one time..
but we were not worried about inflation then.

,Colonel RoobKwk~.That is right.
Now, Senator, we cannot offer one of our officers $25 more-a tnonth,,

without the aproval of the Internal Revenue Department, but a ndw
war contractor who gets one of these fancy contracts and. who' hha
plenty of smart lawyers to shoW -hirm how to set bp a lot of subsid-
iares is able to hire our men. Theysay, "We need the men.worsdl.
than he does." If you have a man and pay him $275 a month and M.
is offered $725 a moth by 6 war contractor you know there is ndause,
trying to keep him there and have him work foi you while he.i
dissatisfied.

This thing is so full of loopholes that it is really amazing. Itis
amazing that we have been able to keep our plant-together as we;
have, battling against people who know very little about it,.but when
they come down here they certainly are able to settle all these ques-.
tions that people like Mr. Lincoln and myself have been battling for
25 years. We still do not think we know all the answers, but they do!
not hestiate to tell us they know all the answers. . I 0 . ..

.Senator VANDENBERO. There ought to be some kind of special Dis.
tinguished Service Medal for any businessman who survives the war.
contracts with the Government.

Colonel ROCKWELL. All you have got to do is look at the record..
You would find a large number of them are not surviving.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much Colonel.
(The matter submitted by Colonel Rockwell is as follows:)

SUPPLIM1NTAL STATEMEN"I Or CO. WILiARD F. ROcKwELL.

T112 LAW

Mr. Maurice D. Karker, having retired as Chairman of the War Department.
Price Adjustment Board and thus being in a position to freely express himself oh,:
the subject said oi the renegotiation law,

"In my judgment, as an individual, it is a dangerous and un-American statute,
but wc are In a dangerous and destructive war whidSh justifies unusual precautions
and conditions." - . I

Mr. Karker could have added, without fear of successful contradiction, that the'
statute was so palpably unconstitutional that submission to It by industry 6ad"
only be 61plained on eithei the ground of patriotim or fear of retaiatory action.

We are In a dangerous and destructive war, but this does not justify the use of!
methods which dangerously appr mate the destruction of. constitutional right,
There is tho much of a tendency uring 'var'op the part of soine elemefits in the
country, to treat the Constitution of the United States as an annoying document'
which interferes with their plan for dominating Industry. Obviously such a point
of view, If It were to prevail, would prove far more dangerous and destructive to
.the cOuntry than war., Especially, s this true when the same results as those
sought tobe accomplished by the renegotiation statutes can be aubstantitAfy'
effected by constitutional methods,' namely, through the. taxing functions'of the'
Government. There Is no basis for dissension on the point of preventing wat
profiteering. It Is conceded that this should be effectually prevented, but by
constitutlopal methods. . .
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_I t seems plain that the reoiegotiation law Is unconstitutional from several angles.
,Itis inconceivable that a tax statute would be passed giving the Secretary of the
:Treanry authority to levy taxes as he saw fit, but that is virtually what the
renegotiation law does because it enables the head of the department to conclu.lvely determine excessive profits.

This law is unconstitutional because it impairs the obligations of contracts,
interferes with the freedom to contract, deprives prsons of property without due
:precess of law; is plainly discriminatory and arbitrary; is an illegal delegation of
legislative functions to administrative officers; Is a delegation of uncontrolled and
uncontrollable judicial power, and finaly, Is too indefinite and uncertain as a penal
statute.

The renegotiation idea had its origin in section 403 of the Sixth Supplemental
* Defense Appropriation Act of April 28, 1942.

'Several features of this statute immediately challenge one's attention as being
most unusual.

In the first place, it will be observed that the statute delegates to the Secretary
• of War, Secretary of the Navy, or Chairman of the Maritime Commision. who in
turn are authorized to delegate to such individuals or agencies and these latter In
,turn are authorized to likewise delegate, the unlimited and unrestricted authority
and discretion conferred by the statute. Bear in mind that this means the point

.of view of the Individual in office at the time the question arises. To quote
: Mr. Justice Cardozo in the Schechter case (295 U. R 495), this would seem to be
.:delegation running riot." The obvious result of such delegation of authority and
discretion is to make the scope, application and enforcement of the statute depend

,uipon the point of view, whether experienced or Inexperienced, of the group or
individupl with whom the contractor Is compelled to negotiate. This w&- con-

;ceded In the congressional debates. The statute, it will be observed, dce not
define with any definiteness who are contractors and subcontractors, subject to its

,provisions. It simply provides for renegotiation when a contract or subcontract
,ha npsde with the department. Necessarily whether a subcontract is within the
terms of the statute depends upon the point of view of the one who has the duty of
so determining,.
, It will also be observed that renegotiation which implies mutual discussion in

an attempt to arrive at an agreed result is somewhat illusory because the statute
defines renegotiation a3 and including the fixingig by the Secretary of the Depart-
qoet-of the contract price," which, under the O1legatiqn feature, of course, means
the "refixing' by anyone however Inexperienced bhe may be in corporate or
,busipess -affairs, of the contract price. 'Thus, renegotlAtloh, while possibly
.affording the contractor an opportunity of presenting his views, means, in the
.end; the. price or profit the department decides upon, The coercive features of
Ftie.statute'are of course quite convincing in this respect. In-other words, once
a contract Is entered Into with the department, it has the right under the statute
to unilaterally repudiate one of its essential terms, namely, the price and the

,reult is, by statute, a declaration that a contract with the Government is no
contract at all.

-The secretary of each department is authorized to determine when the profits
&re excessive and is also authorized to disallow salaries, bonuses, or other com-
Spen..tion:whe), in his opinion, these are unreasonable and Is likewise authorized
todisallow excessive reserves or costs. This, of course, also means that the
'individual or troup to whom authority has been delegated has the same authority.
,.Reduoed to its simplest terms, this means that, without regard to.their knowledge

f,- or experience in, a particular bc-sines or the necessities of that business,'tb
'delegated authority has the right, without restriction or without any standard,
Sto finallydetermine according to Its ideas, the allowable amounts ofthe foregoing

.Item. This is delegaton with a vengeance and s without precedent, so far ascean be a *ertained. -This mneans a government of men and not one of laws. In
addition, t hi means the delegates xi' such contract prices as they think are fah,.

-This is not "just compensation" for the taking of property as the Constitution
requires : Meao e1 No. Co. v B U ,. (148 U, 8 312); U.S. v. MeFarland

A(0. .0. A; 4th) 5 Fed.. 2d) 823). This constitutional guaranty is not suspended
.during war.- Noiornal ty Ba k v. U.S . (276 Fed, 855); U. . v. Cohm c (hery
Co. -(235 U, 8., 81)., "Just conipensationl is a Judicil question which is pre-

ieluded byths statute. - !- - . I , ,
In United State* v, oien Orocary Co., supra, the Supreme Court said, at 520

.,., W. are of opinion that the court below was clearly right in ruling that the
dcc lons of'thls.court indisptatably estJ)Iisl tht. the mere existence of a state

=qf:ws.'e~uJ4 not s uspend or, change the _operaton upon ,the power, of Congress
61 the guairanties and limitations of the fifth and sixth amendments as to questions
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such as we are here'passing upon. (Citing Caes) It follows that, In testinit'the
operation of the Constitution upon the sibet hero Involved, the question of the
existence or nonexistence of a state of war becomes negligible, and we put it out
of view.

"The sole remaining inquiry, therefore is the certainty or uncertainty of the
text in question; that is, whether the worAs, 'That it is hereby made unlawful for
any person wilfully * 0 * to make any unjust or unreasonable rate or charge
In handling or dealing In or with any necessaries,' constituted a fixing by Congress
of an ascertainable standard of guilt and are adequate to inform persons accused
of violation thereof of the nature ana cause of the accusation against them. That
they are not, we are of opinion so clearly results from their inre statement s to
render elaboration on the subject wholly unnecessary. Observe that the secino,
forbids no specific or definite act. It confines the subject-matter of the Investiga-
tion which It authorizes to no element eksentially Inhering in the transaction as to
which it provides. It leaves open, therefore, the widest conceivable inquiry, the
scopo of which no one can foresee and the result of which no one can foreshadow
or fequatcly guard against. In lae, we see no reason to doubt the soundness of
the obeation of the court below in Its opinion to the effect that, to attempt to
enforce the section would be exact euivalent of an effort to carr out a statute

which in terms merely penalized and punished all acts detrimental to the public
interest when unjust and unreasonable in the estimation of the court and jury.
And that this Is not a mere abstraction finds abundant demonstration in the cases
now before us; since in the briefs in these cases the conflicting results which have
arisen from the painstaking attempts of enlightened judges in seeking to carry out
the statute in cases brought before them are vividly portrayed. As illustrative
of this situation we append In the margin a statement from one of the briefs on
the subject. And again, this condition would be additionally obvious if we stopped
to recur to the persistent efforts which, the records dislose, were made by admin-
istrative officers doubtless inspired by a zealous effort to discharge their duty, to
establish a standard of their own to be used as a basis to render the section possible
of execution.

"That it result.i from the consideration which we have stated that the'seo-
tion before us was void, for repugnancy to the Constitution, is not open to
question. * 0 * "

In Standard Chmicals & Meda Corporatio, Appl. v. WaWh Chemo Cor-
orion, Re.pe., 231 N. Y. 61, 131, N. E. 56; 1 A. L.R. 1054, 1056, Mr. Justice

ozo n his opinion, says:
"I feel constrained to hol, In adherence to the ruling of the Supreme Court

of the United Sate v. L. Cohen Grocery Co., decided February 28 1921, 25 U. &
i, 8 o. 618, 4t Sup. Ct. Rep. 298, and Weeds v. United .IaLe, 255 U. 8.

104, 65 L. d. 532, 41 Sup. Ct. Rep. 308. that the prohibition of the Lever Act is
void, and that Illegality cannot result from the failure to obey It. I do not over-
look the fact that the court was there dealing with a criminaiprosecution. The
ground on which It placed Its Judgment applied and with like consequences, to
clvii suits as well he rohibitlon was declared a nullity because too vague tobe intelligible U No standard of duty had been established. No test had been

supp ed, as where statutes direct adherence to reasonable or market values
( sional Ha ester Co. v. Kentucky, 234 U. 8. 216, 221, 58 L. ad. 1284, 1281.
84 Sup. Ct. Rep. 853; Coiins v. Kentucky, 234 U. 834 638, 58 L. ed. 1510,
1611, 34 Sup. Ct. Rep 924), or to rates fixed by a commission or other legislative
agencies.. There was merely the denunciation oS 'acts detrimental to the public
terest when unjust and unreasonable In the estimation of the court and jury:'

United .Ste. v. L. Cohn Gro¢ery.Co. supra.., The variant views of jvdg e of the
district courts were .quoted as ewaenee of the bsl~eece of a standard,. It thls Is
the rationale of the decision, its onseuenes are not limited to criminal proseeti-
tions. A prohibition so indefinit ao be unintelligible Is not a prohibtln by
which conduct can be governed. It Is not a rule at all; it is merely exhortation
and entreaty. The act, as the Supreme Court 6onstrues It, rejects all objectie
standards, all determinate or deterininable criteria, the tests of practice or pree-

or the market, or the vicinage. Rejecting these, It sets the Individual
d4 uponk the unchartered sea of subjective prejudice and favor. The arbi*

trium boni viri, unrestrained and undirected, become& the test of right and wrong.
I do not say that the law-making body is Incompetent, in time of war, to compel
the trader to seept such prices for his cbnmmoditlie as juries may consider fair.
That question is not here. I am concerned now with the question whethei there
ban offense againdt-the public order, bringing dowit Upon his contracts, as '.Oon-
sequene, the penalty of illegality and forfeitute if he falls to adjust behavior to
ideals of equity and i sdom varied as the minds of men., Offending contracts
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am not merely modified, their exactions scaled down to conform to the finding
of right reason, as declared by court or jury after the event. They are wiped
out altogether, their exactions adjudged Illegal, their makers viewed as malefac-
tore, forfailuro to conform to the unknown and unknowable. I do not attempt to
consider whether the act might have been so restricted or Interpreted as to save
Its validity either wholly or In part. Since the decision of the Supreme Court,
the fact of Indefinitenew Is no longer open to inquiry. The lack of any standard,
either expressly established, or ascertainable with approximate certainty from
sources allunde Is to be accepted as a datum. Disobedience Is Impos4ble unless
there Is something to be obeyed.

"We are told that the statute, if unintelligible and uncertain In Its Inception
gained meaning and certainty and, with those qualities, validity npon the pro-
muIgation by the President of an order fixing prices. I put asie the question
wheoer the order, rightly construed, did prescribe a waximum beyond which
charse were to be prohibited. Even If It did it did not save the statute which it
was Intewded to effectuate. We are not dealing here with an authority such as
juay be found In page 25,under which the President Is expressly empowered to
fix fhe price of coal and co e, with the aid of elaborate tests and safeguards for the
Frejtction of producers. They are to be allowed the cost of production, the ex.
pense of operation, maintenance, depreciation, and depletion, and In addition
thereto a just and reasnable profit (.25 (pp. 3115-1/8q)). We are dealing here
with an authority, declared In general terms, "to make such regulations and Issue
such orders as are essential effectively to carry out the provisions of this act."

In United Slates v. McFarland el al., supra, the Court said at 826:
"By section' 120 of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 $tat. 186, 213 (Comp. St. Beets.

311 -3115h)), the President was authorized to p lace an order with anybody for
any needed material of the sort usually produced by such person. Such an order
was to be given preference over all private engagements, whether they were prior
In date or not. Failure to comply with it entailed serious penalties, and moreover
authorized the President to take over the plant of the recalcitrant and operate It,
just compensation being, of course, made.

"(I) The President, as Commander In Chief of the Army and the Navy
dou b leas had the constitutional power In wartime, In eases of Immediate and
pressing exigency, to appropriate private property to public uses; the Government

Ing bound to make just compensation therefor. Micell V. Harmoy, i3
How. 115, 133, 14 L. ed. 75 Gnited States v. Russell, 13 Wall. 623, 20 L. ed. 474;
Raqford Knitttng Mill. v. Moore & Tierey, 265 F. 177, 170, 11 A. L. R. 1415.
The first of the above cases shows how careful the courts are to restrict the exercise
of this power within narrow bounds. Various statutes, passed during or In antic-
ipation of our entry Into the World War expressly authorized the President to
requisiion sundry classes of property of which the Government had need. Quota-
tion and analysis of these various acts of Congress is not necessary to any matter
now in hind. It Is sulcient that In the spring of 1918 almost everybody believed
that under them he could take over all or any portion of the wool in the country,
if he thought that It was required for war purposes. The Government, of course,
was bound to pay just compensation for whatever private property It appropriated.
Under most of the statutes, i the President and the owner could not agree as to
what amount would be just, the United States paid him 75 percent of what It
thought was right, and authorized him to sue it for whatever balance he claimed
was still due him.

"(2-4) The President was given certain powers to fix prices of various corn-
modities, of which It does not appear that In the spring of 1918 wool Was 9ne.
Whether this could be constitutionally done we need not now stop to inqire.

,The, Supreme Court has expressly reserved the question whether CQo ng as
lawfully authortzo the President, even In wartime, to fix conclusively the maxI-
mum prices at which one individual may sell to another. MatAew Addy.-Co. v.
&nited ate,, 264 U. S. 239, 44 S. Ct. 300, 68 L. ed. 858. It would, however,
now seem clear that 'none of the statutes empowering the President or other
executive agencies to fix prices authorized him or them finally to say what any-
one must take for any property of his wanted by the Government' for its own u,
Monohela Aarat' Co.v. United States, 148 U. 8 312 13 S. Ct.622,3
L. ed. 463; Natio&j C iy Bank v. United Statis (D. F.) 275 . 855. The consti.
tutlonal requirement that the Government must pay just compensation (or what
it takes Is one which war does not suspend. Nasonal CIy PEjnk v. bnMtt St i
jsupra)I United StateS v. L.C ,oh Gioce Co., 255 U. 8 81 418. Ct. 298.6

) el 14 A. L. I. 1045. In the absence of arement between the owner
ad the doverement, what is just compensation a judicial question, to lt

'dcMc~ d by the courts and not by the executive. Monongahela Ni 41ti" Co. V.
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Another feature of thib statute which Is apparent, ts its drninato rt
'It Is, of course, aimed at those who are profiting as a result of the wati', ehh is
commendable. But who i not profiting as a result of the war? What factual
b sis Is there for choking only those who have contracts with the Government?
The hotels, the railroads and a host of oth6r business organizations are profiting,
but they are not subject to the law. Why discriminate among those who are
within the provisions of the statute? What basis is there, except administrative

'difflculties, for exempting those with $100,000 of war contracts? Would a tax
'statute with such discriminatory features Le regarded as uniform?

It will be observed that the statute seeks only to reach contracts entered into
after April 28, 1942, but the Departments by their regulations have added con.
'tracts entered Into prior thereto but not finally paid for until a!ter that date.
There is no statutory authority for such a regulation and, In addition, it would
seem to plainly be an impairment of a contract obligation which even the Govern.
ment In time of war has no constitutional right to indulge In. The plain implica.
'tion of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding case is to this effect. This and other cases
Will be elaborated ofi infra.* It is also to be noted that there is no possibility of judicial review of the con-
"elnsions of the delegates nor indeed any requirement that they give any reason
."or their action. It is enough that he or they think the price egesive br the
"charges unreasonable. * This is obviously unconstitutional. Cline v. Frink Dairy
'Co., 274 U. 8. 445; U. S. v. Cohen Grocery Co., 255 U. S. 81; U. S. v. New River
Collieries, 276 Fed. 690; U. S. v. Detroit Creamery Co., 255 U. S. 102; Standard
Chemicals & 3!Mdals Corp. v. Waugh Chemical Corp 231 N. Y. 51. Duo process

-requires a "standard" in civil as well as criminal proceedings. Small Co, v.
,American Sugar Refining Co., 267 U. 8. 233. It should be borne in mind that the
Renegotfation Law contains a penal provision (Section 6 (e)).

Evidently the proponents of renegotiation recognized some of the weaknesses
of the original statute for on October 21, 1942, the statute was amended by. section
801 of title Viii of the Revenue Act of 1942. The same constitutional deficitencles
are present In this statute as were present In the first statute.

The amended statute adds the Treasury Department as one of thO Departments
to enjoy the benefits of the original statute of April 28, 1942. (Subsequent
amendments add additional "Departments,") In other wordA, contracts and
shhdontracts of the Treasury as the latter are defined by the amendin g statute, are
sub, ect to -enegotiation as of April 28, 1942, and in addition for the first time
by statute, all contracts and subcontracts as now defined, on which final p2kyment
has iot been mtde, are subject to the statute although entered into prior to April
28, 1942. In other words, the October 21 statute is not only made retrOactive
,o April 28, 1942, but retroactive as well prior to the existence of any statute,

as to any contract or subcontract on whicI final payment was not made pri6r to
*April 28, 1942. The same observation Is true as to the July 1943 Amendment.
I'hls Impairment of'contract obligations is without precedent because It reaches

Contracts which were not within the original statute by any stretch of the Imagi-
nation, but now by definition in the October and July 1943 amendments, contracts
are Included which were not subject to the original statute, but on top of the
'cogtracts which were entered Into prior to any statute, by the mere circumstance
that final payment had not been made thereon. In other words, if the Govern-
ment delayed payment of part of the purchase price until after April 28, 1942,
such contracts are made renegotiable by the statute of October 21, 1942. The
sae observations apply to the Departments addp d by the amendment of July
1, 1943. Similar retroactive provisions of tax Statutes have been.declared un-
onistitutIOnal because they were arbitrary: NticeLa v. Colidge, 274 U. 8. 531;

'nlermiyer v. Anderson, 276 U. 8. 440; Heiner v. Doxnan, 285 3U. S. 312; see also
"c 'rey v. unitedd ,States, 181 U. 8. 27 at 64.

By the amending statute, a subcontract is defined as: " . * Any purchase
order or agreement to perform all or any psart of the work, or to make or furnish
"any "rtlcle required for the peforr~snee of another contract or subcontract.' The
te~r 'aicle' Includes any material, part, assembly, machinery, equipment, or

meta ntat 'owithregnrd t whethertone has a ontra t 'with
ft~ OtenmpyentIf e akes a contractor withiany conmterr In the chain which

en~ iththeprie entreto, hi cotrat i sujec renegotiation if his war
busnes ~xounts o $00Q0 ad h is ared y te prtmet as h~vIng a

co0ntrc or sbc~ntfact with'n, the defIniton o( th sttu.e. ;m e te statute
up~dertakes to defibea subcontract, it iscrtainly vague as to which qWubeontyAct
Us Intended. ' For example is jsubcontrc to furn'.-h brooms to a ei,,titr -who
fr&'ne.oitrat'ron l4 av y ork within the statute? Isa contrc to"flurnM"M

'odto tho emplotes'of 'such a contractor'within the statute? Nutmdroua Mther
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examples could be provided. Is the statute not intentionally so worded that the
Department is given the right to arbitrarily determine who Is within Its provisions?
Another observation is appropriate in this connection. The Government under
takes to say to third parties who contract, that because their product perchance
goes Into a war product, they are subject to renegotiation. Is this not a specie
of legal duress? Union Pacific R. R. v. Public Serricm Corn 248 U S. 67; Swifl
& Co., v. U. S., 11l U. 8. 22; WFard v.Lore County, -253 if. 8. 17: Atkinson v,
Denby, 7 Hurtst. & N. 934; Morgan v. Palmer, 2 Barn. & C. 729. If it is, it is
hardly due process.

Fundamentally this statute is a supertax statute. It undertakes to reach profits
in excess of those recovered by the excess-profit tax. In this view, it is plainly
unconstitutional because certainly Congress cannot delegate its taxing authority
to the Secretaries of War, Navy, etc. That this is a correct interptetation of the
statute Is clear from the statement of Under Secretary of War Patterson before
the Senate Finance Committee on September 29, 1942, where he said:

"The suggested substitute, which was presented by General SomervelU, was
based on the theory that if every contract price could be reexamined by the
parties in the light of actual experience under the contract, it should be possible
to eliminate the bulk of excessive profits. No other compulsion upon the con,
tractor was contemplated than (I) to furnish adequate data as to actual and
legitimate costs and (2) in the light of such data to bargain in good faith, for the
purpoe of readjusting the contract price. It was thought that existing contract
could properly be subjected to such reexamination and the proposal submitted to
the Subcommittee accordingly so provided. This proposal in effect would have
given statutory sanction and implementation to voluntary readjustment of
contract prices which iras being widely practiced by the armed services prior to
the adoption of the Case Amendment.

"T*6 statute'as finally enacted differed basically from the proposal submitte4
by General Somervell. In substance it imposed upon eacb of the services the
duty of eliminating excessive profits by a proess of renegotiation. Every
contract and every subcontract made by every prime contractor for more.than
$100 000 is required to contain a provision for such renegotiation without regard
to whiether in the judgment of the Secretary such a provision was necessary or
appropriate. The term renegotiation was so defined as, in the opinion of many
lawyers, to authorize the Secretary to refix a contract price regardless of agree,
ment with the contractor or subcontractor. In the light of the legislative history
of the Act, there may be serious doubt as to whether It was the actual intention
of Congress to confer any such power of unilateral redetermination of the contract
price, but the words clearly permit of such construction and it has been widely
adopted by the business community.

"Finally, the statute seems clearly to contemplate something more than the
reduction of contract prices found to be excessive. In cases where excessive
profits have already been paid to contractors a clear duty seems to be imposed
upon the Secretary to recapture such profits by various devices suggested n 'the
statute. Thus the statute seems to impose upon the Secretary the duty of recover.
ing excessive profits as well as th6 duty of reducing unreasonable prices."

Insofar s the various statutes undertake to reach contratts entered Into prior
to -the date of the statute (and this includes retroactive features defining sub.
coitiets) the statutes impair obligations of these contracts and are unconsti4
futignal and void.

In *Perry v. United States. 294 U. S. 330, and Lynch v. United States, 202 U. S.
571, the Supreme Court held that the United States was just as much bound by i
egntractual obligations as an Individual and hence could not repudiate its contract
obligations without violating the fifth amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.

In U. S. v. Bethlehem'Shipbuilding Corporation 315'U. S. 289, the 9 preme
Court held that the Government could not repudiate Is contract becaue.ot an
alleged excess ie price and Congress by the statutes insofar as they are retroactive,
is"endeavoring to accomplish the same result. What one branch of the Govern.
ment h s been forbidden to do surely another branch cannot mpomplish by
statute.

Part of the valid legal administrative process required by the Fifth Amindmeni
Is an opportunity, not ony for a hearing, but as well for review. Asnric*s
T.& T.C.. v. UpitedStates, 299 U. S. 232; Pacific States Box & Basket Co. v. Whitti
298 U. S. I76; Aliorgan v. United State,, 304 U. S. 1. Where I there such an popr
tuiiiy in thi statute? The answer is-it Ii nonexistent. tn fict' ther no
right given by the statute where amounts are withheld, to sue to recover the same
and without such right the Government cannot be sued. This is confiscation.
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t Suppose we have all the court. In the country-open for the review of the actions
of the renegotiation officials, and applying to the contractor a decision that he has
so many dollars of exceesive profits. Assume the contractor can go into any court
in the country and get that review. What review can he get? Read the statute.
What does the statute say? What is the issue going to be when he gets into one
of these open courts? Thestatute says excessive profits are profits found upon
renegotiatlon to be excessive. What is the issue when he goes into court? Solely
this one question, and none other: Leaving aside perhaps the contractor's ability
to raise a constitutional question, leaving aside perhaps his theoretical but abso-
lutely nonexistent privilege of attempting to prove wholly arbitrary action, so
that he can set the whole thing aside-leaving those two things aside for the mo-
menit, the sole issue when he goes Into that open court is: Were the profits in his
ease found to be excessive? Once the affrmative appeared, that would be an end
to the matter. Is this due process of law? Of course not.

There is another obvious and unconstitutional defect in the statute. The
statute plainly permits the exercise by an executive official, or by a subordinate of
his own choosing, of judicial power to apply to specific cases the legislative rules
so prescribed by them, whether or not those rules have been published and whether
or not they have been or will be applied to others--and the exercise of that Judicial
power must be uncontrolled and uncontrollable, and none of the accepted prince.
le invariably prescribed for the exercise of Judicial power must be applicable.
hat is, there need be no requirement of due notice; no reasonable opportunity

to be heard; no record of the proceedings; no findings of fact based upon an
established record; and no formal decision.

PI1 rssou 8, PA., October 11, 1948.

Subject: Renegotiation.

Hon. RoBzS? P. PArrzEsOm,
Under Secretary of W r,Washington, A, 0.

DEAR MR. zcss'rAar: We are grateful for the time you gave us to present
our ease, in view of the many demands on you. We have been caught between
two forces: Congress which says It does not take too large a part of our profits
through taxes; and tfie Board, which says It leaves us a fair profit before aUxee.
If all. war profits were taken by Congress, we could not complain; but if our
company receives a very much smaller net than our competitors, our stock-
holders are going to complain very bitterly about the management. Unfortu-
na ly, we were led to believe that the $10,000 000 settlement was final, and we.impy cannot explain to the stockholders why we should pay an additional
$2,000.

Mr. Stifel stated that our profits before renegotiation were $27,000,000, and
you very properly reminded him that he was talking about profits on a large
volume of buinM that was not subject to renegotiation. There has been no
doubt In our minds that the Board was looking at the over-all profit. If the same
percentage profit before taxes is applied t the entire following year; it appears
that our volume of sales will be at least 20 percent greater and our net profit will
be 20 percent less. We cannot give you the exact figures, because the amount
renegotlAted represents a deduction from our gross sales; but It appears inevitable
that our stockholders will have at least 20 peroedt less available for dividends.
than in the part of a year presently Involved.
We tried to emphasize the extremely speculative character of our business,

which has shown a loss on an average of t out of every 5 yearssinbe the First
World War. There is certain to be a large surplus of heavy trucks on the markets
ifter this war, just as there was after the First World War, and we shall be
forced to enter some new line of manufacturing to maintain our organization
and retain even our peacetime factory pay rolls. We pointed out that we had
borrowed $10,000,000. and the captain 3tated that this was only borrowed in
September 1042- but *e

r 
.%a show you that it was recommended to the directors

In January, 190, and the delay was occasioned by our efforts to obtain a satls
factory loan, in view of the obvious dangers of overproduction.I Your decision will affect the welfare of 11,000 stockholders and 8,600 employees.
If, after'due eonsideratlon, you leave us a larger amount than the Board has
demanded, you have the power to take any excessive profit away from us In the
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second year; but, If you leave us too little the Board is less likely to grant us a
fair margin in the second year, and our dirctors will face severe criticism from
the stockholders.

You told us that the War Department Is well aware of the service our company
has rendered to the War Department and that it was not necessary for us to present
evidence of that nature. I can truthfully say to you that our executives have
put their utmost into serving the Army and th.1tthey have been very muchaepressed by the additional assessment, With its implied reflection on our efforts.
In the aggregate, the executives received less money than they dId In the previous
year, due to the Treasury Department's abrogation of their long-established
bonus contracts, so that, with the higher ndividual taxes, every one of them has
suffered a severe reduction in net income.

You may be sure that ourprotest against the additional assessment has been
m08tdista~tful to all of (i, £or it is the first time in 25 years that we have not
been able to' reach a mutually satisfactory agreement with the War Department,;
or for that matter, with any of our large customers. In this case, r feel that
I am personally obligated to the stockholders and to the employees to present
their case to the best of my ability. Whatever the decision, our directors will
do everythin g In theIr power to increase the quantity and quality of our war
production, and I shall try to convince our executives that there s no reflection
on them n the severe terms that have been imposed on our company.

• .Respctfully yours,WLADF.OCW L

C airmen of IA.d oord.

11:45 A. M.
October 15, 1943.

TULUPHONU CONvIasrox O BETWEEN MAaOR Cort, Auir SEavICE ReNl0Oo
SATKON BOARD, AND COLON~EL RocxWxrL.. CHAIRMAN~ 01 THU BOARD, TuiMais-
DETROIT Axw~ Co.

susjxc': RZNEOOTIATION-'IMKE-DERrOIT AXL CO.
Colonel ROCKWELL Hello, Major Colt.

*MsJck Con,. Good morning, Colonel Rockwell.
•Colonel ROCKWELL Have you seen my letter of October 12 to the Secretary?
Major Coir. No, sir; I have not.
Colonel ROCKWELL Well, I wrote It October 12, but I suppose it takes

a long tIme to get there. *e were having a meeting of our directors In tEanton
(a stockholders' meeting) when you called up. Well, all we can say Is that we
cannot are to that settlement as It would jcopadize the future of ouJr company,
and we have information which would definitely establish the inequity of t.e
decision. That's all I can sa~v to you.

Major Con'. I see. Well, I Just thought I shoud call you Colonel Rockwell,
and tell you what the judge's decisIon was, so that you could have the story.

Colonel ROCKWELL. Well, what Is the next move?
Major ColT. Well, I suppose the next move s to have them Issue a unilateraldetermination.
Colonel RoVXWE. Have them do what?
Major Cob. Issue a unilateral determination.

mColonel Rocswt d u Well, 1 he does we will just have to do the best we an.
We feel the thing Is absolutely inequitable and that if It has to be decided else-
where that we can show that.

aor Con Well slr of course, that Is your privilege.
Colonel RocwEL .b e ae awfully sorry for we have done business With the

Army for 2 ye es aird we nevr have had a fight with either the Army or any of
our big customers. We aim ply haven't any excuse for the directors givng up their
responsibilities and letting 11,000 voiceless stockholders, and 8.600 volcelesemployees take the--of lsng what this thsnghwll mean tou. Iwrotealetter
to the Secretary and I pointed out that that same determination onafull year,
which. you~now have under consideration, or will have the year ending June 80,94S; will mean that we will do fronm 20 to 40 percent more business, Cording to

whether you talk about price before or after renegotiation, l~nd the stockholderswl eqele after taxes 20 !ctt le1s. 13.
_, , to Coa. Of oursA, Idon't know as you can ncessily talk about 1943 as
being directly comparable to 1942, Colonel Rockwell.

417.
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Colonel ROCKWELL. Well,'if you will aj~ply the same percentage on It, and there
Is no reason If that's a fair percentage on 1042 why that sho'ddn't be a fair per.
oentage on 1943. As a matter of fact, we understand the Boards are going to say,
"Well, you have had more time to prepare and therefore you should receive a
smaler profit," so I say you will have us in the position of taking a 20 percent lees
profit for our stockholders and doing at least 20 percent more buAiness.

Major CoiT. I haven't heard any pronouncement like that, Colonel.
Colonel ROCKWELL. Well, I just can't imagine them allowing us a larger profit

either before or aftcr taxes in the second year than they did in the first period
under consideration.

Major ColT. Well, I'm not saying they are or they aren't, but I haven't seen
any proaouncement along the lines you speak of. Now there may have been one
but F haven't seen it.

Colonel ROCKWELL. Well I'm awfully sorry we can't reach a decision but as
far as we are concerned we have got to fight that.

Major CosT. I'm awfully sorry, too, that we can't get together.
Colonel ROCxWELL. All right., thank you, Major.
Major COlT. Righto.
Colonel RoczWELt Good-bye.

WAR DEPARTMENT .
OuIsCE OF xns UNDin SECRETARY

Mr. WALTER F. ROC.WiLL' Vashington, D. C., Odober 26, 1943.

P~reddent, The Timken bdroil Azle Co., Detroit, AlicA.
Subject: Renegotiation of the Timken Detroit Axle Co. for uis fiscal year ended

June 30, 1942, pursuant to section 403 of the Sixth Supplemental National
Defense Appropriations Act, 1942, as amended.
DEAR. SIR: I have given careful consideration to the matters raised by youat'

our meeting of October 8, 1943, In connection with the 1942 renegotiatio'n of the
Timken Detroit Axle Co. and have reached the conclusion that the.propntal
heretofore made to the company by the War Department Price Adjustment ioard
should be affirmed. I Lave thereforemade a .unilateral determination that
$12,500 000 of the prices and profits realized by the Timken Detroit Axle Co.
during Its fiscal year ended June 30, 1942, under Its contracts.abid subcontrats
subject to renegotiation pursuant to the provisions of section 403, are excesalie.
A copy of such unilateral determination is enclosed herewith. "

Very truly yours, y ROBEnT P. PAtTERSON
Under Secretary of War,

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Orics or 'THE UNDER SECRETARY

Vtuhinglon, D. C., November 3O,'494j,
Mr..WILLARD F. ROCKWELL,

Chairman, Timken Detroit Axle Co.,• ~Detroit, Mich. "'
DEAR SIR: Your Ittter dated November 16, 1943 further concrnitthe renego-

tiation of Timken Detroit Axle Co. for its fisia year ended June 30, 1942 has beba
taxelved.

In the period during whieh the renegotiation of yotir company has been penditg
all of the points raised by you In your letter have been discussed at a number of
meetings. In addition, some of such points were commented upon by you in otir
discup.ions with e, and thmse points and others were further refeird to in the
paper which youleft'for my consideration.

Asyou know, in'Ordet to place all companies on a comparable ass for purposes
of renegotiation, It is the policy of the War Department Price Adjustment Board-
to consider and adjust prices and profits on a before-Federal-tax basis. Any Cowt.,
elusi6n bAsed on the Amount of profits remsfining after Federal taxes Is theteorew
not directly pertinent to renegotlatlon' proceedings. Similarly, items of " theret
income and other expnie, such as hro referred to in your letter in conrettion h'
your earnings dUingtho years 1938-39, are excluded from profits'onaidered
dung rebegotlatloi in order to put all bompanles on the same basis.: -

You are corrqt in pointing out that the dividend and salaryy omparisons mid.
n my previous letter are basedon perjod pot wholly comparAble because of he.
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change in the fiscal period made by your company during 1940. During renego-
tiation the aggregate amount of executive salaries paid by your company was
alloWed as a proper cost of doing business and was not a factor affecting the con.
clusion as to the amount of refund. Likewise dividends paid by the company
were not considered to be pertinent to the rengotiation pr66eodings inasmuch as
they are of course, payable out of earnings after taxes, and were mentioned by
m only because of 'our reference to the same in your letter of November 2, 1943.

The voluntary prce reductions, to which you refer in your letter, made by your
company during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1943, and further to be made during
the current fiscal year are noteworthy and will be given full consideration in the
renegotiation of the business of those years.

It may be that some of our differences In connection with the renegotiation of
the Timken Detroit Axle Co. are brought about by a fundamental difference In
our methods of approach to the problem. In this connection, I quote a part of
a Joint statement made by the Under Secretary of the Navy and myself under
date of February 9, 1943, as follows:

"The rate of profit made on peacetime business Is not of itself the basis for
profits to be made on war contracts. Because of the unprecedented volume of

business due to war orders a substantial reduction In profit margins below peace-
time levels will usually leave contractors ith an adequate dollar amount of profits
on war work. Any single profit yardstick is invalid because of wide variations
among contractors in investment, efficient, past earnings, Government assistance,
turn-over, and inventive contribution. liee ever, in general the margin of profit
wM~lh a company makes on its exparided war sales may be limited to one-half or
one-third of the margin of profit on pewe'ime sales." . I

It is my hope that you uill again review the results achieved by your company
in connection with war business during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1942, and
conclude with me that the proposal made to your company was fair. and jdst.

Very truly yours, ROsr P, Pavrrsso r,

Under Secret ary of War.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICu Or THE UNDER S ERE

4
AIY,

WasAint cn, October 26, 1046,
DXT'RMINATIOX OF EXCgSSIVB PorITS

Pursuant to'section 403 of the Sixth Supplemental National Defens;
Appropriation Act, 1942, as amended

Whereas the Timken-Detroit Axle Co. (hereinafter referred to as the contrac-
tor), holds iontracta and subcontracts subject to renegotiation pursuant to the
provisions of section 403 of the Sixth Supplemental National Defense Appropria-
tion Act., 1942, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the act); and

Whereas, rentegotiation has taken place between the United Secretary of War
and thecontractor, pursuant to the provisions of the act, for the purpose of
eliminating excessive profits realized by the contractor during Its fiscal year
ended Juno 30, 1942, under said contracts and subcontracts and

Whereas, as a basis for said renegotiation the Under Secretary of War onsidere4
certain financial, operating, and other data submitted by the contractor or ob-
tained by the Under Secretary of War from governmental or other reliable sources,
relating to the profits realized by the contractor during said fiscal year under
contracts and subcontracts- and

Whereas, the contractor Aas been granted full opportunity to submit such iddi.
tional. information and to present such contentions as toe contractor deemed
material in determining the excessiveness of said profits and the renegotiaflhity
of sch contracts and subcontracts, at hearings of which due notice was giren;
and due consideration has been given to the financial, operating, and other.data
nd ln'ormation so furnished or obtalfi d and each of the oontentkms so presented
Now,.therefore pursuant tothe authority and discretion vested n the cere'

tsw f War the secretary of tbe Navy the-Secretary of the Treasury, the Cbair
wan of the kMritime Commissiob the Administrator of the War 8hlppng Admin?
lstration and the respective boards of directors of the Defense Plant Corporation,
1feta%' Rfeserve Company, Defense Supplies Corporation, and Rubber Reserve ComI

.- ,- - ..,-- . ' . . .. ' " . , . ,-' ., ,
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pany, under the provisions of the act, and duly delegated to the Under Secretary of
War under subsection (f) thereof, it is hereby found and determined;

That $12,600,000 of the profits realized by the contractor during its fiscal year
ended June 80, 1942, under its contracts and subcontracts subject to renegotia-
tion pursuant to the provisions of the act, are excessive.

That in connection with the payment or discharge by any means of the amount
of excessive profits determIned hereby to have been realized by the contractor
the contractor shall be credited with any amount to which it may be entitled
under section 3800 of the Internal Revenue Code as computed by the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue.

That the contractor is directed to repay such excessive profits lees such tax
credit, if any, to the Treasurer of the United States.

That the excessive profits so found and determined shall be eliminated by any
of the methods provided in the act or any combination thereof; and the command.
ing general, Army Service Forces, and the commanding general, Army Air Forces,
are hereby authorized and directed to take any and all action which may be
necessary or desirable to effect such elimination. ROsBn? P. PaTTEUSOy¢,

Under Saetary of War.

Pirrasunuw, PA., Mommber f, 1943.
Renegotiation of the Timken Detroit Axle Co. for its fiscal year ended June 30,

1942, pursuant to section 403 of the Sixth Supplemental National Defense
Appropriation Act, 1942, as amended

Hon. ROsuar P. PArrUsOx,SUnl" 8SerleomWar,
hintoni, D. 0.

Dzai Sin: Your letter of October 28, 1943, addressed to Mr. Walter F. Rock-
well, has been received.

You know that the Detroit Renegotiation Board determined on a sum of
$10,000,000 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1942, and that we sent a check for
that amount. If this board, which was ins position to examine into our efficiency
was unable to arrive at the proper sum, we cannot understand why they continue
to function.

The determination of a $2,600,000 additional assessment in Washington indi-
cates that the entire matter has been handled with nothing smaller than unqIs of
$2 600000 In mind.

in June 1940, In the presence of and at the request of Army officers, we offered
our designs and patents to our tw'o princllAl and direct competitors, both of
whom refused to manufacture axles of the standardized design for the War
Department. Both of these companies have published their financial reports
showing that they have been allowed a much larger profit than we have been,
although no one can show where they have contributed in the same degree as our
organization.

When we were called before panel A in Washington, we attempted to show
why we should be given at least equal treatment, but the panel gave us no hearing
worthy of the name. Both the Detroit board and the Washington Board knew
that there was a $600,000 profit for the fiscal year from a subsidiary a4d b9th
boards stated that they did not care whether this sum was Inelude4 orleft out.
This surely indicates the arbitrary and capricious manner In which the determina-
tion was made.

You personally stated that you were well aware of the contribution made by
our company and we can see no reason why we should not be Informed as to the
manner in which oti company failed to carry out its contracts, and why we should
be penalized after the voluntary reductions we made before the Renegotiation
Act was in effect.

One member of your Board states that you left us a fair. proft before taxes
and that our complaint is about the tax law. This absolutely is untrue, as we
have seen no tax law which takes 100 percent of our earnings and our savings,
but we are convinced that under renegotiation no consideration has been given
to the savings which we have made through the use of oifr own Capital. "We
believe that the sum of $12,500,000 represents an arbitrary and capricious figure,
determined with prejudice and without a fair opportunity to present our case
to a competent and unprejudiced board.

It Is my duty to speak for 11,000 stockholders, and 8,500 employees. If we
were to pay out $12,500,000, we believe that the directors would be liable for a
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stockholder's suit, especially in view of the different treatment aceorded our
direct comp titors, and the very much better treatment given our Indirect com-
petitors. e believe that the net rate of less than 3 percent on our iats will
eopardize our business future. After the last war our business suffered tre-

mendously when the surplus trucks were disposed of to our potential customers
at sacrifice prices. We know that we have to face a much more danteroug
surplus whenever this war may end. We must have enough capital left so that
the company can survive and provide work for their employees.

Your action has caused a heavy depreciation in our stock which is not reflected
in the quotations of our competitors' stocks. Our directors have felt it necessary
to reduce the dividends paid to our stockholders and it is my personal opinion
that we should further reduce payments, if the War Department Renegotiation
Beard maintains Its present attitude. We could have no complaint, if the same
treatment were accorded to all contractors, or if the taxes took all war profits.
Our directors certainly cannot justify their acceptance of such harsh and drastic
treatment as the Renegotiation Board intends to impose upon us. We call your
attention again to the fact that Mr. Arnold Stifel mentioned $27,000,000 of profits
before taxes, although no such sum was subject to renegotiation.

Our executives feel that the action of the Board against our company is degrad-
ing and Insulting because of the greater allowances made to our direct competi-
tors. We proved to you that we invested large sums of money In machinery and
equipment, which made groat savings, but the confiscation of these savings
makes it impossible to continue to Invest the company's money in machinery and
equipment as the end of the war would find our meager profits invested In capital
goods of very slight value, if we have no market for our products, as seems most
likely from past experience.

In conclusion, I feel that our directors cannot possibly justify the acceptance of
any such penalty on our company and that If any payments are withheld we shall
have to use our best efforts to obtain legal redress against the contracting officers.

Respectfully yours, WILLARD F. RocKWEI.

Chairman of the Board.

WAR DEPARTMENT,,
Orrc O THE UNDER SECRETARY,

Washington, D. C., Notimber 9, 1948.Mr. WILLARD F. RocKWELL,
CAairman, Timken Detroit Axle Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dzan SIR: Your letter of November 2, 1943, concerning the renegotiation of

the Timken Detroit Axle Co. for Its fiscal year ended June 30, 1942, has been
received.

At my direction the War Department Price Adjustment Board has been set up
In such a way that for the most part renegotiation proceedings are originally under-
taken by local boards within the locality of the contractor. In order to prevent
inequities It has been provided that the decisions of such local boards are subject
tothe r6view of the War Department Price Adjustment Board Itself, and In cases
where the Board finds It impossible to reach a bilateral agreement with the con-
tractor review by my office has been provided. This was done In order that each
particular ease In which an agreement had not been reached might be judged In
the light of settlements made in a given Industry and with Industry In general
Insofar as is possible the results of al renegotiation proceedings are furnished to
local hoards, but it is self-evident that the War Department has had closer con-
tact with and is more conversant with a great variety of renegotiations than any
local board can be.

Renegotation proceeding with the Timken Detroit Axle Co. were undertaken
on the basis of financial and operating data supplied by the company, and have
covered an extended riod during which not lees than eight meetings were held.
At the last meeting with the War Department Yeoe Adjustment Board in Wash-
ing~pl at ,which you were present for only a part of the meeting, all of the data
and the basis for the Board's proposal were completely outlined to the officers of
the company.
, During your meeting with me the Price Adjustment Board acknowledged the

extent and value of the contribution made by your company. It also pointed
out that your company's war business is substantially similar to Its peacetime'
business, ahd- that during the company's fiscal year 1942 renegotiable sales
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amounted to approximately $49,000,000, on which your company ralsed profits
amounting to $10500,000, or 33.4 percent. During the years 1936-39, which
bre used by the Treasury as normal years for tax purposes, your company's
average sales amounted to approximately $20,200,000, on which the company
realized an average profit of $2,100,000, or 10.6 percent. In other words, before
renegotiation on renegotiable sales amounting to two and oihe-halU times those
of the years 936-39 your company charged prices which resulted in its realizing
profits before taxes amounting to nearly eight times the average of the prior
years. After the adjustment proposed by the War Department Price Adjust.
rent Board and affirmed by me, your company's profit realized on renegotiable
sales amounted to 11 percent of such sales as adjusted, and in dollars amounts
to twice the average of the years 1930-39. In addition to this war business
your company enjoyed a more than average nonrenegotlable business, which
included a substantial amount of Government businede. During the period
covered by this renegotiation, despite increasing profit margins, the voluntary
price reductions made by your company ar-.)unted to only about 1% percent of
the Invoice price of its products.

In your letter you refer to action of your board of directors with regard to
dividends to common stockholders. The data submitted by your company
indicate that dividends paid by the company during 1942 were nearly three and
one-half times the dividends paid by the company during 1940, and that during
the swaw year salaries paid to executives amounted to nearly five times the
anount paid during 1940.
. Ful consideration of the factors noted above, together with all of the other
elem nts involved in the proceedings, with which you and your associates are
familiar, led the War Department Price Adjustment Board to the conclusion
that your company should refund to the Government $12,600,000 as representing
excessive profits realized out of war business during its fiscal year ended June
30,. 1942. My review of the Board's proposal and the factors on which It is
based, some of which are outlined above, and of the matters raised by you at
our meeting has convinced me that the Board's proposal Is fair and just. Accord.
Ingly I have affirmed the finding and have issued the unilateral determination to
which you refer. I am directed by the statute to eliminate such excessive profits
by any of the methods provided in the act or any combination thereof.

Very truly yours,
ROsERT P. PAeRrsoOV,

Under 8ecrdarj of War.

Tue TIMEEN-DETRoIT AxLE Co.,
• November 16, 1943 ..

Hon. RosaEr P. PATTERsON,
Under Secretar y of War, War Departmed,

Pentagon Building, Washington, D. C.
DNan Sin: Your letter of November 9 contains the first comprehensive data

that we have received concerning the method used b the Government In com-
puting exessiveprofits Qf the Timken-Detroit Axle Co. on renegotiable sailor
the year ended June 30, 1942. In view of several statements that are at varl-
ance with the facts, we feel compelled to reply, so that the record will be clear.

You state "At the last meeting with the 11 ar Department Price AdjustmentBoard in Washington, at which you were prsent fo; only a part of the mceting,

e11 of the data and the basis or the Bloard'spropossl were completely outlined tot e officers of the company.
It is not true that all of the data and the basis for the Board's proposal wereoutlined to us at time. No information was given to us as to the weight

that had been given to our contribution to th war effort or the risks involved.
We were not given any facts or da, other than w reference to a historical per-
centage arrived at for the period January 1, 1938, through June 80, 1940. As
amaIter of fact, our treasurer presented to the panel a summary of TimkenAxle ontribution to the war effort which was a duplicate of the presentation
.aie to the Detroit tbard (which we had been advised by the Detrit board had
been forwarded to Washington) dand we weib advise by the panel thast tey had
never seen It before, and no discussion was entered into by them as to the merits
th datad peente We were imply told that the decision had been mds e

tWat we must pay $12,500,00o. It Is my opinion that nonef te o t four members
of tee panel was either competent to dei de, or killing to lsten to anything we
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might say, and there was not the slightest Indication that they would lower the
baournt by so much as a dollar. Furthermore, they specifically stated that they

could not guarantee that $12 500,000 would be the top figure. We considered
that this staterment was maAe in a threatening manner and was convincing
evidence of the prejudice of the Board.

Since you state "Renegotiation proceedings with thee mken-Detrolt Axle Co.
were undertaken on the basis of financial and other operating data supplied by the
compeny,"t we p resume that the statements quoted in your letter of Novem ber 9
were compiled from that data. If ihii is true, their incorretness Is further evi-
denoo of the Incompdetence of the people who have handled our case.

You state that dvidends raid by our company during 1942 (we are prestuming
you mean the year ended June 30, 1942) were nearly three and one-half times the
dividends paid by the company during 1940 (again we presume you mean the year
ended J,ne 30. 1940).

The facts relative to dividends are as follows; and we are giving calendar-year
figures as well as f&e'al-year figures in case your comparison was made on that
bais:

Di videnhtd
psIAdsbr ToWe woey• t~~pai pe~r s hul -o~

Thea-yet: bmtir
Ye.r o ed uow A ,wo ................................................ 8 25 A ,214.71

• Y ar ended June 0% 1912 ................................................ 4.23 I 15 1.%%

.Tf9,esednec.aI.m.o................................:
Yerede....... .... t2 A22&,918

Untl December 190 there were 9W',075 a oLta : and I otber ycrs 091,9M5.

Instead of there being an increase In dividends to "nearly three and one-hall
times" or 350 percent, there was an increase on a fiscal-year basis of only 30
percent and on a calendar-year bais there %as no Increase In the dividend rate.

You state "that during the sar.e year (meaning 1942) Falarles paid to executives
amounted to nearly five times the amount paid during 1940."

The facts relative to salaries are as follows for employee' earning $10,000 or
more peryear (here again we give figures on a fiscal- as well as calendar-year basis),

Number ot of w

Fiseal-year bests:
Year ended June 30. ,0 ................................................ it 0,491
Year ended June 30,1942 ................................................ 2 42, 831

We...,. e . ., ' .........................
Year e.4d Pee. 31, 942 ........................................... 22 ,535

Instead of salaries Increasing "nearly five times" or 500 percent on a fiscal-year
basig, they increased 81 percent and ou a calendar year basis only 25 percent. Do
jVou consider this an unfair increase In salaries whed these executives ieere respon-
sible for a four and one-third times greater production? These salaries are only
6ne-third of 1 percent of the Vsales for the calendar year of 1942.. You refer to our company's war business as being "substantially similar to our
peacetime business," are that fact In itself entitles us to more liberal considera-
tion, for the more units we produce for the Army the less business we , ill have ps-
war. Evidence that the Army will turn this equipment back to civilian use is
contained in the press release quoted below.

"Approximately 750 Army trucks, 1939 models and older, lntba Sixth Servce
Con mand ar -. will be offered for purchase by clijllans as fast asreplaetnents
become available" MaJ. Gen. 1. 8. Aurand, commanding general sid in Chicago
Monday. 1..

I"More thin 15 percent of the trucks a lreAy have been sold to'civiliansi and the
entire replacement program is scheduled for completion by January ], 194 .Thb
trucks are turned over to the salvage office at each Army post, which places them
on an "invitation to bid," listing each truck Individually by its model, year, and
special ftnb;er."

93331--- 1-28
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trucks on the market, Completely ruining our post-war €hanco. To be prepared
for thls we must build up bidequate reserves. , I " - - -
/Reference Is made to renegotiable sales In the 1942 fsecal year'as amouhting to
$49 000,000 on wblh the company realisedl profits amounting to $16 50,O00 or
33.4 percent and that during the years 1te38-,3, which are used by theTresyuryas
normal yeaes for tax pr our company's average sales amounted to approxi.
matel $20200,000 on wehh our company realized an average profit of $2,100,000
or 10.5 percent.

The figures cited for the years 1936-39 are operating profit figures before taxes
and do not include 6ther income and other deductions normally Incurred in our
business, and which we advised the price-adjustment boards should be considered
In determining our normal profits. We normally earned a substantial interest
income by financing a certain portion of our sales, and earned dividends from
investments in subs diaries, which we are sacrificing during the'war period to
provide a more liquid position for financing the war business. Ineludigg these
elements In our profits our percentage of profit before taxes, to sales for the years
19;-39 amounted to 11.4 percent and for the period 193 through to June 30,
1940, which the Price Adjustment Board, panel A, advised they used as the base
period, it amounted to 1J.4 percent.

Concerning your statement that "After adjustment proposed by the Waz
Department Price Adjustment Board and affirmed by me your eom ny'
profit realized on renegotiable sales amounts to 11 percent o? such saw ad-
justed, and In dollars amounts to twice the average of the years 1938-39,1 we
would bring to your attention that these earnings were not primarily due td

rices charged as stated by yo, but to savings made In the oft of production ot
be product. "As we pointed out in our presentation to the price-adjustment

boards there was a saving of approximately $10,000,000 as a result of efficient
liw-oost operation. The comparison as to profits for these sales compared to
the average for 1936-39 should be made as follows:

6djustment n at

isle.............................. ........... am56O S3ZO54N6O PO$AMM3
petceat to s"e ............................................ 6104 t"I ML4
Profit ater Waes .............................................. $04,V aS 0m t1,$K282Fermat to sake ............................................... 8 .7 O 2

Please note that the percentage of profit after taxes for the period of 193-309
is three and four-tenths times the proot after taxes on the Price Adjustment
Board basis.

You state that "in addition to this war business your company enjoyed a rore
than average nonrenegotlable business which Included a substantial amount of
Government business." The law distinctly, states thatyou .tO*adjqk.Oe
prims on contracts not full id'for on April 28, 1942, and your boards have
no right whatever to question the profits we made on any other business. We
were selling to the largest automobile manufacturers and there never was the
slightest doubt that they were able to protect thimseves against high priOes in
rlacing a contract with a parts manufacturer. If they thought our prices were
too high, they were in a position to produce in competition with us, and we had
at least two direct competitors who were al,%ays willing to take their business,

Reference is made to the voluntary price ieductions of our company only
amounting to 1)4 percent of the Invoice prim of its products, but no mention is
made that these reductions were only starting in the latter part of this pee4rd
and that they h d amounted to over $20,70%000 for the year ended June 80,
1943, and over $60,000 000 on orders received up to.eptember 1943. By these
reductions we are in edect continually returning large sums to the Goveriment,
and we absorbed all higher costs for tooling subcontractors plus their higher
charges (in some cases 65 percent higher than our costs).

Respectfully yours,

Chairman. Board of Dirtcors.
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(Washington Column)

Ewncizawr FaiRMS GJUaTED Hsoniiu PRonrs s Awmr
- (By Peter Edon)

WAsrnxOTN--Informatlon to show howthe Government permit, more efficient
manufacturers to retain higher rates of profit, even after renegotiation of their
ontraqts by. price-adjustment boards to recover what are considered ,xoeseive

earnings, is revealed by the War Department Inthe case of the DlxwelI Corpora-
tion, the High Standaid Corporation, and the High Standard Co. of New Haven'
Conn. These firms have contracts to make Browning machine guns, the original
(ace value of the contracts being $46,000 000 1

The Treasury Department's list of individuals receiving fron corrations
compensation for personal services of more than $75,000 a year Just mdepublic,
shows that the Dizwell Corporation had seven executives, each of whom reeelve
$200,000 or more for the past 2 years, as follows:

F. B. Bradley. $210, and $199 659- F. S. O'Reflly, $210,003 and $199,659;
J. E. Owaley $421,298 and $299 488 . G Swibellus, $31 809 and $499,148-
Earl B. SwieUllus' $210,603 and Sf99,659; Gordon. Swibeius, $210,603 and
$199,59; George . willis, $210,603 and $199,659.

FIVIN TOOK CUTS

Here you have a total of more than $2 000,000 paid In salaries to seven men in
1941 and nearly $1 800,000 in 1942. fve of the seven took cuts of a mere
$11000 a year In 142, though Mr. Owaley took a hack of $12000 and O,0.
8w1bellus one of $132,000. t

If you never before heard of the Dixwell Corporation or any of Its seven top
flight salaried men, that is understandable, for the Dlxwell Corporation doesn't
make anything itself. It is aimpy a holding company, giving engeering and
management Services to the High Standard Corporation and the High Standard
Manufacturing Co. These .two firms hold the war contracts and make the
machine guns.

On the-face of It this r- Ay look like another war-profiteering ease, but a second
look reveals an entirely diiferent story. Both the High Standard Cdrporation and
the High Standard Co. have had'their books6 exaplned by the War Depaumet
Price Adjustment Board.

The result of the renegotiation Is that the High Standard companies will reoelye
for the machine guns they make only $22,417,000, instead of the original contract
price of $48,650,000. The saving to the taxpayers In this case is $24,233,000.

EFFICIENT OPERATORS

In spite of this tremendous return to the Public Treasury, Brig. Gen. Albert J.
Browning of the purchasing division of Army Service Forces, emphasisa, that the
High Standard companies are being permitted to retain high profits-higher
profits than some of the other companies making machine guns-for the reason
hat the High Standard companies are more efficient operators

Whereas the average priqe of machine guns from other manufacturers has been
between $330 and $500 per gun, the High Standard price has been $250 per gun,
and even at that figure hey make and are permitted to retain a higher profit.

The case of the Dixwel Corporation which has furnished the engineering
brains and management experience permittingits High Standard subsidiaries to
make this excellent production record is still the process of renegotiation, In
this ease there is a nice distinction. Under the re6egotiation law, the Government
price-adjustment boards may not take into consideration what any company
does with its earnings, or what salries It may pay its executives, so long as those
Salaries are not a cost of' production. The seven $200,000-a-year mpen of the
Diell Corporation receive no compensation for their services to the High
Standard companies. .The question is whether the fee charged byDixweU'
engineering services to High Standard, ijermitting them to make their good
record were excessive.
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The CHA1R1AN. " ±7M g ....

STATEMENT OF C, W- XEZOGf, PRESID NT, EDIOON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE NEW YORK CITY

Mr. KiLLoo. Mr. Chairman, I can make my direct statement in
ab6lat 7 minutes.

The, 4HA!RUAR. We may- be called to the floor, and we would appre-
ciat4|t, I Yocan put, of coU.ie, your brief in the record.
i, Mr.. KELL'o0G I am doing that.

My name is Charles W. Kellogg. My office is in New York City,
I ii president of -,dison Eletrie Institute, the'trade association of
the'ele6ric-utility industry. Ofte of the principal function which the
institute performs for its members and for the public generaUy is the
compilation afd dissenfination of data about the industry. It is in
4i.arig but bf that function that I appear before you M Y, in con-
nection with the pending tax bill (H. . 3687).

For your information in considering my statement, I am handing
you 6 tables and 2 charts which havebeen prepared by the insti-
1te. The tables show for the entire electric-utihty industry the size
and, make-up of utility taies during the base period.and in recent
yailrl, the growth in investment and the decrease in return thereon-
And the toxes expected to result from the application of the rates of
taxation c6ntained bi H. R. 3687. The charts bring Out the salient
points in the tables. In Confirmation, I am also fiin a copy of a
report prepared by the eminent New York econOmist, Lionel D. Edie,
c Iering a study h6 has made of 20 selected'utility cohiptnies.Change in corporate taxes approved by the House of Representa-
tives in H. .3687 provide for raising the excess-profits-tax rate from
90 to 95 percent and also for reducing the allowance on the invested
capital by one precentage point on amounts of suchcapital in excess
Of $5,000,000.. As the basis for reconinending on October 4, 1943, to
the Ways and Means Committee of the House a general increase in
corporation taxes, Secretary Morgenthau is reported as having said:

Despite heavy Increases in taxes, net corporation income, after taxes, has risen
gatly 6incae 1939.

I have quoted Secretary Mlorgenthau's statement not to question its
accuracy, but to point out that the condition he reports with respect
to corporations in general is not true with respect to electric utilities.
SEperience with the operation of wartime taxes has demonstrated

that'the regulated electrio-utility companies have been much.harder
hit than other tpes of business. Taking the 1036-39 "base period"
as100, the net income of the regulated electric-utility companies in
1042 was 88, or' 12 percent below the base period and, if 'the change in
ess- wfits-tax rates .in" H. R. 3687 is made effective, it, would drop

to 88 for the year 1943, or a 14 percent decrease. On the other hand,
the index number for the return on net worth of all manufacturing
companlesin 1942 stood at 164, or an increase O "64 percent over the

bp peno.'
On the average, the' electric& utilities require seveux tines as much

plant investment per dollar of gross revenue as does the average
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manufacturing cohcernz They.ard, therefore, particularly uerablq
to rate of return on .investment. The: figures I have sublPjtted
covenng the whole industry, show that the effect of taxes has beeni
to reduce the rate of return on utility investmtunts from 6 percent iri
the base period to 5.2 percent in 1943,. •, , ; ....... 11,

The utilities are a regulated industry, and not .able, tberefor, .to
increase selling prices as can the average industrial., On the contrary,
the average tnit, price at which they have sold residential electicity
is now 17J4 percent below the 1935-39 average, while the cost of living
is up 23 percent and continues to rise about one-half of 1 percent.a
month. tThe index of wholesale pnces is up 29 percent since that
time. ,.

Undt,- present conditions, and possibly under future conditions;
unless this industry is husbanded taxwise it can only look to surplus
for new junior money, unless it, can attract outside capital made im-'
perative through growing consumer. demands. The two points of
the magnet attracting such capital are (1) not alone the current.
dividend and resultant yield, but.the trend of the amount disbirsed;'
(2.) the cushion in the form of surplus. :Facts supporting these state-
ments are brought out in detail in. the study by Dr.- Edie. which I
have filed with'you for the record. It is the concLion of that analyst
that not only should the utility industrybe exempted from any further
increases in wartime tax rates, but that it.s also entitled to pleads it
cause for special relief from the rates set .up under existing aws if it
is to fulfill its role in meeting the challenge of the post-war.

The public-utility industry is'keenly aware that all segmentsof
the economy must contribute their share of the financial sacrifices
required to- implement the war effort. For that reason and that
reason ,alone the industry has been hesitant to press its case for
relief !under the 1942 act although the record is clear. Our record of
_utstand'ig performance on the industrial front, with the security of

this c6uMntry and its institutions at stake, isone to which wt" poinL
with ride. ;As soldiers in the ranks of industry we have done our
fair share. However, the industry has borne far more than its fair
shreiof business taxes. With the romance that goes with growth
not entirely absent but certainly harnessed, we are compelled to seek
stability of earnings to finance our required expansion along conserve.
tive lines. The present tax proposals written into the bill now before
your committee compound the injury done by the 1942 act.

In closing, I believe the figures I have presented indicate that there
should , be no increase in existing rates of normal, sm tax or excess-
profits taxes, nor any decrease in allowable rates of return on invested
capital. - , I I ; ,

As a source for raisin the additional taxes which would be 9btalned:
from'the private' Utilities' under the rates of taxation contained in
H. R. 3887, attention is called to the fact that at the present time
publicly and cooperatively owned electric utilities are paying no
Federal taxes. Yet such publicly and cooperatively owned utilities
are called comparable to the private utilities in all respects. The
suggestion that taxes on private utilities be now increased serves to
emphasize the unfairness to them and to their customers that the
publicly and cooperatively owned utilities are free of Federal taxes.
Any loss of revenue caused by exempting utilities from the increased
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ritspm vlded hi R. R. 8687 can be doubly offset by taxing Fovem-
r entaily owned utilities on the same basis as the private ut' ittes now

-Rat is my statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN, Thank you very much. You wish to put into the

record the full statement?
Mr. KELLOGG. I would like to very much, sir.
Tho CHAiRMAN. You may do so. Thank you for your appearance

here. Unquestionably the increase in the excess-profits rate from 90
to 95 and the reduction in the invested capital base works a very great
hardship o lated utilities, railroads as well as other types..
Mr.1KMLLOG. That is what I wanted fo make particularly clear,

Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the committee fully appreciates the problem

before it, because regulated utilities are pretty heavily hit by these
two provisions in the House bill. The problem is not an easy one to
s olve, though, asyou know.
' Mr. Kw0oo; I realize that, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to be sure
your committee knew definitely that whit applies to the generality of
corporations does not apply to utilities. That is the point I wanted
to particularly stress.

SThe CHAIRMAN. That is quite true.
Mr. KELLOGG. Thank you for your time.
(The matter submitted by Mr. Kellogg is as follows:)

t'NsL 1.-&dfmated i ncom, s.4emeUn 194-Eledric igh* and p~ companks

pwmsu r veo ............................................ 2.47 2,611 +4 2,%14 +5
.......................................... 947

T . tze.... .................................. 294 5 No o
TAX Or........W ON +21 710 it

Tot ded ons ................................... 1,14 1,93 +11 1155 +11

lfln ..... 476 -6 663 -2
...... 15 a +7 Go +12

ita.. . . ............ .................... ,43 2 - ......

........ ........... W 7 ..
......... 312 10 - I 9 -

Ne Ino ......................... .......... 137 49 -7 49

ftim" on bess of actua results of first 9 months o( 194W with Federal tW rMte& of Hou bM 3

Sowte: 1941-42 es shown tEdison Eedric Iostitute Btatlcs Bul etia No. 10, table 3. p.9 C(rlsed3.
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TABiLx 2.-Break-dot" of ul tiatze'
l~oso cdclaa
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1940 1 41 194) I e JI. Inese
____________________________ Iower 1942ets 0, T,?,0,:

oa axes .................................... 8 47 116 Il 191 3
ZINN . t ................................... 4 49 60 1 9 A

AlbLber Feeal ...................... It 17 -2 IT ..........
TOW, ............................ee a . 1 "2 101 476 sos., as "a;, 1 taxe .............................. 21, 11 23 ..........

. . . .. ... 04a 110 Ia

krtbda~~e 9 moth o(R an &P10 no Federal tax ratescotie
In H. S.3.

TABLEv 8.--Growth of dedric-utility tax burdeo.-Percent of gross revenue

Spent for
Yeszin Spo yc eturian TotaYear mlaten is = W Wesmnt

and delve exM1ften-0
Sion

............................... . * 19 44 001648 146 100......................................... 48 8 10
10,00 ............................................ 49 is 83 100
19 4 1 ............ 80 s 8 I0
I g o : .;.."", ... .. .. .. ..: : : : : : : : : : : : : .8.. . ... .. .. ... . .. s o 2 6 1 0 0
1 938 ............................................... 61 26 94 100

A 1t41aae based on aetual resus c~itltmoaths.

T,Atz 4.-RHfed pf Federal income and ezcen.profit tam upon earnings of dedrie
Is& and power companke I in tAe United Sid"

(Money amons In mlloS of donar

Sncome etal Income and excesa-prTuo taxesbeoeFed- _No~t Inoua

Yea era Inoome " after ll
and exc-s neo= Ecess Percent be. te"anproalts w.o.Mte TO k tre a ebarte

1,' ............ 1 ....... ....... ,A I

192 a.2 ...................... ......................... 10 4 no0
M7 ......................... 6%06 ............ 36 7 47
1 9 32 ...................... 642 so ............ so I we

1933 ........................ 437 33 ............ 3 8 404
9114 ......................... 43 4 4 44 10 1

1 9 ......................... 43 39 ............ 9l 9 4M
1938 ......................... 12 2 . . . 1 40
1967...................... 973 6...... 66 12 609
i9 ......................... 4 63 ... 63 12 45
1939 ........................ 6M 89 89 14 8
140 ......................... 692 129 6 136 so &57
141 ......................... 763 179 47 226 so 637
194 ......................... 835 210 i1s M31 40 497
l943 ..................... 901 18i 191 406 45 491

' A privately owned utilities ' Incding nulpt peervve company which supply gas, Water,' Wcn
and other aevnice in addition to electricity.

I Based upon United Statecensus ofcentrl station 1917, which represented 78percent of tNeetrie
power companies as nOW ODnstituted.

0%= u o United States cnsus ofcentral station for 1922 which represented 87 percent of the electric.
Eght and power companies u now consttted.

I Estimated on basis o SI 9 months and applying ra 1 Federal taxon as In H. R. SOY.
No.--Yeara 1022 to 193, Inclusive, a actual colloctiona as reported by Bureau of internal Revenue

year 1917 and 199M 194 IM e as carred on utility bocks and w'-y vary somewhat from actua collections.
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TABLE 5,-Earning Power of invested capital-Return on, net worth of all manu-

facturing companies compared with return on invested capital of electric utilities

Year

1038...............1938 ................
1939 .........................

1039 .........................Base period .......
1940..............._.-
1041 .........................
1942 .... .............1943 (as per la. Rl. 31187)-..

All manufacturing' companies I Electric utility companies

Operating Electric fixed 1et~rzn p ,
Return Percent Income capital +vetrnt 11 

'

on net of base .. ..
worth period Millions Percent Millions Percent Per- Prcent

of dollars of baso of dollars of base cent of base

Percent
0.2 103 712 08 12,000 100 5.0 08
8.0 132 720 100 11,950 99 6.1 101
3.1 61 707 98 12,025 100 5.9 98
7.0 110 749 104 12,100 101 0.4 103

8.8
- 12,4

9,9

100.
140 750
205 721
104 078

.......... 063

100 ....... 100 .......

104
100
04
92

12,225
12,475
12,650
12,82

102
,104
105
107

8.1
5,8
8.3
6.2

108
88
so

Sources: Manufacturing companies, from U. 8. Treasury Statistics of Incono for years 1938-40 Incluslve,
aa shown summarized by the National City Bank in its Bulletin on Economjc Conditions, March 1943,
p. 34. Years 1941 and 1942 as shown for 1108 companies by National City Bank In Its April 1943 Bulletin.

electric utility companies, from Statistical Bulletins of the Edison Electric Institutb; 1943 Is a preliminary
estimate.

TABLU O.-Changes aince base period in finances of electric utility companies

Oenation Revenues OJerating Fixed capital Taxe Dividends

Year

19................. 102 05 1,911 04 712 08 12,000 00 281 80 407 94
1937 ...................- 102 2,031 100 728 0 11,960 9 308 08 442 102
1938 ................... 104 9 2,018 100 707 08 12,025 100 323 102 420 W
1939 ...................115 107 2,148 108 749 104 12,400 101 852 111 453 105
lian period ............... 100........ 100. ...... 100-1 ...... 100
1940................... 125 118 2,277 112 750 104 1 00 404 128 458 10
1941.......... 144 134 2,4G7 122 721 100 12,475 04 520 15 441 01
1942------..... ..... :--18 147 2,11 129 070 04 12,5O 105 030 109 416 8
19431 ........ -181 108 2,810 139 0 3 92 12,826 104 710 400 '93

r,1948flgures re preliminry estimate on b'mtsiof.first 9 months and with tates of I, lt. 307, 117alod.
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Ecowom A sALYsix or =z Emzm o rak 1942 Tax LAw ON PUBLIC Ut2uiis

(Prepared by ione D. Edie & Co Inc. Submitted before the Senate Finance
Committee on December 2, 194, by Charles W. Kellogg, president of the
Edison Electric Institute, In testimony on H. . 8887.)

DIYSODUCTIOm

In making a study of the effects of the 1942 tax law on the utility industry,
one finds It necessary at the outset to give consideration to certain baslo facts
and to certain fundamental economy characteristics of the Industry.

"he contribution of the utility Inddstr' td'the'wat effort has been Immefr.
Foresight on the pat of leaders ln th Industry in forward planning as well As
Ingenuity in getting the maximum use out of existing facilities has made It possible
for the Industry to meet all demands placed upon It by the war and by civilians.
When it Is recognized that n almost no other commodity has this been the case,
the importance of this industry is more readily disernible. The utilities under-
took sharp expansion of their facilities well before the European war started, and
this program was continued almost without interruption through 1941, after
which time curtailment on materials was so drastle as to preclude the degree of
exDeslon desired by the industry.

utility Industry has In no way contributed to inflation, but rather enjoys
the unique distinction of having reduced the product price at a time when prae-
tically all other prices have been advancing. The following table outlines the
difference between the deflationary trend of the cet of eleetrie power for res-
dential use and the Inflationary trend of the cost of living:

rInz: l55-15-100I

Res/dentksJ Risidenti

. Of Labor

s . . .... .

................ . 10 . 41 ...................... 0
I3 .................... 017 10 a41 . .. 110
I111 ................... useX ics w ss ue
i...... 43]

Between 1936 and 1942 an index of the average residential revenue per kilowatt-
hour shows a 21.3 percent decline whereas a coet-of-living index -hows a 21.
percent increase, And a 'general wholesale price Index shows an increase of 23
percent.

Althcugh a recital of past contributions by this Industry Is important, never-
theless itIs far overshadowed by potential contributions which It can make during
the post-war era. The industry.s faced with many responsibilities which it will
be able to meet only so long as Its position as a dynamic factor In American
economle life is preserved. If anything approaching full employment is to be
achieved and maintained in the post-war era, nothing can be allowed to stifle
future growth of the utility industry. An era which sees practical ndustriol
and consumer apt Ueatlon of, products developed as the result of ae elerakd
telentifte rek"reh %ill present a challthg6 to the industry which supplies the
bisic power for all industry and for use of appliances.

Rcadenial building,-PvxbAbv one of the most Important post-war contribu-
tions will be in the building fiel. Post-war studies in this Industry suggest that
within 2 years after the war, residential building will be some 47 t9' 50 percent
greater in dollar volume than in 1939. It is estimated that some 900,000 riided-
tial units will be built in each .9 f the first'5 years after. the end of the war, the
majority of which will cost less than $0,000. Single unit family houses are ex-
petted to predomlbiate, a circumstance which will Intensify'the demand for new
utility oonstruttion in order to provide the requirements for these new customer.

Rural eledirfcacion.-Another field for a real contribution by the Industry wil
be rural eleetri4cation. The resPonsibility placed upon utillty companies by this
tyjie of customer. is well Frecogzed In the Industry, and with the trend toward
Improved farm equipmentt, a program designed to provide for intensified f"ii
electrifiestion Is likely to be undertaken.
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createdd by the war effort. The *at has'hbd'the effect of Speedlng bj selentific
fdevelopm nts-in every phasd of.Anetican life. I The Impetus comes from urgent
heeity nwmagng eo fized warfareon a gigantic scale..i In 9 thousand ways
thbe'rieiroh Iaboratories of Industry are cooperating day and night with the Army
and the Navy to discover new telnuq, lp. 9.0er to win the war. Although war
gives the Immediate drive these discoveries will carry over Into peacetime and
,will then become A part of lndMtrlal'technology. They will bring new ,and better
eIele6trlcs appliances, machines, automobile; and otntless other products which
enter Into the standard of living'of the common man. ' t ?

The War has accelerated scientific developments so much that In the space of 2
ior 8 years as mubh as hap;ienlng as would ordinarily happen over a period of 40
,tO 50 years. The greatest scientific revolution of all times is going on before our
.eyes and its consequences in the peate tocome will have profound applications In
,every Industry. : scie..i. . .

Eleetrle power holds the key.to failure utilization of this'seentifo process. The
ifaetdry cannot use the latest and best mahinery without power, , Ahe farmer
-and the workman In:the city:cannot enjoy fully the products of most of these
"advaxne. .without having power available. fo be able to Iturn-on the Jules"
is the indispensable prerequisite to making the wonders of science work for the
masses. This Is'the power ndustr.
• .T odpial needs.-The post-war period will call for more generating capacity,
.more transmission lines,*rtehing more people as cons mers, -Decentralization
-of Industry Is shifting load balances and will continue to shift them.. Planning
ahead must take Into account the need for'raising capital to meet this challenge.
Financing requirements must be anticipated. Tax laws now nake It Impossible
for utilities to accumulate the reserves and to develop the financial strength needed
to meet properly this coming period of strain.. -If tax laws or other political deci-
sions ar'o a nature to weaken the equity market In utilities, oommon-atock
finncjng.after tie war will be Impossible *For qeveml years past the industry

1 ".en unable to rse any sign cant RA of lt# capital requirements through
the publi.cale. f equity securities. Tje very fact of 6- ad 7-percent yields In
the o'in market on representative outitlndlng utility common stocks at a time
when-the earning power of new capital piobhbly Is less thn 5 percent can only

-mean, if it continues, that the industry wil prove unable to perorm Its-vital poet-
iwar service under private ownership. _In brief, the tax policles now accepted or
reflected determine whether the utility Ih~stry cop-es Into its post-war responsi-
bilities financially crippled or strong iMd able to perform dmirably Mon& wit
other Industries In creating the post-war'world.. The 1942 tax law has linpoWd An unfair burdeni upon the utility industry. "If
it is tQ survive as private enitrpise, recognition must be given to the fmac, that

-the eeonoinl0 eharacteristles oflho tilltle- are different from those 'of aiy other
ifndustry. The post-war responsibilities fa ing utility omihpaniles are legion and
the Industry Vnust be allowed to strengthen its finances, If It is to cope with the

jprolbems which will face itinla post-war economy.
- .ANALYSIS

The pirpo c of this aialysis 1; to determine whether the 1942 tax law has been
unduly severe 9n utilities. "
* We tecognlze that In time Of war, all industry must bear'Itj fair sharg ofan

abnormally.high tax biirden. We have'proceeded oh the _.smptlon that the
'Utilities are'willing to carry s much' of the bden a bould Justifiably fall on
'their shoulders. ' '
- A utility In time of war should be able to earn. enough after. taxes to provide
"a rssonble and conservative dividend aid to arry a balance to pdrplus adequate
,to inslntain a capital structure which will permit it to dd equity financing to meet
".In Ls Of thli objective, the accompanying chart shows what has happened

:uiidr the 1942 tax law to a group &of 10 leading utility companies as'ompared to
leading' Industr~al comPanies. As indica'ted by'the chart, the 30 industrials in
'1942 had a balance to q'rplus'about 100 percent higher than that In the bwc

'Hod, 1036-39,w'he teas th 1 tilltles in 1942 had g balance to surplus about
percentt lower than that'hi the ba period. These utility c.mpanilesdesIg-
ns sroup , are either wholly independent operating rompanesor 'operating
.s .ib1l.iardo Ufflcl intly in dependent to conform'to the pattern. '



As a theoretical matter, one might say that the utilities would be all right on
balance to surplus if they were to cut their dividends more sharply. As a prac-
tical matter and as a matter of sound financial policy, such drastic reduction of
dividends would be open to serious objection.

In approaching the matter, it Is in order to Introduce some broad philosophy
about dividend policy in the utility Industry. Power and light companies are
regulated growth companies. The effect of regulation upon earnings is to limit
them to a stated return after taxes on the value of their property In public service.
Odt of this return the companies are to provide Interest on their bonds, dividends
on their preferred stocks, dividends on their common stocks and the reinvested
surplus. The growth is not alone A matter of cholc but also Is one of compulsion,
since the companies' franchises obligate them to provide service to the steadily'
growing number of customers who want It. A third distinctive factor In utility
ecOnomict concerns capital requirements. The Industry must provide at least
$4 to $5 of plant to aceommolat an additional annual $1 of business.

To bring these three distinguishing features of utility operations into one state-
ment: the industry must expand steadily to meet the demands placed upon it, it
requires new capital to do so, and its earnings are limited by regulation.
A proportion of the new capital must be equity capital to preserve a sound atruoi

ture. 'Ihe Industry cannot offer-nvestors the possibility of great increases in
earnings, and yet it must enter the capitrl markets In competition with other lines
of business which can offer such rewards. What the Industry must be able to
offer, as an alternative is stability.

The 10 companies did, in fact, reduce their dividends in 1942. The annual
dividend rates In effect at the end of 1942 were 7 percent lower than the actual
1941 payments. The present annual rates are about 3 percent lower than those
prevailing on the average In the base period 1938-39 Inclusive. Actually, in
that 4-year period the dividends amounted to 75 percent of the earnings. This
would seem to be In line with conservative principles.

Moreover, although present dividends of the 10 companies are about the same
as those of 1936, the service rendered by the companies has Increased 52 percent.
In this connection the accompanying chart is helpful. It shows this sharp
increase in power consumption in'ontrast with the negligible change In dividendI
per share. A third line at the bottom of the chart should be noted, showing total
capital charges, Including bond Interest, preferred dividends and common dIvi-
dends. , This line reflects refunding operations to take advantage of cheap money.
In 1942 this line was about 5 percent below the base period. In doll" the savings
In interest was $15,955,000. If it had not been for this saving, the 10 companies
would have had a deficit tq surplus in 1942. To put this point In another way,
In spite of a 52 percent Inerease in services rendered to the public had I' spite
of substantial savings from refunding and improved capital structure, the com-
mon stockholder in terms of per share dividends is no better off than he was
6 years ago.: Therefore, to say that he is receiving more than reasonable divi-
dends or to say that further sharp cuts should be enforced is to make c)iaz es
that cannot be supported. - -

The 1942 tax law denies the utilities the ability to pay reasonable common
dividends and to finance a conservative proportion of their growth out of retained
earnings. It Injures the ability of the industry to play Its full part In meeting
and stimulating post-war demands for service. It threatens the ability of the
industry to survive without Government ownership.

As defined' at the outset, these 10 group I utilities represent that part of the
Industry which has the greatest financial strength. If the companies which are
strongest financially are unable under the tax law to accumulate adequate reserves
for future needs, how much moredifficult milst the tax problems be for the rest
of the Industry. -

This question can be solved by reviewing the experience of 10 companies
which are largely owned by or are controlled by holding companies but which ire
not consolidated for tax purposes. Group H represents subsidiaries which are
operating conpanles and which compute taxes much the same as they would If
they werc wholy indePendent. Historically their dividend policies have been
Influenced in varyingdegrees by the theory Thacapl tal-rasing e-6tvis would be
provided by the holding companies. A distinct type of utility company Is thus
recognized and the 10 companies here singled out for Intensive analysis are fair
aswrles of the type and a representative cross section.
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The strikEig fact Is shAip dividend ctits forced by the 1942 tUk law. Dividends

per sham at the end o 1942 were approximately 87 percent below average divi.
dends In the bas period, 1938-39. This shock to dividends was the direct result
of the tax law. Ther. was no other way to absorb the burden. Whereas group
I cut dividends in 194, It still paid dividends about the same As In the pro-war
period. When group II cut dividends, It had to do a drastic job and the result
was a dividend level far below jay pre-war norma.
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,)Dn of the-fuhdasentl reasons for- this differwee is hat the xpsV t
pairt ofthe tax- laW bears with special hardshipo group If COmpaies . 'PA
dollarof net before taxes, the exceoprofits tax burdenws !bout 6 peteen,
greater for poip 11 'than for grou This is due-to tax-issvng nires:iok
group 1, the greater use of Invested capital bases by hydroelectric compnlesAayl
heavier deprecaton reserves in the base years. . - + -

Group If, like group I, expeded output sharply. to meet War demaxn d iF?i
Hrp W, output rose 63 percent above the 1936-39 average, and dividends fellpercent.In group I, total capital charges Including bond Interest, preferred dividedd,

and common dividends reached a level at the end of 1942 which was 15 percent
below that of the pre-war period, 1936-39. . . ... .. I I

Net after taxes per share of common in the same period declined approxfm*tel23 pereent for group II versus about 10 percent for gro, p I.
Comparisons of balance to surplus are difficult to nake. In the base period,

group H companies were operating under ai holding company system and part
of the fundamental theory of that system was that the parent company rendered
financial ervlce end assumed large responibilities for ral~ng new capital for
subsidiaries.' In liht of this relationship, subsidiaries normally paid out the
bulk of. net in dividends. People my argue whether the system was right of
wrong but at any rate it was the system. I

Accordin.ly, In the pre-war base period balance to surplus was not as large as
it was for wholly Independent companies. In 1936, balance to surplus In grodjt
II was about 15 percent of net after taxes and in 1938 slightly under 6 percent.
To compare 1942 with the pre-war years is relatively nWeaningles. because of the
premises govemnin distribution of earnings. As a further reminder of conditions
then prevailing, It is pointed out that during this pre-war period the administration
sponsored a tax law which acted as a penalty on undistributed earnings and which
was intended to compel corporations to maximize their dividends.'

The 1942 situation may be described as follows: Voluntary balance to surplus
in group II was only $4,064,000, or less than 8 percent of net before taxes. This
was after dividends had been cut about $12,000,000 below the pre-war peak.In addition, rebate amounted to about $3,500,000 or less than 7 percent of 'netbefore taxes. By any reasonable test, the eecumudtion of reserves Is insdeqdate
and this is true after due allowance is made for the fact that dividend rates havo
been cut 37 percent below the pre-war average. I

The accomp n ing chart shows graphically the behavior of sales, arnags,
common dividend, and total capitateharges or group iI. .

There is a third type which should receive special consideration, namely, the
subsidiary which for tax purposes s included in a consolidated tax return by a
holdin company.

At t ' t a word of explanation is In order as to the method of analysis
employed in this entire report. The method does not use statistical a s.
It uses fair and representative samples drawn from two distinct tpes of- WuSl of
companies within the industry. Statistical aggregates can easily be eceptive.
The only way to avoid the pitfalls of misleading statistics is to take individual
eases and to give them careful analytical treatment This process developed the
differences between groups I and IL Within these groups, it is believed that il
Individual companies follow reasonably closely the pattern shown by the; 10ample companies in each group.

The 20 companies have sales equal to 37.5 percent of the total for the industrybut the conclusions drawn from this sampling hold good for about two-third4
the industry. The remaining third presents so many special problems that It is
not sound or feasible to apply the sampling method. -Astatistical & gte for
this group would be utter y meaninglese and even the sampling meth gs unable
to be used. An examination of 10 companies as candidates fot a group III
revealed that no 2 companies followed a common pattern.: To average such tinlke
and discordant elements worjld yield a certain set of figures, it is true, and to a
mathematician such figures might be Interesting but to an economist, or to a
legislator, or to an executive, they would be absolutely misleading.,

Not only does this report reject statistical averages at a method to be applied
to the remaining third of the industry, but also it cautions anyone against making
inferences or drawing conclusions from such data.

ort nexctv, hywul ea.-u lai
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To Ilurste them discrepancles between companies: One shows only 25 percent
of reported taxable net paid In Federal Income taxes and another shows 53 percent.
Highly complicated and technical factors In consolidated returns account for the
difference. One company shows a huge increase In balance to surplus due to the
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fact?,that It Is forced by the Securities and Exchange Commission to ref.rin from
paying out any dividend, and another opn shows that even after a substantial
out In dividend, balance to surplus declie hrply. Under such eircum.stsn"e
to make statistical generalizations would mske eoonomice nonsense.

Although statistical method is unable to cope with such a situstlon, nevertheless
broad common sense judgment can be applied. In an effort to do so, this report

.makes the following bsrvations,:

9, 1--11--9
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(a) In a majority of eas, the effect of consolidated returns is to mitigate the
blow of the excess-profits tax. If It had not been for the consolidated return,
many of the subsidiaxies in this group would probably have been ruined flnancially
by the 1942 tax law, The consolidated return contained an element of salvation
for numerous weaker companies which otherwise would have been put in a hopeless
position.

(b) Under the Holding Company Act of 1935, provision is made for divorcement
of most subsidiaries of 'ding companies and for grouping of certain remaining
ompnles into integrated systems. This is the law and the Securities and
Exchange Commission has taken a stand in administering the law which forces the
so-called death sentence even under war conditions. This is a fact and not a
theory. It raises a question of philosophy as to how the tax law ought to treat
with such a situation. Should the tax law think more of today's status, wherein a
subsidiary has the status of beinq part of a holding company system, or of to-
morrow's status, wherein a subsidiary will be divorced from the consolidated tax
return and will have to pay taxes &; an independent operating company? As long
as the Intent of Congress is as defined in the Holding Company Act, the tax law
should be consistent with that intent. That is to say, as long as the intent is to
force the subsidiary to stand on its own feet, the tax law should be such as to permit
it to do so.

( c) The 1942 tax law-does not con ply with this requirement. Certainly many
probably most of these subsidiaries now saved by onsolidated returns

would find themselves in a ruinbus tax position If suddenly forced out of that
status. Their taxes would be greatly increased and their dividend rates would
have to be reduced to a point which would make it impossible for them to use
private capital markets,-.. indeed they were not in many eases forced to eliminate
common dividends altogether. Thus, legislation which in theory was promised
to protect the investor would turn out In practice to be his ruination. To force
segregation under the 1942 tax law is a severe legislative penalty against the
investor. The law should be changed to correct this unfortunate situation.
It should be changed so as to make the status livable and endurable as the Holding
Company Act is enforced.

CONCLUSIONS

A. The 1942 tax law is specially damaging to utilities and In the interest of
sound national policy some correction of the tax law is needed and Is justified.

B. In fundamental economic reasoning, the basis for exceptional tax treatment
of utilities Is that in a peric4 of wartime inflation their costs tend to rise sharply
along with the costs of other industries but the per unit selling_ price of their
product not only fails to share in the inflationary trend but actually tends to fall
be low the prewar level. The mere fact that ceiling prices are applied to other
industries does not deny tuth of this statement because such ceiling prices
are very substantially above prewar prices an~l the head of the Office of Price
Administration has said that even under price ceilings he expects prices to con-
tinue to go up at the rate of about one half of s percent per month. No one holds
out an expectation that utility rates will go up one-half of percent per month orany other percent.

C. Under the 1942 tax law It s impossible for the relatively strong companies
to accumulate the requisite reserves to meet future needs. The company not
so strong financially are forced into drastic dividend reductions and even after
such reductions they cannot accumulate proper reserves.

D. This analysis recognes three types of cses, identified as group I, group Il,
and group" II. Group I consists of companies of marked financial strength,

relatively conservative capital structures and either wholly or in substantial part
independent of holding company control. Group II consists of subsidiary
operating companies which do not come under consolidated returns. As pointed
out statistical analysis of group IM as a whole is misleading.

E. It should be clearly understood that the purpose of tax relief is to enable
the utilities to meet their future needs. What are these needs? They are

. to accumulate proper reserves to meet the exigencies of the transition from war
to peace, to maintain a financial position whereby they can hire back former
employees who have been In the armed forces and to maintain a credit status
whereby they can utilize private capital markets In raising expansion capital
through equity financing. The 1942 tax law Is undermining their hopes of using
private capital markets by forcing dividend cuts below a point which commands
the confidence of the investing public and by preventing a proper balance to
surplus and a proper accumulation of reserves. - Without such reserves, common
stock money cannot be attraled to the industry now or in the future.
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Senator VANDENBERG. I want to put a brief from M. D. Harbaugb,
Cleveland, Ohio, in the record. It contains an amendment regarding
the allowance for development expenditures. "

The CHAIRMAN. That may be put into the record.
(The brief referred to-is as follows:)

BRIEF BY M. D. IIARBAUGH, CLEVELAND, OHIO

ALLOWANC- FOR DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES INDEPENDENT O PERCENTAOB
DEPLETION

The proposed amendment Is intended to clarify the status of development
expenditures for mines. •

For oil and gas wells "intangible drilUing, and development cost" are carefully
defined in the regulations and are allowed certain options with respect thereto
but such regulations cover situations peculiar to oil and gas and are recognized
as not applicable to mines.

For mines the regulations, section 19.23 (m)-15, set up the'rule that "All
expenditures In excess of net receipts from mineral sold shall be charged to capif al
account recoverable through depletion while the mine is In the development
stage." This rule is not applied to expenditures for plant and equipment for
which ordinary depreciation is allowable, but the Bureau considers it applicable
to a considerable field of expenditures which it classes as "development," but
without definition of that term.

The "development expenditures," which (if made before the mine reaches
the production stage) the Bureau holds recoverable through depletion are, in
general expenditures-
(1or exploration and discovery of commercial ore worth trying to mine.
(2) For facilities such as shafts tunnels, main haulage drifts, etc.,-not to

prove the'.existence or commercial nature of the ore but to furnish necessary
means for its mining.

(3) For stoping, caving, stripping and other work which are Simply advance
costs of mining the ore. Sometimes such work can be done as breaking of ore
proceeds, but in other cases economical operation is possible only if there ta ot.
siderable work of this kind before breaking of ore begins.

There is no question that those expenditures during the development period
for eploration and discovery of commercial ore are properly chargeable to
capital account recoverable through depletion.

But depletion was never intended to cover expenditures for facilities for mining
and expenditures which are simply advance costs of mining. Such items'should
be considered as allowable deductions, separate and apart from depletion; either
through depreciation (to the extent appropriately allowable as "depreetion of
Improvements") or as mining costs to be charged off either when incuri-ed, or a4
deferred costs when the mineral benefited is recovered.
.Under the proposed amendment the question of when such expenditures

should be allowed as deductions is left to be covered by rules of the Commissioner.
'he amendment simply establishes the principle that development costs subse-
quent to exploration leading to initial discovery are to be allowable to addition
to depletion.

The amendment is made applicable only to percentage depletion of mines
(sei. 114 (b) (4)), Which seems the only situation where this question is important.

The matter is of particular importance at the present time because t high
tax rate greatly intensify the unfairness of a rule which was of much less in-
portanee when rates were lower, also because the Bureau tends increasingly to
require recovery through depletion of items which should properly be charged
as operating expense.

- PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO INSURE TAXPAYERS TH5 BIOHT'TO CHARGE OFF Dr-
VELOPMRNT EXPENDITURES (AFTER INITIAL EXPLORATION AND DISCOVERY)
INDEPENDENT OF PkRCENTAE DEPLETION

Amend section 114 (b) (4) by adding the following sentence:
"Such depletion allowance shall be exclusive of and in addition to the return

of costs of development (incurred subsequent to exploration resulting in the
initial discovery), whether such costs be charged to expense in the taxable yeir
or deferred subject to extinguishment when the mineral benefited Is recovered."

The CkAIRMAN. Unless there is some witness who would like to
put a brief in the record at this time to dispense with his appearance
later, we will recess until 2 o'clock. . .
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Mr. NoYE's. Mr. Chairman, I would like to file my brief.
The CHAIRMAN. Very welL
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

BRVr 1r PIERRErON B. NoTEs, PRESIDENT, ONEIDA, LTD., ONEIDA, N. Y.,
NOVEMBER 29, 1943

1. Silver-plated flatware (spoons, forks, and knives) are "a household necessity"
just as mugn as crockery or glassware or pots and kettles.

2. The Government and the War Productlon Board have shown that they
consider silver-plated flatware "an essential civilian commodty"-see War Pro-
duction Board General Limitation Order L-l40-b, Issued November 5, 1943.

3. Only 18 percent of the country's ouput of silver-plated flatware is sold Injewelry stores.

4. This I percent jewelry store distribution, plus the silver with which It is
coated to protect diners' mouths, has confused plated flatware with luxuries.

5. The luxury tax laws of 1924 and 1942 exempted silver-plated flatware, In-
cluding it in a paragraph with ' nrgcal instruments, e eglass frames."

6. This exemption was overlook ein the law of 1941.
7. The Ways and Means Committee of the House has approved this exemption

and has written it into the bill as sent to the Senate.
Mr. MOLWAR. Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit a letter to be

included in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

WASHNOTON, D. C., Noember 94, 1943.
Senator WALTER F. GroRoZ,

Chairman, CommiUce on Finance eo Dna.,SWasAinglon, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEOROE: I submitted the following to the Ways and Means
Committee but in some way it was overlooked, and I think it Is important also
for economic purposes. In addition I believe the Treasury Department could
save for the taxpayers about $100,000,000 a year in Interest. -

I xm writing with reference to Publie Law 68, Seventy-eighth Congress,
which providesfor the current payment of the individual income tax.

Under the provisions of this act employers are authorized to estimate the wages
which will be paid to any employee in any quarter of the calendar year and to
determine the amount to be deducted and withheld upon each payment of wages
to such employee during such quarter, and to deduct and withhold upon any pay-
ment of wages to abch employee during such quarter such amount as may be
necessary to adjust the amount actually deducted and withheld upon the wages
of-such employee during such quarter (see. 1622 (j)). It s my understanding,
however, that employers are not required to make return of the amount so de-
ducted until the expiration of the current quarterly period. It is also my under-
standing that even though a man is hired by the day his employer is permitted
to retail and to use the amount deducted from his wages until his quarterly pay-
ments are due. I feel that such a practice is grossly inequitable and I respect-
fully suggest that section 1622 (j) be amended in order to compel the employer to
make returns upon wages withheld not longer thah 2 weeks following his pay-roll
date. Many cases have come to my attention In which employers have dishonored
their contracts with per diem employees and I feel that if the employer was com.
polled to make semimonthly returns to the Treasury Department the rights of
the employee would be more adequately protected. . #

For the reasons mentioned I suggest that section 1622 U) bi amended as follows:
The Commissioner (strike out the word 'may') under regulations prescribed by

him with the approval of the Secretary (strike out the word 'suthorize' and insert
the following words:) shall require employers (1) to file returns of wages with-
held with the authorized agent of the Uuited Btates Government each week,.If
wages are paid on a per diem basis or weekly, and (2) if wages ar paid semi-
monthly the employer shall be required to file such returns semimonthly."

Respectfully submitted. Joszrn MoI Aa

The CHAIRMAN. We ill reconvene at 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:11 p. m. the committee recessed to 2 p. m.

of the same day.)
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AFTER RECESS

(The committee resumed at 2 p. m., pursuant to recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee willplease come to order. Mr.

Shaw.

STATEMENT OF LUCIEN W. SHAW, ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT,
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Mr. SHAW. My name is Lucien W. Shaw. I am appearing on
behalf of the hundred-odd companies who are members of the Aero-
nautical Chamber of Commerce of America, Inc. I am assistant to
the president of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation.

Since 1921 the Aeronautical Chamber has spoken for the aircraft-
manufacturing industry on matters of public interest. Its member
companies are now producing about 75 percent of the total value of all
airframes and aircraft engines, propellers, accessories and spare parts
being produced in this country for the prosecution of the war-the
remaining 25 percent being produced almost entirely by companies
whose normal business is outside the aviation field. Included in the
roster of members of the Aeronautical Chamber are practically.all of
the names commonly associated with aircraft with which you are
familiar: Bell Bendix, Boeing, Consolidated-Vultee, Curtiss-Wright,
Douglas, Lockheed, Martin, Republic, United Aircraft, and many
other companies playing an important part in the war effort whose
names you would immediately recognize.

We are appearing before you because of our belief that it is vital for
America to have a strong aircraft industry for all time in the future
and because of our deep concern as to our ability to assume this re-
sponsibility. We believe that you and the Nation generally, desire
the industry which has produced the Flying Fortress, the Liberator,
the Marauderp Mitchell, Thunderbolt, Lightning, and other important
planes, to maintain America's.position of leadership in aviation. Be-
cause of the difficulties we see ahead we are not sure of our ability to
do this unless Congress recognizes these difiiculties in connection with
this pending legislation.

Production of aircraft in the Uhited States has expanded phenome-
nally. Both the rate of grwth of the industry and its present size
far exceed that of any inustry the world has ever known. In 1939,
output was approximately $200,000,000. * The 1943 output of the pre-
war aircraft manufacturers represented by the Aeronautical Chamber
is about 60 times 1939, or approximately $12,000,00000. . In 1944 it
will be a substantially greater amount. By comparison, the all-time
peak for automobile production was less than $4,000,000,000. In
October 1943 alone, 2,000 more military aircraft were produced than
in all of the year 1940.

To accomplish this production it is estimated that the peak employ-
iment requirements of the manufacturers of airplanes, airplane engines,
and propellers will be 1,650,000 employees as compared to approxi-
mately 44,000 on January 1, 1939. In edition, the many subcon-
tractors and suppliers who are of the highest importance in maintain-
ing aircraft production are estimated to require over 1,400,000 em-
ployees, making a total for the entire industry .of over 3,000,000.
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This enormous expansion has placed the aircraft industry in a
position of extreme hazard at the conclusion of the war. The financial
problems which we will then meet Will be so serious that there are no
adequate measures which our individual companies can take to protect
themselves from possible disaster. It is for this reason that we conie
to Congress to explain our situation.

This can best b ',donoiby presenting to.you in summary form
certain data recently presented by the Harvard Business School of
Business Administration in a booklet entitled "Financial Position of
the "Aircraft Industry." Copies of this bulletin are being furnished
to you, and I would like to summarize for you a few of the facts which
it presents. .

•

In preparing the study Harvard obtained from 11 major aircraft
manufacturers their audited financial figures for 1942 (the latest
which are available) and earlier years. These 11 companies represent
boer thre-fourths of.total war-plana construction in the United States.
By dividing the totals of the financial figures by the number of the
companies represented, Harvard obtained figures for an average
aircraft company typical of the industry.

The most startling fact developed by the Harvard study is the very
smaW margin by which current assets in the aircraft industry exceed
Current liabilities. Current assets, of course, mean cash, accounts
receivable, and inventories. Current liabilities include amounts owed
to employees for wages, to suppliers for material and parts, and to the
Government for taxes, renegotiation refunds, advances, and progress

-payments received against expenditures on war contracts. Chart 1
on the bpositepsge shoW s that at the end of 1942 the typical aircraft
cop any ad o y $1.09 of current assets for each dollar it then owed.
On the same date' the average for non-aviation-industry corporations,
selected as typical companies by Harvard for comparison, was $2.20
of current assets for'each dollar owed. In other words, the aircraft
companies have only the very narrowest margin or cushion of funds
and inventories to meet immediate obligations.~ Obviously, any
shrinkage in the Value of inventories, for example, even in a minor
amount, would make the industry unable to meet its debts.

Furthermore, the quick-cash assets (cash and marketable securities)
of the typical aircraft company arie far short'of the amount required
oven to pay debts to the Government for taxes and renegotiation.
Chart 2 shows a deficit in quick-cash assets of over $20,000,000 for
the'typical aircraft Company. I . -

Chart 3 shows that the working capital of the typical aircraft coin-
pany Is oily -28 percent of itscinventory as compared to .146 percentfor an average non-aircraft-industry company and as compared to a
ratio of 78 percent for aircraft companies in 1939.

Chart 4 shows that an 8-percent. decline in the' value of the totalassets for which the 11. aircraft companies are responsible would wipe
oet the stockholders' capital. It als0 shows that an 11.0-percent
decline in the value of invent,'ry for which the companies are respon-
sible will wipe out working capital.

We are seriously concerned as to the huge amounts of inventory
for which bur companie"aro responsible.- The risk of loss upon ter-
initation of contracts with respect to inventories is very great. The
reasons for this are well Pt'forth on page 17 bf the Harvard study:

The average company had expanded its production twentyfold in a period of
8 years, and under conditions w=ich made It necessary to subordinate all other
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considerations. The control of Inventories has been hampered by such factors
as frequent design changes, schedule changes, sudden shifts in the demand for
spare parts, a high labor turn-over, inexperienced clerical and supervisory per-
sonnel and frequent rearrangements of factories and warehouses. -

All these factors have had an effect on the ability of the average company to
maintain inventory records comparable with t4w which would be kept under
normal peacetime conditions. For example, few if any of the major war-plane
manufacturers take a physical inventory at their fiscal year end, for-such Inven-
tory-taking would involve a slow-down of production. Any simultaneous physical
checks on all woik in process are Impractical in view of th8 vast number of parts
and the interference with production which would be involved. Although the
companies do usually employ a crew of men who make a continuous count of
raw material Items throughout the year, the difficulties of maintaining controls
comparable with normal peacetime standards are great.

Appreciable amounts of obsolete or'surplus materials tend to accumulate In
inventories under such conditions. 

A shown in chart 6 another alarming fact with respect to the con-
dition of the industry Is that the typical company has working capital
sufficient to pay wages, salaries, and material expenses at wartime
levels for only 2 weeks.

Furthermore as shown in chart 0, cash and equivalents on hand of
the aircraft industry are sufficient to pay expenses of operation for
onl 5 weeks.

dhe foregoing figures show tho reason that aircraft people are con-
cerned about their ability to survive at the end of the war. You will
probably wonder as to the reason which has brought about such a
result. The basic reason is the large volume which the industry has
undertaken, coupled with existing controls imposed upon war profits
by the income-tax structure and by renegotiation.

Our tax structure, and to some extent; renegotiation, have been
based on the theory that pre-war earnings and invested capital are
the proper measures to determine reasonable war profits. In many
instances this is proper. However, it does not take account of the
great risks resulting from overextended operations. To illstrate
my point, may I suggested that no sane banker operating on a capital
of' $10 000 would take on $10,000,000 of loans and deposits. But if
he haA a capital of $1,000,000, he would be perfectly safe. Just as
an. increased volume of loans means increased risks to the banker,
so increased volume of sales means increased risks for the aircraft
companies.

The demand for planes has forced the aircraft companies to expand
their volume way beyond what sound business management would
have dictated. The only protection Which they can have against
these forced risks is sufficient profit or reserve which can be set aside
to provide for these contingencies when they arise. The figures show
that the tax structure And renegotiation have not made a sufficient
allowance f6r this purpose.

I should like to demonstrate that the Wartime earnings alowed
the aircraft industry are far less than those allowed better established,
less expanded enterjrises. The Harvaid study shows that, after taxes
and renegotiation, the aircraft industry was allowed profits of only
2.7 percent on sales in 1942. This may be compared to 8.3 percent
for General Motors, 13.8 percent for du Pont, 7.5 percent for Sangam0
Electric,. 10.6 percent'for Deere & Co., 10.5 percent for Eastman
Kodak, and 7.4 percent for Johns-Manville., In 1939 the aircraft
industry earned 10.4 percent.
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The CHAtRMAN. Is that on sales? I
.Mr. SHAw. That is percentagesof sales retained by the companies

after taxes and after renegotiation.
The CHAIRMAN. Percentages of sales?
Mr. SHAw. That is correct sir.
The CHAiRMAN. Did your industry verify the Harvard figure of 2.7

in the aircraft industry?
* Mr. SHAW. That is an actual figure derived from the 1942 audited
statements of the 11 companies, which includes 75 percent of the
industry, studied in the report. This is an actual figure. However,
the range was, I think, probably from 2.1 percent to slightly over 3
percent, but as you can see, the average of any of the companies is in
a far less favorable position than the more established, less expanded
companies whose names I have mentioned here, and of course there
are many others who received similar amounts after taxes and after
renegotiation.

I should also like to point out, as shown by chart 7 that the aircraft
industry has followed a very conservative policy with respect to the
earnings which it has received. Chart 7 shows that only 23 percent
of profits received by the aircraft industry in 1942 were paid out as
dividends to stockholders, as compared to 64 per.-nt distributed by
average industrial companies. The aircraft, industry, obviously hasacted iponO the fears which I have described l], retain in the busi-
nes lts of its profits, allowed after ren~gctiation'an taxation, to
prepare for the difficult post-war period. i.e are fearful, however,
that the anlounts which we are thus permitted to retain will be far
from adequate.

I have endeavored to show you the weak financial position of the
aircraft industry. You may wonder what we ahtici ate to be the
probable drains upon our financial resources during the post-war re-
conversion period. You undoubtedly realize that in view of all the
uncertainty as to aviation developments, demand for aviation equip-
ment, size of military establishment, and other factors, it is impossible
for us to make precise estimates as to our post-war requirements.
I can point out to you however, some of the factors which lead us to
believe that we must have substantial financial resources at the end
of the war if we are to survive.

First, we cannot escape the conclusion that we will suffer losses
upon the termination of our contracts. In view of the enormous ex-
pansion which I have described and the constantly changing con-
ditions undor which we have been operating, it seems inevitable that
we will not be able fully to support all of the expenditures and costs
which we have actually incurred. We are doing our best to maintain
adequate accounting systems but it seems probable that unavoidable
wartime human error will cost us substantial sums on contract ter-
mination settlements. In addition, we will have substantial expenses

* for rearrangement of our plants and facilities to be ready to carry on
peacetime production.

We do not believe that the American people wish our industry to
be supported solely at Government expense by maintaining our
industry entirely upon post-war production for the Army and Navy.
We *foresee a great future for post-war commercial and private
aviation. To be ready to meet this future, however, we have a great
deal of work to do in plduct engineering which we are of course not
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able ,to do during the war. However, the development of models
for post-war aviation will be extremely costly. Great efficiency in
airplane equipment is being achieved but the models are very compli-
cated. It will undoubtedly require three or four million dollars for
engineering work alone to develop a design for an advanced, large-sizo
commercial transport after the war. Furthermore, the engineering
vork must be followed by a costly period of tooling up, so that it
is very likely that $15,000 000 or more will be expended by a single
company on a single model before the first unit is completed and
ready for delivery so that income from it starts to flow in.

Men we turn our thoughts to development of private planes we
face a similar prospect. Private planes will take their place in
American life only when we achieve mass production of them. The
engineering work and tooling required to accomplish this will again
be very costly and run into many millions of dolIaI.

We cannot escape the conclusion that there will be a period of
months, and perhaps of more than a year, during which the inflow of
funds will be virtually stopped while we do our product engineering
and prepare for peacetime work. During this period we must main
tain our engineering staffs and keep at least a nucleus of our organiza-
tions. We will of course make every effort to find other ways of keep.
ing busy as much of our working force as possible. We will have the
continuing burden of property and other taxes, depreciation charges,
and other expenses. These costs will run into Iae sums each month
and we are fearful that our financial resources will not hold out until
our peacetime sales commence and we can achieve a normal peacetime
operating status.

I should like to summarize the drains upon our financial resources
which we foresee in the conversion period:

1. Contract termination-11.6 percent inventory decline wipes out
working capital.

2. Cost of rearrangement of plant.
3. Designing new transpbrt planes--expenditure before first deliv-

ery, $15,000,000.
4. Mass production of private planes-X million dollars for produ.

ti6n line tooling.
15. Maintaining organization until post-war sales provide sufficient

funds. I
We believe that the events of this war have amply demonstrated

that America must have for all time in the future a strong aircraft
industry. This can only be possible if the industry has sufficient
finances to do its job and do it well. The position of leadership in
aircraft engineering and production techniques which we now have
can only be maintained if the aircraft industry has the resources to
maintain itself. , This can be insured, however, only if the Govern.
ment now recognizes the gravity of the problems with which our
industry will be faced at the end of the war.

Your committee has before it a revenue bill in connection with
which you will doubtless consider several matters which are of vital
importance to the aircraft industry. I should like to discuss these
matters Vith you and make some recommendations for action.
These matters may be listed as follows: (1) Adequate post-war
reserves, (2) renegotiation of war contracts, (3) improvement of the
carry-back provisions in the tax law, (4) improvement of the existing
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* poet-war reserve provision, and (5) practical: amortization of, plant
facilities.

1. Adequate post-war resrves: Your coiunittee very properly
caused the enactment in the Revenue Act of 1942 of a provision for a
post-war reserve which had the salutary effect of lessening somewhat
the impact of a 90-percent excess profits tax rate. While there are
many concerns for whom the existing reserve is adequate we believe
that there are many others as to which it is not. Although the
Treasury has pointed out that corporations have accumulated since
1939, after dividends and taxes, around $12,000,000,000, we think it
is apparent that this accumulated reserve is not evenly distributed
among'all classes of taxpayers.. 'The aircraft industry is probably the

- outstandin3, example of an industry which has not been able to accum-
ulate adequate reserves for the post-war problems it faces.

It appears, therefore, that a further reserve is very- much needed
in some cases and- should be given serious consideration by your
oommittee. 1, is apparent, however that such a reserve must be
selective in its operation so that it will provide the greatest benefit to
those who need it most and a lesser benefit to those whose need is loss.
. There seems to be a simple method whereby this can be accom-
plished. Your chairman has advocated such a method for a long
time and it has been discussed by others in Congress. This method
would permit a present deduction for a post-war reserve in arriving
at net income.. Wo believe that the deduction should be 20 percent
of net income. The amount represented by the deduction would,
however, be paid into the Treasury along with the tax. For the
amount of the reserve the taxpayer would be issued a special issue
of Government bonds. The proceeds of these bonds should be taxable
to the taxpayer when received.

This relatively simple provision seems to do the job well. Those
who suffer losses after the war, when they would collect the proceeds
of the bonds, would not pay a tax because of these losses and they
should not since they, by their losses, ha'e shown their need for the
reserve. Those who suffer no/losses would be taxed-upon the proceeds
and would thus receive less benefit from the provision and they
should, since by oarni~g income in the conversion period, they have
shown that they needed the reserve less.

In considering this proposal you will be faced with a decision as to
the rate of tax which should be impose upon the proceeds of the
bonds when collected by the taxpayer. Various proposals have in.
eluded taxation at capital gains rates, taxation at normal tax rates,
taxation at full tax rates in effect in the year of receipt, and taxation
at war rates which were n effect when the original deduction was
taken. Our industry would be wholly satisfied with any of these
proposals. If we are so fortunate as to have income in the post-war
year in which we collect the proceeds of the bonds, we will be de-
lighted to pay any reasonable tax burden thereon, and we believe
that other taxpayers should.feel the same way.

If such a reserve is adopted we hope it will not be found necessary
to tie up the bonds received so that they cannot be used when the
need arises. The events of the war have fr:'ly demonstrated that
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the post-war reconversion problem of different war contractors will be
strung out over i long period of time as the demands for war equip-
ment change and become les. It will not., therefore, be possible for
you to select a single date after which the proceeds of post-wair bonds
can be collected, without destroying the utility of the provision to
many taxpayers whose need arises before that time. It should be
possible to permit realization of the proceeds at any time if such pro-
ceeds are to be fully taxable, because no taxpayer would collect the
proceeds now and pay taxes at high wartime rates if he might obtain
the proceeds later when his need arises and he might have losses and
pay no tax.

We strongly recommend that your committee adept a provision for
this type of reserve in the current revenue bill. It will go a long way
towardsolving the serious financial problem of the aircraft industry.
If its adoption is deferred any longer, it may come too late to be of any
substantial assistance to us.

2. Renegotiation of war contracts: Your committee will doubtless
bear from various witnesses on the subject of renegotiation of con-
tracts. I do not intend to discuss it at length but only to present its
peculiar impact upon the aircraft industry. Our industry certainly
subscribed to the general view that no excessive profits should No
derived from this war. We recognize that renegotiation of war con-
tracts was a device created to prevent excessive profits. The present
weak financial condition of the industry is due in part at least to
renegotiation. •
We cannot understand the logic of a system which for example,

allows the Boeing Aircraft Co. which has certainly made one of the
outstanding contributions to the war a profit after taxes and rene-
gotiation of 2.1 percent on sales and allows du Pont 13.8 percent
General Motors 8.3 percent and other companies the amounts I
previously described. Those companies are doubtless entitled to what
they received, but we feel that some increased recognition should be
given to the aircraft industry.

Furthermore we believe it is clear that there is no theater of the
war effort in which there are enough airplanes. General MacArthur
doesn't have *enough; we do not have enough bombers in England to
maintain thousand-pfane raids every night, which would unquestion-
ably shorten the war. The men who are responsible for producing the
maximum possible number of airplanes are the executives of the var-
ious aircraft companies. Renegotiation of contracts has taken large
amounts of time of these people and Will doubtless continue to do so if
it continues to be applicable to their companies. We do not believe
that this is in the interests of the war effort or of the American people.

We should like to make it clear that, as far as its effect upon our
industry is concerned, we believe that renegotiation of contracts is an
unsound process not in keeping with our principles of Government.
If you cannot repeal renegotiation there are two proposals Which we
recommend you adopt:

(a) Allow an option to elect an increased tax rate in lieu of renego-
tiation. Due to the great demands which renegotiation makes upon
the time of our executives, we would be willing to pay a reasonable
amount of increased taxes in lieu of being renegotiated. despite our
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wvehk financial positl6n. Wde recommend, therefore, that you allow
All contracto-ro 946ptioh to be- taxed at a95 percet excess-profits tax
Me and at an 85 percent cellin grat6 (rather than the present 80 per-
cent), instead of being renegtiated. This proposal would eliminate
present Vast uncertaitips and would save enormous amounts of time
of American businessmen which should be devoted to production
efforts.

(6) Provide'a " oor" after taxes. In the'alterative if you cannot
adopt the foregoig Optioi , wdrerommend a "floor" which will allow
a contractor to retain after taxes, either (1) an amount equal to the
excess profits credit, or (2) an amount equal to 3 percent of sales.

fthis ro is adopted, renegotiation should be done'after taxes
thero th, n' before.
(e) Eiirin"ate retroactive renegotiation. We 'believe that the

rbcaptuft by renegotiation of profits earriM before the renegotiation
statute was passed on April 28, 1942, is thoroughly unsound. Yotfr
committee has generally been opposed to retroactivity and to dis-
ciiation. Both afe involve in renegotiation wi h respect to
profits earned before April 28, 1942. .We recommend the elimination
of this retroactivity and the refunding of retroactive amounts pro.
vloual ltakenrby renegotiation with respect to items. delivered beforeApi2,1942. ' •

3. Improvement of the carry-back provisions in tax law, Your com-
mittee should be given much credit for adopting in 1942 the thor-
oughy*sound provision for the carry-back of losses and unused excess
profits tax oroi't. These provisions are correct and in theory are very
beneficial to industries such as the aircraft industry, since they recog-
nize that war profits may be artificial and should be averaged to reflect
post-war losses.

Unfortunately, the carry-back provisions as now written are of no
practical value to an industry such as ours which is faced at the end
of the war with'a shortage of liquid assets with which to meet the
post-war reconversion problem. This is because the carry-backs
result-merely in p right to tax refunds. -Under the orderly procedure
generally in effect with respect to tax-refund claims, it is a matter of
years before they are processed in the Treasury Department and
actual payments made. Refunds under the carry-back provisions
will therefore be received long after oui' industry has faced its recon-
version problem and either solved it or gone into bankruptcy. We
serioitsly doubt our ability, to solve our problem without immediate
benefit of the carry-back provisions.

It is possible to eliminate this difficulty by providing for prompt
credit or payment of refunds from the carry-back provisions. It
gives me pleasure to say to you that the Treasury epNartment has
recently fuy recognized this problem and has developed a most

onitructive proposal intended to solve it. We hope that your com-
mittee will give the Treasury proposal the recognition which it should
have and adopt a provision embodying the Treasury's ropos_.

I should like to placein the record an excerpt included at the ena
of my statement, from the testimony of Randolph .Paul, gender
counsel of the Treasury, before the Subcommitt4e on War Contract
Termination of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, given
October 27, 1943, in which he outlined the proposal which we fully
endorse. 4



4. Improvement of the existing post-wr reserve provision; I havA
already reererd to the poet-war prviSion which your committ"o
caqs to be included in the 1942 ievenuekt,. A We thk thi. was
a ve.ryproper provi.on. It has one defct ch merits serious con-
sid ration.. It is actualy ve.gyjimportAnt, though it maynot nqw apt
pear so,. This' reserve proves nonnegotiabl bonds wic 'bc e
negotiable at ih cessation of hostilitles. Copm es . a .ours
w l only receive any benefit fr7n the re.rv when the bonds b. .oue
negotiable and we cn sell them and Obin the proceeds. I believe
it is fair'to say that probably the cessatin of hostilities will be the
date when the actual need for the reaerve arses in only a few ca*.

The changing conlitions Of the war have are y shown thatpcai-
oelation of contraoto an ent of tb' on pg oo
for individual com] Ien ',e olongmi
When the Germi e he war euds up ql= A i, tll
be canceled en the Apne phae6 ends of the regn,
contracts canceled, and It is that some revi-
BigI 4of pt-war t be ro to insure ttho rowds4
will ,be 16 to p er Wb itajw ed
robab -beat be e provi the ternativ for negoti.-
lility the bgn upo t a Go et~ cy tha"t the

T problem does nt of to portaii ut it wil
be toeour ecoom enwe &t el othe d of the
war: W , 0 o rompt ion on the,
mat befo e t noe

8. tical orti no ities: In the Seco0 Revenue
0 v idor r amortizati write-off

er un byi racturad t t is wans pro r ro on recog-

nition he fact that such e w ld sef l oi during the
war and at their wri a ou exte y over't same period.
The pro *on further * ed at th ar might at last 6 years
and permit a shorter WE f the end of the ai should occur,
or if a partic manufacturer's facilities should certified by the
War or Navy rtinents as not to be n further in the war
effort, Thi latter ion will be of importance if the war
does end, as we all ope years from the time some of
these facilities were acquired. Unfortunately, it is not dear that the
latter provision will be effective. . o

In the first place, it probably will not become operative'untl the
Army and Navy provide certz- -tee of honnecogsity." This involves
a very serious responsibility which will causp them great difficult.
Furthermore, reepreading smortizition over a shorter period merely
results in a right to tax refunds which, under normal procedure, will
not, d payable for years. Ain, therefore, Congress should make

portent provision which it has already fully reconzed
in principle. The provision could be greatly improved by urnishing
manufacturers an option to respread amortization over a 3-year period
not to end prior to Jnauary 1,1944, and by providing that resulting
tax refunds must be made immediately without waiting for an audit
of the entire tax liability for the year. Such a change would be of
substantial assistance in meeti g the financial problem of the aircraft
industry which is heavily involved in plant expansion with its own
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funds, though, of course, the Government has provided a largo part
of the plants now. operating,
' It 'is understood that a bill which is probably acceptable to the
Army and Navy, H. R. 3712, has been recently introduced by Mr.
Disney of the Ways and Means Committee in the House of Repre-
sentatives which would provide for the 3-year write-off referred to.
We reommend that your committee incorporate the provisions of
this bill in the revenue bill, coupled with a further .provision for
prompt payment of tax refunds arising as a result of the respreading
of the amortization deduction.. On December 17 1943, a dinner is to be held in Washington to
Which Mr.' Orville W~right has been invited by the President of the
United States to honor him on the fortieth anniversary of the first
flight of an airplane at Kitty Hawk. America invented tho airplane
and should retAin its leadership in aviation.

We believe that your committee has a very serious responsibility
in establishing tax and related policies which will be fair and equitable
and at the same time will not stiflle successful coneisioln in the post-war

o tiod. The aircraft industry is most anxious to take its place ih the
action's 6onbmy after the war.' We believe that you recognize

the iiecessity of our industry's being in a sound financial condition at
the close of the war so that Americacaf retain supremacy of the air
and be In a' stroni position to prevent future 'wars. To make this
posaibl however, it is essential that the problems which I htve.dis-
cussed , given careful consideration and adequate solutions be
devised. The efforts of your committee in solving these problems
will be greatly appreciated.

(The charts and the excerpt from the testimony, of Mr. Pauli
mentioned, are as follows:)
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TYPICAL AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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MATERIAL EXPENSES
FOR ONLY 2 WEEKS
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Excaar FRom TUsTiMONY Or RANDOLPH E. PAU, GENERA, COUNSEL Or THE
TRzAsusi, Borons THE Suacommirsin oNWAR CoN1'aAo TzRMINATION OF
THE SENATE COmMITTEE ON MILITARY ArAURS, Orosa 27, 1943

The Treasury has been considering means of aceelerating refunds under the
carry-backs. We have submitted to the Ways and Means Committee a proposal
intended to facilitate a quick improvement in the cash position of taxpayers
whose situation in this respect has suffered by reason of post-war adjustments. As
tentatively, worked out It would embody the following principal features:
1. If, for any taxable year beginning prior to the expiration of some reasonable

post-war period, a corporate taxpayer anticipates the realization of a net operating
loss or the existence of an unused excess-profits credit which could ultimately be
used as a carry-back against the taxable income'of the 2 prior years, it may apply
for complete or partial deferment of the quarterly tax payments due in that year
with respect to the preceding year's taxable income and also of any payments of
deficiencies in tax which are due.

2. The extent of the postponemefit of these payments would be limited to the
amount of the refunds of taxes that would result from the anticipated carry-backs.

8. A statement of the estimated amount of these losses or unused credits and
of the resulting refunds would be required to be filed with the Collector of Internal
Revenue, together with supporting data sufficient.to satisfy him of the reasonable-
nes of the taxpayer's claim. Generally speaking, such data would include a
statement of profit and loss for at least the preceding quarter and the business
circumstances tending to support a projection of the loss results, or of earnings
below the credit level, for all or the remainder of the taxable year. The latter
information would be of particular importance in instances where the estimated
loss or credit claimed is greater than a proportionate projection of the quarterly
results would indicate. Evidence of falling earnings or of anticipated recon-
version costs, inventory losses, dismissal wage payments, contract terminations,
and similar items would be pertinent in this connection.

4. Partial protection should be given to the revenue by permitting acceleration
of the collection of deferred payments, or other protective measures, where sub-
sequent circumstances indicate the ultimate collection of tax to be in jopardy.

5. When the taxable year from which a carry back is anticipated is completed,
the usual return will be filed and a precise computation of the refunds to be
claimed can then be made. The amount of the deferred payments would first be
offset against the claimed amount of refunds. Any excels of deferred payments
would be collected with interest. On the other hand, it is proposed that payment
of any balance of refunds due would be accelerated.

The procedure for acceleration would, it is believed, involve the making by the
Commissioner of a tentative determination of the amount due. This would be
credited or refunded within the shortest possible time, probably in from 60 to 90
days. Thereafter, the final determination of claims for refund would proceed in
ordinary course- on ultimate readjustment the taxpayer would repay any erroneous
refunds or the Government would pay any balance of refunds remaining unpaid.

STATEMENT OF J. S. NOFFSINOER, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL HOME
STUDY COUNCIL

Mr. NOFFINOER. I am J. S. Noffsinger director of the National
Home Study Council, an association of private correspondence schools,
with offices located at 839 Seventeenth Street NW., Washington,
D. C. I represent a approximately 70 percent of the private cor-
respondence school field in the United States which enrolls annually
more than 750,000 students, which number is approximately 60 percent
as many students as are enrolled in -all resident colleges, universities,
and professional schools of this country combined. Our student body
consists of young adults, whose average age is 26 years. These
people are, for the most part, employed in commercial and industrial
psitions and- are desirous of following courses of instruction which
Will "upgrade" then in their present field of employment. While
our schools have contractual relations with more than 5,000 industrial
and commercial corporations for the upgrading of their respective
employees, yet the bxdk of our enrollment comes from individual
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students who are enrolled without reference to their training program
being sponsored by their employers.

Our interest in bill H. R. 3687: We are interested in the part of this
bill relating to postal rates. Home study courses of instruction like
life insurance must be "sold" and the U. S. mails have been proven
to be a satisfacto.-y method of securing both desirable prospects and
effecting sales as well as transmitting individual instructions to the
students enrolled.

Volume of postage used by this field: Private correspondence
schools spend in excess of one and three-quarter milliqn dollars in
postage per year, approximately 40 percent of which is spent in third-
class mailing.

How this field uses third-class mail (1) to circularize selected lists
for the securing of interested or logical prospects; (2) to follow-up
logical prospects with sales materials; (3) to send encouragement
letters to students after they have been enrolled; and (4) to send
lesson materials.

What our field secures through the use of third class mail: (1) We
secure approximately one-third of our entire volume of business
through this medium; (2) the business secured by this method requires
the use of approximately 2,000,000 money orders per year; (3) this
business also requires an estimated 9,000,000 additional first-class
mailings, as well as (4) a large amount (unestimated) of parcel-post
mailings.

The effect of doubling third-class postage rates on correspondence
school: 1. Schools would be compelled to (a) eliminate most of their
circularization; (b) expand the amount of their national and local
advertising; (c) expand the- amount of private circularization by
local distributing companies; and (d) employ more commission
salesmen.

National and local advertising, circularization by local companies,
and the use of commission salesmen are now slightly higher in cost
but are much more productive than circularization. With the pre-
posed increase of third-class postage rates, the cost of circularizatic'n
would probably exceed the cost of other methods of contacting pros-
spective students and would therefore be eliminated as far as possible.

2. It is our conservative estimate that, if the proposed rates were
made effective, from one half to two-thirds of the present volume of
third-class mailings now used by correspondence schools would be-
eliminated because df the cost item.

The result of increased third-class rate on Federal income: 1. It is
our conservative judgment that if the proposal to increase the present
third-class postage rates were effected, the correspondence-school
field would definitely decrease the total dollar amount of third-class
postage used.

2. 'There is also a high probability that since the total volume of
business of this field would be decreased, the Government would also
lose--instead of gaining-on the amount of revenue received from
the accompanying (a) post-office money orders; (6) first-class mail;
and (C) parcel post.

Specific examples showing why schools are not able to pay the
additional increase on third-c ,lass rates:

School.No. 1. This school does an average annual gross volume of
business amounting to approximately $2,000,000. During the past
13 years it has not declared any dividends to its stockhblders. It
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.11 other items of their business hwl remained the same and the third-
class postage rates as proposed had been doubled, the school would
have had an average deficit of more than $75,000 per year.

School No. 2. This school has an average annual gross volume'of
business amounting to slightly more than $1,000,000. Small divi.
dends have been paid at irregldar intervals during the past decade.
If other items in their business had remained the same and the pro-
posed increase in third-class postage had been effected, this school
would have operated with a deficit every year during the past decade.

The abovo two examples are typical of our entire country.
Why increased costs cannot be passed on by the field to its custom.

er. It is logical tolask why a relatively small increase in cost should
not be passed on to the customers within the field if the field itself
is unable to absorb the increase. This field cannot pass on this
increase to its consumers for the following reason:

Complete courses of training are usually offered which range from
the most elementary principles to thehigher or theoretical aspects of
the various courses or areas of learning. Tuition contracts are usually
sold by schools for an entire course of study. Students, however,
usually study only as long as they can do so with profit to themselves
with reference to their daily vocation or job. When the course of
study is no longer profitable for the objective whieh the student had
when he enrolled he ceases to study and also ceases to pay his monthly
tuition. As a result the total amount of tuition actually collected by
schools ranges from 60 percent to 65 percent of the total contract price.
Total tuition fees could be increased but the actual realization thereon

-. would remain practically constant. Therefore increased cost cannot
be successfully passed on to the consumer in this field.

Conclusion: (1) It is our considered judgment that an increased
rate on third-class postage would, within this field actually create
less revenue for the Government and would also be definitely harmful
to the field. It would therefore not be in the public interest to have
the rate increased.

STATEMENT OF HARRY 1. RUDICK, CHAIRMAN, TAXATION
COMMITTEE, ASSOCIATION OF 71E BAR OF THE CITY OF
NEW YORK

Mr. RUDICK. Mr. Chairman, the taxation committee of the Associa-
tion of the Bar of the City of New York respectfully submits to the
Senate Finance Committee the following recommendations with
respect to certain provisions of the revenue bill of 1043 as passed by
the House of Representatives.

I. Section 115. Acquisitions to Avo:d Income or Excess-Profits Tax.
(a) Subsection (a) should be amended to read substantially as

follows:
If-any person or persons acquire, on or after October 8, 1040, directly or In-

directly, control of a corporation (to the extent of 50 percent or more) and the
dominant purpose of such acquisition is to use the deductions, allowances, or credits
of such corporation to absorb income that would otherwise be taxable, then
such deductions, allowances, or credits shall not be allowed.

(b) Appropriate changes should be made in subsection (b) to reflect
the change in subsection. (a).
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II. Section 116. Trusts for Maintenance or Support of Certain
Beneficiaries:

This section should be clarif 'd and made to conform to the Ways
and Means Committee report b r providing that the section is appli-
cable to cases where the discretion to distribute rests in the grantor in
his capacity as trustee or cotrustee.

III. Section 501. Valuation of Unlisted Stock and Securities for
Estate-Tax Purposes:

This section should be deleted from the bill.
IV. Section 502. Appointment of New Trustee of Certain Discre-

tionary Trusts Not Transfer Subject to Tax:
This section should be deleted from the bill.
V. Section 503. Use of Commissioners in Cases Before The Tax

Court of the United States:
This section should be deleted from the bill.
VI. Section 701. Renegotiation of War Contracts:
That part of this section which confers jurisdiction over renegotia-

tion cas upon The Tax Court of the United States should be deleted.
Brief comments with respect to the above recommendations follow.
I. Section 115. Acquisitions to Avoid Income or Excess-Profits

Tax: Our committee is in full sympathy with the purposes of this
section. As tax lawyers we are all too familiarwith the devices it is
aimed at. However, we think that the section in its present form is
much too broad. Its literal application would cover many legitimate
transactions which should npt be brought within its compass. For
example, the language of the section would seem to embrace a situa-
tion where a parent corporation which had owned a subsidiary prior
to the imposition of the excess.profits tax dissolves such subsidiary in
order to use its deductions or credits against the income of the parent.
Since the two corporations from an economic viewpoint are really one
enterprise,.there does not seem to be any equitable reason for denying
them the right to equalize the advantages of the one against 4he dis-
advantages of the other. . I

It seems to us that the section is primarily aimed at the flagrant
practice of buying up corporate shells with large excess profits credits,
or potential losses to absorb income that would otherwise be taxable-
and we think this objective will be attained if the section is amended
to read substantially as follows:

If any person or persons acquire, on or after October 8, 1940, directly or indi-
rectly, control of a corporation (to the extent of 60 percent or more) and the
dominant purpose of such acquisition is to use the deductions, allowances or
credits of such corporation to absorb inc-me that would otherwise be taxable,
then such deductions, allowances or credits shall not be allowed

H1. Section 116. Trusts for Maintenance or Support of Certain
Beneficiaries: This section should be clarified. Section (a) would add
subdivision (o) to section 167 of the code by providing that the income
of a maintenance trust is not taxable to the grantor merely because
such income, in the discretion of another person or the trustee, may
be used to support a person whQm the grantor is legally obligated to
maintain. The section is not explicit in excluding from the income
of the grantor the income of such trust where the discretiorn is in him
as trustee or cotrustee. The report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee specifically states that this section is not applicable if the dis-
cretion to apply or distribute the trust income for thp support of the-
beneficiary rests solely in the krantor, or in the grantor in conjunction
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with other persons "unless the grantor has such discretion as trustee."
It is believed advisable to write into the statue the intent of Congress
as expressed in the HouseoWays and Means Committee report. The
new provision could be clarified by changing thephrase "in the discre-
tion of another person or the trustee" to read "in the discretion of
another person, the trustee or the grantor, acting as trustee or
otrustee."
III. Section 501. Valuation of Unlisted Stock and Securities for

Estate Tax Purposes: This section should be deleted. The Commis-
sioner and the courts in valuing unlisted securities where there are no
sales, now consider as a valuation factor, in proper cases, sales of secu-
rities of similar corporations. See Rheinrtrorn v. Wilcuts (26 F. Supp.
306); EIate:oJ Jacob Fish (1 B. T. A. 882); OGJord Paper Co. v. United
States (74 Ct. Cls. 295, 56 F. (2d) 895). To compel by statute
in all cases involving unlisted securities, consideration of values of
listed securities of comparable corporations may protract the trial of
cases without adding important valuation evidence. It introduces
collateral issues, such as whether the corporations are actually com-
parable and whether the listed securities are properly valued. In any
event, the section is also defective since it limits the comparison to
listed securities and thereby impliedly excludes consideration of easily
valued unlisted securities of similar corporations.

The section would add a rule of evidence which is not properly part
of the taxing statute. It is believed that the enactment of the statute
may have the effect of givingundue weight to a single valuation factor.
In -addition, it may have the effect of excluding, by implication, in
valuing listed securities, other proper valuation factors in cases where
market quotations do not represent true value.

IV. Section 502. Appointment of New Trustee of Certain Dis-
cretionary Trusts Not Transfer Subject to Tax: This section should
be deleted. The report of the Ways and Means Committee does not
state the reason why section 502 is necessary nor what defect, if any,
in the gift-tax law as it now exists the section would remedy. In the
absence of a satisfactory explanation, it is recommended that the
section be deleted and reconsidered at some time in 1944 in connection
with a general consideration of the estate and gift-tax provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code. It is believed wise to avoid tinkering with
individual sections of the estate and gift-tax law until that time.
. V. Section 503. Use of Commissioners in Cases Before the Tax
Court of the United States: This section permits the appointment of
eommissionexs in cases before The Tax Court of the United States,
such commissioners to be attorneys from the legal staff of the court.
No reason is assigned in the Ways and Means Committee Report for
this change, but possibly it is tied in with the proposal to expand the
scope of The Tax Court by conferring upon it jurisdiction over cases
involving renegotiation of war contracts. For reasons which are
explained below our committee is definitely opposed to conferring
such jurisdiction upon The Tax Court. However, even if our recom-
mendation in this regard is not followed, we nevertheless recommend
against the proposed appointment of commissioners, at least until it
is shown that The Tax Court cannot function efficiently without such
commissioners. It is believed that the taxpayer will be better assured
of an adequate hearingM his case is heard directly by a judge of The
Tax Court rather than by a member of its legal staff. Thelatter are
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usually younger men and may lack the requisite experience to act in
tax cases.

VI. Section 701. Renegotiation of War Contracts: That part of
section 701 which confers upon The Tax Court of the United States
jurisdiction over cases involving renegotiation of excessive profits
growing out of war contracts should be eliminated. To our minds
adoption of this proposal would be a serious mistake. The Tax
Court was set up for the sole purpose of reviewing cases dealing with
Federal income, estate, and gift taxes (although it has also been given
jurisdiction over certain processing taxes). The singleness of pur-
pose of The Tax Court has enabled its judges to become highly
qualified authorities in the tax field and their opinions have been given
great respect by appellate courts and tax practitioners. More impor-
tant,'the court has been able to expeditiously dispose of the cases which
come before it. I

If the court is now burdened with theo additional duty of deciding
renegotiation cases, its usefulness as a tax tribunal will be materially
impaired. It is generally agreed that renegotiation is not essentially
a tax problem and should in fact be dissociated from the determination
of income and excess-profits taxes. A forum dealing with tax prob-
lems is not especially well equipped to deal with such things as the
efficiency of a contractor, the complexity of his manufacturing tech-
niquo, his inventive and developmental contributions, and so forth.
These items and others are, under the section as drawn, reqoued to be
taken into account in determining excessive profits. Cases which
involve such questions are bound to consume a great deal of time,
leaving correspondingly less time for the consideration of tax cases.
The number of tax cases which will arise in The Tax Court will
certainly increase to a tremendous degree by reason of the complexity
of present tax laws and the extreinmly high rates. In short, if The Tax
Court is required to pass upon renegotiation cases, as well &_s the
greatly increased number of tax cases which it will be called upon to
review, its efficiency will undoubtedly be impaired to the disadvantage
of all parties concerned. Moreover due to the congestion of the
calendar which is bound to occur, de collection of deficiencies and
the payments of refunds, also the settlement of cases, will be materially
prolonged to the detriment of the public revenues and taxpayers as
well. If it is felt that judicial review of renegotiation disputes is
desirable, it seems to us that the preferable procedure would be to
constitute a temporary new court for that specific purpose,

Toie CHNUMAM. At this point I would like to insert in the record a
letter from the National League of Women Voters and the resolution
referred to therein, and a statement on behalf of the National Indus-
trial TrafficLeague.

(The documents referred to are as follows:)
NATIONAL LZAOUE OF WOMEN VoTERs,

iVaington, D; U., December 1, 1943.
lion. WALTER F. Gzoxo;;,

Chairman, Senate Fiw. " Committee,
Senate Ofice Builn'g, ltaslington, D. C.

DSXA SENATOR xotor. I am enclosing a statement expressing the position
of the .Legue of Worren Voters on some aspects of the proposed tax bill. I
trust that you %ill ht.se this statement included In the reord of the hearings
before your committ'?.

very sincerely yours, MAROUNRJTE A. WELLS, P -
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DECKB U, 1, 1943,
To: The Senate Finance Committee.
From: National League of Women Voters.
Re Taxation.

In 1942 the National League of Women Voters advocated, before your com.
inlttee, a reduction in personal exemptions and in exemptions for dependents
greater than finally Included in the tax bill. We advocated much higher ratp3 on
personal income, suggesting that the beginning rate might be 30 percent. ,WVe
advocated collection at the source of the bulk of the personal income tax. We
believed at that time, and we believe now, that drastic taxation is preferable to a
run-away inflation. We believe, too, that the greatest possible proportion of the
cost of the war should be paid for out of the income created by the war. We
have not changed our minds. Again, it seems to us that the Treasury proposal
Is a minimum proposal.

We do not believe that price controls can hold against the pressure of the large
amounts of surplus purchasing power in the hands of the people. Although such
controls may hold fairly well for some time, the piling up of funds in the people's
hands is a serious nflationary threat In the post-war period %hen there will be
increased demand for doing away with rationing, price control, credit controls,
etc. We remember that the greatest inflation resulting from World War I, came
after the end of the war.

It s our conviction that the personal income tax has not been used to the
fullest possible extent to reach the Income of the lower income groups; that ex-
tending it downward would be preferable to a general iales tax. We do recognize
the need for reachIng this mass purchasing power, and if Congress is unwilling to
use the more equitable method of the Income tax, it will have to resort to a general
retail sales tax, which will not be effective unless applied at a very high rate. We
can see no value In a general sales tax that will bnng In only a small amount of
revenue. The difficulty of administration is too great to warrant its use for a
small return.

The Senate has before it a number of measures on which Its action may make
the difference between a run-away inflation and a stable economy. The tax bill
is one of these issues. The public has a right to expect the Senate to act in the
long run interest of the country as a whole, not for the short run interest of any
group-including the large group of taxpayers.

STAEUrNr Or THz NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL Tawrtzo LzAouv r ama MArrstr or
I1 I R. 3687, TiTLI IV, "POsTAT, RATas"

1. The National Industrial 'raffio League, with headquart, i at 450 the
Munsey Building, Washington, D. 0., is a national organization consisting of
individuals, firms, corporations, and associations, embracing within its member-
ship approximately 300 000 users of the Postal Service, having a vital interest
in postage rates and In tees for special services.

2. Postage rates are charges for services performed, and are not a proper source
of revenue for general purposes. Any policy of using postage rates as a revenue
producing measure Is contrary to sound economic principles and to the declaration
of the founders that the Postal Service is a public service for the benefit of the
public and should be rendered at the cost of operation. c

3. The parent scale of ratesprovides sufficient revenue to meet current expenses
of the Post Office Department and sill produce an excess of revenue under the
present volume.

4. The passage of the Burch bill, I. R. 2001, requiring all executive depart-
ments bureaus, and agencies to pay postage on official mail would provide the
Post Mffce. Department with additional revenue of $45,000,000 per year in excess
of their current expenses.

5. Postage rates have a direct bearInF on the delivered cost of merchandise to
the consumer whether such merchandise is transported through the mails or
whether sales are developed through the mails and merchandise delivered by
other methods.

6. Postage rates are an important factor In the final cost of all types of mer-
chandise now under price cillng control. It is unjust and discriminatory for one
branch of the Government to force an Increase in the cost of merchandise while
another branch definitel *stablishes a ceiling on the sales price.

7. In keeping with the dent's order of April 8 1943 postage rates should
be frozen for the duration of the war and 6 inonths thereater because: Any up-
ward revision of rates would be inflationary and contrary to the established policy
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of the administration; any restrictions on increased charges for merchandise or
services should apply to services performed by departments of the Government
as well as on serv es performed by private Industry.

S. The testimony of the Postmas er General at the hearing before the subeom-.
mittee of the House Committee on Appropriations on January 12, 1943, clearly
indicates that it would be Inadvisable to increase postage rates before making a
complete study of the present cost ascertainment structure and considering the
effect of increased or decreased volume of one type of mail matter upon other
classes. This is particularly important in the case of third-class mail, which is
used almost exclusively for promotional and sales development purposes. Pre-
vious experience of the Post Office Department with Increased rates on post cards
and on first-class local mall proved that an arbitrary increase in rates yielded con-
siderably less revenue because of the decreased volume.

9. It Is the considered opinion of the National Industrial Traffic League that no
revision of rates should be made without thoroughly studying the effect of an
Increase or decrease of volume of one type of mail matter upon another class.
The National Industrial Traffic League opposes the passage of 1H. R. 3687, title IV,
"Postal rates," as contrary to the policy of establishing postage rates with due
oonsIderption to all factors involved, as requiring action on admittedly incomplete
cost information, as Inflationary in character, and as adverse to the established
policy of the administration.

The CHAIMAN. Mr. Henry,

STATEMENT OF MR. ROBERT E. HENRY, REPRESENTING THE
COTTON TEXTILE INDUSTRY

Mr. HENRY. My name is Robert E. Henry, I am president of the
Duncan Mills, Greenville, S. C., and I am appearing here as a repre-
sentative of the cotton textile industry and shall address my statement
to only the renegotiation rovisions of the revenue act now before you.

The cotton textile industry has from the very beginning of the
renegotiation law believed that the application of the law to the textile
industry, and to similar industries, was without justification. What.
ever reasons led the price adjustment boards to apply this statute no
longer exist.

We are here, therefore to urge upon your committee that thQ cotton
textile industry tuid similar mass production consumer goods industries
operating under 0. P. A. prico ceilings be exempted from the require-
ment of renegotiation. We ask this exemption effective as of January
1; 1943.

The renegotiation law, according to its proponents, was enacted to
cope with two unavoidable wartime necessities:

1. The necessity of obtaining rapidly many new articles as to which
no previous cost experience was available.

2. The necessity of obtaining large quantities of other articles
previously manufactured in such relatively small quantities as to make
previous cost" experience of little value under mass production.

In the case of industries manufacturing articles under either one or
both of these conditions the renegotiation law could perform an
important pricing function and at the same time achieve the objective
of recapturing profits which, even under the excess-profits tax pro-
vision, could have been considered unreasonable, and excessive. To
what extent these same conditions obtain in the present stage of our
war production and procurement program I am not prepared to say.
In 'my sincere opinion I doubt that these conditions ever did prevail in
established industries that have produced for many years standardized
articles on a mass-production basis prin.arily for civilian consumption,
and in the cotton textile industry they do not exist today.
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P The military fabrics produced by this industry are basically the
same as the commercial fabrics it has been producing on a mass.
production basis for many years. When some changes were necessaryh "they were not of % material character and the costs involved were
predictable with reasonable accuracy by both the procurement officer
and the contractor.

Even such variations from our standard fabrics presented no new
problem for either the mills or the procurement agencies either at the
time of Pearl Harbor, when Government purchases were accelerated,
or when the renegotiation law was enacted. The reason is that
purchases prior to 1942 were in great volume and the Quartermaster's
Office, the largest single buyer, already had several years' experience
with these purchases and with costs and prices.

Not only did these Government fabrics not differ materially from
commercial fabrics in construction; they were and are made of the
same raw material-American cotton, the price of which is supported
by Government loans and quoted on organized futures markets and,
therefore, is known with precision. In short, the fabrics we pro-
duced for the Government were in hll important particulars the
same as those which we had been producing over a period of many
years in billions of yards for civilian consumers.

Unlike other industries, which were not on a rhass production
basis before the war, the volume of Government buying resulted in
no changes in our manufacturing process. Indeed, there could have
been no change, because the cotton textile industry is one of the oldest
mass production industries in the country.

Senator DAvIS. What is the difference in retail price during war-
times as agaipst peacetiies? How much increase have they had?

Mr. HENRY. Senator, I can't answer that question.- I am dealing
only with these fabrics in the primary markets.

Senator DAVIs. The reason I ask that question is because of renego-
tiation that takes place..

Mr. HENRY. Of course, the renegotiation takes place only with
respect to those products which go for war purposes.

Senator DAVIS. What I am trying to get at is some way to do
away with the renegotiation process we now have, and have some-
thing substituted that will be better for all concerned.

Mr. Y RY. That would please us nd end.
Senator DAVIS. Have you got a suggestion along that line?
Mr. HENRY. I think so, Ws I go along. Perhaps you might not

consider it an entire answer, but I will put, it up to you as best I can.
Nor was the increase in volume of such a character that this country's

profits could have reached unreasonable proportions. . In 1939 the
total production of fabrics was 9,100,000,000 square yards. In 1942
production amounted to 12400,00P,000 square yards, an increase' of
36 percent. This increase in production was accomplished without
any increase in productive capacity, it was In fact accomplished with
2,140,000 fewer spindles than we hand in 1939-a reduction of about
8% percent. The increase in production was made possible by in-
creasing mill operation from two shifts to three shifts per day and by
lengthening the workweek.

Accordingly, Mr. Chairman, neither of the two conditions that
called for the renegotiation law in certain wartime industries obtained
in the cotton textile industry.
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Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, the cotton textile industry has been
operating under 0. P. A. price ceilings not only during the entire war
period, but for months before Pearl Harbor. The first price ceiling
was imposed in May 1941, when the industry was already operating
at 121.7 percent of two-shift capacity and in the course of the next
12 months, when industry production reached its pelik level, practically
all our products were under price ceilings. Therefore, 0. P. A.
had available all the necessary facts to ascertain costs at peak produc-
tion and to fix price ceilings that reflected such production. Fabrics
sold-to the Government were sold at the ceiling prices or lower.

All these facts, Mr. Chairman, were presented to the Ways and
Means Committee, and it would appear that the recognition of their
validity moved that committee to authorize the Boar to exempt, in
its discretion, contracts for the manufacture of standardized commer-
cial articles. We are grateful to the House for this and other amend-
ments, but feel that the exemption should be made mandatory by law.

When the renegotiation statute was enacted the industry was oper-
ating under the 1941 tax rate and it might have been thought by the
Boards that the rates in that act were not high enough to recapture
excessive profits even of such industries as textiles.- But in the 1942
Revenue Act, passed late in October 1942, the normal and war surtax
rate was increased from 31 percent to 40 percent, and the excess-profit-
tax rate was increased from a maximum of 60 percent to 90 percent.
Under the current revenue bill the excess-profit rate would be increased
to 95 percent. Under either the present or the proposed rates it would
be impossible for this industry to earn excessive profits.

You may ask, if this is so, why worry about the renegotiation law,
since its purpose is only to recapture excessive profits, and if a com-
pany is not making excessive profits there will be none to recapture.
Our answer, Mr. Chairman, is that uider the Renegotiation Act what
constitutes excessive profits is still left to the discretionary judgment
of men,somo of them inexperienced men, and the amount subject to
recapture is likewise left to their varying discretionary judgments.
We appreciate that the House has attempted to state the standards
for a determination, but the application of those standards, by their
very nature, will be applied with different emphasis by the many
different men who administer the law to the thousands of contracts
they wdl stil be obliged to reexamine. The time, effort., expense,
and uncertainty that confront management under the present law'
will continue under the proposed law. The injustice of the present
law, which recaptures profits, arbitrarily determined, from mills pro-
ducing for the war effort, and leaves untouched the profits of com-
p etitors producing the identical product for civilian consumers, will
be continued under the proposed law.

I have already said, Mr. Chairman, that the renegotiation law can
serve no important pricing function in established industries producing
standardized commercial articles on a mass production basis, espe-
cially when the sales of such articles are made under 0. P. A. ceiling
prices. In industries where it does not serve a pricing function,
application of the renegotiation law is nothing less than the imposi-
tion of another tax law; a tax law that does not apply equally to all
industries and all companies within an industry; a tax law whoso
provisions are not clearly defined after careful debate by the Congress
but are applied in accordance with the discriminatory judgment of
individual men.
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Therefore, Mr. Chairman, in behalf of the cotton textile induhy
recommend that the law be amended to make mandatory by statute
the exemption of contracts for the manufacture of standard com.
mercial products produced on a mass-production basis and sold under0. P. A. price eilinsThe CHAIMAN. oU ask that that be made applicable when?

Mr. ITZsny. As of January 1, 1043.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, Senator Davis?Senator DAvis. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Henry.Mr. Barns.

STATEMENT OF TELL BERNA, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. BERNA. Mr. Chairman my name is Tell Berna. I am general
manager of the National Machine Tool Builders' Association, a trade
association comprising about 95 percent of the capacity of the machine
tool industry in this country, and which has undertaken during the
war to render to the other 6 percent essentially the same service it
gives to its own members.

To sketch in the background very briefly, this Nation had, in 1038
about 900,000 machine tools. By the end of 1943 it'will be around
1.8 millions. In other words, we have since the end of 1938 doubled
the number of metal-working machines in the United States and, of
course, the capacity has been more than doubled, since these are new
machines ad compared to machines some of which were in operation
since 1900.

Besides the vast accumulation of modern metal-working machines
in this country, about 200,000 have been shipped abroad through
1939 to 1943, inclusive, and therefore greatly reduce the hope of the
industry for export markets after the war.

It is obvious that the industry has produced enough machines to
meet the needs of even a prosperous and growing nation for. many
years to come. To accomplish this, the industry, whose normal
peace time output is from 100 to 150 million dollars a year produced in
1939 ---------------------------------------------------- $200,000,000
1940 ------------------------------------------------ 440,000,000
1941 ---------------------------------------------------- 775,000,000
1942 ---------------------------------------------------- 1 , 300,000,000
1943 ------------------------------------------- 1,0 200, 000

3 Estimate.

The first point I would like to make is that these machine-tool
builders do not ask or expect preferential treatment because of the
contribution they have made to the war. They suggest that if this
Nation is to pay better wages and employ more people, it must be by
increasing the output per man-hour-by making better products at
lower costs while paying good wages. -This can only be done by
using better manufacturing equipment..

The very foundation of a high standard of living is machine tools.
It is therefore essential that this Nation have in the future a highly
competitive vigorous machine-tool industry. To survive the period
during which the Nation, will absorb the machines already built, to
redesign their product and make it even better than it is now, machine-
tool builders must have reserves.
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The effect of draining large sums in cash from practically every,
machine-tool company by renegotiation, is to guaranteb the extinction
of most of the industry soon after the war.

On the impact of renegotiation, Mr. Chairman, Colonel Rockwell,
this morning might just as well have been speaking of the machine-,
tool industry, His experience is typical. Mr. Shaw, speaking for the
airplane industry, practically spoke for the machine-tool builder,.,.,

If you will consult exhibit 4 in that collection, you will find there
a graphic representation of the distribution of gross earnings for nine
large industries directly concerned in the war effort. You will find
that from 1937 to 1941 for every gross dollar of earnings the airplane
industry paid out 66 cents in taxes; the machine-tool industry 54 cents,
so that wo are the next highest as to the proportion of gross earnings
removed by taxes. You will find the machine-tool builder paid out
18 cents of each dollar in dividends, the least of any of these industries.
You will see there that he set aside the remainder for surplus, and
then put more back into the plant and equipment than the surplus
earned in those 5 years. Nineteen forty-two represents the first oppor-
tunity the machine-tool builder has had of setting up a reserve for the
situation that he faces after the war which wil be very grave, even
though this Nation should enjoy unparalleled prosperity.

The House has written several amendments to this law-I would
like briefly to discuss the effect of these provisions.

Exemption of standard commercial articles: The proposed War
Contracts Price Adjustment Board is given the* right (b-403-i-4) to
exempt standard commercial articles (defined in b-403-a-7) such as
machine tools. The secretaries have always had the right to do so.
Merely to confirm this will have no effect. The provision should be
made mandatory.

Exemption of equipment and supply contracts: By redefining sub-
contracts (b-403-a-5), orders for manufacturing equipment which
does not become a component part of the end product are supposed
to be made exempt from renegotiation. This was done, I think,
because the House realized that this equipment is not expendable,
that the machine tools, for instance, bought for war production, may
be used for 20 or 30 years for peacetime production. It is therefore
not entirely fair to regard the earnings resulting from their manu.
facture as a war profit.

Senator DAVIs. What is the average capital stock of the concerns
that make up the machine-tool industry?

Mr. BERNA. It would be a little over a million dollars. Before the
war the average employment was a little over 200 men. It is an indus-
try of small companies and has always been a highly competitive indus-
try. Really, it is a group of industries. In other words, we have about
21 companies making engine lathes, a half dozen companies making
another type of machine. There are 221 different kinds of machine
tools made by the industry.

Senator DAvis. The tool industry is a pretty good barometer of
business conditions; is it not?

Mr. BERNA. Senator, people don't buy new machines until they are
pretty sure they are going to make enough money with those new
machines to pay for them in a year or two, so that as we get back out

9333114-31
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of 1 panio or depression, they first make use of what they have got,
and then as the trend continues upward, they begin to buy new ma-
chine tools. As you say, it is a general barometer of good business
conditions. Y6u can't have better reaping machines, typewriters,
or automobiles unless you get better machines to make them on.

In the House Ways and Means Committee Report No. 871 on the
revenue bill of 1943, we find this statement,:

Under the new definition of subcontract, factory supplies .3tch a-s tools or
equipment, typewriters, business machines, etc., are exempt from renegotiation.

I d6not believe the proposed amendment will have that effect. In
1942 abouthalf of the orders received by machine-tool builders were
from contractors acting for and in behalf of the Defense Plant Cor-
poration. Legally speaking, these are prime contracts. The new
definition of subcontract wili not affect this very large portion of the
orders for manufacturing equipment. Purchases for foreign nations
are handled through :en- ease and contracts are placed by the
Ordnance Department. These, too, are prime contracts and are not
affected by the proposed amendment. To secure the result the
House committee had inmind, and have stated as their purpose, sales
of manufacturing equipment to the Defense Plant Corporation agencies
and to the Ordnance Department for lend-lease should be made exempt
in specific terms.

Exemption of $500,000 annual business: According to the amend-
ments, annual business of $500,000 or less is exempt (b-403-0-6-B).
As we understand this provision, a contractor whose total 1943 sales
are $501,000 will be renegotiated, while his neighbor, doing $500,000
will be immune. It would seem more equitable to make exempt the
first $500,000 worth of business of every contractor. -

The price adjustment boards have always insisted that their func-
tion is the downward revision of excessive prices, and that this is not
a taxing function. In spite of many elaborate explanations of this
policy, machine-tool builders have never been able to understand it

o take from a company by ltgal procedure, earnings that would not
be taken by corporation taxes seems to them a taxing function.

They feel that to speak of "profits before taxes" is misleading.,
The sum earned does not belong to the company; cannot be set aside
as a reserve, or expended in dividends, unless Federal taxes have been
been paid.

To report that a company has been allowed to retain 10 percent. on
1942 sales certainly sounds as if the Board had allow id a very generous
profit. As a matter )f fact, that might meln the retention of only 2.7
percent after taxes, and that residue is the only amount the machine
tool builder may consider his profit.

To revir v in painstaking detail the efficiency of a contractor, the
salaries paid to his executives, the contribution he has made to the.
war effort., the extent of risk assumed, the complexity of his business,'
the extent to which lie had employed private funds in expanding to
meet war needs and other consideiations (b-403-a-4) and to deli er-
ately brush aside all considerations of the taxes that may have already
drained away 70 percent or moie of a company's earnings seems
unreasonable.

It is easy enough, when it has been determined to what extent a
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company's profits are excessive after taxes, to arrive at the amount
by which its prices should be reduced.

Renegotiation should be defined as a recovery of those profits which
are found to be excessive aftei the payment of taxes.

Right of appeal on renegotiation of 1942 sales: This act provides
that when the Price Adjustment Board has made a decision it will
notify the contractor or subontiactor in writing and he will then
have had a determination of the Board. This applies to 1043 and
later years.

With reference to business done in 1042, the amendment as it
stands (b-403-e-2) provides for an appeal by any contractor or sub-
contractor aggrieved by a determination of the Secretary made prior
to the date of enactment of the Reveijue Act of 1943 whether or not
such determination is embodied in ani agreement with the contractor
or subcontractor.

May I diaw your attention to tl plight of the company that
signs a so-called agreement before the enactment of this act but does
not get. it back signed by the Government until after the act becomes
law. It has not been the custom of price-adjustment boards to put
their demands in writing; legally speaking he oes not have a determi-
nation of the Secretary made prior to the date of the enactment of
the Revenue Act of 1943. lie may not be able to prove the verbal
demand. The wording of the agreement he has signed, perhaps
under duress, is in the forn of a voluntaiy acknowledgment of guilt
and restitution of excessive profits.

The paragraph further provides that if he is aggiioved by a determi.
nation of the Secretary made after the enactment of the act, he may
appeal, but only if the determination is not embodied in an agreement.
The Secretary need only sign the incomplete agreement, and the
contractor or subcontractor has no right to appeal

Suppose a machine-tool builder has signed an agreement, maiJd it
in. He has heard nothing from it. These amendments become law.
The Secretary need only sign the agreement and send it back. That
machine-tool builder has no appeal from tliat decision, because the
determination is embodied in the agreement and it is explicitly ruled
out by paragraph (b) 403 (e) (2). I believe Mr. Chairman, that is a
misunderstanding and it should be corrected. tt

May I suggest that the right of appeal be extended to contractors
under those circumstances.

In summary, we have five suggestion.i:
1. Make the exemption of standard commercial articles manda-

tory.
2. Provide that manufacturing equipment sold to the Defense Plant

Corporation and to the Ordnance Department for lend-lease be
exempt from renegotiation.

3, Provide exemption of the first $500,000 of every contractor's
business

4. Renegotiate on the basis of profits after taxes.
5. Clarify the right of appeal.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much. Your testimony will,

of course, be examined by the members of the committee who find it
very difficult to be on hand at this particular time.

Mr. BERNA. I can understand that. Thank you very much.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Boyer.'

STATEMENT OF PEARCE F. BOYER, VICE PRESIDENT AND
COMPTROLLER, REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION, CLEVELAND,
O,'ftO.

Mr. BOYER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Pearce F. Boyer. I am vice president and comptroller of
Republic Steel Corporation, the third largest steel company in the
country operating plants or mines in a great many different parts of
the country, including particularly the States of Ohio, Alabama,
New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, and Connec-
ticut. In my capacity as comptroller I have charge of the corpora-
tion's income taxes.

-Republic Steel is on the invested capital basis for excess-profits
taxes. It has capital invested in its business of approximately
$300 000,000 and, therefore, falls in the class of corporations which
will i;0 adversely affected by the proposal contained in the House bill
to lower the invested capital credit before excess-profits taxes from
6 to 5 percent, and from 5 to 4 percent on substantial parts of its
capital.

1 am here to protest this proposal as well as the proposal to increase
the excess-profits tax rate from 90 to 95 percent.

If these proposals are adopted it will mean that Republic can earn
only $2.84 net on each $100 of invested capital before the balance of
its earnings, if any, are classed as excess profits and taxed at 95 per-
cent.. This return is inadequate and will embarrass the company
seriously in its financial and dividend policies; will seriously interfere
with essential provision for post-war conversion and rehabilitation of
its facilities and, above all, will cripple it in its hopes and plans to
give back jobs to the 17,000 of its employees who are now in the
armed service of the country, not to mention jeopardizing the inter-
ests of 65,000 present employees and over 60,000 stockholders and
bondholders.

Many other corporations will be similarly affected. I want to be
distinctly understand as making no plea for retention of war pmofits,
but I do not and cannot believe that any such extreme burden as is
now proposed is in the best interests of the country as a whole.

The Revenue Act of 1943 as introduced in the House on November
18, 1943, proposes to reduce the excess-profits credit for companies
(with invested capital of over $5,000,000) which are on an invested
capital base for excess-.profits tax and to increase the excess-profits
tax on earnings above the credit from 90 to 95 percent.

This will most seriously affect the post-war security of Republic
Steel Corporation and many other companies which because of low
earnings in the years 1936 to 1939 are on an invested capital base for
excess-profits tax.

Vitally concerned in this matter are Republic Steel Corporation's
65,000 employees and 60,000 shareholders, all of whom have a stake
in the post-war stability of the company. Especially to be considered
are the 17,000 Republic boys who have gone to war and who must be
assured of jobs upon their return.

As is well known, the.1942 Revenue Act, under which 1943 profits
are taxed, provides for taxing excss profits by establishing a credit or
base of normal earnings based on invested capital or average earnings
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as defined in the law. The amount of the credit (i. e., normal earnings)
is suboctot. normaLtax and surtax amounting to 40 percent, and the
earnings, above the -credit are subject to 90 percent excess-profits
tax (95 percent proposed in 1943 amendment).

Invested capital credit: Republic has an invested capital of approxi-
mately $300,000,000 on which the invested capital excess profits
credit is indicated below:

Present law Proposed 1013 Get
Invested capital

Percent Credit Percent Credit

------- *,0 --- 4 0 8- . ... aW000
000 ............................................... 00 6 3

S............................................ . 000
|1s0e0s0.9e) ............................................. 5 5000,000 4 4000,00

Total 00,000) .............................. . &7j 17,150.000 41.7 14,0, 000

Thus the proposed change would reduce the excess-profits-tax base
for a company the size of Republic by $2,950,000, or 17.2 percent.
Such invested capital excess profits credit is subject to normal and
sprtax. Deducting 40 percent normal and surtax, $5,680,000 from
the normal earnings (excess-profits-tax credit) of $14,200,000, leaves
$8,520,000 or 2.84 percent on invested capital.

;Assuming a company with $300,000,000 invested capital bad an
income before taxes in 1943 of $50,000,000, under the present law the
income and excess-profits-tax payable thereon would be $33,468,500
and' the net income remaining after taxes would be $16,531,600.
If the invested-capital credit and excess-profits tax are changed as
proposed, such a company in 1944 wouldhave to earn $69,500,000
before taxes in order to reach the same net income after taxes.

The following table illustrates this graphically:

Present law Tax Per- Propoved u Peroot 1943 Rev- Tax cent
ent enue Act C

Income before re&rad taxes.__- 000.000 $5,00,0
Eteco= credit ............... 17,150,000 In,, ! 000
11mal"s015%urla On exces,-rols
credit .............................. ............. 6,860,000 40 80 6 ,000 40

Xxcess Prt .................... %M0 190'G
Tax on excess profits ess post-war
refud ........................................... X we, 5 o 00 ........ 3,69,000 5

Total tax ............................ 33,4 ..................... 36.S9,000 .....
N.et... ng after ................1is5S1,5&V......13,711.000
Reduction in net income ............. ... ........... ...... 3823, 500

Additi~al Income3 before taxes reeu~rcd to poulnet Parning s
$16. 31,000 as under present Iaw ..................................... 19, 5 ,000 ..........

Assume that such company had fixed charges of $12,750,000 per
year consisting of charges for 6 percent dividends on preferred stock
(representing investment, of $100 per share); $1 a year dividend on
common stock (representing an investment of $40 per share); and
requirements for debt retirement, preferred stock retirement, sinking
.funds, ete. -Under the present law this company must earn approxi-
mately-$30,000,000 before taxes to meet these requirements. •Under
the new law as proposed, however, to meet these requirements, it
would have to earn $43,000,000 before taxes.
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It has been claimed that companies on an invested capital tax base
have been increasing their invested capital out of earnings. ,In' View
of excess-profits tax of 95-percent on all earnings above the invested
capital credit, it would be an impossibility for a company to effect
out of earnings an increase in invested capital which would to even
a slight degree offset the proposed change in the rate. For a company
with an invested capital of $300,000,000 and an excess-profits credit
of $17,150,000 under the present law to maintain its excess-profits
credit of $17,150,000 under the rates proposed in the 1043 act, it
would be necessary to increase its invested capital $73,750,000.

Discriminatory character of proposed change: By contrast, com-
panies with invested capital up to $5,000,000, which are on an in-
vested capital base for excess-profits tax, are permitted, under the
terms of the proposed law, to remain upon the same base as they are
under the present law-a base which permits them to retain and set
aside for post-war purposes a far higher share of their earnings than
is the case with large companies. Under both laws companies with
invested capital up to $5,000,000 are permitted a credit of 8 percent
on invested capital; whereas, under the new law, the credit on the
second $5,000,000 of invested capital is cut from 7 to 6 percent, that
on the next $190,000,000 from 6 to 5 percent, and above that from5to 4 percent.To illustrate: If a company engaged in the steel business having an

invested capital of $5,000,000, owned a single bar mill or sheet mill it
would be permitted to retain earnings of 8 percent on its invested

ptal free from any excess profits tax. If, on the other hand a
or mills of exactly the same character were owned by Repubic,

along with many other mills, Republic would only be entitledto re-
tain 4.7 percent on the capital invested therein free from excess-profits
tax. Thus in Republic's case the net earnings of such mills after
taxes would be drastically less, simply and solely because of Re-
public's larger capital investment.

The stockholders of companies are the real parties at interest where
corporate taxes ire concerned. There is no reason either in justice or
logic why a stockholder should be penalized simply because he h4d
stock in a company with a large invested capital, instead of stock in a
company with a small invested capital. We are dealing with an excess
profits credit to determine whet are excess profits, and the stockholder
who has invested in the larger company finds that what are "excess"
profits to him are normal profits to his neighbor whose investment is
in a smaller company.

It is this proposedreduction in the percentage of excess profits in-
vested capital credit to which Republic chiefly objects, because by
imps ing such a disproportionate burden on a company like Republio,
it will make it much more difficult for these companies to meet post-war
conditions and correspondingly affect adversely a large number of
employees and stockholders.

It must also be borne in mind that the large industrial companies
have been a most important factor in the production of war materials.
The shipbuilding and aircraft program in this war would not have been
possible without the furnaces and mills of the large steel companies
which had invested millions of dollars in equipment available for war
production. .41.

The company which Is permitted to retain out of the war years at
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least some remonable portion of its earnings for plant rehabilitation
will be able to put its plant and equipment in shape to reconvert
quickly to peacetime conditions, merchandise its product, and
maintain its employment schedules and its financial position.

The company, even though it may be large, which is unable to
retain funds suflicent for plant rehabilitation and entry into post-war
conditions will undoubtedly suffer thereby in volume of business, in
employment and in earnings in the period following the war.

It is Republic's hope and desire that the moment the war is over
Republic can rehabilitate its plants, which will be in serious need of
a thorough overhauling because of continuous operation for war
purposes, enter energetically into post-war merchandising, absorb its
employees who are returning from war, maintain its employment
schedules at high levels, and continue to pay reasonable dividends
to its shareholders. This we repeat, is a matter which in Republic
alone affects 125,000 people.

This objective is difficult of attainment even under the existing tax
law. It would seem impossible of attainment if the invested-capital
excess-profits credit is further reduced as proposed in the new Revenue
Act.

We urge that present rates on invested-capital excess-profits credit
be left unchanged in the new law.

The CHAIRMAN. Is your company now paying excess-profits taxes?
Mr. Borxe. Yes, sir; we paid a total of $68,000,000 of taxes in 1942,

and so far this year we have provided about $40,000,000 of taxes.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your appearance.
Mr. Boyza. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Smith.
Mr. GREELEY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Smith has turned his time over

to me. My name is Greeley.
The CHAIRMAIN. Very well.

STATEMENT OF W. B. GREELEY, REPRESENTING THE WEST bOAST
LUMBERMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Mr. GREELEY. Mr. Chainnan, I am W. B. Greeley of Seattle,
Wash. I am secretary-manager of the West Coast Lumbermen's
Association, which has 240 members representing about 75 percent
of the production of Douglas fir and associated species of lumber in the
Pacific Northwest.

My remarks are addressed to renegotiation and specifically to
section 701 of the bill, paragraph (b), subparagraph 7, on page 106 of
the print now before the committee, which defines "Standard com-
mercial article"- also to subparagrah (d) on page 127 of the comn-
mittee print, which gives the Board discretionary authority to exempt
a standard commercial article if "normal competitive conditions
affecting the sale of such article exist."

I want to make clear to this committee the practical effect of V/

renegotiation of lumber contracts as a discriminatory tax upon the
returns of a producer who sells standard conunercial articles to the
Government., from which a producer who sells the same commercial
articles to private customers at an equal or greater profit is exempt.
The phase of renegotiation which I have come to Washington to
protest is summed up in one word, discrimination. Whatever the
theory of renegotiation, it becomes a discriminatory tx when applied
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to a standard commercial article, like lumber, of which the Govern.
ment requires only a part of the quantity manufactured.

It is a discriminatory tax upon the patriotic producer who loyally
gives the war agencies first call upon what he makes; and it is a
premium on the lack of patriotism of a producer who avoids Govern-
ment contracts and sells his goods in equally profitable or more
profitable private markets.

I will illustrate this assertion by a brief reference to the west coast
lumber industry. Ours is an industry of some 1,100 sawmills, which
produce about one-third of the entire sup ly of softwood lumber in
the United States. Our production was 8? billion board feet in 1942.

The War Production Board and the War Manpower Commission
have gone to great lengths in helping the industry and demanding of
the industry that it produce an equal volume of lumber in 1943. The
operators have done everything in their power to hold up production
against a growing shortage of manpower. At this date we are 10
percent behind lst'year's production- but the industry has on its
books 1,100,000,000 board feet of unfilled lui iber orders, a large pro-
portion of which is for war requirements. Ti e discrimination against
UGovernment sales, which renegotiation involves, works directly
against the consistent efforts of the war agencies to maintain the
maximum possible production of lumber in the Pacifio Northwest.

Our lumber has been in great demand for war requirements., The
most drastic war control applied to any species of Jumber in the United
States was extended to our principal wood, Douglas fir, by Linitation
Order 218, issued by the War Production Board October 22, 1942.
In effect, this order gives the Central Procurement Agency, which is
the centralized lumber-buying office for 17 different.war agencies,

"Hfirst ,al upon the entire production of Douglas fir I Qmber, excepting
certain very limited grades. Any Douglas fir lumber that a producer
wishes to sell to a private customer must be released try a local officer
of the War Production Board. Before releasing the proposed order,
the War Production Board determines first, whether Central Procure.
ment needs this lumber; and second, whether the lumber is more
urgently needed for some other nonmilitary use than that indicated
by the producer. Instead of being released for purchase by a retail
lumber yard in Chicago, for example, it may be reJeased f;r sale to
supply the needs of a farm area or a railroad company.
. The effect of this order has beon to closely direct the sale of Douglas
fir lumber to war requirements; and thus to place a large proportion
of it within the scope of renegotiation. At least 50 or 55 percent of
the total production of Douglas fir lumber has been purchased or
allocated by the Central Procurement Agency since its inception. A
substantial additional percentage reaches contractors or subcontrac-
tom of the Government through the procedure of release; and there-
fore becomes subject to renegotiation. The fact that our lumber is
under more rigid control than any other American woods and that we
are well organized under local administrators of the Central Procure-
ment Agency and War Production Board, has led Douglas fir to be
drawn upon for war requirements far beyond its usual range of geo-
graphical distribution.

I can give you the record, Senator, of millions of feet of our lumber
that has crossed the Mississippi River into your State and other
states primarily because this war order has placed our industry under
very drastic control. - -
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This statement is made without criticism. Our first obligation is
to get on with the war; and ship our lumber where the Government
wants it. But the fact should not be overlooked that every carload of
Douglas fir lumber bought by the Government by virtue of the rigid
control it has placed over this one part of the whole American lumber
industry, carries an extra tax upon the producer in the guise of
renegotiation.

In our own industry in the Pacific Northwest, there has been too
much variation in observance of the limitation order. The majority
of the mills have fully supported it. Our association has done every-
thing in its power to make known the. requirements of Central Pro1
curement; to bring all the industry salesmen to its auctions and to
obtain unqualified acceptance of the obligation to put war business
first.

Several companies have sold the Government from 60 to 75 percent
of their entire production. The majority have sold from 40 to 50
percent. A few companies havq sold the Government less than 25'
percent.. While many companies have almost completely withdrawn
rom private trade, a few companies have not only kept but enlarged

their civilian trade outlets.
Fortunately, this disparity was substantially equalized in October

by more drastic enforcement of the order. It is now administered
on the basis that every Douglas fir manufacturer must apply at least
50 percent of his current production against Central Procurement
business. But the fact remains that in our own region some companies
approach renegotiation with a record of 60 or 70 percent of Govern.
went sales; many companies with 40 to 50 percent; some producers
with less than 25 percent.

The greater your percentage of Government sales, the poorer is
your case for renegotiation. Some companies who have been least
zealous in supporting the war and most zealous in pushing their own
private trade may avoid renegotiation altogether, Other companies
must pay, through renegotiation, an extra tax upon their profits'
directly proportional to the percentage of government business they
have accepted. Renegotiation under these conditions, dealing with
a standard commercial article manufactured by hundreds of different
producers, of which the Government requires but part of the supply,
is a tax on loyalty.

In our situation, with a very active lumber market, there is no
financial gain in selling the Government. Our sales have been
subject to ceiling price regulations of 0. P. A. since October 1, 1941.,
The returns on sales to private buyers are usually higher than on
corresponding sales to a war agency because of the more liberal grade
specifications offered by the private buyer. But of greater impor-
tance is the fact that every lumber manufacturer depends in peaetime
upon a large clientele of wholesale and retail lumber distributors or,
industrial lumber users. This is his trade, who take their business
to him and give hirm first chance to fill their orders. Such a 'trade
clientele is one of the most important jealously guarded assets of any
lumber producer. In times like the present when the supply of lumber
is short, there is every commercial inducement to cultivate and hold
this. private trade, with an eye to post-war Markets. The manu-
facturers who put these advantages behind them and loyally give the
Government first call upon their lumber, do so at a commercial
sacrifice. That is accepted by most producers of Douglas fir lumber
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as their obligation to the war. But the Government itself commitsa serious injustice when itimposes a penalty upon this type of loyal
busin ssnaI, in the form of renegotiation, a penalty which is directly
proportionel to his support of the war in disposing of his own products.

I want to show you what this penalty is in dollars and cents. Our
association has made a compilation of costs and returns in the produc-
tion of west-coast lumber during 1942. It is based upon the records
of 83 lumber companies, who produced 60 percent of the total for the
entire industry.

These 83 companies, in 1942, had a gross profit on their sales volume,
before' taxes, of 16.5 percent. Of this gross profit, 68.9 percent was
paid to the Government in income and excess-profits taxes. The com-
panies were left an average profit of 5.1 percent on their volume of
sales, or $1.76 per thousand feet of lumber sold. At that point rene-
gotiation knocked on' their door.

Otit of a large number of renegotiations now in process, I have been
able to obtain fou' complete records where settlements have beem
reached. These four companies sold 41.3 percent of their lumber to
the Government in 1942. The renegotiations figured their profit on
these Government transactions at $520,600. They demanded a refund
of one-half of this amount, or $265,000. I do not know what taxes
were actually paid by these companies in 1942. If they were coI'npa-
rable to the average tax of 68.9 percent of gross profit paid by the
industry as a whole, renegotiation meant to them simply an additional
tax of $82,415, or 6.3 percent more taken from their original prolat.
While the industry generally paid 68.9 percent of profit to the 06v-
ernment as taxes, these renegotiated companies paid 75.2 percent:

I do not cite this as an exact figure. It is an-example to illustrate
my point. And my point is that however it may be explained
renegotiation of contracts for standard commercial articles is, fok alt
practical purposes, simply another tax on doing business. It is a
discriminatory tax because it applies only on business done with the
United States Government.

We respectfully submit that this is not just and equal taxation.
It taxes one man's profits and exempts another man's profits,'solely
on the basis of whether he sells to public or to private consumers.
It discriminates against the manufacturer who puts the needs of war
first; and in the ease of my' own industry at least, it is definitely harm-
ful to the all-out production which war agencies have called for.

It was our hope that this Congress would eliminate the renegotiation
of contracts for standard commercial articles altogether. In my
judgment, that would be the sound and proper course to clear up this
whole situation, remove the discrimination and promote the war
effort.' The present bill proposes such exemption only when "In the
opinion of the Board, normal competitive conditions affecting th sale
o sach article exist."

I do not know how the Board would apply that phrase to west-cohst
lumber. We have a normal number of suppliers; practically' a normal
volume of production. Competitive pricing is functioning in th6case
of a few lumber items; but otherwise because demand is greater than
supply; 90 percent of all sales are at 6. P. A. price ceilings, and I can
not believe that any court 6r any businessman would undertake to
say this represents normal competitive ,onditions.
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If the elimination of renegotiation In the pise of all ,tandarol com-
mericnc articles is not possible, I ask tho committee to at least remove
the'discriminatory phase of renegotiating as between sales to the
Govcreninent and sales of the same artice to private trade. To
a comrplish this with a minimum change in the present bill, I request
that subparagraph (d) on page - be amended by adding to the
authority of the Board to make exemptions from the provisions of
the setion, the following clause:

Or if, In the opinion of the Board, enforcement of this section would involve
qjnfair discrimination against producers of a standard commercial article who
contract or subcontract Its sale to any department,' In respect to other producers
of the same article.

The effect of that suggested addition would be that if any situations
ouch as I have described-and I am not speaking for lumber alone,
for I know a similar discrimination exists in the case of any other
com modity-if the Board finds that renegotiation would involve
unfair' discrimination between the supplier who favors Government
business and the supplier who does not, then the Board would have
the authority to authorize the exemption of such article from renego-
tiation.

I have a little additional matter I would like to file for the record,
which deals with the application of the definition of timber. We
think thit is !another example of the inconsistency and discrimination
that arises from an attempt to apply renegotiation to these standard
commercial articles which have been produced for years before we
entered the war.

The CHAIRMAN. You may submit that.
Mr. GRuELEy. This refers to discrimination in the application of

section 701 (1) (1) (b).
This subsection exempts from renegotiation the product of mineral

or natural deposits or timber, "which has not been processed refined,
oir treated beyond the first form or state suitable for industrial use."

This provision for timber was made by Congress a year ago after
extended hearings by the committees. We were satisfied that this
legislation intended to exempt timber in the first form or state of
production for general industrial use That is, lumber in the usual
industrial or construction items.

Such lumber is not a finished article ready for use. It is a material-
midway between the tree or log and the millwork or building or boat
or freight cars. But the renegotiating departments have defined the
first form or state of timber "suitable for industrial use" as "the log."
Under such an interpretation this subsection appears to us to be
meatiingless as far as timberis I'S oncerned.

Only to a limited exent is thie lug itself an article of industrial use-
as for poles or piling. iergcAy it is simply a reduction of the tree to a
form in Which it may be processed or manufactured into a material
adapted to general industrial use. Lumber is merely the tree. or log,
reduced to usable lengths and sizes. In our judgment, this adminis-
trative definition is a quibble and not a fair interpretation of the
intent of Congress..

In applying this very narrow definition to timber, the administra-
tors of renegotiation have discriminated against lumber. In their
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II relations we find listed, as the first form or state suitable for in6dus-
trialuse; these comparable materials: Aluminum ingotas copper billets,
refined lead bars refined silver bars, cement, and pig iron.

If these materials are the first forms in the production line suitable
for Industrial use, it is inconceivable to us why lumber is not so
classified. As it stands, the cement used in building a bridge is not
subject to renegotiation, but the form lumber used with it is rene
gotiable.

The drafters of the reg'ation may have tripped over the words
"processed," "refined" and "treated." They are terms customarily
applied to the production of minerals-not to the production of
lumber. We do not "refine" or "process" lumber out of the tree;
we it] .Laufacture" it.

If tL, committee concludes that lumber should be dealt with on
the same basis as that now applied to these other materials of mineral
origin, I reconunend that the word "manufactured" be inserted after
"refined" ih'secticn 01 (i) (1) (B), so that it would read-
which has not been processed, refined, manufactured, or treated beyond the
first form or state suitable for Industrial use.

The CHAIRMAN. You do not deal with ordinary civilian goods?
Mr. GREELEY. No, sir; they have nothing to d with it.
The CHAIRMAN. I know the don't, but I wondered if they had

taken a sideward glance at civilian operations.
Mr. GREELEY. NO, sir; only to this extent: The first question

they ask is, "What was your total profit during the period?"
he next is: "What was your proportion of Government sales?"If your proportion of Government sales was one-third, then one-

third of this total profit is subject to renegotiation and the, private
sales are ignored.

The CHAIRMAN. You are quite right in saying that that doQs result
in very serious discrimination against the producer who furnishes, to
the Government as against the other producer who does not. That
has happened in the case of certain garment manufacturers, who took
Government contracts and others who did not. Those who ducked
the Government contracts went on with their business and furnishod
their regular customers, whereas the other garment manufacturers,
one at least that I know of, who really put on almost a 100 percent
war production, was losing all his trado, and it took him a long time to
rebuild it.I * Mr. GREELEY., Exactly. That is inherent in the effort to apply
renegotiation to any standard article. ' ,

The CHAIRMAN. I don't believe you are going to get very much
relief--and I might as well be frank about it-as long as it is left in the
discretion of the renegotiation board whether they will exempt from
renegotiation standardized articles. I don't thia: you would got it
unless it is made mandatory.

Mr. GREELEY. Our first recommendation, sir, is that it bpmale
mandatory. We certainly second the recommendation made by, Mr.
Henry in that respect.

The CHAIRMAN Yes sir. Thank you very .. uch.
Mr. GREELEY. Than you, sir.
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-The CHAIRMN. Mr. Benjamin.

STATEMBRT OF ALFRED H, BENJAMIN, PRESIDENT, ANOLO.
AMERICAN TRADING CORPORATION

,Mr. IIENJALoN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Henry II. Benjamin,
Ke idnt Anglo-Americali Trading Corporation, 90 Broad Street,

ew' York City.
Wo beg to submit for your consideration reasons against increased

taxation.
1. The problems we aro facing today are numerous, the chief one

being the domination by the British Government of all foreign food
commodities which enter into the cost of living in the U. S. A. and
decreases our Government revenue. The commodities are chiefly
meat, butter, eggs, pork, canned meats, wool, and so forth.

I might say th at all these commodities are liquidated in the cur-
rency of the British Government, namely, sterling, so that when they
are shipped out their manufactured products, they will be liquidated
ifn sterling, too.

2. Wo have imported these products since 1912 in very substantial
luantities, and during the last 10 years have imported meats pro-
uced in the dominions of Great Britain, all of which, since thje 28th

6f April 1043, are now emtbargoed aind under control of Great Britain,
as a result of which we have been seriously handicapped in our busi-

3. Meat and butter have clogged the refrigerated warehouses in all
the following countries: Argentina, Uruguay, Canada, New Zealand
And Australia, and promise to be a repetition of World War I, when
similar conditions prevailed.

I might say that at the end of the World War there was so much
material in these countries that it was actually destroyed b~eforo it
could be shipped.

In Argentina the cattle raisers could not market their cattle in 1942
and early 1943 because the warehouses were already filled with
refrigerated products, and Great Britain could not find tonnage to
move this to destination.

4. We have 1,500 tons, approximately 3,000,000 pounds, of meat
in New Zealand, purchased in 1942 and early 1943, and had arranged
to transport this meat in U. S. A. steamers early May, but owing
to the embargo placed on the meat on the 28th of April. 1943 the
War Shipping Administration boats returned to United States" ports
with empty refrigerated chambers in May of this year.T The British Government has since requisitioned this meat. The
greater part of this meat had been sold throughout the civilian areas
m the United States, where industrial plants were producing war
materials. This included the Detroit and Pittsburgh areas, and the
failure to deliver this meat naturally created a shortage, which was
keenly reflected in the discontent that manifested itself in these
various industrial centers. Out of this 1,600 tons of meat, 300 tons,
a approximately 600,000 pounds, of beef had been earmarked for the
United States Army, and because of the embargo had to be canceled.

5. If this condition is permitted to continue for the duration of the
war we shall not be able to import butter or meats from any of these
countries after the war is over.
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Great Britain will still dominate that situation, and after the war
has ended and, as far as food commodities are concerned, we will be
blocked out in all these producing countries, and it particularly applies
to the oversea doininions, where the sentiment to continue their
economic ties with the United States is strongly entrenched,6 . We contend that embargoes placed upon these products by our
allies are economically unsound, and at the same time harmful to the
Treasury receipts, as all these products are subject to a very high
tariff, namely:

Centm pIr poUnd
Butter -----. .........--------------------------------------------- 14
Beef -------------------------------------------------------------- 6
Lambs ------------------------------------------------------------ 7
Mutton------------------------------------------------------------
Offal ------------------------------------------------------------ 3

During the World War there was no embargo on any such charac-
ter, and much lower duties prevailed by 50 percent-in other words,

*. Senator George, the prices of meat and butter were 60 percent lower,
and I can cite you many cases of meat double the price today what it
was in World War No. 1 -and our imports of meat and butter were
substantial; approximately 150,000,000 pounds in meats and

*50,000,000 pounds in butter.
7. The cost of living will be higher in 1944, because we will have

a tremendous shortage of beet, lamb, butter, and poultry in the United
States, and unless these restrictions are lifted by the British we will
face trouble with "Ile worktIs in the steel and coal industry, and, in
fact, all industries contributing to the war effort.

I might incidentally add that I think we are playing into the hands
of John L. Lewis by doing so.

Lend-lease undoubtedly plays a big part in these operations.
* We are at the present time exporting to the other side hundreds of

millions of pounds of pork under lend-lease. There is nothing coming
in here from any other country in the world to fill up that gap rond
that is the reason we are facing higher prices today and a scarcity of
all these commodities.

9. We have appealed to the Combined Food Board of the United
States Department of Agriculture, but they cannot give any relief
to this situation. They have referred us to the State Department
to give us the solution. The State Department, however, advise us
that they are not, empowered to make any decision in this matter.
Yet this is a problem that requires immediate action on.the part of
our Government so that we can enjoy the sAme privileges as Great
Britain in any of the countries named above. and all the restrictions
now imposed should be forthwith lifted immediately, otherw. ie we
will face a disaster in the way of a food shortage in 1944. _

10. We submit some of the latest figure on meat produced in the
four count-ies herein mentioned, and this establishes the fact that
thgre is an adequate supply for the Allied armies, without putting
embargoes on, thus restricting our trade relations with these dom'm-
ions and with Latin America. It is destructive and harmful to tho
war program.

We estimate that between Australia and New Zealand there will
be 350,000 tons of lambs available for export in 1943-44 and we con-
servatively figure that a hundred thousand tons of th, 3e iambs, repre-
senting 200,000,000 pounds of lambs, could be made available for ship-
ment early in 1944 to the United States without interfering in the
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slightest degree with the armed forces in Australasia, as most of our
men prefer beef.

These lambs would arrive in the U. S. A. when our domestic supply
from January to May, is practically nil, and would therefore not com-
pete in any way with our own home-grown lambs, and would be help-
ul in reducing the cost of living throughout the Nation, and thus head

off inflation.
11. The Treasury taxes proposed would add to our difficulties, unless

relief is given to the importers. Butter is selling in Canada at 35 cents
per pound and the warehouses are filled to capacity. I am reliably
informed that over 100,000,000 pounds is at present stored there, whilst
our civilian population is without butter in many States.

12. Exports of materials to Mexico, Brazil, and in fact all the Latin-
American countries, whether it be steel or any other commodities, has
been made so difficult by Government restrictions that all earnings of
exporters for 1943 must show considerable decreases, which indicates
lower personal and corporation income taxes. This is not duo to a lack
of materials bilt is caused by arbitrary Government rulings as to
export.

May I say this: During the last 2 years, on account of 0. P. A. regu-
lations, it has cost the American exporter, and I am speaking now for
the rank and file, 20 to 25 percent to do business, and all the 0. P. A.
allows the exporter is 6 percent. That is the maximum that he can
charge to his clients in South America of any Latin country.

13. I have been engaged in the export and import business since
1912, and during the greater part of this period I have been an indi-
vidual taxpayer, and the corporatior which I am president of, has
paid its taxes to date since 1935.

I might say, talking about the Ge 'ernment, I think the Govern-
ment played fair with the merchant. In 1917, when taxes were at a
very low ebb, I paid $12,900 myself. In 1923 they sent me back a
check for $3,800. I don't expect anything back during this war.

The CHAIRMAN. I wouldn't advise you to bank on it.
Mr. BENJAMIN. I wouldn't think so, Senator.
14. I have been privileged to appear before your committee in

1929-30; in March 1938; and in June 1939, on hearings relative to
imports, and exports.

15. Finally, our suggestions are that you, gentlemen, ease restric-
tions on exports and imports, and thereby increase revenues for our
Government from these two fields and, at the same time, decrease the
cost of living for 1944, as an effective and proper distribution of
imports would lighten the burden of the average family, who are
already heavily taxed. Further, we must not permit British control
of meat and dairy products in the producing countries mentioned
either for the duration of the war or in the post-war period.

I might say, Senator George, that this is the end of my statement,
and I would like to call your special attention to an article that
appeared in the Journal of Commerce the 1st of December, showing
where our neighbors on the northern front, Canada, hoped to get the
jump on us and make a surprise attack on our economic front. If
you will read that article, it deals with all the export after the war is
over. They are now preparing their post-war planning to invade the
Latin-American countries, because they don't know how they are
going to use their people. I say we have got to prepare for this post-
war planning. It is a very important thingto help our boys that are
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going to be coming from'the war fronts. We have got to put them
to work. We are fighting this war for a great cause, and I believe all
these men should be employed when they come back.

The CHumsA-RN. We thank you very much.
(The' papers referred to by the witness are as follows!)

Canada

Pi6iictfs -6f, creamery
'butter, , 1038-42, inclu-
s ve , . peuass

l93 ............. 267,347, 271
1939--------- -267, 612, 546
1940 ------------- 264, 723, 669
1941 -------------- 285,848,196
1942 ------------- 284,691,372

Total production of butter,
including farm made:

1938 ------------ 358,357,271
1939 ------------- 355,071,546
1940 ------------- 348, 979,807

Total production of butter,
including farm made--
Continued. Peas.

1941 ------------- 388, 644,196
1942 ------------- 363,116,372

Stocks of butter at Nov.
1, 1943:

Creamery butter -.- 72, 615, 176
Dairy butter -------- 435, 694

Eztracl from New Zealand Meat-Producers Board's Ttcenty-first Annual Report,
submitted to the annual meeting held on 25th and f6th of August 1943

[Kllinpgs o export at all works during the 1942-43 season commencng Oct. 1, 1942, up to May 29, 1943, are
set out below, with figures for the previous season (to May 30,1942) in parentheses)

Description North 1salarm South bland Total

Bee (quarters) .................... "0,093 472, 600) 9.M3 (, t2 I , 698 477,%9J
Petbtrmuttoo(eics. .............. 6240 6753,) 3 ,409 (a2,759 649 76.,120)

'we mutton (e/cs.) ................. 1l-3830.M008) W0, 024 (784438 1 , 6' 007 (5,12,4 4)
Lamb(s.) ........................ , 676,17 (, 397, 745) 4.57,9 (4,998,) 106534,077(1066,67)
Pork (pokers) (e/cs.) ............... 8,6 (9.495) 3,067 S.530) 91,733 (195,9n)
Pork ( ers)(cc.) ...... ....... M (2153,0 ,348 (.312) AO0G (223362)
A31 .Te-113m ere~te 068 ......... 67,64 (619,0911 630 (14,9 9) 702,253 (634.,69)
Boneless bobby al(frelgt cs.) ,57 . 11, 160 77,733
Sundries(fretg~btccs.) .............. 244,K6 (2"21,031) 6131 (A9 340,617 ($11,979)
Total in frelht ca s ............ a,.% 150 (7, U,434) ,49,244 (3,8M3SK57 10,39 396 (11,22291

Dressed weight on New Zealand: Steers, consisting of 4 quarters of beef, 725 pounds; mutton, 64 to 70
poundseach; lambs, M to 40pounds each.

(Complete statistics of the killings for export for the last 6 years are given below. In reading the figures
In the l.ut column, showing the total In W pound freight carcsses, it should be bothe in mind that the

eight in war years has been affected by de boning, etc.)

Quarters- Quaters- ICarcasses- Carcasves- acas-
Season chille frozen I wether ewe lamb

beef beef I mutton mutton

1137---...............-... . .. ..28,813 1% . 1014 171,541 9
19n-39 .......................... 2432 200 14253 ,1479" 9430I

199-0 ........ :.... :.. :I ......... 689,204 13,028 1,913,649 10367.137
1940-41 ............ ...... ... .............. 0?R7,751 013,486 1,83,325 1,240,00
II4I-42----------------------------------000.. a, 425 72&, 1711 1,962,280 11:,049,7, 2

CC s casses- Total in
Se nCatrasses- Iltronecrs Boneless- 60-poonSeaso porkers (Including beef freight

cho rsSud ccarcases

1937-38 ...................... 4M63A 22,65 648,383 03, 924 10,307,831
1938-39 .......................... 350,695 189,681 707807 683374 1 1,09%420
193940 ....................... .$8962 34 1928 W W ^-49 764.U57 13 973,167
1""-1.-------------2,41 292.118 243,Ow 522.005 M22373
1941-42.. . .. . 17,001 19 054 58.627 6m, 332 1,164,643

Dreswd weight on New Zeeaand: Steers,,pou lsting of 4 quarters U bee, 725 pounds; mutton. 64 to 70
pounds each; lambs, 36 to 40 pounds each.
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Australia
(All the meat 11gures exclude the canned meat. Refers to froen menat, except small qantity chilled Included

In beef. Inf r- ation Is nc complete owing to the fact that fllgues are not *Xaflable until a year after
peod STOCK SLAUOJITERINO

Catt!$ . .......... ......................................... ......... . 3.5 1,Oo0 ,444.o0
she ............................................................. _ ......... 10 417,000 10,1700L 9b ..... .................................................................. | , 4 3.0C &D S , 01
P Ig ............................ .................................... ....... . M 0 ].95.000

EXPORTS. BY CARCA 1SESI

19394 l940-4l~ 1941-42

Lamb '. 3,5SK 000 7,439,00D 3,13Z 000
Muto u tt..... ..... ................. 1,013.1000 410.00) 21060(X0

' No detlas avalable on beef, veal, at hops.

-' 1939-,1 1940-41 19It-42

J'eand, Pound# Pound#
Beet, froen and chilled ..................................... 274. ,000 1A9,000.000 11000,000

- I,. . 1,000, O00 4, 000,000 .000,000
U.b ................... .................. ................... W .000, 00 I M 00 D000 14, OD 000

Mutton ....................................................... 40000 00.000 OD,00.00Pork .................. ........................................ 8,0.0 A t 000 0 34, X 000 DBacon and hams ........................ ............... 7,41,000 w , o00

EDIBLE OFFAL

Period Pounds

Add to:
Be ef.... ------------------------------ 19"94 ~ 000. MoSBeet ...................................................... ........... I .- It~ 0 0o00

B .................................................................... 1940-41 13, 00 000
M uttou ................................................................ 1940-41 6,0 000
BM ................ ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. M ,,-42 W 0

Mu t to.................................... 1941-42 3000.0

(Includes all the meat preserved by cold process, and exported, excludes tlnned meats.)

lDre&sed weight A Mstralian: rou,"
Steers, average ................................................................................. 72$
Veal ......................................... ................................................. 1 0M
Lam b ...................................................... ................................... 36
M utton ...................................................................................... 50
Pigs ................... .................................................. 100

TABLE I.-Argentine lirestock census, Sept. 30, 1947 uHead
Cattle ------------------------------------------------------ 31,459,00
Sheep and lambs --------------------------------------------- 50, 902, 430
Pigs ------------------------------------------------------- 5,707, 165

.03I: 11.11 -- _3
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TABLE I.-Killings

[Number ot beads)

Years and destinatlon Cattle Seemp s Piplimbs

Exports ..................... 2,527,78w 3,4 ,850 2 ,98
Home o nsum option. ...................................... 4.97,M01 , 224 V 0 61

T aa ................................................... 7,45,178$ 7,W, 1,16,497

1M:
E x prpo, .................................................... , 120877 4,1 82,4321 10, 188
Home Mmmpcion ............... p....................... 4.862,817 2.9. 5, 717 3 1,7,283

Tota. .. .... . . . .6 9o 7,5Mtoo 1,176,40
3941:

Exportt ................................................... X 72, M 4.42k0. 63 1, &A3
Homa oomm n ption ....................................... 4,S ,921 , 379,244 176,956

Tol............... 7,878,31 7,8WS, 9D7 1,127,3451942,

Exports ............................................ . ,647,320 6,851,874 90,330
Home consumption ....................................... 4,40 425 3,711,857 1, 4, 71

Tottl ................................................... 7,17,745 0,227,731 ,391,&14

TABLE III.-MtA*i exports
(Metic tons, 2.204 pounds)

193 134 1941 1942

Frozen beet ......................................... 464074 171,631 178,998 81184
Frozen muttonandlamb ................................ 5 770 61.816 41,84 1 0,137
Frotenoffals ............................................ . .. 0,453 7. W2 8,60 28,782
Can"dmeats ......................................... .,518 79,W07 11311 1,35
Fats Ando1l....s....................................... (4%851 112,421 84,105 128.600

Dressed weights, Argeatina: Fputi
Steer, average ............................................................................... f"00
Mutton, average ............................................................................ 51
Lamb, averaze.............................................................. ....... 134

Uruguay.-Cattle, sheep, and pig slaughtering

[Covertnp: 1909; 1940, 1941; 1942 and first 9 months, 1943)

Cattle:
1939 ----------------
1940 ----------------
1911 ...............
1942 ---------------
1943 (9 months) -------

Sheep:
1939 ---------------
1940 ---------------
1941 ---------------
1942 -----------------
1943 (9 months) .....

961,096
941, 940
994, 859

1, 095, 861
1, 030, 146

634,095
435, 107
267, 042
404,936
972, 454

Pigs:1939 -----------------
1940 ................
1940 ...............
1941 ---------------
1942 ................
1943 (9, moths) ......

64, 627
77,324
74, 324
62,895
71, 135

Dressed weights on Uruguayan

Cattle, average --------------- 600
Sheep, average --------------- 45150
Lambs, average ------------- 34
Pigs, average ------------------ 80
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IFrom iournal 0( COemr Dec 1, 19

CANADIAN EXPORT DRIvs ImutzrEs---MdVE HELD NxissITATED BY INDUSTRIAL
Csisis Wmica Looms

(By Fred D. Fremd)

Canads, faced with a rapidly approaching industrial crisis, Is expected In
foreign trade circles here to seek a solution in a greatly expanded volume of
exports in the near future, it was learned yesterday.

If this development takes place, it is feared, many United States exporters may
find anticipated post-war markets already well supplied with Canadian goods.
This would be especially true in South Africa and the West Indies, it was pointed
out and American traders, it is known, are looking forward to lucrative business
in these areas after the war.

TONNAGE HELD AVAILABLE

Shipping services, with fleets believed to'bematerally-augmented !n recent
months, have been restored to Canadian ports, it was said. Information as to
the exact routes served is withheld for security reasons, but the vessels are being
utilized in trades which would expedite enlarged export activity.

Overindustrialized during wartime production drives, Canadian business
leaders are currently feeling the impact of both contract cancelations and failures
to renew other contracts as they are filid. Unless foreign markets are developed
speedily, it was forecast, an industrial unemployment problem of grave proportions
Is foreseen.

Plant capacity in Canada, it was said, Is sufficient to provide for far more than
domestic needs. The CIovernment, observers declared, cannot be expected to
risk a collapse on the home front by failure to do all in its power to stimulate
export sales.

Another factor which will soon aggravate the unemployment problem, it was
explained, will be the completion of a program of construction of military camps
and other installations. This work Is nearly completed now, it has been reported
by buslnessmpn returning from Canada, and upward of 100,000 men will be
thrown out of work unlein provision is made for their employment in Industry.

At the rame time a large, and in a sense comparatively Idle, army Is maintained
in Canada partly due to the fact that the Government is restrained from sending
all but volunteer units overseas. Support of this army at home is a drain on
Canadian finances, it was pointed out, and it was recalled that CaQAda has
expended proportionately very large sums In United Nations mutual aid shipments
which are the equivalent of American lend-lease. -.

POSITION SEEN FAVORABLE

Restrictions on industrial production durinF the war, it was said, have not beeu
as severe in Canada as in somo other countries, with the consequence that Cana-
dian industrialists may be in a favorable position to turn to the production of
articles which are in demand in foreign markets.

United States factories, on the other hand are subjected to very tight controls,
and the War Production Board is not looked upon as an export-minded organiza-
tion.

While lend-lease needs are provided for in War Production Board schedules,
goods for movement through private trade channels to markets abroad are severely
restricted.

Apprehension has been expressed here frequently that War Production Board
Is not taking the problems of private foreign traders into much consideration In
its plans to permit an expansion of production of civilian supplies. In fact, it
was said, it is decidedly difficult in many instances to obtain the release of used
or excess materials for export.

Consequently, Canada, forced to seek foreign outlets to prevent a domestic
crisis, Is also prepared to "jump the gun" in reconstructing commercial export
trade. Exporters here, in this eventuality, will be called upon to revise their
post-war plans accordingly.

Inquiry disclosed that there are no exchange problems which would impede
the imlnpdilate expansion of Canadian foreign trade as far as is known here.
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NOTTOW') MORE PLENTIFUL

The steamship services which are reported ready to provide transportation
from ports in Cana, it was said, had been diverted to United States ports
during the critical days of submarine varfare, and it is also true that the operators
at one time lacked bottoms. Not", however, bottoms are more plentiful, and
Canadian Wi-p-ards are ttTrning out vessels at a substantial rate.

While a majority of'Canadian-built vessels have been transferred to British
registry for the duration of the war, it was declared that there is nothing to
prevent their operation from Canadian ports. It was recalled also that Canada
desires to maintain a thriving merchant fleet after the war so that there is the
possibility that vessels delivered in the future may be retained under Canadian-flag
operation.

It is not expected that either the United States or the United Kingdom would
fail to cooperate to a considerable extent when and if the home front in Canada
becomes especially acute, The Canadian contribution to the war effort has Jeqn
great, it was pointed out, A'nd the peculiar political situation in Canada is such
that a prolonged period of unemployment might result in the rise to power of a
government which would be decidedly reluctant to join in plans for world peace.

The trench elements of the population, it was pointed out, hold a balance of
voting power which has long been of great concern to Canadian political leaders
anxious to maintain a policy of international cooperation.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Langdale.

STATEMENT OF HARLLEE LANODALE, REPRESENTING: THE AMER-
ICAN TURPENTINE FARMERS ASSOCIATION COOPERATIVE,
VALDOSTA, OA.

The CHAIRMAn. This particular proposal you are going to talk
about was presented to the Ways and Means Committee?

Mr. LANGDALE. Yes, sir; it was presented to the Ways and Means
Committee and it will be presented by Mr. Parker tomorrow,. and
some of the other group in a little more detail. He represents the
committee on timber valuation and taxation.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. LANODALE. 'r. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

my name is H. Langdale; my home is Valdosta, Ga.
I appear as president of the American Turpentine Farmers Associ-

ation Cooperative, an association of producers of gum turpentine and
gum rosin. The membership of this association produces more than
85 percent of the entire Nation's production of those commodities.
Our meinbers are located in the States of South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. -

I wish to discuss the inequalities and discriminations of the present
income tax law as applied to the growers, owners, and operators of
timber. A timber owner who cuts his own timber, or who disposes
of his timber under a timber-cutting contract, does not get the benefit
of the capital gains treatment which he would get if he sold his
timber outright on the stump.

Gum turpentine and gum rosin, as I am sure most of you know,
are produced from living pine trees. The association is therefore an
association of timber growers and forest owners. In the course of
thinning their stands of turpentine timber and in utilizing the timber
after it has been worked out for turpentine, these producers also
engage in the production of pulpwood, cross ties, pole, saw timl)r,
and various other forest pr6dunts.
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I am informed that on Friday, December 3, 1943 one or more
representatives of the Forest Industries Committee on fiberr Valua
tion and Taxation will a pear before this, committee. I have seen
and studied the text of the statement which Mr. Lowell H. Parker,
representing said Committee on Timber Valuation and Taxation,
expects to present to the Senate Finance Committee on that day,
and I wish to state that the American Turpentine Farmers Associa-
tion Cooperative fully concurs in the said statement which Mr.
Parker informs me he will present to you tomorrow.

I will mention that on October 14, 1943, I appeared before the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives on this
subject of proposed amendment to the capital gains provision of the
Revenue Code, and I am now appearing before the Senate Finance
Committee to urge the adoption of the said proposed amendment. I
find myself in the fortunate and, I imagine, unusual position of asking
for a measure of tax relief that will redound to the benefit of the
country at large, as well as of the timber growers and forest owners.

In that part of the Southeastern States known as the Turpentine
Belt'it is no exaggeration to say that the pine tree is the principal
-crop. It grows in a type of soil unsuited for annual crops, while on
that land pine trees grow in profusion, and, were it not for those pine
trees, many millions of acres of the land would be a barren waste.
The care and cultivation of these trees virtually amounts to a reclama-
tion of that land.

With all that this Government has done to publicize, with funds
supplied by this Congress, critical shortages of lumber, pulpwood,
gum turpentine, and rosin and other forest products, it would be
idle for me to dwell upon those shortages hero. If the fact of those
shortages be accepted, the essence of my message to this committee is
that those shortages have been and will continue to be aggravated by
the present discriminatory tax provisions. Similarly, I believe that
the modification of those provisions would go far toward leasing
a wealth of timber that is now of no immediate benefit to this country
or to its owners.

Timber growing is, of course, essentially a long-time enterprise.
Even in the Slash Pine Belt, where it grows faster than it does in any
other place in this country, the cycle-i estimated at 30 to 40 years.
Even the most stalwart patriot will hesitate to sacrifice the accumu-
lated product of 30 to 40 years. In the case of annual crops, the pro-
ducer is able to charge off the expense of his production against cur-
rent income. Obviously the timber grower is able to do no such thing.
A stand of timber of the years must be preserved an'd protected with
an inconsequential return. So, far from producing income, it actually
accumulates indebtedness. Upon the ultimate marketing of that
timber, the accumulated indebtedness, plus taxes, leaves the producer
an empty nothing for his many years of work, Existing provisions
virtually force the producer to sell his timber holdings "lock, stock,
and barrel" and just as surely prevent his making of his timber hold-
ings the sustained yield project that is the ideal of every conservation
program.

It' is my sincere belief that the- proposed, modification, will make
substantial quantities of badly needed'forest - rducts immediately
available to the Nation; that it will make for a sound conservation of
vital national resources; and, last-and even leost, if you please-it

491
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will remove a discriminatory and unjust hardship now resting upon a
substantial number of our citizens.

I would like to submit also-for the record a letter that was written
by a timber grower of my-town addressed to the Senator, in which he
gives an example of how the tax affects him.

The CHARMAN. I recall the letter. You may put it in the record.
(The letter referred to follows:)

VALDOSTA, GA., Norember 19, 194$.lion. WALTER F. GEoRoR,
United Stale Senate, Washington, D. (7

DEAR SICNATOR GEoRo: You are aware that timber growers and land owners of
the South are asking that profits from the saIe of timber held for more than 6
months be considered capital gains for income-tax purposes.

I talked this morning with Wayne Miller of the Forest Farmers Association and
also with Mr. Harley Langdale about a tract that I own and I promised them I
would write you the full particulars as to how the tax adects my operations.

I am in the cross tie s,]ltifbr brokerage business, and for the past several
years I have averaged from thls business net profits of around $50,000 a year.
I also own 24 000 acres of good timber which I want to harvest and make available
for the war effort. This will cut at least 60,000,000 feet of good lumber.

Now consider the way the tax situation will affect any such timber sale.' If I
cut Lt the rate of 5,000,000 feet per year, using my own small sawmills, I can
easily make 6 net profit of $10 per thousand board feet, or around $50,000 addi-
tional income.
My Federal tax on $50,000 this year ----------------------------- $28 311
Georgia State taxes ----------- --------------------------------- 2,000

Total income tax ----------------------------------------- 30,311
In other words from my regular business next year I expect to pay $30,311 in

income taxes but if I cut 6,000,000 feet of timber, which the Government very
much needs and which is ready for harvest I will make another $50,000 and at the
present tax rate my tax picture will be as follows:
Federal taxes on $100,00 --------------------------------------- $69, 641
Georgia State taxes --------------------------------------------- 5, 500

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 76,141
Deducting the tax on first $50,000 ---- -------------------------- 30, 311

Balance.. - 44,830
I will thus have to pay $44,830 in taxes.
As a consequence of cutting 5,000 000 feet of timber, which the Government

need my net receipts from this 5,04,000 feet of good saw timber will be only

Vou can readily se that I cannot afford to eut my own timber as it would be
destroying my assets without a return to justify. Any accident resulting in
litigation might throw the entire operation very far into the red. I havo no relief
because this timber, was purchased several years ago and stands on my books of
not more than $2.50 per thousand board feet cost.

I want to get to this point: If the Government desires to encourage production
of timber, any profits from sale of timber held more than 6 month should be
treated as a long-term capital gain.

I %ill appreciate your views on this matter, and if possible would like to know
whether you think there is a shadow of a chance of getting the situation cleared
up in the next tax bill.

Yours very truly,
J. E. MtU5Sl.

The CHAIRMAN. Your problem is tho same as the lumber producers
wil outline later to us.

Mr. LAN DALE. It is.
The CHAIRMAN. That is.lto say, in principle, it is the same problem?
Mr. LANODALE. The samnf principle, exactly. ..
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The CHAIRMAN. And under the present tax program, the cutting
off or the utilization of the timber by the owner over a long period,
places him at a very great disadvantage.

Mr. LANODALE. That is right. Jn other words, a man that has
grown this forest, if he utilizes it himself, cuts it. himself, or on some
contract basis, he doesn't get the benefit of the capital gains treatment.
He can sell it outright and do that. In other words, it is a discrimina-
tion against the owner of the forest doing the selecting, the cutting,
and having a sustaining yield forest.

The CHAIRMAN. So that it results, where a man has carefully
timbered over a long period, and brought it up to the soft state or
gum state, he is not going to let that timber go with this discrimination
standing against him, because his capital assets would be absorbed by
the tax treatment which he receives.

Mr. LANODALE. Absolutely.
Senator DAvis. And he is allowed no deduction for expenses of

reforestation? V
Mr. LANODALE. That is right. A lot of these forests had no income

for many ears, and if he had had anything to which he could have
charged o back there, he might have done so, but now he owes a big
indebtedness, and unless he gets this capital gains treatment he will
just be disposing of his assets without any return at ali. I know of
some cases where if he cuts his timber himself, although it is valuable,
the return will not be sufficient to pay the indebtedness, much less leave
him anything.

The CHAIRMAN. And the real value of the land in thousands of in-
stances in our area is the timber stand.

Mr. LANODALE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. The land becomes a worthless asset, subject to

local taxes; without the timber it really puts the burden on the owner.
Mr. LANOALE. That is right. We have a large section there that

is not goed for.anything but growing these trees. A lot of our land-
owners are planting the fields they forniefly endeavored to cultivate
in trees. I am planting a quarter of a million trees on land that we
heretofore tried to grow crops on but couldn't do it profitably.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. LANGODALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Blendow.

STATEMENT OF A. W. BLENDOW, REPRESENTING THE ARCADE
OWNERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. BLENDOW. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee:
My name is Alfred W. Blendow, president of the Arcade Owners
Association, New York City. I am here at the invitation of your
committee to represent the association which is national in scope,
and to lay before you the opinion and recommendations of our mem-
bership vith reference to section 3267 as amended by section 617 of
the revenue laws of 1942 which refers to tho excime tax on coin-
operated amusement and gaming devices. The interest of our
membership is solely in coin-operated amusement devices, and they
have no interest in gaming devices u,".oscever.
-, When section 3267 and its amendment, actionn 617, became law, it,
was unfortunate that the penny arcade -% not considered As a
separate entity.
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This section deals with coin-operated amusement devices from the
standpoint of individual devices being operated singly. in retail estab.
lishm6nts. As yo gentlemen undoubtedly know, a penny arcade is
a business in itself and we belteye should be treated 's such. An
arcade should not 1 e confused with those who place individual ma-
chines with retailers, paying them a percentage of the gross receipts,
The Arcade Owners Association.defines a penny arcade as a place of
business wherein 10 or more coin-operated amusement devices are
located all of the machines in such an establishment being operated
as a unit, and playedby the public for amusement only-no gambling
being permitted.

Mith this definition of an penny arcade in mind, we recommend
that an amendment be added to this section that would apply solely
to amusement devices insofar as this tax should apply to penny arcades.

Let me say at this point, that a majority of penny arcades are
individually owned and operated by men not subject to the draft,
and in these times of stress is usually an individual who does pra-
tically all of his own work, and in many instances is assisted by his
wife and other available members of his immediate family in the
operation of the business. His only source of revenue is the income
that he derives from his peisonl efforts in operating his business.

The CHAIRMAN. How much is the tax?
Mr.. BLUNDOW. The House made no change in the tax of last

year-please we axe not asking for a change in the tax.
Senator DAvIS. You want to include certain types of machines?,

-Mr. BL-NDOW. No; we are asking for relief for the seasonal trade,
where a man is operating not for the full year, but for only a part
of a year.

The CHAIRMAN. It is difficult'to see how we could differentiate
between one type of machine and another kind.

Mr. BLENDOW. We are not asking for a definition of the machine,
Senator., The tax on the machines is $10 per year, per machine.
Further a good many penny arcades are today located in cities and
towns where no other source of amusement is available to the general
public and civilian war workers. In other instances, penny arcades
located near Army and Navy camps are the only source of amuse-
ment available to members of our armed forces, and we sincerely
believe that our membership and all other operators of penny arcades
are more than doing their share in helping maintain the morale of
both our civilian population and members of our armed forces.-
Besides which, the public is able to secure hoors of entertainment in
penny arcades at a nominal cost to themselves. In other words,
gentlemen, a penny arcade is exactly what the name implies-it deals
pennies *nd offers cheap, clean entertainment to the public.

My reason for appearing before this committee is to ask for some
measure of relief for what is commonly known as the seasonal penny,
arcade., There are well over a thousand such arcades operating
throughout the United States who only operate from 3 to 6 months
each year. Such arcades. are operated in summer resorts, seaside
resorts, amusement parks, and picnic groves.

These. areodes open -their doors for business on Decoration Day,
and closed immediately after Labor .Day. .There . are also arcade
operators who are open for.-business only'duting the winter season,
located in. winter sport centers and .southern winter vacation spoto
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where good many members of our armed forces are in training.
Under the present law, these arcades are compelled to pay a fuil
ea tax pn each.an~usemept-tachine within their place of business.

.This is obviously unfair to the taxpayer. Under the present tax law
he is actually pa a tri le or double tax as he only enjoys from one-
third to ono-hal a iear's business while being compelled to pay a full
year's tax. He is naturally paying more in taxes than the taxpayer
who operates his penny arcade 12 months each year.

Our membership does not object to paying taxes--on the contrary,
they are all patriotic, reputable American businessmen who are only
too glad to bear their just burden of taxes, but they do object to
being asked to pay an inequitable tax and in many cases, being forced
out of business because of such taxation.

Senator DAVIS. You don't object to the tax on these machines, but
you wdnt. different treatment given to operators ,who only operate
these machines fnr certain months of the year.

Mr. BLENDOw. That is correct.
Senator DAVIS. What relief do you ask for?
Mr. BLENDOW. I am coming to that. I would also like to call your

attention to the fact that penny arcade operators are also required to
bear their share of taxes by the States, counties, and cities in which
they operate, and in some cases, are also required to pay a gross busi-
ness sales tax, which in most instances amounts to 2 percent of their
total gross receipts. We ask therefore, that the present law be
amended so that a taxpayer will only pay this tax for the actual length
of tinie he is operating his business. This can be very easily accom-
plished by merely permitting payment of this tax every 3 months,
payable, of course, only when the taxpayer is actually operating his
taxable amusement devices. As the fiscal year for payment of this
tax begins July 1, it is recommended that if it is the pleasure of this
committee to grant our request that this tax for penny arcades be
payable every 3 months,. that these periods be divided so that-the
tax may be paid the 1st of July covering the months of July August,
and September; that the second taxable period shall be payale Octo-
her I covering the months of October, November, and December; the
third taxable period shall be payable January 1 covering the months
of January, February, and March, and that the fourth taxable period
be payable April 1 covering the months of April, May, and June.

Senator DAVIS. $2.50 each quarter?
Mr. BLENDOW. That is right. I might interpose here that, taking

the New York City arcades that operate in the summertime, they run
practically from April through September, so that in this period if
they paid their April to September taxes, they would pay 6 months
adjust cover their period of operation.

Senator'DAVIS. I think we see your position and you can just
submit the rest of your statement (or the record, if you'wish.

Mr. Bi4 Nvow. Thank you.
'At this point. I would like to call your attention to the fact that

most other excise taxes are 'payable on a monthly basis.
'Arother factor to be considered in the payment of taxes under the
peet law whereby this tax is collected for a full year 'in advance,4s the't "that at times a penny. arcade operator will Open a new

businLt 'with the thought'ft'hind that h6 will b'et succesfuland'find
iftrseveral months of operation h e was wrong in' his'assdmjtiOh
and has to close his doors. As I stated before, under the present law.
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he has already, paid a full year's tax and under the Jaw, he has, no
recourse nor is he entitled to any refund when he is forced to go out
of business for-reasons beyond lus control. , - , .. - !,
. ,Let me repeat thata- penuy arcade is a penny business and when
taxes become'too heavy, the operator is forced out of business, which
Is something I am sure you gentlemen would not approve of. A man
who is forced out of business does not pay income tax during any
period of idleness,

At the conclusion of the 1943 summer season, just passed, quite a few
penny arcades located in seaside resorts, particuarly in those sections
where black-outs have materially hampered the operation of their
business, have already gone out of business, finding it impossible to
pay this tax for a full year and show a profit.

I am quite sure that your committee is going to grant us some
measure of. relief so that other penny arcade operators are not forced
to make this same decision before the 1944 season opens on Decora-
tion Day.

In conclusion, let me say that we are only asking for a fair adjust-
ment of the coin-operated amusement section of the 1942 Revenue Act
so, that our membership and other penny-arcade operators -may
remain in business, pay their just share of taxes, and be able to pay
their income taxes at the end of the year.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, sir, we thank you for your appearance.
Mr. BLENDOW. Mr. Chairman, if I might interpose here,, Mr.

Perry, who was to appear on the caleadar with me, evidently could
not get here, and he is one of our members who was injured, as I have
stated in this brief.

The CHAIRMAN. Has he sent in a brief?
Mr. BLENDOW. I don't believe he has. I will have him, do so, if

you wish me to.
Senator DAV[1. I suppose he coincides in your view?
Mr. BLENDOW. Yes, sir; he is an actual member who has been

injured.
The CHAIRMAN. -All right; thank you.
Mr. BLENDow. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Braunstein.

STATEMENT OF NOAH L. BRAUNSTEIN, REPRESENTING THE
CAFE OWNERS GUILD, INC.

The CHAIRMAN. What is this on?
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. I am a representative ol the Cafe Owners Guild,

and we are hero in connection with the proposed increase in admission
tax from 5 to 30 percent.

My name is Noah L. Braunstein. I am a practicing attorney in
the city of New York and have been for the past 16 years. I am
counsel for Cafe Owners Guild, which is an association comprised of
the outstanding theater restaurants in the city of New York, and we
have as associates groups throughout the country who are engaled
in the general line of business that the members of our association
are engaged in.

We are extremely grateful for this opportunity afforded to ua'to
discuss and outline our potion with respect to the proposed Wcrease
in admissions taxes from 5 to 30 percent as contained in the lIevPAJ
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-Act, of 1943. This bill affects all places that offer any kind of enter-
tainment or musio;, with food or drin,., i _... . I I

At the outset we are fully cognizant'9f thqofact. that our industry
might very wehl be rponsidered-a luxury, biisiness, However, we
believe in times such as the present, our industry offers good amuse-
ment and relaxation-a very iiportaOnt fator for morale. The
theater restaurant of todayis a place where a person is able to see
an outstanding show, have dinner, ,Jance,,and have a few drinks and
obtain real relaxation.

We are likewise very cognizant of the fact that those who are
employed by us are engaged in a noneswential industry, and in this
connection, a great number of our people currently engaged in night
clubs, cabarets, and theater restaurants are also in defense work, and
in many instances, working 18 hours a day in order that they may
live up to the necessity of essential employment, as so ordered by the
Government and still retaining theirnight-club engagements with
the sincere desire to keep this field of entertainment alive 0d that
when, God willing, this war is over and victory is ours, that these, our
people, will have a live active field of employment to return to.

We believe that the present tax rate of 5 percent should be increased
in order to raise additional revenue to aid the war effort and to bring
about victory as speedily as possible. But this new tax at 30 percent
is most discriminatory and prohibitive, both with respect to the
members of our industry and the ultLmAte consumers who are our
patrons. I I

The theater restaurant industry today is a most substantial industry.
The gross income throughout the country I.s approximately $600,-
000,000. Many businesses, small business, depend on our industry
as suppliers and purveyors. Mlany people are employed in our
industry. More than 70 percent of the members of the American
Guild of Variety Artists which represents all the actors and artists of
America, which has a membership of 25.000, are employed today in
theater restaurants. The actor and performer in theater restaurants
are vitally interested in the success 9 ad continued operation of these
theater restaurants.

The theater restaurant owner has many problems and complex
ones today with rationing, sho:iage of liquor, and the many attempts
to make theater restaurants the butt of sensationalism.

If the present portion o," the bill, insofar as it affects cabarets or
theater restaurants, becomes a law, it will mean the closing of more than
50 percent of these estab.ishments. It is important to bear in
mind that under the new law 30 cents on every dollar spent will be
added to every check in addition to the tax on distilled spirits that
finds its way into the selling price of the whisky that is sold, and in
addition to the sales tax which exists in 'certain cities and States
throughout our country. "! I
0' For a simple illustration of how this proposed admissions tax of
30 percent will work, we may. take the case of i couple who, partake of
a.$2 dinner. Their check for the dinner will be $4, plus $1.20 for the
p roe&30peroent tax, plus whatever localisies tax might be in
effect. It is safe to assume that this patron wl nIver return, where
he is compelled to pay a tax of 30 percent. Likewise the man who
partakesof drink with his dinner.w* not only be paying a tax on the
dinner and on the total cost of the food and liquor, but il indirectly
be paying a tax on the liquor served. , I r -1
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Let ub take , look at the record as It now stands on the amount of'
taxes under the present law, that have been paid and the proposed .
amount 6f r venu6 'de*edke-& r-'the new law. An inorease- of
$91,000,000 is now sought, which we respectfully believe is high. All
of the proposed increase embodied in the new law are an average
increase of 97 percent and yet,, theater testaurants or cabarets are
singled out to be taxed at this increased rate of 500 percent.

For the period commencing July 1, 1942, and ending June 30, 1943,
there was collected throughout the entire country in general admis-
stons taxes in theaters,- concerts, prize fights, and cabarets, $154,-
450,722.80. Of this sum approximately $30,000,000 was collected
from theater restaurants based ol a 5-percent tax. The report of the
Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives sets
forth that by the proposed increase, the sum of $91,000,000 in addi-
tional revenue is sought'f0or bVbts,, which would therefore mean that
a 15-percent tax would 1e sufficient to achieve the goal in revenue
desired by the Government. However, we still feel that the $91,-
000,000 sought is excessive.

If the people of the country who frequent theater restaurants, of
whom 20 percent are servicemen, are called upon to pay such a tax,
they will suffer a great hardship which will unquestionably result
in a fall-off of business by reason of such a discriminatory and pro-
hibitive tax. The owners of these establishments and the artists and
actors who perform will suffer because, with the fall-off of business.
there will be'a most general decline of employment in these various
establishments throughout the country. Many places in order to
avoid payment of the tax will do away with entertainment and music
entirely. In some isolated instances throughout the country, types
of places will spring up where the only entertainment is' a juke box,
which places will be dives and hangouts and encourage bootlegging.
On the other hand many places will convert to pure restaurants and
no tax. at all will bbepaid-.be~aus' music and entertainment will he
dispensed with. The theater-restaurant industry of today enjoys a
fine reputation because of the high standard of entertainment and
relaxation they offer, and this proposed tax will only break down that
which has been built up through investments of thousands of dollars
and hard work.

If more than 50 percent of these places close because of lack of
patronage, the doctrine of diminishing return must necessarily be

ivoked. The very purpose of the proposed tax bill will be defeated
by its own terms and in effect we might very.well invoke the old adage
that the tax bill will "kill the goosethat laid the golden egg."

The theater restaurant industry is very proud of its share in the
war morale effort. We make mention of this so that the honorable
members of this committee might know of the contribution toward
the war effort, not only of the owners but of the actors who are em-
ployed in our industry. More than $65,000,000 worth of bonds have
been sold throughout the country in the various theater restaurants
and purchased by employees and owners. Floor shows are being sent
day In and day out to entertain our soldiers at Army camps, naval
trailing stations, canterig, and Army and Navy hospitals.
In' closiflg,"if ona 5 percent tax $30,000,000 has been paid into the

Governmeitjn ti'last: ear 'and $91,000,000 is how sought by ,in-
creased taxation; thid Wii se of the tax to 30 percent is not a fair and
proportionate increase. The added and &dditiontil revenue sought
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•eani be realized from a fair tax provided that the members of our
industry continue in business, but they will not be able to continue
in business if the, tax is a prohibitivoand discriminatory, one.

We favor rp increase, but we respectfully ask that the increase be
in a proper .atio to the other increases soglht in the tax law of an
average of 97 percent and in proportion to the taxes received by the
Government on the present rate of 5 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. How is this tax paid, Mr. Braunstein?
Mr. 3 RAUNSTEJN. I will explain it to you. Every restaurant that

has any form of entertainment, either music, live, or what we know
as juke boxes, and every restaurant that has any form of entertainment
artists or performers, must pay a 5 percent tax today on the total
checks of either food or beverages consumed, and since it is an excise
tax the owner of the business is authorized to pass it on to the
custonie:. In other words, he can absorb it it he wants to, and he
is not Pharged with any duty of collecting it from the patron, but
whether he collects it or not from the patron, he must pay it.

Sntor DAVIS. He becomes liable for it.
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. He becomes liable for it, that is right, but the

Govcrnaent gives him the authority to pass it on to the ultimate
vons iner, so that if a person enters a place today and there is a charge
of $1 .r $2 or $5, there is 5 percent added to the check for the Federal
Government, and in some States they have also a sales tax.

Senator DAVIS. On the food?
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. And on the beverages. I know in the city of

New York we have heard a lot up there about our 2 percent city
sales tax.

In the past fiscal year, in gross admissions, concluded in June of
1943, on all general admissions, received from prize fights, theater
tick $ q tad concerts, all types of admissions, including cabarets, there
was collected throughout the country $154,454,722.80, of which, on
the basis of 5 percent, $30,000,000 was collected from theater
restaurants and cabarets throughout the entire country.

Now, the recommendation of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee to the House of Representatives, there they set forth that by
this increased taxation of 30 percent they wanted to raise $91,000,000.
Now, I most respectfully say to you gentlemen that it is merely a
mathematical proposition that, if at 5 percent they collected
$30,000,000, where is the justification for saying that they want
$90,000,000, and raising the tax 500 percent, to 30 percent?

I say that the $91,000,000 they seek might be excessive, still
if they wanted that $91,000,000, there is no necessity for raising the
tax to 30 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. Did the Treasury recommend this increase?
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. The Treasury Department, I might say, asked

that they receive $91,000,000 from cabarets. Whether it was in the*
form of a recommendation or not, I am not in position to tell &our
honors but I say this, that the $91,000 000 based on the 5-percent
tax tod a, might be raised, if they raised $30,000,000 on 5 percent-
if it is ony 15 percent, they will get thQir $91,000,000.

The CHAiRmAN. Yes, we get your point on that.
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. Now, with respect to the 500 percent increase of

this excise tax. Enumerated in this new House bill there are some
28 excise taxes. If you will look at the schedule, if you won't take my
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word for it, the percentages 6f increase vary from 10 to 500 percent,
and the average increase is 97 percent. Yet they single out cabarets
and theater restaurants and increase their tax 500 percent.

Now, I say that is most serious, not only to the members who are
engaged in the theater restaurant industry, but it is most serious today
insofar as the people who' frequent those places. If business falls oh
because of this tax, it would be a very easy thing for some restaurant
keepers to put a carpet over what was formerly the dance floor, have
no music, no entertainment, and there would be no necessity for any
tax, aTd then there will be norevenue, and the thing that brings the
people into these places is the entertainment. People go to theater
restaurants' for entertainment. If' there is no enteTtainment
people won't go there. There will be no tax, there will be no revenue,
and if there is no entertainment, then there is another Very serious
aspect to the problem---

Senator DAvIS. Is dancing to music entertainment?
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. Yes.
Senator DAVIs. So that if an athletic association had a dance in the

hail, there would be. pther charge?
Mr. BRAUNETMIN. There would be an admission charge of 10

percent on the tickets. That is not the 5 percent that-exists today.
Senator DAVIs. You have no 10-percent charge now?
Mr. BRAUNSTRIN. No, there is a 5-percent charge now.
Senator DAvIS. None to get in?
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. No sir
Now, to the person wio frequents one of these places, and I might

say to you now 1 am speaking for the men, the servicemen, of whom
20 percent are our customers today, the serviceman who comes home
'n a furlough; who 'wants to take his wife, his sweetheart, or his
familly out. They go to the place and they have a dinner. Let us
assume their checK is $5. Thi ty percent will be added on that check
if they go to a place where there is entertainment, and, after all,
they probably do want to go to a place where there, is entertainment
so that they can relax for that one night.

The same thing applies to a man who goes into a place and nerely
has dinner with his wife or his sweetheart, andI his check is $4. He
will be compelled to pay an additional tax of 30 percent on his check
for food. , Now, the mran who has a drink, in addition to the 30 percent
tax, will be compelled, indirectly, on the new tax that has 'been
proposed on thii'side of distilled spirits, which must go into the price
of each drink.---

Senator DAvis. Is that tax deducted from his cheek?
Mr. BuATJNRTXIN. No, sir; it is not deducted from his chock.
Senator DAVIS. In some States it is, on the theory it is double taxa-

tion.
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. It is double taxation in a sense, but if a man

doesn't pay it directly,' the owners of these places will be comelled
to raise the prices in conformity with tho tax, so that he Will be in
directly paying the tax on the liquor, plus this tax and any sales taxes
there may be in any paxticiilar locality.

Now it is a very important thing, as I have stated, so far as the en-
tire industry is conend.' If thse places go out ef business, there
will be no revenue. It will'be the old case of the adage that you have
heard he.c since you started these hearings, and I am hesitant to remind
you of it--it is the case of killing the goose thut lays the golden. egg.
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,The CjiAxiJ N. We' get yodr point on it and it looks like it N'a
ratherhard tax. !Do you make iny suggestion as to what you can
payt rh-at wouldd be.A proper tax?-

,fMr 'BAuvNsTzn- In tll fairness, and I haid made a research in'
this intdustey,, Ihave made a' research of this particular law, I believe
that if $30 000 000 can be raised in taxes at 5 percent, the $91,000,099
that the Government through the Treasury Department requests to-
day canvery easily be raised by a 16-percent tax, yet I believe this is
high.,: .

Senator DAvis. That is a fair trading proposition.
Mr. BRAtuwTmN. I don't think I could be any fairer than that.
The CKAIRIAN. We thank on.
Mr. BRAUNSTEIN. I h Segal, Who is president

of the joint board of restaurant, and hotel in the inetropolitan,
area of. New Yo is head of the hotel an taurant workers,
and I would li o present his sta ent for the

Th O nA x. Verywell.

STATEM OF D GA P' IDNT, JO BOARD,
DESTA ANT A HOT N ROPOL N NEW

Mr, ML. I appear po ition e sed in ease in
amuse nttaxesas a rep eof e ore employ inthe
restaU t indus
,My Iposition ten' the penalty of sue tie

ince as propo b e loss of employ ent to
hun ofthese ork
,.Att utset I to a a major of the ed

night clu in Rew rk City aret reality resta nts w f
primaz music and ete n t nd . Inn erable of
such ts serve a f urse kner title as .25. The-
musi and en inment F" ,erely a "loss I er" in most
instances to at ct diners.

The imposition the proposed increase indicate at this portion
of the food indust ereby affected is her divorced from the
restaurant indus th estab f are no longer zestu,-'
rants bu arel Ies of en This is not the fact.

-The unions fo whm i speak have upward of 12,000 members
employed ai 'ooks, chefs, waters, busboys,- bartenders, and captaihs
in these Oste.urnts.

The tvemgo wages of these workers are: Waiters, $18*per week" "
busboja, i20 per week; bartende6r, $45 per week; and captains, $40 "
per week. These wage are standard in the restaurant industry,.
irtespoctive of -whether music accompanies the meal served. The
g~t majority.of these workers are beyond the draft age, and for,

reason have been unable to secure employment in war industries.
where wages are relatively higher. There is no labor shortage in the
restaurant industry.
.,The proposed 30 percent levy will, without question, seriously affect

restaurants with entertainment. Any loM of p~tronage will inmedi-.
aelybe refleted in the number of these workersemployed, and will'
inevitably result in the discharge of a considerable number theeof.
This will effect their well-being and the living standards of thousanda,
of persons comprising the families of these workers.
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These employees are patriotic and have participated fully in the
purchase of War b9nds amounting to millions rf dollars. The unem-
ployment resulting from the enactment of the proposed levy would
leave these discharged employees with no alternative but to obtain
funds with which to support their families through, the medium of
War-bond redemptions.

Furthermore, the enactment of the proposed increased levy with its
resultant unemployment would result in a huge loss of income revenue
to our Government which would more than offset any increased rove-
nue which may bo contemplated by this proposed levy.

That a small group of entertainment-restaurant catering to a select
clientele would not perhaps be seriously affected by the enactment of
the proposed levy may be conceded. These, however, constitute a
very small minority. The overwhelming majority of this type
restaurant caters to the large bulk of our population who seek relaxa-
tion from the rigors and pace of war work ,y patronizing such restau-
rants that can provide relaxation in the form of music, both instru-
mental and/or vocal.

This type of restaurant which provides entertainment with food for
a largo number of war workers, as well as thousands of servicemen
has made a forthright contribution to the morale of our people and
should be permitted to continue to so do. The enactment of this
prohibitive and confiscatory levy will put an immediate end to this
contribution.

It is, therefore, respectfully submitted that the enactment of this
proposed increased levy will render the entertainment restaurant
inaccessible to the great majority of our people to a point of elimina-
tion thereby affecting the morale and-yes, the health and well-being
of these people with its resultant effect on the war effort, so vital to
our Nation in these difficult and trying times. The certain result
flowing therefrom will be to reduce this largo group of Americans
working as waiters, waitresses, busboys, bartenders, chefs, cooks, and
many others to a deplorable economic state. This is our concern and
from this inevitable result stems our opposition.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Briggs.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. BRIGOS, REPRESENTING THE NA-
TIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION

Mr. BRIoS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles W. Briggs. I am
a practicing attorney in St. Paul, Minn., anda member of the firm of

'riggs, Gilbert, Morton & Macartney. Our firm represents many
corporations which under section 714 of the Internal Revenue Code
take excess-profits-tax credits based on invested capital. Many of
these are what may be termed larger corporations using that method.
I am making this statement at the request of Mr. A. W. Clapp, vice
president of the Weyerhaeuser Timber Co., and on behalf of that
company. I would like to file his statement in connection with this
subject.

We wish to protest against section 205 of the House revenue bill
amending section 714, which increases the discrimination against th
larger corporations with respect to the allowance of the excess-profits
credit in computing exceed. profits. This continued and increasing
discrimination is wholly unjustifiable.

Let us look at the history of the invested capital credit.
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In the second Revenue Act of 1940, the credit was 8 percent of
invested capital for all corporations.

In the 1941 act this was changed to 8 percent of the first $5,000,000
of invested capital and 7 percent of all invested capital over that
amount.

In the 1942 act the discrimination was carried further as follows:
On the first $5,000,000 of invested capital, 8 percent; on the next
$5,000,000 of invested capital, 7 percent; on the next $190,000,000 of
invested capital, 6 percent; and on all over $200,000,000 of invested
capital, 5 percent.

Now, in section 205 of the pending House bill, the discrimination is
increased again as follows: On the first $5,000 000 of invested capital,
8 percent; on the next $5,000,000 of invested capital, 6 percent; on
the next $190,000,000 of invested capital, 5 percent; and on all over
$200,000,000 of invested capital, 4 percent.

If this discrimination is correct in principle (which we deny) then
what is to prevent the unjust result of reducing these pervontage rates
applicable to corporations having invested capital of more than
$5,000,000 so that they would have little or no invested capital credits,
thus increasing their excess-profits taxes inordinately and dispropor-
tionately out of all reason.

After all, a corporation is but a group of individuals who own the
corporation and participate ratably in its profits. The effect of the
discrimination we are criticizing falls upon the stockholders because in
reality the burden of corporation taxes rests upon them.

The Federal individual income taxes are based on the theory of
ability to pay. There is now widespread opinion among economists
and tax authorities that taxation of a corporation's income violates
that theory and principle. At present there is very burdensome dupli-
cate taxation on corporation earnings. These earnings are taxed
heavily in the hands of the corporation; they are again taxed heavily
when distributed to the stockholders, according to the progressive
rates applicable. Stockholders with substantial incomes now get
small returns from corporate earnings after the impact of all the taxes
that'are levied on them. This in itself distorts the whole principle of
ability to pay. There is enough discrimination here without com-
pounding the discrimination against stockholders in the larger corpo-
rations by progressively decreasing the percentages of invested capital
credits according to mere size of invested capital. There is no more
justification in fixing such credits on a progressivw'y decreasing per-
centage rate basis than in taxing excess corporate profits at progres-
sively increasing rates. In either case, the effect on the stockholder
is the same.

Why penalize a stockholder who invests his money in stock of a
larger corporation? A dollar invested by him in a corporation with
an invested capital of $5,000,000 is no different than a dollar invested
in a corporation with a $10,000,000, a $20,000,000, a $100,000,000,
or a $300,000 000 invested capital. Is not a stockholder entitled to
have a dollar of his invested capital in a corporation earn for the
corporation r p-rcentage of return regardless of the size of the cor-
poration? Secti. 205 of the House bill says "No", when it graduates
the rate of excess vrofits credits based on invested capital downward
from 8 percent on $6,000,000 to 6 percent on the next $5,000,000, to
5 percent on the nexk $190,000,000, and 4 percent on all over
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$200 000,000. The House committee's answer is wholly unwarranted.
Alter all, a $5,000 000 corporation is a large corporation. Its in-

vested capital is no different in essence from that of a $10,000,000 or
a $100,000,000 corporation. The stockholders, who in reality bear
the brunt of corporate taxation, may be large or small in either; and
they may own the same proportions of stock in either.

We represent one corporation with an invested capital of about
$90,000,000. Section 205 of the House bill reduces its invested
capital credit below that allowed in the 1942 act by $850,000, which
in turn, increases the total tax expense by a very large amount. If
the 95-percent excess-profits tax rate of 95 percent stays in the bill
that increase would be around $700,000 or $800,000. This discrim-
inatory burden is increased again when the stockholders pay individual
income taxes on dividends distributed to them. A lot of the stock-
holders are in the class of small stockholders with a large part of their
life savings tied up in the stock. In all of the larger corporations
there are thousands -of small stockholders. In the case of this one
corporation, a timber and lumber company, it is exhausting its'trees
ana pa ing the enormously high normal, surtax, and excess-profits
rates of taxation on the wide difference between the present market
value of those trees and the depletion rates. This results in leaving
with the company but a small proportion of the gains from the
cutting of timber with which to replace that asset.

The discrimination inherent in section 205 we are talking about
means that in the cases of two corporations one having an invested
capital of $5,000,000 and another an invested capital of $300,000,000,
each having income of 15 percent of its invested capital, the effective
rate of thelatter's total tax expense on its income is 71.1 percent and
that of the former 60.6 percent giving rise to a difference of 10.5
pe, ent, which is a penalty on those who happen to be stockholders
in the larger corporation.

The only argument advanced by the Ways and Means Committee
for section 205 is that a corporation using the invested capital method
of taking its excess-profits credit can plow earnings back into the
corporation and thus increase its invested capital, whereas, a corpora-
tion using the average earnings basis cannot do so.

This reasoning is unsound for the following reasons:
1. It overlooks the effect of section 102 which furnishes a powerful

deterrent to accumulations of currentearnings.
2. It bludgeons unfairly the corporation which actually has dis-

tributed its earnings.
3. The remedy does not fit the evil feared by the House committee

if such an evil exists-which we deny. It apparently never occurred
to the House committee that if its fears are warranted it could have
dealt with corporations of all sizes using the invested capital method
by allowing to all a reduced rate such as 4 percent on the part of their
invested capital represented by such accumulations.

I might interpolate here to explain what I mean. Suppose a cor-
poration has invested capital of $100 000,000. In 1943 we will say it
accumulates earnings of $2,000 000 thus raising its invested capital to
$102,000,000. The effect of the House bill would be to reduce the
invested-capital credit of that corporation $870,000. Now, by apply-
ing this suggestion, if any suggestion should be adopted; that is,
applying the 4-percent rate to the amount of accumulated earnings
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that have been kept in invested capital, then you would appy 4por-
cent to the increase of $2,000,000, which would amount to $80,000.

4. A $5,000,000 corporation can plow back earnings * t as well as a
larger corporation and it is just as likely to do so. But the committee
overlooks this and penalizes the larger corporation which may in fact
not have increased its invested capital through accumulated eirnings
at all, or may have so increased its invested capital only to a slight
extent.

5. It overlooks the fact that corporations using the averagc-earnings
basis can increase their excess-profits credit by reconstructing theli
normal earnings in the base period because of abnormalities under
relief sections such as section 722.

It is our position that all discrimination arising out of the pro-
gressively decreasing rates of excess-profits credits based on mere size
of invested capital should be eliminated from the law. If this is not
done, then we earnestly ask this committee not to increase the dis-
crimination again by leaving section 205 in the revenue act to be
enacted. This section of the House bill should not become law.

The CHAIRmAr. Thank you very much, Mr. Briggs.
Mr. Bnmoas. I appreciate your courtesy very much.

STATEMENT OF A. W. CLAPP, VICE PRESIDENT, WEYERHAEUSER
TIMBER CO.

Mr. CLAPP. We protest earnestly against the inclusion of section
205 in the revenue bill as passed by the House and now pending
before the committee. The section has to do with excess-profits
credit based on invested capital and is in the form of an amendment
to section 714 of the Internal Revenue Code. The history of the
invested capital credit under section 714 is as follows:

In the second Rc "enuo Act of 1940 (the first one imposing an.excess-
profits tax of the I esent series) the credit was 8 percent of invested
capital. .

In the Revenue Act of 1941 this was changed to 8 percent of the
first $5,000,000 invested capital and 7 percent of all over that amount.

In the Revenue Act of 1942 the credit was reduced to: On the first
$5,000,000 of invested capital, 8 percent; on the next $5,000,000 of
invested capital, 7 percent; on the next $190,000,000 of invested
capital, 6 percent; and, on all over $200,000,000 of invested capital,
5 percent.

The effect of the proposed section 205 in the pending bill is to
further reduce the rates of credit as follows: On the first $5,000,000 of
invested capital 8 percent; on the next $5,000,000 of invested capital,
.6 percent* on the next $190,000,000 of invested capital, 5 percent;
and on all over $200,000,000 of invested capital 4 percent.

This continued decrease in the amount allowed as a creditfor those
using the invested capital method constitutes a wholly unjustifiable
discrimination against the larger corporations using that method.
The effective rate of the excess-profits tax upon net income is substan-
tially larger in the case of all corporations the amount of whose
invested capital falls within the last three brackets than in the case
of these corporations in the next preceding bracket. This is vividly
illustrated b tbefollowing comparison.between a company (A) with
$5,000,000 invested capital and another (B) with $300,000,000
invested capital; each company has an income equal to 15 percent of
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its invested capital-that is, A has an income of $750,000 and B an
income of $45,000,000. Applying the credit rates and the new excess-
profits tax rate as proposed in the House bill, the effective credit rate
in the case of A is 8 percent on invested capital and that of B is 4.73
percent. Solely because of this difference in the effective rates of
credit on invested capital the effective rate of A's total tax expense,
including excess-profits tax, normal and surtax, after post-war refund
is 60.6 percent and that of B is 71.1 percent, a difference of 10.
percent.

In the illustration given, corporation A is not a small corporation.
All that you can say about that is that it is not as large as corpora-
tion B.

Corporations are nothing but groups of individuas-their stock-
holders. Whenever there is tax discrimination based only on size,
the actual discrimination is against the stockholders in the larger
corporations, because, realistically, the burden of corporation taxes
falls upon the stockholder. Taxation of a corporation's income
violates the principle of taxing according to ability to pay. That has
been pointed out many times by eminent economists testifying before
the House Ways and Means Committee and before .this committee.
We realize that the collection of a large part of our taxes from corpor-
rations has become so imbedded in our tax system that it is probably
impractible to make any change. However, there is no reason what-
soever for Congress to further distort the equities of those who bear
the burden of taxes by taxing bigness (of corporations) itself.

It is one thing that a stockholder owning, say, 100 shares of a cor-
poration should be (indirectly) taxed upon his share of the corpora-
tion's profits (which may be $500) at exactly the satne rate as the
owner of 10,000 shares 1a the same corporation whose share of the
profits would be $50,000. That is the result of any tax on corpora-
tions and if justifiable at all is justified by convenience and certainty
of collection. But it is quite another thing to provide, without the
slightest necessity related to either the raising of adequate revenue or
simplicity and certainty in the method of doing so, that a taxpayer
who owns 25 or 100 shares in one of the largest corporations should
be compelled to bear the burden of a higher rate on his share of its
profits than a taxpayer owning the same number of shares in a smaller
corporation which actually earns the same rate on its invested capital
as the larger corporation.

We think it is about time that Congres recognized the fact that
there are millions of investors in equity stocks, most of them in the
largest corporations; and that it is not true that our large corporations
are composed exclusively, or even largely of a group of wealthy
stockholders and the medium sized and smafl corporations exclusively
of stockholders in the lower-income brackets.

It is said that there are 11,000,000 stockholders in American corpo-
rations. Treasury Department data show that at least 30 percent
of all dividends paid by corporations are received by those with net
incomes of less than $6,000, and at least 67 percent by those with net
incomes under $10 000.

Consider, also the following statistics (compiled as of December 31,
1937, all from Investigation of Concentration of Economic Power,
Temporary National Economic Committee, monograph 29):

In the 200 largest nonfinancial corporations in the country there
were 948,717,572 shares of common (equity) stock outstanding.
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Those were held in 7,026,793 shareholdings which averaged only 135
o fa e . e r h o l d i nhetotal inof7,026,79 shareholdings in these 200 corporations

6 689,235 or 95.2 percent had a market value of loss than $10,000 each.
Tilh average annual income from holdings of $10,000 would probably
not excced $600.1 It is apparent that these small shareholdings are those of individuals
in the lower and lower-middle income brackets. We know of no
statistics with reference to the size of average shareholdings in all
corporations, but I think it can be said with confidence that there is
no such proportion of small shareholdings as above mentioned in
medium sized or even smaller corporations. The fact is that many
millions of our people, desiring to invest part of their money in equity
stocks, naturally go to the stock market to buy, and, quite as naturally
invest in the better-known stocks. Of the 200 corporations referred
to above the common stock of all but 21 are listed on a national
exchange. Now these small investors in the large corporation have
conumitted no crime for which they should be penalized. And yet such
a stockholder is just as surely discriminated against and penalized by
indirect diminution of his income as if he were directly taxed more
heavily than a stockholder in a smaller corporation the rate of whose
net income (before taxes) to invested capital is exactly the samo.

What has been said so far constitutes an objection to any discrimi-
nation against the larger as compared with the (only comparatively)
small-'r corporation. The small corporation-small business-is amply
favored by variance in rate of normal, surtax, and excess-profits taxes
and by the spe-ific excess-profits exemption. The rate of exemption
for corporations using the invested capital method, other than those.
so considered and favored as small, should never have been clanged
as it was in 1941 and 1942. The discrimination is as direct and as
distinct as would be graduated excess-profits tax rates-a graduation
based not upon the extent to which profits are excessive, Iut the
mere size of the corporation. Instead of increasing the discrimination,
it should be removed.

The only reason for section 205 given by the Ways and Means
Committee in its report is as follows:
. However, there is a change which we believe should be mado at this time. Under,

the invested capital method, corporations are permitted to Increase thir invited
capital by plowing back Into the business earnings which have not been subject
to taxation in the hands of the individual shareholder. fiowever corporations
using the average earnings method are not permitted to increase their earnings-
bas by plowing back into the corporation profits which have not been subject to
taxation in the hands of the shareholders.

Earnings after January 1, 1939, are not permitted under the Canadian law to
incrthe Invested capital o! the corporation until they have been capitalized'
by being subject to taxation In the hands of the individual shareholder. The
reason for such a rule was very obvious, for otherwise a company wva'ld stop
paying dividends and leave its profits in the business in nrder to obtain the
additIonal Inveeted capital credit. Moreover the Government would lose not'
only excess-prefts taxes but also Individual Income taxes from the individual'
shareholder. In viewr of this obvious advantage of the Invested capital method
over the average earnings method, it does not seem unreasoable further to re-
duce the invor A capital credit, particularly with re*pet to capita in excess
of $5,000,000.

The committee fails to point out that while the average earnings
credit of corporations using that method has not been reduced since
1940 (on the contrary it has been somewhat liberalized), the effective
exemption rate on invested capital has been already reduced from 8
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percent, in the case of a corpocAtion: With $10,000,000 invested capi-
tal to 7.5 percent; with $50,000,000 invested capital to 6.3 percent,
with $200,000,000 invested capital to 6.075 percent, and, with
$500,000,000 invested capital to 5.43 percent.

The Ways and Means Committee seemed to be concerned by a
fear that.the allowance as invested capital of earnings plowed back
into the business affords a reason (in addition to legitimate business

2 reasons) for nondistribution of earnings. In the first place they
seemed to forgot that section 102, Internal Revenue Code, still

V I penalizes severely improper accumulation of current earnings. In
the next place, if there had been any necessity for correction of the
tendency which the committee feared, why was a bludgeon used
which does not reach the evil (if there is one) but severely penalizes
the, corporation which has made distribution-has not plowed its
earnings back into the business? Seemingly it did not occur to the
committee that it might have disallowed such accumulations as
invested capital to all corporations using the invested capital method,
irrespotive of size or allowed to all a reduced rate such as 4 percent
on thepartof their invested capital represented by such accumulations.

The effect of section 205 on our own company will illustrate the
injustice and inequity which will result. Our 1942 invited capital
was almost exactly $90,000,000. Section 205 would, therefore, reduce
our exemption almost exactly $850,000. Such a reduction in exemp-
tion has exactly the same effect upon our tax liability as a reduction
in invested capital of $14,066,667. In 1941 our dividends ($9,000,000)
exceeded profits after taxes by $458,000; in 1042 dividends ($6,000,000)
were $2,259,000-less than profits after taxes (and after renegotiation).
Our distribution record for the 2 years has resulted in an increase in
invested capital of $1,801,000, approximately 2 percent of our original
invested capital, but we are to be taxed as though we had plowed back
into the business $14,066,667-approxmately eight times as much, or
15 percent, of the original invested capital.

We do not know that tht present reason given by the Ways and
Means Committee for the proposal to increase the discrimination
between the larger corporations and the (comparatively only) smaller
corporations has heretofore been advanced to justify the previous
progressive disctiniinatory reductions in invested capital credit. It
knight be well to point out that under present law reductions from the
1940 law in exemption rates has in the case of our company been
equivalent to a reduction in invested capital of approximately
$16,560,000 or 18.4 percent, and that the reductions m exemption
rates as provided in section 205 added to previous reductions are
equivalent to a total reduction in invested capital of approximately
$25 000,000 or 27.8 percent.

Row it may be that there are corporations which have plowed back
substantial sums in 1941 and 1942 which have increased their invested
capital. Certainly that is just as likely in the case of a $5,000,000
corporation, which we repeat is not a small corporation, as in the case
of a larger corporation, and yet- the: Ways and Means Committee
iores that, and, ignoring it, again proposes a wholly unjust and'
discriminatory plan based on size alone, and one which penalizes the'
saint to reach the sinner.. The statistics we have'presented with respect to the measure of'
increase in invest&i capital of our company occasloned by retention
of earnings are illustrative. We are quite certain that there are many
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of the larger corporations of which our situation would be typical.
We are, of course, unfortunately unable to present any all-inclusive
corporation picture. We do findstatistics assembled by the National
Association of Manufacturers for 2,040 corporations having in 1940
capital stock and surplus of $16,935,734,000, and they increased their
capital and surplus by the end of 1942 to $18,444,751,000, or a total
increase of 8.9 percent. This increase, however, includes not only
increase by reason of retained earnings but new capital which is
allowed as increase of invested captial both for those corporations
using the income Wethod as well as those using the invested capital
method. As the average capital and surplus of these 2,040 corpora-
tions was approximately 8% million dollars it is apparent that there
were many largo corporations included in the list.

It is not entirely accurate to say that corporations using the average
earnings method are not permitted to take into account earnings
plowed back by them in their business. In cases where very sub-
stantial amounts of undistributed earnings have been by corporations
of that class used to build up their facilities and their productive
capacity, such corporations would be entitled to relief under the
relief sections of the law.

In conclusion, if it could be demonstrated that there are individual
cases of the larger corporations who have built up their invested capi-
tal by plowing back undistributed earnings to such a vast extent
that some discrimination exists between them and corporations using
the average-earnings method (and we cannot admit that a discrimina-
tion still exists after the previous reductions in the invested capital
credit), the Ways and Means Committee has gone about a correction
of the situation by a method which is wholly inequitable, unjust
and discriminatory as between corporations using the invested-capital
method. The method not only continues and perpetuates the in-
justice of distinction based upon size of corporations, but it penalizes
most severely those corporations which have not indulged in the
practice of withholding earnings from distribution. Such discrimina-
tion and penalty is wholly unnecessary because if any remedy is
necessary it would be perfectly simple to apply it in such a manner
as to reach only those who have failed to distribute, and penalize
them only to the extent that they have so failed.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Karpes.

STATEMENT OF LAZAR KARPESS

The CHAIRmAN. There is nothing in the bill that you are speaking
to?

Mr. KAiPus. No sir.
The CmnvAAN. ou are afraid there will be?
Mr. KApzss. I am going to be perhaps the most unpopuar'person

today, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, because I come
here to ask for a new tax.

I just want to point out that the new bill proposed by the House
covering increases mostly in-excise taxes for 1944 does not include a
provision for raising new revenues of about $250,000,000, as I estimate
them, from a tax that is very easy to administer, quite expensive to
collect a Federal check tax.

I. think the record will point out that a similar tax was in effect
during the First World War.
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. KARPESS. And also from 1932 through January 1, 1935. It

seems ironic that such an excise tax has been overlooked at this time
when, according to Federal Reserve System's estimates recently
published, the amount of money which will change hands in the
United States by check in 1943 is expected to total well in excess
of one trillion dollars, one thousand billion dollars, the highest level
since 1928.

In 1934, the last year that the Federal check tax was in effect, the
Federal Reserve System reports that a check tax was paid on approxi.
mately 2,115,000,000 checks at the rate of 2 cents, or a yield, compara-
tively small, but nevertheless amounting to $42,000,000.

Today, with the greatest volume of commercial and personal check-
ing accounts and activities in the history of our country, nothing is
being done to reinstate this painless excise tax which for some strange
reason existed during the depression years through 1934.

I estimate that a prOvision for the adoption of a Federal check tax
at a level rate of 5 cents per item in 1944, when the bank deposits will
be the greatest in our history, should yield approximately $250,000,000based on the assumption that 5,000,000,000 checks will be exchanged
in 1944.

Senator WALSH. What is the rate of your tax?
Mr. KARPESs. Five cents, either a level rate or a progressive rate.

In 1934 the-Federal Reserve system reports, I repeat, that 2,115,-
000,000 checks were exchanged.

Senator DAvIS. Yes, we get that.
Mr. KARPESS. Yet the total amount involved did not reach one

trillion dollars, as it will this year, and no doubt next year, from the
activity as great as it is in checking accounts. Therefore, I recom-
mend that at least for the duration of the war and possibly, if neces-
sary, for the first stages of the post-war era, we enact this tax, since
it is very inexpensive to collect and easy to administer, just as it was
in the years 1932 through 1934, and 1917 through 1920.

TIhe CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your appearance.
Mr. KARPESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The C.AIRMAN. Mr. Ioreman.

STATEMENT OF H. E. FOREMAN, REPRESENTING THE ASSOCIATED
GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA

Mr. FOREMAN. My name is H. E. Foremgn, managing director,
Associated General Contractors of America.

This statement is made in behalf of the Associated General Con-
tractors of America, representing general contractors who perform
construction contracts o fall kinds. The association's membership of
more than 3,000 firms has performed by far the greater part of, the
war construction program executed by contract not only in this
country but in our outlying bases and in foreign lands. The purpose
of this appearance is to discuss title VII of H. R. 3687, that title
being an amendment to the reneottation of contracts law.

On September 21, the association testified before the House Ways
andMeans Conimittee with respect to the renegotiation law as now
in effect and made certainq~ecommendations with respect to it. As
that testimony is already available to the committee, there is -no
need to repeat it, but it is desired to again affirm the comments made
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therein. The testimony to be given now is, therefore, supplementary
to this previous statement and is made in view of the proposed
amendments now passed by the House. Thin testimony is with
respect to the renegotiation of construction contracts, as it is in this
field alone that the association has first-hand information.

When the law was first proposed, it was urged strongly that it was
needed as a curb on inflation; that the tax law did not operate soon
enough; that one of the principal purposes of the renegotiation law
would be defeated unless it were possible to adjust prices in the midst
of a contract, the new prices to apply on future products. It is entirely
possible that this could be done on some types of contract, but the fact
remains that it has not been done on construction contracts, and this
is necessarily so because it is not possible to ascertain whether a con-
struction contract will be a profitable or a losing venture until all of it
has been completed.

At the present time, contractors are rapidly completing their
assignments in connection with the war effort, yet as of this date only
contracts completed within 1942 are under renegotiation 1942 busi-
ness is not yet being surveyed and renegotiated, but certainly the tax
law is operating and has been draining off exceso profits from 1942
business. Therefore, any validity which attached to the argument
that the tax law was too slow is certainly not applicable when applied
to the construction industry, as the tax law is operating infinitely faster
than the renegotiation procedure.

Note has been taken that the proposed Revenue Act of 1943 would
increase the top tax bracket from 90 to 95 percent. Thus the
proposal is to cut in half the latitude within which the renegotiation
law can operate. We regret exceedingly that we have no way of
knowing how much has been recovered from construction contracts
as a result of renegotiation, but it would be extremely interesting to
know how much more was obtained considering the operation.of the
renegotiation law and the tax law together as compared with the
operation of the revenue law alone.

In other words, the net income gain to the Government by reason
of the operation of the renegotiation law. We do know, liowever,
that the contractors of this Nation are being put to substantial expense
and that the Government is itself making substantial expenditures in
administering the law.

Even though a given contract may not show excessive profits, the
fact is that the contractor is called upon to prepare detailed records
and cause? to attend conferences at considerable distance from his
place of operation., which means that he is incurring expenses which are
deductible as business expenses and will result in a decrease in the tax
that he would otherwise pay.

Furthermore, the development of these records and the time spent
in the various operations requires the expenditure of manpower When
this is at a premium.

Thus we have a situation that the tax law is operating faster than the
renegotiation law in the construction field, thereby presenting an open
question as to the net result to the Government irrespective of the
problem that is presented to the construction contractor.

One year ago, this association recommended that if it was deter-
mined that the law must be retained, exemption be granted to fee oon-
tracts as the fee is fixed and the income to the contractor is known from
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the very beginning, and also that contracts obtained as a result ofoompetitive bidding should likewise be exempt.
The same recommendation was repeated to the Ways and Means

Committee of the House and is emphasized here again.
Previous to the time that the language of the present bill was

known, a statement was issued by the subcommittee of the Committee
on Ways and Means setting forth an outline of the intended contents
of title VII which are, in general, designed to be remedial to the present
statute. It is sincerely to be hoped that the result is remedial and

-j would correct some of the inequities to which Government contractors
are now exposed. It is difficult to be certain that this is being accom-
plished, as the proposed amendments cover 30 pages in the bill and a
careful study leaves one considerably confused as to the net result.
The fact that the committee labored for 30 pages is indication of the
extreme difficulty, if not impossibility, of administering such a piece
of legislation justly and equitably under circumstances that vary
extremely.

It is noted that provision is made in the House bill for an appeal
both to a newly created over-all board and also to the Board of Tax
Appeals. It is believed that this should have a salutary effect upon
all those administering the law.

A further definition of the term "excesive profits" arid a statement
of the factors to be considered in determining them should be helpful.
It is hoped, however that the establishment of the one super board
will not result in inflexible regulations, as we have found that it is
highly essential that boards handling construction contracts be in a
position to draw regulations suitable to the, construction industry
which are in many instances substantially different than those neces-
sary in other industries.

_ e note also that in the outline released by the Ways and Means
Committee it lists as one of the main features that the amendments
would require the computation of profits in the same manner as for
income-tax purposes including amortization. This would seem to
imply in handling the renegotiation that it would necessarily have to
be done on an over-all basis. If this is the case, it should be changed,
as in the case of construction contracts it is desirable to handle the
renegotiation on an individual contract or group of contracts basis
rather than on the over-all basis and to develop the gross profits under
the single contract or group of contracts rather than the net profits
as are developed under the income-tax laws.

As heretofore stated, the construction industry is finishing its job
building the Nation's war plant. It is now seeking markets in lines
of production in connection with the war effort and it is hopeful that
some other lines of construction will shortly be eased and permitted
to o ahead. Construction is rapidly tapering off and is entering a
period where it must carry along at a low volume and endeavor to
maintain itself in a proper condition to serve the Nation when hos-
tiiities cease. Firms are already drawing upon such meager reserves
as they may have, as most of such reserves were readily invested at
the start of the emergency in order to have the equipment available
to accomplish the results that are now in being.

Tax laws are already operat'ng extremely harshly, particularly with
respect to individuals. IJ is high time that there be a careful a
prasal of the net result of the operation of this law, both financially
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and morally. The House bill calls for the renegotiation provision to
be dropped on contracts awarded after the cessation of hostilities.
We urge that a definite date be fixed and that contracts awarded
thereafter not be subject to the law. We believe that this could well
be January 1, 1943, as competition has been fully established through.
ouit this year.

Senator WALSu. Is competitive construction being carried on by
the Army and Nayy now?

Mr. FOREMAN. Yes, sir. The Navy switched over to the lump-
sum proposition within the last 3 or 4 months. The Army has been
on a competitive basis for, I would say, a year and a half.

Senator WALSH. All the earlier contracts were negotiated con-
tracts?

Mr. FOREmAN. They were on a fee basis, fixed fee and the amount
the contractor was to get was known from the very beginning.

Senator WALSH. Yes; and there were charges that the prices on
lumber and materials were padded.

Mr. FOREMAN. That had nothing to do with the price the contrac-
tor got.

Senator GuFFFY. Wasn't there a sliding fee?
Mr. FOREMAN. No, sir.
Senator GUFFEY. The Maritime Commission had a sliding fee, and

I had the notion that both the Army and Navy had a sliding fee, in
other words, giving the contractor some benefit for completing the
work for less than it was estimated, and charging him, within certain
limits, if he didn't.

Mr. FOREMAN. There is a misconception on that point. I am
very glad that this has come up, because the laws very definitely
state that the construction contracts must be on a fixed-fee basis and.
there is no variation for any reason, except that the size of the contract
might be change.

Senator GUFFEY. The maritime range was within, I think, six or
7 or 8 percent. I haven't the exact figures. In other words, it was a
definite fee of 4 or 5 percent and that was increased or decreased
according to whether the contract cost more or less than the amount
thht was estimated.

Mr. FOREMAN. That is not the case in construction. You are
talking about ships, while I am talking about construction of the
facilities, the shipyards and things of that kind. -

Senator WALSH. In the last 3 months, practically all of your con-
tracts are competitive?

Mr. FoREmAN. That is right.
Senator WALSi. But previous to thqt it was a fixed fee?
Mr. FOREMAN. Not to exceed 6 percent. I

Senator GUFFEY. And was that varied according to whether it cost
more or less than was estimated?

Senator WALSH. It was fixed, and as an inducement to complete
the contract at less than the estimated amount, if the contractor was
able tohow a saving to the Government below a certain amount, he
would get a higher fee. I

Mr. FOREMAN. That might be in ships, but I don't have the under-
standing that it applied on any of the actual construction contracts
other than ships. I don't know what the situation is in ships. I am
not speaking of shipbuilders, but in the construction of the facilities,
the airports and that sort of thing-that is what I am talking about.



Seriati GurzYV.Isn't it fiatural o offer some'inducenient to the
contractor to do the work at less than contemplated?

Mr. FORtuEN. The estimates were made by the Government de-
partments.

Senator GuFFEY. But even then there should be some range of dis-
cretion. It would seem to me very desirable that there should be
some inducement and possibly something in the nature of a penalty if
the work is not completed on that basis. Certainly, the Maritime
Commission has found it very helpfo.

Senator WALSH. Of course, in the beginning there was a shortage
ef material and shortage of labor, and they went out everywhere and
-bought 'up all the materials and supplies they could and paid any
price at all, and because of that there was this charge of big profits
and big fees. S

Mr. FoREMAN. I Dwould like to point out that you had testimony
here from some of the Government departments that early estimates
for Army camps and that sort of thing were based on a wholly inade-
-uate amount of $400 per man. That is what the fees were fixed on.
If they wanted a ten thousand-man camp, they multiplied $400 by
10,000 and set the fee on that basis, and it couldn't possibly be built
at that figure. They admitted that later. The fee was fixed based
on that, and perhaps it was adjudged to be 4 percent, whereas
it actually worked out at 1% percent. We have had plenty of
situations of that kind.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much.
Mr. Rice.

STATEMENT OF MILLARD W. RICE, REPRESENTING THE DISABLED
AMERICAN VETERANS

Mr. RIcE. I appear before you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of
the committee, on two propositions of a great deal of interest to the
disabled American veterans. I have previously appeared before
this committee (in behalf of less fortunate disabled veterans and
their dependents, but on this occasion I must appear before you on
behalf of our congressionally chartered organization, the D A V
which is composed exclusively of service-connected wounded and
disabled veterans. Our ability to continue to render needed service
to disabled veterans is threatened-by some of the provisions of this bill.May I first insert in the record a statement from the Deputy
Commissioner of the Internal Revenue, Department, setting forth
the fact that our organization and our service foundation is exempt
from any income tax and that, donations to it by individuals may be
deducted from their income in determining net income for income-tax

The HAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you may insert it.
(The document referred to is as folows:)

MARCH 19, 1943.
DISARLmU AMuItCAK VirrRANS SBIvica" FOUNDATION,

Care of MiUrd W. Rice, &ecutivt Secretary, .
Walatl Hill Cincinnati, Ohio.

BiS: It Is the opinion of this office, based upon the evidence presented, t"at
you are exempt from Feder#) Income tax under the provisions of action 101 (8)
-or the Ititernal Revenue Code and corresponding provisons of prior revenue acts.

Accordingly, you will not be required' to file returns of income unless "vu
change the character of your organisation, the purposes for which you were
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organized, or your method of operation. Any such changes should be reported
Immediately to the collector of Internal revenues for your district in order that
their effect upon your exempt status may be determined.

Since any organization which is exempt from Federal income tax under the
provisions of section 101 of thL Internal Revenue Code also Is exempt from the
capital-atock tax pursuant to the express provisions of section 1201 (a) (1) of the
Internal Revenue Code, you will not be required to file capital-stock tax returns
for future years so long as the exemption from Income tax is effective.

You will be required, however, to file annually, beginning with your current
accounting period, an Information return on orm 90 with the collector of
internal revenue for your district so long as this exemption remains in effect.
This form may be obtained from the collector and Is required to be filed on or
before the 15th dayof the fifth month following the close of your annual accounting
period.

Contributions made to you are deducUble by the donors in arriving at their
taxable net income in the manner and to the extent provided by action 23 (o)
(4) of the Internal Revenue Code and corresponding provisions of priorrevenue
acts.

The collector of Internal revenue for your district Is being advised of this action.
Bureau letter dated January 12, 1943, is hereby revoked.
By direction of the Commissioner.Respectfully, T. Moom rm, Deputy Commisr"oner.

Mr. RIcE. I call your attention to the contents of that letter to
show that there is no similar specific provision as to the donations
made by corporations to veteran Organizations or to one of their
service foundations'or trusts. On the basis of the recent interpreta-
tion by the Collector of Internal Revenue, various veteran ortaniza-
tions and their local units have found they can not be the recipients of
donations that corporations have had in mind, because of the fact that
such corporations can not be privileged to deduct such donations
from their income, up to 5 percent thereof, in determining net income
for Federal income tax purposes.

I believe that this must have been an oversight on the part of
Congress. It is something that we had not previously noted, and
I believe that the committee would be agreeable to the Internal
Revenue Act being so amended as to make veteran organizations, and
their respective posts and auxiliaries and trust funds and foundations,
eligible or the same exemptions as to donations made by corporations
as has previously been provided for as to the donations made by individ-.
uals to such similar organizations.

To that end, I propose that there should be an appropriate section,
probably to be ed section 505 of this bill, which would read about
as follows:

That section 23, paragraph (q) (2) of the Internal Revenue Act, be amended
by adding the words "veteran rehabilitation service" after the words "scientifio,
literary," and preceding the words "or educational purposes," and also that
another paragraph to be known as section 23 (q).(3) be adred, toradas follows:

"Post or organizations of war veterans or auxiliary units of, or trusts or founda,-
tions for, any such posts or organizations, If such posts, organizations, units, trusts,
foundations or societies are organized in the United States or any of its posses-
sions, and if no part of their net earnings Inure to the benefit of any private
shtareholder or Individual."

Such amendments, gentlemen, would make it possible for corpora-
tions to make donations to veteran organizations, and to their auxiliary
units and trusts and foundations, on the same basis as individuals
are now privileged to do, and to consider such donations as deductible
in determining their net income for Federal income-tax purposes. I
sincerely hope the Committee can see Its way dear to inserting such
amendment,
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Another matter of equal importance to our organization, which
threatens to make it impossible for us to continue to maintain our
Nation-wide set-up of national service officers, is in the postal rates
concerning third-class mail.

May I preface that by stating that in spite of the fact that we have a
comparatively small organization of disabled veterans, we have for
many ears been maintaining the largest staff of full-time service offi-
cers of any veteran organization-in most of the regional offices of
the Veterans' Administration-to advise, assist, and counsel disabled
veterans in the technical prosecution of their equitable claims for
compensation, pension, disability allowance, hospitalization, medical
treatment, vocational rehabilitation, or domiciliary care, and so forth.

We have been able to maintain these national service officers
through our national organization by reason, partly, of the service
fees collected from our own members, and partly by reason of various
kinds of finance projects.

About 2 years ago we were fortunate in discovering a finance project
that renders a splendid service to the public and at th. 3ame time gives
us a small margin of profit which has enabled us further to expand our
national service set-up-not to the extent that it needs to be expanded
as yet, but a considerable expansion-and we were verw hopeful that
on the basis of improved conditions next year, there might-be such a
further expansion of the opportunities under such finance project as
would enable us much to expand our present service set-up. I refer
to the fact that our organization has, during the last 2 years, been
sending out to the public so-called unordered merchandise, consisting
of identotags, or miniature automobile license plates, to be attached
to key rings.

Perhaps you all have received one. This is sent out under third-
class permit-mail on a cost basis, and, therefore, retention of the
present third-class postage rate is a very important item in deter-
mining whether or not we are going to be able to continue this
finance project. _

We are able to send these identotags out on a mass-production
basis at the cost of $62.50 per thousand using third-class postage,
neessitating a 25 percent return to break even on the first cost, with-
out considering other incidental costs.' If the third-class postage be
increased from 1 cent up to 2 cents, that cost will be increased from
$62.60 to $72.50 per 1,000 identotags sent out, necessitating a 29 per-
cent return to break even. The average return-and mind you, this
is unordered merchandise, and we solicit 25 'cents for each identotag to
be returned-is $75 per 1,000 sent out, on the basis of an average of
30 percent of return of the solicited quarters. That gives us a margin
of average profit of only about $12.50 per thousand, which would give
us a total net of $125,000 on the basis of 10,000,000 identotags being
sent out.

We were not able to send out that number this year because of
shortage of steel and plastics, but we have anticipated being able to
to send out about sixteen or eighteen million such identotags next
year. An increase in the third--lass postage from I cent to 2 cents
would mean an increased cost to us of between $160,000 to $180,000
which would absorb pratically all of the ndt profits on the basis of
past averages, and if the percentage of return should go down just a
little bit, we would have all profit wiped out, because there is also a'
cost in opening the envelopes and counting the money. Therefore, it
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is highly important to us that the third-class postage rate should re-
main as is-and this matter is also of great importance to other service
outfits-but if the committee feels that it must concur with the
House amendment, then we pray that the Senate at least provide an
additional amendment to section 403 of H. R. 3687, as follows:

Proded, hotver, That this increase shall not be applicable as to any third.
class mall sent out by Any nonprofit organization or corporation that is exempted
from Federal income tax.

I submit to the committee a list of the national service officers that
are now being maintained by our organization, largely out of the
profits from our ident-o-tag project during the last 2 years which would
be impossible if the cost of third-class postage is increased.
* Incidentally, may I say that this project is very desirable for the
public for it really provides a saving of critical material, because we
return about 200 sets of lost keys each week by reason of our ident-o-
tag insurance. If this third-class postage as to our project were to be
increased we fear it might make such project prohibitive, as a conse-
quence of which we micaht have to discontinue many of our service
officers, with the result that we would not be able to render the service
to disabled veterans that they so seriously need after they return from
service in this war.
. We hope the committee can see its way clear to adopting these three
proposed amendments.

(The paper referred to is as follows:)

DisABL D AMERICAN VETERANS, NATIONAL SERvics DEPARTMENT,
WASlNOTO., D. C.

National Service Director, Millard W. Rice.
Assistant National Service Director, Thomas J. Kehoe.
Nation Service Bureau: John N. Egense, Kenneth C. Bradley, William E.

Tate, Earl 0. Hendrick.

NATIONAL, SERVICE OFFICERS

Alzbama.-William M. Weston, S. S. 0. William 0. Hayslett, S. S. 0., P. 0.
Box 1509, Montgomery; 0. C. Boner, 400 Iharley Building, Birmingham.

Akison.-C. C. Bierman I Veterans' Administration facility, Tucson; Edward
R. Page (D), Veterans' Administration facility, Tucson; B. B. Shimonowsky,
S. S. 0., State Office Building, Phoenix.

Arkansa.-Byron A. Brooks, S. S. 0., Carl L; Thompson, 8. S. 0., Joe L.
Hearne, S S. 0. Arkansas Service Bureau, Little Rock.

Clifornia.H-J. Earl Pinney,' Veterans' Administration facility, Los Angeles 25;
J. Ear Merifleld (C). Veterans Administration facility, Los Angeles 25; James M.
Carlsen (C), Municipal Auditorium, Riverside; George J. Kelly,' Veterans' Ad-
ministration facility, San Francisco 21.

Cotordo.-Brian J. Thornton,' Franklin A. Thayer Old Customshouse, Den-
ver 2; Goddard Shackelord, S. S. 0., 337 State Office building, Denver 2.

Conneeicu.- Edward W. Kelley,' Veterans' Administration facility, Newing-
ton.

Li,tricd of Co, mbia.-Earl 0. Hendrick,' 156 Arlington Building, Washington,
Flor'da.-B. Y. Palmer,' 1000 Seventh Avenue, South St. Petersburg; John

Falkenburry, S. S. 0., Veterans' Administration facility ay Pines.
Georpo.-O'Gien Ray Veterans' Administration facility, Atlanta.
)Usvsoj.-Lyman J. Zimmer,l Veterans' Administration facility, Hines; Lewis

J. Murphy,' Veterans' Admnistration facility, Hines.
Indiav.--Omer Stevens,' 327-328 Lemeke Building, Indianapolis 4; Charles

3. Lines (D) 327-328 Lemcke Building, Indianapolis 4.
low.-E. E. Begelid,' Veterans' Administration facility, Des Moines 13.

Footoe ca p. 519.
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KaRes.4-William E, Jawson,I Veterans' Administration facility, Wichita 2;

H. A. Calkins, S. 8. 0., 801 North Harrison Street, Topeka. I
Kentucky.-Lee R. Lyons,' Veterans' Administration facility, .exington.
Louiiona.- Rolnd A. Neyrey,' Masonic Temple Building, New Orlean.
Mar land.-Albert Meld, Jr., 611 Maryland Trust Building Baltimore
MAasuiat et.---T. James Gallagher,' Post Office Building, hoston 9.
3fich .--Sydney J. Allen,' Veterans' Administration facility, Dearborn;

Walter Haedke, (D) Veterans' Administration facility, Dearborn; Morgan B.
Siplep (C) First National Bank Building Pontiac.

Mnnesot.-James L. Monnahan,' Veterans' Adminitration facility, Fort
Selling; Frank L Howard (CH), 208 Evanston Building, Minneapolis; John L.
Golob, Congdon Building, Hibbing.

Maiduippi.-H. V. Royston, Veterans' Administration Jackson.
Miasours.-Arch M. Hale,' Veterans' Administration facility, Excelsior Sprinp;

William E. Leach,' Veterans' Administration facility, Jefferson Barracks; Louis
Diebold, (CH) 4763 Milents Avenue, St. Louis.

Afontana.-Eugene Callaghan, S. 8. 0., Veterans Welfare Commission, Helena;
Warren H. Harlow, 317 LaVassuer Street, Missouls Robert F. English, 324 Gen.
trial Avenue, Great, Falls.

Nehraka.-Ivan D. Marsh, S. 8. 0., Veterans' Administration facility, Lincoln;
Elmer A. Webb, 8. 8. 0., Veterans' Administration facility, Lincoln.

Nevada.-
New HamptAire.-T. J. Oallagher,I Post Office Building Boston9, M s
New Jerey.-John W. Bill,' Veterans' Administratlon facility Lyons; Joseph

A. Samelsberger, 220 Van Houten Street, Paterson; William B. McEvoy (C),
100 Williams Street, Newark 2.

New Afexico.-Charles A. Sloane'I Post Office Box 1643, Albuquerque.
New York.-Abraham Janko' Veterans' Administration facility, Bronx 63;

Edwin W. Momberger (C) 45 North Street, Hamburg; Floyd A. Evenden, (C),
Courthouse, Binghamton- Frank J. Powers, 290 Magee Avenue, Rochester- Win
H. Stevens,' Veterans' Administration facility, Batavia; Nicholas Parnefl (C),
34 Court Street, Room 325 Rochester.

North CaroiZ.-Robert Lee Smith,' Veterans' Administration facility, Fayette.
ville.

North Dakotao-Andy Nomland,' Veterans' Administration facility, Fargo;
Romanus J. Downey S S. 0., Veterans' Service Commission Fargo.

Ohio.--George Fariing I Veterans' Administration facility, Breckaville; Bernard
Southard,' Veterans' Administration facility, Dayton; Cicero F. Hogan,' 2840
Melrose Avenue, Cincinnati; Earl Z. Teeter, (C) 822 Ardmore, Akron; John N.
Hewitt'I care of Veterans' Administration facility, Muskogee.

Oklakoma.-Harry F. Ladusau, Box 490, Enid; Paul C. Tarver, Post Office Box
705, Muskogee; Lucien E. Wilson, S. S. 0., Veterans' Administration facility,
Muskogee.

Oreqon.-Lile Dailey'A Veterans' Administration facility, Portland.
Penrnylvnia.-Fran6 S. Kline,' Customshouse, Philadelphia 6; John Cherpak,'

Veterans' Administration facility, Pittsburgh 15; Curtis Haube, (D) 432 -MarketStreet, Harrisburg.

R&od rland.-T. J. Gallagher,' Post Office Building, Boston 9, Mass.1out h Carolixa.-J. J. Bullard, S. 8. 0., R. S. Sloan, 8. S. 0., State CapitolBuilding, Columbia.
South Dakota.-Arthur H. Muchow,' Box 434, Sioux Falls.Tennesee.-P. V. Hamblen'I Veterans' Administration facility, Murfreesboro.Texas.-DeWitt T. Kirby, Veterans' Administration facility Waco; Howell S.

Palmer, S. S. 0., Veterans? Administration facility, Waco; Robert H. Claypool,
&. 0., Veterans' Administration facility, Waco* A. 0. Willm.n 8. 8. 0., Vet-
erans' Administration facility, Legion; George d. Betts, S. S. 6., Land Office
Building, Austin; Granville Routh, 8. S. 0., Chamber of Commerce Building,El Paso.

Uga.-George A. Faust,' 6010 South Twenty-third Street East, Salt Lake
City; Glen D. Watkin% Box 736, Ogden.

Verrnoa*t-Byron A. Robinson, 8. 8. 0., Bellows Falls.
Virginia.-G. L. Whitlow,' 1916 Melrose Avenue, SW., Roanoke; Nelson F.

Richards; 8. 8. 0.. Veterans' Administration facility, Roanoke.
Washington.-William C. Morgan,' Federal Building, Se~ttlo 4; August A.

Waseta (D), City Hall, Spokane; Dan Hoshauer, (D), 411 Masonic Temple
Building, Yakima.

Footage oa p. 619-
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West Virginia.-A. C. Loseau, 1910 Ohio Avenue, Parkersburg; H. 0. Maloney,
S. 8. 0., Veterans' Administration facility, Huntington; W. J. Cunningham,
8. 8. 0., 403 People Exchange Building, Charleston; R. C. Hall, S. S. 0., 615
Gotf Building, Clarksburg.

Wiwconsin.-Tbeodore Corrado,' Veterans' Administration facility, Wood;
Lucille Kubal (D), Veterans' Administration facility, Wood; Adolph R. Ltbke,
(C), Box 10,5 Tomah.

Senator MEAD. Mr. Chairman, I wish to present some statements
for the record, and then to call a witness.

First of all I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the com-
mit tee, and I apologize for taking your time, and I will be very brief.

I want to present for the record a statement of facts about the
proposed fur tax and its effect upon the income of the American
farmer, and in there there is a strtement on the proposed tax increase
and its effect upon the incire cf the farmer, a statement with refer-
ence to furs and their not being a luxury but a practical necessity.
Then, a summarization of the opposition that was placed in the record
some time ago by the farm organization.

I also addressed a letter to the Department of the Interior for facts
with reference to the size and scope of the trapping industry, and I
ask that the reply to that letter be put in the record.

That letter shows that the fur crop in the United States is valued
at from sixty to seventy million dollars peryear and that twelve to
fourteen million dollars of that oes to the fur frmes who produce
silver foxes and minks in captivity, and that the number of trapping
licenses in the United States is given as being 2,661,855, and that a
good many of those licenses are issued to the cel4dren of farmers
owners, and operators of farms, and there are about 200,000 additional
trappers, which comprises a group of individuals living, in States where
licenses of this character are not required.

I would also like to have inserted in the record a memorandum in
opposition to the proposed increase in tax on furs by members.of the
National Federation of the Fur Industry, with winch are associated
some 36 organizations representing the fur industry in all its branches
from farm groups on through stages of production to the retailer.

The CHAIRMAN. All those documents may be inserted in the record.
(The documents referred tQ are as follows-)

MEMORANDUM SUBMITrED IN OPPOSITION TO THE INCREASED TAx ON FURS Dy
THE NATIONAL FEjyDATION OF THE Fun INDUSTRY, INC., WITH WHicn ARE
ASSOCIATED THE FOLLOWING 38 ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTING THE FUR
INDUSTRY ins AL ITs BRANCHES Fao THE FAIM GRouPs THmOUGH ALL
SrAors or PRCDUcnox To THE Rnritsit

The American Fur Merchants Associa- Colorado Raw Fur Dealers' Association
tion, Inc. F. D. Service Co., Inc.

Amerikan National Fur Breeders' Asso- Fouke Fur Co.
ciatioa -Fur Brokers Aseciation of America, Ine.

Associated Fur Wholesalers of Southern Fur Cleaners of the Fur Industry
Californis Fur Cuttings Dealers' Association of

Associated Fur Industries of Chicago, ' New York
Inc. Fur Dresr and Dyers Assoclat[on

Associated M1. & M. Fur Farmers Inc. Inc.
Chicago Wholesale Fur Credit A55o- Fur Dressers' Guild, Inc.

claton Fur Dyer.' Trade Council

'Naitla tya by Dsabled Amerksn Veteas.a . 8a O.-IaJattm te-s Ill-ups.
D.-Indres pabe Ak .. Vteras 5ptmet p"

l-odlcktes Disabled American Veterms cbapter paid.
0--Indkstes coty-pald set-ups.

93331-44----.-
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Fur Institute of Philadelphia
Fur Stripers and Blenders Associates,

Inc.
Great Lakes Mink Breeders' Association

Inc.
Indiana Fur Buyers' Association
Inland Empire Fur Breeders' AesocIation
Iowa Fur Dealers' Association
Southwestern Trade Associations and

Groups
Midwestern Hide, Fur and Wool Deal-

ers' Association
Minnesota Raw Fur Dealers' Associa-

tion
National Grange, The

New York Fur Dealers Employers Asso-
ciation

North American Fur Auction Associa-
tion

Pennsylvania Trappers and Dealers'
Association

Cregon Fox and Mink Association
Puget Bound Fur Farmers' Association
Rabbit Dyers Institute, Inc.
Raw Fur and Wool Association of St.

Louis, Mo.
Seattle Retail Furriers' Association
Silk Association of the Fur Industry,

Inc.
Spokane. Fur. Merchants' Assoelation
Washington State Fur Dealers' Asso-i elation

Ta'sH FAcTs ABOUT THU PROPOseD FUR TAX AND ITs EFFECT ON THU INCOME
. OF THE AMERICAN FARMER

The House of Representatives proposes to increase the tax on furs from the
present rate of 10 percent of the retail sales price to a rate of 25 percent of the
retail sales price (H. R. 3687). This would mean an Increase of considerably more
than 800 percent over the 1936-38 tax rate of 3 percent of the wholesale price and
an increase of 150 percent over the present rate.

TU GREAT FARM ORGANIZATIONS, SUCH AS THU AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FED-
BRATION AND THE NATIONAL, ORANGE, HAVE LONG RZCOoNIZED THAT ANT TAX
ON FURS IS A TAX ON THE AMERICAN FARMER

The American Farm Bureau Federation, in a letter to former Senator James P.
Pope, of Idaho, dated May 7, 1936, and printed in the Congressional Record of
June 1936, stated that it had passed the follow ing resolution at its annual mee.ing:

We favor the elimination or modification of the so-called luxury tax
on furs, which now has a depressing influence on prices received by farmer-
trappers for raw furs.

and further stated that the tax-
forces the purchaser of raw furs to pay less prices for these products which
are produced very largely by farmer-trappers in all parts of tOe Nation.
In fact, I believe' i Is approximately right to state that between 75 percent
and 80 percent of the furs of this Nation are gathered by farmer-trappers
and their sons. Anything which tends to beat down the prices on raw
furs is serious to a large list of farmers who, in the winter months mostly,
when work is light, gather the fur crop of the Nation.

SIX FUNDAMENTAL FACTS ABOUT THE FUR CROP

1. Furs are a product of the farm, just as wheat and eorn and cotton are.
2. Approximately 600,000 American farmer-trappers gather our national fur

crop. I h no
3. Every State in the Union Is a producer of furs.
4. Furs add approximately $90,000,000 to annual farm Income.
5. The fur crop Is one of the most profitable from the standpoint of net cah

return to the farmers,'because It requires very little investment of labor or
capital. In fact, outstanding farm authorities have stated that the farmers' net
Income from the fur crop is often greater than the net income from some of the
more staple crops, such as wheat.

6. To a great extent, it is the young sons of the farmers, schoolboys under draft
age, who do the actual fur trapping, so that there is no diversion of labor from the
war effort. -

The proposed tax Increase would drastically reduce the income of the American
farmer because It would result in a cutting 6f prices at each level of production,
starting from the retailer and working down through the wholesaler, the raw-fur
dealer and finally to the farmeriln order to absorb or shift bsc the tax and thus

520
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overcome the Increased sales resistance of Mrs. American Housewife to the higher
retail prices that the tax would otherwise cause.

The end result of this price-cutting process would be that the price of raw furv
to the farmer would be beaten down and the impact of the tax would ultimately
fall almost entirely upon farm Income.

The House Ways and Means Committee, In Its report on the Hons3 bill, dated
November 18, 1943, only partly recognized the serious effect of the proposed
fur tax on the farmer when It conceded that:

"On cheaper fur coats and fur-trimmed coats, which compete with tax-free
cloth coats, some of the tax might have to be absorbed, or shifted to the whole-
Wslers" (H. Rept. No. 871, p. 28).
. Unfortunately, the ommittc did not complete the picture. The tax-shifting

process would not stop with the wholesaler, but would continue don n the line
from the wholesaler to the raw-fur dealer and finally to the farmers and their
sons-the forgotten end men In the chain-who could not shift the tax and would
be compelled to absorb it.

Furthermore, It Is the "cheaper fur coats and fur-trimmed coats" mentioned In
the House report that sell for under $100 and comprise approximately 60 percent
of all fur garments sold.

THE PRePOe D FUR TAX UNFAIRLY DISCAIVINATS8 oA0A& TEs ARsR-TRAPEss
BECAUSE-

No other kind of wearing apparel Is taxed.
* The Increased tax wouldcreate a 25 percent price differential between fur and
cloth coats of equal Intrinsic value and would drastically reduce retail fur sales.

If the proposed tax becomes law, Mrs. American Housewife will still be able
to buy an $8 cloth coat for $80, but if she should prefer to buy an $80 fur coat
because of its greater warmth and durability, It will cost her $100, because of the tax.

Is this fair?

FURS ARE NOT A LUXURY, BUT A PRACTICAL NECESSITY

The proposal to Increase the fur tax Is based on the erroneous Idea that furs
are a luxury, to be classified with expensive jewelry and perfumes, etc. Nothing
could be further from the truth.

From the viewpoint of the gras-roots farmer, they are certainly not a luxury,
but just another crop, gathered in the gray dawn of cold winter mornings from a
far-flung line of traps.

From the standpoint of the consumer, approximately 60 percent of fur garments
sell for under $100 and are bought largely by the working class-and of all fur
garments sold 82.4 percent sell for $200 or less, 15,9 percent sell between $200
and $600, 1.7 percent sell for over $500.

In the majority of the States-and especially in the cold-climate States-fur
garments are a practical necessity and have a far greater utility value than cloth

romn the standpoint of warmth and durability. Although, In many Instances, the
purchase of a fur cost will require a greater initial Investment, it is common
experience that the average fur coat will far outlast the cloth coat.. Whereas the
average cloth coat might be wearable for two or three seasons, the wearable life
of a fur coat ranges between 4 and 10 years, depending on the usage. Actually,
the cost to the wearer of a fur coat purchased In the moderate price range Is less,
on a usage basis, than that of a cloth coat.

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE FUR TAX IN THE ROUaS WAT AND SI ANS coaMrrrs

Strangely enough, the House reduced the Treasury Department's proposed rate
on jewelry (having a sales volume over twice that of furs) from 30 to 20 percent,
but left the proposed rate of 25 percent on furs stand, although jewelry Is clearly
a luxury, while the great majority of furs bought by Mrs. American Housewife
are necesitles acquired for practical, everyday use.
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The Triasupy Department proposed the following excuse tax increases (see
hearings, pt. 1, pp. 31, 38):

• ~M M II-,,
Ptenl Pouwm MWM MIu"M I Oa

1.wry 50 99. 3so5 147.9Fu ======================== N' 35 t s.eo 5.1
To rp~um.. ............ 30 35 $L# 6e1.4

it wil be observed that, except n the me Of JeweIry and then only to an In-
significant extent, no coadderation was given by the Tressury Department to the
law of diminishing returns in estimating the additional revenue to be qbtained by
the proposed increases. It was simply assumed that revenue would be increased
In direct proportion to the increase in the rate.

1ao TBz TwaNDNorx0T or %ZWCIASJD FUDIAL REVU- , TUN 1 aOPI00 PUN
TAX WILL DEFEAT ITS OWN PURPOSE

By killing-or at least seriously injuring-the proverbial goose thaA lays the
golden eggs.

It Is clear from the foregoing tables that the Government's estimate of Increased
revenue to be derived from the proposed fur tax entirely ignores the factoex of
increased males resistance to higher retail price and the Increased eompetito of
tax-free eloth coats that will be created by the tax. Taking these vital factor
into eonaderatlon, it is apparent that the increased revenue, if any, will fall far
short of the Government's optimistic estimate. And certainly the greater part o
any increased revenue will tome out of the pockets of American farmer-trawrs.

Furthermore, the tax would cripple or destroy the fur Industry, which -direetly
employs 76,000 workers, most of whom are not fitted for other employment. The
increased tax would cause the usual beat-the-tax buying spree on the part of the
public, but this would be followed by a disastrous and permanent slumip *n sales
volume, with bankruptcy for many of the employers and unemployment for
thousands of fur workers. Tax evasion would be highly rewarded and black mar.
kets would flourish. 'ihe resultant loss to the Government of income and excess-
profits taxes would be enormous and would more than offset aty increaseof reve-
nue that might be derived from the proposed tax.

TURI SHOULD NZ NO INCREASE IN THE TAX ON FUS

To summaritw.-(1) The great farm organszations have taken the position that
any tax on furs is a tax on the farmer.trapper and reduces his income; (2) the pro-
posed fur tax unfairly discriminates against the farmer-traper furs are not a
luxury but a practical necessity; (3) the tax will not increase the Federal revenue,
but will kill the goose that lays the golden tax egM.

DaPARTMRNi o THM INTERIOR,
. FISH AND WILDLIFE SEVICa,

Hon. JAmEs M. MzAD, M M, November 85, 1948.

United States senate,
Washington, D. 0.

MT Dan SUoAToR MeaD: Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of Novem-
ber 19 addressed to Dr. Gabrlelson.

The lively demand for all kinds of fur puts into the pocket of the American
trapper millions of dollars a year. Until trapping begins these fur. have not eost
them a single effort. Speaking generally, fur animals transform uncultivated
and useless materials into valuable peltries without expense or attention on the
part of the landowners. They are doing this throughout the United States.
When the grain and hay harvest is over, farmers, their sons, and tenants take
down their traps and set out to get the crop of fur. This fur crop in the United
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States has a value fro~i$M,60;&0 o $7)000000 per year. Twenty 'percent of
this amount, or approximately $12,000,000 to $14,000,000, goes to fur farmers
who produce silver foxes and minks In captivity and a considerable portion of it
Is also received by professional trapper.

Enclosed you wi find hunting and trapping license data distributed by States
for the year 1941-42. The number of trapping licenses is given as 2,661,855.
Three-fourths of this number may be conspired as farmers and farm boys who
spend part 4f their time trapping fur animals. This is not the whole story,
however, fo'. under State laws the number of licensed trapper does not include

.residect larIdowners, their children or tenants and boys under 15, 16, or 17 years
of age, wh., in many States, are not required by law to purchase a trapping license.
There are at least 200,000 more trappers who comprise this group ofindivlduals

•and a large portion of them are farmer-trappers. It is reasonable to believe that
because of the labor situation, a greater number of farmers and farm boys will be
traEping this season than previously.

Er coised also you will find a opy of Agricultural Circular No. OW, Game and
,Wild-Fur Production and UtilIza on on Agricultural Land. This will furnish
additional information reltlve to the farmer and the fur crop.

You might wish to contact the Washington offle of the American Farm Bureau
Federation, and also correspond with Mr. Chester M. Woolworth, president of the
Animal Trap Co. of America at Litits, Pa. Mr. Woolworth and his associates
are In a position to furnish sdditional information regarding the number of trap-,
pers that operate annually, In the United States.

Sincerely yours, ALnZaT M. DAy, Adix# Director.

(U.S. Depatu t c the ntenor, FM NO Wfid W, Serds, CSw M., 1, 1w

HUrINo AND TeArrixo Liczxsx DATA rFo TJ3U YEAR 1941-42

(Compiled by Harold T. Smother, in charge of apportionments and statistics,
Division of Federal Aid In Wildlife Restoration)

During the year ended June 30, 1942, $13,921,974 was paid for licenses by
8,532,364 hunters, of whom 8,441,560 were residents and 90,794 were non-
residents, including aliens. In the previous year the total number of license.
was 7,924,822 of which 7,847,992 were residents and 76,830 were nonresident
and tAe revenue reported totaled $14,464,478. The increase over the previous
year in the number of licenses issued was 607,632 but there was a decree" in
revenue reported of $642,604. The decrease in revenue Is due to the factMhat the
previous year's figures included the total revenue from the combination licenses
which permit fishing as well as hunting, where the amount applying to fishing
is not fineluded-in this'yesr's report.

In the total number of license, issued to hunters in 1941-42 Michigan led with
848869. Pennsylvania. 687153- Ohio, 614,106; New York, 612911- Indiana
400,89d; Illinois, $42,832; Californla, 329,643; Wisconsin, 327,746; Minnesota,
295 665; and Washin4 ton, 233,764.

epaid for hunting licenses In Pennsylvania In 1941-42 totaled $1,615 664
In M Ichig, $1,212,617' New York, y3,168; CalifornIs, $818,815; Ohio,
$7738681- Ilinois, $i31,9&3; Wisconsin, $473,984; Washington, $384,064; Col-
orado $.75 846; and Oregon, $368 095.

Feeral duek stamps were purced by 1,437,220 hunters in 1941-42 which
is an Increase of 176,410 over the 1,260,810 stamps sold during the preceding
-year. More than 2,00000 persons were granted licenses authorizing the trap-
ptg of fur bearers. However, many of these were combination licenses which
thehoiders obtained for the privilege of hunting and fishing and In those instances
the privilege of trapping was not exercised.

The appended tabulations summarize by States the number of licenses issued
and the revenue oollected. I
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* TrCIppill 1iW163 Wuode by Slate. July 1, 1941,1 to~s 3Ne0, 1940

__ No Mbsr of" I Number ol Yeeicses iPW
.............. . . .o,- ........ ........

A,0 1 .... ama..... .... '
Ckrtu ala. ................ 2.!8,0w1............. ....Cadimruls ........ . ...... -12 too $76 ,'M rmo.........i 1a!

6.1 .477e 17.762 4. 16®
P*Uwau ............. ...... ,Nor t Dako o ............. 64481 96.448
7,'1ome',9 .................... 1,4 Ilif ob ....................... 1105 ...........
0. .. 6.... Okehom................. 1 618

16,038 3,.64 Penl0 ena ............. O7, t.
I ..diana............ LOh .... A IN 5571 ..........

lo && 4 m .............. T& l 1. i~ot ::r .......... ...... I .....
K a .... ........... I , 1 T o~ so ...... am........ ..0Iow a ...... ........ M003 M3. 4% ot Ca............a..... . .

XU1U2S.u7 .................. . A 37 ,377 8 b Dakota 41..............6

M a i n... ........ 1...0..t ah. 4.106S, M Tam0 ud ....................... 1,9 7
Ma l..d. . ................... ,421 8.130

M ..a.h..e... 3*L 6 8 .......... Vrni0M ................... 30

Moean a.................. 7 3 ...1.
,ebra,. ................. 08 0, Totl ................ , *6,,5 

4 1
4a

Hung.-.cen.e and federal duck-amp re u, Ju 1, 1943, to ",rgi 30, 1949

Arbos I ... ::: ........ MA IA MO Wo$ .
pArsu" ........................... ....... .. W5, 7~ 50 8 .

swdl tamps

Alabam .......................... 7.N 706 1178" 818&441 669
Arizona ............................. 303 426 372 90,89 454
Arkanm .................................. 6160 X352 6 32 131450 1.836
Calos .................................. 327.73 9 190 3R 643 $ .61 111.339
Colorado........... ........ 14.94) 130 177.07 1 37643 V.384

.........s.......................... . 74 4 ,110 41,33 1 9263 434
Delswar............................ to, 896 61 k6761 2 223 & 732
Florida ................................... 613,0 o3 e 040 1%015 14.61

7 3 9 R0671 10.7 &77
............................... 6 106 10 931 120,852 23.o4

Minos ................ ..... .41,522 1,310 32 1.33 64
DAIMSna ............................. 40 i 641 W 30 22.071
Iaws .................................. 33,8 201 32027 p am 81.368
Kass4............................. 107 321 M 02.07 104.996 31.176
3otP,.alucy 44............................9 40 97S70 15%295 4.W

louebisiana............................ 10,29 2 .299 15.9 16079 41021

................................. 48 051 08 1,0
Mal. ........................... 7 6 L 647 734 r. 1,4
Ues* s elty....................... .367 4l R914 7.I 22 230

M'i n ............................... 61 96 66 .1 103.79

MinneYot ............................ 9.18 7.., 63 0.69, 1,,.03
34 . 117.631 OR113.3a 266 9.707

Mortana............................ l16,6 3 7 21 32 1

36f t ... .. .. M&, -
Nebrask... ..................... 13. 1. 1. 1073 30.114
Nevada ................................. 131 KIM4 28 463 6616
New Hamsehire..................... 88426 3.062 8.456 67,63 M 3545
New 1ee..............117.061 1,4 156404 277.906 2&3so
Ne w Malco.............24,164 1.470 2684 IABW60 4.732

,eio . .......................... 4314 616.911 M3si 'A amOrthaboa ....................... 257,483 2.676 16on.361 16 11.066

Orth Dkta........................, 27 11M6 1%6 26%034

Txas .............................. I, 11 Mn 87,071 2556
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Hutinoi(eisu and federal duek-slamp returm, July 1, 1941, to Jun. 80, 1941-
Continued

SO R t NOS Tot Fu h6bd rb~ do

deMI caw I- stmps

Wes V i g ............................. 0 1 14453 1 6 1 1
WVe n .................................. 86,710 1S2 320 4 1 1% W 1&310
Hsw nLs ........................................................ ................... 9W
W isoi ................................ 7,370 47%9H4 U"1

'

t1c~~mh12,121 401 11,542 343 3&911

... .. .. ... .... .. . .'
TOt................ 3.41,56 WO 794j 3, 8354 .611.974 1,W,=3

Senator MEAD. Now, Mr. Chairman, with the documents inserted
in the record, with your approval I will ask the committee if they will
hear Mr. Fred Brenckman, representing the farm groups who are in
opp sition to this proposed tax, and I appreciate your courtesy.

Tho CHAIRMAN. Very well, Mr. Brenckman.

STATEMENT OF FRED BRENCKMAN, REPRESENTINO THE NA.
TIONAL ORANOE

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Mr. Chairman, my" name is Fred Brenckman.
I am the Washington representative of the National Grange.

We desire to call the attention of the committee to what we regard
as an inequitable adjustment of the tax proposed on furs, as comparedwith jewelry.

The present tax on both furs and jewelry is 10 percent. The
Treasury proposed a 30-percent tax on jewelry and a tax of 25 percent
on furS. However, the House reduced the Treasury's propose rate
on jewelry from 30 to 20 percent, but left the proposed rate on furs at
25 percent as recommended by the Treasury Department. We con-
sider this both unfair and illogical. Aside from Watches and plain
wedding ring , jewelry is a luxury that people can do without if neces-
sary. On the other hand in the colder sections of the country, furs
are not a luxury and have been worn since the earliest times to provide
warmth and to protect the health of the people during the winter
months.

Approximately 60 percent of fur garments sell for less than $10)
and are bought largely by the working class. During the days of the
American Revolution, many of our soldiers wore coonskin caps, not as
a matter of ostentation or display, but to keep their ears warm. We
are told that when Gen. Daniel Morgan and his celebrated Virginia
riflemen marched from Winchester to Boston to join Washington's
little army, they all wore coonskin caps, and if any move had been
made to tax those caps, we can be assured there would have been a
counter-revolution instantly. I might be said that in those days the
Continental Congress did not have the power of taxation. They
could only request the States for such amounts as they were willing to
give for the upkeep of the general Government.

About 82 percent of all fur garments sell at a price not exceeding
$200; about 16 percent sell at a figure between $200 and $500; and less
than 2 percent sell for $500 or more.
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The present ta of 10 percent on jewelrWields aggregate revenues of
$89,200,000 annually. The Treasury estimates that a 30 percent tax
would produce revenues aggregating $256,500,000.

By way of comparison, Ihe 10 percent tax on furs yields $38.200,000.
According to the Treasury estimate, a 25 percent tak would produce
$93,000,000.

From the standpoint of revenue, more is to be gained by increasing
the tax on jewelry than upon furs. Our suggestion is that as a matter
of equity and fair play, the tax on jewelry be placed at 25 percent,
with a tax of 15 percent on furs. Such an arrangement would probably
result in a larger revenue yield and would give due recognition to the
fact that a necessary article of wearing apparel should not be taxed as
high as jewelry, which is a luxury.

Briefly referring to the interest of agriculture in this matter, it may
be said that about 65 percent of our domestic furs are produced by
fur farmers and by farmer-trappers. In normal times, the fur crop
of the farm has a value of approximately sixty to seventy million
dollars per year. Under present conditions, the value of the fur crop
to farmers may run s high as $90,000,000 per year. From $12,000,000
to $14,000,000 goes to fur farmers who produce silver foxes and minks
in captivity. The number of trapping licenses issued annually total
more than $2,260,000. About three-fourths of this riumber are
farmers and their sons who spend pait of their time trapping fur-
bearing animals. Every State in the Union produces furs of some
kind or another.

If the tax on furs is made too high, it naturally follows that there
will be sales resistance, and the result will be that the price for raw
furs going to farmers and trappers will be reduced.

For the reasons which have been enumerated, we think that there
should be a readjustment of the tax rate as between furs and jewelry.
We likewise think that this can be done without any loss of revenue
to the Government, while vindicating the sound principle that the
necessities of the prople ,hould not be taxed as heavily as luxuries.

The CHAIRMAN. Ve thank you, Mri Brenckman.
Senator DAvIs. How many fur-bearing animals are there in

Pennsylvania?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. There are quite s; few fur farmers in Pennsylvania

and in other northern States. As I stated a moment ago, Senator
the value of the furs produced by farmers who grow silver fox and
mink in captivity runs from twelve to fourteen million dollars per year.

Senator DAVIS. What is the present tax on, furs?
Mr. BRENCKKAN. Ten percent, the same as on jewelry.
Senator DAVIS. What did they raise jewelry to?
Mr. BIRnrCKMAN. The Treasury proposed that the tax on jewelry

should be raised to 30 percent, and the tax on furs increased from
10 to 25 percent. The House reduced the tax on jewelry to20 percent,
but left the tax on furs at 25 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Brenckman.
Mr. MclAughlin.
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STATEMENT OF DONALD H. MOLAUGHLIN, REPRESENTIG TEE
* TAX COMMITTEE OF THE AMERIOAN MINING CONGRENSS

i Mr. MCIAUoRLIN. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the tax committee
of the American Mining Congress, of which I am a member; I am
speaking in support of the amendment introduced by Senator Johnson
to the section of the revenue bill that pertains to gross income from the
property for purposes of percentage depletion.
. When percentage depletion was introduced in the Revenue Act of
19.32, the Treasury Regulations under which it was to be administered
were the subject of conferences between Assistant Secretary Douglas
and others of the Treasury Department, and representatives of the
Mining industry among whom I was included. The regulations then
adopted have been preserved essentially in their present form as far
as definition of "gross income" is concerned except for a single eimend-
ment, in 1940 with regard to allocation of a portion of the profits of a
mining enterprise to certain processes or operations to which reference
will be made later.

When the 1932 regulations were adopted, it was understood by, the
representatives of the mining industry that the omission of a complete
recital of the many processes by which ores are beneficiated was simply.
to avoid burdening the regulations with a lengthy and possibly incm..
plets statement, and that the meaning of the act wis met by the inclu-
sion of phrases such as "other processes" which were deemed adequate
to cover other common methods Of treatment similar in their function'
to those specified. With the regulations in this form, it was believed
that the administration of the law would not depart from what we had
been informed was the intent of the Members of Congress who had
sponsored the liislation.

This was clearly expressed later upon the floor of the Senate by
Senator Thomas when in a discussion with Senator Johnson (I.
8291, vol. 88, Congressional Record, 77th Cong., 2d ss.), he said:

When the ainendments providing for percentage depletion were under consider,
ation In 1932, it was our undertanding that the ordinary treatment process
which a mine operator would normally apy In order to obtain a awitable product,
should be considered as a part of the iing operation.

That this understanding was well founded and expressed the agree-
ment reached at this conference with Assistant Secretary Douglas is
clearly borne out by the action of the Bureau of Internal Revenue
for the next g years in accepting and settling tax returns based upon
it. During tis period, the law with regard to percentage depletion
was repeatedly reenacted and the regulations remained essentially.
unchanged. For example, in the case of gold mineA, common processes
such as amalgamation and oyanidation were regarded as the equivalent
of concentration by. gravity or flotation, and no distinction was made
between the tax return of a company employing the former as its
major method of beneficiation and one that happened to find ,the
latter better suited to its ores.

In 1041, however, the Bureau unexpectedly took a position that
implied it had been in error in the preceding years and claimed
deficiencies in the returns of a number of companies for the years
1938, 1939, and 1940, which were the only ones still open for adjust-
ment, by requiring that the cost of processes such as eyanidation in
the case of gold ores and furnacing in the case of quicksilver ores

527.
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init be deductbd in caldulating gro6s ifcom& upon which percentage
depletion was based on the grounds that these processes were not
specifically mentioned in the regulations. This current stand of the
Jsureau is not based on anypublio statements, so it Is difficult to
kno* just how far it is intended to go in excluding one after another
of the well recognized processes of beneficlation from the group that
was formerly accepted as the equivalent of concentration by gravity
or flotation, but from the various cases that have now arisen, the
-Axpayer cannot avoid feeling apprehensive that the term "other
proiesses" in the regulations is no longer of any significance in the
eyes of the Treasury.

The question of allotment of profits to specific processes of bene-
ficiation was discussed at the conferences in 1932, but it was ruled
out on account of the difficulties of administering it in a simple and
equitable way not subject to controversy. In spite of these considera-
tions that were regarded as compelling in 1932, provision for allotment
of a portion of the profits to process subsequent to those mentioned
was made in the relations issued in 1940 and applied in the claims
for deficiencies to which reference is made above.

As a result, the differences in treatment of taxpayers, even in the
same type of mining operations, have been so great and inequitable
that th8 wisdom of the early decision to keep the administration of
the law on as simple a basis as possible has been confirmed in a mostpositive way. •p The proyd amendment simply incorporates in the law the prac-

ticestesablished by the Bureau under the 1932 regulations, and does
not modif the exiting regulations in any essential way except to
limit the deductions in calculating gross income to the, costs of the
processes or services subsequent to those which are regarded as ordi-
nary treatment processes and specifically stated as such.
.The clarification of the law that would be accomplished by this
amendment would relieve many taxpayers not only of uncertainties
with regard to their tax liabilities but also with regard to choice of
technical practic,-for the present policies of the Bureau create such
discrimination between processes designed to accomplish identical
ends that a taxpayer might feel compelled to replace an entirely satis-
factory plant with one of a type that now happens to be spedifically
mentioned in the regulations.

Consequently, Ifeel strongly that in the interest of fair treatment
as between taxpayers in the -mining industry and simplicity in the
administration of the revenue act it is imperative to remove these
sources of uncertainty and conflict by adopting the proposed amend-
ment that restores Treasury procedure to that which was originally
intended by Congress and that makes unmistakably clear just what
can and what cannot be deducted from the value of the output of
mines in calculating their depletion base.

(he 'amendment by Senator Johnson, referred to above, is as
follows:).

628
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AMENDMENT Intended to be proppeed by Mr. losxsox ol CoWordo to the bill (H. R. 3887) to provide
re s, and for t erpurpoees, v: a t We p-: plce, iWert tbe (oUowlng:

SEC. -. GBOs INCOME FROM PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF PERCENTAGE DEPLETION.
(a) Section 114 (b) (4) is amended by adding at the end thereof a new sub-

paragraph, (B), to read as follows:
"(B) Definition of Gross Income From Property.-As used in this para-

graph the term 'gross Income from the property' means the gross income
from mining. The term 'mining', as used herein, shall be considered to
include not merely the extraction of the ores or minerals from the ground
but also the ordinary treatment processes normally applied by mine owners
or operators in order to obtain the commercially marketable mineral product
orproduets. The term 'ordinary treatment processes' as used herein,
shall include the following: (i) In the case of coa--cieaning, breaking,
sizing, and loading for shipment; (i) in the case of sulfur-pumping to vats,
cooling, breaking, and loading for shipment; (iii) in the case of iron ore,
bauxite, ball and sagger clay, rock asphalt, and minerals which are custom-
arily sold in the form of a crude mineral product-sorting, concentrating,
an wintering to bring to shipping grade and form, and loading for shipment-
and (iv) in the case of lead, zinc, copper, gold, silver, or fluorspar ore, and
ores which are not customarily sold in the form of the crude mineral product-
crushing, grinding, and beneficlation by concentration (gravity, flotation,
amalgamation, eleetroetatic, or magnetic), cyanidation, leaching, precipita-
tion (but not including electrolytic deposition), or by substantially equivalent
processes or combination of processes used In the separation or extraction of
the product or products from the ore, including the furnacing of quicksilver
ores. In the determination of such gross income from mining, there shall
be excluded the costs of any process or service which does not constitute
an ordinary treatment process. The principles of this subparagraph shall
also be applicable in determining gross income attributable to mining' for
the purposes of sections 731 and 735."

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) hereof shall be effective as of the
date of enactment of the Internal Revenue Code.

(c) Section 114 (b) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1938 and the corresponding
provisions of the Revenue Acts of 1936, 1934, and 1932 as amended, are hereby
amended by Inserting therein the amendment contained in subsection (a), other
than the last sentence thereof, such amendment to be effective as of the-date of
enactment of each of the respective Acts.

The CHAIRMAN. I believe that ends the list for today and the com.
mittee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

(Thereupon, at 5:20 p. n., the committee adjourned until 10 a. in..
Friday, December 3, 1943.)
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The committee met, pursuant to adjournment at 10 a. m., in room

812, Senate Office Building, Senator David 1 Wash (acting chair-
imn) presiding..
. Present: Senators Walsh (acting chairman), Barkley, Bailey, Clark,

Byrd Gerry, Ouffey, Johnson, Radcliffe, Lucas, Vandenberg, Davis,
Danaher, nnd Taft.

Senator WALSII. The committee will come to order, please. Senator
George telephoned me this morning. Evidently he is suffering from
a severe throat trouble and also suffering from a high temperature.
He is confined to Ids home by the doctor's orders, probably until
Monday, and he has asked me to preside over this meeting.

Senator Pepper, have you any statement to present ?
Senator P Lm. Mr, Chairman and members of the committee, Sen-

ator Andrews and I would like to present to the committee Oov.
Spessard L. Holland, of Florida, who would like to appear in opposi.
tion to the pari-mutuel tax.

STATEMENT OF RON. SPESSARD L HOLLAND, GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OP FLORIDA

.Senator WAxeu. Th; committee will be pleased to hear you,
Governor.

Governor Hoturm. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, today a year ago, as

I recall it, I had the pleasure of appearing before this committee the
doubtful pleasure so far as the necessity of coming to be heard on this
particular matter is concerned, but the pleasure always of seeing the
members of the committee.

Now here we are back again. Since the argument was so fully made
before, and since we have the factual matter presented by way of brief
not only from our State but also from the various national organiza-
tions that are involved so vitally in this matter, I shall not go into
great detail.

There are about four points that I want to make. First, that it
seems to me this is a field of taxation which rightfully belongs pecu-
liarly to the States, The legalization of racing depends entiely on
Whether the State thinks it a matter of sound public policy to legiize
racing within its boundaries. A few States have thought it was proper
to legaize racing and have done so. The total number is 22; 19 con-
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. ducted racing this lst year, but only a or 6 would agree that there is
any important revenue either to the States or to the Federal Govern-
ment involved.

It seems to us, in the first place, then that here is a field of revenue
existent solely because of the creation by State statute which shouldbe peculiarly, as a natter ofright, reserved othe States.
_end, that not ofily would it be discHfimiiistion es amongst the

States, because every State has it in its power to make this set-up, if it
chooses to do so, as a matter of its own sound existence, but that it is
also a fact that each'Sta'te that his taken ih['sti realized when it did
so that there is an important matter of policing and regulation which
it must assure.' Each 'StAte that has legalized racing has assumed
that responAbility. It is a heavy one, and we in Florida have endeav-
oredto discharge it in a decept way and I believe we have, and I
-am sure that same comment can be made for all the'dtheo States. >This
proposed tax does n6t propose to asaumeay part of tht responsibility
or take any of that burden on behalf of the Federal Government; but
-to the contrary simply seeks to intervene to'th extent of taking all,
or in some cases more than all, ol the revenue that has customarily gone
to the States under this set-up. . .' .I....
• In the third place, I want to call your 'attention to the fact that in

those Stats where the 'revenue -ubjet - IS 'ati iniortant! one in thih
eonhectioni it would involve aiid entail .peculiar hardship- heavy'
losses, and in some States statutory and in others even constitutional
changes to offset the injury that would be done to the State ta kstruo-
ture. In our State, for instance, the last normal year of 6peratioA the
revenue was $4,890,000 from this source,. representingbetween one-
sixth and one-seventh of thatportion of the re.enie of the StAN whith
has to'do with' carryingon the general State.govoenment. Not only
is that true, but in our State we have a constituti6hAl provisionI, arid
it is the only one of the kind that we have, permitting the division
'of thief revenue amongst the counties, whether latge' -small, -on an
equal basis. It is the only such provisibil in our constitution, and
under that constitution there has been divide% back to the counties
nearly $2,500,000 a year on an equal basis. On the part of many coun-
ties in the State, constituting the great majority and all of-'the'sMall

* ones, this is a very vital part of the reverie for the'operation of the
county government on' which they deprd. Inasmuc'&§ this siuc-
ture is built upon State sufferance and requiring, as it would in our
Siate, not only an extraordinary session of the legislature to deal with
the subject temporarily, but a constitutionalamendnnt in the event
this should become a permanent policy of th' 'Federal Government,
we think this imposes unnecessary severe hardships and hardships that
we think are not commensurate at all with the 'advantages, if any
that would flow to the Federal Government out of the imposition oi
this taxi, ' !" - : (, - , , !

Now, the next point that I would like to make is that eaeh' State in
legalzing the set-up within its own boundaries has. sought to express
by an act of its legislature what it thinks'i thb natimum burden that
can be sustained by this business and yet allow it to rSimin A; probtfile
business.' In our State I am pretty sure'that we have. gone. the' limit
in this regiard.- Ever siico legalflzed racing *ks st' upI W'.ha0
had 15-pbreent take appllkable to the dog-rae tax and to th Hialeah
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Fronton, and ever since 1941 .w have a 15-percent take applicable to
the horse tracks., .I havb heard a lot of debate as to whether 15 percent
can be sustained by any of, the tracks, and It seems to be the betJudg-
ment by those who know best on the subjectthat, except in Florida and
California, there is, doubt Whether, 15 percent tan be sustained at all
by the'hotset. and most of the advised people do not think that in
normal times We will be able to sustain it there, although we have as
o f th e p re s e n t t im e . " : ' ' * .' '

Now, this added 5 percent, which would increase that take under
some interpretations of this proposed act to 20 percent would,, we
think, completely break down the structure and simply kill the goose
that laid the golden; egs Now, if it is planned that this 5 percent
should be addid to theegalized take already submitted in the various

ttes, that would be the result. If, to the contrry, It is planned to
have the tracks pay, 5 percent then, in my humble jud-met, the
result would be to largel-y discontinue racing entir~y. - Ini our State,
for, instance, the horse tracks are allowed a 7-percent take on which
they. mut pay the prices, pay all of the expenses of operation, pay
their income and excess-profits tax which, by the way is very heavy,
and show a profit.if they can. Now, to take S out of that-7 percent
,is indeed killing the goose that laid the golden eggs. ,
• We think that there has been considerable eofa golden egg laid in
this, matter, We have not had the chance, because of the spd with
which this matterhas come up, tget final figures which we could xely
uponourselves to tell you what has been the measure of income and
excess-profits taxes paid to the Federal Government by the race tracks
in Florida alone, but we do think the audits by the larger tracks show
the amnodnt reflected therein. We are safe in saying that more than
$1,50,6G0a year has been going from the tracks to the Federal Govern-
ment by way of income and excess.profits taxes, which is more than
2 percent of the gross amount paid.

Senator VANDRXzO. You do not mean that only geese bet on the
races, do you?

Governor HoLL Wmx I do not mean that , but there is a golden egg
in. this proposition, and. we think the continued reception of that
golden egg will be heavily jeopardized if this propo*l legislation
could be enacted.

Senator JARKLE.. Only geese lose, Senator.
Governor HOLIA.w.M Since my lothas always been to lose, Senator,

I must come within that category. I have never been able to success-
fully pick the winner.

ow, as to the dog tracks, we do not know what could be done in
our State to permit them to sustain themselves.- We could, by a
special session of the legislature-and that would be required, at a
heavy expense to the State, at a time when I think you agree no such
expense should be involved-we could strike off the last 5 percent that
we added on the take at horse tracks and allow this tax to becgpe
operative; if the tax is one that could be added to the take. ,'
. As to the dog tracks and Hiqleah Fronton the State gets only 3 p'er-
-cent out of thq total take of 16, and several of the dog tracks had to
fold upalredy, simply because of the exigencies of.the militarysituation. After a careful check of the figures of the dog tracks we
believe there areoonly two tracks in the State which coulW sustain this



~pe~ent out of the .1, percent they'get.~.-The other seven tracks now
o rating we feel would ha'e to fold up, and we know four of them
would have 'to fold up. It just seems like an idle thing to impoIse a
tax of this kind when it means the destruction of the industry which
it assumes to tax, and I cannot believe those responsible for the tax
realize that it is so highly destructive and would result in killing the
industry upon which it would hope to levy a tax and from whlch it
would hope to get revenue.

Senator VAt*ORNMUo. Was there any hearing before the House com-
mittee on this subject, GOvernor?1, Governor Hotamm Not to my knowledge, Senator. I would not
like to siy, bt if there was we were not apprised of it in Florida.

Senator Bmwr. Has anything happened since a year ago when
You and' others, appeared before the committee on the same subject
totinprove the situation-in regard to racing that would justify this
tax any more? Then it wa regarded as being unjustifled, you know.

Governor HouAwi. To the contrary, as far as we are concerned, the
picture has g'rovn blacker, because the ban on pleasure driving was
Imposed just at the beginning of our horse-racing season. W- had
just a few days of racing, when we had to cut it. The situation is
more precarious from that standpoint than it was at the time we were
before you.0,

Senator BAIRLEt. This racing situation is one in which the States
that have lepAliz d it have done it as a'special privilege granted by
legislative enactment of the State, and part of the incentive behind
that was to raise revenue for its purposes in one form or another,
either in pereentages or as a license charge.
,Now, the Federal Government proposes to come along and, in effect,

take it away from the States.
(.overnbr Hol.AND That Is right.
Senator BARKLEY. To add it on to what the State collects would

destroy the business.
Governor HotiAN. That is right.
Senator BAiitky. There would be no incentive even for the State

to continue to license it or to permit it if the State is not to receive
any considetation from it, would there?

Governor HoJ-,AxD. That is correct; there would be no incentive
whatever.

There is one more point that I want to make. I touched on it in
the beginning, but evidently Senator Pepper thinks I did not make
it clear enough, and I want to make it cleAr. That is this.: There is
always a heavy problem of law enforcement in this field in connection
with the suppression of bookies and the direction and bets through
legalized channels, that its, through the parimutuel. It would be
an attempt by this legislation to create even more of an incentive
more inducement to the operation of bookies without adding at all
to the enforcement.

By the way, as a matter of fair play, there Is no State in the United
states that does not have bookies. Here, you seek to impose a tax
against the States that have dealt with this thing as decently as they
an lied It as far as they can control it and-deal not at all withbookies in those States..I may also say In the State where there is
legalization ve have a ootistant'battle there with bookies.
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Senator LuoAs. If we pass this measurewheie you have 1 bookie
now, you would have 10 spring up overnight, provided you continued
racing

Governor HouAwD. That is what we fear.
Senator LvoAs. That is the experience that we have had in the past
Governor HouJAiv. There is another point I would like to call

your attention tothat is on the strength of our laws anJ operating
on the faith in their opportunity to continue to exist we have had
heavy investments made. Foi instance, the Hialeah Fronton, and I
know those of you who have seen the Hialeah will agree with me, it is
very fast and furious, yet it can barely operate getting 12 percent of
the 15 percent take. It has a very expensive brick and stone building.
It operates indoors. That investment would be entirely lost,

Senator BARKuY. I haven't seen it, Governor, but I am glad to
accept your invitation.

Governor Hou.& . Just give me the date, Senator, and I will per-
sonally take you down because it is always a pleasure to see that game.
That goes for all members of the committee.

With reference to the dog tracks, there are heavy investments in
nine different tracks. With reference to the horse tracks, where the
investments are by far the heaviest of all, I do not need to tell yougetlemen about them, and certain, not the Senator from Ken ky.

The Hialeah is probably the biggest investment, but if not the
biggest, the horse-racing investment at least approaches that point.

Senator BARKLEY. I would have to reserve the Kentucky situation.
Governor HoAwmw. I would accept that, Senator, but with that

reservation I hope you can go with me on it.
Senator VAmrnmo. I do not think we ought to bring up the Ken.

tucky Eituation on this.
-Senator Bmxzrr. We are going to try to get you to eliminate it

from this bill.
Governor HoU.AND. You can eliminate Florida along with that.
Massachusetts, for distance; I talked with Governor Saltonstall on

this subject 2 weeks ago at the executive committee of Governors'
meeting in Chicago, and I found that he felt kindly toward it- like.
wise, Governor O'Conor, of Maryland, and Governor Green, of Illinois.

Senator BAixltr. How about Governor Dewey, of New YorkI
Governor HouAND. Governor Dewey was not at the meeting. He

is not a member of the executive council, but I understand there is
somebody to speak for him here-his chairman of the racing commis.
sion. , I have no doubt you will hear from him shortly.

I do not want to take any more of your time, gentlemen. It does
seen to me if there is any field in which the States would have the
right to the protection of the Federal Government, it is this field. I
want to call your attention to the fact that the State of Florida has
tried to play very fair with the Federal Government in this general
field of taxation. We withdrew constitutionally from the field of
income taxation; we withdrew from the field of inheritance taxation,
of estate taxation, except insofar as the Congress may allow us credit
we withdrew from the field of general sales taxation. We have tried
to segregate our taxation into fie-Ids that peculiarly belong to the State
because we have tried to foresee this difficulty with which you gentlemen
are dealing at this time.

S0331-44----Si
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Semt6r VAwvmmo. That has been pretty good business for Flor-
iaa has it not I

governor IIouAw. Yes, sir; it has been'excellent business. The
census showed we drew 20.6 the last 10 yars covered and far more
than that tn_9far as our assets and resources were concerned. How-
ever, othor States are making great prgre too. • We shall never set
up any machinery that we think will take people away from other
States.

Senator BAR L. Florida has other attractions besides exemptions
from income tax.

GovemorloU ..w Yes. Racing is one of them. We want to keep
it. We feel very keenly about this matter. '

Senator Luc . Governor, is there any limitation on the funds that
go to' the counties -as to how tliey can spend the money I

Governor HOLL yD. No, sir. i-t goes into theiv:&nral revenue,-
excejt in'those fWe where the counties themelves i by ep&ial act, hke
directed it into' the schools. -All of the racing Tolney which~goe into
the counties, amounti g to neaiy' $ , 6 00," is ent either on county
operation or publi-sch6ol operation. That is 4ry vital. In case
of the majority of the counties, and in all thesmall countiee, itis the
most vital factor that they hive:'

Senator Luo It isa real relief to the counties' operation? I
'Governoi HOIJAND. Ye, sir; it is a real relief to thocounty.

SSenator G(rrisr. How many counties have you In FloridaY "
(0vqrnor Hqiitw. Sixty-seven.?
Senkt6f Gumrky. The same number as we have 'in Pennsylvania?
Governor HOLLAD. Yes; I believe it is the'same numbe.,, .' • -
'Senatbr:Gurx . There are number of +ery smAll cb.inties, co0i-

siering the population.
GoeQmor HoLOA-ND. Yes We have about 10'colintieg'tht are con-

sidered large counties and the rest are all small ones. .!;- ,: I, ."
SenatorBA.&Rx . Is it your judgment, Governori that this racing

biisiness is at this time b ring 'all the bumps it can really bear, under
these conditions?

Governor HoukW. That ip my opinion.
Senator ,BAwqmY. If this tax 'is linpo'', and to that extent.the'

States and counties are deprived of thie revenue in' your State, for
instance, what would be the result?

Governor HoLtAxD. The result would be to knock the business out.
Serwtor BAnRz. Even if it could continpe if the Federal Gov-

ernpen collected the tax instead Of the State, wirt would you have to
do then in order to recoup your revenu.. '

Governor'HouxD.-Ve would have to immediately call a speda!
session of the legislature; th~n, as far as the.constitutional 6et-up is,
concerned,.we would have to eventually amend our constitution and

ind o~lter permanent sources of revenue to take the place' of this. .
Senator Bauxwx-..Would that 1eineral ituat io apply to* other'

States that rely largely on thij income forsome special purpose?
Governor ' thAND. That hs myopiii'n;'yes, sir. Of course, I am

best acquainted with our problem ill our State. -
Senato B sRLE. i thought tle other' Goverqors you talked to

h'ave6 indicated their position to yOul '
Governor HoLLAiD. Th"y are very critically affected, I am sure.

I am sure Mr. Swope and some of the other gentlemen here that have



communications from -their Governors are authorized to spek forf
their Governors, as to the critical impact on their States from this act..

One more point, and I am through, and that is this: . '
If you are going to pass the legislation, which I sincerely hdpe you

will not, I certainly hope you do not leave it in the shape it is in the
bill now, where it is not at all clear whether it Is added to the take or
imposed against the business, and where it would just simply lead to
litigation and all kinds of confusion and misunderstanding. The
States cannot prepare to met the problem as they would have to pre-
pare to meet it intelligently unless the legislation was so drafted as to
make that point clear. If you have that part of the act before you,
I think it will be clear from reading it just the point that I mean.

Senator Luols. Is this the first time that the Federal Government
has ever attempted to invade this field for taxation or any other pur-
pose?

Governor Hou.xm. As far as we are concerned in Florida, it is,
since we legalized racing' If they invaded it, it was in years prior to
our legalization about which we know nothing.

Senator WALSH. You had it before last year. . .
Senator Lucia. I was here last year, and maybe before that.
Governor Hou.Am If you will turn to the part of the proposed

act that deals with this subject, you will find it on page 71, section 153
of title HII of the proposed act:

TAx-There shallbe levied, assessed, collected, and paid on the conducting of
pari-mutuel or totalizator wagering on any racing or other sporting event a tax
In an amount equal to 5 percentum of the total amount wagered and received, on
and after the effective date of Title III of Revenue Act of 1943, Into the part.
mutual or totalizator pool, to be paid by the person conducting or having control
of such pari-mutuel or totalizator pool.

In our State that would be the track itself. I say, that leaves
it absolutely uncertain and indefinite as to whether that percent
is added to the take already authorized, or whether. it is 5 percentlevied against the track o'it of ihat portion of the take which they are
allowed to have under State law.

-Senator VANDENERaO. How should it read, Governor, to meet your
suggetionf

s verlnorIcHW..A As far as I am concerned, I would of course
want it eliminated, but my suggestion is this: If you do feel in your
collective judgment'and discretion that this butiden, should be im-
posed, that you call in some of the people who~woud know about this'
so there can be a wording suggested-I would, not attempt to suggest
it on such short notice-that, would, makeit clear whether this 5
percent is added to the tax that is legally authorized in the several
State or whether it is a 5-percent tax against the track out of that
portion which they are entitled to receive, which it appears to be here.
If that is what it means that means death to racing in our Staite,
and I suppose to most of tie others.. r.

Senator WAuH. The committee will be pleased to have your viewa
Senator Barkley, do'you have a witness?..
Senator BARu-LY. It may be desirable to complete this pari-mutuel

matter first.
The CHAiRMAN. Senator_ Pepper, who is your Pext witness?
Senator PER. Mr. Connors, tho chairman; of the Massachus4ts

$tate Racing .Commission. ,.
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STATEMENT OP CHARLES F. CONNORS, CHAIRMAN, .MASSACHU.
SETTS STATE RACING COMMISSION AND PRESIDENT OF THE NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE RACING COMMISSIONERS

Senator WAtms. Your full name, please I
Mr. CoixoRs. Charles F. Connors.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I appear today as chairman of the

Massachusetts State Racing Commission and also as president of the
National Association of State Racing Commissioners, representing
22 States.

I might say at the start, I would like to introduce-it would prob.
ably not take more- than 2 minutes-Secretary Underwood of the
National Association of Racing Commissioners, and then Mr. Shaw-
cross, chairman of the Rhode Island State Commission, who would
only take a minute or two to be followed by Mr. Swope. My r-
marks probably will not take more than 8 or 4 minutes. With your

-- permission I would like to read them. I will cut them down as briefly
as possible

Senator W zAH. I wish you would.
Mr. Co'rxoRs Twenty-two States would be deprived of revenue

from racing without helping the war effort of income to. the Federal
Government, if section 1658 were to become a law.

Let me first speak to you in the interest of Massachusetts:
The enactment of this proposal will in my estimation seriously

imperil the racing revenue to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
which, during the calendar year of 1943, amounted to $4,278,000.
The statutes provide how this money received from this source is
collected and earmarked for old-age assistance. Pari-mutuel betting
is authorized by a State referendum every 4 years. The racing law
provides that associations conducting paii.mutuel wagering are re-
quired to pay to the Commonwealth sums stipulated bylaw.

No t. ackin the Commonwealth, particularly Suffolk Downs, could
operate with this additional tax of 5 percent. Suffolk Downs paid

*. - to the Commonwealth during the calendar ear of 1943, $,11,965.64,
and the other tracks $2,146,149.65. The Federal Government, through
taxes on admissions, capital stock excess-profits tax, and so forth,
will receive over $1,000,000 from Suffolk Downs and approximately
$800,000 from other tracks, making a total to the Federal Government
of about $1,800,000.

I believe that the enactment of this 5-percent tax on pari-mutuels
will result in a loss of practically the entire rieing revenue, amount-
ing to $4,28,000, to the Commonwealth, and instead of being a source
ofrrevenue now collected by the Federal Government, will also result
in a complete loss.

If, as stated above, the tracks are forced to discontinue racing because
of this additional tax, the war relief aencie- as well as the Common-
wealth and the Federal Government, wi sufer.

Racing and pari-mutuel taxes have been a matter of careful and
cntinuous study by various committees of the Massachusetts Legis-
lature Vital information bearing on the subject was available to
these committees, and as late as last summer the legislature voted not
to impose any additional tax on pari-mutuel wagering.
' Racing has provided a source of substantial revenue to the various

States w here it is legalized. Action at this time by Congress will
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imperil revenue to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as well as the
various other States.

Now, with your permission, I would like to leave a copy of these
remarks with your committee so you might be able to refer to them
if you care to.

Senator DAIAAER. Question, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WAmu. Yes.
Senator DAiAM. What was the total income to the State of

Massachusetts from horse racing this ri
Mr. CoNons.. For racing, $4A78,00.
Senator DAwAmm. Anc-of that sum, what tax did the State of

Massachusetts receive?
Mr. CONons. The State got all of that. That went to the old-ag'e

systems.
Senator DANAMER. Now, then what was the total amount wagered

on which that tax was computedi
Mr. CoNNoR . Practically $85,000 000.
Senator DANAIM. In the State of Massachusetts alone? i
Mr. Coxwors. In the State of Massachusetts alone.
Senator DANAHE.. It is the biggest year they ever had, is it not?
Mr. CONNORS. Yes; it is.
Senator DzANAm. What was the results in other States, Mr.

Connorst
Mr. CoNNoss. Well, I think proportionately the same in those States

that operated. There was a great increase in the business.
Senator DANAH. And you say that horse racing would stop and

pari-mutuel betting would cease if there was an additional 5 percentlevied?
Mr. Co Noss. Positively, in Massachusetts.
Senator DANAHMR. Why would that be true?
Mr. CoNNoiS. Our legislature would have to meet to make special

legislation and we do not meet until January 1945. -

Senator DANAMM. It is not that the public would not support it?
Mr. CoNimos. We would have to rearrange the law on racing.
Senator DANAEMR. How would you have to rearrange it if we levied

the additional 5 percent tax?
Mr. Co"xoRs. The way the bill reads we would have to change our

law entirely, because under our laws 10 percent may be deducted from
the amount wagered, and that is the way the license is granted.

Senator DANAHmE. Does the general assembly meet in Massachusetts
every year?

Mr. CovNoRs. No, every 2 years. We do not meet again until 1945.
Senator DANAMM. If the State was threatened with this loss of

revenue, do you think there would be a special meeting called?
Mr. Co N s. No, I do not think so. I am quite sure it would

not be.
Senrator DANA . Thank 1 ou, sir.
Senator LucAs. There is a limit as to what the fellow that goes into

the pari-mutuel bets, that he can stand insofar as the chances of any
return or reward are concerned. I

Mr. Cowoas. That is true. That is particularly true of the large
bettor. It would drive the bettor to the book no quesion about it.

Senator Luess. In other words if you keep add ing the tax you reach
a point where the individual will not go to the track and bet; he will
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g6 to the illegaJ bookies that are set up here and there and do his
betting at that point.

Mr. Coxsoas. I believe that to be the fact, yes.
Senator LucAs. -There cannot be any question about it in my mind.
Mr. CoNxons. No.
Senator LUCAs. Eventually, if you keep on adding and adding you

will finally break the racing down completely.
-Mr. CONN9RS. Thatis my honest option in the matter.
Senator LUCAs. There is such a thing in this country as civilian

morale during this war, and I, for one, would want to see all the sports
continued, the baseball football, and racing during the war period,
in order to give the civilians some reaction and not to have a tf.x of this
kind completely break it down. .

Mr. Co6Noas. That will bring to the realization of the public more
than ever the taxes that they are paying.

Senator BARKLME. What sort of ad itional problem would this im.
pose on the State not only that legalized racing but that does not legal-
ize racing if the number of illegal bookies should be increased, because
of the impossibility of the State maintaining racing with this addi-
tional tax upon it? • t

Would it be more difficult to enforce the laws against gambling, not
only in States where racing is legalized but in.States where it is not
legalized?

Mr. Coxots. I think so.
Senator BARKLRY. The Federal Government under this legislation

assumes no obligation at nil for the enforcement of the laws against
illegal betting.

Mr. Coxxos. That is true.
The CHAMMAN. Have you completed !
Mr. Coxo -s. Yes, I have, sir. I would like to introduce Thomas

Underwood, Secretary of th National Association of Racing Commis-
sioners, who has a short brief.

Governor HouAm. Might I make one additional statementI
Senator Wawz. Certainly.
Governor HouAwr. The question of the Senator here is one that ap-

plies in this way to the different States: I would like to advise him, in
the first place, while some States have had the largest operation this
last year, because of the location of the tracks very close to our great
defense centers, there are some that could not operate at all, and in the
case of my State, Florida, the oration was reduced by cutting out
two horse tracks and several of the dog tracks, so our revenue was cut
from $4,890,000 to $1,100,000.

The second point I would like to make in that connection is that inso-
far as the added take is concerned, it would not onl tly encour-age the bookies, but as to that amount of capital whi wold be bet
with the pari-mutuel, it would eat it up sooner than would happen
with the smaller take. The experience is there is just so much money
that is fed into these pari-mutuels and the larger the take the sooner
tlat amount is reduced, and therefore the smaller the amount of thetake the greater the play on which the tax would be based.

Do I make myself clear I
Senator DANAIER. Yes. One question, please.

.Governor HOUAiD. Yes. i.€;
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Senator DANAHR. I notice from-reading it in the papers that many
of the tracks had so-called benefit days and they gave their entire re-

* ceipts for a given day to the U. S. 0., or similar organizations
GovernoruHoAND. Thatwas true. That was true in Florida before

the war days. They have been very, very generous in that regard.
Senator DA#Mza. Did the-amount that was given represent the

profits of the tracks for the day I
Governor HoJLND. Only that, The State taxes could not be waived

in our State.
:Senator DAitAHEa. And in other States, on the other hand, the

amount of the contribution to U. S. 0. was deducted from the tax due
otherwise to the State?

Governor HouANDi. I am unfamiliar with what happened in other
States, but in our State when they had the benefit days, of which they
had several last year, at the dog tracks, for instanc the State tax had
to be paid, but the take of the track was a donation, maybe a very
generous one to the various charities and to the servicemen's welfare
organizations particularly, such as the U. S. 0.

Senator LucAs. Do you kow many tracks closed last year through-
out the country due to transportation problems ?

Governor HOLLAND. No. I know 3 States did not operate at all
out of the 0. The 19 that operated the figures' will show in s* brii
filed here by the racing commission, fut they will show that they op-
erated on a reduced basis,, except some 5 or 6, in which the amount of
revenue was appreciable, and that the problem as a whole applied to
the average State very much as it applied to us.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS R. UNDERWOOD, SE RETARY, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF RACING'COMMISSIONERS

Senator WALaS. Your full name, please.
Mr. UNDRWOOD. Thomas R. Underwood, secretary of the National

Association of State Racing Commissioners.
Senator BAnxmy. Mr. Underwood, what office do you hold with

reference to the Kentucky State Racing Commission I
Mr. UsnERwooM I am secretary of the Kentucky State Racing Com-

mission, too. I have a brief here that I think answers a go many
of the questions that have been asked, if I may leave it here.

Senator WAIAH. Yes.
Senator LuoAs. May I ask o question of Mr. Underwood?
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Xes.
Senator LUCAS. How many ttcks were closed last year throughout

the country ?
Mr. UNDzRwooD. Approximately half of the tracks were closed due

to wartime restrictions. Some of them consolidated tracks that could
meet requirements of the 0. . T. and other agencies. Delaware,
Florida, Washington, and practically all of California except the
small Bay Meadows track were cloa>vd and in New Hampshire the
spring meeting was abandoned. Only ono of four tracks had a meet-
ing in Maryland in the spring and In tl,¢ fall there was one consol-
idated meeting; in Kentucky Keeneland's fall meeting was moved
and the spring meeting was conducted at COiurchlll Downs. In Illi-
nois meetings were hed at tracks which wouldd operate by the two
associations whose tracks closed.

Mr. Coxxoits. Three States.

541
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Senator WAL!x. Was that by law or by reason of financial diffi-
culties I
. Mr, UmNPEwooD. Both in Florida and California racing was sus-.

pended, and, for instance, Keeneland had one spring meeting
Senator BARXLiY. Keeneland being a track in Kentucky?
Mr. UDERwooD. Keeneland being a track in Kentucky
In New York, several trcks shifted their meetings to downtown

tracks, that is, they curtailed the meetings, changed the entire rac-
ing program, and gave charity meetings primarily.

ator Lvc& In other words, they complied with the orders of
the Office of Defense Transportation in respect to not interfering
with the war effort in any wayI

Mr. Umxrnwowo. That is right, and only those could run that were
on transportation facilities, where they got together wherever they
could. They had probably as many days of racing as they had before,
except probably in California and Florida.

(The brief referred to and submitted by Mr. Underwood is as
follows:)

PorosED TAX 0.e PsA-Muru Bi rraNso
A Federal tax on pari-mutuel beta would raise very little In revenues except

what it would take from the States that are now taxing pari-mutuel betting to
the full extent that they believe racing can stand.

Such a tax would create many problems beyond duplication of State taxaUoa
because:

. It would dive wagering Into illegal handbboks
2. It would reduce the money available for stakes which attract the higher

class stables to racing.
& It would conflict with State laws and constitutional provisions specifying

what racing associations can withhold from public pools. -
4. No definite plan for imposing or for collecting the tax has been devised.
& Regulation, now a State function, would become most diffcult.
6. If racing could produce any large sum in Federal taxes the tracks would

certainly welcome this opportunity, but the proposed measure would jeopardize
taxes now being paid and endanger decent racing.

The tax bill adopted by the House of Representatives contains a proposal for
a 5-percent tax on all pari-mutuel wagers at race courses located In the United
States.

A similar proposal was Included In the tax bill as adopted by the House of
Representatives last year but was eliminated by the Senate Finance Committee.
The Senate Finance Committee no doubt was actuated In eliminating this pro-
posal last year, following a hearing on the subject, by the belief that such a
measure would not provide any appreciable amount of revenue for the Federal
Government.

This proposal Is set up In a table of tax suggestions as offering a possibility
of raising $TO0,OOO. No such taxes could be raised from this source without
Complete destruction of the present safeguards which protect the public from
crooked racing. The only way that any large amount of tax money could be
obtained from a source would be for the Federal Government to snatch such
revenue directly from the States that are now counting on It.

The only way the Federal Government could receive any considerable sum from
a tax on pari-mutuel betting would be to take the taxes that are now being
Collected by these States that have legalized racing, set up State racing com.
minions for its control and that , ve counted upon racing revenues In their
budgets for this year.

The testimony of Governor Spessard Holland on this subject, which is thor.
oughly convincing, appears In the hearings of the Senate Finance Committee
of last year on the same measure.

SMOU QUtsTIu s ITOLvm IN PAX-MUTVEL TAXArTIO
A substantial tax based on"jarl-mutnel wagers cannot be added to the tax

program of the United States with a dash of the pencil. It is apparent that
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this suggestion has not been carefully thought out and that te complications
It will Involve and the duplication It will cause have not been contemplated.

The State constitutions of some of the States and the statutory enactments
In others provide the amount that can be taken out of the total pari-mutuel or
public betting pool for the use of the track association, which must pay there-
from stakes and purses to owners and the expenses of racing, and for the State
governments in taxes.

No clear statement has been made of how such taxes will be collected or what
oteps will be taken If the Federal tax law runs directly contrary to the statutory
provisions of the Stat&.

Further, the fact that legalization of racing and regulation of It as a sport has
been retained in the hands of the State governments leaves the question of the
legalization of racing one of option for the Individual States and some State laws
provide for local county option in regard to whether racing shall be conducted.

STATES ARZ IMPOSn 0 AM THAT ISAY"O wiLL EAR

In most of the States having percentage taxes on pari-mutuel betting, wagering
was legalized for the purpose of proving State revenues. In view of this, it
appears, obviously, that the States having such taxes are taking the highest
revenues from racing that they can. There Is a clear line above which a take-out
from the total wagering pool starts reducing the wagering. Because of this fact,
that Is very obvious to all who have made a study of the features of the subject
in practical application, If the attempt is made to take more than is Justifiable
the source will shrivel.

There are Instances, at Santa Anita notably, where the racing association has
taken a smaller percentage than that allowed by law because It felt that the
larger percentage of take-out was causing diminishing returns.

Florida imposed an 8 percent tax based on a take-out of 15 percent of the total
pari-mutuel pool After the higher take-out was Inaugurated less was bet than
had been wagered the previous year.

Of the total amount bet in the United States TO percent represented the pari-
mutuel pool of tracks in the five States of New York, Illinois, Maryland, Massa-
chusetts, and Rhode Island.

In these States New York now takes 6 percent, plus a -share In the breaks,
Maryland takes 5 percent, Illinois takes 2 percent ,ius a heavy daily license tax;
Massachusetts takes 3% percent plus all the brec-.d to 5 cents; and Rhode Island
takes 8% percent of the pari-mutuel turn-over in addition to licenses.

Herbert Bayard Swope, chairman of the New York State Racing Oommisslon,
explained at last year's hearing of the Senate Finance Committee thaL the total
pari-mutuel betting represents a cumulative turn-over and that no one has proved
mathematician enough to discover how much original capital is Involved. It
is the same money being bet over and over again and the question of how much
can be withdrawn from the total public pools, which do not go to the tracks but
are distributed back to the bettors after each race, represents a complicated
problem for which no one of the States has found a formula that exactly fits the
other.

In 1942, which is the last year for which complete figures are available, the 1?
States that collected a percentage tax on pari-mutuel betting collected from this
source a total of $19,081,650 therefrom. In addition some other States collected
approximately $3,000000 additionally from daily License and admissions taxes.
There are 22 States that legalize racing and have created racing commission&

No one can question that these State governments would levy and collect all
the taxes that they could from this source which heretofore has been left wholly
In the province of the State& In California, where most of the revenues were set
aside for agricultural enterprises Including county fairs, and in Florida, where
the taxes from this source went to social security and reverted to the counties,
there was no racing at most of the major tracks last year. The loss was a major
blow to those States.

To what extent will the States, which have developed this source of revenue,
continue to legalize and to sustain racing If the Federal Government grabs from
these States the revenues which they have anticipated from this source?

The estimates that a 5 percent tax on pari-mutuel wagers would raise an amount
much above that originally estimated may be based on the prediction that New
York State may receive this year nearly $19,000,000 in taxes from racing. This
State has been In a very singular poettion with regard to racing this year and
has had the most exceptional racing season ever known. This year's exceptional
experiences In New York's large season and Florida's and California's black-outs
emphasize the local character of racing which makes it an unsuitable subject for
Federal rather than State and local taxation.
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ZA P0'O MrIl UP5W[T5 DO1qI&DMFO WAS ZELM

The aim that racing should be conducted primarily through the war period
for the purpose of raising money for the funds for war relief and for the recog-
nized war agencies officially designated by the Government was established early
In 1942. In that year a total of approximately $3,000,000 was raised for war
relief and this year the subscriptions and donations to such funds have totaled$W,000-0

All who are interested In racing throughout the country have Joined with, the
Turf Committee of America In creating and developing these funds.
In addition to the voluntary contributions to war relief and charities, racing

associations and their Individual owners pay heavy Federal taxes now in the form
of Federal corporation Income and personal Income taxes and capital gains
and excess-profits taxes. From this source the Fedei-al Government will receive
the most of whatever profits are made, through taxation, without jeopardizing
the continuation of racing by trying to run the weU dry at a single pumping.

Figures showing the high totals of other types of taxes now paid by racing
associations have been gathered by the Thoroughbred Racing Associations
(T. R. A.), but we are sure that this fact is apparent without statistical proof
to members of the Senate Finance Committee.

In addition to Income and excess-profits taxes, tracks pay Federal taxes on
admissions, capital stock, social security, and unemployment compensation. On
the current year's operations one track, Suffolk Downs, anticipates paying the
Federal Government over $1,080,000, In above five tax divisions, of which $986000
will be Income taxes. A compilation shows'that 30 tracks paid approximately
$,800,000 In 1942 in income and excess-profits taxes alone.

An estimate as to the taxes paid by the tracks in Federal taxes for 1943 runs
as high as $15,000,000, based upon the higher rates and phenomenal seasons,
especially in New York State.

DOOXMAKINO WILL nOuRSH; STANDARDS WILL C'IAZPSE

The National Association of State Racing Commissioners is an organization
composed of the 22 State racing commissions that have been created by the
legislatures and appointed by the Governors of these States. Its concern is
chiefly with the Interest of the States In this proposal and with .the regulation
and control of racing.

Illegal, off-the-course bookmaking or simple word-of-mouth betting by Indi-
viduals would flourish if the attempt were made to extract an impracticably
large amount from the pari-mutuel.pools. This would be destructive to racing.
It would be impossible to continue the sport upon a high plane.

The Federal Government, having blithely entered Into this venture unthink-
Ingly without having studied carefully all the possibilities and hazards Involved,
would wake up with a bumper crop of turf scandals on Its hands. This unsavory
condition would be the diret result of the attempt to take more money, through
duplication of taxes, than the source can bear.

Experience has shown that control, of the wagering feature alone has been a
sufficient safeguard by which t7he States tnuld regulate racing and continue it as
a sport worthy to be perpetoam ed.

Proper supervision of ta,!ag by the States would be very difllcult if betting
were driven by a high take-oat Into illegal channels, and this would be aggravated
by the lessening of the State's Interest in safeguarding racing In order to furnish
State revenues.

It Is also true that whenever the receipts of the track associs,tions have begun
to decline one of the first steps has been to reduce purses And stakes *nd this
always has made for cheap and at times for corrupt racing.

Many of the breeders of thoroughbreds and leading owners of rlng stables
already are thinking seriously of curtailing operations. If th.,y discontinue
their activities they will turn into tobacco or other crop production many thou.
sands of acres of grass that constitute a tremendous -olservation program,

ivatelyfinanced.
These breeder are now raising sheep and cattle In large numbers on the pas-

tures of farms which are only partly in use for thoroughbred and other blooded
horse&

The United States Remount Service uses 90 percent of thoroughbred horses for
sires for Army mounts and thoroughbred stallions are in use for producing many
types of riding and hunting horses.
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RAcwo CoxvT=s $5,000.000 2o WAz A" Ouamv- Tis Yzua

FIrom newspaper dispatches]

Unofficial figures, Including an estimated $750.000 from Bay Meadows, Indicate
that racing this year will raise for war relief and charity $5,00000, and should
the season's total reach $5%00000, racing will have made relief gifts of $8,500,000
In less than 2 years.

Besides California's Bay Meadows which, according to officials of the track will
raise from $750,000 to $900000 this year, other large amounts came from Suffolk
Downs In Massachusetts, the New York Victory meeting held at Jamaica, the
Fair Grounds at Detroit, Sportsman's Park In Chicago, Churchill Downs In Ken-
tucky, Pimlico In Maryland, and other tracks.

Suffolk Downs made a contribution of $635,884, the Victory meeting produced
$828818 the Detroit track gave $464,849 Sportsman's Park $875 , and Churchill
Downs $248,290. A total of $207,142 was raised at Pimlico.

Other associations that raised $100,000 or more Include Narragansett Park in
Rhode Island; Aqueduct, Belmont Park, and Empire City in New York; Wash-
ington Park, Hawthorne Arlington Park, and Lincoln Fields In Chicago.

Those which were able to give between $45,00 and $100,000 were the Jamaica
and Saratoga associations, also in New York; Laurel, Bowie, and Havre de Grace,
in Maryland; the New Orleans Fair Grounds; Rocklngham Park in New Hamp-
shire; and Garden State Park in New Jersey.

Further contributions have come from Wheeling Downs and Charles Town In
West Virginia, Oaklawn Park In Arkansas, Beulah Park In Ohio, Dade Park in
Kentucky, Pascoag in Rhode Island, and others.

N. A. S. R. 0. TAzualn6os SHow AouNT STATES Raruv= x RAciNe TAmXs

The tabulations of the total pari-mutuel turn-over and revenue by States are
made each year by the National Association of State Racing Commissioners. The
following tabulation gives the totals on all State revenues for the past 4 years:

INutober I ma
Year I sts

1....................................... ................ 1 17 L mk, i......................................... ................ :............... 1614 8
19410..................................... ................. I is 21s,64~127
190 ................................................................. 19o 2;OO M14

Tux NATroXAL AssocATov o STAT RAcro Co0smussonERS,
P. O. Bo 156, Ivingfon, Ki.

These figures include all State revenues from percentage taxei on par-mutuel
betting and all daily license, State admissions, and other State taxes.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT B. SWOPE, CHAIRMAN, NEW YORK STATE
RACING COMMISSION

Senator WALs. Mr. Swope, will you state for: the record your
name I

Mr. Swopa. Herbert B. Swope. I am the chairman of the New York
State delegation. lam the former associate of the gentleman who siti
on your left.

Senator BARKLEY. I hope you refer to me.
Mr. SwoPn. I should have said since this is wholly nonpolitical, I

am chairman of the New York State Racing Commission, and I am
here by authorization of the Governor of New York, of whom I think
you have heard, Governor Dewey._
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This is mn annual indulgence which you gentlemen have been good
epiough to give the devotees of this sport, and I shall show my appre-
eik tion by my brevity.

( seems to me perhaps I may avoid overargument by addressing
myalf to a question the enator from Connecticut asked, as to the effect
of overtaxation. One point might be valuable for mo to direct your
attention to. A 5-percent tax seems almost insignificant, yet it
amounts to 100 and 160 percent on the total. The tax rate throughout
America today is perhaps 4 percent. It varies in the different States.
It runs from as little as 2 percent in those States in which the sport has
not been firmly established, to 6 percent in New York State and 8 per-
cent in Governor Holland's and Senator Pepper's State. Obviously a
5 percent would be 100 to 150 percent, it comes to about 150 percent
increment to the tax itself.

The effect of that extra taxation, as Senator Lucas brought out, is
exactly the same, if I may imply a somewhat classic analogy, as a
kitty'in a poker game. I hope it is not necessary for me to begin
an educational process on that point, but if it becomes too large, as I
can testify, eventually the kity winds up with all the money.We have today a situation in New York, which is more or less
typical, in which $19,500,000 io direct revenues have been paid to the
State general fund. That is inclusive of the admission-fee tax, which
runs to 15 percent in New York, and which is, in addition to a 10
percent tax of the Federal Government an admission tax. The excess-
profits tax that the various tracks of America pay to the Federal
Treasury totaled something like $16,000,000.

Senator QAm. You mean that makes the admission tax 25 percent
in New York I

Mr. Swopr. Exactly that.
Senator CLuRx. That is a greater admission tax than anywhere else

that I know of.
Mr. SwoPE It was concluded that racing could stand this extra

taxation, and up to now it has done fairly well.
The tracks in NQw York typical I think of most of the tracks in

America have not been the bonanza that so many have pictured
them to be. "

The zone of State taxability, that the political economists can argue
better than I, is in this field. The political economist has found that
this is definitely a proper reservation for State revenues and, if I may
say so the right to race is definitely a State function, granted by the
State legislature only after a referendum in the various States.

In New York, as in at least 9 of the States, it required a consti-
tutional amendment. It was passed approximately 2% to 1. That has
been somewhat similar to the experience of each of the other States
where that expedient has been necessary. I would like to point out,
too, in answer to the gentleman from Connecticut, that the contri-
butions made by racing to the various national war-relief agencies has
totaled more than $7200,000 in cash, cash on the nail, since January 1,
1942, and this year the collections were almost $5,000,000. In no
State where those contributions have been made was there any relief
from the tax imposed upbn the pari-mutuel, nor from the tax imposed
on admissions. Over and above the fact that the tracks gave their
money to these charitable organizations, they have to pay to the State.

546
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I think it is not too much to say in behalf of racing that if it touches
at all upon interstate commerce, it does so to a very very slight degree.
I direct'your attention to the fact that a stable that maybe sent to
New York, where racing is continuous from April to November, re-
quires none of the protection of the Federal Government. It rarely
uses interstate-commerce transportation, and the method of transport
from track to track is usually by van within the State itself. The
conditions that apply to New York are equally true of New Jersey,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maryland, Delaware, and Florida.
The necessity of preserving the circuit unbroken in the East is obvious,
othe:-ise the eastern. seaboard would lose their horses to the West,
which was a very powerful competitor while the southern tracks in
California were permitted to run.

That brings to my mind a Roint that you may find important, again
going to the question of the Senator from Connecticut, Santa Anita,
which was a conspicuous success, was granted the right by the legis-
lature of imposing an 8 percent take for its own expenses and its
profits. They discovered there is such a thing as a median line beyond
which the public would not pattronie it so they voluntarily reduced
their take to 6 percent, which, with the State's 4 percent, caused them
to find that the handle, the pool, was very much greater under that
reduced rate.

Senator DANAHE. A question at that point, sir.
Mr. Swom. Yes, please.
Senator DANAMS. What would be the percentage of breakage to

the track under that situation I
Mr. Swom'. That varies in the different States.
In New York, they permit 5 percent breakage. "Breakage", as

you gentlemen know, is to a nickle. It is an ingenuous idea. I per.
sonafly believe the breakage should be to a .penny, but .1 have not
been able to convince my legislature as to the virtue of that idea.
Some of the States permit breakage to a dime. I think Senator Lucas'
State does, California does, and Massachusetts does. We, in New
York, permit breakage only to a nickle. Specifically, the answer is theScent breakage amounts to about seven-eighths of I percent of the total
handle. But--and it is a very important "but"-that breakage does
notgo to the tracks; 60 percent itgoes to the State of New York,
and it is a grave question as to how long that 60 percent will remain
60 percent. I have an idea it will be increasd.

I find most of the States have reserved action on the pari-mutuel
tax, because they see facing them the need for extra revenues due
to possible unemployment) and the needs of the returning soldiers, and
in each of the tax commissions which I have come in contact with
there has been an effort to preserve this source for the purpose ol
developing it later on as the need may arise.

* In New York the tax is now 6 percent which, as I said before, is
iher than in any other State in the Union, of which New York is,

osti l a part, except Florida, which is 8 percent.
Senator DAN . What becomes of the other 40 percent of the

breakage in New York?
Mr. Swo'm. It goes to the tracks.



.Senate DANAmm. The seven-eighths of the 1 percent of the total
handled in New Yorlk is on a 5 percent breakageI

Mr. Swora. Five-cent breakage; yes.
Senator DANAm . Five-cent breakage, I meant to say. In the

States where it is 10 cents, is it fair to say that the percentage would
double

Mr. Swort Not quite, but just about. It is not quite 2 percent It
is an arithmetical progression, not a geometric progression, but it is.
roughly 2 percent, yes.

I need not explain to you that the 4 percent that the tracks are
peritted to retain in New York is to pay the expenses of their over-
head, their State taxes, outside of the pari-mutuel tithe, and the
expenses of purses and of operating and keep the tracks open all the
year 'round.

Froti the standpoint of efficiency, the tracks are not particularly
strong, because they race only 80 or 40 days at each track. None of
the racing men has been ixplenious enough to know how to employ them
efficiently, except in New York where we granted two of the tracks to
the Army, which they used for training purposes for some of the
troops, to read to go to embarkation and they found it very satis-
factory and effective. Santa Anita has been taken over completely by
the Army, and none of southern California, none of the tracks south'
of San Francisco, have been operating.

There is one point that might bring some light into this already'Ig ht" plIe
4 wenty-two Stat . have legalized betting. Three have never oper-

ated: South Dakota Oregon, and Nevada. Three were completely
stopped last year. starting with Florida, where I assume the State
revenue from racing is a larger proportion of the total th'n any other
State in America something like one-sixth or one-seventh; is it not,
Governor Holland I

Governor HoiAmw. Of the operating tracks, yes.
Mr. Sworm. The Delaware, Florida, and Washington tracks, that

leaves 16 States that were operating, but within those States a num-
ber of tracks were forced either to abandon completely their meetings
or to telescope them with other meetings, or finally to shorten theirprograms very considerably. Maryland, whose attitude, according to
Governor O'Conor, is exactly the shme as New York's, instead of run-
ning full meetings ran something like a 55-percent, program.It has been figured that 125,000 men, women, and children are de-
pendent upon racing for a living-not betting, but racing--which
would include necessarily those who engage in stabling (3 to 6 horses
to a hostler), the farmer who is raising a particular type of feed,
which is particularly true of Kentucky, and the various supply
agencies whose existence is dependent upon the maintenance of racing.

I think I said before that the take in the various States differs
according to their interpretation of what the traffic will bear. The
legislatures have not been particularly shy about imposing as great a
tax as possible, and these conditions vary indifferent localities. Flor-
ida, for example, which has a total take of atoind 18 percent, has
been viewed as a guinea pig, because some believed that the take there
is now at the limit, if not beyond it. In New York our total extraction
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from the handle comes to 10 percent net, about 101 to 11 percent in
total. So any tax added to the State's average would be, as-I said be-
fore, 100 to 150 percent. In New York it would be about 90 percent.
. Senator DAIAUER. Your 10% or ll percent, as you stated, does not

include the admission tax I
Mr. Swom No; it does not include the admission tax, nor the food,

nor the drink when you can get it.
There is another point that we brought out last year that Senator

Clark was interested in. It is illusory to say that America bets
$600,000,000 a year. That is not fresh capital; that is a constantly
rotated money that is played by the winners on each of the races as
they come up. The New York program is 8, or 7 races per day.
The amount of fresh money, original capital, in ratio to the total is a
very difficult mathematical problem to solve, but we have assumed that
it roughly runs about 85 percent. In other words, if a handle was
$1,000,000 a day, it cornea to about $350,000 that is brought there by
the patrons.

Senator BAmar. In other words we might take an example of a
man who goes to the race track with $100 in his pockets that he thinks
he can afford to bet cumulatively from time to time, and if he is lucky,
he leaves with that same $100, no more, no less, but in the process he
may have bet the total of maybe $400 or $500, but he has not put any
additional money into it.

Mr. Sworm. gat is right.
Senator CLax And if he bets long enough, he will lose all the

money on this take.
Mr. Swoir. If he bets long enough and comes out even, he will be

a marked man.
Senator CrA. Assuming he comes out even on this take-out

proposition, he loses all the money without losing any actual bet!
Mr. Swopu. Precisely that. The tax, too, must take into considera-tion that fact. I would like to make this final point. Of course, I

will be happy to answer any questions, but I thin this final thought
is worthy of your attention.

Senator Clark brought out last year the fact that invariably when
the tax is increased, bookmaking increases in geometrical progression,
because the bookmaker having no office& except in his hat, and hardly
any overhead, can afford to lay a price higher than the track since
he pays nO taxes at- all. In other words, we find when the take is
increased, bookmaking, through criminal alliances with corruptible
authorities, increases not merely at the point of racing but in neigh-
boring States.
* Senator CLaK. For instance, In our State racing is not legalized.

Of ~owrg, handbooks are made, as no doubt they are made in manyother States. Right across the river from us in Illinois racing is legal
and pari-mutuel betting is legal and taxed there. If you take out too
much from pari-mutuel betting it throws their business in the hands
of these illegl handbook proprietors on our side of the river.

Mr. Swoi, Prc-isely that. In fact, thby will give you a percentage,
back if you bet with them at the track's price.

.Senator BAfKiy.. Let me ask you this: If we might assume for the
sake of the argument that the racing business could absorb this addi-
tional 5-percent tax, which you deny and which is not true but which
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for the sake of argument we will assume they may do it, would that
not preclude the po ibility of the State itself increasing the tax for
any purpose whatever it might be, in order that it might expend that
increased amount for local purposes, whatever that might bet

Mr. SwPa_ Exactly that, sir. It is a reserve, as I tried to point
out before, that most States believe is definitely within the zone of
State taxability.

I would like to leave this thought with you, and that is that thisracing business is created by the tate. There is no power inherent
in the National Government that can'compel racing or permit racing.
Only the States can do it and the States can do it only after a referen-
dum. Since the States have permitted this enterpr..3e, that some re-
gard as nefarious-I am not one of those-I point out to you if the
Federel Government was to cut corners, so to speak, and become a
partner, racing would be of necessity maintaining two silent but very
powerful partners in the form of a State and Federal Government. If
the Federal Government chooses to advantage itself of this sort of
thing, why doesn't it go directly into a national lotteryI It is much
the same thing.
*Senator Gvurzy. Thank you very much.

Mr. SwoPr I am inyour corner Senator. I suppose as a racing man
I should not admit this, but the chances are not wholly, dissimilar, al-
though in one case we pore over the dope and in the other case we
leave it to chance.

Senator Gnny. It takes away from the State and puts in the Fed-
eral Government the revenue that the State has been using, the source
of revenue that the State has been using.

Mr. Swora. Precisely that.
Senator Gzny. In these trying times it is very difficult for the States

to get the revenue. We have got to permit them to have some source
of revenue.

F Mr. Sworn There is about $31,000,000 that the States now derive
from racing directly from the tax on the parimutuel system, plus an
admission tax, and plus other little pies that they stick their fingers in,
and that $31,000,000 ivould not remain if the Federal Government were
to impose this tax.

May I add, the Treasury, much to my surprise and gratification, last
year neither suggested nor approved this tax.

I should like also to add, if it be a moralistic influence that prompts
the Ways and Means Committee of the House to bring this up, it
seems to me there is a simple way of doing it, and that is to pass a
national act forbidding racing.

It is better to do that than to tax it out of existence, because taxing
it out of existence, as Senator Gerry says, would be robbing the States
of an enormously important source of revenue, which must be
maintained in these days of dwindling incomes.

Senator LucAs. One final question: Does the witness know of any
Federal law that imposes a tax upon a business that, in the first instance,
depends solely upon its existence through State regulation

Mr. SwoPm I tried to answer that question last night.
I am flattering myself by saying our minds are working the same way.

The liquor law is not analogous because there are three States in Amer-
ica where liquor'is not legal-ed-Ka nsas, Oklahoma, and Mississippi,
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I believe. There the Federal Government has given a right, which
the States have not seen fit to avail themselves of. Here the situation
is completely reversed. Here the State creates the business and the
Federal Government comes in and attempts to take advantage of it.

Senator Gurrry. Mr. Swope, do you know how much the State of
New Jersey got out of racin ast year, or the year 19421

Mr. SworE. In 1942 1 thin it ran $1 )35 000
Senator Gukrwy. The Governor of t e State told me that there was

a $980,000 contribution to my State of Pennsylvania.
Mr. SwoP. It is more than that. There is only one track now in

New Jersey. 'I think there will be more.
I want to add this: I think there has been a very sincere effort on

the part of the tracks to comply with the restrictions imposed by the
O. D. T. and 0. P. A. That limits my alphabetical vocabulary. In
New York we ran no cars to the race tracks, nor did we have special
trains. The tracks were on the main lines. We did not run any
specials at all.

Senator BAtxLEY. Does not there go along with the permission on
the part of the State to conduct racing a very considerable obligation
to control and regulate in regard to the unfortunate and observance
of the law? That is a serious problem, as we all know.

Mr. SwoPr. Yes, Senator.
Senator BoKsLY. Now this tax provision undertakes to let the

Government of the United States come in on the benefits without under-
taking any of the obligations of control and regulation.

Mr. Swopz. I think that is very well put. It wants to come in on
the benefits, Senator Barkley, to a larger degree than any of the States
now enjoy, but there is no provision made for regulation. I do not
know how such a tax would be collected, particularly, as Mr. Connors
pointed out to you, there are certain ceilings in the various States
beyond which the tax cannot go, and in those States, there will be a limit
reached and I do not know what they will do. There has leen no
method set up for the purpose of collecting or regulating this tax.

Senator VAL5. The hearing on this subject will be closed.
Mr. CoNNoRs. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Shawcross. of Rhode Island, who

represents the Governor, would like to say something.
The CHAraMAN. Very well, Mr. Shawcross.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. 8HAWOROSS, ADMINISTRATOR OF
RACING AND ATHLETICS OP THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

Senator WALSH. State. our name for the record.
Mr. SHAWCROSS. I am William A. Shawcross, administrator of rac-

ing and athletics of the State of Rhode Island.
I am down here on the authorization of our Governor who has been

unable to come down, but he has been very much interested in this
tax bill due to the fact that Rhode Island raised this year or will
raise over $2,250,000, and that is one seventh of our budget. If you
take that away we will be be all out of gear. This racing revenue now
is the second or third in importance. It was half a million more than
last.year. It has been an offset to our loss of the gas revenue.

93-131-44----M
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Our law was originally set up by referendum of the people.' We
have always shied from making any amendments, in fact it was
amended only ono'. We have amended a taxation bill 'where we took
half the breakage.

I want to leave the fact with you that we will not know what we
will be able to do if Rhode Island were to lose this revenue; we will
not be able to know what to do to offset this revenue.

Senator BAnKLry. May I ask either Mr. Connors, Mr. Swope, Mr.
Underwood or Governor Holland to put into the record the purpose
for which this tax in the States is expended. I think it would be very
informative. ,aybe you already have done that,

Mr. Swoz We will do it in more detail.
Mr. SHAweoes. May I also state one-half of our revenue received

from this racing goes to cities and towns in Rhode Island.
Senator WAuH. A good deal of it comes to Massachusetts, is,

cidentally.
(The following information was furnished in answer to Senator

Barkley's request:) 3 13.

Hon. WALTm F. Us0sos,
Chairman, Senate Finasce Committee,

United States Senate, Wahington, D. 0.
Dx&. SzNAT~o Unioz: In answer to the suggestion made by Senator Alben

Barkley, at a meeting of the Senate Finance Committee on Friday morning,
December 3, as to the disposition of the pari-mutuel tax revenues made by
the various States where betting has been legalized the following statement Is
submitted:

In each of the 19 States that have been operating In the last 15 years, each
State has earmarked the receipts from this source for specific purposes. The
funds to which this revenue flows differ In the various localities, but a typical
example is found in Florida where, according to Gov. Spessard L Holland, of
that State, it is as follows:

"The revenue is divided into three parts. Three percent of the take on all
bets makes up a fund which Is divided equally among the 67 counties, about
*3O0G per county In the last year of normal operation. About one-third of
the fund going to counties is earmarked, by special act, for public school opera-
tion. The added 5 percent Is taken from horse bets In 1941, and since, goes to the
State welfare, exclusively earmarked for old-age assistance- Three percent of
the total goes to the State general revenue fund. Division for 1941 and 1942
showed the following amounts: $2,180,000 plus to the State old-age system fund;
$1,901,000 plus to the State general welfare; total, $4,398,000.

"The amount divided among the counties deserves particular mention in
that the equal division among all counties was not legally permitted until the
constitutional amendment on this subject was adopted, which was the only pro-
vision of the Constitution allowing such equal distribution. This Is a measure
of untold Importance to about two-thirds of the counties of the State, which
are the smaller and weaker counties."

Chatles F. Connors, chairman of the Massachusetts State Racing Commls-
sion and president of the National Association of Racing Commissioners, made
the following statement:
"In Massachusetts the total receipts derived from legalized pari.mutuel system

is devoted to old age assistance. This figure reached, in 1943, $4,273,000."
In Rhode Island, William A Shaweross, administrator of racing, pointed out

that approximately one-seventh of the total revenue was derived from the part-
mutuel tax; 50 percent goes to the State general fund, and 50 percent is divided
among various cities and counties of the State.

Herbert Bayard. Swope, chairman of the New York Racing Commission,
showed that the total revenue from the pari-mutuel tax and admission
taxes of the State aggregated In 1943 approximately $1950,000, this In addition
to the State income taxes and the realty nd corporation taxes. Of the moneys
thus derived, which are put Into tjhe general fund, a fixed percentage is earmarked
for agricultural purposes such 0 the maintenance of worthy agricultural help
of various sorts and certain educational purposes.
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The Instances here set forth are fairly characteristic of each of the 22 States
where betting has been legalized.

In several States there has been a declaration of purpose to use any Increase
in taxes that may be.imposed by the State for the relief of possible unemploy-
ment and for the benefit of returning soldiers.

We add herewith a list of those States in which the pari-mutuel system has
been legalized.

STATES IN WH C PA3I-VT11 . ARE MATS As oF MAY ls5

Arkansas Maryland Oregon
California Massfcbusetts Rhode Island
Delaware lchigan South Dakota
Florida Nebraska Washington
Illinois Nevada West Virginia
Kentucky New Hampshire
Louisiana New Jersey
Maine (harness racing New York

only) Ohio

Senator BARKLTY. Senator George yesterday authorized me to have
Mr. Bulova of the Bulova Watch Co. to appear very briefly this morn-
ingin regard to the increased taxes on watches.

Senator WAmi. Mr. Bulova, come forward, please.
Senator BAiKLUr. Mr. Bulova is chairman of the board of directors

of the Bulova Watch Co. with which we are all familiar.

STATEMENT OF ARDE BULOVA, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, EULOVA
WATCH CO.

Mr. ]3uwvA. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I come before you at
this time to make a brief statement in opposition to the increased tax
carried in the House bill on watches.

At present all jewelry, including watches, is taxed at the rate of 10
percent. The House bill proposes to raise this tax to 20 percent. I am
not objecting to the 20 percent increase in the tax on ]ewelry. As a
matter of fact, I think it might be raised to 25 percent without any
great injustice to the trade or industry, but watches, in the real sense
of the word, are not jewelry. They have been, in a sense, classified as
jewelry because they are sold by jewelers but they are not jewelry in
the sense that most articles referred to as jewelry come within (hatcate oryatchesare not a luxury. We regulate our lives, our work, and

our habits by timepieces. They are a necessity; they are as essential
to the orderly arrangement of a man's life as a hat or any other un-
taxed article. I am sure that this statement cannot be successfully
contradicted because we are men of experience and we know that a
watch is absolutely essential to any normal man's life.

Although the Government issues wrist watches to air pilots in the
Air Forces as a part of their standard equipment, it does not issue
watches to the 10,000,000 men and women in our armed forces. Even
in the case of air pilots the Government does not issue a second watch
if the first one issued becomes useless from wear or otherwise.

Watches used by men and women in the armed services are either
purchased by them individually or by their family or sweethearts as
gifts. For example, the Navy specifies that an ensign must have a
watch but the Navy does not provide the watch for the ensign. The
watch must be purchased by the ensign or by his family or some friend.
This watch and all similar watches would bear this increased tax un-
der the House bill.
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Senator WAtm. What is the increased tax in the House billI
Mr. BmLovA. From 10 to 20. It was made 10 and it is raised to 20.
There are approximately one and one-half million of railroad work-

ers in the United States practically all of whom are required to furnish
and carry at all times standard and reliable watches. Hundreds of
thousands of these men are subject to be discharged if they are foun&
on duty without such a timepiece To all these men a watch is not
simply a luxury; it is an absolute necessity.

The women in our armed forces, such as WAVES, WAC's, nursees
and other affiliated services, as well as men and women defense work-
ers, must have watches in order to be on time at their work, which is
essential to the orderly production of war equipment.

All of these people, in addition to all the other millions of men and
women in this country who regulate their lives by the use of watches
must bear the burden of this additional tax. We think this additional
burden should not be imposed upon them. I do not recommend the
repeal of the present 10 percent tax on watches; the industry has ad-
justed itself to that tax. As manufacturers of watches, neither the 10
percent or 20 percent affects us. It is a retail tax collected by the retail
distributor and passed on to the consumer and does not affect the whole-
sale price of the watch to the retailer. Therefore, I have no personal
or rcuniary interest in the levy of this tax, but as a lifelong manu.
fac urer of watches and knowing the indispensability of this instru-
ment or commodity in the regulation of the lives of our people, I know
how burdensome this increased tax would be to millions of people.

I wish to add that the facilities of American manufacturers of
watches are not and have not been for many years; if ever, sufficient to
supply the American demand. On the whole about one-third of the
watches used in the United States are manufactured herb; approxi-
mately two-thirds of them are imported. These imported watches al-
ready pay a heay tariff duty in order to enter this country. They
would also bear this increased excise tax as they are distributed by the
rtailers throughout the country.

Senator WALSH. Has the production throughout this country dimin-
ished since the war began I

Mr. ButovA. It has been reduced about one-half.
The Waltham watch I think is converted almost entirely to war work.The-e are just four watch plants in this country, the Waltham, Hamil-

ton, Elgin, and Bulova.
I have come before you with this brief statement In response to my

sense of duty and in view of my long experience in the watch industry.
I sincerely trust the committee will not impose this additional tax upon
the users of watches in the United States.Senator WAt~m. Is Mr. Purdum, the representative of the Post
Office Department, here ItNo response.)

Senator BARLEY . I do not know what to do about this. There is
nothing in the bill on this subject that I am going to mention, but
there has been a suggestion dropped by Senator George, and there is
also an amendment offered by Senator Overton, that he proposes to
offer to the bill, in regard to the shortening of the period in which
liquor may be kept in bonded warehouses and the tax paid upon it,
or increasing the tax progresively as the time runs from 4 to 8 years.
I spoke to Senator George about the matter and he asked me to have
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these people here today. It is a little difficult for them to shoot at
something in the air, because there is thing in the bill on the sub-
ject, but they have stayed over, and I understand Mr. Van Winkle,
who represents the Kentucky distillers, would like to testify, and there
may be others who want to testify here. For some reason their names
were not put on this calendar of witnesses but I would like to have
them have an opportunity to be heard either now or at some othertime during the day.Senator LcAs. Mfr. Chairman, when was this amendment given to

the Senate?
Senator BABxLBy. The amendment which has been offered by Sen-

ator Overton, or proposed by him and intended to be offered to this
bill, wo, on November 29, 2 or 8 days ago. It has been referred to
the Committee on Finance, and I suppose in a technical sense is before
us.

Is Mr. Van Winkle here?
o response.)

Senator BARILEY. Is Mr. Millard Cox here?
No response.)

Senator BARKLBy. They do not seem to be in the room. I thought
they were here.

Senator WAmua. We will hear them here this afternoon.
Senator LVOAS. It just strikes me, if I may have a word, that

amendment is of such importance that I do not see how these fellows
can come in here on a moment's notice and give testimony, the same
testimony that they might be able to give if they had a chance to
study it. I Just know a little about it myself. If they are ready to
testify, that is all right, but I certainly do not like the idea of having
an amendment thrown in here on a couple of days' notice and have
an industry that is as much involved as these people are to come in
and testify.

Senator BARELY. The only reason is Senator George told ne yes-
terday he wanted to conclude these hearings tomorrow.

The amendment that has been offered and the suggestion that has
been made in the newspaper is of such a serious nature that the people
in-this industry tell me it will ruin them if it remains in the bill. This
hearing ought not to be closed without every opportunity being given
to them to present their views to the committee.

Senator Wt-si. Are they in the city
Senator BARXLFT. They are in the city; yes.
Senator WAzxa. Will you consult them during the noon hour?
Senator BARKLYT. I will if I can get off the floor of the Senate.
Senator Luo.s. I, for one, am not in favor of closing the hearings

even if they have to go over into next week, until the industry is given
opportunity to be heard.

Senator WAmu. The committee will arrange to have them heard.
Representative Hagan, do you desire to be heard ?

STATEMENT OF HON. HAROLD 0. HAGEN, UNITED STATES REPRE
SENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. HAoEN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Harold C.
Hagen, Representative of the Ninth District of Minnesota, and as the
only Farmer-Labor Member of Congress, I represent a group which
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reatively, ii a) ut t6e eafitbize 0s Ire rsnt in the Congte*s that 1otthretiredrenirsted men in the Army Nwvy, Marine Corps, and Coast
Guard Servicesodf the United States vernnment,,,

,I int to briefly make an appeal for the retired officers and enlisted
men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and ,Coast Guard.

Senator WiLSi. Is there anything in the bill1 dealing with this. subject .. .',...
-Mr. HaEN. Yes, there is now an exemption to men in the armed

forces, and these men that I plead for are left out 6f these exemptions.
I want to ask you people to consider the exemption of this particular
group 6f retired enlisted men who are not now included in this income
tar exemption.

. Senator W.AwH. What is thatgropi - "
Mr. HAou. I will file a statement with you, Senator, if I may, on

this subject. It will take about 2 minutes to go over this with you.
Senator WALH. Very'well.
Mr. Ha(w. We want to ask you to consider the exemption, or to

grant in the pending bill the same ircome-tax exemptions for al re-
tired personnel below commissioned rank, as the Congress during
the past year extended to foreign veterans, members of the United
Nations forces, retired railroad employees, and to .American war
veterans not retired. • At the present time the aged,, didablMi, retired
veterans of the armed forces, i have mentioned are the only veterans
who are not granted income-tax exemption. hey are penalized by
Congress because they served 30 years,' while veterans who served only
90 days receive more pension or compensation than do the retired, en-
listed men who served 80 years, and at the same time the veterans of
short service are income tax exempted on the pension or compensation
which they receive.

Just to give you one example, to quote you a very specific case, this
tis he case of Julius Heinze. This man was twice decorated for bravery

and once wounded. He served 80 years to retire., Yet today he re-
ceives less retire pay than approximhtqly 25,000 Spanish-Americari
war veterans who served 90 days. Many 6f these veterans -receive
$100 per month pension, all of which ilatax-exempt, while the lower
retired pay of Julius Heinze is subject t6 income tax.

Now I will not take up eny further of your time, but I would like
to file 1or the record here, Senator,' if Fmay, this statement addressed
to you, which gives the complete story.

Senator WAiau. That may be done'
Mr. HAos. I would like to file a suggested amendment to Public

Law 68, Seventy-eighth Congress, in reference to the income tax
exemption.

Senator WALSr. That may be d&nM. pan
Mr. HAGEN. I also have an article by Damon Runyon which explains

fhe situation very well.
Senator WxAmir. That may go into the record. We will appreciate

it.
Mr. HAGES. Thank you.,
(Th3 matter referred to is as follows:)
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Thon 8 w M , of Ike Senate A.asN C/ m
United Statea Senate, Wa~ekjg., D. O. ,

OEsr0 mm: This perodical which has been in publication since 12, catering
to the welfare and Interest of retired ochers and enlisted men of the Army,
Navy, Marine Corp and Coast Guard, respectfully appeals to you and the mem-
ber -of yopir 0pomnttee, to grant In the pending tax bill the same income-tax
emxerttona for all retired personnel below commissioned rank as the Congress
during the past yar extended to foreign veterans, members of the United Nations'forces, reared raiload 'inployees, and to American war veterans not retired.

Aged, disabled, retired veterans of the armed forces are today the only veterans
who are not grant ed 'Income-tax exemption. They are penal zed by Congress
because they served 80 years, while veterans who served only 0 days receive
more pension, or compensa ired enlisted men who served 80 years,
and, at the samet rans of a ce are Income tax-exempt on the
pension, or com6 on, which they receive.Will you a our committee. kindly consider statements of truth andfact embodi n pages , 8, 9 and 10 (attached he which are taken from

The t cases Shown on pag" Of men, disabl service, are typicalof h northh Ofb- Jlar ae Thesemn their low retired
pay, with servt onb ed d Mbilt are forced to income taxes on
thei I vei y, wh e man -Am a War T rans who servedo d a who did disab n servi today, because

Sor d$1 r nth pens s, al of which

441 for removal.
amplify move I l you refer t pe 8, which

a ,Je,..lgt~e |r bravery, ace wounded.
. ITe ess retired than *pproxi-ly 2c,0 0 v as who served only days and whomh any v ans are personal known to us,

vpa K o mont at bfwch " t tax mpt while thelow 7eldp of Ius ze eto Inom .IIn tr w veteran ught d sete -v 7n, and who put In
BC) y I s the real forgotten v, - while many tthe Spa .Amerlcn War
vetera who never r a e, and h cured n isabilitles during
his se ,I today=ded fen though Is a wealthy man
and has er Income.

Will yo d your committee, ore, kindly favor y offering the amend-
ment ro on pace 10 or any other similar amen at, to the tax bill now
before your tie so that hereafter aged and b'ed retired enlisted menmay ve he benefits as foreign vet United Nations' personnel,
retired ralnroad emp nd all other can war veterans of short service
receive in regard to Income

ADDTONAZi rrAI91vvs
There are approximately 11A0 enlsted men retired from the Army, Navy,

Marine Corps, and Co~at Ouard who served 80 years' actual time. All these men
who are physically fit are again back ta active service. Only those who are aged
and disabled, or over 00 years of age, are not again back in the gervice. Because
of their long years of service, it Is a safe assumption that the disabilities which
this group may have, may safely be considered as having been Incurred during
their long period of service--S0 years. As Illustrative of this, I mention one
Sgt William (. Cook, of Pasadena, who was decorated for bravery in Cubs.

He had outstanding combat service In the Philippines and in one campaign never
wore a stitch of dry clothing for weeks. His medical record does not show any
disability Incurred In service but today this aged veteran is paralyzed and
suffering from cancer. Assuredly, no one could honestly say his dlsabllitles did
not have their Inciplency In the suffering and privations of his service during
A following the days of the RpanLsh-An~ertcan War.

In addition to the approximately 11,000 en11"e men who served full 80 years,
there are approximately 25,00retlred, enlisted men who served only 10 or 20
years ctve service with the colors, putting Ii the balance of their time to make
the 80 years, In the Reserve. Most of these men are, again back In active servim,
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The Navy has rec-alled men 70 years or more of ige Only those who were too
old, or disabled, have not been called back into active duty. And It ii for this
latter group that we appeal to you, and to the honorable members of your com-
Irttee, to grant to the retired, enlisted men the same Income-tax exemptions

which officers and men in the active service receive.

T&UN FAM A$ TO PAT

The offical records will show that over 50 percent of the retired, enlisted men
of our armed service have not received I cent of increase in retired pay since
192 Some few Navy and Marine Corps enlisted men received $1.74 per month
increase since Y . Whil,3 over 50 percent of the retired, enlisted men have not
received an In rease in pay since 1922, the Congress in 1926, and again last year,
has (twice) increased the pay of civil-service employees, many of whom receive
pension, or compensation, plus their civil-service remunerttlon," and they are
income-tax exempt on the pension, or compensation, which they receive. These
individuals with two Incomes are thus Income-tax exempt or. one, whereas the
aged, disabled, retired enlisted men with only one income (their small retired
pay), must pay income tax on that.

We relaterate, that the Pay Act of June 1, 1922, failed to give Ln increase in
pay to well over 50 peront of the retired, enlisted men of the armed !Arvice, and
that this 50 percent or more have not received an Increase in pay Psnce 1922.

PUGHT OF LEVIED MEN DE8PUASU

The plight of the aged, disabled, retired enlisted men is becoming increasingly
desperate because of the ever-increasing cost of living plus the ever Increase in
taxes. Organized labor has been receiving Increases to supplement the Increased
cost of living but the retired, enlisted men of our armed service, with no organt-
ation, have no one to appeal to but your own committee, relying upon your

sense of Justice to extend to them the same consideration which your committee
has heretofore extended to all other veterans. Madam Perkins, Secretary of
Labor, i authority for the statement that the cost of living has risen 23 percent
since the annunciation of the Little Steel formula In 1941. This statement is
conclusive proof that the retired enlisted men are the chief sufferers from our
increased cost of living for their retired pay buys ever and ever less, and unless
they are exempt from Income taxes on parity with other veterans their final
plight will be Indeed desperate.

VRTHrR CONGRESSIONAL ACTIOM4 FR v~ri BNs

Legislation has passed the House and is now before the Senate which would
provide 15 percent lhcrease in compensation to World War veterans and their
widows. Congress, through this action, recognizes that compensation paid to
veterans buys ever and ever less and Is seeking to combat the increased cost of
living by Increasing the compensation-a compensation which Is income-tax
exempt, too, to these same veterans.

We are not asking for an Increase In retired pay for retired, enlisted men but
we are appealing for the same treatment for the aged, disabled, retired veterans
as Is extended to all other veterans. We consider It highly discriminatory and
unfair that the aged and disabled, retired, enlisted man should be discriminated
against and penalized because he served his Nation honorably and faithfully In
from one to five wars and then retired, which Is indeed the case today where
the veteran of abort service is favored, and the retired man of long service is not.

We could continue to recite cases of various kinds showing the injustice
perpetrated upon the aged and disabled, retired veterans of prior wars but we
recognize that your committee Is a busy one. Therefore, we rest our case in your
bands, appealing to you to thoroughly consider the specific Instances which we
present on page 7, which could be multiplied by the hundreds or thousands.

In conclusion I mention Just one additional discrimination which speaks for
Itself, to wit: My brother-in-law, a retired railroad employee, who never con-
tributed a penny toward the railroad retirement fund, and who never served in
war, Is Income-tax exempt on the retired pay he receives, while my husband,
who served 30 years, much of the time at low pay (as low as $13 per month),
is forced to pay Income taxes on the Army retired pay which he receives, not-
withstanding that he has disabilities Incurred In war.

In accordance with the abate facts, and the attached pages from our periodical,
I respectfully appeal to you, and to the members of your committee, to include
for Income-tax exemption in the pending tax bill, all retired personnel (below
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the grade of commissioned officers) through the inclusion of the amendment
shown on page 10, or any other amendment advanced by your committee, so that
in the future the retired, enlisted men of our armed service may have the right
to retain all of their small retired pay for the purchase of necessary bread for
themselves and families.

Thanking you for your favorable consideration, I am,
Sincerely yours

(Mrs.) J. H. HoU'wm,
Ownter and Publ~her.

SLGoESTED AMENDMENT I PUBuC LAW 68, SEVENTY-EiOHT CoNonrss

(P. 26, sec. 7, subpar. a)

SrM 7, AwvmoNux AuowANcz roa MrEmBs or A.Rem Foacts.
(a) IN GzNEALr.-Section 22 (b) (13) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating

to additional allowance for military and nav.l personnel in computing net income)
is amended to read as follows:

"(13) ADDXi1ONArL ALLOWANt 1 03 VIUTMT AND NAVAL PRSO2W L.M-In the
case of compensation received during any taxable year and before the termination
of the present war as proclaimed by the President, by a member of the military
or naval forces of the United States for active service in such forces during such
war, or by a citizen or resident of the United States who Is a member of the mil-
tary or naval forces of any of the other United Nations for active service in such
,orces during such war, and, for all disabled retired personnel of the military and
oaval forces of the United States (below grade of commissioned officers) who are
veterans of any war in which the United States participated, so much of such
compensation as does not exceed $1,5M0."

Tat BaiOHT1R Six--n-"Fomo'rrN MEN" or OTHi WAxe

By Damon Runyon

I receive regularly batches of press releases from the headquarters of the Amer-
ican Legion at Indianapolis disclosing the activities of the organization toward
legislative relief for the veterans of World Wars I and II.

For example, a recent release announces that the Veterans' Committee of the
House of Representatives in Washington has favorably reported H. R. 8356, a
bill to increase the base rate of compensation for service-connected disabilities
in these wars and an increase in the pension of widows of veterans who-have had
service-connected ratings but died of other causes.

Numerous other instances are reported from time to time in the releases of
benefits for veterans brought about or planned by the Legion and I heartily ap-
plaud these activities and regret that the veterans of all our wars have not had
their interests as well represented and protected as the men of the two World
Wars. And much remains to be done for the soldiers of this war, notably pro-
vision for their future on discharge.

But the forgotten veterans of the Nation are the men who fought in the cam-
paigns prior to World War I, whose service was voluntary and as important as
that of the men of any war, yet who are denied many of the benefits bestowed
upon the others. As far as patriotic service is conerned, it makes no difference
whether a man fights for his country in a big war or a little war, and they should
all be treated alike.

A bullet hits Just as hard In a small skirmish in a remote Central American
jungle as it does on a major battlefield in Europe. The after effects of a minor
campaign that gets no more than a paragraph in the newspapers may be Just as
severe as the physical kick-back of a great operation In the Padc that commands
headlines.

But the men who served the colors in our past wars, veterans of the Regular
and Volunteer Armies, are unfortunate in that they lacked powerful organizations
such as the Americnn Legion and such as the veterans of this war will surely
have, and the politicians had no fear of them.

As an illustration of what I mean, I read a story the other day about one Charles
H. Pierce, who won the Congressional Medal of Honor in the Philippines In 1890
for holding a bridge against superior numbers, though badly wounded, until the
main body of troops came up, and who was a lieutenant In the Seventy-eighth
Division in World War I, and was twice wounded, but who Is required to pay
for hospitalization If he goes into an Army or Navy hospital.
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SThe same thing applies to other retired and disabled veterans of our past wars,
however long their service. They must pay Income taxes on their meager allow-
ances, though nowadays veterans of 90 days, service are exempt from the income
tax even If all their service was only in a training camp. This arrangement does
not seem to make sense.

Now I do not say that just because a man serves his country In time of war
that he is entitled to thereafter be a ward of the Government, or that he Is entitled
to more consideration than any other citizen. I am well aware that years after
a war many veterans have attempted to obtain governmental relief for disabilities
that had no connection w'bt their service and that more likely were due to their
own Indiscretions, and I iY) not contend that suchmen are entitled to relief.

I know there have been, and will continue to be, many impositions upon the
Government by war veterans, yet I say that the number of deserving cases will
always vastly exceed the undeserving, and It is better that a few of the latter get
by than that many of the former be deprived of their rights. But it seems to me
that legislation in behalf of veterans should include all veterans and not just
those of current power of organization and pressure

Senator WALSH. Mr. Alvord.
(No response.)
Senator WALa . Representative Arnold is not here.
Mr. Parker.
(No response.).
Senator WALSH. Mr. Shreve.

No response.)
The following letter and telegram were submitted ?or the record:)

FAxmB TsEmoNa Co.,
Milan, Mo., November 11, 1943.

11on. WAT Anxow,
House of Representatirfs, Washington, D. 0.

Dz. a SIB: We are a small corporation protesting against higher taxes on the
telephone Industry.

Congress has picked communications out of the rest of the ujtlUty family for a
tax burden In the revenue law enacted In 1941. This resulted in a 6-percent
monthly tax on local exchange service, which was increased to 10 percent last year.

We accepted this tax cheerfully and have cheerfully acted as a tax-collecting
agency for the Government. Now comes a proposed raise in this tax.

As you probably know---coming from this part of the country-that a large per-
centage of rural and small-town feleihone users keep their phones mainly because
they have sons or other relatives in (he armed forces and feel that they must have
their telephones

However, many hare told me that If taxes on telephone services are Increased
again they will be forced to discontinue their telephones, and that if this 15- to 20-
cent increase goes Into effect there Is nothing else for them to do.

We feel that this proposed Increase Is a selective tax and a discrimination, and is
unfair to the Industry, and, in addition, it will weaken the morale of the rural
and small-town people, who cannot afford telephones.

In large'cities and large corporations this might work out, but small corpora-
tions are already tax burdened almost beyond our capacity to pay and still keep
our service up to the standard we wish to have.

We maintain that a telephone In rural communities is a necessity and not a
semlluxury.

I am writing to you, whom I feel understand conditions here, so that you can In
our behalf protest to the members of the Ways and Means Commlttec.

We hope you will be able to help us.
Sincerely,

Vzmz 0. Lovz, President.

GALATirN, Mo., Not-em ber 20, 1943.
lion. WAT AuNoLW,

Congressman, First Disfrkct, House of Representatires,
Washington, D. 0.:

Please protect us from AtS increase in the selective sales tax on the telephone
service of our Davless and De KaIb County subscribers, of which approximately 85
percent are farmers. This service Is not a luxury but a necessity with dwindling
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gasoline and tire supplies. With your knowledge of these rural communities you
know a 15-percent tax on telephone service Is confiscatory. Anything you can do to
block this tax Increase will be greatly appreciated.

- Joz M. Romwm

Senator WASH. Mr. Bozell. President, itter-County Telephone Co.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD V. BOZELL, REPRESENTING THE UNITED
STATES INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE .ASSOCIATION

Senator WALSM. Mr. Bozell, your full name, please.
Mr. Boznw My name is Harold V. Bozell.
Senator WASr. You are representing whom before this committee?
Mr. Bozzuj. The United States Independent Telephone Associa.

tion, speaking for the independent telephone companies of the United
States.

Approximately 1 out of every 5 telephones in the United States
is owned and operated by an independent telephone company. In
other words, of the 24,850,000 telephones in the United States at the
end of 1942, about 4,837,000 were operated by independently owned
companies and by rural or farmer lines and systems. These independ-
ent companies thus serve almost as many telephones as there are in
Great Britain and France combined, and more than there are in Ger-
many, Austria, and Czechoslovakia. The independent companies
number some 0,350, and they operate about 12,000 telephone exchanges,
as shown on the map on pages 4 and 5 of an accompanyin document
describing the independent telephone industry in the UOnited States,
in which also appears a list of some well-known places served by them.
The independent companies actually serve almost twice as many com-
munities in the United States as do the Bell companies, but the Bell
companies are in all the largest cities, and therefore serve .larger
number of telephones. About two-thirds of the United States is
served by independent companies. Long-distance service is freely
int-rchanged between independent companies and the Bell system.

Senator WALsH. What change has the House made in the telephone
tax?

.Mr. Bozmu.. The House has made a change in excise taxes, long-
distance telephone calls, raising the rate from 20 to 25 percent, The
tax on local telephone service, including short-haul or neighborhood
toll calls, is increased from 10 to 15 percent.

Senator WALSM. Howy much will the Treasury receive as the result
of this increase?

Mr. Bozm, It is estimated it will receive a gross of about
$48000,000.

Senator VALsH. From the increase on tolls alone?
Mr. BOZELL. That is correct. That is their estimate. I think that is

a gross estimate and does not take into consideration the amount of
this tax that will be paid back to war contractors and will be sub-
tracted by business concerns as legitimate business expenses in calcu-
lating their own taxes.

Senator WALSH. What is the estimated increase on local calls?
Mr. BozxiL. $48,000,000, the same amount.
Senator WASH. You may proceed.
Mr. BozrLL. There are two phases of the present code and of the

House bill which we wish to discuss, namely, excise taxes and cor-
porate taxes.
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First, with reference to excise taxes:
The proposed tax bill as passed by the House of Representatives

includes two increases in excise taxes:
1. The tax on toll calls of 26 cents and over is increased from 20

to 25 percent
2. The tax on local telephone service, including short-haul or,

neighborhood toll calls, is increased from 10 to 15 percent.
These taxes, of course, are not taxes on the telephone companies

themselves but are levied upon the users and are collected by the tele-
phone companies. Our comments are thus largely a reflection of our
customers' comments. Those who advocate the tax on long-distance
toll calls urge that it is a logical wartime tax, particularly in view
of the present overloaded conditions in the long-distance network
of the country. But the amount of that tax can be too high, and it is
our judgment that the present increases from 20 to 25 percent will
be comparatively unproductive in many cases and overburensome in
others. To the extent that this tax is paid by war contractors it is
reimbursed to them; to the extent that it is paid by business concerns
it is deductible as a business expense, so that the estimated receipts
from this tax are not fully realizable by the Treasury.

On the other hand, a very large part of the rest of the traffic from
which the tax will be realized consists of calls between servicemen
and their homes. A 25-percent tax is a heavy charge on these men.
We ask you to give consideration to these facts, as well as to the gap
between this tax and the 15-percent tax on transportation of persons.

With reference to the tax on local telephone service, we feel very
strongly that it is a mistake to increase this tax by 50 percent. that is,
from 10 to 15 percent In the report of the House Ways and Means
Committee on excise tax recommendations, it is stated that a most
productive source of revenue is increased excise taxes, since, the com-
mittee states,
by this method, it Is possible to select those goods which are clearly luxuries and
tax them at a rate In accord with the particular market situation.

An examination-of the list of excise tr. es shows it to consist mainly
of jewelry, furs, liquor, amusements, toilet preparations, and so forth-
all of which we believe are conceded to be luxury items. Local tele-
phone service, however, is essential to the social and business life of a
community and is not a luxury. By far the larger part of local
exchange service is residential. To the extent that this local telephone
service is business, it is deductible as a business expense and, therefore,
not fully realizable to the Treasury.

Of the more than 4,000,000 telephones served by independent tele-
phone companies, 80 percent are residential, and of this 80 percent
about one-quarter are rural telephones. Residential service is sii.
larly predominant in the Bell System. The local telephone service is
a part of the everyday operation of the community-neessary to the
social and business life of today.

A tax on local telephone service is simply a form of selective sales
tax. Compared with transportation, this service is much akin to
streetcar and bus service and to commutation service on railroads,which are properly not taxed at all. We believe an increase in this

tax from 10 to 15 percent is entirely out of order. If we are togo in
the direction of selective: sales taxes, it would be more equitable to
seek additional selected luxury items rather than to increase to exorbi-
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tant rates the taxes on certain items merely because the collection is
mechanically easy for the Treasury.

Again, may I emphasize the necessary nature of telephone service,
and state that our remarks here are a reflection of widespread reaction
from both customers and operators of telephone companies all over the
United States.

One further point with reference to this whole question of excise
taxes on telephone service. The House bill provides that the proposed
inoreases will be canceled 6 months after the termination of hostilities.
We believe that, whether these increases are approved or not, it should
be recognized that all telephone excise taxes are indeed war taxes and
prvision should be made for their discontinuance 6 months after the
termination of hostilities, and to that end we propose that in section
302 of the present bill section 1656 should be revised to read:

The taxes Imposed by sections 1651, le2, 158. and 83 shall not apply with
respect to any period commencing on or after the first day of the month which
beg 6 months or more after the date of the termination of hostilities In the
present war.

Second, with reference to corporate taxes-but before discussing tax
rates and structure there is one technical provision in the House bill
upon which we would like to commenL

Section 115 of the House bill amends the Internal Revenue Code so
as to provide that if the Commissioner of Internal Revenue finds that
one of the principal purposes of the acquisition of corporations or
property was the avoidance of income or excess-profits taxes through
the securing of a deduction, credit, or other allowance, that the credits,
deductions, or allowances shall be disallowed or allowed only in part.

We believe it Is desirable to prevent abuses of the internal revenue
laws, but the provisions of this section 115 as included in the House
bill are extremely broad and vagle and the application of the provi-
sions is left to the discretion of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
which, in practice, means to the multitude of internal-revenue agents
who administer the law.

Many corporations make acquisitions of other companies or prop-
erties purely for sound, ordinary, and prudent business purp . As
a'wholy incidental result of such acquisitions, some benefit of the
nature referred to in section 115 may accrue to the acquiring company,
but such incidental benefit as might have accrued was not a factor in
the acquisition. Under vague provisions, the Commissioner or his
agents might be led to invoke the provisions of the new section, how-
ever, even though it is contrary to the real intent of Congress. Litiga-
tion and accompanying expense will result which obviously will be
burdensome both to the Government and to the legitimate taxpayer.
Moreover, it will be entirely impossible for the taxpayer to determine
in advance, unless he can secure an advance ruling from the Commis-
sioner, whether or not the proposed transaction will be held to fall
within the penalty provisions.

It is obvious from reading the report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee that the intent is to remove the tax benefit from those who would
make acquisitions solely or primarily for the purpose of tax avoidance
through realizing losses. The principles of the section appear sound
but the language should be clear so that its intent does not have to be
drawn solely rom the language of committee reports. The section
should be directed at speciflo evils and not left in such vague language
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that acquisitions which are the result of normal business transactions
will become the subject of mistaken taxation and thereby cause un-
necessary litgiation and burdensome expense to the parties involved.

Senator DANAHER. Mir. Bozell, question please.
Mr. Bozai.. Certainly.
Senator D,%NAinr. Did you take up that phase of your presentation

with the Treasury I
Mr. BozzL. No, sir.
Senator DANAHER. I just wondered if you had any reaction from

them.
Mr. BozulL. I did not take it up with Mr. Staem, myself. I did not

have a chance to take it up with the Treasury people. It is really a
technicality which can easily be cured by a very small change in ]an-
guage, just to make it specific and not too general and vague. I think
it is going to be difficult for the Commissioner, with too vague language,
sometimes to determine these things.

Senator DANAUnR. You have suggested that change in your pre-
pared statement?

Mr. BozVJu. Yes.
Senator WALsh. Solnebody has asked Mr. Starn to consider clung-ing that langua i•fr. B L. Yes. Now, with reference to corporate tax structure

and tax rates.
As is well known to this committee, most of the difficulties in arriving

at what may be considered proper corporate taxes derive from the
double taxation of corporate earnings and the consequent tax dis-
crimination against those people doing business through the corporate
form. In addition there are the inequities between stockholders in
the same corporation, some of whom are in the lowest income brackets
and others who are in the highest of those brackets. It is not neces-
sary to repeat to you the arguments for a complete revision of the
method of taxing earnings from corporate business. The chairman
of this committee bas publicly presented able arguments for a revision
of the system of taxing earnings produced by business in the corpo-
rate form. Other members of thi§ committee, as well as your colleagues
in the Senate and in the House of Representatives, have likewise with
increasing frequency and emphasis called attention to the present
inequities and the ned for change.

We understand the chief of your joint staff has pointed to the
inequities of the present system of taxing corprate earnings and has
urged revisions. Likewise representatives bf the Treasury in recent
public addresses have urged such action.

Chairman Doughton of the House Ways and Means Committee in
reporting the House bill to the House of Representatives on November
24, said:
Some day I hope we may get back to sound and defensible principles in taxing

Individuals doing business in corporate form.
Similar criticisms of the present system and suggestions for its

modification have come with increasing volume from tax authorities,
economists, and managements of business.

I take time to mention this subject on which there seems to be such
unanimity of opinion only as a basis for urging that since these
inequities exist, but since'they cannot at this time be completely elim-
inated, it is proper that their effects be not aggravated but rather be
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minimized. One frequently suggested method has been to give credit
to corporations for dividends distributed. The committee took the
lead in making a proper but limited step in this direction last year
by providing a credit for dividends paid on preferred stocks of public
utilities in the calculaton of surtax net income.

In contrast to efforts to minimize the present inequities of corporate
taxation suggestion has been made that the corporate surtax be
increased to 21 or 26 percent. We believe and urge to you that the
total normal and surtax should not be increased. To do so would
merely aggravate the present recognized inequities of taxing business
done through the corporate form.

Also, section 202 of the House bill provides for an inerase in the
rate of excess-profits taxes from 90 to 95 percent. Whatever merit
this increase might have if profits subject thereto were pure excess
profits arising from the war, the increase is obviously unfair and
aggravates the present inequities of the excess-profits tax provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code in those cases where, because of the
peculiarities of the present formulas, the income subject to tax does
not constitute true excess profits. It is our opinion (1) that the
increase should not be made and (2) that if such an increase is deemed
generally advisable, it emphasizes the requirement that some allevia-
tion of the in uitable incidence of excess-profits taxes on regulated
utilities shouldbbrought about. A method of doing so will be pre-
sented later herein.

Also, section 205 of the House bill provides for a decrease in the
excess-profits credit under the invested-capital method of from 8 7, 6,
and 5 percent to 8, 6, 5, and 4 percent. It was stated by the House
committee that the primary purpose is to offset increases in the in-
vested capital credit obtained by retaining in the business earnings
which have not been distributed.

Regulated public utilities have for many sound business reasons gen-
erally continued to distribute to shareholders all but a reasonable por-
tion of their earnings. It appears unfair to penalize the many cor-
porations who have not pernutted earnings to accumulate merely to
reach through this change in the credit percentages those corporations
who have, under the present provisions of the code relatingto the
computation of invested capital, benefited by this prove. records
have been presented to this committee and to the Rouse Ways and
Means Committee time and again showing how small are the average
stock holdings in the large corporations of the country. In my own
corporation,.the average holding is less than $2,000. These are .the
holders who are most penalized by the present system of taxing cor-
porate earnings and are most injured by this decrease in credit on in-
vested capital.

As we urged before you last year, the excess-profits tax provisions
of the code impose excess-profits taxes on many public utilities who
have no true excess profits. The increase in rate of tax and the de-
crease in the invested capital credit previously mentioned would, in
those cases, accentuate the inequitable incidence of those taxes. Dur-
ing the hearings before this committee last year certain members of
the committee sought to bring out from ourselves and spokesmen for
other utilities or utility groups why it is that public utilities, regu-
lated to a fair rate of return by commissions, should have excess
profits and excess-profits taxes. We appreciated the 'sympathetic dis-
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cussions both in the committee and with individual committee mein-
bers on this subject and we were encouraged to analyze the reasons and
to suggest some equitable remedy.

Just before your committee made its report on the 1042 act you re-
ceived a letter from the California Railroad Commission calling at-
tention to the manner in which the varied effect of the excess-profits
tax was impairing the credit of some of the utilities under their regu-
lation and the commission suggested a possible approach to remedy
the situation. At about the same time Chairman Peterson, of the
Wisconsin Public Service Commission, in a round-table discussion at
the convention of the National Association of Railroad and Utilities
Commissioners, said-
the tax, although called an excess-profits tax, Is a misnomer, for although It will
reach true excess profits, it likewise taxes income which Is not ordinarily con-
sidered to be excedaive.

The California commission, Chairman Peterson of Wisconsin, and
other regulatory agencies were thus concerned with the problem of
how to provide some proper limitation on taxes so that the credit of
certain utility companies is not impaired and, as was expressed in one
commission, the tax law does not effectively nullify the power of the
State commissions to fix rates for certain utilities under their juris.
diction.

We devoted ourselves to the work of developing some plan within
the existing tax structure and propose for your consideration the re-
sults of this work as a third alternative basis of calculating excess-
profits net income. The language of that amendment has been placedi front of you in a two-page suggested amendment to the act which
I would like to have inclued in he record.

In essence this provides that the rate of return on invested capital
which a regulated public utility, as defined in section 26 (h) of the
code, experienced in the base period be allowed as a rate of return
on current invested capital in computing income subject to the excess.
profits tax. The total net income would, under our proposal, be
subject to the present higher normal tax and surtax.

P.ublic-utility companies (telephone, electrical energy, gas, and
water companies), are almost without exception subject to the regula.
tion of State, municipal, or other regulatory bodies. These regu-
latory bodies have for years regulated these companies; and currently
regulate and control them so that they cannot earn more than a.
reasonable rate of return just sufficient to produce the income necessary
to the maintenance of a sound busixiess financial, and credit struc-
ture. Such rate of return is computed alter allowance for taxes paid,
including Federal income taxes. Many of these companies do not,
of course, earn an amount equal to that deemed necessary by the reg-
ulatory bodies, and one of them over any extended period of time
earns in excess of that amount, inasmuch as should they earn in excess
of what is deemed necessary, the regulatory body takes appropriate
action to reduce rates so that unreasonable earnings will not accrue.
The public utilities will not at any future time be able to recover any
pirrt of the losses in necessary income which result from periods of
e -,remely high taxation, nor can the regulatory bodies increase rates
suficiently to offset the high taxes in the current years.

Inasmuch as the regulatory bodies have restricted utility companies
to a fair measure of return, we believe that the measure which has
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resulted from this regulation should be used in computing any true
excess profits that may occur and that other more or less arbitrary
measures should not be set by the taxing statutes as applicable to public
utilities. The excess-profits tax law should give recognition to ettab-
lished principles of utility regulation in determining excess profits of
regulated utilities.

Our proposal, simply expressed, is, as stated before, to permit reg-
ulated public utilities to earn the same percent return on invested
capital during the current taxable year as was actually earned by
them on their invested capital during the base-period years, before
becoming subject to an excess-profits tax. This method of computing
income subject to excess-profits tax would still not allow the companies
to earn the same percent return as was earned during the base period
years, because of the greatly increased normal and surtaxes.

I would like to mention right here that we find that this third
alternative method of computing the excess-profits tax is one which in
principle and application is similar to one which was proposed in 1940
for all compames and contained in section 715 of H. R. 10413, Augut
2' 1940. For reasons controlling at the time this was not adoptedor
all corporations but we believe that it is a method peculiarly adaptable
to regulated public utilities.

I wish to point out and emphasize that this thi-d alternative method
is by no means a wholesale cure-all. It does, however, scem to give
some alleviatica to the excess burden of the excess-profits tax to many
of those companies with respect to whom either of the present formulas
is unfairly discriminatory. At the same time it effectively taxes any
true excess or war profits which any of these companies may have.

In developing this third alternative method for calculating excess
profits net income, we held discussions with members of the staff of the
California Railroad Commission, and after the plan was developed the
research department of that commission made an extended aual:sis
of its effect upon California utilities and prepared a report showing
its effect and giving excellent explanation of the philosophy back of
it and why it was a measure which deserved the support of the regu-
)atory commission. This report was in turn submitted to the National
Association of ]Railroad and Utilities Commissioners in Chicago. I
am submitting a copy herewith for the record and for the use of the
committee in analyzing this proposal.

It is not the purpose of the utilities to seek an arbitrary reduction
of their tax burden. They desire to and are willing to carry thei-
fair share of the expense of prosecuting the war and financing the
Government. It is inevitable that during times like these we must
pay greater taxes and have less net income available to shareholders
and investors in the business. We expect to pay greater normal and
surtaxes and are willing to pay fair excess-profits taxes, but we do
believe that excess profits should be fairly computed and only true
excess profits be subject to tax.

We urge you to give serious consideration to this proposal in order
that regulated utility companies, which have for years been permitted
to earn only a fair rate of return, may continue to furnish vital serv-
ices to the country and not have their credit and financial position
severely injured so that they will not be in a position to take their
proper place in our post-war economy.
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The utility industry, as you know, is one requiring many times the
average investment per employee required in most other industries.
The utility industry is also one which is required to grow to provide
services as demanded. A continuous flow of additional equity capital
is absolutely essential. We believe this suggestion is an equitable
one to help maintain the financial integrity of these utility companies
so that they can continue to do their particular job of rendering
service to the public.

We appreciate the opportunity of presenting our ideas and sugges.
tions to you and hope that they will be useful to you in your con.
sideration of the current revenue act.

(The matter submitted by Mr. Bozell is as follows:)
TAx Oouburro;

U~rTE STATES INDENKDENir TE neoXE AssocoATion,
November 80, 1948.

Wuy TE TAx oN TrWHoz Snivic SHoutD Nor BE Ixc.rAszD

The purpose of this memorandum Is to point out certain reasons why the taxes
on local and long distance telephone service should not be Increased. These taxes
at the present time'are:

(1) On local calls and on calls under 25 cents, 10 percent.
(2) On long distance distance calls 25 cents and over, 20 percent.

Acting on recommendations of the Treasury Department, the House Ways and
Means Committee has voted to increase these taxes as follows:

(1) On local calls and on calls under 25 cents, 15 percent. This Is an Increase
of 50 percent.

(2) On long distance calls 25 cents and over, 25 percent.
The tax in each Instance is paid by the subscriber or user.

MOST TEIF.HONI5 AILZ IN RESIDENCES

Local telephone service Is essential to the social and business life of the com-
munity and is very rarely a luxury. The larger part of local exchange service and
short-haul service (I. e. under 25 percent) Is residential, not business. The Inde-
pendent telephone companies of the country operate In about 12,000 of the 18,000
communities which enjoy telephone service. Of the more than 4,000,000 tele-
phones served by the -Independent companies (about one-fifth of the total tele-
phones In the United States) over 80 percent are residential phones. Of this 80
percent almost one-fourth are rural telephones serving farmers.
* Local telephone service and short-haul telephone business Is very much akin

to commutation rates on the railroad. Yet no tax on commutation fares has
been proposed.

WkRY DISCRINATE A0GA1O4T THE TLHO14Z Vgfl

The tax on local exchange telephone service Is morp In the nature of a selective
sales tax than an excise. Why should such service be singled out for application
of a sales tax while many other items likewise essential to the public welfare are
left alone? Essential telephone service should not for tax purposes be ranked with
such things as cigars, liquor, jewelry, country club dues, and fur coats.

THE IMPO&TANCZ Or THE rn"HONL

The telephone Industry has been classified by the War Manpower Commission
as I of 35 most essential to the prosecution of the war. Trhe Senate Committee
on Interstate Commerce has said:

"* * adequate communications facilities abd the maintenance of a strong,
cohesive, and far-flung communications system are as vital to the prosecution of
the war as Is the production of guns, airplares, tanks and ships."

Chairman Fly of the Federal Communications Commission and of the Board
of War Communications has said:

'*The telephone system of thts country Is one of the most essential of the war
Industries. It is vital to the national welfare."
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THE MEANING TO THE FAtME3 Or AN ISOMiicax IN TEICXH0 P q TATES

There are several reasons why the farmers of the country should not be
shouldered with an increase In their telephone (axes.

One of the principal reasons Is that a telephone Is a vital necessity In connection
with the operation of a farm. The farmer relies on his telephone for many
purposes. Over It be Is able to summon a doctor when some member of the family.
Is sick or Injured. Neighbors can quickly be reached in case of fire or other
emergency. The telephone Is essential In order to have ready access to local
markets to acquire Information relative to prices.

With the present gasoline and rubber restrictions It Is no longer possible for bi
farmer to visit his friends and neighbors by automobile. The only substitute left
for him is "hoofing" It or visiting by telephone. In these days of manpower shQrt-
ages it Is frequently necessary for farmers to exchange work, and a telephone Is
Indispensable In making such arrangements. Certainly Congress should not, In
the light of the genuine need and essential utility of the telephone, Increase Its
cost to the farmer to whom It Is almost as hniportant as his plow or tractor.

In many farm communities and in the smaller towns the farmer has not en-
joyed the acceleration In business activity which has been witnessed in the larger
places as a result of the war. Farm prices have been held down by Government
regulations. Hence the income of the farmer and the small-town resident has not
kept pace with rising living costs. If the cost of telephone service Is Increased
any further, by an Increase In the tax on the use of that service, the subscriber In
many cases may elect to go without a telephone because he can no longer afford It.

THE St15C3Th1 OUPtAfs

It takes a considerable time for telephone companies to explain to the people
the meaning of telephone taxes. Explanations had to be made when the local
exchange tax was originally placed at 6 percent by the 1941 revenue bill, and new
explanations had to be made when the tax was Increased to 10 percent by the
1942 bill. The subscriber squawked when he paid 8 percent, and later 10 percent.
What will he do if the tax on his local telephone bill goes up to 15 percent.

THS JOB 01 OOLLz NG

While these telephone taxes are paid by the subscriber, the telephone company
is responsible for their collection. It takes a considerable part of the time of
telephone personnel to attend to thls and the resulting bookkeeping. The job of
serving as tax'collector-of computing, collecting, recording, and paylngpver to
Uncle Sam-grows more onerous all the time.

TEW'SiONZ COMPANIES HAVE TROUBLESOME MANPOWER PROBLEMS

It was testified before the House committee that the turn-over of female help
Is almost 400 percent In some offices, and that if the 12 girls were hired on Friday,
only 5 would show up on Monday.

The personnel problems Involved should not be overlooked. It Is easier and
quicker for a girl to compute a 10-percent tax on local exchange service than It Is
to figure a 15-percent tax. In the latter case two mathematical operations are
called for. Likewise it Is easier to compute a 20-percent tox on long-distance
service than It would be to figure A 25-percent tax.

Information as to the expense of collecting these taxes Is not available covering
the more than 8,000 Independent telephone companies, but It has been estimated
that the Bell System companies collect 3S5,000,000 annually in taxes of various
kinds for the Federal Government. It costs the Bell System companies about 5
percent to do this work. If figures were available for the Independent companies
they would show a sizable amount of taxes collected by them, and they would also
show that the Independent companies likewise have to spend large Fums to do
the collection work. Such costs of course become a part of operating expenses
which are ultimately paid by the same telephone users who are required to pay
the sales taxes on the use of their phones.

THE PDOPOSM INCREASE IN THE TAX ON TOLL

When the tax on long-distance calls was place] at 20 percent last year it was
stated that one argument for putting It at that high level was that it would act
as a deterrent to the use of overloaded toll lines. But there is a limit to which that
reason applies. To Increase this tax to25 percent would be burdensome In many
cases
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THE SOSW MA KMS LOO-DINTANCN CALLS

A large number of the calls golog over the long-distance facilities of telephone
companies at the present time are made by the boys in uniform, who want to hear
the voices of their relatives and friends beck home.

For the reasons which have been mentioned-and others which could be added-
there should be no increase In the present levels of the taxes on telephone service.

AXMZDMEN? To Pioia ron TxaMnAIO or Exocis TAXES om TzLzpjz3w AxD
Tz~mzApH Savis

Submitted to Committee on Finance. United States Senate, on Behalf of the
Independent Telephone Companies of the United States by Committee on Taxa-
tion of the United States Independent Telephone Association

Amend section 166 to read as follows:
"z8e 15. TmuriqAlox or CmsAn MIscuAmvms TAXES. W~a TAxis A"D

WAX RTES.
"Ihe taxes Imposed by sections 1651, 1652, 1853, and 8465 shall not apply with

respect to any period commencing on or after the first day of the first month
which begins 6 months or more after the date of the termination of hostilities
in the present war."

SuoOEsTiD Am12DuDim To TE IZrWIAL Rivrxuz Com To Paovmx jL Tami
ALTZMATIYE Mu rHo o OoMltfmx sax Excese PsOnv" TAx CwRtI

Submitted to Committee on Finance, United States Senate, on behalf of the Inde-
pendent Telephone Companies of the United States by Committee on Taxation
of the United States Independent Telephone Association

Amend section T11 (a) (2) as follows:
Subparagraph (0) of section 711 (a) (2) is amended to read as follows:

"(0) INOir TAXES A"O lNODUM Buaw TO xCSs nos TAX.
"(I) In computing such normal tax net Income, the credit provided in

section 28 (e) (relating to Income subject to the tax imposed by this sub-
chapter) shall not be Allowed;

"(ii) In the case of a public utility, as defined In section 26 (h) (2) (A),
computing the excess-profits credit under section 714 (b) (2), the deduction
for taxes shall be Increased by an amount equal to the tax (not including the
tax under sectUon 102) under title I or chapter 1, as the cae may be, of
the revenue law applicable to such year."

Amend section 714 as follows:
Insert immediately before the first sentence of section 714 the following:

"(a) 0rNsxu Run.--"

Insert the following new subsections at the end of section 714 to read as
follows:

"(b) PuaLo UULTES.-In the case of a public utility, as defined In section
26 (M) (2) (A). te excess-profits credit for any taxable year computed under
this section shall be whichever of the following am.)unts is the greater:

"(1) The excess-profits credit as computed under subsection (a), or
"(2) An amount which is equal to the invested capital for any taxable

year multiplied by the average per centum return on Invested capital.

"(c) DnuxIrNos or Avzaaos PzR Cxrasu RerulI oi lr*rsr CArnrL.-
For the purposes of subsection (b) (2) the average per centurn return on
Invested capital shall be a percentage computed as follows:

"(1) There shall be computed for each of the taxable years In the base
period, as defined In section 718 (b), the average invested capital for such
year, as determined under section 71, reduced by an amount computed
under section 720.

"(2) There shall be computed for each of the taxable years in the base
period the excess-profits net Income, or deficit in excess-profits net Income,
as determined under action 711 (b) with the following additional adjust.
ments:
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"(A) The adjustment fer dividends received as provided In section
711 (a) (2) (A).

"(B) The adjustment for Interest as provided in section 711 (a)
(2) (B).

"(0) The adjustment for income taxes as provided In section711 (a) (2) (0) (11).

"(D) The adjustment foi Interest on certain Government oblige.
tons as provided In section 711 (a) (2) (0)."(Z) The adjustment for dividends received provided in section
7i (b) (1) (0) shall not be made.

"(8) The amount of the excess-profits net income, if any, computed
under paragraph (2) for each year in the base period shall be divided by
the amount computed undpr paragraph (1) for each year of the base
period.

"(4) The percentages obtained under paragraph (8) shall be aggre-
gated and multiplied by 12 and divided by the number of months in all
of such taxable years In the base period.

"(5) It the aggregate of the percentages determined under paragraph
(3) for the last half of the base period exceeds the aggregate of the per-

centages determined under paragraph (8) for the first halt of the base
period, subparagraph (4) shall not apply, but the following computations
shall be made:

"(a) The percentages obtained under paragraph (3) for each of
the taxable years In the last half of the base period shall be
aggregated.

"(b) The percentages obtained under paragraph (8) for each of
taxable years in the first half of the base period shall be aggregated.

"(c) If the percentage ascertained under subparagraph (a) exceeds
the percentage obtained under subparagraph (b) the difference shall
be divided by two.

"(d) The percentage obtained under subparagraph (e) shall be
added to the percentage obtained under subparagraph (a).

"(e) The percentage obtained under subparagraph (d) shall be
divided by the number of months In the last half of the base period
and the result multiplied by 12.

"(f) The percentage obtained under subparagraph (e) shall be
the average per centum return on Invested capital, if greater than
the percentage determined under paragraph (4) but in no case may
the amount so determined exceed the highest percentage determined
under paragraph (3) for any taxable year In the base period."

Amend section 26 (e) as follows:
strike out the period at the end of the last sentence of section 26 (e) and Insert

the following "or to a public utility, as defined In section 26 (b) (2) (A), com-
puting the excess-profits credit under section 714 (b) (2)."

AiqALes or FirAx Iscoux AND Exccss-Pors TAxES APMICABLE TO MAea
UTILITIES IN CA.I.bNiA FOR YEAR 1042 AND Pi opos]D ALTERNATE MrHoo mos
COUPUn o Exctss-PaOrTrs TAx

Mr. H. F. McNAutoYv,
Director, Puaice Uilitlet Department.

This report analyzes the effect of the I942 Revenve Act upon the earnings of
major California utilities for their 1942 operation- as experienced and after
adjusting the tax payments to exclude unusual or nonrecurring items. The
latter calculation indicates the maximum tax liability under the provisions of the
1942 revenue Act.

Included as a part of this report Is a proposed alternate method for determining
the excess earnings of a regulated public utility for tax purposes. The need for
a clearer understanding of the utility tax problem not only confronts the State
regulatory commissions throughout the country but also Congress-

he report Is not Intended to criticize the action previously taken by Congressin prior tax legislation, but it Is intended to advise and suggest a means ofcorrecting an unreasonable tax burden seriously affecting financial security of

one class of corpora tions-namely, the regulated public utilities.
(s) Loam W. EltsT, Remorch Xxginwe.
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ANALTSiS or FmcZuL IMUoISN AND Exc&-Psorrm TAx AmicA. To M o
UTMITIS IN CAOaIrA F0 YrZ" 1942 AND Poroswz ALT=NATz Mrria0o ion
.OOms c O ExCSS-Porrs TAX.

A. IPUSPO53 kx01 Orr

This report analse" the effect of the-1942 Revenue Act upon the earnings of
major California utilities for the calendar year 1942 and shows the maximum
effect of the provisions of the 1942 Revenue AcL .pon these earnings after adjust-
ink the tax payments to exclude unusual or nonrecurring items. The report also
presents a third alternate method for computing an excess-profits tax applicable
to regulated public utilities in order to more equitably determine 'the excess
earnings and the tax liability on current income.

I. Soor 01 330
* The report Includes a discussion of the Federal tax returns flied by the major
California utilities for the calendar year 1942, a discussion as to the rate of
return these utilities may earn on tht Oommission's rate base before being sub-
Ject to the exem-profits tar, together with a discussion of their maximum tax
liability under the provisions of the 1942 Revenue Act.
. The alternate excess-profits-tax method has been applied to the major California
utilities in order to show the difference in the amount of total Federal taxes
for which these companies would be liable and particularly the amount of excess-
profits taxes these companies would be required to pay should this proposal be
accepted by the Internal Revenue Department, and made a part of the 1943
Revenue Act. The rate of return at which these companies could earn before
paying an excess-profits tax under the proposed alternative method has been
included a a Dart of this study.

a. GZNrRAL
Federal taxes on income of a corporation consist of the normal income tax, a

surtax,- and an excess-profits tax. The method of computing the excess-profits
tax as provided for in the Revenue Act of 1942 has created certain problems
directly affecting the earnings of public utilities. Prior to the calendar year
1942 the major utilities in California generally escaped payment of the excess-
profits tax due to a credit which was created substantially from the refinancing
Of. the funded debt. It is expected that commencing with the operations for the
calendar year 1943 that in practically every instance this credit will disappear
,nd the companies will be confronted with the maximum provisions of the revenue

act.
The fact that a regulated public utility is subject to the excess-profits tax

creates a number of questions relative to the earning position of the company
during the current year. If It was the intention of Congress to tax excess earn-
ings of erporations it is also implied that the measure of these excess earnings
would be reasonable c-il uniform as between companies and as between classes
of corporations. An analysis of the major utilities in California has disclosed an
unequal distribution In the tax burden due particularly In the application of the
excess-profits-tax provisions. Assuming that these major utilities would have no
excess profits carry-over credit and that other unusual or ionrecurring items
were eliminated from the tax returns, one of the largest l Hiles would begin
paying an excess-profits tax when the rate of return on the commission's rate
base exceeded 4.67 percent and in another instance a utility rendering similar
service In California would not be subject to the excess-profits tax until Its return
on the commission's rate base had exceeded a rate of return of 9.,5 percent.
Between these two rates of return 14 other major utilities begin to pay an excess-
profits tax upon their earnings. This variation In the percentage k.: earnings
on the Commission's rate base indicates the injustice accorded regulated utilities
Under the 1912 act. Certain utilities in California will be earning a rate of return
at a point where the financial integrity of the company will be Impaired.

From the analysis of the provisions of the present revenue act and the effect
9f the tax law upon the earnings of this group of utilities, it is impossible to make
a general statement explaining the variation in the rate of return the company
may earn before creating an excess-profits tax liability. In one instance It was
found that a company which had refinanced Its funded debt would be required
to pMy an excess-profits tax ppon the savings it had consummated through the
reduction of its bond Interest th the magnitude of $1,000,000. In other words, it
is possible without an IncreasO in gross revenue that a company would be re-
quired to pay a substantial excess profits tax.
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Under the provisions of the 1942 Revenue Act a corporation has the option of
selecting one of two methods for determining the amount of the excein-proflts
tax credit before determining the excess-profits tax. These two methods
In nontechnical language are: (1) the excess-profits credit based on the
average earnings of the corporation Is computed by taking 95 percent of the
average net income for the 4-year base period (1036-3 inclusive) plus an amount
equal to 8 percent of the net capital additions as defined in the act or minus 6
percent of the net capital reductions: (2) the excess-profits credit based on in-
vested capital is computed for the taxable year at the following rates: 8 percent
on the Invested capital for -the first- $5,000,000; 7 percent on the next $5, .000
of invested Capltal; 8 percent on the next. $190,000,000 of invested capital; and
5 percent on-all invested capital in excess of $200,000,000.
1 The equity invested in capital as defined in the revenue act, stated In non-
technical terms, is equivalent to the money paid In for stock or as paid in sur-
plus or as a contribution to capital plus an amount equal to 50 percent of the
borrowed invested capital (usually bonds) plus an amount equal to 25 percent
of the average new capital paid In to the corporation during the taxable year.

TAsLz .- Major California utilities, Federal ta=s on 1948 sneoms per returns an4
mozimum under present lcto

Feder tes on Income pe tax Matimum Federal tax" on Income
ret ora--I2 operation under IH2 Revenue Act

Normal I ExT Norms tial

nd srta t90 d surtu 9 = co

OIL$ L" KLICTMITI

yo-pAn ................. 60 '' SW 8N" mm 27400 50 83

CpsyB.................. 1 4,352.I00 000 10 .70n ,4W I ,5
WpayC ............... 10. , ,400 429 9K00 200 1,200 50 no I2Iwo

VompayN.............. .. S,0 00 '1one 34417,300 %98.0 190 4,197.00
Compay F ................ Z0090 'Noe 1.09.900 797W00 98 1.387.400

Tot a-.............-142W 163Il.600 32.050,700 19, . 200 1 1.4 .000 31% 20

company .............. M600 0 1. 200 13007. 8W, M 300
company H .................. 3 ,00 on 7,10 1O,400 on0 1S00

TO ......... .00 1, 9 ,23 30 ,0 , 00 ? 00 .0 O

Company I,,, .................. I1,. ,,00 , 1 o*,W0 MI + % W 0
evqwpany I................2116001 None 93.,600 2,600 NOne 2.600COmpa nyL .............. 8, 600 None nw "600 None S& am0

Total.............. 37.tOO 6.7... 0 848W 1&Z ,,90 728.600

Orand total......... ..100 1110A400 3 9.

'o ta due to uusual or no.arecurfnr deductions.
STa rteducod by unusual or nonrecu'el-g deductions.

Of the 16 major utilities analyzed in this study, 9 selected the excess-profits
credit based on Income and 7 selected the excess-profits credit based on invested
capital in computing their returns for the year 1942. Table 1 shows by classes
of utilities a summary of the Federal taxes on Income for 12 major utilities in
California. It was necessary to limit the comparison to these 12 for the reason
that certain figures were not available for the complete analysis to be followed
throughout the report. These 12 companies paid the following amounts for
Federal taxes on 1942 income:
Normal income tax and surtax ---------------------------------- $22,94, 100
Excess profits tax at 90 percent ...----------------------------- 11, 02 400

Total..- . ..----------------------------------------------- 83 , 600
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Of these 12, only 5 paid any excess-profits tax and 2 of these paid only a part
of their normal exiess-profits tax liability for the reason that some excess-profits
credit carry-over wa available for the 1942 tax return. There is also shown upon
table 1 the maximum Federal tax liability on income which could be created under
the 1942 Revenue Act through the elimination of the excess-profits credit carry-
over and other unusual or nonrecurring items These 12 utilities would be
subject to the following amounts of tax:
Normal income tax and surtax-_. .... ...--------------------- $20, 83, 000
Exces-profits tax at 90 percent ----..............---------- 17, ?, 400

Total --------------- ------------- --- 87,6K0,400

. Pzomoi1D TnrIM ou ,LTmZ AT u.THoV m Xcr5S5-PwwITrr TAX
The economic characteristics of a regulated public utility when viewed In the

long-term trend of regulation would indicate that under effective regulation the
earnings during any period of time may be assumed to be reduced to a level that
has been determined reasonable by the rate-making body. Applying this principle
to the Callfornia utilities, it will be recalled that during the period from 1937 to
the close of 1942 the California Railroad Commission placed in effect rate reduc-
tions in the magnitude of $27,000,000 applicable to the service of the customers
for gas, electric, telephone, and water utilities. 'This would Indicate that earnings
in California for the major companies were under close scrutiny by this com-
mission and it is apparent that if the present-day earnings are subject to large
amounts of excess-profits tax the application of this tax is not necessarily applied
against excess war profit.

As a result of a series of conferences with certain of the larger utilities in
California, it became apparent that a third method should be devised to measure
the excess earnings, If any, of these regulated companies. Several proposals were
submitted and analyzed until the final alternate method as will be explained had
been thoroughly tested.

In any attempt to revise a portion of the revenue act it is required that such a
suggestion be finally written as an amendment to the excess profits tax law.
Many proposals have been made In the past, but the complex nature of the appll.
cation of the proposal, together with the inability of the tax experts to write the
proposal as an amendment were sufficient reasons for discarding them. The
present proposal does not bring forward any new tax concept, but merely utilize
information now available in the Office of the Internal Revenue Department and

in the files of the corporations preparing the tax returns.
Briefly stated, it Is merely this:
(a) The excess-profits tax credit based on income after Federal income tax

is de',rmlned for the 4 base years. The invested capital as defined in the revenue
act is also determined for the same 4-year period. Using these two known figures

a ratio is estsbl!shed by dividing the Income for the year by the invested capital
for that year. The average for the 4 years (1938-39, Inclusive) Is then de-
termined and adjusted by means of the growth formula as applied in the 1942
Revenue Act under the Income method.

(b) In order to obtain the excess-profits credit for the current taxable year,
.* all that is necessary to determine Is the amount of the invested capital for that

year and multiply by the average ratio previously developed for the 4-year base
period.

In event the proposal as outlined above would permit the utility under regular.
tIon to earn no more before excess-profits tax tin was permitted by the reg-
ulatory commission during the base period. The proposal Is not Intended to
supersede the two methods now available to all c-orporations, but because of the
large amount of Investment in plant and property in relation to the gross revenue,
It has been deemed essential that the Iublic utilities be permitted to use a rod-
ification of the present methods fQr determining the amount of the excess-profits
credit.

This proposal was applied to the 142 earnings of the 2 utilities shown by
clasm of service in table 2. In applying this proposal the excess-profits credit
carry-over and other unusual and nonrecurring items were elirftinated from the
calculations. The results of the alternate method as proposed would require the
12 companies to provide for Federal taxes on income as follows:
Normal Income tax and surtax ---------------------------- $27. 63,400
Excess profits tax at 90 percent ---------------------------- 2 0,100

Totl -----------------------........-------------- s0, 836, WO
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Referring ,o table No. 2, It will be seen that 4 of the 12 utilities would provide
for an excess-profits tax. Of these 4, 2 wuuld not select thls proposal as the
total Federal taxes based on income would be Increased. The other 2 utilities
would, however, use this alternate or proposed method although they would pay
an excess-profits tax, because the total Federal taxes on income would be sone-
what reduced. All other utilities shown on table 2 would select and use this
method.

F. ZAT3 O RWrIN BIFOM ZXCE8 P1S1T8 TAX

In order to compare the earning positions of the major utilities In California
It is necessary to know at what rate of return on the commission's rate base
excess-profits tax first becomes effective. This critical point Is sometimes referred
to by the public utility industry as the excess-profits tax entry pont.

T arz 2.-Major Oalifornia uftifite--Maxfmum Federal toves on I94, income
under proposed alternative method and net change from mowiinum under
present law

Net eaaphO frm wax.
Mawtmum Federal tares on IDOS, Imum yedenra ta"proposed alternaUrt method on Irmorss under

194 renm Act

Normul in- F iess
cometaz s Pron s t' Total Amount Percentsmta at M per-

fiA1 AND Mm Ic UTULT$u

Company A .......................... 2K6SOO............. 82 960 * 41.00 , I
CmpnyB ....................... 12,5000............. %&AOM S. , JFR. sw 0.
Company , ............................ , 421.70D $W30k ,O0 800,700 1 T
Company D .......................... 7K,0M 2 000 1,04,00 too.530 S 45
Cmpan ............................ . 050,000 ............. ,059 o ,,100
company r .............................. J 043 """00 ........4 0, 04&200 S" oo4.8 -

Tta- -.............................. 26,10,200 . NOj 28. 7n2700) 0, $.OW ,.4
SXLRONN Vnins

coo pan --y 0 .................................--,--3 4.9 0-- - -- , 4,0 0 e
Total-............................. 773 -............ . .773 00 1, .00 ..

WATES VIMIEl

Company 0 .............................. ---------- 9300....... .
Company L---------------3,...............15......2,,0 ....... M200 Is, k0 £6

Total- ............................. 6, 117,00 771,300 #%m L4

OMM total....................... 2'"'31, SA 100 mso M.

Nos.--ltallo denot"s dew*e.

Table 8 has been prepared to show the rate of return or earnings that would
be experienced by the company with the maximum application of the existing
Revenue Act, and In addition the rate of return at which the excess-profits tax
would first become effective (tee columns A and B.) The second set of calcula-
tions in table 8 (columns C and D) analyzes the 1942 earnings under the proposed
amendment and indicates the rate of return that the company would experience
and the rate of return at which excess-profits tax first becomes effective. The
third group of figures (columns E and F) shown on the table Indicates the most
favorable application either the present Revenue Act or the proposed amendment
to the Revenua Act indicating the respective rates of return that would be ex-
perienced and the rate of return at which the excess-profits tax would first be-
come effective. A study of these calculations would lead to the conclusion
that 10 of the 12 utilities would experience a relief from Federal taxes on income
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under the proposed method and 2 of the 12 utilities would continue tO use the
Invested capital method as defined in the Revenue Act of 1942 for determining
the excess-profits credit. The reason that these 2 utilities would continue to
use the present Invested capital method Is due to the fact that the 1942 Revenue
Act allows the smaller utilities a larger credit than was actually experienced
during the base-year period.

O. cooNLUSIONS
Under the representative from of government such as we have here In this

country there is a definite responsibility placed upon the citizens to advise
Congress as to the detrimental effects of their laws upon the Nation. This is
particularly true In the case of the State regulatory commissions which have
been created under State rights to regulate public utility corporations within
their respective States. These commissions have been established as author-
tative bodies on the matter of public utility regulation, and as such are in a position
to give expert technical advice to Congress in the matter of taxes applied to public
utilities under their jurisdiction. From the viewpoint of constructive regulation
one of the fallacies In the present law is the impositlon of an excess profits tax
on the income of a regulated public utility before allowance is made for normal
income tax and surtax. This Is substantiated by the fact that for many years
the State regulatory commissions have determined the earning level of the
utilities after taking Into consideration Federal Income tax. This policy was
maintained throughout the base-year period 193839 as defined in the Revenue
Act.

TAsuZ 8.-Major California utfitlee-Rotes o1 return and exoess-proflta taa
- entry poits rejfecting maximum too under present law and pwoposed amend-

merit based on 1942 aome

Maximum under ?zinmum under Maximn under

192 Revenue Act proposed method most favorbl.

A D r F

088 and electric utnitles: Perew PFrcet Ptrceaf Parcest Periet Preetw
Company A .......................... &S3 &47 6.# 1.06 &76 '7.96
C<opeay B............... 6,23 & 672 7.09 67 .17.09

company ........................ 67 630 8.00 7.90 8.00 37.90
CompenyD......................... 4.9 &67 68 &20s &8 1&9
Company z ........................ . &91 &76 7.03 .7. 7.03 1 7.38
Com- y ......................... &,G, & 80 65 7.46 & .57 t7.
Coepany 0 &36......................36 4.9 699 7.18 6.99 17.15

C,snyU ...................... f63 604 67 7.82 671 17.2
Company I .......................... 6.&5 639 644 6,35 66 1&3
Company I ........................... &73 &7 &52 49 5&73 ' &8is
Company K .......................... 27 &7 &7 64 & 27 1&14
CoZman L, .......................... 7.07 7.03 7.20 7.28 7.20 .?.

3 othod moat favorable in 10 ofthe 12 cias.

An analysis made of the earning position of 10 nipjor gas and electric utilities
the United States discloses all but one earned substantially less per share

of common stock In 1942 than the average earned per share for the bse-year
period (19-89). Ten major railroads in the country showed an earning per
share of common stock In 1942 many times greater (one company 27 times)
than was exprienced during the average base-year period. Comparisons made
with 10 of the major aircraft, automobile, steel, chemical, metal, and oil con.
cerns likewise show a tremendous increase per share of common stock in 1942
as compared to the average of the base-year periods

All figures used In this analysis were reduced to a common basis in deter-
mining the net earnings per share of common stock, I. e., Federal taxes on income
'including excess-profits tax were deducted In all cases as provided for in the
1942 Revenue Act.
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"4 Errxe Tex PsoposL OtMuxu JX TIex PaXtaUrx PAEOS
Amend section 711 (a) (2) as follows:

Subparagraph (C) of section 711 (a) (2) Is amended to read as follows:
"(C) Income Taxes and Income Subject to Excess-Profits Tax.

"(I) In computing such normal-tax net Income, the credit provided
in section 26 (e) (relating to Income subject to the tax Imposed by this
subchapter) shall not be allowed;

"(i) In the case of a public utility, as defined in section 26 (h) (2)
(A), computing the excess profits credit under section 714 (b) (2),
the deduction for taxes shall be increased by an amount equal to the
tax (not Including the tax under section 102) under title I or chapter I,
as the case may be, of the revenue law applicable to such year."

Amend section 714 as follows:
Insert Immediately before the first sentence of section 714 the following:
"(a) Gzxwra. Ru.-'
Insert the following new subsection at the end of section 714 to read as

follows:
"(b) Puri UTLrrrr.-In the case of a public utility, as defined In section

26 (h) (2) (A), the excess profits credit for any taxable year computed urder
this section shall be whichever of the following amounts Is the greater:

"(1) The excess profits credit as computed under subsection (a), or
"(2) An amount which Is equal to the invested capital for an) taxable year

multiplied by the average percent return on Invested capital.
"(c) DEn-rrrro*; or AvEnAo PEWCsN Rerrvv ox Iwvrnam CAPrrAx-L-Fbr the

purpose of subsection (b) (2) the average percent return on invested capital
shall be computed as follows:

"(1) There shall be computed for each of the taxable years In the base
period, as defined In section 718 (b), the average invested capital for such
year, as determined under section 718, reduced by an amount computed
under section 720.

"(2) There shall be computed for each of the taxable years In the base
period the excess profits net income, or deficit in excess profits net income,
as determined under section 711 (b) with the following additional ad.
Justments:

"(A) The adjustment for dividends received as provided In-section
711 (a) (2) (A),

"(B) The adjustment for interest as provided in section 711 (a)

"(C) 'he adjustment for Income taxes as provided in section 711
(a) (2) (0) (i1),

"(D) The adjustment for Interest on certain Government obligations
as provided In section 711 (a) (2) (0),

"(H) 'The adjustment for dividends received provided In section 711
(b) (1) (0) shall not be made.

"(S) The Amount of the excess profits net income, If any, computed under
paragraph (2) for each year in the base period shall be divided by the
amount computed under paragraph (1) for each year of the base period.

"(4) The percentages obtained under paragraph (8) shall be aggregated
and maltiplied by 12 and divided by the number of months In all of such
taxable years in the base period.

"(5) If the aggregate of the percentages determined under paragraph (8)
for the last half of the base period exceeds the aggregate of the percentages
determined under paragraph (8) for the first half of the base period, sub-
paragraph (4) shall not apply, but the following computations shall be made:

"(a) Tho percentages obtained under paragraph (3) for each of the
taxable years In the last balt of the base period shall be aggregaied.

"(b) The percentages obtained under paragraph (8) for each of the
taxable years In the first half of the base period shall be aggregated.

"(c) If the percentage ascertained under subparagraph (a) exceeds
the percentage obtained under subparagraph (b) the difference shall be
divided by two.

"(d) The percentage obtained under subparagraph (e) Shall be added
to the percentage obtained under subparagraph (a).
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"(e) The perce6tageiobtained under subparagraph "(d) Shall be
divtdbd by the number of months In the last half of the base period and
the result multiplied by 12.

"(f) The percentage obtained under subpai graph (e) shall be the
average percent return on inVested capital if greater than the percent.
age determined under paragraph (4) -but In no case may the amount
so determined exceed the highest percentage determined under para.
graph (8) for any taxable year in the base period."

Amend s-tion 26 (e) as follows:
"Strike out the period at the end of the last sentence of section 2( Ce) and

insert the following "or to a public utility, as defined In section 26 (h) (2) (A),
computing the excess profits credit under section 714 (b) (2)."

(Nor-Amendments to present Revenue Act were drafted by Mr. Parker Lind.
hardt, tax supervisor, General Telephone Corporation.)

ATTAcHILZNT B

Computations for proposed amendments, ezcesa-prolfts tao

tem Bayear period -] 1l

1936 1937 1938 1939

(rolm till)

a Invested ca! scedul C, f1ned ) ................. ..... $.,.. $ .b es -ctF rt income (sceue B'mm ne 31),x Ameba{ inatm o fundl ed t . ............ .... ....... .. . ......
ess Federal taxes on Income ............ ................ ........

Excess proats net Incto:
Schedule A, line 16. column 2 .............................
CompuotedoIvesed capital method ...... . ! .

f Rsti eproGtsnetilcoae divided bynve.u'eed I
ScWWit% %............ %g Average .et..m. n ...n.....e.ap- t. ..-: ..p t...... ..

'CCompae average retunon invesWol capital during the basn years by t4aias tK e ttArisrasticel average
of tMe 4 perctutages or ppiyln l. growth formula to the perceptages as perml te Dy jaw for comp=aes
using thb average earnings metod. 4

194 computations Amount

b Invested cqptalt , year 1942 ................................... ................. ..............
I ce p s net come...................................................... ......... ..
Ezcess-p fhts credit (h time g) ................................................ .......... .

k Adjuted excess profits net income ........................................... ................
1 Excess tstax ............. ......................................... : ................

lu Post-w r nd ......................................................... ................

a Neot zess p-oftU tax ...........................................................

I Amounts of any un susl or nonrecurring ta addItions or deductions sri to be eliminated.

Tes 114D NMWID T Tuemnom, IuivsmTr i Tnz U isr STAsv, Ocrosw 1948

Approximately 1 out of every 5 telephones In the United States is owned
and operated by an "independent" telephone company. In other words, of the
24,8W,000 telephones In the United States at the end of 1942, about 4,837,068 were
operated by independently owned companies or by rural or farmer lines and
systems. These independent companies thus serve more telephones than there
are In all of greater Oermany, Including Austria and Ozechoslovakia, and almost
as many as in all Great Britain and France combined. It is estimated that about
two-thirds of the area of the United States is served by independent companies.

The development of the telephone Industry sprang from the btsle patents
granted to Alexander Graham Bell in 1876 and 1877. It was natural that the
development in the earlier, years of the Industry was confined chiefly to the
larger centers of population where the convenience of the telephone was more
highly appreciated and hence pf greater value. By the time the basic patents
had expired In 1894, there wer4'about 270,000 telephones In service in the United
States.
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rARLY HIsTORY Or THE xNDrPEND5cr wDusUTY

With the expiration of these patents, the field was open to all and a large
number of independent telephone companies soon sprang up. Such telephone
companies were formed not only in small towns which had previously had little or
no telephone service-and sometimes two companies were formed in the same
town-but in many important towns and even the larger cities companies were
also formed to compete with existing Bell companies. Some of these Independent
companies eventually exceeded their local Bell competitors in number of sub-
scribers. Numerous independent manufacturing companies also arose which
not only supplied apparatus to new telephone companies but assisted actively in
promoting and financing many of them. By about the end of 1915 there were
some 5,300 Bell exchanges and 1,000 independent exchanges; in about 1,000
places Bell and Independent exchanges were in competition and in about 600
places Independent companies competed with each other. By this time, also,
practical long-distance telephony had been developed, the Nation-wide Bell Sys-
tem owning the major part of the longer lines, and for several years there had
been insistent demand from independent companies and from the public for more
complete interconnection between companies, irrespective of ownership. There
were also the obvious complaints arising from the confusion of two or more
telephone systems in those communities where that condition existed.

• THS TWO GROUPS

Discussion between the Bell System and the independent companies, and pres-
sure from governmental agencies, brought about a general understanding, partly
documented, partly practice, which has led to the present status of the telephone
industry. Some Bell companies purchased certain competing independent com-
panies, certain other independent companies purchased competing Bell exchanges
(the net result of these transactions, however, being a net gain In telephones
by the Bell System and a net loss by the indeendent companies), and certain
competing Independent companies merged, or sfld one to the other. This prac-
tice was carried out so completely that today, with one exception nearing solu-
tion, there Is no competition In the telephone-operating industry. There are
today about 6,200 Bell-owned exchanges operated by the 25 associated Bell com-
panies and about 12,000 Independent exchanges operated by some 6,350 inde-
pendent companies.

12,000 EXCHANGrs OPEATrO BY INnD1'EZDENTS

The Independent companies actually serve almost twice as many comuunitles
in the United States as do the Bell companies; but since the Bell companies
serve in all of the largest cities In the country, as well as In many of the smaller
communities, the number of telephones served by the Bell System Is much larger
than the number served by the independent companies. The map on pages 4
and 5 shows the approximately 12,000 exchanges operated by independent tele-
phone companies. The Bell owned and operated exchanges are not shown.

INDE, NDENr TErL" ONrS CO'~ IE wrf THlE NATIONAL TOL NETWORK

The Independent companies own and operate a large mileage of toll lines,
mostly regional In character, and all the Independent exchanges and toll lines
are interconnected with neighboring companies and with the Bell toll network,
which Is Nation-wide in extent. Long-distance traffic is freely Interchanged
between companies of the various ownerships and provisions for routings and divi-
sions of tariffs are covered by agreements between the various operating com-
panies Involved.

A large number of the 6,350 Independent operating telephone companies are
fairly small in sire, yet there are approximately 144 such companies having gross
incomes in excess of $100,000 per year and about 73 having gross Incomes of
$50,000 to $10,000 per year.

Well-known cities and towns of the United States served by independct telephone
companies

Covina, Ctlif. Redlands, Calif. West Los Angeles, Calif.
Long Beach, Calif. Redondo Beach, Calif. Whittier, Calif.
Monrovia, Calif. San Bernardino, Calif. Bradenton, Fla.
Ontario, Calif. Santa Barbara, Calif. Clearwater, Fla.
Palm o.pring, Calif. Santa Maria, Calif. Lakeland, Fla.
Pomona, Calif. Santa Monica, Calif. St. Petersburg, Fla.
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Wel-known c(1e. and towns of the Uttlfed States #erved by independent felephoo
oompanf--Continued

Sarasota, Fla.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Honolulu, T. H.
Moscow, Idaho.
Bloomington, Ill.
DeKalb, Ill.
Des Plaines, Ill.
Dixon, Ill.
Freeport, Ill.
Galesburg, Ill.
Jacksonvile, Ill.
Kewanee, IlL
Lincoln, Ill.
Macomb, II.
Mattoon, Ill.
Monmouth, IlL
Park Ridge, Ill.
Pekin, Ill.
Streator, Ill.
Connersville, Ind.
Elkhart, Ind.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Goshen, Ind.
Lafayette, Ind.
LaPorte, Ind.
Logansport, Ind.
Richmond, Ind.
Terre Haute, IndL
Valparaiso, Ind.
Wabash, Ind.
Newton, Iowa
Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Junction City, Kans.
Ashland, Ky.,
Lexington, Ky.
Adrian, Mich.
Ludington, Mich.
Muskegon, Mich.
OwoSso, Mich.
Fairmont, Minn.
Mankato, Minn.

New Ulm, Minn.
Cape Girardea, Mo.
Columbia, Mo.
Jefferson City, Mo.
Beatrice, Nebr.
Hastings, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Scottsbluff, Nebr.
Carlsbad, N. Mex.
Fulton, N. Y.
Oloversville, N. Y.
Jamestown, N. Y.
Johnstown, N. Y.
Middletown, N. Y.
Norwich, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
Durham, N. 0.
Elizabeth City, N. 0.
Fayetteville, N. 0.
High Point, N. 0
Pinehurst, N. O.
Rocky Mount, N. C.
Southern Pines, N. 0.
Wilson, N. 0.
Minot, S. Dak.
Ashland, Ohio.
Ashtabula, Ohio.
Athens, Ohio.
Bellevue, Ohio.
Bellefontalne, Ohio.
Bucyrus, Ohio.
Cambridge, Ohio.
Chillicothe, Ohio.
Delaware, Ohio.
Elyria, Ohio.
Greenville, Ohio.
Lima, Ohio.
Lorain, Ohio.
Mansfield, Ohio.
Marion, Ohio.
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Newark, Ohio.

New Philadelphia, Ohio.
Norwalk, Ohio.
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Sidney, Ohio.
Troy, Ohio.
Warren, Ohio.
Wooster, Ohio.
Butler, Pa.
Carlisle, Pa.
Chambersburg, Pa.
Erie, Pa.
Franklin, Pa.
Hanover, Pa.
Johnstown, Pa.
Kittanning, Pa.
Meadville, Pa.
Oil City, Pa.
Vandergrift, Pa.
Waynesboro, Pa.
York, Pa.
Westerly, R. I.
Sumter, S. 0.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Kingsport, Tenn.
Brownwood, Tex.
Denton, Tex.
Gonzales, Tex.
Greenville, Tex.
San Angelo, Tex.
Sherman, Tex.
Texarkana, Tex.-Ark.
Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
Charlottesville Va.
Harrisonburg, Va.
Everett, Wash.
Wenatchee, Wash.
Bluefleld, W. Va.
La Crosse, Wis.
Wausau, Wi.
Wisconsin Rapids, WIs

CERTAIN WIZPHON3 STATISTICS

The following statistical information will indicate the size of the independent
telephone industry as a whole and as compared with the Bell System; the figures
are as of the end of the year 1942:

Totl for United Bell-owd Independent
States

Tot-, telepon .................................... 24. M OD 20,01,932 4,37,06S
Number of operate oompanes ................... .4 83 23 1 3M
Number o/central offices ........................... 19,276 7.204 4,072
Gross revenues ................................ i, 643,2WA,000 lA 492a3,000 $M ,OO000Invest ment In telephone plant ................... f , 11, . 00 * I.8 000

Number of employew ............................... 397,107 327,107 70, 0

I In additia there ar more than 60,0D connecting rural lines, mostly owned mutually by groups of
farmet

1INAN(CL SOUNDIVESS OF INDUSIStY 3.L0lGNhZx

While there is material difference in corporate size and while financial results
vary between companies due to differences In local conditions, between well-
managed groups of widely geographically distributed companies there is found
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to be a striking similarity in operating results. This fact has become more
generally known in r.,'ent years, and during that period the securities of Inde-
pendent telephone co,.-panies have been more widely recognized for their qualities
by an increasing number of investors. Substantial amounts of the senior securities
of independent telephone companies are now held by institutions who have the
staff and ability to bo discriminatirg in their investment policies and practice s.

ThI NDENDEN MANUrA01rUR[

The independent operating companies obtain most of their equipment and
supplies from the various independent telephone-manufacturing companies, while
the Bell System obtains most of its equipment and supplies through the wholly
owned Western Electric Co., which is the manufacturing and purchasing agent.
for the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and its associated companies. he
independent manufacturing companies as a group represent some $50,000,000 of
invested capital and employ more than 10,000 persons. Switchboards and tele-
phones manufactured by the independents are among the finest in the world.
Their modern research laboratories are staffed by able engineers and physicists.

MNDEPENDENTS RESoISia MR TE IAL T IEPHONE STSTEd

History shows that independent manufacturing companies have been responsible
for s6me of the noteworthy advances in the telephone art, the dial telephone being
the one, perhaps, with which the public is most familiar, although many others
could be cited. Likewise, some of the independent telephone-operating companies
have initiated practices now standard in the industry and have been the proving
ground for developments which have been of value to the entire industry. Dial
telephones were first introduced in the United States by independent telephone
companies in Chicago, San Francisco, Los Anegeles, Omaha, and other cities
during the years 1900 to 1009. Today, approximately 40 percent of the telephones
of the Independent companies and approximately 60 percent of those of the Bell
System are dial-operated.

A~rVZ PZTr IN 119 WAS MYORT

The war has emphasized the importance of the independent telephone indus-
try, not only to the Nation's over-all communication system, but to its armed forces
as well. Independent telephone companies operate In every section of the United
States, serving most of the isolated points along the borders and also large areas
in the interior of the country where many of the most important war industries
and military establishments, such as camps and air fields, are located. The
independent manufacturersare at present devoting practically their entire faeill-
ties to the manufacture of military equipment for the armed forces.

• Senator WALSH. Mr. Alvord.

STATEMENT OF ELLSWORTH C. ALVORD, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON FEDERAL FINANCE, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES

Mr. ALzvoR. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am Ellsworth C. Al-
vord, Munsey Building, Washington, D. C. I appear as chairman of
the committee on federal finance of the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States.

I would like permission, if I may, to file a prepared statement
with you as part of the record following my oral presentation.

Senator WAmsH. That may be done.
Mr. ALvoRD. I would also like permission, if I may, to file a memo-

randum prepared by Mr. Roy C. Osgood. who is a member of our
committee with respect to the estate and gift taxes.

Senator WALSH. That may be done.
Mr. ALVORD. I realize your time is very limited, and I attempted to

prepare my remarks with that in view. Consequently, I merely re-
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spectfully call your attention to the testimony of the members of our
committee before the Committee on Ways and Means.

Mr. Osgood, on gift and estate taxes.
Professor Fairchild primarily on inflation.
Mr. Henry Fernald, principally for the purpose of showing the

effect of our present tax rate and proposed tax rate upon industrial
Profit, and myself, from a more general point of view, with respect to
the general problems of financing the war and post-war period.

The first point, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, that we wish to im-
press upon you is that tax policies and tax rates cannot be considered
independently. They are very closely related and intertwined prob-
lems and policies, all of which should and must be considered together
in order to determine proper fiscal policies.

We have the problems relating to the termination of war contracts.
Our committee has appeared before other committees. I refer to that
in the written testimony, and I respectfully refer that testimony to you.

There are the problems with respect to the disposition of properties
acquired by the Government during the war for war purposes as those
properties become surplus properties. And there are the problems and
policies with respect to the so-called renegotiation.
. I have outlined very briefly for you our position with respect to the

termination of war contracts. I can summarize that very briefly.
The termination of war contracts or any war contract, necessarily
involves four rather different problems. The war contractor, for ex-
ample will have articles comp eted unde- the contract but not yet de-
livereA. There is no reason in the world why the full contract price
for those articles should not be paid in ordinary course and promptly.
The war contractor will have a large accumulation of war materials
which he has not yet placed in production. The costs of those raw ma-
terials are very readily determinable. The proof is simple. The
cost of those raw materials, whether or not they have been allocated to
any specific Government contract, can be paid fully and promptly.

Then, we come to the problem of goods in process; the direct labor
cost; how direct rawy material cost of goods in process are reasonably
simple of determination. It is a problem that people are familiar
with. It is an ordinary inventory problem. It is different in some
industries, of course, but not. a new problem. Just direct costs that,
as proved, can be paid in full.

Then, we come to the fourth and it is the fourth group of costs
about which I think most of dhe discussion has taken place. That
fourth group consists of costs which we call indirect costs, such as
overhea-d, preliminary engineering expense, and allowable profits.
That group involves some difflulty. It will involve time for the prep-
aration of the claim, will involve disputes. Claims covering that
group should be paid promptly in part and the balance given either as
a loan to the contractor or payment postponed until after proof of the
claim. It is to this class that all the questions with respect to final
audits and approval, with respect to negotiation of settlements, that
those problems relate.

With respect to the disposition of surplus commodities we recom-
mend the creation of a special agency for the determination of policies,
with a statute prescribing such principles and policies and may be
necessary to guide them, i order that that agency can continuously
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determine proper policies with respect to the tremendous job of dis-
posing of surplus war properties.

All these problems bear very directly upon the problems of financing
industry in the post-war period. Gentlemen, you will recall that we
have frequently appeared before you and urgW-as a basic principle
for financing the war the simple doctrine of maximum revenues from
taxation and then sound policies for borrowing the balance. The de-
termination of maximum taxation is a very practical determination
and we have suggested that that determination be made with respect
to three rather closely related periods of time. The first was the
period of transition from peacetime economy to war economy. As I
have frequently said, we failed miserably with respect to the fiscal
problems during this period of time. I think the failures during that
time are largely responsible for many of our difficult problems today.

The second period of time is the determination of maximum tax-
ation during the period of war economy. The problems " 'ring that
period of time we think have been handled commendaluy and ex-
cellently.

The third period of time-the period which we feel we are now
approaching-we hope we are approaching it very quickly, but no
one, of course, knows when this period is coming and therefore we
must now give it most serious consideration-that third period of
time is the period of transition from a war economy to a peace econ-
omy. That is frequently referred to as our post-war period. How-
ever, there is no clear-cut line to be drawn between the period of war
economy and the period of post-war economy. Many Government con-
tractors are already facing the cut-back and the cancelation termina.
tion of war contracts and the problems of converting back to a peace-
time economy. It is quite impossible for us to wait until hostilities
cease before we begin to prepare for this period of time. One of the
most important problems in connection with this post-war reconver-
-sion-if you will accept my post-war reconversion phrase .s having
the meaning that I have given it-is the problem of financing industry.
Industry will be confronted with tremendous financial problems. The
entire cost of reconversion must be paid somewhere. New plant, eruip-
ment, inventories personnel, management, everything will be in a
period of flux or change, with demands being made daily for financing.
Unless financing is readily available industry cannot convert to a peace-
time economy, and, of course, it is most essential that we get back iito
the production of civilian goods as promptly as possible if we are to
avoid an extended period of unemployment and possible depression.
Now, these funds for financing industry are available only in three pos-
sible places. First, is the possibility of persuading an individual to
part with his money, to place it in the corporation and let the cor-
poration use it. That is the normal method of financing industry, par-
ticularly with respect to long-term investment, whether it be iv bends
or in equity.,

The statistics which we have given to the Committee on Ways and
Means, and which I will not repeat here, show the utter impossibility
of being able to attract from the individual investor funds for industry
under present tax laws. Now we hope that these tax laws will be
modified so the individual, after taxes, will see the possibility of a
reasonable return upon his investment, an opportunity to get a return

93331-44----43
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commensurate with the risk that he is taking. Under present tax laws
the most profitable corporation cannot hold out to you the slightest
hope of a return upon your investment ommensurmte with the risk
that you are taking. If our tax laws are not reduced immediately
for the period of post-war financing then we must go to other sources
because the private source, although available in reasonably limited
amounts, will not be available for post-war financing of tha extent
which industry will require.

A second source is oans from the Government, the financing of
post-war industry by the Government. We have heard in the course
of the last several weeks many Government officials urging before this
committee, of which you gentlemen are members, a system of loans
by Government for the meeting of post-war cost and the financing of
post-war requirements. It is our position that loans by the Govern.
meant for industrial use immediately after the war or at any time after
the war should be avoided entirely, if possible, but, at any rate, should
be limited as greatly as possible. Government finance, as you gentle-
men all realize, is the first step to Government domination and control.
If industry is to be financed by the Government, then we may expect
in this post-war period domination by the Government over the indus-
try which it has financed. If our concept of individual enterpriss-
which is the true foundation of democracy-is to survive, then we must
find a source other than Government loans for the financing of post-war
requirements.

There is but one remaining source: That source is the earnings and
profits of industry itself, after taxes, undistributed to the stockholders.
Now, we hear a great deal about the tremendous reserves of industry,
the adequacy, in fact the excess of the reserves of industry.for post-war
requirements. Those statistics must be viewed from several points of
view and analyzed very carefully. I am very confident that if that
is done you will find that those reserves are purely paper reserves.
They will not be asset* available for the financing of post-war industry.
If we are to examine the balance sheets of your industrial corporations
in the country, we'will find tremendous liabilities, for example, for
inventories. _Now, if the inventory problem-I refer to that in con.
nection with the termination of war contracts-and if our other prob-
lems in connection with the termination of war contracts are satis-
factorily solved, then quick assets in a much greater extent are avail-
able, but inventories, generally speaking appearing on a balance sheet
today at cost or perhaps at cost of maret, whichever is less, are not
a quick asset. They cannot be used to finance post-war operations.

You will find a general trend in industry from 1940, 1941, 1942, and
1943, a very shocking trend, a dangerous trend.

One normal basis of determining financial responsibility of any cor-
ration is to look at the ratio of its quick assets to its current liabilities.

Prior to the war, generally speaking, that ratio was about 8% of quick
assets to 1 of current liabilities. Today, if you make a reasonable
approach to the inventory problem and to liabilities for taxes not yet
due, which account for a large part of this so-called savings and in-
crease in bank accounts, you will find that that ratio has gone from
3 to I to about 1 to 1, a very dangerous point to reach.

nator BALEr. In that connection, what emphasis do you put on
the value of the inventories?
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Mr. Am-oRm. We have made several computations in reaching the
ratio. Most of them have reached about the same result. With re-
spect to some corporations, we have the data; and with respect to the
others, we have an estimate of the inventories.

Senator BAILEY. My question related to the cost, the present value
or the post-war depreciation which is inevitable.

Mr. ALvoan. That is true, sir.
Senator BAILEY. Which do you take?
Mr. ALVORD. I think the soundest method is the method which we

have used in discounting the increases in inventories over 1939. Using
your inventory at the 1939 level, they are about normal and probably
worth 100 cents on the dollar. i think that is probably not true, but
taking them at 100 cents on the dollar, then let us forget the entire
increase in the dollar account of your inventories, because on that basis
you will probably get a figure fairly close to the level of your invcn.
tory values.

Senator G Rty. Do you think your 1939 value is too high an in-
ventory value?

Mr. ALvoRD. Well, I do not think so. You just come to the in-
dividual corporation and though a good many corporations may al-
ready have had swollen inventories in 1939, I think, generally speak-
ing, 1939 would be a reasonably fair level.

Senator BAILEY. I was looking at the chart furnished by the De-
partment of Justice, that indicate that the profits of the corporations
as a whole compare quite favorably with the profits in the immediate
past and in the years prior to the year before our entry into the war.
Is that your view I
Mr. ALvoRD. If we take profits-
Senator BAILEY. That is profits after taxes.
Mr. ALvoRe. If we take profits as reported after taxes, we find our

estimated 1943 profits are somewhat under 1942, and 1942 was some-
what above 1941.

Senator BAILEY. The line is pretty level, is it not?
Mr. ALvoRD. The line is pretty level, yes, sir; but bear in mind that

those are all paper profits, they are not real profits.
Senator BAILEY. Your point is those profits are not necessarily in

cash but in inventory?
Mr. ArvoRD. And in plant facilities.
Senator BAILMY. You will have to discount the inventories in the

light of what will happen when there is no further demand for this
production.

Mr. AivonD. That is right.
Senator BAILmY. I want to get at the process whereby you under-

took to arrive at what the prospective value of those inventories wouldbe.
Mr. ALvoRD. If, in the disposition of our problems under termina-

tion of war contracts-
Senator BAIZY (interposing). The Government takes them over at

cost?
Mr. AL xoiu. The Government takes them over at cost, there ip. no

lbss, and that, as I said, would immediately free a tremendous arriount
of quick assets but not an excessive amount in any degree.

Senator BAIr. It would avoid a loss in the long run. .
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Mr. ALvoan. That is true sir. The costs of this decline in inven-
tory value will be borne in large part, should be borne in large part,
by the Government in any event. It will be borne either in declining
tax revenue or a direct purchase underwriting of the inventory cost.

Senator BAILEr. The Govermnent is creating one of the largest
stock piles on earth. I do not think we want to.strip ourselves again.

Mr. ALo0D. I hope not, sir.
Senator BAILEY. I think we will be well off.
After 80 or 40 years we may do something then, but I think we are

scared enough now not to do that.
Then, we will dispose of some abroad, will we not?
Mr. ALvoan. Yes. Of course, much property will already be abroad,

and presumably I would suppose substantially all property would be
disposed of abroad. Other property now in the United States will be
devalued property.

Senator BAILEY. That will be disposed of on the basis of gifts or
contributions?

Mr. ALvoRD. We have suggested that this surplus property which
is acquired by the Government should be sold at a value fair to both
the Government and buyer, and it should not be given away and should
not be dumped on the market.

Senator BAILEY. You have got your problem. Most of the foreign
governments certainly cannot pay us what they owe us. They cannot
buy from us unless we buy from them, and we do not buy from them;
therefore, they say, "Give it to us."

Senator GERURY. Is that not the history of the last war, too, that we
practically had to leave the things there because it cost too much to
transport them back?

Mr. ALvoRD. Yes, sir. I have on other occasions given my analysis
of our foreign relations financially. At least, since the last war it
does not shape up very well. We have since the last war given, even
though sometimes we have been deceiving ourselves, we have been
giving a substantialproduction abroad, with no real return to us.

Senator BAILEY. I am not meaning to say that was not necessary.
We were dealing with a busted world, and we will probably deal with
a busted world after this war-and be busted ourselves besides.

Mr. ALVORD. I hope neither of those statements is true, but er-
tainly there is a real possibility of that.

Senator BAIIEY. I think it is almost inevitable. We have been run-
ning right over here at the rate of $56,000,000,000 a year, which is more
than a billion every 6 days. J

Mr. ALvoRD. In any event, the post-war problems, whether they be
fiscal, or charitable, or governmental, or private, are going to be
tremendous when the process of cleaning up comes after this present
war. I personally trust we will do a much better job than we did
following the last war. •

Senator JOHNSON. With the chances of doing a much worse job.
Mr. ALvow. Senator, the retrospective appraiser will always pick

holes in what was done, but if you place yourself in the position of
the people who are making the decisions as of a given time without
guessing retrospectively, I think they probably did the beat that they
could do. We had rather poor results, but nevertheless it was the
iest that they could do. I do'not know that we are going to be better
off this time than we were before.
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Senator RAcu=F Isn't it better to clean up after th6 war, to get
back to normalcy, than to do a lot of things which are entirely too
prospective?

Mr. ALvoRD. I did not get back, Senator, until 1919, so I have no
personal experience with what happened immediately following the
last war, but certainly, based on everything you can see or read, the
armistice caught everyone unprepared. I am urging you now, at
least, that we cannot afford to risk a repetition of that. We can make
plans now and preparation now for the post-war period, regardless
of when it comes.

Senator RADmCrE. I was not referring to the period of the armis.
tice, but several years after the armistice. The question of liquidation
is a matter of years, not a matter of a year.

Mr. Axvow. I think we had almost immediate liquidation following
the armistice, then you recall we had our post-war inflation for a
couple of years, and then we bumped into the depression of 1920 and
1921, and then we picked up again.

Senator BAILEY. We ran into a depression beginning September
1920 which lasted until the end of 1921. We began then to make
profits and be prosperous wholly by reason of the foreign business
policy. If the people had saved the money that they made in the
twenties instead of throwing it away in high living and stock-market
speculations, we would be all right, would we not?

Mr. AiavoR. I certainly think we would have been much better off.
Senator BAEZY. Should not we undertake to try a period of pros-

perity for 6 or 7 years from 1941 to the end of the war, whenever it
may end I

Mr. ALvonn. I think we should certainly in the first instance have
as Government fiscal policies policies which will not prohibit our
post-war conversion and expansion, if we are going to maintain any-
where near the balanced budget after this war. Lookin at it purely
from the fiscal point of view, not from the point of view of thhumam.
tarian or sociologist or philosopher, looking at it purely from a finan-
cial point of view of national income-you will pardon my use of that
phrase, because it is a very risky phrase to use, with possibilities of
unsound statistical interpretation-the national income must be well
above the $100,000,000,000 mark, a mark which we never did approach
until the present war period.

Senator BAILY. You do not intend getting tbrit by way of depre-
ciating the currency I

Mr. ALvoRD. I certainly do not intend to do that either by a depre-
ciation of the currency or by a renewal of our principle that the more
the Government spends the more the people make.

Senator WALsH. Proceed, Mr. Alvord.
Mr. ALVOm. Now, there is a very simple method of letting some of

these current earnings and profits be available for financing the post-
war period. Financial strength is essential if we are going to finance.
Financial strength will attract investment in equity and will permit
borrowing. It is absolutely essential to have current financial strength,
quick assets. It is our opinion that the only certain way to provide,
perhaps inadequately, but nevertheless to provide soundly, for the
financial strength of industry, is to permit the accumulation by in-
dustry at a time when it has earnings and profits--which it has during
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1943-and probably during 1944-to pernit industry to use part of
those earnings and profits as a savings fund available immediately.

Senator BATT Y. You would not let it go into the Treasury as
revenue ?

Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir; I would still let it go into the Treasury.
Senator BArrzr. Reserved for lending or reserved for reinvest-

mentl
Mr. ALvosm. The reserve concept is not quite right, but let us use it

now that you have used the term. In other words, let industry build
up reserves out of its current earnings and profits invested, say in
nonnegotiable, noninterest-bearing Government securities those dov-
ernment securities to become interest bearing and negotiable immedi-
ately upon the cessation of hostilities.

Senator BAILE. If they are negotiable, they are sold on the market,
and they will be sold at a loss, because instead of dumping inventories
you will be dumping bonds.

Mr. ALvoRD. It is, of course, very possibh that we shall have a
depreciated market in Government securities, but I do not think that
will happen during that period.

Senator BAIL.Y. Non.interest-bearing bonds on the market at any-
time will sell at very considerable discounts.

Mr. ALVOED. I think perhaps I spoke too rapidly. I would make
them interest-bearing at the time they become negotiable. I think
that must be done, sir, and I think we are perfectly right about that.
If the are interest bearing, then I think there will not be much de-
preciation to the extent they are sold on the market. Many of them
will not be sold on the market at all, they will merely be used to show
a quick asset position, or perhaps hypothecated for I0ans. If that is
done, say, to the extent of 10, 15 or 20 percent of the corporation's cur-
rent net income, the Treasury gets more cash than it would under the
present law, and suffers nothing, while the corporation gets as sound
a financial position as we can conceivably give it. We would just
remove the prohibitions of the tax laws upon the accumulation or
upon this acquisition of a financial position, and then it will be in a
position to proceed with its post-war operations as well financed as
the Government can let it be, but financed from private sources. At
that time then the funds of ihe private investor, if our other tax rates
are properly adjusted, will be available for further financing, and it is
only by that process that -se cah avoid these tremendous loans by the
Government which may be discounted perhaps in actual final value
by a substantial percentage, and it is only bythat sort of a process
that we can use private funds for private financing. If, as the result
of the experiment, we are able to maintain for example the income of
farmers because consumers will have funds to buy the farmers' prod.jucts ard if we can maintain the income of labor, we stand a fairly
g chance of avoiding the terrific depression which might otherwise
be upon us. No one knows whether it will be there or not, but it
certainly is a very real and serious problem.

Senator lbavnw. Mr. Alvord, I think you said a moment ago
that you thought the Government bonds would sell at a depreciated
value. How long did the Liberties after the last war stay depreciated,
when they were around about 80?

Mr. Axzvosw. I think they depreciated, but I think some of the Liber-
ties dropped to around 82.
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- Senator RAncwm They were something like that.
Mr. ALvoRW. Yes.
Senator RAwcLurz. What, in your opinion, is going to prevent our

obligations going down after this war as they did after the last
war? What change in policy would you suggest which would pre-
vent that decreased

Mr. ALvoR. I have no doubt that the present policies and proce-
dures which are preventing the depreciation of Government securities
with considerable success, with very real success, must be continued for
a substantial period after the war. I

Senator Rawun If so, do you think those policies will be reason.
,ably adequate to prevent such depreciation V

Mr. ALvoPi. I hope so. It is a tremendous job.
Senator JOHNSON. The Federal Reserve bank has a solution for that.

They loan money.
Mr. Arvow. That is true.
Senator JoHNsoN. At par value.
Mr. ALvow. That is true.
Senator JOHNSON. I do not see how any Federal bond can go below

par as long as the Federal Reserve bank will loan money at the par
value of the bond.

Mr. ALvoRm. Bear in mind that this is rather like pulling yourself
up by your bootstraps. You may be able to do it for a whi e, but notfor always.

Senator JOHNSON. It makes currency of the Government bond.
Mr. ALvow. It has many dangerous possibilities in it.
I suppose it is the only policy which can be carried on now, and

certainly the depreciation of Government securities must be prevented
after this war by some process or other, and probably this procedure
to which you refer, together with other fiscal policies of the Federal
Government and the Treasury, will do that job, but certainly one
thing must be done. We must get the financing of the Treasury off
this day-to-day short-term basis and get our maturities extended well
beyond the period of the post-war possible depression, and I would
like to make the maturities of the bonds to whica I refer fit into a
sound Treasury policy with respect to its other securities.

We cannot impress upon you too much the necessity now of deter-
mining how post-war conversion costs and financial requirements of
industry are to be met. It will be too late if we wait until the armis-
tice, as was done after the last war. Things will move much too fast.

Senator WASa. Are you coming to concrete suggestions? I
Mr. ALVORD. That is my concrete suggestion in that respect, sir, that

a deduction be given. I would apply the same principle to indi-
viduals, because they are going to need funds after the war just as
well as industry. make the suggestion that a deduction be given
subject to a limitation to be determined by the committee, to determine
how long this policy is to remain in force. If the computation of that
income, say 10 percent of net income, for the amount invested in this
speialp nonnegotiable, non-interest-bearing Government security,
which will be given to the corporation or the individual, with a nice
red ribbon tied around it and put in the safety deposit box because it
will be no good until some future date, then have the security become
both negotiable and interest-bearing, with the interest rate determined
in large part by the maturity date, immediately upon the cessation
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of hostilities, or immediately, in order to make it practical and realis-
tic, those securities becoming negotiable whenever the war contracts
of a particular contractor have been cut back so that his volume, for
example, today or tomorrow is, say 50 percent of what it was 6
months ago that will give him a chance to start immediately to
convert to the extent that materials and wianpower are available.

Senator WALsn. Is this upon renegotiation?
Mr. ALvoD. No.
Senatoir WAtmh. This is in addition to the revenue received on

renegotiation by the Government?
Mr. Atvoiw. The practicql'effect of this will be to reduce the effec-

tive corporate tax rates today, but to increase the flow of cash into
the Treasury. If some such procedure as this can shorten this period
of loss after the war and can maintain our so-called national economy
at a high level, then the TJ*asury gains tremendously, because one of
our principal bases of difference with the Treasury is that they think
of revenues today and they close their eyes to what is going to happen
to revenues in the future.

Senator WASem. They lose immediately but increase in the future ?
Mr. ALom. They get that cash. They lose in tax revenues and

gain in cash because 100 percent of this will go in instead of the
90 or 80 or the 72 percent tax rate which will o into the Treasury
it will be 100 percent in cash so the cash flow into the Treasury is
going to remove the necessity of its borrowing from banks for example.

Senator B , y, On a 10-percent basis how much will i 0 laid aside?
Mr. ALvoRD. You are running the corporate net incomes now for

normal and excess profits taxes of, perhaps, about $18,000,000,000 or
$20,000,000,000-and 10 percent of that deduction would be about
$1,800,000,000 or $2,000, ,000.

Senator BAILEY. That is revenue?
Mr. ALvORD. That would be the effect of the reduction.
Senator BAILEY. What is the individual reduction?
Mr. ALvoiw. I am not sure sir.
Senator BAILy. The totaf is $43,000,000,000.
Mr. ALvono. I do not recall exactly but it is in excess of

$23 000,000,000.
Ienator BALzY. That would be $23 000,000,000 and $18,000,000,000-

that would make $41,000,000,000 as a base for the amount that you can
lay aside?

Mr. ALvoRD. Yes, air.
Senator BAILY. As a reserve to be converted into interest-bearing

snd negotiable securities upon the ending of the war.
Mr. A tvonR. Yes, sir.
Senator Jonwsoir. What are the advantages of your plan over com-

pulsory bond sales? In that instance you do not have to interfere
with the tax structure, you can have the tax policy set and have
compulsory bond sales.

Mr. ALVORM. I do not know that you can have compulsory sales with-
out reducing your tax rates, and ] do not know that you can increase
your tax rates without greatly decreasing the proceeds from your
voluntary bond sales.

Senator RAmxurrr. There is some saving in interest; is there notl
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Mr. ALvomn. There is no interest paid at all during the war period.
There is a substantial saving there. Let me show you how it works.
There is a corporation that comes to me and says, "We have a net
income in 1943 that we estimate at $1,000,000"; 10 percent of that is
$100,000. If we take the $100,000 and buy the bond, which the Gov-
ernmqnt will immediately give us, we get a deduction. That is the
picture. Anyone who looks at that picture will ask at least one ques.
tion: "How certain are you that your net income will be a million?"
and also invariably they will say, 'Our net income might be $1,500,000
if certain deductions which we claim are disallowed or certain trans-
actions which we think are not taxable become taxable," and they will
buy probably $150,000 instead of $100,000 as a matter of insurance, and
the Government gets that entire $150,000 for use without cost to the
Government, during the period of the war.

Now, let us see what happens. Its final tax liability is determined
to be say, $1,000,000. It bought $150,000 of these bonds- it would get
a deduction only for $100,000, and the Treasury has had the additional
$50,000 without cost.

Let me suggest another possibility. This corporation gets into the
post-war period and runs into a period of operating losses, which
under the p resent law, will be carried back against its 1943 income,
for example. Suppose those losses are enough to wipe out its entire
1943 income-and that is not an improbability--then the corporation
has set aside about $150,000 from which it gets absolutely no tax benefit
because its tax liability is zero. Just as in my first case, the Treasury
has had the money for the period of the war without cost. We think
the corporation, under those circumstances, will be in a position to
shorten its period of berating losses and get much more quickly into
a period of operating income, of high employment, of civilian produc-
tion so that the Government then will have incomes to tax, that it will
not lose as the result of the operating loss, and the national economy
at that time will be in a much sounder position.

Senator WALS. Therefore, your proposition is that you improve
the post-war period and prevent economic collapse. You would tem-
porarily reduce the income from taxes and increase the Federal debt.

Mr. ALYoRD. That is true, sir. That is very true, sir. In other
words, we think that although these present tax rates are bearable for
the period of the war, they are excessive when we take the post-war
period into consideration.

Senator WAsiL. That, of course, would be unthinkable.
Mr. ALvoRD. That is true, sir.
There are other things which I have outlined in my written state-

ment which I think should be put before you. The most important
of these is a provision permititng the amortization of the cost of facili-
ties purchased after the war in the process of converting back to a
peacetime production. Instead of saying, "We will givo you the
normal rate of depreciation," the Government and individual will be
mueli better off if we say, "Write that off over a period of 5 years and
forget about depreciation after that."

This plan that I have discussed I think will completely satisfy the
demands for so-called post-war reserves, because this is really a saving
for post-war purposes, and the causes of the demand for post-war
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reserves will be met by this sort of a system, except in one or two situa-
tions. Deferred mniintenance for example, stands on its own footing.
It is a special sort of thing. There should be allowed now a deduction
against 1943 income and current income, a reasonable allowance for
deferred maintenance, and that provision will be just as administrable
as your present provision giving the allowance for reasonable wear and
tear. That is, you will be standing some of the cost of the war-in,
curred depreciation out of present-time current income. With short
age of material and the lack of manpwer, maintenance of practically
every facility in the United States has been deferred. Expenditures
which *ou2d be made to keep them maintained in good operating
condition cannot be made, although your income is still coming in
from the use of those facilities. If you postpone maintenance until
after the war it means you are transferring present costs, which should
be charged against present incomo--you are transferring those costs
over into a future year to which they have no relation and in which
there may be no income.

The remaining suggestions that I make with respect to the general
tax problems I think Iwill omit in my present presentation. would
like however, to discuss three or four provisions of the present bill.
Perhaps first I had better take up this section 115 that we hear so
much talk about; That is the section which says if you have done
anything after the Second Revenue Act of 1940 beame law which may
have had as ono of its objectives a saving in tax, the Commissioner
can reverse the entire thing.

Senator WALSH. The witnesses whose names are on the calendar
will be excused until 2 o'clock.

You may proceed, Mr. Alvord.
Mr. ALVO. Now, I have no patience with taxpayers who use pro-

visions of the present law for tax-avoidance purposes, and I am not
attempting to condone their activities, but let me point out a few
things.

First,' these loopholes that are referred to quite generally have been
known from the time-the first excess-profits tax began in its first draft
appearance. Many of those loopholes I have pointed out, frequently,
in testimony before the Ways and Means Committee and in testimony
before this committee.

For example, I have criticized, and I still criticize, the doctrine
of using the tax basis for assets in the computation of investedcapital
rather than the cost of those assets.

Now,'you are getting into a tremendously big field. If that field
is to be solved sensibly two things should be done: The proposal should
not be made retroactive; I think that is exceedingly unfair. This
tremendous power given is not anything but the retroactive levying
of additional taxes where no one supposed they existed.

If under the present law these devices are illegal, let that fight go
on and let it be determined whether they are illegal. If they are illegal
then the person responsible for that probably knew that and took a
chance on it, If they are not illegal, they should be subjected to addi-
tional tax just because somebody thinks that one of the purposes was a
tfx benefit.

Unfortunately, but nevertheless truthfully, I would suppose that
there has not been a single bhlsiness transaction since October 8, 1940,
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without very serious consideration being given to tax consequences.
That always happens with high tax rates. You could not run a busi-
ness otherwise.

So first, I certainly would not make the provision retroactive. Sec-
ond, I think that provision should spell out these various devices which
are considered to be tax-avoidance devices, but not grant a general
power to haul in everything that the Commissioner might want to
haul in. Spell it out in detail. Your experts know what they are
talking about; they have got all the stuff, and they have had it for a
long time. They can spell this thing out and say specifically that
transaction A of type A will not be allowed in the future.
_ Now here is what you are running up against, for example: We
have the liquidation of a subsidiary. Now, back in 1936 Congress
adopted the policy of encouraging the simplification of corporate
structures an said, "You can hquidate a subsidiary without gain or
loss." Well, every one of those liquidations necessarily had a tax bene-
fit behind it-always had. There is always a tax benefit that results,
and usually that is the primary cause, it may be the sole cause of the
liquidation, and yet Congress said: "Gentlemen, you can liquidate your
subsidiaries because we want to simplify corporate structures, and we
think in the long run we will get more revenue."

Now, is liquidation under section 112 (b) (6) going to be considered
one of the tax-avoidance devices because it was done for the purpose
of reducing taxes?

I think that would be giving tremendous power to the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue--a policy to reverse completely the policies of the
Congress in conection with transactions of this type.

Senator BAn=. I read here section 115, at thelottom of page 32 of
the bill:

If any person or persons acquire on or after October 8, 1040, directly or Indi-
rectly In, or control of, a corporation, or property, and the Commlssloner finds
that one of the principal purposes for which such acquisition was made or availed
of Is the avoidance of Federal Income or excess-profits tax by securing the benefit
of a deduction, credit, or other allowance, then such deduction, credit, or other
allowance shall not be allowed.

What is wrong with that in principle?Here I n,,.m I am liable for tax, and I go and acquire a property or a
corporation for the purpose of getting a reduction; I am reducing my
liability on my other income. Is not that what this has in mind?

Mr. AVvom. That is what it says.
Senator BA=xY. Is not that the intent?
Mr. ALvom. That is one of the principal purposes.
Senator BAL-r. Yes.
Mr. Avvoiw. Let us take the simple case I am just talking about.

Suppose corporation X owns 100 percent of the stock of subsidiary Y"
the Congress has said to corporation X, "You can liquidate the sub-
sidiary any time you want to without gain or loss." Oni the liquidation
of that subsidiary the assets go over to the parent. Its income from
then on will be realized by the parent. The parent's invested capital
and its earnings credit in both cases are necessarily increased. There
cannot help but be a reduction in tax liability. That was one of the

primary prposes. Are we going to condemn it now retroactively?Ido not thiU so.
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Senator BAIZT. You just object to the retroactive feature?
Mr. ALvoRw. On this specify thing I object to both because I do not

think that is one of the so-called tax loopholes vhich Lave been availed
of. There are two factors. One is where you buy the shell of the
corporation which, for some reason or other, has had a series of operat-
ing losses or has a high credit for excess-profits-tax purposes. That
situation can be readily spelled out. You have no other purpose in
acquiring that thing except to get the credit or the carry-over loss, and
you may miss on the carry-over loss if you are not careful.

Senator BArneY. I think your objection is to the language that de.
fines one of the principal purposes. Wil you be satisfied if it said
the Commissioner would have to find the fact that the principal pur-
pose was to avoid tax liability I

Mr. ALvoRD. If you do that Senator, I am quite sure the section
means nothing, because it would be utterly impossible to say the tax
benefit was the sole purpose, or the primary purpose, so I do not sug-
gest you do that. It i§ much better if you do nothing. I think the
thin-r to do is to spell out, the various types of transactions which you
gentlemen think are within the class of tax-avoidance loopholes, spell
them out and say, "From now on they are bad as to the past, even
though we condemn them for the future.! As to the .past we say
nothing, and we let the courts decide whether they Were' bad loop.
holes, bad tax-avoidance devices and, therefore, the allowance of a
deduction is denied. There is a pretty good body of law on that
point.

Senator W~tLsH. Your objection, therefore, is to the retroactive
feature?

Mr. At.VORD. That is the first objection.
Senator WALSH. And the second objection is to the principle itself,

even if it was not retroactive.
Mr. ALvORD. The generality of the language. I just give you as an

example this liquidation of a subsidiary under declared policy has been
in the law since 1936.I Senator BALEY. Could you draw specifications so as to delimit this
generality into the detail that you havp in mind ?

Mr. ALvoar. If there were avqilabl6 to me all the knowledge that
the boys in the Treasury have, certainly I could do it. I could take a
pretty good wallop at it with their knowledge.

Senaor BARZY. I believe you said wewould have to refer this to
the Treasury and ask them to do it, because you certainly haven't
enough knowledge to do it. I

Mr. ALvoRD. haven't the slightest idea how many of these things
there are. I think I know most of them. Incidentally, I have never
advised nor permitted my clients to use any of them, so I have no per-
sonal interest in this thing at all.

Senator BAILzY. You know the members of the committee have
none.
. Mr. ALvoiw. You have only what the experts bring to you. The
praotital way is to spell this out just as you do with penalties, just as
you do with deductions, spell out what types of transactions are bad.
I think that can be done,

Senator- BAnzy. Do you agree if a man acquires the property of a
corporation for the sole purose of avoiding a tax liability he should
not be permitted thereby to avoid the taxes? •
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Mr. ALVoi. Certainly, sir. I do not think he could get by with it

under present law. If you once get those facts I think the benefit would
be denied to him. It has been done in many other cases. Many of
them have gone to the Supreme Court. Again, you will practically
never have a case in which you have proved on the record that the
sole purpose was a tax benefit. " do not think you will have that
cas. The only way you can get a case like that is where counsel for
the taxpayer stipulated it, and I cannot believe he would.

Senator BAnZY. You have the difficulty that the Commissioner does
not find the fact, it is the revenue agent that finds the fact, and the
Commissioner approves or disapproves iL

Mr. ALvoiw. He probably approves it blind.
Senator BAndit. Your opinion is that there are so many revenue

agents distributed over the country there is no telling what they may
do.

Mr. ALVoPw. A general power such as that, you know, will necessarily
create thousands of cases that you generally never expect to hit.

Senator BAUZY. That is what I say. You can anticipate that.
Mr. ALVoRD. That is true, sir. The next point I would like to discuss

very briefly is our objection to the 95 percent rate. Now, you gentle.
men have heard me on that before, and I will do no more than generally
refer to my prior testimony.

If there were such a thing as an accurate determination of excess
profits-and there is not-if there were, and if all costs were allowable
deductions, and if. proper provisions were made for current costs
extending into the post-war period, costs of reconversion which arg
really sound charges against current income, if these provisions
existed--and they do not--and if you then solve your termination
of war contracts and your disposition of Government surplus property
satisfactorily and properly, then I would say why not put on a 100
percent rate? But don't deceive yourself. You are deceiving no one
else. There isno incentive left when you take 25 percent. As~ matter
of fact, you gentlemen realized 90 percent was too high, that is why
you wrote the 80 percent ceiling in it.

Senator JOHNSON. But suppose you had thnt reserve you spoke ofI
Mr. ALvoRm. If you allow these deductions for reserves along with

these other items I mentioned-
Senator JOHNsON (interpsing). We do that in the 95 percent.
Mr. Axxou. Oh no, sir. I think what you have in mind is this

post-war refund o 10 percent of the exces-profits tax, which is quite
another matter?

Senator JoHmsox. That is what you are talking about, is the excess-
profits tax now.

Mr. Azvom. I am now talking about the excess-profits tax-the re-
serve idea was being discussed.

Senator JonmsoN-. There is a 10 percent reserve in this 95 percent
tax.

Mr. ALvown. That is true, but it is quite inadequate; it is a little bit
unworkable under the law as it stands, and further, the bonds under
that provision do not become available to the taxpayer whenever he
has a cut-back in his war contracts. But if we can get these various
things I have suggested so that yo- really have a sound excess-profits.
tax law, so you are not taxing normal profits at 100 percent, which you
are doing under the present law in case after case after case, then I
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would say why not go 100 percent and let your post-war refund, Ps
England does, amount to 20 percent? That additional 5 is not worth
quibbling about, and it certainly would have no practical effect, Your
95 percent rate under the law as it stands now is, in your opinion,
without possible justification.

Now, another thing that must be borne in mind in connection in de-
termining the effect of that 95 percent rate is the proposed reduction in
the invested capital credit. The average earnings base remains with.
out change, but to your heavy goods industries, to the industries

* which you gentlemen are very familiar with-and there are only a few
of them-that this would would hit, the present law says: "We will
allow you 8.7, 6.5.,' The proposed House bill says, "We will give
you 8 percent on your first $5,000,000 6 percent on the next $5,000,000,
5 percent on the next $190,000,000 and 4 percent on everything over
$M20,000,000." Now, there are only very few corporations which
will be affected by the 4 percent rate, but if you will apply the effect
of your tax rates to the corporations in these various brackets, you
will find that your yield after taxes is measurably low, and as yet none
of the profits have been distributed to the stockholder. For example,
in your larger corporation your yield, if it has that income, your yield
after taxes will be about 4 percent under the present law, but under
this provision you cut it down to about 2% percent.

Senator JonNso. I am more worried about the liquidation of the
outstanding debt than I am that the stockholder makes a quarter
of a percent more.

Mr. ALvoan. Nor does it make it adequate to pay the interest on
thepresent debt or future debt.

Senator JOHNSON. That seems to be to be a very deplorable situation.
Senator BAuzr. To your stockholder it is very important that he

have a return on his investment, not for his sake alone, but wholly
because sooner or later he is going to have to depend on equity capital
and he will not get any equity capital and he will not have any em-
ployment except by the Government.

Mr. ALvoRD. That is very true, sir..
Senator BAmxr. Unless he has a return on the common stock.
Mr. ALvoo). That is very true, sir, and that is where substantially

all your private financing must be raised.
Senator BAiLry. Don't you think that is fundamental in what we

call free enterprise!
Mr. ALvoR. Yes, sir; that is very fundamental.
Senator BAnY. There is no equity financing now?

- Mr. ALvomD. None to speak of.
Senator BAnmz1. There is none. I have got the record. It is minus.
Mr. ALvoRD. That is probably true. When I say "none" there are

some refunding operations, and that sort of stuff.
Senator BAuILI. There is no new financing.
Mr. AI~vos). Certainly among the larger corporations, there may be

some private equity financing,'Tased largely on a hope that some day
the tax laws will permit a return.

This is what you are doing, Senator, you are saying by statute,
"Gentlemen, we prohibit you from getting any increased income,
whether that increased income is the result of normal growth, whether
it is the result of real ingenuity,' whether it is the result of decrease
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in cost." Certainly increased volumes and decreasing costs are the
two principal objectives we have been striving for ever since we have
entered this period of war economy. And you are saying to these
corporations, "Gentlemen, we want you to increase your volumes, we
want you to decrease your costs, but you do not get a cent for it."

Senator WALSH. Would you let the law remain as it is, or would you
have a flat percentage credit to all corporations

Mr. Aivonn. That is a rather big question, Senator, but I think I
can answer it. I would say practically, for present purposes, I would
leave the law exactly as it is in those two respects. I do not mean
to say the law as it is is satisfactory it has lots of troubles in it. The
Congress in the periA of 3 years bas done the best possible job it
could do with it, but gentlemen, a true excess-profits tax is impossible
to work. You cannot write one, and the Treasury cannot administer
one.

That brings me to another point.
For those two reasons the excess-profits tax should specifically be

made to terminate, specifically to be repealed at the end of the year
in which hostilities cease, so that from then on we will know that you
will rely on industrial profits in the hands of corporations solely for
a normal tax. Your excess-profits taxes cannot continue in permanent
operation and cannot continue, beyond the cessation of hostilities.

Senator WALSH. We would like to adjourn in 5 or 7 minutes, if
you can finish in that time.

ir. ALvoRD. I will try, Senator.
* Senator BAnr. Let me ask you one question. The taxes have
increased up to 45 percent.

Mr. ALvoRm. Much more than that.
Senator BAILEY. The profits have remained fairly stable. That

means the purchaser is paying the bill, and the Government is the
purchaser insofar as all these war profits are concerned.

Mr. ALVORD. That is true, sir.
Senator BAILEY. So, the Government is paying the taxes.
Mr. ALvoiu,. That is true, sir.
Senator BAILY. Would you ask the Government to reduce the taxes

orpay less?
Mr. ALVORD. I think not only from that point of view, I think it

would pay the Government to reduce the taxes and get more revenues.
Senator BAILi. It would cost us less. That may be theoretical,

but it looks plausible on the face of it.
Mr. ArvosD. Many people shudder at the idea, but practically that

iq the result. The consumer must pay or the man goes out of business.
Senator BAILEY. Exactly.'
Mr. AIxoRD. There isn't any doubt about it.

* If the United States Government is the purchaser, the sole pur-
chaser, then certainly it must pay for the entire operation.

Senator BAILEY. If the capital is exhausted the company goes into
bankruptcy and people cease to be employed.

Mr. ALVoRD. That is true, sir. It also ceases to produce an income.
Senator BAILEY. In this case the Government is the tax collector,

the tax spender and the consumer.
Mr. ALvom. That is very true, sir.
Mr. BLLEty I would like to see you figure out something on that.
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Mr. ALvoRD. The best present suggestion I have got is this savings
device that I have discussed with you.

Let me come to renegotiation question. I will hurry through "re.
negotiation," because Ihave discussed it at length before the Ways
and Means Committee in its earlier hearings, I think in September,
and I would like to file as a part of the record at this time my state-
ment before the Ways and Means Committee.

Senator WALS.. It may go into the record.
Mr. ALvoan. Renegotiation involves two entirely separate things.

I want it clearly understood now I am talking at the present time
solely about the problem of recapturing profits once they have been
earned and once they are in the pockets of the citizens. I am not dis-
cussing repricing, forward pricing, future pricing. The recapture of
profits once they are in your pocket can be done, in my opinion, in
only one way, that is by taxation. Now, quite apart from renegotia.
tion, we think the present tax laws do that job. We think you did a
splendid job in writing thepresent tax laws. If they do not do it
wholly satisfactorily you can supplement them. It is perfectly simple
to do. But do not be misled by the position of the supporters of re-
negotiation. They say, "Oh, no; this is not taxes at all. We are
merely pursuing a procurement policy. All we are doing is fixing
prices retroactively.

Senator BAILEY. I would like to ask you another question.
Mr. ALVoRD. You may, sir.
Senator BAIuzr. In our haste in making war contracts we could not

be provident, we could not contract at arm's length as you wouid ordi.
narily do. That matter was in the hands of the Army and .avy. They
were in a tremendous hurry, and they did make some very improvident
contracts. The principle there was a different one. We should rene-
gotiate with the view of getting the contract on a sound basis, should
we notI

Mr. ALvonu. That policy, as far as future pricing is concerned, is
perfectly sound. Let us agree that upon what we have found, that is
the prices are too high. You can take those away from us by taxation,
and your tax laws will do it. As to the future, let us get the cost down,
let us cut the prices down by agreement upon prices for future deliv-
eries. It is a perfectly sound policy. But don t be misled when they
tell you it is the procurement policy that they are pursuing when they
reach into your pocket and take as many dollars as.they may wish to
take out of your pocket and say, "Senator, you aie a swell fellow-, it is
fine, but we have got your money." The Government can reach into
any citizen's pocket in only one way, it can exercise but one power, and
that is the power of taxation. If you want to delegate that power to
someone else, if you ere afraid to exercise it yourselves, then delegate
it in the only way I know of in which you may validly delegate power,
and that way is the prescribing of sufficiently detailed principles or
standards so when you go to someone else to find out whether the par-
ticular ofcer has acted within his power, that fellow will have some
way of determining it.

Now, the recapture of excessive profits, once they are in your pocket
cannot be administered through renegotiation under that type of
statute.

Senator JoHNsox. You say they cannot, but they do just the same.
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Mr. ALvoiw. Ah I But how are they doing it? The best intentioned,
the ablest men in the country are on that job, they fire doing it under a
provision under which they can determine that you have excess profits'
and, Senator Bailey, there are not two citizefis that will do exactly the
same thing under exactly the same circumstances. They tell you they
cannot be governed by principles and standards, they have got to take
each one separate and individually and decide that you, Senator
Johnson, owe the Government $1 000 and Senator Bailey does not.

Senator BAILErY. That is an arbitrary power.
Mr. ALVORD. That is arbitrary to the highest degree.
Y6u have never given such power to anyone be ore, and yetif your

renegotiation is going to work I agree that the officials have got to have
that type of power. If you cannot control tJeir actions by standards
and principles, it is utterly impossible for them to administer it.

Senator BAILEY. Can you write out some standards
Mr. ALVORD. The House attempted to. I can supplement the House

provisions.
Senator BAILEY. Do you like the House provisions?
Mr. ALvoiw. Well the standards are much too general to do much

good. They are just taking out of the joint statement of the various
secretaries principles that are sup to have been applied in the
past. I think there are other standards much more specific. For ex-
ample, I think there are no excessive profits, I think you gentlemen
will agree there are no excessive profits, if I, after estimated taxes
under the present law, have left less than your own definition of normal
profits. That is what your excess-profits tax credit is,. that is your
definition of normal profits, and if I have left no more than' normal
profits I cannot have excess profits either under the tax statute or
under the renegotiation statute.

Senator BAILEY. Your point is that we not only limit the excessive
profits, but we have a law here that really limits normal profits.

1fr. ALvoiu. That is very true, sir.
Senator BAirs. Or rather reduces the normal profits,
Mr. ALNORD. Cuts the normal profits down.
Senator WALMn. Would you repeal the law?
'Mr. ALvoRD. Practically, Senator, I would-do this, and I think I can

sum up here very quickly: I would say this law shall not continue in
force after January 1, 1944. I wouldsay it shall be enforced prior
to April 28, 1942. 1

Senator WALSH. Would you deny the Army and Navy the right to
recompute a contract which was not subject to competition 4nd which
involved, at the time it was made, no knowledge of cost of material
and other things? Would you deny them their right to renew it and
z.!,;ce another contract f

Mr. ALvoRD. Not at all sir. I do not think it was negligence and
carelessness on the part of the procurement officers. I think they did
a better job than many other people did.

Senator JoHNson. There was uncertainty as to the prices of ma-
terials at that time.

Mr. ALvoRD. SenatOr, why not correct that uncertainty as to the
future? Do your repricing as to the future. As to thepast your tax
laws are designed to take care of the profits, and they will do it.

93331-44----39
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• 8 natoe WArM.' I think there L4 a, distinction between contracts

m4de on a dml titive basis ond those that have been made hastily
and quicklywthot any effort to estimatA, or that really anyone
knew 'what the et'wat fing to be.

Mr. AiL#Oa.' With th I agree. I am being a little bit practical in
what I 6m saying to you. I think your procurement officers are now
in apo.|ti6nt"odetermine prices and costs and to agree upon reason-
able prices, arid therefore I would terminate this law as of the end
of this year.

Senator WALSH. And go back to the competitive basis ?
Mr. ALvomr,. Go back to the competitive bidding, go back t6 the

negotiated prices.: I think your negotiated contracts will still be
nedessAry to a great extent, but your procurement officers have knowl-
edge n6w, and your contractor has knowledge. They know what they
are going to mtke for all practical purposes. There will be some
contracts in which the prices are too high, and in the cases where the
prices are to0:high the tax laws will come along and take it away from
them. That is the way the thing should inction.I SenatOr DAh _z. Suppose yon: have a contract between the Govern-
ment and anthem paur.y n build all the ammunition that is to be
manufacturedi thb price will be so much but the profit will .be ex.
ceeding a certain sum, and insofar as it did exceed that sum or
9 rtentage, it should be recoverable by the Government; is there any-

ing *rong with that ?
Mr. ALvo b. And it is recoverable under the present tax law?

' Senator DAn~. It is recoverable under the present law.
- Mr. Atvamn. A contract voluntarily entered into of that nature is
hot unisUal in the business world. It is a perfectly good contract
and should be enforced.
-- Senator W . We used that method; Senator, as you know, in the
matter of building ships and airplanes, ut the Administration asked
us to repeal it when it was interfering with the war effort.Senator BAn. There may have-been some reason when we tried
to build so many ships, when we did not know how many we could
build, but we know now.

Senator Witan. That is right.
Senator BAIr. We can approximate the cost& There is a great

mnore certainty now than there was a year ago. I went into that with
Admiral Land. He was planning ahead for 12,000,000 tons last year,
and they-were producing 20,000,000 tons of shipping. I sympathize
with him. He is attempting to put the ships in the water, regardless
of bost.

Mr. Atvom, Ships were more important than costs, Senator.
Senator B zr=. Exactly. The whole point now is we have reached

a stage where we are a little bit more well informed.
Is that your iolint?
Mr. ALvoi. Yes. We certainly have reached a point where we do

not need the dangers in a democratic nation of controlling future
price _

Senator Jomrsox. Yes; but the cost-plus method has some very bad
features, too.
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Mr. ALvoms. Senator, don't let anyone deceive you., Wat your
renegotiation statute is doing, in effect, Is forcing everybody into the
cost-plus basis. (I am very serious about that..

Now my second suggestion to you is that you get rid of the thing
as of January 1 1944, on For profits realize during 1948, I would
say to the contractor, "Here if you want to pay an additional 5 percent
in excess profitS upon your n otiated profits, you do not have to be
renegotiated." That means if le is paying a DO percent exces-profits
tax rate, he would pay 95 percent on his negotiated profits from war
contracts, and certainly that remaining 5 percent in anyone's opinion
must necessarily be reasonable and if he were subject to the 80 percent
ceiling, with the safeguard which ou gentlemen wrote in last year
because you though high, let him pay 85 percent
upon his negoti profts. Then you t your established tax
procedure, y ave established tax plicies fo laiming these exess
profits on y have gotten othe contract ket, and let the

rin ,ection wit rep cing I erely wish int out in the
bill y ar exten.i t of secretaries tre endously with
ros te futu~ riom .Fes th )wer to d rnine prices

frtie esun r at d te. ation. He
can Y the prices a an 6 ta, nd u would compelled
to liver your accoin hth over tat at price.

nator W uw. Is n soryr. cto r.

nator H, an a mpilsoyf
. A~osoROU. aslread it., not give

qui that am t r. is upon agreement.
. It is lebi to iethe arPo rs Acts and

ren ationst to into e tomae asu ou ra a conclusion,
but t the decision rae t to t prices er the present
law m a volunta e
Senate . I true.
Mr. A . 'Ifyou do not agree, then lively renego-

tiate you ou our excess profits. I thi at is the way it is
iapposed to wor ives corn wer, under which you
must deliver at the p

The pending bill must be considered quite seriously from the point
of view of this repricing cower, because I think reprising a contract
under the bill and reprcing under the law, although precisely the
same process might be used, might be conceived a different process
without different results.

Judicial review, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, is the most construc-
tive amendment made by the House bill to renegotiation. I have dis-
cussed it in my brief, and I will not discus sit now beyond telling
you that I think the the provisions in the House bill can be improved,
but from the point of view of the Government and the contractor,
quite considerably.

Thank you very much.
Senator Wa, r. Your presentation is always interesting and help-
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Thank you.
Mr. AmoRD. Thank you, sir.
(The matter submittal by Mr. Alvord is as follows:)

Dam o ELLSWOBTH . A0vosa

(Presented to the Committee on Finance of thd United States Senate, at Hearings
on the Revenue bill of 194, December 3, 1M43)

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, I am Ellsworth 0. Alrord, an attorney, of Wash-
Ington, D. C. I appear as chairman of the committee on Federal finance of the
C amber of Commerce of the United States.

INTRODUCTION

The position of the committee on Federal finance of the United States Chamber
of Commerce, In support of the chamber's policies, has been presented In detail
to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, by
members of our committee:

(1) Mr. Roy C. Osgood discussed the estate and gift tax proposals of the
Treasury and recommended several amendments to the present law. I am filing
with your committee an additional memorandum prepared by Mr. Osgood:

(2) Prof. Fred. R. Fairchild discussed principally the much-mooted question
of Inflation;

(3) Mr. Henry B. Fernald discussed the burdens upon both individuals and
corporations under the existing incom,-tax laws: and

(4) 1 discumsd the more general problems of financing the Ooiernment dur-
ing the war and the post-war period and also filed a memorandum with respect
to several necessary amendments to the so-called technical administrative
provisions of the present law.

Our testimony and the record of the hearings before the Committee on Ways
and Means are available to your committee and, consequently, will not be
repeated. We trust that our t:.Amony and memoranda will be helpful to your
committee in Its consideration of the bill now pending before you.

SUMMAaRY OF OUR POsmON

For the convenience of your committee we summarize our position:
(1) Revenue proposals and policies cannot be segregated from current problems

and policies under the renegotiation law, or Involved In the termination of war
contracts, or In the disposition of surplus properties and facilities acquired for
war purposes.

(2) The Treasury n"da maximum revenues, consistent with the admitted
objvcives to be attained, not only this year, but for years to come.

(8) There is no tax system which will prevent inflation, but sound fiscal policies
and taxes which will produce such maximum revenues and create confidence will
give maximum aid in the fight against inflation.

(4) Viewed solely from the point of view of the war period, revenues under
the present laws might be Increased, but taxes during the war period must not
produce minimum revenues during the post-war period.

(5) The present law Imposes maximum tax burdens, upon the Incomes of indi-
viduals altd corporations, which may be bearable during the war period, but
which, viewed from the point of view of the post-war period, are unquestionably
excessive.

(6) The costs of reconversion from a war economy must not be financed by
Government loans.

(7) The pattern for the post-war period is being shaped and molded by current
polid.,-s.

(8) The Congress and your committee are deciding today whether democracy
shall survive this war, or whether government dictatorship, in thb form of
socialism or communism, will be substituted.

oua oWECwr'v

We emphasize the following objectives:
(1) Maximum war productionuntil the cessation of hostilities.
(2) Maximum civilian producflon during the period of the war and throughout

the post-war period.
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(8) Maximum consumer purchasing power throughout the post-war period.
(4) Miximum employment and pay rolls for those now employed and who

%wish employment upon the cessation of hostilities, including those returning from
thq war.

(5) Victory must preserve our country, our homes, our opportunities, our
freedoms, and our form of government.

Oily through the attainment of these objectives can adequate incomes for
farmers be maintained; can our people be employed at adequate salaries and
wages; can Industry survive. Only through the attainment of these objectives
can the American system of individual Initiative and free enterprise-the true
foundation of our democracy--standa chance to survive.

DISPOSITION O SUMP1US P3OPMTIEF

In any discussion of Federal taxation at thi time, the problem of the disposi.
tion of Government-owned surplus property-land, buildings, equipment, raw
materials, and supplies acquired for war purposes or upon the terwi.natlon of
war contracts-is important. If properly handled, large sums will be placed In
the Federal Treasury. If, on the other hand, such property is dumped upon the
market in an effort to obtain the greatest financial return to the Government at
the earliest possible moment, Irreparable damage will be done.

There should be centralization of responsibility and authority respecting the
disposition of such surplus property. An independent surplus property commis.
sion should be created by legislation, and principles and policies to guide the
conduct of the activities of the commission should be enacted.

When they become no longer needed for war production, Government-owned
war plants should be sold at prices that are fair to the Government and to the
buyers. Such plants should not be operated by the Government after the war.
Surplus supplies should be sold through the normal channels of distribution.

Only by the organization of a responsible, independent agency and the estab-
lishment of proper principles and procedures can we succeed In avoiding an
upheaval which would have disastrous effects upon employment and economic
stability, with serious repercussions on the yield of Federal taxes.

TERMINATION O- WAR cONTACrS

'Industry faces tremendous problems upon the termination of war contracts:
(1) Its war facilities must be disposed of without loss.
(2) Its Inventories must be disposed of without loss.
(3) Its bills receivable must be paid promptly in order that It *an meet Its

bills payable.
Our recommendations have been presented In detail to the House Military

Affairs Committee on October 25, 1943. and to the Senate Subcommittee on Post-
.War Planning on November 4, 1943. Briefly we recommend the prompt enactment
of legislation with the following Important features:

(1) Mandatory partial payments to prime and subcontractors, subject to pre-
liminary review, but not to detailed audit. This payment should cover (d) the
contract price of completed articles, (b) direct uaterlal costs (including raw
materials), and (o) direct labor costs. Claims covering these classes can be pre-
pared and proved promptly. They can be paid immediately and In full. In addi-
tion, a partial payment can be made promptly of the balance of the claim (con-
sisting of Indirect costs and profit-items which will be more difficult of proof and
which may involve disputes), subject to essential safeguards to prevent over-
payment.

(2) Loans, or guaranties of loans, for amounts In excess of the partial payment
(8) Approval of the principle of negotiated settlements conducted by the service

departments, which shall be final and conclusive except for fraud.
(4) The establishment of a central policy board to prescribe uniform policies

and procedures with respect to termination.
(5) Specification, In the statute or uniform regulations, of the bases of allow-

able costs and profits, as guides to the proper determination of advance payments
and final settlements.

(6) Development of a standard termination clause for use by all war agencies.
(7) Clear separation of termination procedure and renegotiation liabilities.
(8) Development of specific Government policies and procedures governing the

immediate removal of Government-owned property In order to facilitate civilian
production.
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(0j Creation of a reviewing agency, independent of the service departments,
for the settlement of disputed questions of law or fact.

(10) Development of procedure permitting companies holding large numbers of
terminated contracts and subcontracts to settle all of them in a single claim rather
than through individual primi contracts.

(11) Provisions similar to the Dent Act of 1919 legalizing settlements under
defective or informal contracts.

(12) Recognition of dismissal wages and the amortization of emergency
facilities as proper termination costs.

(IS) Treatment as canceled material of Inventory stocks produced or procured
iq advance of specific war contracts at the insistence of Government departments.

osT-WR MTHOO OF nNANCflO

Industry faces tremendous financial requirements for the Immediate post-war
period. Most of its needs will be found among the following:
(1) New facilities must be acquired, through reconversion of war facilities,

restoration and modernization of existing facilities, purchase, and construction.
(2) New inventories must be acquired and carried, at least until the proceeds

from the sale of finished products are received.
(8) New enterprises muit be established, new products discovered, old markets

regained, and new markets developed.
(4) New management and new labor must be trained and fused.
(5) Research, engineering, and scientific services must be reestablished.
(6) Severance or dismissal wages, particularly for those engaged in war

production, must be paid.
(7) A period of operating losses, ranging from a few weeks to many months,

during the period of transition or reconversion from a* war economy to a peace
economy, must be financed.

No one can predict all the needs for funds or the ariounts of funds required.
But no one doubts that adequate funds must somehow, some time, be forthcoming.
And everyone knows that there are orly three available sources: (1) Funds In the
hands of private Investors; (2) earnings and profits in the hands of industry;
and (8) the Government. The issue presented is: Will industry be compelled to
resort to financing by the Government?

If individual initiative and free enterprise are to be preserved, the financial
requirements of industry for the post-war period must be obtained from private
sources, and must not be obtained from the Government.

PIVATEz MA CINO

Private financing rests upon the financial strength of industry. Industry will
require both risk capital and credit. In other *ocds, the financial strength of
industry must be sufficient to attract risk capital and credit. But risk capital
and credit can be attracted only If a financially strng industry can offer a return
commensurate with the risks involved. A finale ally strong industry means an
industry capable of producing profits after taxeL. A return commensurate with
the risk Involved means a return after ",.xes to the Investor.

AVMLABILIT or P, TATs ruNDs

One would be unrealistic indeed to believe that eveh the moit profitable enter-
prise could today attract funds In the hands of the public by offering a return
after taxes commensurate with the risks involved. Our present tax laws are
prohibitive. Mr. Fernald developed this point in his testimony before the CoiM-
mittee on Ways and Means. (See pp. 641-C51.) The conclusion Is Inescapable.

Furthermore, one would be unrealistic Indeed If he viewed the Immediate
post-war period and concluded that the private Investor, under the then probable
rates of taxes, would receive a yield commensurate with the risk he is taking.

It is quite true that the private investor has not lost all hope of a reasonable
return at some time in the future. He finds, for example, some prospect in the
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possibility of a reasonably stable system for taxing capital gains, which will offset
somewhat his utter Inability to retain after taxes out of current distributions an
amount commensurate with the risks he takes. It is also true that private funds
are being Invested as "hedges" against inflation. Otherwise, we must recognize
that at least during the Immediate post-war period taxes wiltl probably not be
reduced to the point at which the private investor will receive after taxes an
attractive yield. In this event, risk capital and credit in adequate amounts cannot
be obtained from funds In the hands of private Investors.

Consequently, If we are to avoid financing by the Government, we are compelled
to conclude that th% only source available for meeting a substantial portion of the
financial needs of Industry for the post-war period must come from the accumu-
lated current earnings and profits cf Industry itself.

AvAIIAstuTY or OOaPOIATv PRorrrs

As we have already stated, the Revenue Act of '042, from the point of vie.v of
the post-war financial requirements of industry, imposes excessive burdens. Er.rn-
ings and profits after taxes are unquestionably both Inadequute and unavailable.
The statistics and estimates furnished by the Treasury are not reliable indices.
Current earnings and profits, to the extent not taken by taxes, are In large part
frozen In plant, facilities, equipment, and Inventories. In fact, the balance shets
of too large a portion of Industry reveal Insufflcient working capital; a dangerously
low ratio of current assets to current liabilities; tremendously unprecedented
inventories; a paradoxical financing of current production, not through assets,
but through current (though not yet due) liabilities to the Government for taxes
and to creditors for purchases; and inadequate assets to finance post-war pay
rolls and probable post-war losse&

lIL'r I COME RErA!% BY C"OIAMTps

Treasury testimony before the Ways and Means Committee has laid much
stress on an estimated $11,000,000,000 which the Treasury estimates corporations
will have retained as accumulated earnings (net Income after taxes In excess of
dividends paid) as Indicating that corporations as a whole should have ample
accumulated funds to meet the post-war situation.
The basis of this estimate appears In at table on page 103 of the hearings before

the Committee on Ways and Means, October 4, 1%13, which shows the figures
from 1936 to 1941, Inclusive, as "actual" and 1942 to 1941, Inclusive, as "estimated."

For the 6 years for which the actual results are there shown-I. e, from 193
to 1941, Inclusive-the result is to show that the minus lgures for the ears
1936-38, Inclusive, exceeded the plus figures for the years 1939 to 1911 by W
000,000, that is, for those 6 years there was a net Impairment, rather than a.
accumulation, of surplus.

Following the situation back to the year 190, compiling figures from the
Treasury Report for Statistics of Income fox 1939, the attached table has been
prepared. This shows that the net result for the 15 years 1930 to 1941, actual, end
1942 to 1944, inclusive, estimated, Is a net Impairment of $14,181,000,000. In
otherwords, accepting at their face the Treasury estImates of large accumula-
tions of retained earnings for the years 1942, 1943, and 1944, the net result for all
corporations would be that taxes and dividends paid had exceeded income for
the entire 15 years by $14,181,0^0000, as follows:

mtillions,
Net income (excluding dividends received) -------------------- $100. 4U
Income and excess-profits taxes ..-------------------------------- f5, 225

Net Income (excluding dividends received) after taxes -.. . 43,239
Net dividends paid -------------- ------------------------ ------- i, 420

Net impairment, 15 years ----------------------------------- 14,181
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Corpwoation, all returns.-Net 15001 retained after taes and after net dirn-
deride paid, 1930 to I94

Ein millions of dollars]

Net income rrme Net Income Net Income retLned
get excess- (excluding Net dlIi (Impairment tadi.

(eeigV and e deiidends dwods _____byinussignTaxable year V=d received) paid mreceived) tales after taxes By years Cumulative

9001 ......................... _2,073 712 V6 &613 -4.247 -4.247
1931 .................... -2,746 33 -3 145 4.142 -7,327 -11,5741932 .................... -,09 28 -&373 2.626 -10)1 -19,575
19 .................. -1,9 423 -2 2,101 -4 490 -24 05
1934 ................. 753 6 157 2,642 -2,145 -20%540
1931 ......................... 2,409 735 1,674 2027 -1,253 -27, 79
11 ......................... &094 1,191 3.90M 4,703 -80) -28, 13
1937 ...... .................. 1 ,27 I6 3471/ 4.832 -960 -r5 5M

S8 ................... .' %340 860 1,410 &222 -1,742 .-,29
i99 .................. &272 1,232 4.040 &841 199 -31,096

1 4 0 3 ......................... 72 04 ,49 4.6,M 4,01A M7 -30, 509
1911 ........................ 14.107 7,118 e 941 4.463 X 474 -29.OM
1940 esm I .............. 19850 11,750 8,100 4.100 4.000 -24.031
1043 ectIatled I .............. 22000 11.40 8,50 4.000 4.50 -1k481
194 ,ostlimsted I ............. 24,000 ]4,600 9.400 4.100 k 300 -14.181

otll 5 yr .......... IlIM 461 67,221 43239 67,420 -14,18 1..........

V'Results I3r 1930-$5 omnpfled from "Statbtvki of income for 19M pt. 2," pp. 15, A 40-49. Similar com-
pflations for ears ]93W-3 agree with results for these yess shown by (i) .

I Reslts for 1936-44 s stated in table, p. IM "Revenuerevision 011943. earimbek the Committee
on Ways and Means," Oct. 4, 14 of which 1936-4: re stated as "actual" and 1942-44 as estimatedd."

NMM Of THI TBEASU5Y

On the other hand, the Treasury needs all the cash It can get from private
sources. One *ould be most unrealistic If he believed that there were any imme-
diate Dossibility of reducing present taxes to the point where earnings and profits
could be retsied in adequate amounts and become available for pct-war pur-
poses. On ibe contrary, the flow of cash Into the Ireasury from privAte sources
should, if pOsslble, be Increased.

We believe' that there need be no Irreconcilable conflict between the needs of
the Treashtry and the needs of industry.

POST-WAR RMSME5Z

Funds for financing post-war requirements can be accumulated, axiomatically,
only during a period when Industry is making profits. That period, we know,
is the current calendar year. Perhaps that period may include the calendait
year 1944. Beyond that, predictions are impossible. Even 1944 seems uncertain.

Two plans have been proposed. Each involves a very simple, workable method:
(1) Every corporate taxpayer (and the van could readily be conformed and

made applicable to Individuals) should be permitted to purchase nonnegotiable
and non-interest-bearing Government bonds, which would become immediately
negotiable and Interest-bearing upon toe cessation of hostilities (or upon the
termination of Its war contracts, or their "cut-back" to, say, 50 percent). The
rate of interest would, of course, be governed primarily by the maturity date,

(2) The taxpayer would be allowed a deduction In the computation of taxable
net income for the amount of the bonds purchasted by it during the taxable year
(or within 75 days after the cose bf its taxable year).(8) Under the first plan, the savings of the corporation, invested in the speeal
security, would become available to the corporation without further taxation.
Thus every corporation would be treated alike, Under the second plan, the
savings of the corporation would be Invested in a Government security maturing
In 18 months, and the proceeds as received by the corporation would be considered
as taxable Income subject to the corporate normal tax. Thus, the corporation
with little or no income In the immediate post-war period would receive the full
benefit of its savings, while the corporation which earnd a greater income during
the immediate poet-war period would receive a correspondingly lesser benefit

(4) Obviously, a reasonable limitation must be Imposed upon tha allowable
deduction. If the plan first propded Is adopted, it is suggested that the deduc-
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don should not exceed 10 percent of the corporation's net income. If the second
plan, the suggested limitation of 20 percent of net income seems reasonable.,

The objectives of both plans are the same: To place industry. inas strong a
position financially for the post-war period as is possible--that is, to give industry
an opportunity, now denied it by the tax laws, to accumulate current earnings
and profits to assist it in financing its post-war requirements.

We believe that tMe first plan is preferable. It treats all Industry without
discrimination: the needs of any particular corporation will not necessarily
41e measured by its experiences during the immediate post-war period: It does not
Involve a "gamble" on the amount of corporate normal tax during the post-war
period and therefore upon the amount of savings to be availat,le for post-war
purposes, and the maturity dates of the bonds can be adjusted to other Treasury
financing.

AP.LICAULI'Y TO THE INDIVIDUAL

Industry Is not in a peculiar position. Individuals are facing the same need
for financial strength to carry them over the immediate post-war period. They
too, can save for the post-war period only when they have current incomes.
Farmers will need funds for replenishing their herds, for r"bulldlng their fences,
for repairing their buildings, for the purchase of new machinery and equipment.
Employees must have funds to carry them over until production is resumed.
We recommend that the plan proposed for industry be conformed to the plan

of individual taxation adopted by the Congress.

AUORTIZ O1O0 OF WAR FACILITIES

By Executive order dated October 5, 1943, the provisions of the present law
relating to the allowable deductions for amortization of the cost of war facilities
have been effectually terminated. A startling new principle has been announced:
The cost of all war facilities shall hereafter be paid for with Government fund.q.
We urge the Committee on Finance to 'review the policy thus announced and
determine whether that policy conforms tO its policies.. Under the present law, the cost of war facilities may be spread over a period
of 5 years or over a period of the emergency, whichever is the lesser. Upon
termination of the emergency, the taxpayer has the option to refompute the
allowance. For example, If the appropriate secretary determines that the facility
has ceased to be necessary in the Interest of national defense, then the cost of the
emergency may be spread over the shortened amortization period. It is recom-
mended that the taxpayer similarly be given the power to terminate the amortza,
tion period, at any time after December 31, 193, and to spread the cost of its
facility over the preceding period, except that the amortization period1hould not
be less than 3 years.

AUORTUATON Or PEACE FACU MS

The acqulsition of new plant facilities and equipment for the post-war period
may he facilitated substantially, without ultimate cost to the Treasury. It Is
recommended that the taxpayer be given the option, In lieu of depreciation, to
spread the cost thereof over a 5-year period.

DEFERRED MAINTE2ANCS!

The problem of deferred maintenance is in a class by itself. Deferred malna.
tenance means that expenditures to maintain property, whicb would be deductible
whern made, are necessarily postponed (and the deduction therefore postponed)
by reason of lack of time, lack of materials, or lack of manpower. Bat main.
tenalce expenditures thus deferred are determinable within the current taxable
year, are proper charges against the Income of the current year and there is
no necessity for postponing the deduction. It Is recommended that a reasonable
deduction be allowed for maintenance expenditures thus defered.

ACCEIM&TrD DECMTMION

Existing rules and regulations of the Tr Asury with respect to, accelerated
depreciation, although they.purport to allow additional depreciation because of
the extended use and lack of care of the facilities during the war period, in
effect deny the allowance of all but normal depreciation. Depreciation based
upon the normal life of the facilities, Is inadequate to cover the actual depre-
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clation of facilities in abnormal use during the war period. It is recommended
that an adequate provision for accelerated depreciation be included In the pend-
ing revenue bill.

oOVZNMZNr OwMM 05 O.TD) ZNTERSIEs

Corporations which are owned or operated by the Government and engaged
in private business in competition with private enterprise should be subjected
to the same taxes as private enterprise. In addition, immunity from taxation
should not be used as an inducement to communities or public corporations to
purchase privately operated enterprises.

As we have previously stated an opportunity must be afforded for new enter-
prises. Our present tax laws are prohibitive. Likewise, existing enterprises
which necessarily suffer losses during their formative period, or which have
suffered losses primarily because of the demands of the war, must not have their
future profits subjected to existing tax rates.

The problem Is important and far reaching. A permanent solution should be
provided in the first revenue bill following cessation of hostilities. A temporary
solution should be provided now by the extension of the net loss carry-forward
provisions from 2 to 3 years.

EEPIAL or THE EXCUS-PROITs TAX

It is urgently recommended that the pending bill include a provision specifi-
cally terminating the taxation of "excess profits" at the end of the calendar year
within which present hostilities cease.

DOUssA TAION OT IDUS L ftorrs

We have frequently discussed the excessive burdens upon corporate profits
resulting from their multiple taxation under present law. Industrial profits are
taxed In the hands of the corporation which earns them; they are again taxed,
in part In the hands of the corporate stockholder; and they are again subjected
to taxation in the hands of individual stockholders when distributed in the form
of dividends. The undistributed profits tax was an ill-designed device to meet
this problem. The British system is probab'y. incapable of application to our
industrial enterprises. The Committee on Finance and the Congress are urged to
give the subject the serious consideratiQn which it demands.

AD14IitTR.ATiY] NUBD]S

We believe that few t5eople appreciate the tremendous administrative burdens
Imposed by the present law upon the Bureau of Internal Revenue. Its job cannot
be measured solely by the unprecedented number of Income-tax returns required
and filed under existing law. Of greater importance are the tremendously dim-
cult, complicated, and technical provisions of the present law, the questions of
policy and law presented, and the sums of money Involved.

We believe that drastic and immediate action is necessary. F -'ery encourage-
ment for the employment and training of new personnel must be given. Every
encouragement must be given present personnel to remain with the Treasury.
As a partial solution, we suggest that the Commisslotler of Internal Revenue be
authorized to create 100 positions and to fill them with persons, each of whom will
be qualified to receive, and who may be paid, $9,000 a year.

ADDITIONAL TENuIx"

As we have stated, neither corporations nor individuals can bear a greater
burden of taxation upon their incomes. If substantial additional revenues are to
be obtained, they must be sought from new sources. For this purpose, for the
purp seofr elieving millions of taxpayers from the necessity of filing Income or
Victory tax returns, and for the purpose of reducing administrative burdens under
the present laws, we commend for your consideration the enactment of a retail
sales tax.
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A BETAL BALM T#X

After considering the various forms of sales, transactions, and turn-over taxes,
we have come to the conclusion that a tax Imposed upon retail sales--that Is, a
tax upon sales for consumption or use-is the most practical at the present time.

Discriminations and administrative diffculties can be avoided, however,
only if-

(1) There are no exemptions;
(2) The tax Is Imposed at a uniform rate;
(8) No other Federal taxes are Imposed upon retail sales;
(4) The tax is Imposed upon aggregate purchases;
(5) The tax Is Imposed upon the purchaser; and
(6) Fractional cents are disregarded.
The yield of a retail sales tax meeting the above conditions will, of course,

depend upon Its rate. A 10 percent tax would probably yield during the calendar
year 1944 In excess of 6.000,000,000. A 5 percent tax, probably about A500,-
000,000.

Its gross yield, however, must be offset. For If a retail sales tax Is adopted,
It is our beUef that, In lieu of exemptions and to prevent the Imposition of too
great a burden upoa low income groups the existing personal exemptions for
Individual income-tfx purposes must be Increased somewhat; and the first surtax
bracket should be established somewhere above the first $1 of taxable income.
If these things are done, then the Victory tax may be integrated with the normal
tax, without the loss of taxpayers and without the loss of revenues.

Contrary to the expressed position of he Treasury, it Is our belief that a sales
tax meeting the conditions we have above outlined:

(1) Is capable of reasonably simple and effective administration;
(2) Is desirably deflationary;
(8) Will collect substantial revenues, without Imposing unbearable burdens,

from those receiving four-fifths of the national Income;
(4) When viewed merely as a part of our tax system, will not Impose burdens

which discriminate In favor of high-Income groups and against low-income groups;
(5) Will render unnecessary the tremendous increases In certain excise taxes

advocated by the Treasury; and
(8) Will aid In stamping out black markets.
If, In addition to the Imposition of a tax upon retail sales for consumption or

use, the Congress determines that It Is desirable to impose additional excise taxes
upon luxuries, for example, these additional taxe' may be imposed upon the
manufacturer, Thus, In effect, the advantagrs of a gr dual sales tax are obtained,
but with none of Its difficulties and disadvantages.

T=! PNDiO S

We commend the members of the Committee on Ways and Means for their
sound action In rejecting the revenue proposals advanced by the Treasury. Their
reports upon the bill are worthy of study.

We come now to a discussion of some of the provlsfens of the bill now pending
before you.

IXSWASE IN ExcEss-PstiS BATZ TOSS PERMIT
The proposed increase In the rate of the excess-profits tax rate to 95 percent

is without justification. If excess profits could be determined with reasonable
accuracy, if all real costs were allowed as deductions, if appropriate provisions

- were made for post-war costs of reconversion, and if all the problems arising
from the termination of war contracts are solved satisfactorily and promptly,
then perhaps the present rate of 90 percent could be increased for a limited period
of time. Under these conditions, we would suggest a rate of 100 percent, with
20 percent to be Included In the post-war refund-there is nothing but academic
th<gry to support the retention by the corporation of 5 percent of Its excess
profits. A practical and realistic approach Is essential In the determination of
tax rates. Permiou of a corporation to retain 5 percent of its excess profits,
computed under the present law, deceives no one. A 95 percent rate is confis-
catory. Frequently, In fact, usually, It would result In an effective rate greatly
in excess of 100 percent. It would be a prohibition upon Lnereased earning,
whether resulting from decreased costs or increased volume.
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It is pointed out that the proposed increase applies to corporations engaged
solely In civilian production, as Wkell as to corporations engaged in war produc-
tion. It will have an unfortunate, adverse effect upon both.

REDUCTION OT INVEsTED CAPITAL CREDIT

The reductlon In the invested capital credit is unsound In principle, unfair in
its application, and unjustified by actual conditions. It reduces to the danger
point an already inadequate return on the capital Invested In a business. Under
present law, after the 40 percent normal and surtax, the net return on a invested
capital base ranges from 4.8 percent on the first $5,000,000 of capital down to
8 percent on capital over $200,000,000. The House bill would reduce the 3 per-
cent figure to less than 2% percent (2.4 percent). It is obvious that such a rate
of return will not even equal the Interest obligation on borrowed money, let
alone permit dividend payments.

Assume a corporation with capital slightly more than $200,000,000 earns, be-
fore Federal Income and excess profits taxes, a 10 percent return, say, about
$20,000,000. Under the reduced Invested capital credit proposed, It would have
a return, after taxes, of about 8% percent on its capital, but the rale of return
upon the profits over Its base credit would be only about 0.22 of 1 percent. Obvl-
ously, there would be no profit inducement to the corporation to Increase Its
earnings over its base credit

The only arguments in support of the House proposal are found on page 23
of the committee report: (a) The Canadian law does not allow an increase In
Invested capital for earnings accumulated after January 1, 1039; and (b) a cor-
poration will not distribute dividends if accumulated earnings are included in
its invested capital These arguments are wholly irrelevant to the issue. If
sound, they might support a special treatment for accumulated earnings-such
as theit segregation and Inclusion in invested capital at whatever rate the
Congress determines is appropriate. However, the issue presented by the pro-
vision In the pending bill is whether the Invested capital credit should be re-
duced. We are strongly of the opinion that the reduction is not justified and is
Inadvisable.

sECTION 115, ACQUISITIONS TO AVOID IlNCOMZ OR EXCESS-PROFITS TAX

In an effort to reach certain cases of flagrant tax avoidance, section 115 of
the House bill provides that-
"If any person or persons acquire, on or after October 8, 1940, directly or indi-

rectly, an interest in, or control of, a corporation, or property, and the Commis-
sioner finds that one of the principal purposes for which such acquisition was
made or availed of Is tile avoidance of Federal Income or excess profits tax by
securing the benefit of a deduction, credit, or other allowance, then such deduc-
tion, credit, or other allowance shall not be allowed."

The Commissioner Is further granted the authority to allow a portion of such
items if he determines that such allowance will not result in tax avoidance. The
provision is made retroactive'to taxable years beginning after December 81, '*9.

While there can be no objection to the general purpose of this provision, as-
suming such purpose to be to prevent artificial tax schemes having no motive other
than tax avoidance, the breadth of the provision included in the House bill Is
certain to raise doubts with respect to almost every transaction. For example,
the acquisition through a section 112 (b) (6) liquibatlon of all the assets of
an existing subsidiary may technically fall within the provision because it may
be in part motivated by the tax saving of running the lpreviously bifurcated enter- -
p ise as a single entity. Yet it Is clear that there is nothing reprehenslve about
the desire of a taxpayer so to reorganize its business structure. In fact, the Con-
gress long ago specifically adopted the policy of encouraging the simplification
of corporate structures and the acquisition of properties. The tax laws contain
specific means for accomplishing this purpose and the right to employ them has
never been questioned on the ground that tax would be saved. Many other In-
stances could be cited of legitimate transactions which may be brought into
question because of the absence of any clear-cut standards in the proposed pro-
vision. Although, in the administration of the section, these cases may not
be penalized, no cause for concern should be permitted to exisL

A more careful attempt should be made to define the precise types of cases
intended to be reached, which ure presumed to be largely cases of the purchase
of corporate shells merely in order to obtain the benefits of a high invested captal
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credit or net operating losses, where normal business practice would not Involve
such a course. At least, some indication should be given that the section Is not
Intended to overrule or cut across all other provisions of the tax laws, many, if
not all, of which were adopted with full knowledge of the tax consequences
Involved and, in fact, with the very Idea of creating such consequences.

Furthermore, to question a transaction merely because one of the principal
motives Is a tax motive makes the field of possible investigation Illimitable. All
corporate simplifications since 1038 have been at least In part influenced by tax
considerations. In fact, tax consequences are now almost always taken Into
account by businessmen In determining a course of action. Consideration of tax
consequences, therefore, cannot be made a major test.

Apart from these general considerations, however, there Is little justification
for making the new provision retroactive. This feature of the bill Is explained
on the ground that the devices dealt with by the new provision are palpable
tax-dodging schemes, the legality of which is questionable under existing law, and
that approval, even by Implication, of any previous tax-dodging scheme should be
avoided. However, It would be simple enough to declare specifically that the new
provision should not be deemed to imply any approval of such schemes or to
affect the decision of their legality under existing law. It Is fairer to compel both
parties to rely upon the then existing law for past years, particularly since it Is
reasonably certain that the type of tax-avoidance scheme which the Government
Is amply justified in upsetting is as vulnerable under existing law as under the
proposed enactment, than to attempt to bolster the Bureau's position by a provl-
sion which may well be construed to cover a far broader and more questionable
field. Furthermore, the staff of the Treasury and the joint committee, as well
as the committees of Congress, have repeatedly been advised of many of the
schemes and urged to correct them. Retroactivity is not justified upon the ground
of lack of knowledge.

MSr-wAR auNvD or zxCEss-PosNrs rAxs

Under the present law (sec. 250 of the Revenue Act of 1942) the post-war bonds
are of no real value until the cessation of hostilities. The provisions of the
present law were enacted In recognition of the fact that the excess-profits-tax
rates were too bigh and for the purpose of making at least partial provision for
reconversion costs. However, current experience upon the terminatior of war
contracts establishes that many contractors will require financial assistance prior
to the date of cessation of hostilities. We recommend that the bonds should
become negotiable as soon as the war volume of a contractor has decreased beyond
a stated ratio-for example, whenever his current war production is less than
60 percent of his war production at a stated prior date, say, 6 months earlier.

DENIAL or DMIUOTON TOB FflEAL Z1CIsH TA

Section 110 of the pending bill denies a deduction for Federal import duties
and Federal excise and stamp taxes, under action 23 (c) (1), but without pre-
venting their deduction as an ordinary and necessary business expense., under
section 23 (a). It is pointed out that section 23 is applicable both to Individuals
and to corporations. We assume that the section does not affect corporation
deductions-for example, the capital-stock tax and the transportation tax. Any
doubt with respect to their deductibility should be removed.

INOZASM IN so1AIP5ECURXTT TAX

The House bill Is silent with regard to the Increase to 2 percent (from the
present 1 percent) in the tax upon both employers and employees for Federal old-
tige and survivors insurance, This increase, unless suspended, is shortly to become
effective. .

Since the first suspension of an Increase In the tax, the burdens upon employees
have increased, and they, as well as employers, have been faced by .withholding
methods of considerable complexity. Any approaching need for strengthening the
reserve of the insurance fund can be more accurately appraised when the prob-
lems of war financing are less acute and proposals for broadening the Social
Security System can be carefully weighed.

We recommend that during the war, or least for the next year, there be no
Increase In the social-security taxes.
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tmWNOOTIATION

The position and recommendations of our committee upon the recapture of
so-called "excessive profits' by renegotiation were presented in detail to the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives on September
10 of this year. In order to avoid repetition, It is requested that my statement
be incorporated at this point In my testimony before your committee.

We believe that everyone admits that high excess-profits tax rates and recapture
through so-called renegotiation cannot both remain, and that the recapture pro-
visions of the present law are "dangerous and undemocratic." We urge their
repeal. If out tax laws are inadequate, they should be amended and sup-
plemented.

However, the House bill is based upon the policy of continuing the present law,
with amendments designed to make It more workable and equitable and to
provide judicial review of renegotiation decisions.

Our comments upon the House bill follow:

VOITg1rTOAcIvIyT

The House bill does not attempt to prevent the retroactive application of the
original law and Its various supplements. Their retroactive application Is uncon-
stitutional, and practically there is no necessity for retroactive application. The
Government should not compel Its contractors to resort to litigation.

ADDITIONAL TAi$

Contractors should be given the option to pay an additional excess-profits tax
(making the applicable rate 96 percent, or, if the "ceiling" applies, then 85 percent)
upon their renegotiable profits, in lieu of renegotiation. Certainly there can be
no excessive profits retained by the contractor under these suggested rates. The
option should be made applicable to 1943

If the 95-percent rate proposed by the House bill is adopted, and if the "ceiling"
is increased to 85 percent as suggested by the Treasury, for 1944, then, of course,
there Is no necessity for recapture through so-called renegotiation of any 1944
profits. However, as we have previously stated, there is no justification for
increased 'excess-profits tax rates applicable to profits upon nonwar activities.
Nonwar activities. Nor is there any justification for increased rates upon war
profits or war contracts, except as a practical expedient to remove all conceivable
necessity for renegotiation.

ZMX~ON O(or STrDAU) COMWCL AnRTICax

If it Is the intention of the Congress to exempt all contracts and subcontracts
for the sale of "standard commercial articles," as this term Is ordinarily under-
stood, then the definition In the House bill should be revised.

The House bill requires, among other things, that a standard commercial
article be cot "specially made to specifications furnished by a department or by
another contractor or subcontractor." It has been the custom for many years
for the manufacturer of a standard commercial article to prepare for his con.
venience, and for the convenience of the Government, specifications for this
article, which specifications are then adopted by the Government, and Lhe Gov-
ernment, when ordering this particular article, or In asking for bids on this
particular article, does so by specification. If this would be considered a speci-
fication furnished by a department, then the contract for sale of many standard"
commercial articles ordered and purchased In this way would remain subject to
renegotiation.

It Is suggested that the following is a more accurate and practical definition':
"The term 'standard commercial article' means an article-
"(A) which is of a general type or design manufactured and sold In civilian,

Industrial, and commercial use,
"(B) which is manufactured and sold as a conwpetittve product, and
"(C) for which a maximum price has been established and Is In effect under

the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942 as amended or under the Act of October
2, 1942, entitled 'An Act to Amend the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942 to
Aid in preventing Inflation and other Purposes."
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The House bill merely authorizes the Board, In its discretion, to exempt stand-
ard commercial articles. We recomupend that a specific statutory exemption be
provided.

5T NDA5D TO BE APPLIED

The House bill prescribes a fe - very general standards to be taken into con-
sideration In determining excessive profits. However, the standards of the House
bill are probably too general to serve any useful purpose. Certainly they should
be supplemented by the standards which we suggested to the Committee on Ways
and Means. And certainly the costs, prices, and profits of competitors are Im-
pottant factors.

AL!OWAB5L DDUCTIONS

All deductions allowable for tax purposes should be allowable for renegotia-
tion purposes--not merely those allocable to war profits.

The net income of the contractor for tax purposes should first be determined.
Its net Income should then be apportioned between nonrenegotlable and renego-
tiable business. The simplest principle Is to allocate upon the basis of gross
receipts.

STATE INCOME TAXES

T'he House bill proposes an unfortunate change with respect to the deduction
of State Income taxes. The entire amount of State Income taxes should be
allowed as a credit against excessive profits determined by renegotiation, In the
same manner as the credit is given for Federal income taxes.

FORWARD fl'1CTNO

Forward repricing-that Is, a reprising under an existing contract of goods
to be delivered In the future--should be a matter of agreement between the Gov-
ernment and the contractor. The House bill gives to the Government the appar-
ent right to fix the price and to compel deliveries at that price. This Is a most
undesirable and unnecessary extension of the present law. In addition, the
provision of the present law providing the procedure for repricing and Judicial
review should be reviewed, to make certain that all repricing is subject to the
provisions of the bill applicable to the determination of excessive profits.

Til CENTAL BOARD

An appeal to a central board will be Ineffective and futile If the Board adopts
the policy of affirming the decision of the lower board. This seenj to be the
policy presently In effect.

THE TAX COURT OF TME UNITED SrAT

The review of renegotiations determinations will unquestionably impose a
severe burden upon the Tax Court of the United States. It Is recommended that
the court be consulted, in order that burdens will not be imposed upon it which
will Interfere with Its continued efficient disposition of tax cases.

JUDICIAL RMILEW

Perha;, the most constructive amendment of the present law proposed by
the pending bill will be found in the provisions relating to Judiciel review. Gen-
erally speaking, the review of administrative actions may be classified into two
types: (1) A review de noo of the administrative action-such as the review
by the Tax Court proposed In the pending bill; or (2) a control of administrative
action, under which the reviewing court determines whether the administrative
action Is in accordance with law. It Is our opinion that a de Povo vieww of
renegotlitIons decisions Is unnecessary. We recommend a "control" review, In
the nature of a proceeding for an injunction or a declaratory judgment. Juris-
diction of proceedings of this nature may be conferred rpon the district courts
of the United States (with concurrent jurisdiction, raybe, given to the Tax
Court). Jurisdiction to review renegotiation decisions de novo cannot be con-
ferred upon a constitutional court created under article III of the constitution.

In no event, should power be given to determine excessive profits greater than
than determined by the Board, or to fix prices less than those fixed in the order.
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POWER TO WITHHOW) PAYMENTS

The House bill provides that a renegotiation decision or order (such as a direc-
tion to withhold payments to the contractor or an order fixing forward prices)
shall not be suspended upon the filing of a petition for review. This provision
reverts to the archaic procedure enforced many years ago In the collection of
income taxes. Present-day practices, adequate to protect both the Government
and the contractor, should be adopted. The renegotiation decision or order should
not became effective until it becomes finaL

SECTION 806

Where "excessive profits"' are refunded to the Government as a result of
renegotiation, the amount refunded should be excluded from the contractor's
gross Income, as If It had never been received. Only by the application of this
policy can Interminable disputes over tax liabilities be avoided.

When such refunds are agreed to before the Federal tax return Is filed, the
Treasury Department permits'exclusion of the profits from Income on the basis
of an administrative ruling (I. T. 3611). After the return Is filed, and a tax
liability has been assessed with respect to. the excessive profits refunded, section
8S06 of the Internal Revenue Code becomes applicable. This section Is designed
to accomplish the same result as I. T. 86111 by directing the exclusion of the
"excessive profits eliminated" by renegotiation from gross Income. A tax Is
computed after excluding such excessive profits. This Is compared with the tax
shown on the return. The difference Is the "tax credit." The service depart-
meats are required to reduce the "excessive profits eliminated" by the amoumt 1Df

the tax credit applicable thereto.
The section is unquestionably sound in principle. It Is phrased In very com-

"plicated, technical, and ambiguous language. With the aid of cooperative ad-
ministrative Interpretation It hase urkioned with reasonable satisfaction. Major
difficulties with respect to settlements by partnership and Individuals were over-
come by L T. 3619. bn

Section 806 was based on the language of section 403 of the Sixth Supplemental
National Defense Appropriation Act, 1942, as amended by the Revenue Act of 1942.
Extensive changes are made by the pending bill In the definition of terms, which
must be carefully correlated with section 3806.

For example:
(1) Section 3806 refers, In paragraphs (a) (1) and (b) (1), to "the amount

of excessive profits eliminated." The amendment to paragraph (C) (2) of sec-
tin 403 (p. 112 of the bill) provides that in determining the amount of excessive
profits to be eliminated, credit shall be allowed under section 8806. The direction
in the bill creates an obvious inconsistency.

(2) The bill also provides (p. 104) that excessive profits are to be determined
without deduction for State Income taxes, but in determining the amount of
excessive profits to be eliminated "proper adjustment" shall be made on account
of the State taxes excluded. This provision is confusing and its effect upon the
tax credit computation Is not clear. In computing taxable net income the full
amount of State taxes paid (and not refundable) would be a deduction, regardless
of how it is treated In renegotiation proceedings.

(3) The specification of the cases of repayment or offset to be taken Into ac-
count under section 3806 does not correspond to the specifications of methods (A)
to (D) on page 111, lines 12-23, of the bilL There should, be correlation.

TwHNICAL PzovisIoNs or FEDSuAL TAX LAws--AMENDMENS URGE-

(Supplement to statement of Ellsworth C. Alvord presented to the Committee on
Finance of the United States Senate at He rings on H. R. 3687, December 8,
1943)

L TIM xCESs-PTo TAX

(1) AroilalfytV of vsxaed ezoet-profts credit of predecesor corporation to
*ucceuor oorporat(on ft railroad rorgeo*.-Sectlon 142'of the Revenue
Act of 1942 provides for' i carry-over of the invested capital credit in the case of
railroad reorganizations under section 77m of the' Bankruptcy Act, whether the
old corporation continues in existence or whether a new corporation is created.
Through oversight In drafting, however, the section Inadvertently fails to provide
that an unused credit of the predecessor corporation may be carried over to and
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used by the suxessor corporation. Consequently, the present law results in dis-
crimination In favor of those railroad corporations which continue on as old cor-
porations after the reorganization and against new corporations resulting from
bankruptcy proceedings. This situation should be corrected by providing that
such a new corporation should be considered the same taxpayer as the old cor-
poratio.% which it succeeds, for the purposes of the unused excess-profits credit
adjustment.

(2) Elimination of base period deduction under sectlonM U (p) for past service
paYment#.-Under section 23 (p) of the applicable revenue act, payments of past
service liability for pension trust purposes were not allowed as a deduction in
full for the year of payment, but were required to be spread over a period of 10
years. In many Instances the last year of such 10-year period was 1939. It Is
clear that such deductions are-nonrecurring and, In computing the average earn-
lags credit for use in excess-profits tax taxable years in which such deductions are
no longer present, they should be eliminated In the computation of average base
period net income. Section 711 (b) (1) should therefore te amended to provide
for such an adjustment.

(8) Eliminl ion of V5 percent limitation in income credit.-The limitation of
the Income credit to 95 percent of base period average earnings should be removed.
It is the result of a 1040 compromise having nothing to do with merit and repre-
sents a direct extension of the excess-profits tax rate to normal profits.

(4) Ettenslon of Section 718 (c) (5) to reorganizations generallv.-Under the
Invested capital credit a deficit In the taxpayer's earnings and profits does not
Impair Its Invested capital. Section 718 (c) (6) preserves such a taxpayer's
invested capital, unimpaired, for its successor In a so-called Identity reorganiza-
tion. The same result should obtain in respect of reorganizations generally In
order to produce a consistent operation of the use of tax basis in lieu of cost in
computing invested capital. Section 718 (e) (5) should, therefore, be broadened.

(5) Adopt!.'n of proper basis in inadmissible asset adJustment.-Sectlon 720 and
the applicable regulations provide that, for the purpose of the Inadmissible asset
adjustment, both admissible and Inadmissible assets shall be taken at their ad-
Justed basis for determining loss. This is correct insofar as it requires a loss basis
to be used, since this is the basis upon which paid-in capital and accumulated earn-
ings. and profits are computed for purposes of section 718. It falls, however, to
take. Into account that the adjustments to such basis, which are prescribed by
section 113, are not those which are proper In computing earnings and profits for
Invested capital purpose To be consistent with the Invested capital computa-
tions, the adjustments which should be employed are those proper under section
115 (1) for determining earnings and profits. A similar difficulty was dLsovered
and remedied in section 718 (a) (2) by the Revnue Act of 1942, but through In-
advertence the corresponding change was not made In section 720. Section 720 (b)
should therefore be amended to provide that the adjusted basis shall be the unad-
Justed basis for determinlng loss with those adjustments which are proper under
section 115 (1) for determining earnings and profits.

(0) Bztensfon of section 728 to changes in character of business occsrring after
base period.-Section 722 should be revised to make definite and certain that
changes In the character of the taxpayer's business occurring after the end of the
base period can constitute grounds for relief In the case of a taxpayer in exist-
ence prior to January 1, 1940. Recognition of such changes as eligibility factors
does not afford the taxpayer an opportunity to obtain a constructive Income based
on income realizable from war production or war activity. The maximum amount
of constructive income possible in any event Is automati,-slly limited to the amount
of Income that the change would have produced if the result of gtch change had
been in effect during the base period. The amount of Income thus produced In
the base period Is measured by base period business conditions and economic
circumstances. It is believed that a proper construction of section 722 (b) (5)
permits consideration of such post-base period changes since their consideration
is consistent with the principles and limitations of the section. Tacit recognition
of the principle Involved Is found in swecton 722 (e) which grants constructive
income relief to corporations coming Into existence after December 81, 19). In
order to avoid any possibility of ambiguity, however, the statute should be
amended to make the rule explicit.

(7) Preservation of e4emptlox of section 727 corporations despite consoltdated
retsrn.--Tbe 1942 act abolished the excess-profits tax exemption of a corpora-
tion otherwise exempt from excess-profits tax If It Is Included In a consolidated
return. There Is no Justification for denying the exemption solely by reason of

93331------40
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the consolidation. The rule works a particular hardship In the case of a corpora-
tion exempt from excess-profits tax under section 727 (g) because it derives 901
percent or more of its income from sources outside the United States. Preserva-
tion of the exemption need not upset the consolidation, for the corporation may
still be included in the consolidated return but its income and credits can be
eliminated in the computation of the tax from which it is exempt. This Is the
type of treatment accorded Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations by virtue of
their exemption from surtax. The same approach should be adopted in the case
of corporations exempt from exess-profits tax under section 727.

(8) Limitation of section 742 (1) (1) adJustment to cases of octval credit
dup oatlon.-Although supplement A, as revised by the Revenue Act of 1942, is
a very great improvement over the origins provisions, there is one defect in
seclon 742 which should be remedied. This defect is in the rule provided In
section 742 (f) (1) for the purpose of avoiding duplications in base period net
income.

Section 742 (f) (1) provides In general that where the component corporation's
stock was acquired since December 31, 135, for a consideration other than the
issuance of the acquiring corporation's stock, the component's base period experi-
ence prior to the date of acquisition of Its stock shall be excluded from the
acquiring corporation's base period net income "in such amounts and In such
manner as shall be determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary." The theory of this limita-
tion is that the assets used to acquire the component's stock will themselves have
produced a base-period experience for the acquiring corporation for the period
prior to their use for the purchase of the components stock and to permit the
inclusion of the components base period net income for the same period will
result In duplication.

It Is believed that this adjustment is basically wrong in theory. The surviving
enterprise reflects in whole or in part the component's business, not the continued
use of the assets employed to acquire the predecessor's stock. Therefore, the
correct method for guarding against duplication would be to eliminate the base-
period experience of the acquiring corporation attributable to such assets prior
to their disposition.

Assuming, however, that the existing policy Is to remain, it is believed-Ihat the,.-
Bureau regulations have gone far beyond the Intent of the statute, by requiring
an automatic elimination of a component's experience regardless of -hether any
pos ability of duplication exists. It is obvious that there are many transactions
where the stock of a component has been acquired other than in a stock-for-stock
transaction where there is no chance of a duplication. For example, the com-
ponent's stock may have been acquired with stock of another domestic corporation,
the dividends from which would have been excluded from base-period income.
Or stock may have been issued for cash which was Immediately thereafter used
to acquire the component's stock. In none of these cases should an adjustment
be made. It is believed that section 742 (f) (1) gives the Commissioner sum-
clent discretion not to require an adjustment In such cases, but the regulations
do not adopt this approach. Section 742 (f) (1) should therefore be amended
so as to provide specifically that taxpayers have the right to avoid a reduction in
credit by proving that under the facts of their' particular cases inclusion of the
component's base-period experience will not result in duplication.

(9) Revsion of section 761.-Section 761 as added by the 1942 act prescribes
with one exception the same adjustment in the parent's invested capital upon
a tax-free liquidation of a subsidiary as section 718 (1) (5) and (b) (4) of the
prior law, where the stock of the subsidiary is held by the parent with a carry-
over basis. This exception is that reductions In the parent's invested capital
as a result of the liquidation are not limited to its accumulated earnings and
rfl's. The reinstatement of this limitation Is necessary In order to produce a
Ir reflection of Invested capital at least in those cases where the subsidiary

was originally created by the parent corporation and deficits have occurred In
the operations of the subsidiary prior to liquidation. The limitation has the
effect of producing the same result as if the subsidiary's operations had been
carried on by the parent and is obviously proper.

IL OENuALT AMENDMENTS ArrW!11o CO5OMA"ONS

(1) OOrrectioi of section 131 (b) reielatg to the foreign-too oredif.-Under
the provisions of section 183 of the Internal Revenue Oode taxpayer Is allowed
a credit against the amount of sii United States tax for foreign taxes paid or
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accrued. One of the basic principles of the foreign-tax credit, however, is that
it &ball not exceed the effective rate of Unted States tax on the foreign Income.
The limitations designed to achieve this result are contained In section 131 (b).

Prior to the 1942 amendments, section 131 (b) provided that the foreign-tax
credit should not exceed the same proportion of the United States tax against
which it was to be taken as the taxpayer's foreign net Income was of Its total net
Income. The existence of the excess-profits tax caused no difficulty, since it was
a deduction in computing net Income. Thus, while it served to reduce the denomi-
nator of the limiting fraction, It also served to reduce the numerator (foreign
net income) If the Income from foreign sources was subject to such tax.

Beginning with 1942 the deduction of the excess-profits tax In computing net
Income was eliminated and In lieu thereof a credit for income subject to excess-
profits tax was substituted. Instead of merely cpnforming section 131 (b) to
the new treatment of the excess-profits tax by substituting the credit for income
subject to excess-profits tax for the old deduction of the tax itself, the 1042 act
changed the section 181 (b) ratio by stating both the numerator and the denomi-
nator In terms of total income rather than that portion of each class which is
subject to normal and surtax. This produces an erroneous result in cases where
the foreign income is not subject to excess-profits tax, since it Is equivalent to
attributing a portion of the credit for income subject to excess-profits tax to the
taxpayer's foreign Income-a false assumption. The correct rule Is to use as the
numerator the normal tax net income from foreign sources (that is, the foreign
income reduced by its share of the credit for Income subject to excess-profits tax
onli in those cases where this class of income is subject to excess-profits tax)
and as the denominator the taxpayer's total normal tax net income, without
adjustment. These factors are directly related to the tax against which the
credit is being taken and will produce an appropriate result in all cases.

(2) Ooielatire adjustment of income and eirceu-proftt-laa liabflites.-The
interdependence of the income tax and the excess-profits tax makes it essential
that they be audited concurrently. It is understood that the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, ae a matter of administrative policy, intends to follow this practice.
Statutory safeguards should be provided, however, to insure that the correlative
adjustment in one tax occasioned by adjustments in the other tax will not be
barred because of the running of the statute of limitations or otherwise. A typ-
ical case In which this situation might arise is where the Commissioner challenges
a taxpayer's computation of its excess-profits credit. If the Commissioner suc-
ceeds in reducing the excess-profits credit, the taxpayer's adjusted excess-profits
net income and therefore the credit under section 26 (e) for income subject to
excess-profits tax will .be increased, thereby reducing the normal and surtax.
If, however, this adjustment is not finally determined until after..the statute
of limitations on refunds for normal and surtax has expired, the taxpayer may
be subjected to an additional excess-profits tax without a corresponding reduc-
tion in income tax. While it is believed that the Bureau will make every effort
to avoid situations of this kind, it is clearly desirable that all risk be eliminated
by statute.

Another aspect of this type of correlative adjustment which should be given
immediate consideration is the question of computing interest on deficiencies and
overpayments. It Is obviously unfair to charge interest on the deficiency side
of what amounts to a single adjustment from the due date of the return, but to
allow interest on the correlative overpayment only from the date of the last
payment. The proper method for making the determination in such cases is to
arrive at a net figure, deficiency or overpayment as the case may be, and compute
interest on such amount from the applicable date.

(3) Bztensfoa of railroad prot'.fons to other bankruptcV reorgainftions.-
The promised extension of the railroad provisions to other bankruptcy reorgani.
nations should be effected as soon as possible. Many pending Insolvency reor-
ganibtlons are being held up because of the delay in clarifying the tax conse-
quences. It is to the Government's interest as well as that of thc taxpayer that
these proceedings should be brought to a conclusion and the reorganized busi-
nesses should be permitted to proceed with their normal operations without fear
of unanticipated tax burdens. Legislation extending the railroad provisions to
other bankruptcy reorgantations should also incorporate the suggestions made
earlier in this memorandum relative to the unused excess-profits credit.

(4) Elusion of relfad# o real. property toes from gross Isfome.-In the
case of refunds of State and local real property taxeS, discrimination exists under
present law between cases where the prior deduction T'ear is closed and those
where it is still open when the recovery is made. In the former case the refund
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must be included In Income when received and Is taxed at the rates then pre-
vailing. In the latter, an adjustment is made in the prior deduction and a deft-
clency is assessed. For example, the X Corporation pays $10,000 in real property
taxes In 199, claiming the deduction therefore on its income-tax return. In
1944, $4,000 of this tax Is refunded as excessive. Assume the Federal tax rate
applicable to such corporation In 1939 was 19 percent, and in 1944 it is 40 percent.
If the corporation Is required to Include the $4,(0) recovery in income for 1944, It
will pay a tax of $1000, although Its tax saving in 1939 because of the $4,000
deduction was only $70 . Because of the almost compulsory nature of the orig-
Inal payment, this treatment for Income-tax purposes Is clearly Inequitable.

Section 157 of the Revenue Act of 1942 recognized this difficulty in the case of
unconstitutional Federal taxes previously deducted and provided that In such
cases recoveries should be excluded from gross Income for the year of the refund
If taxpayer agrees to an adjustment of the prior deduction year. Real property
taxes are on the same footing from the point of view of the hardship which would
be Involved in requiring refunds to be Included in taxable income for the year of
recovery. It is believed that failure to include this type of taxes in the 1942 pro-
vision was the result of Inadvertence and this oversight should be remedied as
soon as possible.

(5) Application of tax be-e$l rule to deprecation.-The Supreme .tMurt has
recently held that excessive depreciation not beneficially allowed, i. e.,'not used
to offset taxable Income in earlier years, must, nevertheless, under existing law
be applied to reduce the basis of depreciable property. (Virginian Hotel Oorpo-
ration of Lywhburp v. Helvering, 3 S. Ct. 1200 (1948). It Is unnecessary to
demonstrate the unsoundness of this rule us a matter of policy, however it may
be justified as a matter of statutory Interpretation. Accordingly, the Code should
be amended to eliminate any adjustment under such circumstanc Further.
more, It Is sujintted that in view of the high corporate tax rates consideration
should be given to a more general revision of the rules applicable to depreciation
In order that the taxpayer may have a more reasonable opportunity of realizing
a return of Its capital without being subjected to Income tax thereon.

(6) Aeceleration of refunds result~ng from carry-back provtisons and change
in amorliealion, period.-Two provisions have been enacted by Congress which
will be of great benefit to taxpayers In the difficult reconversion period to be
expected at the conclusion of the war. One of these Is the right to shorten the
period of amortization of emergency facilities und the other is the'carry-back
of unused excess-profits credit and net operating losses. Unfortunately, how-
ever, both are dependent on the comparatively slow process of obtaining refunds
from the Treasury Department. In the meantime the taxpayer's cash position
is not helped and It is possible that refunds will come too late in many cases to
kvold financial disaster. Serious consideration should be given in accelerating
the taxpayer's refund rights.

(7) Application of 6-mbbnt holding period to involuntary conversions joofr.
ring after December 81, 1941.-The benefits of the involuntary conversion pro.
visions of section 117 (J) added by the 1942 act have been extended retroactively
to taxable years beginning after December 81, 1939, for excess-profits tax pur.
poses, but the required holding period for years beginning prior to January 1,
1942, is 18 months rather than the 6 months specified for 1942 and subsequent
years. This works hardship upon a taxpayer with a fiscal year ending in 1942,
particularly where the involuntary conversion occurred in 1942. This Is espe-
cially true In the case of fiscal years ending after June PO, 1942, since a portion
of the tax for that year is required to be computed at the rates specified in the
1942 act. The minimum relief which should be extended to such taxpayers is
that they would be permitted to avail themselves of the 6-month holding period
in connection with the 1912 act computation. It Is believed, however, that sound
policy required that the 6-month holding period should be available for both
the 1941 act and the 1942 act computations In those cases where the Involuntary
conversion occurred after December 81, 1941, since the dangers of experiencing
an Involuntary conversion as the result of war conditions (with a resulting loss
of an opportunity to age the property) were equally prevalent during such period
for both fiscal and calendar year taxpayers.

(8) BHlenuiox of bweneitaof section 117 (1) to all types of property*-T e treat-
ment accorded to involuntary conier.Mons by section 117 (j) should not be limited
to capital assets 2nd depreciable property, but should be extended to all types of
property, Including inventories.
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(9) Ei nation Of penolt to for $ing consolidated return.--Section 141
(b) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that If consolidated returns are filed
the surtax rate shall be increased by 2 percentage points. The Justification for
consolidated returns is that only by treating the affiliated group as a taxable
entity can the appropriate result be reached. In view of the fact that It Ij
admitted that their is the only correct way of determining the tax there is no
excuse for a 2-percent penalty rate and It should be eliminated.

(10) Elimination of intcrcorporate dividend lax.-The Intercorporate divi-
dend tax should be eliminated. Even If the tax has possessed some degree of
utility In bringing about desirable simplifications of corporate structure, it Is no
longer needed for that purpose. Such simplification has already taken place In
large measure and will no doubt continue to do so, where It is desirable, as the
result of other measures such as the Holding Company Act, and the tax-free
liquidation of subsidiaries nde possible by section 112 (b) (6) of the Code.
It Is high time that this tax, unimportant as a revenue producer and a deterrent
to Investment In new enterprise, should be eliminated from our tax structure.

(11) Retroactire amendment o1 undietributed-proflts tax of 1936.-Under the
undistributed-profits tax Imposed by the Revenue Act of 1936, taxpayers which
were prevented by contract restrictions from distributing all or part of their
income as dividends were given relief. Section 26 (c) (1), dealing with this
matter, provided that such contracts must have been executed by the corporation
prior to May 1, 1938. It was never Intended that the phrase "by the corpora-
tion" should be so narrowly construed as to deny the credit because the contract
was executed by a predecessor corporation which was subsequently merged with,
consolidated into, or liquidated Into the taxpayer. In such cases the taxpayer,
or successor corporation, Is, in the eyes of the tax law, a continuation of the pre-
existing business enterprise.

The law is being Interpreted, however, to deny the credit in such cases. This
results in substantial injustices, which should be cured by a retroactive amend-
ment making clear that a contract will be deemed to be executed by the corpora-
tionif It was executed by a predecessor corporation the property of which has
been acquired by the taxpayer as the result of a merger, consolidation, section
112 (b) (6) liquidation, or as the result of a series of such transactions.

(12) Limitation oldi&4dend treatment of capital distributions bye personal hold-
ing eompany.-The Revenue Act of 1042 provided that any distribution by a
personal holding company except in complete or partial liquidation was to be
treated as a taxable dividend In the bands of Its shareholder& The purpose of
this provision was to enable a personal holding company to obtain a dividends paid
credit and thereby avoid the personal holding company surtax even though it has
no earnIngs and profits. The 1942 amendment goes beyond the needs of the case,
however, and unjustifiably restricts the right of shareholders of a personal hold-
ing company to be treated like the shareholders of other corporations. The
provision in question should be amended so as to treat the capital distribution of
a personal holding company as dividends only to the extent necessary to give It a
dividends paid credit sufficient to offset its subchapter A net income.

(13) Repoai of capital stock tax and dcclarr'd vlie ercess prouts tax.--The
capital stock tax and its companion tax, the so-called declared value excess profits
tax, should be repealed. The combined operation of these two taxes merely
penalizes the Inability of a corporate taxpayer accurately to foresee the trend
and amount of its future earnings. The Treasury has itself on several occasions
recommended their abolition and it Is obvious that the complications Involved in
these taxes far outweigh their values as revenue producers.

IM MIsCEtL,.NEoUa AUMNDMXNTS INOLUDIIO ('HNOES ATMoNO ,AMINDUA4s

(1) Repeal or amendment of windfall proviifon of Current Tax Payment Act
of 194.--The windfall provision of the 1043 act should be repealed unless it can
be appropriately amended to limit Its application to true windfall situations
resulting from abnormal war conditions.

As the provision is now drafted, it applies to many situalIons where no windfall
Is in fact Involved. A conspicuous example of such a case is where the taxpayer
has become a beneficiary of a trust at or after the close of the last base year upon
the death of the preceding life beneficiary. Even though the trust income in the
taxable year does not exceed the trust income in any of the base years, the entire
trust income in the taxable year, except for the $20,000 credit, may be subject to
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the widfall tax solely by reaso of the fact that during the base years It was
e eived by the preceding life beneficiary. Obviously. It the Income is substantiaI
.t 0OO eluston is not capable of preventing gross hardship.
' !"The vwrkeyof circumstances In which the'windfall provisions can cause un-
Justiflable hardship and the Imposibility of anticipating all of such cases raise the

toi46t of *bether the provision should not be repealed In Its entirety. It
retained and if a general relief clause cannot be devised, then at least specific
hardship csWs such as that referred to above should be taken care of as they
arise Certainly the exclusion of such a case from the impact of the provision
is consistent with the specific exclusion of the case where partnership Income
In the taxable year is represented by corporate income in the base years.

(2) OlarfItotion of %an-trade or aon-bwt neu espense provtelon.-It is believed
that the 1942 amendment allowing a deduetiou for ordinary and necessary expenses
paid or Incurred for the production of Income, or for the management, censer-
vatton, or maintenance of property held for the production of Income, has been
given too narrow a construction by the Treasury Department's Rlegulations.
Among the deductions which are declared to be unallowable are expenses incurred
In the preparation of Indome-tax returns, in defending against income-tax deft-
ciencies, and in the recovery of refunds. This Is clearly erroneous since the
commonest burden of all attaching to the receipt of income is the expense of
preparing income-tax returns and determining the true tax liability arriving
from the receipt of such Income. The statute should be amended to eliminate any
occasion for such a narrJw construction as has been adopted by the regulations.(3) Reduction in rate of (ntereat on deftfencea and refunde.--be rate of
Interest charged on deficiencies and allowed on refunds should be reduced from
6 to 4 percent. The rate now in effect was established at a time when'the general
level of Interest rates on borrowed money, including Government borrowing, was
materially in excess of present levels. A considerably lower rate is clearly required
under exiting conditions unless the Interest on deficiencies and refunds Is to be
In the nature of a penalty. The reduction, however, should be effective only
after a specified future date-January 1, 1944, for example.

(4) Regulatio.-We wish to renew our recommendations made to this com-
mittee in 1941 (pages 070 and 071 of the Hearings on EL I. 5417) that the doctrine
of the congressional adoption or ratification of Interpretative regulations by
subsequent reenactment of the statute should be abrogated or abarply limited
by legislation and that legislative regulations should be promulgated only after
public bearings held upon due notice.

STAxMzuzxT or. ElaswoSTH . ALvosD

(Presented to theOomml.ttee on Ways and Means of the United States House of
Representatives, at hetirings on renegotiation of war contracts, September
1, 1943)

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, I am Ellsworth C. Alvord, of Washington, D. C.
appear as chairman of the committee on Federal ,inance of the Chamber of
Oommeree of the United States.

INOMrc 1N

Inasmuch as the present hearings are directed primarily to renegotiation, our
present discussion and recommendations will be similarly restricted. However,
the position we take Is not based solely upon the- problems of renegotiation.
Many other problems mnst be given mature consideration, such as (a) policies
and procedure upon the termination of war contracts; (b) the disposition of
Government-owned property and facilities acquired or financed for war purposes;
(e) present and future fisl and tax policies; and (d) the financial strength
of Industry upon the cessation of hostilities, and its ability to obtain adequate
risk capital and credit for peacetime operations. The solution of these problems
will fix the place of private enterprise--the foundation of out democracy-in
the post-war period. If private enterprise is the objective, the solution becomes
simplified and more certain.

M. MAMICRC KASK

I am confident that I can eijress on behalf of industry the keenest regret
upon the resignation of Mr. Maurice Karker as Chairman of the War Department
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PriCe Adjustment Board which become effectve yesterday, September 15. We
trust that his health has not been seriously bmpaired by the unselfsh, patient,
and constant devotion of his time and strength for more than 14 months to the
problems and policies of renegotiation.

We ask the privilege of Joining in the statement of the CommIttee on Appro-
priations of the House of Representatives In Its report on the Military Estab-
Iishment appropriation bill for the fiscal year 1944 (Rept. No. 5A8, 78th 0ong.,
p. 18) :

'The War Department and the Government are exceptionally fortunate In
having a man of Mr. Karker's experience and ability and conception of the spirit
of the renegotiation statutes In charge of the Army's renegotiation work. He
Is an outstanding example of men of high caliber who are making available
their time and talents to the Government."

Tuz '.rz6- or r.xcrssxvz wAs oits

Industry Insists, and was among the first to insist, that there must be no
excessive profits during the present war; that the word "profiteer" be erased
completely from America's current vocabulary. The outstanding accomplish-
mefits of American management and labor In war production for our armed
forces will not be blurred or blotted. There is neither justification nor necessity
for excessive war profits.

Can the earning of excessive war profits be prevented In all cases by pricing?
It is our opinion that the answer must be "No." If not, then how can excessive
war profits be recovered or recaptured after they have been earned? Is so-
called renegotiation the only, or the best, or the preferable procedure for reaching
Into the pockets of the American citizen to remove a portion of the profits be
has already realized? The answer again must be "No."

NUOOTIATION OF P'ICZS

Negotiation of prices and timely readjustments of prices are procurement
functions. Sound procurement policies will, of course, do much to restrict the
future realization of excessive profits. If prices were right, there would be
no excessive profits. But during war the first duty of procurement officers is
to meet the demands of the military. Production and deliveries are of first
importance. Time Is more Important than price. iUves victory, peace are in-
volved. Better a thousand bombers now, regardless of price, than 10 next
month at a reasonable price painstakingly computed prior to awelding the
contract.

As war production moves into gear and as military demands become more
stabilized, then there is time for better cost estimates and closer pricing. And
procurement officers and Industry become more experienced. But under the exi.
genes of war the military and industry are always seeking new products, al.
ways striving for improvements. Time is always more important than price.

Vven if there were adequate time, there are Innumerable factors which make
estimated costs prove too high The efficiency, Ingenuity,' and resourcefulness of
management and labor and their tireless insistence upon simplified production
methods; changes in design; substitution of cheaper materials; decreased costs,
or better delivery, of raw materials; increased volume which frequently, but
not always, results In lesser costs) ; Increases In allowable tolerances; extension
of delivery dates; better facillUes; quicker shifts-over to new tools and dies;
more experienced management; more efficient lator; better performance by sub-
contractors; allowances for contingencies which do not occur-these and many
other factors, constantly recurring unforeseeable, unpredictable--contribute to
decreared costs. (Other factors, of course, frequently create Increases In cost.)
So Ion I as American ingenuity remains, however, even though procurement of-
ficers md management cooperate and exercise their greatest skill, some excessive
profits will be realized. In brief, the control of excessive prices cannot rest
solely upon sound procurement policies. Accordingly, the second problem Is pre-
sented: How can excessive profit be recaptured, once they have been earned?

Much confusion exists by reason of a failure to distinguish between the two
distinct policies involved: (1) Negotiation and readjustment of prices; and (2).
the recovery or recapture of excessive profits after they have been earned. To
remove all misunderstanding and confusion, we state, by way of repetition, our
position specificlly: We are recommending no change with respect to (1). Nor
do we propose to disturb the privilege of voluntary refunds by contractors who
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prefer to make lump-sum payments rather than specific price adjustments. Our
recommendations are confined to (2)-that is, the recapture of excessive profits
once they have been eareAd.

THE POSITION OF THU ADVOCATES O RXVCA IrT BY Z&rNETQATION

The advocates of recapture by so-called renegotiation of excessive profits al.
ready in the pockets of the contractor concede that their approved policies and
procedure require-

(1) The delegation by the Congress to executive officials of unlimited legis-
lative power, Including the power to ignore laws duly enacted by the Congress--
and the Congress must prescribe no standards to guide them, or by which the
propriety of their actions can be judged;.

(2) The power to redelegate to subordinates of their own choosing all or any
of the unlimited legislative powers received from the Congress-and the statute
mast impose no limitations upon the power to redelegate and no standards for
the exercise of the legislative powers so delegated;

(3) That the legislative rules so prescribed by them may be altered, amended,
supplemented, or repealed at the will of an ever-changing personnel--and the
citien can be afforded no protection;

(4) The exercise by an executive official, or by a subordinate of his own choos-
Ing. of judicial power to apply to spectili cases the legislative rules so prescribed
by them, whether or not th'se rules have been published and whether or not they
have ben or will be apph .d to others-and the exercise of that Judicial power
must be uncontrolled and" unontrollable, and none of the accepted principles In-
variably prescribed for the exercise of judicial power must be applicable. That
is, there need be no requirement of due notice; no reasonable opportunity to be
beard; no record of the proceedings; no findings of fact based upon an established
record - and no formal decision;
(5) That there must be no effective appeal to superior executive officers from

the judicial decisions of the subordinates-and any attempt to appeal must be
discouraged;
(6) That there must be no review by or appeal to the courts from their judicial

decisions, even of the constitutionality of the statute;
(1) That under the above, circumstances they may choose those who have

earned excessive profits and those who have not, their determinations being gov.
earned solely by the particular rules they may wish to apply in the particular
case-and their determination must be final;

(8) That under the above circumstances, they may determine how much of the
profits in the pocket of each person so selected are in their opinion excessive--and
they cannot apply the same principles to his neighbor or his competitor;

(9) That under the above circumstances, they may reach into the pockets of any
American citizen who has contributed to war productlot, and .take out as much
or as little as in their opinion is excessive-and then sll'a-ce his objections by
"persuasion," misstatements of fact, threats, or duress;

(10) That they must have the power to bankrupt every or hny war contractbr
or subcontractor--and the exercise of that power must likewise be uncontrolled
and uncontrollable;

(11) That If power is granted to act for the benefit of a contractor (I. e., power
to renegotiate "upward"), that power must be most carefully circumscribed,
limited, and guarded--but these safetyy" provisions must not be applicable to the
power to act to the detriment of a contractor;

(12) That there can be no finality, for every change in the statute must be
applied retroactively-and closing agreements assuring finality are ineffective.

1 (13) That fundamental principles of American democracy and constitutional
government, and legislative precedents, must be disregarded and discarded-and
we must accept a government by men and not by law;

(14) That every war contract entered Into by the Government of the United
States of America must be but a scrap of paper.

If the law is dangerous and un-American, as they concede It to be, is there no
less dangerous and more American method available?

Before attempting a discussion of this question, let us review specifically and
carefully how the powers conferred have been exercised.
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vscIrMw ATIoNs UIDM PRESrT LAW AND PoUCU

It is impossible to enumerate all the discriminations resulting from the present
law, the general principles promulgated thereunder, and their administration.
The advocates of recapture through so-called renegotiation confess that discrimi-
nations are necessary and vital to the procedure they approve. They concede that
discrimination are inherent in the system they approve. They admit that they
have no suggestions to prevent or correct or mitigate them. The following are
some of the more glaring Illustrations:

(1) Against war contractors, and in favor of non-war enterprises;
(2) Against cases which are renegotiated, and In favor of cases which will not

be 'caught*;
8) Against the financially weak, and In favor of the financially strong;
4) Against those In need of working capital and In favor of those having ade-

quate working capital;
(5) Against those to whom the post-vwar credit of the present law Is vital and

In favor of those who are more fortunate;
(6) Against those whose profits have been Invested In new plant, faclitles, or

equipment and In favor of those whose profits are In cash or liquid assets;
(7) Against the slow tunt-ovv, Industries and In favor of the quick turn-over

industries;
(8) Against those who wet, not paid prior to April 28, 1942 and n favor of

those who were paid;
(9) Against those whose 1941 profits are reflected on a fiscal year basis and in

favor of those whose 1941 profits are reflected on a calendar year basis;
(10) Against those who are operating under one contract (or extensions

thereof) and In favor of those who have taken separate contracts;
(11) Against those who operate within the United States and in favor of those

who operate outside the United States;
(12) Against those who have contracts covered by the Military Appropriation

Act, 1944 (I. e., contracts with the Defense Plant Corporation, Metals Reserve
Company, Defense Supplies Corporation, and Rubber Reserve Company) and in
favor of those who have no kuch contracts;

(18) Against those who are subcontractors of contractors who are exempt
from renegotiation by administrative action and in favor of those who are sub-
contractors of contractors who are exempt from renegotiation by the statute
(although we understand that this rule has perhaps been reversed);

(14) Against those whose contracts Involve personal property and in favor of
those whose contracts Involve real property;

(15) Against those who have engaged In war production and who have had
foreign war losses and in favor of those who have remained out of war productloer
and who have had foreign war losses;

(10) Against those to whom the "carryback" provisions of the revenue laws
would apply and in favor of those to whom the "carry-forward" provisiais apply
(thit Is, against those who have a year of loss following a year of profit and In
favor of those who have a year of loss preceding a year of profit) ;

(17) Against those who realize losses on nonrenegotiable business and in favor
of those who realize losses on renegotiable business;

(18) Against certain Industries and In favor of other Industries;
(19) Against contractors In the same Industry and In favor of contractors in

the same Industry;
(20) Against competitor A and in favor of competitor B;
(21) Against citizen A and In favor of citizen B ;
(22) Against those whose aggregate war volume exceeds $100,000 annually

and In favor of those whose aggregate war volume does not;
(23) Against those whose aggregate war volume exceeds $500,000 annually

and in favor of those whose aggregate war volume does not-if an unconditional
exemption Is adopted;

(24) Against those who will not "break up" their contracts or curtail their
volume so as to be within the statutory exemption and In favor of those who will
"break up" their contracts or slow up their volume so as to be within the statu-
tory exemption.
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Without attempting to determine whether the element of legal duress was
present, the following statements by members of Price Adjustment sections in
the field have been made, In order to induce an acceptance of the sectiondecision:

(1) You will be reported to the Congress.
(2) Your cese will be widely publicized,
(8) You will receive no new contracts.
(4) Your existing contract commitments will be "cut back."
(5) Your existing contracts will be terminated.
(6) W e will be compelled to make an extensive audit in your case.
(7) You have received the best treatment of anyone in your industry.
(8) Your allowable rate of profit for next year will be considerably reduced.
(9) You may appeal to Washington, but Washington invariably sustains us.
(10) You may appeal to Washington, but you will get worse treatment.
(11) Funds now due you will be withheld.
We know, on the other hand, that Price Adjustment officials in Washington

have done and are doing their utmost to prevent the use by officials in the field
,of Improper methods of "persuading." In defense of the officials in the field, we
are confident that in most cases they do not Intend to use improper methods.
It Is improbable that frequently they do not realize that many citizens constantly
fear reprisals on the part of their Oovernment and, consequently, do not ap-
preciate the effect of their statements upon the contractor.

THE ONLY ISSUE

There Is but one Issue before your committee and the Congress, as we have said:
Is there a less dangerous and more American method by which excessive

profits already realized can be recovered or recaptured?
JUSTJCATIOV O REOPTURS aTinRoM SO-CAlED RmMD IOATION

The advocates of recapture through so-called renegotiation assert in justification
of the present law:

(1) It is well administered.
(2) It Is an essential aid to procurement-whereas it seriously interferes

with procurement.
(3) It compels reductions In costs--whereas It actually contributes to increased

costs.
(4) It will protect Industry from criticism and condemnation-whereas ex-

perience to date proves emphasis upon, and the publication of, fantastic and
misleading statements about the war profits of industry.

(5) It has been responsible for billions In refunds and in known price redue-
tions-whereas substantially all the refunds would have been paid Into the
Treasury under the present tax laws; and, to the extent that the unreduced
prices would have resulted In excessive profits, substantially the entire amount
thereof would have been paid Into the Treasury under the present tax laws.
(6) Recapture of excessive profits through so-called renegotiation is a procure-

ment function-whereas It Is peculiarly and solely a function of taxation, which is
the only method (regardless of the name attached to the process) recognized
in a democracy by which the hand of government reaches into te pocketbooks
of its citizens. t
(7) Essential flexibility can be gained only through renegotiation-whereas

whatever flexibility results from recapture through so-called renegotiation Is lost
by the Immediate imposition of taxes. This argument Is valid only if our tax
laws are repealed insofar as they would otherwise apply to cases subject to
renegotiation.

(8) They approve of the enactment by the Congress of appropriate amendments
providing for adequate judicial review-whereas their fundamental position
denies all possibility of an adequate Judicial review. I

(9) Tax laws cannot recapture excessive profits-.-whereas our present tax laws
probably already impose unjustifiable burdens In most cases.

Let us discuss further each of the above assertions In support of the present
law.

ADMrI STI01T Of MEOAPrURE BY RENEGOTIATION

The administrators of recapture through so,-called renegotiation require no
defense. Were It not for their ability and integrity, the administration of the
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recapture provisions of the present law would have broken down long ago. But
the task and burdens Imposed upon them are Impossible. -

On the other hand, there has been and will continue to be an ever-changing
personnel in charge of the administration of the law. Will the present officials
agree to remain until the last ease has been completed? How many of them will
remain after the cessation of bostilities? The ability of their successors cannot
be assumed.

The administration of the law Is not under attack. Nor are the past or present
oMcals who have been responsible for its administration. Our position Is directed
solely to the underlying principles and consequences Involved In an attempt to
recapture excessive profits through so-called renegotiation.

We merely add that the high caliber of the administration does not Justify
the delegation of powers which, In the hands of others, would be tyrannical.

m'Wui'oPN ooanURnMIv

It is our judgment that the recapture provisions of the present law have a
seriously adverse effect upon war production. It Is, of course, Impossible for
any nongovernmental organization to ascertain all the relevant facts. However,
important and perhaps determinative facts are unquestionably in the possession of
the executive departments. It Is respectfully suggested that your committee ask
for the presentation to you of all memoranda submitted to them relating to the
effect of recapture upon procurement, as well as all memoranda reUectig oral
reports upon this point by procurement officers. If thereafter there Is any doubt
about the soundness of our judgment, we suggest that your committee call leading
procurement officers to testify, without restraint from their superior officers.

REDUCTIONS rN CO TS

Much credit Is claimed for reductions in costs-an objective desired and sought
by everyone-as a result of recapture through so-called renegotiation. It Is
Inferred that reductions In costs would not have resulted except for the recapture
provisions. On the contrary, reductions In coats actually effectuated are
attributable to the factors we have'heretofore discussed. The actual decrees
have resulted in spite of recapture. Many others would have resulted but for
recapture.

POTEOTIO f 01 INDUSTaY

It Is our firm conviction that renegotiation affords Industry no g-otection
from public criticism or condemnation. Industry's accomplishments In produc-
tion, both for war and essential civilian needs, are too well known. Its leader-
ship in urging the prevention of excessive profits and its insistence upon unpre-
cedentedly high excess-profits tax rates are too well known. The publication of
fantastic figures and misstatements of fact-for most of which the recapture
provisions are responsible-Is, of course, unfortunate apd regrettable. But the
overwhelming majority of the public is quite familiar with the true facts; and
the true facts will some day be known to the remaining small minority who may
be Interested In them.

SAVINGS CLAIMED r RSAWTUUR

The actual statistics showing cash refunds and price reductions to the Gov-
ernmont are reported in the hearings. It is not necessary to repeat them.

There seems to be, however, some misunderstanding with respect to the
amounts which would be paid Into the Treasury under our present tax laws, if
recapture did not exist and If the known price reductions had not been made.
It Is, of course, not our desire to minimize the effect of the price reductions upon
the costs of the war, upon the fiscal requirements of the Treasury and upon our
economy--and probably the most Important effect must be attributed to price
reductions which are not known, cannot be ascertained, and cannot be measured.
Quite to the contrary. Unquestionably, the actual aggregate price reductions
are many, many times the amount of the known price reductions-certainly if
a future effect of past and present and future price reductions Is taken into
consideration.

The point we wish to make is that, for all practical purposes, at least 80 per-
cent, and in many cases 0 percent, of 0-t' amounts refunded would have been
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paid Into the Treasury under the present tax laws; and to the extent that former
prices (that Is, prices prior to the known and unknown reductions) resulted In
excessive profits to the recipient, a corresponding 80 or 90 percent would have been
paid into the Treasury under the present tax laws. And these percentages give
no effect whatsoever to the amount of taxes which are paid or would ha e been
paid by the individual stockholders upon the corporate profits distributed to them.
A computation based upon a so-called effective rate Is Incorrect It Is also
improper to attempt to reduce the rates by an estimated amount of the post-war
credit accruing to every payer of excess-profits taxes. Any effort to adjust the
amount by reason of the existing post-war credit provisions merely raises the
following questions: (1) Are the existing post-war credit provisions too liberal;
and (2) what is the pr eect value of the bonds, to be delivered to the excess-
profits tax payer at some Indefinite time In the future and in some Indetermin-
able amount, which may prove to be zero?

XXCAPTURX AS A EOCUIRMENT 1rUNrON

If we were to select the one ground upon which the advocates of recapture
through so-called renegotiation place their greatest defense of the system, we
would state their position as follows: Recapture through so-called renegotiation
is not a method of raising Tevenue; It is not the exercise of the power to tax;
It is the exercise of a function of procurement

We see nothing to be gained by an attempt to label" the process. Names are
frequently misleading. A simple description of the function will sufflce.

Under recapture through so called renegotiation, the hand of Government
reaches Into the pockets of certain of Its citizens and extracts lunds for its
own use.

This function has been known as long as there have been governments. It
was a function exercised freely and gleefully by monarchs. Revolutions and
wars have taken that power from executives and placed It in the hands of
elected representatives. Every executive has viewed that power with an am-
bitious and selfish eye. Every executive has attempted to take that power away
from the elected representatives. Even other committees of the House of Rep-
resentatives seek at times to usurp the jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways
and Means. And the Senate has been known to trespass on the exclusive power
of the House of Representatives to originate tax legislation. Without fear of
contradiction, we assert that this is the first occasion upon which the Congress
of the United States has been led Into a surrender to executive officials of its
power to tax.

Regardless of the name by which recapture through renegotiation Is called, It
remains the power to tax.

-azxaBivTY THROUGH RN NDOTLATION

By flexibility, the defenders of recapture through so-called renegotiation mean
the recapture from each Individual contractor or subcontractor of the amount
which they or their subordinates determine are excessive. Flexibility Is gained
by the lack of rules or principles of general application; by the fact that they
are not bound to give the same weight to thi. same factors In similar cases; by
the application to each case of their own uncontrolled and uncontrollable judg-
ment and discretion.

Assuming that recapture through so-called renegotiation produces the flexibility
claimed and sought by Its advocates, It Is the precise result which in our opinion
must he avoided. The exercise of legislative power means the promulgation of
rules of general application. Competitor A must receive the same treatment as
competitor B, In substantially similar circumstances. Citizen A received the
same treatment as citizen B. The separation of legislative power from execu-
tive power was insisted upon in order to avoid discriminations. The permission
and the privilege to discriminate are foreign to our concepts of justice and
democracy. They condemn, they cannot justify, recapture through so-called
renegotiation.

JUDICIAL REVIW

The advocates of recapture through so-called renegotiation now concede that
the Congress should adopt specific provisions assuring adequate judicial review
of and control over their decslos. If our recommendations are adopted, then
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the necessity for such provisions probably disappears. Accordingly, our dLvus.
slon of judicial review Is postponed to our consideration of the problems and
policies involved if our recommendations are not adopted and the device of recap-
ture through so-called renegotiation is retained.

ADUACY OF OUR1 TAX LAWS

Industry took the lead In urging the enactment of unprecedentedly high excess-
profits tax rates. The Revenue Act of 1942 (which became law on October 21,
1942-4 months after the enactment of the renegotiation statute) Imposes rates
of 40 percent upon corporate normal profits, and 90 percent upon corporate excess
profits, subject to an S-percent ceiling upon the aggregate tax. In addition, it
again taxes the same profits, when distributed to stockholders, at rates ranging
from 22 percent up to 01 percent. For example, the rate of 22 percent applies to
the first dollar of net Income; an effective rate of 50 percent applies to net Incomes
of approximately $14,000; and the maximum rate of 91 percent is reached In the
case of net Incomes exceeding $20D.OO

If only the corporate rates are considered, we are confident that they success-
fully recapture for the Government all excessive profits In at least 90 percent of
the cases. In fact, there was much more concern In the Congress over the severity
of the 1942 act than over Its liberality.

If the effect of both corporate and Individual taxes under the Re--enue Act of
1942 is considered, and assuming current distributions approximating, say, 50
percent of the corporate profits remaining after corporate taxes, the number of
possible cases of excessive profits melt Into both theoretical and practical Insig-
nificance.

MsUATEMENT OF ISSUES

Let us assume that, considering only the existing taxes upon corporate profits
under the Revenue Act of 1942, our estimate Is substantially correct: That the
existing tax upon corporate profits under the Revenue Act of 1942 will successfully
recapture for the Government all the excessive profits realized by corporations
(whether or not engaged In war production) In at least 00 percent of the cases.

The real issue now confronting your committee and the Congress can be nar-
rowed:

Can the dangerous and un-American process of recapture through so-called
renegotiation, and its application to all war contractors and subcontractors be

Justified, In order to reach 10 percent of the cases? Our answer is "No."
Restating the Issue:
Is It possible to prescribe a less dangerous and a more American procedure to

reach the 10 percent? Our answer is "Yes."
Again restating the Issue:
Assuming that our present tax laws are adequate to recapture for the Govern.

meant all excessive profits in at least 90 percent of the cases, Is It possible to perfect
them so that they will prove adequate In the remaining 10 percent of the cases?
Our answer Is "Yea." "

SUMMARY OF OUR POSION

(1) The recapture of excessive profits through so-called renegotiation cannot
be Justified.

(2) The delegation of unlimited and uncontrollable powers essential to an
administration of recapture through so-called renegotiation Is dangerous and

-un-American.
(3) The power of taxation is the only acceptable power granted to the Congress

by which profits In the posession of a citizen can be taken for the use of his
Government.

(4) It the Congress determines that our existing tax laws are Inadequate to
'prevent In every case the retention of excessive profits, then the tax laws should
be amended.

(5) If appropriate amendments to existing tax laws are adopted, they should
become effective as of April 28, 1942; and every war contractor or subcontractor
should have the option to pay the additional taxes thus imposed upon his 1942
profits or to remain subject to reegotation.

(6) It Is not coincidence that among the defenders of recapture through so-
called renegotiation will be found those who opposed the alternative bases adopted
by the Congress for measuring normal profits.
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In testimony before your committee, It has been stated that in Great Britain
war contractors are allowed a return of only 75 percent upon their Investment
and all profits In excess thereof were recaptured. We are reasonably confident
that this testimony is based upon a misunderstanding. 'Tere Is no renegotiation
statute or procedure in Great Britain and there Is no effort made to recapture
excessive profits through so-called renegotiation. The policy referred to Is solely
a procurement policy. That Is, procurement officers, in the letting of certain
types of contracts, attempt to agree upon prices which will give the contractor
no more than an estimated yield of 7% percent upon his Investment. Our Infor-
mation is that, nevertheless, Great Britain relies upon Its tax laws for the
recovery or recapture of excessive profits.

NXASSAIY A3MDM h 17 BAPTUR5 THR H 5- I OZIATION SEhMNS

Let us now discuss necessary amendments which, In our opinion, should be
adopted If recapture through so-called renegotiation remains In the law.

The act of April 28,1942, should not be applied retroactively to profits accruing
prior to January 1, 194 Its retroactive application admittedly is unfair, creates
unnecessary and avoidable discriminations, and Is unquestionably unconstitu-
tonal

Nor should extensions of the act be given retroactive effecL

OTANDL305

Appropriate standards must be adopted by the Congress to guide and control
the executive officials in the exercise of the legislative powers delegated to
them. If the principles consstently pronounced and applied by Justices Holmes
and Brandeis, for example, are applied, the statute, in the absence of adequate
standards, Is unquestionably unconstitutional We merely point out In passing
that If appropriate standards can be prescribed for recapture through renegotla-
t/on, similar standards can be adopted as part of our tax. laws.. Whereupon
recapture through renegotiation becomes unnecessary.

A few standards are suggested:
(1) The definitions of "normal profits" adopted by the Congress in the revenue

laws should be applicable.
(2) Renegotiation should be confined to the elimination of excessive profits

resulting from specified causes, such as (a) increased quantities, (b) allowances
for contingencies which. do not occur, and (o) changes In specifications which
result in decreased costs.

(8) There should be no recapture through renegotlation If after Federal taxes
(as shown on the Income and excess-profits tax return) there is left to the war
contractor less than Its excess-profits tax credit (as shown on the return).

(4) In no event should renegotiation reduce profits to a point less than the
excess-profits tax credit (as shown on the return).

(5) Any refund paid or payable pursuant to a renegotiation agreerient must
be subject to further adjustment In the event that the carry-back provisions of
the revenue laws are applied.

() Profits subject to renegotiation should first be reduced by (a) a reasonable
allowance for probable losses on the termination of war contracts or as a result
of cut-backs; (b) a reasonable allowance for probable losses resulting from Idle-
ness during the process of reconversion; and (c) the readjustment of the deduc-
ton for amortization. (A discussion of reserves for possible post-war con-
tinirencles will be postponed to the hearings on proposed tax legislation.)

(7) There should be no recapture through renegotiation if the contract pro-
vldes for refunds or adjustments In prices If actual costs are legs than esti-
mated costS,

(8) The statute or the legislative rules promulgated thereunder should Rpe
dfleally provide that tbe contractor must be afforded an adequate opportunity
to be heard, after due notice

PUB CA ON O' LZGTULATMVU %UL,

All rules and principles should be published, and no unpublished rule or
principle should-be applied.
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An adequate opportunity for judicial review of the decisions of renegotiation
olfeials can be afforded only if the statute provides that the decision of the rene-
gotliation oflcias must be based solely upon facts In the record, must contain a
detailed statement of the facts relied upon to support their decision, must set
forth each of the principles applied and the effect of each, and must be furnished
to the contractor. (Confidential facts not within the knowledge of the contractor,

-of course, must not be disclosed. But the Government's fRies should contain a
detailed statement of such confidential facts, and they should be furnished the
contractor as the reasons for their confidential character disappear.) We point
out that this Is precisely what the advocates of recapture through renegotiation
assert cannot be done.

In addition, the provisions of the present law which define "excessive profits"
to mean "any amount of a contract or a subcontract price which Is found as a
result of renegotiation to represent excessive profits" must be repealed.

Although It should not be the exclusive judicial agency to review the decisions
of renegotiation omclals, It IS suggested that serious consideration be given to
conferring appropriate jurisdiction upon The Tax Court of the United States.

Finally, in order to afford adequate protection against improper methods of
persuasion, the opportunity for judicial review should be afforded whether or not
a bilateral agreement Is entered Into.

iNrmuKToN wrrH WoIHO TA x L&WS

Section 88 of the code was inserted by the 1942 act to Insure that amounts
determined by renegotiation to be excessive profits for any year would be elimi-
nated In determining taxable income for that year, and that the amount refund-
able to the Government with respect to uch excessive profits should be reduced
by any amount of taxes which has been paid or would be payable with respect
to the excessive profits eliminated. The section was hurriedly drafted and does
not properly cover various situations which arise. The Bureau, by I. T. 3811
(1943-12 I. R. B. 7), has endeavored to set forth sound interpretations. But the
section should be redrafted and expanded.

ZZXIOOTInON UPWAaD

It Is only fair that specific power be given to Increase prices if power to decrease
prices is to remain. Reliance should not be placed solely upon the limited powers
found In the First War Powers Act, 1941 (which can be exerclsed-only "to
facilitate the prosecution of the war"). We are not unmindful, however, of the
problems involved.

It Is Interesting to note the Insistence, by the advocates of recapture through
so-called renegotiation, upon statutory limitations in the event of a grant of
power to increase prices, and their insistence upon no limitation upon the exercise
of power to decrease prices.

CONCLUSION

We can find no Justification for the recapture of excessive profits through so-
called renegotiation.

Citizens' funds should be taken by the Government only through taxation.
Our present tax laws are adequate, or they can be made adequate, to recapture

for the Government all excessive profits reaized by corporate war contractors.
Even if this were not the case, there would be no JustLfication for recapture
through So-called renegotiation.

The recapture provisions of the present law are Indeed dangerous and un-
American.

(The following statement was submitted for the record:)
SvAvMwCr oF ROY 0. OSooM aSM M r TOT CouMrrr3 ON FTNANcE OF THE

UNImu STAM RMATz AT HrEAMNq ON THx RLTEIU BuL. or 1943, IL R. 887,
D mm 3, 1943

To the Committee on Fiance of tAe United Slatee Senate:
Roy CL Osgood, vice president of the First National Bank of Chicago, and In

charge of Its trust department, which administers estates, presents this statement
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as a member of thecommittee on Yederal finance, Chamber of Commerce of the
United States.

The statement deals primarily with the estate and gift tax aspects of the
present law and proposals which have been made with respect to them. Permis-
sion Is requested to have this statement appear In the record of hearings.

TraASuRT PR0PO8AL8 UNSO D

The Committee on Ways and Means and the House of Representatives Is to be
congratulated on Its rejection of the Treasury proposals to decrease the present
estate-tax exemption and to Increase the present high estate- and gift-tax rates.
The Treasury appeared before your committee and asked that the proposals
rejected by the House bill be enacted Into law. In making this request It Laid
that the estate-tax rates had not kept pace with the Increase of the Income-tax
rates. It requested a heavy increase In a capital levy based upon the same tem-
porary and artificial Increase in the national annual Income that is the basis for
the request for an Increased income-tax levy. The Treasury request is unsound
and should not be granted for the following, among other, reasons:
1. Besmeated yield lem then I percent of total.T The proposed estate- and gift-tax revisions are estimated to yield approximately
$400.O In addition to the estimated present yield of $.W8300.000. This is a
total of $ .000.0000 and would represent an Increase In yield from this source of
72 percent though It will be noted that the Increase itself accounts for less than
1 percent of total estimated revenue of 48 to 49 billion dollars.

This Increase In produced by raising rates and lowering exemptions. The
general estate-tax exemption of $80000 Is reduced to $40.000. The present mini-
mum estate-tax rate of 3 percent on the first $5.000 i raNed to 5 percent. The
present maximum of "7 percent on the excess over $10,000,000 is changed to 80
percent on the excess over $1 500,000. These Increases produce relatively more
heavy burdens In the Intermediate brackets.

The rejection of these proposals by the House should stand. If anything, the
existing rates should be lowered. The $400,000.000 proposed to be raised by a
capital levy of this kind had far better be covered by an equivalent saving In,
expenditures.
f. Proposals exceed British od Caxadlan death tat.

A comparison of the British and Canadian death-tax Impact with the United
States situation discloses that existing United States death taxes nearly approxi-
mate those of Great Britain and Canada. On the other hand, the Treasury pro-
posals far exceed either the British or Canadian tax. These facts are well
illustrated by the accompanying table.

Comparative death tgame
(Based on equal dileon Netween wile and 2 children)

Present Prof.sed
Canadian I United United

Bdtsh (Dominion States (Fed- States (Fed.
Amount of estate (before exemption) (estate a d plus On- eal pius eral plus

egcy) I tarto detth Illinois [1lols
duty), inberitance heritanoe

tau) LaW)

(0,00---------------------------------$13.400 $13.077 ,04 $12.903
Vo.= ................................... ,100 41,131 400 731

1....................................... 011 M2, a A 2 5O
f5,~00-- - - - - - - - -  - - -  . ODO,%0 U 3iJ5"0 %.4A400 3.731.350

C. 6A3000 & S10, 170 4,042,400 771,530

W Tbese fires an obtained from the table submitted by the Tre"sry DeprtmeInt to the Comm tee on
Waye Means on Mar. 6, 342. They combine the estate and the legacy tax therein mentioned.

The Canadisn saounts not take into conderation the ebcap rates but are epresed In term of
tbsCanadian dollar. tithe Canadian dollar Is valued tt90 cents the amount of the Caadian 9a would
be proportioutely lower.



In t e tparlson with Canadian taxes 1i should be noted that the only fair
composon takes into consideration Dominion plus Provincial taxes and Federal
plus State tales. For the Canadian illustration the Province of Ontario was
selected because of its importance in the Dominion. For the illustration in this
country, JUlnos was selected as being representative, Illinois death taxes being
neither hlh nor low. The anadian and United States illustrations are based
upon a wife and two children as beneficiaries. This Is the normal situation
and produces a much smaller tax than if a wife only were the beneficiary. Of
course, If the beneficlarles were more distinctly related or strangers the taxwould be even higher. It should be noted that-in 1942 4pongress refused to accepta prOosal to increase the estate tax rates which was less drastic than the current
proposal.

The table speaks for Itself. However, attention is directed to the fact thattie Treasury proposals raise the death tax impacts in this country far beyondthose Imposed.by either Britain or Canada. On an estate of 5000,000 the
proposed tax is over $1,000,000 greater than In Britain or Canada.The situation of a nonrelative inberlting an estate of $3,000,000 from a resi.dent of the State of Oregon might also be mentioned In order to give an illus-tration from a State other than Illinois. In-this situation the total Federal andOregon death tax would amount to $3,060,715, or $0,716 more than the total
estate. his Is not taxation; It Is something else.
& Di rtpive effort on present and post-war production.

The proposed increase In rates of a capital levy, though producing less thanI percent of the estimated revenues will hare a wholly disproportionate effecton our economy. In these times tax rates must be regarded from the point ofview of their effect upon the Nation's present and future productive capacity.High estate tax rates are calable of producing a variety of results harmful notonly to the persons called upon to bear the tax but also to the industry of the
Nation.

Few estates include large amounts of liquid assets. Therefore, it becomesnecessary to sell a considerable portion of the estate assets at death. Suchsales have a dislocating effect at a time when every effort Is being made topreserve stability. Thi Is especially true when the estate consists primarilyof a productive business. A heavy tax may compel the sale of suflient capitalstock to cause loss of control and impairment of both the incentive and valuablemanagement policies that enable the business to produce those things which arenow vital to existence. In some Cases the sale of the stock is impossible andactual liquidation of the business Is necessary resulting in a complete loss ofProductive capacity. In other cases the liquidation Is temporarily-avoided byborrowing sufficent cash to pay the heavy tax but this necessitates the makingof engagements so heavy as to impair the credit of the concern.All of the foregoing effects, whether forced sale of the business, forced changeof control, or strain upon credit, are made doubly serious because of theirappearance at the very time when the enterprise is least able to stand thestrain on account of the loss of personal management resulting from the death of
the former head.

In the Case of small business establishments, practically the only marketavailable In the case of such forced sale or liquidation is that furnished bylarger companies in the same line of business which are interested In acquiringthe smaller concern. 'The result is a natural tendency for the larger enterprisestO become larger and for small business to disappear. A large enterprise doesnot have the same problem since its ownership is easily diffused throughout thepopulation. High estate taxes thus have the result of encouraging the concen-tration of business activity In the hands of a few large companies and decreasing
individual enterprise.

The present estate tax rates are high enough to Produce these results even Inormal tme. During the war period, when many businesses are being closedthrough necessary war regulations or converted to military purposes, to add the
proposed increases to such high rates is only toof an unreasonable taxmgiytedsutv fet

93931-4 4----41
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4. te pr p ol Vooates all 8osnd prcpe4'01 death taaliWox.

The Treasury propoal violates all sound principles of death taxation for tbe
X - following reasons:

(a) It mengws(AeIth Federal record of Inftabllty.-Fve changes In estate-tax
rates have been made In the last 11 years. This proposal would make six recent
changes. With this unstable record, equality among individual taxpayers Is 1m-
possible since It makes the amount of contribution of the different citizens de-
pend entirely upon the fortuitous circumstances of death. For example:

If A had a $200,000 estate and died in 192 it would have .pald $1500 in
Federal death tax. If B died owning the same sized estate In 1933, It would have'paid $9.,00 In tax. If 0 had left the same sizlsd estate early in 1935, the tax would
have been $12,800; D leaving a like estate In 1037 would have paid $19,800; E,
leaving such an estate after the Revenue Act of 1940. would have paid $21,0008;
F, leaving the same sized estate under the act of 1941, would pay $38,7000; 0,
leaving the same estate under the proposed rates would pay $51,150. The pro-
posed Increase alone Is about equal to the Federal tax on such an estate a few years
ago. The proposed Increased tax would e 8.300 percent of the total tax In 1925.
Certainly these seven persons faced unstable rates, a deterrent to effort and
accumulation. If these seven persons each had owned a $200,000 Interest In the
same business the disruptive effect of an unstable estate tax, wholly apart from
other taxes, must he evident.

(b) Treasury proposes to tIt estate and gift to* into an elastic fas Ivtfem.--
In appearing before your committee the Treasury said It was Investigating the
possibility of "integrating the estate and gift taxes and correlating them with
the Income tax." As previously noted the proposed increase In yield from the
estate tax Is 12 percent. This Is'an even greater percentage of Increased yield
than that proposed under the individual Income tax (about 35 percent). Ob-
viously there is an attempt to consider both the estate tax and the Income tax
as adjustable to revenue needs. This Is unsound. The Income tax occurs at a
regular interval, once a year. The rates of such tax may naturally he determined
by consideration of the tax base and the amount of revenue to be raised. Rates
will normally be subject to frequent change in harmony with changed and unfore-
seen conditions. In such cases there Is no long-range Inequality among taxpayers
produced by such changes In rates.

On the other hand, the estate tax oceurs only once so far as the taxpayer is
concerned and the time of Its Impact Is unpredictable even from the standpoint of
the Government. Thefe Is no direct relation between the needs of the Govern-
ment and the estate-tax rates for the reason that there is no predictable tax base.
Citizens die without regard to the needs of the Government and deaths are not
subject to the control of the tax collector. Obviously, therefore, the estate tax by
Its very nature is not adaptable for use as a flexible base to accomplish elasticity
in the tax system. Neither Is the gift tax, which serves to police the estate tax.
Other forms of revenue must he utilized to meet the expanding and contracting
needs of the Government. The estate tax and the gift tax should be kept stable.

(c) TAe proposal conthtues to violate principles of moderation.-Excessively
high estate-tax rates disrupt the family's economic position, stimulate evasion and
produce harmful effects upon enterprise. The proposed Increase in rates further
aggravates the existing difficulties. When estate-tax rates become unreasonable
every dollar of property Included In the gross estate becomes important. Minor
defects In the law are magnified and Injustices becolne real. Under moderate
tax rates these Injustices become unimportant and fewer problems require legisla-
tive solution.

(d) T ke proposal aggrarats depletion of the taiu bae.-Tn appearing before
your codhmlttee, the Treasury said about estate and gift taxes, "Small as their
relative contribution to the total has been in the past, it has fallen during the
war." This result Is partly due to a depletion of the estate-tax base and partly
due to an unsound attempted comparison with a rapidly expanding Income tax.

We should he just as concerned with future tax capacity as with present
revenues. The estate tax Is essentially a capital tax, and if capital Is dissipated-
through excessive high estate-tax rates, the tax base, that Is, the capital which
produced income subject to taation, may be lost In future generations. While it
Is Lportant to have our present tax plans designed so that the present generation
will pay for as much of the war expenditures as possible, future generations will
have their burden in paying for those portions of such expenditures as are financed
by Government borrowings. late taxes force the second generation to pay
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twice: First, through loss of Income on the capital levy involved in the estate tax
and second, in that generation's proportlonat6 share of current taxes Imposed at
some future date to pay the borrowings.

If through excessively high Income taxes the building of wealth thrbuo pro-
ductive enterprise Is prevented and if through excessively high death taxes such
wealth as has already been accumulated is removed from productive enterprise,
there will come a time when comparatively little wealth will remain In produdive
enterprise. The result will be a constant lessening of tax revenues from all
sources which have productive wealth as their base. We cannot maintain a fruit
crop by cutting down fruit trees. Nor should we destroy the stability of an estate-
tax structure by trying to keep It relative to an expanded income tax based upon
temporary war requirements.
5. Proposals adrersely affect State revaues.

In 26 States the Federal estate tax is a deduction before computing the State
death tax. thus In these StAtes as the Federal tax Is Increased the State tax
is decreased. For example:

An Illinois estate of $1,000,000 (before exemption) now bears a minimum
Federal estate tax of $2),140 leaving $77W,88 subject to inheritance tax In
Illinois. On the assumption that the estate goes to one child the Illinois tax
would be $71,120. Under the proposed rates the same estate would bear a mini-
mum Federal estate tax of $549,800 leaving only $510,110 subject to Illinois
Inheritance tax. The Illinois tax on this amount would be $35,011 which is
$36,100 less than the Illinois tax with the present Federal estate-tax rates. A
80 percent decrease In the Illinois State revenue from this estate.

There are 24 other States which are similarly affected, namely: Arkansas, Call-
fornis, Oonneptlcut, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massa-
chusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North
Dakota, Ohio, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, Waslngton, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming. To these should be added the District of Columbia.

In each of these States the State death tax revenues will-be decreased as a
direct result of the proposed increase in the Federal estate tax.

In addition, all State death-tax revenues will suffer indirectly by a reduction of
the corpus of estates through the Imposition of heavy Federal death taxes. htis
is because in succeeding generations the estates will be greatly reduced In size
Further, future State taxation of Incomes derived from estates will yield less
revenue to the States due to depletion of the Invested capital base from which
such income is derived.

6. Estate tas Itcrease by etemption changes.
The plan of lowering estate-tax exemptions at a time of proposed rate Increase

Is Indefensible from a rational viewpoint, The present exemption of $80,000
should be raised. not lowered.

From the st&ndpolnt of the decedent and his dependents, the rates of tax must
not be so high as to make Impossible or discouragingly difficult reasonable pro-
visions for the family and dependents. This principle Indicates liberal exemp-
tions from the standpoint of the common welfare, The amount of the exemption
should be the sum, the Income from which would provide a support for dependents
sufficient to prevent them from becoming a charge upon the public. There gen-
erally would be common agreement that there should be exempted from tax an
amount of capital sufficient at least to provide an annual Income for the support of
a widow and two children. Probably there would also be agreement upon a larger
exemption In the case'of more children.

Under the ieasury income-tax proposals the present exemption of $1,200 for
the head of a family and $350 are each dependent are reduced to $1,100 and
$300, respectively. This is .a minimum normal family exemption of $1,100
though, of course, If one of the children is of an age to receive the Individual
exemption of $,500, the total exemption might be $1,900. Thus, roughly speaking,
the Income-tax exemption for the average family will run between $1,700 and
$1,900, Irrespective of dependents of more remote relationship. Before the pres-
ent estate-tax exemptions were reduced, a fair average Income on capital was 5
percent. Then the estate-tax exemption, plus the gift-tax exemption, would
have have proved adequate. In the past few years, however, the average Income
Yleld from suitable investments has dropped to 8 percent, so that to produce
income now about equal to the normal income-tax exemption there would be
required an investment of about $0.000. Even this leaves no margin for invest.
meant costs, losses, income fluctuations, and other forms of taxation, to say noth.
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e1ageisting Incqessa to livYW cofts. A reasonable margin- of saf ety, would
ntraete eapital requirement to about $100,000,

Even this is the minimum, and dces not consider the economl6 statute to which
thI fanlL* have bee' accustomed. It is a well-estabihsbed principle of State
. ob. te law that a widow's exempl" A and a eild's exemption for at least a
year for the purpose of debt priority should be sufficient to afford them support

Mainteance In the manner of life to which they have been accustomed.
The payment of these allowances takes precedence under most State laws over
the debts at the decedent or other distributions out of his estate. -Much the
same prince should be applied and has been applied In determining the prI-
ority of the exemptions for widows and children in death-tax statutes. Certainly
a $100,000 Federal estate-tax exemption is about the minimum that ought to be
granted under a sound theory of exemptions. From the standpoint of the bene-
fiiares, the matter of exemption Is a conslderation of first Importance.

A Uberal exemption makes the effect of the f01st rate or the first few rates
both progressive and distinctly moderate as applied to the first brackets above
the exemptions.

7; Dftec of incease of raeaddcostof tevoptton. ipon small baneua.
In addition to the effect upon family funds, any Increase In estate-tax rates

and decrease in exemptions -should be conddered now In their effect upon the
small business establishments of the country. By sniall business establishmenta
I mean the one-man-owned business and small gioup-owned manufacturing,
wholesaling. retailing, and service business concerns classified as small, coin.

: • pared with large, by Department of Commerce stanCards. These will take in
manufacturing plants with 100 employees or less, wholesale establishments with
less than $200,000 annual net sales volume. retail stores, service establlshments,
hotels, and construction enterprises having annual receipts of less than $50,000.
It Is Interesting to note that out of about 3,000,000 establishments, large and
a.sall, around 92 percent are classlfled by the Department of Commerce as small.
This small businbs, however, has nearly 45 percent of the business personnel
of the country and produces over one-third of the total value of the output.
Many of these small establishments are necessary war casualties. Some of them
have been closed by lose of manpower. Many have been closed by inability' to
convert to war work.- Others have been closed by shifts of population caused by
war production. Many are the victims of various orders, rules, and'regulations
necessitated by our war economy.

For example, the Department of Commerce estimates that at the end of thi
year there may be a net reduction of 800,000 retail concerns for 1942 and 1943.
Last year Mr. Walter F. Crowder, of the Department of Commerce. In testifying
before the Senate Special Committee to Study the Problems of American Small
Business said, "Availlable data, Inadequate though they are, Indicate that the
business birth rate for the last of 194 will be down about 50 percent from the
rate c arecterlstle of recent years. It further seems likely that the over-all
death rate may Increase by as much as 83 percenL'

The average birth rate of buslnesg (that Is, the number of new enterprts
established) from 1920 to 1037 was 217 per 1,000 business establishments listed
and theaverage death rate (that Is, concerns going out of business) for the same
period was 200 concerns per 1,000 listed. In other words, we had an average
annual Increse of business establishments during this period of 8 per 1,000 con-
cerns listed. A representative year is 1927, In which year there were 2,172000
concerns listed. During that year 483,000 new business enterprises were estab-
liahed and during the same year 4568000 business enterprises were discontinued
for a net pRIn of 27M000 or 13A per 1,000 concerns listed.

If we apply the Department of Commerce's prediction and decrease the average
birth rate by 50 percent, the result will be about 109 new business establishments
per 1,000 listed. If we further Increase the death rate by 33 percent, as suggested
by the Department of Commerce the death rate will increase to about 279 concerns
per 1.000. This will bea net decrease of 170 concerns per 1,000 listed as against
an average Increase of 8 per 1,000 during the period 1920-7.

Small bnsiness concerns will naturally make up the great bulk of business
deaths. For -ximple, In 1940, 9&4 percent of all business failures had liabilities
of lees than.$100,000. Many of the small business comerns which have survived
are carrying on a hand-to-mouth existence. Those that have been closed and
await a possible reopening after the war have had their fixed property frozen and
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its value reduedd. This Is true, not only of small businesses but of agi;cultrl
organizations, particularly those dairy farms that have been obliged to sell their.
stock for lack of manpower. Many of these concerns will, upon the death of the
owner, find a substantial portion of their property taken on account of the present
low estate-tax exemption and the high rates of tax.
& Ratate-tee rates sould Rot ascelerte tA.edeath rate of smel busenen.

The war is only one factor in the problems of small business. Mr. Charles O
Fiehtner, of the United States Department of Commerce, testified before the
Senate Small Business Committee as follows:

"Many concerns-now 'big business'-have had d modest beginning. The pio-
neers plowed profits back Into business, thereby enlarging the base of equity
capital and, through successful operations, have proved to outside risk capital the
potentialities of their business. -Today profits of small concerns, after payment
of taxes, are not large enough to plow back such profits Into the business. Tax.
tion on the present and prospective scales prevents small enterprises from build-
Ing up a strong equity capital position, either.through the creation of adequate-
resei cea or through the establIshment of earned surpluses. Lacking these re--
serves and a sound equity position, these small businewes will be extremely
vulnerable to failure on recessions In business activity. Neither can they attract
outside private capital to strengthen their financial position."

The Department of Commerce then suggested that the Government might give
consideration to certain tax Incentives for small businesses. One of the greatest
possible'tax IncenUves to small business would be the lowering or repeal of the
Federal estate tax. With this tax eliminated, a substantial factor contributing
to the death rate of small business would be eliminated.

A typical example is the situation of a small manufacturing concern having a
value of P50,000. It was entirely owned br "A," who had built It up from a
basement hobby and had no other estate. "A had one son whom he had trained
In the business and expected that at his death his son would continue the bust.
nes,. On "A's" death recently his son discovered that It would be necessary to.
raise $52,= In Federal and State death taxes. The value of $0,000 was in the
business. It consisted of plant equipment and inventory. But the estate tax had
to be paid In cash. Even the small amount of cash held by the company was not
available, since Income taxes on any dividends paid left little remaining. This
small manufactpring concern went out of business in the usual way. It sold out
to its larger competitor and goes down In the statistics as another small business
casualty resulting from estate taxes.

Following this page Is inserted a table which is illustrative of the position of
the small business where multiple deaths are involved.

Let it be assumed that A owned a family business not in corporate form,
built by family effort which had grown to $250,000 in 192a. The computations
presented (example A in the table) provide a comparison of the relative capital
exhaustion of his estate computed on the basis of the various Federal Income
and estate tax rates in effeet between 1926 and the present time as compared with
(example B in the table) the capital exhaustion of the same estate had the

present Federal Income and estate tax rates been In effect during the entire
period. The computations also compare the amount of net in come available dur-
Ing the period for the support and maintenance of dependents and for plowing
back In the business.

The computations are based on the assumption that A died In 1928 leaving an
estate of $250,000 to his widow, who upon the death of A became the head of the
family. The widow died In IM leaving her share of the estate plus accumu.
nation to her wn who was married. The son died on December 81. 1943. It is
also assumed that the family living expenses were entirely derived from the
business and would not exceed the sum of M0 per annum or the net Income
after the payment of income taxes whichever is the smaller. No consideration is
given to changes in cost of living.

It Is further assumed that the estate would provide an average yield of 4 per-
cent between 1926 and the present time but it should be noted that with conserva.
tive management It might be difficult under present conditions, and during the
visible future, to obtain a gross Income of 4 percent if the business were in corpor-
ato form and corporate income taxes were also considered. ilinois inheritance
taxes have been included and the maximum credit for them has bee i taken In
computing the Federal estate taxes,
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EXAMPI.'1 A. UNDiR REVENUE AOT8 APPLICABLE 196 THROUGH IO4U
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33. 10687
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3X564
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274.3VA 1t it1. 4v.61
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11, IlL 74

Se 1,29.6 ,
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Comparison of capital depletion and income redutwio,--Continued

EXAMPLE B. ASSUING PRESENT REVENUE AOT IN FOROB 192 THROUOH 1943

Tax b"om. L

nob Inherit- apttal

Origin t ......................

Decedent died 1e entf tste to
widow who become heed of
t uamily ............................

Widow died 1932, entire etate to
ma who Is bead o lmfiy .........

Son died Dec. 11, 1943 ..............

Totls t end o per d ........

5, 8o.000.00 1 $0 oo o " .- 1 zmi. I ..........

6%.38100

197, OM 00
15189

197,770.80116.96

197,927. 87
16L 18

19k6oft 05
165651

19% 2A456
16k 94

396.4X650
174. 0

192.6910036I00.00

30nooi

162 597.0O
0

16%,807.00
0

162,897. 00
a

16;,897. 00
0

362,897.00
a

16%,507.00
0

162,507. 00
0

162,697.00
0

362,597.00
0

162,97.00a0a3

7,90472

7,910. !4

71917. 1

7, 92&.96

7,930.1s

7,936.96

6,23&98

6. 503.98

6, 0i.8s

6, 603.88

6,506.886, 803.88

61 803. 8

137,6.50.67 116,066.07

66,0060

6,000.00

6,0O00

6,000.00

6.008L00

6,000.00

6207.70

610. 70

8,307.70

6,207.70

5, 207.70

A.,207. M

4.310.70

1 207.70

6,07. 70

6,207. 70

6, 207.70

92470

El .2300L 00
I1 7.06 Ko

1,731.83.

11753.S6

3,175893

1,700.4

,76148
x 3 ,10123

I ,89. 89

3,296.18

L,29&.11

1,. 296.1

1, m is
3, z. 18

1.29618

L1,26.1$
, 29& 1

1,396.13
1,29. 18

i 2&. is

II Jsem. 75

24. O. 37I! i5,10.96
E 97,.2766

137, 0. 70

list 89

!26.96

161.18

lG& 61

leg.%4

174. 50

Nones

None

None

Now

None

None

None

Noe

None

None
None

961L00

No ifflowance has been made for the normal los e inherent in the investment
of capital assets nor has consideration been given to the loss usually attendant
upon the liquidation of the decedent's Interest in a small family business when

i--



the wbo estats is t ii% by, his interest In, suib a business Such iqida-
t -. tfmefutly Impairs the producing and earning capacity of the buslnes4,
theeby further reducing the capital and Income available for future taistlon.

Bpeifcal y the conilparson is reflected In the following figures:
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a 1143.

The computations n example B Illustrate the future of a man wh6 bad built
a family business to $250W,00 In 1943, as compared with A who had reached
that point in 192X. This man's future for 17 years, at the present income and
estate tax rates, looks discouraging. On the assumption that $5,000 of Invested
capital will employ one person, his capital would have shrunk from $250,000
to 187,000 and the number of his employees from 50 to 27. Te family annual
.tc me, on account of thq d reading K5(; the income for family expenses,
after taxes, from $8,000 to $5,207; and the Treasury's annual taxes from $1,761
briginally to $12K8 In only 6 years of the 17 would any Income have gone back
to capital for needed business or family reserves against 1oss, illness or physical
Incapacity.

Consider the case of a man who has to start at scratch In 1943 and leave his
family an estate'of $250,000 at the end of 20 years, assuming a continuation
of the 1943 rates of Federal and New York State income and estate taxes for
20 years. To die leaving an estate of 20,0000 from savings At the end of that
time he would need tO, accumulate $320,000; have annual earnings before Income
taxes of $190,00; pay Income taxes of $153,000 annually; live on $21,000 an.
tualJy; and save $100 annually. The case speaks for Itself.

Recently there h as been a growing appreciation of the plight of small business
and a reogltlon that some consideration must be given to the preservation of
that portion of 6ur economy wbich constitutes so Important a part of the corn.
mercial life of our Nation. Today.there. are many forces actively and effectively
reducing the quantity of risk capital-available to provide the spark of life to
new business ventures or for transfusion Into the veins of s.all businesses. It
would seem to be the part of wisdom to eliminate the demands of the Federal
estate tax thereby removing Its contribution to progressive business anemia
and to that extent alleviale the almost Insurmountablo dlfcultles which beset
small bwnOmsS to Its strugle to survive.
#. Death us ma d ouij be ctlurse4 to Sste .

In addition to the economic proemns caused by the Federal estate tax there
are reasons of good statesmanship for its repeal.- Federal estate taxes are not
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tehtIcaly a levy on the estate, but are exels* Imposes upon the transfer of the
property and are measured by the size of the estate. However, rights of trans-
fer of property at death ar determined wholly by State laws and the Federal
Government has no right to control them. State death duties are based on the
right to control death transfers and are a tax upon such a right. Federal death
duties are purely excise taxes, Just as liquor and tobacco taxes are excises

The effect of the Federalestate tax is a mater of considerable concern. The
position of the States was expressed by the Honorable Herbert H. Lehman, then
governor of the State of New York, in a letter to the chairman of your committee
in connection with the Revenue Act of 1938. Mr. Lehman wrote:

"The Independent sovereignty of the States is threatened by Federal taxing
policy. This country was organized on the theory and has prospered under a
system of Independent States with exclusive authority in many fields and with
Independent taxing power, a power not secon, to but on a parity with the
Federal Government itself.

"Under such conditions, If one of two governments, having equal concurrent
Jurisdiction to levy a tax, actually monopolizes the field to the exclusion or
the near exclusion of the other, It may follow that that other government- will
be destroyed or at least starve4 into impotency.

"The extent to which the Federal Government has been and is Ignoring the
rights of- the States in the Income (personal and corporate) -and estate-tax
fields and virtually monopolizing those fields to the exclusion of the States ti
truly alarming. The result is that the bulk of State and local revenue Is
shouldered on real property and that mapy of the States and their localities have
been forced to enact tax laws not suited to State and local use and uneconomic
in their effects."

Traditionally, the death tax field has been reserved to the States as distin.
gushed from the Federal Government. In the past, Federal death taxes were
Imp-Wd4 purely as a temporary measure. Early In Its legislative history, the
Federal Government resorted to this method of raising revenue under pressure
of emerg-ncles caused by war: the law was repealed in 1802. A second Federal
statute vras in force from 18ft to 1870, again an emergency period. A similar
statute was in effect from 1898 to 190% a third emergency period. The present
Federal estate tax law originated with the enactment of the statute of Sep.
tember 8, 1918, and was an emergency measure based upon the expenditures
that were likely to follow American participation In the First World War. At
the conclusion of the war, efforts Were made to abandon the tax because of
its emergency character and'under the Revenue Act of 1928 the Federal estate
tax as such became more or less no:,Inal because of the 80-percent credit granted
for the payment of State death taxes. In 19--anotber emergency perod--the
additional estate tax was enacted, and In years following the amount of the tax
Increased beyond all original concepts.

The trend toward the centralization of power in Washington at the expense
of State and local governments has gone too far. We have reached the point
where, In order to preserve something more than a semblance of our form of
government, It is necessary to reverse that trend, By the progressively greater
demands of the Federal Government In the estate tax field the proper balance
between the Federal Government and the various States, which have a concur-
rent and an equal right to assess this form of tax, has been disrupted. This
balance should be restored by returning the estate tax field to the States.

10. Brempitom of Ineuraoeo
It is admitted that the complete repeal of the estate tax may be Inexpedient

during the period of the present war. Consequently, its repeal at of the end of
the calendar year In which hostlities.cease may be desirable action to consider
at the present time. There is, howeror, an immediate step which can be taket
which will be of material assist. Ke In allevisting the devastating effects of the
estate tar. This etkp is the Immediate exemption of all Insurance on the life
of the decedent which is not payable to the estate. Orly a few States attempt to
levy A death tax on such Insurance.

Such a fortuitous tax as a death, tax, which Is bound to be an Incursion into
capital and cannot be paid out of income, should not be taxed out of the field Of
protection. Pepdlng such time is the estate tax is repealed, some means should
be provided whereby the shock of the tax on noncash assets may be lessened.
Insurance is the ideal method but under the present law its use Is Impossible
because the insurance Itself Increases the amount of t':e tax.
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For example, the Federal estate tax before credit for State death tax) on
an estate of *2Q000 consisting of a marufacturlnk company is $47,700. If the
owner wished to Insure against the tax it would not be sufficient for him to pur-
chase $47,700 of Insurance since that Insurance would automatically raise the
tax to $62,010. Actually It would take .68,00 of insurance to provide for the
estate tax on both the manufacturing company and the Insurance. On larger
estates the problem is even more difficult. On an estate of $1,000,000, Insurance
In the amount of $505,000 is required to pay the tax on the original estate plus
the insurance.

The estate or death transfer tax and Inheritance tax are now the-principal
items among emergency expenditures incident to death. Physical properties
and securities, both liquid and slow, make up the great bulk of the estate of
decedents It is generally extremely difficult to realize quickly from the assets
of the normal estate the considerable sums of money that are required to meet
obligations. In the case of a large estate tax obligation Imposed fortuitously by
death, realization becomes even more difficult. Such taxes deplete estates not
only by reason of the levy, but by reason of the sacrifice Incident to the process
of raising the money required to pay the tax.

It would seem that Individuals should not be penalized In Insuring against
death taxes as against fire, tornado, or other damaging visitations upon prop-
erty. This can be accomplished by exempting from the estate tax all Insurance
on the life of the decedent which Is not payable to the estate.

The amount of avenue Involved during this war period Is negligible. The
percentage of taxable Insurance to (he total of gross estate assets has never been
large. For Federal estate tax purposes in ?W33 It was 2.76 percent; In 1937, 2.65
percent; in 1938, 2.20 percent; in 1939, 2.55 percent with the average around
2.5 percent. These. figures, of course, include Insurance' payable to the estate
Itself and If only insurance not payable to the estate Is exempt from the tax,
the amount involved would be-even smaller. Based upon the present estate tax
yield of about $50),000,000, the amount of revenue Involved In the taxation of
Insurance Is negligible.

Before life Insurance not payable to the estate was subject to tax-as well as
subsequently, before the tax becomes so bwirdensome-taxpa-ers did provide
for death duties through life Insurance: It seems manifestly In the public interest
to enable them to do so to the limit of their ability. The Government is benefited
by prompt payment of taxes. The estate Is enabled to pay the tax without
sacrifice of assets. Business Is not disturbed by avoidable economic distress
due to the tax, and many a concern will be saved from being another one of the
vital statiatics used In computing the death rate of small business.

HOUSE BILL ,POISIONS ON ESTATE INCOME AND ESTATE AND GIIT TAXE-S

1. Stuart case amendment.. -
The "1ouse bill section 116, amends code section 167 relating to trusts f, '.!,e

maintenance and support of certain beneficiaries. This corrects the undesirable,
effects of the United States Supreme Court decision In Helvering v. Douglis
Stuart, decided November 16, 1942. The Ways and Means Committee Is to be
commended for this amendment and your committee should enact It as a measure
relieving the inequity of that decision. The Treasury in its testimony before your
committee made no objection to this amendment.
LP. Valuation of unlisted securite# for ee tate tax.

The House bill section 01 enacts a new provision of the estate tax law requir-
ing' the Treasury to consider, among other factors, In valuing unlisted securities,
or securities having no record of sales,'the value of securities of 'comparable
corporations whose sales are listed. This Is a much needed amendment as it re-
lates to such security valuations and follows the method used by bankers In the
valuation of securities for purchase or sale where such securities have no known
market. The Treasury objection before you on this amendment is without-merit
and should be disregarded. The amendment should be retained.
4. Certain trustee appoixtmentjP tot ta"tble as gifts.

The House bill, by section W02, adds a new subsection (e) to code section 1000,
making appointments of new trustees of certain discretionary trusts not transfers
subject to gift tax. This amendment was enacted to correct the undesirable
results of what Is known as the Blumberg ease and Is to be commended. The
Treasury objections to this amenihjent do not appear to have merit.
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TWO MORZ AWM11Z5TS. ADVIRAR

1. Valuation of unlisted aecurittes for gift too.
The enactment of House bill section 501 for the valuation of certain securities

for estate tax should likewise be enacted as an amendment for gift tax valuations.
Its enactment in this respect Is badly needed.
f. Powers of oppointment.

The Current Tax Payment Act of 1943 extended to March 1, 1944, the time In
connection with the releases of powers of appointment.

OOMU1ENDATION

For the reason that the power-of-appointment provisions relating to the estate
and gift taxes are sorely in need of present correction because lawyers and
truses have such a heavy volume of cases that, even in the year since the Revenue
Act of 1942, have been physically impossible of analysts and correction, and be-
cause little time Is left fQr such correction, between now and March 1 1944,
we recommend that section 811 (f) of the estate tax and section 1000 (c) of
the zift tax be amended as follows:

The tax on property subject to a power of appointment should be aade to
depend upon the result flowing from its exercise or nonexerelse rather than
upon accidents of draftsmanship as Is the situation.under the present law. Al
changes made In the manner of taxing powers of appointment should be made
to apply only to powers created after October 21, 1942. Certain technical amend.
ments are also necessary to prevent unintended injustice and hardship.

DISCUSSION

I. In general.
The Revenue Act of 1942 changed the entire concept of taxing property subject

to powers of appointment. This act was apparently drafted without a full
appreciation of the fact that it was made to apply to innumerable situations
which were never contemplated. There will be few insurance policies, wills, or
trusts which will not require extensive analysis from the point of view of tte
provisions of the Revenue Act of 1942.

The present act classifies Innocent, normal powers vested In trustees (I. e.,
powers to encroach on principal for support and maintenance, or In case of acci-
dent or sickness) as powers of appointment, although In common parlance th~y
are nrver thought of as such; it applies retroactively, albeit with relatively
short time lo take remedial steps which Incidentally. may be Impossible uDer
the laws of sowe States; It taxes individuals possessing powers when the Indi.
vidual may have only a remote contingent Interest in the property; It can pos-
sibly result In a tax being assessed against the donor's enemy or his family by
merely giving him a power which can do him or his family no personal good
whatever; it can result In property subject to identical powers being subjected
to tax In one State and not In another solely because of technical rules applicable
In different States; It can result In the same property being taxed several times
(I. a., on death of several trustees, even thoughinterest of beneficiaries Is not
changed); It makes it dangerous for a beneficiary, even though remote, ever
to be a trustee or cotrustee- without tax penalty, which deprives other bene-
ficiaries of intelligent counsel In a judgment; It mv.y permit a tax on more than
100 percent of the property; it substantially increases the rate of tax on the
decedent's own estate, whether or not the de~edent's family has an Interest in
the appointed property; it assesses a gift tax with possible Interest and penalties
where a donee of a power, without Intending to make a gift to anyone, and
perhaps through ignorance or poor advice, allows a power to lapse through
Inaction; it permits a person In military service to take remedial steps within
6 months after the termination of the present war, but if a civilian has a power,
exercisable with the consent of a person in military service, the civilian must
nevertheless, release within the time specified; it seems to contemplate that a
trustee who may be only a remote contingent beneficiary would be subject to
tax on the entire trust corpus If he resigns his trust or if he remains a trustee
until his death; it treats property subject to a power In the same way as If the
donee owned the property, although the donee has an entirely different interest
and has few attributes of ownership. It applies to situations where a power
Is vested in a person who can exercise it only with the consent of a trustee
(who Is eccountabld for his sets to other beneficiaries) or of an adverse bene-



ii ""Although by no meanscomplete, the i~regoing an sdme of the rather shocking
rftdta ixssllis under the laws as I t D)sy stands ....

Sec tion 811 (f) of the Internal Revizue Code kbould be amended so that there
_ would be no tax on the exercise or aonexerese of any power of appointmerqt
;., (Including ageneral power) it by mich exercise or nonexercise .the appointive

!i- p ~p ast lses to the clan of persoca exempted under the provision of seton
811 (f) (2) (,). The policy of Congress Is Dot taxing the exercise or the Don-

i~i' exercise or a power to appoint within the limited class defined in secti on 811 -
flf- (2) (A) seems to be sound and if It is sound then there should be v6 tax
I upon the exercise or nonexerelse of iany kind of power I by such exercise the
. appointive property pawne to Do others than the persons exempted to section

811 Mf (2) (A). To vter words, the tax -effect should be the same Wlkether
" there Is exercise or nooexertcise of Ixcwet If, as a result, the property psie to

no others than the spouse of the decedent, spouse of the creator of the power,
. z descendants of the decedent or his spo~se, desendant (other than the deeent)
"- of the creator of the power or his sl~use, spouses of vnoh descendants, donees
. descedx~ in, secton 812 (d), and dottes described to section Sol (a) (8). A
- used In this description, the term "'detKendant" Includes adopteidand Illegitimate

descendants and the term "spouse" includes former spouse.
S An a al attar ol fairness and loic the Impact of the tax should not depend

Supon an accident of dratmnhp In cases where a nicety of construction would
S cause what was ttd~ to be an exempt power to be classed as a taxable power

and where the persons'taking the appointive property are in the claw exempted
S under section 811 (f) (2) (A). "
• A similar revision of section 1000 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code applicable

S to the gift tax should be enacted.
Wahi amendment would eliminate most of the problems In'volved. In theestate tax It would nel be necesary to determine whether or not the decedent

cad a power at te'time of his death and to value the property passing outside
theoexempela The oly exeptton t this would be In the rase of powers held
bl independent trustees.

Sectkin 811uld)of the rner!RmeieCd hudb mne ota hr

wol change no the situation as it existed prior to the enactment of the Revenue

At of 1942 should not be retracibve. hi is a highly tencal subject, one
wrerh psunderstood by only the most competent attorney While those persons
who are represented by competent counsel may be able to cope with the problems
involved It Is grossly unfair to penalize those who are unfami iar with the
changes in a law as technical at thes.n .
There are many situat onswhere the draste effects of the present law cannot

be avoided and thousands of others where the pesis no reaetlen cton.
e )s involved. Unfortunately, every person h o the United States does not eml
counsel to review his will, hs nexr urince policies and other property psitons t
often as Congress enacts a revenue law, Recognton of this fant is shown by

the report of the committee on hede o estate and gift taxes approved by.the
sedton on taxation of the Amercan Bar Atsoclaton. ados repo t speiticalty
recommends that changes n the prior law or, thts subject be not retroactive.

rahere are many technical amendments w pi oeare are In tO prevent hardsblp

and unforeseen consequence The following Is a partial llR:
(o) The state should clearly exclude from the tax powers which ar held

In a fiduciary capacity..(b) The statute should clerl exclude from the definition of taxable powers
the power to remote a trustee and appoint a suetepr.
t(e) e statute should clearly retise the eight of a beneeciary to refuse
to anept a power.
(dy here bould be no gift tax on the nonexer cs e of noncumulative annual

rights of withdrawal.
Senator WA on. The committee will stand adjourned until 2 clocks
(vlbreup n, at 1:06 p. mgla recess was taken until p. m. of -the

same day.) ", • " '. .
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(The committee resumed at 2 p. m., purant to recess.)
Senator Waun. Mr. Van Wiikle. Do you desire to appear before

the committee now?
Mr. VAN WrNKLE. Yes sir.
Senator WAua. What is the subject matter
Mr. VAx WINKLE. What I imagine we will talk principally about

is the Overton bill.
Senator WALSH. That is, you want to protest the Overton amend-

nint to this bill ?
Mr. VAN- WimnL. Yes, sir.

STATEMENTS OF JULAN P. VAN WINKLE AND 0. X XCCLURE,
- REPRESENTING THE STITZEL-ELE DISTILLSR Y

Senator WALsn. Whom do you represent I
Mr. VAN' WrNLE. I am president of the Stitzel-Weller Distillery,

Louisville, Ky.
Set ator BARnuzy. I understand there may be other witnesses on

this sime subject..
Mr. VAI WINM No, sii; this matter has been brought up so hur-

riedly, there are very few distillers here. We have not had a chance
to cosult the bankers or the insurance men.

Se:mitor BARK=. Your testimony will represent the views of the
entire distilling industry I

Mr. VAN WINNK. It will.
Senator BARKuz. Not only (u the Overton amendment as offered,

but also on the suggestion that appeared in the newspapers a few days
agj with reference to the shortening of the time for the keeping of
liquors in bond before the tax is paid.

Mr. VAx Wx Kt. Exactly, sir.
Senator, this matter has been brought up so hurriedly that we have

not had a chance-we did not know what we were really talking about
or what we had to talk about.

Senator Warui. I think the committee appreciates that._
Mr. VAx Winxx. After getting the Overton amendment late yes-

terday afternoon, we spent most of the night, my son-in-law, who is
secretary of our company, and myself, getting a few notes together
hurriedly , totally inadequate to cover the situation. As he has written
this out in handwriting, I would like to have him read it to you, and
if =ou wish to ask me questions later, I will be glad to answer them.

nator WA aii. That may be done. Will he come forwardI We
appreciate the limited time you have had in this matter, and if it is
necessary, we may give you further time later on. -

Mr. V x Wiww.&. I wish you would, Senator.
Senator WAwiEI. It may not be necessary.
Mr. VAi WIN.K The bankers of this country are probably more

interested in this thing than we are, and it involves huge sums of
money, and we don't even know what the insurance .people will say
about it. They are loaded to the nek right now with insurance.

Mr. MoCLui. This is Mr. Van Winkle's note made last evening.
We are an independent Kentucky astille.ry here in behalf of a

number of Kentucky distillers, as well as ourselves.
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From the stories in th newspAperscrecently it-was obvious that
there had been proposed or was about to be proposed an amendment,
to the bill H. R. 3087, which would in some manner or other limit the.
bonded period of whisky t6 4 years.

On our arrival in Washington 8 days ago, I was advised that the
bonded period was to be limited, and eince that time we have been
unable to obtain a copy of the proposal or any definite information
on same.

Yesterday afternoon we obtainc4l a copy of Mr. Overton's pro-
posed amendment. We still don't know whether or not a flat 4-year
bonded period is contemplated or whether the Overton amendment
is the legislation which has received so much publicity and which
has caused our Kentuckians so much concern.

On the possibility that there may be a 4-year bonded period bill
in addition to the Overton bill, we will attempt.to direct our remarks,
so as to cover both. You realize it is not a simple matter to attempt
-to make an intelligent statement on such short notice'on a bill that
turns the basic principles of a huge industry upside down, nor is it
easy to be accurate in discussing a bill which we now call a phantom
because we don't know that it even exists.

The present 8-year bonded period.was established August 27, 1894,
and has remained in force ever since, with the exception of the pro-
hibition period. When the bonded period was unlimited, for obvious
reasons, and as a result of that-this long-established regulation had
been accepted as unalterable, due to its extended existence and due
to its having operated so smoothly and efficiently, with the advent of
repeal the basic structure of the present liquor industry ws estab-
lished on this essential premise. Any reduction in the bonded period
would destroy the long-range planning which is essential to this in-
dustry in the physical, the merchandising, and the financial phase of
the business.

First, the physical: With the advent of repeal, on the basis of the
assured 8-year bonded period,.the distillers constructed plants and
invested their capital in the plants, on the basis that they would pro-
duce, not a 4-year supply for inventory reserves, but. an 8-year supply.
This naturally forced the distiller to build a plant of larger productive
capacity than he would have built had he been iaced with a limited
4-year bonded period.

In addition to the distillery plant itself, he built more warehouses
than he would have needed for a 4-year bonded period. The proposed
change now forces the distiller, uider normal peacetime circum-
stances either not to utilize or to scrap this surplus productive capac-
ity and this surplus storage capacity, as undoubtedly he would not
desire to pay taxes, insurance,-and upkeep on bonded warehouses in
which he would have no whisky stored.

Realizing that to merchandise bottled-in-bond straight Kentucky
bourbon whisky he would have to produce a product which would
properly mature in 4 years, and which would continue to improve in
quality up to the 8-year period, he so set his initial formulas and
practices of distillation. All Kentucky whiskies need at least 4 years'
aging to reach the point at which the whisky is sufficiently cured to
provide a marketable product,.Some Kentucky whiskies are made in
such a manner as not to. reacl maturity until 6: 7 or 8 years of ago.
This is a well known and recognized fact in the industry., The length
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Qf time required for maturing depends upon the grain formula and the
type of distilling process employed.

If the bonded period should be reduced to 4 years, the distiller would
would not have tax-paid storage facilities to store the whisky after
it has been tax-paid while awaiting opportunity to bottle same, for
the very simple reason that when he constructed his plant, such was
not and never had been necessary. The distiller figured that he would
bottle some of his whisky at 4 years of age, some at 5, some at 6, some
at 7, and some at 8, and he built his bottling houses and installed his
bottling equipment to take care of his needs on this basis.

Now, if he is forced to bottle 4-, 5-, 6., 7- and 8-year-old whisky all
at once,.he will not have the equipment or the manpower to accomplish
this job.

In addition, it is now proposed that our glass quota for the first
6 months of 1944 will be limited to 65 percent of the same 6 months
of 1942 under W. P. B. limitation order L-103--B, as amended.

In our plant, we bottled 138,753'cases the first 6 months of 1942,
and 136,291 cases the first 6 months of 1943. If we reduced our 1942
figure to 65 percent, as the'regulation requires, we will have available
for the first 6 months of 1944 90,189 cases.

If the regulation is extended with no further curtailments for the
second 6 months of 1944, we can expect approximately 180,000 cases
for the year.

If the bonded period were reduced to 4 years, all whisky in excess of
4 years of age would have to be bottled immediately. We estimate
that we would have in excess of 4 years approximately 220,275 cases
as of November 1, 1943.

Each month thereafter we would continue to have whisky reaching
and passing 4 years of age, and since we produced more whisky in
the years of 1940 and 1941 than we did in 1938 and 1939, this load
would continue to grow in proportion. -

It is estimated that to bottle all whisky in our warehouses now in
excess of 4 years of age, plus whisky which will become 4 years old
each month for the 12 months of the year, would require 537,540 cases.

When we compare 637.000 cases needed to bottle the whisky with
our proposed quota of 180,000, we see the futility of our position.
Two-thirds of the whisky we will have tax-paid will have to remain
in barrels to evaporate in tax-paid storage, and the one-third that we
will be able tb bottle will amount to 35 percent less than our total
estimated bottling for this year, 1943, and two-thirds, or 358,000
cases which will remain will unfortunately evaporate at the rate of
about 5 percent per year.

As we have already paid the excise tax on this whisky we will
find at the end of the year we have paid one-half million dollars in -
taxes that cannot be passed on to the consumer, because the whisky
has disappeared, and consequently, there is no commodity to which
to add the excise tax. This half million dollars is based on the pro-
posed $9 per gallon tax and not on the Overton graduated-tax scale.

We have still another -regulation of the W. P. B. limitation order
L-31Y, which restricts the usage of paper containers to 80 percent of
the usage in like quarters of the year 1942.

Present estimates indicate that the container regulation is even
more severe than the glass regulation, and thus will curtail bottles
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" avallable for the shipping ,of whisky even further than order
So inuch for the phaical aspt.

Now, for merchandising. The adoption of the 4-year bonded
-'. period would almost immediately wipe out the age-old plan of mer-

ohandising of bulk whisky to individual wholesalers, rectifiers, and
retailers, brokers and investors all over the country, because the pro.

apetive purchaser would not buy current distillations which will not- mature until 4 years, and which cannot be bottled in bond until it has
" • reached 4 years with any margin of safety at al.

By that we mean that when the whisk reaches 4 years the buyer:." has no choice but to tax-pay and bottle the whiskyt even though the
" market may be depressed and he cannot sell his prouct
S Under the present law, he, of cour'N could carry the liquor to 8

years go he presently has a 4.year margin of safety.
The'sale of bulk whisky is the only sales method that the small dis-

tiller can use today, because he cannot compete on a case basis with
-the large distillers, due to limited capital. The adoption of the 4-

" r banded period wuld eliminate all 'the quality brands which
ave -been esfablishedfor older ages. The industry has invested

tremendous sums of money stablishing those brands to meet a very
definite consumer demandfor mature whisky. The Arnerican dis.
tiller will have no fine old whiskies to cozhpete with the Scotch, the
Canadian, and the Irish whiskies of older ages coming into this

- country. This is the position we were in imme itately after the repeal
of prohibition, and this is the position from which we are only now
beginning to recover. A like fate awaits our future export business
if the limitation on age is imposed.

As to the financial phase, the staggering sum of money that would
be needed to pay taxes ukon all whiskies in bonded storage in excess of
4 years of age at one time would be such as to destroy the financial posi-
tion of hundreds of distillers in the cofintry, not only that, but also a
great portion of the licensed rectifiers, the wholesalers and re-
tailers in practically every State in the Union who own warehouse
receipts covering whisky in bond. This huge sum of tax money would
not e saddled on the distillers alone, but would affect the other men-

. tioned licensed liquor ojertors to such an extent that it might force a
great many out of business entirely. Such a need for immediate tax
money would also be placed upon individual whisky investors, brokers,
and banks and investment houses that had accepted negotiable ware-
house receipts as collateral on loans if the borrowing distiller, recti-
fier, wholesaler, retailer, or investor could not raise the funds necessary
for the tax payment of all whiskies in excess of 4 years of a
the banks would find themselves in the whisky business, and they wold
be forced to tax-pay and dispose of the whisky in question. Asuming
the banks had the funds with which to tax-pay the whisky they would
still be hopelessly enmeshed in the intricate Federal and State regula-
tions covering the distribution of the product. •

To give you a rough idea of the tax involved we offer the following:
It is estimated in our small plant that if all whisky in storage in

excess of 4 years of age as of November 1, 1913, were forced out of
bond, plus all whisky maturing to 4 years of age in the ensuing 12
months, we would be faced with a total tax bill during the year oirap-
proximately $11,675,368 at the proposed new tax rate of $9 per regage
proof gallon.
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Thistax figure* of course, only -covers the excise tax on the'whisky
and dbes not include any normal tax on the business itself. Our plant
isa very small one.

Senator WAUm. How much is that in excess of what you pay I
Mr. McCLuxu. This figure, Senator, if I may answer, is based on

the $9.
Senator WAusH. AloneI
Mr. McCuRa Alone. That does not include the Overton amend-

ment. We simply have not had time to pyramid all of these costs.
Senator WA~sH. Would it be very substantial ?
Mr. McC uz. It would be much more than this. Of course, under

the Overton amendment, $9 is the minimum. It runs from $9 at 4 years
old to $16 at 8 years old.

Senator BAwwIr. How much would that $11,000,000 be in excess of
the normal tax you pay in the course of your regular business!Mr. McCwxu. Well, Senator, if we tax-pay as much whisky
year under this proposal as we did last year, the increase in the tax rate
to begin with is 50 percent, so that it would be 50 percent greater if we
tax paid the same amount.

senatorr BAlKLZr. If you had to tax-pay all the liquor you have in
storage that is over4 years of age, which you wouldn't do in the normal
course of business, how much would that requirement, in addition to
the 50 percent increase in rate, require you to pay all at one time I

Mr. VAx WI NKz. I would say that immediately we would have to
borrow five or six million dollars.

Senator l3Anzxir. -Which you would never do in the ordinary saleof your-product I. VAr W n Not a cent. Now, how could we borrow five or

six million dollars when the full resources of our corporation are only
a little over $2,000,000.

Senator BARKLVY. That answers my question.
Mr. McCwiis. Plus this point, Senator, that when the little distiller

roes out to borrow money his greatest asset in the form of collateral
is warehouse receipts. Under the proposed tax rate, the tax is abbut
four arld a quarter times the 0. P. A. selling price on his warehoidse
receipts, so you see his warehouse receipts as collateral would not be
sufficient for him to obtain the mone on that basis.

Senator BA.RxT. In other works if he had to tax.pay all this
liquor and couldn't obtain from the anks or other lending agencies
the money required by putting up warehouse receipts as collateral, the
result would be he would have to dump it on the market in some way
in order to get the money to pay it, and you can't sell it to the general
public in barrels. You have to bottle it.

Mr. VAN WiNKlE. That is right.
Senator BAsxLKI. And you cannot get the bottles with which to do

thatI
Mr. McCLUm- That Is right.
Senator- BAxxy. Under the limitation of the War Production

Board you can't do that, so it puts you up a blind alley, in the face of
an impossible situation from a financial, industrial, and trade view-
point--from any viewpoint.

Mr. VAN Wxm.m That is right.
Senator B3azxzr. I didn't want to interrupt your statement.

1-i-42----42
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Air. MXCuR, I was making the point here that this approximately
eleven and a half million tax Nill on a plant such as ours, which is a
very small independent distillery-we warehouse only approximately
1.2 percent of the total amount of whisky in storage in the United
States. The estimate from the State of Kentucky figures of August

1943, which are the latest authentic ones available, show that iY all
whisky in bond in the State over 4 years of age, plus all the whiskies
maturing to 4 years of age during the ensuing year were forced to be
tax-paid, the whisky excise tax involved would be approximately

L $300,000,000.
As Kentucky stores about 50 percent of the whisky in the Nation,

it would be reasonable to assume the total excise tax bill for the year
for the entire industry to be at least double that of Kentucky, or
$720,000,000.

Senator BAKLEY. That is based on the $9 rate?
Mr. McCuRa.. Yes, sir. These figures are also based, Senator on

the assumption that all vhisky would be withdrawn and bottled as
straight whisky. This sta ering figure of almost three-quarters of
a billion~dollars does not take into account that a lot of this whisky
will be blended with neutral spirits, domestic and imported, on which
there must be paid a like excise tax. The blenders'will thus push the
whisky excise tax bill well over $1,000,000,000 in 1 year.

We quote the Kentucky figures here since they are the only ones we.
have available at this time.

Senator BARKLEY. You base your figures on what is known as alco-
hol proportion in the warehouses in the State of Kentucky I
Mr. McL-roo Yes; and from the A. T. U. f i res we got the total

original proof gallons that were in bond in the Ole United States.
senator BARKLEY. Does this situation affect all of thim practically

alikel
Mr. McCm u . All distillers.
Mr. VAN WINKE. Certainly.
Mr. McCLuR. The removal of this whisky from bond by this force

would immediately deprive all the State and local governments in
whtch it is stored of that potential rd vaiorem tax. Under the 4-year
bonded period the bAnks will drastically reduce the amounts and the
length of their loans to the industry, in our opinion. We cannot
discover as yet who will write the insurance on this tax-paid whisky in
storage. Even at present, we are having difficulty obtaining sufficient
coverage on our current concentrated high values.

Practically every fact that we have given opposing the 4-year bonded
period is also applicable to the 'proposed Overton amendment. After
all, this amendment is in effect a 4-year bonded period. It doesn't
saythat in so many words, but the result is the same.

First, the Kentucky distiller will be faced with the sme problem
of bottling his whisky in bond. It must be at least 4 years of age in
order to comply with the Bottled-in-Bond Act. If it is a day over 4
years of age, this amendment will assess the distiller $2 more per gal-
lon or $6 more per case. It is possible that the day the whisky becomes
48 months old that the bottling house, particularly in the case of a
small distiller where lie has only one bottling premises, and he
switches from bottled in bond to tax paid, and vice versa-that the
bottling house may be bottlingtax-paid whisky, and therefore the dis-
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tiller would be forced to leave his whisky in the bonded warehouse
until the bottling house was clear for bottling in bond.

- This would cause an increase of $6 per case in tax and in the distil-
leries' f. o. b. price to the wholesaler.

It is impossible, physically impossible, for the distiller to withdraw
whisky on the barrelhead-that is the day it becomes a certain age.
All established brands vary slightly in age. If the distiller doesn't
have January distillation, he uses December or November or whatever
the next closest older age is that he has available.' If he hias no 4-year
old, he will use 5-year-old in a 4-year-old brand.

Such a necessit would cause the distiller to have to bill the
same brand at widely varied prices. For example, in our own Old
Fitzgerald, bottled in bond, we have used and are now using today.
whisky ranging from 48 to over 72 months in age, so we could have a
variance in our price, due to the proposed tax variation, of $16.50 per
case at the distillery. Our present 0. P. A. ceiling price on this brand
is $29.25 per case, on a quart basis, f. ob. distillery, including all pres-
ent Federal taxes. If we add to this M29.25 the proposed tax increase of
$9 per case, if we add the freight and State tax and the 0. P. A. mark-
up allowance for the wholesaler and the retailer, this particular case
can be sold by the retailer in Chicago, assuming freight to be 25
cents per case, at the ceiling price of $5.3 per quart. The same
brand containin an older or over 72-months-old whisky, would go to
the consumer at .41 per quart.
a In other words, tliere is a difference of *'2.11 in a quart of whisky,
a difference of 39 percent.

If we. are having trouble today-and we are-with black-market
prices in the liquor industry, think what we will have when it is im-
possible to have a definite price on a given brand, as in this example. -

We have already talked about the shortage of glass, but this shortage
under the Overton amendment,as you mentioned, Senator, would have
the industry on the rack. If we don't remove our whisky from bond,
the tax increases. If we do remove it from bond, we have no glass
to put it in. Of course, when we distilled our whisky 4 years ago in

.December 1939, we unfortunately did not have the W. P. B.'s [ass
quota regulation available. If we had, we would have known
,much whisky to have made at that time.

I would like to ask also how this pyramiding tax plan would be
handled on imports. And, naturally we are interested in that because
we compete with imports. How will this tax plan be handled on a
spirit blend For example, a spirit blind contains 30 percent of
whisky at 7 years of age and 70 percent of neutral spirits made
currently. Won't this tat, through the price of straight whiskies, far
above spirit'blends in comparison, if the tax is based purely on the age?

The same argument made earlier regarding available money-to pay
the taxes applies to this bill also as does the attainment of insurance
for more capital will be required to finance tax-paid whisky and insur-
ance values will be greatly increased.

The apparent purpose of the proposed bill is twofold-to force more
whisky into the market in bottles to ameliorate consumer demand, and,
second, to step up the collection on the per gallon excise tax in the year
1944 at the expense of similar tax collections in subsequent years.

The bill will not force a material amount of whisky into the con-
suniers' hands, because, first, the industry will have great difficulty



-.raising theoney toPpay the tax, which will be well over 6 bihon
S ollars tax advance in the year 1944. The distiller and the rectifier

( .do nAt have the facilities or the manpower to bottle-this abnormal
amoznt of whisky. If we had the facilities, which we do not have,
we still Would nbt have the bottles or the cases.

The liquor industry as a whole has done a phenomenal job of ration-
ing itself and assuring the public of aged whiskies for the duration.
Unfortunately, there are a few in our ranks, just as there are in any
other industry, who have taken advantage of the present-day situa-
tion, but please let us not ju Ige ihe entire" industry by this small
minority. The distillers of this country have turned over their entire
production to the manufacture of alcohol, so essential to the war effort
since October 8,1942, and some of the larger plants turned over their
facilities before that.

Mr. VAN WINslK.. Two years ago.
Mr. McCwmm They haye not sought and have not received fair

profits for their products, but, more important than that, they have
received practically no recognition for their valiant efforts. They are
not looking for commendation and praise, but they do feel they are
entitled to a fair tax bill and to the right to remain in business.

Senator WaxsH. The reason for inviting you to appear is- that the
committee and those In charge of the bill on the floor might know when
this bill is offered on the floor the position of the industry. You have
beeri helpful in that respect regaridless of what action the committee
may take. We are not sure whether the amendment will be offered
on the floor or not, but your information will be helpful to those who'
seek to take your point of view.

Mr. VAN Winxzz. If the bill is incorporated into the tax measure,
we certainly would like to have the time for a real hearing and bring
those bankers and insurance people in here and the others that are
gravely affected.

Senator 3ARKxLy. I would like, for the record, to ask Mr. Van
Winkle a question or two, because I am aware that the bottling,
storage, and sale of liqu6r is, ii a sense, a technical process not under-
stood by everyone, even those in Congress. This whisky which is or-
dinarily on the market, marked "Bottled in bond," means that that
bottle of whisky has remained in a charred barrel within a Govern.
ment-regulated and controlled warehouse for not less than 4 years.
It cannot be bottled in bond under 4 years.

Mr. VA W INK . That is right.
,Senator IWaLRy. You bottle it, and as you bottle it you pay the

tax on it.
Mr. VAx WiNKLE. Not necessarily, Senator.
Senator IIARL MY. When you take it out of the warehouse.
Mr. VAN WixKiL You can bottle in bond and still leave that case

in bond.
Senator BABXLSY. Yes; you can leave it there without the payment

of the tax.
Mr. VA WINKL. Yes, sir.
Senator BARXEIY. But you cannot take it out and put it on the

market without the payment of the taxt
Mr. VAN WINKIu. Certainlypot.
Senator BARKLy. That is indicated by the little green or red

strip of paper that is on every bottle marketed in the United States
now.

Mr. VAN WiNxx . Yes, sir.'



Senator BAsrZ.- Under the present law, and under the custom
of the trade for 50 years, you have the 1 1ht to determine what pro-
portion of your liquor that. is bond shall remain there more tan

4 years, up toas lonas s year and you can fed that out to the
trade as the trade demands it, and it is generally supposed-not that
I know much about it-but it is genera ly believed that a bottle of
liquor-that has a label on it that shows it. is 6 years old or 7 years old
is more desirable than one only 4 years old.

Mr. VAN Wux.ya Yes.
Senator WAwyi. It has a green stamp on it.
Mr. VAi WINkLL The stamp indicates exactly when it was made

and when it was bottled.
Senator BAxrzr. That is a well recognized trade practice and

understanding among all the people interested in the consumption
of liquor, as I understand it.

Mr. VAN WINKML. Yes, sir.
Senator BAAxLY. The distillery in that case, and all cases, owns

and has constructed the warehouse in which this liquor is stored.
Mr. VAN Wnmiu-. Yes, sir.
Senator BARuuy. It is known as a Government warehouse, but

it is not owned or Government constructed.
Mr. VAN W N Xw. The distiller builds the warehouse and the Gov-

ernment carries the key.
Senator BARwK . The Government carries the key.
Mr. VAX WrNx. .'That is right.
Senator BABxLEY. Then when you get ready to bottle it, you have

to have the bottles in which to put it, because they can't put it on the
market in the barrel.

Mr. VAN WInKLE. No, sir.
Senator BARRTLE. During the aging process, whether it is 4 years,

6 years, or 8 years, a certain percentage of that liquor has been
evaporated.

Mr. VAN WINKLE Yes, sir.
Senator BARKIY. Through the process of aging.
Mr. VAN WixNEla Ye, sir.
Senator BwaznY. In 4 years an" ordinary barrel, containing 45

gallons, when it is put into the warehouse, willbe evaporated down
to what 1 •

Mr. VAN Wixm-. That depends entirely on the cooperage, the
character of the cooperage, whether it is good or bad, the way the
distiller takes care of his whisky, whether he takes good care of it,
which a good distiller will do. He will go into a bonded warehouse,
and he will have his men in the bonded warehouse every day. We
have about 20 men that do nothing but hunt leaks, and when we find
a leaker we either stop up that leak-
. Senator BAmuxY. What would be the fair average I have been
told that in the course of 5 or 6 years a 45-gallon barrel will evaporate
down to about 36 gallons. Is that true or not?

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Senator, the Government, after exhaustive
stud y-and I think this Congress recently passed a new.outage bill.
The old outage bill was known as the Carlyle bill-the old outage bill
was hardly adequate to take care of the excess. They have extended
that and the present outage bill is as per this card.

(The card referred to is as follows:)
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PaWo .store In warehouse Mimum Pei ofatongi stiebouse. M&Amum

eask Of ceksof
40 wine n ewine

S Mer thn- Not mor thian-- € More then- Not more tha- e ttl

(Proof) (proof)

No ........... 2 months ....... 1 .5 49 rooths .......... 42 months ...... 0.

2 months ........... months ........ I 43 months .......... 4 ths ....... 1.0
4 months ........... s months...... .0 4 months .......... 45 months ....... 11.0
$mo oth ........... S month ........ 4&0 518 months .......... 1 moths ....... 11.5
I months ........... 10 moths ....... 4. 0 61 mo nths .......... 54 mo ths ..... I.

0 month s .......... 13 ath$ ....... 4 64 m months .......... 37 months...-... M$
U moo ths .......... 14 moths 0 moths .......... moths ....... IL0
I4 month! s .......... is months ....... & O 6 months .......... (l months ..... 1.5
15 months .......... 1 month s ...... .0 6 Smonths .......... E months _... 14.
Is mnths .......... 14 months ...... . 66 mo nths .......... 69 month s ....... Ic.
21 months . 7 months ....... 7.0 6..... n . mnths ....... 1&0
24 months.....27 months 1.. .1 ?l month....... months .... 13.6
7 months .......... 3) moths ....... & 0 7 months .......... 78 months ....... 1& 0
l0 months .......... 33 months ...... 3 . Ta l months .......... II moths ...... 1.5
3 months .......... i6 months ....... 9.0 81 months .......... 14 months ....... 17.0
I months .......... 3 monhs ....... 9.5

No Cuaranty of outage on whis that has been in bond mome than 7 years.

Each 2 months, for example, you can lose one gallon and a half from
the original gaging. If you lose 2 gallons, you pay tax on a half gallon
that you don't get. Down to 4 years you are allowed-I think you
are allowed to lose 11Y gallons. If you lose 1h gallons, you pay a
tax on 1 gallon you don t get,

Now, if your cooperage and your attention to your packages is
proper, you probably won't lose that much,'but you will always haye
some excess.

Now, again,. on" this proposed bill of Mir. Overton's, if we have a
gallon or two excess every day or two, at $,6 a gallon, that would
freak the Bank of England.

Senator CARK. The Federal outage bill is figured on average
experience, isn't it ?

Mr. VAN WJNKiYn. Yes, sir.
Senator CASnK. That is supposed to be the averageI
Mr. VAN Wv, sLE. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. And that is figured in the retail price of liquor;

consideration :s given to the outage in the retail price?
Mr. V W1NKL. Exactly.
Senator BARKLEY. If you were required to pay tax on this at the

end of 4 years, and you couldn't get the bottles 'and had to leave it in
the warehouse, it would continue to evaporate?

SMr. VAN WiNKLE. Exactly.
Senator BARKLEY. So that you would have to pay a tax on liquor

that you don't hive when you take it out ?
Mr. VAN WIN1.,. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. You spoke of the financing of this. As I under-

stand it, most distillers of reasonable size have to finance their opera-
tions through bank loans t

Mr. VAN WINKML Certainly.
Senator BARIKLEY. And that has been recognized because these ware-house receipts representing the liquor in these warehouses controlled
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by the Gove'rinent, and to which it has the key, are negotiable
instruments I

Mr. VAN WINKL. Yes, sir.
Senator BAKrzr. And they are put up as collateral ?
Mr. VAN WnrKLm In large quantities.
Senator BAuKLzY. In large quantities?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Yes, sir.
Senator BASLEy. Do you know offhand, or can you estimate, how

much?
Mr. VAN WINKLM. NO; I can't, Senator, because we haven't had

the time to go into that. Ve could get a good deal of the information
on that in the course of a little while, butl know one thing, that I was
reliably informed just since I have been here, that there is aank in Chi-
cago lending $48,000 000 on warehouse receipts. Now, suppose, for
example, the people that have banked that paper, when the time comesto tax pay this whisky under this schedule, c amp down on us. That
bank is not going to loan enough money to taxpay that whisky and we
will have to abandon it, and the banks will find themselves with
millions of dollars of Government whisky on their hands, and you
can't get any insurance on it. Don't forget that. We can hardly get
insurance-now, and if we had this load on it no insurance company
in the country could carry it.

Senator BARKLEY. In other words, if this should become law you
would be compelled, in addition to what has been already borrowed
on the warehouse receipts, representing this liquor, to go and borrow
more money to pay the tax?

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Borrow 10 times as much.
Senator BARxLEY. Then you would be compelled, in order to get

that mbney, if you got it at all, to put it on the market at bnce, and
you can't do that without the bottles to bottle it.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Exactly so.
Senator BARKLEY. So it leaves you up a blind alley.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Absolutely.
Snator WALSH. Do you want the committee to consider further

witnesses if the matter assumes serious proportions?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. We certainly do, Senator.
Senator WAIsii. Very well.
Mr. Walker.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE FRANK C. WALKER, POSTMASTER
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

Senator WASiu. I suppose you wish to discuss with the committee
the proposed tax on postage I

M'r. WALKER. Yes; I do. I do it with some hesitation, Senator.
I wouldn't want you to think I am presumptuous, coming here on my
own. I was not asked here, but a representative from the office was,
but I was very interested in the problem at hand, and thought I would
personally like to present our views on the matter.

Senator WALsH. We will be pleased to hear you.
Mr. WALKER. I am somewhat handicapped. I did not know I was

to appear until 11:30 this morning. In order to facilitate matters
I did draft very hurriedly a statement that I would like to present to



f the coalimittee.', At a later time it is agreeable to the committee,
• :." . and they want further information, I would like to submit a further

statement or brief.
Senator WALsH. That can be done.

* Mr. WaLmm. I have given careful consideration to the tax bill as itrelates to the ro increases in po al revenues. Based on the
amount of mail handled during the fiscal year 1913 and assuming that
there would be no decreases in volume because of increased rates, the
following increases would be had in postal revenues:

* . BEwmcied 1948
Estmated Additional
nutmbe Ravenus I rqveeamoumb H. R. Wt87

Vlrstlcbw heal dallvety........4. 34156K000 186050 I cents to 3ceMau .H0%416100
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hkdctb.lm .................... 0.000 ,00oo0 Double .............. ll 00010D
four daCsU ..................... 7,06.,00 ioo O0 Eo pte. .......... _3W0800 o 0* So a tto e a l . . . .... . ...2: : 2 ' : " . s. o oo0 1 9 1, 0 00o I l e e t . . . . . . . . . . . 6 7 . 0. 0
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TOW ................... ................ 4K6,M6000 ...................... 17638000
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Senator CLArK. That is the total increase under the House bill?
Mr. Wimuma. Assuming the tiansactions do not decrease.
Senator CLaK. If the volume remained the same, it- would increase

the revenue from carrying the mail about $119,000,0001
Mr. WALKER. Correct, sir.
The Post Office Department does not wish, however, to make an

estimate of what these proposed increased postage fates will bring.
There are too many factors entering into the problem, and past experi-
ence is not necessarily a good guide.

Here is some history for your information. The rate on
local letters wis changed from 2 to 3 cents July 6,1932. The number
of pieces of mail decreased apparently on account of increased postage
from 4,183,000,000 to 2,702,000,000. TJ he rate was put back to 2 cents
on July 1, 1933, and the mailings on local letters gradually increased
until in 1942 they were approximately what they were in 1932.

There was, of course, a downward trend in business in 1932 and 1933
and the decrease in local letter mail was not entirely due to increased
postage rates.

Senator CLma. Mr. Postmaster General, if I might interrupt there,
let me see if I understand this figure correctly. Js it true that when
the rate is increased the net revenues of the Post Office Department
decrease?

Mr. WALKER. Decrease; correct, sir.. In 1932 and 1933, however,
business did decline, as the Senator will remember.

Senator CLARi. I understand.
Mr. WAALxR. The rate on post cards (picture post cards) was in-

creased from I to 2 cents on April 15, 1925. The result was the tre-
mendous decrease in revenues on this class of matter. It was esti-
mated at the time that this amgunted to over $8,000,000.
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Personally, from-studies I have inade of this, I believe itis exces-
sive but therewas, in any event, a large loss of revenue.

The rate of Government,- hinted postal cards was increased from
I to 2 cents on November 3, 1917. During 1916 and 1917 there were
printed for the Post Office Department 2,160,000,000 of these cards.
During 1918 and 1919 there were printed but 1,174,000,000 cards.
The rate was reduced to 1 cent on February 24,1919.

It is because of these experiences that I have been loath to recom-
mend to the Congress an increase in our postal rates on special serv-
ices without having exact and dependable information.

Upon taking up my duties as Postmaster General I found that there
was a surprising lack of such data on hand and that the great increases
in postal business during the last few years had prevented our admin-
istrative officers from giving the attention they would have liked to
this vital problem.

Every effort was made bjme to develop a fact-gathering organiza-
tion and some headway was made, but depleted forces and insuf-
ficient funds prevented the headway being made that I would have
liked. I presented our difficulties to Congress and last year $50,000
was appropriated for. the services of trained business executives-and
accountants to assist in our studies. Adidtional funds were allowed
also for the assignment of eight experienced postal men for research
and development work.

I might say that the year previous, which was shortly after my first
year in office was completed, I made a recommendation at that time
along the same lines.

In the- 6% months since this money has been available excellent
progress has been made.

The services of Mr. Charles A. Heiss and Mr. Allan B. Crunden,
former comptroller and assistant comptroller of the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co., who have wide experience in problems similar
to our own and experience in fixing of rates, were obtained-by me.
They have brought about'improvements in our fact-gathering meth-
ods. They have cooperated with me and my subordinates in devising
what they believe is a scientific revision of our postal rate and special
services problems. I expect fully to be able within 60 days to sug-
gest changes affecting our entire rate structures, both postal and
special services.

Under authority granted by the Seventy-eighth Congress, approved
June 7 1943, the President is authorized during the period ending
June A, 1945, to proclaim such modifications of postage rates as after
a survey by him le may deem advisable by reason of increase in busi-
ness, interests of the public, or the need of the Postal Service.

Acting under this authority, I hope to be able within the next 60
days to propose changes in our postal rates on parcel post and third-
class mail and, possibly, second-class mail, which will eliminate to a
considerable extent at least, the losses of some $18,000,000 on parcel
post and $24,000,000 on third-class matter. We Want to make these
changes in such a manner that we will continue to retain our business
and not tax it out of existence.

Changes in our special services rates must be through congressional
action. Studies have been completed on our special delivery, money
order, registered, insured, and C. 0. D. services, and I hope to begin
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transmitting to the Congress within the neat 3 weeks data for pro-
posed legislation for increase of rates for these services that can be

I retizie th amount of work and study made by the Ways and

Means Committee and by you gentlemen concerning postal rates. I
do wish, however, because of the fact that you gave me money 5i
months ago to make a study of this vast and complicated problem,
that you would permit the Post Offic Department to make changes
in postage rates through Presidential proclamation, under your au-
thority, as I believe you will find that we have done a good job in a
limited time. Should it be found that you cannot'approve the results
of our work, the authorit$' to change the rates can be readily taken
away and rates made through legislative action.

I wish also that you would permit the Department to present legis-
lation for changes for.the rates of our special services, as such changes
will be made as the result of study by experienced postal officers and
the trained business specialists obtained by me from the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Senator BiaRiay. One question that you may or may not want to
answer. The people in Congress, all of us, feel pretty well justified
that the Post Office Department is self-sustaining. That is, it re-
ceives enough revenue from mailings to pay the expense of carrying
the mails to the people. It has never been regarded as a money-
making institution for the Government, outside of the services it ren-
ders. What is your opinion, if you care to express it, on the pro-
priety of using the Post Office Department and the mailing facilities
" orthe purpose of making-up revenues for other purposes t

Mr. WALER. I feel very decidedly, Senator, that the Postal De-
partment is a service agency. I think there has been a fine tradition
in the Postal Department, and I think we should adhere to that
policy. I don't think it should be made a money-making agency.. I
think it should carry itself, and I see no reason why that should not
be done. Over the years it is true that we have not done it, but I
see nn reason why we cannot keep our finger on the pulse of the busi-
ness of the country and watch the Department closely and arrange our
revenues and allocate them to each special service that we have, so.
that each special service bears iti own fair proportional part, and I
think the Department can be made in a businesslike fashion to carry the
load, but I don't think it should ever be the desire that it be made a
profit-making organization.

Senator CLARK. This may not, be a fair question to ask you, because
you may not be in a position to make any definite forecast, but if you
have an impression in your mind as to what will be the effect on the
revenue if the changes you contemplate making go into effect-in
other words, do you think it will decrease or increase the revenue?

Mr. WALKER. You-mean based upon the proposed changes that the
Department contemplates?

Senator CA.K. Yes; and considering all other factors that will have
any bearing on it. Do you think if these changes are put into opera-
tion the income will be larger or smaller?

Mr. WALKER. I am hoping we can get the revenue commensurate
with the service we are rendering, and not interfere with the kind and
character of service we are giving. In other words, I think certain
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parts of the'mail service are not carrying their correct proportion, but
don't want to add a heavy burden to any articular class of service,

and I don't think that is necessary at all. f would rather not at this
time express a definite view as to w',at changes should be made. We
are making a survey, as I indicated, of our second-class mail. I don't
feel that great changes should be inade in that at all. I think in some
cases they have been poking a lot of fun at us about Esquire, but I
think there are certain kinds and characters, of magazines it was
never contemplated should come under the heading of giving current
information or'devoted to the arts and sciences. Some of these maga-

"zines cost us as high as $350,000 to $500,000 a year. I don't think
that Ben Franklin and some of the men who encouraged these sub-
sidies in the early days'ever intended it should go to a certain type.
I think magazines and newspapers that really are dedicated to con-
veying current information or dedicated to the arts and sciences come
under that rule, but I see no reason why we should subsidize some
magazines that I don't think come under that category.

Senator CtAnx. I didn't ask you to be specific, but I just wondered
if you had formed any impression as to what would be the result in
the agIregate.

ir VWALKER. I think an analysis and examination of second-, third-,
and fourth-class mail, and tl-e special services, such as money orders
and registered mail will place us in a position where in some instances
we might cut, and in other instances we might increase, but that each
particular service will bear its fair proportion without working any
hindrance to any business enterprise or interfering with the fine char-
acter of service carried on by the Postal Department over the years.

Senator CL.ucK. Mir. Postmaster General, I am particularly inter-
ested in the subject of air mail and air-mail rates an air-mail services.
As I understand it, the House bill increased the rate from 6 cents an
ounce to 8 cents an ounce.

Mr. WALKER. Yes; it does, Senator.
Senator CLARK. Now, it seems to me, and I should like you to check

my information on that, it seems to me that the cordd shows that the
decrease in air-mail rates--and I think air mail is very important. It
is not only the poor man's telegraph but it is in many ways superior
to the telegraph for a great many purposes for everybody-but the
increase in that revenute to the Government has accompanied a reduc-
tion in air-mail rates; is that correct?

Mr. WALKER. I think in the main that is correct.
Senator CLARK. For instance, when you started out in 1927, when

you had an air-mail rate of 10 cents for half an ounce or fraction
thereof, you never got abofe 400,000 pounds of air mail. Then when
the rate was reduced to 5 cents for the first ounce, 10 cents for each ad-
ditional ounce or fraction you increased the air-mail carriage and the
net revenue from that to the Government, although at that time it was
a minus quantity. Then, when you increased the rate to 8 cents for the
first ounce, and 13 cents for each additional ounce or fraction, there was
a substantial diminution. Then, in July 1934, when you imposed a
rate of 6 cents for each ounce or fraction, the carriage at that time was
a little over 400,000 pounds, and that has gone up to 2,000,000 pounds;
isn't that correctI

Mir. WALKER. Yes.

657



'Senator Ctams. At the present rate. In other. words, thot accom-
ni-pied a diminution in the rate. Now, originally the Air-mkil postage
t business was a loss to the Goverament. It was a subsidy paid to the air
lines; isn't that correct,

M r. WArmn. Correct, Senator.-Senator (,Aa Butby the reduction in the rate and the selling
campaign carried oD by the Department and by the air lines and every.
body else to make this service desirable to the people of the United
States it has come to the point now that it is so far from being a
subsidy that there is a net revenue paid, I understand, for this year
of $30 000,000

Mr.W . My assistant, Mr. Purdum, is particularly proud of his
air mail.

Senator CLARK. I think he should be proud of it. The point I am
getting at is whether we increase or decrease the net revenue to the
Post Office .epartment--and that is the primary consideration--by
increasing the rate. It isimy theory, based on the statistics of previous
operations, that you are likely, by increasing the rates, to decrease the
net return to the Federl Government.' Don't you think that is a fair
statement I

Mr. WALKER. I think there are other factors in it, but in the main I
think I agree with you, Senator. Our air mail has increased more in
the last year than in any other-one period. We had about half of our
airplanes taken out of the domestic service approximately 8 or 1D
months ago. Our air mail increased 15 percent in that period. We
have been handling about 75 percent increase in air mail with half
the number of domestic planes we used last year. That tends to prove
your argument.
. Senator Crn. . In other words, the theory of the House increase in

rates is based on a very simple computation; if the volume remains the
same and you increase the rates, you increase the revenue by the same
percentage you increase the rate.

Mr. WALKXr. That does not apply in business.
Senator CLARx. But if the increase in rates brings about a diminution

in volume, you decrease the revenue to the same extent, don't you ?
Mr. WA LKE. Yes: and I think it would.be a serious mistake to do it

arbitrarily. I am in accord with you, Senator. I recently told the
Civil Aeronautics that I would, with great hesitation and with much
thought and consideration, give any further subsidiaries to air com-
panies. I think they are getting on a basis where they are becoming
entirely unnecessary.

S.nator CLA. With few exceptions they are not on a subsidy basis,
but they are actually rendering a profit to the Post Office Depart-
ment, which they ought to do. That same thing generally runs
through all the postal structure, does it notI

Mr. WALKER Yes.
Senator CLARK. What I mean to say is, you have to consider the

factor of increase o. decrease in rates and the volume of traffic, to
arrive at the question whether it is a revenue-producing change or
not.

Mr. WALKFB. Yes, we do. Take on your third-class mail. Third.
class mail, oil account of the fact that we are doing no national
advertising today, third-class mail-dropped about 20 percent, I think.



We had a drop from 1941 to' 1942 of 11 percent, from 1942 to 1943 of
10 percent; we will have an additional drop in our third-classi mail
this year i and if you double the rate, and you have this drop of 11 per-
centi 10 percent, and there will be an additional drop this year, if you
add 5 percent on it they just won't be able to use third-class mail at all.

S senator CLAx. What I am getting at, it is not possible for any
man or any set of men to just get together and take the figures on
postal operation of the last year and figure that by increasing them
10 percent you increase the revenue 10 percent. You might decrease
it 10 percent.

M . WAL-nm Or you might decrease it 20 percent.
Senator CLARK. You might decrease the volume more than you

increase the revenue.
Mr. WALY=, I am entirely in accord with that thought, and I think

it would be very bad if we arbitraril increase the rates.
Senator C(Ka. It seems to me that all the considerations in the

House bill revolve about the theory that the volume will remain the
same and that by increasing the rate you automatically, to the same
extent, increase the revenue.

Mr. Waust. Yes.
Senator CLasxK Whereas in practice that has not been true, has it?
Mr. Wmxn. It has not,
Senator CLARK.' You certainly have got to consider the effect of an

increase in rates on your volume.
Mr. WALSm. You would put a lot of magazines and papers out of

business.
Senator CLRx. As I understand, this cost provision is not intended

as an aid to the postal operation at all. It does not profess to be that.
It is supposed to be an increase to the general account in the Treasury.

Mr. NALKER. It is for tax purposes.
Senator CuAR. It seems to me that unless they consider all the

factors that enter into the postal operation it may have the exactly
reverse effect on the general revenue.

Mr. WA .KER. I don't want to find myself in the position of telling
either the Ways and Means Committee or your committee what tQ; do,
but from the standpoint of the Department I think it would be very
regrettable if they arbitrarily fixed rates.

Senator CLARK. I am not asking you to volunteer anything.
Mr. WATKR. ; don't want to find myself in the position of trying to

tell your committee what to do, and I don't feel that way about it,but
I think it would be very regrettable if we did not have the opportunity
of making a study, such as we have been making. We have lost 33,000
men in the service. I haven't nearly enough men in my inspection
service or in other departments. Our, volume of mail has increased
terrifically.

I did get $&0,000 to make this analysis, and I think we are doing a
good job. I think it would be regrettable not to take advantage of that
study.

Senator CrAR. I want to ask you a very plain question and you
don't have to answer it unless you feel like doing iL You started out
your statement by giving us some figure on net increases in revenue,
based on the present volume of postal operations. You don't have to
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answer this if you don't have the figures that justify you in answeringit. iD6 you believe that these increases in the House proposal would
actually increase the national revenue at all I

Mr. WA xum. On your local delivery I gave you a pretty good ex-
ample of what .we earned formerly. On air mail, in view of the
demand for air mail, we might get an increase, but I wouldn't.want
to venture an opinion; on third-class I am satisfied not only you would
not get $0,000,000 increase, but I am satisfied we wouldn't get as much
revenue as we are getting today. On fourth-class, by reason of the
soldiers being overseas, we might hold our own on parcel post. I doubt
it. But we are playing right into the hands of the express companies.
If we double our rates ina lot of situations, or if we increase our rates,
it would not be good business. We have to make a study of the differ-
ent zones.

In some places I think our rates are higher than theirs, in others
lower. I don't want to interfere with private business, but I think
we should be on a basis where they are not going t9 take the business
away from us, and iri sonie of these situations they would do just that.
On money orders and registered mail and insured mail, I think we are
giving a fine service for little money. I think we could put on some
increase that would not hurt the public. On the other hand, if we go
up too high, it will just throw the business into the banks and they
will use cecks and som~e of them will send money through the mails.

Senator WALasH. Could the increased rates, as a result of the study
you contemplate recommending, be enacted by Executive order?

Mr. WALzE. On our special services we have to have legislation.
That is, the money orders and insurance and special delivery and
registered mail and seivices of that kind. We have to get legislation
for that, which I am proposing to submit. Temporaril I think we
can get an Executive order on these others, but 1woud like to see
legislation eventually. This is the first time in 24 years that we have
had a surplus in the Postal Department.

Senator WALSH. I understood you to say your studies provide for
instituting the changes you will recommend through an Executive
order.

Mr. WALKER. Congress has given us authority to do this by Execu-
tive order in all cases except special services.

The CHAIIAN. Thank you, Mr. Walker.
Senator WAnsH. Mr. Parker.

STATEMENT OF LOVELL H. PARKER, REPRESENTING THE FOREST
INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE ON TIMBER VALUATION AND TAXA-
TION

Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Lovell H. Parker, Edmonds Building, Washingtou, D. 0.
I appear in behalf of the Forest Industries Committee on Timber Val-
uation and Taxation. Our committee is representative of those who
own forest property in all parts of the United States; such as timber
operators, loggers, lumber manufacturers, operators of pulp and paper
projects, and naval stores operators.

Our committee is convinced that certain inequalities and discrim-
inations exist in present Fedqal income-tax laws as applied to the
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timber industry which should be taken care of in the pending bill.
We will first describe these conditions' and then will suggest a fair
and equitable remedy based on long-recognized and well-establishedtax prnnciples.The most glainginequality resulting from the operation of the

present tax law in the case of timber owners and operators arises from
the fact that a timber owner who cuts his own timber does not get
the benefit of the capital gains treatment which he would get if'he
sold his timber outright on the stump.

Under the capitaF-gains provision of existing law only one-half
of the gain arising from the sale of a capital asset held over 6 months
is included in the taxable income of individuals. Furthenrore, a
maxx:pum effective rate of 25 percent is provided for both individuals
and corporations. Thus, all taxpayers, whether with large incomes
or with small, receive substantial tax relief, which relief should be
extended to taxpayers who cut their own timber. Standing tiiiber
is certainly a capital asset, and it is proper that it should receive this
capital-gains treatment, and it does when it is sold outright to another.
However, if the timber owner cuts his own timber,'he is denied this
capital-gains treatment and, therefore, all increment in value from
the date of acquisition to the date of cutting is taxed as ordinary income
at the maximum applicable income tax rate. This is true even though
this increment in value has accrued over a lotig period of years.

At present tax rates the above inequality is very serious. It prac-
tically forces timber owners to sell timber which they should, for
sound business reasons and in the public interest, cut themselves. For
example, it can readily be computed that, under the rates of present
law, if a man sells his timber outright before cutting at a profit of
$150,000 his tax will be $37,500 and he will have $112,500 left after
taxes. On the other hand, if he cuts his own timber and then realizes
the same profit his tax will be at least $107,512 and he will have only
$42,488 left after taxes. It must be apparent that a tax saing of
$60,000 on a profit of $10,000 furnishes a. very compelling argument
for a man to sell his timberoutright instead of cutting it himself.
Many operators bought their timber over 30 years ago and over those
years the value of the timber has more than doubled.

The inequality in tax just pointed out is not confined t6 large trans-
actions. For instance, in the example just given, if the profit had been

0,000 instead of $150,000, the tax saving by outright sale would
have been approximately $7,260. The same inequality exists in the
case of very small transactions and of taxpayers with very small
incomes. Corporations are in practically the same situation as indi-
viduals. The corporation which sells its timber outright pays a maxi-
mum tax of 25 percent, while the corporation which cuts its own timber
pays a tax of from 40 to 80 percent. 

The timber industry does not now receive, and has not for the last
25 years received, the special tax treatment accorded to practically all
other natural-resource industries. The special treatment referred to
in the case of these other industries was inaugurated in 1tp18, atnd the
method then used has since been perfected and given more general
application. Through percentage depletion, the great natural resource
industries producing oil and gas, metals, and coal, have been encour-
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For petroleum .------------------------------------------------------ 20
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There are other inequalities and discriminations. Another ine-
quslity arises because of a recently adopted policy of the Bureau of
internal Revenue. Under this policy, a timber owner who sells his
timber on a so-called cutting contract, under which he retains an
economic interest in the property, is held to have leased hib property
and is denied the capital-gains treatment formerly allowed.

A discrimination also exists in the treatment of the development
expenses incurred in connection with the forest industry in comp an-
son with the development expenses incurred in the case of oil andgas
wells. Expuditures for planting, pruning, thinning, trails, roads,
fire lines, and st, forth, could consistently be considered development
expenses and be allowed as deductions from gross income.

The principal inquality of existing tax law affeting timber owners
and operators which. puts the taxpayer who cuts his own timber at a
serious tax disadvantage-in comparison with the taxpayer who sells
his timber outright cah be cured by a fairly simple amendment to the
Internal Revenue Code providing that--

flOEOSAL NO. 1

In connection with the cutting of timber, the excess of the fair market value
of such timber at time of cutting oitr its regular depletion allowance- (its ad-
Jutted cost or March 1, 1918, value) shall be recognized as a capital gain (as it
actually is) and taxed at the capital gains rate Instead of at the ordinary rates as
at present.

Senator WAwS. What is the present rate, 25 percent?
Mr. PARxat. That is the capital-gains rate. The other rate, of

course, is the graded rate. For individuals, it is re 1ly25 percent. It
is the effective rate--50 percent of 50 percent. You take 0 percent of
the income into account, and then tax it 50 percent. Such an amend-
ment would not only cure the principal inequality now existing as be-
tween taxpayers within the industry, but it would also go far in remov-
ing the principal discrimination now existing against the timber in.
dusty in comparison with the other natural resource industries which
receive special tax treatment appropriate to them.



The inequality mentioned with respect to timber owners who sell
their timber under so-called cutting contract can be cured in a similar
manner by an amendment to the Internal Revenue Code providing
that-

Where an owner sells his timber on a cutting contract under the terms of which
he retains an economic Interest In the property, the excess of the price received
over the basts of the timber in the hands of the taxpayer shall be recognized as
capital gain and taxed as such.

The discrimination which exists in connection with charging off
development expenses can be cured by an amendment to the Internal
Revenue Code providing that-

PROPOSAL NO. 3

The taxpayer may write off as current expense any expenditures which he
makes primarily for forest protection, conservation, or Improvement, or for re-
forestation.

The technical amendments necessary to carry out the above-men-
tioned proposals are submitted with this statement but will not bo
read unless the vomrmittee so desires.

Wise public policy is to encourage forestry. The amendments are
urged in order to cure serious inequalities and discriminations, but it
should be clearly recognized that their enactment will also remove a
great deterrent to the practice of forestry by private owners.

Senator CLARK. These manufacturers who have gone in for re-
forestation and protection and conservation, they are covered over s
period of years. - I

Mr. PARKER. Yes sir.
Senator CLARK. fow are they to be deducted from the timber con-

verted into lumber I
Mr. PARKR. Our amendment would make it optional with the tax-

payer whether to deduct it from his ordinary income or not. If he
started what they call a tree farm, if he started to plant trees, and he-
was not going to receive any income at all from the property for 20
years, he would likely, probably capitalize those expenditures. On the,
other hand, if he is operating, cutting timber, and planting some, and
going on on a continuous basis, whereby he gets an annual income, he
would in many cases like to charge the development expense on new
tracts of property to his current income.

Senator CLARK. That is assuming he is in the business of buying
timberlands and cutting timber. But the man who first cuts o a
his timber and thereafter wants to reforest, how would he handle it I

Mr. PAFRKEa. He would have to capitalize it. If he has cut all his
timber off-and that is the reason it is made optional-and that is not
a new departure. As I pointed out in the oil industry they allow de-
velopment expense to be capitalized or expensed at the option of the
taxpayer.

Senator Czri. It seems to me that we ought to encourage re-
forestation, improvement of land that has been cut off b offering some
inducement to have that done; maybe by allowing deductions as you
suggest.

o9i31-44---3
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Mr. PAmum-The main'part of that reforestation, I think will be
done bX people in that business that have an income from business
currently., ' • , i

Senator CLanK Yes.
Mr. PARKER. And they would like to charge that off against their

current income, because that does of course somewhat reduce their
tax but it gives them some money to spend.

senator CAnRK It would be an inducement for them to reforest.
Mr. PARKEm. That is correct .
Senator CtAnx. Very well.
Mr. P iam. Indeed, good forest management will be strongly

stimulated by such amendments and the long range plan of the forest
industries to bring about the continuous productivity of the for-ts
will be fulfilled. The amendments are-of enormous public interest.,
-for they would tend strongly to-

(1) Impr6e the-protection of forests.
(2) Improve the reproduction of forests after cutting or fire.

* (3) Increase the average volume growth per acre and-improve the
quality of the wood produced.

(4) Stabilize the holding of forest properties in the same owner.
ship and management over long periods of time-an essential of
sound forest management

(5). Create, develop, and expand "tree farns"-sustained yield of
forest-management units.

(6) Give greater economic security to labr to forest industries,
and to communities dependent upon ,forest production.

(7) Increase' forest resources of the United States.
(83 Stabilize forest-industry operations, resulting in greater true

net income available for Federal income taxation--,'bus preserving
and enhancing a substantial source of Federal income.

The enactment of the proposed amendments would be a constructive
at of wise public policy; it would expand forest productivity to
meet the great future demands for forest products; it would put the
industry in a position where it could furnish a substantial amount
of post-war employment,

FinalilY, lumber has become one of the most critical war materials.
Production of paper and other forest products is likewise deficient.
Yet the present tax laws discourage and severely penalize log and
lumber production at the very time that the national interest re-
quires more production. Especially is this true in the case of tim.
bar which has been carried for a long period of years and on which
the deductible allowance under the present tax laws is only a small
fraction of its present replacement value.
* If Congress wants to promote a general practice of forestry on
privately owned forest lands, it will eventually modify these laws
along the lines which we have proposed. We urge you to do it now-
in the interest of forestry, of post-war employment and of maximum
war production of forest products now.

In conclusion, it is recognized that this committee is especially
anxious to conserve the time devoted to these hearings. Much more
could and should be said, but inasmuch as a full statement was made
on this subject before the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House on October 14 of this year, it need not be repeated here.
Copies of the record referred to have been filed with the clerk of
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your committee for your convenience. This record shows that our
proposals On their merits made a favorable impression on the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means.

In closing, I wish to point Qut the great hazards the timber indus-
try faces such as fire, insects, disease, wind, and so forth. As a prac-
tical matter these hazards cannot be insured against. In my opinion
these hazards are as great as.the hazards and uncertainties of any
other natural resource industry. Rcasonablo reserves aie necessary
to meet lows from the causes mentioned, and to encourage future
development.

The treatment the forest-industries committee urges is justified
(1) in order to allow forest owners and operators to manage their
properties according to sound business practices instead of being
governed by tax considerations; (2) in order to correct present seri-
ous tax discriminations; (3) in order to give a tax treatment suitable
to the circumstances of the industry, which without the possibility
of insurance, must face serious physical ana economic hazards over
long periods'of time; (4) in order to put the industry in a position
where it can meet present needs and provide post-war employment;
and (5) in order in the public interest to promote better protection
of forests, and to encourage and expand the practice of forestry.

The forest-industries committee pleads for this treatment in this
bill, made applicable to the year 1943 and subsequent years. The in-
dustry will.even then be 25 years behind the other industries in
receiving the special'tax treatment Properly applicable to it.

],r. Chairman, I have cut my statement as much as possible, and
as you stated, I brought with me three witnesses, who are' practically
all connected with the timber industry, and can give you their troubles
at first hand.

Senator CLARK. If your amendment were adopted, what effect
would that have on the revenue?

Mr. PARKER. I think in the long run that it would show no loss to
the Government, and possibly a greater revenue, because you would
maintain the industry in a condition where it could make money and
pay the, tax. There might be some slight loss in the first year or
two that this new proposal was in effect.

Senator CLAnx. As I understand your position, it is you think the
timber industry has been somewhat discriminated against and should
be given the same treatment given to mining ?

Mr. PARKES. I do, Senator. I don't think !hey have received com.
parable treatment, and the same treatment ;,ight be asked for, but
it doesn't seem, after careful study to be available to the timber in.
dustry in the same form as is provided in the case of the other natural
resources.

Senator WAr. Thank you.
The CIAIRMAN. Mr. Thompson.

STATEMENT OP DAVE THOMPSON, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
ANGELINA COUNTY LUMBER CO.

Mr. Thorso.. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
my name is Dave Thompson, I am secretary.treasurer of Angelina
County Lumber Co., with whom I have been associated for the past
80 years. This company was founded in Hoy 188", 56 years ago,
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when it began lumber manufacturing operations at Kelty Tek., and
has through the years continuously operated without interru tion to
this date. It is the oldest lumber manufacturing institution in Texas
from the standpoint of same location, and has had almost no change
in ownership, and is managed by the son of the founder.

The company. owns a little in excess of 100 000 acres of land, a large
percentage of which was owned as of March 1, 1913, although there
have been some purchases and sales since that date. The March 1,
1913, value of timber has been largely depleted. Subsequent pur.-
chases of land and merchantable timber along with good forestry
practices, lead us to believe that if Federal tax laws permit, we can
operate perpetually with the timber we have and are growing, sub-
ject, of course, to the natural hazards to which timber is subject and
against which we cannot insure ourselves.

The management of this company began good forestry practices
many years ago and has employed technical and trained forest per-
sonnel in an effort to so"manage its timber supply as to achieve con-
tinuous operations. It has required tedious and expensive reforesta-
tion practice over the years to increase both growth and quality of its
timber resources. Now we are wondering whether we were right
in adopting this policy and are questioning whether we .can afford
to continue it. In this respect our company is more or less typical
of lumbering and other forest industries over the Nation, whose future
existence in continuous ownership and good management depends
upon tax treatment which at least does not confiscate our capital in-
vestment.

Our company had a timber depletion allowance of $2.08 M feet
on timber which we cut from the latter part of 1938 through most of
1912. During this time a small percentage of other timber acquired
in more recent years was cut on which 'we had a depletion allowarie
ranging from $3.85 in 1939 to $7.97 M feet log scale in 1942. The
timber cut and depleted at $2.08 M feet log scale had a inarket value
of $8. The low basis of cost for depletion of this timber cut, namely,
the residue of our 1913 valuations, or cost, resulted in false earnings
and highest surtax and/or excess profits tax as on most of the in-
crease in growth and value of our timber accumulated during the
past 30 years.

I have gathered depletion data from other Texas manufacturers
together with a record of timber sales in East Texas by the United
States Forest Service, tbi Texas Forest Service, also sales by farmers
and other snall landowi:ers. I wish here to state that United States
Forest Service sales during the past 5 years, of millions of feet of
pine stumpage in our part of East Texas resulted in prices ranging
from $8.35 per M1 feet in 1938 to as high as $15.56 per At feet in 1943.

From these figures, which I would like to file for youx examination,
you will observe that manufacturers who are cutting their own timber
ar6 allowed as ft tax reduction substantially less than the value of
the timber and in some instances practically no deduction whatever.

The value of timber like ours is necessarily accumulated over a long
period of time, during which it is grown findr practice of good
forestry involving selective cutting, often replanting, *policing, pro-
tection from fires and other hazards. Yet, in our owo case under our
present Federal tax laws, the increment or appreciation in value
above the 1913 depletion base or cost is regarded- as realized during

6W6
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the year in which it is cait, and all realization above that basis is taxed
as ordinary income at full normal and excess-profits rates. We can,
of course, sell our timber'outright to somebody else and be subject
only t0 the capital gains tax of 25 percent. But we don't want to do
that. We want to produce lumber for the war, and we want to keep
our timber and our timber lands growing more timber so that we can
provide employment after the war. We are doing just that, but we
are being severely and u.ifairly penalized b use or every $10 worth
of trees we are now cutting into lumber we will realize after taxes
only about $3.60 which does not go very far toward enabling us to
replace these capital assets which we are using up. Also, there are
other companies in the South which have no tax deduction whatever
on their timber which they have held for tnany years. They are being
penalized even more severely.

Under the present Federal tax provision many forest industries,
owning their own timberlands will be forced to discontinue opera-
tions and sell, thus destroying continuity of ownership and discourag-
ing productive management of forest properties. Again when forest
industry corporations distribute by dividend to stockholders the small
earnings left after taxes, the stockholders likewise, if in a high brac-
ket, are left in many instances not over 10 to 15 percent of the re-
placement value of the timber.

Mr. Parker has suggested to you a simple and practical remedy for
this situation. If you will amend the income-tax law and permit the
increase in value of the timber grown or held over a long period of
years to be taxed as a capital gain, regardless of whether it is sold
outright, sold on a cutting contract, or cut and manufactured by the
owner, you will largely remedy this inequitable and intolerable situa-
tion. The amendments proposed by Mr. Parker should be enacted
now, They will help forestry and they will.help war production.
The amendments which he proposes are fair. They give no forest
owner an advantage over other forest owners. They can be. readily
administered. They are consistent with the tax treatment of other
natural resources.

The Federal Government already owns over one-sixth of our forest
area, to assure a future supply of forest products and to protect our
resources, such as wildlife, prevention of soil erosion, etc. Tens of
millions of dollars a year are expended by the Government for these
purposes. - If Congress will provide us a fair basis for taxing income
from the cutting of timber grown or held for a substantial period,
expenditures will gradually decline because it will be in our own inter-
est to maintain our forest lands in a productive condition growing more
trees tb provide more raw material and more dependable employment
in our industries.

Only the Congress can make these needed amendments. - Failing to
do so will bring serious consequences to forest owners who cut and
process their own timber, and also will destroy the plan and dream of
forest owners over years for continuity of forest ownership and
operation.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to submit a statement of the timber depletion
of the Southern yellow-pine timber cut for lumber and sale of Southern
yellow-pine timber by United States Forest Service, Texas Forest
Service, and small landowners.

Senator WAtshJ. That may be made a part of the record.

667
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(The table referred to is as follows:)

Staleme4 of timber depletion of southern yeloso 0" Himber out for lumber and
salo record of southern yellow pne timber by United States Forest Serrio4
TeMms Forest Service, and small landotener--All in Bast Teaw area, according
to data gathered by Dave Thompson, Nov. 26 1913
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1943 REPORT OF 96 SOUTHERN PINE MILLS
Depltion PAM

Own timber ................................................................................. 4. 77
ron t Service timber ......................................................................... 1101
Other p timber ...................................................................... 7.43

STATEMENT OF WAYNE 0. MILLER, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
FOREST FARMERS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. Mizai. Mr. Chairman, the organization which I represent has
members in the 12 southeastern States representing the great southern
forest are& and a considerable proportion of that membership has
small ownership, and I should like to add an expression of the view-
point of the small land owner who is operating under the present
tax situation to the effect that there is such an impressive advantage
over selling his land with his timber that a great many of them are
actually being dispossessed of their land. That may or may not be
justifiable from various angles.

Senator WuAmn. He mazes a contract to have it cut and the land
thereafter may be valueless. .

Mr. Mfiu That is true, and it is a question--
Senator WALSH. How they shall repiducet
Mr. Minr. . There is one lumber company in central Mississipi

which at the beginning of the war was a very small operation, but thi
business of buying timber with land just naturally was imposed upon
its operations, and somewhat to the surprise of the principals of that
company, they find they now own about 80,000.acres of land which
appears on their books at a cost of not above 50 cents per acre. That
means if that land is rehabilitated and goes into production, their
deductible expense will not be sufficient to justify them operating
their own timber as long as they continue to buy under the present
system from their neighboring small owners.
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The proposed remedies which have been outlined here are, as it
seems to our people, a solution to the problem. I think we have here
the happy situation of the seller and the buyer agreeing upon a policy.

Senator WAtar. Thank you, air.
There is a gentleman here from Florida, Air. Wolfe, who has asked

to be called because he wants to return to Florid% tonight. Is Mir.
Wolfe here?

Mr. WoLu. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WALSH. You are president of the Smith Engineering &

Construction Co. I
Mr. WOL. No; I have with me Mr. Smith, who has a statement

he wishes to make, and then I would like to supplement that with a
few remarks dealing with my experience with renegotiation.

Senator WAmH. Very welt.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. SMITH, PRESIDENT, SMITH ENGI-
NEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., PENSACOLA,. FLA., AND. VICE
PRESIDENT, HIGHWAY CONTRACTORS' DIVISION, AMERICAN
ROAD BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. Strmn. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am Charles W. Smith,
president of the Smith Engineering & Construction Co., of Pensacola,
Fla., and vice president of the contractors' division of the American
Road Builders' Association, Washington, D. C. We consider it a
privilege to be able to testify before this committee with regard* to
the effect of the renegotiation law on contractors engaged in the con-
struction of military roads, airports, and other war facilities.

Our purpose in being here is to endeavor to show the adverse effect
of this law on our industry. We are not here to persuade you to repeal
or change this law so that wo may derive excess profits from this war
as we do not want anyone, including ourselves, to make excessive
profits.

It is submitted that the present act was not written or intended by
Congress to apply to construction contracts awarded on the basis of
competitive biing. The use of the term "renegotiation," employed
in the language o the act, clearly implies and presupposes 'that the
act refers to contracts which were negotiated contracts at their incep-
tion. During the early days of the war public invitations to bid on
completed plans atid specifications were abandoned and reliable estab-
lished contractors were summoned to appear individually for a nego-
tiated conference. Discussions were held concerning the type of con.
tract to be performed, the ability of the concern to do the work, and
the terms of the proposed agreement. The Government and the par-
ticular concern were negotiators and the agreement consummated as a
result of their negotiations is properly referred to as a "negotiated"
contract. The foregoing procedure was followed because due to the
war and our resulting national crisis the time element was of primary
importance and in order to insure completion of the contracts as rap-
idly as lssible the Government found it necessary in many instances
to eliminate time-consuming procedure.

However, "negotiated" contracts should be and are easily distin-
guished from the common type of contract used almost exclusively by
the Government prior to the national emergency and which is now
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employed in most instances. By this I mean the agreements awarded
on a competitive basis by the following procedure: Public invitation
to bid on completed plans and specifications; submission of bids upon
the same terms and conditions by all bidders; and subsequent award
of contract based on the competitive bid. This type of contract, be-cause of its competitive nature alone, guarantees to the Government a
fiir and equitable price.

Senator CLARK. I happen to know of some cases where the Govern-
wtent is trying by the very process of negotiation to renegotiate con-
tracts let on competitive bids.

Mr. Smrm. We are contending that they are applying the renego-
tiation rate on competitive bids, and that due to the competitive nature
of our business, highly competitive and hazardous, road building, air-nthe fact that our industry has not changed now is
nodiffere' fr-om the industry before the war-

Senator CLARl. Are you contending that the contracts by negotia-
tions are entitled to have-preference over the contracts let on competi-
tive bids I

Mr. SMrnI. No, sir; we are contending that the contract by negotia-
tion, there is n6 reason why it should not be renegotiated. If you as
an engineer call me as a contractor and negotiate a contract with me
with no competition, there is no reason why, after we have completed
the job, you should not call me in and see if I have made an excess
profit, and see if it should not be renegotiated. We contend our busi-hess is highly competitive. _ _

Senator WALH. You contend that when you get a competitive bid

contract it should not be renegotiated?
Mr. SMrru. Yes, sir.
Senator CrAIK. I misunderstood you. In other words,'the same

principle ought not be applied I
Ar. Smr. No, sir.
Senator CLARK. To contracts which have been let as the result of

competitive bidding as to contracts which have been negotiated?
Mr. Sm m. No, sir..
Senator CLA.K. The basic thory of the renegotiation is that they

are n( gtiated contracts instead of competitive contracts?
Mr. Strmr. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. I agree with you entirely.
Mr. Smrrm. In order that negotiated contracts might be subject to

the same guaranty, Congress enacted the renegotiation statute which
in our opinion gives recoL nition to the basic distinction between these
two types of contracts. Recently the term "negotiated" contract, has
been used by Federal agencies to describe contracts which are awarded
on the basis of competitive bidding based on completed plans and spec-
ifications. Plainly, such a title for this type of contract is a misnomer
as in fact it is just open competitive bidding.

Now, gentlemen, I would like to bring to your attention some of the
specific phases of the law which work an undue hardship on the road.
building industry. The act, as it now stands, is objectionable in the
following respects.

Senator WALAH. They are competitive bids, just the same ni bids
that were not submitted to competitive bidding

Mr. SMTri. Yes, sir.

670



Senator WAVsmif In the case of negotiated contracts that are not
subject to competitive bidding, in some cases they are allowed loss, but
I don't think they do in competitive contracts.

Mr. Smrrn. No, sir; in competitive bids you offer your bids sealed.
Senator CLAwK. In the case of competitive contracts they do not

give you any credit at all for any savings you may make by superior
methods.

-Mr. SMrrm. No, sir. In competitive bids or sealed bids, the fact
that they are sealed means you may have 20 competitors, or you may
not have any-you don't know. You have to bond the job, and if it
costs you more money than you bid, it-comes out of your pocket. If
you make what they call excessive profits, they take part of it away
from you.

Senator CLAK. I hav6 in mind a particular case illustrating thi,
Mr. Chairman. It didn't happen to be a road-building contract; it
was a clearing contract. They asked for competitive bids and the
sucb.ssful bidder bid several hundred thousand dollars lesi than the
next lowest bidder, and he bid Within $100,000 of the departmental
estimate. It so happened that he used different methods; instead of
taking in a lot of bulldozers and expensive machinery, he got man.
power and performed the operation at a lesser cost than might be
anticipated on a negotiated contract.

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. Now, they are coming ilong trying to take away

nearly all of his profits on a competitive bid by applying the rule of
negotiated contract to that, that is, take away from him all the advan-
tage of his own superior management and superior methods.

Mr. SMrrH. Yes, air; they are working to break down the economics
of the construction business, which means to me that the road con-
tractor or any contractor has to have profits from good jobs to offset
the losses on bad one, ind if he doesn't, he will go broke.

Senator CLax. And they are also trying to do away with the whole
theory of competitive bidding I

Mr. Smrm. Yes, sir.
Senator WAiau. But where there is a joint contract it doesn't allow

that to be considered in connection with an individual contract, where
.the contractor is in the joint and in the individual contractI

Mr. SMTu. That is the inequity we call to your attention. It is
very unfair. You can actually have a loss in the year and they can
still take money away from you.

Senator WAUJn. I think we get your point.
Mr. Sm-rif. The .ct is unfair to the contractor, for it provides that

the Government can require a refund of profits, but does not allow
the contractor to be reimbursed for any loss which he might suffer.

- Nor does it allow lQsse.3 on war contracts to be offset against gains on
such contracts in all cases.

The failure of the act to provide definite standards for determining
what are excessive profits makes it impossible to asure uniformity of
treatment between contractors engaged in the same type of operation.

Needless to say, the hazard of loss is great in a construction contract
awarded on a bid basis and the contractor is entitled to a fair and just
p rofit for undertaking the risk. Such risk frequently results iH a loss
duo to factors peculiar to the industry beyond the contractors' control,
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such as inclement weather and difficult subsurface conditions aid since
the Government will not adjust a contract to take care of any such
los, certainly it should allow a profit on successful jobs sufficient to
justify engagement in this hazardous line of business. Every con-
cern of this type, including the oldest and the best., encounter unfore-
seen and unanticipated conditions over which they have no control,
and if contract profits are cut below a reasonable profit, I prict
without fear of contradiction, that it will result in bankruptcy of the
industry. Since the act does not provide with any degree of certainty
what sort of standard of yardstick is to be applied in demonstrating
profits, it is impossible for the contractor to ascertain in advance what
amount of profit will be allow~d. From a financial point of view this
uncertainty seriously handicaps the contractor in obtaining bank
credits an in establishing policies governing dividends and reserves.

Another important point is that the effect of this act is to allow the
contLraeto his cost plus a percentage over cost. This removes thq in-
centive for efficient and Wconomical operations by treating the efficient
and inefficient alike.

Senator CLRs. On these cost-plus contracts there is no element of
risk whatever I

Mr. Smr. No; the Government takes the loss.
Senator CLURK. And therefore on any reasonable theory the holder

of a cost-plus contract should be entitled to a very much less percentage
of profit.

Mr. Surru. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. Than the competitive-bidder contractor who takes

the risk and has to pay his own loss.
Mr. Smrm. Yes; and ordinarily it has worked out that way. The

cost-plus job has been handled on small percentages and it has worked
out. However, it does not promote efficiency and it does waste man-
power.

Senator CLARK. It costs money, manpower, and everything, in the
end.

Mr. SM m. Yes, sir.
A high-ranking officer of one of our governmental construction

services made a statement during a conversation with me a few weeks
ago which brings this point out very clearly. He stated that since
the renegotiation law came into effect he had noticed a number of
cases where as soon as the contractor realized that his job was a good
one and that he was going to make a sufficient sum of money to be
affected by renegotiation, the contractor seemed to lose all interest in
the job and began spending his time on a tougher job or on some other
phase of his business. You can see that this results in a break-down
in efficiency, increase in cost, and delay in delivering the job.

We frankly believe that if the law were amended so that jobs let
by competitive bids were not affected by renegotiation, the Govern.
ment would get the same prices on our work. Because of extra in-
centive created in the contractor by the fact that he has a small
interest in every dollar of profit coniing from the job, he would hold
down cost and speed up production. As a result he would pay into
the Upited States Treasury more money through taxes alone than
through taxes and renegotiation combined under present procedures.

Another thing that gives us concern is that the act, in its present
form, leaves to individuals, without restraint the power to conduct our
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business. Where legislative authority is delegated, Congress, in our
opinion, should prescribe a policy, standard or rules for the guidance
of those charged with the responsibility of administration. Need-
less to say, the act does not establish any fixed'standards for deter-
mining what are excessive profits.

It is also submitted that the.act in its present form, as respects its
application to contracts entered into prior to passage of the act is
unjust. One of the most sacred things to both man and Govern-
mert is the' validity and sanctity of their contract, If this funda-
mental of business is broken down, our business and country will
be ruined.

While I do not have the exact figures, it would seem that the
number of persons charged with the duty and obligation of admin-
istering the Renegotiation Act requires a s bstantial pay-roll ex-
pense. The act now applies to eight departments of the Federal
Government, and each of these departments have set up individual
administrative agencies.

Senator CLARK. Yo. would be willing to have this exemption you
are talking about not applied, where there is collusion?

Mr. Surrur. Certainly.
Senator CLARK. That has been to the Government a very important

element, particularly in shipbuilding. That is, you woula be willing
to have the qualification that that should not apply where there is
evidence of collusion I

Mr. Siwrr. Yes, sir.
Senator CLmR. In other words, what you are talking about is

bona fide competitive bidding?
Mr. SMrrm Bona fide competitive bidding. If there is _any evi-

dence of collusion, of course,.the courts will handle that and in case
-you don't think you have sufficient competition, that the prices are
too high, a man can be called in and it can be turned into a nego-
tiated contract. You can call in the prospective low bidder and nego-
tiate with him and put it under the renegotiation law.

This would appear to be a duplication of expense and effort. It
is believed that thegovernmental expense incurred in the collection
of renegotiation refunds represents a lar rtion of money re-
covered. It would also be astounding, if t a gures were avai able,
to ascertain the amount of time, which is so precious at present.
consumed by company executives, as well as Government and military
officials when that same amount of time could be used so advan-
tageously by increasing production and promoting our war efforts. In
this connection it should also be reinemered that our manpower
shortage is becoming more and more acute every day.

It is even suggested that some of our essential airplane factories
might have to be closed down due to manpower shortage. Surely, in
these trying times, it would be far wiser to utilize the manpower which
is now administering the Renegotiation Act in the production of war
materials or military service, particularly so, when approximately
79 to 90 percent of excessive profits will be recovered under the Revenue
Act,

Senator CLARK. While you speak for the highway and airport con.
struction industry, what you say applies to everybody who is engaged
in competitive bidding.

Mr. SMrrn. It really does, sir.
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Senator C ,eRx. You are not qualified to speak for them, but what
you say applies to everybody who is engaged in competitive bidding
as against negotiated contracts; is that correct I

Afr. Smns. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Gentlemen, I have endeavored to present to you, as briefly and clear.

ly as possible, the predicament of the highway and airport construction
industry. As previously pointed out, we are opp to unreasonable
profits and our position in appearing before your committee is only one
of seeking relief from a situation which threatens to retard and impede
the completion of essential war facilities and at the same time consti.
tutes a direct and real threat to the American system of free enterprise.

In consideration of the foregoing, we respectfully petition this com-
mittee for relief and ask your favorable consideration of the following
changes in the renegotiation law.

We feel that all of the changes in the present law which are proposed
in H. I. 8687 are beneficial to our industry and should be seriously
considered by this committee. However, there are other modifications
which'we wish to propose.

That a provision be inserted making it mandatory upon the War
Contracts Price Adjustment Board to exempt from renegotiation all
construction contracts upon which sealed bids or sealed-offers have
been received. We submit that the purpose of the renegotiation law
was to prevent excessive profits in the sale of war materials to the
Governmnt, the prices of which could not be ascertained with reason.
able certainty in advance either because the article had not been manu.
fractured before or had never been made in the huge quantities which
the war demanded. The construction industry, however, operates no
differently today than it did ih the years before Pearl Harbor; there-
fore a contracting officer was in just as good a position to determine
in advance whether a low bid was fair and in the best interest of the
Government before as well as after Pearl Harbor. Having received
sealed bids or sealed offers and having awarded the contract to the
qualified low bidder in all fairness, should prohibit the contract from
being reopened at a iater date. If the contracting officer did not think
that the low bid was fair and equitable he could have imposed upon
the low bidder the necessity of performing the work either on- cost-
plus-a-fixed-fee basis or through negotiated contract. Thus the war
effort could not be held up.

That a provision should be inserted premitting a contractor to carry
over losses incurred in one fiscal year into the following fiscal year as
a deduction from profits made in the second year and also permitting
a contractor to carry back losses incurred in one year as a credit
against profits made in the prior year. The intent of the law, we
think, was to prevent excessive profits during the war period and not
to reflect a loss upon a contractor who had a real good year and then a
real bad year.

That all competitively bid contracts entered into prior to April 28,
1942, be exempted from the act.

Senator CuARK. Why did you fix that date?
Mr. S.inz. That was the date the renegotiation law was put into

effect, and we think it should not be retroactive. If it is not writtert
in your contract, when you make it, there is no reason to change it
after it is made.
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I- Senator CAtRx. Wait a minute.There is a reason, as I see it, for not
making the provision for renegotiation retroactive as to competitive
contracts, but as I understand your proposal here, you are asking for
the exemption of all contracts.

Mr. Ssirri. No, sir; this applies to jobs let competitively. Any
job let under a negotiated contract could be renegotiated.

Senator ,LARx. The theory being there that the negotiated con-
tracts were made in contemplation of renegotiation

Mr. SmiaT. Yes, sir.
Senator W.usn. The reason for that was it was pointed out the

contracts were made and contracts negotiated before that time.
Mr. Smrrm. Yes sir.
That a contractor's renegotiation should include all of the war

contracts completed in a fiscal year and also his share of any joint
venture, known as coadventures, in which he was involved during the
same fiscal year. As the law is now being administered it is quite
possible for a contractor to make a profit on a joint venture, have it
renegotiated and the.excessive profits returned while at the same time
he was suffering losses on his individual war contracts and the ]ie-
negotiation Board refusing to consider the individual contracts jointly
with the coadventure.

In other words, you can actually use money on yolr year's business
and they will still claim you owe them money in excess profits and take
more money away from you.

Senator CLARK. Just a minute. I am not certain I understand that.
Suppose you an, engaged in the construction business; you engage
in certain business on a competitive basis and make money on it. That
is out. Then you engage as a joint operation in certain other con-
tracts.

Mr. Siwir. I am speaking entirely of war contracts.
Senator CLARK. I understand, but in this proposition you are under-

taking to make a joint return so far as the Government renegotiation I
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. I don't see any reason for that. In oLher words, I

don't think you can eat your cake and keep it, too.
Mr. SMIH. Here is the story. As road contractors in our industry,

there are jobs that come up-I am an asphalt contractor, and there
is a large cantonment to be let and I want to bid on the asphalt work
in connection with that job,.and I combine myself with another con-
tractor vho is a concrete paving contractor, and we bid the job jointly.
We have operated this way throughout the years. We will bid in
the name of both companies, and maybe the job is so large that
neither one of us are financially strong enough or have sufficient
equipment to (1o it alone, so we combine and bid the job. On my
particular part of the job, the units that I bid on can easily be sepa-
rated. I (P0 my part of the work, and the concrete contractor does
his part of the work, and when the estimate comes in it can be split
so many dollars to me anti so many dolars to him. So far as the
profits on that job arc "concerned, that is just like a subcontract.
but in'this renegotiation set-up, when you act now as a coadventurer,
and sometimes you are invited to do it by the Government, they want

- that considered separately and at the same time I am doing a job
as a coadventurer with another contractor, I may have war con-
tracts'of iiiy own individually, and 'I may make $100,000 on those
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obs. I may lose $100,000 on the job that is the eoadvehitre job.' Then
he renegotiation board will not let them be lumped together. They

will take the profits away from me on my individual job and I
have to stand the loss on the job where I am a coadventurer. There
is no reasohi'it is all the same work-there is no reason it should
not be lumped together and one compensate for tbe. other, or off-
set the other. 'There is no fairness ift it."' We didn't intend to break
a man or take unfair advantage of him when we set the law up.

Senator WALSH. I believe the law permits you to combine a series
of individual contracts for renegotiation.

Mr. SMrrH. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. But where there is a joint contract, it doesn't-

allow that to be considered in connection with an individual con-
trac', where the contractor is in the joint and in the individual
contracts

Mr. SMITH, That is the inequity we call to your attention. It
is ver unfair. You can actually have a loss in the year and they
can still take money away from you.

Senator I'4wH. I think we get your point.
Mr. SMrrn. In concluding, we would like to say that we hope

our objections to the renegotiation law in its present form have
been substantiated and that this honorable body will see fit to grant
us relief from a burdensome statute which threatens our very exist-
ence. We realize that this is a tremendous -iroblem and -hope that
you, in your wisdom, will be able to save our industry.

Thank you.
Senator WALSH. Mr. Wolfe, do you wish to amplify this?
Mr. WoLYE. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF H. B. WOLFE, PRESIDENT, H. P. WOLFE CONSTRUC-
TION CO., ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA.

% Mr. WOLFE. It will take me just'a minute. I want to call the con-
mittee's attention to my experience with renegotiation. This comes
from a joint contract entered into between the H. E. Wolfe Construc-
tion Co. and J. B. Michael Co. for work done at Smyrna Tenn., the
contract totaling approximately four and a half million dollars.

Senator WAusH. That was for the Army and Navy?
Mr'. WoLv An Army project.
Senator WAwsy. Competitive bidding?
Mr. Wo. Competitive bidding. We were told that our bid was

approximately $00,000 under the second bidder. We went to work
and performed the work. Now, the contracting officer said to us that
our work was performed in a most efficient and satisfactory way.

Soon after we had completed the job the contracting officer told us
the renegotiation law had been and asked us to submit a state-
ment of our work, which we did, and he reviewed the figures and said
he did not consider we made excessive profits.

Then we were summoned to Atlanta oiA several occasions and then
to Washington and then back to Atlanta and then to Nashville on one
occasion, with the result that we were told we made $214,000 in excess
profits. We were not told by what method they arrived at this, neither
were we permitted to see the" figures as they were compiled by the
renegotiator.
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Following this conference, on November 10--I would like to submit
this for the record-WYe received a letter from the War Department,
in which the Under Secretary of War said that a unilateral agreement
had been entered against us, jointly and severally, in the amount of
$214,000; that methods would be pursued to try to collect.

Senator CLARK. You have received all your money under the con-
tract?

Mr. Wozn. We had already received the money.
Senator CLARK. Had you any other contract with the Government?
Mr. WoLr.n Not jointly; no, sir.
Senator CLARK. In some cases I learned that the amount was asessed

against other contracts.
Mr. WoLFm. That is right.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

WAi DxATmrr,
Oscz or THsE UNDER SwwrcTAXY,

Washlngton, D. 0., November 10, 1943.
Subject: Renegotiation of H. R Wolfe Construction Co., Inc., and J. B. Michael

& Co., Joint contractors and coadventurers on War Dportment contracts
W-012-eng-688, W-012--eng-753, and W-012-eng-733 pursuant to section 403
of the Sixth Supplemental National Defense Appropriation Act, 1942, as
amended

I1- E. W n CoNxrauaToIn Co., INC., and J. B. MicnAm & CO.,
Joint Contractors and Coadventurers.

(Attention: Mr. H. E. Wolfe.)
Gmznna: I have reviewed and given careful consideration to the matters

raised by you at your meeting of October 21, 1943, with Mr. Amberg in connection
with the renegotiation of contracts W-612-eng-68, W-612-eng-753, and W-612-
eng-733 with the War DepArtment Price Adjustment Board and have reached
the conclusion that the proposal heretofore made to you by the War Depart-
ment Price Adjustment Board should be affirmed. I have therefore made a uni-
lateral determination that $214,000 of the prices and profits realized by H. ].
Wolfe Construction Co., Inc., and J. B. Michael & Co., Jbint contractors and
coadventurers on War Department contracts W-012-eng-688, W-612-eng-75,
and W-612-eng-733 subject to renegotiation pursuant to the provisions of section
403, are excessive. A copy of such unilateral determination is Inclosed here
with.

Very truly yours,
Romr P. PAirTnsow,

Under Secretaryi of War.

DETERMINATION oF ExcEssivz PRo-iTs, PURSUANT TO Sscnox 403 or THE SIXTH
SuPncr xTA, NATIONAL D rvs AroesxAnoy Acr, 194Z As AursNcn

Whereas 11. & Wolfe Construction Co., Inc. (hereinafter called "'Wolfe") and
J. B. Michael, an individual trading as J. B. Michael and Company (hereinafter
called "41chael") as joint contractors and coadventurers, hold contracts with the
War Department subject to renegotiation pursuant to the pr6visions of section 403
of the Sixth Supplemental National Defense Appropriation Act, 1942, as amended
(hereinaft. referred to as the Act), said contracts being:

W-612-eng--O88 as modified and amended -

W-012-eng-733 as modified and amended
W-612-eng-753 as modified and amended

and
Whereas renegotiation has taken place between the Under Secretary of War and

Wolfe and Michael, pursuant to the provisions of ,he Act, for the purpose of elimi-
nating excessive profits realized by Wolfe and Michael under said contracts; and

Whereas, as a basis for said renegotiation, the Under Secretary of War con-
sidered financial, operating, and other data, submitted by Wolfe and Michael or
obtained by the Under Secretary of War from governmental or other reliable
sources, relating to the profits realized by Wolfe and Michael under said con-
tracts; and
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Whereas Wolfe and Michael have each been granted full opportunity to submit
such additional information and to present such contentions as either of them
deem material in determining the excessiveness of said profits and the renegotia.
ability of such contracts, at hearings of which due notice was given and data and
Information so furnished or obtained and each of the contentions so presented;

Now, therefoi-e, pursuant to the authority and discretion vested in the Secretary
of War under the provisions of the Act, and duly delegated to the Under Secretary
of War under subsection (f) thereof, it is hereby found and determined:

That $214,000 of the profits realized by Wolfe and Michael under said contracts
are excessive.
* That In connection with the payment or discharge by any means of the amount
of excessive profits determined hereby to have been realized by Wolfe and Michael,
they shall respectively be credited with the amount, if any, of which they shall
respectively be entitled under Section 3800 of the Internal Revenue Code as com-
puted by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

That Wolfe and Michael are directed to tepay such excessive profits less such
tax credits, if any, to the Treasurer of the United States and that Wolfe and
Michael are jointly and severally responsible for such repayment.

That the excessive profits so found and determined shall be eliminated by any of
the methods provided lit the Act or any combination thereof; and the Command.
Ing General, Army Service Forces, and the Commanding General, Army Air Forces,
are hereby authorized and directed to take any and all action which may be
necessary or desirable to effect such elimination.

RomT P. PArrEson,
Under Seretary o1 War.

NovzusBa 10, 1943.
Mr. WoLrE. Following this letter, I received a lettr from the

United States engineers, which I would like to submit for the record.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

WAn DtPaiuNar,
UNITED STATES ENINEM OFFic,
Jacksonville, Fla., November 30, 1943.

aH . Worst Co.jsmlucvon Co., INC.,
St. Augustine, Fla.

GENrImtN: The Secretary of War in a unilateral determination of excessive
profits dated November 10, 1943, has found that H. E. Wolfe Construction Co., Inc.,
and J. B. Michael & Co., joint contractors and coadventurers under War Depart-
ment contracts W-612 Eng. 688, 733, and 75 have realized excessive profits in the
amount of $214,000 and directs the withholding of this amount from moneys due
or to become due to H. E. Wolfe Constructic n Co., Inc.

In accordance therewitb, the following amounts approved for payment and due
you under existing contracts are being withheld by this office pending further
Instructions from the War Department Price Adjustment Board:

cONTRACT W-435 ENO. 10210 COVERINo cONsnVUCflON AT UACDILL FLB, Ms.

Estimate No. 9, period Oct. 16-31, 1943 -------------------------- 3 9, 955. 07
Estimate No. 10, period Nov. 1-15, 1943 --------------------------- 45,003.38

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 84, 9M.45

oNTrAcAr W-456 INC. 10254 COvErING coNsTRUCrTON AT WEST PALM BEA-C, FLA. -

Estimate No. 6 (final), period July 20 to Oct. 27, 1943 (total) ---- $29,709.65

CONTRACT W-036 ENO. 1062? COVERING CON5TRUCflON AT rJNECASTIL, ThA&.

Estimate No. 2, period Sept. 30 to Oct 15, 1943 -------------------- $10,630.00
Estimate No. 3, period Oct. 15-30, 1913 --------------- ----------- 17, 248.57
Estimate No. 4, period Oct. 30 to Nov. 15, 1943 --------------------- 17,864.51

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 45,743.68

Grand total withheld .... . ------------------------------- 100,411.78
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You will be Informed promptly of any additional amounts withheld pursuant to

the above-described determination.
Very truly yours, D. W. Gaim-me~,

Colonel, Corps of Engincr,
District Engineer.

Mr. WOLvE. This letter advised me that this amount of money would
be withheld from the H. E. Wolfe Construction Co., the total itmount
being $214,000. We have already paid taxes on the profits that are
accrued to us from this contract. I think we had a two-thirds interest.
Now they are withholding this $214,000, which is more than 20 percent
of the total worth of the H. E. Wolfe Conistruction Co. We have other
"contracts with the Government. We depend on collecting for our
work to carry on our business, and it finds us in a rather embarrasing
position to have this money withheld. o

We wrote to the Under Secretary, and I would like to submit a
copy of that letter.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
J'AcKsoNVI.tE, FLA., November 19, 1943.

Hon. RosMar P. PArrmsoN,
Under Secretary of War,

War Department, Washington, D. 0.
Dr.4 Sin: In response to your letter of November 10, 1943, entitled: "Renego-

tiation of 11. E. Wolfe Construction Co., Inc., and J. B. Michael & Co., Joint con-
tractors, and coadventurers on Wpr Department contracts W-012-eng-68S,
W-12-eng-753, and W-12-eng-733 pursuant to section 403 of the Sixth Supple.
mental National Defense Appropriation Act, 1042, as amended."

As you know, these parties have all along protested renegotiation of these
contracts because, as we see it, the statute relied on Is inapplicable in the circum-
stances of this case. We now renew that protest. Subject to this protest we
would welcome a-judicial review of the entire controversy, and I have to suggest
that Government counsel in conference with Mr. Upchurch and myself endeavor
to prepare an agreed statement of facts upon which the rights of the parties
concerned may be expeditiously presented to the proper Federal courts for deter-
mination. We do not wish to be understood as conceding that if there were
liability it would be a joint and several liability.

GOoso C. Bwrxx
(Speaking In behalf of H. E. Wolfe Construction Co., Inc.,

and J. B. Michael & Co.)
Mr. WoLrz. As I said, we wrote a letter to the Under Secretary,

proposing to sit down in conference and arrive at a statement of facts.
So far we have not had a reply to that letter.

Senator WALSH. When did you send the letter?
Mr. WoLFE. November 19. This is our experience with renegotia-

tion. It is designed, it looks to me, to put us out of business.
Senator C.utK. Mr. Wolfe, isn't this the crux of your contention

leaving out the details of this particular contract, that as to negotiated
contracts in general, and particularly as to cost-plus, fixed-fee, and
cost-plus contracts, the Government puts itself in the position of in-
surer against loss?

AfMr. Woi n. That is right.
Senator CLARK. Whereas in the case of a competitive contractor, he

takes his own insurance against loss and he must necessarily take that
into consideration in making his bid?

Mr. WOLFE. That is right.
Senator CLANK. And the position of the competitor is not at all the

same as that of a contractor under a negotiated contract, and that the
P3331-44----.44
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renegotiation theory, and the renegotiation statute essentially was to
take out the surplusage that would come in through these negotiated
contracts, and particularly through the cost-plus,-flxed-fee, and cost-
plus-percentage contracts, which does not apply to you.

Mr. WoLr& That is correct,
Senator CLARK. That is the crux of the whole business, isn't it .
Mr. WoLuz That is right.
Senator WALSHr. The matter is still pending with the renegotiatorst
Mr. WoLmf. Well, they have frozen my money. I don't knew

Whether it is pending or not,
* Senator WA LfH. I should say it was pending until you get it.

Mr. Woumr. And as I stated, that represents more than 20 percent of
our entire worth.

Elaborating a little further on what Mr. Smith said, we vrote to
the Board ana asked permission, if we were going to be renegotiated,
to take out the two-third interest in this contract and throw it in
with the other contracts that we had and renegotiate it on an over-all
basis, but we were refused that pernpission.

Senator CLARK. Mr. Wolfe, do you know who actually turned you
down on your propositionI

Senator WALSH. He had correspondence with the Under Secretary.
Senator CLARK. Well, we had some correspondence put in here from

the Under Secretary the other day. I have an idea the Under Secre-
tary doesn't know very much about these contracts. What particular
fellow turned you down? I would be interested to know that.

Mr. WoL. We have met with several boards. The first board we
met with was in Atlanta; from there we went to Nashville and there
we met with Mr. Loving and Mr. George B. Heels. Following that
meeting we came to Washington and met with a board here, headed
by Najor Jewet. We had two meetings here in Washington and went
hieok to Atlanta and had two more meetings over there, and I was
so busy I couldn't attend the remaining meetings, so I sent my rep-
resentative, but I understand that Mr. Heels was the chairman of the
board and the same board was there.

Senator CLkRK. Was there anybody on any of these boards that ever
built any roads or knew anything about this business?

AMr. WoLu'. Those I knew haven't built any. I didn't know all the
gentlemen on the bohrd.

Senator CLARK. There may have been a few sleepers around that
had built them, that you didn't know about.

Mr. WoLm'. I didn't know all the gentlemen on the board.
I thank your honors, Senator.
Senator WALSH. We appreciate your appearance.
Mr. Shreve.

STATEMENT OF EARL 0. SHREVE, CHAIRMAN OF THE GOVERN.
MENT CONTRACT RELATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE WAR COM-
MITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Senator WALSH. You are vice president of tb General Electric
Co.?

Mr. SHsavn. Yes. I am representing the National Association of
Manufacturers on renegotiation.
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Senator WAmiH. You represent the latter organization rather than
the General Electric Co.?

,Mr. Swum That is right, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, industry is in thorough accord with

the view of Congress that there shall be no inordinate profits made out
of this war. We have sincerely and earnestly registered our opJ)osi-
tion to war profiteering. Months before Pearl Harbor, the National
Association of Manufacturers took a firm position on this principle.

The National Association of Manufacturers has studied the re-
negotiation statute knowing that every honest manufacturer wants
just one thing-victory-and as quickly as humanly possible. Ameri-
can manufacturers will provide enough arms and equipment-un-
excelled by any fighting nation-on time to win that victory.

We appreciate that your committee is well acquainted with the his-
tory of this statute, and its stated purposes. To conserve your time,
therefore, we have tried to reduce our recommendations to a state-
ment of specific objectives.

In reviewing this statute, we recommend that your committee give
serious consideration to these suggestions:1 I. We submit that, since the present tax structure has demonstrated
its effectiveness in recovering excessive profits, there is no longer any
need of a separate renegotiation statute for this purpose. We recom-
mend withdrawing the. authority to recapture profits already earned.
Our suggestion has been that January 1, 1943, be considered as the
effective date for suspending the recapture provisions of the Renego-
tiation Act.

Many reasons support this recommendation, but I refer you to these
which are more important.

First, the Revenue Act of 1942, the effects of which were unknown
at the time of enactment of the renegotiation statute, has accomplished
very effectively the "recapture" of corporate profits. The increase of
the excess-profits tax from its maximum of 40 percent at the time the
statute was enacted, to its present maximum of 90 percent has been
responsible for this result.

The following table of manufacturingprofits and taxes clearly re-
veals the effectiveness of the Revenue Act of 1942 in recapturing
excessive war profits.

Sales, taxable net broome, Federal faze*, and net alter ate for all manufacur-
tig corporations

(In milons of dousj

I et inoNme
Year Recepts Net income Tol taxes Net Income I ater tuaes taxenbefore taxes after txes :as percent, bfr ae

grs (percent)

1941...... *. . ... 31 . 612 078 4 49 3
l19 ........ 12.................. 8 4 42 ,
290 ............ .............. .I AODD I14,400 • 9,9 ,00 1,w 51

IEstimates based on Natonal Assoctlon of Miaufacturer ompUAtIonS of reports from 1,296 oompanie
Soem: Figures for 1911 and 1942 are from the Department of Commerce, survey of Current BusIDs,

Iune 1943.

This table conclusively shows how effectively present taxes prevent
any excessive profits. Expanding volume of manufacturing activity
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in the past 2 years has not been accomplished by an expanding volume
of manufacturing net profits after taxes. The rate earned on sales has
steadily declined.

As a matter of fact, the major portion of the amounts which have
ben returned to the Government by the process of renegotiation would
have been recovered in excess-profits taxes.

In addition, your committee is well aware that substantial amounts
have been ret,'ned by war contractors through voluntary refunds.
Second, the ffet of renegotiation in the case of the post-war reserve

provision and other relief provisions provides an excellent illustration
of the danger of nullification of congressional intent by action of
administrative agencies.

Congress last year, after careful deliberation, declared in order to
safeguard industry's ability to reconvert quickly to peacetime produc-
tion and to provide civilian jobs at the war's end, that taxpayers should
be permitted to retain as a tax-free post-war reserve 10 percent of the
excess-profits tax levied..

The rneotiation law nullifies all the care and exactness with which
legal provisions creating this reserve have been written.
You gentlemen readily understand that whatever is taken before

taxes by renegotiation reduces the amount of profits subject to excess-
profits tax and therefore the amount of the 10 percent of extess-profits
taxes which is to be retained for post-war employment.

As a result, a company's post-war reserves are determined in the
final analysis not by Congress but by administrative action-seeming,
in effect, to delegate taxing powers to an administrative agency.

It would be theoretically feasible for the entire post-war. reserve to
be wiped out by renegotiation.

Actually, reserves have been substantially reduced in this way in
many cases.

I repeat, I think this is one of the best examples I can think of to
illustrate what happens when Congress delegates taxing authority to
individuals and substitutes their judgment for the language of the I aw.

Third, industry and procurement officers alike now have adequate
cost experience on all but a relatively few products so that they can
establish more exact cost estimates than were formerly possible. As
a result, initial contract prices can be set at proper levels. While it
has been true that many companies were called upon to make articles
previously unknown to them or to make known articles in volumes
exceeding all past production records; these conditions, if they should
recur in the future, will doubtless recur in only d relatively few
instances.

This third reason was recognized in the recommendations of the
Special Senate Committee Investigating the Defense Program. In
part 5 of its report No. 10 that committee stated:

7. An Important objective of renegotiation should be the writing of its
own death warrant by utilization of early war experience In late war contracting.

We reconunend that with the replacement of the recapture clause
by the revenue act, the forward pricing policy and voluntary price
reductions be retained. If there be any doubt that such authority
exists, it should be clearly outlined in the statute.

This procedure is suggested in conformity with our conviction that
the determination of prices is a -function of procurement, while the
determination of final profits is a function of taxation.
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If i'should be the decision of this committee or Congress that these
basic revisions of the statute are not feasible at this time, we recom-
mend the following amendments:

Reducing the number of contracts subject to renegotiation by amend.
ing the statute.

1) To include the definition of subcontractor originally proposed
by t e War Department, This definition excludes orders or agree-
ments to furnish (a) raw materials; (b) standard commercial fabri-
cated or semi,fabricated articles ordinarily sold for civilian use; and
(o) articles for the general operation or maintenance of the contrac-
tor's plant.

(2) To exempt orders or agreements to furnish standard commer-
cial fabricated articles ordinarily sold for civilian use.

Exemptions of these contracts should be specifically stated in the
law, and not left to the discretion of the Price Adjustment Boards.

Court review: In our opinion a renegotiated company should have
the right of judicial review of determinations made-by the Price Ad-
justment Boards. To make that review effective, provision should be
included that funds due the manufacturer under his contract cannot
be withheld by the secretaries until final action by the court.

Full allowances should be made for the estimated tax liability of a
contractor, in determining profits subject to renegotiation. It is com-
pletely unrealistic to assume that there is any such thing as "profits"
before payment of taxes. Therefore, we recommend that renegotia-
tion be after taxes.

The Price Adjustment Boards should be required to observe definite
standards in determining excessive profits, and in this connection
Congress should direct the Price Adjustment Boards to give special
weight to the financial condition, history, and fiscal policies of the
particular company being renegotiated, instead of placing too great
reliance on comparison with other companies in the same industry.

We recommend that provision be made to protect renegotiated com.
panies against losses in future years. Recaptured funds should be
held in escrow by the Treasury for the account of the renegotiated
company, to cover possible losses in subsequent years in which re-
negotiation may occur.

As industry is faced with the now imminent prospect of cut-backs
or terminations of Government contracts, a provision of this nature
becomes exceedingly important.

Allowances for post-war reserves: This subject has, as you know,
been discussed at some length. We recognize that it is a matter pri-
marily to be handled in the tax bill which it is not my purpose to dis-"
cuss, but I do urge that if it should be made a part of the tax bill, Con-
gress should direct that it be an allowable deduction for purposes of
renegotiation. In fact, we urge a definite amendment under which
Price Adjustment Boards would be required to allow in the renegotia-
tion procedure all items of deductions and exemptions allowed for

tax purposes.
Steadfastly opposed to profiteering, industry is deeply concerned

with building peacetime economy which will provide a maximum of
jobs. We are determined to maintain our war record of production
in days of peace. Industry can attain this goal only by having the
necessary working capital available and ready to put to work at a
moment's notice.
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We eaduolj the liopo.,al that tiw Prico AdjuJ,.Inwd mi aid .id ,
upon request of the contractor or'subcontractor, furnish a statement
in writing of its determination of the facts used as a basis therefor,
and of the reasons for such determination.

If the filing of financial data with price adjustment boards is to
be made mandatory within a prescribed period of time, thea we urge
an amendment requiring the price adjustment boards to proceed
with renegotiation within 6 months after the filing of such data.
Otherwise, the company should be deemed not subject to renego-
tiation.

Assuming that repeal at this time is not feasible, we nevertheless
recommend an amendment that will fix a definite time for terminating
the Renegotiation Act. Provision in tie present bill making termi-
nation of the statute dependent upon cessation of hostilities as pro-
claimed by the President or concurrent resolution of Congress is too
uncertain.

(Tile following statement was submitted for the record :)
STATEMENT OF PAULSEN 1SPENCE TO TIlE CONMMFF ON FINANCE OF TIII SENATE

OF THE UNITED) STATES

Mr. Chnhirinn and gentlemen of the committee, liy mune Is latulsen ,,,pence.
I aml the founder of the Spenee Engineering Co., lite., of Walden,'N. Y. Our
company nanufacturcs automatic steam regulators, an11d allied equipment. To
(late wO have Inanufactured only our standard line. We havo had more orders
offered to us than we have been In a position to accept.

The recommendations I am about to make are based on the belief that the
great majority of the Members of the Congress, rellecting tile opiiln of tile great
majority of our citizens, believe:

1. That no action should be taken by the Congress that would retard tile pro-
(lueoll of those goods that our flgitig ilien need to successfully wind uip tills
war it, a hurry.

2. That we should not only retain private enterprise buT endeavor to make It
more equitable nil encourage It to produce full employment in tie future.

3. That the national debt should be liquidated its promptly as practical after
the emergency hIas passed.

As I am concerned primarily with excess-profit taxes oin a small corporation,
I would like to suggest that for the 'purpose of levying e,;cess-profits taxes you
divide corporations Into the following groups:

Group 1: Corporations having an invested capital of more than $100,000,000,
wvllih I shall refer to Its "super corporations."

Group 2: Corporations having an Ivested capital of between $15,000,000 and
$100,000,000, wlhltl I shall refer to as "large corporations."

Group 3: Corporatlonm living an Invested capital ot between $1,000,000 and
$15,000,000, which I shall refer to as "inedlim corporations."

Group 4. Corporations having an Invested capital of less thn $1,000,000,
which I shall refer to n smalll eorporations."

I have at'bitrarily divided these corporations on this basis from my personal
observollol C. , 00:111y rIuporatlolls. I believe this to lte their propel. (lassiflcatlion.

T have t:,) ,Pll i', what execess-proflts taxei should bi- exacte against
stlur sli(d large cOl'rlo.) ias. They doubliess will be represent d by hoar-etI
Men who can givo you c imlj)ileo Information regarding their probllcit.

In my testlinony before tile Semate Finance Comnlttee (see p. 453 of hearhigs
on-lI. It. 7378, Revenue Act of 10-12) I stated that our company antlclpated total
sales in 10412 of $4(4,841.82, with a net profit of $50,500. Actually we dellvercd
$502,510.07 but, due to tile fact that the excess-profits tax removed all Incentive
for efficiency, our net profit was only $29,602.07. We paid 1ederal taxes of
$13,129.23 (before renegothition).

We have tile necessary plant facilities, technical staffs, and manpower' avail-
able to easily turn out $1,000,000 per year; but, Inamnuch am the excess-profits
tax law would take 90 percent of all earnings above the $29,000 figure mentioned,
we wonld not have tie working capital necessary to finance this Increased volume
of business.
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The invested-capitil method Is not equitable, as it makes no allowance for a
corporation that knows how to turn out a large volume of work with a small
Invested capital. In other words, It put a premium on inefficiency.

TLe average earnings method Is not equitable, as It makes no allowance for
thousands xof small corporations connected with the capital-goods Industry. For
example F. W. Dodge's reports shows that the construction industry with which
our company is connected was comparatively quiet between 1929 and 1941.

Had we been able to retain 00 percent of our earnings we could then anticipate
sufficient working capital to turn out the $1,000,000 volume mentioned; and had
we been able to retain 60 percent of our profit the Incentive for efficiency would
have been there and our net profit probably would have reached the figure of
$108000. On this basis the Treasury would have received $43,000 Instead of
$18,000. Had we been able to salt away $M5,000 in 1942 we would have been able
to Increase our production in 1943 to alproxmately $1,50000 which would mean
that, on the same basis, the Treasury would receive $65,000 taxes in 1943. It
looks to me as if the Congress is "penny wise and pound foolish."

In the minds of many it is more important to prevent us from making a little
money than it is to allow tqs to pay more dollars in taxes and provide future jobs,
in other words, they wish "to cut off their noses to spite their faces." They seem
to be unable to realize that it Is only business that produces Income. There Is no
other source. It is business that makes the wheels go around. No saying was
ever more axiomatic than "What helps business helps you."

It Is rather paradoxical that those who are most vociferous In their solicitude
for labor are the same ones who demanded the excess-profit tax. One wonders
If they are really solicitous of labor or if they are using this as a blind to bring
about a totalitarian socialism.

These 2 years would have added $151,000 to our working capital and with this
additional working capital we could go right ahead with a number of new
products that we have developed and are ready to market as soon as the emer-
gency is passed. This would mean that, instead of reducing our employees from
approximately 100 to probably 50, we would have been able to Increase our em-
ployment to probably over 200. This would not only have Insured jobs for all of
our servicemen when they return but would have given jobs to other people em-
ployed In strictly war plants.

1. Some will argue that our Increase in business Is due entirely to the war.
This is not true because if there had been no war, our volume would be about
equal to what It now s. Furthermore, our product is of a permanent nature which
means that every one we sell now, will be one less to be sold after victory. To be
consistent, these same persons should argue that most of the high wag's paid to
workingmen are the result of the war and therefore the Federal G0aernment
should confiscate all their Increased dollar "take home."

2. Others will argue that ours is an isolated case, that we should apply for
relief under section 722. Our case Is not Isolated, but typical of thousands of
small corporations. Section 722 Is too vague and relies entirely on the discretion
of the Treasury which in Its testimony before your committee has Indicated that
It Is not concerned with the solvency of small corporations. Furthermore, the
war will have been won before the Treasury acts on 722 and the relief will be of
no advantage to the war effort.

I would venture to predict that if the Congress should see fit to follow my
recommendation the net dollar tax that will be paid Into the Treasury during
the next 10 years, by small corporations, their employees, and persons living
in their respective communities will be 10 times that of the amount that will be
paid if the present law Is retained.

The present tax law probably unintentionally tends to favor the :upercorpora-
tions and to penalize the small corporations. If a corporation dot ig a billion
dollars worth of business is allowed to retain 2 percent of Its earnings it would
have $20.000,000 left. With $20,000,000 they could buy out or start ,ip twenty
$1,000,000 concerns.

I believe that most thoughtful students of the situation agree that 
the principal

cause of our economic dislocation Is that the control of the economic system Is
being more and more concentrated and unless this concentration is halted some
form of a totalitarian socialism is inevitable. If we wish to retain constitu-
tional government we must hate private enterprise, and private enterprise can-
not continue to exist where 396 supercorporation3 c'-n 44 percent of the corporate
wealth of the United States.
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B. If we are going to expend our economy in order to create more employment,
most of this expansion will be by corporations. Surely our large and super-
corporations are large enough. New corporations will in the main come under
the heading of small corporations, so the only possible avenue of expansion that
Is left is the small and medium corporation. Small and medium corporations
cannot expand without capital and as I have already pointed out, capital can
only bd secured from earning.

I, therefore, submit that public Interest demands that no excess-profits tax
be exacted from any corporation having less than $1,000,000 Invested capital;
any that only a graduated tax should be exacted from corporations having an
invested capital between $1,000,000 and $15,000,000.

Alternatively, I have the honor to suggest that you allow any corporation with
an invested capital up to $1,000,000 to earn 10 percent on its net sales without
exacting an excess-profit tax and/or renegotiation. There would be no objection
to renegotiation if the law was definite, but as It Is it Is, "delegation run wild."
Surely 10 percent net is not excess profit.

In lieu of the suggesUon made above you might wish to consider the desirability
of exempting from excess-profits taxes that iart of the income of small corpora-
ions, not exceeding 10 percent of the net sales, that is reinvested in the business.

Another deterrent to full production which has probably escav'd your notice
is the question of excess inventories. Many small corporations Ake ourselves,
in order to be reasonably prompt In their deliveries, require large inventory. If
Germany should suddenly surrender and our unfluleJ orders were t be canceled
we would be hard put to find enough cash to pay orr present taxci. Some provi-
sion should be put In the law so that under such circumstance. the Federal
Government would take over this excess Inventory and credit it against our taxes.

It seems to me that all this talk about "the Government providing jobs" is just
so much nonsense. How is a Government with a $200,000,000,000 debt going to -
provide any jobs? It is impossible to overemphasize the fact that taxes will
only be paid by a prosperous business and business cannot be prosperous as
long as Congress enacts "heads I win, tails you lose" tax legislation.'

I wish to reiterate that if the Congress insists on confiscating practically all
the earnings of small corporations, the following will happen:

(a) The Treasury will receive mighty few dollars in taxes after the calendar
year of 1941.

(b) Millions of workingmen and returning veterans will be tramplng'the streets
looking for jobs.

In my testimony before your committee last year I endeavored to show you
what would happen if a confiscatory tax was levied against small corporations.
the figures I have cited proves that my statement was correct. Had the Con-
gress not been so greedy, the Treasury would have received many thousands of
dollars more than it did trom the Spence Engineering Co., Inc.j and thousands
of other small corporations.

This Is the time to inject some horse sense into the tax law. It should have
been done in 1941. Put It off another year and Irreparable damage will be
done to our economic system.

Ours is a typical, small-town, American enterprise that has been built up'under
the patent system. Our pay roll is an important source of Income for the com-
munity. Practically all profits made by this corporation from its inception have
keen plowed back into the business. This confiscatory excess-profit tax will harm
the working and trades people of Walden a great dea) more than it will the
stockholders of our corporation, because most of the stockholders are so endowed
by nature that they will be able to look after themselves even under totalitarian.,ocial ism.

Senator WALsH. Mr. Lenihan.

STATEMENT OF JAMES LENIHAN, REPRESENTING THE PAUL
SMITH CONSTRUCTION CO., TAMPA, FLA.

Ar. LENIHAN. Mr. Chairman, we are here to respectfully request
that the law and the administration thereof be so broadened as to in-
sure that its primary purpose of preventing or recapturing excessive
profits may not at the same time be converted in fact to an instru-
ment whereby the Government'is unjustly enriched to the serious loss
and, too frequently, to the ruin of the contractor. All will agree, I
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think tLat neither Congress nor the executive authorities intend any
such harsh and unjust results. And -yet, just such results can and
do occur. t

For example, in our own case the situation is this: Presently there
is pending for renegotiation before the Price Administration Section
of the South Atlantic Division engineer of the War Department the
1943 business of Paul Smith Construction Co. under contracts with
the War and Navy Departments. If it is found that such business
resulted in a profit to the company in excess of that permitted by the
law, such excess profits will of course be returnable to the Government.

In February 1943 the Paul Smith Construction Co. entered into
contracts with the National Hcilsing Agency, Federal Public Housing
Authority of the United States, for the construction of two housing
projects. These were constructed and completed in the year 1943
And are located within and on the Government reservation at Camp
Gordon Johnston, Fla. Without negligence on the part of the com-
pany and due to a series of circumstances beyond its colhtrol, the com-
pany suffered very severe-losses on the contract. These facts are
attested to'by the commanding officer of Camp Gordon Johnston in
a letter to the company dated September 1, 1943, a copy of which
letter I submit for the record.

In the renegotiation of its 1943 business with the War Department,
the company has sought to have due allowance made for its losses on
its similar business in 1943 with the Federal Housing Authority. But
it has Iben officially advised that such business cannot be considered
and allowed for on the ground that the law prescribed the particular
dt apartments and agencies of the Government to the business of which
it applies; that the Federal Housing Authority is not among the de-
portments and agencies so designated, and that, therefore, there is no
8 authority in the Board to so consider and allow ior the losses sustained
ty the company under its contracts vith that Authority. Copy of that
I 3tter, dated September 14, 1943, is s,libmitted herewith. -

Here, then, is a situation which, it.relief is not accorded leaves the
G wernment in an anomalous and, we think an indefensible position.
Ttki company in 1943 performed work for tie same Government and
the york so performed was of the same general kind and character,
to wit. .:onstruction work. Had the work been done at Camp Gordon
Johnston under several contracts with the War Department, those
contracts, as well as contracts performed at other camps for that De-
partment, would be considered in the aggregate to the end that, in
equity and justice, the over-all allowable profit would be arrived at by
an equitable balance of the losses on one contract against the excess
profit on another. But here, notwithstanding that the business was
of the same general kind and character as that which is the subject
of renegotiation under contracts with the War Department, and not-
withstanding that the housing is actually located on a War Department
reservation and occupied by military and ciilan personnel, the busi-
ness under the contracts with the Federal Housing Authority cannot
be considered and no allowance can be made for losses thereon simply
because the law mentions the War Department and makes no mention
of Federal Housing Authority..

Obviously, we think, no such harsh and unjust results are seriously
intended and, of course, they do not comport with any idea of fair
dealing between a government and its citizens. We make no objection
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to the principle of preventing and recapturing excessive profits on
war work; indeed, the principle is essential to the very preservation of
orderly and just government. It is to be emphasized, however, that
the interested parties are the Government and its citizens and not
particular departments or agencies and the citizens, and, of course the
principle necessarily must be grounded in justice, equity, and fair deal-
ing between the Government and itscitizens. We submit that where
the Government demands, as it has the right to demand, that its citi-
zens in their business .with it stall riot profit excessively out of its war
necessities and efforts, it has the corresponding duty and obligation to
see to it that the Government itself shall not proft by technical and
fine distinctions as to the presence, absence, or limits of authority
of the particular departments or agencies with which the business hap-
pens to have been conducted.

We think that, in simple justice, not only to contractors but also to
the dignity and honor of the Government., this law should be amended
so as to take care of the situation and analogous situations such as that
which I have described. We think, too, that the law can be so amended
as to create no unnecessary complications in the administration thereof.
The appropriate phraseology to be employed in such amendment and
the appropriate point for its insertion are, of course, matters which
may well be left to this committee and its experts in legislative drafts-
manship. As a suggestion,:however,.we. believe that the following
would be appropriate.

That there be inserted after line 20, on page 102 of the bill, the
following:

(VII) Upon request of the contractor or subcontractor, the losses sustained
by such contractor or subcontractor In the performance of work or furnishing
of supplies for or to any department, agency, or bureau of the Government whether
or not such department, agency, or bureau Is specifically mentioned in this act:
Provided, however, That such losses shall be confined to losses sustained since
April 28, 1942.

and that the roman numeral "VIII" be substituted for the roman
numeral "VII" in line 21 on page 102 of said bill.

(The documents referred to are as follows:)
WAR DEPAirMENir,

Onxcz OF THe DIvs0N ENoisEnr,
Atlanta, Go., September 14, 1943.

PAUL SMrr CoNsTuRCToN Co.,
Box 1912,.Tampa, Fie.

GENrtum: This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of September 11,
1943, addressed to Col. R. 0. WVlteaker of this Price Adjustment Section request-
Ing that your Federal Public Housing Authority contract, project FLA-8181 and
$182, covering construction at Camp Gordon Johnston, Carrabelle, Fla., be con-
sidered together with your other 1943 renegotiable business.

Subsequent to discussions in this office, Mr. Harry W. Loving, Chief of the
Price Adjustment Section, Offie, Chief of Engineers, visited this price adjust-
ment section on August 27 and,28. During Mr. Loving's visit to this office your
problem was presented and it was determined at that time by Mr. Loving, speak-
Ing on behalf of the Chief of Engineers, that your Federal Public Housing work
referred to above cannot be included in your renegotiable business for your 1043
fiscal year.

Section 403 of the Sixth Supplemental National Defense Appropriation Act,
1912, as amended, and the Militaiy Appropriation Act, 1912, approved July 1,
1944. does not provide for the renegotiation of contracts awarded by the Federal
Housing Authority. At present, contracts awarded by nine departments or
agencies are subject to renegotiation and lare listed as follows: War Depart-
ment, Navy Department, Treasury Department, Maritime Commission, War
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Shipping Administration, Defense Plant Corporation, Metals Reserve Company,
Defense Supplies Corporation, and Rubber Reserve Company.

This price adjustment section regrets that regulations do not permit the
Considetsation of this work In the renegotiation of your 1043 business. It is
hoped that this explanation is sufficient and that this price adjustment section
may expect your continued full cooperation In such matters as you have demon-
strated in the past.

For the division engineer:
Sincerely yours,

GElOBGEC B. Hhue,
Ohef, Price Adjustment Section,

South Atlantic Divition.

September 1, 194S.
PAUL SMrrH CONSTEtL'erON (0.

Tampa, Fla.
(Attention Norman F. Six.)

DasA SEi: Your contract with the National Housing Agency, Federal Public
Housing Authority called for the construction of two projects, that is, R IV
Initials CBA-Fla-8181 and 8182. Date of beginning construction February 11,
1943, and estimated date of completion April 27, 1043.

(a) The above construction h-as been completed and is located on the Govern-
ment reservation, Camp Gordon .ohe ', "!a.

(b) The above projects were coa, structed for and will be used only by civilian
and military personnel In the war effort.
(c) Several factors have entered into and caused delays in the dates of con-

pletlon, as for exopaple: Tbe location of the camp area--the lack of railroad facili-
ties-the lack of interest of subcontractors, due to the location of the camp-
the lack of transportation and housing facilities for laborers Interested in the
construction of the above projects.
(d) There has been a constant difference in labor rates as several airfields and

the shipyards in Panama City, Fla., are all located within traveling distances of
local labor pools. This has meant a tremendous turn-over In various types of labor
due to the fact that higher wages were paid by other concerns.
(e) In the face of all of these difficulties It is appreciated by this headquarters

that your organliy.tlon has shown a very definite interest and spirit of coopera-
tion In bringing this project to Its completion.

(1) It appears that the quality of the work in this project has not been slighted
even in the face of the above obstacle.

(g) The undersigned has had occasion to be In the area during the complete
period of construction and I am definitely aware of the above obstacles.

It is my understanding that the date of completion has been extended to Sep-
tember 1, 1943.

While there has been consIderatle delay in completing the above listed projects
it is felt that a big percentage of the delays were caused by conditions over which
the contractor had no control.

I am writing you this Information so that it may be a matter of record that the
undersigned i defintely familiar with conditions as they existed during the above
construction period.

Yours very truly,
WALTED E. SMITH,

Colonel, Isnfantry,
Commanding.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD S. MORRISON, REPRESENTING THE
WAUSAU, WIS., OROUP OF PAPER MILL OPERATORS

Mr. MoRnisoN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee my
iame is Howard S. Morrison, of Wausau, Wis. I appear in behalf of
what is known in the trade as the Wausau, Wis., group of paper-mill
operators and lumbermen, which group manufactures bond papers,
food containers, kraft paper,'and paperboard in Wisconsin, Michigan,
and the State of Washington, and also operate several sawmills in the
Lake States region and in the West.



At the meeting before the House Ways and Means Committee, Mr.
Colin Spencer presented a plea for fair treatment for timber growers
in the South and submitted some very interesting pictures of tree
growth. I have with me some pictures of a tree plantation in Wis-
consin now covering 12,000 acres of plantings by Tomahawk Kraft
Paper Co. during the past 12 years. The Mosinee Paper Mills Co. is
now contemplating entering into the same sort of undertaking, but
there is a question in the minds of some of the directors as to its avis-
ability because of the tax situation.

The Marathon Paper Mills Co. bought a tract of 50,000 acres of
land in northern Michigan 20 years ago at a cost of $5.40 per thousand
feet. Its carrying charges to date haie been $2.25 per thousand feet,
from which carrying charges its income-tax benefit has probably been
not more than 15 percent of the $2.25, yet as it cuts this timber, which
it is doing, the hardwoods into lumber and the softwcods into pulp-
wood, it is taxed at the top excess-profits rates on the realization of
these carrying changes and also the profit between $7.65 per thousand
&eet and the fair market value of the timber, which-value is about $9
at the present time. "A capital-gains tax on the difference between
$5.40 and $9 would be fair and equitable.

The Wausau group of men have practiced reforestation for many
years. One of thisir companies, the Wisconsin & Arkansas Lumber
Co., through a practice of leaving a. few seed trees on each acre, made
It possible for Southern International Paper Co. to add 150 000 acres
of desirable second growth to' its holdings in Arkansas. AnA Wausau
Southern Lumber Co. and Marathon Lumber Co., at Laurel, Miss'
gave birth to the Masonite Corporation with its enormous acreage of
reoestaion and its present inestimable value to the war effort.

Unless some encouragement is given to timber owners for the present
and future such practices will not continue and no one should expect
them to continue.
. During the past month I have attended two meetings in which the
certified public accountants of lumber concerns have recommended
that production be curtailed to the point where the excess-profits credit
base is earned and thus prolong the operating life of the company.
The proposition in both cases was turned down and urgently needed
war production will coratinue during the duration in spite of the
great financial sacrifice involved.

If the difference between the depletion base and the fair market
value of the cut timber each year is taxed as a realized capital gain
such propositions should not be suggested and no doubt in some cases
this would lead to increciied production which we are all so desirous
of obtaining.

Senator W six. Mr. Phillips.
STATEMENT OF ED P. PHILLIPS, REPRESENTING PHILLIPS

MACHINERY CO., RICHMOND, VA,
Mr. PmILLIs. Mr. Chairman, my name is Ed P. Phillips, and I

represent the Phillips Machinery Co a partnership, consisting of Art
llackstrom and Ed P. Phillips, of Riciond, Va.

I am just a little fellow; I am not a big businessman.
We handle construction and industrial equipment, selling, servicing,

rebuilding, remanufacturingi and leasing both new and used equip-
ment..
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I feel that the law is a dangerous one, vicious un-American, destruc-
tive to both industry and Government and isdeiaying the war effort.
The RenigotiatiQn Act has no right of appeal, it is discriminative,
impossible of administration, and it represents taxation without rep-
esentation. -.

Yesterday afternoon, by accident, I happened to meet two fellow
distributors in Washington, one from the west coast and one from the
-Midwest and we made a comparison of our experience and figures
on renegotiation. I want to give you the benefit of that comparison
so that you can see just how this law is being administered.
* The companies to which I refer have representatives in the audi-
ence and they shall be delighted to answer any questions which you
may desire them to do.

in my case our profits before taxes were 19.5, and after taxes 4.1;
salaries allowed. As partnerships do not, have salaries for partners,
the renegotiation panel used the drawing accounts of the two partners,
which amounted to a total of $20,000 and established this amount as
allowable salaries for renegotiating purposes.

Total renegotiable business covering several hundred small contracts
and purchase orders, $1,65,0.

The amount of the refund demanded by the War Department before
taxes, $170)000.

The refund -was demanded in cash, even though we had p aid three-
quarters of our taxes. I advised them that if they thought I could
pay three-quarters of my taxes and also pay them $170,000 in cash,
they were crazy.

Senator WALsH. What was the total amount of your contracts that
were renegotiated?

Mr. Pmwpe. $1,675,204 Now, I want to compare my figures with
those of the Howard Cooper Corporation. "

Senator WALSH. What was the total of his contract?
Mr. PHiLLIs. The total amount of his renegotiable business was

$1,780,000.
Senator WALShi. How much did he have to pay back?
Air. PHuLIs. He had to pay back $96,000.
They were -allowed $70,000 in ofloers' salaries as compared with

$20,000 in partners salaries in our own case.
Senator WALSH. Were you both engaged in the same business?
Mr. PnLLPs. We are in the same business-renting, selling, re-

building, and servicing construction-machinery.
Here is another important fact: They demanded cash from me.

I told them that was impos-ible. They later made arrangements so
that the refund could be paid on or before December 1, 1944, regard-
les of whether or not I had collected any refunds on -my taxes from
the Internal Revenue Department. In the case of the Howard Cooper
Corporation, they were given 2 years in which to makepayments on
their refund. There is discrimination, gentlemen, and I don't mean
maybe.

There is another point wkich t.-woulA like to bring ot.. When
they nirst renegotiated the Uoward Cooper Corporatzon they gave
them a clean bill 4f health, wit put any demand for refund. The Sig-
nal Corps handled the first re4*otiation and their figures were based
on a 19.5 pereezt befh taxes Ind a 4,1 after taxes, which was the
same as ours; but still there clipped us for $170,000. The law wa%
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later changed, adding more departments and they renegotiated them
'agan, 'nd that is when they e6tablished ' the figure of $96,000t be
rSenato WAU. Did they give, themi an E award I

Mr. Pftuiws. They should hlave.
I would like to mention the third case, the Thomas W.Rosholt of

Minneapolis, Minn., whose repge*entativ i$ alo in the audience. This
is a very odd case and I am sure it will'be Interstingto you gentle-
nien. This firm received a clean bill of health. It so happened that
when the renegotiators walked into their office they discovered that
they were 12 days late, by reason of the 1-year provision in the re-
negotiation law, that renegotiation must start within 1 year after the
close of the fiscal year. Th is firm gets a clean bill of health.

There are three cases and all three are treated differently.
If you care to ask either one of these gentlemen any questions, they

are in the audience and will be delighted to come up and answer
them.

I started in business at the age of 22 and have been in business
for 18 years.

All of our bids were competitive bids, there were no negotiated
contracts and there Was plenty of competition. Only a small per-
centage of our business was direct with the Government, In fact,
practically all of it was with sub-sub-subcontractors, and wiih prime
contractors. We had no Oovers ment aid of any.kind on plant, ma-
chinery or money. All contracts were signed and delivery completed
before the effective date of this law. On all prices of our merchandise,
our cost was fixed, what we paid for it, our selling price was fixed,
our rental prices were fixed and our service rates were fixed by the
Office of Price Administration.

Every piece of merchandise handled by us, as distributors, is con-
sidered standard commercial articles, but still they renegotiated us.

We differ' from the cost-plus-fixed-fee contractor, who had no
gamble. We gambled a great deal and our losses could have been
tremendous, as we had invested more than $1,000,000 in rental equip-
ment leased to the Government.

Most of our present inventory is frozen by the War Production
Board by reason of various rules and regulations and that inventory
is subject to severe depreciation in the event of on immediate cut-off
of this program.
* We are a service organization and not agents.

Our problem is in 1942, as well as in 1943 and because of the war
program we expanded tremendously and invested more than a
$1,000,000 in additional equipment on items of construction, indus-
trial, and motor truck equipment) and it presented quite a problem
and quite a bitof worrying.

Our entire facilities went into action on war work, serving projects
in 37 of the 48 States.. There wasno guarantee from the Government, as our contracts read
that they rented the equipment for I month or more and at one tinie
we had $1,300,000 worth of equipment that c6uld have come back
within 24 hours after the end of the first month's rental.

Our case was handled by a panel, and We d6'h't: like to have a panel
of five inexperienced men tell us what We. are to be taxed. That
gentlemen, is the duty of -C4ngress. Aftev many conferences oi
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several hours each, we were advised by the panel that we had noappeal .  .,Just recently I wrote a letter to Judge Patterson, the Under Secre-

tary of War, asking that my case be reviewed by the over-all board,
and not a panel, and his answer indicated that this might be pos-
sible, however, the reply was not signed by Judge Patterson and the
representative .who wrote ' the letter had served on our panel pre-
viously and told me that by reason of the fact that he had been on
my panel, that was the equivalent of the main board review and I
couldnot get any other review from that board.
. The panel refused to put their conclusions in writing or give me a
bill of particulars and Iasked them to put in writing why and how
they reached the $170,000, this they refused to do. In fact, they were
afraid to do it. They couldn't defend it, in my opinion.

The future of our industry doesn't look any too gbod. We all
know that there is estimated to be 60 to 70 billion dollars in sur-
plus war materials at the end of the war. When and if that comes
our markets will be destroyed for a long time unless there is some
action taken to have orderly control.

Let me quote a few items here, with regard to figures on renegotia.
tionquoted by members oi both the House and Senate, and also by
members of the Renegotiation Board.

Colonel Browning, on page 17, part I, Ways and Means Com-
mittee hearings, stated that 20 percent was allowed before taxes and
4.1 percent net after taxes, and still they renegotiate us. Part I,
page 23, Mr. Karker, former Chairman of the Price Adjustment
Board, stated average after renegotiation and taxes 5.23, and in my
case 4.1 after taxes and before renegotiation.

Part 6, page 1692, Truman committee reports, Senitor Brewster
quoted that the 1942 income tax would recapture anything excessive.

The panel refused to visit my plant, but other panels did visit the
plants of other distributors.

My case was the first from this idustry handled by this particular
panel and it will be the only case, as they have now specialized dis-
tributor panels to handle cases from our industry.

Congress delegated their powers to the administration the admin-
istration delegated them to the Under Secretary of War, and the
Under Secretary of War to the main board, and the main board to a
sub-board, and the sub-board to a panel, and that is where our case
is being handled, with a panel.

Our recommendation is just this:
There was and now is unjust treatment in 1942 in connection with

renegotiation and when there is anything wrong, that wrong should
be righted.

All amendments proposed and passed by the House should be retro-
active to the original date of the law, April 28, 1942.

Standard commercial articles should be exempted and be made
mandatory by the law instead of an administration, e decision.

Mr. Karker, part 3, page 249, Ways and Mearo Ccmmittee hearings,
challenged theWays and!eans Committee and Le challenged indus-
try, also, to get down to specifid cases . I aeptd that challenge
and pared before the Ways and Means Commtt-e and I also ap-
peared before a closed eXecutive session of the V*'ys 'and Means
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Committee, due to some of the interesting and revealing facts in my
case.

When I appeared before the Ways and Means Committee I requested
that the panel handling my case come before that committee. The
committee asked for it and the administration refused to send over
the panel for appearance before the committee, aihd I don't blame
them, because they couldn't back it up if they did, in their decisions
on my case.

I want to challenge the administration at this time to bring before
this committee that panel and let them tell you how they arrived at
the figures they gave to me-in actual figures, not in just a lot of
baloney and a lot of conversation.

Gentlemen, as a small businessman, I plead to you to give this
serious consideration, as it is doing a lot of damage to the war effort,
and staking up the time of a lot of men which should be devoted to
things of more importance. s o

I have skipped, due to the shortage of time, many important factors,
however, I have tried to high-light the main items and I thank you
very much fo the privilege of appearing here befre you.

he CHAnEMA r. Thank you very much.
(The following figures were submitted, by Mr. Phillips, for the

record:)

Comparison bettceen a normal and war business

Net profit on actual business done In 1942, inciedlng normal and war
business, total cf both, $2,251,99.18, of which $1,675,20.82 was
termed renegotiable business and on this renegotiable business
the Government demanded a refund of $170,COO before taxes, which
leaves, After taxes and after renegotiation, net profit of -------- $74, 007. 90

Had this company declined war business and proceeded In a normal
manner, eliminating an Investment of more than a million dollars In
new equipment for lease to the Government, and not expanded
their organization to handle war business and worked normal work-
Ing hours and working days, instead of working nights, Sundays,
holidays, and 10 to 18 hours per day, the net profits on this normal
operation, based on a total volume of $500,000, after taxes ------- 65,03. 85

By comparing the 2 above'figures and by reasons of increased taxes,
plus renegotiation, we actually gained In distributable profits on
an increased volume of $1,675,204.82 war business, after taxes and
after renegotiation --------------------------- ---------------- 9, 01. 14
The above figures exclude an amount of $20,000 allowed, as salaries before

taxes, for both partners, $11,700 for one partner and $8800 for the other.

Analysts of results of renegotiation on basis of *170,000 demanded by Government

n EFORE SN REOT ACTION

Phillips' tax, present basis, Federal ---------------------- $275,176.0
Backstrom's tax, present basis, Federkl ---------------------- 57,931.62

Total Federal tax for partnership --------------------- 333,158.54

ATM12 5UM00TION

Phillps' tax ------------------------- I ------------------------ -55, 4M Q2
Backstrom's tax ------------------------------------ ----- - 31,540.48

Total tax for partnership alter renegotiation ------------ 1?, 018. 40

Amount of tax to be refunded by Internal Revenue Depart.
ment direct to Phillips ...- . .---------------------- 146,121.14
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Refund demanded by War Department renegotiation panel ---- $170,000.00
Amount of tax refund by Internal Revenue Department direct to

Pblliips (86 percent) --------------------------------------- 146,121.14

Net cost of renegotiation without State refund (14 percent) .... 23,878.86
State of Virginia refund -------------------------------------. 5,100.00

Final net coot to Phillips Machinery Co. and actual net
recovery by Government 1,--------------------------- 788 86

SCHEDULE OF EAaNINOS AND TAXES FOR 1942 AFTR 3xEGOTIATSON

Net profit after renegotiation but before taxes ------------------
Phillips' Federal Income tax ------------------ $155,49. 92
Backstrom's Federal Income tax ------------------ 31,540.48
Phillips' State income tax ---------------------- ,4041.38
BIakstrom's State Income tax ------------------- 1.754.65

$2e9,264.42

$I1K043

Balance after taxes and renegotiation ------------------- $74,067. 99
Percent of profit to w ,ume-

Beforetaxes ant after renegotiation ----------------------- 12
After taxes and renegotiation ------------------------------ & 2

Gross volume of business, Including normal and renegotiable --- $2,251, 9. 13
Renegotiable volume -------------------------------- $1, 675, 204. 82
If salaries comparable to officers of other equipment distributors

allowed, net profit after taxes and renegotiation would be 1%
percent (actually 1.51 percent).

Schedule of waning, and tazes for years 1936 through 1940

.1936 1937 1938 191

Net proat .............................................. 64 03263 M ,94.56 .$9,791.09 14201114

Federal I'oome tx pald by PhFillips................ 6,20&8.15 3.0%60 2, 07. 0 6,9w.63
Fedral i~ncom taxt pid by Backstrom ................ 241,12 177.9 I&21 40. 5Staln ometa paidb Phillips.................. 1,04&16 749.78 616.5 11.4
State Income tax paid by Backatrom ................. •1238 106.26 9.21 184.63

6IS.01 4.12162 89666 7,674 .3

Balance ,, tat .......................... ,412 24, 1 16,89M43 34. 54481
Percent of pr6ft to volume before tes .......... i 112 8 14.4
Perce opudt to volume atier taxes ............... 011.5 1.8 &9 11.8
Gros volume of business ........................... 61,681.72 SM 90&83 $24 ft.77 $2M,93$.81

1640 1941 194)

Net profit ............................. ............ Sitm,7"I. 67 $M 134.66 $439, 4. 42

Felaj n-o4" tM pald by PhtIl ................ 32,4M094 W97.79 271m69
Feder li tak id by tackstrom ............... 5018. 4as M24 87,951.62
State Income t pad by Phllps ..................... 2,627.12 10, 43. 62 10, 84 38
Stale Income lax paJd by Backitror .................. 612.17 2, 7 1t ,774.66

40,144.1 299, 91.67 348,417.57

Balance water taxes ............................. 6%627.46 117, 112"' 9%4& 63
Percent of profit to volume before tazes ............... 19.4 2&4 19.6
Percent of prvt to volume after taxes ................ 11. 8 4.1
GrosO rlusn of busnees ....................... U29,3 463 $1,71, 781.66 $2,2,9. to

This amount is $27950 greater than the net prot shown In auditors peod t4nd-loss statement for 1940.
The reasm Is that In December of 1941, the Department of Internal Revenue ruled that this should be
taken as proat for 1940 and changed our method of accounting.

9U.31-4 -- 45
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Schedule of salan. an4 wag.
IUn rvepeuiz this ceda, Only a "W artl ou personnel is a on b t c department is represeate1j

E employeee Pomt~on 19 93 i37 i93 1939
FA P. Ph il l . . ........... 20a 00 K in.00 10000 $7,077.21

rthur~tnro ................ . 1,50.00 00 4,150.00 4,1.0
Ar. thr .sktr............ .. do-' ~ w ,h o .......... I,7 e ......I:He r%&%e .3,600 2.00W 3,15%00 4616
H.N. Ta ........ AMiaer mechanicWashington g I16066 37& 06 ..... 3,057.09

R.C. Nesbltt ............... Field ,,engineer Washington .................... 3,650.00 3,8610
plant

L.A. Dion ................ Senor me a Washin ton .............................. 1 1,8 .92

A'' .............. Iegineer lebmond rant .-- 27. 00 3,3%65
.W.Faulkneraster mechanic Richmond ........ . .I,9 33plant.,

1r. A. Michael% I0. er. cbadnc Richmond plant
I . . . . . . . . . . . .

,1 ! . 250..7 1, 48.26
Mrs. Virginia Meol... Setary' ..................... 50000 , 0 1,50.03 0 0M

Employee PositIon 10 1941 1942

FA P. Phllps ............ PrtIr' ........ ............. $7,1100 $,8W&93 S111,700.00Arthur Bckstrom ........... ..... d......................... 4,.90.00 700N.00 X.300.00
L N. Obson ............. Manaer Wash gton plant ' ................... %%250 4, 20.00H. N. TaylorI........._.... mechancWashlngtonplant1 3, 4A000 395Z 0 4.631
R.0.Nesbtt.............. Mdengneerwash pn in 00 3.m0 4.1610
L, A. lMon ............. Se lor mecban l W ptant X 202.30 3387.00 3,331.23
R. L. enkird ... . Manage: truck dlvtLo ..~.....4 ,637.50 38000

A.A roat... Field caeeer RichmdOS plant .. 3,440.00' 392L25 t 67&100
A. W. Faulkner'........Mter mechanic Richmn plnt ,0031 3,07. 74 .....H. A. Mlraels, Jr.$ .......... Mechanic Richmond plant ........ 11&79 Z0 3X92 3,487.44
Mrs. V&rgInI& Mionnell .... Secretary' .................... ., 21&00 Z 6&050 k & 3,300

I Monthly bets.
I Out from Mar. , 193 to Feb. 12, 1939.
I Houwly baste-Increase due to overtime.
I Out from Aug. 31 1937 to Jane 18, 1938.
SFaulwuner resgned May 31, 1942 and Michaels took his plaoe as master mechanle at the Riehmondplat.

The purpose of this schedule Is to show that partners and employees salaries
have been more than reasonable In amounts and normal in their increases. The
personnel shown represents a cross section of our employees, each departmentbeing represented. The highest paid employee was R. L. Jenkins. There is not
now, and there never has been, a relative of either partner or of any employee
on our pay roll which is in accordance with a policy of the company which was
established when the partnership began and is still in force. The partners as
well as the key employees worked hard and put in long hours during all of this
period and especially so during the past 2%, yeiars Therefore the key em-ployees of our organization reaUy were entitled to much greater bonuses and
Increase for 1042 than they received but we were blocked In this by the Wage
Stablllzation Act.

Many distributing firms engaged in the same business and who operate ascorporations, pay the heads of their firms salaries ranging from $26000 to $75,-
000 per year.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD QUINTON, VICE PRESIDENT, SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA EDISON CO., LOS ANOELES, CALIF.

Senator WALSH. You may proceed Mr. Quinton.Mr. QuiwTox. Mr. Chairman, much has been said about the unequal
tax burden shared by corporate stockholders but I would like to add
just a brief thought on that subject. Actual experience in our com.

.pany offers an illustration.
Our gross revenue and our net income before taxes are very much

greater today than they were in the years prior to the war, but ourtaxes have increased so disproportionately & ,t today our net income
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after all charges is less than it was during the pre-war years. In the
years 1936 to 1939 we earned an average of $2.28 per share on our
common stock. This was a regulated-earning-regulated by the
Railroad Commission of California, and based on a fair return--not
an excessive return. In 1942 we earned $1.67 per share on our common
and we may earn in the neighborhood of $1.40 in 1013. This reflects
a decrease in earnings of approximately 85 cents per share comi-
pared with the normal or base period average of $2.28. , It was caused
entirely by increased Federal taxes. Our stockholders, therefore, are
contributing an extra %1 percent per share to taxes for the war effort
before they even begin to calculate their increased Indfividual taxes
on their decreased dividend.

Our stock is not closely held by persons of great wealth. We have
more than 90,000 shareholders who own an average of 71 shares each
of our $25 par value stock or 18 shares each on a $100 par basis--an
average investment of about $180_0 on today's market. We have only
1 stockholder holding fractionally more than 1 percent of the total
stock, ind no others own as much as 1 percent. Many thousands of
these- stockholders are women and minors. Many thousands have
held their stock since original.issue. Many are company employees
in the lower-income brackets, many are consumers and a very great
many dependent on their dividends for their livelihood. I believe
this is a fair cross-section of, corporate stockhold6rs Nation-wide. This
group, it *sn- to us, is deerving of your further consideration.

This was the group in our company that provided the basio capital
which made a great public service possible in southern California.
The production and distribution of electricity requires extraordinarily
large amounts'of capital. Whereas I believe the average investment
in plant per employee in industry in the United States has been
estimated at $5,000, our company has an average investment in plant
of more than $100,600 per employee..

The so-called average investor or small stockholder of 50 t9 100
shares has always been the basic source for such capital, but his
present position is not an encouraging one and surely his burden
should not be increased. In 1942, 80 cents of every doar received
from consumers was disbursed by the company in direct taxes. In
1943 this total tax bill will take 84 cents of every dollar received
from our consumers. . Federal taxes account for 68 percent of the total
taxes.. And for 1943 Federal taxes will account for 74 percent of our
total taxes.

I want to emphasize these last statements. Our consumers will
pay us a total of approximatey. $57,0000000 in 1943. That is our
gross revenue, our gross sle.: Of this $57,000,000 we will disb i-m
app roxixnately $19,5D0,000 in direct taxes.

These conditions are not peculiar alone to our company. Composite
income statements have been released -by, the Federal Power Com--
mission coeiing the years 1937 to 1942 of all class, A and class B
electric u tilit'i6s representing 95 percent of the entirprivately owned.
electric utility Industry in the United States (financial record of the
electric utility industry 1937-42, Federal Power Commission, Wash-
ingt6i, November' 1943). Comparing 1942 with 1937,' these state-
ments show that:

1. Total operating revenues increased 27 percent,
2, Ta xe increased 100 percent. ,

697
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8. Net surplus earnings available for common stockholders de-
creased 19 percent.

These stockholders were the group in our company that risked their
savings in the remote wilderness of the High Sierras in damst tim-
nels, and reservoirs. They built hundreds of miles of transmission
lines over barren lands in anticipation of future need and growth.
They also built steam plants to insure continuity and reliability of
services. 'Their substantial contribution is reflected in many ways
in our community-in its whole basic development-in lower power
costs--in a high degree of rural electrification-in a very dependable
and prompt service in the present emergency-in rendering, together
with others in the industry, one of the few services during this emer-
gency which, as expressed by Mr. Krug of the War Production Board,
has been neither "too little nor too late."

In 1939 our sales totaled a little less than 3 billion kilowatt-hours.
In 1912 we sold over 4 billion kilowatt-hours. The increase was
sold at less than half the average rate of all sales in 1939--and the
job was done with a reduction of 15 percent in manpower compared
with 1939. This is the stockholders' further contribution to the war
effort. The stockholders' contribution is also reflected in the corn-
p any's low cost of credit which has been a large factor in a long

istory of rate reductions. Those reductions should be i-esumed as
early as possible after the war but they will depend in a large meas-
ure on continued earnings and continued low-cost capital for re-
habilitation, modernization, and expansion of service. 'We ask that
this be'kept possible through the normal processes of private enter-
prise--that that enterprise be not destroyed by excessive taxation.

Two suggestions are offered for the consideration of your com-
mittee. The first relates to the electrical energy tax of 3% percent
provided by section 3411 of the Internal Revenue Code. It has never
been clear to us why electrical energy, which is considered so essential
to the public welfare that it appears to require very extensive gover--
mental regulation, should be classed with sporting goods and 1e,-
fumery and taxed as o luxury. Nor why energy produced in a pub-
licly owned municipal plant is any different fcom the energy-produced
in a privately owned plant. This tax is levied on the corporation and
as rates for services are fixed (certainly as a practical matter, for
the duration) it cannot be passed on to the consumer but again must
be absorbed by the stockholder. It involves seemingly dispropor-
tionate administrative costs.

The tax is determined annually in respect of revenue from more
than 20,000,000 meters in the privately owned electric utility industry
and the accounting alone is a substantial undertaking. The revenue
from some 600,000 meters is taxable to our company. Government
auditors were engaged in our offices for approximately 6 man-years
in the examination of our electrical energy tax returns for the 8 years
1932 to 1940. More than 10 man-years were required of our own
personnel in connection with these examinations. While the elec-
trical energy tax in the case of our company amounts to approximately
$850,000 annually, it is a deduction for excess profits tax purposes at
90 percent so that the net annual revenue derived therefrom by the
Treasury Department is only $85,000.

When the administrative apd collection costs to the Treasury De-
partment and to the utility are considered, it seems doubtful if the
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net income from this course justifies the levy. There is the further
factor involved as stated before that this tax is not levied on revenue
from.the electrical energy sold by municipal plants. This is a con-
dition of which we are particularly conscious in our highly competi-
tive area. We ask your favorable consideration of, either (1) the
repeal of the tax, or, (2) provision for its levy against consumers, as
in the manner of the transportation and communications taxes, or, at
tile least, (3) its equitable application to revenue of municipal as well
asprivately owned utilities.

The second suggestion for your consideration relates to the excess
profits tax. It is a third alternate formula for the calculation of that
tax and was first formally presented by Mr. Harold V. Bozell before
the House Ways and Means Committee. It has been presented here
by Mr. Bozell, and I will not take your time in discussion of its
technicalities. -.

However, Mr. Bozell referred in his remarks before the House
committee to studies which had been made by representatives of the
Railroad Commission of the State of California, and I should lil:e
to add just a few remarks regarding those studies. They were begun
actively during the writing of the Revenue Act of 1942 and continued
through to September of this year. The Research Staff of the Com-
mission arranged numerous meetings with representatives of the
utilities in the State and numerous proposals for amendment of the
excess profits tax provisions were considered. The effect of these
proposals was tested by their application to the 1042 tax returns of
the companies. Many suggestions were rejected as being too limited
in the number of companies affected or overliberal in their resulting
relief.

Mr. Bozell's formula was among those examined. It was tested
by application to the 1942 returns of 16 major utilities in the State,
representing 95 percent of the electric and gas customers of the pri-
vately owned utilities in the State. It was found that the formula
did not relieve all the utilities from all excess-profits taxes, but it
did accord a very modest relief from the injustice and practical con-
fiscation which results to some of the companies under the present
code. It did remove, in some degree, purely normal earnings from
the excess-profits classification. The formula was submitted for exam-
ination to several southern, eastern, and middle western utilities which
are, also seriously affected by the present code, and, as in the case of
the California utilities, it was found to accord only modest relief.

It is the considered judgment of those of the research division of
the staff of the California Railroad Commission who were engaged
on this study, and of those of us who assisted in the studies, that
Mr. Bozell's plan will reach the greatest number of those utilities
which are the most seriously affected under the present code, but will
accord to them only a very reasonable and modest reduction in tax. I
have stated that 34 percent of our gross revenue of 1943 will be dis-
bursed in direct taxes. Under Mr. Bozell's proposed alternate for-
mula, we will still disburse 31 percent of our gross revenue in taxes.

Now we have been asked: Why should the utilities be placed in a
special class for taxation The answer is that they are adversely
affected, in comparison with other industries, when subjected to the
gpnera! provisions of the code. The fact of this condition is apparent
and has been demonstrated by several studies. One study was made
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common stock in 1942 with their average'net income for the pre-war
eirs 1936 to 1939. This was the result: 10 out of 10 raiIkads reported

increased net income '10 out of 10 aircraft companies reported in-
creased net income; 9 out-6f 10 steel companies reported Increased
net income; 8 out of 10"automobile companies' reported increased net
income; 7 out of 10 oil companies reported increased net income,

4 7 out of 10 metal companies reported increased 'net income; 6 out of
10 chemical companies reported increased pet income; 6 out of 9
motion-picture companies reported increased net income; but 9 out
of 10 electric and gas utility'compe-.*. reportt I decreased net income.
This decrease was solely and directly the result oq increased taxes.

The reason that other industries are hot similarly affected is that
their excess profits in-relation to their normal profits of the pre-war
period are relatively very much greater than in the utility industry.
Ours is a regulated riveriue. As a practical matter we'simply cannot
increase our rates. They have in fact been reduced. Whereas the
gross revenue Qt the Utility companies has increased 20 percent since
1939i it is not uncommon to find the gross sales in other industries in-
creasing 100,200, ahd 1,000 percent and more. As aresultthese oher
industries have large enough excess profits so that the 10 percent
which they retain ofsuch profits after taxes more than makes gbod the
deficiency in their normal earnings which is created b; the increased
normal and surtaxes.I I have a hypothetical case. Assume that our average normal net
earnings before taxes in the pre-war years 1936 to 1939 totaled $10,-
000,000. The prevailing cororate tax rates in those years averaged
approximately 16 percent, leaving a net income available to stock-
holders of $8,400,000. Today, assume a net income before taxes of
$12,000,000. The first $10,000,000 of this, that is, the normal part of
this profit, would be taxed at 40 percent, leaving $6,000,000 available
fot stockholders, or, a deficiency of $,400,000 compared with the pre-
war years. This deficiency may only be made good from the excess
profits of $2,000,000. But we retain only 10 percent or $200,000 of
those excess profits. This, together with the amount of so-called
normal profits which we retain, totals $6,20,000, or a deficiency of,
$2,200.000 compared with our normal net income in the years 1936
to 1939.

It is solely a matter of volume of excess profits. If a c6rporation's
excess profits are large enough it may retain enough 10-cent pieces
out of each dollar of its excess profits to equal or exceed the deficiency
in its normal income which is created by the increased normal and
surtaxes. If it does not have excess profits, or, if the excess profits
are small in relation to its normal income, it is bound to report smaller
earnings than in the pre-war years. The 40.peicent normal and sur-
taxes simply take too much of the normal income.

Just one more thought, but in-my opinion this is important: The
very high Federal taxes on utilities are beginning to invite measures
by local authorities, designed to siphon off moneys that would be
paid by utility companies to the Federal Treasury, through such de-
vices as temporary rate reductions, refunds to electric customers or
heavy local excise taxes whieh are deductible in computing Federal
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taxes.' Such )ioves have come up for formal or informal considera-
tion' in Michigan, 'Oho,4fidiana, Arkansas, and elsewhere. '

SQ far the appeal to patriotic motives by the utility companies and
the regulatory commissions has been effective in resisting the 'local
pressure, but the mves indicate that Federal taxation of utilities has
reached a level where it may backfire.

Mr. Chairman and gefitlemen it has backfired. This morning I
learned that the city council of Detroit has levied a 20 percent excise
tax on the revenues of the Detroit Edison Co. The announcement
appeared in yesterday's New York Times. I am not speaking for
the Detroit Edison Co., but I know something'about their figures, and
I estimate that if the ordinance holds up, $10,000 000 of the taxes
of that one company alone will be diverted from the federal Treasury
to the city of Detroit.

Admittedly some of the utilities have excess profits due to the war,
but the peculiar and discriminatory effect of the present code is
demonstrated by the anomaly of declining net profits for stockholders
in contrast with increasing excess profits and increasing excess-profits
taxes. For these several reasons we endorse the amendments which
have been suggested by Mr. Bozell. I

Finally, let me emphasize that we are quite aware that wartime
taxation must bear.heavily upon every citizen. To accept such bur-
dens is a patriotic duty in which, I am sure, our stockholders are glad
to participate. The suggestions which I have endeavored to present
are not for relief from taxation which is merely, burdensome; rather,
'they are for the removal of inequities which will result, we believe,in the long run, in a sourider national economy, greater post-war pro-
duction and, hence, in a greater public'benefit. I trust that you will
find, upon consideration of the suggestions, that they are constructive
and in the public interest.

Senator WALsH. Let me compliment you upon your fine presenta-
tion. We thank you very much indeed.

STATEMENT OF L D. ROMIG, ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER, SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA (FAS CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. Romio. Mr. Chairman, this statement is being made on behalf of
Southern California Gas Co., a corporation organized October 5, 1910,
under the laws of the State of California with its principal office
located at 810 South Flower Street, Los Angeles, Calif. The principal
business of the company is that of a public utility acquiring, gathering,
compressing, transporting, distributing, and/or selling natural gas to
domestic, commercial, gas engine, industrial, nnd wholsale consumers
in Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Ventura, Kern, Riverside, Kings,
Tulare, and Fresno Counties in the State of California. The number
of cities, towns, and communities served as of December 31, 1942, was
131 with an estimated population of 2,945,000. As of the same date
the company served 829,26, domestic and commercial customers and
2,432 industrial and gas engine customers.

This appearance before the Finance Committee of the Senate is
being made in order to point out some of the inequities of the present
law as applied to public utilities'and to recommend certain proposals
for relief,
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The heavy increase in Federal tax burdens under the existing law
has gravely reduced the equity income of many public-utility com-
panie& A review of the earnings available for common stock re-
ported for utility companies for 1942 shows almost without exception
a reduction in earnings as compared with the average of the reported
earnings for the base-period years of 1036 to 1939. A similar review
for railroads, major aircraft, automobile, steel, chemical, metal, and
oil concerns shows a tremendous increase in earnings per share of
common stock in 1942 as cornpared with the average of the base-period
.ears. The greatest single factor causing the decline in utility earn-

ings is the increase in Federal taxes. The stock of utility companies
generally is widely held by small investors, many of them with fixed
incomes. A reduction in dividends amounts to a real sacrifice by these
people. All except 44 shares of the company's 1,152,000 shares-of
coqmon stock is held by Pacific Lighting Corporation. The stock.
holders of Pacific Lighting Corporation. number more than 17,000.
In addition to the'common stock, Southern California Gas Co. has
over 7 300 holders of 6 percent cumulative preferred stock of which
942,98A shares are outstanding.

The reported earnings per share of common stock of Southern Cali-
fornia Gas Co. for 1938 were $4.04, and for 1939 were $3.51. In 1942
the reported earnings were $3.02 per share, a reduction of $1.02 per
share from 1938, and 49 cents per share from 1939. The net income
of the company subject to Federal income taxes, as shown by the re-
turns of the company, for 1942 exceeded 1938 by $1,342,319, or $1.17
per share of common stock and 1938 by $1,719,535, or $1.49 per share
of common stock. This convincingly shows that while the net earn-
ings of the company before Fcderal income taxes have substantially
increased, the earnings available for common stock have materially
declined as a result ofthe heavy Federal tax load.

One of the results of the ever-increasing corporate taxes is to
greatly increase the disparity in the tax burdens carried by consumers
of privately* owned versus publicly owned utilities. In the city of
Los Angeles, the company is in competition with the municipality
owned electric system, which is tax exempt. With the great increase
in hydroelectric power from Boulder Dam, the competition becomes
more acute. In 1939 the company's provision for taxes was $5,012,-
491.59, or 14.44 percent of its gross operating revenues. In 1942 the
provision for taxes was $7,3,797.53, or 17.78 percent of gross oper-
ating revenues. Federal taxes increased from $1,460,943.22 to $3,-
741,464.50, or an increase of 155 percent. The o1?crating revenues in-
creased from $34,709,269.64 to $41,401,995.44, or an increase of 19.3
percent. The heavy tax burden carried by privately owned public
utilities makes competition with publicly owned utilities increasingly
difficult, and the situation will not be cured until the need for addi-
tional national revenue overbalances the resistance to taxation of
publicly owned utilities.

Under normal peacetime operations a regulated public utility is
permitted to earn a fair return on its base rate-i. e., the present fair
value of its property used and useful in the public service--after
paying all of its expenses, including taxes. With the increased Fed-
eral normal tax and surtax rates and.with increased pay roll and other
costs as a result of the war, few utilities are able to earn the fair rate
of return normally permitted.' Under close rate regulation, such as
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we have had in California continuously for more than 30 years, no
utility should incur excess-profits taxes until it has earned the rate
of return permitted by regulatory bodies.

The effect of the present excess-profits tax law, however, is that in
many cases where the utility has not earned the permitted rate of
return, nevertheless a considerable part of its normal net income be-
comes subject to excess.profits tax rates. This is contrary to the
purposes of the present law which ostensibly are to recapture war-
created, and therefore abnormal, corporate profits.

In analyzing the income and excess-profits-tax returns of our com-
pany we find the following items of income normal to its businss
which are subject to exces-profits tax:

1. Normal earnings equal to 5 percent of the average base period
income is subject to excess-profits tax, since the company computes its
excess-profits credit under section 713 of the law.

2. In 1940 the company refinanced its entire outstanding bonded
indebtedness. As a result of this refinancing, annual interest and
amortization charges were reduced from the amount of similar deduc-
tions in the base period. This entire saving in fixed charges produces,
under the law, income subject to excess-profits tax.

3. The company does not derive any benefit from the growth formula
under section 713 (f) of the present law, since the earnings of the last
half of the base period are less than the first half. The result of this
situation as applied to our company, and the salne will apply to many
other utilities where net income did not parallel the growth during the
base period, is that earnings derived from additional investment in
the business made after December 31, 1939, are subject to excess-profits
tax under the rigid formula of the law.

The above-mentioned three items are not all of the items normal to
the utility business that are under the peculiarities of the law, subject
to excess-profits taxes, but they are the most important ones applying
to us.

One of the principal inequities in the present excess-profits-tax law
is that utilities are not permitted to deduct normal taxes and surtaxes
before determining excess-profits net income. A utility does not have
any true excess profits until all taxes and expenses are paid.

An analysis recently made by the railroad commission of the State
of California, of the Federal income and excess-profits taxes applicable
to major utilities in California based on 1942 operations shows a wide
divergence among utilities in the point of incidence of excess-profits
taxes. The "point of incidence" is the rate of return the utility may
earn on its rate base before excess-profits taxes become effective. This
rate varied from 4.67 to 7.03 percent, which means that all earnings of
the utility over the "point of incidence" are subject to e'xcess-profits
taxes. In the majority of cases, the "point of incidence" was loss than
the rate of return normally allowed to utilities under its jurisdiction.

In-connection with this study, the commission considered the pro-
posal to amend section 711 (a) (2), section 714, and.section 26 (e)
prior to its submission to the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives on behalf of the indelndent telephone
companies of the United States by Mr. Harold V. Bozell president
of General Telephone Co., New York, in October 1943. This proposal
is for a third alternate method of computing excess-profits taxes
which will be available only to utilities, and will permit such co n-
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panies to earn the same rate of return on their invested capital for
the current year after taxes as was earned during the base period year
after taxes.

The effect of this amendment, as indicated by the study of the Cali-
fornia Railroad Commission, will raise the point of incidence for
those companies hardest hit by the present law to a point more nearly
approaching the fair rate of return allowed by the commission.

It will not operate to give relief in all cases, but it will expedite
regulation and give relief where the need is the greatest.

We are in entire agreement with its objectives and urge upon Con-
gress the enactment of this proposal into law.

Senator WALSr. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF W. L McCOY, TREASURER, SOUTHERN COUNTIES
GAS CO. OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. McCoy. Mr. Chairman, when the excess-profits tax measures
were in the process of becoming law, it was recognized by Congress
that some special provisions should be made to afford relief to tax.
payers with respect to certain abnormalities. Consequently, section
721 (Internal Revenue Code), abnormalities in income in taxable
period; and section 722 (Internal Revenue Code), general-relief con-
strqctive average base period net income were adopted. Insofar as
privaely owned public-utility companies in general, and the company

J1 represent in particular, are concerned, very little relief is afforded
under these two sections. I will not elaborate on the afoie-mentioned
sections of the revenue act and they are referred to here merely to
emphasize the fact that Congress has given recognition to abnormal.;
ities in taxable net income.

I believe, however, that Congress has not ,Iven consideration to the
special nature of the, income of public-utility companies, and there
are several aspects of this situation of concern to the gas utility indus-
try. Most assuredly the gas industry expects to carry its equitable
share of financing the war. However, in an effort to safeguard the
future of Ihe industry and to avoid the possibility of the impairment
of credit, it is the object of this statement to direct your attention to
provisions of the present tax law which are deemedt to .be discrimi-
natory and uniustly burdensome upon the jafs industry in general, and
the Southern Counties Gas Co. of California in particular. By way of
illustration, attention is directed to an increase in taxable income for
the years 1942 and 1943, during which years abnormal conditions are
created by reduced maintenance work which cannot be done by reason
of the shortage of material and manpower. This maintenance work
is deferred and when material and manpower become available, costs
for 2 or 3 years after the war will be in excess of normal. A reserve
to provide for such deferred maintenance costs night be made by ap-
propriate charges against current income, but-under present tax lawa
such charges to income would not be allowed as deductions as ordinary
and necessary business expenses.

While the excess-profits provisions of the act were oetensibly devised
to recapture war-created and therefore abnormal corporte profits.
they have nevertheless gravely reduced the normal equity income of
many utilities. In several c Of which I have knowle earnings
have been depressed to a point. here impairment of credit iS imminent
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and. may prevent the financing of property additions .to serve new
areas that are being developed to accommodatee an extraordinary
growth in population, particularly in southern California.

That the raw in its present form affects public utilities to a greater
extent than other industrial operations is shown convincingly by a
recent analysis in which the 1942 common-stock earnings of 10 repre-
sentative companies in each of 9 major industries were compared with
the average earnings for the period 1936-89. The study included the
following industries: Electric and gas utilities, railroad, steel oil air-
craft, automobile, chemicals, metals, and motion pictures. All in'dus-
tries except the public utilities showed substantial gains in 1942 over
the base period, while the utilities group declined by 28 percent, and
onl I company of the 10 had increased earnings..

n California, all public-utility companies have been continuously
regulated since 1912 by the California Railroad Commission, which
commission obtains its authority from the Public Utilities Act adopted
in 1911, the year in which the Southern Counties Gas Co. of California
was organized.. The commission has wide powers as to service, rates,
accounting, and financing, and keeps itself well informed as- to the
operations of the companies under its jurisdiction. Although the
commission is not committed to allowing a fixed rate of return, it may
conclude that a company would be permitted to earn a maximum of
6% percent on its rate base (i. e., the present fair value of its property
used or useful in the public service. This does not mean that the
net income of the company can be as much as 6? percent on the rate
base. It means that the company may be permitted to earn (if it is
able) said rate of return, out of which.must come interest on debt,
amortization of discount of bonds, and so forth, and dividends on
preferred and common-stoks. Earnings of the California utilities
companies are being reviewed constantly by the commission and as
a result-many rate deductions have been ordered during the past 80
years. From the foregoing it is evident-that utility companies in
California have for many years enjoyed no more than a fair return
on their respective rate bases, and with the application of the excess -
profits-tax features of the present ,revenue act, net income is being
reduced to an extent not on daaging to the interests of the com-
panies but to that of the public as we 1. A study relative to the effect
of the excess-profits tax on utility companies was recently made by
the research department of the California commission, and from the
data collected a report was compiled from wdich the following is
quoted:

This report analiyses the effect of the 1912 Revenue Act upon the earnings
of major Callf.'rnia utilities for the calendar year 1942 and shows the maximum
effect of the provisions of the 1942 Revenue Act upon these-earnings after
adjusting tho tax payments' to exclude' unusual or nonrecurring Items"

Federal taxes on Income of a corporation consist of the normal Income tax,
a surtax and an excess-profits tax. The method 'of computing the excess-
profits tax as provided for in the Revenue Act of 1942 has created certain prob-
lems directly affecting the.earnings of public utilities. . Prior to the calendar
year 1942 the major utilities In. California generally escaped'payment of the
excess-proits, tax due to a credit which was created substantially* for the
refinancing of the funded debt. It Is expected that -cQmmenc16g with the
operations fot the calendar year 1943 that an praetlcally every Instance this
credit 'will disappear and the companies wIU be confronted with the naxlmum
iovisionsof the revenue act.. - - I
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n e fact that a zgulated public utlity Is subject to the excess-profits tax
creates a number of questions relative to the earning position of the company
during the current year, If It was the Intention of Congress to tax excess
earnings of corporations It Is also Implied that the measure of these excess
earnings would be reasonable and uniform as between companies and as
between classes of corporations. 'An analysis of the major utilities In Call-
fornia has disclosed an unequal distribution In the tax burden due particularly
in the application of the excess-profits tax provisions. Assuming that these major
utilities would have no excess-profits carry-over credit and that other unusual
or nonrecurring Items were eliminated from the tax returns, one of the largest
utilities would begin paying ai exxvs-prvust .Inx wheLai the rate of return on the
commission's rate base exceeded 447 percent and In another Instance a utility
readering similar service In California would not be subject, to the excess-
profits tax until Its return on the commission's ratQ base bad exceeded a rate
proft f 9.8 percent.* Between the" 2 rates of return 14 other major

utilities begin to pay an excegs-profits tax upon their earulng. This variation
In the percentage of earnings on the commission's rate base Indicates the
Injustice accorded regulated utilities under the 1942 act. Certain utilities In
California will be earning a rate of return at a point where the financial
Integrity of the company will be Impaired.

From the analysis of' the.provisions of the present revenue act and the effect
of the tax law upon the earnings of this group of utilities, It Is Impossible to make
a general statement explaining the variation in the rate of return the company
may earn before creating an excess-profits-tax liability. In one Instance it was
found that a company which had refinanced Its funded debt would be required
to pay an excess-profts tax upon the savings It had consummated through the
reduction of Its bond Interest In the magnitude of $1,000,000. In oherwords It
Is possible without an Increase In gross revenue that a company would be required
to pay a substantial excess-profits tax,

The regulatory commissions of the various States are aware of the
damaging provisions of the excess-profits tax to the utility companies,
and at the meeting of the National Association of Railroad and Utili-

i ties Commissioners in Chicago, September.15, 1943, the following reso-
lution was adopted:

Whereas under* the provisions of the 1942 Revenue Act, regulated public
utilities are subject to an excess-profits tax, and

Whereas It Is claimed that through the application of the provisions of the
1942 Revenue Act unusually large and discriminatory excess-profits tax liabilities
are being created as between classes of regulated public utilities and between
utilities furnishing Identljal service; andWhereas through Its application, the excess-profits tax will reduce the net
earnings of the regulated public utility In some Instances to a point where con-
structive and effective utility regulation can no longer be continued: Now, there-
fore be it

Reso-lmd, That this convention authorize the President to appoint a special
committee to study the effect of the excess-profits,tX upon the net earnings of
the regulated public utility, and that this special committee prepare the amend-
ment or amendments deemed necessary or make such other recommendation for
changes in the 142 Revenue Act as in Its opinion Mwll provide relief from
unreasonable and unjust excess-profits-tax liabilities and report such reom-
mendations back to the executive committee.

There is abundant evidence to show that there is a necessity for a
lightening of the burden of Federal taxes under present laws, and much
data have been assembled to support these contentions and statements.

As an effective' means for alleviating the tax burden upon public
utility companies it is urged that the Finance Committee of the Senate
give consideration to the suggested amendments to action 711 (a) (2)
section 714, and section 28 (e) (Internal Revenue Code) as submitted
to your coinmittee,on behalf of the independent telephone companies
of th United States by Mr. Harold V. Bozell, president, General Tele-
phone Co.

Senator SiHTw. Thank you'ery much, sir.
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Senator W.4un. I am submitting for the record at this point an ad-
ditional statement by Mr. John J.'rawley president of the William
11. Wise & Co., Inc., which he has forwarded to the'committee.

(The statement referr d to is as follows:)
Nzw You Cir, December 8, 1943.

Hon. WALT= 0. OWoM
Ohafrmw,%Senale Finance Oommftlee, Washfngton, D. 0.

DrAz Sm: I wish to supplement my remarks made before your committee on
December 1, 1943. having to do with the subject of postWage, title IV of the 1943
Revenue Act, and to have this letter made a part of my official testimony.

Without going into too much detail, I would like to give you some Idea of the
Intricacies of the entire postal rate structure by attempting to analyze briefly
the effects of the amendment suggested by Mr. William . Wood of the National
Association of Business Papers. Mr. Wood also appeared before your committee
on December 1. The proposed amendment Is repeated here for your convenience:

"The rate of postage on third-class matter shall be 2 cents for each 2 ounces
or fraction thereof up to and Including 8 ounces in weight except that the rate of
postage on books, catalogs, seeds, cuttings, bulbs, roots, scions, and plants not
exceeding 8 ounces In weight shall be 1% cents for each 2 ounces or fraction
thereof.

"Except that on library books described by the act'of May 29, 1928 (43 Stat.
940), and on books described by the act of June 30. 1942 (56 Stat. 462), In Varcel
not exceeding 8 ounces in weight the rate shall be 4 cents a pound or traction
thereof:

"Provided, That the rate of postage on third-class matter mailed in bulk under
the provisions of the act of May 29. 1928 (45 Stat. 940), shall be 16 cents per
pound or fraction thereof except that in the case of books, catalogs, seeds, cuttings,
bulbs, roots, scions, and plants the rate shall be 10 cents for each pound or fraction
thereof:

"Protided, howcter, that the rate of postage on third-class matter mailed in
bulk under tMe provisions aforesaid shall be not less than 1% cents per piece for
other than locAl matter and not less than 1 cent'per piece for local matter."

In my opinion, the adoption of such ad amendment would be grossly unfair
in that the net effect of It would be to continue the present substantial subsidy,
which I estLate at $2,000,000 annually, for the benefit of those users of the
third-dam mall who are the recipients of the benefits of the present bulk mailing
rate of 8 cents a pound. Generally speaking, this rate Is used by mail-order.
catalog houses and third-class-magazine mailers and other users of ljavier
pieces of third-class mail.

It seems Important to note that the amendment suggested by Mr. Wood increases
the rate for books weighing less than 8 ounces and It Increases the minimum
piece rate at which third-class letter mail can be mailed, while at the same time
it actually reduces the piece rate for third-class magazine and catalog mailers.
This on top of the fact that thIrd-class letter-mall users are presently paying
the same bulk piece rate and a bulk pound rate 50 percent in excess of the
catalog and third-class-magazine mailers.

Under new War Production Board rulings It Is expected that all commercial
users of.printed matter, and this includes circulars, catalogs, third-class maga-
sines, and all sorts of printed advertising matter, will hare to, reduce the con-
sumption of the weight of paper by 25 percent as a conseivailon measure, This
means- that the mailers of catalogs or magazines, presently weighing 4 ounces,
will have* to reduce their over-all weight to about 3 ounces. Cirular letter
mailers presently using 1% ounces of paper per'piece will have to reduce the.
weight to 1 ounce. ,

While Mr. Wood's proposal for an amendment Implies an lci je in the b t l-
mailing rates on printed matter from 8 cents to 10 cents per pound, the faCt is.
that under the War Production Board rulings the piece rate under the present
rates for &ounce catalogs or magazines Is at 2 cepts each and ufider Mr. Wood's
recommendation will become 1% cents each. Therefore, an actual reduction
of 825 percent In the piece rate and gross revenue to be expected by the Post
Office Department, . , , i.

SIn'regard to circular letter mail, Mr. WOod's proposal takes an entirely different
slant in.spite of the fact that we, too, will have to reduce the amount of paper
consumed by 25 percent ; that'K. from 1% ounces to I ounce per piece, he recom-
mends an increase In our per-piece rate from 1 cents to 1% cents per piece-
a direct Increase of W9 percent. -
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ObTlously, such'a compromise irol'dbe to'the advantage of catalog and 6tber
printed-matter mallers who, under the present rulings of the Poest Office Depart.
ment, whle privleged tomail their material at ! cent a piece, provided they
weigh 2 ounces or less, have not bad ocaion o use 1-cent-A-plece rate. ,The
reason for this is that nat of their pieces-in fact, the general average appears
to be 4 ounces per piece Rnd therefore the practical minimum rate of postage of 2
cents" a piece. (See testimony of r. T. Q. Beesley also, on December 1, 1943, to
the effect that three large mail-order hoss mailed approximately 8K,000,000
pieces on which they pid postal charges of $1,02,000-an average rate of 2 centsa aice.)

It seems to me that*Mr. Wood's suggestion that the rate on books weighing
less than 8 ounes be increased to 4 cents a pound Is distinctly unfair, In that
It ats to further discriminate against books in their efforts to compete with
the text portion of magasinee and newspapers. Magazines and newspapers-that
Is, the text portion of these media--are now and for a long time havt been
enjoying a special rate of 1% cents a pound, whereas, at the present time, books,
which are equally If not more important to the Nation as a means of dls-.
semlnatlon of culture and information, are paying twice as much per pound and
over fire times as-much per piece as are newspapers and magazines.

Your attention Is directed to the fact that the avertge weight of books mailed
under the third class is almost exactly the same as the average weight of maga-
sines and newspapers mailed under the second clasa--appr9ximately 5 Ounces
apice.

It is Important to remember here that the 1042 cost ascertainment report
showing a deficit for books'was based on the older rate of 1% cents per pound,
whereas the present rate i 8 cents per pound.
. av I also quote here from the letter of J. W. Askew, Acting Comptroller

of the Post Office Department, addressed to the Honorable Frank C. Walker,
Postmaster General. on December S1, 194Z with respect to some of the methods
6ised In determining costs:

"The collection of statistles and the segregation of revenues and expenses
to the different ctasmes of mail and services have proceeded inaccordarne with
established methods. The results are factual and therefore do not account
for such Intangible expense considerations as relative priority, degrees of pre-
ferment, and economic value of the several classes.". As we understand the meaning of this paragraph, It Is to the effect -that
third-c'vs mall as well as other classes of malts of lesser importance are belong
charged with overhead, distribution costs, and various other indirect operating
expenses on exactly the same basis as these Intangible expenses are being
charged to first-class mail. In other words. no credit Is given to these lesser
classes of mail; that Is, those classes of mail which take up the otherwise Idle
time and space of employment and equipment, Including building, for the fac
that if these classes of mall were not In existence the entire Intangible expense
would have to be charged against first-elass mail. Mail of the-firatetlas con
stituteq more than 50 percent of the total transactions handled by the Post Ofice
Department. 1oe transmission of'first-class mail may very well be considered
as the main objecthe Qf the Post Office Department. That Is the reason that it
Is the only class of mail for which it has the monopoly.

It Is my opinion that all feeder classes of mall should not be charged with
any Item of expense, uneus such item of expense originated for the sole bene-
fit of the particular feeder clas of mail. - ',- -

I make these statements primarily as a means ot Indicating the utter tom-
plexity of the postal rate structure and in a ,furtber!effort. to emphasle my
previously, expressed opinion that the entire matter of postal rates, as welt
as he application of the S-percent property transportation tax be left out of
the present revenue bill and thereafter that the question of postal rates' as a
whole lie tranakerred to the respective Senate and House Post Ote and Post
Roads Committee.

" Yours veY truly, .. W U . W , Isn,

. ..-. Joaw J.'CEwtAtr, ?b-edefts,

Senator WAxen. I submit for the record at this time *Ile~r from
thte slaroad Coramissiono 6f the ,tate of Caliornis addressed to this
committee, in connectioriwithrates for utilities"

(The paper referred to is follows,) - ., .-
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RALMBO OUuISSION OF THE STATE o CkurONA, "
San Frowlcoo, Talif., Nortember J0, 194.

To the Honorable OoMmzrrzz ox FiNANEr,
United States Seate, WahfAngton, D. 0.

Gzai~uuts : This commission exercises continuous supervision over rates of
01ilties subject to Its jurtsdictlon, and at the present time has several Investiga.
tiosas under way of gai, telephone, and electric companies looking-toward reduc-
tions In rates and charges to the public. .

However,'we find that the current revenue law results In substantial Inequslt-
ties. A recent detailed study.of 12 major utilities In Caltfornia-by the staff of
the commission Indicates that the excess-profits tax would become applicable at
rates of return varying from 7.03 percent down to 4.67 percent. For six of these
utilities the excess-profits tax would becolne applicable at less than 0 percent
return. These rates of return are measured on the historical cost rate base used
for over 30 years by this commission for measurtng earnings. In preparing trio
computations the most favorable methods were u under the -present luw.

The commission Is calling this matter to your attention for such consideration
as you'may desire to give It in. your present deliberations pertaining to the
revenue act.

Very truly yours,
R anso OMMtasIoN or THE STATE or CAurrozxi,

By H. 0. MATHEWSON, Scretary.
SSenator WAtLH. Mr. Jolly.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. JOLY, REPRESENTING THE MANUFAC,,
TURERS OF MEDICINAL &ND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

Mr. JoLLY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee my Dame
is John W. Jolly, 2501 Washington Boulevard, Chicago, ill. I ani
chairman of the special committee on alcohol problems of the proprie-
tary' association, speaking for the manufacturers of medicinal and
pharmaceutical products. Many of these commodities, as well as cer-
tain items of food, require the use of distilled spirits in the form of
ethyl alcohol.

We buy alcohol by the actual gallon which is 190 proof spirits.. The
cost today is about 55 cents per gallon. At the time of purchase we also
advance in tax money $11.40 per actual gallon. In.terms of a carload,
the alcohol alone costs $2,148. The tax advanced amounts to $44,328.
This is more than 20 times the cost of the alcohol.
. Under the terms of the bil! before you, we shall be compelled to
ae? anee in tax money at the time of purchase $17.10 per actual gallon,
or^$8, pr carload, more than 31 times the cost of the alcohol.

Obvoush, this is a rate of tax which should not be imposed on
articlqa ofnecessity saich aefoods and medicines. A little over a year
ago y6ur committee afforded our industry a measure of tax relief
through the medium of the draw-back. Today, after that draw-back,
our nt tax is $2.25 per proof gallon or $4.27% per actual gallon on
alcohol used in foods and medicines. This is approximately 8
timed the cost'qf the alcohol. Under the terms of the House bill, we.
shall be. required .to pay, after draw-back, a net tax of $4 per proof
gallon or $7.60 per actual gallon, almost- 14 times the cost of the
alcohol.

- * Our indutry has always believed that alcohol used in the production
of foods and medicines has been subject to an inequitable tax. They
are' not.orticles of luxury and, therefore, are not properly subject to
heavy excipe -taxes. However, our industry also feels that in these

estime8 it hbulddo ereiything possible. to obtain maximum. revenues
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for the Treasury Department. This maximum revenue is obtained
from a net tax of $2.25 per proof gallon on alcohol used in the pro-
duction of foods and medicines. Statistics of the Internal Revenue
Bureau indicate that the Treasury Departmet received thb maximum
revenue at that figure. During the fiscal year 1941) when the net tax
exceeded $2.25 per proof gallon, alcohol consumption for these pur-
poses declined 26y percent, and revenue therefrom declined $320,000.

The interest of Congress and of the Treasury as well as that of our
industry can best be served by taxing nonbeverage alcohol at not more
than $925 per proof gallon. Therefore, the fpods and medicines in-
dustry urges this committee to amend the House bill and fix the rate
of draw-back on nonbeverage alcohol so as to provide a net tax of not
more than the present rate of $2.25 per prbof gallon.

Imight point this out: The maximum revenue that the Department
received from this nonbeverage alcohol was at the time they had this
effective rate of $2.25 per proof gallon. That is borne out by the 1912
figures. There are none available since then, because the figures have
not been published, but we are thoroughly convinced tha( that figure of
$2.25 does establish their. maximum revenue, because, beyond that,
other factors begin to intervene. In fact, when it was increased from
$2.25 to $3 the consumption went down 26I percent, and the revenuedecreased $370,000. "-

We recommending other. words, the retention of the present $2.25
net tax on the nonbeverage use.

Senator WMSAH. We thank you.
(The following statement was submitted for the record.:)

JOINT STATEMENT or AUSMICAN PHAIRMACxtIOA, AgSOCIA1ION AND NATIONAL

AsscATiox or RETAIL Ditmoias -

163 TAX ON DISTULM SP IrS

Alcohol Is an essential article in the preparation and preservation of many
drugs and medicines required in the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of
diseases. These nece ,-ary drugs and medicines should be available to those who
require. them at the rqst reasonable cost possible.

Pevlously, the tax in alcohol was $2.25 per proof gallon. In the last revenue
act the tax was Increased to $6 per proof gallon With a provision for a draw-back
of $375 per proof gallon on alcohol employed to the preparation of drugs and
medicines upon payment of an occupational tax. The occupational tax and the
extensive records required have made it possible for only a small percentage of
the dispensing pharmacists of the country to avail themselves of the draw-beck
provi.slon. The result hat been that most of these pharmacists paid the full tax
of, $6 for the alcohol employed by them In the preparation, preservation, and
dispensIng of drugs and medicines Including prescriptions.:

In case the tax is now increased to $9 per proof gallcoa, the result will be a
cortespodlngiy greater exnse.
'The associations whieh abe submitting thls brlef therefore respectfully recom-

mend that in case the tax Is increased to $9, the draw-beck be set at $8.75 per
" proof gallon and that the draw-back be based on the use of the alcohol rather

than on the sale of drugs and medicines In which It Is used, In order that the
records required pf those who apply for the dkaw-back may be smpifiod. I
' Th Sec-etary of the Treasury was recently reported to bAe expressed as his

Judgment that the Congress %suld not put a sales tax on food medicInes, and
clothing. It Is equally, Important that an additional tax should not be Imposed
on tke alcohol required and used. In the preparation, preservation, and dispensing
of drugs and medl-Anes.

* Repeettully srbmitted. Askm-moAx PHARUAC5TCAL o

4 F. KmuT. , " I ,
.. nzoNAL AqocsAToz o RrAn. Dsuooms,
Omos UI. FM s. '' " , , - ,
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. BURNETT, TREASURER OF JOSIPH BUR-
NETT CO., BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. Bvi frrr. My name is George H. Burnett, treasurer of Joseph
Burnett Co. Boston, Mass. We have been engaged in tie manufacture.
and sale of avoring extracts for the past 98 years.

In addition to representing Joseph Burnett Co., I am also repre-
senting the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers Association, National
Association of Manufacturers of Fruit and Flavoring Syrups, and
Natonal Manufacturers of Soda Water Flavors.

I am here to speak to you regarding a change in sedtion.309 (B)
draw-bazk on internal-rvenue taxes on distilled spirits, of H. R. 3687.
The proposed measuia calls for a tax of $9 a proof gallon or $17.10 per
actual gallon on distilled spirits, which includes ethyl alcohol. If
this ethyl alcohol is used in the manufacture or production of med.
icines, medicinal preparations, food products, flavors, or flavoring ex-
tracts unfit for intoxicating beverage purposes, a draw-back is provided
at $5 a proof gallon, or $9.60 per actual gallon, making a net tax of
$4 a proof gallon, or $7.60 per actual gallon, as compared with the
present net tax of $225 a proof gallon or $4.27% er actual gallon.

Practically all member companies of the foregoing associations are
vitally interested in the present and proposed tax on distilled spirits
due to the fact that they use ethyl alcohol in the manufacture of
aforesaid food products.

Every member company is aware of the difficulties attendant upon
taxation generally and keenly alive'to the need for increased Federal
revenue. In the name of most of the member companies they would
prefer to continue to use ethyl alcohol as a solvent or preservative
instead of resorting to a substitute. thereby making a better product
and producing revenue for the Government. • I

Under the regulations of the Alcohol Tax Unit in accordance with
the provisions of the reven'e bill of 1942, each manufacturer mu~t pay
an occupational tax of $25, $50, or $100 per annum to be eligible for
the privilege of draw-back. When the alcohol is purchased the present
internal revenue tax of $6. a proof gallon or $11.40 per actual gallon
must be paid prior to withdrawal. Accurate records must be kept'
showing alcohol purchased, its use, and so forth. Finally, it must be
proven to the Treasry Department that the finished product con.
taining the alcohol has been sold or otherwise transferred for other
than beverage purposes. Only then can a claim for draw-back be made,
which claim is submitted at the end of each 3 months next succeeding
the quarter for which the draw-back is claimed. The claim is filed with
the local Collector of Internal Revenue where a record is made of
it. It is then turned ovei to the local office of the Alcohol Tax Unit
and checked by the district supervisor who examines the books and
records of the manufacturer, rechecked by the Alcohol Tax Unit in
Washington, and rechecked again by the General Accounting Office.
It is then turned over to the local collector Of internal revenue for

yment. With ll these safeguards no loss in revenue can be incurred
by the, Treasury Departmentby diversion of alcohol 0 intQxicating
beverage purposes.

03.131-44---- 0
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We have not had quite a year's experience in the filing of draw-back
claims. We have no complaint-with the cooperation received from
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, for these draw-back claims were new
to the industry and new tothe Bureau.. -But the fact remains that
9 months to a year elapse before-we receive our draw-back money.

*This means, then that we pay our occupational tax of $100 per aunum
and approxinately 65 cents for a gallon of alcohol, an internal-revenue
tax of $11.40 on each actual gallon of alcohol' and then fabricate our
product. After keeping all required records, selifig the products
and waiting'for the end of each 3-month period we ie privileged to
file our claith for draw-back, and then wait months kor a refund check.
But we anticipate and hope that as the draw-back system becomes more
familiar to us and to the Bureau of Internal Revenue, unusual delays
will be eliminated. I

I want to interpolate there that we present these facts just to give
you an idea of the seriousness of the thing. We have at the present
time due us on draw-back claims and alcohol not yet subject to draw-
back claims an amount equal to 27 percefit of our total invested capital
and with tite new tax that will go up to .40 percent of our total invested
capital,

It is a very serious burden to bear. ,
Just a little over a year ago we paid a net tax of $4 a proof-gallon,

or $7.0 per actual gallon, on ethyl alcohol purchased, at which time
we pointed out to this committee the inequity in such a tax rate on a
commodity becoming a; part of an essential and necessary food or
medicinal product. We pointed out also the fact which is a matter
of importance today, that the Treasury Department derived its greatest
revenue from nonbeverage alcohol when the tax was $2.2 a proof
gallon or $4.271h per actual gallon. That any increase over this net
rate resulted in decreased revenues to the Treasury, caused either by
the use of a substitute for ethyl alcohol whenever and wherever pos-
sible and the fact that many manufacturers were compelled to dis-
continue the production of certain alcoholic items. All these reasons
caused the Senate to grant us the lower tax base, effective November 1,
1942.

What was true 1 years ago is true today and with greater emphasis.
The action of this committee a year ago gave to that segment of the
food and medical industry using pure ethyl alcohol an opportunity
to add to the Federal income and at the same time pass along the
saving to the consumer. Similar action is sought today, and we hope
the committee will provide for sufficient amount of drawback so as
to make the net tax on nonbeverage ethyl alcohol not more than
$225 a proof allon, or $427.1 per gallon, the present net tat,

Your committee has heretofore distinguished between ethyl alcohol
used for food, medicine, and flavoring manufactures; that is, essen-
tialand necessary uses, as compared with intoxicating beverage use;
that is, luxury use. Unfortunately for the nonintoxic4ting beverage
using industries, the Ways and Means Committee in considering
excise taxes as a whole lost sight of our problem in the mass of detail
to be considered. The House report states that a most productive
/6iuroe of revenue is increased excise taxes, and "by this method, It
is possible to select those goods whic b are clearly luxuries and tax
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them at a rate in accordance with the particular market situation."
We respectfully submit that food products and medicines do not fall
in that class designated as "clearly luxuries."

We are only no, begnnirg to catch our breath' after a painful
strIggle to operate uhderi 4he:reht tax rate of $i a proof gallon
or 0 .0 per actual gallon, on nonbeverage alcohol. The net rate oi
$'25 a proof gallon, or $.t per actual gallon, which we now pay
has been the salvation of our business. Any increase in this net rate
will prove detrimental to the Treasury and to the nonintoxicating
beverage using industries alike. We hope, therefore, the committee
will an,end the House bill 8S7 and increase the amount of drawback
on nonbwerage alcohol , so as to provide a net tax of not more than
$225 a Iroof gallon, or $4.27% per actual gallon, and continue in ef-
fect the current tax, or in other words that if the proposed tax of $9
be imposed that a drawback of $6.75 be authorized.

Senator WALtI. Senator Brooks has sent a letter to the chairman
of the committee relative to this amendment, and I offer it for the
record at this point.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
UWnZT SvrAs SzWMvz,

COUMKMITs ol ArvaoPWvIOxs,
Wehixgloft, D. 0., December 8, 1943.

Hon. WAum F. Gmoao . ..
* Okhfrmat, Se ote Fixone (ommiltee,

United Blates Sen.te Oftos Buildis,,, Waoh(nogto 25, D. 0.
DEAR a8uA oa o0wz: My. AttPn11i- has been called to a. tentative suggestion

to remove the -year beading likit on liquor:
It is pointed out that to reduce the limit to 4 years would undoubtedly force

a lot of liquor on the market at the present time and require the payment of a
very heavy ta f , however, this limit were removed, It would not be long
until there would, be practically no liquor' for taxation, and the loss to the
Treasury would be heavy. Further, It Is charged that no limitation exists in
kngiand or Canada. and that their Scotch and other liquors would be marketed
at the expense of our products, as all purchasers ate anxious to hav liquors
that have been aged properly and that are as old as possible.

Illinois has a number of large distilleries, and would suffer In taxes toa con.
siderable extent It the llqdorbusness were reduced. Further, It Is represented it
would be necessary foit the- manidf-tu&rs to eash thelt War bonds or borrow
higsums of money to meet the additional tax, so that the Department of
the Treasury would not benefit to any ap abe extent.

I believe the situation Is of sufficient interest to the country at large for the
Finance Committee to give It caretul consideration before adopting such a
provision In the present revenue bill.

Yours very truly,
0. WATLrI) Bwoxe.

OTATEMEW OP EDWARD PInLORE, NEW YORK MIV

Mr. FxVLoas. i represent the Associated Fur Coat and Trimming
ManUfacturers who manufacture and produce fully 84 percent of ad
the wearing apparel sold throughout the United States. Therefore
-you ee we are affected by the incres' min taxes.

Sen ator W -n. flow much time do yo 'desire .
Mr, F omlmo Just *bout a minute, for this reaisp, bivase I under-

stand that Senator MIead appeared before this coMmittee yesterday.
I read the iestimpny of $"kator Mead 4 well as that of Mr. Brenck-
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man, of the National Grai go and the arguments they have advanced
are wholly in accoid with our views. "
'We feel this lax is unfair and unjust. there is no justification for

fur-wearing apparel to be penalized. We have been paying a tax off"
and on for 20-od years. In the interim they have given us some
relief, but in 1941 the tax was put back at 10 percent. We feel that
10 percent on fur-wearing apparel is ample.'

Senator WALUS What did the Houserecommend I
Mr. Fuzxoiz. Twenty-five percent. We cannot be compared to

jewelry which is wholly a luxury, or toilet articles or things of that
sort. We feel that, somewhere this has beewill-considered; This is
a small industry. There are no very wealthy men in the industry. It
is comprised of small industries and a ta..of this nature will be very
burdensome, and it would not prod.ice the revenue that the Ways and
Means Committee thought, it might produce. Twenty-five percent
would be almost a prohibitive tax. The fur articles would not be
attractive. The competitive angle should also be considered. We
compete with cloth garments. Mostof the articles are sold at lessthan
$200. All of these garments are worn by the working class' I thinkthe theory of fur binga luxury has been died' many years ago.
It may be a luxury in the sable class, but it certainly cannqt be con-
sidered a luxury in the class of garments that are worn daily as a
protection against the elements by the working class, and therefore
we feel"we have been treated rather badly in'suggesting this tax of
2.5 percent. We are perfectly, willing to pay a tax o 10 percent,
although it is hard to pay that, because we feel it is discrimination due
to the fact that it .is the only article of wearing apparel that has
been taxed. Gentlemen's coats telling at $100 or $ go free of taxes,
yet a woman who pays $50'to $75 for a garment to keep her Warm has
got to pay a tax, and for that reason we think it is unfair.

Under the revenue law of 1941, Congres. imposed a tax of 10
percent on articles made of fur, *hich now, by section' 1650 of H. R.

-3687, it seeks to increase by an a ditionil 15-percent, making a total -tax of 25 percent on the-price to the onsmor, and the manufacturers
of fur wearing apparel join all individuals and all those other factors,
in and out of the industryt who have heretofore requested the Senate
Finance Committee to reject and eliminate thi, proposed increase,
for the following reasons:
(a) That the tax on fur wearing apparel is highly discrimifnatory

and unfiir, because furs are the only articles of wearing apparel that
have been singled out for exceNive taxation, while all other articles
of wearing apparel, made of evory other m~terisi go tx free.

(b) That'fUr -eating appaml Is jutaa esisentiil as any there wear-
ing appa el, and even more so where climatic conditions demand the
use of fur, which: have a greater utilitarian value thagi apparel
made of aiv other naiterial.' Thierfor6, itaposing a prohibitive tax
of 25-poicebt on" fur'wea'ring apparel.is nrit4e unfair to those who
require furs to protect. them Igainst the ravag., of wink$r climates.
In no sense of the word caft furg, under such conditions be considered
at luxurV, justiying the.in!itrn 'of i tax penalty on ft wearer.

.(c) That the only posiible theory hch can bet'u a a pretended
justification fot-a tax on fur earningg apparel, while other wearing
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apparel goes tax free,*wbuld be t116 exploded hypothjesis that furs are
a luxury. This premise hap lofk since been discarded, especially in
the United States because statistics establish. that 60 percent of all
the furs ustied in the United States are in the lower price brackets,
selling for less than $100 and from $100 up to $295, 'all of which
are bought and. consumed by the working class. Of the remaining
40 percent, not more than approximately 10 percent could be truly
considered in the luxury class, while 80 percent is required by the
middle class, not. as a luxury, but as a distinct necessity. Therefore,
a tax on fur articles would not be a tax on a luxury, but would con.
stitute a discriminatory, penalizing tax, which Congress, in its fair-
ness, should not countenance.

(d) That even the present tax of 10 percent, imposed in 1941,
would have seriously affected and retarded the sale of fur wearing
apparel had not the economic condition of the workers of our country
been improved as a result of present world conditions. However,
there can be no doubt that an added burden of 15 percent would have
a disastrous effect up the fur industry, which supports approximately
500,000 farmers and trappers, whose income is greatly dependent upon
that industry, along with the 75,000 firms and individuals engaged
in or employed by those engaged in the fur industry.

(e) That if it is proposed to impose this additional tax of 15
percent on fur articles to obtain additional revenue, we are definitely
of the opinion that the-proposed increase will defeat its own purpose,
as a tax of 25 percent would make % very big difference in the at-
tractiveness of fur-articles to the consumer, and would in many
cases be sufficient to act as a deterrent to the purchase of a fur gar-
ment, no matter how badly it was needed.

As already indicated, most coats sell for, let us say, between $100 and
$295. . At 10 percent on a $295 coat the consumer would be obliged to
pay a tax of $29.50; at 25 percent the tax for the same coat would be
$73.75. To those buying a fur coat in this price range a taxof $74
is prohibitive. Such a tax would so intensify consumer resistance
that the resultant reduction in the sale of fur hearing apparel would,
we are convinced yield a smaller aggregate revenue at the 25 percent
rate than that which has heretofore been obtained at the 10 percent
rate.
J4 f) That in nonsense of the word can fur wearing apparel beclassi-

with distinctly luxury articles, such as jewelry toilet preparations,
perfumes, and so forth. Fur wearing apparel regardless of the kind
and type of pelt from which it is made, whether the lowly rabbit or
the precious sable, has a distinctly utilitarian value, by reason of its
exceptional qualities for protefing the wearer, poor or rich, against
the rigors of the elements. Yet no greater increase in the tax rate
has been proposed for any of these distinctl luxury items than that
which has been proposed for furs, and in fact the proposed increase
in the tax rate on jewelry, the most distinctly luxury item of them all,
is from 10 percent to 20 percent, or 5 percent less than the increase
in the tax on furs.

() That even if there were a reasonable prospect of increased rev-
enue, and we repeat our conviction that thisR is a fallacy, we feel, in
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the light of all the reasons heretofore advanced that Congress would
not be justified in increasing -the tax on furs from 10 percent to 25
percent.

The fur-manufacturing industry is a very small industry, composed
of many small units Due to the peculiar nature and inherent char-
acteristics of the business, it is a very hazardous one, combining as it
does all the risks of a pursuit dependent not only for the supply of its
basic raw material, but also for the demand for its product, upon the
whinis and fancies of nature, and, in addition, in the matter of con-
sumer demand, on all the whims and caprices of human fickleness and
fancy.

Those engaged therein have accumulated no great wealth. They
work very hard to eke out a modest livelihood. Naturally, they want
to do all in their power to further the national endeavor and to bear
their share of Government maintenance in this hour of unprecedented
national expenditure. However, they believe that a tax of 10 percent
on the retail output of such a small industry is about as much as can
reasonably be expected, and that the imposition of a 25 percent tax
would affect their businesses so seriously and detrimentally that they
feel justified in praying that the Senate Finance Committee reject the
proposal to increase the tax from 10 percent to 25 percent and alow the
tax on furs to remain at the old rate of 10 percent .

If added revenue is needed, and the members of the fur manufac-
turing industry are just as mindful of this need as is every other think.
ing American then the fur manufacturers respectfully urge upon the
members of the Senate Finance Committee, as they have in the past,
the adoption of a uniform sales tax, affecting all alike and the aboli-
tion of all discriminatory excise taxes.

Senator WArtM!. Thank you very much, Mr. Fillmore.

STATEM FT OF MARTIN H. MILLER, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE REP-
RESENTATIVE, BROTHERHOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN

Mr. MiLzdn. Mr. Chairman, may I call your attention to the pro-
posed amendments on page 29 of the bill, which would place the rail-
road workers in the same category with the other workers relative to
back pay attributable to prior years?

Senator WSn. Very well.-
Mr. Mmux My name is Martin H. Miller and I am national legis.

lative representative of the Brotherhood of Rsilroad Trainmen with
offices at 10 Independence Avenue SW., Washington, D. C. The in-
ternational or grand lodge headquarters of thebrotherhood are 1-
cated in our building at Cleveland, Ohio. The Brotherhood of Rail.
road Trainmen is a labor organization whose membership consists of
railroad conductors and brakemen, road passengei and freight, and
yard service; train baggagemen; switchtenders; car retarder oper-
ators; yardmasters; and operators of highway busses.

The brotherhood, as an organization, and its members, as indi2
viduals, are deeply interested in the 1913 revenue bill, H. R. 3687. We
are interested in tax legislation that will be formulated upon the abil-
ity of the taxpayer to meet the obligations imposed, Such principle
of taxation should be adhered to at all times; it is most essential in
time of war, if our Nation hops to maintain a steady economic balance.
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The members of the brotherhood recognize that the Nation's ex.
penses, however great. must be met and that taxation affords the best
possible media to meet the expenses of government.

The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, by action of several con.
ventions, hasunanimously- adopted resolutions opposing the' idea of
a sales tax. While the provisions of the bill now under consideration
do not provide for a general sales tax, the House Ways And Means
Committee, which had the bill under consideration, gave considerable
attention to the idea of a general sales tai. There appears to still be
some sentiment for that type of taxation.

The only real argument thus far advanced in behalf of a sales tax
appears to be that of shifting the burden of taxation from those with
the ability to pay their just proportion of taxes to those less able to
bear any additional burdens. As a general rule, the proponents of a
sales tax are usually the representatives of the high-income groups,
who support that method of taxation in the hope that the great bulk
of the tax burden will be shifted from them to the many millions in
the low-income groups. I trust that the news reports advising that
this committee will not give serious consideration to a general sales
tax are correct.

The brotherhood is of opinion that section 110, back pay attributable
to prior years, on page 29 of the bill, should be amended by adding
subsections, as follows:

(d) Arising out of any awards or agreements under the provIslons of the
Railway Labor Act; or

(e) Arising out of any retroactive wage Increase approved by the National
Railway Labor Panel.
" The aforementioned suggested amendments covered in subsections
(d) and (e), are for the purpose of making te section applicable to
railroad employees who may receive back wages, which were earned in
prior years and should rightfully be credited to such Years, the same
as the provision made to care for such back wages under the National
Labor -Relations Act, Fair Labor Standards Act, and the awdts of
the National War Labor Board. The operating employees of rail.
roads have several thousand claims pending before the National Rail.
road Adjustment Board, Division I, many of which will take from 9
to 4 years, or longer, before being decided.

The brotherhood is opposed to that provision of the bill requir-
ing returns of organizations exempt from taxation (p. 28). The
brotherhood is one of the organizations now exempt from taxation and
exempt from filing returns under present law. Our organization is a
labor union, which, in addition to handling wage and working condi-
tions, provides the members with optional insurance certificates. It
also provides care for our members afflicted with tuberculosis and,
jointly with two other transportation brotherhoods, maintains a home
to care for our aged and infirm members.

Our members are regularly provided with reports of financial re,
ceipts and disbursements. The general committee and State legislative
boards are required to furnish each lodge and local chairman or repro.
tentative a quarterly statement of the receipts and disbursements of
the funds such disbursements including detailed statements. The
general secretary and treasury furnishes each lodge, grand lodge officer,
chairman of the general committee and State legislative board with a
monthly statement of all receipts and the disbursements from the
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fan. JbT he, -Railrid rainmini bur"official publication, isued
tnofithly, contains itemized disbursementO from the insurance /und and
monthly statementi, are Issued on the disbuisements of. the abident
ad health ahd hospital insurances. Quarterly statements are issued
bo thb'disburpmebti from the tuberculosis fund, giving the names of
the mednbers, amount expbnded, and where-hospitalizid or on home
treatiet. The,"generil secretary sad treasurer also furnishes'each
16dge With an annual statei.ent covering the receipts for and disburse
ments from allfnds. , r

Section 112 of the bill would require the brotherhood to file an
annual return,;which shall contain or be verified by a written declara-
tion that it is made under the penalties of Perjury, stating specifically
the items of gross income, receipts, and disbursements, and such'othkr
information -or the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this
chapter as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may
by regulations prescribe, and shall keep sucb records, render under
oath such statements, rmpke such other returns, and comply with such
rules and regulations as the Commissioner' with thb approval of the
Secretary, may from time to time.prescrie. If the brotherhood is
required to comply with the foregoing provisions, it will be com-

fled to keep additional records, make upnew and different reports
of the items mentioned,. and comply with any and all Waulations
which the Depirtment of the Treasury may prescribe, which would
add unnecessarily and unreasonably to the cost of the brotherhood's
operations. It appears that the provisions contained in section 112

S - ire a far-flung departure from what , should constitute a revenue-
raising bill, in that such provisions do not seek to raise any revenue
whatsoever but are only an attempt to have a department of Govefnt.
meant inquire into the business and affairs of groups not eohsidered
taxpayers under the law. Why'do the provisions o the bill separate
rom the tax-exempt organizations the religious, education , and

charitable organization I
The provisions of section 112 will not produce any revenue but, t6

the contraryt will add additional expenses to the Treasury Depart-
ment in receiving and compiling the returns which are required to
be filed-by the tax-exempt organtations. The provisions of this sec-
tion appear to be substantially the same as provisions of antilabor
bills introduced in the Seventy-seventh and Seventy-eighth Con.
dresses, with the only substantial difference being that in some of the
bills the labor organizations were required to report under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of Labor and others under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce. It iA true that the provi-
sions of this section apply to the fraternal orders, fraternal beneficiary
associations, funeral benefit societies, patriotic and business asocia-
tions as well ,s to labor unions. If the filing of returns, as provided
in this section, applies to all organiAtions or units thereof. it would
be such a gigantic task to receive and file such returns, witiiout any
study or consideration of them, that it would require the additional
service of many hundreds, if not thousands, of Treasury Department
employees. As aforementioned, we believe such a provision in n reve-
nue bill, or otherwise, is an unnecessary and unreasonable require-
ment upon fraternal orders, fraternal beneficiary associations, patri-
otic organizations, and labor unions, and should be eliminated as a
requirement in the.revenue bill. -.
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In conclusion permit me to say that it is unfortunate for the people
and for your committee that the millions of citizens in the lowest
income groups do not have and cannot have expert representatives to
study, to plan, to devise and to continually offer ideas of taxing
methods favorable to them, that you and the other Members of Con-
gress could have the value of the differences by comparison of equal
submissions. The inability of those groups to e equally represented
makes your task that much harder and oftentimes leads to the acce t-
ance of the ideas of the groups best represented rather than a fair
and equitable distribution of the tax burden based upon the ability of
the taxpayer to meet the imposed obligations.

STATEMENT OF MYRON IVERTS, REPRESENTING THE JEWELRY
INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. Evmrr. Mr. Chairman, this brief will confine itself largely to
only three points: I

Firt.,It is a physical impossibility for this jewelry tax to get the
money you want"

Second. The present tax rate will produce more revenue for the
Government next year than the proposed rate.

Third. These being so, you do not want to pass a punitive tax bill
that will only put thousands of jewelers out of business.

The revenue bill of 1948 estimates the retail jewelers' excise tax, now
called a war tax, will produce $161,700,000, an increase of $72,500,000
over the $89,9 ,000, the st-i-ated..amount for 1943 (new rate 20 per-
cent). This estimate of $89",200, we believe, is at least $10,000,00
too low.,

That this statement is tnade without having any knowledge of the
conditions now existing in the jewelry industry is very evident. There-
fore we present the flowing in order that you may have the exact
facts before you at this time. -" -

In April 1941 it was indicated that Congress would impose an excise
tax of 10 percent on jewelry, and that was finally passed and became
operative on October 1, 1041.

Although the country at that time had not entered the active expan-
sion of tlie war production program, s6 there was very little excess
money in the hands of the workers, and there were unrestricted
inventories in the stores f our members, and the 15,000 or more jewel-
ers who were not members; nor was there any serious restrictions on
sales of other so-clled nonessential goods, the sales of jewelry wares
began at once to show marked advances until September, when they
reached a gain of about 30 percent. Please bear in mind this was
during the summer.. If a threatened tax of 10 percent will produce
such a gain under those conditions, it does not take much imagination
to visualize what a threat of 20 percent will do right now with the
Christmas buying mason just ahead and the largest reservoir of money
ever known in the hands of people eager to own articles of adornment
and furnishings for their homes they nave always craved.

In considering this your attention is directed further to the follow.
ing: Nearly all of those industries which competed for the consumer
dollar with the jeweler have been greatly restricted or completely
eliminated, with the result that the sale of taxable jewelry store wares
in 1943 will reach about $1,000,000,000, or $100,000,000 in taxes.
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-, -*t the )mtuieas~of 'today in elation' tb the future ;nd Its° ability to
jlrodu~evei~ue '~vev ujns aits'sh&iWd6f the6 i'rictionb due

to nb g_ mtaid the $neler hald his ftillshre.
"er-p Ate- "isi A -1 1942, noAMuric .  tche- a
-two iteni' alo 6 *ere thebakInek of the siialler joelers15,000 of

'L~ S*Wi'Watchei ttre W66 lng'try -vi;e clept sortie very!i-felor- quilitie,: all militqry-type atches have been taken', for the
-Army .hrd Navy., No more clocks, D' ountaln , pens or p sil., no
igarte lightets n6 lampA h6lMetal gift wares, no iridium orplatinum

to make fine jewielr, alnosteno men's wedding; rings and' greatly re-
trig, ed quantity of, omens wedding ring. Starlinsilver retrcted
tU 60 lercerit of ik 'or 19o, pidticioh and te o0 . A ulations
requiring a dealer to trade dollars ts hei mst chitrO_ the same number
of excess dollars and cents to the consumer that he is required to pay
,for 'domestic silver, the only silver now available, curtailing thb' re-
tailer's margin to a point where he is handling sterling iilver without

Karat gold and gold-filled restricted to 50 percent of 1941i which was
not a very acive year in these articles so that it is not' possible to
secure any substantial weight goods, such as signet rings for men,
'6r men's wedding rings now in great demand for soldiers, 'nd creating
a serious black-market condition. ' .

Thousands of articles mnade from moderate-priced, semiprecious, and
synthetic stones, and cultured pearls et cetera, all of which originated
abroad, are no longer available except those now in the stores..

All of -this adds up to this indisputable fact, that shelves and show-
cases in the stores are already becoming bare and there is not'enbugh
,goods available to replenish them; the threat of additional tax will
mean that after the coming Christmas gift-buying there will be very
few jewelers who will have anything left to sell..

After the present Christmas buying season the smaller retailerweler will fifid himself with almost nothing to sell and there are not
ess than- 15,00 of them, because they depend almost entirely. on

American watches, electric and alarm clocks, silver-plated ware, wed-
ding rings cigarette lighters, and some inexpensive sterling silver and
men a signet rings, all of which he will be unable to replace.

On the other hand the larger jeweler, the bulk of the volume of whose
sales was obtained rom selling a large quafitity of these same items
plus moderately priced silver and gold jewelery will have only his more
costly jewelry set with precious stones, watches with jeweled cases,
and fine sterling silver, remaining and available in ery limited quanti-
ties to sell. A tax of 20 percent on these wares will create -o much
resistance the sales will shpw a definite drop. Consumers who purchase
articles of this type will refuse to purchase when there is a high tax
rate.

We believe Congress should at this time let it be known that they
will not advance the present rate of excise tax on jewelry in order
that the public will not absorb all the goods and destroy the possibility
of securing revenue next year.

To secure $161,700,000 in excise taxes on jewelry in 1944 simply can-
not be done because there just won't be any goods to sell unless a
reasonable rate is made and.publicized right now because, as stated,



thetb will hot be sutieht g*&s oh hand br available to prbdu e'i
sufficien't vohuz, Wof slesd to odute' enough revenue even remotelygp hin such an am. ount ," ,

Vefind taatone6 q'.1arged with the duty of uimposing
taxes'to produce revenue to meet the expense of the Feeral Govern-
ment.") We contend that this does not grant to Congress the right to
-impose ata~ on selected induistried that late purely punitive in nature;
thereforlN we, must A*U6t~le pw'po of thii revenue t'is exclusively
to secure revenuehnc the rate of such a tax must be one thu0t will
actually produce tN most revenue.- , - , , : ' I

so far as the jewelry industry is concerned, we believe the present
rate of 10 percentt "Ill p redue the, maximumm amount of return. 1As
stated, a higher rate such as propos in this law,- unless immediately
withdrawn, will do two things: (1) Force all the available stocks into
thehands of the buying public; 2) cl6se the great majority of the
24,000 retail jewelry ores, throwing at least 100 000 workeis out of
work, most of them being tho old to secure a livelihood in othei
industries.

On page 26 of Report 871, Mr. Doughton states:
AS yopr co 'mittee felt that the rates 4f excise taxes contained in this bill

were Justified only In view of the wartime emergency, It was provided that the
increases Imposed shall terminate 6 months after the dos.ot hostilities In the
present war-
section 1650.

Now, gentlemen, esW ially o view of the fact thatexcise taxes were
imposed on jewelry in the Revenue Act of 1941, we request- that the
entire'excise or war tax hall be repealed in this law not merely the.
additional amount, the same as is provided by section 156, which elimi-
nates the new excises provided in sections.1651, 1652, and 1653..

We understand thot you are giving serious consideration to making
all reductions ,psible in Goverment expenditures to avoid the neces-
.sity of raising the additional revenue requested by the Treasury We
commend this because we believe the rates of taxes now in use are as
high as the average person and business can bear.

In 1917, 1918, 1932, and 1941, we advocated, the imposition of an
ovir-all tax on retail sales without any exceptions whatever as being
the only economically sound method of securing revenue for emer-
gency, the law when passed toprovide for its repeal when the emer-
gency ended, the rate to be determined by the amount of money
reared.
I After the experience gained from the operation of these four tax

bills, all enacted in times when an emergency faced our Federal Gov-
ernment requiring large sums of money, we are more firmly convinced
than ever that this is the only method. It will produce the required
revenue and no other plan has done so.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, I request' permission for the two
national retail associations to submit brief statements.

I submit a statement on behalf of the National Association of Credit
Jewelers.

Senator WALsm. That may be made a part of the record.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
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ThISstaeme 1~pr~en04 on behalf of the Maional Associationo rdi

st atst - ." tot . -astathmentjewelry budt-nes Iaunt UalteStatei,,•::=. ,."-

., 7% followIng tet4s pertaining to £arthbe excise taxes on merchknd(W sold
by. retail Pw*rs are respectfully submitted for your consideraUon:

AU goods, sold by detail je*elers, and whh already are subject to a 10-
percent excise tax, are by no meanslu ury Items. Medmlrmpriced watches,
clocks, wedding rings, silverware, alarm dokr, and various other Items which
are singled out for special luxury taxes are less luxury goods than many other
nD1 Items. , , I '
,in comdering the proposed W-percent sAles tax on ewelry-store merchandise,

It is suggested that your committed besr In mm tat te major portion of
all sales made by retail Jewelers is comprised of small units and that most
of the sales are made to individuals in the medium and lower Income brackets.

'or retail Jewelqrs throughout the whole country, the unit of sale averages
from 45 to $10. These moderate purchases from retail Jewelers are not made
br cOnsumers who have too much money to spend-they are not made by In-
vidals, who comb tbe'mirketi for luxuries and bld'up tor goods that are
scale and unusual, thus ducoraging higher prices and Inflation.

Moat of tb sales made by installment Jewelers are for gift purposes and
many of these modest gifts go to the men and women in military service and
help to keep up their morale. 'These males have played a substantial part in
Inereasig jewelry sales during the last year.

,To penalize those who buy gifts of jewelry-store merchandiMse for men and
women In mlUtary service by imposing an excessive sales tax certainly would
be both undesirable and unfair.

Facts, backed by the best figures available, Indicate that a reasonable tax
on jewelry tales, or no tax at all, will yield more Ilderal revenue from the
jewelry industry than a tax so high that it will stop the public from buying
j6welry-store merchandise, or cause those who will buy jewelry to try to avoid
the tax.

Any excise tax Imposed upon Jewelry bales should be for the sole purpose
of raising revenue. The iueston as to whether or not some may consider the
jewelry business necessary or unnecessary to the winning of the war should
not be allowed to Influence a strictly rev"ue measure.

Your attention Is directed to the probability, that the war in Europe may
come to an abrupt end. Under such 'rnumstances, does It seem wise to levy
at this time a tax so high that It can cause an entire industry to stagnate?

Does it seem sound to do that which will impair or destroy the livelihood of
the men and women engaged n making and selling jewelry?

Does It pay to assume, that the public's willingness and ability to buy mer-
chandise of all kinds reg,dless of price will continue for a long enough period
after the ending of the war In Europe to take the chance of taxing an Industry
to death at a time when all business will have to be encouraged to prevent a
depression?

Furthermore, does It seem advisable to vote higher taxes on jewelry sales
at a time when wartime restrictions on metals and 9ther materials are de-
creasing retailers' stocks to a vanishing point-when merchandise shortages,
if they continue and grow more cute, will force many Jewelers out of business?
I If retail Jewelers' sales volume in 1944 Is reduced by about 50 percent because
of merchandise shortages caused mainly by curtailment of production, an
excessive sales tax will not make the outlook for substantial revenue from
the jewelry Industry encouraging.

It Is submitted for your consideration that the amount of revenue that can
be and will be derived from any tax on retail jewelry sales In 1044 Is so bouid
up with the fortunes of war In Europe-so dependent upon continuance of'our
present-day wartime pay rolls and an adequate supply of jeweirs' merchan-
dise-that it should be obvious that this Is not the time to Impose a tax so
high that It seems intended to depress jewelry sales while wartime spending
Is at Its peak.

Many other sound reasons for not Imposing further and higher taxes on
jewelry sales have been stated by; others, and In conclusion I respectfully ask
that all of them receive your curefOl attention.
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fact several hundred jewelers have retired from business, because!
gooAs could not be had for resale. When it is understood that jewelers'
stocks show an average turn-over of about once a year, this situation
becomes plain:

To illutrate the present position of the average retail jeweler- as,
to merchandise, the following facts may be clarifying:

1. Silver-plIed ware has.not been made for over a year and cannot
again be made because of metal shortage. No more taxes will b6
collected on this item, because retailers' shelves are bare.

2. Sterling silver is now Yianufactured 50,percent of normal quan-
tities. Reserve stocks are sold out and their revenue from sterling
silver cannot exceed a sum obtainable from one-half of the annual
output--a definite shrinkage of tax return is sure.

3. American watches are no longer made, and almost all retailers'
stocks are completely sold out. There can be. no return from this
source.

4. Gold is restricted by the War Production Board to one-half of,
the 1941 quantity. Thi, s must, of necessity, low'r sales and a con-
siderable loss of tax' collections must result. This is especially true
in the case of the small jeweler, who is already finding it hard to get
even sufficient wedding rings to supply his trade. .
5. Swiss watches continue to 'arive in fair quantities but the Gov-"

ernment is taking 20 percent 6f them As a result, the retailers can-,
not secure normal needs and, having no American'goods his sales
will be considerably lower than a year ago. Again reduced revenue.
6. Revenue from clocks--which pre no longer made--will be. prac-

tically nil.
7. Base metal-plated goods are out for the duration and stocks are

practically gone. No more tax from tfis source.
Based on the above, and assumingwthat no immediate relief is in

sight, it is our opinion that gross sales of jewelry will drop about 40
to 50 percent in the next year, unless some, encouragement to
buy his higher-priced items is given. This can .be done by leaving
the tax at its present level.' Far more serious is th threat to smalljewelers in rural a'reab where a 20-percent tax will put them out of
business. There'aye fully 10,000 in .this class, .anfltheir plight is
really'serious. .

if the 20-percentax k is placed on jewelry it will be collected almost
entirely from theimerchants in the larger citi~s,.but because pum hases
inthe hiigher- rice( goods will be still furthercUrtailed and greatly
reduced quant ties of other merichandise is aV'ilable; the total will
in our-opmi' droI to not mor' than 60'pereeit of the Oresen, total.On the oth'eI ha iid 'a continuance of. heO-per-ent levy wi, we
feel do the following:

First, gir atly increase the sale of Orecious stones 'ind high-priced
goods, on whieh considerable tax will be &ollected.'" -1 f I I', I

Second, keep thousands of small merchantst: in business and get
through them a 'larger retorn on"g'ods thatwill not otherviobo
sold. " . " in o ' o.id that will n .o

Third,' raise' more money as a whole thaii the-largerimpost will
produce. . ,

Fourth, prevent evasion of payment of taxes in the larger cities,
where most ofthetax is collected.
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We would not object to the 20.-percent tax if we felt it would serve
the purps for -which it was written, hut we are as certain of its
result as we were when recommending a retail sales tax in 1941, and
in which our convictions were justified. Selective excise taxes in excess
of reasonable limits, not only will bring in less revenue but will, in
this instance, cause irreparable hardship to anl already severely liar-
assed trade--or at least to that part (f it which has benefited least
from increased national income;

In the interest of the Government, of the trade which I have the
honor to represent, and of the general economy, a continuance of the
present 10-percent retail tax on Jewelry is urged.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. HOOPER, ON BEHALF OF BROOKLYN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. IlOOPEn. Mrtrah4irman, the Brooly, Chamber of Commerce
appreciates thi,.5obportunity to present ceitairit9bservations on H. R.
3681,/ Reven0Act of 1943.

At the 031{set, may I emphasi'i that those of uskn Brooklyn whoare seriously concerne(Jywti the utuie f, the busineSS system are in-
deed gr4 tified that,,V.R. 3f87 dds not Wcct the gro~ly inequitable
progr i of tax re~{s proposed by J ieasury allegedlJ& for revenue
and ia ation-con AkPut e . -0,

H~q Wever, in the inter t;,oth. of ally 9snt~olling thethreatened
infla ion at the source, api of e'iactin' sojiid r venue legislation, we
offer"theso cripie4ms offt t pcposed ke reve ue act totther with
specifc suggeioi ,$or tot tr ltivej re lishim,: A;,

1. 4, he pro ed d- ase of inai - rcentagd point in ,he excess-
profi credit I inv tdo capi Itin xcess of $5,000,0006s anotherdangerous step w~l Cddehiruct' h o 1fi€tntive system. ,/The Ways
a ans Corn i,e has Nih4.th t the p n ose for 4e proposal,
aside iom revenue, is to offer tho in4'easing ceSS-prq1t credit of
,ivestet capital compituief ' 'vlih hal resut'd from Aindistrituted
profits btiig added cicb year toi tie bi ,e461 such cr1*1it. The com-
mittee cit', that such hhtnvo f inch1ase in creoj( is not open to
corporation 'taxpayers employing the pre-war e Vrings method of
computing exc.Lprofits c 1rit This coabe' V6pin'on, based upon
very close contact wIth the management, hundredss of 'Brooklyn
industries, is'that, b t*&d, frMx rs employing the pro-war
earnings method of arrivingilie exess- lofits credit are companies
still niainly engaged in their customary peacetime activities; they
have nti beenobliged to suspend much, if any, of their peacetime work
in order to participate in war production. 'On the other hand, com-
panies that employ the invested-capital method are,in' our experience,
by and large engaged mainly in war work, having virtually ceased
peacetime activities except for reair and maintenance services for.'
the trade, -and are concerns which lave spent-large sums to convert to
war production, We are confirmed in the opinion that such invested
capital companies, under the present law, are already laboring under
inadequate recognition of the value of the capital at risk, because the
excess-profits credits are diluted bytie apl)hcation of the 40-percent
tax on normal income. The real net earn ng under the present law
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*oar production. We aro confirnwle im, 9h pinion tt~ such, invested
sptal ompinies under the present law$ are already laboring under

inadequate recognition of the value of the capital at risk, because the
excms-profits creits are diluted by the'application of the 40-pelvcent
tax oR normal income. The real net arn Ing under the present law.
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When these rates of return are considered in conjunction with the
taxes paid by individual shareholders on the dividends from the com-
panies, the combined net return to the shareholder is reduced to an
absurdity as an incentive for investment where risks are involved.
Those in a position to know can state without euivocation that it is
well-nigh impossible today, to induce capital to go into a new venture.
The return to the stockholder is hardly more than the yield of Govern-
ment bonds and savings banks, yet without the security attending the
investment in such institutions.

When it is realized that even the 90-percent excess-profits tax rate-
and this bill proposes 95 percent-makes it unlikely that enough addi-
tional net income classed as excess profits will be realized to offset
the burdensome 40 percent reduction of the excess profits credit on
normal income, then the aforementioned net rates are even more
disquietig by way of inadequacy of return.

Further, the Ways and Weans Committee has stated that 81.4 per-
cent of all dividends are received by stockholders earning net income
from all sources aggregating unier $5,000. Consider the conse-
uences of this in the present system of taxing corporations which does
not recognize the principle of ability to pay from the standpoint of
its effect onthe investor as compared with taxes levied on salaries and
wages. Take, for example, the case of a married person, with two
children, having net income from all sources of less than $5$000. He.
is taxed, under the present law, to the extent of only 15 percent of that
net income. As a shareholder, however, he sustains a further tax of
at least 40 percent on his share of the earning of the corporation in
which he has invested. Moreover, his share o earnings in an invested-
capital company is subject to excess-profits taxes if the corporation
has earnings in excess of the unrealistically low rates establishing
the excesg.profits credit. All of which quite obviously places a dis-
proportionate burden on these comparatively mall earning share-
holders, who receive 81.4 percent of the dividends received by tll share-
holders. . .

The Mays and Means Committee further stated that-
A shareholder In the lowest bracket will pay, under existing law, a tax, even

after the poet-war credit Is taken into account, equivalent to a tax on compar.
able Income from noninvestment sources of $50,000.

Could there be more convincing evidence that credits already allowed
invested capital companies are already too small and should not be
further reduced?

2. Some juinessmen with whom we have been in contact do, and
some do not, object to the increase to 95 percent in the excs-profits
tax rate. But they do ask why business should be beset with the bur-
dens of the Renegotiation Act when taxation reaches that level. If
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there ks to be a 9-peicent rate 'then in the name of eveitything that
is practical and feeble and iair, reneotiation should be reiele,

not revised. When th. Renegotiation Aet'wo enacted in Aprl 14,
the exoes profits tax rates were graduated froim 85"percent to. 10 r-
cent., Six months later, the rate of taxation on all excess profits was
increased to a flat90 percent. Now it is propoed'tomakete rate
95 percent. In this situation, can renegotiation for all industry, with
all of its incentive to inefficiency, be justified merely oil the grounds
that a few companies have managed to work out a substantial net
income despite the excessprofits tax rates I

8. The House has again given no heed to the widely expressed, ob-
viously s09nd appeals for repeal of the capital stock and declared
value excess-profits tax. As has been repeatedly pointed out at com-
mittee hearings, this tax feature involves the taxpayer in an annual
Federal numbers game that should have no place in our revenue sys-
tem. Surely, common sense and the urgency of doing everything
practicable to simplify taxation today dictates its repeal in the writing
of th ' 1943 act. - , .

4. In view of the high rates of taxation on corporations, businesses
should be permited to build up reasonable reserves against adverse
developments following conclusion of the war. .We submitted a con-
crete proposal to the HouseWaya and Means Committee for effectuat-
ing this and, accordingly respectfully direct your attention to the
last article on page 710 of tie Oaober 18 printed record of the hearings.

5. We also recommend amendment of H. R. 868? to embody the
provisions of H. R. 8712, introduced by Representative Wesley Disney,
providing for revision of the amortiation provisions of the Excess-
Profits-Tax Act of 1940, under whicil a taxpayer could adopt a shorter
period for amortization of special facilities if the use to which they
were being put ended prior to either the 5-year period or the termina-
tion of hostilities. The cancelation of contracts and change in types
of war products have made manifest the need for the agmrd change.

6. In this chamber's statement before the Ways an Mfeans Com-
mittee, we submitted a number of other important recommendations
which have not been reflected in H. R. 8087 and which we now urge
you to consider. To avoid taking your time in repetitive discussion,
we merely list the points here and refer you to our detailed statement
on pages 709-712, inclusive, of the printed record of the House hear-
ings of October 18: .

a) Provide for depreciation based on business judgment.
(b) Repeal duplication of income tax on dividends paid by one cor-

poration to another. -I I ,
(c) Repeal 2-percent penalty for filing consolidated returns.
(d) Continue avoidance of retroactive taxation.
(e) Admit 100 percent of long-term borrowed capital as true in-

vested capitaL ,
(f) Writeinto law definite termination dates for emergency taxa-,

tion on individual and corporate incomes.
(g) Provide relief from surtax on normal incomes of corporations

with preferred dividend obligations similar, to the relief extended.toutilities. •" .:

In connection with these changes, we take this opportunity to
express strong r.pproval of the reported prospect that, when new
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Iekidsdo ts written in 1944 embod implificatlon of taxes it will
provide thatdividends'paid by eoratlonaBe allowed as a deuction
or determination of taxable net hicome simlrt to interest paid,. •

T. We oppose the inclusion of sections 109 and 908 in the new revenue
act which continue the change made In 1942 whereby fis&al-Tear cor-
porations were placedon a cailendar.year basis The dr ati increases
in corporate income-tax rates enacted in 1942% as weJ as the wa in.
creased volume of business, may hive warranted an earlier location
of those rates to fiscal-year corporations than was permissible under
the code but the currently recommended change in rates does not in
our oinion warrant a further breach in the practice* previously ol-
loweJ of allowing fiscal-]ear companies to file on a fiscal-year basis.
The decided effort made m the past 10 years to encourage companies
to report their operations on a natural-year basis has [nfluenced an
increasing number of concerns to discontinue reporting on a calendar-
year basis. To discourage that trend will further increase the burdens
already placed on profemional accountants and tax specialists on whorft
taxpayers so largely rely for the preparation of tax returns. One of
the rasons why requests for extensions of time are so numerous each
March is the sheer phrskal inability of the professional people to
cover the ground for all the present calendar-year companies.

8. H. K. 868? provides that certain nonprofit corporations file tax
returns for information purposes. We are in agreement with the rea.
sons advanced by the Was and Means Committee for requiring such
returns. However, as business people, we are apprehensive that, unless
control of the publicity of such data is stipulated to a greater extent
than is now set forth in L R. 0. section No. 65, one type of organization
may find itself singularly subject to the glare of publicity w nile other
bodies, because of such factors as political strength, remain wholly
untouched In the privacy of their affairs.

9. We also wish to express our approval of the purposes behind sec-
tion 115 of L R. 868? relating to the acquisition of companies whose
activities are unrelated to the taxpayer for the purpose of reducing the
impact of excess profits tax rates. However we do wish togo on record
as oppose .n the i-itractive application of te section and suggest that
if the section is enacted that it be effective with taxable years com.
menacing with January 1, 1944. We feel that insofar as the past is
concerned that in all faimess to the taxpayers affected the courts
should be the avenue of remedy for the Treasury.

10. Most of th foregoing recommendations, if enacted into law,
woull reduce the additinal revenues contemplated by H. R. 3687.
To offset the effect of that loss and to help reduce the amount of. public
spending vm'tributing to the inflation threat, we implore the Senate
Finance Comm.ittee lo employ every effort to achieve all possible
economies in government. Prior to the adoption of the 1942 Revenue
Act, Congress initiated an economy program but it has fallen far short,
in our opinion, of what can and should be done. Emphasis on this
subject is more essential today than ever before; it is literally a man-
date from the American taxpayer. We commend *he views expressed
by Representative Wesley E. Disney in his statemedlt included in the
report of the Ways and Means Committee and deeply regret the failure
of the House.to follow his recommendations. We are confident that
enactment of Mr. Disney's proposals won'l create a really effective con-
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trol of spending because we are confident that every appropriation
wold then be viewed in the *ight of the revenue neded to finap .e iL

t., Ass further moans of offsetting revenue reductions contemplated
in this series of recommendations and to control the inflationary
threat arising from untaxed and uninvested excess purchasing power
referred to by- the Secretary of the Treasury as beikg in the hafids of
80 percent of the people, we again urgently recommend the enactment
of an emergency excise retail sales tax. If such a tax were established,
the complications involved in the retention of the 8 percent minimum
tax provision would be eliminated, the accentuation of discrimination
against certain industries by thq proposed increase in excise taxes
would not be necessary and the additional load placed on taxpayers
already carrying a disproportionate share of the tax burden could be
alleviated by continuance of the present earning credit and application
of personal exemptions vis-h-vis to separate returns for husband and
wie.

The retail sales tax has been found to be an equitable revenue in-
strument in other countries. Those people in our country who are
vitally awake to the weakened structure of the American business
system cannot comprehend the refusal of the administration to recog-
nize the fundamental equity of sales taxation in the present situation
and, even more inconceivable, the retention of such a policy seemingly
influenced largely by the threats of professional labor organizations
to upset present efforts to stabilize selling prices should a tail sales
tax Ie adopted. _

In our opinion$ the retail sales tax Is the only way in whilqh excess
purchasing power can be tapped at its source and the purchashig power
of the dollar maintained, at the same time preventing further abuses
of the theory of passing taxes according to ability to pay.

12. TIle proposal in H. R. 8687 substituting a minimum tax of 8
percent for the present Victory tax in principle is considered a definite
step in the desired direction of simplification because recognition
would be extendgi to the marital status of the taxpayer as to peftonal
and dep..endency credits ordinarily allowed for income tax purposes.
In addition the integration of the minimum tax in the tables pre.
scribed in . I 887 for use by persons earning less than a gross In.
come of $8,O00 simplifiesthe computation problem for such a taxpayer.

13. Notwithstanding the simplification just mentioned, it is imnor-
tant for the committee to know that the prescribed withholding tables
of H. B. 8687 make it obligatory on the taxpayer that takes the full
marital exemption to also take the full credit for dependents. In the
case where husband and wife are working and they file a joint return
at the end of theyear, the method referred to works a hardship from
the standpoint of excessive withholding of tax on -wages by the em-
ployer where the taxpayer is the spouse not claimmg the full marital
exemption. This restriction does not exist under the present law since
the spouse contributing most-toward the support of the dependents
may claim the dependency credit. The text of H. R. 887 doesnot
prohibit this rac ice but the withholding tables referred to make no
provision for it. If the contention'here made 19 not clear, we will be
glad to submit samples exemplifying the points question.

If the riht of use of the dep dency credit by.ejther spoue is to
be provided for inthe withholding tables as constructed in HR. 8687,
using the proposed weekly exeniptions of '$7 for each dependent, $10



a,. s l and $2IP for 4 abred ",reon, then'te tabe ixius
be -panddto twice th+ir present Be oweverit f isch fhwleldy
and linpractical exWablon* of the withholding tables is to be avoided
the situation cited highlightsour previous cohtention that real simplio-
.ity could be achieved by the complte repeal of the Victory tax and
Without enacting the roios minimum tax by substituting an emer-
gency excise retail sa es tai.

We thank you for this opportunity of appearing before you and
expressing our views.-

Senator Wmsait. We thank you.

* STATEMENT OF GEORGE T. BELDOOX, REPRESENTING THE ALLED
RABI INDUSTRIES BOARD OF TRADE, THE FUR DRESS AND
FUR DYERS OUILD AND THE AMERICAN RABBIT DEAILR AS-
SOCIATION

Mr. Bpzoo. First I[apologize for not having a prepared brief.
We didn't r-ealize we wouldbe kept here so late.

I am an attorney at law, and I represent the Allied Rabbit Indus.
tries Board of Trade, the Fur Dressers and Fur Dyers+'Ouilds, the
American Rabbit Dealers Association, and a number of other raw fur
dealers and raw fur procesr trade associations in New York Cit

I wish to address you in opposition to the proposed 25 percent ex-cise l sx on furs at retail.
The House-Ways and Means Committee in their report at pap 25,

speaking of excise taxes, say that by this method, referring to excise
taxes, it is possible to select those goods hi h are clearly luxuries
and tax them at a rate in accord with the particular market situation.
So the first preinite is that the article to be taxed under this statute is a
luxury, as they say "clealy a luxury," and I am fully aware of the
Government's program which dictates the consideration of our fiscal
policies must be approached and developed with the realization that
in these times of world conflict all luxuries-I repeat, all "luxuries-
must bear more than their normal tax burden, and I heartily subscribe
to this sound policy, and those of our citizens who can afford and wish
to 0joy the so-called luxury- commodities, those cohmodities which
we can readily dispense with in these practical tames, should pay heavy
taxes for the privilege of enjoying the luxuries.

It is my contention, Mr. Chairman and Senators, and it is my sin-
core conviction that the imposition of a 25-percent tax on furs, which,
beyond'question is a severe and heavy tax on any consumer goods
should actually 1) confined to those goods which are clearly luxuries,
and I am quoting the language of the House committee report. Th7etax should be ira- ap n a luxury, but not upon an article which in
the main isa civilian essential article like an article of woman's ap-

parel which has a definite place in our civilian life, even in this war
period.

In the attempt to speedily adopt the tax measure which this coun-
try is awaiting, and to the conclusion of which your committee is
putting forth every effort, we should nw, lose sight of certain funda-
r entastandards which are a part ani parcel of our Amerian way of
life. We should inquire,, in imposing an excise tax: Is the .prope
excise tax fair adid eqwtabel Is it free from dlscrininatuon Is
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the article to be taxed so heavily really an&ttruly a luxury irtielet
Is it an added comfort which most consumer could do without and
should do without in them times of stress? In other words, is it one
of our many peacetime frills which all of us should freely foregot
Or, on the contrary, is it a utility product which serves a needed and
useful purpose and is an important part of the civilian economy of this
Nation?

We maintain and seek to impressupon you that the fur industry is
definitely not a luxury industry and should not be so taxed.

The fir industry is one of the oldest trading ventures; it was founded
on the use of one of our great natural resources, the fur-bearing
animal.The fur industry is part of our national economic structure, and in
all of the brackets, from farmer, farmer-trapyer, to producer and
retailer, represents- one of our Nation's most unportant commercial
industries.

Mr. Chairman, when Senator Mead, of New York, was kind enough
to appear before this committee yesterday, he referred to a letter that
he had recently received from the Department of the Interior, in which
it was stated that there are over 9600000 trapping licenses issued in
1942-2,600,000. In addition to those trapping ' liceises which were
issued, there are uncounted hundreds of thousands of young trappers
and owner-farm-trappers who are not required to be licensed and whom
the Department of the Interior has no record of.

Mr. Chairman, every State of the Union is a producer of furs.
Undoubtedly, many of the Senators on this committee have at some
time or another had a part in the fur industry when the trapped a
muskrat or caught a raccoon or an opossum, which ultimately went into
a fur garment,

Now, all these individuals, the traders in every branch of the fur
industry depend entirely" upon the consumer demand for fur gar-
ments. The proposed tax of 25 percent will reduce the income of the
American farmer and the farmer-tr.pper and will place in jeoplardy
the capital investment of those identified with the fur trade for gen-
erations, and what is most important, this proposed tax will not pro-
duce the amount of revenue intended. I daresay that most people
outside of the fur industry usually are under a misconception that all.
fur goods ar of the type and kindthat th~ir favored Holywood stars
wear in the moving pictures. That is a fallacy that has long been
exploded, although not widely nor effectively enough.

It is as fallacious as Hollywood's portrayal of every Weserner in a
10-gallon hat and high heeled boots. Actually, the fur industry sup-
plies the mass of women consumers with warm, serviceable, ani dur-
able garments of necessary wearing apparel at a moderate price.

Mr. Chairman and-gentlemen, furs are not a luxury. To illustrate
my point, I call to your attention the following facts: This year this
fur industry nationally would produce and sell about 1,800,000 to
%000,000 fur coats. Of this total of unit producton, as much as 82
percent is represented by fur garments in the utility class, sold at
retail at prices ranging from t59 to $200. About 60 percent of all
the fur coats sold annually, or over a million units, are in the class of
less than $100 at retail prices.
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In fat the omlce of Piue Administration has publicly stated that
rabbit anI mpuskrat oats hieh comprise the bulk of these lower prices
are considered by O - P, A. is "cost-of-living commodities."

Similarly, the War Production Board and the Small War Plants
Corporation and the War Manpower Commission do riot consider fur
coats in the nonessential category, and the handling, the processing,
manufacturing of fur garments was not considered by the War Man.
power Comission as a non-deferable industry but on the contrary
was considered necessary to our civilian economy.

How, then, can we reconcile the conclusion of the Treasury Depart-
meht that furs are clearly luxuries. Pe'haps, Mr. Chairman, if the
committee of the Treasury Departmefit who was working on the ques-
tion of furs, excise tax on furs, had their meeting in a cOld place in
Duluth, inn in the month of January, rather than ifi the city of
Washinigton District of Columbia, in the month of July, they migit
have arrived at a different conclusion than they have in determining
that fur is a luxury.

It appears to us that an industry which converts the bulk of its
production into an article of wearingtapparel which is of such utility
to the womn factory workers and Vschool teachers and the office.
workers and farmer housewives, in a price range of $00 and under,
cannot be classified us a luxury industry.

Now, modern methods of fur farming, trapping, and particularly
transportation and production have long ago taken the luxury out of
furs. In most of the States of our country, due to climatic condi.
tions, the fur Coat is ac'ually a necessity because it affords warmth
and serviceable wear at a price generally within the reach of all. The
fur coat is unique for another reason. It is a product of 3 natural
resource and does not consume any critical materials or essential
product or machinery and the equipment required in the war effort.

As a garment of apparel it is of greater warmth and longer usage
than a cloth coat with which most fur coats directly compete. The.
fur coat does not, however, utilize mills or looms and machinery needed
in the production of woolen materials so necessary for the armed
forces.I should like to stress the gross inequity and .discriminatory fea-
tures of the proposed tax on furs. The fur garment is the only article
of apparel which is subjected to an excise tax. Women's cloth coats
sold in comparable price ranges to fur coats are free from tax.

A woman who buys a $80 or $100 or $150 cloth coat pys' no tax,
while your secretary or my 'secretary who pays the same purchase price
for a fur garment must pay an additional $20 or $25 or $3'.50 as
tax, if the proposed taxis adopted.

Is this equitable? Does it not result in undue discrimination?
The Treasury Department has recommended and still urges the tax

bill which will produce over $10,000,000 in revenues.
The Treasury Department recommended to the House committee

various rates of excise taxes among which they pro" a 2.-peroent
tax on furs, from 10 percent, and a 80 percent on Jewelry, from 10percent.Now what has resulted?

The house reduced the Treasury recommendation oii total revenue
by over 75 percent; the House reduced the recommended tax on
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jewelry by 331 percent. The fur. tax remains at 25 percent, no re-
duction made by the House.

I realize that comparisons are generally poor argument How.
ever, if the House committee in its judgment found that a 20,-percent
tax on jewelry was fair and reasonable how can anyone.justify i
25-percent tax on an industry which proAuces a commodity of essen-
ial apparel which has such greater utility than items of jewelry?

I could continue and enumerate countless other luxury items,
clearly luxury items, objects of art, and other articles of apparel, rugs,
and expensive china and bric-a-brac on which there is no tax at all,
although undoubtedly they are hxuries.

The tax on jewelry is 20 percent and the tax on furs, which we
maintain never was and never will be a luxury item, -is 25 percent.
I submit it is unjust and inequitable to single out one industry that
produces an aricle of apparel to carry this heavy excise tax burden.

This hardship, mind you, will be reflected upon the entire fur
industry from the fur farmer to the trapper to the retailer, and there
are in this country hundreds of thousands of fur farmers whose
income depends in a great measure upon the return from the trapping
of furs by themselves and their tenant farmers. This tax of 25
percent cannot produce the objective of increased revenue. The
purpose of this bill as applied to furs, as they say in their report-
the Treasury Department-was to raise the reveliu from a $3.8000 -
000 yield on furs at present at the 10-percent rate to an additional

155,000,000 yield.
Now, will it accomplish that purposely We say it cannot do it.

Well informed retailers throughout the country say that a 25- recent
tax on furs will bring drastic reduction in sales volume, andI will
take a moment to refer to a su'rvey that was made by a large publi-
cation, daily publication, in New York City. Of 300 women who
were aked: What is the effect of the 25-percent tax; what is your
reactionI These women said that if the tax went into effect most of
them would wait to buy the fur coat that they needed until irext
winter or next fall, to see whether the tax might be reduced. These
women said they did not want to pay a tax at all, but of course they
realized they must contribute to the war effort but a 25-percent tax
seemed so much out of proportion that they did not feel that it was
fair to tax them.

Senator JOHNsON. )q you think that poll is more reliable than
the GalluI poll?

Mr. BmuxwoK I don't think Gallup has a poll on" furs. I wish he
would take one. He would prove my point.

Senator JOHNSON. He could take one, but so far as I am concerned,
it wouldn't have much weight.

Mr. Bruwocx. I will pass the survey.
Senator WALsH. You may put it in the record.
Mr. Brwocx. This is an important pint, and I will pass over it

briefly. We had a 10-pereent tax put in effect in October 1941. The
result of that tax was that for 4 or 5 months the fur market suffered
a terrific slump, a very decided slump, and we only recovered from
that slump because of the-increased purchasing power through the
war last year when employment increased and things started to boom
and there was more money available.
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Now, we say we absorbed the 10 percent tax in 1941 because the
cost of-living was more or less set in 1942, the wage scale was frozen
to the levels of 1912 wage stabilization, and before the freezing of the
wage level the consumer was able to spend more money and she bought
a fur,' coat and she paid the tax, but today we are no longer in that
omparable position because the wages are set, more or less,
Withholding tam have siphoned off some of the excess purchasing

power,. Consequently there cannot be such an increase in the con-
sumer s purchasing power to absorb this 25 percent tax.

What does the Tresry say about it and the House? Well, the
wholesaler, the producer, will absorb the increased tax at the low
end. 'We say to you that that is impossible. This trade cannot absorb
S5,000,000 which they estimate Is the increase in yield by the addi-
tional 15 percent. The farmer trapper cannot absorb itl neither can
the wholesaer or retailer. Admittedly the public cannot absorb it at
the present time, and we say also to you ntlemen, and I am trying
to cut this very short, that there is so-ca led forgotten group, which
started with the "forgotten man," and that is now the 15 million
forgotten white-collar workers who, we are told, did not receive
increases in rages comparable to the increase in cost of living. These
are the consumers of our product, these 15 million white-Polar work-
ers. That is where most of our customers come from, because, that
is.where $100 and $200 fur coats are sold.

Now, there must be a large shrinkage in volume, gentlemen. The
revenue will not be returned, and so we say to you, leave the tax at
10 percent, encourage the public to spend money for this commodity.
It is not a critical product, it is a natural product; it does not use up
any war materials or war machinery. Encourage them, and in that
way you will increase the yield and certainly by imposing a burden-
some tax of this kind of 26 percent, which is entirely inequitable and
out of line, you will discourage the sale of fur coats. You will not
only hurt thie merchants inth trade you will hurt the farmer, you
wil hurt the consumer, and what is most important, the Government
will not receive the revenue they hope to receive.

Senator JoHNsoN. What do you recommendI
Mr. Bazwocx. We recommend that the tax on furs remain at 10

percent.
Senator JoHNso-.. You wouldn't favor any increase?
Mr. Bzwoex. Yes; we feel that a 15-percent tax would be fair.

+ Frankly, we feel if jewelry has a 20 percent tax it would be fair to
impose a 15-percent tax on the fur trade if there must be an increase.
But when you get to 25 percent you are getting ii a direction that will
not bring in revenue or do any good to the industry or to the public.

Senator Wns~m. Thank you.

STATE M OF MOLD USS, VICE PRR2ENT, RUSSEKS
FIFT AVENUE C0., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. Russ=. Mr. Chairman, in support of the suminpry attached
with r to the proposed increase in the tax on furs and. fur-

trimmed garments, I submit thesefacts and appeal for reconsideration
by your committee of its'action with respect to such tax increase.

The large majority of fur and ft-trimmed coats sold throughout
the Nation retail unler $200 and the greatest number of units of this
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majority are sold below $100. It can therefore be donsdued that these
items are no luxuries, but necessary wearing apparel. It would seem
unfair to impose an excessive tax on wearing apparel inerely because
it is made of fur, or partly of fur, while other apparel is exempt from
taxation. . -- ;

Such an ineease as proposed Will likely incur the resentment of the
women of the Nation, will be discriminatory in that no other wearing
apparel is so taxed, and will tend to lower the morale of women who
have been accustomed to fur and fur-trimmed articles of apparel by
virtue of education during the past decade.

The present increased costs of raw materials and labor have already
brought prices to levels where any increase beyond this point would
undoubtedly work a hardship on the buyg public and it is unlikelythat the income and the spending power the majority of people is
adequate to meet such an increase.

The proposed increase must result in a loss of revenue to the
Treasury Department, since experience of years has shown us that
such a percentage of increase (15 percent) must lower consumption by
50 percent or more. Such an increase will also enlarge the unorthodox
method of purchasing which had its beginning after the advent of the
current 10-percent lely. I refer to the consumer who bought skins
directly and who subseq uently had a garment made by a tailor or tailor-
furrier, thereby avoiding the tax altogether.

An increase in taxes in addition to the difficulties now prevailing
because of the proposed 0. P. A. regulations will tend to establish a
black market in skins which will be detrimental to the legitimate mer-
chant. undermining, and will result in the loss of.tax revenue. Most
small businessmen in the industry-the industry is mainly composed
of small merchants-are very modestly capitalized and the loss ol unit
sales from the retailers' standpoint-the loss of large production from
the manufacturers' standpoint--as a result of the drop in volume
caused by the additional taxes will work an undue hardship, wiflprob-
ably result in many bankruptcies and again in loss of tax revenue.

There are some thousands of farmers and trappers whose incomes
are largely dependent upon the industry. There are some 3,000 manu-
facturers of furs. There are approximately 4000 department stores
handling furs, and about 5,00A retail furriers. In addition, there are
many more people eyaged in the dressing and dyeing and processing
of firs. The possibility of unemployment particularly in the city of
New York, Is great. The raw "catch" of furs-already diminished-
will continue to lessen if these farmers and trappers cannot be gain.
fully employed-and in. turn this will increase the unemployment
danger in the other branches of the industry.

The fur industry, never well balanced, is in a particularly dangerous
position at the present time due in great measure to the-fact that
raw material is at a very high peak and that proposed 0. P. A. reg-
ulations do not bid fair to an equitable arrangement. Due to the
seasonal requirements of the industry large quantities of raw mer-
chandise must be bought in the months of November and December
at prevailing market prices The proposed increased tax will by
cutting unit sales, cause drastic change of market values 60 to 90 days
hence which in turn will make more chaotio the existing conditions.
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and will result in losses throughout the industry and thereby loss of
tax revenue.,

Such conditions as eill then exit will leave the industry in a very
unfertile condition during the post-war period and it will be unlikely
that the industry can then absorb its rightful share of manpower now
in the armed forces. The fur industry though not %new one, has
only, of late begun to progress and laks the strength and substan-
tiality of a great many American.industries. Nevertheless directly
and indirectly it employes hundreds of thousands of people and should
be permitted to strengthen itself reasonably so that it may become
a stable and worthy industry in time to come. Substantial enough
and progressive enough to support reasonably these hundreds of
thousand dependent upon it.

Therefore-and in view of the aforementioned reasons-I respect-
fully suggest and urge that there be no increased tax on furs and
fur-tHime garments-that should a general sales tax be enacted
that the existing tax be removed-otheise the industry will be ir-
reparably damaged and that the levy will have defeated its purpose.

(An excerpt from the Journal-American of November 27, 1943,
submitted by Mr. Russek, is as follows:)

0oesumn COMUrNTs

[From the Journal-American]
Novunr 27, 1048.

IRE TAX ON "M TMM A" rN OATS

Three hundred women were asked If the proposed 25-percent tax on furs and
fur-trimmed coats went Into effect what would be their reaction.

All the women pointed out that they resented the proposed tax because they
felt that furs-fur-trimmed coate--were not luxury and that men's overcoats
should be taxed If women's coats were taxed. They also pointed out that there
were many things sold for the home that were far more luxury items than their
coats, and they felt such a tax most unfair. They could see a fur tax on such
luxury Items as fur hats, muffs, scarfs, evening Jackets. etc., but not on costs.

Many of the women said that If this tax went Into effect in January and they
had considered buying i coat, they would buy It before the tax went Into effect,
if they were given any notice of the tax.

The 300 women were asked-supposing thee had a need for a coat this yea,
and the tax went In, would they buy the coat; most of them stated if the tax went
Into effect without advance notice they would not buy the coat this January or
February, using what they had on hand, and would wait until next winter or
fall to see if the tax might be less or removed by the time next winter when they
really had need for the coat

Other women stated they would rAther Invest In a good cloth coat, untrimmed,
and then have fur from an old coat or a fur coat that they would cut up
added to It.

Women said If there were a 25-percent tax that the store that sold really warm,
well-Interlined, untrimmed coats would sell pany of them.

These women stated that it is not that they did not want to pay a tax, but
25 percent seemed so much, and that even if they purchased a $200 Inexpensive
fur coat it would cost them $250 with the tax. Or a fur-trimmed coat at $125
would cost nearly $10D. and the women felt they could not afford this extra tax.

It was pointed out to the women that they did pay 10 percent and did not
seem to mind it, and a number of women explained that they had trained them-
selves to think of the price of the coat plus the tax as one price, but the 10
percent did not compare with 25 percent and also that at the time that tax weal
into effect their Income tax and cost of living was not as great.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES GOLD, REPRESETING THE RETAIL FUR-

RIERS EMERGENCY COMMITTEE

,Sir. Gow. Speaking for the Retail Furriers -Emergency Commit-
tee, which was organized by the New York National Assbciation of
Retail Furriers in this country, who represent some 24 associations
and 24 panels which we caused to be formed after the committee went
into activity, may I say to you as follows:

I expressed and subscribed to all the views given here today on the
question of the fur tax, except that I do believe that perhaps the 15-
percent tax-I would like to do business and make a compromise on
that basis. I do believe that the imposition of a 15-percent tax on the
fur industry might be harmful to a great extent.

I should like to direct the attention of the chairman and the Senator
to the fact that when the tax went into effect in 1941 we had such a
bad slump for 8 months that prices dropped all the way down the
line, at retail, bobbing, manufacturing, ana fur farming and fur trap-
ping levels. So much :', that the fur farmers found it necessary, a
great many of them to pelt out, which you know and I know means
that they give up their business. They just cannot go on breeding
animals at the cost of breeding them when the market had slumped
off so badly as it had and as Mr. Beldock pointed out, if it were not
for the increased purchasing power which was then maing itself felt,
there would not have been this resumption of the upward movement
in prices which again made it possible for all the various.branches of
the industry to get by, and some to make a fair margin of profit.

We fear other things in addition which might emanate from such
a tax as this. The very fact that you put a 25-percent tax on furs is
an indication to all prospective consumers that yofi consider the article
to be in the luxury class. You stigmatize it; you create a psychological
disadvantage when we, the retailer we attempt to sell a garment to
the consumer, and I cannot overemphasize the point made here by
Ur. Beldock about the fact, or with reference to the fact that the
large bulk of the furs sold are sold as utility garments.

A woman is much more intelligent, in our opinion and we are all
cofivinced of this fact if she invests from one hundred to one hundred
and fifty to two hundred dollars in buying a fur coat rather than in
the purchase of a cloth coat, whether fur trimmed or without trimming.
For these reasons the fur will outlast the cloth by years. In fact, it
will outlast by probably once over. It will outlast it in style, because
cloth coats are outmoded in a year and a half or 2 years times, the
styles just keep changing.

Fur furnishes greater warmth and health protection. You cannot
make a comparison, in my opinion, between cloth and fur, and yet
the cloth goes untaxed and the fur is taxed. In fact, a fui-trimmed
cloth coat, where the fur is a component part of lesser value than the
cloth, is tax-free and there is the encouragement, gentlemen, to the
cloth-coat manufacturers, to so construct their cloth coats, with fur
on them, that they be tax free, and the competition which has been
very great right along, especially during tax periods, will be even
greater from the cloth-coat industry because all they need do is scale
the cost of the fur down or the cost of the cloth up, and the cloth
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ga rment sells tax:fke while the fur.co&t-of comparable prie bracket
sells with a 25-pet nt tax.

* Just one more thing. We fear, too, the bootlegger which would be
encouraged by the - t tax. We look -these things in the
face. If you haye it in the liquor industry, which is so carefully and
well regulated throughout the country, where every ounce of liquor
is supposed tobe known and earmarked and yet it gets out of cir.
culation into the hands of a few people who market surreptitiously,
you will be enouraging the same sort of thing in this industry.

We ask you to give our arguments, which I know you will do,
more careful consideration because we think the death knell of a
geat many merchants, manufacturers, fur farmers, and fur traders
Id in the 25-percent tax.

I submit blow our reasons why there should not be this increase.
(The document referred to is as follows:)

SMASON A. TmEZ WOUW NOT X9 ANT APP=CUB1X INCREUS IN rZr INCOME TO THS
GOVIamI? 5MX A 26-P1WJMT TAX

The Treasury Department estimated an increase of $54,800,000 would result
from the proposed Increase In tax.

It is the general opinion in the industry that there would be no such Increase
In revenue resulting from a 25-percent tax On the contrary, It I" the emphatic
opinion of all those engaged In the industry that there would be a considerable
let-down in business in the event of such an Increase. It Is likewise the opinion
that such a tax would encourage bootlegging of furs on a large scale to the
great loss of the Government. On such transactions, the volume of which
should not be depreciated, the Government would collect neither the excise tax
nor the Income tax on the profits derived. The estimates of the reduction in
volume which would result from such a tax range from 35 percent to 15 percent.

The fur industry fears strong consumer resistance would follow, an Increase
In the tax.

Concededly the Congressional Ways and Means Committee anticipates that
the retailer and/or the wholesaler will absorb part of the tax (see page 28 of
Chairman Doughton's report). Undoubtedly a'great number of merchants
especially in nondefense areas would find it necessary to absorb a substantial
portion of the tax. This would impair their net earnings and reduce their
Income tax.

,,ON IL THOUSANDS5 OF suAXL SU5Uh i STAIs8MMaR'm iS wo B a n, sNMI

Though fur stores In defense areas experienced an upsurge In volume, few
stores In other areas reported an appreciable business increase. ,

In the event of a tax increase storekeepers in nondefense areas would be forced
to make price concessions or to absorb the tax to stimulate business. Reduced
volume and mark-up would seriously undermine the capital structure of most of
these small business firmL-

REAsoR a THE ruoSo TAX WOULD BE INJURIOUB TO TIZ IN=8 Or TOa YUS
TSU.'Pim AND FILM FA] ] S

Large-scale consumer resistance would undoubtedly result from a 25-percent
tax. This would Inevitably cause a severe deflation In all prices in all branches
of the industry, including trapping and farming. Of this there can be no question.
The common-place laws of economics would account for this.- The historic expe-
rlence of the Wn'ustry proves it. In the past when consumer demand was low the
storekeeper curtailed his purchases; the manufacturer in turn reduced his pro-
duction and his skin purchases. Hence the trappbrs and fur farmers were
compelled to reduce their prles.

As an example, about 2 years ago the demand for ipink skins was very weak.
The supply was plentiful. The firm-bred product was offered quite feel, but the
prices obtained were quite low, s low, In fact, that farmers began to -pelt out'"
and terminate their breeding and fur-raising acilvites.
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The fur farmers have large Investments in their buses& - Whether they breed

sliver fox or mink they must ontead WIt b many obteacles. Whereas the average
price obtatnea by them for their pelts I now higher, they nevertheless have con-
siderable difficulty in making a fair and adequate profit on their ventures, due to
the greatly increased cost of raising these animals. However, ift, despite these
Incrqed costs, their selling prices were to be depressed as a result of consumer
resistance generated by prohibitive excise taxes, they would find themselves in a
worse predicament than they were In some 2 years ago.

Ukewise the for trapper must augment his income with moneys received for
pelt. He, too, would be greatly prejudiced by depressed skin prl,'s.

MsON D. UeT rVa O.AIMZVT sHoVID Rs cONsIMM A"D TmATi AS mSSNnIAL
wiRaaMo A.PARM,

Between 85 and 90 percent of all fure sold In this country are utility garments
in every sense of the word. A rabbit, muskrat, racoon, skunk, or persian lamb
coat selling at prices ranging up to $19 and which gives from 4 to 8 years of
wear are good, soubnd Investments in warmth, health protection, and wear. Such
garments are essential wearing apparel In most parts of the country and constitute
approximately 90 percent of all fur sales.

A purchaser of a fur garment such as any of those named above makes a much
sounder investment than a purchaser of a cloth coat. The styles In cloth coats
change rapidly. Cloth coats deteriorate much faster. They lack the warmth and
comfort which are furnished by a fur garment. For these reasons a cloth coat'
Is a less soind Investment than furs.

The larl e bulk of fur garments are purchased by women of average and less-
than-average Incomes. The best proof of this is found In the tremendous volume
of instaliment and lay-away transactions which occur annually. Furthermore the
general experience of the fur retailer clearly establishes that fact.

From all of the foregoing It must appear that the large bulk of fur garments
s purchased as esbenttal articles of clothing. Their durability and warmth are

especially important under the prevalent conditions. One of the most important
of these conditions is women's al-out participation in the war effort in all
seasons and climates.

A 25 percent tax would seriously affect those who need fur coats most.

ar.Sso1 M Cr OTS ARx GIVN AN Ex PAILT FAvOaABLz OMZTm ADVANTAGE
OMI ru1s COATS UWrna i-u PDTo ED MT TAx

Under the present law and under the contemplated proposal, cloth coat& with-
out fur trimmings are tax free. Likewise cloth coats with fur trimming are tax
free, if the fur is not the component material of chief value.

A substantial Increase.in tax would encourage and stimulate the cloth coat
manufacturers to construct more of their coats so as to make the cloth skeleton
of grater value than the fur trimming thus making them tax free. This plan
has been used to a considerable extent under the current tax. Cloth coats
should not be given such a great trading and competitive advantage over fur
coats.

It is the general sentiment of the fur trade that a tax on fur coats, while cloth
coats are left untaxed, s discrimination against furs In favor of cloth. ThIs
should not be permitted.

Consideration should be given to the storekeepers, manufacturers, fur farmers,
and trappers and all of their respective employees who, regardless of all other-
considerations earn their livelihood In the fur industry. Anything which retards
the fur business and considerably reduces its voltune must necessarily affect
all of these people, their financial Investments and/or standards of living. Very
few of these people are able to withstand a serious financial setback.

The very enactment of an Increased tax to start January 1, 1944, would be a
disastrous blow to thousands of storekeepers who presently have large inven-
tories bought at the current prices. Drastic price reductions would be required
to stimulate business all at great sacrifice to these merlhuts.

We sincerely urge that there be no increase In the fur tax.
Respectfully submitted.

RPrAm Fuias Emuos.icv y*ouvrrmt,
3y:. CRAM=. 00M Esq.,

Oflle and P. O. address 11 'Vest Forty-pond Street, New York 18, New York.
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STATEMENT OP MITCHELL B. CARROLL RPRESENTMG THE
NATIONAL POREIGN TRADE COUNCIL

Mr. CAOMt,. I am 'submitting a brief for the record, Mr. Chair-
man, and I wish to point out that the declared intention of Con-
gress in regard to the excess-profits tax in several particulars has not
been carried out. That is due more or leas to a drafting oversight.

Senator WAlSH. Have you talked this over with the Treasur-y and
Mr. Star I

Mr. CARROU.. Yes, I have; and I would be glad if you would get
their report.

Senator WaWu. We will comply with your suggestion.
(The brief submitted is as follows:)
The basic amendments to the excess-profits-tax provisions In the Revenue

Act of 1942 Inadvertently resulted in restrictioms on the credit for foreign taxes
allowed in section 131, Internal Revenue Code.

These unintended restrictions can be removed by come minor changes in
the language of section 131, as regards the normal tax and surtax, and of
sOction 729 (c) and (d) as regards the excess-profits tax.

These restrictions are twofold:-
Restrktion No. I.-This inequitable reduction in the foreign tax credit occurs

primarily In the case of domestic corporations which take their-excess-profits
credit on an Invested-capital basis and whose foreign Income consists of divl-
dends from foreign subsidiaries. Such corporations receive no credit against
excess-profits tax because foreign dividends are not subject thereto, but they
suffer a severe reduction in the credit allowable against normal tax and sur-
tax because the denominator of the limiting fractions In section 131 (b) is
= ddedbyexcess-coflits net income not subject to the normal tax and surtax.

tic corporations which take excess-profits credit on an income basis
may, under certain circumstances, defined under section 711 and particularly
it they come within the purview of section 721, have their credit similarly
reduced.

Reatrktion No. IL--Domestlc corporations which take their excess-profits credit
on an Income basis and derive dividends from foreign subsidiaries are being
denied the credit allowable against excess-profits tax because of language in a
limiting clause in section 131 (f). This subsection was intended to provide
substantially the same relief from double taxation for a domestic corporation
with a foreign subsidiary as one with a foreign branch. It was introduced as a
separate section In the ReTenue Act of 1921 and was subject td Its own limitation
so as to ptevent the allowance for foreign tax deemed to have been paid from re.
ducking the domestic tax on domestic Income, but this special limitation is now
unnecessary because subsequent amendments subject the entire section to the
limiting clauses in section 131 (b). The present language In section 131 (f)
makes the credit allowable only against normal tax and surtax even though, under
section 729 (c), any excess of foreign tax over the credit allovable under section
181 against normal tax and surtax is to be allowed against the excess-profits tax
subject to the limitations in cection 729 (d).

%xPLANATION OF UNITED IMITATIONS

L ReftrictloR No. L.--Tbe restriction on the forelgn-tax credit referred to above
as Restriction No. I exists despite a precise attempt to pro-tide an accurate lim.
lng fraction. As Is stated In the Senate Finance Oommlttee report concerning

the revenue bill of 1942. "to preserve the appropriate ratio between the numera.
tor asid denominator of the limiting fraction under section 181 (b) It is necessary
that adjusted net Income be not reduced by the amount of the adjusted exea
profits net income for the purposes of that section." Hence, the law places In
the denominator of the limiting fractions, In subsection (b) (1) and (2) "the
smr of the normal-tax net Income and the amount of the credit for adjusted excess
profits net Income provided in section 26 (e),"

However, the law leaves the saipe the language fa the numerator that previously
existed, L e., undet subsection (b) (1), the nqt income from sources n the for.
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eigu country, the tax of which is being claimed as a credit, and under subsection
(b) (2), the entire net Income from sources without the United States.

In order to provide a proper ratio for purposes of the credit allowable against
the excess-profits tax, section 729 (d) as framed in the Revenue Act of 1942,
places in the denominator of the fractions limiting the credit against excessprofits
tax the entire excess-profits net income, whereas in the numeratov of the first
fraction In subsection (d) (1) there is placed the excess-profits net Income from
sources n the foreign country to which was paid the tax to be credited, and in
the numerator of the second fraction in subsection (d) (2) there is placed the
entire excess-profits net Income from sources without the United States.

It Is to be noted that the denominator of the limiting fractions for both normal
tax and excess-profits tax is essentially the same, viz:

L For the normal tax, normal tax net income plus the credit for adjusted
excess-profits net income In section 26 (e) ;

2. For the excess-profits tax, the excess-profits net income, which is normal tax
net income as adjusted and without deduction of the credit allowed In section
26 (e).

As the income in the numerator of the fraction limiting the credit allowed
against the excess-profits tax is of thefsame character as that in the denominator,
1. e, excess-profits net income, a proper ratio is preserved. This is true even
though the excess-profits tax is Imposed on adjusted excess-profits tax net
income, because the foreign income Is presumably dffusae evenly throughout the
net Income of the corporation whether Included in the adjusted excess-profits net
Income upon which excess-profits tax to imposed or the amount deducted from
excevs-pofits net income as excess-profits credit allowed under section 712, the
amount of unused excess-profits credit adjustment computed under section 710 (e)
and the specific exemption of, generlly speaking, $,000.

The amounts of taxable income in the numerator and the denominator have
been proportionately increased by including such deductible items and the value
of the fraction is unchanged.

For example, if the said deductions equal one-third of the excess-profits net
Income, and if the ratio of excess-profits net income from sources in the foreign
country to entire excess-profits net income-

_ or sh,

the fraction would be the same if both the iumerator and denominator were
reduced by one-third. $3M-1M, 21

Moreover, the correctness of the terms of the fraction is not impaired if the
domestic corporation derives dividends from abroad (such as dividends from a
foreign subsidiary) and computes its excess-profits credit on an invested capital
basis because such dividends are excluded from excess-profits net income under
section 711 (a) (2) (A) and do not bear excess-profits tax; hence, there is no
occasion to credit the foreign tax against excess-profits tax to prevent double
tation. No credit is allowed because such dividends are not Included in the
numerator nor in the denominator of the limiting fraction and, when they con-
stitute the only kind of foreign Income, the limiting fraction is 0.

On the contrary, the situation is quite different from the viewpoint of the for-
elgn tax credit against the normal tax and surtax. For example, In the case of a
domestic corporation whose foreign income consists exclusively of dividends
from a Canadian subsidiary, and which computes its excess-profits credit on an
invested capital basis, such dividends constitute the numerator and are included
In full in the normal tax net income In the denominator of the limiting fraction
in section 181 (b). They are included in full in normal tax net income because
they are excluOtd from excess profits net Income as the result of the adjustment
in stion 711 (n) (2) (A). Hence, to prevent double taxation of such foreign
dividends, the Canadian tax should be offset against the United States normal tax
apd surtax which are Imposed thereon. The proper rAtio of the limiting fraction
in section 131 (b) Is obviously t6i dividends over the normal tix net income
in which they are included. The addition to the normal tax net income of ad-
Jutted excess-profits net income which has not borne normal tax obviously pads
the denominator of the fraction and reduces the resulting percentage and thereby
the allowable credit.
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For example:
1. Canadian - -------- $23d
IL Domestic Income- .... .-. ------------... - 4H1&k NL~J et Income -------- - -..........................--- .. . . .-- - - - - - - em.

4. Dividend adjustment (sec. 711 (a) (2) (A)) ....................... 2M
&. RrceApr6fitx net Income. 4
a Excess-profits credit on invested capital basis. ......... .-- 2M
7. Adjusted excess profits net Income ...............................----- 2M
8a Normal tax net Income (Item 8-1tem 7) ---------- -------------- 4M

iUmiting fraction under section 131 (b) (1) :

as provided in law 2 -

as proposed above MM
411

Hence, as the result of Including in the denominator income not subject to
normal tax the allowable tax credit ha been reduced from 50 percent of the total
United States tax acruing to 33% percent, and the tax burden Is correspondingly
increased.
The inequity of this mathematlca reduction is evident It It s assumed, as In

the above example, t.ht, i the years prior to the Introduction of the excess-
profits tax, the Canadian dividends equaled the domestic Income and that, since
the introduction of the excess-profits tax, the amount of Canadian dividends has
remained the same, whereas the domestic Income has doubled. In other words,
assuming the excess-profits credit on an invested-capital basis in approximately
equal to the pre-war earnlns, the ratio of Canadian Income to entire normal inet
income is still one-halt lbe amount of Oanadian Income Is not Influenced In
any degree by the doubling of domestic net Income due to war activities, Federal
Government expenditures, and consequent profits here. Nevertheless, even
though taxes have Increased sharply in Canada, the allowable credit against
normal tax and surtax Is reduced as the result of a mathematical misconception.

Let us replace the above symbols by figures and see the extent to which the
credit is reduced by the law as It now stands as compared with what the result
would be if the Internal Revenue Code were amended so as to include In the
denominator of the limiting fraction only normal tax net Income.
ENample showinO (WqUitoble opAt"o of aec"on 131 (b) of the 1942 laterwoI

Revenue Code

192 law As P-

Foreign incoae excludIbl fem excees.grlte taaon pamsmt to sec. ft(fr1 gtu k, t O )- - -- -............................................................. $ ,oooooo $,o oooUs.P.u.................... ... ............. ,OAOo
Net Incom e "ndl ne t ie . ............................................ 10006000 s% 000.000
Income excdil under seec 711L..-.......-.-....-.---------------1,. L000,000 2,Q(KO0

Deg Income.-..................................................... OW 1,0000
xo s t red t--.................................................... .... 0O

Adjusted exaess-Prots net n me .................... ;................. ; ... .... mS O B, 00
xz c ots tax--o peret ......-................................. ......... -4 0o,' 40,o

Fore s tas e n d ........ ....... ....................................... ............ ............
zcess-peots tax paya e . ............................................... . . 4, o. 4, O

Le. Credit for asdj ted exiess-prots net Inome .............................. M 000
Normd-al Im ...................................... L 8O40OD O 1,009
NorWal tax--40 parent ......................................... 0 00 0 060Credt t ..............................re...n..............0.0SA OM o000
Normal .............................................. .... 3-O-O--O

lore U ta edit equal norMl (times) 1

NOTVsI otber words, te crporationes tax burden has been Increased fom * 0 to P0 or by
80 percent inerty became of t mpope language of w-c 131 (b) and MI.
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It la, of cours desirable to have the same formula apply in the ce of a
domestic t rportion which computes It excesa-profits credit on an Income besis,
but in this case foreign dividends are Included proportionately in adjusted excess-
profi. net income. If the present language of section 181 (b) (1) and (2) were
amended so s to omit from the denominator of the limiting fractions the credit
for adjusted excess-profits net Income allowed under section 26 (e), It would be
necessary also to exclude from the numerator the part of the foreign Income which
Is contained therein and which bears only excessprofits tax.

Thisc'an be done by placing In the numerator of the limiting fraction only
normal-tax net Income, as it contains only the proportion of foreign income that
is not Included In adjusted excess-profits net Income.

If Income Is derived from several foreign countries, there would, of course,
bare to be an apportionment to the various countries of the part of the foreign
Income which Is included in adjusted excess-profits net Income, and the respective
amounts so apportioned would be deducted from the net income from each coun.
try in arriving at the amount to be placed In the numerator of the limiting frac-
tion under section 131 (b) .(1). A similar adjustment would have to be made
In the numerator under subsection 181 (b) (2). However, these are simple
computations that can be described In the regulations and need not be provided
for In the law itself.

The fractions limiting the credit against normal tax in section 131 (b) (1) and
(2) would then be theoretically and mathematically correct; both the numerator
and denominator would contain only income subject to the normal tax. The
taxpayer would receive the full appropriate credit for the foreign lax on foreign
Income that Is Included In normal-tax net income.

trietly speaking, income not subject to the excessprofits tax should be
removed from the numerator and denominator of the limiting fractions In section
729 (d), through replacing the term "excess-profits net Income" by "adjusted
exces-profits net Income."

Sections 131 (b) and 29 (d) so amended would read as follows:
"8m 131 (b) *
"(1) The amount of the credit In respect of the tax paid or accrued to any

country shall not exceed the same proportion of the tax against which such
credit Is taken, which the taxpayer's net income from sources within such coun-
try bears to his entire net Income, In the case of a taxpayer other than a corpo-
ration, or which the taxpayer's normal-toz net income from sources within much
country bears to its entire ,srmol-ta net income In the case of a corporation, for
the same taxable year; and

"(2) The total amount of the credit shall not exceed the same proportion of
the tax against which such credit is taken, which the taxpayer's net ncqipe from
sources without the United States bears to his entire net Income, In the case of
a taxpayer, other than a corporation, or which the taxpayer's sornl-ta net
income from sources without the United States bears to (i8 entire normal-ta:
net Wcome in the case of i corporation, for the same taxable year.

"Smxo. 729 (d) ' 0 0
"(1) The amount of the credit in respect of the tax paid or accrued to any

country shall not exceed the same proportion of the tax against which such credit
Is taken, which the taxpayer's adjusted excess-profits net income from sources
within such country bears to Its entire adjusted excess-profits net Income for the
same taxable year; and

"(2) The total amount of the credit shall not exceed the same proportion of the
tax against which such credit is taken, which the taxpayer's adjusted excess-
profits net Income from sources without the United States bears to its entire
adjusted excess-profits net Income for the same taxable year." -

These amendments should apply to all taxable years under the Revenue Act
of 1942, L e- those beginning after December 81, 1941.

II. RejtrctioW No. 1.-The foregoing amendment is not sufficent to prevent
the loss of the credit against excess-profits tax for the excess of the foreivl
tax over the credit allowed against normal tax and surtax to which a domestic
corporation Is entitled If it computes Its excess-profits credit on an Income basis
and derives dividends from a foreign subsidiary company.

Let us .take, for example, a domestic corporation which derives dividends
from' a Canadian subsidiary. Under section 181 (t) the domestic parent cor-

o ratlonis assimilated to a domestic corporation with a direct branch in Canada
o th extent that the'parent is deemed to have paid the same proportion of taxes

93331-44-----4
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paid In Canada by the subsidiary on its income as the dividends which the
subsidiary distributes to its rent be to its accumulated profit&

However, the amount this deemed tax payment that Is allowable as a
credit is limited in subsection () itself by the ratio of dividend to the normal
tax net Income of the parent corporation. This has the effect of not allowing
the excess of the deemed foreign tax payment over the credit against normal
tax and surtax to be applied against the excess-profits tax. A serious curtall.
ment of the Intended abatement result which means an equally serious increase
in tax burden, inasmuch as the Canadian effective rate of tax may. be about
80 percent, while the credit against normal tax and surtax cannot exceed 40
percent.

Thus, a domestic corporation which operates through the medium of a sub-
aidiary In Canada Is placed at a serious disadvantage compared to domestic
corporaUons operating through the medium of a branch, whose credit for foreign
taxes Is not subject to the limitations of section 131 (f). "

When the provision in section 131 (f) was originally introduced in the Reve.
nue Act of 1921 as subsection 238 (e), It was a separate relief provision
and had a separate limitation. This provision was Incorporated In the revised
credit provisions in section 131 of the 1928 act as subsection (f) and continued
to have the same separate limitation but, at the same time, the general limita-
tions under subsection (b) were made applicable to the amount of credit taken
under the entire section, including the Indirect credit under subsection (f) as
well as the direct credit under subsection (a).

Hence, the simplest solution would be to omit the now unnecessary limitation
In subsection I f) by deleting the following clause:

"Provided, That the amount of tax deemed to have been paid by such do-
mestic corporation under this subsection shall In no case exceed the same pro-
portion of the tax against which credit is taken which the amount of such
dividends bears to the amount of the normal-tax net Income of the domestic
corporation in which such dividends are Included."

There should be no doubt that the term "lax paid" as used In section 131 (b)
and section 729 (c) covers the tax deemed to have been paid under subsection
(f) of section 13L If there Is any doubt, it could be removed by Inserting after
the words "tax paid" the parenthetical clause "(which term Includes tax deemed
to have teen paid)."

As this inadvertent nulilfcation of relief intended, ever since the Introduc-
lion of the excess-profits tax In the Second Revenue Act of 19M0, "to place our
American corporations on an equal competitive basis with foreign corporations
located abroad!' (Ways and Means Committee report) the proposed amendments
should be made applicable to taxable years under and since said act, 1. e., those
beginning after December 31, 1939.

Novrmn 80, 1943-

1UIImAz3 or POo0ms0 AMENDmETs To Sc"ox 131, 1. R. .

PROPOSAL I

A taxpayer which computes Its excess-profits credit under the invested capital
credit excludes foreign dividends from both the numerator and the denominator
of the credit under section 729 (d) and therefore gets no credit for tax thereon
against excesprofits tax. For the purpose of the credit against normal tax ard
surtax, the fordgn dividends are Included in both the numerator and denominator
of the limiting fractions under section 131 (b) (1) and (2), but the denominator
is padded by the amount of the credit for adjusted excess-profits net income
provided In section 26 (e) which contains no such foreign income.

Hence,'to arrive at the appropriate limitation for normal tax and surtax pur-
poses, under section 131 (b) 1) and (2), the amount of said credit under section
26 (e) should not be added in te denominator of the limiting fraction.

Moreover, It is desirable to include only the normal tax net income in the
numerator of the limiting fVactions n order to exclude from the numerator the
part of the net Income subject only to excess-profits tax. This Ig appropriate
In order to make the language In section 131 (b) (1) properly applicable also
In the case of taxpayers which compute the excess-profits credit on an Income
bass (and partularly those which come under sections 711 and 721) the clause
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describing the numerator and the denominator of the limiting fraction In section
131 (b) (1) should be amended to read:
"or ifAlcA tie tazs.j vt'x RoroaZ is aelhtione from 4owcea wU4lnt Ic ountrY
beers to its eatire normal to* net (*oms from all sources, In Ihe oae of aoor.
porsfon, for the earns IsONe Yeor."

Similar changes will have to be made In section 181 (b) (2).
Tifese amendments should be applieable to taxable years under the Revenue Act

of 1942; 1. e., those beginning after December 31, 1941.

InOPSMaL it

A taxpayer who takes excess-profits credit on an Income basis Is denied credit
against excess-profits tax In respect of tax deemed to have been paid under
section 131 (f).

Proposed amendments:
1. iimnatetheclausebegnndng"Provied, That * I*"naectlon 131 (f),

because It Is adequately covered by the limitation In section 131 (b) ;
2. In section 129 (c) after the phrase "the tax paid" Insert the parenthetical

clause "(which term Includes tax deemed to have been paid)" as follows:
"(c) Foreign Taxes PId.-In the application of section 131 for the purposes

of this subchapter the tax iaid (whicA term Iludes #o deemed to here bees
paid) or accrued to any country shall be deemed to be the amount of such tax
reduced by the amount of the credit allowed with respect to such tax against
the tax Imposed by chapter 1." [New language In Italics.]

3. In section 729 (d) insert the word "adjusted" before "excess profits net
Income," as follows:

"Sm. 729 (d) * " .
"(1) ' ue amount of the credit in respet of the tax paid or accrued to any

country shall not exceed the same proportion of the tax against which such
credit Is taken, which the taxpayer's adjusted excess profits net Income from
sources within such country bears to its entire adjusted excess profits net income
for the same taxable year; and

"(2) The total amount of the credit shall not exceed the same proportion of
the tax against which such credit is taken, which the taxpayer's adjusted excess
profits net Income from sources without the United States bears to Its entire
adjusted excess profits net Income 'or the same taxable year.
. These amendments should, of oarse, be made applicable as far back as the
first year In which the excess-profits tax was lmp6sea by the Second Revenue
Act of 1910, I. e., taxable years beginning after December31, 19.

ROOSa na

Amedmenl to sect~o 787 (9).
A number of taxpayers had been enjoying the limited exeniption from excess-

profits tax under section 21 (g) of the Internal Revenue Code, which was
Introduced by the Second Revenue Act of 1940, until the amendment to the
introductory clause of this provision In the Revenue Act of 1942 deprived a
ccrporstion of this relief If it happened to be a member of an affiliated group of
corporations filing consolidated returns under section 141, Internal Revenue
Code.

We have not since been able to ascertain that there was any particular Intent to
remove the exemption from excess-profits tax granted t9 corporations engaged
almost exclusively in foreign commerce and therefore not deriving excess profits
from the Increase In activities In the United States due to the war effort. We
have been informed that the only reason for removing the exemption In the case
of filing a consolidated return was because It wtv considered. from an ad-
ministrative viewpoint, that corporations should have the same basis for normal
tax and excess-profits tax in the event they elected to consolidate.

We note that the exemptloa under section '731, Internal Revenuef Code, from
excess-profits tax in the case of profits from mining strategic materials is carried
through even In the case where a consolidated return is filed. Paragraph (c)
of section 83.0, regulations 110, reads as follows:

"* * If the sflated group for any taxable year Includes a corporation a
portion of the Income of which Is, pursuant to section 181, exempt from tax by



reason of qucI corppration havin engaged in the pining of strategic metals,.the
tax liability of the group shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to the
tax computed on the consolidated adjusted excess profits net income am the portion
of the consolidated adjusted excess profits net income not exempt from tax bears
to the entire consolidated adjusted excess profits net income. The portion of the
consolidated adjusted excess profits net income not exempt from tax shall be
determined In the same manner as if the consolidated adjusted excess profits net
income were the adjusted excess profits net income of a separate corporation."

We respectfully urge the adoption of an amendment along similar lines to
maintain the exemption for' corporations engaged almost exclusively in foreign
trade within the narrow limitations of section 727 (g). This might be accom-r shed by placing the letter (a) before the present paragraph of section 781,
eternal Rev!enne Code, and by transferring subsection (g) from section 727 to

section 731 as subsection (b) and amending it slightly to reed as follows:
"(b) No tax shall be imposed by this chapter in the case of any domestic

corporation satisfying the following conditlont:"
"(1) If 96 per centum or more of the grosi Income of such domestic corpora-

tion for the three-year period Immediately prceding the close of the taxable
year (or for such part of such period during which the corporation was in
existence) was derived from sources other than sources within the United
States; and

"(2) If 50 per centum or more of the gross Income for such period or such
part thereof was derived from the active conduct of a trade or buslnes.

"If such a corporation Is a meMber of an affiliated group of corporations
filing consolidated returns under section 141, the tax on the portion of the
consolidated adjusted excess profits net income remaining after the exclusion
of such income shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to the tax
computed withcat regard to this subsection as such remaining portion bears
to the entire adjust d excess profits net Income."

Senator Waxu. Thi committee will recess until tomorrow morning
at 10 o'clock. a

(Whereupon, a rees was taken until 10 a. m., Saturday, December
4, 1948.)
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SATURDAY, DE THMX4 4, 1943

UNrT STATES SENATE,
COMIn-rEE ON FINANCE

Wahington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m., in room

312, Senate Office Building, Senator David I. Walsh (acting chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Walsh, Gerry, Guffey, Johnson, Lucas, Davis,
Danaher, Taft, Butler, and Millikin.

Senator WAtsH. The committee will come to order.
If any of the witnesses who are scheduled wish to communicate with

the Chair they may do so by sending a note to the secretary who will
call it to my attention, and I will give you the consideration you may
-desire.I.

'Those who were not called yesterday will be called after the first
sbjec assigned to us this morning is disposed of. Special assignment

ha ben given to those who represent religious and charitable organi-
zations and who are interested iii the contributions under the with-
holding tax. Will those who are scheduled to appear on this subject
stand?

Now, it is simply just impossible for the committee to hear you at
length. We wodd like to have you consolidate your statements as
much as possible and limit yourselves each to 3 minutes or 5 minutes, or
have someone represent you for 15 minutes and the others just address
the committee for 2 or 3 minutes. Is that possible, or do you all want
to.be heard at length I

Mr. CuRns. Mr. Chairman, we will comply with that.
Would you like to make an over-all time requirement!
Senator WALSH. Would 30 minutes be too much or too little? Can

you confine yourself to 3Oor 85 minutes?
Mr. Cums. About 45.
Senator WAmyH. We will give you 45 minutes.
Who will have charge of the time and speakers?
Mr. CVnxs. I will.
Senator WALSH. Congressman Curtisi we will charge you with that

responsibility.
reyou going to address the committee yourself I

Mr. Cuims. Briefly.
Senator MILUKIN. Mr. Chairman, I assume everyone will be per.

emitted to file briefs in extenso if they wish.
Senator WALSH. Yes. Although you may be limited in time in ad-

dressing the committee, there is no limit to whatever material you may
want to submit in the record.

Congressman Curtis.
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STATEMENT OF RON. OARL T. CURTIS, UNITED STATES REPRE-
SENTATIVE ROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA

Mr. CuTIs. Mr. Chairman and Senators, perhaps I have some
undue advantahere. I am the timekeeper and I am the first speaker,
but. I will be as brief as I caq.

i~he problem we are concerned about this morning has to do with
the ?ro position, of many years' standing, that a certain portion of a
man s income, up to 15 percent, if he gives it to religious and charitable
institutions is exempt from income tax. Within the last year we have
changed the method of collecting taxes for millions of American
people. I am referring to those people whose only income is their
w or their salary. They file a statement of their family situation
anra their employer takes out the taxes before the pay check ever comes
to them. Suppose they want to give something to their church or
their college, to the'American Red-Cross, or to thb many institutions
of service and mercy, they must go ahead and pay taxes on income that
is exempt and file a claim at the end of the year for a refund or credit.
Unless some legislation is enacted so that as they go along, as. the
taxes are taken out of their wages, you can take into account whattheir
anticipated contributions to charity are, the United States Govern-
ment is going to have a tremendous problem on its hands. *There will
be millions and millions of applications. It will run into millions
of, dollars and it may take a large additional appropriation to take
care of it.

Senator WAs . Are you speaking of a change made in the lawby the House!I
Mr. Cura. I am not speaking of the bill that is before you, I am

referring to the withholding tax generally.
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. Curns. That is one side of the picture. Unless something is

done endless complications will arise for the Treasury of the United
States.

Now, let us take the other side of the picture. What is happening
in the way of contributions to churches and charities at the present
time? In the last 5 years the tax-gathers have gone forth and
taken money. Where they used to take $5,000,000,000, they are taking
$43,000,000,000. People go on eating; we have to go on wearing
clothes; we have to have our homes ligted; we have to have the other
necessities of life. It is these fine institutions that depend upon free-
will offerings that have suffered more and will xuffer more from the
heavy tax program of our Government than any other institution.

Now, to meet this situation a bill was presented over on the House
side. It gained considerable interest and backing. Quite a number
of the members of the Ways and Means Committee favor it. One
member of that committee. Mr. Gewirhart, will be here this morning
and will speak for it.

We are not here in behalf of any particular bill. We have a sug-
gestion, if that can be changed, improved upon in any way or ap-
proached from a different angle, we do not care.

07A8.
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Senator YA1 Su. Have you an amendment drafted I
Mr. Owns. Yes - we have one that was presented in the House as

a bill. That is R. 8472 and H. R. $478. They are identical
bills.

Senator WAEi!. It may be printed in the record.
(H. R. 8478 is as follows:)

(U. R. 8418. 18th Cos.. lit se.)
A BILL To penmlt the amount of aharitableoatibutions made o. to be made t* be taken

Into account in computing the tax required to be deducted and withheld on wages

Be It enacted by the Semate a d Howse of RepresnttOcles of tIe United Statel
of America in Comgre" assembled, 'That section 1622 (b) of the Internal Revenue
Code (relating to collection of income tax at source on wages) is amended by
Inserting at the end t'ereof the following:

"Any employee may include in his withholding exemption certificate a state-
meat of the amount of contributions he has made or will make in the calendarF ear which are allowable as deductions under section 23 (o) In computing net
come. If such a statement Is so Included, the amount so stated shall be pro-
rated to pay-roll periods beginning with that with re, pet to which the certificate
first takes effect and erding with the last pay-roll period which ends in the calen-
dar year, and for the purposes of subsection (b) (1) (A) The family status with.
holding exemption for each such pay-roll period shall be increased by the portion
of such amount so prorated to such period. If the employer exercises his elec-
tion under subsection (e) (1) (relating to wage bracket withholding) the tax to
be deducted and withheld for any such pay-roll period shall be that determined
without regard to this sentence decreased by 17 per centum of the amount so pro-
rated to such period, except that in no event shall the amount to be withheld
and deducted be less than that prescribed as the minimum amount to be with-
held and deducted In mases in which the number of dependents Is In excess of the
largest number sLown on the applicable table."

Sme. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall take effeet January 1, 1044.
Senator Wimsr. So it is your wish that this committee add the sub-

stance of this bill to this tax bill?
Mr. CXnurs. Yes. But we have no pride of authorship. If you

can improve upon the method, we want you to do it
Senator WALSH. I understand.
Mr. Cvurris. We say in substance this: At the time the en ploye

files his annual exemption certificate stating he is married, that ho as
so many dependents, and so on, he should also state his anticipated
contributions for the next year. Suppose an employee receives $200
a month, when he files his exemption certificate he tells them that
he is going to give $2 a month to charity and religion. His employer
then, instead of figuring his withholding tax on the basis of $200 each
month, will figure it on the basis of $175. That is how simple it is.

This matter has been taken up with the Intemnational Business Ma-
chines Co., and they say it can be handled where the pay roll is handled
by the machine. This meets the Treasury's objection.

Senator MIL mN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the witness a question,
pleaseI

Senator WALT~. Sure.
Senator MILUKIN. If -on are going to get to it I will not interrupt

you now. Have you calculated what is involved financially in your
planI

Mr. Curns. As regards to whom?
Senator MuLziKi.* To the Treasury.
Mr. CvuTn. The Treasury cannot lose anything that belongs to them.
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Because it is tbe basio law of the -land that 10 percent of a man's
icone, If he give it to religion and charity, is exempt from taxation.
[ think it will mean a temporary loss to the Treasury, but in the long

pull it will mean a gain, because if these millions and millions o1
people have to pay taxes on exempt income and then at the end of
the year file a claim for a refund, it will be a tremendous bookkeeping
job, a tremendous bill to pay that will be an unknown amount.

I Senator DAvis. In other words, he is going to say that he gives $25
a month out of his pay to his church, and he names his church, and
then the employer will deduct that from his pay envelope and send it
to the church?

Mr. Cupas. No, it is no charge-off, it merely reduces the amount of
taxes that the employer pays for him. He gets the money and makes
his own contribution. That is his responsibility. . We do not load any
such burden on the employer. It merely reduces the amount of the
taxes thathis employer pays for him.

Senator WALsH. The other process is to get that back in the way of
a drawback.

Mr. Curns. Yes.
Senator WALmS. Which is a tedious and long drawn-out and com-

plicated process.
Mr. Czie. Yes, and it is something that is a dangerous blow to.

every orphanage, every hospital, every church, every college that is
depending upon these free-will offerings, because they are the people
that are going to suffer by reason of our enlarged tax program.

Earlier in the week, Father Flanagan, of Boys Town ir Omaha sub-
mitted a statement in regard to this. He could not wait for this hear-
ing. I hope an appropriate unanimous consent order might be entered
so his testimony could appear with these other witnesses in your
printed hearing at this place.

Senator WusJu. That may be done.
Mr. Currs. b.r. Chairman, I am not going to take any more of your

time myself. Mr. Gearhart will be our next witness.
Senator Wismm. Representative, Gearhart.

STATEMENT OF HON. BERTRAND W. OEAtHART, UNITED STATES
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator WALsri. We are glad to see you on this side of the Capitol.
Mr. Gr,&mtmm. Thank you.
Senator WAsmi. We used to be enlightened by y0u on the House side.

I hope you give us a little more enlightenment than this bill doe.
Mr. OrlmmArr. The time, of course, is short. There are many men

here from various parts of the country and I will, of course, make my
remarks as brief as I possibly can.

I think the issue is very simple and can be very easily understood.
It is just a question of whether we want to do it or not. We have a
gross income from which the employer is required to deduct, or sub.
tract rather, the family exemption, the exemption for children, draw
6 line and subtract, and that is all - and then the employer is required

to withhold on that 20 percent. That is the withholding tax we have
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impoed upon the le. If u pass this bill and adopt this principlestated in the two bill that Yr. Cirtis and Ilv nrdcd h m

player will have to ask just one more question, and that is, "What do
you intend to give to your church or charity or your educational in.
stitutiont", and then subtract that and then apply the 20 percent
rule.

Now, to quote and to paraphrase, and I think that is often il,,stra-
tive and helpful, "patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel." Like-
wise "unsurmountable administrative difficulties" is the last cry )f
the Ireasury. They have opposed this on that ground that insui.
mountable administrative difficulties will be encountered. Senators,
I think the insurmountable difficulties that they have in mind are
going to result from a failure to enact the statute rather than froir.
putting it into the revenue law, because, if the provision is adopted,

itutst means one little additional subtraction from the gross income
before they apply the 20 percent tax, whereas if they go ahead and
tax that exempt income during the year the Treasury is going to have
to pass upon a tremendous number of claims for refund at the end of
the year. It ought to be apparent to everyone that passing upon
claims for refunds at the end of the year is a far more difficult prob-
lem than merely asking the question, "What do you intend to give
to your church and charity' and then subtract it, and then figure
20 per cent upon that

Senator WiAwSH. How would the Government know that the inten-
tion to give to charity ig carried out I

. Mr. GLAREHa-r. That question is very pertinent: Supposing the man
says, "I am going to donate so much to my church or charity, and the
20 percent deduction is based upoir that as a truth and later on the
man does not make that donation, then he is required at the end of the
year, March 15 following, to make his adjustment and then under oath
he will have to say whether he did or not, and if ie falsifies his return
he will take his place in Leavenworth where other persons who deviate
from the strict line or letter of the law in preparing their returns are
committed.

Senator WAUUl. That would put upon the Government the respon-
sibility of seeing that every promise to make a charitable contribution
was carried out. I want to find out what process the Government
would have to go through in order to do this unusual thing.

Mr. GFARHArr. It does not place any greater responsibility upon
the Government than it must bear in respect to every other obligation
that is imposed upon the taxpayer by law.

Senator.WAxI~. That is true.
Mr. GzAymAsrr. If he does not live up to the line or letter of the law,

it is up to the Treasury to catch him and report him to the Attorney
General and send him through the judicial process. I think without,
question Mr Chairman and gentlemen, that the administrative diffi-
culties that are going to be encountered as the result of a failure to
adopt this'proposed section are many times greater than those that
will be encountered if you do include the section in the bill.

Senator MuiaKN. Mr. Chairman'.
Senator WAusH. Senator Millikin.
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Senator MiLLmic. You stated, Congressman, that the, taxpayer
would make his return at the end of the year and would then reveal
whether he had or hr.d not performed his intention. Would lie be
required t~o specify to whom he had made his charitable contributions?

Mr. G :AnHArcr. Ti return will have to be the same kind of adjust-
ing return'that you havo to make on every other item that figures in
the net return.

Senator MILLKIN. le would not just say that ho gave to unspeci-
fled charities a certain sum of money; he 'would have to specify to
whom he gave the money?

Mr. GEAIRHART. I always have in my return; I always specify what
I give to charity and to whom I gave it, in my return. I think it is
required.

Senator MiLUIim. That is subject to check by the Treasury, as is
any other declaration on the return?

Mr. GEARIRAIRT. Yes. Now, the important thing, Senators, is to
decreasA as much as we can, through the adoption of good policies,
these claims for refunds and these claims for readjustments on the
following March 15, because everyone has got to be touched by human
hands, everyone has got to be studied by human brains. If you allow
this man to make a deduction in the first place, then at the end of the
year he will say, "Well, I probably paid a little too much, bitt it is not
worth while asking an adjustment upon," and lie will go his way. If
he thinks his Government is taxing him on something that is exempt,
that man is most certain to go down and put in a clain for a refund,
and it wil impose upon the Government this great burden of check-
ing millions of returns, whereas otherwise they might be cut down to
a very, very mucb smaller number.

Senator WVALSII. That is rather rudimentary.
Mr. GEABIUART. Yes. .
Senator, WALsI. You take your own case, Congressman. You

want to give $50 to $100 for charitable or religious purposes, what is
the present process and what is the process you propose

Mr. GEARHART. Well, now, the present process is nothing would be
done until the following March 15 when he files the adjusted return
and claims that deduction. If he has made a contribution of as much
as 15 percent, certainly there would be mono due him and the Gov-
ermnent would have to send him a check, and he will probably get it
8 or 10 years later.

Senator WATLSh. To get back the money that is held back by the
pay clerk in the House or Senate, you indicate so much is for charity
and you must take an affirmative position next March in asking for
that deduction?

Mr. GEARHART. That is right. It imposes a tremendous burden on
our people.

Senator WALSH. After you adopt this, the pay clerk in the House
or Senate will allow that credit as a credit to you and not draw back
in taxes the amount you give to charities and religious purposes?

Mr. GEARIIART. If I understand your question correctly, the deduc-
tions for charithble' donations will have their place in equal dignity
with the deductions you are entitled to for family and for children.

Serator WAISiI. I understand that.

752
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Mr. Gs&RAwrT. I want to conclude, unless the Senators want me to
pursue it further, because I am thinking o' the gentlemen that are

ind me.
I want to say this about the withholding tax. All of us know it is

the most unpopular thing we have ever imposed upon the people.
Employers everywhere write me that their best employees leave them
to seek employment in industries that are not subject to withholding
deductions. Out our way we have a lot of agricultural industries that
pay in wages as much as the urban industries, and they are not subject
to withholdings at all.

There are many deductions besides those we have discussed. We
have a deduction for War bonds: that takes another 10 percent out;
we have deductions for union dues, and that takes out something else.
Then, we have the Social Security and that takes still more out. You
have some other voluntary deductions which are local in their nature
but which the employer, because of his public-spiritd nature is coop-
erating with. So, the man has deduction after deduction and the pay
check, when it reaches him, is a mere fraction of what it was orig-
inally. What is the effect on the public mind? The effect is this:
He economizes, and he economizes where he should not economize.
He does not give to his church and to his charities and to his favorite
educational institutions, praiseworthy institutions, which are good
for the country and which have made America what it is. We can-
not contemplate an America without churches and charitable institute.
tions and educational institutions. le we do not do qoething to help
these great institutions which have made America what it is the are
gig to be financially starved. Donations are going to fail ov1and
faol off until, perhaps, America will be in the end a very different

kind of America than the one we have always had and we have
enjoyed living in.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Representative, I think the committee under-
stands your position.

Mr. LEARHART. Think you very much, Senators. I wish we had
more time to devote to thissubject.

Senator WALSH. I wish we could do it today.
Mr. Cuiws. Our next witness, Mr. Chairman, is Mr. William F.

Montavon, director of the legal department, National Catholic Wel-
fare Conference. He has with him Msgr. George Johnson, the sec-
retary general of the National Catholic Educational Association.
The two of them will be heard jointly.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. MONTAVON, DIRECTOR OF THE LEGAL
DEPARTMENT, NATIONAL CATHOLIC WELFARE CONFERENCE

Mr. MfoNTAvoN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am directed by the
chairman of the administrative board-of the National Catholic Wel-
fare Conference to bring to the attention of 'our committee an im-
portant matter in relation to the revenue bill now pendinig before
your committee. The specific purpose of this comraunication is to
seek a remedy for a hardship which bears heavily rpon individuals
who by their free will offerings contribute to religious, educational,
and charitable enterprises and indirectly is detrimental to organiza.

753
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tions and institutions which depend wholly, or in great measure, onfree-will offerings and contributions for funds with which to carry
on their activities in the field of religion, education and charity. The
National Catholic Welfare Conference in this matter serves as the
agent of the Catholic bishops of the United States, under whose juris.
diction upward of 10,000 parishes and missions, more than 1,000 char-
itable hospitals, sanitariums, and homes for the needy a large num-
ber of orphanages, colleges, and other educational establishments, and
the National Conference-of Catholic Charities with diversified activi-
ties in the field of charity and social service are dependent. With-
out exception, these institutiofis and organizations receive their sup-
port in great measure from the free-will offerings of millions of con-tributors, most of whom are in the low-wage brackets.

The situation to which I refer arises out of the fact that the Cur-
rent Tax Payment Act of 1943 which imoe a 20 percent withhold-
ing tax makes no provision for an employer t" make deduction for
gifts to a religious, educational, or charitable organization in com-
uting the income of the employee subject to the withholding tax.

We Current Tax Payment Act does make allowance for the deduc-
tion of an amount on the basis of family status to which the tax-
payer certifies.

The difficulty to which I refer would be remedied if, for the pur-
pose of the withholding tax, at the time the employee certifies his
family status to his employer, he were permitted to certify also the
amount which, during the tax year, he will give to religious, edu.
national, aji. charit-ahle purposes and if the employer deducted the
sum of the two amounts certified by the employee in computing the
income subject to withholding tax Failing to provide such a rem-
edy as herein suggested would lay upon a person dependent upon
wages for his income the unnecessary but onerous burden of filing
with his tax return at the end of the tax year a petition for a refund
of the amount collected as income tax on his gifts to religious, educa.
tional, and charitable purposes during the taxyear.

I respectfully suggest, therefore, to the Committee on Finance,
as a remedy for this situation, that the revenue bill now pending
before your committee be amended to include a provision amending
the Internal Revenue Code to make possible the deduction for char.
itable gifts as herein outlined.

Senator WASH. I -suppose the law has not been in operation
sufficiently long for you to be able to state whether or not you have
appreciated that there has been a deduction in the amount of cop-
tributions.

Mr. MoNTAvoN. I have only conversational reports, Mr. Chairman,
to that effect from ecclesiastical authorities I have no definite sta-
tistitcs They all feel there has been some falling off, and the danger
they fear is that there will be a greater falling off.

Senator WAlSH. As time goes on.
Mr. Mo,1rAVON. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Is there nothing else.
Mr. MoxTAvoN. There is nothing else.
Senator WAisH, Dr. Johnson.
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STATEMENT OF THE RT. EV. MSGL GEORGE IOHNSON, SECRETARY
GENERAL, THE NATIONAL CATHOLIC EDUCATIONAL ASSOOJA-
TION

Dr. JOHNSON. I am appearing before your committee at the di-
rection of the executive board of the National Catholic Educational
Association to request your consideration for a provision in the Cur-
rent Tax Payment Act of 1943 that would permit an employee to
certify the amount which he will give to religious, educational, and
charitable purposes during the year in order that this amount may
be deducted bp the employer in computing the amount of income
subject to withholding tax.

The National Catholic Educational Asciation is an organization
made up of the following departments: A department of colleges and
universities a department of seminaries, a department of secondary
schools; a department of elementary schools, and a department of
superintendents. The executive board is composed of representatives
from these various departments.

There are in the country 25 Catholic universities, 168 Catholic col-
leges, 2,105 secondary schools, and 7,944 elementary schools. All told
these schools enroll, according to the biennial census of the depart-
ment of education of the National Catholic Welfare Conference,
2,584,461 students. They employ 97,464 teachers. This represents a
very large educational undertaking which is supported for the main
part through voluntary contributions on the part of the Catholic
people of the United States.

Catholic elementary and secondary schools derive their support from
people in very moderate circumstances. Because they believe in
the necessity of a religious education for their children, they are making
the financial sacrifice that is nece-ssary to provide Catholic schools.
Incidentally by assuming the burden of educating their own children,
they are saving the Government millions of dollars every year. Under
the circumstances, it would seem that some way should be found ac-
cording to which they cain get credit for their contributions at the
time that the employer computes the amount of their income that is
subject to withholding tax.

Senator WAxau. Not all secondary schools are free. In some there
is a tuition.

Dr. JomesoN. In some there is a tuition.
Senator WALSH. I assume where there is a- tuition, they must pay

for their boys and girls.
Dr. JoHnsoN. A great majority, about 70 percent of our schools, are

either parish high schools or diocese high schools. The tuitions are
very nominal indeed. That would be 70 percent of the schools.

senator WALSH. All right, Father Rooney.

STATEMENT OF FATHER EDWARD B. ROONEY, JESUIT
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Father Roogzy. Mr. Chairman and Senators I wish to second what
Mr. Montavon and Monsignor Johnson have already said, since I am
a member of the organizations which they represent,
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The Congressmen have given a "ufflient bxplanation of the measure
they are advocating here today. I wish to add just one point. It
is this:

It is common knowledge in educational circles today that all
privately conducted colleges and universities are now faced with a
very difficult problem and-will be faced with it more as time goes on
from the fact that the day of very large donations to educational
institutions seems to have pase. Colleges and universities are very
conscious of this, with the result that they are making a strenuous
effort to foster a movement among their alumni, a long-range plan
callin for a multiplicity of snall donations over a long period of time.

Such a measure as we are proposing here this morning would, it
seems to me help along that movement because it would impress
upon people first of all their own ability and the convenience of giving
small amounts over a long period of time. Secondly, the very fact that
they have to indicate at the beginning of the year how much they intend
to give, and the fact that they have to check on this three 6r four times
a year, would be an incentive to individuals to. give the amount they
promised for educational and charitable purposes.

It is my opinion, therefore, that such a measure as is proposed hete
would find favor among educators. At practically a 1 educational
meetings today we hear mention of the difficulty of supporting pri-
vately controlled educational institutions. These educators are aware
that they will have to depend on a large number of small donations
over a long period of time. Such a measure as we advocate will
facilitate this kind of gifts.

For these reasons I, as an educator wish to second what Mr. Mon.
tavon, Monsignor Johnson, and the Congressmen have already said.

I thank you.
Senator WAtLSH. Representative Curtis, who is your next witness?
Mr. Cuirns. Dr. Alva Vest King. .

STATEMENT OF DR. ALVA VEST KING, UNITED STEWARDSHIP
COUNCIL AND THE GENERAL COUNCIL, PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

Dr. KiNo. Mr. Chairman, first I want to thank the members of the
committee and the chairman for this courtesy and past courtesies, for
I hold in my files letters, very gracious letters, from members of this
committee to whom I had written before, and for their kindness and
their consideration.

I am representing this morning the United Stewardship Council,
as well as Presbyterian Church. The United Stewardship Council
is an organization of between 25,0 -00 and 26,000,000 Protestants who
are interested particularly in the cultivation of giving in support of the
churches and institutions.

The present revenue law and the proposed revenue bill, H. R. 368,
in the withholding sections make no allowance for contributions to
church and charities. The following suggestions are offered for
consideration:

First. The :basic, tax law has observed the historic principle of
separation of church and state. Contributions up to 15 percent of
the net income are not subject to tax. The withholding section of
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the present and proposed revenue legislation nllifies -this principle
by taxing that part of the income which the individual reserves for
contributions.

Second. The tax tables were set up to meet a mechanical method
of deducting the withholding tax from pay rolls. Consequently a
law of averages bad to bd established which works great hardship on
some and credits others for contributions which are not made. This
again nullifies the democratic principle of allowing freedom to the
individual.

Third. All philanthropic institutions are facing the fact of a
dwindling number of the larger givers. Church benevolence boards,
colleges, hospitals, and other philanthropic organizations were for-
merly supported out of the surplus of a comparatively few laer 0
givers. For example, the benevolence income of the Presbyteriarn
Church, U. S. A., in the year 1929 was derived as follows:

Nooliring fTital
Amo P rmt Amout PerenI

190 .......................................... ? 61. 8

One reason for this decline may be seen in the following facts re-
garding sources of income.

IDtiriends WmtW p
Inte

i5 ............................................................ . 01 oo .o oo) M W , o,0 o,
1942......I............................................... j %280(006000 100,100. 00

Legacies and income from invested funds largely represented the
generosity of these who derived their living froWn' dividends and in-
terest. This source has been greatly reduced while wages and sal-
aries have doubled during the decade, Yet it is this large eou of
salaried workers and wage earners who are affected by the withholding
tax. They are deprived of the privilege of setting aside a tax-exempt
portion of their income. Because of the tax pressure on this group,
contributions have failed to keep pace with the rising national income.
If philanthropic institutions are to maintain their programs in a
world that needs them more now than ever, there must be some way of
securing larger support from the people who have the major portion
of the income.

Senator TArt. Just question there. I have reports from the com-
munity chest in Cleveland that last month they raised 60 percent
more than they have ever raised, and the same applies to contributions
to the war chest.

Dr. Ktxo. That is true. I think contributions are coming up.
Senator TAFr. Largely from small givers.
Dr. Kixo. And yet the record which we have here, atid the charts,

have not shown that as to our churches and charities so far.
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Senator MiLNImN. Perhaps the distinction is in the difference be-
tween systematic giving and giving in spurts.

Dr. Crwo. Yes.
Senator TArr. It seems to me on the whole high tax rate on the

intermediate incomes and heavy credits tend to increase contributions.
Dr. KiN. We hope it will work out that way.
Senator TAm. You can give much more cheaply. In other words,

you can give twice as much without any more tax, without any more
net loss to yourself.

Dr. KiNe. We hope it will work out that way.' The point I am
making, however, Senator, is if the philanthropic institutions are to
maintain their program in a world which needs them more than ever
i4kht now, there must be some way securing this larger support from

the people who have the money, that is, among wage and salaried
workers.

Senator WALm. Your problem is those who have other income from
stocks, securities, and investments can make their claim for charitable
deductions when they make their returns, and that ends it.

Dr. KiNo. That is right Senator.
Senator WALsm. But where a working man makes his claim for a

deduction for charitable purposes, he has to go to the Treasury the
following March and ask for a refund?

Dr. Knwo. That is correct, He has his withheld while the other man
does not,

Senator TAm. That would only be (rue if he were exactly On a
20.percent basis.

Dr. KiNo. Yes.
Fourth. There are millions of salaried workers and wage earners

whose withholding tax is not computed by machines. They should
begiven consideration.

Fifth. If churches, colleges, and other charities are worth conserv-
ing and supporting it is important that we avoid destroying their
financial foundations.

Sixth. In our judgment the proposed amendment, H. R. 3473,
would correct those difficulties.

(1) It conserves the principle of exempting contributions from
taxation.

(2) It allows the individual freedom to designate an amount of6his
own choice for contributions.

(3) It would become an important educational means of develop.
ing voluntary generosity among millions of wage earners who should
know their responsibility to the free institutions which have con.
tributed to our democracy.
. (4) The employee's voluntary-declaration to his employer would

be an annual reminder of his responsibility and amount to a pledge.
If the promise of intent to contribute was not kept, the taxpayer
would be under obligation to pay the balance of his income tax at the
end of the year.
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(The tables submitted by Dr. King are as follows:)

A M-year comparison of Individual returns stl etw Inmcome, Including returns
of estates and trust-TAe survey choice dcductlons taken and 6onlribetios
in dollori and percent
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Soume: Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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Mr. q"is. Our next witness will be Mr. Moore Gates, rep nt-
ing the interests of the Presbyterian Church in the United Ste of
America.

STATEMENT OP MOORE GATES, REPRESENTING THE INTEREST OF
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE UNITED STA OF
AMERICA

Senator WAiSt!. Your namo, please.
Mr. GATES. Moore Gates. I represent the Presbyterian Church in.

terests. I have a letter here also from the Federal Council o the
Churches of Christ in America, and another letter from the P by.
terian Church in the United States of America, which I will ark to
have inserted in the record.

Senator Wsui.Bn That may be done.
(The Letters referred to are as follows:)

THE FLDERAL COU CIL OF THE CHULiIaca Or CHRIST iN Aw a z,
New York, N. Y., DCcembee 1, 43.

Senator WALxTR F. Osozer,
Chairman, Bexate Finance Committee, lVa hpiton, D. 0.

My Dr.Aa !SNATOR: In connection with your current bearings, I. should like to
report that we have evidence of increasing concern on the part of the ehrches
over tax procedures which make It difficult and complicated for thd people to
continue appropriate and necessary financial support of the churches and other
religious, charitable, and voluntary enterprises.

Some proven whereby anticipated contributions to churches and charities
could be recognized as deductible In computing tax withholdings on waeS Wguld
be helpful. Exitig procedures Impote a hardship upon the Individual.to main-
tain atan adequate level his contribulIons to his church when he does iOt receive
credit in tax computation until the end of the year. I

Every development which makes It more difficult to maintain the Iniltutigns
of religion on a high level of efficiency is an impairment to our national life dnd
a threat to the continued strength of voluntary private institutions.

I hope that your committee will find appropriate and rnkrcticabld Measures
whereby the preent difficult situation may be remedied.

Yours very truly,
Roswyu. P. Jiasnixa

Tnz GNPrtAL OvscIL or THE OGNERAL AsSZasLy.
Ta's PALasrwaN CHURCH I THE UNITM 8TATas or AAUcA,.

New York, December 1, 10,4.
Senator WALTEa F. Gisozr,

ChairmaN Commtile o% rixst no
United State4 Senate, Washfngton, D. 0.

DrAz Sgi: Mr. bloore Gates, the bearer Cf this letter, is assisant treasu er of
the board of national missions of the Presbyterian Church In the Urited tates
of America. I

Mr. Gates has been asked to represent the interests of the Presbyterian C Urch
in the United States of America in the name of all the organlzattoni oi our
church in the hearing granted by your committee on the matter of prtrm jtng
the amount of charitable contributions made or to be mide to be taken into
account In computing the tax required to be deducted and withheld on Nages.

Very truly yours, D. Auag I

Seretarv of Fina ce.

Mr. GATES. I take it for granted that church representatives are
amongst friends in appearing before this distinguished committee of
Senators. I believe we may safely presuppose your active supPOt of
our spiritual home front. Hope we may equally take for grantcl:that



you all believe in the continued maintenance of support for our
curches by individual free citiins--not by any State subsidies.
This is a keystone in our American tradition of freedom; and the tax
credits for individual gifts to churches and philanthropies in our basic
incomp-tax laws, are fundamental to preservation of the ability of our
citizens to support their churches-always, under all conditions. In
order to save time, I shail confine my remarks to a few basic factor.

The existing law which established collection of income taxes by a
method of withholding by employers has certain very serious conse-
quencps to churches and philanthropies. We do not oppose pay-as-
you-go taxation. But we believe that the tax forms irn use and the
administrative formulas used carry serious dangers to the continued
maintenance of the ability of private citizens to support their churches
and charities.

Iretheinterest of simplicity the Tresury worked out certain aver-
age allowances in the tax tales used, and in the simplified Form
1040-A for incomes of $3,000 or less. This use of average allowance for
tax credits means that everyone gets some allowance whether they give
to their church, the Red Cross, the community war fund, and so forth,
or not. As we interpret the historic tax philosophy of our predecessors,
tax credits were made specific, in order to encourage freedom of
religion, and other basicsocial ideals amongst a free people. Any
average allowance to all-regardless of whether an individual fulfills
his spiritual or social responsibility as a private citizen--tends to
undermine the fundamentals of encouragement by our Government of
private enterprise in support of religion philanthropy, and social orcommunity improvement. The tax credits are for specific contribu-
tions by those who assume spiritual and social responsibility. An
average allowance to all is destructive of the national premiums placed
upon individual intiatives in the field of spiritual and social values.

Again, in the interest of simplicity, none of the simplified forms
used by the Treasury-Form 1040-A, the estimate of incomeat Sep-
tember 15, the employee's certificate to his employer, or th" forms
formerly used for Victory tax--carry any statement of the allowable
tax credits in the basic income-tax law except the bare personal
exemptions and dependents. This means dat our Government fails to
inform some twenty or thirty million new taxpayers about the encour-
agement for religion and philanthropy embodied in our basic income-
tax liws. Ignorance is always a primary danger to freedom and
democracy. This is a serious handicap to our churches in their efforts
to preach moral and social responsibility in brotherly love in the spirit'
of Christ.

The present technique of withholding taxes at the source of wages
and salaries works out to tax "tax credits" in advance on large in-
comes-subject to a refund at the end of the taxable year-and to
destroy the tax incentives for spiritual and social responsibility of
those with small incomes, by average blanket allowances to all. Do
we no longer value the small gifts from the masses of our people? Is
there no premium for support of religion from those in modest circum-
stances? Amidst the pressures of war, we have installed technical
methods, devised in the name of simplicity, which endanger the con-
tinued maintenance of uur churches and our philanthropies, and leave
millions of new taxpayers in ignorance of allowable tax credits.
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America has always combined keen practical good sense, with a
dep-seated faith in Almighty God. This combination of hard-
headed practicability and idealism has always astonished foreign peo-
ple. Spiritual faith must be passed on from generation to genera-
tion. Never have the needs for church work been greater. In the
war-industry areas the children of working fathers and mothers will
grow up in ignorance and depravity, unless our churches and social
agencies care for them. The armed services plead for more chaplains,
and the areas around our military camps plead for better conditions
for soldiers on leave. Juvenile-delinquency statistics indicate the type
of long-range guns, shooting 20 years into the future, aimed at the
spiritual core of our national life. Red Cross requirements increase
by leaps and bounds. Our national war fund is struggling for its
goal. This Nation under God needs a mobilization of all its people to
revive the spiritual faith of our fathers. Strange as it may seem
there is a constant requirement that we implement the cold ideas 01
taxes and tax methods, with the spirit of individual enterprise in reli-
gion, education, and philanthropy. We dare not fail to inform each
new tax generation of the tax credits for support of church and char-
ity. No amount of simplicity can ever justify methods which handi-
cap support for churches and philanthropies by private 4itizetis. , No
unpie theory of average allowances can justify taking away from
great masses of our people the premiums for social and spiritual
participating responsibility.

The needs are critical. It is already late because these destructive
methods are already acting as slow poison tohinder the flow of support
for the organizations of our spiritual home front. You have able
technicians. Say to them, "We must work out withholding tax
methods which will not create forces of attrition to hinder church and
charity." See to it that all our taxpayers are fully informed about
tax credits. Gentlemen, these are major issues. The lifeblood of a
people flows through taxes. It is given gladly in the cause of freedom.
But let us be carefil about the way that-blood is drafted, that we may
not choke our spiritual) heritage in the process by any careless or over-
hurried methods. We all believe in simple methods. We have not
yet exhausted American ingenuity about ways and means. Simplicity
of method must never be allowed to serve as an excuse for injury to the
requirements of our spiritual home front.

Senator TArt. The answer is, of course, is that everybody that ever
,asked for a contribution that I know always points out the fact
that you are going to get the credit. If you cannot impress that on the
people, you are not going to get the money. In any campaign for
money that is always one of the big talking points. You a ways tell
them about it.

Mr. GAl-rs. It is very hard to reach these new taxpayers and explain
that. I tried it with fellows who never paid a tax before. They knew
nothing about this tax exemption. I asked one fellow that worked for
me, "Are you giving to the Red Cross I" He said, "Yes." I asked him,
"Are you getting a tax exemption for that?" Well, he did not know.

Senator TAr. You know that on the 15th of March. It is right on
the return.

Mr. ArTms. They use the 1040-A Form and there is not a word in
that form about it. They have got to go and get the long forms, and
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then they have got to get the instructions, and the fellows who were
there were allowed one set of instructions for 14 forms. They were
short of them. The short, simplified form carries not a word about it.

Senator TAir. I should think they ought to include it on the 1040-A
Form.

Mr. GAT . They could tell them all about those things on the em.
ployees certificate. There are between twenty and twenty-five million
new taxpayers who will not know a thing about it from the Govern-
ment. It all depends on the churches and the philanthropic institu-
tions to tell them about it. We think that is dangerous in our tax
situation.

Senator MILLKiN. I think the strong point is that the little fellow
has to go through the refund procedure to get the credit for his taxes.

Mr. GATES. He has to go to an awful lot of trouble.
Senator TAsr. I do not undersand that he has to go through that

procedure. He has tofile a form in which in not one case out a hundred
ishe going to be exmpt. My understanding is if he did not go for the
refund the check would come automatically once he h'as filed his per-
manent return.

Mr. GATES. If he uses the 1040-A Form there is a sliding scale of
wages that the Treasury has included. Supposing I am a cynical fel-
low and I haven't given to anybody, I still get that allowance whether
I have eraned it or not, whether I have supported a charitable institu-
tion, a church, an educational institution, the Red Cross, the war fund,
or not, I would still get that. So the premium we always put on the
fellows who support the spiritual home front is gone for those small
incomes.

Senator TArr. It seems to me your objection is even sounder to the
-average form of simplified return and table of payments than it is to
the preliminary certificate.

14r. GAra.I think it is very insidious the way in which these
averages, under the guise of simplicity, have been worked out. It
hurts us, the church people very much.

To answer the question of the chairman a little earlier.
Our gifts were heavy in the Board of National Missions. We

have a budget of $3,00,000 for our missions from Alaska to Puerto
Rico, the schools, hospitals, and war work, and in these war industry
areas our gifts were heavy through September of the previous year.
In October they dropped like that (indicating]. You see it is too
early to get average figures, but I just throw that into te record
for what it is worth.

Mr. Curns. We will next put on Dr. Gould Wickey.

STATEMENT OF DR. GOULD WICKERY, GENERAL SECRETARY, NA-
TIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHURCH-RELATED COLLEGES; AND
GENERAL SECRETARY OF COUNCIL OF CHURCH BOARDS OF
EDUCATION

Dr. WicKEy. My name is Gould Wickey. I am general secretary
of the National Conference of Church-ReLated Colleges and also of
the Council of Church Boards of Education.

As general secretary of the National Conference of Church-Related
Colleges, I represent some 780 Catholic and Protestant colleges. As
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general secretary of the Council of Church Boards of EducatftI
represent 22 of the major denominations in the United States with
a membership of more than 25,000 000 persons.

These organizations recogize dK necessit, for legislation which
will "permit the amount o charitable contributions made or to be
made to be taken into account in computing the amount of tax to
be deducted and withheld on wages."

The Tax Payment Act of 1943 allows the deduction of family ex-
emptions but forgot, not purposly of course, to allow deduction of
the amounts given to charitable organizations and institutions, up to
15 percenL And yet previous tax legislation definitely makes pro-
vision for such deduction. Consequently our Government now
levies and collects a 20 percent tax on a well-established tax-exempt
portion of one's wages. That is not honest. That is not just.

The chur', related colleges are dependent for the support, up to
80 percent in most cases, upon the income received from the tuition
of students and the gifts and grants of the churches and church
people. Since October 1941 the civilian enrollment in these col-
leges has dropped about 55 percent. When the Government not only
increases taxes but also taxes charitable gifts, the American people
are seriously crippled financially, and thereby and to that extent
prohibited from makin the charitable contributions which they sin-
cer desire to make. t

Education is essential to the national welfare. Our President has
repeatedly emphasized the thought that during these critical times we
must redouble our efforts "to make our colleges and universities render
ever more efficient service in support of our cherished democratic in-
stitutions."

An editorial in the October 29, 1942, issue of the New York Times
puts it this way:

It Is evident that the country cannot neglect the role of the colleges and univer-
sities In the total war proir'am. Little would be gained, either for thti or the
coming generation, If the liberal arts colleges were destroyed. It is difficult to
imagine any greater victory for Hitler than the closing of our colleges and uni-
versities.

The church-related collees of America are fightingto serve their
country and their God. With the tragic reduction lin income from
tuition and the churches, it is a question as to how long some of them
can continue. We plead not for the preservation of mere institutions;
we plead for the conservation of those values and principles without
which America cannot endure.

For the sake of those colleges and universitieA which awaken Ameri-
can youth to life's t ie vlueq for the sake of the millions of American
laborers and wage earners whbo wish to assist their beloved sons and
daughters to obtain an education for freedom, I humbly ask you to
enact legislation which will prevent an unjust taxation of charitable
gifts and religious contributions.

Senator Wi sr. Thank you..
Representative Curtis, who is next,!
Mr. Cuims. Mr. Chairman, we aro drawing to a close. One of the

witnesses who was representing the Seve;TCh-day Adventist denomi-
nation could not be here today, and I 'vould like to ask leave to submit
a written sttement from them.

&-nator WALsir. That may go intb the record.
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Mr. Cuirrs. And a telegram received from the Presbyterian Church

of the United States of America.
Senator WALSU. That may go into the record.
Mr. Cus'ra. And two letters from the Right Reverend Henry W.

Hobson, bishop of the diocese of southern Ohio.
The CHAMIRAN. That may go into the record.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)

GaxEZAL Co'rvn cv or $ -Wi"H-DAT ADsINTIBT5,
Tok-oma Park, Washington, D. 0., December 3, 104$.llon. Wtvrn F. 050505,

CM frma5 of the Senate Finonce Committee
United states Coxgrett, Waekington, D. 0.

DL.x Six: I am writing you this morning as a representative of the treasury
department of the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists. As you are
perhaps well aware, the Seventh-day Adve-tist Church Is a church of ardent
missionary endeavor, both at home and abroad. The very principles upon which
our church is founded require this.

Although as churches go, the Seventh-day Adventist Church is comparatively
young, having been officially in existence for only 80 years, it has already been
able to establish its activities quite firmly in many countries.

Seventh-day Adventists, as individuals, have long been known as liberal givers
to religious and philanthropic organizations While It would be Impossible, of
course, to give an exact statement as to just what percentage of their income they
do use for these purposes, I think I am safe In stating that for the church as a
whole It _wopld probably come well up to the 15 percent permitted by law to be
dedocted before paying income tax, and would possibly even reach 20 percent.
Our church practices the tithing system, which calls for the contribution of
10 percent of net Increase for the support of the ministry, and In addition to this
many other offerings are given. ,n-hile Seventh-day Adventists are quite liberal
In their support of religious and philanthropic activities this does not mean that
they are a body of wealthy individuals. On the contrary, the preponderant
majority of our members come from the middle class, and those who could be
considered wealthy would be few indeed.

We appreciate very much the fact that the Government of the United States
has recognhed that an individual should be permitted to assign up to 15 percent
of his income for religious and phlL.nthrople purposes, said amount to be deductible
before the computation of income tax is made. We believe this to be a safe and
sound principle, and we believe that it contributes not only to the spiritual stabil-
ity of an Individual and community but als6 to their civic stability. One who
has not contributed to the support of an organization or institution generally
does not have as deep interest In that organization as those who have. We feel
that our efforts serve definitely to the upbuilding and preservation of the morale
of the Nation, both in peace and in war. We believe that the Government has
been wise in recognizing this principle, and feel that it has been Droved sound in
times past.

When the present withholding tax system was adopted, it would seem that
there moy have been some oversight In that provision was not made whereby
the indf#W1ual could take the advantage of this 15 percent deduction weekly,
biweekly, or monthly as the case might be. There are certain cases, such as
those of farmers, professional men, and clergymen who are not subject to
withholding tax but who are required to file their estimate of income quarterly,
nn.I they are allowed to take Into consideration this deduction when they pay
the quarterly installment of their income tax, which they are really paying
In lieu ot the withholding tax. It would seem, therefore, that those who are
subject to withholding tax should be entitled to this same privilege of deduction,
for there could scarcely be any reason why the person who pays his income
tax quarterly should be permitted this privilege while It is denied to the other
indlvldaial who is required to pay more frequently.

As mentioned before, Seventh-day Adventists are not rich. Their contrib*-
tIons constitute to them a real sacrifice, as they do not give merely of their
abundance, but oftentimes deny therIelves what many people consider neces-
sities, in order to be able to make their contributions. This being the case,
it them becomes even more difficult for them to maintain their contributions
when the withholding tax plan has not taken into account this excmptlon in
calculating the amount to 6 deducted from their pay roll periodlet-y.
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We feel that as a result of the outworking of this plan our income will be
materially reduced and consequently our efforts for the advancement of rellgioa,
education, and social betterment will be hampered.

Our request as contained In the offcial action adopted by the general con.
ference committee In autumn council, under date of November 2, when this
matter was under consideration In the House of Representatives, Is as follows:

"Whereas from the earliest beginnings of Cbristianity, people have been
taught to cherish the spirit of liberality, both in sustaining the cause of God
and In supplying the wants of the needy; and,

"Whereas the Holy Scripturps admonish the believers to bring into the
churches the tithes and offerings; and,

"Whereas the God-fearing founders of these great United States were so
thoroughly convinced that there should be absolute separation of church and
state tiat they provided in the early colonial constitutions that no tax money
should be used for the support of the church and later Incorporated their beliefs
In the first article of the Bill of Rights; and,

"Whereas freedom of religious worship has been maintained in this country
through the private support of the churches by their members; and,

"Whereas heavy demands of a national wartime budget have already seriously
curtailed offerings to religious Institutions; and

"Whereas under the present pay-as-you-go tax program Insufficient consider-
ation Is given In each pay-roll period to deductions for tithes and offerings of
millions of church members who follow the principles of Christian stewardship:
Therefore be It

"Rejoled. That the autumn council of the General Conference of Seventh-
day Adventists representing Its churches and relgious Institutions, petition the
Ways and Means Committee of the United States House of Representatives to
Incorporate Into pending tax legislation now under Its consideration the princl-
ples of H. B. 3472 and H. I. 3473.

Respectfully yours, JAMES F. CUMIS,

Aeitant Treasurer.

[Telegram)

PmLAurLu IA, PA., December 1. 19J3.
Hon. Cxi, T. Curs,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:
As representatives of stewardship and Christian education for the Presbyterian

Church in the United States of America we commend and support you Irt pre-
senting bills H. R. 3472 and 3473 that our faithful tithing church people may be
allowed to deduct church and charitable contributions hereafter In corlputing
tax withholdings on their wages we must do all in our power to undergird and
sustain freedom of worship and from fear by an adequate support in these times
of religious, eduational, and philanthropic Institutions. Best wishes from
former Fresno Minister Stein.

LurTuzn N-. SinN,
Secretary of Church Relations.

JAmas A. McDuL
Director of Stecoardshtp Bduoatfon.

DrocS- or SouTHER.q Onto,
OFFIcE OF THE BisnoP,

Cincinnatil, Ohio, November 30, 194 .
SEErETAzY HrNsY MoaGENni.u, Jr.,

Trcaaury Department, Washington, D. 0.
MY DAZ HiL SrCMAz Y: Oa behalf of the church In this diocese of southern

Ohio. and also as a member of a number of organizations of charitable and
religious nature, I write you urging that you make It possible for the Treas-
ury Department to consider further some amendment In the present tax law
which will permit a charitable contribution to b3 taken Into account in comput-
Ing the tax required to be deducted and withheld by employers.

This matter came before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of
Representatives in the form ofU. R. 3472 or ii. ,. 3473. I've read the objections
to these bills as presented by a statement of the'Treasury Department, and
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cannot feel tha the proposal has been given adequate consider Ion. I do not
believe the proposal would involve the many difficulties which tt e statement of
the Treasury Department envisions. Granted that there are difft.ilties In.
volved, I feel It much better to try to meet these difficulties squa, ely thaa to run
the risk of doing grave harm to some of the most important orgs nivttfons In the
life of our Nation.

The present withholding provisions of the Internal Revenue (_cde are a very
serious threat to all educational, charitable, and religious orgauizatonus depend-
lg upon gifts for their support. The spiritual life and morale of our Nation
would be greatly lowered If, In this day of crisis, there should be any serious de-
crease In the support necessary to keep our churches, colleges, and social agencies
strong. The present tax law certainly will have this effect. The result may be
slow In coming, but like a deadly poison, the Influence of the tax law will aect
In a dangerous way our whole social body.

Once money Is withheld under the present tax law, It Is going to be almost
impossible in most cases to get Individuals who might otherwise make donations
to charitable and religious organizations to go through the process of such
adjustments as may be necessary to provide for charitable gifts.

Some amendment designed to overcome the serious d(fliZency In the present
tax law Is Imperative. Unless this is done there IS bound to be a growing oppo4

:

sition to our tax laws on the part of many of our leading citizens, and I am sure
It is not In the best Interests of our Nation or of the Treasury to have such a sit-
uation develop.

Thanking you for what I know will be a careful consideration of this matter
on your part, I am

Sincerely yours, Rt. Rev. itsa W. Hosso.

Dtocxzs or SaUTHIIN Onto,
OMCz OF THE Bishop,

oCncFinotf, Ohio, Not'mber 30, 1943.
Hoc. WsLvn F. Ozsox,

United State. Senate, Washingto, D. U.
MY DEAD SENATOR: On behalf of the members of the church of this Diocese of

southern Ohio, and also as a member oa number of organizations of charitable
and religious nature, I write you urging favorable consideration of come amend-
meat of the present tax law In line with the proposals as made in H. it. 3472 or
8473, which were before the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Represent tives. I have read the objections to these bills as present by the
Treasury Dejxartment, and cannot feel that the proposal has been given adequate
consideration.'

The present withholding provisions of the Internal Revenue Coe are a very
serious threat to all educational, charitable, and religious organizations de-
plnding upon gifts for their support. The spiritual life and morale of our Nation
would be greatly lowered if, In this day of crisis, there should be any serious de-
crease In the support necessary to keep our churches, colleges, and social agencies
strong. The present tax law certainly will have this effect. The results may be
slow in coming, but like a deadly poison, the Influence of the tax law will affect
in a dangerous way our whole social body.

Once money is withheld under the present law, It Is going to be almost impos-
sible in most cases to get Individuals, who mlgbt othewlse make donations to
charitable and religious organizations, to go through the process of such adjust.
meats as may be necessary to provide for charitable gifts.

Some amendment designed to overcome the serious deflchkncy In the present
tax Is Imperative.

Thanking you for what I know will be a careful consideration of this matter
on your part, I am

Sincerely yours,
Rt. Rev. HNsE W. Hosso.

Mr. Cuvs. Our next witness, Mr. Chairman, is Mr. E. Raymond
Wilson, representing the American Friends Service Connittee, to
substitute for Mr. Clarence Pickett.

Senator Wisi. Come forward, plea.
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STATEMENT OF E. RAYMOND WIMlN, AMERICAN FRIENDS
SERVICE COMMITTEE

Mr. WLSoN. The American Friends Service Committee is only one
of the many organizations that are dealing with.relief and humani-
tarian activities both at home and abroad. We are fading'the ex-
tremely difficult period of reconstruction after the war, when the health
of our society is going to depend on the virility and strength of many
of these charitable, educational, and religious organizations appearing
her* this morning. We had hoped some way might be found to facil-
itate and solve the problem that has been discussed here this morning.

Senator Muarcu. Mr. Chairman may I ask has anyone put any
statistics into the record as to what the average contribution for char-
ity ane. educational purposes by the people that are contemplated by
these representatives here

Senator WAuji. No, nobody has. Representative Curtis, what is
the average contribution made by these people who are affected by this
draw-back provision? . I

Mr. Cuinis. I can answer your question directly, and I will not take
more than 1 minute to throw light on it. What these tables do is allow
a flat rate-I believe it is 10 percent-for all deductions, which includes
interest and taxes, as well as contributions, and the figures show that
in reality they do not allow anything for contributions, because the
people who support our churches, colleges, and institutions of service
and mercy pay State taxes, and many of them pay interest. The
table submitted by Dr. King will show that the deductions allowed
it, the tables are not sufficient to allow anything for church and chari-
table institutions.

Senator MiuRiN. I am not contesting that, Congressman. bly
point is, What has been the average of contributions, by people affected
by the amendment that you propose, to education and charities?

Senator WATS!!. I suppose that varies with the various churches.
Air. OATS. It runs anywhere in different organizations" from $15

to $30 per capita. It varies in different denominations. That, Is,
the average of those memberships who do not come at all and those
who come often.

Senator MmiU iN. My end point, of course, is if any correction of
the statute is to be made it ought to have some relation to reality.

Mr. GATES. Apparently the figures used in the averagos.do noi have
much relation to reality. They work hardships particularly in the low-
income and lower wage brackets. They cover managers, whose salaries
are taken out, and so forth, who are very large givers to charity, the
management group as well as the wage-earning group.

Senator MILLIxRE. In other words, if you could imagine such a
thing as an average wage earner-I realize the difficulties-what does
he give in the course df a year to education and charity I

Mr. GATES. It varies tremendous] shows the downward trend per
Mr. Cuars. Here is a chart which

capita of contributions and the upward trend of the national income
indicatingg. However, that does not arLwer your question, because
this per capita giving takes into account millions of people who do not
give anything.

Senator TAw-r. The Treasury figures show the total given for taxes,
interest, and contributions was approximately 10 percent by every-
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body. I do not know whether they have the figures dividing it between
contributions, taxes, and interest and a few other deductions. I do
not suppose contributions average over 3 or 4 percent.

Mr. Cuirris. I have a table on that, and I shall be glad to submit it.
It is the first one submitted by Dr. Alva Vest King.

Senator WAVsur. Your claim is if all these taxpayers drop their
credit claim there would be no loss to the Treasury. The TreaSury's
gain is in the failure of these small taxpayers to put their claim in
for a credit; is that right?

Mr. Cunris. Yes; but plus the reduction in contributions.
Mr. Chairman, I wish to submit a table here which will show the

total deductions compared with net income for those years 1916 to 1940,
inclusive, and also show the total deductions exclusive of contribu-
tions and the percentage of deductions exclusive of contributions com-
pared to the net income for those years, and with the exception of 2
years it runs above 10 percent. In fact, in I year here it reaches 46
percent.

Senator T rr. Do you include all grades of incomeI
Mr. Cuirms. No; these are the people who are filing income-tax

returns.
Senator TArt. I mean the percent of contributions of people of

$3,000 earnings and less is much less than those with higher income.
M1r. Curs. I do not see how the Treasury could have arrived at

figures like that.
Senator TArt. Yes; they have those figures.
Mr. Cuwis. Because there are millions of people who do not file

income taxes.
Senator TAFT. What they gave us last year when this simplified

form was approved was a table showing people with a $3,000 income
and under to whom it applied, and it showed they deducted on an
average of 10 percent for all purposes.

Mr. CuraB That was their contention.
Senator TAr. I think that was their figure. The figure "nay have

been a couple of years old.
Mr. Cvns. We have, as petitioners for this bill, the Seventh.day

Adventist, and the entire membership in their church pay a tithe
of 10 percent.

Senator TArt. I know, but that does not prove anything about the
,txpayers as a whole. That does not weaken your point. Your point
is it is not fair to average it. That is the point.

Mr. Curris. I further contend that the average is not adequate.
Senator TArr. I do not think you can prove that.
Mr. Cuwas. The average that the Treasury struck is not the real

averageI All individuals do not give alike to religion and charity,
therefore they shouldn't get the same tax refund.

Mr. GAMTE8. May I add a word to Senator Taft's renrark?
Senator WAmir. Certainly.
Mr. GATa. These new taxpayers, 20 or 30 million of them, we notice

a very great deepening of spiritual interest in there, it comes back
from the boys at the front, and through work in the chapels, and so
forth, we are getting a great many more sniAll contributions, and that
needs Government encouragement.

Senator TArt. I agree with that; but you cannot take the percent.
age of what the members give and then create an average for all the
taxpayers of the United States.
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Mr. GATzs. We do not know the average of that group. They never
paid taxes before. We have no accurate figures on that group, but we
should encourage them and build them up because we must have a
great many more small gifts rather than rely on the big givers under
the present circumstances of social economy.

Senator Mmtu.nm. Might I ask one more question, Mr. Chairman?
Senator WAJAH. Certainly.
Senator MILjwII. Congressman, will you tell us how much in

deductions you are recommending that the employer be allowed to
make to cover this purpose I

Senator Wwyi. All that the law permits, I suppose.
Mr. Cuan. Whatever amount he is going to give, not to exceed 15

percent of his income.
Senator TArr. Are you allowing that in addition to the present

deduction! Are you proposingto let them take the 10 percent which
is supposedly represented in the present deductioni table, and then add
15 percent to that?

Mr. CurrIs. Not to increase the 15 percent over-all limit at all, no.
Senator Tarr. There is no 15 percent over-all limit for deductions;

there is only a 15 percent limit for contributions. You are suggest-
ing in addition to the 10 percent that is allowed to everybody on these
benefits for deductions in general, that you go to 15 percent on specific
charitable contributions?

Mr. Cum& Yes, but I am making no pretense to raise the general
total of 15 percent as to the amount that can be deducted by reaon
of contributions.

Senator TAr. What occurred to me was if you are going to allow
a specific deduction for contributions,I think you are going to hava
to reduce the 10 percent to 5 percent or something and raise all the table
for the people who do not contribute.

Mr. Cuns. I am not prepared to answer that in detail.
Senator LuCAS. Has this matter been presented to the Ways and

Means Committee?
Mr. CuRuis. Yes, tind there was considerable support for it, but not

quite enough to get it reported out and placed on the bill. It must be
borne in mind by the Senator that this whole proposition is quite new
because the withholding tax has been in force just a little while and
it has taken time to get the reaction of the people and to buil our
case. It was not presented in as great detail before the Ways and
Means Committee as it was presented here. A number of the Ways
and Means Committee members favor it, and one of them was here,
Mr. Gearhart) and he testified for it.

Senator WALSH. Are there any other witnessesI
Mr. Cu ns. I think not. We have some charts here that Dr. Vickery

of the Golden Rule Foundation has made up, but you have been gen-
erous about the time and we do not like to impose on you. Dr. Vick.
er do you want to add anything further ?

Dr. VICKERY. Merely to make a statement of what those charts are,
what they show.

* Senator WAWH. Would you like to have the charts put in the iecord,
as far as they can be put it?

Dr. VIcuis. I hope you can put them in.
Senator WAxH. That may b6 done.
(The charts referred to are as follows:)
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Mr. CuTis. I think that is, all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WA es. Thank you, Representative Curtis.
Mr. Cvu s. I certainly thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senators.

You have been very fine to us.
Senator WAmSm. The hearing on this subject is closed.
Mr. Barrett.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD F. BARRETT, REPRESENTING THE
COLORADO FUEL & IRON CORPORATION AND STUDEBAKER
CORPORATION

Senator WALSH. Mr. Barrett, your name is Richard F. Barrett?
Mr. BARRETT. Yes, sir.
Senator WAuJI. You are representing the Colorado Fuel awl Iron

Corr ration and the Studebaker Corporation I
Mir. BARRETT. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Wnssr. What phase of this bill do you want to be heard

on?
Mr. BARRETT. We would like to make a very brief oral statement

that may take 2 or 3 minutes.
Senator WiAsn. Very well sir
Mr. BARRETT. In behalf of a bill which has been introduced by

Senator Johnson with respect to receiverships and bankruptcy reor-
ganizations under the National Bankruptcy Act.

Senator WALSH. Very well.
Mr. BARRETT. I have a statement which gives the detail of our sug-

gestions and arguments in behalf of this amendment, and with your
permission I would like to file it with the committee.

Senator WAlSH. That may be done.
Mr. BARRE' . Briefly, the proposed amendment has the effect of

eliminating a penalty which exists under present laws and is imposed
upon insolvent corporations which go through receivership or bank-
ruptcy proceedings under the National Bankruptcy Act.

The penalty to which I refer is that many of these corporations lose
a substantial portion of the tax basis of the property by virtue of the
reorganization proceedings, and the tax basis, of course, is employed
with respect to invested capital and tax liability in general. Even
if there is not a definite loss of a substantial portion of this basis, therb
is, in many cases, a great uncertainty and confusion as to exactly what
the tax basis after the bankruptcy proceedings is.

Now this committee in 1942 recognized the merit of our conten-
tion, which I have just o' 'ined, and provided that this penalty should
be removed in the case of railroad corporations and street railway
corporations by passing certain provisions in the 1942 law which per-
mitted the taxbasis to carry through the bankruptcy proceedings and
remain undiminished, which is in accordance with the realities of the
bankruptcy proceedings because the business remains the same.

The sections to which I refer are sections 112 (b) (9), 113 (a) (20),
and 113 (a) (21) of the present Internal Revenue Code. Now, our
amendment is very simple. It merely makes a very limited change
in the terminology of two of those sections in order to broaden their
scope to apply to corporations generally which go through bank.
ruptcy proceedings. We claim that the proposed amendment would
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be a timely and appropriate inclusion in the revenue bill that is now
under your consideration. It is not an administrative measure but
rather one of substantive tax law.

Senator WAlf. Have you taken the matter up with the Treasury?
Mr. BARRE't. We have discussed it with them, and their inclina-

tion is to delay this until next year's bill.
Senator WALsri. Administration bill?
Mr. BARRrTT. Yes, sir; however, it would add no new sections to the

code, it just slightly changes the two that now exist, and it adds
no new principle of tax law.

Senator LucAs. How would this affect your company?
Mr. BARRtr. It would permit us to use the invested capital basis

and the taxable cost basis of the old company whose assets were
transferred to the new company which I represent under 77-B pro-
ceedings.

Senator WALSH. Are there many corporations affected by this?
Mr. BARRET. There are a great many affected by it.
Senator VALs. What you want to do is to have a law to apply

generally to all corporations rather than to a limit,-d number as under
the presen law.

Mr. BAwRRw . That is correct, Senator Walsh.
I would like to close by saying our statement quotes from your

comments in your report on last year's bill which very clearly points
out the great uncertainty that exists without the passage of such
an amendment. This uncertainty is creating an extremel undesir-
able situation with r spect to current business planning an post-war
planning for many important corporations which would like to make
plans for expansion and post-war activities now. Their tax liability
ib a matter of speculation and mystery both to the Government and
to them.

One reason we would like to have this included in the present bill
is that it would immediately stop the perpetuation of that vefy undo-
sirable situation which grows increasingly worse as every day goes by.

Thank you very much.
Senator WALsH. You are welcome.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Barrett is as follows:)

BazEh or BH.ALr or PsomosE AMKNDKL-NT WITE' RipPor TO RamcvzsHls AID
REOANIZATIONS UNDMr TH NATIOe.NAL BANKaUPTcy Aqr

The amendment proposed by Senator Johnson of Colorado permits corporations
passing through receiverships or reorganizations under the National Bankruptcy
Act to receive the property of the old company at tLe same taxable basis as was
attributable to the property in the hands of the old company prior to the receiver-
ship or reorganization. For purposes of computing invested capital, depreciation,
and gain or loss on their sale, the taxable cost of the assets of the business
remains undiminished by the receivership or bankruptcy reorganization.

The amendment recognizes the fact that in every realtistic and practical sense
the same business Is operated before and after reorganization and that the con-
tinuity of the enterprise Is uninterrupted. This is In fact the primary objective
of section 77, section 77B, and chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act, to prevent the dis-
ruption of business enterprises by making available an efficient means of debt
and equity adjustments. Accordingly the amendment under consideration pro-
poses to harmonize the taxable and practical statuses of such transactions, by
giving to the new company substantinliy the same position under the tax laws
as that held by the old company prior to reorganization.

The principle Involved In the amendment recommended is not new, and haa
already received the committee's approval with respect to a limited number of
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rcmiverships and bankruptcy reorganlations. These railroad and street railway
COrporations were by the Revenue Act of 1042 afforded the same relief that is now
suggested as desirable for all corporations. In its report, at page 43, the commit-
tee commented on the new provisions which it recommended In this connectiono,
as fol.ows:

"NONR0EONITION OF Loss IN CEITAIN L W-AD R.OIOANIZATION9

"In recent years, many railroad corporations have been required to go Into
receivership or Into bankruptcy. Tro continue their operations, it Is necessary to
reorganize such companies. The question as to whether or not reorganizations of
this type constitute tax-free reorganizations for Income-tax purposes has caused
considerable concern. Recent decisions of the Supreme Court have not clarified
this situation. If the reorganization Is affected In such a manner as to constitute
a tax-fee reorganization, the basis of the property In the bands of the reorganized
company Is the same as Its basis In the hands of the old corporation. Thus for
the purposes of computing the Invested capital of the reorganized corporation
under the excess-profits tax the basis of the property paid In to the old corpora-
tion for stock would not be diminished. It, however, the reorganization Is not
tax-free, the Invested capital of the reorganized corporation is reduced.

"As a result of this situation, many railroad corporations will simply remain in
receivershp or bankruptcy for extended periods of time. It is felt desirable re-
gard'ess of whether su(h reorganizatk -s are taxable or tax-free in the income-tax
sense to permit the basis of the prop%, ty to go over undiminished to the reorgan-
ized corporation.

"The committee bill provides, therefore, that in the case of such reorganizations
in taxable years beginning after December 31, 1939, the basis of the property of
the old corporations shall not be reduced If the transfer of the property Is in
pursuance of an order of a court having Jurisdiction of such corporation in a
receivervhip proceeding or in a proceeding under section 77 of the National
Bankruptcy Act.

'In the cate of street, suburban, or Interurban electric railway companies which
are common carriers In Interstate commerce a similar provision Is made with re-
spect to property transferred after December 31, 1934."

The amendments In question were enacted by the 1042 act as sections 112 (b)
(9), 113 (a) (20), and 113 (a) (21) of the Internal Revenue Code.

As Is indicated by the foregoing excerpt from the committee report on the
revenue bill of 1912, the consideration given to the problem was stimulated by the
inequitable and unrealistic situations developing in many bankruptcy reorganiza-
tions ns a result of the technical provisions of the tax law with respect to taxable
and tax-free reorganizations. The question of when a reorganization is taxable
and when tax-free is most complex-and the outcome In this respect In the case
of many corporate reorganizations, notably those under the Bankruptcy Act, was
dictated by technicalities of form and practical factors over which the corpora-
tion had iv control.. A series of decisions of the Supreme Court handed down
in 1012 aggravated the uncertainties of the situation and added emphasis to the
technical distinctions between corporate reorganizations substantially identical
from every practical standpoint (Ilelre-ing v. Limettone Co., 315 U. S. 179, Heifer-
img v. Southwest Corp., 315 U. S. 194, Ilelreringv. Cement !sretors, 316 U. S. 527).
These decisions were referred to in the committee's report quoted above.

An example of the problems and confusion referredto Is afforded by the situ.a-
tions involved In the Supreme Court decision of Heltverlg v. Cement Inmtor*
(310 U. S. 257). This case involved the reorganization under section 77B of the
National Bankruptcy Act, as amended, of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. in the
year 1936. The assets of the old company were transferred pursuant to order
of the court to the new Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation. Securities of the new
company were Issued to the security holders of the old company. It was de-
cided by the Supreme Court that no gain or loss was recognized with respect to
the exchanges of securities by the security holders. The effect of the reorganiz7J-
tion upon the taxable situation of the new company was not determined, how-
ever, and this question is still subject to complete uncertainty. It Is possible that
the new company holds the assets of the'old company at any ona of six or more
bases of cost, ranging from the basis at which they were held by the old company
to a basis of cost determined by the numerous and varying cots at which the
security holders acquired the securities of the Qld company. The purpose of
section 77B of the Bankruptcy .4ct was to assist less fortunate corporation% but
from a taxable point of view, this purpose In the case of the Colorado Fuel &
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Iron Corporation Is defeated by the uncertainties prevailing with respect to the
hass of cost of its assets and Its Invested capital as described above. From every
business and practical point of view, there has been an uninterrupted contlriulty
of the business enterprise and, apart from technical considerations, It Is evident
that the taxable basis of the old company should carry on through without change
Into the bands of the new company.

The situation cited is a common one, duplicated many times throughout the
country. Its effect Is to Impose upon numerous corporations a heavy burden
and to deter normal operations and planning. These companies are unable In
many Instances to determine Important questions related to taxes nnd to make
Intelligent decisions with respect to such questions as elections to file separate
or consolidated returns and other matters necessitating definite commitmentS
which are Irrevocable under the tax laws. Determination of general corporate
business policy Is frequently made confusing, but probably the most Important
effect of the uncertainty is Its deterrent Influence on post-war planning. Plans
for post-war expansion and Investment will be necessarily delayed until a
definite knowledge of the exact basis for determining present and future tax
liability Is available.

One of the principal virtues of the proposed amendment would be to elimin-
ate a penalty which Is Imposed under existing law upon many corporations
which are least well situated to sustain such penalty. A reorganization of a
prosperous corporation, In a position to control the form of the reorganization,
can be made a tax.free reorganization and the taxable basis of the old corpor-
ation secured by the new corporation, If such is found advantageous. How-
ever, Insolvent corporations undergoing bankruptcy proceedings frequently find
themselves, for reasons entirely beyond their control, forced to accept a new
and radically diminished taxable basis for. the. assets received at the termin.
action of the bankruptcy proceedings. There Is no evident economic ground for
any, Such distinction and, Indeed, If distinction Is to be drawn tax-wse, econom-
ic considerations would seem to dictate precisely the opposite result. The
financially stronger enterprise gets the better tax result, because of Its ability
to dictate the technical form of the transaction, and yet It is the weaker com-
pany that has the greater need of such result. The amendment under consid-
eration will cure this Inequity In exactly the same manner that the Inequity was
eliminated with respect to railroad ond street railway corporations by the
amendment to the 1042 act, referred to previously.

The proposed amendment will be a timely and appropriate Inclusion In the
Revenue Act of 1043, now under consideration by the committee. It is not an
administrative provision but one relating to substantive tax law. Tbeaamend.
meant (a copy of which Is attached to this statement) Is framed In the form of
a revision of sections 112 (b) (9) and 113 (a) (21) extslting in the present
law. The result which is sought will be thereby secured merely by a vry lim-
Ited change In the terminology of these two exstaiing sections of the Internal
Revenue Code. The sections In questions are those which extend to railroad
and street railway corporations the relief now proposed for corporations gen-
erally, undergoing receivership or bankruptcy proceedings. Accordingly, the
physical content of the present tax law is not increased and no new principle
or theory of substantive or administrative law will be enacted. The enactment
of the amendment at this time: wlil prevent -he-berpetuation of many seriously
confused and uncertain business and tax situations to the advantage of both
the Government and the taxpayer and will unquestionably provide a stimulus
to both current and post-war planning of many toxporate businesses.

RICHAIND F. BAEM
(On behalf of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation).Dzczxsza 4, 1043.
(H. R. 3687, 78th Cong., 1st Peas.)

AMENDMENT Intended to be proposed by Mr. JoHisoN of Colorado to the bill
(H. Ii. 367) to provide revenue, and for other purposes, vis: At the proper
place Insert the following:

(a) NONRX)OONITION or LOss IN CMTAIN RIoxOANIATIONS. -Section 112 (b)
(9) (relating to nonrecognition of loss on certain reorganizations) is amended
to read as follows:

(0) Loes NoT- azcRooxx oN CErArI maoaoAxzAIoNs.-No loss shall be
recognized if property of a corporation Is transferred, after December 81,
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1934, In pursuance of an order of the court having jurisdiction of such cor-
poration-

(A) In a receivership proceeding, or
(B) In a proceeding under section 77, section 77B, or chapter X of

the National Bankruptcy Act, as amended, to another corporation or-
ganized or made use of to effectuate a plan of reorganization approved
by the court in such proceeding. The terni "reorganization", as used
In this paragraph, shall not be limited by the definition of such term In
subsection (g).

(b) BAsis or PaorzRTY AcquiRms By CEBTAIN COaPORATONS.-Sectlia 113 (a)
(21) (relating to the basis of property acquired by certain corporations) is

amended to read as follows:
(21) P OPIM3Y AOQUIRD BY CERTAIN CORPORATIONS.-If the property of a

corporation was acquired, after December 31, 1934, In pursuance of an order
of the court having Jurisdiction of such corporation-

(A) in a receivership proceeding, or
(B) In a proceeding under sectlior 7TB or chapter X of the National

Bankruptcy Act, as amended; and the acquiring corporation is a cor-
poration organized or made use of to effectuate a plan of reorganization
approved by the court in such proceeding, then, notwithstanding the
provisions of section 270 of chapter X of the National Bankruptcy Act,
as amended, the basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of
the corporation whose property was so acquired, notwithstanding that the
transaction may fall within another provision of section 118 (a). The
term "reorganization", as used In this paragraph, shall not be limited
by the definition of such term in section 112 (g).

(c) TAXABLE Y&AaS eO Waxcn AUzuDXZNT APPLICABr.-The amendment made
by this section shall be applicable to taxable years beginning after December 81,
1939.

Senator WALSH. Russell Smith.

STATEMENT OF RUSSELL SMITH, LEGISLATIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL FARMERS UNION

Senator WALSH. Your name is Russell Smith I
Mr. Smrrii. Yes, sir. I represent the National Farmers Union, Mr.

Chairman.
Senator WZSH. What phase of the bill would you like to discuss?
Mr. Strrn. The provisions requiring the filing of income tax re-

turns by cooperatives and nonprofit associations.
Senator WALSH. You may proceed.
Mr. Srr. Mr. Chairman, the pending tax bill contains a provi-

sion, inserted by the House Ways and Means Committee without hear-
ing or public discussion, that strikes at the heart of the cooperative
movement'in the United States. This is the provision requiring such
cooperative,.n onprofit associations to file incoine-tax returns.

The provision can serve no purpose except to obtain information
upon which taxes later would be based. Tax exemption of farmer co-
operatives is not a privilege, but bare justice.

Senator WALSh. There is no tax levied in the bill, but there is a re-
quirement for a return.

Mr. Surri. That is right. We are sure that only a very small
minority of Members of Congress favor taxation of farmer coopera-
tives. The historic position of Congress always has been one of fair
play for and encouragement of farmer cooperatives, and taxation of
cooperatives is aitithetio to that position. It amounts to double
taxation.
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If the Government at any time thinks that a cooperative is violating
the spirit or intent of the law, the Bureau of Internal Revenue already
is armed with power to investigate. The intent, not only of the rev-
enue laws but of numerous other statutes enacted by Congress over a
long period, is clearly sympathetic to farm cooperatives. If there
have been any instances where the Government feels that cooperative
operations have not been properly carried on, it can reach those
cooperatives without any enactment by Congress that strikes at all
cooperatives.

It is unnecessary for me to ask you or the committee to go into the
history of legislative enactments encouraging farmer cooperativesextending "as far back as the nineties. The Capper-Volstead Act of
1922 making it clear that antitrust statutes'are not aimed at coopera-
tives has been followed by numerous other enactments since. You
are familiar with these.

The Congress is now confronted with a proposal to reverse this long-
standing policy. If the tax bill is adopted with such a provision as this
still included, then it will be difficult for Congress later to decline to
levy a tax on cooperative associations. The way will have been paved.
For the first time, then, Congress will have gone on record as being
against the use by farmers of their most effective means of survival in
a free-enterprise system. We know you will agree that this will be
a disastrous step backward.

There is no question that this provision is the forerunner of an
attempt to tax cooperatives. Indeed, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee clearly has said the information to be gathered would be used
for taxing: Moreover, it has coincided with an open campaign out-
side of Congress for taxation of cooperatives.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to call your attention to this language
in the House Committee report.

Senator WVALS1i. Yes, sir.
Mr. SMrTn. Since you pointed out that this was an informative

provision, but in the language of the report occurs these words:
These returns, under the bill, are required to be made for the taxable years

beginning after December 31, 142, and all subsequent years, and it Is the
Intent of your committee to make a thorough study of the information con-
tained in such returns with the view to closing this existing loophole and
requiring the payment of tax, and the protection of legitimate companies
against this unfair competitive situation.

Moreover, it has coincided with an open campaign outside of
Congress for taxation of cooperatives.

As documentation for that statement, I call to your attention the
following quotation from Business Week of September 25:

First organized as the League for Protection of Private Enterprise, the new
bloc Is Incorporating as the "Central coordinating Group, Inc." with headquar-
ters in Chicago's Continental Bank Building. The organization hopes eventu-
ally to represent not only grain, lumber, oil, and coal Interests. but also feed
companies, retail clothiers, produce and commission houses, dairy groups, fur-
niture and hardware companies, real estate agents, meat dealers, and live-
stock associations. Most other trade groups which founders of the organiza-
tion hope to interest in membership are holding out until the Central Co-
ordinating Group can show a more definite program than it has so far In two
or three closed meetings.

Would to.r dividends.-No. 1 aim of the new lobby Is to "equalize tax laws
between co-ops private enterprise." Opponents attribute the spectacular
growtbofco-ops (B. W.-Apr. 17, 1943, p. 72) to the fact that patrouge divi-

781
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dends, or rebates, are tax-exempt Cooperatives admit that this Is Just about
their biggest economic advantage, and they like to remind private entrepreneurs
that they are free to follow co-ops' policy of turning profits back to consumers,
which Is essentially what the ptronage dividend is--a division of profits In
which co-op members share on the basis of their purchase of goods and services
from the co-ops.

Inroads in gas and oiL-The oil industry, likewise Is becoming Increasingly
restive as co-ops make deeper and deeper inroads not only into gas and oil
retaillg, but more particularly Into wholesale and producer operations. The
National Cooperative Refinery Association's purchase last summer of the big
Globe Oil & Refining Co. of Kansas for about $5,000.000 (B. W.-July 24, 1943,
p. 92) brought to five the number of refineries owned by the National Coop-
eratives Refinery Association and to eight the number of cooperatively owned
refineries in the United States.

Lumber, coal invadcd.-The lumber and coal trades find reason for Joining the
ranks of co-op fees In the fact that co-ops have bought four lumber mills in the
past 2 years and, more recently, the biggest coal yard In Indianapolis, Ind.

Yardeifclc of eawess.-The central coordinating group will measure Its success
in terms of how well Its case can be presented to this session of Congress In order
that It may eventually (1) induce Washington to slap taxes on co-op dividends
and (2) get private enterprise a share of the Government business now going to
co-ops. Ultimately, Central Coordinating Group can be expected to gun for such
legislative protection as that afforded by the Robinson-Patman law, which specifi-
cally exempts co-op dividends from Its general ban on rebates and all other forms
of price discrimination. Central Coordinating Group members hope to have ex-
Representative John W. B-3ehne, Jr., of Indiana, represent them iq Washington.

Co-op leaders are accepting modestly estimates of the newly organized opposi-
tion that cooperative organizations in some Instances dil goods as much ask30
percent below retail levels.

Thus, there is no doubt whatever that this provision is the first long
step toward a concerted effort to wreck the cooperative movement in
the United States, one of the principal bulwarks of a balanced free-
enterprise system for all. This has been demonstrated repeatedly in
other countries, notably in Sweden, where private business has pros.
pered in an economy in which cooperatives figure larger than
elsewhere.

The complete unfairness of such taxation is easily demonstrable,
Taxation of the income of cooperative associations is double taxation,
for members of cooperatives of course pay income taxes on their own
incomes. Since the cooperative income is only a part of each member's
income, the tax obviously is inequitable.

On this point please note the following telegram from Mr. James 0.
Patton, president of the National Farmers Union, which went to
Chairman Doughton of the House Way and Means Committee but
could not be made a part of the record of hearings of that committee
because the provision was not discussed duringthe hearings:

Although the bill as reported does not call for tax payments by cooperatives,
the requirement for filing of returns Is the first step desired enemies of cooper.
ties who have announced determination to bring cooperatives under taxation,
despite the fact that Individual members of cooperatives receiving patronage
dividends pay income taxes. Taxation of cooperatives In addition to their Indi-
vidual members would amount to double taxation. The National Farmers Union
urges amendment of the bill to strike out the provision requiring cooperatives to
file Income-tax reports.

I thank you.
Senator*WAran. I suppose this section was incorporated in the

bill on the recommendation of the Treasury ?
Mr. SMirm. No, sir' It was not.
Senator WALsH. Who put it in the bill?
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,Mr; Sxtk. The cohnimittee itself; Mr. Stam, I understand, recom-
mended it.

Senator WAury. What is the Treasury's position on itI
Mr. SmiTH. The Treasury does not approve of it, I understand

informally. It was not asked about formally, during the course of
the hearing.

Senator DAVIS. How many cooperatives are there in tle United
States

Mr. SMITih There are about 8,300 marketing cooperatives and a
little over 2,000 purchasing cooperatives.

Senator DAVIS. How much have they invested in it?
Mr. Sxmir. I could not tell you that, Senator.
They do an annual business of around two and one-half billion now.
Senator DAVIS. Two and one-half billionI
tMr.,Sbirrir. Yes, sir.
Senator WArmsn. Very well, sir.
(The following statement was submitted for the record:)

STAT E NT OF Tin NA1TONAL IVAL Erz 0 CoopmrrA m AsSociATiox aT Ivs
ExsCuXvgZ MANAGERS, CLYDz T. ELLIS

OzmiqmEM*: The National Rural Electric Cooperative Association Is the Na-
tional Association of the rural electric cooperatives and Rural Electrification
Administration financed public power and public-utility districts of America.
There are '741 of these organizations in operation In 45 States. Five hundred
and sixty-two of them belong to the association and these W6"2 have a total mem-
bership of 657,82T farmers. Five hundred and thirty-six of our 562 members are
cooperatives, and they, primarily, are the ones for whom we appear, but, of course.
we are Interested in the welfare of all electric co-ops.

The rural electric cooperatives are nonprofit organizations Incorporated under
the laws of their respective States for the exclusive purpose of serving their
members with electricity at cost. They have all received 100-percent loans from
the Government through the Rural Electrification Administration for the construc-
tion of their systems, and their systems and revenues are mortgaged to secure
them loans.

'The revenues of the cooperatives consist of payments made for electric energy
delivered by the co-ops to their consumers. The rates are established with a view
to meeting operating costs and expenses, the cost of energy delivered to the con-
sumers and debt service. These rates are determined by the co-ops, and the
determination is guided by the amount needed for these purposes. The element
of profit does not enter into the rate determination; In fact rates are adjusted
from time to time with a view to maintaining the nonprofit character of their
operations.

Membership In the cooperatives Is entirely voluntary. Each member, whether
his membership Is evidenced by certificate or share of stock, Is restricted to one
such membership certificate or share of stock, and each member has cne vote on
a par with that of all other members in conducting the affairs of the cooperative.

The business of a cooperative Is conducted by nonsalaried officials and directors
who select and employ such personnel as is required for the day-to-daT conduct
of the cooperative enterprise. In most instances the personnel of each coopera-
tive is very small and the very nature of the operation requires the utmost econ-
omy in the conduct of Its affairs. The simplicity and economy of operation have
been a very Important factor In making it possible for more than 1,000,000 Amer-
ican farmers, who had gone far too long without electricity, to secure for them-
selves power at rates they can afford to pay. Any additional burden imposed
on electric cooperatives will work a hardship not only on the farms that have
electricity, but such burden, plus the threat of further taxes, will affect the
feasibility studies on the unelectrifled areas, will tend to slow down the program
and thus affect the more than 3,500,000 farmers who still do not have electricity.

The savings effected through the cooperative participation of the meco.rs,
oflbtals, and directors In the enterprise, and the principle of economy followed
In'tboeem1loyzfient of paid personnel, have been reflected In low rate which are
of immediate and direct benefit to the members, many of whom could not afford
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to have electricity except for these economies. Any hddltlonal burden, whatever
its source, is reflected In the rates charged for energy delivered to the consumer
members. Conversely, any savings effected through economy and eliliency are
reflected In the rates charged the consumer members and are consequently enjoyed
by them.

The nonprcflt nature of these cooperatives has long been recognized by the Con.
gress in section 101 (10) of the Internal Revenue Code exempting these coop-
eratIves from incovme taxation, provided 85 percent or more of their income Is
received from members. Under the present regulations the right of electric
cooperatives to the exemption is based upon application of the Individual cooper.
tire for such exemption. 'Thls application furnishes the Information upon which
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue can determine whether the applicant to
or Is not a mutual or coop atilvo enterprise, and whether 85 percent of its income
Is derived from its members. The applicant must also submit other Information
under the existing regulations to evidence its right to the exemption. Once the
exemption Is granted, Its continuance Is based on the condition that the applicant
continue to remain eligible under the law. Substantially all of the electrIc
cooperatives have applied for exemption and have been determined to be exempt
under section 101 (10). It Is with those cooperatives which are exempt under the
law that this statement is concerned.

H. 1R. 3%7, now before your committee, contains a provision which would In.
pose immediately a new and additional requirement upon these cooperatives;
that of filing a return calling for more Information than Is now required by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the purpose of making a determination of
exemption under the law-and requiring this Information each year.

On behalf of the electric cooperatives, we should like to submit to your com-
mittee that the application of the proposed section 112 would Impose a..new
burden on them, costly both In time and money, at a time when they are making
every effort to effect economies In time and money and to maintaiij effil1ent
service to their members without rates increases. The cooperatives, like all
other enc'wprlses, are already facing a serious manpower shortage. Most of them
are operating with reduced personnel and are striving to continue to operate
along thq same standards of effclency and economy which they have attained
and to which, with Justification they point with pride. We are confident that this
commiteee will hesitate to take any steps which would Interfere. with, or lessen
the rflielency of the co-ops to continue the very great contribution which they are
making to the war program In terms of Increased production of food and other
farm commodities.

We should also like to point out and stress that the added burden Imposed upon
the cooperatives would not of Itself yield any additional revenue to the Federal
Government. In fact, It would entail needless expense to the Government in
collecting and examlnjng annually those proposed returns.

If the purpose of this provision Is to secure information for the guidance of the
Congress In determining whether the cooperatives are sources of potential tax
revenue. then we submit that this objective is now capable of fing attained
under the existing provision of the Internal Revenue Code, at least with respect
to the electric cooperatives, and would not be necessary for this purpose.

Furthermore, under the law today, the Bureau of Internal Revenue has the
means of fully determining whether the cooperatives are required to pay the
present Income tax

Frankly. we are apprehensive that the prorded amendment might become the
opening wedge by which devastating taxes would be levied against the coop.
eratives. We recognize, of course, that this can be done only by further amend.
Ing the law. but that is Just what some seem to have In mind.

Electrical World, the recognized private utility magazine, carried on page 7
of Its December 4 Lesue an article entitled "It. E. A. Cooperatives Face Federal
Income Tax." The first sentence of the article reads: "The possibility of Federal
taxation of the earned income of Rural Electriflcatlon Administration coop.
eratives was before a Senate committee this week as the tax bill, containing a
provision for accounting of income by tay-exemnt organizations * * * It
goes on to quote a prominent member of the House Committee on Ways and Means
which wrote the bill, as saying that the provision was Inserted In good faith "as
a means nf finding sources of more Federal revenue."

Then Mr. C. W. Kellogg, president of Fdison Electric Institute, the private
utility organiza lion. had the audacity to come before your distinguished committee
on the 2d day of December and suggest that you levy income taxes on th
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cooperatives. We quote here from his statement as it appears In your hearings,
part 4, pages 394 and 8: •

"As a source for raising tha additional taxes which would be obtained from the
private utilities under the rates of taxation contained In 11. R. 3887, attention
Is called (6 the fact that at the present time publicly and cooperatively owned
electric utilities are paying no Federal taxes.

"Any loss of revenue caused by exempting uillities from the Increased rates
provided in I1. R. 8687 can be doubly offset by taxing governmentally owned
utilities" (evidentally still referring to the co-ops) "on the same basis as the
private utilities now pay."

lihe private power companies hare been waging a terrific campaign against
the cooperatives for several months In an effort to cripple or kill them. Mr.
Kellogg has been a ring leader and chief spokesman In this campaign. You can
see why we would be apprehensive.
. This bill hns moved rather rapidly. It was Introduced in the House on the

18th day of November, passed the House on the 24th day, and came to the Senate
on the 26th. We had no knowledge of the provision before the bill's Introduction
and therefore had no opportunity to appear before the House committee.

If your committee is to consider the suggestion of Mr. Kellogg, or if, irrespective
of Me. Kellogg's statements, the committee might have in mind ultimately further
taxing the cooperatives In this manner, as Is Indicated In Electrical World's quota-
tion from a member of the House committee, then we would much prefer to meet
this Issue squarely and frankly on the simple question of whether new tax
burdens are to be Imposed upon these cooperative nonprcfit farm enterprises.

In clos!ng, may we point out that In our cooperatives the farm members have
merely banded together to render themselves.electric service. A man cannot
receive from himself taxable income for d6itg hhhself a service. He cannot any
more do it through his cooperative than by setting up his own power plant serving
himself Individually.

I have Just returned from a trip around the country during which I attended
10 very successful regional meetings of the rural electric cooperatives of all Ste tea.
Some of the meetings were held after this bill came out and I can therefore tell
you of my own personal knowledge that the co-ops are much concerned about it.

We respectfully urge you, therefore, to amend 11. R. 3687 so as not to require
the filing annually by the rural electric cooperatives of these burdensome returns.

'STATEMENT OF GORDON G. CROWDED, CHAIRMAN, SPECIAL TAX
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. CRowDER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Gordon C.
Crowder. I appear here as chairman of the special tax committee of
the National Coal Association, the trade association of the producers
of bituminous coal throughout the Nation.

First, our committee is opposed to the imposition of a 95.percent
excess-profits tax rate. We believe that consistent economical man-
agement should be encourtged, and wedoubt that the estimated added
revenue from this source will be realized. As to the decrease of one
percentage point in the excess.profits credit allowed to the larger in-
vested capital corporations it is believed that this is a discrimination
solely on size.

Second, we believe the provision extending excess-profits.tax relief to
new mines, that is, those not in operation during the base period, and
to lessors, as reflected in section 208 of the bill before the committee,
should be adopted but with certain changes. Mr. Rolla D. Campbell,
who originally presented this matter to the House Ways and Means
Committee will present to your committee details of the proposal.
Our suggestion is that the provision should be altered along the lines
of Mr. Campbell's proposal.

Third, the Association is of the opinion that under present war
conditions and for the benefit of both employers and employees who
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have other large burdens at this time, the tax on employers and the
withholding rate on employees for old-age benefits should be kept at
1 percent.

Fourth, the Industry is making a serious effort to maintain an in-
creased production, but in so doing is deferring ordinary maintenance
of its physical properties, in excess of safety standards, caused by
shortage of labor beyond its control. While the allowance of tax-free
reserves for deferred maintenance would be a new principle, it is en-
tirely sound accounting to set up such reserves, and if they were In-
vested in Government bonds the Government would have the use of
such reserves until they were used. Any unexpended portion of these
i serves could be included in taxable income for both normal and ex-
cess-profits taxes in years prescribed by this committee, The setting
up of these reserves would provide funds for post-war employment.

Senator LUCAS. Is your theory similar to what the railroads present?
Mr. CnoiwRn. Practically the same thing Senator. It is something

beyond our control through the shortage of labor. It is a deductible
item and we would like to reserve it and use it later when we have
the labor to do it with.

Fifth, apparently through oversight in drafting the Revenue Act
of 1942, section 720 of the Internal Revenue Code, which deals with
the determination of the inadmissible asset adjustment, was not
changed to be consistent with the invested capital computation under
section 718. This is a technical matter and is explained in exhibit A,
submitted with this statement.

Sixth, we believe section 114 (b) 4 of the Internal Revenue Code
should be clarified with respect to percentage depletion treatment of
development costs incurred subsequent to initial discovery. Details
of this proposal have been presented by Mr. M. D. Hanrbaugb, vice
president of the Lake Superior Iron Ore Association.

Seventh, Senator Johnson of Colorado has prop..ed an amend-
ment to the pending bill to provide a proper definition of gross in-
come from property for purposes of percentage depletion. Senator
Thomas of Oklahoma has proposed an amendment to the pending bill
dealing with termination of percentage depletion for certain minerals.
The NPtional Coal Association supports these amendments and urges
that the committee adopt them.

Gentlemen, this concludes our presentation, and it is certainly a
great privilege to appear before you today.

Senator IN ALSI. Mr. Campbell wants to appear, I suppose; does he
Mr. CaownR. Yes. I think he is on the lit,.
Senator WALSrz. We will call him later.
Mr. CRowDED. He will be prepared.
(Exhibit A, submitted by Mr. Crowder, is as follows:)

EXHIBIT A

An inconsistency exists in section 720 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code,
providing the basis for Inadmissible assets adjustment.

It Is understood that the discrepancy was recognized when the 1042 Revenue
Act was being drafted, but through overnight the necessary change to section
720 was overlooked. An amendment correcting this discrepancy was proposed
by Mr. Ellsworth C. Alvord when he appeared before the House Ways and
Means Committee on October 12, 1943. It is contained In item 4 of Mr.
Alvort's presentation and appears on page 629, hearings (unrevised). October
12, 1948, which is quoted below.
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1(4) Adop on of proper boeri ff odmfufble asset adluatment.-Section 720
and the applicable regulations provide that, for the purpose of the Inadmissible
asset adjustment, both admissible and inadmissible assets shall be taken at
their adjusted basis for determining loss. This Is correct insofar as It requires
a loss basis to be used, since this Is the basis upon which paid-in capital and
accumulated earnings and profits are computed for purposes of section 718. It
falls, however, to take Into account that the adjustments to such basis, which
are prescribed by section 113, are not those which are proper In computing
earnings and profits for invested capital purposes. To be consistent with the
Invested capital computation, the adjustments which should be employed are
those proper under section 115 (1) for determining earnings and profits. A
similar difficulty was discovered and remedied In section 718 (a) (2) by the
Revenue Act of 1942 but through inadvertence the corresponding changee was
not made in section 720. Section 720 (b) should therefore be amended to
provide that the adjusted basis shall be the unadjusted basis for determining
loss with those adjustments which are proper under section 115 (1) for deter-
mining earnings and profits.

Senator WAs1. Professor Fisher.

STATEMENT OF IRVING FISHER, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF
ECONOMICS, YALE UNIVERSITY

Mr. Fisras. The only point I wish to bring out here is that a dis-
tinction should be made in an income tax between that income which
a roan spends on himself selfishly and luxuriously and that part of
the income that goes into helping win the war. I am only going to
make one argument in favor of making that distinction, because I
have made other arguments at a previous occasion. The argument I
am going to make is that to make this distinction will help us fight
inflation.

I proposed that Congress should so amend the incolc tax as to tax
only that part of income which is spent on consumption goods and
take off all taxes on the rest of income that is, the part which is saved
and invested. I stressed especially tie need for untaxing corporate
svings-tindistributed profits-since such reinvested profits mean
expansion of our facilities for fighting the war.

I argued that we should give every possiblo encouragement to ex-
pansion of war facilities andevery ible discouragement to wast-
ing our substance in luxurious spending.

In short when we have to shoot away our savings we cannot afford
to spend them away besides.

I learned that only a few of your committee then favored this idea
of taxing spendings and untaxing savings.

Since then theidea has gained favor in the public press. Many edi-
torials have been written in its favor, the last being one in the 8yra-
cuse Standard endorsing it a hundred percent, and enthusiastically.

Many busineomen have written me their hearty approval, as have
three important labor leaders.

I do not propose to repeat the arguments I then made, especially as,
since then, they have been fully set forth in my book, Constructive
Income Taxation.

Instead, I shall now confine myself to the single argument that
the more we tax spendings and the less we tax savings the better we
can fight inflation.

In fact, I now venture te say that if we do not check spending
and stop checking saving, we cannot escape drastic inflation.
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'The very best we can now do toward avoiding inflation is: (1) to
spend as little as possible beyond what is necessary for health and
efficiency; (2) to save as much as possible; (8) to put all our savings
into the war effort.

If we were all to live, as nearly as is practicable, on bread and water
and put everything we can produce, beyond that barest living, into the
United States Treasury to be expended for the armed forces, we would
be doing our very best-our verq best not only toward winning the
war but toward combating inflation., But there are two ways of put-
ting funds into the Treasury-one by taxes and the other by loans.

The more expensive, a war is, the larger the fraction of its cost
which has to be paid by loans. I believe that in this present war the
major fraction should be so paid, provided the loans are genuine
loans made out of honest-to-godness savings. When, instead, banks
manufacture the money they lend, the loan is not such a genuine loan.
It is inflationary.

If this war were no more costly than the first war I knew, the
Spanish-American War, we should and could easily take it in our
stride; that is, pay for it 100 percent out of taxes, with no war loans
at l. But this war is too colossal.

If our total national income next year is the 150 billion predicted,
and if next year's war costs are 100 billion, to pay that 100 billion
out of taxes would leave only 50 billion to live on. That would not
e enough to feed, clothe, and house 180 million people, not even

enough to keep them alive. We simply must resort to loans, and
increasingly as the war grows more .
I suspectthat we have already nearly or fully reached the limit

advisable for taxes. At any rate, I feel sure that mnre billions paid
in taxes now will not do much, if anything to check inflation, To check
inflation we need to stimulate saving, both private and corporate, and
to discourage unnecessary spending.

Everybody knows that untold billions are even now paid for
luxuries. And while we are doing little through taxation to dis-
courage unnecessary spending, we are doing much through taxation
to discourage necessary saving.

Our present corporate taxes including the excess profits taxes, arekilling many geese that would lay golden egs. These taxes, so far
as they are on savings are hurting not only big business but little
businesseven more. What we need is not so heavy taxation on busi-
ness expansion, checking that expansion, but heavier subscriptions to
Government loans to create more expansion. ,

I think our present heavy taxes on corporations are very wrong,
not only in failure to help the war effort as much as might be, but
wrong also from the point of view of equity. A corporation 'is not
an in-dependent source of revenue. It is a purely fictitious person.
The real persons behind that fiction are the stockholders. When we
tax a so-called rich corporation 80 percent, we are taxing its poorest
stockholders 80 percent. Our corporations are one-third owned by
people with less than $5,000 a year. I

It is hard for me to believe thaZ the American people are so stupid
as to think they are soaking the i-ich by these killing taxes-assming
even that they want to soak the rich.

I would transform all these indirect taxes on stockholders fito
direct taxes on them, eqitably apportioned, and have io income
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taxes at all on corporations except "stoppage at the source" taxes, as
in England. Why such a system is believed to be impossible in
America when it is possible in England, I cannot imagine.

I would if necessary, require all private savings to go into War
bonds and all corporate savings to go either into Uovernment-
approved war industry -

Senator LucAS. May I interrupt you, sir?
Mr. Frsnzn. Certainly.
Senator LucAs. What formula would you use, Professor Fisher,

to put all those private savings into bonds?
Mr.-Fisurn. Compulsory savings?
&nator LucAs Yes, compulsory savings.
Mr. Fisir. It could be done, but I do not think it is necessary at

first. I think we may have to come to it.
Make no mistake, inflation is a real problem. Despite all the warn-

ingof the President and the Secretary of the Treasury, the general
public and many in Congress have not yet waked up to this fact.
Inflation is already upon us. My wholesale commodity index, pub.
lished weekly in the New York 'Times, shows prices have risen by
one-third since the war began. The cost of living has rsen by over
a quarter, and the price of labor has risen by over three-quarters.

What is worse the circulating medium has been swelled two and
a half times. This purchasing power is now in the hands of the
public and exerts a terrific inflationary pressure. Despite the noble
efforts of Leon Henderson and his successors to sit on the safety
valve while we constantly added heat to the boiler, the inflationary
pressure is steadily exerting its influence toward raising prices not
Miilyf labor but of comnmodities.

Mack markets are one evidence.
The chief reason for this growing inflationary pressure is to be

found in increasing bank loans and deposits. When savings are dis-
couraged the Government is forced to go to the banks and thqbanks
issue newly created credit. This swells the circulation just as truly
as if the bank or the Government used printing presses to turn out
the new billions in the form of visible g hbeedcks.

The Government is to be congratulated in having been able to raise
15 billions without going to the banks. But I siaspect that the public
had to go and did go to the banks, just as in the last World War.

At thiat time. I remember, while on. a speaking tour to help the
Liberty Loan drive, my fellow-speaker, before I could educate hift
a little on inflation, urged in his first speech that his listeners should
buy bonds whether they had the money or not. "If you haven't the
money," he said, "go to the bank and borrow it. If the bank wants
security, give them the bond you buy." It's a sort of perpetual mo-
tion.

And it was just as unsound as perpetual motion. Such a sub-
scriber to a Government loan, subscribing as he does out of nothing,
or next to nothing, doesn't really help finance the war. What he
does is to throw the cost on the poor and those with fixed incomes,
whose cost of living. he raises by his inflationary loan.,

A similar and more curious case of perpetual motion has recently
been reported, namely, that farmers are being lent money with which
to buy Government -bonds by one of the Farm Credit administra-
tive agencies. In other words, the farmer lnds the Government (by
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buying bonds) what the Government lends him while, to coatlpete
the story, the Government gets the money to lend the farmer by bor-
rowing of the bank-borrowing not preexisting money saved but
money newly created for the purpose-invisible greenbacks.

Inflation has only just begun. If, as now seems likely, we con-
tinue such false financing, raising money not by taxes, nor by loans
out of savings, but by the "invisible greenbacks" issued by the banks,
we sliall have terrific inflation. It could be far worse than in the
last war, when prices doubled.

The only wey to prevent this which I can see is by taxation and
by loans out of savings, and the chief reliance must be on the loans
out of savings. If, in our effort to raise impossible taxes, we kill
the savings, then we cannot get the necessary loans out of savings.

By taxing savings as we are now doing, especially corporate say-
ings--undistributed profits-we are defeating our very effort to
prevent inflation, because that effort is misdirected. We are causing
inflation by driving'both the Government and thepublic to the
banks.

The greenbacks of the Civil War have a bad name. So does the
"continental" paper money of the American Revolution, an echo of
which still resounds in our ears in the phrase "It isn't. Worth a con.
tinental."

Our modern way of inflation is not so barefaced; but conceal-
ment only makes it worse, for the Government gets the bank to issue
the greenbacks and pays interest to the bank besides. The public
then gets doubly stung, once in the, high cost of living and again
when future generations have to be taxed to pay off not only the
principal but the interest.

We hear it said that we ought not to leave to the taxpayers of pos-
terity the job of paying for the war. True, we ought not if we canhe]p it. But we don't help it by taxing savings so as to require resort
to the bank loans and the inflation whih this involves.

On the other hand, if we encourage savings and out of these savings
make loans to the. Government-noninflationary loanY--we at the
same time make it easier for posterity to repay those lk-ans. For-the
savings mean capital and capital bears income. Pos-terity must, in
any event, have a big debt to pay. But if we cultivate savings we
leave posterity some wherewithal to pay with.

But besides the voluntary loans there is another loan resource to
prevent inflation. This is compulsory savings and I think we may
ave to come to this soon if we are to succeed, If we do I would like

to see Northern University's Emeritus Prof. Paul Haensel's well-
worked-out plan adopted of a refundable sales tax, which, therefore, is
not a sales tax at all.

The most promising program for combating inflation seems, there-
fore, to be threefold: Taxing spending more, taxing savings less-or
not at all, and making savings compulsory in the form of investments
in war bonds.

I thbak you.
Senator WALSH. How would you tax spending?
Mr. Fisuma. By calculating spendings backward, just as when you

go out in the morning with $50 and come back with $20, you know you
spend $30. All, you need is to take your total income and subtract
anything except spendings.
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Senator Lu is. How is the Government going to reach that?
Mr. FxsuR. The Government proposed this last year, you must

remember; it proposed a spending tax, but they did it in a way to
complicat, the situation and therefore it was turned down by the
Congress. It can be done in a way to simplify taxation. That is
what I have done in my book, Constructive Income Tax Payments.

Senator LUCAS. You made one statement that rather intrigued me
in which you stated that the Farm Credit Administration was loaning
money to farmers in order that they might purchase Government
bonds to prosecute the war. Is that an authentic statement?

Mr. FxIsRm. It was published in the papers about 3 weeks ago, I
think.

Senator LUCAS. I am glad to have that information, because I shall
check it.

Mr. FishgE. I have the clipping. I will send it to you, if you like,
Senator.

Senator WALSH. Very well, sir.
Mr. Elisha M. Friedman.

STATEMENT OF ELISHA M. FRIEDMAN, CONSULTING ECONOMIST,
NEW YORK CITY

Senator WALSH. You may state whom you represent, Mr. Friedman.
Mr. FRMMEAN. I am here in the public interest, representing no

organization.
Senator WAIH. Giving us your own personal views?
Mr. FRIEDMAN. Precisely.
Senator WALSH. On what phase of the bill?
Mr. FRiEDMAr. Corporation taxes.
Senator LUCAS. What is your business?
Mr. FRMIMAN. I happen to be a consulting economist.
Senator WAsH. In New York City?
Mr. FntIImAW. New York City; yes.
I appeared before the committee in 1941 and in 1942 on capital

gains. I appear here to plead against the rise in the rate of tax on
income of corporations, and to supplement the brief submitted to this
honorable body on August 7, 1942. Since then I discussed that brief
with officials of the Treasury and of the National Resources Board,
and pleaded against an further increase in the corporation tax
rates during the war andfor the post-war abolition of the corpora.
tion tax and substitution of the British system as a measure to facili-
tate reemployment after the war. In public statements they agred,
inprinciple, as I cited in my brief of October 18, 1943, to the IVaysandMeans Committee.

I. CORPORATE TAX PROPOSAL MAIM EVILS

The Treasury proposes that corporation income tax be raised from
40 percent to 50 percent. Such increase in corporate taxes will not
control, but aggravate inflation. Heavy corporate income taxes will
check post-war employment. The stockholder who takes the ultimate
risk is penalized. The bondholder.is favored. As corporate income

93831-44-----M5
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tax rates rose from about 18 percent in 1936 to 40 percent in 1942
new stock issues declined from 82 percent to 8 percent of new bond
issues. In other words, when you get a very high iax on a corpora-
tion there is no incentive to economize, and after the war it creates
the difficult problem of readjustment.

Senator LuCA. Do you think 40 percent is too high I
Mr. FRiaxEMN. I certainly do.
Senator LuoAs. What percent would you have?
Mr. FaImEm~. I would certainly not raise it during the war.
Senator LucA. I did not ask you that. I asked you if you thought

40 percent was too high, and you said you did. What tax would
you place on corporations in thi3 emergency?

Mr. FREDMAN. Ideally, you should tax the corporations only for
the nominal income tax of the individual. That means more divi-
dends will be passed out to the stockholders, and then you would get
a much larger sure in the tax on dividends. That is the British
system. But, practically, during.the war it is too early to shift over
to the British system rig t now.

Senator LuCAs. You heard Dr. Fisher on that, did you not?
Mr. FRuPa ir. I presented this thesis before the House committee

in March 1942 and the Senate committee in August 1942, before he
urge% it.

Sen tor LuCAs. This is nothing new, then.
Mr. FREMAN. Yes; there is a new thought there about shifting the

sequence.
the tax deters the taking of risk and stimulates the search -for

security. Each of our 9,000,000 stockholders is a .little P. W, A.
When they are checked, the Government mu'st undertake a big
P. W.A. Mat sort of America will this create?

The tax compelled small business to shift from' corporations to
partnerships. The tax deters efflcieicy. Increased costs of wages
and materials are virtually paid by theTreasury. For the first half
of 1943 wages in United States Steel rose $765,000,000 and Federal
taxes fell $64, 000

Taxes are paid in cash. But earnings are not in cash. High cor-
poration taxes impair the, liquidity of corporations. Since 19A0,
the liquidity ratio hqs declined from 266 to 199 percent s the corpora-
tion tax rose from 24 to 40 percent. Therefore, a rising corporation
tax is a new risk against the borrower. The commercial banker and
private ,inveWor must gamble on possible future unsound tax measures
which may jeopardize the loan. A corporation income tax on top of
an individual income tax constitutes severe double taxation.

Under Treasury proposals, this combined tax will exceed the cor-
responding British normal individual income tax of 0 percent..

The Treasury just released a table which I think you might want
to look at. It shows the relative taxes of the American stckholder
and of the British stockholder. I suggested to the Treasury that
you print that report in the hearings, and I think it would be highly
desirable that you print it.

Senator WALSB. You want the table on page 61 inserted in the
record

Mr. FRLWMAN. Yes, sir; thank you.
Senator WASH. Very well..
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(The table referred to is as follows:)
COMPARISON OF TAXES IN UNITED STATES, GREAT BRITAIN, AND

CANADA
Treasury Department, Division of Tax Research, Oct. 15, 1943; pp. 51, 52, 53
TABtz A.-Comparison of total taxes applkoable in 194S to corporate profits in

the, United States, United Kingdom, and Canada earned by a corporation with
$1,6500,000 total profits, of whch $1,000,000 were "normal" profits, and dis.
trouWted to shareholders each owning 1. of I percent ol the outstanding stock
and assumed to have a personal tax exemption for a married person, no
dependent* _______

United tates (1942 act) United Kingdom - Canada

L TAXATo OF COPORA& ION

Total net income ............
Subject to income tax.
Subject to exces-proflts

tax .....................

comeI& ..............
Excea-proats tax ........

Total tar. before podt-
war refund.

Pod-~war refund of eiwess
Profits ta...............

To~ol tax, aft post.
war refund ..........

Income distributable to
ahaehoidere ...............

Assumed dividend dstribu-
tion to each shareholder I.

Total corporMa tax appll-
cable to eac shareholder ,.

a. TlAXATION Of SHARE-
11OLDh15

Assumed other net ineone..
Total net inoone, Inciadlo

dividend received from tco-
porat ..................

Applicable to dividend re-
oeved::

Shreholder's tax ........
"Shareholders post-war

refund .................

IV. TOTAL tAX APfLICAPI
TO DPIDLAeZI RECEIVED

Total tax, befoe aharebold-
er's post-wa refund ........

Total tax, after shaebold-
er's post-war refund ........

IV. UEFFCTVZ ATES OF
TOTAL TAX I .

Before shareholder'a poet-
war refund .................

Alter ,"theeblder's poet-war
refund .....................
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67. 7

1,377
1,2$771
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916,
9C6~

I wo00
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140
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4143

39
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(3)00
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713
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I The Income tax is excluded from the corporate tax since it is considered a personal Inome tax on divi-
dends collected at source. The amount of the tax, however, Is shown as Income couetrsctively received

S shareholder. See discussion of treatment of dividends in the Uned Kingdon under tndlrldual
tax, part IIIA.

Each "ha,,eholder Is asumed to own )Ie o I percent of the common atc k outstanding.
Including percent Victory tax.
Afe rtfund fo exoeeve withboldingof =e a] Income taxes by the eorporatlon.

a Under the assumption that taxpyetr bu es than other investment Income.
Under the assumption that taxpayer has at least 11,00 other Investment Income.
Post-war refund of 40 percent of Victory tax pId,

* 'Tot tax computed as a percentage of s-arebolde 's current equity In total net incoase of corporatIon
less undistrlbted corporate post.war refund.
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Mr. Furm.%N. A stockholder in Great Britain would be paying
$400, whereas a stockholder in the United Statej would be paying
$805. The American stockholder pays it through the corporation,
he does not get the dividend, the tax is deducted before his dividend
is received. In Great Britain a corporation deducts at the source the
stockholder's normal income tax. A little fellow who is exempt from
the tax takes his dividend slip to the inland revenue department and
gets a tax refund, whereas we impose a terrific burden on the assump-
tion that everybody, even the smaller stockholder, can pay that tax.
And that assumption is wrong. As you will see in table A, an
American stockholder pays $805 in tax and the British stockholder
pays $400. If you take the corporation tax and individual income
tax together the American stockholder in the lowest bracket has al-
ready paid 55 percent as against 36 percent for a British stockholder.

A corporation income tax destroys the tax exemption of college and
hospitals.

In both the United States and Great Britain, Government-bond
yields declined about 20 percent since September 1939. In Great
Britain common-stock yields declined sympathetically about 28 per-
cent. Stock prices rose. But in the United States common-stock

ields rose 24 percent. Stock prices fell. The higher.the tax; the
lower the market. The American investor was frightened by reck-
less and unreasonable taxation on corporations. He took refuge in
bonds, Such tax policy penalizes expanding plant through stock
issues.

Treasury proposals for raising corporation income taxes shake
the economic foundations of the country. This is not so in Great
Britain. All the evil effects of our corporation income tax are sig-
nificantly absent in Great Britain.

Our Treasury proposals to increase corporation income taxes al-
ways break the stock market. The British are not subject to a double
tax on corporate income but we are. Compared with September
1939, the London stock market is now about 50 percent higher, but.
the New York stock market is about 17 percent lower. If you raise
the rates, the market will fall. If you lower the rates, the market
will rise.

Under Treasury proposals, United States will have the highest
corporation tax in the world, equaling the Nazis, who do not tax ex-
cess profits. The United States will have the highest excess-profits
tax in the world, matching Great Britain's, which does not tax cor-
poration income.

1. TIM rsENT TAX SEQUENCE IS UNSOUND

Your committee is considering the House bill which would raise
the excers-profits tax from 90 to 95 percent. This would not be an un-
reasonable proposal if we had not, in 1941, changed the sequence
of deducting the tax.

This memorandum is a plea to restore the original sequence, and levy
corporate income tax first, then on any increased net income, levy the
excess-profits tax. We used this sequence until 1911. Canada still
uses this. It is an honest and sound procedure. Why should we re-
verse the procedureI
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A basic principle of the Treasury has been abandoned and flouted
in the actual legislation. The Treasury, in presenting the tax bill,
March 1942, stated-

Incorporated business will willingly pay additional taxes which will, after
all, leare it in the aggregate about the same amount of Income after taxes as
during the years before 1940.

The companies that, as a tax base, used the average earnings of the
pre-war years show earnings in 1942 far below the pre-war year.
This is not true in either Canada or Great Britain. (See London
Economist, July 31, 1943, pp. 147 and 154; May 29, p. 708; February
20, p. 241.) Our experience may seem strange. Even if there were
a true excess profits tax of 100 percent, the earnings of our companies
should still be at least equal to the pre-war base. This was true under
the 1940 tax.

Why are these earnings lower than before the wart The reason is
obvious. The law was changed in 1941. The tax on excess profits is
levied not on the net profits after income tax, but on gross profit before
income tax. Such so-called excess-profits tax reduces the gross profits
down to the pre-war level. Then after that, we levy a corporate in-
come tax which is'now 40 percent. But in the pre-war years it was
much lower, 15 percent in 1936, 15 percent in 1937, 19 percent in 1938,
19 percent in 1939, or 17 percent pre-war average.

When we raise the corporation income tax we really levy a second
excess-profits tax. This is not the case in Canada. There the Govern-
ment imposes a true excess.profits tax, as we did before 1941. First
the tax on corporate gross income is deducted. The remaining figure
is then the true net income or net profit. The wartime increase in such
net profit is then siphoned off by the excels-profits tax.

The difference in the tax sequence may be seen in a simple case.
Take a corporation showing earnings of $100 in pre-war years, paying
ay a 15 percent income tax, leaving net income after taxes of $85.
In 1943 it shows earnings of $200. Under the original sound sequence
a 40 percent income tax of $80 leaves net income of $120 compared to
pre-war $85 and an excess profit of $35. Then a 95 percent excess-
profits tax takes about $33 and leaves $87 net income after taxes, com-
pared to $85 in pre-war years. Under the revised unsound sequence
the excess profits is $100 and a 95 percent tax thereon leaves a balance
of $5 or total gross earnings of $105. Then a 40 percent income tax
thereon leaves $M3 net income after taxes, compared to $85 in pre-war
years. The excess-profits tax is, therefore, not 95, but 122 percent.
Was this the intent of Congress?,

IL TYPICAL CORPORATE EARNINGS ARE BELOW PRE-WAR

The following table I shows for typical American companies (a)
the average pre-war earnings, (b) the actual earnings for 1942, under
our altered and erroneous met hod of taxing away excess-profits t!sx
first, and then (c) the potential earnings for 1942 under our original
and correct method of deduction the income tax first. as the Canadian
Government still does. Note that wartime earnings are l--s than pre-
war earnings under the altered method and slightly more than pre-
war earnings tinder the original method.
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TAUS L-Earuinga per Mhare

Deducting Detint90-percet 4Operoent
A ces- Incoe taxPg ta before 90.

Name of company l 40. percentSperenn exces-

192 1902
actual tent

DIDUsflIAt Ce) (I)0 (c)$&

Ameri n Cnn ...................................................... $36 1403 $ 1
American Smelte t n ................................................. & s 31 99 4

American Tobaco .......................... 4.60 4.26 &0

General Electie r .................................................. 1.63 4.28 &02

General Moto ....................... ......................... . 4.00 3.5,5 4.2
M o t............................... 363 4.2

KtiidL a . ................................................. &, 6 ,& " 1.
N atio n l e a d 1.16 .87 1.20
United Statesu ... C 33 4 27 4.69

bea & Ohio ........... 4.07 4.25 4.55
& Western ......... ti 3 15 21.3

Amerin a E16 ........................... 13 21
American Telephone ... 9.,9 79 1.71

ommonwealth E ................. . 219 1. 91
Con solidated dison. 121..7 1.79o , ittOEdso .................... :.................... 2.21 L 79 3-7
Public Service of New .............................. 164 .22 1.63
Commonwealth & Southern, pre.rred ............. & 1 7.4 10.39

V. MsINo E-XCESS-PROYIrs TAX 2SrOLERABLEUNDER FO RMER SEQUENCE

A rise in rate of a true excess-profits tax from 90 to 95 percent would
have but little effect if the excess-profits tax were figured correctly,
after deducting the corporate income tax, as shown in table II.

TAz II.-Eadnga per share

Iuct/f 1eduettn

Name o~ootax before tax before
pre-wpr 90 pent 5 percent
ear exces - erresa-

profltstas profits tas
potential potential

America Can ............................... 61...10.. ..
Amerlcan Smelting .............. .......................... & 25 43 &
Amrn Tobe ...bac .......................................... 69 C 0& 4. 95
General Elette ................................................... . 1.63 1.78 6.63
Oenera Motor ................................................... .00 C2 4.35
Montgery Wrd............................... .......... 8 4.32 4.22
Natlonal6Lead ............................................... 6 1 1.15
United 8tStea Gyeim ....................... . . 4.60 4.61

Cbespeake & Ohio ......... ............................... 407 4. 36 4. 29
Norolk &Western.............. . .. . .. 19.74 21.13 2.96

AmericanGas &Electric.................................... 134 I.5 150
American TlePhone .................. 9.79 I.76 115
Commonwealth Edion .................................... .15 Lit 1.91

Consolidated Edson ..................... .................. 121 1.79 17
Pubio Service of New Jersey .................................... 164 1.63 .0

Commonweath & Soutbern, preferred ............................ . 96 10.39 .10
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V. RiSINo zxcEss-ROfYS TAX IS HAimUL UNDER R S-ENT SEQUENCE

However, under the erroneous method that we now employ, a 5
percent rise in the excess-profits tax, say from 90 to 95 percent, reduces
the earnings of companies further below the pre-war base, as shown
in table II. How does this square with the professions of the
Treasury? Is this the intent of your committee?

TArsB lI[.-Earningi per lhare
1 -r Ddct~er edl o I~ctiaexe.

Ded pct
excess- P "Ilta

Nameof company M=~stx eoe4
p0pr ercePMt 1n-
come tax,

1042 1eta! 1942 the0;
-1 retieal

SDUSTRUS
American Can ..................................................... 61 SL08 3.82
A ItnI ....... 1........................................ & 8 99 36
American Tobcco . ........................................ 4. 4.28 4.10
General Electric ............................................. L 53 1.56 1 58
Genera Motors ............................................. 4.o0 & 6 3.81
Mo8omery Ward &........................................ .8 8.68 5

tio Le ...... .......................................... 1.16 .87 .79
United states Oypum ..................................... 4.3 4.27 426

tAIUOAO
C eke & Oho ........................................ L07 4.25 &63

& Wester ............................................ . 9.4 li It.t2

&merican Telepbone ....................................... 9. 9 &79 '8,20
Commonwealth Edison ........................................... 15 1.74 L 73Coy aWe Edison ................................................ 121 3. 79 11I.7
Public ervce of New Iersey ..................................... 2. 1.4 . L 1
Commonwealth & Southern preferred .............................. 8.96 7.34 &50

3 Allow, for lower exmptio olinrested capital companks.
Would probably nt be subject to excess-prefits tax even under the latest tax proposal&

(All the above tables were compiled by the V" Line investment Survey of New York tro company
reports to stockholder:.

Our present procedure is based on unsound bookkeeping, and an
indifference to the corporations' ability to furnish post-war employ-
ment to labor.

VI. HEAVY INDUMflY AND RAILROADS ARE HURT

The effect on heavy industry is even more serious. The manufac-
turers of steel, equipment and machinery and the railroads themselves,
use the invested capital base for determining excess profits. Because
of the depression their earnings before the war were very low. For
instance, the United States Steel Corporation before the war showed
earnings of 2.95 percent on the invested capital (in 1936 3.15 percent,
in 1937, 5.56 percent, in 1938, 0.03 percent and in 1939, 3.05 percent).
At that time heavy industry operations averag.4 a fraction of its

Oebvit e -rusly when industry is working at maximum capacity, the
ear nings would be substantial. However, when the earnings are
limited to say 5 or 4 percent, the increase is largely removed by first
levying the exess-profits tax. Then under our procedure we impose
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a 40 percent income tax on the evened.down earnings, thus reducing
the earnings to about 8 or 2.40 percent.
, Mr., Enil Sehram if6riner hed of the R. F. 0., speaking at Rich.

mond, Va., November 17; 191, cited two cases in point.
A *000,0O0,000 eprp~fatio whici just earned Its Invested capitai In 1942, found

itsh'fet tetuhi do:n to 3 p t4nt after paying the 40 pertle4 combined n6rmkt
and surtax rate. Under the pot thange., includiii also the ratog of th*
exewt profits tax rate to 96 percent this return Is cut to 320 percent. In the
case of $60000000 corporation, the permitted net return Is cut from 328 to

"2.81 percent.
The heavy industries show the evil effect of the present unsound

sAluence. For example, United States Steel Corporation showed in
1942 earnings of $5.85 per share, with a tax base-of 5 percent of.the
invested capital, and deducting first a 90 percent excess-profits tax,
then a 40 percent income tax. In that year it showed the highest rec-
ord for volume of sales and volume of wages. But the earnings for
the stockholder were the smallest per-dollar of sales in its history,
except for 2 years. For each dollar in dividends paid to the owners
of common stock, workers received $22 in wages and the Governinent
$6 in taxes, and 31.cents wa carried forward for future needs.

TA .s IV.-Harning* per alteI

DeductIng 90 per. Deductng Dedun 40 per- Deductng 40 per.
cent eoews-refts cent eces,-proat I cent toeme tax cent wme lax

Nam of eompsay tax before 40per. tax before 40 per. be"o 90 percn before en eroe
0ent Intern aX censt Iome ml.4 tess-rot tW, ezoessprostx

1942 s="4l 1042 potentIal 19 ontII l Dad potent Wl

Ine~sstdn eStebel.4

Somrce heW Value lne Investment Survey, New York.

What does this table show ? Even on a base of 4 percent on invested
capital, the heavy industries show a better record of earnings per
share un. r the sound method of levying an excess-profits tax on the
true net income after deducting the income tax than the companies:
show on an invested capital base of 5 percent under the unsound method
of levying an excess-profits tax first on the gross ir.conie before de-'
ducting income tax.

Companies that' use the invested capital base are usually in heavy
industry and experience considerable fluctuations in volume of business
and volume of employment. As a post-war nieasure, which may be,
needed arlier than you thinks should we not encourage companies to
take risks and embark on business ventures which would improve their.
possibilities of employmentI Our present method of taxation seems
recklw and disregards the ability of the corporation to employ labor
after the war.

VII. IS TILE TAX MET11OD LEOAL FOR RAILROADS AND TILITIFd I

Gross corporate profits before income tax are not a legal base for
levying excess profits, The United States Supreme Court held:

In calculating * * * a proper return It It necessary to deduct from gross,
revenue the expenses and charges * 0. All taxes which would be payable
* * * are appropriate deductions." Galveston Etcdrio Company vs. Gal-
teeton; 258 U. R, 388, 399; 1922).
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ThQ I. C. C. allowed the railroads a bp percent net re turn IAfteriaxes, and public utility Coin nissions allow utilities 'percent, r.turn. Courts, under a test of constitutionality, approve such returns.Can Congress now cut their return to 3 or 2.4 percent, as is now pro-pcsed by the Treasury IThe courts have held the following returns tobe confiscatory, viz, 4.59'percent In Mobie Gas Co. v. Patterson (1924)293 F. 208; also 3.65 percent in dean Light and Power q?. v. Drig1ol.jl 2 8, 25 F, Supplement 192' also 248 percent in Kings County

ng Co. v. Prendergrmt (125), 7 F. (9d) 192.
Vi11. CONCLUSION: VUANGSZ SEUENNCD OF INCOME AND EX"M PWFMTS TAX

What is tie conclusion? Deduct corporate income taxes beforefiguring trae net income and before levying the excess-profita'taxthereon. Under such procedure, co an average earningsbAk wouldd then meet the Tre ormu a itionataxes wile ve the cdrporiaton a 8e same amount of in e after taxepas during the years re 104." For companies tha e ti in-vested capital base, procedure will I ' them the 5 o. percentspecified in the lw ather than t an 3. nt which nowhave left. Bloth pes o' cor o'0 cou then tter meetth t-war eniployznen ituution thi s elieve he ernment of ke.work" program w which e th bu iIre the debt, .n-terest and ta British co, o a t return ncapital after cess-profits tax. ndo om t referee
above.)

: IX. TH VA r J IN w,

P3ut an ad ional lar sou f v tapped, The Unitstates is the ly belli rent a as sa - The writeropposed to aJes tax the i o A ax wa& Ii LThe argument gainstr t sWes is ress disap rsunder an mnco tax teaching a of r c e The ter
was opposed to sales tax' es of eace u times -wara sales tax become a form fm verse sei no t thefront can serve b y ntributing" e purchasing wer ofnnies. has fallen in rms of materials and commodi But ithas risen in terms of i h and hopes. Of these n could small
funds buy so much.

x. RcOM. 8

The committee might consider the following recommendations onthe corporation income tax: (a) Permit increased reserves for war.time depreciation; (6) Exempt amortization of debt; (e) Permit re.serves for economic transition to peace; (d) Treat preferred stockdividends exactly like bond interest. Both are fixed charges; (e)TaX publicly owned corporations competing with private enterprise.In Soviet Russia the hydroelectric plant at Dnieperstroy paid a 40percent corporation tax (not 50 percent). But oir own T. V. A.and municipally owned utilities pay no Federal taxes. If they did,the Treasury could collect $150,000,000 in revenue from them and atlest $50 000,000 from holders of their securities, now tax exempt;() Shift our corporation-tax to the British basis after the war.
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Responsible Treasury officials publicly favored this trend in policy.
Hon. Randolph E. Paul stated so in addresses at the Detroit Economic
Club, March 1, 1943, and at the New York New School, November 16,
1943.

XI. A MINIMUM PROORAX

As a sound and realistic program, the corporation income tax
should be deducted before excess-profits tax, if you raise the rate to
95 percent. As a minimum program, if you retain the present un-
sound and unrealistic sequence, the rate of 90 percent of excess-profits
tax should not be raised, and invested capital base should not be
lowered to 4 percent.

Now, I amplified that in considerable detail in the House hear-
ings in which I showed that the proposal by the Treasury puts the
stockholders in a panic. From Mlarch 1942 when the Treasury first
made its proposal of a tax rate of 55 percent down to April 28, when
the House committee threw out the proposal, the stock market took
a nose dive. It turned up on the very day when the House announced
that it rejected the 55-percent rate.

Senator LUcAs. How are you going to get the tax I
Mr. FRI DMAN. That is the essential part of the story.
Senator LUCAS. I am not talking about corporations. I am talking

about taxes. You are talking about primarily having the corporate
tax reduced so stocks can go up, so you can have some risk capital in
this country.

Mr. FRIEDAN. Yes.
Senator LUCAS. I am interested in how we are going to get the

taxes to win the war.
Mr. FRImMAN. If you follow the British procedure and do not tax

the corporation there will be more money paid out in dividends and
the tax rate goes up into the higher brackets.

Senator LUCAS Let me ask you this: What is the totel amount the
Treasury collects now in the corporate tax?

Mr. FRIMHAN. I think it is about $15,000,000,000.
Senator LUCAS. Assume it is $15,000,000,000, what would it be under

your plan?
The amount of the corporation taxes collected was submitted by

Hon. Randolph E. Paul in a statement at the House hearings on the
1943 Revenue Act (pp. 53, 60, and 126).

Corcten income and Lazes
(Al figures In bllo s of dollars]

Present Program Difference

Corporate net profit .................................... 24.5 .................................
Corporate ncoe tax................................... 4.7 & S +L1Ex .is-ofits lax..................................... .8 s 106i 0

Totulicorporate taxz......................1 1I&6 Me I
Isl isI nome tax.............. ......... 17.4 23.9 us.

This table answers your question, Senator Lucas. Corporation in-
come tax in 1943 constitutes only 30 percent of the total taxes on cor-
porations and only 27 percent of individual income taxes. The pro.
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posed increase in individual income taxes exceeds the total actual
corporation income tax paid.

Obviously, any revenue obtained from the corporation income tax
could also be obtained through the individual income tax on the stock-
holders-and more justly. There is no corpbrate income apart from
the stockholder's income.

Mr. FmIDAN. If you abolish the corporation income tax?
Senator LucAs. We have eliminated the corporation income tax and

let the stockholders pay, as you suggested a moment ago.
Mr. FawMAN. You ask, Senator Lucas, how else would you collect

the money now paid in corporation income taxes? Under the Brit-
ish method, we would then tax only the undistributed profit. The
British tax a corporation for the normal individual income tax, but
that applies a!-io to the undistributed profits, and the Treasury can
make that cal.-- Aion. It is a very simple one. I would say of the total
amount of corpozxAion income tax received from the corporation, you
would probably get 70 percent back throu h increased rates on mdi-
vidual income taxes. I think Mr. L. IL Parker filed a brief to that
effect last year and tried to make that very calculation, Senator. You
will find it in the House hearings. He assumed all the money that is
now being paid into corporation taxes trickled over into dividends,
and then he applied the average individual income-tax rate.. You
would get most of it back anyway. If you tax 40 percent of 100 per-
cent of the corporation's income now you get a certain amount. But,
if you abolish the 40-percent tax and pay out more dividends surely
you would hit the 40-percent level at $14,000 now and under the new
proposal between $4,000 and $6,000.

To get back to your question as to where we will get the money
from, I say you would get good part of it back from individual
income taxes, because the dividends would be increased. You would
get a good part of it back from inheritance taxes. The inheritance
taxes ran around $400,000,000 for the last few years. If you abolish
the corporation income tax of 40 percent, then all incorporated prop-
erty-farms, real estate, and stocks-will rise in value about 60 percent,
Thus, you would get a 60-percent increase in the inheritance taxes.
That is, $250,000,000 there. Mr. Parker figured out you would get a
Food part of the loss of the corporation tax back in the individual
income tax.

The individual income tax could be increased. In fact, the Treasury
proposed to increase individual income taxes by 0.5 billion dollars,
which figure compares with the present corporation income tax of $4.7
billions. Obviously, if there were no corporation income tax, dividends
distributed would be larger and the Treasury would receive substan-
tially larger taxe§ from individual incomes.

Mr. Paul's statement (p. 56 of the House hearings) shows that the
40 percent bracket is, under the present law, applicable to individual
incomes in the bracket beginning at $14,000 and under the Treasury
proposal would apply to the bracket of incomes beginning at $4,000.
The Treasury recently released a memorandum entitled "Compari-

son of Taxes in the United States, Great Britain, and Canada,"Oc-
tober 15, 1943. Table 1, page 12, shows the difference in the treatment
of income tax and corporation tax in the United States and Great
Britain. In the fiscal year 1942-43, the corporation income taxplus
the excess-profits tax raised 12 percent of the total taxes in Great Brit-
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ain and 88 perednt'in the United States. But in tile same year, the in-
dividual income tax raised 35 percent of the total taxes in Great Brit.
ain, but only 21 percent in the United States. Again the same mem-
orandum, table 4a, page 20, compares the individual income tax in
the United States and freat Britain. For individual net incomes be.
fore personal exemption, a $2,500 income pays 12 percent in the
United States and 24 percent in Great Britain, and a $5,000 income
pays 19 percent in the United States and 83 percent in Gremat Britain.
Obviously, our individual income taxes are lower and our corpora-
tion income taxes are higher than in Great Britain. According to
table A. in my statement (taken from table 2, page 51, of the above
Treasury memorandum) our corporation income tax per small share-
holder is twice as high as in Great Britain.

There is inherent injustice in our procedure. The corporate earn-
ings belong to the stockholder. To levy a flat tax of 40 percent on the
corporate income isumes that. all stockholders have equal capacity
to pay. That is not triie.

You ask, Senator Lucas, for recommendations on the the corporation
income tax. After the war abolish it and shift over to the British
system. This would be equitable to the small stockholder and would
make private enterprise work smoothly.

Now, in the midst of the war do not raise 'he rates of corporation
income tax. Instead, deduct the corporation income tax first before
levying an excess-profits tax. But if you do not adopt this rational
and realistic procedure, at least do not raise the rates on either the
corporate income tax or the excess-profits tax even now in the midst
of the war.

You wrote into the present law a tax limit of 80 percent of total
corporate earnings, regardless of the rate of tax-normal, surtax, or
excess profits. Should you not write also another tax limit, viz, net
earnings after taxes should not be less during wartime than before
the wart

If you must add a 5-percent tax somewhere on corporate income,
then levy a special 5-percent wartime tax on dividend income exceed-
ing, say, $6,000 thus sparing the little stockholder,

Then hinki you ought to increase heavily all the excise taxes.
I was amused yesterday to hear the jewelry people and fur people
ask for tax exemption. One cited a poor woman who has got to pay
$200 for a fur coat, and who will have to pay also for the 25-percent
tax. He overlooks the fact that papers in Washington, Chicago, and
New York advertise mink coats at $15,000. I remember in tile last
war, Lloyd George said:

The merit of very high excise taxes is you will either get the money or
you will check consumption and have money available for bonds.

Seixator DAVIS. If you have taxes on the farmers that are too high
then you will not get the trappers on the farms and in the woods to
trap them, because there will not be enough profit in it. They will
pass the tax back to the trapper.

Mr. FR xAn. The answer to that is you can put the tax high
enough to give you an increased income without having a catastrophio
effect. After all in wartimneyou do not nced trappers. Some of those
trappers ought lo be out shooting the enemy instead of shooting
quarrelss.
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Senator DAvis. That is all right, but if you do not have the trappers
shoot the squirrels there would not be any furs to sell to get the tax.

Mr. FREMAN. The war dislocates economy.' It would be iniposlble
to raise money and to allow the luxuries to be taxed lightly as they
are. If you go up to any big city you will find men in work clothes
buying expensive fur coats with "cash. It is a form of tax evasion.
Enormous amounts of money are spent for luxuries.

Senator DAVIS. It is your opinion that the 40-percent income tax is
too high I

Mr.-F REDMMAN. It is, but I would let it stand during the war, even
though it is bad in principle. It should be abolished after the war.
But while it is in force, we ought to deduct the corporation income
tax before figuring excess profits because there are no excess profits
before taxes.

Senator W.LaH. I do not mind saying there are so many bad fea-
tures about this bill, in my opinion, that after it is discussed on the
floor there will not be anything left, unless we find some new sources
of revenue.

Mr. FRDMAN. I shall say a word on the sales tax, if I may.
Senator WALSH. It is certainly getting a great shellacking before

the House and Senate.
Mir. FRIFDMAN. It is a simple tax device and very productive.
Senator WALSH. That does not iean that I do not favor exploring

and finding new ways of increasing the revenues of this country in
this period of the war.

Mr. FI]EMAN. I think you must have higher excise taxes, hifer
individual income taxes, and I think a ales tax is inevitable. I do
not see why we should be the only belligerent in the world that hasn't
a sales tax. It all the arguments that. are put up against it, are valid,why, the sales tax would not work in other countries, But it does
work, and it works very successfully, It works in England where
labor has a great deal to say. In Great Britain they'have a graduated
sales tAx, and labor swallowed! it completely and endorsed it. It is
amazing that we have not educated the country. We ought to teach
thQ people who are opposed to the sales tax that it is working elsewhere.
In all the democratic countries, in Great. Britain, Canada, Australia,
South Africa, they have a sales tax. The argument against it should
fall to the ground'on the basis of experience.

Senator WAmSH. We thank you, Mr. Friedman.
Mr. Benson, Mr. Hensel, and Mr. Bradley, please.

STATEMENT OF EZRA T. BENSON, EXECUTIVE .SERLTARY,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES.

Senator WALsAI. I understand you gentlemen want to discuss sec-
tion 112 of the code. ' "

Mr. Bmrso. Yes, Senator. My name is FAra T. Benson. I am
executive secretary of the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives.

Senator W~uSH. And these other.people ia. ieprsenting the same
organization .

Nfr. lhzsox. They aro not here in person'. They would haRe been
here had we not agreed that I would make the statement for the three
of them. .

Senator WALSH. They are favoring your statements
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Air. BaNsoN. This is a statement for the National Council, and
they are in full agreement on it.

The National Council of Farmer Cooperatives is a conference body
representing more than 4,600 farm coperative associations having a
total membership of more than 2,300,000 farm rs. These farmers are
distributed in every State in the Union and iii 98 percent of the coun-
ties in the United States. All council policies a.-e established by the
unanimous consent of its 14 commodity division.

A farm cooperative association, ordinarily known as a farm co-op,
is a voluntary business association established by fai iers to market
their farm pi-oducts or to purchase farm production supplies. Es.
sentially a farm cooperative operates only as an agent for its mem-
bers or for other farmers. A true farmer cooperative can neither, as
respects itself, make a profit nor sustain a loss. In the case of a mar-
keting cooperative which sells the products of farmers, the co-op pays
back to the farmers all that it receives from their products, less the
cost of operation. In" the case of a purchasing co-op, it purchases
for farmers their supplies at the lowest possible cost and charges them
in addition thereto only the actual cost of operation.

Senator Wrair. Your position is as I understand it, you are op-
posed to that provision of this bill which requires these farm co.
operatives to make returns.

Mr. B-ssoN. I am not opposed to it; but favor modification.
May I read through the very brief statement I
Senator WA& s. I am afraid I am anticipating too much.
Proceed.
Mr. BZNsoN. Membership in a farmer co-op is open and voluntary.

No one is forced to join a cooperative. Farm cooperatives will gener-
ally also permit nonmembers to avail themselves of their facilities.
The Capper-Volstead Act, however, under which the farm co-op
operates, does not permit these co-ops to do more than 50 percent of
their business with nonmembers.

The real purpose of a farm cooperative is to improve production,
lower costs of distribution, integrate marketing and production op-
erations, improve quality, eliminate waste, and prevent expensive
duplication of efforts on the part of farmers. By cooperative action,
the farmers are enabled to very substantially reduce their overhead,
especially as relates to distribution. In his individual capacity, the
farmer is unable to protect hii economic interest in competition with
highly organized and powerful business and industrial giants The
farm co-op, by permitting the farmers to pool their efforts and re-
sources together, enables t'e farmers to match large industrial com-
petition. - ..... ,

Senator WASH. This bill seeks to change that. Do you favor the
change 

-

Mr. BpxsoN. We do not object to some change. I explain that here.
Senator Wsau. The previous witness objected to it. You heard

him I suppose. , :." ..
WBr.B oN,. No; I did not.
Senator WALiU. Proceed.
Mr. Bzxsox. Because farm co-ops act essentially as agents for indi-

vidual JarmerM and in that process do not make profits for themselves,
Congress over a long period of time has included farm co-ops in the
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category of organizations exempt from taxation under the provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code, section 101, paragraphs 12 and 13.

The profits made by individual farmers whose equipment is pur-
chased by, or whose farm products are marketed by farm cooperatives
is, or course, subject to taxation, and, to the extent that farm co-ops
aid the farmer in making larger profits he, of course, pays larger taxes.

The impression seems to be prevalent in some quarters that farm
co-ops are analogous to an ordinary business corporation, and that
consequently the nonpayment of taxes by a farmer co-op is in the
nature of specialprivilege by the Government. This is an entirely
fallacious idea. in ordinary business corporation makes a profit it-
self on all business transacted by it, which it in turn distributes as
dividends on their investment to its stockholders. On the other hand,
the savings that are effected by a farm co-op through its cooperative
method of doing business are not profits of the co-op and are therefore
not paid to the patrons of farm co-op on any capital investment.
These savings are paid to the patrons of the farm co-op, that is, those
who buy farm supplies and sell farm products through the co-op.
The savings are distributed to nonmembers in the same way and in
the same proportion and extent as to those who are members or stock-
holders in the farm co-op. In fact, a great many farm co-ops do
not have stock of any kind, and even where stock is issued it is issued
only as a mechanism for the vesting of managerial control in the per-
sons responsible for the organization or maintenance of the co-op.
Only a small fixed financial return is allowed to members who con.
tribute to the capital of the enterprise. And even as respects the man-
agerial control of a farm co-op, most co-ops provide that each stock-
holder, regardless of the amount of his stock holdings, is limited to
one vote.

In both theory and practice a farm co-op is essentially a partner-
ship of farmers. A co-op is exempt for the same reason a partnership
is exempt. It is only the agent of the members, and only the members
are subject to tax.

What must be understood then, before this committee, is that the
so-called tax exemption that has always been accorded to farm coop-
eratives is an exemption based on the nature of the business and
method of operation of a farm co-op. It is not a special privilege.

The present bill before your committee, by section 112, requires
all Iegal entities exempt from taxation by the provisions of section
101 of the Internal Revenue Code (except religious, educational, and
charitable organizations) to file income-tax returns.

This section has had the consideration of the legal and tax om-
mittee and ' also the executive committee of the National Council
of Farmer Cooperatives.
, After careful study, the National Council takes the position that the

proposal to require the filing of detailed income-tax returns by more
than 10,50 farmer cooperatives throughout the country would be a
needless and burdensome expense both on the part of the cooperativW
and on the part of the Government in examining these returns.
Sinc@ a farmer cooperative is exempt from taxation because it makes
no. profit, We fail to see any real. reason for the futile expenses, of
:%aking income-tax returns.

On the other hand, we want it clearly understood, and this is our
position, Senator, that the farmer cooperative movement has nothing
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to conceal from either the Members of Congress or the American
public, and if Congress in its wisdom feels that it is advisable for
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to obtain further information
as to the business conducted by farmer cooperatives, the council will
not interpose any other objection but will lend its assistance in obtain-
ing that information.

I might interject there that at the present time farmer coopera-
tives are filing information returns with the Internal Revenue, and
if those returns are not adequate then we would not object to a more
com prehensive return.

The policy of the National Council has thus been formulated in
the following resolution adopted by the National Council:

in view of the fact that bona fide farmer cooperative associations are now,
and under the provisions of H. R. 3687 will rmaln tsx exempt, the National
Council of Farmer Cooperatives feels that it would be an unnecessary and
burdensome expense, both to farm cooperatives and the Government, to require
such farm cooperatives to file income-tax returns; but that in the event Con-
gress in its wisdom feels that all organizations now made exempt by section 101
of the Internal Revenue Code from payment of taxes should nevertheless file
income-tax return% the National Council of Farmer Cocperatives, in behalf
of farm cooperatives, will not object thereto:

Provided that the present bill be amended so as to provide: (1) That the
return to be filed by agricultural cooperatives be an information return ;Aia
special form to be provided by the Secretary of the Treasury that would make
possible a reflection of the true nonprofit character of such agricultural coop.
erative, and as to marketing cooperatives should require a statement of the
amounts received from its patrons for purchases made for them, and the
disposition or distribution thereof;

(2) That the information return should be filed with that division of the Offe
of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue which Is charged with the responsi.

1llity of determining the eligibility 9f agricultural cooperative tssoclattons to
tax exemption under section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code. . '

(3) That the filing of such Information return shall have the sime effect as
the filing of regular Income-tax return as provided In section 285 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code.

You will note that the resolution I have read proposes tin tend-
ment to existing section* 112, to provide that the returns to b fiJed
shall be information returns. The reason for this suggestion is 9 bii-
ous. If, as suggested by. the report of the House committee,'.tb
purpose of section 112 is to elicit information as to the business done
by tax-exempt organizations for the purpose of determining future
tax policies, then the returns to be filed should be on forms whichh
give correct information. Farmer co-ops are already filing reports
current with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the purpose
of showing the character of their, operations. If this ihforniation °

is not sufficient, and Congress wants additional information, the Coin-
missioner can change tho form. -It would be impossible, however, for'
a farm cooperative to fill out the form of income-tax return presc zbed'
for an 6rdiniary business corporatlqn because that form ealls fo -a
showing of' profit and loss. A true farmer cooperative, as I htive
said can ma e,no profit or loss. Conseqentl a form requling '
fo-mer cdoperatve to show a profit would notllve the Commissloner'
of Internal Revenue, or the Congress, any real Information about the
business of the farmer cooperative. If, therefore, the committee fe"ls
that notwithstanding the nontaxable character of farm cooierAtives
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue should nevertheless. have '01
information with respect to heir business, we propose in the ihterst
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of eliciting that information, that section 112 be amended by insert-
ing after the sentence ending on page 28, line 18, the following:

With respect to farmers, fruit growers, or like associations which are exempt
from taxation under section 101 (12) and 101 (13), such associations shall
file an annual Information return, on a form especially prepared by the Com-
missiontr of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury, containing a verification or written declaration that it Is made under
the penalty of perjury, which Information return shall (1) be in such form as
will make possible a ready disclosure of the nonprofit character of the opera-
tion of the association; (2) be filed with that division or section In the office
of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue as Is charged with the responsibility
of determining the tax status of such association, In the first instance; (3) be
deemed a return within the provisions of section 275 (a) ; and (4) In the case
of marketing associations, state the gross proceeds received from the farm
products marketed by or through the association, and the distribution or dis-
position thereof; and, in the case of purchasing associations, state the gross
proceeds received from supplies purchased by or through the association and
the distribution or disposition thereof.

This amendment would do three things--
(1) It would require cooperatives to give not uninformative in-

formation as to their lack of profits and losses but in the case of
purchasing a,-ociation, the gross proceeds received from supplies
purchased by or through the association and the distribution or dis-
position thereof; and in the case of marketing associations, the gross
proceeds received from farm products marketed by or through an
association, and the distribution or disposition thereof.

(2) Such returns would be filed with that division of the office
of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue as is charged with the
responsibility of determining the tax-exempt status of co-ops. That
is where the present information returns are filed and where they
could be put to most use.

(8) These returns would have the effect, as is only fair, of start-
ing the running of the statute of limitaions. At the present time
the statute of limitations does not run against a co-op except.where
it files a regiflar return. If Congress requires co-ops to give the
ihfoibition Fere suggested they should have the benefit of the statute
of limitations.
. I hope, gentlemen, that you will appreciate that this statement has
been made with the aim of giving the committee some constructive
h e l p . ' ; 

.

Senator WALtl. iGranger Hansell.
Senator.Jonxso2i. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Luke Smith, a prominent in-

dustrial leader of Colorado, has been doing some constructive thinking
oA the difficult problem of Federal taxes.. At my request ho prepared
a brief analysis of a tax plan that he believes we would do weli to con-
sider. I desireto place it in the record where it may bestudied by the
committee and the Treasury.

(The analysis of the tax plan referred to is as follows:)

A AL Ys oF A TAx PrtiNi

(By Luke Smith)

Taxes i Thlh situation is so mixed up with law'upon laW that It takes more
lawyers, accountants, and clerical help to handle the complU(ated mess than it
takes to produce needed goods for the war.
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All present tax laws should be repealed and a straight transaction tax law
should be enacted, without allowing anybody exemptions. The same rates should
be applied In all cases..

The only special taxes other than on the above basis should be such as the
gasoline tax law, which operates the same as the principle outlined in the above
plan.

The plan above is sound because the facilities of the Government are used
In proportion to their gross income and not net Income. Net Income taxes are
not right because a successful operator is not as much of a burden on the
Government as one who does the same amount of business yet loses money.

If everyone pays the same rate of taxes regardless of their total Income, all
have a feeling of equality as well as refsponsibility. The question will arise where
taxes are pyramided, which Is so, but what difference does it make whether 1 cent
is paid 10 thnes or 10cents once. Arguments will come up that this form of
taxation could not be applied to every form of transaction, such as transfer of
stocks, etc. If this uniform system of taxation is used any sale of stocks or
bonds would constitute a sound transaction, and therefore shady deals would be
eliminated. Remember there should be no exemptions

There should be no revenue stamps on legal documents, unless they constitute
a form of collecting the transaction tax on the transfer of titles. Bank deposits
and bank loans should not be considered In collecting transactions tax, but all
other interest, stock and bond transfers, and property deals should be taxed.

The Revenue Department could operate on one-half of the personnel, because
the debit side of the ledger Is all that would have to be checked by It.

This proposed tax system would be a relief to everyone concerned, but under
the present systems there are always those who are looking for loopholes which
are used In every cas6 possible to keep from paying to the support of Govern-
ment.

The time Is ripe now or will be soon for a practical solution of the tax muddle,
and the only solution is to repeal the present tax structure and start all over
with a completely worked out plan before its enactment into law Is attempted.
But the proper organization can do the job. 'The only trouble with any plan
of this Is that it is not complicated enough to suit the compllcators:

Congress, however, has authority to pass such a law under the sixteenth amend-
ment passed July 31, 19W, and became effective February 20, 101&

Unless a few of the things mentioned in the foregoing are put into effect, private
industry as well as the entire American system will be overcome by the socialistic
form which Is controlled by bureau upon bureau which the taxpayer has to pay
for, and which cannot be paid for under the present system.

STATEMENT OF. GRANGER HANSELL, ATLANTA, GA.s GEORGIAMARBLE CO.

Senator WALsir. Mr. Hansell, Senator George who is ill, has paid
to me his regrets that he could not hear you, and he asked me particu-
larly that you be given a chance to be heard.

Mr. HAXSFJu., Thank you.-
Mi. Chairman, I shall make my remarks as brief as possible. I am

appering in connection with section 115. .
UnquestionabIy the Use of "tax umbrella" corporations should be

ended promptly Jbut farly. Wq hold no brief for them. Many of the
"umbrella" devIces resorted to are so flimsy that under Gregoy v.
Helvering (293 U. S 4 5) 'u i t v. cont.(308 V. S. 55), and like
cases, the tax dodger wille disappointed. Hocus-pocus schemes and
semifrauds may be left to.the commissioner and the courts for dis-
Ilosition with complete confidence in the result.

But there are perfectly open, upright, and legitimate transactions
which have takeqi place since October 8, 1940, which come within the
proscription of section 115 as now worded. For illustration, the situa-
tion of the Georgia Marble Co. I I , "

This corporation had abut $2,500,000 invested. The controlling
stockholder was the president, Col. Sam Tate, who, about 1936, due
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to age and illness retired from the active management and the busi.
ness declined under subsequent management. Then Mr. Tate died.
In order to raise funds to pay his debts his controlling stock in the
company, about 65 percent, was sold in March 1911. The company had
substantial tangible and intangible assets. The new controlling stock-
holders determined that it was advisable to sell assets not used or
needed in the business. The company in the last 2 sears liquidated
unused assets, some at less than cost, others at a profit. It offset the
losses against the profits so that no tax resulted. The operations of
the company are again profitable, and the company is now using the
excess-profits credit based on its invested capital, under the old man.
agement and the loss carry-over of other years, to reduce its taxes in
the normal wr.y.

These were thoroughly honorable, legitimate transactions-not sub-
ject to any criticism legally or morally under existing law. Of course
the new owners were not unaware of the tax situation in making their
sales and their tax returns. No businessman with any intelligence at
all operates in ignorance of tax consequences. Avoiding or reducing
taxes is one of the principal purposes of management and investors.
When individual rates run to 90 percent and corporations to 95 per-
cent, it is inevitable.

Under section 115 as now drawn all of the dealings above referred
to could be proscribed-because the new owners gave one of their
principal considerations to tax reduction through the use of deduc-
tions credits, and allowances. The gale of the assets at a loss would
not be allowed to produce a deduction which could be offset against the
profit from the sale of the other assets; the profits from the business
operation would have no excess-profit credit, and under the bill would
be taxed up to 95 percent; and the company would have no deduction
for a loss carry-over.

I submit that these results are not intended by the Congres-they
would be intolerable burdens on an already hard-pressed eebnomy.
The section as drawn kills a fly on a baby's Lead by hitting it with
an ax--it burns the barn down to kill the rats--kills the dog to be rid
of the fleas.

sPEoo OBJcroNS

1. Acquisition made or availed of: The section provides that if one
of the principal purposes for which the acquisition was made or
availed of is the avoidance of Federal income or excess-profits tax,
then the tax shall not be avoided. Any acquisition of any property
or interest in a corporation is damned regardless of the purpose of
acquisition, if it is later availed of to reduce taxes.

The section speaks of avoid, not evade. I take it that avoid is
synonymous with reduce. The tax statutes recognize innumerable
deductions allowances, and credits which reduce or avoid income and
excess-profits taxes properly and legitimately:

(a) A factory completely closed down due to war restrictions may
be principally, used or availed of to provide allowances for deprecia-
tion to offset- profits from other operations; (b) assets bought for
f110,000 have declined in value, to $10,000. ey maT be sold for
$10,000 and the loss of $100,000 used as a credit or deduction to avoid a
profit of $100,000 realized on the sale of other assets. The profit of
$100,000 might produce a tax of $95,000. The tax of $95,000 might
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be avoided by a sale which produced only $10,000, and the sale at a
loss with the consequent credit or deduction would be principally
availed of to avoid a tax.

The section uses the words "acquire" and "acquisition"-which in-
clude every and any means by which ownership was secured-by gift,
foreclosure of a mortgage, or on pledged securities, purchase, inherit-
ance, device, and so forth. The Supreme Court has held that "ac-
quired" included inherited in the I. R. C.; Brewster v. Gage (280 U. S.
327). Under any of these methods, if the stock or property were
subsequently availed of with a principal purpose to avoid a tax, the
act would apply. The manner, propriety and purpose of acquisition
are completely immaterial. The only question becomes: Would it
avoid a taxt

The evil really aimed at is purchasing voluntarily a "tax base," for
no other .ubstantial business reason than to get a tax base. Why not
.phrase the act to carry out this purposely The section should read

that the principal purpose of aceulsition "and use," not "or use," was
tax avoidance. Is there any justification for saying that if the stock of
a company or a property were acquired prior to October 8,1940, it can
be principally used to reduced taxes, but not if acquired after that
date? 6

One of the principal purposes: The section condemns if one of the
principal purposes of acquisition or use, and so forth. It is sub-
mitted that in these days of very high tax rates, the considerations of
the tax results of any acquisition or use of property is inescapable-
and the lawful avoidance of a tax is in the very nature of things one
of the principal considerations in every purchase, sale, or operation.

Mr. Randolph Paul says in his work on Federal inomp t- nation,
section 5332 (written before he became the spokesman for the almin.
istration) :

I 0 0' Nothing Is more understandable than the temptation to avoid taxes
and 0 # * a desire to minimize tax liability Is the nature of mortals. It
rarely Involvei moral turpitude. There isfothing malleious or reprehensible
In It. * * * High tag rates put a premium on It. N * * No sane citizen
wants to overpay his taxes. Everyone may do what be clearly has a legal right
to do and no one is required to pursue a course which gives rise to greater tai
liability It another course Is open which will lessen liability. He may resort to
any legal methods not tainted with fraud to diminish tax liability. This is
true though the primary motive, even the sole purpose, of his acts Is to reduce
tax liability. Where tax avoidance Is the motivation, however, transactions will
b rigorously scrutinized. Of course, fraud Will vitiate a transaction.'

Mr. Aoswell Magill said on September 21. (7,7 Trust Estates 327);
Taxes have become a major factor In determinino the form and character of

Investment, of business transactions generally 0 0 *. - I

He continued later in the same article, page 330:
It Is fortunate that legislators and laymen alike 'recognize th leading role

the tax system plays, not only In draining our pocketbooks, but In regulating
day-by-day transactions in business and.fabily life.

The paramount Importanee of the par played by income End excess-
profits taxes may be illustrated by an actual case in Atlanta: The or-
ganiter of a corporation'engaged in the coffee business wishes to retire
on account of hm ae and heIth uad sell his stock. Heowns 476 out
of 600 shares of the corporation. The company will earn $86,000 be,

fore taxes in 1943. What is his stock worth? It depends tltogether
on his company's tax situation. If his company has no excess.Profits
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credit, its net income after taxes is $23,000, and the tax about $63,000.
He will be lucky if he can sell for $100,000.

But if this company had an excess-profits credit that eliminated
excess-profits taxes, its net after taxes would be about $51,000, and the
stock would be worth $250,000, instead of $100,000.

Now if he sold the stock for $250,000 on the strength of its excess-
profits credit and its net after taxes, it is unavoidable and undeniable
that one of the principal purposes for which the purchaser would availof his ac quisition would be to avoid excess-profits taxes throu
claiming the excess-profits credit, and so save about $30,000. And the
Commissioner 'could, and presumably would, find that that was one
of his principal purposes, and that would automatically cause the
disallowance of this credit. Indeed, it might well be the deciding
factor in determining whether or not to buy.

If that old man who founded the coffee business sold out before
November 18, 1943, and after October 8, 1940, for $250,000 on the
faith of his tax situation, this act will rob the buyer of $150,000--
because he will not get the base he thought went with the business-
his excess-profits credit is automatically eliminated. If the old man
hasn't sold out before now, this section as now worded will rob him
of $150,000, because it is now worth only $100,000, since no buyer can
use the stock.

The thought expressed in the Ways and Means Committee report
is that the objective must be tax avoidance. The same wording should
be carried through into the statute, which should read the principal
purpose, and so forth, not one of the purposes. If there are substan-
tial legitimate business reasons for the acquisition and use, the fact
that there are tax advantages also should not be fatal. In the very
nature of things, securing tax advantages have properly and neces-
sarily played a principal part in all business purchases and sales. The
only way to keep taxes from playing a principal part in ever situa-
Iion would be the impossible way of cutting taxes to a noninal.rate.

As drawn, the section will put a prospective purchaser of property
or stock in this situation: If he looks into the tax features of a prop-
erty or business and finds that the situation is such that the excess-
profits-tax credit or loss carry-overs allow the corporation to keep
more than 5 percent of the profits (100 percent of the profits less 95
percent tax) that will, of course, largely influence him, and the Com-
missioner properly will rule that one of the principal purposes was
to acquire that tax: credit--and immediately that credit is lost. If
the purchaser is a fool, and does not consider the taxes, he will still
lose the credit, if the company happens to have one, by subsequently
availing of it.

No existing business, nor any substantial interest therein could
be bought with any assurance as to earnings after taxes, for the pre-
vious history of a corporation for tax purposes will be wiped out if
any substantial interest, in its stock changes hands after October 8,
1940. Its excess-profits credits and its loss carry-overs may be oblit-
erated. ' Its prospective, bat as yet unrealized, losses through decline
in value or obsolescence of assets still owned, can never be realized if
they would result in any deduction credit, or allowance tixn ise. The
reason is that the Commission under the section could properly say
in every case that one of the principal purposes for which the business
was acquired or availed of was the avoid; nce of a tax through the
excess-profits credit, the loss carry-over, or the realized loss.
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Nonacquiring stockholders' plight: The section does not require,
for the above results to follow, that the acquiring person shall have
bought all of the stock of the corporation-not even control. The
section's words are "an interest in or control of, a corporation." Pre-
sumably, the commisisoner would exercise some discretion here, and
would require that the interest would be substantial, but obviously
it need not be a control, for the statute says "an interest or control. I
What interest will suffice to make the corporation lose its credits,
allowances and deductions? Ten percent, or 40 percent might give
actual control; 51 percent, whi h might give legal voting control;
80 percent which is control fog' the reorganization section; or 95
percent hhalone offices for the consolidation section? Is the
requireA interest in the corporation-which acquisition may verily
We the kiss of a tax death-ownership of the fundamental common
nonvoting common, or preferred, or what combination of any of
them? Under the wording the commissioner would have unlimited
discretion to determine what he thought would be a sufficient interest
or control to make the section applicable.

A most unjust penalty is heaped on the stockholder of the corpora-
tion who has not sold out to the acquiring person. The old stock-
holder may have thought he had stock in a corporation that could
make and keep a reasonable profit after taxes, but due to the acquirer's
acquisition, the excess.profits credit is swept away, and 95 percent
of the profits go for taxes. Or the stockholder might have thought he
could realize something through the liquidation of the company, but
he finds these prospects halved because the corporation's profits on
liquidation sales will be eaten up with taxes and correlative losses
disallowed. Through n, act of his own and no intent attributable
to him, his value§ have lxen forfeited.

Let me illustrate with an actual case: The founder of a business
owning 60 percent of the stock died; his stock was sold in 1943 to raise
money to pay estate taxes. The company had a fine tax base, and
about a quarter million in assets, but it wasn't making money. The
new controlling owners bought an existing business which is proving
very profitable, provided the company's tax base is not disturbed.
The minority stockholders have done and could have done nothing;
the action of the majority stockholAers was honorable and above-
board, thoroughly legitimate. The minority stockholders' invest-
m,nt--and the majority's, too, for that matter-is worthless if,,after
the acquisition ,,1 the new business, the existing base cannot be used
as a credit to WL'ace excess-profiti taxes.

'The Commissioner finds :" These words should be stricken, be-
cause they might be urged as establishing some sort of finality for
the commissioner's findings, if there were any evidence to sustain
them, and thus withdraw them from the consideration of a court or a
jury-leaving the finding not substantially reviewable. Such a final
determination of a factual issue is contrary to the genius of our law.
It should be subjected to adequate review. The -istory of liberty
has largely been the history of observance* of procedural safeguards)
says Frankfurter in McNabb r. U. S. 63 Sup. Ct. 608.

U"Unlimited discretion of Commissioner:" One might have faith
in the present commissioner-anld be willing to trust to his wise
judgment in administration of this actionn. The gentlemen who
represent the Treasury are doubtless honorable and discreet. But it
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is pro posd to give the commissioner and these gentlemen a blank
tax due bill to fill in against any corporation in America where there
has been a substantial change in ownership since October 8, 1940.

The commissioner acts through hundreds of agents. Some of them
are honest zealots. They apply the letter of the law, regardless of
fairness or common sense. Some of them have grudges, and some
of them have pets and friends, and all of them are human and can
err- and all naturally want preferment to their calling.

This vague and limitless discretion of the commissioner will provide
a perfect field day for the ambitious investigators of the Treasury.
Every transaction since October 8, 1940, would be scrutinized to see
whether the acquirer of any property or any stock in a corporation
was getting a tax reduction thereby, and if so, then out it goes. The
proposed section would enormously increase the complexity of the
law, and the extent of investigation into consciences and purposes.
Only a crystal gazer could guess the result.

Perhaps where a closely held corporation dissolves and the busi-
ness is carried on by a partnership, the partners want deductions,
credits, and allowances an individual gets that a corporation doesn't,
and so avoid a tax. This is a method of excess-profits tax avoidance
of the widest use, and the language of the statute is so all inclusive
and indefinite that it might cover it.

The proposed statute does no more than hint at the "tax umbrella
racket." The committee report gives no details of the evils aimed
at-not a single illuAtration; not a word is found on the subject in
the 1,700 pages of the House Hearings. There is an elusive tax dodging
rabbit the committee is after. But instead of accurately describing
it, and giving the commissioner a suitable gun to go hunt it with, the
committee gives the commissioner a 2-ton blockbuster, and says in
effect: This had happened since October 8, 1940; drop this and kill
everything since that date.

Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they have, ait spare
them not; but slay both man and woman, Infant and suckling, ox and sheep,
camel and ass. (I. Samuel 15: 3.)

!'Retroactivity." The section proposes to retrospectively affect all
tax years after 1939--going back 4 years.

Retroactive taxation has been generally condemned by courts and
political leaders. Business was assured that the current tax bill would
not be retroactive. Representative Doughton and Senator George
were quoted June 16, 1943, in the New York Times, page 13, column 1,
as follows:

Representative Doughton said:
Every reasonable effort will be made to pass a new tatx bill this year, the main

provisions of which will be effective January 1, 1944.
The conferees made it clear that there would be no wore retroactive taxes,

although Senator George explained that this did not rule oui the possibility that
Increases In selected excises might not be made effective on date of the bill's
final approval, if that is before January L

The avoidL'ice of taxes is a perfectly natural and universal aim.
Poor Richard would say if here today: "A tax penny avoided is a
penny saved." Why should such a heavy and unfair hand now be
laid on lawful avoidance

Means of tax avoidance have been availed of immemorially. When a
method of avoidance becomes serious Congress plugs the 'oophole, and
properly so in its discretion. But I recall no instance in tax legislation
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when the statute has-reached back for 4 taxable years. Illustrations
of prospective plugging are innumerable. The Supreme Court in the
Field cage held that property passing under a power of appointment
was not part of the appointor's estate. You plugged that prospec-
tively., You disallowed interest payments on a loan to buy paid-up
life hisurance-but the disallowance was not retroactive. Last year
You plugged many loopholes prospectively-you taxed property, sub-
ject to a general, but unexercised, power-but you gave the taxpayer
a chance to get out from under-you did not even plug immediately.
Many very gross injustices would result from the retroactive feature

of this bill. The rules under which losses could be taken, loss carry-
overs enjoyed, excess profits c.-lculated and credit carry-overs had,
were all drawn by the Congress, with tle most expert assistance ob-
tainable. Where these rules have been followed without fraud or
chicanery, it is, I submit, nothing short of a fraud on the taxpayer to
retroactively amend the rule, and-to visit a terrible tax penalty on one
who violated this retroactively, in complete ignorance and innocence
of any violation.

In the seventh inning of a game you are changing the rules to
knock out a home irun that was legal when made in the third inning.
In the eleventh round you are changing the rules to make a good blow
in the fifth a foul. Congress made the rules, and if the taxpayer has
abided by them in good ifaith, why penalize him I

aUOESaTm SEION

The Ways and Means Committee refers to "devices which have
come to our attention." What they are the committee does not detail.
One hesitates to attempt to draft a substitute without having before
him'the information the Ways and Means Committee had. Perhaps
the following would do the job, and avoid what are conceived tobe
grave objections to the present draft.

Smc. 115. Acqr4l1TioN MADE AND AVAILTD OF TO AVOID INCOuX OR Excts
PaomTs TAx-

Im .1RzAt.--Qhapter I is amended by inserting after Sec. 128 the following
new section:

SMc. 12D. Acquisriox MAD,, &NaD AvAiL.D or To Avomn INcomE oR Excs
Psorrs TAX.

(a) If a person or persons after November 18, 1943 acquire directly or indi-
rectly any property (other than stock In a corporation), or all the outstanding
stock of a corporation, and the principal purpose for which It is acquired and
availed of, is the avoidance of Federal Income or Excess-Profits Tax by securing
the benefit of a deduction, credit, or allowance, then, such credit, deduction, or
allowance shall be disallowed to the extent that it reduces Federal Income or
Excess-Profits Taxes.

(b) If less than all of the outstanding sto k of a corporation is acquired
by a person or persons after November 18, 1043, and the principal purpose for
which such stock was acquired, and the principal purpose for which it is
availed of thereafter Is the avoldant of Federal Income or Excess-Profits Taxes
third the securing of some deduction, credit, or allowance, then such dedue-
tion credit, or allowance shall be reduced In the same proportion as the
stock so acquired bears to the total outstanding stock on that date.,

(e) If there were at the time of acqulsitIon of such property or of such
stock, a substantial business reason therefore other than the securing of such
credit, deduction, or allowance; or if there Is some substantial business reason
thereafter for the transaction or continuance of ownership or condition out of
which flows such deduction, Vr~t, or gllowance, then this section shall not be

aplicable;'.
Id) Taliable years t6 which applicable. The amendments made by this sc-

tlion shall be effective for all taxable years beginning after November 30. 1943.
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Senator JoHNsoN. Under that principle you couhl not avail your-
self of any relief of any kind?

Air. HANSELL. As now drawn?
Senator JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. HANSELL. Yes, sir. That is exactly the point,, sir.
It is so broad and so all-inclusive that it covers everything.
Senator WAtzis. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Voorhees.

STATEMENT OF ENDERS M. VOORHEES, CHAIRMAN, FINANCE
COMMITTEE, UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION

Senator WAniH. Mr. Voorhees, you are representing the United
States Steer Corporation?

Mr. VOOnnrEs. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WAsi.H. Are you an officer of that corporation ?
Mr. VoonilEys, I am, sir. I am chairman of the fininee committee.
Senator WAr1,Si. You want to be heard on the bill in generally
Mr. VOoOIJEES. In general, yes, sir.
Senator WArLH. You may proceed.
Mr. VOORIIEES. As chairman of the finance committee of United

States Steel Corporation, I am not here to seek any special advantages
or privileges for that corporation. 1 am here to suggest to you that
it is to the advantage of all of us to shape national tax and financial
policies so that all of us will be able to do our full part, in rebuilding
tie Nation after the war. I shall use the records of United States
Steel because those are the records I know. And, although I shall
confine myself exclusively to the facts of United States Steel, I be-
lieve that what I have to say applies substantially to all corporate
business whether large or small.

We in the management of United States Steel know only too well
that the tremendous efforts and wastes of war cannot and shoaTd not
leave any of us unscathed. We are not projecting any 1)lans on the
idea that United States Steel is coming out of this war stronger than
when it went in. Our production record since 1940 entitles me to
say, I believe, that United States Steel has proved itself a great na-
tional asset ever since its formation, by reason of its ability to furnish
the most important of our basic materials in vast quantities when
and where needed, and that it has been one of the great factors in
raising the American standard of living.

I shall direct your attention to two main points: First, to the grow-
ing tendency to confuse costs and income and to tax as income what
are really costa, and, second, to the imminent dnger that the upsurge
of certain Government-control led costs pressing against Govern-
ment-controlled prices will defeat the tax system. In either or both
events, the result is a levy on the tools of production and exchange-
call it a capital levy if you like-which will render not only United
States Steel but all other business enterprises helpless to produce .more
and better goods in the years to come.

This matter of producing more anil better goods goes to the very
heart of our national life and intimately concerns all of us. "MAore and
better" hs lost face in recent years as'being just a sounding off. But
there is a deeper meaning which goes to the spirit of America, for the
opposite of "more and better" is "less and worse." U.S. Steel can exist
only as it promotes the production of more and better goods for the
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customer. -U. S. Steel is, brsidly, only a consolidation or gathering
together of the tools of production and' exchange. By tools of pro-
duction I mean manufacturing plants,-mines, railways, steamships,
warehouses and the like, and by tools of exchange I mean such things
as stocks ofgoods needed to knake the exchanges. These tools of pro-
duction .and exchange, sometimes called capital, are used by U.S.
Steel in a cooperative effort to do more and to do it better than could
the individual. That is why U. S. Steel came into being. That is the
reason for its continued existence.

-1 im emphasii this point; and in a moment I shall present the
record to prove that I state the fosots, because of a growing thought
or attitude that a corporation is a thing of itself and even a system
of power, and therefore can be charged with certain responsibilities
which in fact are not within its ability to discharge. The plain truth
is that neither U. S. Steel nor any other business corporation has any
mystical power to operate and to hire men if it has no customers, nor
any mystical power to turn out first-class, well-priced goods with
worn-out tools or against costs beyond the control of management.
This truth ought to be obvious but apparently it is not so to at least
a part of our ple, who hold the notion that a corporation has within
itself the independent economic power to dictate price, .quality,, and
quantity to the customer and therefore the power to pay taxes, wages,
and other cost without limit.

U. S. Steel for some years has tried to show exactly how it functions.
You will find attached to the statement which has been handed to you
and marked "Exhibit A," a summary of the account which we used in
our report for the year 1942. (In the annual report, at page 24, you
will f8rd the whole history of U. S. Steel told in the same terms.)

You will note that the summary shown in exhibit A answers the
question--What did you do with the money we paid you " You will
also note that the amount does not contain such words as "net income,"
"profits," and "surplus "and that there are no subheads such as "profits
before taxes." -We hold that such terms and practices are inaccurate.
We all know that a business never comes to a dead stop except at
the dissolution and therefore the figures designated as "net income"
and as "profit" are not terminal figures, but merely estimates. We
hold that there can be only one kind of income and that is the
figure obtained by subtracting all the costs from all the receipts from
customers. It is confusin to insert subtotals. All the costs within
a fiscal year cannot be determined during the year. If corporate
managers take a period as closed and declare dividends on the results,
or if taxing authorities take the period as closed and tax on the re.
suits, it may come about, through the emergence of costs after the
fiscal period, that the managers have been declaring dividends and
the authorities have been taxing on what were really costs disguised
as income.

The first cost element shown in exhibit A comprises wages, salaries,
social-security taxes, and pensions. In our presentation-as distin.
guished from the usual accounting statement where such an item is not
shown-we have grouped these important costs together.

The next item, Purchased Products and Services, is self-explanatory
and so should be the following item-Wear and usage. The cost of
wear and usage in production is inescapable and the amount provided
Is based'on engineering fact, Yet this cost has been violently objected
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to by many in and out of the Govornment for a number of years.
Depreciation- depletion, and obsolescence of the tools of production
seem to be te first topic for attack when anyone wants to make it
appear that more money has been earned than has been stated. Some
have even become so confused that they have claimed that these ele-
ments are no part of cost at all and that they should be ignored.
Wear and usage must be presented for what it is--the cost of the
wearing out of the tools of production used by the workers..

The next cost element is one about which general misunderstand-
ing exLts. The additional cost caused by war represents manage-
ment's estimate of the cash expenditures which, because oA the high
rate of operations, must be deferred until a future time and which
will be spent or provided for in the transition to a peacetime basis at
the end of the war. It includes deferred maintenance and repairs,
reconverting and relocating facilities from wartime to peacetime use,costs arising out of reemployment of returning servicemen and re-
training them to new skills, losses on raw materials and supplies not
needed in the post-war period, and other similar costs., There is
nothing contingent about such costs; they are a vital part of present
costs. They are analogous to the cost of transporting soldiers home,
which, even thou$h paid out after the war is won is nevertheless a
cost incurred in its inning, and is thus assignable to nothing else
than the war. These are the kinds of costs which I had in mind when
I spoke of confusing costs with income and taxing costs as though

ewere income.
terest, also shown is definitely one of those costs which are in-

escapable--suming te use of any borrowed funds for the purpose
of providing the tools of production for the use of workers.

The next element of cost is taxes. There are many in our Govern-
ment who consider that taxes are not a true cost. but the real fact
is that taxes are as inescapable as any other item of cost and they
cannot be ignored by management in the conduct of the business or
the formulation of policy. If the exchange of goods and services, tax
costs--as in the long run all other costs-are paid by the customer.

The sum left over after meeting all costs is paid in part to the
owners as wages for the use of the tools, and in part is carried for-
ward for future needs of the enterprise. It is ovious that there
must be a Mturn over the years to the owners sufficient to induce them
to furnish future tools. And without the tools which, because of
their cost, only the pooled savings of many owners can furnish, the
worker would be nearly helpless for it is the provision of tools that
has caused the advance in our living standards. The human being
is no stronger than he was a century ago when, as in the Orient to-
day, he had to strugle from early morning until late at night for a
mere sustenance. I shall return to this point later.

The sum carried forward for future needs is in the nature of insur-
ance which is as important to the security of the workers and the
publid as it is to the owners, for it must stand the losses during the
periods of bad business the drastic changes in machinery demanded
by scientific progress, e payment of long-term debt and other obli-
gations, as well as the meeting of emergencies which are bound to
occur but which cannot always be foreseen.

These emergencies are of many kinds. And not the least of them
are those brought about by wide fluctuation in the volume of ou
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business. For instance, in 199 customers bought from us Moods in
the sum of. ihore than a billion dollars,. In 1982, they bou lit from
us only a little more ihan a quarter of this amount,.or $8 million.
We in the management cannot base our future plans on- the thesis
that some bright sprite or bevy of sprites is about to invent a mecha-
nism certain W regulate customers and prevent fluctuations. Plan-
ning on the basis of theory' is not a substitute for preparing on the
basis of experience. We mn management know only too well that a
full order book must bear the costs of a lean order book. Depression
losses are boom costs.

It is evident from this analysis that U. S. Steel is a cooperative
effort to provide and to use a collection of tools for production and
exchange. The nature and efficiency of tools and the manner of their
use by men determine the scale of our national living. I shall now
show what the tools of U. S. Steel have meant to the progress of this
Nation. I shall reveal to you in bare figures what to me is an amaz-
ing story of human gtins. ,The figures are in men, in tons, and in
hours; the gains are in living, in freedom, and in the power to defend
them. Take exhibit B. It gives the reason for our material progress,
the point to which I said I would return. It is a truism, but it needs
repeating, that a. nation can grow wealthy only as its per capita
production increases.

Let us compare the record of 1942 with that of the first full year
of operation-1902. - In both years the tools supplied by the owners
were used to capacity. Any percentage increase in tons of' finished
steel purchase by customers is an understatement because tons can-
not measure the vast improvement in steel or the fabrication of thc~e
products which are not sold on a tonnage basis.
Tos of steel bought by customers ---------------- Increased 131 percent
Tools provided by the owners ------- --------------------- Increased 153 percent
Number of workers -------- ------------------------ Increased 100 percent
Total hours worked by all employees ... ......------ Irased 18 percent
Pounds of steel per hour worked ------------------------ increased 104 percent

Take the figures another way. By the use of tools, a man's work
foran hour in 1902 resulted in 29.7 pounds of steel. By 1942, the tools
had so improved that the hou of work resulted .in 60.6 pounds of
steel. The hours worked in 1942 with the tools of 1902, would have
resulted in 10.1 million tons. The actual shipments in 1942 were
20.6 million tons.

That, gentlemen, is the record of United States Steel under the
system we now have. I for one would not want to scrap this system
before it was certain that we had a better one. Our system depends
upon the voluntary supplying of the tools of production and exchange,
their voluntary cooperative use and the voluntary purchase by cus-
tomers of products and services. f

The tools can come from only three sources--from "Wear and
usage," from "Carried forward for future needs," and from "Funds
from new owners." "Wear and usage" contemplates the replacement
of tools as they wear out. "Carried forward for future needs" can
be used for the purchase of new tools and is the measure of a corpora-
tion's ability to continue to produce more and better goods. The
willingness of new owners to isk their money for new tools depends
upon the return being madp on the old money already in the kools.
Keeping the tools intact and keeping open the money sources are of
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supreme .importance ifour Nation is to maintain a productive and
progressive economy.' , 

Le us see what is happening right now. In comparing the first 9
months of 1948 with the first 9 months of 1942, on the same basis, you
will note from exhibit C that we received in 1943 from the customer
$1,447, 00 000, an increase of.- $67,000,000 over 1942. But wages,
saries,' scial-security taxes,- and pensions increased $100,000,00
Purchased :gods and services aid wear and uqisge Increased by
$29,000,000 and $9,000,000 respectively. Federal taxes on income de-
creased $53,000,000 and theoamount for owners and carried forward
for future needs declined $18,000,000.
I The decline in Federal tsil revenues from U. S. Steel means that
Government, to collect as much tax money, must turn to some other
point in the etconomy. In a wallirne economy, the controls imposed
by Government affect the normal relationship by shifting the cost
from one group to another. Our record shows that,'with fixed prices
and risingwage costs, Government revenues from corporation tbxes
decline and must.be recouped by additional taxes on te public gen-
erally, or by liquidating the return to owners. Fixed selling pr ee
mean that costs push one another around inside enterprise, -with a
resulting squeeze first upon the owners, then upon Government, and,
finally, upon the workers and the whole public.

The total of.all costs-wages, purchased goods and services, wear
and usage, additional war costs interest and taxes-leaves an income
of but $,000,000 from the $1,47,000,000 of customers' pkiurchases in
the first 9 months of 1943. This income is subject to division-part
to the owners as wages for the use of tools and part carried forward
for future needs. Our cumulative preferred dividend costs $25,-
000,000 a-year. The amount of the common dividend Is the sate as
that paid since 1940, and, except for the payment of $1 in 1937, no
payments were made in the 8 years 1932-39 inclusive. The iotal avail.
able for future needs for the 9 months of 1943 is about $50,000.
This sum is equal to about 2 days of U. S. Steel's current pay roll.

The presentation- of U. S. Steel's record in cost elements common
to .every business makes wholly apparent the small discretionary
power the managers now have with respect to major costs, and
reveals that certain kinds of demands on U. S. Steel may not b
demands on the corporation at all, but actually demands upon the
customer. For instance, if the customer does not pay a price cover-
ing all costs, industry loses the power to sustain Itself. If the
economies of more efficient production are absorbed by certain groups,
the public does not benefit from iirmfrvements and inventions and the
general exchange of goods and Ver.vices is impeded.

The trends exhibited in the 1942-43 comparisons are even more
marked if we compare the current Cost rates with those of a pre-
war year, such as 1940. Here is what we find with respect to major
items:
Customers' purchase ------------------------------------ Increased 86 percent
Wages for workers --------------------------------- Increased 102 percentFederal taxes on Incore -------------------------------- Increased 292 percent
Owners' wages for use of tools------------------------------ did nt Increase
Carried forward for future needs ------------------ decreased 86 percent.

We do not know what orders may be issued in the future by, various
Government agencies with respect to products, prices, and wages and,
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of course, wo do not know when the war will end. But it can be
noted that wage-rate increases for coal miners are under discussion
-and that demands are being formulated for increases in steel wages.
* Even a small increase in wages would not only reduce the pay-
ments to. owners or carried forward for future needs, or both,
but also would make operative the carry.back provision of section
710 (o) of the Revenue Act of 1942. A substantial increase in wages
would in effect put the tax mechanism in reverse and the Federal
Government would pay back to U. S. Steel more than it colected from
it. Thus the wisely enacted provision of Congress to offset in part
pos-war losses would become the means of paying wartime wage
creases, and in, the process U. S. Steel although operating at
capacity, would be squeeed dry and picked clean.

Witl these facts before you, may I again say, with all the em-
phasis I can command, that there cannot be an economy in which
ends do not have to meet, and in our fluctuating economy they can
only meet through that which is carried forward for future needs
and through the willingness of owners" to provide tools in, the hope
of being paid for their use.. 7 . , " , ' I

(Mr.-Voorhees submitted the following exhibits:)

ExiBiT A

UMSed States St"eeI' sake and costs, year i942,
pip

Customers' purchases.------------ ---------- $,W,951,6O2

Wages, salaries,' 'sclal-securlty taxes,. arnd 7enslona--------782,061, 701
* Pur ased products and services--------------------. 648, 401,843

Wear and usage.A 1..... . ....... _..-ie2,,50
Estimated additional war cot. ... .....--------------- ,5, 000, ODD
inereat...------------ --- ------- ---------------- 8,153,82

- State, lbcal, and mlscellaneous taxes ---- .----------------- T48,2 1
Estimated Federal taxes on Income---------------- . -155, 500, 000

TotaL--------------... ------------- --------- 1,7,13,123

Income_--:.--------------....- I -------------------- 71 818,50

Divldenda: ."-
On cumulatlve preferred tok----------------------- 25,219,67?
On 0mmon stock --------------- ------------------------- 84,813, 008

Carried forward for future needs ...-.. ---------------- 11, 7f 884

Exnor B!
Tools and progress. United 8ta4 Ste.s record

Amount

Ica"&: zsctatInns

Too, o ptoe bought by customers ...................... 312, 806 30.61157 131
Tools proved byownen ........................ 1882,8 , 79, 0564 158
Number of workers .......................................... 164357 M ON 100
Total bours work 7.................................. 0 7 1 6 is 13
= =uds(uel o .r.......................... n 62 104
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United Stale Bte'e e e osI coa M, 9 moRt/IA ot 1943 and 1942

S0 Moths 9
143 h=4

IMt 1942

Ou om p .................................... 81,445.647.5M S *t,3V7% s8& 4 $67,479., fo

Was.saru soia aotazxa, apn on 47.36M M7 6.2 99.66940
Ma .................. 4A.. 2 916 4 . . 7

Wear and a ....................................... 74 A M.004 9.02"
Estim Itional W C o ...................... 0 .......

.t.t .. .ocl A lselh e ........................ .. t........ -4. 07 411

OtWt.d.ede.l Ues 0 n. ome ................... .I7 o.60 I0 13.OO.M 0 -12.so, M 00

I"oM ............................................... ,% rA649 IM44, 3,77 -1.80928

DIhnds:
Qa axuate ...rrdst c . 8914,767 14.914.757 None

.: -t i ........ IS

o n c ........n I ...... . .6.100,738 2S, 100,.7E4 None

Ca'oe fd rm6r Or tutu re U eds .......................... .2286136 18 ,57,064 -131,%92

'SotWW erdsadjuste to ama bais.

Senator WAsz. What is the concrete suggestion that'you have to
make .

Mr. Voonzn . The concrete suggestion I have to make is that with
respect too xr taxes at the present tinle any further increase incor-
porate taxes will decrease our ability to tarry on through the period
of the future, based ohi the fact that insofar at costs are concerned,
the costs of a properouA period must carry the losses of the depression
period. For example r. Chairman,' let ds take the depresion of
1932, rthe period of that depression.: During that period thedtir-
culating tools of U. S. oSteel, ten--only'&Iled working capital i de-
c ree$6,O00. .' The profits of the prosperous periods b6 f6re that
had-to be caiiee on to that extent. 'I dot know of anythir. that
we have seen with respect to the present or the past that leads me to
believe that the future is vet' much different than the ast.

Senator Waki. -So you thnk it is an opportunity to '6ild up a
surplus I
*Mr. Voosnrs. Absolutely.

Senator WAus. Your principal customer, perhaps your sole cus-
tomer, is the United States Government now?

11r. VooiHs. Yes.
Senator WAii. The sole customer?
Mr. Vooanxis. I wouldn't say the sole customer, I would say very

nearly the sole customer, ye.
SenAtor WALn. So, the United States Government is really payingthe taxes ..t tr.vooem But they have to take the taxes from somebody be.

fore they tan pay them. I . I

Senator WArnH. It comes out of the United States?
Mr. Vooknzs It comes out of the public, sir.
Senator WALSHi It comes out of th6 United States Treasury?
Mr. Voosnazs. Yes, sir, or the public,
Senator WAir.' We appreciate having your views.
Mr. VooRHmr. Thank you, sit'. I I t
Senator Wamwt. Now, Mr. Wolfe.-
Is there anybody on this list of witnesses who would like only a

minute or two to present a brief '
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Senator-WALH. Well, Mr. Wolfe, come forward.
Mr. Woe.r? Mr. Chairman since I would like about a half an hour,

I would willingly wait until the first thing after lunch.
Senator VAuiS. That is very kind of you.
Mr. Chapman.

STATEMENT OF A. B. CHAPMAN, CONTROLLERS INSTITUTE

Senator WALSH. Mr. Chapman, you represent the Controll -r In-
stitutel

Mr. CHAPMAN. That is right.
Senator WALn. You object to the invested capital rateI
Mr. CHAPMAW. Yes iir.
Incidentally, Mr. Chairman I wish my acquaintanceship with' this

committee were on as informal a basis as I was listed on the calendar
before it was corrected.

In view of the short time available, I would be very glad to submit
for the record the institute's prepared statement.

Senator WALSH. Very good. ' .
Mr. CHAPMAN. It contains a number of recommendations with re-

spect to changes that should bemade in existing law in order to elimi-
nate the continuing errors and inequities and discriminations. I shall
merely address myself for a few moments to the two objections which
the institute has with respect to the House bill.

Their first objection is to section 205, which, as you know, proposes
a further reduction in the invested capital credit. I think the com-
mittee is aware of the fact, that this credit has suffered a.progressive
,deterioration since the 1940 acL Originally:the rte was a fiat 8 per-
.cent on invested capital. Then in the 1941 act the rate was reduced
to 1 percent on afl invested capital over $5,000,000. The second step
was taken in the 1942 act in which the rate was reduced to 2 percent

,on only the second $5,000,000 of invested capital, 6 percent on the
next $190,000,000, and only, 5 percent on all over .$200,000,000.

The committee reports on the 1942 bill do not 'give the justification
for this final reduction, but an examination of the hearings will indi.
cate that it apparently was made on the basis of a representation by
either the Treasury or the joint committee that certain general statis-
tics indicated that these larger invested capital heavy industrial cor-
porations are incapable of making in normal peacetimes more than
4 or 5 percent, or I think they even suggested 8 percent on their in-
vested' capital. These statistics have never been made available. I
!do not think they were included in the :hearwRgs, although I think
one of the members Of the committee suggested that they should be.

I do not know how. the results could have been obtained, unless the
figures were based perhaps on earnings during the base period 1936
to 1939, which was aperiod of subnormal earnings of these heavy
industries, or perhaps. were based on an average over a period of
years, taking into consideration the losses during the depression years,
or perhirps theT may have been deter ed- by computing earnings
after taxes, which is of course the incorrect ,method of determining
,earnings or computing invesed capital.

In any event, it is the intitute'i firtm, convictionthat these heavyindustrial corporations hayp jepjry eeetblished their ability in prior
'peacetime periods of normalcj to 4*e more than 5, 6, .,r ' poit
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on their invested cital,'and.onsequihtly the rate that now prevails
ifi the 1949*a#'fail to gie these corp'orations 4 fair' reiurh.

The jjstifica.tion gi*nen in' the Hus committee report' foi this 'do
ditional reduction to 6, 6 and 4 percent on everything over $200,000,000
is that there is a discrepancy between the income credit and Invested
capital credit in the sense that earnings since 1939 are allowed t'b6
added to the invested capital computation, but they are nt added to
the income credit computation. .......... .. -.. .. ...

&nator WALSH. What' does the Controllers Institute consist 6ff
Mr. CHAPMAN. The Controllers Institute consists of the coiitrollers

of the various corporations throughout' the country. I think the
controllers of some 1,800 or more corporations are represented.

The institute would point out that this justification in the House
bill is untenable, for two reasons:

In the first place, if this were a discrepancy between the two cred-'
its, that correction should be made, for it is perfectly obvious that the
simple method of correcting it would be to eliminate from the invested
capital computation earnings accumblated since 1939. This wotld pro.
ducea resulttsubtantially different fromn the reduction of the rateson the entire, invested Capital. 'At any rate, yu cannot line up the
two credits by making them similar in all respects.

Furthermore, the invested capital corporations do not get any ad.-
justments by reason' of bad years in the bsse period. The two cred-
its are entirely different, rind the institute is convinced that at. the
present time the rates allowed on invested capital sre too low to pro-
tect normal earnings, and certainly no further reduction should be
made.

The second objection that the institute has is to section 115.
know that the committee has just recently heard from a witness from
Georgia who, I think, quite clearly pointed out' the fault with section
115, which is that it casts doubts and uncertainties upon perfectly
sound and legitimate business activities and transactions, anii the
draftsmen of the section have failed to limit it in its scope so that it
will apply solely and properly to tax-evasion devices that have be-
comp more common thin we would like to see, in efforts to escape
the excess profits tax.

I think I would conclude, from an examination of the calendar,
that there have been A number of witnesses appearing before this
committee objecting to both section 205 and section 115, and the in-
stitute urges that t.is committee may' see fit to eliminate section 205
and to at least insist upon a revision, of section 115 that will cut it
down to a proper size.

Thank you.
(The brief submitted is as follows:)

BRIEF OF CONTROLLERS INSTITUTE OF AMERICA SUGGESTED AMEND-
* MENTS TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

The members of the Controllers Institute are ever mindful of the urgent neces-
sity that every dollar of Income possible be made available to 'he National Gov.
eminent in time of war. The easiest answer would be, "Take everything." , It i
obvIous that is not the correct answer, and also that any qualifications results in
less Inmediate revenue to the Government. ..

The very high rates in effect in recent years have made all thinking men Il this
country aware of two facts about taxes above all. First, that there Is a poInt
In taxation beyond Which the return to the Government costs the Nation too much;

93331-44-----5S3 1 " 1 S"
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qu1. ~ 1elt ib to-dn t* muoqycs 0 e~rfiinpo which , ' la in b, p . o Is that the ~ugber theratM ,.1e

rpr seanIf tivst V;ols ; eimiatneqtlitIW s~ ii e~a~~s
I it 1s1 ptbpe tive of Congress to determine wbethertbers .*.t1e aitaeSy too

hlig- or can be raised a bit mo.m-, This men.oranduims addressed to tb io-
eq~ilt1 jq. the present law apd h P. B. I 868.wch t Oigh rates Dow i effect

I Ar.'mO?6 MiMUrIoN I IMcs&lOrlT CWT BASD ON INV7*r cAP2 TA

'7iheltitute isunq uallfiedly opposed to the reduction I6 the excesa-profta credit
ba Aop the invested capital proposed by section 205 ofJL L 368f Such reduc-
tiohlilsho" by the following table: ,

,,, R. Wi lslutilliaw

, -' "" "+ .................. ' .......... ....Ill '
00 0 t# WOM OM00 [a ................... ... ........... 7 , ',

w te p-tal.. ..................... 4

"bs ieasbn glven on p ge 23 of the House Ways and Means Coinlttbe report
bn IL, . '8681 for these reductions In the invested capital credit is to compesate
for wbt is aspeted In the repOrt to be an obvious advantage of: the jnvosted
capital method over the average earnings mtbod.:'This advantage Is found In
the fact that uider existing law companies ,ising the 'Invested capital credit are
permitted to Ijieiude In their cr dit a percentage of earnings acnc.mulated kince
January 1 100, where companies using tye average earnings credt u not have
this right. . . . ,:+ , ' . .

!As viii he sen below, toe re4actlone under H. IL. SW8 In the invested capital
'etol t percentages goes far.beyond kiny such "eqjualization I purpose since they
hAe the effect of depriving the taxpayer of not only the credit based ui earnings
accumulated since January 1, 1940, but also of a Very substantial part of Its
credit based on Invested capital at January 1, 1940.

The effect of the proposed reduction In the Invested capital credit to shown in the
following tabulation: ,__ _ _

.qUIvTSIent redvdc f In III

7R~eduetm Tested capitl under. Preent

Invested capital at I& 3, IWO under .R. la

VvAtS credit Arzoun IPentsal

. iW% ete Wo I&t

aoos............................... M.0040M000 19.5
5.9500D 00% 000 M?.

............................................. .se000e 0o0 00 1S

The following illustration Is submitted to prove the, Improbability of the
accumulation of earnings since January 1, 1940, In any such amount as the
equivalent reduction In invested capital shown In the foregoing tabulation:

1. Invested capital ---------------------------------------- 200,000,000
2. Excess-profits under present law ----------------------- 12,150,000
a Assumed net Income for tax purposes (high income assumed tb

emphasize the point under discussion) --------------- . 40,000,000
4, Amount subject to excess-profits tax ---------- ------ ------- 27, &% 000
5. Normal and surtax on Itent 2 at 40 percent - ----- 4, SW, 000
6. Exces&profits tax at 90 percent on item 4_-......$M 065, 000

Less: Post-war 10 percent refund.------------- 2,507,000

Balance ----------------- 22,6 ODD
7. Total normal tax, surtax, and excess-profits tx...;._-.....--..27,418,000
& Net Income remaining after taxes .... * ----------------------- 12 M D000
9. Assumed dividend, 70 percent------------------------------- 8, 80, 006
0. Accumulated earnings for year -- -------------------- : 8,175,000

IL Ratio of acenmulated emrningS for 1 year to invested capital,
t.. ..........---- .- - --------.... ----.....-- .- . ...---

L.i ile reductiono n invested capital credit under L R,'
86W7, percent -----.-.---- ................---------------- 19. 5
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Aside from.the foregoing discrepancy between the poposed reduction and the

stated justification therefor, the Institute is to any furtherr reduction
In the Invested capital credit and is, in fact, convinced that the reduclon which
occurred in the 1942 act was wholly unwarranted. It is submitted that a halt
must be drawn to any further deterioration of the invested capital credit-,
which has been progressive since the Second Revenue Act of 1940. Ie reduce.
tos in the credit which have already occurred have had the result of subjecting
normal profits to the excess-profits tax, and have been made in a manner that has
created a severe discrimination against the larger corporations in the heavy
Industries field.

The Second Revenue Act of 1040 provided a credit of 8 percent on all Invested
capital. The first step away from equality was taken In the Revenue Act of
1941, In which the rate was reduced to 7 percent onsall Invested capital over
$,000,000K The second step was taken Inthe 1942 Act, In which the rate was
reduced to 7 percent on only the second $00,000 of Invested capital, 6 percent
* vn the hext $190,000,000 and only 5 percent on all over P00,000,000. The Insti-
tvters opinion that the 1942 reduction has already prevented the invested capital
credit-from affordtng.the larger corporations protection from excess profits tax
on vorinal earnings is based upon its conviction that such corporations, in prior
perl, dspf normalcy, have demonstrated their ability to earn more than 5 percent,
6 percent, or even 7 percent on their Invested capital before taxes.' The proposed
further reduction goes so far In the wrong direction that the resulting efect
upootbe war effort and the ability of the larger corporations to meet the re-
quirements of the post-war period becomes extremely serious.

The equalization theory for the proposed reduction is untenable--even If the
reduction took the form of el;mlnating the earnings accumulated since 1939
rather than a further reduction in rates. I

The average earnings credit and tlhe invested capital credit are entirely differ-
e" types uf measures of normal earnings. If such a theory were to be followed,
a true equalization of the two credits would require numerous changes, including,
In the case of the Invested capital credit, the removal of discrimination aga_
the larger corporations and elimination of the effect of the depression years on
their earnings accumulated prior to 1940. It is, of course, true that the aceamu;
lated earnings since 1939 have not been subjected to, Individual surtax, but the
same is also. true with respect to the accumulations prior to that date. 'There
Is ri0more justification for eliminating the pccumulationi since 1939 than there
is for eliminating all accumulations from the Invested capital credit,-leaving the
taxpayer with merely the properties originally paid in to the corporation. Oer-"
tamaly no taxpayer dares run the risk of section 102 *)lely for the purpgie of
using post-1939 earnings as a basis for Invested capital credit. . . .

The Institute recommends that the only change that shotild be made In the
nvested eapltml credit, is the elimination of the reductions In the credit that

occurred in the 1942 act.

IL MEvENTroN or TAX-DOVOUIo PRAcICES

Section 115 of EL R 38 provides In part As follows:
"If any peWsou or persons acquires, on or after October 8,,1940, directly or

indirectly, an Interest In, or control of, a corporation, or property, and the oom;
missioner finds that one of the principal purposes for which such acquisltiob
was Made or availed of is the avoidance of Federal Income or excess-profits
tax by securing the benefit of a deduction, credit, or other allowance, then such
dnuctton, credit, or other allowance shall not be allowed.".

The House report Indicates that this provision has been inserted for the pur-
pose of protecting honest taxpayers from being discriminated against In favor
af tax dodgers employing the practice of purchasing corporations "with current
pst, or prospective losses, deficits, or large'current or unused excess-profts
credits for the purpose of reducing excess profits and Income taxes."

The Institute IS fully in accord with any effort to bloxk tax-dodging practices
anI Is In sympathy with the aim of protecting the honest taxpayer from the
discrimination which results from the successful use cf such practices by con-
petitors. , However, It submits that section 115 of the bill as. now drafted Is

too broad In its scope, and wilJ have the effect of casting doubts and Uncer-
tafffles upbn legitimate business transactions. To this etent the provlot
will defeat its own purpse. It, s*to .be noted that tl4 section as presenli-

'" drafed disqualifies any acquisition of any intest in or control of a corpora-
tloh or property If one of the principal purposes of tneh acquisition Is the avoid-
ance of tax by securing the benefit of a "deduction, credit, or other allowantO."
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(.6nwirea 1s1ill iaware of thb fact thAt with tax rates at their present: leYels
substAntlally'all"logitimite business stransactions require consideration of the
taI eon a eqxI es I kd such tax consequtnoes frequently become one of the prIn-
8p6aj;cdnsdirdtIon& For'example, no corporation will undertake the task of
deve1plno a in, enterprise, 'or rejuVenating an old enterprise, Into a profita

b le

ope Jtion unlt-'i Is entitled tO deduct te expenses Incurred In connection
therewith. ' Corpofatlons which have had successful operations in the past may,
Ierhaps on 'account of the war, be required to venture Into new fields in order
to continue to make profits. Their past record of normal earnings may represent
0 fair measure of the normal earninp that they should be permitted to earh
from the new venture free of excessp:oflts tax.
IA oroorate~enterprise with a complicated corporate structure may find it

desirable 'to liquidate subsidiariet Into the parent company In order that the
unfavorable operatIons of one pord1on of the enterprise may be reflected against
the favorable Operations of anot ,er portion without paying the penaltleq of ac-
(omplliabing this'retult through consolidated returns. On the other hand, a
corporation owning the bulk of the stock of another corporation may acquire
the remainder for fair value in order to effect an affiliation for consolidated
retfrni puposes. .

The" are only a few of the illustrions that might be given of bgna fide
buslnes" trinsactins which would be put in jeopardy if section 115 is enacted
int

• loW in its kVrent form. It should be remembered that both the honest tax-
payer and the Treasury enjoy considerable protection under existing law under
the well-known doctrine of the (repOrt ease as it has been expanded by later
d cislons.

, 
The institute recommends that reliance be placed on such protection

unless the drafting experts succeed in curtailing the scope of section 115 to avoid
the undesirable consequences that h've been suggested above In re4sect of
legitimate business activity.

: 4le the war Is In progress the primAry concern of Government and buil6ei
iiitortecure the maximum production of goods and services essential to the w.r
effort It would be folly, however, to so concentrate upon the present that *e
dlSA6o9rs 1eis 0rm enjoying the future for which we now fight. Th6 future
Is, depeWnrdt upon a strong and healthy Industrial system In thir country able to
provide enploylen for returned soldiers and released war worked a and to l*Orivde
goods ant6=e'vlces for their needs. a
,Jt Is rqooggh*, by everyone that Induntry cannot change over to pesetime
pursults wiPthout tremeqdoul costs. It will also be costly to rebabilitrte our
ipMustriol, piant& 'In any sound accounting sense these are csts arising cOUt
9t tjbe w~r pe' . Unl.esi. lusirtles can retain sufficient funds out of pre t
earnlns to rehabilitate their plants, replace their Inventori e embark on uew
ventures, a large number of potential employers of labor and payers of taxes
will be forced out of business. Separation allowances, additional social-security
costs due to loss in merit rating, deferred repairs and maintenance, closing of
marginal plants, deferred stripping and development of mines, replacement of
stock plies are ll additional costs of the war period which are not recognIzed
under the code at present.' The Controllers Institute Is particularly aware of
t io'dabgers and needs of thls situation, because it is the controller's duty to
aplymeresults and prepare for the future. This Institute strongly recommends
a provislon In theMta law to alow industry to retain free of taxes a sufficient
amount to assure this post-war health of industry. Our recoinmendatlons for
such post-war reserve are:

1; &mount: 10 percent of taxable Income retroactive to taxable years be-
ginning after De&mber 81, 1041. This percentage should be appl'ed to War
earhingS 'and, hence, Should-be retroactive to taxable yeatA beginnlg In 142.
'2.'Iilitatonm On use: We believe there should be no limitation on use be-

caue of the administrative difficulties in any limitation and because it-is .e-
sirable to have'bo hindrance tO the free use of such funds -in the post-iiar
pe 1riod."3., Investment of post-war reserves: The amount 6f the reserves shall be in-
vested In nonutterest bearing bonds, nonnegotiable ti, Il the end of the war, as de-
cared-'by thq President, to be redeemable within 3 years after the, end of the

The recent 5 to 4 dqclaon of the Supreme Court In Virginia Hotel Corporaton Y.
Rriverkp (63 S. Ct., 1200 (IM4) ) has brought tnto sharp focus one way In which
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Bureau haa used the so-cailed allowed to lgwable rule I0 injure taxpayers.
'erula! stated in code section 113(b) (1) (B) provides that the IA#lq of prop,arty shall.be reduced by the anmount ;'allowed (hut not less than the amotut

allowable)" In prior years, and was intended to correct •r allegO, abuse after
4ie.naclmeptef the allowable rule in 1e28 whereby taxpayers were said to ave

claimed l essdepreclatlon allowable in closed years than was allowed.
The 41ureau has used the allowed or allowable rule far. beyond its 19tended

scope. In fact, It has even been used against taxpayers exactly as it wqs claimed
taxpayers hadmisused the allowable rule against the Buu, The irst mtsuse
Is illustrated InJ the Virginta Hotel Corporotion case referryd to above. Hqze
the taxpayertook an admittedly excessive amount of depreciation in a year-in
which no tax benefit resulted from tu deduction. The Co ~issloner claimed
that thlis deprecation was allowed although admittedly not allowable and must
reduce the basis under code section 118 (b) (1) for gain or loss The majority
said this was correct statutory construction, but the minority disagreed both as to
construction, consistency, and fair dealing.

A companion and extended administration misuse of this section arises through
confusing the deduction for t particular year with the proper adjustment Ao basl,
the latter being a cumulative calculatorr. , Examples are given In regulation
pection 19.118 (b) (1)-1 and section 19.23 (1).-5 wherein the Bureau calculates
the adjusted basis by reducing the basis each year by the greater of allowed-or
allowable depreciation, even though the cumulative allowable may be less than
such amount, and despite the fact that In some years the amount allowed (L e.,
deducted) was In excess of taxable Income, and the return was not audited by the
Bureau.

An even more pernicious misuse of this section Is through'assertions by the
Commissioner In many eases that a greater amount was allowable than claimed
by the taxpayer in past years, though not allowed. In these cases the Commis-
stoner disregards the fact that the Bureau limited, approved, or reduced such
past depreciation, and asserts that the taxpayer cannot rely on Bureau action
but should have tested Its rights to higher depreciation in the courts.In all justice and fair dealing, such misuse of a loophole amendment should
not be countenanced. A simple amendment will remedy' the.situation and
preserve the Intended loophole purpose.

"(a) The portion of subparagraph (B) of section 113 (b) (1) preceding the
first period shall be amended to read as follows:

"(B) In respect of the period since February 28, 1918, fot exhaustion,
' wer and tear, obsolseebce, aknottizatloh and dpletion. The amount of

the adjustment shall be the aggregate of the deductions on such account
theretofore taken which resulted In a reduction of the taxpayer's tax, but
not less than the aggregate of the deductions theretofore allowable, any
prior final determination by the Commissioner of the amount of the d(duc-
tion allowable for any earlier period being conclusive.

"(b The amendments made by this section shall be applicable ivlit i rspe to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 19$&8 "

"(c) For the purposes of the Revenue Act of 193 or any prioirre4eni, ac5t
the. amendmnits made to the Internal Revenule Code by subsection '(a) ~f tI
section shall Wo effective as if they were a part Of each suh revenue acte thig
date of Its enactment." .. 1

It was claimed In 1928 that the allowed rule left a loophole which should be
closed. This led to the substitution of "allowable" 'for allowedd." It can be
seriously doubted that there was such a loophole. It ,iust be adnqitted tbat
4preciation can be taken only once, and once used upris gone forever. r 

The
purpose of the deduction Is to return the capital investment' without pyi
tax on the return of zuch capital. To the extent that depreclation doe not oset
taxable Income, a tax is paid on return of capital. Hence, It should make a.
difference to the Government when depreciation is taken so long as it'ls taken
but once against taxable Income The enactment of this desirable smp iflcatlQn
could be effected by putting a period after the word "tai,- above, In
113 (b) (1) (B) and eliminating' the balance of (a).

V. INvOLNAuir QUIqDAm.tTON Or m r-o n o,
The Congress provided in the 1942 Revenue Act that 'inventories which were

'iirred ,on .the last-in,, rst-otrt basis copld.be replaced nsubsequent years at
basic inventory prices, If the liquidation during 1942 was through causes not
within the control of the taxpayer. This was an equitable, provision .o keep
pre-war Increments from being realized and taxed at war rates. . .
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-t I a fact, eweit,'tbit tbk w a great amount of InVoluntary-llqida,
tck of lyeutott 'diftg the,"Yk 10 1 In t4e urgent defeus prctram. -Uck
f e', Wa effort wai aetuWl started In 1940. TIs it *v16ced-by tbe t 
thbt -ntfnal Revmtub Ode, sectich 124, the amortlutIon section, was o$*hly
Iffetlve fom'Jd* 11, 1940;, ind was, made retroactive in the'Revenue Act of
1042 to TanitUy, 1i940. The InstItute recoutiendatlat the Inyolc-tary-tqMul.
datlon KWovsions be made retroactve to January 1,1941. The suggested amend-
ment to -Internal Revenue Code, section 22 (d) (6) would merely condst of
changing the date in the first sentence thereof from December 81, 1941, to De-
eeniber 81, 1940, and Inserting Immediately following the Words, "tax return
for ah year" the words "or before the expiration of 6 months after the date
bf the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1943, whlche r Is later."

Ti ACIULTM DEFUCIATIvi AI" OBS0LrJKNU

During the war and emergency periods since early 1940, most of industry
has bedn operating at capacity, and in War Industry in particular, greatly over
what wM considered normal capacity. Necessarily, Industrial equipment has had
its useful life greatly shortened. Repair parts and labor have not been avail-
able', repairs that had to be made were zpade with substitute materials and wit?
Inferior repair taen; machines were forced to perform work for which they
were not designed nor fitted; all equipment has worked long hours without time
for prper repairs and maintenance; the acceleratlon of research plus the great
amount of new plant'and equipment Installed has made a large part of the pre-
1940 Industrial equipment obsolete or Inefclient for peacetime conditions. The
provisions for depre iatlon and obsolescence In the Internal Revpnue Code are
general inaeharkcter, but the administration of the law is such that proper
recognition of the acceleration of depreciation and obsolescence I denied to
practically all taxpayers. '
.The Controllers Institute recommends the addition to Internal Revenue Ode,
section 23 (1) Immediately before the last paragraph thereof, the following:

O"Proper recognition shal be given for variation In use of deprecable.property
and for changes In useful life because of changing economic conditions.

"For taxable years beginning after December 31, 1939. a taxpayer shall be en-
titled, at his option; to the following allowance In addition to norma) depreciation
for ordinary full-time usage:

"For usage 80 to 100 percent In excess of ordinary use, 25 pereet.
*"For usage 175 to 200 percent In excess of ordinary use, 50 percent

VIL AMORIZATION

Internal Revenue Code; section 124 makes no provision for emergeacyfacilies
retired before the end of the 5-year amortization period because of obsolescence,
end of useful value, or wearing out. In many cases, such facilities have had to
be replaced In order to continue war production. A provision should be kdded to
Internal Revenue Code, section 124 (c) as follows:
'"Were emergency facilities are retired or abandoned and are replaced by
cillties similar In character or usefulness, the unamortized cost shall be de-

ductible in the taxable year of such retirement or abandonment."

VIMoanow waS w ES-acovrav rNT I xNcEU or nAsms

Regulations 103, section 19.12 (C) 1 (added by T. D. 5258 April 18,
1 treating g with the recoveries of war losses Included in gross Income, tax.
payers suffering war losses for which they have received tax benefits, must In-
elude and pay taxes on recoveries. The amount received in excess of the amount
chargedoff Is subject to the capital gains provision of the lncopne-tax law. It Is
the feeling of the institute that any gain over and above net amount written
off and for whlch a tax benefit has been received by the taxpayer, unless repre,
sented by'actual easb,sbould not be taxable to the taxpayer until such time as it
actually disposes of the asset. This amendment Is necessary In order"to put the
taxpayer In the same position as if the loss had not been sustained, in which evept
the unrealized appreclstlon would not have been taxed.

Ix,' Co#Sms-rs uXToI t7Av TU O UMITATIONS '

The Revenue At od 1942 provided that for taxableyears beginning aftet 1942, If
the taxpayer and the Commissioner had signed a consent extending tht statute,

"VtNVX 44T -OkP -14 4
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thestatuto of limitatIons would rinmaln open for the taxayer as long an tha
period ofthe consent plus 6 months. .This Is an administrative matter relieving
both laties of much needless paper work and tIouble. All taxpayers have 8 years
after filing their return within which to file a claim for refund. Hence, all tax-
payers have until approximately March 15, 1944, to file claims for refund for tax-
able years starting January 1, 194 There ts no Sound reason, therefore, why the
great helpfulness of the above-discussed provision should not be made retroactive
to taxable years beginning on and after January 1, 1940.

X. I, .Ux M RA O, DM;IC Z .a
Generally, the assesment of deficiencies In Income tax or exeess-prots tax

Is due to honest difference In opinion between the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue and the taxpayer, and not to the desre of the taxpayer, In effect, to
borrow money from the Goverumeot, Therefore, Interest charged on deficiencies
should represent solely a fair rate of compenstlon for the delayed payment of
the funds, and not a penalty.
I When the 6-percent interest rate on defciencies and refunds was first estab.
ished, It was fair In view Of generic Interest rates then prevailing. However,

1A recent years, Interest rates have been steadily declilping, as evidenced by the
rower- Interest rate paid on Federal and State obligations, corporate bonds,
mortgages, and commercial loans. Under prevailing low Interest rates which
from present Indications will continue for many years, the continuance of a 6-
percent interest rate on deficlenclet constitute the imposition of a penalty, In
addition to Interest, on taxpayers,

It Is inevitable that many years of controversy and litigatloi will be required
to clear up the complexities of the present tax act. Under these circumstances,
the retention of the 6-percent interest rate on deficiencies will prove especially
onerous

It Is'recommended, therefore, that the rate of Interest accrued after January
1, 1944, on deficiencies should not exceed 8 percent and, when this is done, the
rate of interest on refunds should be reduced accordingly.
IL TAX PATILIMI i M0 .MAx 4 sMvXm, AND EXCESS-PRO2T0 TAM O 8HOsu HE

*' , OOSrDEZI AS PA1D ON ACCOUNT Or ZITHM O AM.

Uider the Revenue Act of 1940, the Income tax and surtax were allowed as
deductions in determIning, Income subject to excess-profits tax. The revenue act
of 1941 made the excess-profits tax deductible In determIning Income subject
to income tax and surtax. Under the Revenue ;Act'of 1942, the Income subject to
excess-profits tax is allowed as a deduction In determining the Income om.which
Income tax and surtax Is payable. Thus, while the Income tax and surtax are
imposed under chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code whereas the excess-
profits tax Is imposed under chapter 2 of the code, and the first two taxes are
determined on Form 1120, whereas the excess-profits tax is computed on Form
1121, these three taxes are Interdependent, one tax affecting the other.

The Tax Court of the United States has held that where the taxpayer appeils
itgainst the determination by the Oommlsslouer of Internal Revenue of additional
declared value excess-profits tax, the Court Is not authorized to give effect In Its
decision to the overpayment of income tax resulting from the Increased deduction
for the declared value excess-profits tax. It the courts follow the same rationale
Iu connection with tho Income tax and surtax and the excess-profits tax. the
taxpayer will be required to pay more than the aggregate taxes due from It,
unless It protects Itself by filing a claim for refund for each tax separately.

Another example of the Inaluitable results from treating the Income tax mud
surtax separately from the excess-profits tax, Is the requirement to pay Interest
cn any deficiency In the payment made on the basis of the tentative return.
either on Form 1120 or Form ,1121, as compared with the taxes shown In the
completed respective returns. Numerous cases arise where the taxpayer under-
estimates, excess-profits credit on a, tentative return, thereby overpaying the
excess-profits tax, which ordinarily creates.an understatement of the Income
subject to Income tax and surtax, and yet It cannot offset against this deficiency
the overpayment with respect to excess-profits tax. Similarly, where the excess-
profits credit has been overstated In the tentative return, the result Is ordinarily
that the exfesi-profits tax has been underpaid but the income tax and surtax
has been o rfi'd, id the tentative return.

Accordingly, the Institute urges that the Internal Revenue Code be amended
retroactively to 1040 to require combining the Income tax, surtax, declared value

'.,-p~s .tax, and e profltS tax 'for thepurpose tS djusting:these
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taxes on the basis of tentative returns to theamounts shown for these taxvs
In the completed returns, and for, the determination of .deftlencies and refunds.
Such an amendmept would simplify the work of the Commissioner ofInternal
Revenue, tbe courts, and the taxpayer. .

. , ' E.crIaP ao- sT x .I ., ._ .+ .'

XIL DOMESTIC .. RO TIONS... Q+A+., 9 + ...iBQ LOME -IJP ;+ ,,,
PROFITS EXEMrLION T'EOHUH JOiNING A COSOLIDATED XETUN

Under section 727 of the internal iReiue'ode prior to its amendment by
OdtiOk' 223 (a) of the Revenue Act 9f 1042;a: doimestle corporation with 05

tjereent ot more of its gross lnco' m frokn foreign sburcet aria' 0 percent or more
of It .rom'active bisiness Was exemIt.1aa it should be, fr'c' excess.profits rai.
Tfie Revenue Act of 1942, however, Aenied this exemption to a orporation other:
*tsb qualified If dch corporations becomes or IN a member ot tn afliated 'roup
of corporations filing consolidated returns under section' 141 of the code: Th.1
r&oh for thls exclusion apparently was'Solely an adinlnfstratlte 6 .Mak
the income and excess profits tax consolidated groujk' Identical. '.
:It is kubmitted that the excrclia of the tai'coq'solidation p'rivilege'sh6tld -not

cause the loss of any exehiplon 'froin exce~s ptofita or Inedie ts'xtherwIs
njoyed.- The effect of the present. provision might well be to iOu use the rein-

66riloratfon in'd forefgh country 'of a bsilness otherwise' foreign except for ItS
Incorporation to the detrinbent bf United States business." It reflects a qualifies-
tion of the privilge granted by sections 141 an "80 Of the d lb file cofisoll-
dated returns which it not Waranted. e .. , 0 '
. he Institute recommends that such corporations be eliminated- from' the

cpdsolidated. return for excess-profits-tax purpos .

1I1L Xrrf$FAWIrWOF 1r2oN 14 2 (Y) (t) To ADJUsTMENTS IN cAsEs o DunaIcATIOx

wheron '742 if) sto o supplpeot A under th income credi provides that
where the stock of the component corporation has been'acquired since Decemrber
81,49 for a consideration other than the Issuance of. he acquiring corpora-
tion's own stock, the bass period eperience of the component corporation prior
to the date of -acquisition of its stock byt acquiring corpor#tiop Shall .cbe
0cluded from the an -ing corporation's base nerid liet' Incorn 'Such exclin-

slti -shall be "In such amounts ind In such manneras shall be' determined In
aocf6rtaee *ith'are u i.ns prescri.e.d by the Co issionet Vi.h the approval
of the Secretary." . I I . I o o pe I

Thls section, which was new in the 14 revision of supplednet A, Li obviously
intended merely as a peprohibion against a duplication In the acquiring co -
poraten's base period net Income.' The opportunity f rduplication arises bly
where the coisIderatiod other than stock paid by the bcqpiring VorppOrstlokodt-
btirtted an' Incom.e-produ*Ihg asset, 'for the 'acquiring .corvoratiohi print toWits
exchange for the co iponebt drpo tlon's stock. -" J. - .; - . .. I ,

It is submitted that,' In' thq filtt place,' th. eetlont'Is *r6ng'_n principle.
ftoe'suivig enterprise reflects the component's business rather than the ousi-

ness which might have beeud carried on with the assets disposed of In considera-
t!on therefor. Therefore 'the correct method of adjustment 'wbUld be -to
eliminate the base period 4xperlenceof the 'acquiring onbttloati attributable
to the' onsideration pald 'for the stock HoWe'er, If the Mrethod Of 6djustrent
noW provided for In the'-'sti i Is to be conttnueo,tb;e' Ommisione s ,regu-
lations have disregtarded the limited purpose'of the sectioh and require anattO-
matic' elimination of the +compbnint corporation's erxprtente regardless of
whether any duplication would othe'-is exist in fdcti Th section obviotisly
gives the' COfmissl6ner sufcient discretli 'to 'require' no adjus tient excep t
In actual duplication 'cases. !Since,. however Ithe Mommlis16ner' tas not re-
stricted the adjustment requirement to such eases, Section-742 () '(1) should
b! amended so as to provlo& speclfcally' that taleyerg shall have, the oppor-
tunity to establish that no duplication will result by icliding the component's
base period experience.

- X ' iV. FORIMON-TAX CUDIT-INVVISTED-CAPITAL COMPARE , .-

Voreign-tax credit, section 131: 'Th4 credit apulnut't t VJnltadteto taefor
foreign taxes on come ftom foreigu sourceq hi, long been oO te statute books
and was Intended to eliminate 4upllcate taxation. ipmppe iaion ol Qil, section
was n'ecessitated by other, unrelated amendmeos tI6 the ,,de un der t 1942
Revenue Act. However, section 131 was altered 'In' such a way that' it brought
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about an apparent uninten4ed penalty, restriction, Qr rather limittloin of thqamount of foreign-ta* cretlit. ,arious limlttons are provided o guard agln4J
an excessive credit, the net effect of which 1i to [sit the credit to no more thp
the effective rate of United States tox. prior to The Revenue Act of 1942, the
limitation under section 131 took the form of restricting the foreign-tax cOMAdi
to the some prop9ptlon of the United 8tittes tax as the taxpayer's net Income,
from forMuS, socebore to its entire normal tax net Income. Any unused
portion of, the Iforelgn ta was then allowabIe as a credit against the excess-
profits tax,. the porrespooding formula being the ratio formed by the taxpayer's
excees-proflts net. income from foreign 'sou6ce4 and ,tbq total excess-profits net
income. As amended, the section now provides, In effect, that In computing t0(,
limitation of the foreign-tax credit, the normal-tax net income in the denominator
of the limitation formula shall be increased by the amount of credit for adjusted
excess-proflt net Income. Thus, the denominator becomes greater than the
amount of Income subject to the normal and surtax-resulting In a dilution of
the foreigh-tax credit fOr normal and surtax purposes. While this change effect
other situations It is particularly burdensome to those taxpayers .who use the
invested capital basis for excess-profits-tax exemption and who havo income by
way of dIvIdelds from foreign' sources. Obviously, for the purpose of the normal
and surtax on such dividend Income, the foreign-tax-credit formula should have
as the numerator the amount of such foreign dividends and as the denominator
the total income subject to normal and surtak only, whereas now the denominator
includes also the excess-profits net Income.

kv. coaao'rroN o BAIs wusaV-r us sIN boro io
Section 72W, wihlcbribes the' inadmissible asset ratio adjustment in coin

puting invested capital, provide'.that for the purposes f that section the ass04
shall be taken int Jhe computation at ter adjusted basis fop determining los4.
As the section now stands, the . ueJz( 't to basis are apparently those prescribed by stion 118 which are not the proper adjutment in computingeazn,
tngs and p to for tnvegted capitalpur e Rather, the adjustments should
be t oseprescrbed y section 115 (1) for determinng earnmgs and profits for
invested capital purpose. A i'ilar gw' originally existed In s action 118 (a),
(2.),but that section was rrrecte In the Revenue Act of i942. The same cor
rectlon should be made in section 720.

xvi. APPIICATI6f or sErio," 7is c (3) TO OM 0kfl ATIOS
As a general rule a defiit in the taxpayer's earnings and profits does not impllr

its Invested capital under the Invested capital credit. Section 718 (c) (5),.ad4ed
by the 1942 act, gives recognition to the fact that this general rule should carry
through in the cse of a so-called identity reorganization so that the predecessor
deficit In earnings and profits shall not be reflected In a reduction In the invested
capital of the successor. It Is submitted that a consistent operatlop of the use of
ttx basis In lieu of cost in computing Invested capital requires that section 718
(c) (5) be expanded so as to apply to reorganizations generally.

K~LREVIION,r Ot "W 5 TIO 61
'Section 761, as'ddded by the 1942 act, 19 a substitute for sections T18 (a) (5)

and (b) (4) bf the prok, law. The section prescrIbes the adjustment to be made
In the parent's Invested capital upon a tax.free liquidation of a subsidiary. Whets
the stock of the subsidiary s held by the parent with a carry-over banss, the ad.
Justment prescribed In section 761 Is the same as that which was prescribed by
sections 718 (a) (5) and (b) (4)'fxeept thtt.where the adjustment Is downward
It may have the effect of reducing the parent's Invested capital In an amount In
excess of the'adcumulitedreatifngs and' irdfits-of the parent., The limitation
In the earlier provisions should e Veihistated in order to produce a fair reflec-
tion of investp4 cp pt.l fQr {q nterprsq after, the ljquidatlon, pIt le4st In those.

where thq'ku, dlary wa originally, created by the ppArent. crp6rat Ion
Iand deficits hve occurred In' the opqrations of the subsIOlrY Orlor to liquids-Hop. In such ,ce tli ) fqutdation operates4,to pik6.ue the jame rest as If
the operations" of the 'subsdiary had been carried 'on from the pu e t by theiparent This Is the c9rrect Msult. ,

T,,;k 4 k itx r TO rPsv-.RAsEU-rrmo cHAX6Zs Itt

S Section 722 should be clarified to eliminate any ambiguity as to the right of
a taxpayer to establish eligibility under:. the. section by reason of post-base,
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period changes In the character of the tax e's business, in the case of a tax-
payer in existence prior to January 1, 1940- This right it Already speclfictlly
afforded to new coporatjons coining into existed ce since December 81, 1949, and
unquestionably both the old and new corporatiohi .should be treated, alike.
Recognition of such changes As eligibility factors w!ll not permit the inclusion
cf InCome realizable from war activity In its destructivee ba6jO"iod-nH

fnc&Wn uin& the taxpayer is automatically limited to the aiblount of income
that the change would have produced during the base period. 'Although It is sub-
mitted that section 22 (b) (5), properly construed, should permit consideration
of such possible base-petiod ehanges,- section 722 should be revised tW eliminate
an uncertainty on'this score. ' ' , -

XM AI EMoo ADVBTMXI FR P 5NSON fauST DUMrONs

Beginning with the Revenue Act of 1928, contributions by an employer to p
pension trust which qualified under certain tests prescribed by th(e varilob reyv;
enue acts have been allowed as deductions. Prior to the Adoption of the Ret-
enue Act of 194, contributions 'during the year ooVerag pension liability
applicable to prioryeartL (aceruals for past service of eiloyees Or accruals lot
Pnsiqns to beipid to employees retired In prior years)or for the puyposq of
pAcig the laon'trust on a sound financial basis, w"re allowable s dod uc-
tions tn equal parts over the 1-year period commencinW with he year contrb-
tion was made.

Thus, the portion of the contributlons to pension trusts durn the ytars 1928
to 1M35, Inclusive, which were allowable as deductions over a.10-year period,
served to reduce the excess-profits net income for all or a part of the base
period eves though rnch expenses were not ncurred tI connection with the
operations during this period. To the extent the taxpayer is 'allowed similar
10 percent deductions during the exess-pioflits year for Onttibutions made to
the' trut in prior years, there Is consistent treatment of this situation In the
base period and in the excess-profits year. However, in 'those cases In which
the deduction allowed for 1940 and subsequent years for pension contrlbutio64
doe not nclude any part of contributions In prior years, the use of therbs e
pdod Income without elimination of the deductions allowed in that period of
prior year pension trust c6ontributions results In ubje $tin noripal earnings to
excess-profits tax. "

For example, a corporation in existence for many years set up a pension
trust during the year 1930 and Its'contributions to the trust in that year in-
eiuded the pension liability not only on wages and salaries paid during that yeAr
but also on the wages and salaries paid during prior years. Accordingly, the
contribution during 1930 for past service was allowed as a deduction over the
years 1930 to 139. Thus, the income of each of the base period years was
reduced by 10 percent'of the 1930 contribution for past 'service plus the'ea-

bution for the current year while the contrlbutodls to the trust: aftei' 1939
covered the accrued liability on wages and salaries for the current year only,In section 711 (b) of the Internal Revenue Oode, Oongress authorized adding
back certain abnormal deductions In the base period, which otherwise would have
distorted the determination of normal earnings. In order to remedy the in-
equitable situation described herein, it Is urged that section 711 (b) be amended
retroactively to the year 1940 to add back to base-priod Income the deductions
allowed in that period for contributions to pension trust In prior years to, the
extent they exceed similar deferred pension deductlobs,in the excess-profits tax
year. o' '

' CAPrrAL flTocK TAx

xx. TUE OSITAL STOCK ANiD DCL&SWD VALUE XXCEOs P"OI'1T ,Sa H0O Ut

!The capital stock tax and the related declared value excess profits tax should
1' abolished. 'The high rate of Income afid excesi-profits tiAx& has greatly

weakened the effective yield of thd capital-stock tar and thus' tlierremans,
even under today's need for ,eventie, little to conimend the continuace 'of thli
guesswork tax '

The capital stock and declared value excess profits 'taxes kre lversally
rqLgnfzei. as wrong In principle because lthy are p rdlcated, o9, the tapyp'
guesswork. I July of each yea4 whet caotal stock tax returns Ar4 dudlt
inost difficult to attempt a 'forecast of earning for the balance of the year
in those cases where earnnga fluctuate from ontath to- mooth'and,whres oun-
predictable capital gain are involved. ' .. .... -_ :, ' ,. ..... • ...



The aboUtlop of these two taxes woul4 be An important step In t4q gslnlfi-,
coon f the corporate tax 3trUaetUre without ,ub tantal !oss of reveae.n

6ehatoir'WAWX .)Benjamin Botwinek.

STATIMEZITt01 BINJAMN BOTWIN OK, REPRESINTJNG TOL
AMERIOAN BVSIN S' CONOR ..

Senator.WALSH. You represent the American Business Congress?
Mr. BoTWINICK. That is correct, air,.
Senator WALsH. What is the. Arperioan Buainess Congress?.
Mr. BorwiNiri, The American .Business Copress is, a national

organization of small, businessmen and, I am chairman of their tax
committee. I am a certified public accountant in public practice in.
the State of.New York, Besides, mywife and I control Aeker,
MErll & Condit Co a retail business organized i 1820. •

We'are submitting herewith a memorandum to'you that coven our
main. recommendation-,-one, that, we regard as noncontroversial.
Our recommendation has been partially met in -the. provision ol ,tho
House bill which increases the corporte excess profits, exemption
from $5,000 to $10,000.. We believe that poiporAtions earning le"
than $25,000 per year should not bqsubjeet to the excess-piofits tax..

We have a number of other proposals which we are going to forego
presenting at this time because we are conscious of the fact that you
are trying to get out a tax bill before the end 9f. 1943. .: We do not
believe that.this is the time to'discuss the general revisions and rami
fication* of the tax law. God knows, the entire)law needs.drastie
simplification, and, after such simplification is obtained, .rigid old..
fashioned enforcement. .

It is my own personal opinion and that of practically every medium
and smal -sized businessman with whom I have discussed the problem,,
that the biggest source ofAew revenue,lies inluspilDMatdop And en,
fok$ .eht of the law. How can the Bureau ofInternal Revenue
spend time enforcing laws when they lie awake nights trying to de-
ezpher t4e most complicated verbiage in'English literature?; The law
is so complicated today that there isn't an accountant or lawyer in the
country who can, in all honesty, call himself a tax expert.,

Wo.would like to present a more detailed tax program in 1944,when
we hope .Qongrem :will undertake to rectify the, present ;'pat4-work-
quilt" that has beez built up since 1913. We recoummendthat th
technical staff of the joint congressional committee be greatly,ex-panded~o that they can do a thorough job of revision.: The techMic4e
staff knows 'what can and should be done. . "

On our main proposal,.I want to go into some detail. Briefly, it.,
is that corporations .earning less than $25,000 per year should not be[
subject to the: excess-profits tax. .We do not propose that the exump,
tion shall be increased from $10,000, that.is in the proposed.bill, to
$25,000.,, That is not necessary. What we do propose is that wbee a-
corporation had no average earnings during the bae period, hA veri
low Invested -capital, had borrow&i. pitla which has .repaid and
doe. not chose or. cannot avail itself of -the. present rlif provision,
of the bill, that. it.is still entitled to.Ia rninipum, cieit of, M.,,.
,besides tbe:$5,000 exemption (or $15,000 beside the $10 OQQ.exomilH
tion),,&We .do, not, think Atha the.oe ori th Senatteeleve tnati
orporationsearning, within $25,000 are making .excess profits.... :
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"'.We beipve that thb effect -66 governmndentAl' reenues' wduld be
infininal. "As a'atte- ofdfct, it is ou- belief that ronVixi will
be increased. When a corporation that does n6t- haVe 'Afly"exofts-

profits credit is fortunate enough to ear $20,000 or $50, and
&tikls tia a tn 0p me tof'verythirigab.v' '$5,0M'intaxe

it will manage to -ind oh her to spend most bf the income subject
to excess-profits tax. As a result., the Government get little or no
tax. On the other hand, if corporate income tp to $26,000 were
subject only to normal and surtax rates, full taxes would be collected.

Senator Jounds'. Why'did you pick $25,000?
I.Mr. BoTWINIcx,'I picked $26 000 ,because for normal and suitax
rate puioxses, incomes up to $25,000 of corporations are- put in a
special etegory, .

Under the 1940 extess-profits4ax law, they did not need that special
provision, bleause' you had graduated the rates of excessprofits
t W j ktio n : . . . . . .• ' :

'In the-1940 law rates ranged from.25 to,50 percent,, 25 percent I
belie~e, - on- the first $20,000. In 1941 they started with 35-percent
and we had a) provision, as I re.ollect, that the normal and AurtakeA
bededueted before computinfg the excess-profits ax.' In 1042 the
graduation provisions were taken away aid corporatiOhm weia e tAxed
90 preeht on everything in excess of a $5,000 exemption and the
company' e.ces§-profits credit.

You we{id b' 'surprised at the teng and tens of thousands of. co•-

poratiors that are started with the brain power of its management,
with little capital,' and'that gradually build themselves up to a position
of-'somd sizk, building up capital through earnings that ale liOwed
back into the corporation. " "

Under the la*-as it is written today, s.por corporation' is kept
continuously poor, and those who have built up a surplus in the past

are the only ones who ever will have a surplus.
The House •very rightfully simplified the personal tax laws by

incorporating the Victory tax in with the general tax.'
, In eWect;- this is ah essential corporation tax simplification program.

I have taken it' indetail with many officials'of tie Treasxi"y Dop't,-
ment, I have taken it up with Mr. Stam and Mr. Chesteen of3the
tWniWl staff of the joint congressional committee. I have taken it

up, witihbig bsiness representatives, and to date I have yet to se a
person Who has anything to sAy against out proposal. : ..
• We'would like to get-the average businessmanback to the ethics

jhat he used to have. The tax morals of the country 'today have sunk

to such low levels that it is 'shameful., Everyone is tax conscious,

ei heir- h" is 'ak-evasion-iminded, or legal taxavoidance-minded.
I4t'us get bsinesamen back to their essentialbusiness problenis aud

not, have them spend days and nights on how to avoid taxes.'
, 'Itis'ah essential function of bilg bdiness to have a tax dep artment
to'study the various tax ramifications, but why should smalf business
be devoting all of itsitimeon 'aich problems? - '

.Frdm-'the vinpolnt of their Bureau of Internil Revenue, Ithink
thdy haVt 6nifilel today at: least'35,000 -to 40,00 xcass-piofits relief

a&ldtUti6ns with many, many more co.ring in. It has ben'.ted4moo
that atlaiht80to 00 percent of those reliefapplicatio.ns o voindd'ot ave
beei filed'if you had had a provision of this sort givig te' corpora.
tion a minimum credit, not in addition to its regular oreit, but in lieu
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of all-other credits; of $20,00; or if you stick to a $10,000 memption,
al hinimditn credit of: $13,000., Don't give corporations the benefit
of graduated, taxation for normal and surtaxes on.the one hand and
then take it away with a 90-percent tax on everything above $5,000
with the other, hand. I , . . . _ .. ... I. ' 17
I, kn6w many Representatives in the, House and Senators, have

been looking for ways to really aid the small businessman and the
white-collar man the great middlo'class in this country. :,,They have
been unoi-ganized. I do not know if they will ever be organized. . :I
hope that is not necessary. They are the real forgotten men in: this
country today. They usually mind, their ownbusines they don't
cry when takes hit them,. and they have no pressure groups. 1 think
it is the ddty of the representatives on both sides, since they haven't
got the pressure groups-and I hope never will have-to consider
their pVL lems.

Senator WALSH. Have you any further suggestions?
Mr. BOTWINIOK. I do not want to lose the beauty of the forest

because of the trees by going into other. problems that are equally
important.

inttor WALSH. You cover them in your brief?,
Mr. BOTWINICK. No. Only. the excess profits problem also the

history of how this excess-profits rate was born, and why the exemp-
tion wag cut to $5,000 in conference last year, because the corpora-
tion normal and surtax rates of 45 percent as originally passed in. the
House last year were cut down to 40 percent, and in order to make up
the revenue loss Congress put back the capital-stock tax and the
declared value excess-profits tax, which were originally, taken out, and
decreased the excess profits exemption from $10,000 to $5,000.

In general,'we Think that Congress should decide how much revenue
it needs and try to assess it in the most equitable manner. If you
listened to all of us you would have no additional taxes., W0 think
you have to spread the tax base in the broadest possible mannSr, ani 4
definitely not take any existing persons out of the tax base, as the
Treasury tried to do. Tax luxuries, yea; but the taxes on luxuries are
not fo be taken out of the businessman's pocket. -In other word*
if the fur tax, for example is going to result in a large decree
volume of business to the furrier and therefore his income is going
to be reduced even though the tax will be passed on to the public,
at least 0.: P. A. can recognize that factor in the pricing adjitstment
that'they give to the furriers. That is also true with-other e.xcige
taxes that Congress, in its judgment, deems are necessary at this t'mn.

While I am on excise taxes, there is a serious fallacy in the law
right now where floor t4es are imposed. Congress imposes a floor
tax on certain commodities so that all of the product from the date
the tax goe into effect is tax-paid. As to the increased taxes involved,
you have rightfully regarded the additional excise taxes as being in
effect only for the duration of the war and 6 months thereafter, but
you have'not provided for a refund to the businessman on the inven-
tories which he has on hand when that; tax oes out of effect. What
is he to do? Lose the. tax on the merchandise which he has on hand
6 months after the war? In the case of whiskies and wines, for
exarhple, the tax is probably 25 to 30 percent of the value of the
product'. If a rMtailer had a $50,000 inventory on hand, the date
that the :tax goes out he immediately takes an inventory loss on that

85
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fl ut. He will .not tAkthe losb. What would probably, happen

*offldbe 6 complete sacrifice disposal of all of the merchandise he has
on hand. That!is true of any other product where you have floor
taxeiinvolved" 1 -.* ' . ' I .

Where you have-floor taxes you must provide that when the taxis
reduced there should be a floor tax refund, and I am not a believer
In ppet-war refunds.., 4nator WAL 18 I do not think you need give much concern to
the time when the taxes will be reduced. That promise only softens
the blow.
! -Mr. BoTwJNICK. Insofar' asg, excess profits taxes are concerned,
there is no-question that they are gbing to be reduced, and 1am
very much 'concerned, as Commissioner Helvering was wheo he left
the .- -ami

SMator WASH. With the amount that the Treasury. would'got?.
MK. BoTwINicx. With what will happen to this country fiscally

if W6 had two eor three depression' years after the war and had, not
dly not eollee* d the current revenue because of losses but made

refunds to corporations and individuals through the loss carrybacks
and through the excess-profits carrybacks. -lrhere is plenty of justi-
fleation for tb0m;!but still I ask you whois going to need the money
more if we have depression years? 'Business o' 4;he Government?
Are'we going to refund practically all of the taxt we have collected
from business ifwe have such depression years? It is a problem that
W* should very seriously consider.'-
'The real-econotnic casualtibb of .the war are notthe large corpora-

iibns'which hae converted t0 war production and are concerned
about renegotifttion, reconversion reserves, post-war loss, carry-backs,
afd other methods of retaining as much as possible of past and present
Orofith.. Surely labor with its excess spendig power, that is c~ntinu-
01isly pushing prices upward,' has not been hurt economically by the.
IWr... The tear economic casualties are small businessmen ana ,the
sb-called white-collar class-the groups that normally constitute, .he
&eat middle'class. 'Threse two~groups are the forgotten men of today.
They seldom get at6used, but they are now deeply incensed. , They
have been caught In the-middle of a crioss-fire between big business ,
labor, the 'farmer, and bttreaucracy. They were caught in this
erts-fire long before Pearl Harbor; but since then it has been merci-
less.' Plenty of sinere'and crocodile tears have been shed for small
businessmen, but with the exception of.the assistance given sms,1l war
plants by tbe Small Business Committees of Congress, we know of
nothing that has been done to help them .

When the 1942 tax law was enacted, eveA the benefit of graduated
ix rates, that was inherent in our corporate tax law for many yea ,
waS! taken away from small business. This benefit was taken away
by- the' imposition of A 90-percent excess-profits tax on all income in
b.cces 'of a $5,000 specific.'exemption and average earnings; or in-
reited capital credit,

'ast spring the American Business Congress asked. me to prepare
a memorandum on this subject ard to recommend a remedy.,

-The memhorandum which we are 'submitting has been discussed in
detail wiih both Treasury law-drafting officials and the technical
staff of t1he Joint Congressidnal Committee' on Internal Revenue
Taxation., 'All agreed that alleviation for small business was neceasaty
and that our recommendation was deserving of serious consideration.
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Senator WALso. Thank you, Mr. Botwinick.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Botwinick is as follows:)

EXC-$ rorns RE3LIF rOXI SMALL Busucstss
(A tepbtt'of the Committee on Taxation of the American Business Congress

(Benjamin Botwinick, chairman), New York, N. Y.)

Notwithstanding all of the efforts made by Congress to provide for the many
unforeseen hardships which may arise under the exests-profits-tax law no pro-
vision has been made for the obvious hardships and inequity toward small business
having little or no average earnings credit or invested capital credit.. We are
sure that Congress never intended that poor corporations should be kept poor
for the duration and years afterward. Yet In our opinion that will be the effect
of the law as at present written.

Although numerous' relief provisions have been incorporated in the 1942 and
prior revenue acts, they can seldom bt of assistance to small business. They are,
probably of necessity, much too indefnite and Involved. A small business cannot
afford necessarily large professional fees In order to establish a constructive excess-
Pr6fits credit base of $15,000, of $20,000. It Is probably much more difficult and
involved to gather the necessary data and prepare a case for a small buAness
than a large business.

We qupte from the opening remarks of an address by Randolph E Paul
general counsel for the Treasury, before the New York State Society of
Public Accountants at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel on May 10, 1943:

'01 have been asked to speak to you tonight on the genera! relief provIsom of
the Revenue Act of 1942.

"I am glad to be able to tell you that the regulations relating to section M
have recently been Issued and that copies of them will be available within a few
days. I know that the delay in their issuance has created difficulties for those
of you who h&vA already begun to prepare elalmns for general relief, and I regret
that you have been caused this inconvenience. However, I am sure that you
appre cite the difficulties which confronted us in drafting these regulations, and
that you will agree that it has been wise to make haste slowly in their preparation.
"I am sure that you will agree that the success with which the excess-profits tax

will achieve the ends It was designed to serve will depend upon the success with
which these provisions are administered. As the House Ways and Means Com-
roittee stated In its report on the 1941 verson of section 722, 'The success or
failure of legislation of this type depends to a considerable degree upon Its intelli-
gent and aympathetlc administration.' The general intent of Congre inenacti
section 722 Is reasonably clear, but in providing, 'for the many unforeseen harg
ships which may arise under the excess-profits-tax law' Congres was forced to
express its intent In general, rather than In specific, terms. Hence, the task of
interpreting the Intent of Congress In those specific cases where the excess-profits
tai is claimed to be 'excessve and discriminatory' will devolve upon those whose
responsibility It Is to administer the tax statutes.

#This Is a responsibility which cannot be accepted lightly. If the relief which
Congress Intended to give taxpayers is arbitrarily denied them, the excess-profits-
tax law can become an instrument for the destruction rather than (or the preserva-
tion of competitive enterprise. New and growing businesses, as well as businesses
which were depressed during the pre-war years, will be deprived of the means with
which to reestablish themselves in the post-war economy.

"On the other hand, if the relief provisions are permitted to become instruments
for widespread tax avoidance, we shal ha-e filed In our efforts to eliminate
ptofiteering and to achieve an equitable distribution of the costs of the war. I

" The line between eligibility and ineligibility for relief under section 722 will
not be an easy one to draw. But drawing the line is a recurrent difficulty In
those fields of the law where difference In degree produce ultimate differences in
kind." Harrison v. 8.ffner (213 U. $. 579 (1941).)

Responsibility for the successful administration of the general relief provision
reut ais rest In part upontaxpayers. . The greater the number of unreasonable
and exorbitant claims filed, the more difficult It will be for the Government to
a=iise relief fairly and fully to those who deserve It. It is, therefore, highly
lmpoktinelithat businessmen should understand the 'prlncipleg underlyn section

722, 66 that they may, better a late the chracter and th eie"ofthe relie
which those provisions were designed tofod. For this knowledge and under-
,standing, businessmen will rely heaviy on the men of your profession. . I aim,
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therefore very glad to have this opportunity to diasm" with yoi some of the
more di cult problems which are likely to ari in the administration of section
722."

There followed An inteating se,l9larly, and compr ensive analysis of section
722 and other relief sections of the excess-profitt-tai law. Nevertheless, the
brains of the counting profession left the meeting completely bewildered as to
the ultimate application of the various relief provisionS to specific cases.

The history of the development of the present excess-profits-tax-law rates and
exemption clearly shows less and less consideration for the problems of small
business. To a certain degree small business is Itself to blame because it has
never been organized In a qualified manner so that its collective voice was heard.
This Is one of the first efforts to present a tax problem affecting small business in
general rather than a specific small businessman or industry. -
.The first modern exes-profits-tax law was applicable to years beginning after

December 1, 1939, and before January 1, 1941. The tax was based on the ad.
ousted excess-profits net Income in graduated brackets at the following rates.

TAs z .- Toaalae yeart bcginnino in 1940

Adjusted ezeas (Prots net Income) Perst 'rv4st exam

o "eM ... .................................. ......................... 2 AM00
: 0.0000 .0 -.................................... 3 itoceo

.50000tol 410000 .......... :.......................................... 35 31,50D

, to O ........................................................... .
oM0 up ...................................................................... I 0I ............. "

-The following year the excess-profits tax law was amended, the rates in each of
the above brackets being increased by 10 percent as follows:

TALs lI.--.Tarable year* beginning in 1941 and ending before July 1, 19Ue

Adjtted exots (Pmol netIncome) - Percit _Total exc~~(mcois tal)

so to S2o0 .......I............................................................. 3 3 I 7000
MOO to 00 .............................................................. 40 19.000
000 O to 1 ,o o .............................................................. 43 41m,

S.0 AM, ......................................................... . 5 1,o00
A.Mo Oup. .. ........................................................... . 0...........

Up to this point the principle of taxation in accordance with ability to pay
rebected by graduated tax rates; is recognized, just as it is recognized for normal
and surtax rates. The same principle that motivated special normal and surtax
treatment for corporations having net Incomes of less than $25,000, or net incomes
between $25,000 and $50,000 was applied to excess-profits taxation.

The Revenue Act of 1942 which went to such extremes to grant relief to hard-
ship eases completely dropped the graduated tax ratf principle. To partially
compensate small business for this drastic change in principle, the specific exemp-
tion from excess-profits tax was increased from $5,000 to $10,000, but just prior
to final enactmentof the 1942 Revenue Act on October 21,1942, some very strange
last minute changes took place while the act was before the conference committee.

Big business did not put up much of a battle against the change from the
graduated rates of the 1940 and 1941 lAws to thq fiat 90 percent exc-ss-profits
tax'rate of the 1942 act. However, it did present strong opposition to the com-
bined 45 percent normal and surtax rates desired by Congress and th3 Treasury
Department. It Is now well-known history that the 45 porcenteombined normal
normal and surtax rates on corporations having net ibcoipe in sxc.s of $50.0)0
was reduced to 40' percent. This represented a very important cones-kion to big
business interests, but did not affect any. corporation ear ning less than $50,000.
These interests very graclouply atlesced in a reductlo) of the special exemption
from excess-profits taxation from S10,000 to $5,000-a conc ssion at the expenseof small busine& and one that added mnssurably to the iumerou, other.trlhl~les
confronting small business.
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We are sure that Congress never intended that corporations earning from
$5,000 to $25,000-and which were unfortunate enough to have had little or
no earnings during the 1938 to 1939 base period, and very low Invested capital,
biould be subjected to a 90-percent tax on all income above $5,000. We believe
that they expected that every corporation would be able to establish a reasonable
excess-profits credit In addition to the $5,000 specific exemption. Under the
present law many thousands of corporations find themselves without such excess-
profi

t
s credit. ,As stated above, the various relief provisions of the law, intended

correct this situation, can very seldom be of help to such corporations.
We therefore strongly recommend that the following simple relief provision

be adopted by Congress as part of the contemplated new tax legislation program:
If a corporation Cannot or does not establish an excess-profits credit of at

least $20,000-through any of the present methods of computation or through
any other relief provision-such company may take a credit of $20,000. Such
a relief provision will In no way affect or increase the credit of any corporation
that can establish a credit of $20,000 or more through the present provisions
of the law. It is a much more scientific and equitable approach to the problem
of small business than a straight increase in the $5,000 specific exemi ton, since
only those companies that are in dire need of this relief will get the benefit.

The effect on governmental revenue will be infinitesimal. The income reflected
by the specific exemption of $5,000 and the proposed alternate excess-profits
credit of $20,000 is, of course, subject to normal and surtax rates. Unless such
relief (in the amount of $20,000) Is granted the principle of graduated rates or
taxation on small corporations which has been in our revenue laws for many
years vwill be almost completely nullified.

Many of our most eminent legislators and other statesmen have been very
apprehensive about the fate of small business. They have sincerely but fruit-
Issly heen seeking for ways to help small business weather the Impact of war
economy. Many others have been shedding crocodile tears while prophesying
the extent of small business casualties. The people engaged in small business,
the great middle class, have always represented the backbone of a democratic
country. When they disappear, as we have seen in other lands, the country
becomes a totalitarian state either of the left or the right.

In addition to srnl business casualties effeted by war economy and taxes,
there has been an almost complete cessation of new small business ventures.
When a new business is contemplated-the investor knows he is taking certain
risks. If the business loses money, he takes the Io-s alone. If it makes money,
he shares the profits with the Government on a 90-10 percent basis-and he
gets the 10 percent. Under the present excess-profits tax law there is absolutely
no incentive to take such risks.

The present excess-profits tax law prevents most small bu.sinesmen from
putting away any reserve to withstand the impact of the later years of the war;
to replace worn-out plant, fixtures and equipment, or to withstand the rehabilita-
tion period after the war.

Senator WALsH. A memorandum for inclusion in the record has
been submitted by Mr. A. T. Kearney of the committee of vermiculite
minerswhich will be inserted in the record at this point.

(The memorandum referred to is as follows:)

PAST A

WASHINGON, D. C., Detmbert, 1948.

VXRMICULIT
Memorandum.
To the Honorable WALTZR F. Gzoaoz,

Chairman of the Se&ate Financs Commitlee:
On No cenber 12 you granted Mr. A. T. Kearney and Mr. George Coggins an

Interview
° 
on the subect of percentage depletion for vermiculite mines, for which

interview we are very grateful.
since that time, Mr. Randolph Pa-i l As presented a memorandum to your

committee which states in substance that the 1\ ar Production Board has advised
the Treasury l)erartment that the current output of vermiculite Is adequate to
meet'prdsent wartime requirements, and tlat the bulk of this mineral is used for
building insulation in competition with rock wool and asbestos.

93331 -4- 51
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We do not know, the praise source from.which Information was obtained as
the basis of Mr. Paul's statement, but we believe it was obtained from tie mineral
wool Industry, wbich, to a mited degree, 5 competitive with the vermiculite
fnduatry and wtleh does not nave accurate information as to existing conditions
im our industry.

We have endeavored to ascertain whether the large consumers of vermiculite
have been requested to furnish information to the Var Production Board or the
Treasury Department, and have found only one instance where information was
requested. Copy of the letter from the War Production Board and the reply
are hereto attached. By reference thereto it will be found that the War Produc-
tion Board was advised that the supply is inadequate to meet the present demand.
From Information previously assembled we are certain that the principal con-
sumers of vermiculite would report, as P. E. Schundler & Co. has reported, that
the supply is Inadequate to meet the demand-if inquiries were directed to them.
From our own records, we know that the bulk of the mineral is not used for
building insulation. Its strategic and essential uses are set out In the memoran-
dum previously filed with members of your o mmittee.

As you know, vermiculite was Included with the elms pf mineral, on which
percentage depletion was allowed by the Ways and Means Committee of the
Hous of Representatives. In its deliberations, the House Ways and Means
-Committee had before it the iacta stated in the memorandum previously filed
with the members of your committee. The facts stated in that memorandum
are correct and there has been no change in the situation there depicted since
the memorandum was originally prepared. Information this subject Is available
from the Nonmitallics Section, hi scellaneous Minerals Division of War Produe-
lion Board.

Vermiculite is not only a strategic mineral and assenti4 to the war effort (as
indicated by copy of letter from War Production Board hereto attached), but
it will have-when the war is ended-a unique place in the national economy.
Because of ia peculiar characteristics, it is Waptable to many commercial uses
for which there is no presently Available substitute.

Represebtatives of vermiculite miners have personally interviewed the mem-
bers of your committee and have acquainted them with the facts on which our
claim for percentage depletion is based. For that reason we had not planned
to take the time of your committee in a hearing. If y6u would prefer that
witnesses appear before your committee, we are now ready and anxious to appear
to present any facts that you may deem material.

Respectfully submitted. COMMITruB 01 VERMICULITE Misia,

By A. T. KZAE 4T.

WAR PRODUCTiON BOARlD,
Washing on, D. C., November 1, 19'4.

&RUNDLER & C., INC.,
Iole, Ill.

GEIMMr 1NU: We are gathering Informatiop which will give us an accurate
picture of the total production figures covering nonrigid thermal Insulation prod-
ucts. The Information which you submit will be held confidential, ad will be
used only in the sum total of all insulation products Included in this category.

It is our undertsanding that you can assist us with regard to vermiculite, used
as Insulation materl, and we will appreciate answers to the following questions.

What was the total production of vermiculite used as insulation material for
the calendar year 1942?

What is the estimated production of vermiculite used as insulation material
for the calendar year 19437

Please state the total quantity of vermiculite used as insulation material that
could have been produced with available production facilities, allowing for ordi-
eary and usual transportation and assuming the continuous demand and adequate
fuel supply and favorable labor and transportation conditions, for the calendar
year 1942- estimated for the calendar year 1943.

This information will be very helpful and we will thank you for an early, reply.
Very truly yours, . L. HAYNP,

DirTedor, Bilding Makteiaf Di4iion.
By CARLF. CLAUSEN,

Chief, Non-Mdallie Sed ion.
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F. E. ScaUNbLXU & Co INO
Nosum~r *,*'1943..

WAR PRoriucIon Boa3W,
• .* Washistion, D. (.

(Attention' . W. H. Clines, Chief of Mineral Wool Unit.)
OGrsTzMzN: This acknowledges letter of November 1 written by Mr. Carl F.

Clausen, Chief of Non-Metallic Section of the Building Materials Division.
This letter asks for information as to the total production of vermiculite used as
insulation material for the calendar year of 1942. Practically all vermiculite is
used for insulation purposes.'

From information received from our supplier and other sources, we believe the
total production for 1942 was In the neighborhood of 58,000 tons. This year the
production was somewhat less, approximately 45,000 tons.

You then ask that we state the total quantity of vermiculite used as Insulating
material that could have been produced with existing production facilities assurn-
Ing a continuous demand and adequate, fuel supply and favorable labor and
transportation conditions for the years 1942 a1l 4943. - We-cannot-speak for
other manufacturers of vermiculite insulation, but speaking for ourselves we might
say tt this year as well as last year we could have used considerably more
vermiculite if same had been available if and when needed by us.

In 1942 we bought from the Universal ZQnolite Insulation Co. for shipment to
Joliet, Il., 8,825 tons- we shipped to F. EASchundler, f. o. b. Long Island City,
N. Y 1319 tons making a totWl of 10,144 tons of crude vermiculite.

In 1943 up to October 81 there were shipped to Joliet 5,230 tons, and to Long
Island City, N. Y., 35 tons, making a total of 5,766 tons of erude vermiculite.

If vercullie had been available In larger quantities we estimate that instead
of 10,144 tons we could have used 2,000 tons In 1942. In 1943 we should have
been able to use a similar amount, but apparently Universal Zonolite Insulation
Co. is not in a position to ship as much as we want. In spite of the fact that we
have given them orders bearing high priorities, shipments come forward too
slowly and as a consequence we do a good deal less vermiculite business than we
should,

If the above does not give you all the information you want we si.hll be glad to
hear further from you on the subject.

Very truly yours, F. E. SCRcNDLEB, I'deng.

OcTonza 23, 1943.
Memorandum.
To: C. E. Wilson, Acting Chairman, War Production Board.
From: J. E. Eagle, Chief, Non-Metals Section, Miscellaneous Mlnerab Division
Subject: Vermiculite.

Vermiculite is one of the nonmetallics that has come into commercial use in the
last decade In the insulation and refractory field.

Vermiculite is a hydrated silicate with micaceous properties. When heated
above 3 00b F. the material expands or exfoliates. The crude ere is shipped to the
general location where it is to be used before being exfollated. Practically all in-
dustrial uses require the exfoliated product. It is presently being used in the war
effort for:

a (o) High temperature insulating products such as cements, Insulating bricksan ie covering in the steel, rubber, and oil Industries.
I(Nb)Bilding construction materials such asgraniisr fill insulation and concrete

an plaster aggregate for building orAstruction, particularly war factory building
and Army and Nay camps. . I

(c) Insulation and sound deadening n~rriw fp. guq pompartmetq for combat
airplane, ship decking in the shipbuilding program, oiess bearings for tanks, and
other uses of a similar nature.

From figures famished us by the three leading miners we find that there was
produced and used in 1942 approximately 56,176 tons. The total production for
the first half of 1943 was 16,M tons.

All of the vermiculite mined In 1942 and 1943 has been sold and shipped to users
as soon as it was mined and milled. 'here is no stock pile of this material in the
country today. Atpre nt the three miners from whom our figures were obtained
have orders on hand for approximately 10,625 tons.
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The miners advise us that ths bUcklog could easily be trebled if orders tendered
had all been accepted and booked for shipment. These same producers estimate
that they can meet only about one-half othe demand for the balance of this year.

The rating pattern for 1942 for the three principal minimg bompanies was as
follows: One company dellverod.80pereent of its ore on A- I-A rating. Another
delivered oply on AA-l while the rotlng pattern of the third was as llowa: 2.16
percent on AA-2 .r higher, 19.18 l *rent on AA-5 to AA-2X, and 58.68 percent
onA-10toA-I-A. - : " '. j
• For 1943 the rating pattern fot bne company was 95 percent AA-I, the second

was 100 percent AA-l, and the third was as follows: 1052 percent AA-2or higher,
17.38 percent AA-5 and AA-2X, and 72.10 percent A-10 to A-I-A.

The conclusion to be drawn wheti the rating pattern is considered in sonnection
with the uses we have outlined above is that the product is essential to the war
effort.

PAa? B

Vzamxcurrm RsRATAW hrsyrwrurs,
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VXM1CULIT1M

1. Vermiculite Is a nonmetallic mineral ound in North and South Carolina,
Colorado, Texas, Montana and Wyoming.

2. The War Production .. Iard has reported to the Ways and Means Committee
that its continued production Is essential to the war effort.

3. Vermiculite, a fireproof insulating material, Is used principally In the war
effort for combat war planes, airplane engine test sheds, oilless beings. for
tanks ship decklng,fireproof bulkheads for ships, sound-deadening and insulating
maerils for walls, floors, and roof decks for hospitals, Army and Navy camps,
and other types of war buildings.
1 4.. Estimated !943 productlor will be about 46,000 toa. Estimated deinand
for 1943 -wilt be In exosof- 65,000 tons.

5. Miners now In production are unable to get adequate deple~los allowances
on a cost or discove basis.
6. Rising costs and Office of Price Administration restrictions h've r..rrowed

the profit margin to a point where mining no longer attracts much Leeded capital
to a mining Industry that is just getting under way.

7. All income taxes paid by vermiculite miners throughout the last 21 years
total only $70,676.86.

8. Percentage depletion woijld permit miners to recover a part of the substan-
tial amounts of money that have'been spent In finding uses for products and in
building a new indust and would stimulate exploration for and development
of greatly needed additional deposftsbsnse. siae alsI 92b
9 Proeesrs and fabricators who purzhsse ore from vermicult6 miners hay*

Invested -ote.than,000,000 in their, b. businesses. Estm'tedsaes In '1942 by
~rocessors, fabricators, and dXlei ex8eded $8,000,000, onhieii total estimated

ir.ome taxes In excess of $200,00 'were paid. I -

10. If percentage depletion' weit permitted miners, a steady flow of a basic
material to fabricators and pr~oessors would be assureoj. This would serve the
war effort, continue tax revenue presently being collected from that source, and,
in addition, would provide Increase In tax revenue from processors, fabriecatrs,
and dealers which would more than offset any loss of revenue from vermiculite
miners.

11. The Ways and Means Committee have voted to include vermiculite In the
new revenue aet with those minerals on which 15 percent depictfon s allowed.

MEMORANDUM REARDING PERCENTAGE DEPLETION FOR VYERICITUtZt

1. WVAd is vermictdlie?-Vermiculite is a nonmetallic mineral. Chemically, it
Is an aluminum magnesium silicate. It Is found principally in North and South
Caroling, Colorado, Texas, ArizbhM, Montana, aid -Wyoming. From 1937 to
1941 the production averaged. ,bout 22000 tons annually. In 1942 the produc-
tion was approximately 56,000 tons. There are numerous miners but the prn-
cipal ones are Bee Tree Vermiculite Co., Asheville, N. C.; Vervmcutie Co. of
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AmeriCa, Minneapolis, Min.; and Universal Zomo~te Inilston Co., of 'acago,

Vermiculite occurs in pockets and stringers which have no deinite continuity.
It follows no well define! lodes or veins.. For this.reeson; exploration is difficult
and expensve.' Milliig procedures and developments, of equipment are likewise
expensive and difficult because there has been no known standard to follow.
Each miner has been required to develop equipment and a procedure to meet the
characteristls of its own mineral deposit. '

2. Use of veraiculite.-Vermiculite is used principally for-
(a) High-tamperature and insulating products, such as cement, brick, pipe

covering, and other like materials which are today being used extensively in the
steel, oil, shipbuilding, and rubber industries...

(b) Heat conservation materials, such as Insulating concrete for roof decks,
floors, and walls for Army and Navy camps, warehouses, and factory buildings,
together with plaster aggregate and loose granular Insulation for heat conser-
vation in homes and commercial structures.

(c) Other war uses such as Insulating materials for combat war plaaes airplane
englni test sheds, oifess bearings for tanks, ship decking, fireproof bulkhsads for
ships, and sound deadening and Insulating materials for hospitals and other types
of war buildings.

The essentiality of vermiculite In the war effort is confirmed by the report of
the War Production Board.

3. Present produdion.-The three princIpal miners produced 31,967 tons of
vermiculite in the first 9 months of 1943. Estimated production for the fourth
quarter is 15,000 tons. Estimated demand for the year is 65,000 tons. Failure
of miners to meet requirements is due to (a) lack of working capital, (b) increased
mining costs, (c) uncertainty as to a return from operations as presently conducted,
and (d) Inability to attract capital. I

If miners were permitted 15 percent depletion, all the factors retarding produc-
tion would be favorably affected because working m iptal would be built up, costs
lowered, there would be more assurance of some return and additional capital
would be more eaily secured. The obvious effect of ie allowance therefore,
would be ncr sed production of a material now vitally necessary In the war
effort.

4.. Dep ion allowance r, offse ruing osts.wIn 1942 average mining costs for
the thre principal miners was $7.12 per ton. The average selling price was
I9.S per ton. The gross margin was, therefore, $2.56 per ton. For 1943 the
Average selling price w-as $9.68 per ton but average mining costs had risen to
$9.19 per ton, leaving only a margin of $0.49. A profit margin as narrow as that
now existing will not permit a steady flow of a basic material to fabricators and
processors. Contract commitments plus Office of Price Administration regula-
tions preclude relief through Increasoed prices.

S.em taeos paid by mining ehpaxieo.-Two of the thr principoi mining
companies have operated at a loss since their ordnxtion. The other company
hape been In business 21 years. It operate at a loss in 15 of those years. Total
taxes for the 6 profit years, including 1942. were $70,676.8. The above figure is
the total income tax paid y the vermiculite mining Indust se its inception.
It is estimated that no taxes will bepad by two of the mnes In 1943. An esti-
mate forthe third company is difficult at this time, It seems clear, however, that
increased mining costs will materially affect the net return on mining operations.

6. R~fett on vermicuites mhiniko itidustrlj of. -lek -of depefion ollowavse.-Ver-
miculite mines presently in operation are located on farn lands, ranch lands, or on
the public domain. -The initial cash cost of the mining properties was sMall.
W hle substantial amounts have been spent In development, the cost of the
property that can be set up for purposes of depletionis small. The princips
expenditures of the mining companies have been in the development of uses and
markets for the products made from vermiculite. These expenditures have In
reality built the value that exists In the niiniyig proctie but under present rev-

ed any orth-Whil depletingn th mines.

enue sJews such expen~diturea cannot be made tbebssfr eltn temns
Depletion on a cost basis. will no t, therefore e nible the mining companies to re-
cover the substantial amounts which they &'Ave sjient in treating value for the
mining properties. Discovery depletion In most Instances cannot ho allowed
because the mining properties have passed from the hands of the original dis-
poverers. - Unless -percentage depletion is perralttuq,.,vermkquljo, ml~ers vil)j be
denied- any w"rh-*hi le depletion.

7. Fabricator* and distributors of ermiculite producs.-The marketing of
vermiculite products embraces three stages. The ore is mined and sold by the
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mining ecinpanles to fabricators o*, processors. In -variouis parts of the United
States. They subject it to a heat-treating process that expands the ore Into
loose graaular form., The fabrltca and processors either sell the elpaoded
niat&Wto deale or u9.At 4t=frication of mixel, formed, and fabricated
products containing vertnlcllte. The dealers, in turn, sell to the consm ing
public.

There are today approximately 85 fabricators and processors In the United
States. There are approximately 4,000 dealers. It is estimated that fabricators
and processors have at present an Investment in exoess.of $2000,000 n their
businesses. Gross sales by fabricators and processors for 192 were approx.i-
mately $3,000,000. Estimated net profits on such sals were approximately
$760,0, on which estimated income and exces-profit taxes of $9,V936 were
paid.

We have been unable to get figures from many of the processors and fabricators,
such as Harbison-Walker Refractories Co., Johns-Manville Co Minnesota
Mining & Manufacturing Co., A. P. Green Fire Brick Co., Firtex 6o., Chrysler
Corporation, and Eagle Picher Lead Co. Were figures available from these
companies, it Is believed the amounts above set forth would be materially
l n c r e a s e L .....

Gross sales by dealers4or 042 are estimated at $3,139500. Combined sales
of fabricators, processors, 'and dealers for 1942 were, tnerefore in excess of
$8,000,000. Estimated net profit oq dealers' sales would be approximately .10
percent, or $313,90. From this source, the Treasury undoubtedly obtains
substantial tax revenue..

The'%ermieulite miners, therefore, are a basio Industry, product, a mineral
which provides two sources of tax revenue In addition to that provided by the
mino"s themselves; that Is, tax revenue from fabricators and processors and tax
revenue from dealers. Unless encouragement en be given to miners, the source
of the basic mineral uzed by fabricators and processors and sold by dealers will
drv tp, with a consequent los of revenue from those sources. i
It us estimated by those fabricators and processors from whom figures were

obtained that if vermiculite had been available in 1942 to meet their full require.
ments, they could have made additional sales of $2 029,36, on which additional
net profit of $246,292 would have been earned. Tis Increase in fabricator and
processor business would have resulted in a proportionate Increas In dealers'

8. Brd of proposed 1 aios on tax r.mrue.-If 16 percent depletion were
permittsd to vermiculite miners, the estimated reduction in taxes for 1942 would
have been 32,002.70. As against this loss of revenue, there would be a substantial
gain in revaene frossfabr~oepreessors, and deaers.

F From the revenue standpoit, the problem Is simply stated. Unless relief to
the miners of vermiculite is provided in the form of reasonable depletion aulow-
ance, tlere is no inoent ve for them to expand their mining output to supply
the tonnages that are needed to maintain the vigorous group of processors and
fabricators that are now in existence. In addition , many more such establis.-
ments could be developed if an adequate tonnage of ore could be made available.
The loss of revenue that may result from allowing such depletion will be neiUgible
compared with that which can be obtained from the processing and fabricating
activities that are sure to result from adequate ore production.

Senator WALsH. The committee will stand adjourned until a quarter
past 2.

(Whereupon, at 1:10 p. m., an adjournment was taken until 2:15
p. m. of the same day.)

AFTER HECE88

(The committee resumed at 2:15 p. m., pursuant to recess.)
Senator WALsH. The committee will come to order. Mr. Wolfe.
What is your full name?
Mr. WOLFE. My name is Nfnrley Wolfe; I represent the National

Lawyers Guild.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF MORLEY WOLFE, REPRESENTIVO THE NATIONAL
LAWYERS GUILD, NEW YORK OITY

Mr. WOLFE. Mr. Chairman, an all-out war effort calls for an all-out
tax program, one that goes to the limit of every taxpayer's ability to
pay. In the face of the wartime financial needs, it is absolutely im.
perative that tax revenues be increased in every way possible without
impairing national health, morale, and fighting efficiency. i

H. R. 3687, the 1943 revenue bill passed by the House, commits a
double offense against sound national policy in the present wartime
emergency:

First, it fails to raise the maximum amount of revenue which is avail-
able without undue sacrifice. It fails to tax adequately certain classes
of individual and corporate incomes well able to carry a heavier share:
of the tax burden and it likewise fails to impose a proper share of the
tax" butden-upon inheritances. It fails to plug important loopholes in
the present law and to abolish unwarranted special privileges.

Second, it continues disproportionately heavy burdens upon the
loWer-income groups, encroaching upon subsistence standards of liv-
ing. It is in the Nation's interest to reject any tax which cuts into
the income of our people required to maintain health, morale, and
productive efficiency. The paramount importance of health and
morale is recognized in providing for the men in the armed forces.
It must also be recognized in protecting the men and women who fight
the battles of production on the farm and in the factory.

To meet the basic requirements of a wartime revenue measure, the
Lawyers Guild urges the amendment o( H. R. 3687 in accordance
with the following proposals so as to raise without undue sacrifice
the billions in revenue needed to finance the war:

1. The combined normal and surtax rate on ordinary incomes of
large corporations should be increased from 40 percent to at lest 50
percent.

2; All profit above 4 to 5 percent on invested capital should be
subject to the'95 percent excess-profits tax, with a special 65 percent,
substitute tax on profits in excess of average 1936-39 profits but below
4 *to 5 percent of invested capital.
1 3. An integrated estate-gift-tax system, with a single exemption of

$20,000 and a single set of drastically increased rates should be
adopted. A maximum of $5,000 annually in gifts for each donor
should be tax-free.

4. Special privileges should be eliminated. Mandatory joint re-
turn should be required, with a special allowance foi .. wife's earned
income. Percentage-depletion allowances to owners of mines and
oil and gas wells shouldbe eliminated. All governmental securities
should be subject to taxation, with the Federal Government granting
an appropriate subsidy to States, cities, and localities which borrow
in the future.

5. Income-tax rates should be increased for family incomes above
$3,000, and on commensurate levels for single persons, with a $25,000
ceiling on all net income, after taxes.

6. Personal exemptions should be allowedas a credit against the
tax rather than a deduction against net income, and the tax credit

846,.
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should grduby d t anish net incomes increase; f ally vanishing
at reasonably high jncomVltevel&'r

To eliminate ufafr tax burdeiis W Aicah "tint the necessary sub-,
istieic of the lower-income grQupe,.we favor: ! ' 2 .
.i7 .Elimination of'the,3 percent minimum tax atrocity substituted

for the Victor' t x abomination.
':8. Restoration of income-tax exemptions to $760 for single persons,

$1,600 for married couples, $400 for each dependent,,
9. Limiting the earned-income credit to the first $3,000 of actually

earned income and allowing it against the surtax as well as normal tax,
instead of its total elimination.

Corporate taxes must be sufficiently high to prevent excessive war
profits. The argument is repeatedly made that additional corporate
taxation would drain the lifeblood of corporations. This argument
is more emotional than factual. This arume ignores the startling
figures submitted by theTreasury tothe Ways and Means Committee.
I Corporate profits (excluding, dividends received) of profit-making

corporations will reach the estimated level of 23.4 billion dollars for
the calendar year 1943. The Treasury's estimate for 1944 is 24.6
billion dollars before taxes. These profits are more than three times
the corporate profits for the year 1937, which was one of the most
prosperous years of, the thirties.

Although corporate taxes have risen substantially, they havefailec
to keep up with the pace of increased corporate earnings. For the
year 1942, profit-making corporations will have left after taxes, 9.1
billion dollars; iu 1937 they had left less than $6,000,000,000,

Nor have dividend payments shrunk. The average of dividends
said for the years 1936 to 1940 was 4.1 billion dollars; the highest
gure was 4.8 billion dollars in the year 1937. For the years 1941

1942, and 1943, dividends are estimated at 4.6 billion dollars, 4.1
billion dollars, and $4.000,0P0,000, respectively. Even after. taxes
and dividends are paid, the corporations of the country, including
loss corporations, will have accumulated for the.years 1942, 1943,
and 1944, over 315,000,000,000 of undistributed corporate profits.,

Although .H. R. 3687 increases the excess-profits tax rate from 90
to 95 percent, and reduces the invested capital credit on capital in
excess of $5,000,. 00, the average-earnings credit remains unchanged
so that corporal ions with large pro-war earnings continue to avoid
their fair share of wur-profits taxation. Because of the heavy capital.
zation of some corporations, and the prosperous pre-war earnings
of others, the unprecedented profits of some of the largest end rost
profitable corporations will not be effectively recaptured by the
excess-profits tax law. The record of corporate profits, previously
cited, proves this.

The 'President, in his seven-point and anti-inflation message in
April 1942, said:

We must tax heavily and in that process keep personal and corporate pidfit4
at a reasonable rate, the word "reasonable" being defined at a low level.'

In line with the tax plank of the President's 7-point program' w6
propose that the credit for equity-investcd capital be reduced tO
5 percent for the first $10,000,000 of invested capital and 4 percent

246
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for, the .balance. We recomniend "that all profits in excess of the
4- to 6-percent-return on invested capital be subject to the 95 percent
excessprofits tax-rate, without any, post-war eredit;-and where a
corporation's current profits are in excess of its average 1936-39earnings, but below 4 to 5 percent of invested capital, we would tax
the difference between such 1936-39 average earnings and the invested-
capital credit, at the ratd of'65 percent. By this plan, corporations.
increasing their earnings in wartime would pay an excess-profits tax
on the increased war profits.
, The. profits subject I to the Lawyers Guild's proposed 95 and 65
percent excess-profits tax rate would not be subject to the corporate
normal tax or surtax. We recommend also that the credit for bor,
rowed, capital, now treated as invested capital to the extent of 50
percent be eliminated, inasmuch as interest deductions provide a
proper allowance for.the cost of such capital. -

We recommend that additional corporate taxes be provided by in-
cteasing the present corporate surtax rate from 16 percent to at least
26 percent on corporations with incomes of more than $25,000. The
26 percent surtax rate ihas been proposed by the Treasury. Com-
bined with the present 24 percent normal tax, the proposed mivnimum
surtax rate of 26 percent would bring the aggregate of corporate in-
come tax rates to at least 50 percent of corporate incomes sbove
$25,000.

There should be no quarrel with the imposition upon corporations
of a substantial portion of the increased load of taxation required by
our national emergency, inasmuch as American corporate business is
enjoying profits far in excess of those in pro-war years. American
corporate business should not profit from the catastrophe of war.

'As to estate and gift taxes, integration, exemptions, rates, we
suggest the following:

Under existing law an estate of $60,000 is entirely exempt from
tax and an additional $30,000 rpay be transferred tax-free as a gift
inter vivos. This means that $90,000 can still be transferred without
paying a single penny in Federal estate or gift taxes. In addition,
annual gifts of $3,000 to each donee may be made tax-free. Thus,
the impact of estate taxes may be whittled away very substantially.
It is no surprise, therefore, that the results of the existing estate tax
system are fiscally disappointing. The estate and gift tax system
needs thorough overhauling. Ifthe job is done thoroughly, estate
and gift taxes can be made to assume a place of prominence in the
tax systemn, conmnensurate with their inherently progressive character.

Despite the very heavy increases in income-tax rates levied upon
low incomes, estate and gift tax rates have remained virtually un-
changed during the national emergency. Even the very moderate
proposals of the Treasury to ,raise an additional $400,000,000 by
towering the estate-tax exemption from $60,000 to $40,000 and in-
creasing estate and gift tax rates have been rejected.

We have noted tat a principal avenue of estate-tax escape is
through gifts made before death. What is required is au integration
of, the state and gift taxes so that the rates shall be applicable to
transfers in the aggregate, whether made before death or after death.
In adopting an integrated estate and gift tax system, a single set of
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drastically increased rates should be adopted with a single exemption
of $20,000. Estate and gift tax rates should be brought in line with
the drastio reductions in income-tax exemptions and the drastic in-
creases in income tax rates which have been imposed upon the low-
income groups.

In England there is no specific exemption, but estates of less than
$400 are not subject to tax. In Canada the exemption varies from
$20,000 for a widow to $1,000 per heir. No tax is levied if the estate is
less than $5,000.

As to annual gifts, instead of permitting annual gifts of $3,000 to
each donee to be tax-free, the annual exclusion should be limited to a
maximum of $5,000 in all for each donor.

As to estate tax deductions for contributions to controlled charitable
or educational foundations, existing provisions also enable decedents
to perpetuate, through charitable or educational trusts and corpora-
tions, family or similar control over their wealth, without paying the
estate tax. In the case of gigantic fortunes, such as those of John D.
Rockefeller, Andrew Mellon, and Edsel Foid, it has been a familiar
device to create family controlled tax-exempt foundations whereby
vast sums are transferred tax-free but the wealth remains under the
-control of the donor's family. This device has cost .the Federal
Government hundreds of millions of dollars in taxes, and constitutes
a flagrant loophole in the estate-tax law. Transfers to such controlled
foundations should be taxable, for they are in substance a device for
appearing to give away wealth, while perpetuating the control of the
wealth in the decedents' family.

Congress should tighten up the provisions designed to tax the trans-
fer of property in anticipation of death. The existing rebuttable
presumption that a gift is in contemplation of death, if made within
2 years of death, has not been productive of substantial revenue,
although it has been productive of litigation. It is therefore recom-
mended that the provision be amended to provide that all transfers
made by a donor over the age of t5, to the extent that such transfers
to any one beneficiary exceed, in the aggregate, a specified sum, shall
be subject to the estate tax.

As to computation of credit for State taxes, the credit granted to a
taxpayer against his Federal estate tax for death taxes paid to States
-consists of an amount up to 80 percent of the Federal tax paid under
the 1926 Federal estate-tax statute. The Federal law has since been
amended several times, with rates and exemptions revised but the
credit is still tied to the antiquated 1926 law. , The credit should be
adapted to the most recent estate-tax statute.

As to individual income tax, the basic individual-income-tax
-question is whether there are personal incomes which can and should be
further taxed in order to help pay the financial costs of the war and
in order to combat inflation. We believe there are such incomes and
that they lie in the middle and upper income brackets.

The following table contains the Treasury's statistics of distribu-
tion, by net income classes, of income recipients income payments
and personal taxes at levels of income estimated for the calendar
year 1944.

848
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These statistics do support the much publicized statement that 80
percent of the national income is going to people earning less than
$5,000 a year-but'they also revea[the little publicized fact that the
remaining 20 percent of the national income is received, by a tiny
minority of our population-in fact, 3.5 peYreht'of the income recip-
ients.

These statistics reveal the important fact that the average income,
after taxes, is $865 for those with incomes under $1,000; the average
is $1,926 for those with incomes between $1,000 and $3,000; the aver-
as. Is $3,985 for those with incomes between $3,000 and $5,000;
rising to $6,448 for those with incomes between $5,000 and $10,000;
climbing to $12,826 for those with incomes from $10,000 to $25 000;
and reaching an average of $30,000 for those with incomes above
$25 000.

Whese figures provide the answer to the question as to which income
levels possess ability to pay additional taxes; and to the question as
to which income levels possess surplus purchasing power which may
exert inflationary pressure agailist price levels.

In this national emergency, when sacrifices are demanded of all, it
is only fair that those with incomes above $3,000, which possess the
ability to pay further taxes, should be called upon to make their
utmost contribution to thb financial costs of the war. We recommend
therefore the adoption of the individual income tax increases proposed
by'the Treasury on incomes above $3,000.

- The incomes of families whose earnings are under $3,000 a year
leave no margin for additional taxes and afford no opportunities for
inflationary spending. This is very clearly established by the very
recent report of the Heller Committee for Research in Social Econo-
mics at the University of California, showing that a budget providing
for the "standard health, decency, and moral welt-being" of a wage
earner's family of four in San Francisco requires $2,357.55 a year at
March 1943 price levels. When taxes and War bonds are added,
$2,991.79 will just balance the budget. The items comprising the
budget as found by the Heller committee are shown on the following
page-
Food --------------------------------------------------------- $916. 85
Clothing ------------------------------------------------------ 25. 67
Housing ----------------------------------------------------- 40& 00
Houso operation --------------------------------------------- _ 116. 97
Furnishings --------------------------------------------------- M 75
Medical care -------------------------------------------------- 179. 04
Life insurance premiums ....... --....................... 113.38
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Recreation .......... .. -- "+-$---..- S 04. O
Church and hari _ ...... ------------------ 1& 00

283:8
--- -- --- ----- - m 00

Taxes .. ------------. ------- 334. 23

To. .------- -..-...- .29T7
Thus, a family of four with an income of $3,000 a year will have

exactly $8.38 left-4ter n&*ities, .Wdr bond purchases, and tax
obligations-and this margin has more than been absorbed by the
increases in living costs sino March 1943.

What is the character of the Heller budget which requires an antiua)
income of $2,357.56 for a wage earner's family of four in San Francisco?

This, budget allows $17,63,for food -fo. a wqek. This means 6a
cents a day. per person fog,eaqhday thxiugout the year. Itallows
$257.67 for. clothing. 'Th'i. would permit a fater to get one over-
coat in 8 years, one quit every 4 years and'one and a balf shirts every
year, He, may have two suits cleaned apd two shoe repairs jobs
annually.

His wife an spend $75,4 year, including the purchase of a winter
and a aunmmer 'oat every,4 yeak'v, a w~ol dress every 2 years, a ryon
dross evey 13 yers, two pars .o shoce each year, one sweater every
4 years. Her cleaning of clothedsaretricted to one coat, per year and
two dresm twice a year.

The oldest boy-may have sult+and a raincpat every 2 years, one
school shirt each year, together with tbree pairs of corduroy, trousers
and four pairs of shoes, it a total cost of $69.14. A girl, aged 8, xnay
have a coat every 3 year , a sweater .every 2 years, three cotton
dresses a year, four pairs of shqws at a totlcostof$47.O09

The family may five in a four-r~om house with a maximum rent of
$34 a month. Only 70 cents is set aside each year for the total cost
of schooling.

For spending ntMry, thb. entire family is allowed 93 cents a week.
The husband and Wife can go to a concert or theater three times a
ye, 7 and to a movie qnee a month, taking only one child each time.
Excursions and vacation trips are eliminated.

The budget sets aside $179.04 a yptr to cover all medical, dental,
and hospital care. If the- family, has uo access to a group practice
clinic, this budget allowance alils about $100 short of an adequate
amount. 4 1

The~e itemizations are Ouficeieit to indicate that the Heller budget
merely provides for minimitt maintenance, ,overing only., the mAui-
mum needs of this family qf four."

It is obvious therefore that ,a family .of four having an income, of
$3,000 a year does no. possess ony exce pu-chasing power r evejy
penny ill be consumed in meting its minimum needs, along with its

War d purchases and its tax oli&atIgns,;
The family of four with an annual income of $3,000 has no capacity

to pay additional taxes. The incomes above this level, however, can
bear additional taxes and surtax rates should be increased for such
incomes. For smaller families and for single persons, the level should
be correspondingly reduced.

In the light of the minimum budgetary requirements, there can be
no jinitifiction for any father lowering of the personal excmptimis,
which now begin at $500 a year for a single person and $1,200 for a
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married person with aibred1t'6f $350 fdreach dependent. The exemp-
tiois were lowered inthe 1940 RevtnueAet; they were lowered again
in the 1841 Reveinue Act; grid loweil-6:ti1l further in the, 1042Rev-
knte At t. ' Moreover,' their value to-the taxpayer has been substan-
tially reduced by the rise, in the cost- of living. 1L the face of a 24
percerit wartime rise in living costs, th :value of the $500 exemption
is actually only $403 in'pre-war'purchasing' p6wer while the value of
the $1,200 exemption, is in reality only. $960. Such levels cannot
maintain'eVen a minimum standard of living.

The lower income groups already pay a disproportionate part of
their little incomes in indirect taxes of all kinds. Secretary Morgen-
thau, back in March 1942, stated 'that the Treasury's studies had
shown that a single person earning $750 a year not then subject to
Federal Income tax, paid direct and indirect Federal, State, and local
taxes of $130, representing 8 weeks', pAY., 'Aimarried man, with no
dependents, said Secretaty Morgenthau, earning $1,500 paid $250
in taxe0,10.7 percent Of his income or an equivalent of 8 weeks' work.

To enable the working population; to purchase .the necessities
r&t6uired 'to maintain health' and priuctive efficiency essential for
pt!duction, married persons in-.the-lower income brackets should be
allowed an exemption of $1,500,with-an additional allowance of $400
foi'eah dependent,. In terms ofpro-war'purchasing power, the'valuo
of these exemptions'is actually $1,210 and $323-n view of the 24
preent rise in living costs. 'The exemption for single persons should
b6 restored to $750, the valueof which is only $600 in terms of pro-war
purchasing power.
t Under existing law, personal exemptions are allowed as a deduction
rom net income, and therefore serve to reduce the base subject to

the normal tax, as well as the base subject to surtax. The amount
of the 'exerhption operates, in fact, to'reduce the top bracket of the
taxpayer's income. This method of computation gives the upper-
bracket ta. payer a decidedly greater' reduction in actual taxes paid,
as a result of the personal exemption, than the lower-bracket tax-
payer. Thus, the $1,200 personal exemption results in a tax saving
of only $228 (fT 6 percent normal tax rate plus'the, 13 percent sur-
ta. rate) to a married manin the lowest bracket. But to a taxpayer
in'thetop bracket, the exemption means a tax saving of $1,056 (6
percent normal tax plus 82 percent surtax). The upper-bracket
taxpayer, while possessing greater ability to pay, thus secures a far
greater'reduction in actua taxes paid than the ow income taxpayer.

' 'This discrimination in favor of the upper-bracket taxpayer should be
eliminated by allowing personal exemptions (and'the credit for do-
pIndentA) as a credit against the tax, rather than against net income.
The'p rinelpld here propos~ddlas endorsed by Colin F. Stamp, Chief of
Staff Wof the Joint Committee on Intornial Revenue Taxation, in his
testltnony before the 'House Committee ori We's and Means in is
hearings on the 1941 Revenue Act. It has also been recommended by
Dr. Dewey Anderson, executive secretary of the Temporary National
Etnotnio Committee In his monograph Taxation, Recovery, and
Defense.

In li'ne',with the recommendations made for restoring personal
exemptions to the 1941 levels,, at existing tax rates the" family status"
t&x credit should be approximat-ely $175 for a single persn with a net
income of $750 or les, $350 for a married person with a net income of
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$1,500 or less, and $90 for each dependent. If rates should change,
the tax credit should be adjusted to reflect any such change. Thus
under our proposal the tax would he computed on the amount of net
income before exemption, and the! credit would then be applied against
the tax as a reduction in the tax, as so computed.

Thereis another change in the present personal exemption provisions,
which we believe should be made, In order to accommodate exemp-
tions to ability-to-pay, the amount of the tax credit should gradually
diminish as net incomes increase, and should finally vanish altogether,
at reasonably high income levels. For example, under our proposal,
whereas a married man with a net income of $1,500 would obtain the
full $350 tax credit, a married man with an income of $3,000 might
obtain a credit of only $300, and a married man with a not income of
$7,600 might obtain no tax credit whatever. In this way exemptions
would be geared to ability to pay.

The basic reason for a personal exemption is to except from income
taxation persons whose incomes are so small that they should not be
subject to the income tax at all, Obviously, this reason has no appli-
cation to taxpayers who are able to payi the progressive rates in the
upper surtax brackets. In the high income groups, it is unnecessary
to provid exemptions, since such incomes are adequate to provide
for the taxpayer and his dependents without allowing exemptions.
In order to preserve the basic principle on which the personal exemp-
tion is allowed, it is recommended that the personal exemption be
allowed as a credit against the tax and be gradually reduced as the
net income rises, until the credit vanishes entirely.

As to the earned income credit, the House-approved bill would
eliminate the~earned income credit. This is counter to the equitable
principle of favoring earned income over unearned income. - If simpli-
lcation is desired, this objective can be achieved by allowing the
earned income credit against the surtax as well as the normal tax so
that the same tax schedule will be applicable to both. In line with
wartime revenue needs, the credit might be limited to the first $3,000
of actually earned income.

The Ways and Means Committee rejected the Treasury's recom-
mendation for the outright repeal of the Victory tax so as to relieve
9,000,000 hard-pressed families from an oppressive burden. Instead,
it substituted for the temporary Victery tax a permanent tax on the
low.inoomes, caljng fqr a minimum normal tax of 3 percent on in-
comes in excess bf 500 for single persons; $700 for married .p~rsots,
$100 for each dependent. Whereas the Victory tax would have ex-
pired automatically with the cessation of hostiIfies the substitution of
the minimum tax is a permanent part of the income tax law and its
removal will require aiMative action by Congress. Apart from the
inequitable buen imposed by this minimimn tax on incomes below
the subsistence level, it calls for a set of exemptions different from those
under the regular income tax. It is complex and confusing at a time
when simplification of the tax system is desirable. In the interest of
simplification and elemental justice, the minimum normal tax should
be eliminated.

There are in oitr tax system certain provisions which grant special
privileges to the relatively few, at the expense of the great majonty. o!
our people who must bear additional tax burdens for the revenue thus
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lost. Secretary Morgenthau has said: "They are bad enough in time
of peace-they are intolerable in time of war."

We recommend the elimination of such special privileges so as to.
provide for mandatory joint returns, taxation of governmental securi-
ties and the elimination of percentage-depletion allowances for oil and
mining properties.

As to a sales tax, in war as inpeace, a sales tax is unsound because
it would impair the already inadequate standard of living of persons
mith low incomes. A general sales tax makes no distinction between
rch and poor, between necessities and luxuries, and between large
families and small families. The revenue derived frow the sales tax
is in very large measure realized at the expense of the essentials of
life for the low income workers. The sales tax would, therefore,
undermine the morale and productive efficiency of a large section of
the working population. Moreover it would hit hardest those people
who are now bearing the brunt of tie increase in living cssts.
In addition to the utter unfairness of the sales tax tho imposition

of such a tax would seriously disturb our entire stabilization program.
A general sales tax more than any other tax, would produce an irre-
sistable drive for higher wages and higher farm prices. It enters.
directly into the cost of living of all workers and into the index of
prices paid by farmers which underlies farm parity prices. Thus, in
the field of wages and in the field of farm prices, the efforts to hold
the line against inflation would be upset.

Price ceilings would be seriously damaged since the sales tax would
enter into industrial, agricultural, and commercial costs. Directly
or indirectly, the ceiling prices and support prices, (guaranteed by
the Government to farmers) of most farm products are linked, to
farm parity prices. It has been officially estimated that a 10 percent
sales tax would increase the parity index by 6 or 7 percent. The
operation of the parity formula would immediately raise the parity
prices for agricultural commodities by 6 or 7 percent. Ceiling prices
and support prices of various products would have to be adjusted
to reflect these changes in parity.

Statistics of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics show that, if a
10percent sales tax had become effective July 1, 1943, there would
have been an average increase of 6 percent in retail food prices during
1944. This increase, added to a 10-percent tax on food sales, would
raise food costs by approximately 16 percent. A sales tax is infla-
tionary, not anti-inflationary, for it increases living costs by direct
price increases and byo indirect tax-induced increases in food prices,
as well as developing inflationary forces by mutual interaction of price
and wage increases. The sales tax would fan the fires of inflation
and upset the stabilization program.

Finall there are additional practical objections. Since a Federal
retail sale tax will be a new tax, it would impose upon the Bureau of
Internal Revenue an added administrative burden out of all propor-
tion with the burden of collecting an equal amount of additional
revenue from existing taxes. A retail sales tax would have to be col-
lected by more than two and a half million business establishments
scattered throughout the country. Trained personnel, accounting
machines, automobiles, tires and gasoline would be required. Even
if obtainable, adequate enforcement of this tax would divert valuable
manpower and equipment which could better be employed in more
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productive capacity. t Nor can we overlook the fdct that merchants
would be required to keep adoquaterecords.. Here again, valuable
manpower would, not be employed in its m6st oroduclive capacity.

In the interest of the war effort additional revenue should come, not
from a sales tax which burdens the poor, but fromincreased taxation
of the large incomes, the unprecedented corporate profits and from
large inheritances. The adoption of the guild's proposals would raise
substantial revenues, aid in siphoning off the most dangerously infla-
tionary incomes, and avoid cuts into the necessary subsistence of those
who fight the battles of production on the farm and in the factories.

The enactment of the Iawyers guild tax program would fit into the
pattern of a democracy paying the tax costs of this people's war for
survival. It would create a powerful instrument for victory.

I would like' to submit for the record a small pamphlet containing
theprogram of the National Lawyers Guild and a joint statement by
various organizations.

SenatorWALsnI . They may be included in the report.
(The documents referred to follow:)

A 1943 WAR TAX PROGRAM

NATIo0NAL LAWERs GuiLD 9-PoiNT WARTiH4 TAX Paooa u
(Prepared by National Committee on Taxation, October 5, 1943, Washington,

D. C.)

The Lawyers Guild 9-point tax program set forth below Is designed to aid in
the fight against inflation, to raise additional revenues for the financing of the
war, and to Impose levies in accordance with the democratic principle of taxation
according to ability to pay:

1. Individual income ta.-Rates should be Increased on all family income's
above $2,600, and on commensurate levels for single persons, with a $25,000
ceilingon all net incomes, after taxes.

2. Personal erenptiona.-Income tax exemptions should be restored to $750
for single persons, $1,500 for married couples, and $400 for each dependent.
Personal exemptions should be allowed as a credit Against the tax, rather than a
deduction against net income, and the tax credit should gradually diminish as net
incomes increase, finally vanishing at reasonably high income levels.

3. Viedrly fo.-The percent tax on gross earning above $12 a week should
be repealed, and not replaced by other levies on low incomes.

4. Corporate slurtaar.-The existing Income and surtax rates on corporate incomes
above $25,000 should be Increased from the present level of 40 percent to at
least 55 percent.

5. Corporate excess profits Ia..-An effective excess profits tax at the rate of 90
percent, without, pbst-wax credit, should be levied on profits above 4 to 5 percent
of invested capital. Profits In excess of average 1935-39 profits, but below 4
to 5 percent of invested capital should be taxed at the rate of 65 percent.

6. Estate and gift tWare.-An integrated estate-and-giff-tax system, with a single
exemption of $20,000 and a single set of graduated rates, drastically increased for
all brackets, should be adopted. A maximum of $5,000 annually in gifts for each
donor should be tax free.

7. Special pririleges.-Compulsory joint returns should be required, with a spe-
cial allowance for a wife's earned income. Pcrcentage depletion allowane to
owners of mines and oil and gas wells should be eliminated. Interest from all
outstanding Federal securities and from all outstanding and future issues of State
and local securities should be subj-.ct to taxation, with the Federal Government
granting an appropriate subsidy to States and localities which borrow In the future.

8. F&ciss (azes-.Heavy excise taxes on luxuries and nonessentials should be
Imposed. Consumers should be allowed to deduct, for inom'-tax purposes, taxes
levied on cigarettes, gasoline, liquor, cosmetics, fur, jewelry, etc.

9. Sales fa.-A general sales tax or other tax burdens on th6 already heavily
taxed low-income groups must be rejected.
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A 193 WAR TAX PROORAU

The vital question facing Congress in undertaking the task of raising billions
of dollars in new revenues Is this: Are the new levies to come out of the profits
of business and the pockets of the comfortable and the well-to-do, or axe they to
come'out of the earnings of the average man and woman in this country?

Our main thesis is that corporate business with its phenomenal profits, and the
segments of.our population which are receiving comfortable and large incomes
should bear the brunt of new levies; and that the time has come to call a halt to*
the imposition of new tax loads on the average American family, namely, the,
family with an income under $2,500 a year.

There are 20.6 million families in this country with incomes under $2,500, or'
61.8 percent of all the Nation's families.' They received in 1942, 29.7percent of
the aggregate income of'all families, and bought 38.8 percent of the countrys
consumerV goods and services. They thus constitute 6 out of every 10 fanilies,
receive less than $3 out of every $10 of the national family income, and spend less
than $4 out of every $10 spent by consumers.

This average American family, which we assert should not be subjected to
additional new levies, is to be contrasted with the comfortable and rich families,
which we assert should be subject to new levies. These families with incomes
above $2,500 comprised only 88.2 percent of the Nation's families in 1042 or'
12.7 million fsimills, but they received 70.3 percent of the total income of all
families, and bought 61.2 percent of our national purchases of goods and servioe.-

-THM AVERAOZ AMUkTCAN [S ALR5kDY BtSARN"O AV' UXCESMIVELY HEAVY TAX13URDZB(

Secretary Morgenthau stated on March 16, 1942i that Treasury studies had
shown that a singe person earning $760 a year' not' then subject to Federal
income tax paid direct and hidden indirect Federal, State, and local taxes of $130.
This constituted 17.3 percent of hA income and represented 8 weeks' pay. A
married man, with no dependents, said Secretary Morgenthau, earning 1,i50
Vd $250 in taxes, 16.7 percent of his income, or an equlvalent of 8 weeks' work.
These figures approximate the results of the study made by Gerhard Colin and
Helen Tarasov of the Department of Commerce for the Temporary National
Economic Committee (oho Pays Taxes, Monograph No. 3), which reached the
following conclusions as to the Feleral, State, and local tax burdens of income
classes up to $3,000:

edaStat, and )OWa

Percentage Amouwt
ofLoome

Under . ................................................................... I 4. 9 Up to $100.
,Oto $O . .............. ...................................... ILO 10 to SIM0.
i,0Woto . ............ .......................................... 17.3 $17to89 .

$2,00o to $3.001 ................................................................. 17. 5 to t$ 5.

These were the figures at a time when personal income-tax exemptions were
$1;500 for married per6dns rnd family heads'and $750 for single persons. Since
the e exemptions have been lowered to $1,200 and $500, respectively.

These were the figures st a tune when there was no so-called Victory tax of
5 percent on all incomes above $12 a week.

These were the figures .t a time when the income-tax rate on the first $2,000
of taxable net income wws 10 percent, not 19 percent, when the taxes on tobaccos,
liquors, and admissions were substantially lower than at present.

In a word, the average American family now beats a substantially heavier bur-
den of taxation thn the approximately 17 percent of his entire income, as reported
by the Treasury a year and a half ago.

'The fl"s nsed thro gl .ot this memorandum as to national one the dbtribatlon of Incowe &nd
consumer's s* nd4savtrit, unless otberwiRe Indicated as taken .com tivfan Speoin La av-
ins, 1941 dI Of Prid Admlnistation (Division R Research, Consumer Income and Demure4
BrIn, Mar.), 19 Q.
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THE AVEILA0E AMERICAN FAMILY HAS BORNE THE B UNT OF THE NATION '
SACRIFICE IN THE BATTLE AGAINdT INFLATION

The President's 7-point program for combating inflation, announced on April
28, 1942, was a well-rounded plan for attacking from all angles our No. I economic
problem. Taxes, price control, wage stabilization, ceilings on agricultural prod.
ucts, rationing, credit control, and voluntary savings were interrelated parts of a
unified rog:am, calling for sacrifices from all segments of the population, not
merely te average American family. As enacted a administered, however,
the average American family ha borne a disproportionately heavy burden of the
Nation's sacrifice to combat inflation, while othWr segments of our Nation haveprofited handsomely.

(1) The Los plok.-We have already referred to the taxes impoed on the

average family. The booming net profits of corporations, discu-sed at pages6v-6, infr, provide irncontrov'ertible testimony of the startling fat that for Ameri-
can business the watime tax program to date has not meant net sarifce, but hs
permitted lage net p:ofll. Nor have the increse or changes in the income,

etate, gift and other Federal t'ies, been aleqlute to require of the families in
this country with incomes in excess of 200 a year tax payments commensurate

with their incomes, or the Nation's needs. Tax exempt eurities still afford a

aven of tax exemption for this portion of our people, who make up the bulk of

the Naton's nvesors insecurities. Separate Income-tax returns for husband

and wfe still sharply cut down their income taxes. Last year, Congress cnceled

billions of dollars of taxz liability in connection with the adoption of the s-called
pay-s-you-gq tax plan, thereby granting subsidies to taxpayers, which grew
larger as the taxpayer's income ncrea.ed. There i. no more t rkin [ commentary
on the essentially re te character of our wartime tax program to date than

the enactment of a baio 24 percent income tax rate (I. e., the income tax plus

the Victory the lowering of personal exemptions to $3 a week for a maied

man and $10 a week for a single man, and at the same time the refusal to limit

wartime incomes, after taxes, to $26,000 a year.

The tax plank of the ntiinfltion program ha thus, borne down heavily upon

the average American, without requiring anything like commensurate scrifice

by the rest of our peo ple.

(2) The svg uiolszlion plan h.-The outstanding sucess of the 7 point pro-
gram has been the wage stabilsztion p lank which has stabilized the earnings of

the verge American. The Little Steel formula, adopted by the War Labor

Board on July 16, 142, as supplemented by the President's stabilization order of
October 3, 1942, and his hold-the-line-order of April 8, 1943, has resulted in eneral
n the stabilization of wage rates at May 1942 levels. The complete effectvenese

of the wage stabilization policy in keeping waie scales down is reflected in War

Labor Board Chairman Davis' statement that "'The wage adjustments approved
by the War Labor Board since October 3 rave had a microscopic effect upon prices

" * *. The * * * facts show that the Board has succeeded ino con-

trolling wages and salary increase since September, 1942ta t they have not

added perceptibly, either, directly or indirectly, to the cost-of-living-burden of tex

meortant eop l."rtions t $2 a ekforti

WheTi rie kly peneopes.ashisetgshed rome Aerats wage saese

hav sbst aneiay a srisen, the rms as eren he ut e sheat and toll ot

bhen woker. Thdey haftve coetromlon Thoursofroveprtmet from bo paymes

fortspeedu prcoduco, afro imro e skils an shfs ohihr ad nusre

a pobns In rsed or an pin re tion 'f s us born te dw eand vilianon
hrent inra e m ertherwd, wnohu re uryn ay slees, have ensres befe

hkb y enveltofou pope.

st or Tteaverage American has hadTis pttay evlestbcei li the cr inl

Th b ene age e c sta plan ke it has pr i e the ges a erent

theaiied, thericans ofThe goodse anderes uy havope by and larg naot
Beaden etunde effectivs spemntrod ythe abrDepartent's blion ofrer cot

ofstablzdhe wveage saizamer poicnaiy is thusin wat let doprn ih red ina
bthe arLabee pordnce ndtwaer rae Food prmicscoavefec u17 prcet

since May 192 and 40 percent since January 1940. Indeed, the averae family

had undoubtedly suffered a far greater loss in income through the widespread

tFheit Mot Thy Repr Ntonl cme fsr Boar (Mahou 1r943). pp.-5f . Foe mere extended db-

aned ob I.etlon d wre tnbtio, see rodu o i/, Aon'fWaga, t lawyer Ou Reviw

hi e ekl py4 nvloes.
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violations of ceiling price, which are not adequately reflected In the published
figures of price and cost-of-living ris. Office of Price Administration's belated
attempt to roll back prices has thus far had only an Insignificant effect on the
cost of living. .

(4) 7e Wolutary savings plank.-The average American Is contributing heavily,
very heavily, to the purchase of War Savings bonds Twenty-se-,en million
workers are now buying bonds through pay-roll-deduction plans. The success
of the pay-roll purchase plan is a tribute to the patriotism and skeriflees of the
average American. Families with incomes under $2,600 savcd $2.4 billion in
1042; those receiving from $1,600 to $2,000 a year, saved 10.9 percent of their
incomes, and those with Incomes from $2,000 to $2,600 a year saved 15.3 percent
of their incomes. These savings, which were undoubtedly largely In War Savings
bonds, constitute a ph nomenia percentage cf savings for such income groups,
In the fae of rising living costs.

1* 41 I 4 *
* The record thus unmistakably establishes that the average American family
has sacrificed heavily in the fight against inflation.

AMERICAN CORPORATE PUSISNeS 18 RZAPINO ENORMOUS PROFITS OUT OF THE WAR

Corporate profits, before taxes, have nearly quadrupled since 1939; they rose
from 5.3 billion dollars in 1939 to 20.1 billion dollars In 1942. Corporate profits,
after taxes, have more than doubled since 1939 increasing from 3.3billion dollars
to 7.6 billion dollars In 1942. And they are still rising. For the first half of 1943,
corporate profits before taxes, rose from 8.9 billion dollars for the same period In
1942 to 112 billon dollars, an increase of 26 percent. After taxes corporate
profits were up 14 percent for the first half of 1943 over the first half of 1642. Dur-
ing the 3 war years, 1941-43, American corporations will have earned an estimated
24.2 billion dollars in profits, after taxes; they will have paid out 12.6 billion dollars
In dividends, leaving 11.6 billion dollars In undistributed profits.$

It is apparent that our tax laws have not fulfilled the President's declaration to
the American people, In 1940, that the tax burden must be "equitably distributed
according to ability to pay so that a few do not gain from the sacrifices of the
many." The few have indeed gained enormously from the heavy sacrifices of the
m ny.

It Is apparent that business has profited handsomely from the war; and that
existing income and excess profits taxes, as well as renegotiation statutes, have thus
far been ineffective in preventing the war from producing highly lucrative corpo.
rate earnings.

THE IIOHT AGAINST INFLAtTION REQUIRES ADDITIONAL TAXES ON BUSINESS AND
ON THE COMFORTABLE AND THE RICH, NOT ON THE AVERAGE FAMILY

TQ combat inflation new taxes must be directed at the most dangerously in-
flationary incomes. Those are the Incomes of the 38 percent of the Nation's
families receiving above $2,500 a year. And the way to siphon onl these danger.
ously Inflationary incomes is both to impose direct taxes on these above-average-
income families, and to cut down a substantial part of their incomes at their
asurce, through taxes on the corporations whose securities many of these families
hold.

There is a widespread n Lveoneption that to combat Inflation, It Is necessary
to siphon off a part of the incomes of the low-income groups; that these groups
hold the "hot money," which is flooding the market place and causing price rises;
and that taxes must be imposed ,in tese, the low-income leveL, to deal with in-
flation. This is a dangerous misconception, which has been energetically propa-
gized by spokesmen for business and representatives of the hig her Income levels,
in an effort to avoid the imposition of a fair share of the tax burden on the interests
for which they speak.

(1) Distribution of income and purclating powr.-We have already noted that
the 61.8 percent of our families with incomes under $2,500 received, In 1942,
only 29.7 percent of the total family income-27.7 billo.i dollars out of 93.3
billion dollars. Obviously, the great mass of the peop!e do not receive the mass
incomes.

I The figures used thrugbct this mnmorwidum i to "poste pro~ts are Itaen from the testimony of
Rsidolpb Z. Paul, General Ceounel ot the Treasary Departmeat In bearinV bekora the Houwe Committ#4
on Ways and Means, Renegotis'on Of W Contrats, H. R. 224. V. R. 20Q sd H. R. 3018 (p. 2 Sept.10.
143). pp. 04. et seq.
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-The facts also show that the masses of the people do not have the mass pur.
chasing power. The 61.8 percent, of our families with incomes under $2,500 in
1942 made less thaa 40 percent of the consumer expenditures of all families in the
country. The three out of five families with incomes under $2,500 spent 25.6
billion dollars in 1942, whereas the remaining two out of five families with in.
comes above $2,600 spent, In 1942 approximately 40 billion dollars for con-
sumers goods and services. The 12D million families with Incomes above $2,500
thus spent 14.5.billlon dollars more, for consumers goods and services, than all the
20.6 million famiies with income under $2,600.

(2) Ri penditures of average fomilies.-A consideration of the character of the
goods and services purchased by the average family, as contrasted with the pur-
chases made by the higher Income levls, shows that the incomes which must be
siphoned off are those of the latter group. The families receiving less than $2,600
in 1942 spent 34.9 percent of their incomes for food, whereas those with higher In-
comes spent only 15.2 percent of their incomes for food. The lees than $2,600
group was obliged to spend 60 percent of their incomes for food, rent and house-
old fuel, whereas the higher level groups required only 25 percent of their incomes

for these esentlals. Put otherwise in terms of total expenditures, after providing
for food, housing and fuel, the 20.6 million families with Incomes under $2,600
spent only 11 6 billion dollars for transportation, the doctor, the dentist, education
recreation and all other goods and services, whereas the 12.7 million families with
lncmcs above $2,600 spent nearly double that amount) or 21.4 billion dollars for
suc purposes.

(3) Arerage family ifiome# and notion's heollh and productive capacily.-Cer-
tainly, the sound way tp combat inflation is not to cut down on the amounts avail-
able to the groups, under $2,600 with. wbih to buy food. A Bureau of Labor
Statistics study has shown that the average city family, although spending more
for food in 1942 than in 1941, obtained "less foodor cheaper food in 1942 than in
1941" becaur of higher prices.' This reflects an ominous condition for the na-
tion's health, and; Indeed, contains a serious threat to the war effort, for workers
cannot produce guns and tanks and airplanes-with accelerated production schsd-
ules, long hours of overtime and curtailed holldays--without a completely ade-
quate diet.

The Office of Price Administration has warned the Nation of this danger to the
health of'our people and to the effective prosecution of the war. In a recent
study of the Nation's spending and saving, It declared that the conSumers with
incomes under. $1,500 a year in 1942 were "Just barely able on the average to
maintain even their usual low living standards out of current Incomes 1and
that those with Incomes from $1,600 to $3,000 "probably are not mucA above
the levels which, under existing conditions will adequately preserve the health,
effiiency, Apd morale of civilian. families." That this is a highly conservative
statement is.shQwn by the authoritative studies of standard of living made by
the Heller committee of tile University of CaliforniA.'

We cannot afford, therefore, further to cut down on the food basket of the
average famlfy. Nor can it be seriously argued that the average family should
have the rent item In its budget cut. With rents at new highs, especially in war-
lAnt are_.s, the NOt on's problem Is how to provide the average family with proper
hoping and with the funds to pay their rent-not how to cut down on the portion
of Incomes required to piy the landlord.

These Items, food and rent, together with household fuel, account, as stated,
for over 50 percent of the average family's income and pcrewnt of their expend-
Itures for cosumers' goods and services. They cannot b6 cut down If the l" ai n's
health is to be preserved and If the production front is to keep the araeon. of
derocracy adequately supplied.

Nor can we safely cut own on other exlY.aditurea made by the average family.
The Increased dollar pay envelopes of the average family have not resulted in
any "boom spending and 'silk shirt' prosperity.' 1 The Department of Labor
has found that the "only expenditures of the average (city] consumer that showed
notable ;ncreases in average amount between 1941 and 1942 were food, fuel, and
medical care." And, as already stated, in the case of food, the average consumer
spent more money but carried home less or poorer food in his food basket.

,Income wr Spmdlog and Saving d City Fsmllies In Warttme, 5a Montbly Labor Review, Sept. 194,
p. 419, at p. 47.

S ee Civilian Spending &M avIng, 1941 ind 194 eets 1, supts, at r. ..
*Idea, at p. 04
So4 Quaw:y and Cost Budge4 &A Three nooms Lervie, Heler committee for rssarcb in social eco-

nomko, Ur~nlemity of ClUffeni- (1943).
'See L.ots 4, ipes.
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In other words, it is not the families with incomes under $2,500 that receive
the bulk of the Nation's Incomes, they do not make the bulk of the Nation's
spendings for consumer's goods and services; they spend the bulk of their incomes
for food, rent and household operation they are eating less, or poorer, food than
in earlier years, despite larger expenditures; they have not gone on spending
sprees with their Increased dollar Incomes; they're putting most of their Increased
dollar spen'dings into food, fuel and doctor's bills; and their standard of living is
such that to reduce their expenditures throiigh added taxation is to'threaten
the health of the Nation, as well as the effective prosecutions of the war. The
campaign to halt inflation does not require and cannot justify any cut in the
incomes of the average family.

(4) TAe basic neesities, rationing andprice contr.-The instruments for deal-
Ing with shortages and with actual potential price rises in food, housing and other
basic necessitips is not taxation of the average family. The effective and demo-
cratic Instiuments for curbing inflation In these areas are rationing and price
control.' Thereby, food and housing and clothing and the other necessities of
life remain available to the entire community.

To use taxation as a device for curbing the purchases of life's necessities Is to
substitute the pocketbook for the ration book in allocating the community's
supply of. goods and services. The comfortable and the rich are still able, under
a system of pocketbook rationing, to buy all the scarce goods and services they
desire, only the average and the poor family has Its purchases cut down. More-
ovel, by a scheme of pocketbook rationing, the average family is prevented from
buying not only items, such as shoes, as to which there is a shortage, but in addi-
tion, milk and bread, and other necessities of life, as to which shortages may not
exist. In other words, taxation, which imposes levies on the average family
as 5 means of dealing with shortages and price rises, is a crude and undemocratic
anti-inflationary device, which results in special privileges for the comfortable
and higher income groups and discriminates against the average family.

(5) Paess pureain, poir of ihe higher income roups.-There is idle and
dangerous purchasing power which shoud be phonedd off in the fight against
inflation, and which can be taxed and taxed heavily, without endangering eitherthe health of the nation or the effective prosecution of the war. That chasing
power lies in the hands of the families with incomes above $2,500. The two out
of five families whioh receive more than $7 out of every $10 of the national Income,
and which spend more than $6 out of every $10 of the ration' s pendings have idle
money, potentially dangerous money, which competes in the market place for
goods and services not required for a more than decent standard of living.

The income of the higher Inome groups, I. e., those families and single consumer
with incomes above $2,600 a year, increased by 16.8 billion dollars between 1941
ad 1942. These incomes rose from 53.4 billion dollars in 1941 to 70.2 billion
dollars in 1942. While their savings and taxes Increased substantially In 142,
these higher level groups nevertheless spent 42.8 billion dollars In 1942.

hese are the income groups which receive the bulk of the 4.1 billion dollars in
dividends paid In 1042. These are the groups whose compensation was not
subjected to governmental stabilization control until October 142, during the
three preceding war years, management, with booming bu ness and soaring
profits, sharply increased Its own salaries, bonuses, and other compensation,
Without governmental restraint.

Moreover, it must be remembered that the higher income groups were in earlier
years, responsible for the purchases of billions of dollars worth of goods which are no
longer avaitabe, because of the war. They were the heavy spenders for cars,
radios, washing machines, and other metal and rubber consumer's goods, which
are largely no longer being made. These idle billions are pressing for new out-
lets of expenditures. Thesa idle Incomes-the incomes of the higher levela-
constitute our greatest Inflationary menace. And it should not be forgotten, as
the Securities and Exchange Commission has repeal, Ity admonished us, that the,
Increasingly large cash deposits in the Nation's baaks, for which the higher
income levels are largely responsible, present a constant potential I-flationary
danger.1

0 This Is demowtrated by a recent report published by Office of Price AdmtnIstration dealing wit Mbs
rise In iN Lag costs In the Srit ye of retail p$re control. Foods under oeillegs at the befinnin og (t year
advanced only 4.1 percent. Food brought dndr control during the year advanoed 16,,7 terent. Fooos
not control adv .oed in prke 74.7 percent. Obviouly the estabi lslment oflcke control waste decblve
ke .la h.tlt peertee.s&

Bee Somrit se d " changee Commtssioa, Statistical.e s, Retse No. 731 (May 20 194".
Survey U Current Business (September 143, p 6) pablicato of the Department of omisnwee, notew

that although the large amounts of liquid fu s Gaed by Individusals out of their Icomes were prevented
fom fotci n uppirceIn 1942 ad 1943, "they still costitute a potential threat to prices In the year ahead."
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A sound anti-inflationary tax program thus requires that new taxes be levied,
directly and Indirectly, on the groups with incomes above $2,600. Heavy
additional corporate taxes are a particularly effective instrument for siphoning
off these incomes at the source, before rising corporate profits can be d=
out as additional dividends to swell the purchasing power of stockholders. In-
creased individual income-tax rates, the closing of loopholes the elimination of
joint returns--these are the types of new taxes which should be levied to combat
inflation. As stated In a recent Office of Price Administration study of spend-
int and saving:

"With so large a pioportion of consumption concentrated" in the consumers inthe $3,000 to $5.,000 area "economio developments and policies aimed at curtail-
nent of expenditures are bound to have considerable impact in this area." And

the group with Incomes of $5,000 to $10,000 "is one which on the average appears to
have a comfortable surplus with waich to meet the demands for sacrifice imposed
by the war. At the same time, measures which are aimed at control of inflation-
ary demand pressure are likely to achieve substantial effect on this segment of the
Populathfonr".11

1n short, progressive taxes-not regressive taxes- are required to combat
inflation. Inflation control does not dictate cutting down the purchasing power
of the average family. It does not require us to endanger the health or produc-
tive efficiency of the nation.- It does require a tax program bearing down heavily
on corporate profits and on the comfortable and higher incomes, a tax program
based on ability to pay, a democratic tax program.'

The tax program set forth below is designed to aid in the fight against inflation,
to raise additional revenues for the financing of the war, and to impose levies in
accordance with the democratic principle of taxation according to ability to pay.

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

(1) Rate s kdule.-The individual income tax is the best available type of tax
measured by ability to pay. Its rat.s and exemptions can be adjusted to the size
of personal income and differing family responsibilities. It is a direct tax and
therefore falls where Congress wants it to fall.

From the preceding analysis of income and purchasing power, it is clear that
a sound anti-Inflationary tax program requires that new taxes be levied on the
higher incomes. Income-tax rates should be increased for such Incomes but no
additional taxes should be levied on families with incomes below $2,500.

In determining upon the increases to be made in income-tax rates, Congress
should have in mind the fact that under the existing Federal Contributions Act,
the employees' contribution is scheduled to rise from I to 2 percent in 1944, which
will add several' hundred rniillion dollars to the tax bill of families with incomes
under $2 500.

(2) ;tf ,ooO ceiling on individual inome.-We believe that if Congress is to
keep faith with the American people it can no longer delay the enactment of the
President's proposal that incomes, after taxes, be limited to $25,000 a year.

President Roosevelt, in presenti-ig to Congress his seven-point program to check1w flsii'sn, dielared:
"5. * * while the number of individual Americans affected is small dis-

crepancies between low personal incomes and very high personal Incomes should
be lessened and I therefore believe that In time of this grave national danger,
when all exess income should go to win the war, no 4merican citizen ought to
have a net Income, after he has paid his taxes, of more than $25 000 a year."

What meaning can equality of sacrifice have if we fail to adopt the $25,000
ceiling? Nothing could be more calculated to stir the indignation of the millions
of single people with incomes of $10 a week and married persons with incomes of
$23 a week who are asked to pay income taxes at a rate of 19 percent, if the few
thousand favored persons are allowed to retain hundreds of millions of dollars a
year after taxes and beyond their $25,000 exemption. How can we ask John Q.
citizen to put 10 percent of his income in War bonds or stamps, or to agree to
stabilize his wages, while the few thousands at the top of the American economfo
scale retain their excess incomes?

The Omc of PrleeAdministration Btatistkci (Civilian Spending and Sailnh, p. 17) reveal that 51 percent
of the aggregate savings made by Indivduals In 1942 was made by rsmllie andi single consumers above the
$2,500 Inoeom level. 'rbese bights Ioome gronj saved $22.4 billion out of the total of $2&4 billion.

U See Civilian Spending and Savtn&1l4I and 192, note I supma,p.75
u FCC an extended peatation of this lera polni of ew, r i eenteIn, IndatIon and Low In'cote

oroups, 1 Taies-Tbe Tax D-Ur 75 Februaryy IM43).
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The failure to adopt the President's $25,000 limitation would hinder the war

effort by undermining morale would breach an important sector In the battle
against Inflation, and would violate every principle of equality of sacrifice.

(3) Personal exmltons.-There can be no Justification for sny further lower-
ing of the personal exemptions, which now begin at $500 a year for a single person
and $1,200 for a married person, with a credit of $350 for each dependent. The
exemptions were lowered in the 1940 Revenue Act; they were lowered again in
the 1941 Revenue Act- and lowered still further in the 1042 Revenue Act. More-
over, their value to the taxpayer has been substantially reduced by the rise in
the cost of living. In the face of a 24-percent wartime rise In living costs, the
value of the $500 exemption is actually only $403 in pre-war purchasing power,
while the value of the $1,200 exemption Is In reality only $960. Such levels can
hardly maintain even a minimum standard of living.

The lower income groups already pay a disproportionate part of their little
incomes in indirect taxes of all kinds. Finally, as has previously been demon-
strated, a further lowering of the exemptions cannot be justi~ed as essential to
the campaign to stave off inflation. Any lowering of present low levels of exemp-
tions would deprive large segments of our population of the bare essentials of
life, thereby undermining the health and morale of our people to the detriment
of the war effort.

To enable the working population to retain its present sha of the available
basic goods necessary for life and productive efficiency, married couples in the
lower income brackets should be allowed an exemption of $1,500, with an addi-
tional allowance of $400 for each dependent. In terms of pre-war purchasing
power the value of these exemptions Is actually $1,210 and $323--in view of
the 24-percent rise in living costs. The exemption for single persons should be
restored to $750, the value of which is only $600 in terms of pre-war purchasing
power.(4) Computationof personal exemptions.-Under existing law, personal exemp-

tions are allowed as a deduction from net income, and therefore serve to reduce
the base subject to the normal tax, as well as the base subject to surtax. The
amount of the exemption operates, in fact, to reduce the top bracket of the tax.
payer's income. This method of computation gives the upper-bracket taxpayer a
decidedly greater reduction in actual taxes paid, as a result of the personal exemp-
tion than the lower-bracket taxpayer. Thus, the $1,200 personal exemption
results in a tax saving of only $228 (the 6 percent normal tax rate plus the 13
pe rent surtax rate) to a married man in the lowest bracket. But to a taxpayer
nthe top bracket, the exemption means a tax saving of $1,056 (6 percent normal
tax plus 82 percent surtax). The upper-bracket taxpayer, whi9 possessing
greater ability to pay, thus secures a far greater reduction in actual taxes paid
than the low income taxpayer.

This discrimination in favor of the upper-bracket taxpayer should be eliminated
by allowing personal exemptions (and the credit for dependentA) as a credit
against the tax, rather than against net Income. The principle here proposed
was'endorsed by Colin F. Stam, chief of staff of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation, in his testimony before the House Committee on Ways and
Means in its hearings on the 1941 Revenue Act."* It has also been recommended
by Dr. Dewey Andersen, executive Eccretary cf the Temporary N'atio a Ei-
nomio Committee, In his monograph, Taxation, Recovery, and Defense.

In line with the recommendations made for restoring personal exemptions to
the 1941 levels, at existing tax rates the family status tax credit should be $160
for a single person with a net income of $760 or less, $300 for a married person with
a net Income of $1,500 or less, and $80 for each dependent. Thus under our
proposal the tax would be computed on the amount of net income before exemp-
tion, and the credit would then be applied against the tax as a reduction in the tax,
as so computed.

There is another change in the present personal-exemption provisions which we
believe should be made. In order to accommodate exemptions to ability to pay,
the amount of the tax credit should gradually diminish as net incomes increase,
and should finally vanish altogether, at reasonably high income levels. For ex-
ample, under ,ur proposal, whereas a married man with a net income of $1,600
would obtain the full $300 tax credit, a married man with an income of $3,000
might obtain a credit of only $250, and a married man with a net Income of
$7,600 might obtain no tax credit whatever. In this way exemptions would be
geared to ability to pay.

9 gohearing before the [om Committee on Ways and Mean% Rerenoe Rerksion of 1941 (Apr. 24,
"041), pp. 84--..
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The basio reason for a personal exemption Is to except from income taxation
persons whose incomes are so small that they should not be subject to the income
tax at all. Obviously, this reason hi; no application to taxpayers who are able
to pay the progressive rates in the upper surtax brackets. In the high income
groups, it is unnecessary to provide exemptions, since such incomes are adequate
to provide for the taxpayer and his dependents without allowing exeruptions. In
order to preserve the basic principal on which the personal exempt on is allowed,
it is recommended that the personal exemption be allowed as a credit against the
tax and be gradually reduced as the net income rises, until the credit vanishes
entirely.

REPEAL OF THE VICTORY TAX

The Victory tax, levying a flat 5-percent tax on gross Income above $12 weekly,
with no regard to living costs, family status, or dpendents, should be repealed.
A camouflaged form of sales tax, it hits incomes below subsistence levels. It im-
pes crushing burdens on the millions of America's ill-fed, ill-clad, and ill-housed
families fighting the vital battle of production on the home front.

Its fiat exemption of $12 a week fails to take into account differing family re-
sponsibilitles, and its imposition on gross earnings rather than net income, con-
stitute the grossest violation of the ability to pay principle. This 5-percent levy
taxes wages below the danger line and thereby taxes the health, the strength, and
wa- production of those prbducing the weapons of war. The Victory tax must
be eliminated as a basic threat to national health and morale.

Not only is the Victory tax unjust and inequitable, but it also introduces
unnecessary complications in the determination of income tax liability. ,It
involves extra computations requiring the taxpayer to calculate part of his
taxes on the basis of one exemption and part of it on the basis of another exemp-
tion, and requiring different sets of deductions for each basis.

In eliminating the Victory tax, the oppressive burden on low incomes so
removed should not be replaced by other levies on such income. The Victory
tax is the most regressive and undemocratic tax measure in American history.
It should be repealed.

CORPORATE TAXES

(I) E.rcess.-profas tazation.-A substantial share of increased corporate taxes
should fall on excess profits. Taxes paid from such profits have less disrupting
effects on business than taxes which are generally applicable to all corporate
earnings, irrespective of the rate of return. A tax which absorbs excess profits
tends to leave the corporate taxpayer with a sufficient margin of income for
dividends and safety. Increas s in excess-profits taxes have the additional
virtue of recapturing undue profits on war contracts.

Under the Revenue Act of 1942, a flat rate of 90 percent was imposed on net
Income subject to excesq-profits taxation; however the total of the normal tax
and surtax and excess-profits tax may not exceed A percent of the corporation
surtax income. A post-war credit of 10 percent of the excess-profits tax is also
provided which may be currently used for debt retirement. The invested capital
credit (arccunt exempted from excess-profits tax) was revised to allow 8 percent
on the first $5.000.000, 7 percent on the next $5,000,000, 6 percent on the next
$190,000,000, and 5 percent on the balance of invested capital. Finally, a large
number f relief provisions designed to benefit corporate taxpayers were adopted,
which mean a substantial reduction in the amount of excess-profits taxes payable
or finally collectible.

High exces-profits-tax rates alone, however, will have comparatively little
effect on those corporations which virtually escape the tax because of the large
amounts exempted (called credit in the law) from the excess-profits tAx. The
existing law exempts from taxation (1) 95 percent of the average 1936-39 earn-
ings, or (2) a 5 to 8 percent return on Invested capital, whichever credit is
higher-a "heads the corporation wins, tails the Government loses" proposition.
Only the annual profits above the higher credit Is subject to excess-profits
taxation.

The average-earnings credit remains unchanged so that corporations with
large pre-war earnings continue to avoid their fair share of the excess-profits tax.
Borrowed capital Is still treated as invested capital to the extent of 50 percent.

Because of the heavy capitalization of some corporations, and the prosperous
pre-war earnings, of others, the unprecedented profits of some of the largest and
most profitable corporations in America will not be substantially recaptured by
tha existing excess-profits-tax law. The record of corporation profits after taxes,
referred to at pages 5-6, supra, proves this.
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The President, in his sevea-point anti-inflation message, said:
"We must tax heavily and In that process keep personal and corporAte profits

at a reasonable rate, the word 'reasonable' being defined at a low level."
In line with the tax plank of the Presldent's tei cu-point program, we propose

that the credit for equity invested capital be reduced to 5 percent tfor the first
$10,000,000 of Invested capital and 4 percent for the balance; that the credit for
borrowed capital be eliminated, inasmuch as Interest deductions provide a proper
allowance for the cost of such capital.

We would Impose a rate of 90 percent on all profits in excess of the 4- to 5-percent
return on invested capital, without any post-war credit; and where a orporat!on's
current profits exceed its average 1936-39 profits, we would tax the difference be-
tween such 1936-39 average earnings and the invested-capital credit, at the rate
of 65 percent. By this plan, corporations Increasing their earnings in wartime
would pay an excess-profits tax on the increased war profits. The profits subject
to the 90- and 65-percent excess-profits tax rates would not be subject to the cor-
porate normal tax or surtax. Corporations with net incomes under $10,000 would

entirely exempt from the excess-profits taxes.
The profound Importance of excess-profits taxation to the war effort has been

strikingly described by Secretary Morgenthau in his testimony before the Senate
Finance Committee in 1942:

"There is no easier way to stir the righteous anger of the American people tharl
to let them hear constantly of excessive wartime profits that are not being reoov-
ered by adequate taxation * * * An effective excess-profits tax does more
than produce badly needed revenue In time of war. It also reassures the masses
of our farmers and factory workers that industry Is not being rewarded unduly
foi its part In the winning of the war." I

(2) Corporate income a.-It is recommended that additional corporate taxes
be provided by increasing the present corporate surtax rate from 16 percent to
at least 31 percent on corporations with incomes of more than $25,000. This was
the surtax rate proposed by the Treasury in 1942 but which was reduced to 16
percent by Congress. Combined with the present 24-percent normal tax, the 31-
percent surtax would bring the aggregate of corporate-income tax rate to at
least 55 percent of corporate Incomes above $25 000.

There can be no fair quarrel with the imposition urn corporations of a sub-
stantlal portion of the Increased load of taxation required by our national emer-
gency, inasmuch as American corporate business will still wind up with aggregate
profits far In excess of those enjoyed in pre-war years.

RiMOVAL or SPECIAL PRIVILoErS

(1) AandAtory joint return.-There are in our tax system certain provisions
which grant special privileges to the relatively few, at the expense of the great
majority of our people who must bear additional tax burdens for the revenue
thereby lost. At a time when the great mass of the taxpayers are called upon to
payb llions of dollars in additional revenues there is no justification for perpetuat-,
ing these special privileges. As Secretary Mforgenthau has said: "They are bad
enough In time of peace-they are intolerable in time of war."

Tho pril-cgo al.lowd z rarrcd coup!c to fI separate inorme-tax returns
affords a means of tax escape for those with large Incomes. This option has little
or no value for most taxpayers since at the present time, married couples with
incomes of up to $3,200 (the amount Is higher In the case of married couples with
dependents) pay the same total tax whether they file joint returns or separate
returns. However, it makes a great deal of difference In tax in the case of married
couples with large incomes, particularly where the income is more or less evenly
divided between husband and wife. Thus, if a $20,000 net income is divided
evenly between husband and wife and separate returns are filed, each $10,000 Is
subjected to a surtax rate ranging from 13 to 28 percent; whereas if joint returns
are required, the first $10,000 would be subjected to the 13 to 28 percent rates,
but the ewond $10,000 would be subjected to surtax rates of 32 to 40 percent.

What Is more--in the brackets above $3,200, the tax advantage s graduated
in direct proportion to income-the ability-to-pay principle in reverse.

In the past, the Treasury has recommended that the 'special favoritism" id
the tax 1'ws which grants to married couples the option of filing separate Income'
tax returns be abolished. Under the compulsory joint return provision the tast
liability of husband and wife would be computed upon their combined incomes.

" See bearimp before the Senate Comwttee om 1Laxe, Rerenue Revision of 1942 (1aly 3, 1942), p. 7.
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The actual tax burden, however, could be allocated between the spouse as they
pleaded so that neither wuuld be obliged to pay the tax due from the other. The
Treasury also proposed at that time a special allowance for a wife's earned Income
(a credit of 10 percent of her salary, up to $100 credit) so as to compensate for
the additional household expense usually incurred. The mandatory joint return
provision would yield hundreds of millions in additional revenue.

It is obvious, therefore, that the true basis for objections raised to the manda-
tory joint-return proposal is not the fact that family experes may increase
where a man and wife both work, for the bulk of the working population is not
in the income classes which benefit from the separate-return privilege, and, what
is more, the "working wife tax credit" proposal would give relief where the wife
works outside the home.

The Ways and Means Committee advocated compulsory joint returns in the
1941 revenue bill. Although the arguments for mandatory Joint returns mar-
shaled by the committee in its report is have never beeai effectively refuted th-
ma sdatory joint-return provision still remains to be enacted. The filing of Joint
returns by husband and wife is compulsory if Great Britain.

The ability of a man and his wife to pay taxes is measured by their joint
incomes. The fnily rent or the real-estate thxes, junior's milk, and Mary's
dress do not vary in price depending upon whether the family's income is derived
from the earnings and property of the husband alone or of both spouses. Yet
under the income-tax law as it now stands, the couple may pa a greater tax where
the husband alone is the family breadwinner than if the wie contributes to the
family income. Consider two couples without dependents each having net
incomes of $8,000. In the one case, where the husband earns the entire income
the income tax will be $1,532 under existing rates. In the other, the husband
and wife each have a net income of $4,000. By filing separate returns each spouse
will pay $664 (the top surtax rate is 16 percent). Their combined tax W-i1 be
$1.328, a preference of $201 despite the fact that both families are In exactly the
same income category.

The mandatory joint return requirement is particularly important In order to
eliminate important loopholes. At the present time there are 9 so-called com-
munity property States In which one-half of the husband's earnings are attributed
to the wife for income tax purposes. In the 39 nonommunity property fitates,
on the other hand, the income is taxable to the spouse who earns it. The result
is that married persons with high incomes in community property States pay
lower taxes than married persons in the same income groups in noncommiunity
property States, despite e fact that in cases the husband is the source of the
entire family income. Thus, under the law as it now stands, a married man
without dependents living in the noncommunity property States of Colorado orNew York, and having a net income of $10,000 a year, would pay about $350 more
than the man with the same income living in the community property Sthtes ofCa&lifornia or Louisiana." There is no Justification for such discrepancies in theapplication of the Federal income tax. This advantage would be removed it Joint
returns were made compulsory.

A second source of tax avoidance resulting from the special privilege of filing
separate returns Is the manipulation of incomes between husband and wife. For
example, if a husband's only iuui e ucro $20,000 from cceurtics, he would Piy f
tax of $6,618 (under existing rates). But if he transfers half of his securitiesto his wife, by filing a separate return on her $10,000, she would pay $2,393 and he
would pay the same on the 310,000 reported in hls own separate return- threby
cutting the total tax by $1,722, or a 26 percent reduction.

Voices have been heard to say that mandatory joint returns will destroy theinstitution of manage and sen c woen back to marital slavery. This point of
view seems fantasticin view of the fact that all that would happen would he tiat,
tax liability would be computed on family income, ith the actual tax burden
allocated between the spouses as they pleased. The husband would have no mor
right to his wife's income than heh as under the existing law. If henry earr, s
$6,000 a year and Helen's earnings bring her $2,000 a ear, their aggregate inom
tax under existing rates would be $1,267 if they remain single as against $1,291 u
they married-an increase of $40 under the mandatory joint return requirement.
If their marriage is to be prevented on account of $40 a year, it ser is oithat
they ought to sa single. And if the additional $40 would lead to divorce, their
marriage is probably on the rocks already.

14 I. Rep. No. 1040, Jly 24,1941.
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At a time when we are levying heavy taxes on persons vith small incomes, It is
intolerable that comfortable and large Incomes escape their fair share of the tax
burden via the separate-return privilege-a privilege which should be abolished
now.

(2) Tax-exempt ecuriliee.-The abolition of the tax shelter afforded recipients of
tax-free Interest from governmental securities is a vital war measure.

In this national emergency, every element In our population should bear its
fair share of the financial burdens which war Imposes. Through tax-exempt
securtis, however, perMona with large taxpaying ability find themselves In a
sheltered position. Obviously, they did not buy these securities at prices reflect-
ing the great favor of escape from wartime burdens. The holders of tax-exempt
securities are reaping windfall profits at a time of national sacrifice. Surely tNe
holder of governmental securities is entitled to no greater tax immunity than the
holder of a Victory baby bond--which is not tax-exempt. In Great Britain all
Interest from governmental securities is taxable.

There is a noticeable tendency for tax exempt securities to gravitate toward
Individuals with large incomes subject to high tax rates, at which they provide
scandalous exemptions. The glaring unfairness of this exemption is evident from
a case cited by the Treasury of ar Individual who had an income of $1,083,700 from
tax-exempt securities, on which he did not pay a single penny in taxes." Even
under the Treasury's surtax rates proposed last year which are higher than existing
rates, this taxpayer would have a net income of $1-53 ,300 after all taxes were paid-
more than 60 times the $2i,000 limit urged by the President.

As Income-tax rates increase, wealthy individuals are tempted more and more
to shift their investments into the shelters of tax-exempts--considering that the
net return after taxes of a 3 tr.ercent tax-exempt bond to a person with a net
income of $100,000 is equivalent to the net return on a taxable bond yielding
20 percent.

The elimination of the tax exemption enjoyed by governmental securities, both
outstanding and future issues, is long overdue. The law now provides for the
taxation of all interest on Federal securities issued since March 1, 1941. We
favor the taxation of the interest from all State and local securities, past and future
issues, as well as of all outstanding Federal issues, so as to close the loophole
through which many large taxpayers esape their Just share of the tax burden.

State and local securities: The effort to eliminate the tax exemption of interest
on State and local securities has met with substantial opposition from many
State and municipal officials. Actually, it seems quite unlikely that States and
municipalities would find this badly needed reform a serious obstacle to credit
operations. It must be recalled that these governmental units managed quite
well without this advantage before the income tax was adopted. In this- earlier
period, State and municipal bonds commanded an excellent market and enjoyed
a considerable advantage over other bonds. Moreover, governmental units
manage quite successfully to obtain credit in Canada, Australia, and many other
countries, despite the absence of tax immunity.

It is generally conceded that the exemption may mean a difference in interest
rates ranging up to one half of 1 percent. In recent years State ard local bond
Issues have approximated $1,0W,000,000 per year and if the volume should con.
Im le, extra interest pavmpnts would rount tM (O.(, ) in th^ first yeAPt,
and eventually this figure would increase. Against this loss would have to be
offset the revenue which the States might derive if the States and municipalities
were alloi~ed to tax Federal bonds.

In resisting the taxation of tax-exempt securities State and lcal officias are
not concerned with protecting the patently unfair privileges of wealthy taxpayers.
In urging the elimination of tax-exempt securities, it is unnecessary to deprive
the States and municipalities of the fiscal advantages they now enjoy.

To resolve this dilemma, many suggestions have been made. These are most
clearly set forth in the recent study made by the Committee on Intergovtrnmental
Fiscal Relations:

"One proposal worth serious consideration Is that the Federal Government
mighL aljiiUHA a F orders b4Uk rur SL5eS ad Muuiciplsiies. The lending
operations of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in recent years have been
of substantial assistance to debtor States and mu iicipalites, and such arrange-
ments might be continued on a permanent basis. Another proposal worth
considering is a crediting arrangement whereby the differential advantage In tax
exemption of large income recipients would be wiped out. More promising

"sEing, before tb Boeue Oommlttee on Way nd Mean, F.ereu Rtevsion o(f k1.pt p. 3M0.
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politically, perhaps, is the suggestion that the Federal Government grant a direct
subsidy to uxits which borrow in the future. The equivalent of one-half -of I
percent on the outstanding principal of new bond issues could be paid to the
issuing units annually. This would have the effect of eliminating the inequities
in the income tax created by tax exemption, and would convert a hidden and
Indirect subsidy into an open and direct one. If a compromise is necessary to
secure action and promote better governmental relations, and such seems to be
the ease, this solution is recommended." I

Federal securities: The contention that existing issues of Federal securities
should remain tax-free because they were issued as tax-free obligations ignores
the all-important fact that we are a Nation at war fighting for our survival. At
a time when men are giving their lives, when rationing, priorities, and price control
produce marked changes in normal economic life, we are t nhnpressed by the plea
that those who hold Government bonds should retain a rich avenue of escape
from taxcs because, In normal peace times, the securities were Issued as tax-
exempt. Nor do we believe there is any serious constitutional barrier to the tax-
ation of interest on the bUllons of outstanding Federal, State, and municipal
obligations.

Those vho urge that the existing exemption for outsta ding securities should
not be disturbed should take heed of Secretary Morgenthau's statement, made
before the Wavs and Means Committee:"In times of pewc, when the strain on other elements in the population was
not so heavy, there was much to be said for the gradual elimination of tax exemp-
tion through taxing future issues only. The national emergency of war makes

thi grdul aprochunacceptable"N
(8) trDepl lPP hcea as t oil woells and mn.et-It is fair and proper that

Oilandmining companies be allowed the return of their capital freb of tax and
that is fully provided in the allowance for cost-depletion granted by law. How-'
ever, pereentage-depletlon goes far beyond the point where it can be so justified.
Oil and mining companies are no more entitled to these extra concessions than
any other business Involving the investment of capital.

The continuance of this provision which permits owners of oil and gas wells to
deduct from their Income 27% percent of their gross receipts-a deduction allowed
yenr in and year out, even after 100 percent of the cost of the property has been
recovered-is a shocking violation ef the basic principle of equity and cannot
but adversely affect the morale of the American taxpayer. In the'hearing, on
the 1942 tax bill, Secretary Morgenthau crIled attention to a leading oil company
ownlnF oil properties costing $3,000,000 which had already tnken percentage
depletion allowances of 3.6 million dollars, although the properties still had
three-fourths of the oil left. The persuasive testimony of Randolph Paul, then
tax adviser to the Secretary of the Treasury, before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee in 1942 amply demonstrates that the elimination of perceLtage depletion
will not endanger the euply of war materials needed for the war Wffort.

Finally, the existing option to capItalize or treat as an expense in tangible
drilling and developing costs should be eliminated for both oil and gas wells and
mines, and herefater such costs should be charged to capital account. Ele-
mental justice and equity require the elimination of the percentage depletion
allowance, thereby adding hundreds o miiuous in new revenue. The war makes
it imperative that every special favor to one group of taxpayers should be
eliminated.

(4) Tar-ezempl corporalions engaged in busineus.-Our revenue-laws have been
generous in exempting certain corporations from the income tax. Charitable or
educational corporations are not subject to the income tax. Many exempt
corporations, however, have so far departed from the purpose of the exemption
as to engage in trades and business completely unrelated to their exempt activities,
and yet, the income of such business activities remains exempt from tax. Thus,
if a college operates ahote, the earnings of the hotel are exempt; if a charitable
organization operates a bathing beach, the earnings of the beach are exempt.
In this way sources of considerable tax revenue are withdrawn from the scope of
the tax. At the same time privately owned businesses are forced to compete at
a disadvantage ith other business" not sub~cct to an income tax.
* There is no justification for such distortion of the exemptions accorded to such

organizations. We suggest that such corporations be taxed on the income de-
rived from a trade or business not necessarily Incident to their exempt activities.
It might be desirable however to allow a fiat exemption of $5,000 regardless of
the nature of the business activity.

UVol. 1. P. 34.
uSee Doe 15, at P. P.
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D-DUCTIONS fOR TAXES PAID

Wartime rates make it imperative to eliminate, as far as posible, exiting
Inequities which distort the tax burden of certain taxpayers. There is a striking
unfairness In the deductions allowed under the income tax for taxes paid. In
general, with certain exceptions such as Federal income taxes, taxes paid are
deductible by the taxpayer in computing his net income for income-tax purposes.
lieeause of the technical provisions of the statutes (which In form impose Federal
excise' taxes on the manufacturer, importer or retailer), conumers are denied
the deductions for excises imposed on gasohne, tobacco, liquor, cosmetics, furs,
Jewelry', etc. Yet, by and large, consumers pay these taxes, the retailers or
manufacturers being merely tax-coliecting agents. There is no warrant for this
discrimiration against the consumer; such taxes should be deductible by the
oonsuim'r.

This principle was recognized in the 1942 Iievenue'Act, which allows a deduce
tlrn to the ultimate consumer for State and local retail sales taxes, not imposed
by law directly on the consumer, if the taxes are separately stated by the seller
and are based on the gross reiling price of the article (see. 23 (c) (3), Internal
Revenue Code).

In addition, with respect to the employees' pay-roll tax under the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act, the deduction by the employee, who Is coneledl,
the taxpayer, is disallowed. This discrimination against workers should like-
wise be abolished, and employees should be allowed to deduct the tax taken out
of theiT pay envelopes.

STATE AND OIFT TAXES

(1) Integration, exemptions, rates.-Under existing law, an estate of $60,000 is
entirely exempt from tax and an additional $30,000 nay be transferred tax-free as
a gift inter viros. This means that $90,000 can still be transferred without pay-
ing a single penny In Federal estate or gift taxes. In addition, annual gifts of
$3,000 to each donee may be made tax-free. Thus, the impact of estate taxes
may be whittled away very substantially. It is no surprise, therefore, that the
results of the existing estate tax system are fiscally disappointing. The estate and
gift tax system needs thorough overhauling. If the job is done thoroughly, estate
and gift taxes can be made to assume a place of prominence in the tax system,
commensurate with their inherently progressive character.

Despite the very heavy increa es in income-tax rates levied upon low incomes
estate and gift-tax rates have remained virtually unchanged during the national
emergency. Even the comparatively mild increases proposed by the Treasuiy
in 1942 were rejected. The net result of the amendments made in the estate-gift-
tax system in the 1942 revision was that Instead of increasing estate and gift taxes
in the amount of $309,000 000 as the Treasury had recommended, there will be
an estimated loss of somae 17,00,000.

We have noted that a principal avenue of estate-tax avoidance is through gifts
made before death. What is required Is an Integration of the estate and gift
taxes so that the rates shall be applicable to transfers In the aggregate, whether
made before death or after death. In adopting an integrated estate and gift.
tax system. a single set of drastically increased rattA shmiild be adopt with a
single exemption of $20,000. Estate and gift-tax rates should be brought In line
with the drastic reductions In Income-tax exemptions and the drastic increase in
income-tax rates which have been imposed upon the low-income groups. In
England there Is no Lpecific exemption but estates of less than $400 are not
subject ,o tax. In Canada the exemption varies from $20,000 for a widow to,
$1,000 per heir. No tax is levied if the estat

. 
is less than $6,000.

(2) Annual gifts.-Instead of permitting annual gifts of $3,000 to each donee to
t-e tax-free, the annual exclusion should be limited to*a maximum of $5,000 in all
for ea .h donor.

(3) Fslate tax dedtc'ions for contributions to conlrolltd eharitable or educational
founlationi.-Existing provisions also enable decedents to perpetuate, through
charitable or educational trusts and corporations, family or similar control over
the.r wealth, without paying the estate tax. In the case of gigantic fortunes,
such as those of John D. Rockefeller, Andrew Mellon, and Edsel lord, It has been
a familiar device to create family controlled tax-exempt foundations whereby vast
aunis are transferred tax-free but the wealth remains under the control of the,
donor's family. This device has cost the Federal government hundreds of millions
of dollars in taxes, ani comtitutes a flagrant loophole in the estate tax law.
transfers to such controlled foundations should be taxable, for they are in sub.
stance a device for appearing to give away wealth, while perpetuating the control
of the wealth in the decedent's family.
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(4) Contemplalion of death.-Congress should tighten up the provisions designed
to tax the transfer of property in anticipation of death. The existing rebuttable
presumiton that a gift is in contemplation of death, If made W:thin 2 years of
death,'ha. not been productive of substantial revenue, although it has been
productive of litigation. It is therefore recommended tst the provision be
amended to provide that all transfers made by a donor over the age of 65, to the
extent that such transfers to any one beneficiary exceed, in the aggregate, a
specified sum, shall be subject to the estate tax.

(6) Computation of esedit for eState Wes.-The credit granted to a taxpayer
against his Federal estate tax for death taxes paid to States consists of rn amount
up to 80 percent of the Federal tax paid under the 1926 Federal estate-tax statute.
The Federal law has since been amended several times with rates and exemptions
revised, but tboe crdit is still tied to the antiquated 1626 law. The credit should
be adapted to the most recent estate-tax statute.

SPECIAL VXCI5s TrAXr

Heavy excise taxes on luxuries and nonessential items are desirable. In
determining what are "luxuries," wartime definitions should be adoptred, without
taxing essentials. -Considerable revenue can thus be raised. The Treasury has
infdcated that very substatitial revenue can be raised by heavy excise taxes on
luirurles.

The effects of special excise taxes are substantially different fr)m the effects
of a general sales tax. Such excise taxes help to conserve the materials needed
for ihe war particularly, when they are imposed on commodities of whih there
is or will increasingly be a scarcity. Where excise taxes fall on goods which are
of the luxury or semluxury character, needed revenue may thusi be obtained;
ani consumer purchming power will thereby be tapped, without taxing con-
sunerA on necesarie of life. Such special excise taxeshave the further advantage
of not requiring any substantial expansion of administrative machinery.

FEDERALL SALES TAI

7he drive Is on again to foist a Federal sales tax upon the American people-on
top of all of the heavy burdens already Imposed on the low-income groups. The
issue is clear-shall Congress adopt those proposals based upon the principle of
ability-to-pay, or shall Congress resort to such devices as a general sales tax.
which would fall with the greatest impact upon those least able to bear the burden?

We have already shown that inflation control does not require cutting down the
purchasing power of the low-income groups, The families with incomes under
$2,600 do not have excess purchasing power. A sales tax hitting as it does the
low incomes cannot, therefore, be justified as essential to the program of curbing
inflation.

The striking unfairn-es of a general sales tax, on any round, is demonstrated
by the fact that such a tax would hit the poorest people four times as hard as tho
wealthy. Treasury Department statistics demonstrate that the sales tax is the
exact opposite of the ability-to-pay income tax. The Income tax graduates up-
ward from no tax on the lowest Incomes to a top of 88 percent on the highest
incomes. But a saes tax would graduate downward. For example a sales tax
absorbing 10 percent of the Income of persons earning less than M a year, would
graduate downward so a to absorb 2.7 percent of the Income of persons making
more than $10 000 a year According to the Treasury Department's data, a
sales tax av)sorbng 10 percent of incomes of $500 or less would produce the
following: I

Tax burden Tax burden
Income clams (food (food

taxes)' exempt),

$,00 or under .................................................................... 10 10
IO to IX, ............................................................. 7.1 S. 7

000 ~to l500.................................................... a&s & 2
0 to OD..................................................... 9 I .1 . oW to I) ............................................. :.................... Ll I .

O er $ 0 ..................................................................... 17 9 9

1 Tbee 4uni show the relative petcentages of Income taken by a retail sales tax, ICtOdIDI to Income
clas, not the sctual percentage of oome Ibsoed by tuch a tax.

&4 beerl-ap etore the House Ommittee o Ways and Means, Revenua Revision o( I9I (Mirth 1
14,), p. 332.
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The sales tax hits the poor people hardest because the lowest-income groups
are obliged to spend all of their small Incomes while the higher-income groups
spend only a part of their incomes. In addition, a substantial part of the spend-
ing of higher-income groups goes for personal services which would escape sales
taxes.

The Secretary of the Treasury, in his testimony before the Ways and Means
Committee in 1942, forceflly presented to the Nation the vital reasons for oppoi-
tion to a general sales tax.

1. "The general sales tax falls on scarce and plentiful commodities alike."
2. "It strikes at necessaries and luxuries alike."
3. "As compared with the taxes proposed In this (the Treasury's) program, it

bears disproportionately on the low-income groups whose incomes are almost
wholly spent on consumer goods. It Is, therefore, regressive and encroaches
harmfully upon the standard of living."

4. "It Increases prices and makes price control more difficult. It stimulates
demands for higher wages and adds to the parity prices of agricultural products."

5. "It Is not, as many suppose, easily collected; on the contrary, its collection
would require much additional a administrative machinery at a time when man-
power is limited." '"

We should also add that the Treasury's statistics demonstrate that a sales tax
that does not hit food would not raise much revenue. Even a stiff 10-percent
retail tax, which excluded food, Government purchases, and those articles already
subject to severe excise taxes, would raise only $1,691,000,000, based on 1942 estri
mates. If medicines clothing, and fuel were also exempt, a 10-percent sales tax
would raise only $786,000,000. In addition a sales tax would considerably com-
plicate cur fiscal problems, for it would tend to increase substantially the cost of
producing the sinews of war.

Nor can we too strongly warn of the grave effect on national morale if Congress
were to adopt so unfair, inequitable, and regressive a measure as a general sales
tax. A general sales tax would foster national disunity and seriously hamper the
war effort--a worker without calories cannot efficiently produce war materials.

CONCLUSION
A grave responsibility rests on Congress, and particularly on this committee,

to see that the new Revenue Act is fashioned so as to strengthen the unity of our
people, to mobilize the maximum production of tanks, ships, and war material,
not to retard such production-never forgetting that a production soldier, de-
prived of sufficient calories by oppressive taxation, cannot effectively produce
war materials.

The time has, therefore, come to enact a war-tax program which will effectively
recapture war profits.

The time has come to halt the piling of new tax burdens onto the shoulders of
the average American family.

The time has come to require the comfortable and the rich to bear their fair
share of the tax costs of financing the war.

The time has come to insist on progressive taxes and to resist all attempts to
foist new regressive levies on the American people.

The time has come, in short, to enact a democratic wartime tax program for
America.

The enactment of the Lawyers Guild's tax program would fit Into the pattern
of a democracy paying the tax costs of this people's war for survival. It would
fit Into the struggle against inflation and the battle to keep the Nation's morale
at its highest peak. It would create a powerful instrument for victory.

NATIONAL COMMrIx-Z ON TAXATION, NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD.
Oc'roaz' 5, 1942.
Mr. WOLFE. Foxmidablo batteries of talent, especially retained or

in their own interest, either for this occasion or continuously engaged
in watching matters of this sort, have appeared and have spoken long
and not without reason, in every case. But, there is a war being
fought, men and women are dying for a cause-while here in this cham-
ber men have appealed and have argued, for what,? Profits-profital
while men are dying and Government needs revenue to support these

NI ew, p. 7 (MaLcy 1. 1 43.
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fighting men. Now gentlemen there's no crime in being business-
men, and there's no crime in making profits. But, these are wartimes
and Government revenues must come from profits. You can't take
taxes out of our citizens' food, clothing and shelter; you can't take
taxes out of their subsistence allowances while there are still profits
over and above salary allowances to all concerned. Free enterprise
needs a free country and there's a war being fought to preserve it.
Gentlemen, I ant a practicing attorney and certified public accountant.
My appearance here and my service in the interest of the wagon earner
aqd small businessman may lose me sqme personal income. It cer
taiK can't get me any. Now examine the interest of those who have
testified. How many have had their country's interests at heat?
And, who, pray, is the country but the great vast number, far exceed-
ing a majority of our citizens, who are wage earners and small business

41 men.The enactment of the Lawyers Guild tax program would fit into the

pattern of a democracy, paying the tax costs of this people's war for
survival. It would create a powerful instrument for victory.

Senator WALSH. Thank you.
(The following statements were submitted for the record:)

JOINT STATEMENT OF PHILIP' MURRAY PRESIDENT CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL,
ORGANIZATIONS; JAMES G. PATTON, PES5DSNT RATIONAL FARMERS UNION;A. F. WHITNEY, PRESIDENT, BRO.TR..HOOD or RAILROAD TRAINMEN; WILLIAM
H. HASTIE, CHAIRMAN LEGAL COMMiTTEE, NATIONAL, ASSOCIAION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE- ELISABETH CHRISTMAN, SECRETARY-
TREASURER, NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE OF AMERICA;
KATHERINE ARMATAGE, CHAIRMAN OF BOARD, LEAGUE OF WOMEN SHOPPERS;
ARTHUR KALLET, DIRECTOR, CONSUMERS UNION; ROBERT W. KENNY, PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD

STATEMENT ON TAX BILL VOTED BY HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE

The tax bill tentatively agreed upon by the House Ways and Means Committee
does not meet the basic requirements of a revenue act for America at war. It
does not tax adequately high personal incomes, the unparalleled corporate profits,
and the large inheritances, while continuing disproportionately heavy burdens on
the common man with mfger income.

The Ways a:,d Means Committee would perpetuate the oppressive burden of
the Victory tax on 9,000 000 hard-pressed families, although the Victory tax as
such would be technicall, repealed. The committee has failed to provide ade-
quate income-tax exemptions, retaining the present substandard levels of $0,
$1,200, and $350, in the face of the steep rise in living costs. The committee has
failed to impose increased Income taxes on persons with large incomes who are
well able to cairy a heavier share. The committee would continue the unwar-
ranted tax-exemption of governmental securities, the exorbitant percentage-
dcpletion allowances for owners of oil and mining properties, and the special
privilege of separate returns. The committee has refused to adopt the wartime
principle that for the duration no Ametican citizen ought to have a net income,
after he has paid his taxes, of more than $25,000 a year. The committee has
eliminated, however the earned-income credit which favors those who toil rather
than those who hold investments.

The comrmittee has rejected the very moderate proposal to lower the estate tax
exemption from $0,000 to $40,000, and increase estate and gift tax rates to yield
an additional.$400,000,000. The committee has rejected, too, the very moderate
proposal to increase the Income-tax rate on corporations with profits above
$26,000 from 40 to 50 percent, which would have Yelded $1,100,000,000 In new
revenues. Although voting to increase the excess-profits tax rate from 90 to
95 percent, and to reduce the credit for invested capital, the committee has left
unchanged the choice to compute excess profits on the average-earnings method,
so that corporations with large pre-war earnings will contlnuc to escape their
fair share of exces-profits taxation. 'I lius, while corporate profits, after exist-
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Ing taxes, will be approximately $3 460,000,000 in 1943, as compared to $3,300,-
000,000 in the last pre-war year in 1639, the committee's proposal would recapture
only $600,000,000 thereof.

Agrave responsibility rest on Congress to ace that the new tax bill is fashioned
so as to meet the basic requirements of a wartime revenue measure. To achieve
this objective, the tax bill should be amended so as to embody the following
minimal provisions:

1. In eliminating the Victory tax, the oppre&Aive burden on low incomes so
removed should not be replaced by other levies on such Incomes.

2. Personrl exemptions should be restored to $760 for single persons, $1,500 for
married couples, and $400 for each dependent.

3. Personal taxes on Incomes above $3,000 a year should be increased, along
with a $25,000 ceiling on net Incomes, after taxes.

4. The rate on corporate taxes above $25,000 should be no less than 50 percent,
Instead of the existing 40 percent.

5. The option to compute excess profits on the averags-earnings method should
be eliminated.

. Special privileges should be eliminated so as to provide for mandatory joint
returns, the taxation of governmental securities and the elimination of percentage-depletion allowances for oil and mining properties.

7. Tax rates should be Incresed and exemptions lowered for estates and gifts.
Additional revenue should come, not from a sales tax which burdens the poor,biJt from increased taxation of comfortable and large incomes, unprecedented

corporate profits nd large e states. The adoption of the propose here made will
raise substantial revenues, aid in siphoning oil the most dangerously inflationary
Incomes, and avoid cuts Into the necessary subsistence of those who fight the battle
of production on the farms and In the factories. The adoption of these proposals,
through their fairness and adherence to democratic tax pninclples, will contribute
Immeasurably to victory on te battlefields and on the home front.

In previous years the tax bill reported to the floor of the louse by the Wsys
and Means Committee has been subjected to a restricted rule that haa largelyforclo.ed atmendment. Certainly, in er democracy the people are entitled to

know tho views of their elected representatives in Congress in regard to each of thevital issues that are covered or not covered by the proved ta legislation that is

reported by the ays and Means Committee. It Is only fair that the tax bill be

submitted to the floor of the aouse of Rejresentative under a rule which permits

full amendment to the bill as reported, s as to permit the elpeted representatives

of the peopiI to vote on each of the vital revisions whIch have been here suggested.

NoYSHEER 1943.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP M URRA, PaRs InTr OF THE CONES S OF INDUsTRIAL
OsOANuxIONa , WASHINGTON, D. C, SUITED TO THE SENArE FINANCE

Coiusrrss, DECzEE 6, 1943, oN PEN~iNG TAX BhrLL
When the tax bill first came before Con ss over on the louse side several

months ago, the discussions were opned with s barrage oftpropaganda by high-

ihcome groups and representatives of large corporations. This propaganda had

a. double purpose. On the ne hand, it was acuflated to convey the Impresion
that the preent tax laws have already squeezed corporate profits dry and that
there were no more high inconmes or w'ar profits or tax va~ion loopholes from

which any fair contribution could be secured to finar.e our war effort. At the
same time and as a coronary, this propaganda t h calculated to create the ie-

pre .ion that the proper place c from which to draw for the financing of this war

was from the pockets of the lowest in come brackets, even if that kind of taxation
meant taking food off the tables and clothing oil the backs of those e people. Ths

scnd propostL~e bia used as a foundation for the suggeston that a sals tax,
with its retrogre sive effect, its excessive burdens on the poor and lighter burdens
on the rich, should be adopted.

From the start the Cogreness of Industrial Organizations has chalengd the

truth o th parts of this deceiving propaganda.

The spokesmen for these wealthy and corporation groups have engaged in the

sophistry of pointing out that the many in the lowest income brackets have, when

added together, more total income than the few in the higher brackets. They

have argued in eftfel that a hundred men earning $10 a week have, when added

together more money than one man earning $o500 a week. They argue, therefore,

0331 t4--50
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that a sales tax is necessary in order to plame the burden on the $10-a-week salaries
because they total more than the $ salary.

The Congress of Industrial Organizations has urged as I 'shall indicate In
greater detail below, that the tax program must recognize that In the interests
of the war effort It cannot and must not reach Into the pockets of those to whom
such taxation means depriving them of the minimum amount necessary to pur-
chase the necessities to maintain a standard of health and efficiency consistent
with the needs of war production.

Even the existing tax burden with Its Victory tax placed on incomes of as little
as $12 a week, contains that threat to American health and working efficiency.
While the House in its consideration of this bill failed to take any steps to remedy
that situation nevertheless it is a fortunate fact for the welfare of the American
Nation that the House side did not dare to yield to the unscrupulous pressure in
favor of a sales tax.

But the action of the House does represent a substantial victory for the moneyed
interests of this country and a substantial defeat for the national welfare and
the war effort.

For the other side of the same coin, whose one face Is thu advocacy of the sales
tax, is the contention that none but the poor and the hungry today have the
funds to support our war effort. It Is on the basis of that proposition that these
large corporation, to whosa exorbitant profits I shall make reference shortly,
have succeeded in a.,) hiding any action in the House to place the corporate taxes
at proper levels. It I. on the basis of that proposition that the moneyed interests
have succeeded in resisting this year as in the past any effort to plug certain tax
evasion loopholes which have been a national scandal for years and which in war-
time constitute a huge gap in our war finance ramparts.

It has been a convenient political dodge for the House to purport to please
everybody by raising virtually no new taxes. But the people of the N ation
know that huge amounts of money are needed to carry this war to a swift con-
clusion. They know that when the huge profits being accumulated by the large
corporations in open and hidden forms on their books are left to go untaxed
now in the midst of the conflict, those same corporations and their spokesmen
will redouble their pressure next year and each year thereafter to place upon
the lowest Income groups the tax burden which those corporations avoided and
evaded in these years. Thk people know that what is not collected from the
levels of high corporate profits and higher incomes today will have- to be paid
and that the same groups which today are crying for taxes on the food and clothing
of the poor will raise the same cry each year in the future.

The Congress of Industrial Organizatiun does not subscribe to the fallacious
notion so widely spread in our land that inflation comes because groups in our
population who have never had enough to eat and keep them warm are today
able to live a little less below the level of minimum subsistence and good health.
The Congress of Industrial Organization does not subscribe to this notion that
inflation comes because the poor can buy food and that the way to combat
inflation is to tax money away from the poor so that they will not be able to buy
foci. The direct and sound defense against inflation is firm price control and
over-all rationing.

In connection with this tax bill, however, the Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tion and the people of the country do recognize that money Is necessary and
muat and will be raised to fight this war. To whatever extent the profiteers
and tax evaders succeed in escaping the;r just contribution to the needs of this
war, a victory is won by the same groups which today and tomorrow will be urging
that the tunney which they should have, but did not, contribute to our war
effort be raised by a sales tax and other burdens on the poor.

That kind of a tax program is not a program which supports our war effort.
It is not too late for this committee to act. There are sources from which the
funds which are needed can be raised. I pointed out those sources in my testimony
before the House Committee on Ways and Means. For the benefit of this com-
mittee I should like to insert into your record a copy of the material which I
submitted to the House committee. It is as directly relevant today as it was
then. With the advances that our armies have mqe since that testimony was
given, it is even more vital today than it was then.* I urge that this committee
act t,, raise now the funds which are needed to fight this war by the corporate tax
program proposed in my testimony, by the removal of special privileges, by the
adjustment of the estate and gift tax levels, and in general by means which will
advance our war effort and preserve the health, welfare and morale of an American
people at war.
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There is one collateral aspect to which I feel that reference must be made. It is

a matter which has been injected by the House into the bill which they call a tax
bill, but which has not one single soitary thing to do with the tax question. The
injection of this extraneous matter into the tax bill indicates, I fear, the extent to
which the tax bill ws made In the House a forum for political maneuvering.

I refer to that portion of the bill passed by the House which attempts to sneak
through under the guise of a tax measure a much disputed and ultimately defeated
portion of the old Smith antilabor bill as it was debated in the House. I refer to
that portion of section 101 which attempts to write into the tax measure the
proposal to require labor ognizations to file, even for the benefit of interested
employers, the details of their financial condition. I am prepared at any time to
discuss this proposal on its merits. It is not a matter on which there is or ever has
been anything secret.

The United Steelworkers of America, an organization three-quarters of a million
strong of which I have the honor to be president, renders every 6 months a
financial statement which is delivered to its members and which I will be glad at
any tinie to make available, as we have in the past, to each and every Member of
Congress, of the Senate, and to anyone else, but we have repeatedly pointed out
the dangers of a measure calling for compulsory publication by all labor organiza-
tions of the details of their financial condition. We have pointed out the uses
which employers could and would make of such a measure. We have pointed
out that in the ease of a weaker, still struggling organization, full disclosure of its
financial strength or weakness to an employer places the organization in a weak-
ened collective bargaining position.

All these things we have pointed out. We have no objection at any time to
discussing the merits of this kind of proposal, but the basic fact in the present
connection is that no person has any warrant to inject a problem of that kind into
the midst of the multitude of problems involved in a tax bill. Bills have been
from time to time introduced in an effort to bring abeut the result which this
rider seeks to accomplIsh. Those bills have been and should be discussed on
their merits and in the appropriate committee. We urge therefore, that thiscommittee and every other committee in the Congress of the 4United States declare
itself firmly against the tactic of legislation by parliamentary maneuver which

has been resorted to with increasing frequency in recent months. There has been

increasing tendency to make revenue bills, appropriation bills for example, the

vehicle for undesirable changes in substantive law. By devices which wakeimpossible any separate vote on these unrelated items, these maneuvers have

brought about the passage of measures which could never have stood the light ofseparate and objective valuation on their own merits.

I fear that that Is precisely what is being attempted in the present situation.The rider which the House bill proposes to attach to section 101 is on its merits
undesirable, but under any circumstances has no proper place in this tax measure
and should be eliminated in the interests of an open and fair consideration in
accordance with the proper legisltive procedures.

(Attachment.)CooxsOINUTILOozvb a
Wahi ton, D. C.

For release on delirery, Friday, October 15, 1948
The followingtestimony on the 194 tax bill was scheduled for presentation

by President Phll p Murray of the Congre.s of_ Industrial Organizations
before e nHouse Ways and Mens Committee today.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee. You have under consideration

a subject matter wih leads directly to the vital issue of the successful prose-
cution of the war.

The amount of revenue that must be raised from taxes and the allocation of
the burden among the various segments of our national life raise two fundamental

questions: "
(a) Are we permitting the wage earners--those who through their sweat and

toil produce the munitions of war-to retain sufficient funds, after taxes, with
which to purbase the necessities to maintain a standard of health and efficiency
consistent with the war needs?

o) At a time when every American is being called upon to sacrifice-Including
the supreme sacrifice which those in the armed forces are prepared to make-
are we making certain that no ndviduor oup shal avoid contributing to an
equality of sacrifice or benefit or prosper as a result of the war?

I shall not endeavor to go into each of out proposals in detail. Instead, I
believe it would be more beneficial to the members of this committee If I confined
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my r .marks this morning to a few of the outstanding problems which run directly
to the issues which are in the minds and hearts of the millions of workers whom
I am privileged to represent.

Further, when I am finished, I should like to Introduce a steel worker who
will endeavor to place before you, not indexes, not old statistics, but the human
equations which run directly to the vital question of producing steel.

I. Low income group cannot be subjected to any further taxation u'ifhoul a demas.
taking impact upon the morale, health, and efficiency of our tar workers

Every right-minded citizen must concede that he cannot through a tax program
drain away funds from families which will leave them with Ins u ient money to
purchase the necessities of life to maintain a health and efficiency standard
essential for the working members of these families. Any other policy is not
merely foolh but actually endangers the entire war program.

We should therefore examine what makes up the cost of living for the average
worker. What is It that workers today with a certain Income can do-what can
they purchase to meet their minimum needs?
The Heller committee of the University of California, which has made a scientific

survey of this problem, recently calculated that a budget for a worker's family of
four in San Francisco requires an annual Income of $2,357.56.

This budget allows $17.63 for the week for food. This means 63 cents a day
per person for each day throughout the year. It allows $257.67 for clothing.
This would permit the father to get one overcoat in 8 years, one suit every 3 years
and one pair of shoes every year. He may buy one sweater every 3 years andone and a half dress shirts every year. He may have two suits cleaned and two
shoe-repair jobs annually.
His wife can spend $71 a year, including the purchase of a winter and a summer

coat every 4 years, a wool dress every 2 years, a rayon dress every one and a half
years, two pairs of dress shoes each year, one sweater every 4 years. Her cleaning
of clothes is restr! !ed to one coat per year and two dresses twie a year.The oldest boy may have a suit and a raincoat every 2 years; one school shirt
each year, together with three pairs of corduroy trousers and 4 pairs of shoes, at
a total cost of $69.14. A girl aged 8 may have a coat every 2 years a sweater
every 2 years, 3 cotton dresses a year 4 pairs of shoes at a total cost of 147.09.
The family may live in a 4-room house with a maximum rent of $44 a month.
Only 70 cents is set aside each year for the total cost of school education.
For spending money the entire family is allowed 93 cents a week. The husband

and wife can go to a concert or theater three times a year and to a movie once a
month, taking only one child each time. Excursions and .vacation trips are
eliminated. .

The budget sets aside $179.04 a year to cover all medical, dental and hospital
care. If the family has no access to a group-practice clinic, this budget allowance
falls about $100 short of an adequate amount.

Certainly no one can urge that this budget Is other than a minimum maintenance
budget.

The Office of Price Administration, in a study In the spring of this year, warned
the Nation of the danger to the health of our people and to the effective prosecu-
tion of the war as a result of the burdens being borne by low-income families. In
this study the Office of Price Administration declared that the consumers with
incomes under $1,500 a year In 1942 were "just barely able on the average to
maintain even their usual low living stsidards out of current incomes" and that
those with incomes from $1,500 to $3 000 "probably are not much above the levels
which, under existing conditions, will adequately preserve the health, efficiency,
and morale of civilian families."

These studies don't tell the whole story. We know that since May 1942 wages
have been stabilized by the Nationa War Labor Board under the so-called
hold-the-line order of the President. The complete effectiveness of the wage
stabilization policy In keeping wage scales down is reflected In War Labor Board
Chairman Davis' statement that---

"The wage adjustments approved by the War Labor Board since October 3
have had a microscopic effect upon prices * * *. The * * * facts
show that the Board has succeeded in so controlling wage and salary increases
since September 1942 that they have not added perceptively either directly or
indirectly to the cost of living burden of the American people.'

But, on the other hand, according to the Labor Department's index, the cost of.
living has risen more than 24 percent since January 1941-9 percent above the
15 percent increase over the January 1941 wage levels at which wages have been
stabilized. The average American family is thus at least 9 percent In the red in
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the balance between prlees and wage rates. Of course the discrepancy between
prices and wages, as disclosed by the official Indexes, does not reflect the even far
greater loss in real wages through the widespread violations in ceiling prices and
prevailing black markets.

At this point may I say that the solemn obligation given by this Congress
and the Preident of the United States to the people that wages and prices were
to be stabilized at the September 1042 level has not yet been fulfilled.

There is another burden that the low-income groups must bear to which very
liltle reference is made in the public press. Secretary Morgenthau stated on
March 16, 1942, that the Treasury's studies had shown that a single person
earning $760 a year paid direct and "bidden" indirect Federal, State, and local
taxes of $130. This constituted 17.3 percent of his income and represented 8
weeks' pay. A married man with no dependents, said Secretary Morgenthau,
earning $1,500 paid $250 in such taxes, 16.7 percent of his income, or an equivalent
of 8 week's work.

Those were the figures at a time when personal income-tax exemptions were
$1,500 for married persons and family beads, and $750 for single persons. Since
then the exemptions have been lowered to $1,200 and $500, respectively.

Those were the figures at a time when there was no so-called Victory tax of
5 percent on all incomes above $12 a week.

Those were the figures at a time when the income tax return on the first $2,000
of taxable net income was 10 percent, not 19 percent, when the taxes on tobaccos,
liquors, and admLisons were substantially lower than at present.

In addition to all of the foregoing burdens, we should also bear in mind that
the average American worker is contributing and contributing very heavily to
the purchase of War Savings bonds. Secretary Morgenthau has already advised
this committee that the study of the Treasury Department discloses that among
the automobile plants 87.6 percent of the employees are on a pay-roll deduction
basis, investing 10.3 percent of their wages in War bonds. The workers in the
automobile plants in Detroit invested in the Third War Loan $100 per man in
extra bonds. Seventy-five percent of the shipyard workers are on this same
pay-rol plan Investing 11.3 percent of their wages in War bonds. It is common
nowled e that in all community war chest drives it is the workers in the local

communities who contribute-gladly--but yet it means an added burden for
those low-income groups.

One of the favorite arguments urged by spokesmen for business groups seeking
to evade their tax responsibilities, Is that low-income groups have the so-called
excess money which furnishes the inflationary pressure on prices. Let us examine
this contention.

In a report made by the Office of Price Administration on March 1, 1940, it is
shown that there are 20.6 million families in this country with incomes under
$2,500 or 61.8 percent of all the Nation's families. They received, In 1942, 29.7
percent of the aggregate income of all families and bought 38.8 percent of the
country's consumer goods and services.

Thus the families receiving ls than $2,500 a year constitute 6 out of every 10
families, they receive less than $3 out of every $10 of the national family income,
and they spend less than $4 out of every $10 spent by consumers.

Further, the families receiving less than $2,500 in 1942 spent 34.9 percent of
their incomes for food, whereas those with higher incomes spend only 15.2 percent
of their incones for food. The less than $2,600 group was obliged to spend 50
percent of their incomes for food, rent and household fuel whereas the higher
evel groups required only 25 percent of their incomes for these essentials.

Those families with incomes above $2,50 comprising only 38.2 percent of the
Nation's families in 1942, or 12.7 million families, received 70.3 percent of the
total Income of all families and bought 61.2 percent of our national purchases of
goods and services.

In terms of total expenditures, after providing for food, housing, and fuel,
the 20.6 million families with Incomes under $2,500 spent only 11.6 billion dollars
for transportation, the doctor, the dentist education, recreation, and all other
goods and services. On the other hand, the 12.7 million families with incomes
above $2,500 spent nearly double that amount or 21.4 billions for such purposes.

Thus, if the surplus money Is to be taxed, it is not to be found with the families
receiving less than $2,500, but rather wfth the families enjoying incomes higher
than that amount.

Further, the stabilization of our national economy originally urged by President
Roosevelt was to be predicated upon effective price cor.'rol, over-all and demo-
cratic rationing, as well as equitable taxation. Through price control and ration-
Ing we can actually assure the distribution on a fair basis of our available goods
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and necessilies of life qmong, the entire community. If taxation is used as a
means of depriving low-Income groups of the wherewithal to buy their fair share,
we are effectively rationiag, but on the basis of ability to buy rather than on the
basis of war need.

Mr. Chairman, the problem before your committee is very simple. Do you
wish to impose taxes which cut down the food consumption of the families of war
workers? Do you wish to impose taxes which will make war workers move
because they could not afford to pay the low rent Which they are now paying?
Do you wis to Impose taxes that %ill prevent the war workers from having eren
that minimum type of medical care that they now have? Do you lh to impose
taxes that vill prevent the war workers from buying even the minimum clothing
that they now purchase? Do you wish to deny the war workers even that once-
or-twico-a-mor~th moving picture entertainment? ,

That is lust what you will do if you Impose additional taxes on the low-income
groups. That is exactly the blow that will be struck against the war effort If
we add to the already serious financial burdens now being borne by the war
workers.

Our conclusion is simply this:
(1) There cannot and must not be imposedany further taxes upon those

recelng $3,000 a year or less. To do so would reflect a callous disregard of the
disastrous impact which such Inereased taxes would have upon the morale, health,
and working efficiency of our war workers.

(2) To enable the war workers to really purchase the necessities that they
require to maintain the health and efficiency essential for war work, the present
tax exemptions must be increased to $750 for the single man, $ I,600 for the married
couple and $400for each dependent.

(3) The Victory tax-the most shameful and reprehensible tax'that hs ever
been enacted reaching down to the pocket of the man mhking $12 a week regard-
less of his obligations or dependents-must be repealed.

(4) We are absolutely and unalterably opposed to the imposition of any sales
tax. The sales tax is directed at the low-income group.. It is the worker and his
family that spend practically all of their money just to keep themselves alive.
They are to have their full income In effect taxed under this most vicious type of
tax legislation. High-income groups that spend only a portion of their Income
for food clothing, or other necessities are to have just that small percentage
taxed, whereas the rest of their income may be continued to be amassed for further
concentration of wealth in their hands. In peacetime a sales tax is vicious
enough, but in wartime, when we are trying to assurd our war workers of suffi-
cient funds to maintain themselves, the proposed sales-tax levy would be the
equivalent of a military defeat.

A sales tax is an imposition of a national wage bearing most heavily on the
low-income groups. uch a tax would be a violation ot the obligation given by
this Government to the working people of America that wages and prices are to
be stabilized as of their relationship which prevailed on September 15, 1942.
Organied labor would be compelled, following the imposition of a national
sales tax, to demand a proportionate increase in their wages to make up for this
unjustified wage cut.

II. Indipiduai iniomne tamx on inomes obom O8,000 a yeUr should be inacd
to obtain whaterer revenua the Gotrnment needs and which ha not been obained
through other taxes , , ..

We submit that the basie printiple of such direct taxes should be that no indi-
vidual, after tWes, should retain any income in excess of $25,000 a year.

During this war period, when it is so essential that we establish equality of
sacrifice, when extraordinary funds arc required to prosecute our war program,
what do you think happens to the morale of the millions of single people with
incomes of $10 a week and to the married persons with incomes of $23 a week who
are asked to pay income t&xes at the'rate of 19 percent when they read of others
who re permitted to retain hundreds of millions of dollars each year after taxes
and beyond the $25,000 exemption?

President Roosevelt has stated that "No American citizen ought to have a net
income after he has paid his taxes, of more than $25,000 a year." There is an
obligation to those in the armed forces, tb the production soldiers, to the Nation,
that this objective be achieved in this tax program.
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Ii. Taoe4 on Corporate profs must be drosetolly increased

I wish to cite the figures of a few corporations:
The American Locomotive Co. made a net profit of $1,462,000, after taxes,

as an annual average over the period 1930 to 1939. Their net income after taxes,
for 1942 was $7,552,000. Taking the peacetime period of 1930 to 1936 as 100, this
company Increased their net profits more than five times. For the first half of
194=4 t company irade $7,018,000 or nine times the net profits which they ma4e
for a 6-month period during the peacetime years of 1936 to 1939.

The Bethlehem Steel Corporation made $19,269,000 after taxes, as an annual
average over the period 1936 to 1939. • For the year 1942 this corporation made
$38,188,000, after taxes, or practically double their net profits during the peace-
time period.

The Anaconda Copper Corporation made $19,503,000, as an annual average over
the period 1936 to 1939. For 1942 this corporation made $40,785,000, or more,
than twice what they made during the peacetime era.

The United States Steel Corporation made $45,098,000, after taxes, as an
annual average oserI corporation made $96,819,000
during 1942, after taxes. re than twice th time average of net profits.

The Worthington Ac"hine Corporation m 9,000, after taxes, as an
annual average ov peacetime period of 13 to 1 It made $3,769,000,

durin 19 02 a pe t e,

after taxe fr 1% ' or about five and on-hall times their time average.
The Uited rraft Cor nation m 101,000 after, , as an annual

avera o e period 19 t 939 a md 96 taxes, for 1942,
or tnore th our times th tim verage ingo.

I ask ea member o 0e ttee; ad a each member o ngress how
they can tlfy toth ves a tthe of the ation, a ton which
permits rporations s g profits ng the wa How can
we Just this terrifying -eta *hee b rtionh ough the
Facrific those on the hom nt nd t bt an yesof t on the 1
militar front?

eHoV n anyone ge thk on Ate r ta should ot be in-
creased oasto '*an In fits outo0 the war?-
1Mr. C n n m t Su m ou that t ituation,
if per ted to con ue, fu es the rial which the Axis a nts yearn
for to read their ro g to ea u disaffection and a 'ering of
morale ong the A c le. Ir sy on to terminal his abuse
which di tly weak _e warOur pr ]aae .

(1) existing income and su tes on rpora comes ve $.5,000
should be teased from the til lIo 4 to at percent.
1 (2) An e tive excess tax at a rae f reent, out post-war
credit, should levied on 05 t ofinves pital. Profits
in excess of av e 193 9 profits, low 4 to 5 percent invested capital,
should be taxed a he of 65 percent.

IV. Special privileges I be removed and Estat Gift Toz-*ee Increased
We have in our tax Sys s which permit a few to retain

special privileges. Theseprivileges are enjoyed at the expense of the great
majority of our people who must bear additional tax burdens for the revenue
thereby lost.

rithese opeclal privileges that should b- removed are:
(1) coupleshould ba compelled to iio joint returns.
(2) com derived from tax-exempt securities, whether Federal, State, or of

local character should be subjected to taxation. There is no justification for
wealthy indlvhduals to be permitted to retain large incomes completely free of
taxation. I assure you this situation has continued only because the facts are
not fully known to the American people. The unfairness of this continued abuse
through special privilege is shocking. I

There are other sMI&¢al privileges, of which this 'committee is .completely
aware, such as depletion allowances to oil wells and mines and tax-exempt cor-
porations engaged in business, that should be eliminated as well.

Finally, estate and gift taxes should be increased. There should bean inte-
grated estate- and gift-tax system with a single exemption of $20,000 and a
single set of graduated rates drastically increased for all brackets. A maximum
of $5,000 annually in gifts from each donor should be incorporated in our tax
legislation.
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V. Sodial-security program

The Congress of Industrial Organizations has endorsed the essential provisions
of the Wagner-Murray-Dingell social s"urity bill. This proposed legislation
would extend both the coverage and tdte benefits for unemployment compensation,
old-age security, disability, and health insurance. This subject matter is not
one that should be relegated to some distant future date.

The American people are vitally concerned now with making provision both
for the present and the future against the hazards of unemployment, old-age,
and ill-health. We have unemployment today as a result of cut-backs which
are beyond the control of the workers. We have today the problem of meeting
medical expenses because of ill health.

We are therefore urging that Congress consider now this social security legis-
lation. The workers appreciate that an enlarged social security program may
entail additional expense. We do not concede that it is fair to the workingpopu-
lation that for the benefits called for under the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill the
increased cost of approximately 5 percent should be allocated on the basis of 4

,e reent to be paid by the workers and only I percent to be paid by the employers.
lo the contrary, this seems to us a most unfair allocation.

VI. Debate on the floor of the House

In previous years the tax program reported to the floor of the House by this
committee has been subjected to a restricted rule that has foreclosed full and free
debate on the merits of the important provisions of the tax legislation. Certainly
in our democracy the people are entitled to know the views of their elected Repre-
sentatives in Congress in regard to each of the vital Lssues that are covered or
not covered by the proposed tax legislation that may be reported by this com-
mlttee. For this reason I suggest that the bill, as reported by this committee, be
submitted to the floor of the House of Representatives in a manner as to permit
full and free discussion on all of the basic problems. No one can take offense to a
demand that democratic procedure and democratic discussion be permitted on so
burning and vital a matter as the proposed tax program for 1944.

VII. Condusiorn

Taxes in the past have been a field known to and considered by only a few.
Today it is a problem that has come home to practically every American family.
Today taxes cannot be considered simply as a means of deriving revenue. It is
also a weapon to be used in siding the prosecution of the war, or if improperly
applied, may actually retard the war effort.

This Congress has a responsibility to see to it that those who produce the
munitions of war do not have their income so drained off through additional tax
burdens as to lower their health and working efficiency.

This Congress has a very deep obligation to every American to see to it that
every individual and every group in our national life participate in the equality
of sacrifice.

This Congress has an obligation to make the 1944 tax program one which will
be a blow for victory. That can be done on the basis of the recommendations and
proposals which we have submitted.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT ON NEED FOR CHANGE IN NATIONAL WoAGE
POLICY

At this point it is important for this committee to appreciate the fact that our
national wage policy must be revised. When President Roosevelt enunciated his
national economic policy in April 1942, the Congress of Industrial Organizations
gave its Immediate and wholehearted support. We recognized then, as we do
now, the imperative need of avoiding inflation. We therefore are anxious to
establish & stabilized national economy.

But while wages have been stabilized, the Government has not carried forward
in regard to its commitment to stabilize the other factors In our national life. As
I have already indicated, prices have soared. Effective price enforcement has
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not been established and the relationship that was supposed to be maintained in
accordance with the law of October 1942 has been flouted. Increased tax burdens
have been imposed upon the wage earners.

The common labor rate for the steel workers, certainly a very important In-
dustry, is 78 cents per hour. The average steel worker today is working about
44 hours a week-that means he receives pay, including time and one-half, for
46 hours, ills weekly pay is, therefore, $35.88.

Clearly this weekly wage does not permit a steelworker to maintain his family,
to meet his fixed obligations, and to buy forohimself the necessities of life that he
requires to perform the arduous work demanded in a steel mill.

This fact is appreciated by members of the Cabinet of the President. I desire
to present to this committee two letters that have recently been sent to the
National War Labor Board by Secretary of the Interior Ickes and Under Secre-
taries of War and Navy, Patterson and Forrestal. These letters have to do with
the pending coal case before the National War Labor Board. These letters
clearly express the view, as espoused by the Congress of Industrial Organizations,
that workers must have more money to meet their requirements and to function
effectively at their work. [llere read letters.]

The time has come when we must stop dealing in terms of theory and get back
to basic facts. The workers can't eat statistics nor policies nor theories. It takes
hard, cold cash to buy the necessities of life. We want the steelworkers and the
auto workers and the shipyard workers, the rubber workers, and all the other
wage earners to maintain a standard that will give them the health and efficiency
necessary for their work.

We must revise our national wage policy in order to grant them appropriate
wage increases. This is a problem that I am presenting to you and to the execu-
tive branch of the Government as one which demands immediate attention and
solution to a&uro te most effective prosecution of the war.

ARMY AND NAVY MUNITIONS IOARD,
r.ashinigon, D. C., Odober 9, 1943.Mr. WILLIAM It. DAVIS,

Chairman, National War Labor Board,
Vashington, D. C.

DEAR MR. DAvis: Some war plants are having increasing difficulty obtaining
sufficient coal. Although the Nation does have stocks of coal on hand, local
shortages have begun to occur.

One large steel mill recently had less than 2 days' supply while another was
reduced to 5 days' supply. These margins are dangerously small, and any
further shrinkage would curtail war production. Shortages of metallurgical coal
which Is especially necessary in war industries, have been particularly prevalent.

Local shortages h ave been eased thus far by rearranging and lengthening coal
shipments, thereby adding to the burdens of our already hard-pressed trans-
portation system. Amelioration by this method, however, will dwindle as coal
stocks shrink.

Moreover, new war plants are scheduled to come into operation, requiring
additional coal, and there seems to be sonic doubt about our ability to supply
them. Total coal requirements for 1944 are estimated at 12.5 million tons a
week, whereas current production remains in the neighborhood of 12 million tons
weekly.

These facts prompt us to urge upon the War Labor Board the need for an early
settlement of the labor problems in the coal-mining industry.

As you know, the present truce expires October 31. An interruption in mining
at that time would Jeopardize present and future production of weapons for the
Army and Navy. We hope, therefore that before October 31 your Board will
be able to bring the various factions together in a settlement %,hich recognizes
the Nation's paramount need for larger coal production.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT P. PATTERSON,

Under Secretary of War.
JAMES FORRESTAL,

Under Secretary .if the Nory.
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DEPARTMENT OF TH INTERIOR,

COAL MIMES ADMINISTRATION,
WasAington 26, D. C., October 9, 194$.

lion. WILLIAM H. .hvjsd
Chairman, National War Labor Board,

Washington, D. C.
Mr DEAR Ms. DAvis: The situation with respect to coal Is so critical that I

am undertaking to call it to the attention of the War Labor Board and of yourself
as its chairman. 0

In order to take care of anticipated demands for the present coal year, we set a
goal of 600,000,000 tons of bituminous and 60,000,000 tons of anthracite. Al-
though this was high, new and unexpected demands from the Army for coal to be
delivered to Italy and other unanticipated requirements, now persuade us that
our sights were too low. As to anthracite, our estimate is that doing the best
that we can, possibly we will be able to produce only 00 percent of the total of last
year. This will explain the anxiety that is increasing among those who depend
upon anthracite to heat their homes.

We are now some 30,000,000 tons below our bituminous goal and we are running
behind at the rate of about 500,000 tons a week. Unless this trend is reversed
the end of the road will be disaster. Some of our heavy war industries will have
to discontinue operations mnd it is doubtful whether we can keep our railroads
running uninterruptedly.

There are several reasons for our inability to produce more coal. There has
been a crippling trend of men into the Army and into the other heavy industries
where the pay is higher. It is estimated that somewhere between sixty and
seventy-five thousand miners have been drawn away from the mines, either by
higher wages and more attractive working conditions, or by the armed forces.
Moreover, these are the best men physically, and among them are men trained
to operate mining machinery. Older men called back to duty cannot produce on
the same scale as those who have been drawn away.

Another impediment is the falling into disrepair of mining machinery and an
insufficiency of supply of such machinery. Recently, upon representations made
by this office to the War Production Board, a priority rating has been given to the
manufacturers of mining machinery that will enable us to cope with this emergency,
although it will be some time before necessary parts can be manufactured and the
machinery repaired.

But by far the most important reason for the falling off of anticipated production
is the uncertainty with respect to the wages and hours of the miners themselves.
Men who are competent to speak tell me that if there were a wage-and-hour con-
tract in existence the miners would be able to produce even the greatly increased
amount of coal that we have asked for. Morale is an intangible of high Im-
portance. Frankly, there has been a lowering of the morale of the miners that
Is making itself feft increasingly every day. Unless industrial peace and the
security that the miners feel when working under a contract are speedily brought
about, we may as well face the certainty of a scarcity of coal for the rest of the
year that will gravely, and perhaps even disastrously, affect our fortunes In the
war and our mode of living at home.

The situation is additionally critical because of the nearness of the 31st d3,y of
October beyond which we have no assurance that the miners will continue to
work. My own feeling is that if we should reach midnight of the 31st of October
without a contract between the operators and the miners, there almost inevitably
would follow runaway strikes which might well spread to the entire industry.
If that should occur, it would not only be a catastrophe of the first order, it would
be worse than that-it would constitute a blunder of magnitude.

I am not presuming to suggest to the War Labor Board how it should deolde
the issue that has been pending before it for some 3 weeks now in the form of an
agreement that has been signed by the Illinois operators and the officials of the
miners. But in view of my official responsibility to produce coal I am Eatlsfied
that you will not consider me out of order in suggesting that whatever decision
may be forthcoming be arrived at speedily. There is nothing so disorganizing as
uncertainty and delay.

One may question whether there Is a more important domestic issue pending
at this time. Coal Is basic to the war. Without coal we could not supply our
troops in Italy. Without coal we could not run our railroads. Without coal we
could not keep our war industries going. Without coal much of our shipping
would be tied up. Without coal we could not operate our utilities, with al that
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would mean. Without coal we could not transport oil, either by railroad or bypip line.

'There I6 nothing that I can do about this matter except to call your attention
to it and, or so it seems to me, the imperative necessity for action. The grave
Issue whether we have no recourse except to produce coal In the faltering manner
that we have produced it during the past few months Is not one that I have the
power to resolve.

Sincerely yours,
H AROLD L. Icxxs,

Coal Mine. Administrator.

STATEMENTr BY GLENN SPEELMAN, MEMBER Of THE UNITED ST'ELWORKERS OF
AMERICA

My name is Glenn Speelman. I reside at Mansfield, Ohio, and work at the
plantof the Empire Sheet & Tin Plate Co. In that city and an. a member of the
United Steelworkers of America.

I and my fellow members at the steel plant where we are employed have been
reading, during the past few weeks, a number of statements in the press about how
necessary it is for the good of the Nation, and particularly for the workers that
heavier taxes should be imposed upon them. That Is strange and bewildering
material for us workers t0 read.

I should like today to submit to this committee a brief sketch of what I earn,
what it costs me to maintain myself and my family, and then ask the members of
this committee whether under such conditions *you can still impose further tax
burdens upon me and workers in my position and also at the same time ask us to
continue increasing our steel production so necessary for our soldiers and seamen.

My family consists of my wife and two chldren-a boy 3% years and a boy of 1
year. I am a high-school graduate attended a trade school, and also served 3
years apprenticeship. My occupation is a blooming.mill motor inspector. At
this task I have worked 8 years.

My average hourly earnings, including overtime, at the present time is $1.07.
My annual income this year will be $2,573.11. My average weekly hours is
45.41.

My food expenses for this year will be $700. That is for the entire family.
This figure is low because through the effects of our union lodge we have developed
a community garden project from which our union members grow vegetables
for canning purposes, etc. This has helped to reduce the food expenditures for
my family. Certainly no one can contend that $700 for the entire year is.excess
spending for food purposes for a family of four.

I estimate the clothing expenses for my entire family at $225. This includes
$50 for work clothes. I need such work clothes because I work in very unclean
surroundings and perform very dangerous work. I therefore must purchase
overalls, safety shoes, gloves, etc.

This clothing expenditure estimate does not include the purchase of any new
suit of clothes or an overcoat or a winter coat for my wife. When I purchase a
suit it must last me from 2 to 3 years.

I estimate my rent to be $= for the year. That is $28 a month. My rent
Is this low because I have been forced to move to the outskirts of town in which
might be termed an undebirbi-le in order to keep my rent costs at a
minimum. In a more desirable location in the city of Mansfield I would be
forced to pay $35 to $40 a month rent for the type of house which I have.

The fuel and light expenses will be $205. This Includes 9 tons of coal at $9.06
per ton and gas and electricity of $5 per month.

It will cost me about $50 for replacement of household equipment. This does
not include any new furniture other than a bed for the older Loy. It only covers
repairs on equipment which we have in the house and replacement of some cooking
utensils.

I have estimated that it will cost my family about $140 for dental and medical
care; about $35 for medical supplies- $30 for cigarettes; $19 for newspapers and
ma zines for the entire year; and $0 for telephone.

The medical expenses are whatwe have actually paid out for serious caes
where we were compelled to go to the doctor. I have a 1940 Willys car and the
tekn I have listed for car expenses as $60 Is for licenses, insurance, gasoline, oil,

etc. Certainly I must at least have the car with which to get to work.
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I contribute about $36 to my church; $25 for the Red Cross, etc.; and spend
about $50 on so-called recreation. That means one or two picnics and a moving
picture about once every 2 weeks.

My union dues is $12 per year.
In addition -I have insurance which costs me about $122.12. This includes

social security.
I have paid in taxes in 1943, 55.80 for Victory tax, $94.80 withholding tax,

and $43.43 on my 1942 income tax.
I have purchased $316.25 of war bonds under a 10-percent pay-roll deduction

plan and during the War bond drives.
The total is $2,576.40.
That, gentlemen, is my income and my expenses. Outside of War bonds, I

have not been able to save anything. Certainly it cannot be said that I and my
family in our expenditures have been adding to the inflationary spiral. We have
limited ourselves to a bare subsistence level, trying to maintain ourselves on a
basis whereby we can merely live, and I have some food so that I can perform my
work at the steel mill.

In terms of the war effort, it isn't further taxes that I need but rather an increase
in wages. At the present time I must borrow occasionally from a finance com-
pany or otherwise to meet my current expenses that I have just set forth. Any
serious Illness in my family means that I go into a hole. If I am ill for I day and
lose my pay, that means to that degree I go into the hole. In addition, bear in
mind that my fellow steelworkers, thousands of them, are not even earning the
pay that I do. What about them? How are they supposed to meet their expenses
which are the same as mine? There are thousands of steelworkers that live in
towns other than Mansfield where the cost of living is even higher-than that which
prevails in my community. How are those steelworkers supposed to meet their
expenses? We absolutely need an Increase In wages if we are to be In a position to
carry on and produce the amount of steel that this country needs.

Do you believe that it would add to the war effort to impose further taxes on
me either through a direct income tax or a 10 percent sales tax? Any such pro-
posal would merely mean that I will have to buy less food or move, if I can find a
p lace, to a house which requires less rent. I certainly can't buy less clothes
because that means I don't go to work.

As against this picture you must realize that we steelworkers, in reading the
newspapers, learn of the huge corporate profits that are being made, higher after
taxes than ever before. We also read of the fancy salaries that are being given to
the executives of these corporations and they are not being asked to make any-
where near the sacrifice that we steelworkers are now making.

We the steelworkers, have produced and will continue to produce the steel that
this Ration needs for its war program. We are anxious that this war be over as
qIckly as possible and we are only too glad to make our contribution toard

t end.
We Americans simply ask that you in Congress see to it that the burden upon

the ovorkers not be increased which would actually tend to destroy'our morale and
our nrodv-tive efficiency. We ask that Congress enact a tax program that w-ill
really obtAin the revenue that the Government needs not from the wage earners
in the low income groups, but from the other groups in our national life who to date
have actually been benefiting from the sacrifices that are being made by the
workers at home and the soldiers on the battle front.

STATEMENT OF EDGAR G. BROWN, DIRECTOR 1IE NATIONAL
NEGRO COUNCIL, PRESIDENT UNITED GuviRNMENT EM-
PLOYEES
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee you

doubtless recall in the 1942 tax bill that the late Senator W. Warren
Barbour proposed an amendment on the floor of the Senate to discon-
tinue the exclusion of domestic workers specifically from social-
security benefits. The present law denies to them unemployment
benefits and old age pensions.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Brown, we are not dealing with the social-
security laws. It is contemplated in a bill how we will deal with that
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subject. I wonder if you would confine yourself to the tax features
of it.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, if you please, I submit that in line
with trying to stop the inflationary spiral that is so much talked
about, and also from the standpoint of justice for all the people, since
there are a million Negroes fighting now for democracy-we feel it
is right, since the Negro domestic workers are the largest group out-
side of the Federal social-security benefits. Every year a recommen-
dation is made to this committee and to the Congress by the respective
social-security officials and the President,i that they ought to be
included, but they are never included. We are tired of promises and
no performance. We desire equal benefits for these workers.

Senator WALSH. We have had pending a bill for 2 years. and I
haven't been able to get action on it. They keep saying that they
are preparing an addition to the present law, but it has not been
forthcoming.

Mr. BROWN. That is just the situation I am protesting. We wish
to appeal to this committee to insert now an amendment to this
pre.sent bill, because this is the committee that has the power and
full responsibility of the whole social-security program. It is par-
ticularly advisable at this time, because the employers sense today
these workers are important and most essential. They are paying
good wages, and they could well afford to make a contribution now
to this program. The worker, the employer, and the Government
making such an additional contribution would help to stop the
inflationary spiral, and assure domestic workers their equal rights to
social security benefits.

Senator WALSH. I, am sure the members of the committee, when
they come to consider social security, will give it consideration.

Mr. BRowN. I do not wish, to press this matter upon you, but I
wish tourgently appeal to your committee to take it up at, this time,
just as you are taking up these other vital matters. They are getting
good salaries now, and. there may be another depression, then they
will not be getting good salaries. There ought to he a fund built up
to take care of unemployment needs and their old age.

I just had a case of one of these domestic workers who worked for
20 years for a prominent Government official who heads Federal
security. He got tired of this particular worker because she heesmA
ill for 6 weeks, she was cutoff and put out in the street with no benefits
as other workers in industry who lose their jobs.

I'think it bears most defiiiitely on the present legislation, and I hope
this committee will do something- about it now. We are going to
have it reintroduced on the floor again unless you act. We do not
wish.to embarrass the committee, but.we do think something ought
to be done for these most disadvantaged workers--forgotten Amer-
icans, outside of social-security benefits, when all other workers are
under it. They are mothers, many of them who have sons and
daughters who are now all over the world fighting for democracy.

Secondly, on this matter of raising additional taxes.
Senator GuFnY. It is not a lottery.
Mr. BROwN. Congressman Knutson proposed it over in the House.

We are against the sales tax. People are wasting and throwing a lot
of money away for gambling as has been t,=stified before this com-
mittee-the race horses and the dog tracks generally are running full

W8
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blast. One State has taken in over $86,000,000 under legalized racing.
Why shouldn't the Federal Government get its take as well as the
States? The F. B. I. is kept busy checking on income tax due from
these people, to make them pay up to the Internal Revenue Depart-
ment. They legalize it from that point of view, or they put them in
the penitentiary, in Chicago. Why shouldn't the Government,
when it wants money so badly, and as long as these are v'artimes,
and we are doing a lot of things, even to plans for recognizing powers
higher than the Constitution-why can't they do business with these
people who want to make voluntary contributions? Practically
everybody is taking some kind of a chance today-why shouldn't the
Government get the benefit of it if the people want'to spend their
money that way?

I hope the committee, rather than consider a sales tax or any in-
ciease in the income tax, or other additional tax at all-because our
people are already burdened greatly by present taxes. We wouldn't

Und giving all the money we have for War bonds if we had equal
rights in the Navy, Army, and Air Corps, no segregation and dis-
crimination. Senator Walsh, who is also the chairman of the Naval
Affairs Committee, knows that a colored woman is barred from
membership in the WAVES. We feel it is grossly unjust, to pay an
more taxes unless we are at least guaranteed equal benefits from the
Federal Government for equal sacrifice and contribution, regardless
of race, creed, or color.

So, in view of that fact, since we have those who would like to
take a chance-what is the name of it?

Senator GUFFEY. Voluntary contribution.
Mr. BRowN. Voluntary contribution; why can't the Government

get the benefit of that?Senator GuFJEY. You represent what society?
Mr. BROwr. I am president of the United Government Employees

and director oi the National Negro Council.
Senator GUFFEY. How many members in that council?
Mr. BROWN. Several million. I speak here on this matter in my

own behalf.
Senator GUFFEY. Where are they?
Mr. BRowN. All over the United States.
Senator GuFFEY. How are they organized; how many chapters

have you; how many lodges? You can't have 4,000,000 members in
one lodge or organization.

Mr. BROWN. I speak for them and myself in opposition to dis-
criminatory legislation and administrative pracices. -

Senator GUFFEI. You come in here and say you represent these
people, but to date, as long as I have been here, you have never fur-
nished any statistics as to who you do represent and how they are
organized. I think you should submit to this committee, or some
other committee, how your organization is made up, and whom you
represent.

Mr. BROWN. We appreciate your concern because of the election
results. I can explain that to 'You now. I am authorized to speak
against unequal and discriminatory acts for all colored Americans, as
director of the National Negro Council and thosp organizations
affiliated with us in the case of justice, to fight inequalities.
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Senator GUFFEY. Give us the names of the organizations and where
they are located.

Mr. BROWN. The National Negro Council locals. They are in
every State of the Union. We speak for those millions, too, disfran-
chised and inarticulate in many Soutlicrn States.

Senator LucAs. Where are the headquarters of the society?
Mr. BROWN. The National Negro Council headquarters are in

Washington.
Senator LUCAS. Who is the president?
Mr. BROWN. The chairman is Dr. D. V. Jemison.
Senator LUcAs. Where does he live, in Washington?
Mr. BROWN. No, sir; in Selma, Ala.
Senator WALSH. All right, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Campbell.

STATEMENT OF ROLLA D. CAMPBELL, HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I am Rolla D. Campbell of Huntington, W. Va.,
and I appear 'for Marianna Smokeless Coal Co., princess Elkhorn
Coal Co., Pond Creek Coal Co., Island Creek Coal Co., and other
coal producers and coal lessors.

The proposals I shall make have the full support of the National
Coal Association, which represents the bituminous coal industry, and
of the American Mining Congress, which represents the mining in.
dustry generally.

Senator GU'F'E. Is the Island Creek Coal Co. asking for help?
Mr. CAMPBELL' The Island Creek Coal Co. is in favor of the

proposals we make.*
The proposals we make, as I said, have the full support and endorse-

ment of the National Coal Association, and thoy are included in the
p rogram which was presented to you this morning by Mr. Crowder.

hey are also approved by the Ame'ican Mining Congress, which
represents the mining industry generally.

If you have a copy of the House bill before you and will turn to
ages 61 and 63, you will have before you section 208, parts of which

Ishall speak to.
I urge that two changes be made in section 208 of the Hous3 bill.
First: that the credit for production from coal and iron mines and

timber blocks, which were not in operation during the base period,
be nrade applicable to tax years beginning after December 31, 1941,
for both producers and lessors, instead of to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1943, as proposed by the House bill.

Second: that the credit for production from such new properties be
one-half of the net income therefrom, instead of one-sixth, as proposed
by the House bill.

On exhibit 1, 1 show the precise text of the two paragraphs as they
would be if these changes were made. The changed language is
in italics.

The existing law proposes a credit known as section 735 (b) (2)
of the Internal Revenue Code, which was put into the code for the
first time by the Revenue Act of 1942. The credit for coal and iron
ore is one-half of the net income from the increased production over
the base-period production.
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- I, Might remind the gentlemen of the committee that this' credit is
a credit against excess profits, not against normal net income. It does
not mean that the credit escapes taxation. What happens is that the
amount of the credit : transferred from the excess profits net income
into the normal income, where it is subject to the normal and surtax
rate of 40 percent.,

Senator LucAs. What is the advantage of that?
Mr. CAMPBELL. As the Senate Finance Committee said last year in,

proposing that change, it was a necessary encouragement to the pro-
suction of these two vitally needed products, and during the course of
the legislation on the Senate floor there was a similar provision put in
for timber blocks, and that is known' as section 735 (b) (3).

On page 761 of the House bill you will note that- line 4 starts the
paragraph entitled "Coal, iron mines and timber properties not in
operation during the base period." That is the particular section to
which I'refer, and section 208 (f) as it appears on page 63, shows the
taxable years to which the various amendments are made applicable.

Section 208 makes' three major changes, as I see it, in the present
statute. The' first one' is to give to lessors of mineral property- the
benefit of the excess production credit contained in section 735 of the
Internal Revenue Code. The bill makes those provisionis.retroactive'
to the tax years 1942 arid 1943 with respect to properties Whih Werd in
operation durlhg the base period, but not retroactive with respect to
new mines which were opened. up after the expiration of the base
period.

Natural gas companies ard given a-new credit for the first time.
There is no provision in the present law for a credit for natUhl is
companies. The credit is considerably broader in scope than that
available to the coal and iron; in that' it applies to distribution add
storage, aswell:as proddetion, and also it is so written- that vi gas
company increasing its production from new properties gets'a credit
at the ratO of one-halfrof the net' income from those new properties,
whereas the coal provision has a lower rate of one-sixth of the income.

Senator GuPPzY. Isn't that enough- for the Island Creek Coal Co:?
Mr. CAMPBEAeA. I am not speaking for the Island Creek.
Senator Guisy. Well, you are representing them all. I know of

no company that has harder* labor conditions and is demanding more
favors' from the, Government than this company. I just want you
to understand that I know the Island Creek Coal Co.

Senator DAVIs. Who is' the' president of the Marianna Coal Co.
now?

Mr. CAMPBELL. James D. Francis.
Senator Gurzry. Is he also president' of Islaid Creek?
Mr. OAMPBi1LYJ. Yes, he is.
Senator GUFFEY. Is he president of all these companies?
Mr. CAMP13ML. That is correct. 'He is'not president' of the Princess

Elkhorn Coal Co.
As I say, the credit for the gas companies is drawn so as to include'

both transportAtIon, storage, and production, and it gives the full
amount of' one-half' the 'net income from any- prduction' fronh n.
properties. Then' there, is this. provision with' respect' to coal and
iron-ore mints, and timber blocks, contained on page 61 of'thb bill.'

The subject matter of these proposals has already been discussed"
before the Senate Finance Committee. Mr. Randolph Paul, the
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Geha-C*&InM l of theTreasury, ba bommented ol tl4,'setion 208,
in appendix E of the statement which he filed herol NNotenmbe&' 29,'
I woud likb to quote his lariguake:

U. : r,.It the coal ;ron, and 'tlznbe le is to b rt In I tfo 735
the hmnendmenae Introduced In the House biul are approprite.: Ih the caseof
coa mfe and timber'blooki,' tile dlstlction between old and nsw pr6pdrtfei
apes to be a tenuous ooe, whlch has resulted in some n mquities. As to the
otheramenrent, corporate 1cosors of coal Iron, .nd timber, properties should btep
entitled to. tb6 isre relle fnow granted & the law to the operators 'of suchproperties. . . .". . . .: .... . ,.'J

Note that i his rei4arks concerning extension of the coal and iron*
rule of wecti6n'735 'to" the natural gas industry,,Mi'Paul 's the
Treasury Would not be opposed'to the aijitlndmen't of seetfon 735'
to' nludo producers of natural gas, but excluding pipe lines from the'

1. shall not 6tteznpt to elaborate upon the argument except t6
mentkoh the points weMake.

The first main point is that the credit applicable to iron mines' andtimber: blocks should be made retroactive to the taxable yejr be.
g ith eceber.31, 1941, ins( ad or Decera'ber 31, 13, for,Cb ro Z cer n"' , I C M new... "'a"

T4,4 rsti son forAmt "point is that the'credi for new oas and
iro nmines and timber b1oc. s is a necessary part of sectioni 735,(b)
and should have been included in the 1942 act. .
;?,fator LUCAS. Did you present this argument before the Ways

jtc. PBML. Yes, I did.,
Senat r LuCAS, Wat happened over there?

r- CAMPBXLL. They gave 'tlie credit, as yOu's O.it on page 01 of
the House bill and made it applicable to the tax.years commencing.
in 1044 and'subsequent years.

Senator LUCAS, Are you asking us to do anything nore tian iat"
the Housoedid? '

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, Iam. The House bill, asI jsy, gave the credit'
applicbe, eto the taxyearp beginning in 1944. I want to make it
retoActivt to 1942 and 194-3. Then we asked before thelfoUse corn-,
miktee that the credit be applied to the entire production of a new mine,
and the committee put ini a rule which'is the equivalent of applying it
to one-third of theproduction of a new mine.

Senator LucAs. You made the retroactive request before the Ways
and Means Committee and they denied it is that correct?

Mr. CAMPBELI, I would say, that was the way it worked,
Senator DAvis. Are you familiar withthe cost of production of the

Island Creek Co.?
Mr. CAMPB.ELL. .Ony in' a general way.
Senator DAVIS. Doyou know what it costs them to produce the

coal?' .
Mr. CAMPBE.ILL. I am not 'n the operating department of'the con.'

PaMr.Paul has concedd'that the distinction between new and old
properties a pears to be tenuous one-I ai quoing'from his state-
me It--whict has resulted in some inequities. Mr. Paul is correct ,
and'since the distincton is a tenuous one, it should not have been madQ
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whee s04ion.735 ,wad44qp4eJ. lat, year and therefore the presentcedt should be m~detoactiwe .. . ,

The next point is that there is n"o soupd repwnafor dishn'ination
aganst properties developed in the years 1946 to 1943, inclusive.
'The purpse of this e * gontlenw;o w't; e encourage produotion
from these mines. I quote your own report made to te C&ate, last
year. Our fundamental point is that the new production which
oomes from now"rimines' Is as important to the war effort' as the in-
cre sod piroduction which comes" from'an old mine abd should have
s7-w.ij'r treatment, that the mines which were opened up and developed
after tho 1 osb .f the bas period have contributed highly t6' t "al
supplies of the NAtion, ABd they 8houldhave the sam e cr&Iit for hnvmg
done that as the old mrni which have'inCreased their production.

I think lcAn say that there were many ptoperties developed In the
year 1940 to 1943 which would not have been develop had the
present'excess-profits tax rate been known' or anticipated by the

producers who opened. those mines. The present tax rates for 'a
hzatdoug industry lifi oalareuitehi

The next point it that the credit, as I saidsliould'bo one-half the
net income instead of'oh'e-sixth.:-Ai I hae already said, th increased
production whether from bpis epriod pperties or' from n pew p' '
ties, should carry the same credit. - tet all1 'that Is tht; underlying
purpose of the credit to stimulate production. ' " ........ '2I

I would, like to cafl attention to the fact thit the development 'of
new ihizies now requiiet an investment-of adventure capial in'jxd,
nonliquid assets at a time when wages and prices are hi hMf6r the
development of properties which, compared to, base period. miles
would be considered marginal or submarginal, and ohly afg,#thi
consent of the War Productidu )oard has-fitat been:otained 'On- a
showing that the new min6 or attempted development is' necessary to,
the successful prosecution of the war.

Compared to the mines which had base period experience 'T would
like to call your attention to the fact that most of them were developed,
when prices and wages were low, when better proper le we"e ' avail-
able for lease or purchase on more reasonable terrds that b'now prevail.
Consequently, most of the base period properies have 'a lower invest
cost, lower operating cost and higher realization per unit of output;
They havb some hope of surviving post-war competition, whereas It
is entirely speculative whether most *of the liewly develbpead:P oertlos
can survive such competition. In additionthe cost of expandig
output from an exiAting mine is relatively low compared With ldevelop-
ing new production at a new_ mine. If capital has" to be" borrowed
dining thewar p4riOd in order to"opena; new mine, thenth. chance
of repaying those loans under the present tax rates, and at the same'
time disbursing something to stockholders, is 'qite small.

I might'say that under section 722, which was put into the law
last year for the purpose of giving general relief in special cases; it'
appears very doubtful whether any relief cam' be given to A new con-
pany opening a new coal mine or iron mine, because of the fact that'
the only ground on which you ataf get relif for a new co pany m I
recall, is that the inVested capital milst bo abormiahlly1 6?P ydii
must have assets which contribute to the oearlinga which are not,
represented i invested capital.- It'is very difficult to make that
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sbowipg for a new property y'yichhas been opened up in a period whenboth wags a0nd 8 t rials are high in pnc., .
Ai:, .the.newmies areat a d isadvantag in comparison withthe old mines in Ln6 contest for markets. The new mines, we mightsay, hqv to t the i rgin_al demand, and when that dies off, tiey

wilb. i utrouIlq for markets.
8644 r Dvi. The'mines you are referring to are all in West

virtni6, aren't they?
r. 
r AMPPZEL, Vo;l the mines I refer to are not'mines with whichI am personally conneted, 'They are located all over the United.tae. ,There- aeeqiite a number of new mine in your State, Senator

Da i, nd the 'pe'aters with whom I have talked, are entirely ''
up 9f the proposals I ifake.'SAtor GUFzY. Ithouvht* ou represented .certain companieswlicb yop mertioned at the beginning.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I gave you the companies with which I am

identified ..
varo: ._.As. Whiat'I am referring to, the companies you refer to

therb arou in west Virginia?.
Mr. CAiLPDELt,.he M pazojs I am CqIineced yihiSenator DAy . Tp in6. .e. Bhefied dtntric ".
;M .d M .PBXL, No--well, one of them is in the low-vdoatile

L gt'poipt ! t,, Wo, ' that ,coal doed o have, any nontaxable'b oqlu9 io r- p -itWd 6nder the prosent'statutes It is not entitledto any spcAl c'. profits t itmtep as a strsteg'c fMaterial, nor any
othiir, speP o . ss-ofia creit, except that provided by section 735'soIsgyi is Qbniocs that-Propercoura ement'of the developnen
ofdeht.yire'yecoal ind ion' mine-,and timber blocks req'u es ' enifavorable, treatment, than: that necessary to encouage addition.pr6ductidn foni.prop erties with'basp period 'experience, and that the,creditif.on -sixth sho'uldbe increased toone-half, i4 order to put.thqadded irod4ciji from new mhues on terms of equality with the added
produetionfrom old mines.

Te6 third point is that'the present and'proposed tax rates on normaland excess pofits of coal corporations do not permit net earningsafter taxes, large enough. properly to reflect te high risk factorsinherent ijqthe coal busiuess,.a'n some relief from uch rates is an
absolute necessity if preducti~ni is to be maintained.

I, think those of you who are familiar with tho markets for coalsecuitie kn ow tat. they sell ata lower ratio of price to earnings thananyr other t . ks quotedoa the stock ecai ge, an d that the presentprice of stpC'ks is approi lately from 3toI'-tines.tioeapnual ea Sper.,hare of. the compaive involved., The companie- Withthe
worst expi.-ienoe will'produce riwtch in 3-years will equal,thPnris~eof the stoca, those.with better earijing records sell at a,

hih hat2 j 6nseWe say that the ainendnent proposed by section 203 with respectto lessors of' timber.'propertis is a g9ed one and should be maderetxqoctv4"with respect t6 pir ties which were not in operation.diuing de vase perio, as well a. 'with respoct to those which wereii, opim ol during th9 hsjg peoi. - .. .
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ThTrauty --!A aRppi6e h xein6 h~eet fs
735 I. R. C. to lessors, but Obetiyv bwining with ther. tax"yr140,4 4..
It sems to m' that the sa*Vment fr nhcldsi0h likvwi supp"
retroactive inclui6if., ' .

Now ,; as to existing'legislation: -The amendments pro'pos d by"
tion 208 of the House bill relate to section 735 of the Inteornl RWenite
Code. 'SctioA 735 W" first enacted as s6etion 209'6f-he Revenue
Act of 1942. It was originated by action of the Senate ia'ai en66oir-
agement to production of minerals and timber by means of rting a
credit against exce profits net incoMe related to tho quantity'of PrO0
duction awcelerated abovO the ave~r~gean:nual base period production.
Section 735 (b) '(2) givts dn" optlon~al ', edit o to producers from coal
and iron mines of an amount equal to the excess output multiplied
by one-half of the unit net income from the mining property for The
taxable year. Section 735 (b) (3) gives v similar~credit to produr
from timber blocks:' : - " " -I

At this point, I wish-to emphasize the fact that section 735: do'." n6t
exempt from all taxation the "nontaxable ircme from exempt oxen.
out put," as the credit is named in the statute. 'Whatactually happgnd
is that the ambbnt, of the' credit, is* ddictel frm excesDM.profiN 40t
iuome and is added to the normal n fie hbme, where 1t.1i subjRctto
tax at the noirial ahd iurx'rate of 40 petent; instead of'at the rite
of 90 percent (or if the House bill rates become law, at thoiiteof
95 percent). Likewise,"the'credit, bing applicable onlto:dkxsprfit's, does not apply to individuals' .rsti, or parteirshp's,.bur
applies only to corporations and to associations taxableals'orsrit'ti6o

'As.to the amendments to section 735 contained in section-20W of
the House bill,'hectign 208 make three mijor hinges in '906t iodh 735,
I.-R;. They are"- - " . . ,

A. Le*or of 'mihbrl propefrtles' ate OVenthe bene fit . f -
oitpimtctedit. It is proposed that this amAendment shall oec6me
effective With respect tw taxable years be' ni.I ater Decetber 3,1;
1941, as to lessors of properties' in operation k'uin'g the base'perid 1that is to sy, it is retroactive to the same-tax years to'which seetlbn
735 onri*in l y a pplil. - .. " ... : .. . '. , : 1

2. Natural pas colipanes are given' the 'benefit of a.credit baged"
upon a formula somewhat different froi' the formula" ppli"abl 6

coal and iron mries. I T ' #men'dmext with respect 'to nWdFa1r gi a
companies is.made retriea yive to the saeie tax years to whidisePtion"
735 originally applied, that is' to' say, to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1941. The formula is much-broader in scorpor tibn
that relating to coal and iron mines and timber blocks contained in
the resent law, in that the , ', company credit lies to tho entire
production from new gas properties' and also to d sxibution through
new gas pipe lines (new properties and new'Pipe lines being, thqo
developed after the expiration" of the base penod),' the only'reqfire-
iment for the credit being thai the gas company must own; during th
taxable year some producing or distributing property, however siall,
which was in operation during' th 'base' period. TrahspOrtatiqn
proerties are thot .included in the formula applicable to coal iron ore,
and timber and -th market value of the product 'added bt rani-
portation is not included in the' comPutation of'net'Inconio 'from
coal and iron mines and timber bkoks. .'If the natural gas pipe lines
should be excluded from this formula, there would be little difference
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i-.zubs anca between the .treatwent,which would be accorded to
producer of natural gas and the treatment which I urge should be
kedMed to new coal- and iron mines and timber blocks.

3, A creditt is also provided for production from new coal and iron
imfaeteoand timber blocks which were not in operation during the
base'period. This credit is 'equal to., one-sixth of the net income
from the property for the' taxable year. .rThis fraction was arrived
at'ohi the' assumption that one-third of, the production from a new
property will be increased production, this figure conforming roughly
to' increases 'ii national, annual production since the close, Of the
bas6 period. However, unlike- the amendment above mentioned
relatifig .to lessors, and unlike the entire new amendment above
mentioned relating to natural gas companies, the credit for new coal
knd 'iton ° lbines°and timbe' bilks is not'made *retroactive to the
effohlivbdatew. of section 785-that'is, to taxable ,years, be g
tfte. Detetmber 31,' 1941-but' is made effective prospectively; that
is, it, Is' applicable to tax years beginning after December 31, 1943.
In other words, this credit for new coal and iron mines and tiinber
block is" not'to be applicable to.taxable years 1942 and 1943.

In addition to the above amendnlents to section 735, the bill also
amends the definition 'of "timber blocks,"'SAs to the Ways and Means Committee hearings, three appearances
were made before the Ways and Means Committee in connection
with amendments relating to lessors and-to'new coal and iron mines
and timber blocks. Mr. J. M. B. Lewis of Bluefield, W. Va., and
Mr. '. T. Howard, of Lexington, Ky., appeared to urge that section
73& be amended to apply to lessors. Their statements are found at
pages 199 and 205 of the unrbvised record of the Ways and Means
hearings. I also appeared and urged a further amendment, namely,
that, effective with taxable years beginning after December 31, 1941;
the excess production credit be extended to all the production from
coal and iron mines and timber blocks which were not in base-period
operation. This is the same amendment I am now urging. My
statement 'appears at page 719 of the unrevised record of the Ways
and'Means hearings. hat amendment had 'the full support of
Congresman A. W. Robertson, a member.of the Ways an! Means
Committee, So far as I can find, no public statement was made at
the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee in specific
opposition' to such amendment. The Treasury signified its approval
to the amendment with respect to lessors proposed by Mr. Lewis.

As to the Treasury position with respect to. section 208 of the
House bill, -Mr. Rapdolph Paul, general counsel for the Treasury,
has commented on provisions of section 208 of the House bill in
appendix R of his statement made-before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee on November 29, 1943. Said appendix E is attached hereto
aA exhibit 2.

Itwill be noted that Mr. Paul, while expressing Treasury disagree-
ment with the credit applicable particularly to coal and iron mines
and timber blocks, says that if such credit is to be retained in section
735 the amendments contained in section 208 of the House bill
applicable to lessorsand to new coal and iron mines and timber blocked
are appropriate. His precise language is:

However, if the ioal, Iron, and timber rule is to be retained in section 735, the
ifen'dments hitrodced In the'Hout" bill are al)lropriate. -In'the ase of coal
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tnsn anid tlmber'bloeks ths distfactlori between old and pew Oropertes ippeais
to be a tenuous one which has resulted in someNequities. : Asto the other amend-
ment, corporate lesaorp of col iroa,. and t4m1r~r properties should te ent1Jtkdo

NW also tb~tija his reinfrji on~img extoivsi~p of1.0 ~ n
iron ruleof section 735 so the jiatur uk iiidustry Mr.- je.-S.tshat
the Treasury woild not-be opposed to the amendment of.qotion.735
to include pioducers of natural gas, bot excluding pipe lines.from the

1..The credit applicable o. new coal. and iron mines, and- timber
blocks should be made retroactive to taxableyears beginning aftor
December 31, 1941 (instead of December 31, 1043), for both producers
6nd lessors, i , say that my bi• .,

At the .outset, I should' say that m business an4 prolesiQna
experience has been principally with coal and only incidentally 'with
tunber, and that I have hadno..xperience with iron ore mines.-. How-
ever, since Congress has applied the same optional fornulf to, the thrpe
kinds of properties, it ismy, proposal-that any credit. to.whiehcoal
mines are entitled ought likewise to be extended to iron mine* and
tim b e r b lo c k . . -, , . • ,, , ?. - ,, . , I r . , !

The credit for new coal and iron min es and.'ireber blocksis a.mnoe,
scary part of section 735 (b) and should have bee .included in the 4942
act. perly recognized by Mr. Randolph. Pail for thoTreasury
in appendix V above quoted, whereinr he .aid that in the ce.so of.vmines. and timber blocks "'the distinctiou betwert.now and old prop-

erties appears to be a tenuous one, which has resulted i someimnq.-
ties..! -ir.auls correct, Since thedistinction isa tenuous one,, it
should nothave been..ade by section 735 wheu that section was
adopted as a part of the 1942 Revenue Act, and, therefore, the.present
addition.of a credit for new proprties shQuld, logically be retroactive
to the same taxable years to which section 735 is applied. Note'that
Mr. Paul has not made any objection to the retroactive application of
the entire now credit for natural-gas companies or to the retroactive
application of the lessor amendment.. It must be assumed that since
he has not raised any objection to such retroactive applications, the
Treasury cannot logically now object to making the credit for new coal
and iron mines and timber blocks also retroactive.

And, such retroactive treatment is, entirely proper. Like;.other
natural resource properties, coal and ironmines and timber.bkicks are
wasting assets, and in time are exhausted. In order to maintain
production; new properties.mrst from time 'to time be .developed.
If production is to be increased, the two sources of increae.are, first,
existing properties and, second, newly developed properties,- It
is difficult, therefore, logically to account for the ornssion from section
735 (section 209, 1042 Revenue Act) of a credit designed to encourage
production from new properties, that is from properties which were
brought into operation after the close Ro the base period., :From the
point of view of aiding the war effort, production from new properties
is equally as valuable' as increased production from-properties which
were in operation during the base. period. The user cannot tell the
difference between the products of old properties and the products of
new properties but is equally grateful now for products fromA both
old -nd new properties. The illogical omission of the credit for. the-
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products of new properties should now be corrected retroactively to
the originally effective date" 6f'section 735.

There is no sound reason for discrimination against p)roperties
developed in the years 1940-43, inclusive.

If the provisions of section 208 of House bill are adopted without
change, the properties opened after the close of the base period and
before January 1, 1944, would get no credit for production during the
years 1942 and 1943; whereas those developed in 1944 and later years
would get the credit for one-third of their production during th6
taxable year, anti those which were in operation during the base period
would get the credit for increased productoin in 1942 and subsequent
years. This difference in treatment is, as Mr. Paul so well says,
neqitable with respect to properties developed between the close of

the base period and Jailuary 1, 1944. ' .I

In this connection, it'slhould be remembered that the purpose of
section 735 is to encourage wartime production and hot to recapture
excessive profits. Therefore, there is'no purpose to be served by
tying the relief to properties having a based period experience. The
credit should be large enough to "encourage new production of badly
needed basic commodities and it should be fairly applied to the
different segments of the'effected industries.

.Many properties developed in the years 1940-43, inclusive, would
fiot have 'been deVdldped if the present rates of corporate income
taxes had been anticipated when such developments were planned.The'40 percent nornial and surtax rate and 90 percent excess profits
tax rate were features of the 1942 Revenue Act which was not
appfive(d until October 21, 1942.

I represent three coal mines opened in these interim years-two in
J940 and one in 1941. The operators of these mines have striven
for production and the production from these mines has contributed
materially to the war effort. They are prodlucing about 1,000,000
tons per year.

Yet under tle House bill, tie operators of such miles would not
be tnititled to any excas production credit for the tax years 1942 and
1943, although the production in these years was wholly new and
inct'eased production. Many similar examl)les can l)e found.

I can state emphatically that if the owners of these three mines had
known in advance that the 1942 Revenue Act would carry a tax on
normal income of 40 percent and a tax on excess profits of 90 percent
(or 95 percent as now l)roposed), these mines would never have been
installed. I think the same can he said of many other mines opened
between the end of the base period and the present. As will be shown
more fully later, such taxes give no recognition to the high risk factor
applicable to investments in the coal mines.

All properties which have been developed since the approval of the
1942 Revenue Act were planned and were in process of develol)ment
long before such approval, and they are justly anti properly entitled
to a credit for the new production which they brought to the war
effort during the tax years 1942 and 1943.

2. The credit for production from new coal and iron mines and tim-
ber blocks should be one-half of the net income instead of one-sixth

As above exl)lained, the Ways and Means Committee arrived at
the one-sixth fraction on the assumption that one-third of the pro-
duction during tie tax year should be considered as increased produc-
tion entitled to the excess output credit. Roughly, the committee

893
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tin~ped thL-the increase in production Of eoa!, iron ore, aid .b~r
since te base period has been W0 percent over the average of th bast-
perio4 production. Thocodit for base-period properties is the num-
ber of units of increased production multiplieda by one-half of the unit
not income , One-third multiplied by one-half equals one-sixtb.
!Al increased production whether from base period properties or
from new properties, should carr the same credit.
,Tbo credit equal to one-sixth o the net income from new properties,

while helpful, dies not go nearly far enough. It, assumes that the
purpose of granting credit to new properties is to put them on terms
of rough equality with base period properties.

It is always important, as already pointed out, that the credit
should not discriminate in favor of base period properties. But it
is more important to remember that the real underl Ig urpose of
the credit is to encourage increased production, and do, this all
production from new properties (i. e., not in operation during-4he
base period) should be considered as increased production or s"exempt excess output," one-half of the net income from which may
be credited against excess profits net income.

Such treatment will not discriminate against base period mines.
A careful. consideration of the facts shows that such treatment

will not discriminate against the base period mines. The'new mines
need and deserve more favorable treatment than the base period
mines.

The development of new mines and timber blocks requires the
investment of venture capital in fixed nonliquid assets, at a time
when wages and prices are high, -for the development of properties
which compared to base period mines would be considered marginal
or submarginal, and only after the consent of the War Production
Board- has first been obtained upon a showing that the new mine or
timber development is necessary tor the successful prosecution of the
war.

Compared to wartime developments, it should be rememberd.that
most base period properties were developed when prices and wages were
low and when better propertiess were available for lease or purchase on
more reasonable terms.

Consequently, most of the base-period properties have a much
lower investment cost, a lower operating cost, and a higher realization
per unit of output. They have some hope of surviving post-war com-
petition, whereas it is entirely speculative whether most of the newly
developed properties can survive such competition.

Moreover, the cost in capital outlay of expanding production from
base period properties is small and often is offset entirely by reduction
in overhead; whereas the development of new properties represents
a much greater investment cost per unit of output.

If capital-must be borrowed, there is no chance of repaying the loan
and at the same time disbursing some earnings to the stockholders

fi without a small measure of relief from excessively high excess-profits
rates.Taxpayers operating properties with base-period experience, who

are entitled to general ,relief under section 722 (b) of the Internal
Revenue Code, are entitled to have their base period incomes con-
structed and at the same time they may also establish constructive
base period or normal output and a normal unit profit for the-purposes
of section 735 (see sec. 722 (f) I. R. C.). I



.t i very doubtful If a :.' company operating anew mine which
could qualify for general relief under section 722 ( i), is entled to
establish a cormtructive base' period' ornormal output. Alsd, It i
doubtful- if many such companies could make the showing necessary
to gotrlief'under action 122 (e) since it will be unusual to find aunew
mine with abnormallyolow invested capital.

Again the mines and properties with base period experience alread*',
had established before the war market connections with 'customers
and were and are regarded as steady seilrces of supply duringperd
of norm al operations . , . I I. • .
I The wartime developed mines which have recently boen deloped
are supplying excess'or marginal demand and the market connections
they are making are purely temporary and will not continue after the
termination of the war. In this respect, the wartime mines developed
are Ata distinct disadvantage compared to base petiod'mines.

I should like to point dut that coal Is not entitled to'any nontaxabl6
bonus income; it is not entitled to special excess-profits treatment as a
strategidmineralji and it is not entitled t any other excess profitA
credit outside of that provided in section 735.

Hence it is obvious that proper encouragement of the development
of entirely new coal and iron mines and timber blocks requires more
favqralle treatment than that- necessary to' encourage additional
pr6dtiction from properties with base period experience; and that the
credit of one-sixth of the net, income for the taxable year, proposed by
the House bill for production from, nach new properties,' is utterlyinidequate.• ... ""Logically and fairly, the credit hold be one-half of the net income.

%Byno stretch of the imagination can it be said that coal andiron
mines should have less favorable treatment than that accorded to
natural gas.
.The present (and proposed) tax'rates on normal and excess-profits

net incomes of corporations do not permit net earnit.g aft.ertaxed
large enough properly to reflect the high risk factor inherent in th6
coal business, and some -relief from alach rates is an absolute necessity
if production is to be maintained.

Different minds of business carry different investment risks. An
investor when considering the start of a new enterprise takes into
account 'the probable net earnings per dollar of sales, the probable
stability of earnings, the probable growth during the future, the
amount of new capital.which will from time to time be'required, and
all other matters bearing upon the profitableness of the enterprise.

Hence, we find that on the stock market chemical stocks sell atif
price which'is 15 to 30 times net earnings per share, while coal stocks
are at the salne-time seilihg at a price' from 3 to 10 time net annual
earnings per share. I .

The best coal stock with thl longest record of earnings during
good years and bad usually sells at a price which is 8 to 10 times the
n6t annual earnings per share; whereas stock of companies with less
consistent earning records sell at prices which are from 3 to' times
their net annual earnings per share. '

In other words; coal stocks can be purchased at prices which'reflect
net 'annual earnings which are from 10 to 35 pOrcent of their market
pnces, while the 'stocks of chemicals and so-called growth companies
sell at prices which reflect net anual earnings which are 3 to'5 percent
of their market prices.

I
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.Qthergtqoks ".f0et risk factor . whlci, vary. in,.betwen these itwo
X u .o q~$ , t..,fewhl ie e suao,investiant, in

pr4*o~s wt, % mipafg future maywutta y.dgaco ,est-
ein other bus.ui not~consid tj have: promisingfuture.
If 'a corporation desireso.,iinvest dunng wartimes inthe coal

b usines it can make more money on its investment by, buying the
stocks ofcqn paiies operating base-period properties than by investing
inphsicalfacilitie to. operate a new property.

Thestock inarket has already reflected the investment risks inherent
in coat mining, and, therefore, share prices show a higher percent of
net- annual earnings per share to purchase price than can be obtained
from operations of. a physical property after payment, of excess-
profitetax. .

Moreover, the investment in existing listed stocks is liquid and can
be disposed of at a moment's notice; whereas the investment in physcal
fa ilities is noniquid and semipermanent in Zaiacter, and. can be
Yecovere4, if at aJi, ohly.throvgh profitable operation during, the entire
life ot the property. " stock o c . oai

A orpration- buyingthe. stocks of coal comparess operating
base-perio properties aIo misses all the work and worried, inherent
in. the operation of mines, such as protracted wage negotiations each
year. or so recurrent strik ,s, Government seizure and operation, tax
uncertainties and inequities, manpower shortages, maternal shortages,
priorities, limitation orders, maximum-price regulations, safety regula-
tions, wage-hour regulatons, and many other obstacles to the regular
productionand sale of coa .

The same remarks apply, so I am told, to the lumber and iron-ore
industries.

The record of earnings for the years 1928 to 1941, inclusive, .for the
coal and lumber industries shows that for these industries, considered
as a whole, profitable years are few and far between; and that in most
years they operate at a loss. This being so, if these industries
cannot make substanttial net profits after taxes during occasional
good years, their 'total operations will be at a loss.

Exhibit 3 attached hereto shows for the two industries the results
f operatons.d the years mentioned.

No comparable -igures are available for the iron-ore industry but
it is understood that this industry has been characterized by wide
fluctuations in rate of production; that during the depression moa.y
ore leases were abandoned and, that the high-quality deposits of iron
ore are being rapidly exhausted. I I

The amendment proposed by section 208 with respect to Iesors of
coal, iron ore, and timber properties is a good one and should be made
retroactive with respect t properties which were not in operation
during the base period, as well as with respect to those which were in
operation during the base period.

The Treasury has approved the extension of the benefits of section
735 '. R, 0, to lessors. Lessors shold have been included in such
benefits in section 735 when it was originally adopted in the 1942
)Revenue Act.

There is no reason why the lessor amendment should not be retro-
active with respect to coal and iron mines and timber blocks which
were not in operation during the base period.
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Whq-,fCgk of the amendments, here'i proposed, if adopted will

extendito lessors the. benefits of the. credit, with respect to coaland
iron mines and timber blocks Which were not in -operation during
tepbi eriod. . ..

,In confusion, it is m9st respectfully submitted and urged that thd
changes herein proposed in section 208 of the House bil should be
adopted Ly the Senate Finance Committee.

(The eihibits referred to in the foregoing are as follows:)
ExniBrr 1

If changes propose are made then section 208 (c) (4) on page 61 of the House
bill ( roposedto bg added as section 73(b) (4) of Internal Revenue Code) will
read(new or changed matter Lj italicized):-

1 !1(4) COAL AND eRON MINES AND' TIMBER PROPERTIES NOT IN OPERATION DURING
BASM Rxio.-For any taxable year, the nontaxable income from exempt excess
output t# rwal ll!ing o. iron M infing property or a tiniber block, -which wo nbt
in operation during the bas. period, shall be an amount equal to on r-half of the
net income for such taxable year (computed with the allowance for depletion) from
the coal mining or Iron mining property or from the timber block, as the ease may

ecid seetion 208 (f) on page63 will read:.(f) TAXABLE TEARS TO WHICH CERTAIN AMENDMENTS AiPLICABLg.-The amend-
mients made by this section with respect to lessort of mineral properties which were
In operation during the base period, and with respect to lessors of timber blocks,
as dctihed without regard to the amendments made by this section, which were In
operation during the base period, and with respect to natural gas companies, and
wt'h reaped to lessors of, and producirs from coal and iron.ore mines and timber
blocks which were nog in operation during the base period, shall be applicable with
respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1941.

Exatmi 2
l[rom atna.n o( Randolph Pal. General Counse TreaUry Department, before tl Senate Flb,4e

.... . ... .... . . Voaint~eeo November 29, IN!,

APPENDIX E
SFCIAL ''EXC&ss-PROaTs TAx TREATMENT WITH RESPECT TO THE ACCELERATED
....... .OUTPUT OF CERTAIN NATURAL RESoURCEs

A. TIN EXTENSION OF THE COAL AND IRON RULE OF SECTION ?2 TO THE NATURALOAS INDUSTRY

Th House bill provides special excess-profits tax treatment for natural-gas
companies with respect to Income from the production, storage and transporta-
tlo'i by pipe lines of natural gas. The treatment given wouki be the same as
that iniow granted under section 735 (b) (2) with respect to income from coal and
Iron mines.

The Treasury recognizes-that natural gas is a depletable resource, the produc-
ton 4f which has greatly increased since the beginning of the war. It would not
be opposed to the arx.dment of section 735 to include producers of natural gas.
However; the natural gas companies which will benefit most under the provisions
of thefouse biU are primarily engaged In the operation of pipe lines. Some of
these comjpa_ ie produce no natural gas and all of them buy a substantial per-
centage of the gas carried in their pipe lines. The Treasury believes It would
be uh&ifiable to extend the relief now afforded to depletable resource Industries
to these companies.

Our remons are twofold. First, from an examination of the tax returns of a
number. of the representative companies In this industry it appears that the
Industry, as a whole, Is now earning as much X~er unit of outp'it after excess-
profits taxes but before corporation Income taxes as it earned uturing the base
period year,., It is our belief that the excess-profits tax cannot be said to be
injuring'gn indetstry if this tax allows-the Industry to retain Its normal unit
profits.



Seoondwe bernave thst th,6 pdbleqm fated by the eatu.sl-gM idustq'as a
result of accelerated output Is primarily a depreeatlon.ratber thah wdeMe,%problems. The teler given in the Il[oasm ll dc not appear to provide .anpp.o,
priate remedy for the war:irne problems of this industry. The Treasury. is o(th
opinion that the position of the natural-gas industry Is not so unique with respect
t*' acceeIted dep~ds mon that uIt/sould b.ltiev$ of the. tsrtime taxu Idch,
Congres hs imposed upon industry as a whole.. '

I. EXTUICNSION Or 'THE COAL AND MON RULZ IN 5YCT1OM 715 TO NSW i*1'0jT~i5.s
- AND. TO CORPORXTZ'LE-ORS . .

The House bill extends the treatment accorded by section 735 to operators of
coal and iron mines and of lumber tracts in two respects: (I) corporate lessors are
given the same treatment as operators; and (2) new mines and timber properties
are allowed to treat one-thfrd of their output as excess output. " . I . : i 1

Last year when the revenue bill of 1942, was being considered by your com.
mttee, the treasury pointed out the undesirability of the special formila Which
was made applicable to produce s of coal, iron, and timber. We believed then
as we believe today, that a measure which distributes tax relief without regard
to-need not only deprives the Government of much-needed revenues, but aso
result In an inequitable distribution of the wartime tax burden among business
enoterprises. , . .. .*.. . ., .I.I I.I'0

However, if the coal, Iron, and timber rule is to be retained in section 735, the
amendments introduced in the House bill are appropriate. In the case of. coal
mines azd timber blocks the distinction between new and old propertie appearsto bea tenuo n 6 which has resulted 14 sone iaties. Ast ithf.
amendment, ,corporate leors of coal, Iron, and timber 6roper"'eshoMld.be. 

'en
titled to the same relief now grated by the law to the operators of such piwer-

ties.

EXHIBIT 3 ' '

Profd-and4oe statistics ol Ike bituminous coa and lumber industries for the 14-Year
period 1928-41, indunee, compiled from U. $. Treaury Department Stoistics of
Income records on adire corporations

1d9oneyfitcuoInt .ho,.ad.l

Bituminos coal Lumber I

1Numbe;o 01etprontj Number of Nstlprot(+)
Returns netl t -, returns netAj-

CaLndyar yer:
19E ......................................... 2,705 -27.,0 &a5,1 -$.96
I VA ............................................ t,532% 5n +2.6
i i ............................................ , _.K 7, me 365 -74.39
1931 ........................................ . 09 -4M,7S4 36000 1 04
19 ............................................. 1,164 -1,, 2319 - 4 161

1,551 -A2.67S .3 1.8
...... 017.... i -10.0 W .3M -30911

1..................................... 1.975 .-326
1937:........... ........................... 1,815 -9.6 M .790 +30.947
193 ........................ I ................... 1,937 -2 2 M 2.937 440
1939 ..... 1 ....................................... 9,2 -. 012 4 +a.
140............................................ 1748 +8,429 .641 t....................................... , . .+A 5e A-41

TotalS 14-year period ......................... 281.50 -28%3 4. 45 -219.44

Rtures with net probt ......... ................... ,.6 +MM3 2.8K1 +Kq.133
Returns with et loss ...................... 19, &22 -S5k 476 10% 112 --6 71

Total (saboTs).................. 9& 120 -282.838 41 456 -211; id
Pre , o.returs.wit.et.proft............. .. 0.65 ............. .. .

I Years 1M to 1937 cover "S'awm(1 ad I&ng-mLil products"; years I3 to 1941 eovet "LeAbee a I=,
bet bode prod ct." ",

Novr.-Comptmble figures for the Iron-ore Industry ore not avoasbe.
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Exa 'iars SowiNG AIPUCAT16N TO PRoDUcEaS AND. Lzsosa OF COAL '(AND
IRON OE) OF THE ExcEsS PRODUCTION CR ETI UNDER SECTION 735 (b) (2)
OF INTRAWR t RaVENUE CODS; UNDER SECTION 208 OF T l3U USBZ BILL;
UNDER T"W CHAN099 PROPOSED To B3m MADE IX SECTION 208 OF THI HOUSz
IJLL

Corporation A operates a coal mine which was in operation during the base
period and whiqh produced an average of 100,000 tons per year during the base
period. In 1942, 1943 and 1944, A increased Its output from this mine by 800,000
tone so that Its total production in eMh of these three years Is 400,000 tons.

Under the present jaw, A- would get in exoes profits net income credit equal
to of its net !ncome from the 300,000 tons of increased production during
eae of the three tax years, 1942, 1943 and 1944.1 2. Corprratiol B operates 1 coal mine wt4t was in operation during the base
period. It is on retreat and so cannot Increase production. 'During 1942, 1943,

ind 1944, h wever, it continues to produce 100,000 tons peryear from such mine,
this beingto same as Its average yearly riod auction. In order toIncrease Its output, f t develops anew mine during 1040 and 1041 costing $1,000,000,
and in 1942, 1943 and 1944 Bprodues 300,000 tons, annually, from Ith new mine.

Under the present law, B would get no credit for any of its income from any of
the iloductfon from its new mine.

Under the H ods bill it would get a credit for 1944 only, equal to one-sixth of
the net income from the new minc (or one-half of the net Income from 100,000
tons, onfly; of the 800,00. tons of new produetlob), and it would get no credit for
any of the 300,000 tons produced in ach of the years 1942 and 1493.

Under the proposed changes in section 208 of the House bill, B would get a
credit of one- half of its net income from the 300,000 tons of new production foreach of'the 3 years+ 1942, 1943, and 1914.

8. Corporation Cprates a natural gas property which was in operation during
the base period and which produced daring the bse years an average of
1,000,000,000 ebio feet per year. In 1942 1943 and 1944, it increases its pro-
duetion by 3,000,000,000 to 4,000,000,000 cublc fee per year.

Under hep resent law it etd no credit for any of its ie prodluction.
-Under the House bill, It will get credit Pqu0& to one-half of Its net income from

the 3,00000 000 cubic feet of inereas6d output, and this credit will be applicable
not only 1644 afid subae~ient years but alsoto 1942 and 1943, ,

Note that this wll give natural gas companies the same treatment with respect
to increases In production from base period properties as applies to coal andjiron
ore under thf. present law.
. 4. Corporitlon D operates a natural gas property which was in operation dutin

the basc period, producing during the base p!riod an average of 1,000,000,00
cubic feet of gas per year. It expands in 1941 apd 1942 by developing several new
ga-producing properitea and by building a new pipe line to the market, ro that in
1942 1943, and 1944, it produces each year 4,000,000,000 cubic feet of gas, of
which 3,000,000,000 orme from the new prperties and 1 000 000 000 from the
base period property- and, by transporting this gas to market, D raises the value
of its gas from 10 cenfs per thousand cubic feet at the well to 80 cents per thousand
cubic feet at the city gate.

Under the present law, D gets no credit for its ncreesed production or trans-
portation.

Under the House bill,'D'would get a credit (or each of the years 1942, 1943
and 1944 equal to one-half of the net income from the ,000,000,000 cubic feet f
gas produced from the properties developed in 1940 anl 1941; and the Income on
which the credit Is computed is determined by sale of the gas after transportation
to the market, instead of by sale of the gas at the point of production, as is the
case with coal. ' I

Note that this is much better treatment than that shown by the House bill to
coal and iron under 'Comparable circumstance in example 2.

Laying aAide the'pipe-lne question, coal production should get equally favor.
able treatment as natural-gas producers,

s to years to which the credit is applicable, and
,"). as to t'Le amount of the credit.



The change. proposed in section 208 6t thelquse bill, set forth Inthe foregoing
sttan t, ,would put "I on ap equality with n~tur gsa procjvt n (b inok

Tib npbrtors Or oret) ay as 0o y' rs to chl ht ¢ tC. I
spp]cabl~a .(b)a hb ts Aount of ciedit. .,. - ,-,-.,..

]_'orpft~onF Wte136 fathe toal property operted. by"Cor~por-

Under the present law, E gets no credit for Its Increased royalty Income, ki-'of
which comes from a base period property.

Under House bl, Ewould get a credit'In 1044 and later tax years on ono-hflof
Its nt Income from ,tio Inetnmd production of 800,000 tons, but would 'igt'
ain.crdit for.tbeincresed prducion for 122 and 1943. ot get

Uider'the challges proposed n section 208 of the H house bill, 'E Would'get ila
credit forl.942an 143 tax yeargso.. . _, ..' I..*.' ,I .

6. Corporation F I. the lessoroofallte L e peatedb Corpordin fi.
Under the present law, F gets no ciedit in . V*2 1943, and 194and suqueii

.otio n,1940 nd. 194o,1nea~o .. ropert which wae s p ,ro,¢ht lztyUear for the Incresed production front It oitohe.t s hio fit IM9
Under the house l., Itsweld t ore 1944 a d ue ifea , au s tY

not if 194240 1 foe n"itth of Its r couduetlo th ,new proprF e.,
o ud ret a nedit ok-ilfof the net Ioine 80 ,00o 6A .r ucpna

prtuc )on of W, 0 Iopis,s adnp1-lky)
n~rthechi es pos 6d in section 208 of 'tb .Eiuse bIl,' woid gel,

credit for, 1942 any J 3,As well as for 1944 and subsequent yokrs, e-uitl tope-
bail Of It. net incomne from the entire production Qf the new mine (I. e, F7*ould
get a c redit of one-half of tl~e netk income from the 800,00 tonsnew Pzrodution)

It is believed that a careful study of the foregoing exznples will show. the 6i*-a
essity for, and the .Justice of, the aendments proposed to be made in section 208
of House bill, as more fully set, forth In the preceding statement. . .
.... 3- i ROLLA D.- CAu ' su., ,
DiftaBzn 3, 1943.

Senator WiLaH, Mr. Stiles, "

STATEMENT OF JAMES F. SMES, JR.,. REPRESENTING ABROTT
, A3ORATORI. AND_ PARKS, DAVIS& CO."

Mr. STmE .Mr. Chairmn, my names James F. Stile, Jr.,' vio
president and treasurer of Abbott Laboratories, North Chica*go 1Ill..!
I-appear on their behalf "is well iis Parke, Davis & Co. of Detroit,'
Mich., who is repiesented hete' today by Mr. W. M' Hawklins; Eli'
Lilly7 & Co.':PI idianapolis, Ind., who is represented by,. ?. ,%JCrl

veeigh; and -the Upjohn Co. of Kalamazoo, Mlich., who is repte-
sented by Mr. J. B Vandet-berg. .

I would like to have the record show that they appear wid I speak'
for all of 'them . , " . . . . ... ... . . . .

We desire to call your attention to certain 'ptvisions ;of the pro-
posed revenue bill of 1943, as'well as 'the presnt law perta hir'to;
the tax on 'distil6dspirits hnd draW,*-ack features thereof, which'
present sveral, seriouB problems tp allm o us, and to make "'rtaiD.
definite recommendations with the hope that they will receive your.
favbrible d6nsideioi ' ', ' .

(0 M~14fpt r prqtducere of designated nobv'ogap6ut.:
IN oEZRAL-Any person using distilled spirits produced in a domenUst regis-.

tered di tillery or indusri. alcohol plant nd fully tax-paild In the manufacture
or production of medlre", m dpl nal pt.ps'ations, food. product, .flV4r.,js, or
flavoring extracts which are unfit for beverage purposes aMn are sold or otherwise
transferred for use for other than beverage purposes upon payment of a special
tax per annum, shall be eligible for draw-back as hereinafter provided for.
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dr- present 14w- pftv6rfdi thd na fature' frbm' claimhig bny.

-baok until-th -product containiti alcohol is acttially sbldo 61'
otherwise' -transfer -for use. Coipfliarice' 'With this p'rv ision'
irivdlves volumes of detailed record " well as a overy 'substuwtial
itivestmeht of, fund for a odsiderable period, which ultimately will
be refunded. Each time the amount of draw-beck is changed thes,6
problems ar6 mtilplied. 'rhe piow..d Inc'reasi in tax from"$11.40
per gallon to $17.10 per gllofi on a commodiLty that has a commercial
value.of 'pjrojimately ' cidts a gallon, uecit(idis a 'tiemendoui
increase in funds for this Iurpose. For example,* when 'the manu-
factui'er 01 a .product'whl6W is nfit for'beverage puposes purchases,
an 8,000 gallon tank carload of alcohol for which he pays a producer
approximately, $4,000;. he will, under the proposed bill advance a ttx
of:$10 ,800; With'th hoe that after he hs sold or otherwise trans-
feried-fot'usJ his finished'product, he muiy then flip a claim fol' draw-'
bck mounting to '$76.000;

,SehatorLUCAS. Your point is, as Iunderstand it, that the $76,000'
which you call a draw-back would be.witbheld atthe time you paid the
$136,800,-is ihat correct?

Mr- SrEs. -No Senator Lucas. 'My suggestion would be that we'
be allowed the fulf'driw-back, as will be brought out, at thetimie the'.
alcohol Isactuay'put in' these medicinal products, instead of waiting'
a year later .when 'these particular products, which run into 'the'
millionsof padkages, -are sold or otherwise transferred for use.

Senator LUCA6. You pay for anS,000-gallon tank of alcohol $4,000?
Mr. STILES. That is correct.
Senator' Lrcmks. And uivder this bill you would pay 4t that time,

as I -miderstand it, a t x of $186,400 on that,,000 gallons?
M. Sri.zs- That is right. ' 8,000 gallons?

_ Senator LucAs. Ultimately you will get back from the Tre"st,
Department $78 000--at some time? h. . .. .

Mr STLs:.Yes :sir " ."
* Senator LuCAS. Whit you are trying to do 'now is to getit back a'

little quicker?
, .'r zs. And a llt41 more'aocurately. '
Senator'LuCAs: Thn what the Treaury does 'now?, -

Mr. STiLES. That is right, .id I bring that out pnt the next page.'
There is no disposition on the part of the firms here rpresented' to

interfere ih any way with 'r to restrict the authority of the Commis-
sioner to investigate ales of the manufacturer's pro.udt, but on the
contrary, we desire to, nlakd it possible for hiM,' to effect !certain,
changes in the regulatioib'which will keiUlt i- the -follding advan..
tages:

(a):Simplicity, of records for both taxpayer and the Treasury , De-.
partment with conquent manpo we savings.

(.).Assured accuay in determination- of the amount of claim"
which is extremely difficult ider the Oresent complicated procedures.'"
The present- prd66dl~ s'doiot assure an accurate' determination 'of,
the amountt of claim; 'iitti' the result- that the dra*-back" may be
greater or less than it sould be-most probably less. This certainly:
was' not the inteition' of Congress. 'Most 'of the tax-paid alcohol.
used by ths'flrrms r~pr&nted eventually ig'placed upn 'the market;
in preparations running into millions of pabkages., The unsold padk-"
ages of our products generally have to be inventorid quarterly in'
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* oqpection with the preparation of the'draw-back claims, so you cAn
imagine the number of items that have to be dealt with.to establish
each claim. .The volume of supporting data, consisting of approxi.
ipately 20,000 ivoices..daily by the four companies here represented,
zpakes confirmation by the Internal Revenue Department almostunpossibe ..

ator DANAHER. How many transactions are in this?,
Mr. STILES. We have that many right along.
Senator DANAHER. All it does is settle the amount of the draw.

back, isn't that it?
; Mr. STILES. We are not arguing about the amount of the draw-
back.I - I I ._

Senator DANABER. The transactions, are identical in either case?
Mr. STILMs, Oh yes. We are making the suggestion so, that we

don't have to go through ll this. JAs a matter of fact, Mr. Borkshire
and Mr. Kennedy have been very cooperative in trying to work out
a simple formula, and I will say this: Our own company ha% not re-
cehi'i its first draw-back yet.

2. At the time that the original draw-back provisions become law
the net tax cost of alcohol used in nonbeverage products was reduced
from. $7,80 to $4.20 per gallon. No draw-back provision was made

'applicable to the tax which had been. paid on the alcohol ih finished
products or work in process, However, as a result of the draw-back,
appropriate reductions in selling pri s.were made, notwitbstnding
the fact that tbe~t-paid alcohol at, the rate of $7.60 per gallon not
subject to draw-back was still in invento
,3. i .,A.qw worded, subsections iB andO,. secti In 309, 9f the l und-

ig bill, H. A. 3687, whqn considered together with section 302, title
III, and the provisions of section 1650 of chapter 9A, .again will
produce xwxly t00 same situation as I have just described by reduc-
ing the net tax cost of alcohol from $7 60 to. $4,275 per gallon,,so
that 6 months after* the termination of hostilities the manufacturer
wil: again beforced to take the substantial le6s ot $3.325 per gallon
on all alcohol then in finished goods, work in process, and raw material
inventory. In other words, our understanding of this construction
of the language in these subsections is that the $3.75 draw-back
beginning on the date referred to will be applied against alcohol in
iventoy on which the $9 tax was paid,.,

I don't think that is your intention or the Jntention of Congress,
and I don't believe it was the intention of the Ways and MeaT Com.
mnttee, because I read the article that went along with it. ut, we
have been advised by our attorney, that that is the fact.

We feel that the present net tax cost of $4.275 per gallon, on a.
60-cent commodity is quite sufficient. If this committee, however,
finds it necessary to recommend any change in either the tax or the
draw-back from that now in effect, than Pecause of the added compli-
cations whic. wil, necessary, be added, toan, already, burdensome
system, wq, desire to make the following recoIamedations,..,.Just want tD gi 6o pe, luslrtion. -".We buy looli(oa~d': 14Will

u0,the poof-galon rat't fo, simplicity , It is pmcticy double.). Apof gallo~nrefers t whiskyi-.but we uy, ilcohol 190prof, so it is,
1.9 tim.e& bwe bought qcohol. t,' $3, Ahenwe lrought at-.at $4,
then they raised it to $6, With $2.76 draw-bac.-. Nowoyou prope to
r#.isei~t to $9, with A $5 draw-back. It tkes about year and a half(

902.
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fot our inventory ,o turn over from the'time We got It until the time
it.isactuafly sold or otherwise transferred, sowe have within our
organization not only four different kinds of alcohol, at four different
kinds of draw-backs, but, four different alcohols blended in.four differ-
ent, mituxwes, which you can multiply and divide andget about 16
different draw-backs which now apply to our finished goods in the
various, branches.

Senator LUCAS. Under your recommendation you would eliminate
these 16 drawbacks?
. Mr. STILIIS. Absolutely. You would get down to the point where

thpelohol would be a product used for beverage purposes.
-:Senator LucAs. It would be almost inipossiblo to determine what

you are really entitled to as a result of the examples you have used
hier.' "- -

Mr. SrmS. That is right, Senator.
Recommendations: 1. That section 3250 (L) (I) of the Internal

Revenue. Code be ended to read as follows:
(1) IN ozNzRAL-Any person using distilled spirfis produced in a domestic

registered distillery or industrial alcohol plant and fully tax-paid In the tuanu.
facture or production of medicines, medicinal preparations, food products, flavors,
or flavoring extracts which are unfit for beverage purposes Ipon py!eat of a
speclat t&% per annum, shall be'eligible for draw-back at the time when sueh alcohol
i0 uied In the znnifacture of such products and as hereinafterrprovided for.

2. We also recommend that subsection () of section 309, of the-
pending bill, H. R, 368?, be eliminated, and that the wording of sub-
section (b) of the same section be changed as follows:

InWei'ofthe'kte Qf draw-bael iPiclfed in'sectIon.3250(L) (I)of the Internal
RevenuQC,(dehe ratehpplJable-with respect -to alcohol on which a tax of $9
per galon-$,1vlO per wine kalion 'a pu nd-has b6enpsl uider title III
of the Revenue Act of 1943 shall be $- (the amount of draw-back finally
determined to be effective).

This change of wording seems to us to be more in accordance with
the intent of the House Ways and Means Committee as explained in
their iepbrt to Congress regarding subsection C, section 309. - -

All firms here represented nr members of the American Drug Man:
ufacturers Association and with us is Mr. Carson P. Frailey, executive
vice president of that association, who is prepated to state that in his
opinion other members of the association affected concur whole
heartedly in this statement.

'SerOtr.,WAL1H. Youare liking, to 4ave the tax remain as it is?

' Senator WALSH. What does the Treasury say about their proposal,
. that they will unshackle you from this dif culty?

'Mr. Sr, ES. i I rather imaginowhen they get working along with the
situation, judging by comments received front men in the field, that
they wold be very happy to adopt this suggestion..,

menat~rDrAuE. Would you be willig tq deposit as wort 91
revolving fund the amount of the draw-back already hi the hands of
the colletor?

-M Anr., S' ,s certainly, We would -rut- up a: bend or do, t anyother way.",
Senator DANAHER. Why isn't that 6 far more satisfactory way than

your suggestion?
9, 5. 1 -44 ---- ,5

03;
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•,IMrI. 1'a.: 'ehgltoltIdi~d d. ybomthin aboit',ha,"u~dethe)
terms Ao th ,liMi gerait,'bu" I uhdea~dtatthe'coln*-
ihittod hnd Mf. Kerneayj,th6ulht that'Would Work practically satia.
fact*o;- alI hv6 dx~leji,, by brinkft thAt sdggestinhee. ..

Sdnabr DArxI g E It sebm to i4e that that would be a more sat-
fatory a-angem6niIt. , ' "

Senator LuCAS. Under this arrangement, what is youir'stiation attW liquid a~ tet? : ". * ' , , . ..•: , . )•,", ..

Mr. STILES. We have tied up eight now over $26)000 of pfepaid'
taxes, which w hitimutely Will Jet back i(nder thiasitition, ald whn
the new tax goee Into effect it willappDr6xiinately double it,'so w *will!
have.$600,000 involved, and unlesMr. Berkshlr and Mr. Knmnedy
over thereget this thing working' little faste' ihan it isi wve can 1dok.,
for that to further increase over a period of time, but I think we will'
m together on that and get that revolvin a' little faster than' it hlis

Senator DANAHER.'H" the present Aystem discoiraged'aaiy new,
ventures into this field?. -• , ....- 1 ; t

.Mr. STILES. I wouldn't say it has. 'We are a very. courageous.
people. - '"- t 11 - I -I' " ., .. .....
'enatoi WAgu. Thank you,.

(Clipping from the Chicago Sun .is inserted in the recbrd at the'.
request of Senator Lucas, m follows:),

-1CAS~nd~ -SECURITIES,.
VA CURRENT LIABILITIES' O&wzt

227 COMPANIES 28 BANKS

1939a

76 COMANESmwtio Wnaq FITCH'S MANUAL-

939Curw Lidbtlft)-

1942

lt•gand Up do We , "' i b* ',.' e/ h • . "

. 99VUMA XOP'6)VI449,
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* ANY CORP0OMTIOSMT SONON W TO iYT TFIZIR TAXEs, TI

(By 1Phu S. Iranni)
Mr. J. T. Stiles, Jr., vice president anid treeuurer of Abbott Lboratorles, North'

Chicago, calls attention in a most impreaslve way to the growing tioniqildRy of
American business corporations. The logleal deduction from his sudy is that
many corporations must soon borrow money to pay taxes.

-. ,waphie portrayal (e- chart in rcdseent olums).o( thq maeqer nwhieh.
th6H6 lht e s trihmtnk-dowh odti'ratlot' ability td pay all' their ct6irent'
debts and have suffiefnt wotkifg cilta] mailing fot ltber ordinary or extraor-
dirary needs Is deserving of examination.

M tlea plotted the relatjop between liquid aset ari current liabilities for
7o 4 being reresntatiye n ain chof -28 banks' trade teni-

t4rnI6.While net W*6king capitt! of theAe &Vianies In the 34-year i .. od frorW
December 31, 1939 to June 30 1943, increased $650, 000,000, curront4"ts to'.
cayrreit habllit!lw linedfromAlI!to 1W.
t In- order.to gt. a doublq cheek on the mattfy Mr. Stiles requested Fiteh's's

TnVestrs Serv~ce to submit comparativecurrent assets and current 1LtilitRues at
the e9d of 1939 and for the epd of 1942 for. the cqmpanles Usted oil the fiSt huidrd'
Page iflti manual. 'This dt;also "s1oW on: th6"charti .6vere 7 ho$Iaies.
It showS.tbit at the endf -1930, pribrt4 having any war businestese76
co rpAas eould have ,l off'Qj thol. t abllit~e&,out of .,h aznd hive. had,
$ Hovroo Iepst. O Wartrme Vx61nao' td e ' e'I.r f's sterf

thin Pr6f4ty It i thesa's1 6hpanl&, hbd I ttn tkd i0 kff their liabilities.
at the.end of. 142 they wold have had to borr'ow $168,0,000. :Assumlngacontinuation of thj trqnd IA .nee says ?r, 8iles,,tbat by next year practieAly

every gon1 cpan mh t~ M nq rrosaysneytMpaitstxee

Mr .Stle4 deelares that thou data clearlyy de onstrate that some yardstik
other'thah simply the ineread-capltha) method should leest4blished tor meas,
uring normal profits of growing .companle: 'He eihews hils suggestion 'that hay.
rolls subject toa, beial seeuHty;tAxes be made the yardstick for detefininLg the
base credit for normal profits. - .. I . X t . ' - !

HIs formula Is as fgllorwj "DTemp q the average ratio during te period'
payroll (ub t see .t s) toht profit (net income after edie-

tion of nonial tax) a&,iAe sth rtio'to deteilne the base credit 'for normal
profts In' each subsequent yedrl*

Writing to Chatrrnin Doughton;.o?. tq KoWse Way4 And Meana CommitteefM ~r Stlleo- ,- ga ". ' . . , "- .I .I .. . .I 's
APPr lieq afis iaps of taineppn (whe baecei.Utus &&aun thatbe h~a6 ba credit

and apecife exemption was $3,00,00 ad 'whoie total earnings were $5,000,000)
decide that because of the increase in,voldr s of busnetis it Is necessary to secure
a million dollars; additional capital. The company has never 4d a bondc4
debt and It decides that the nost satisfaetory method for securing thI additional
capital Is the sale of $1,000,000 of 4j1-percent prefeit-d stock. "'A a rdsolt' of :this idditnal ' hs'ltal th com'pa makes an additional
$200,000 profit before tat. This eettalnly would be a liberal profit toeaqxet on
anine of a million dollars. -

"However, as a result of this change In capital, the..'ba credt for borma) tax
would be inereAs~d to $3 080 000 on whieh the total hofmid -d tiurtaiw 6uld b4
under the present ltaw, Si,F3K,000, or an Inerease of,$32,0oo. . ..

-r"Te profittubject to exees-prOflWt 4x would be Increased to $2,120,000
which would Increase the excess-profiti tax by $97,200 after poet-war etedit., The,
total increase in taxes, if the company was fortunate enough to makO 20 percent,
oh Its increased capital, would,result In anet Increasei% ptofl after ta o$70,8W(
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"It the company paid 434 percept on preferred stock this would have to come
out of the increased earnings and leave a net profit of only $25,800 to be distributed
to the common stockholders as a result of their willingness to accept a deferred
position with respect to their equity and earnings.

"Furthermore, It would probably cost the company at least twice the profit
of $25,800 In brokerage fees an4 legal expenses In preparing the securities for sale
under the present federal regulations. go, really the common stockholder has
accomplished nothing by permitting his company to secure the additional capital
necessary to provide for normal growth."

Senator WALSH. Mr. Todd.

STATEMENT OF VICTOR H. TODD, REPRESENTINO THE COLD
CATHODE LIGHTING INDUSTRY

Mr. TODD. Mr. Chairman, I appear in the interests of the cold
0athodo lighting industry. I am president of the Fluorescent Lighting
Association.

Cold cathode lighting is a comparatively new and highly efficient
form of lighting whose development was just getting under way as
thewar started. %

I do not want to take .your time by going into the details of restric-
tions and limitations imposed by the War Production Board and
other Government agencies which hit this particular branch of *the
ligbting industry, but they~were outlined rather forcefullyin a 'speech.
before the Senate by Senator Stewart of Tennessee on February 22 of
this year, and appeared in the Congressional Record of that date.
* Brifly, it is' a story of many small ind-,rendents throughout the

country seeking only to compete in th. lightiiig industry under the
principles of free enterprise, seeking .to .do war-p ant lighting in open
competition- with the big companies who have virtually oontiolled the
lighting industry for many fears, but -asking no favors or finances
from any branch of the Government.
. Today, I would like to protest against the 25-percent excise tax on

lamps on two grounds.
First is that I think it is wrong in principle to impose an excise tax

upon good lighting and good seeing. There are two bills that prac-
tically every poor man in the country has to pay each month; i. e.,
lighting antgas. Without regal to the selfish interests of the big
liglhting companies, it has been pretty generally conceded that all
Ainerica needs better lighting, and that better lighting will be one of
the bigger t post-war businesses because in homes, schools, stores,
factoies, and everywhere.artificla! lighting levels of the past have
been found to be insufficient.

I think that is pretty well proven by the fact, that tho'Governmen,
in spite of all restrictions, has nevertheless permnitted all war plants to
improve their lighting to overcome, absenteeism from headaches and
skqtess 'due to poor seeing, and also to improve the efficiency and
output from those plants... , I I ,, * . "

I cannot se why, with all of the wild spending *oing on in such places
as the theatrical and night tlub district in the city of New York, and
probably in. all other big cities, it should be necessary to take some-
thing so fundamental to good-health as lighting and put it in the
e~i, t class.' If, as Secota' orget ,as recently stated,

oneb of tha main 'purposes of th pieseit 'tax ill is to Orevent infla-
tionary spending, why pick on something so fundamental as lighting.
Noboy in the world ever went on a lamp-buying spree.



I would lil6 to c all your attention to Uewsrticlescurrentthisweek,
that a number: of the-- blast f'riaeea 'ofI the 'Republio' Stel Co. in
Youngstown, Ohio. have been shelt down rde tolack of orders, and
a dem'_nd by theod.i. 0. that the Government order the reopening of
those .blas,& furnaces, derfiandjng, tl4t .they' be kept in conlihuous
operation for the duration of the war.
_ Yet, only last month' we were told in the Lighting and Fixtures

Section of the W. P. B. that there was no sign of any eqsing up on
steel for lamp reflectors either for homes, commercial establishments
or anything but war plants, and here pre thousands cokinereia
firms, and for that matter, hw et, who have beeti virtually denied any
improvements in lighting during the duration of' th war "AnAxious to
make improvements in their 'lighting,' being denied steel for reflectors
while steel mills are shutting down for lack of orders, and the ConL
gress is imposing an excise tax on lamps.

I submit, gentlemen that if the public has excess money 'to 6pend it
might better be spending that money fo" home, factory, and com-
mercial improveinilt iit An' Ihestnient like -better lighting, than for
liquor and night clubs.

We do not want one pound of inaterial, steel, or' anytiiig else that
is 1wededi t'e war efforT ,0 of these sections just do not fit int4
thejigsa;w puzzle in' Wasfi ton' is rl i n s

y, the Secreta of the asury is really Interested in stopping
inflationary spending, or if the Senate is so interested, I would like
to recommend that one of these Senate groups that investigate matterright on the ground be sent to Broadway and Forty-second Street:,
New York City, ' and find 'out where the Inflationary spending itgoing on before they impose an excise tax on something that affectsthe eyesight of every individualin Anerica.

My second point reminds m6 of 'the' old saw about the farinet
who shot at he crow and killed 'the hued man, in this respect. 'If
an excise tax must be imposed on tubes and lamps for lighting, I rge
that it be mandatory that the tax be passed on to the consumer aA
otherwise that excise tax will simply serve to warm the heart of the
big corporations who have held a death: grip on lighting for many
years.

Those big companies are making plenty of money on war contracts
in all kinds of electrical ,devices and equipment, and they can well
afford to a sorb the ecise tax pO'd, i necessa, take a complete
loss in their entire lmp department as a lheaven-sent means of writing
off some of their excess profit in other departments, and at the iaine
time wiping out of existence, forever the competition from the small
man particularly in the niw cold cathode branch of the lndustrz
whih is already "punch drink"-fron various war limitations favor-
ing the big interests. I I .1 0

I do not want to pIck on any individual competitor., but I would
respectfully call to your attention the fact that there are now pending
and held off merely, for the duration of the war, yarious suits against
important inteiests in the lamp indtst'ry chared wi th monbpol, an"
als charged under separate 'suits with conspiracy to hold bck the
development of fluorescent lighting. .',1 *

I cannot believe that the united States Snate wquld ,wnt to impose
any tax in'such a manner as to make a complete windfall'fo - these big
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t PA 'c*' A prmurelron wapy.dkiktious.tja OPA h " 'it ally -no patent OAtrq)W040 U1 0 , Pg Vrfli. pen _tj:qmp&Wes,.tee, b= pd a 91 iMal hid den into
.11M ing business. If t tmasqp, tK 5 pewent excis'e tax

WQVI(berva as qi fit punishmq i if, it bmin-ega law iv4ho4t the'man.
Joto, prov _u h,

ry 4sion
sena&6 IWAIA4. at is th Pieilent tax on Wilps

A.5 p
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t' oip to compte n(Id ts,- in effect,' beitig legislAted'pDtof; busi-
ness. He must choose either to go out of business or to forego paying

.ea o exerience showed that.the .tax on neon sign.,waa unec0qon-
al t ollect., Taxes on cold-cathode. tubeifor- neon-Si masudaor

turrs will be equally uncollectible and unecoomicml, ..This is epe,.
cially true when you consider volume.

There are approximately 2,000 neon shops in existencoin the United
S ate., an4 with.the averagee of 2. lig ting jobs each: month being
handled per shop, there-are 4,0QO installations per'month eing made
19r iqmmation purposes:throughout the United States by neon-sign

, h.average. footage p4rjob is somewhat under,..64 -feet., Thi"
consists of an average of eight tubes or los per job,.
* At the. present tine, priqeo givento a customer for the. complete
sas4lion by. the various -sign shops have been made Without any

atteimipt to segregate the cost of the tube from the coit of the com-
plete installation, because, the tube is built in as an integral-part of
the inat-a1aton of transformer, transformer box, and tube connectors.

The price of the tube is never billed separately, but if a price of
35 oofbs per fogt 'were placed on the tube *9 an average fair. price,
the entire cost of the tubes per job would amount to $22.40, or an
average gxops business per shop of $44.80.

The tax return on such business would be $11.20 per month. The
cost of oollection.&nd audit would probably be greater than $25,000
per month income which would. be derived from the cold-cathode
Sign idustry.

At the same time the -small'stgn shops are eking out a living from
these few cold-cathode jobs per month, plus the repair and 4mainte-
nance work which they. am doifg.

After the war the sign industry anticipates a tremendous expansion
whmp signs are once more built and placed into service. AtL.that
tiindthd indutry can bhe expected to'tike at least 100,000 to 150,000
more. employees on their pay rolls. ...

,:Thq tax placed now on this industry would serve to collect les*
that $300,000 per year revenue if all tax bills were paid.! It would
probably serve to put half the industry out of business. It will be oflittle use to the Treasury Department as a revenue producer now, and
certainly would be destructive to a long-range planned program.

Furthermore, the tax is discriminatory as far as the sign industry
is concerned, since it will certainly throw it out of the lighting field,
and cause the complete disintegration of this srLall national industry.

We ask that if this tax must be put on, that it be made a consumer
tax. to be passed on, if possibleso., that this bidustry. which is just
Vrowng and which you have no thought, I am sure and the Wa ard

eans Committee had no thought, lam sure, of putting out of busi-
nss, may be preserved. If possible, there should 6c some method to
"Ie~mpt* 6 this 'ax.

.Senator DANAH R. You dcn't sell s c6!d cathode light to homes,
do you? *. -

Mr. Pot .: No, sir; stores and factories.'
Sentof, . mic . L uDisplayss?
Mr. rou..iK. Commercial purposes.
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, SenatOr DANtAlaRI The fluoresent light, what, porcentago of: that
goestohomes? . ..

Mr. TODD. Our branch of the fluorescent lighting, the standard
fluorescent lighting fixtures, which ate made by the GeneralElectric
and -Weatinghouw, a good- share of that goes into homeesi No06' of
ours hs gohe ihto: homes; though. It hasall gone into wav. plants
and industrial plants.
• 8enato- DANAHZR. 8o that whatever too you. two gentlemen are
talking''about is passed on;' it -Would be absorbed by, thd -business
companies) by some commercial venture, would it not?

Mr. TODD. If this tax is put on, this 25-percent excise taxi I think
the same thing will happen to it as happened to the 5-percent tair
nmiely, that .the big companies, and I am advised 4 !at the intn-
descent group, the Oeneral Electric and its licensees, control 00 per,
cefite-if they absorb that tax 'and write It off 'against their bxoes.
profits tax, there won't be any tax paid at all, because I think our group
will be automatically putout'of business.

We are-not ln thls field; we are just trying to 'et In, b-cans6 6
were really pushed out of the sign industry as being a n6nesseutihl
Industry for the duration. 'We admitted it was. T47e, said, "What
can you do?" We said, "We can do war-plant lighting." -That is
whatv w are tryingto-do now- .

Senator WALSH. Have these industrles'whioh you claim will absorb
the tax appeared in opposition to the 25-percent tax?

Mr. ToD'. I don't know. I haven't heard of any opposition.-
Senator WALsH. You think if the1 do help the tax it will help reduce

their excess-profits taxes and it will put you out of bus'nces, both of
you? ..

Mr. TODD. That is what I think.
Mr. POLLAK. It will be a decided advantage to them.
Mr. TODD. I think that will be the main result of the tax.
Senator WAL SH. Thank you ..
Mr. TODD. I am submitting fcr the record a telegram to the chair-

man of the Ways and Means Cbmmittee, sent by the Ineandesment
Lamp Manufhctutern' Association, and also copy of a letter to the
Antitrust Division. I I I

Senator WALSH. They may be inserted in the record.
(The papers referred to are as follows:)

N• Yozegrt] -.tir Nvme , 4943

Heon. Roaxar L. Douorol, NN ,
Chairman, Waos and Mean# Committee,
. tlouae of Repreenltatim, Washington, . C.

This a location of Independent electric light bulb manufacturers respectfullt
requests A hearing on the proposed inereso in manulacturets' exeLse taxes oort4
templated in the new revenue act now being considered by your committee.
We wish to submit facts showing that such an increase will. not result in sub-
stantial additional revenue, for the Government because it yil- probably be
absorbed the same as the present 5 percent excise tax by the Genheral Eleetrld
Co. and iLs licenseed.Who control about 0 percent of thb bsnesi, thereby re-
dueing their manufacturers' sales price and likewise their excess profits taxeej
Present economic conditions and increased costs of production" make it imp.md~ble
for this group of small, Independent manufacturers to absorb, any ierease In
taxes which results In reducing the manufacturers' sales price. It will drive
them out of business, leaving to Peneral Eleetric and its licensees a eomnptete
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wa'e therefore uie upon youto grant us 'ahearfng bo(oen er rattng he eon-
templated Increase in manufacturers' excise taxes on elotrfe .light bubs inyour report. INCANDESCINT LAUMP MANUFACTURZR5' AssOC1,TbON',

By Lores KtU14, eSretatl.

Mr. @V D, BERS, . • ,OCTOBER 27, 19431.

Astitant Attormey Genera Anthrug Dirision,
. Departinetx of Julice, Wcshington, D. V.

DEAR SiR: On behalf of the Incandeseht Lamp Manufacturers' Association
and the various manufacturers *draitted to membership in that association, I wlsh
to direct your attention to the new Revenue Act which is pending in Congress.
I particularly, refer tq th provision for Increase In the manufacturers' excise ax
b i neandeelent lain. The present excie tax rate is 5 percent and it is
pro d tO Increasetl0t 16,peuiet.

,ou am fully aware of the various conflicts between the General Eletric Co.
and its licenses, and the independent manufacturers represented by the In.
dandeacent Lamp Manufacturers' Association and the conspiracy of the former
groupI which Is the subject of the antitrust litigation now pending in the Trento
court& • 4 s . e
I When the 5 percent manufacturers' excise tax first came into effect, the General

Electric Co. did not it on to Its. jobbers, dealers or consumer but itself
absorbed it. This had the effect equivalent to a 5 percent reduction In the sales
price. Ti Independent manufacturers tell me that they have every reason to
believe that the proposed 10 percent Increase in this excise tax will lkewise be
absotbed by the General Electric Co., which would similarly have the effect of a
further reduction in the price of the commnodiy.-

I have previously submitted charts to your Department graphically portraying
$ station pice structure during'thd year preceding 1932, when competition from
he Independent manufacturers was negligible. As the volume of tu Iness of the

nadepeadent mnufacturers'commenced to grow, the General Eleettic Co. insti-
tuted soesive price cuts and my clients have contended that these were designed
to reduce the comp tltlon of the Independent manufacturers and, if -unchecked,
would result in diving them out .of business.". Nob cots -t the present time are not Justified by economic conditions... The
e*tAof, raw. -afals andof labor:hits increased sub.sttially and 4e fe-ral
trend is toward higher prices. The General Electric Co through its'dominnant
position, controls the price structure and if the indep~ndent manufacturers In
order to compete with the General Electric Co were required to reduce their prices
by an additional 10 percent, the product could not be sold except at a loss.

The earnings of the Gent ral Electric Co. are so great as to place it In the highest
oxcess-profits-tax bracket,.and any additional manufacturers' excise tax that it
might absorb wculd almost In tote constitute a deduction from its Income and
eqcess-proflts t~xes' This would not be the case with respect to the Independent
rnknufacturers whoee earnings are substantially lower. - I I
. Therefore unless the proposed Inereae In manufacturers' tox Is either canceled,
or unless It is compulsory forthe manufacturer to pans alori- the tax to the utli-
mate consumer, the Gen(lal El ectric Co, will become powgisd of the a means of
accomplishing its p'rpcs'of ttrttling the competition of the In'ependent maOu-
facturers, and the objectives of t'e antierrat suit il be completely dfeatcd.,I cannot believe that the legal liters charged with the tram lngc(f th new revenue

ta are aware of the foregoing and I hope that you will call this t their attention
before there is any further progress toward en4.ctment. I should like' to againrepeat that unless this Is done all ot the steps taken by yur Department to protect

the indepeneat manufacturers will have been in v0a.".-Very truly yours, - J. . roxnx...

SSenator W zLO. . HuMsey. -
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~TATE -N F .0tU~n *, HUSSEY,"RtPREBENTflfG NAtOWAL
-XICUV -COMXITTU OF THE MILTARY ORDER 01 THU

CMr. Chairman, my namei Lu r N. Hussey. I am
a practicing attorney of the ctyand a member of the nationia'execuo

tive committee of the Military Order of the Liberty Bell, which is an
orgahilzationof hion who have served or are serving honorably.in the
armed forces of the United States. The slogan of o'u organization is

quality always, and because of apparent inequalitie in t e proved
I ask for a few minutes of your time so that 1 may speak, for

yesterdays heroes who are today denied the privilege of e~mm te
to speak for themselves. *of "o.i.g .er

Mr.' Chairmanyou my be surprised to learn that the constitutional
rights of citizens, each of whom have given 30 years or more to the
defense of our form of government, and all of whom are vetera 's of
from .2 t6,5 *wrs; have been so infringed upon'that they are'today
denied, the privilege of appearing here to speak for themselves. There
has been a very serious chipping away at the cornerstones of democracy
when' executive: decree for bid7s a citizen to petition 'the Con,..
AndP wlien t ,dcrqqis dlrcto solely atdexcusivey. at1 6 WhJo

Soora~.obly p ryd'their.Coyenbt'Wormore thin 30 yeAiA,:tho
discrimination is felt very keenly.-..,

Mr. Chairman, I speak of the retired men of our arned forces. 'Men
Who know but one political creed. Men wh 6a.*e dvy.tedht1is
to the service 6f their country.. Thse men, Mr. .(hszrmap, are.pro,
hibited'byia War Department ordtr from exercising the' fundamental
right of petition. They may rot consultwith ou gentlemendespite
the fact'tha.you, and you alone are charged wlh te.duky 6firaizhng
and maintainig an Army and R v"Y*.
. 'Mr. Chairman, in the midst of all this talk about billions, itmay
seem. an imposition upon your time for me to come here and talk
about a few. dollars, but I askyu to bear with me a few momeit
while I explain that the few dollars of which I speak mean th6. differ.
ence between food or no foodon the tables of the retired men of our
armed forces.

There is much talk about'the need-of high taxes t4.offse ' inflation
and to make the Treasury a reservoir of surplus funds in the hands of
people who have too much-, money. . Now that maj be truettwith
respect to a few citizens but I say to you that the reired men of'our
armed forces, who' ar the truly forgotten mei)ld this country, have
no surplus funds. The0 proposed bill would tax the'_ food off theirtables., ..

Mr Chairman, in line with our policy 6f equality always, we geek

the same income-tax exemption for retied men of the armed forces
that is iow accorded. to those who are on active service and to those
wvho'are disabled. '

_Aged, disabled, retired veterans of the armed forces are today the
only veterans Who" tie not granted income-tax exemption. Are they
to be penalized by Congress because they' set'ed.30 - earowile
veterans who served only 90 days and were disabled in service are
granted exemption on their disability allowance?



,'.Th'er ' are ' pproxiiatel 1,1000-:nhisted mnn retired from the
Ah~iiiy' W :YMtifi Cor' _nd. Oas0 t Odrd 'wh sei'S! 30 'years

ttiaf tits. Al', fth& meinw h6 iphysic~ily fit i6 aaini back onactive sem ,', Qnly tho "& 'ai aged~ And disabled, it over 60
yei f VIe a 'hi k i k K l bh6servie.

"', "ThA-OfY4il|ai terds will T~b:that~'bv~er'Piceent oYrthe retired
enlisted men of our armed service have'ehot t'eceed icezit of increase
in rdtire'd ps -.ince 1922. S6me few NKvy and Marine Corpa en-
listed:in&hiWved $1.74 pC oidthrinefbAse since 1922."

-While diVer 60 d.6ent'oi'the'tetiteeiblisted men have not ieeived
th ini'6ta i'd payiln6.' 1922 ' the C6'nrh*ss' in 1926, and gaiiI last
yA; & * c, icirehied the psyof civil-service employees, many,'of
whom receive pension, or compensation, plus their civil-seiFc re-
mquneration, aid they aif inuomo'tx'6 exempt on thd pension, or dis-
ability &imkmesation which they receive..

'-These individuals with two indomeA' are thus income tax exfnpt on
one, whereiftsthe Aged, disabled,'ietireA enlisted men with1' Otly one
income-his small retired pay-must pay income tax oil thitY"'

The jli ht of the aged, disabled, r tired' enlisted 'men is 'becoming
mgly d esp e, b so~. .ofthe, ,y reasing . ingaF .t' ever-indreAsing -tasx.h..u n 'Ognz d ltbo has lieen eo -

r4ti enlisted men of our armed service must rely upon your sense
of justice to extend to them the same consideration w ,ich your com-
mittee has heretofore, extended to all other veftrans, - -" ;'

Madam Perkins, Secretary of .Labor, is authority.for the statement
that the cost of living has risen 23 percent-since the Little Steel formula
was announced in 1941. This statement is conclusive proof that the
retired enlisted men are the chief sufferers from Our increased eost of
living, for-their retired pay buys everiand everles, and unless they are
exempt from income taxes on parity, with'other'vcterans this bill will
amount-to a further reduction in their, meager pay. ' ... :, •

Congress has recently enacted legislation that- will provide 15 per-
centincreasein compensation to Word War veterans and their widows,
thus recognizing the need of some form, of relief' to meet tho high cost
of living. A similar increase was not accorded retired men, yet the
proposed bill would. amount to a reduction, in their retitement,,pay

espito the.ever-increasing 'cost of living. -  .
The foreign veterw ofanywar residing in the United States--this

could include Germ n; Italian; or Japanese veterean-sreincome-ter
exempt on the benefits which they receive from their home govern-
ment r While these foreigners are income-tax exempt disabled retired
enlisted men of the Army, Navy,, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard of
the United States are forced to pay income taxes.

To amplify more specifically, we cite ,he caw of Julius [enze-
twice decorated for brAvery-once wounded. Ho served 30 years to
retire. "Yet 'toda, he receives les retired pay than approximately
25,000 Spaidsh-AInericmn War, veterans who served. o-In1 90 days,
and who never left a training camp hbre at home, Many of, these
veterans, ,personally known !to us- -ar6 , reooiving $100 per month
l~>Y ion.All of whieh is tax exempt, while the lower retired pay of
uli s Heinzo is subject to inom tax. -:' .: . - , " : ,, ,_.

We could continue by citing hundreds of similar cases but shall not
impose upon your time where the proposition involved is so simple.
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l ete. and many 6f ti' re e~ l _xe4 f!na~ciaUy,, et they, are
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in*0oreputeod.r to 1w ,
wealthiest main t. ,A , njoya ,n income tax, exemption, on, a
puKbtantia pkTion of- his .'Qme and we e. ure thatfhe and the
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.&e" comradepoyesteay,..-Mr. Chairman, in eha f tti.e Miitary dr of & Lerty Bell,
Iwish to thIink you for hqe .vi eg 9f ppearipg ere, and 0oask
tIattb" ciamiitte amen te proposed bill o provide, inconle-tax

exempion-on the first..$MOQ of incme for all retired .personnel of
our armed forces. , 1 o • .

Senator W s. Mr. Cowdln.

BA TRXEN OF, 1. CHEEVR 'COWDINI, CIIAMMAN, C0OsKMITTE
ON GOVERNMENT FINANCE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
* MANUFACTURERS

Mr. CowDiN. Mr. Chairman, the effect of the pending legislation
is of Mvital concern to every, Arnerican.

It. was my privilege some week ago to present the association's
recommendations to the Ways and Means .Committee of the House of
Representatives. . The suggestions made were based on careful and
extensive studies. They .were guided.by the factual results of one of
the most exhaustive surveys of current business conditions ever under-
taken and they were aupportod by 8 months of meetings and confer-
enced with busieessme- fromevery one O the48 States.

Our Nation-wide survey was conducted in cooperation with 90 na-
tional, State, local, and trade associations in the country and the facts
and figuress collected represent a comprehensive and accurate cros
section of American business. A copy 'of our recommendations, this
survey, and the complete testimony.presented at the Hou4se hearings
on' this bill is" attached to this statement for your examination.

Briefly, we recommend that there be no increase in present taxes
or new taxes imposed at this time for three important reasons.

Y . Additional income taxes would seriously impair national morale
And would work particular hardship on 25,000,000 white collar in-
dividuals.

2. Corporttion business now. has so little left after payment of
taxes that its ability to reconvert promptly and be in a position to give
p"st-war jobs is thieatened. Small busMesses, particularly, are suffer-
Ing from the impact of higher costs and sharply increased taxes.
* 3. In our, opinion the eating Federal taxes will raise. $44,500 -
000,000 on the, next calendar year's estimated nationalincome and
in addition there will be substantial savings in estimated expenditure
to greatly improve the budget situation.



'4nciffii has ab 61, b." ftaA3omplete itillitgn'0" to pair taxes'
to. the limit of safety: .This was ovid~nce4 *hen tPNatid ! hAssgla.
tidf:Mtinufat"t-i*'. l'6 .rw*athe first to r nmibd 'a0co n-
bie- nbrnisi ' Mi 'sittax I'ateo'f 140 percent' on e6rporations and a7

O "6idpiation of fliirek cnixupanies in war producttoh'

shows th margin of_pjofits on war business, eien before taxes, hai
b d~ehnig ovd the past 3 ears and how is no greater than coin-p AiM ii'6iiim .bdsinib ;, -.... '- -" ', ' -. . .1 1

Projection of _the figures from our Nation-.wde survey Indicates
th-t'aII 66rpoMtloni wll h'ave left aftor taxes about $6,000,000,000 in
1943' add on!.# aout $20,000,000"after dividend distributions to'
stckholderi.- Fot thb 3,years 1941, 1942, and 1043, taesand divi-'
dendswil leave only 6.5 billion dollars 61 r0tined income in American
business to offset the huge business losses during the depression years
and to support our present t tL endoius expanMion of pi-oduction.
-It is nortant'to udersthnd that' these retained earnings are not

a' 4ih accumhulation, but are largely in bookkeepigast such -as'
expanded "nVentories, raaea,' plnt, and equipment.Industry will rced fuhds in fiuch greater amounts than it now has
if it is to reconvert quickly and furnish its full share of jobs promptly'in' the'post-wax' period." T:' .. " .

A great section-of Amerioan business has been caught in a net of
rigsig taxes,'ris 'g costs and dwindling earnings. This white collar
elass of business has' been hbrd hit.! A'survey by the Department of,
Commerce shows that'from June 1040 to June 1942 there were 273,000
firms-mostly smal. businessus-which wentt' oit of business--about
450 each workingday.- ' - - '

SSm&ll business' has been the heart and's6i6l of American industry'
and a great supplier of. jqbs for our people." Thousands ,hive been
fq , to' close their dooL and:Othins are just managmg to held on.
Mat rialg ' lare scarce; :' I.br costs have soared. Many oL their
employees have gone into" the services 0r' into warW'viork. " Their
solvency must be maintained for they repre6snt'the core of peacetime
business and are counted on to give millionrsof peacetime jobs.'. .

Too little consideration is given to the fact that more than half of
our -orp4ratounfitd.lQse money- every-yeat. In,1941, 'the last year
for which offlcial data is WavailAble, out of the total 'of over 600,00.
corporations there were 248,000 which did not operate at a profit.,

Eleven million 'of 'our people own stock in- corpor tion. The'
income tax refuta -show. that at least 57 percent of dividends are
paid to those with incomes under.$10,000, Many persons of modestmans' have' investkd .their savings in the larger cqrporlonsin the
belief that in this way they would secure the margin of safety thby
need; Stockholders have become our for ottenclaugs., -

While evey "other segmrent of our national income has expanded
gratly divi, lnd payments continue to decline. For example, wages
and salaries this year will' be 0 percent aboye 1920. Dividend-
payments will be 32 percent less. - "Corporation enterprises now provide jobs for 30,000,000 people
out of our 64,000,000 working'population. Excluding those in Gov-
ernment and farming, corporations are iupplying about 95 percent'
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This new provision seriously infringes upon this sound principle by
arbitrarily reducing the cre(lit base and by this device it would subject
a substantially greater proportion of normal earnings to the severe
exce8l)rofits rate.

3. This provision discriminates against.many millions of our
citizens who are corporate stockholders.

Within the past few days we have received information on theeffects
of this proposed provision from. 175 corporations anu their affiliated
companies.

Compilation of this data from this'small segment of corporate
cnt.prise alone, reveals the following sharp reduction in the excess-
profits credit base of these companies would result:
Combined base under present schedule of credits ------------- $938, 742, 000
Combiapd base under proposed schedule ---------------------- 792, 285, 000

Anouit of reduction in credits base- . .------------------ 146, 457, 000
Percentage of reduction, 15 percent.

Significantly, these; 6nnparatively few comianies have a total of
2,592,818 stockholders.. Obviously the greatest portion of these are
small stockholders of modest means. They are the ones who are
directly affected by this arbitrary reduction in the base credits of
these companies in which they have invested their savings.

Multiply 'this situation many times and the serious effect of such a
discriminatory measure on the financial position of companies using
the invested capital method n'iay be realized.

If this legislation is enacted it will be the third arbitary reductionn
made in the invested 'cal)ital credits in 3 years, and'might easily
result-in additional' re(luests to also reduce arbitra~i~v'the credit base
of the average earnings method.''

In'regard to 'post-war reserves and jobs, if there are goirig to be
enough jobs to go around after the war ends, we must begin preparing
for them today., If we wait until hostilities cease it will be too late.

It is 41 matter' of paramount* self-interest to every working-man
and to every farmer in the United States that industry be in a posi-
tion to provide jobs promptly. Their well-being depends upon the
ability of industry to undertake peacetime production promptly. '

The only guaranty'that industry will be able to continue maximum
employment is financial srength.

To achieve mi m n post-war employment, industry must have

adequate ftindg, We iMust'gt'Our frctories off to a iapid start in
the production of the' m'rriad "products America has done without
during. the War years.' Onl by production and more production"
can we hope tc create jobs for all our people.

It is going to take time aid it is going to' cost a great deal of money
to remove hundreds of thousands of machines producing war material,
reinstall the necessary'machlines ad make'the jigs; tools, and dies to
produce the goods of peace. Raw material will havc to be purchased,
selling organizations built, labor must be paid and other costs met
befom~e million of peacetimne products can be s~mit to market.

The accompailying survey givs the 'detailed conversion figures for,
2,072. companies now engaged in war work. They estimate it a'ill
cooV .$2,2 ,000,000, .without taking into consideration renegotiation
re)ayments to get back to peaccbtimo production. This is $570 for'
each employee. . '' p
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The ret'ommendatiohns made here ire presentM~ in -the interest of th6&
en .tir0 economy, and, to assist in laying the foundation' for maximum

eloyitnxt in post-war America.

ia most didlRcult one. Your committee'haA industry's cm t
confidence, and rciaetattetako ratn atxblla hi ii

We will, of couirsei, gladly accept, your fuetll udgtent' oh these'
matte an we sincerely trust, that the factual information we ha'e

been'abe to bring you wiill aid in* your' deliberations.
senator WAIZH. Mr. Battek.
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STATEXINT 01 CARL 1. BATTER, RSPRBISNTINO T31 FAIR
GROUNDS B~nDRR8 AND RACING ASSOCIATION OF NEW
ORLEANS, LA.

Mr. BATTrz. Mr. Chairman, my name is Carl J. Batter. I am an•
attorney at law representing the Fair Grounds Breeders and Racing
Association'of New Orleans, LA.

We believe that a tax on pari-mutuel wagen is most unwise and
sincerely hope that the said provision Will be deletea from the bill.
In the alternative, we believe that such wagering should be exempted
from taxation when conducted by organizations not organized for
profit and no part of the net earnings of whichinures to the benefit of
any private shareholder or individual.

We feel that we can advise your committee with reference to this
contemplated provision of law for the reason that we have succeeded
in placing horse racing in the State of Louisiana on a high plane-
eliminated the private profit element, and benefited the State, city and
citizenry by conducting our track as a civic, nonprofit institution.-

Prior to the advent of this organization, the State of Louisiana had
no racing law. Racing lacked public confidence; betting was done
without a totalizator, and racing finally was abandoned. Following
the closing of the track, and the passage of a State law controlling
racing as the track was about to be subdivided into building lots-a
group of public-spirited businessmen created the present, nonprofit*
organization; acquired the track; installed a totalizator, and conducted
racing under State supervision for the purpose of promoting the tourist
trade of New Orleans.

Racing h" been revived, public confidence acquired, and the State
and city have received substantial revenues.

Pari-mutuel wageringhas, during recent years, been a means of
substantial State revenue., It is a field of taxation so far reserved to
the States. The advent of the Federal Government into this field, we
believe, will deprive the States of much needed revenue.

In our case, we would probably have to change to the bookmaking
form of betting-if we operated at all-and the direct loss in taxes to
the State and city would amount to several hundred thousand dollars
per year.

In addition, there would be the indirect loss to the community
resulting from the reduced patronage and tourist trade. Other States
would, in most instances, likewise suffer a loss in revenue.

We believe the proposed legislation to be fundamentally unsound
for the reasons that-

It discourages pari-mutuel wagering which is conceded to be the
fairest means of betting.

It discourages the use of the totalizator, a mechanical device, that
insures honest control of pari-mutuel betting.

It encourages bookmaking, both at and off the track. Bookmaking,
off the track, is an eil that we and others have endeavored to stamp
out. 

"

It invades a field of taxation heretofore reserved to the States, and
the proposed legislation will probablyyield very little tax.

By qncouragmg bookmaking off the track, the Government en-
couragps the loss of admission taxes.

9331-4--.4 -9
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maximum andi m some communities runs as high 44 21 percent.

AnY further tax would have to'be borne by'the State or the operator.
If the State is deprived of such 'evenue, other State taxes, Will

require increasing ornew sources of .taxation will need be found.
The State renders a service in controlling racing and should not be
d ep i v ed o f the'rev en u e. : I I - ' - I. .

If the operator is deprive4,Of thaft much revenve the los to the
FPedeia1, G3qi'nennt ii corporte taxes will most likely m6ie than
offset theexcise now, sught to be imposed..

Since the advent'of the war the various race- tracks have con-
tributei millionp of dpaIrs to the war. and other charities. 'These
contributions were madewithout increasing the"kitty"-the extra-
tion from 'the wagering-so ,that the contributions were not made -t
the expense of the pu6lio o 'the States. Such donations were solely
at the expense of te opiators who devoted the'tracks to &haritabe
purposes for given periods of time.

Finally, allthe controls invoked by taxation, Federal and State, to
insure an open, honest and full accounting will be lost., A book.
maker cannot be controlled in th'e same manner as a legitimate busi-
ness, and some of the sad experiences of the past are likely to be
repeated.
,.lf the Congress concludes that parimutuel wagering should be taxed,

we sincerely ope that the proposed section 1053 (a) be amended by
ad4 ng .to the end thereof the following language:
Provided: that this section shall Dot apply to such wagering when conducted by an
organization not organized for profit and no part of the net earnings of which Inures
to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual.

.The proposed alternative, even though it does not meet the objec-
tions set forth above, will be in keeping with the policy of Congress to
encourage, by relief -from taxation, orgnaizAtions that have for their
purpose the welfare of mankind. -

Senator WALSE. Mr. Gillette.

STATEMENT OF S. L. GILLETTE, TOOBLE, UTAH
Mr. GILLE .E. Mr. Chairman, I am Sam Gillette small theater

owner, from Tooele, Utah, A town of.about 5,000 population with two
small theaters, I am president of the Intermountain Theater Asso-
ciation. This is an association of theater owneriin the States of Utih,
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Nevada. The large mjorityof our
members are small independent operators of theaters, With a seating
capacity of less than 500,"in rural communities that average slightly
under 5,000 population. Approximately 85'percent of t&e conmuni-
ties which I represent have, no war industries whatsoever. Th eI
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communities have suffered a loss of population both from men going
into the military service and others leaving to go to areas containing
war industries. - . I .

We are small merchants in the field of motion.picture exhibition, aid
in our communities our people think of us ih te same tertos as.they
do their grocer, doctor, or ___it. Of course, we realize that you
think -of the motion-'picture industry in terms of these large theaters
which you seen Washingtoii,- D.,C.,, which is entirely new to me
except wI'-' Ihave seen in the last few days. You never see lines of
people waiting to get into theaters in our towns like you do here. All
the glamour there is in our operation is on the screen. . Our doormen.
and ushers are sons of our neighbors who come and work in their ordi-
nary street clothes. We would not think of dressing them-up to look
like admirals or generals in our theaters, and we serve a definite need
in oui communities to provide entertainment.
, It is easy to- understand the low waiting lines which I have seen in

Washington because it appears that all the people pour out of the
Government offices at one time and as soon as they have succeeded
in cleaning up andibeing fed) they all dash madly to the theater at
approximately the same time.

In other words, your Washington theaters are, to a great degree;
deserted except at the peak hour around 8 p. m. The rest of the
time there are ieata available'at al times.
- On behalf of the' owners and opelastors of the theaters in our terri-
tory, and I believe I cad speak in this matter for all men in the field
of motion-picture exhibition when I say that theaters are willing to
carry their fair'share of the tax burden.

* We are already carrying a 10 percent tax of our gross in addition
to income taxes and corporate taxes that are carried by our fellow
merchants in other businesses adjacent to us, and now it is proposed
that the tax on admissions be doubled.

In other words 20 percent of our rs.
We feel that this constitutes unfair discrimination and that is the

reason I am here to talk to you today. in addition to all the taxes
which'we have carried, we have acted as a- propiN.anda agent for the
Government. The large part of our running tine, is. devoted to
propaganda reels. Our pictures are slanted to convey the message
that the Government has to the-people 'and by the combination of
sight and soind we have been able to do an outstanding job which
no other medium can do. The Treasury Depsrtment, War Depart.
meant , and Manpower Commission all have come to the screens to
get their message to the people.

There seems to be a prevailing opinion among those thatdrafted
this proposed tax. that the theater business constitutes a luxury, and,.
therefore, should be taxed as such. ' , 1 4 . , .... .. While, thb Treasury'Department Oioposed such a drastic increase
in these tax rates on the hypothesis* that theaters are a luxury, in
many of 'their' other endeavors they, know and look, to, theaters, as
being' vital in the community. The Treasury Department looks to
the theaters to sponsor the sale of Waf bonds and to act'as an issuuig
agent;- to use the screen'for carrying important messages in regard to
the sule of-bonds and the collection and payment of taxes.,

TheGovernment recognizes the theater as being important and
vital to Army and civilian morale, and has definitely proven this by

921
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the fact that they have installed 'a theater iu every Army camp,
every battleships and every other installation they have built for
8ervle and 8upphs.
, The theater owner, in his own community, is providing the same

morale builder to the civilian front as the Government is in the opera-
tion of its own theaters.

The tax on general admission constitutes a ta on the low-bracket
income class rather than the high-bracket income class. For many
of the new families that have come into the intermountain territory
the theater comprises the only means of escape from inadequate, poor
housing, and, therefore you must think of the cost of theater enter-
tainment as a cost-of-livig expense to many people if we are to
maintain their morale and keep the job going on the home front.

There are many communities in the intermountain area that have
never benefited from the war boom whatsoever. As a matter of fact,
there has been a large loss of population, and, to the theaters in each
and every one of these towns, this increase in tax will probably be the
final consideration in closing the theater entirely.

This will have a bad effect on the morale of our farm population, as
in many farming communities this is one of the few methods of
relaxation available.

Some of the Treasury Department tax experts have estimated that
this increased tax rate i yield an additional $165,000,000 a year, and
as a matter of actual fact, they have obtained this already due to
increased theater attendance, which definitely reflects the increased
needs of the people for theaterielaxation. I

This proposed tax does not, apparently, bear in mind all the tax
factors which make up the entire picture. The hypothesis on which
they appeared to v-ork is that theaters have enjoyed an abnormally
large business and therefore, have profited t6 a great extent.

They therefore fook to the theaters for an increased share of theater
receipts. The fallay lies in the fact that they do not reconcile the tax
returns of the various theater owners and then draw a picture as a
whole.

As I have pointed out previously, the small theater owner. in the
small town may be forced to close, and in all probability, the return
from him will belost.

Insofar as the theaters in the boom areas are concerned, there is an
equally large tax fallacy here. In practically all cases, these theaters
are corporations. In most cases, the towns were over-seated and
theaters were having a hand-to-mouth existence prior to the war
boom.

For the years 1936 to 1939, which constituted the base for the
computation of normal taxes, at the aont of which excess profits
taxes were computed, most of th&es& theaters enjoyed a very slight
profit, and, therefore, the tax base for normal purposes is very low
as compared with their present income.,

Therefore, if the theater owner is now forced to absorb the increased
10 percent in admission taxes out of his share of .the total admission
price, this will be taken off his profits.

In other words, the 10 percent removed from the theater profits
will be remitted to the Federal Government as admission tax and will
be taken off the net return for income tax and excess profits tax
purposes.
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This means that in this case .these so-called "profits," of which the
Government receives a minimum of 80 percent, and in many cases
as much as 90 percent of the increase would be merely a transferring
of the funds from the pocket labeled "Income taxes' to the pocket
labeled "Admission taxes." It would not constitute any appreciable
return as anticipated by these proponents of the measure, and it
would merely constitute an added burden on the tax structure of the
theater.

Moreover, it might cause an actual reduction of attendance, and,
therefore, reduce the return of tax dollars, as the theater owner, in
absorbing this tax finds it necessary to reduce the quality of his
attractions and therefore, reduce the drawing power.

It must be parent to you that if any increase in taxes is to be
obtained, it must be from these large boom areas, and this increase'
has already beept taken in the form of excess profits and corporate
taxes.

A true interpretation of the entire measure is that this proposed tax
is at best a 2 percent increase to the theater owner in the large boom
areas, and a 10 percent death tax to the small theater owner in the
nonboom areas.

There are only two ways to handle this tax: Either the theater
owner must assume the tax and reduce his net established price, or the
tax must be passed on to the patron.

While in 4b eory this tax is supposedly absorbed by the patron, in
actual fact, when the 10 percent tax was reduced from the 40-cent to
the, 10-cent level, in most cases the theater owner reduced his not
established price to absorb the tax. This was universally true at. the
time' the admission tax was imposed on the general admission price
from 10 cents to 40 cents.

In determining whether the theater owner will absorb the tax
himself or pass iton to the patron, he must first determine what effect.
this change of price will have on the volume of his attendance.. You
must realize that this is a business based as much on volume as on
price, and if we are to secure the maximum returns, we must arrive at
the point at which the factor of maximum attendance, plus price
equals the greatest gross.o t a o

This is also important in regard to the amount of tax dollars which
the Government will collect from us.

In drawing up this proposed bill, there is a great fallacy in assuming
that increased tax rates will yield increased tax dollars. It is true in
the amount of revenue which will be obtained by the Government as
admission taxes that the volume of attendance is more important than
the tax rate.

Insofar as the small theaters in the small towns that have not
obtained any of the defense industries are concerned, this increased
tax will bear very heavily upon the small theater owner. If he absorbs
the tax himself it will reduce his profits and proportionately reduce
the amount the Government will receive from hiin income taxes.

Of course, in theory the theater acts as a Government agent in col-
leoting this tax, but, gentlemen, this is only a theory. In actual. fact,
the patron is only concerned- with tlie total amount he gYs for. ad-
mission to the theatre. He does not concern himself with the pro-
portion that goes to the Government and the proportion that goes
to the theater owner.
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1 Therefore, if We pass on this additional tag to the patron, to him
it merely means that we are increasing the cost of admission, and if
we increase the cost of admission, it definitely will have a bad effect
on the volume of attendance.

We have observed that increases do have a definite effect on the
volume of attendancei and we are fearful of the effect-of increased
admission price due to the 20 percent tax.:

There may be an impression in your mind, due to thece large
standinglines which you notice in Washington theaters, that in spite
vf price the theater will continue to enjoy tie same volume of attend-
ance. May I point out to you a very significant fact in the volume
of attendance today. It is true thatwe have an abnormal attendance
in a lot of theaters in many towns, but this abnormal attendance
today is due to one big important factor, and that, gentlemen, is gas
rationing.

With the restriction of the use of automobiles and the fact that
people cannot travel for outside activity, the participation in sports
such as hunting, fishing, picnicking and so forth, has been greatlycurtailed.c This has trwn large numbers of people into the theaters as the

only recreation left. This has greatly increased the attendance factors
in theaters throughout the United States and has given an increased
retlirn to the Treasury Department far out of proportion to what
they had expected.
- Without considering the fact that this is an abnormality and an
unusual situation, tax experts look upon tis as the "gose that laid the
golden egg." However, as soon as gas rationing is'reliev or dropped
the natural response of the people to this freedom which will be granted
to them, and the opportunities to find entertainment elsewhere, will
result in a precipitous decline in theater attendance. -

Many of us may be able to take this tax under the abnormal at.
tendance factor which we have today, but when you release our
patrons and make it possible for them to enjoy all the other forms of
entertainment which depend on automobile transportation, you have
provided us no way of relief from a tax in which gas rationing is a
large factor, though you do not recognize it as such.

Loss of attendance in theaters is comparative to a run on the bank
in financial circles, and in a short periof of time even the strongest of
us will have been ruined. When this loss of attendance comes;when
we fully expect, you gentlemen may not be in session and, there may
not be any tax bills being considered, and by the time relief would
probably be considered and passed, many of the theater owners will be
casualties of this ill-considered tax measure.

In the discussions which I -have had with members of our associa-
tion, all of them are fearful of raising the admission price. Most of
them feel that they will have to absorb the tax.

I am, therefore, making'.this appearance before you in the hopes
that the tax on the admission price will be allowed to remain at its
present level. -

Regardless -of what the tax theorists say, taxes on admissions are
never considered by the public at all. -They consider the fact that
we, obtain all this Mr6ney asthe cost of admission. The small man
On- thb street considers theater admission, as- a necessary-part of his

9W4
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budget, it is a cost of living expense to hini, and he will not lookkindly on an increase in it' ..
In-a large sense, he reacts to the theater as you do. -In other

words, he comes at peak hours, he sees large waiting lines, but he
probably does not know that seats have been empty'for as much as
three-uarters of the operating time of the theater. We cannot go to
each 'nd every patron and explain the economics of theater opera-
tion but I have attempted to bring these problems to the members
of the committee, and I feel that you will give our problem good
consideration. -

If it is necessary to put'an additional tax on our patrons, please
consider the schedule set up by the tax experts of the House though
not adopted. On a basis of 2 cents for each 15-cent unit of admission,
or major fraction thereof-briefly:
Net admission: 24, -

10 to 22 cents, inclusive ..... * ---------------------------------- 2
23 to 37 cents, inclusive ------------------------------------------ 4
38 to 45 cents, inclusive ----------------------------------------- 6

This will help the small operator and obtain the increase from
lkher prices.

we are ready and willing to do our part, and more as the records of
theatre operation will show. However, the tax of 2 cents on eacl4 10
cets of admission makes it impossible to have our present 25 cents
admission in small theatks, if our base price Is 20 cents, the 4-cent tax
brings it'to 24 cents; if we raise the base to"21 cents it makes the tax

cents, bringing 27 cents, which leaves us less money for operation
and uses so many pennies, which are almost impossible to obtain or
h dle.

Th6nk you sincerely for the cordial treatment I have received from
this Comittee and Members of the Senate.

Senitor WALsH. Mr. Murchison.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. MURCHISON, JACKSONVILLS, FLA.

Mr. Mr tcms6N. Mr. Chairman, iny name is Charles H. Murchi-
son, of Jacksohville, Fla. I present this statement to the Senate Fi-
nance Com-ittee on behalf of the following clients: International
PaperCo.-, New York, N. Y.- The Chesapea ke Corporation of Vil -

g West Point, Va.; West 4 'rgia PuIp & Paper Co New York,
-', Union Bag & Paper C"rpration, New York, N. it.; Aummel-

Ross Fibre Corporationh, K.j well, Va.; St.:Joe Paper Co., Port St.
Joe; Fla.; National Container Corporation, Jacksonville, Fla.; Brown
Paper Co. Munree, LA.:

These clients manufacture taper, paper board and paper products
of all kinds. The vast n1aj on., 'of their products constitute standard
co imercia articles as defned in the bill now before' you. These
standard commercial articles a"e all sold under ceiling prices. We
are, therefore, vitally interested in having standard "commercial
articles exempted from the renegtiation provis'qns of the bill, We-
urge you $t xin*qualifiely exempt standard coniiekial article from
the provisions ofthe renego6iatioii portiooof the bill-- We believe that
the reasons upon which we base our reguet,are sound, are in he
i teitesof the War effort'and, in the main, are common to al other
i~ufd6ttirtrsof standard commercial artcles.

.'' , ,- I., . ,.f : • , , , : , . . . . . ,
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In order.fr, O. P, .. o eotabl_ and ,maintain a priceciling, it
makes countless investigations of the books and opertiAons covering
the product in question. 0. P. A. calls for the submission of endless
economic data and supporting.informaon by the manufacturer of thb
article. Over the course of 2 years, exrieiace haa taught us that tipie
consuming conferences and investigations have had to be borne by
industry and that in most cases the ceiling price eventually established,
in the opinion of the manufacturer, is inequitable and highly unsatis
factory.

It would be a tragedy if the renegotiation bill now permitted another
department of Government' to repeat these investigations and these
time-consuming conferences, reports, arguments, and so forth. If the
price ceiling established is a faw price ceiling, or if it is below a price
which the manufacturer thinks is a fair price ceiling (and this is more
often than not the case) the repetitipn of these investigations by the
renegotiation board would not end in the recapture of any appreciable
excess profits. They would only serve the purpose of consuming the
time and manpower and efforts of industry and of Government em-
ployeos, both of which it is fair to assume are exceedingly vital to the
war effort. If this is true, and it is our considered judgment that it
is true, then this committee should see to it that standard commercial
aties are unqualifiedly exempted from the renegotiation provisions
of the bill and thus give us and other manufacturers of standard com-
mercial articles an opportunity t6 carry on cur vital war work with-
out being subjected to endless &nd useless demands for the furnishing
of report and statistics and economic data by another department of
Government.

Furthermore, and almost equally important, ihe bill as now drafted
provides drastic penalties for contractors and subcontractors who do
not conform to its provisions. It is utterly impossible for those of us
who manufacture standard commercial articles to determine whether
these articles are eventually utilized in such a way as to bring us
within the description of being a subcontractor with the Government.
Time and effort and useless worry is expended undertaking to deter-
mine whether we and other manufacturers of standard commercial
articles do come within the purview of the renegotiation law. By un-
qualifiedly exempting standard commercial articles we will be properly
relieved of this uncertaintY and effort, and will thus be further treed
to devote our undivided tume to vitally esiontial war work.

We therefore respectfully urge upon the members of the Senate
Finance Committee that they unqualifiedly exempt standard com-
mercial articles from the provisions of the'renegotiation bill and do
not leave such exemption to the discretion of the Board as now pro-
vided for therein.

We respectfully suggest the amendments submitted herewith.
(The above-mentioned amendments will appear in -the revised

print.) , , .
Senator WALSH. Mr. Fernald.

STATEMENT OF HENRY B. FERNALD, CHAIRMAN, TAX
C0MMITTEN, AMERICAN MINING C0OOBS

Mr.*; FERALD. Mr. Chainan, 6n behalf of the min indt Wq
submit the following statement, regarding certain features to',F 14'
we urge your attention in connection with the pendin' tak bill.
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Some of these are subjects peculiar to the mining industry; others
may affect industry generaly but are also important to mining.
Some bear directly on present tax impositions; others are no less
important as they bear on the future of the mining industry, its
ability to meet the continuing war demands and the needs of the post-
war period.

The mining industry cannot meet the demands upon it for produc-
tion of needed minerals, for employment of our peoplQ and for con-
tributing to the fiscal needs of the Government, unless it can preserve
its capital and have available needed funds from capital realization,
or can obtain needed funds from new investment sources. If present
taxes leave mining enterprises without available funds, i,' #x rates
and bases for imposing taxes are so burdensome as to leave no in-
centive for future investment and effort, the mining industry cannot
continue the part it should fill in industrial life. The continuance
and prosperity of the mining industry is not a matter in which the
mining companies alone are interested; the welfare of great sections
of the country depends upon the prosperity of their mines, for this
affects general employment and- general business, State and local
revenues, and revenues of the Federal Government in the mining
sections.

The mining industry has been doing its utmost to meet war de-
mands; its accomplishments in production have been beyond any-
thing heretofore anticipated it could do. It will continue striving to
meet the requirements for war. In doing this its capital resources of
previously developed mineral reserves are being rapidly exhausted
and the mining industry is faced with the problem of making good
such exhaustion, restoring needed development of previously developed
ore bodies and discovering and developing new reserves, if it is to
survive. T'o the extent that a tax may take 90 percent of present
realizations, the remaining 10 cents on the dollar will not be sufficient
for deferred development, deferred maintenance, accelerated deprecia-
tion and wastage of assets. The proposed 95-percent tax cute to 5
cents on the dollar the amount which mines can retain out of any
earnings subject to such tax to make good any wastage, undermainte-
nance and under-development of the war period. Even the 40-per-
cent normal and surtax rate materially curtails the funds which can
be retained to make up for present wastage and to provide for postwar
survival.

Mines may be subject to the excess-profits tax even though they do
not have any true excess profits. Ceiling prices for their products
generally were early fixed on a pro-war basis. Fixed prices with rising
costs yield them less than a normal unit profit. If they are subject
to the excess profits tax it is because of increased output, exhausting
their capital resources at an abnormal rate.

We believe Congress has intended to recognize fully the need for
capital allowances for mines so, that there should be taxed as income
or as excess profits only that which remains after full capital allow-
ances. In the framing of our laws and their application by the Treas.;
uiY that intent is not being fully observed. This is not a quibble over
particular words or phrases and their interpretation, but it Is a matter
of substance and practical application. go we call to your attention
certain points where amendment of the law seems necessary to exPress
what we believe was the congressional intent that the exceedingly
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high rates imposed on taxable income should not be applied to capitalretaliation:
L 1. Gross income from the property: The allowances for percentage

depletion and the exces-profits tax exemptions of strategic minerals,
of above-quota bonds and of excess output, all depend, to a consider-
able extent on the definition of ."gross income from the property."
There is immediate nee& for writing into the law a definition which
will express the congressional intent. This has been the subject of
special presentation to you by Dr. Donald H. McLaughlin in which
be has explained to you why we so strongly urge the adoption of
the amendment which Senator Johnson has proposed. 4

2. Nontaxable bonus income: Section 735 (c) of present law added
by the 1942 act, provided exemption from excess-profits tax for the
premium, or 'onus," which an agency of the Government may pay
on account of production in excess_ of specified quotas of mineral
products or timber.

To stimulate the production of zine, lead, and copper the War
Production Board and 'the Office of Price Administration have aro
ranged since Febroary 1942 for the paymentby Metals Reserve
Company.of certain premium prices, in excess of the ceiling price for
production in excess of specified established quotas of such metas.

SSince any stimulating effect thereof would be virtuallylost if the
premium, or "bonus," was subjected to the exce ss-profits tax, the
Revenue Act of 1942 included in section 735 (with appropriate word.
ing in sec. 711 to make it effective) provisions to exempt 'nontaxable
bonus income" from excess:prol t tax (but leaving it subject to normal
tax and surtax).

The Treasury approved the exemption but urged a limitation'so
that the exemption thus given on account of the net income from a
particular property might not be aplied to reduce excess-profits net
income from other mining properties or from other operations not
related to mining. The mining industry fully agrees to such a limi-
tation.

However, the wording which was written into the. law to express
this limitation is being interpreted by Treasury regulations in a way
which will greatly reduce, if not eliminate, the exemption in many
cases to which it was intended to apply. This results because the
Treasury regulations as now written would in effect attribute the
bonus to the total metal production, although it is received only on
the production which is above the quota. It seems doubtful that
the Treasury, under present wording of the law, can work out any
practical plans to give the bonus exemption which ikas really intended
by Congress. We accordingly urge that the limitation clause of the
law be amended to express simply the origin al intent that the exemp-
tion granted should not be in excess of the net income from the par-
ticular property from which the bonus metal was produced.

3. Bonus income from slag and residues: The nontaxable bonus
income exemption from excess-profits.tax under section 735 (o) of the
code, above referred to; as it was written into the law by the 1942
act was applicable only to production on which depletion was allowable,
The failure of this *ording to cover bonus payments for production
from mine tailings in certain oases was r mrdied by the Disney Ao,
(H., R. 288, approved Oct. 20'194$), Xt appears, however, tlat
recoveries from smelter slags ad r's due tec hl.y, are not cove 4
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by the *ording "mine tailings," although,such recoveries, similarly
receive above-quota bonus payments which should be equally exempt.
Appropriate amendment is urged to include "smelter stag and
residues," as well as mine tailings in section -735 (c) (2).

4. Development expenditures for mines: There is need for dearer
expression in the law as to the allowance for development expenditures
for mines which are simply advance costs of mining, as distinguished
from expenditures during the development period for exploration which
results in initial discovery. p f

The mining industry has agreed that those expenditures which
result in initial discovery of a mining property should be recovered
through depletion. There are, however, many expenditures some-
times referred* to as development expenditures which are simply a
part of the operating costs n ecssary for extraction of the mineral or
to provide the facilities therefor. These should be recognized as
operating costs even though the expenditures may be made before
actual extraction of the mineral; they should not be treated as recover-
able through depletion allowances.

This question as to mines does not exist with respect to oil and gas
properties because the Treasury Regulations have been specific as to
oil and gas, and have allowed options to those taxpayers under which
they may fairly charge development expenditures to operations as
distinguished from charges to be recovered through depletionl. No
similar standards have been setup for mines. It Is recognized that the
regulations.for oil and gas which are appropriate for that industry,
would not be applicable to mines. The present regulations for mines,
however, as interpreted and applied by the Bureau, result in denying to
mines in- many cases the deduction for the real operating costs for
extraction of the mineral.
* We accordingly urge amendment in the law to express the intent
of Congress, that the depletion allowances granted shall be exclusive
of and in addition to the return of costs of development incurred
subsequent to exploration resulting in initial discovery, wheth& such
costs be charged to expense in the taxable year or be deferred subject
to extinguishment when the mineral benefited is-recovered.

5. Net income from the property: In addition to a definition of
gross income from the property as, above referred to,-there should also .
be appropriate definition of "net income from the property" which
affects the limitation of percentage depletion allowances and possibly
affects the excess-profits-tax exemption of strategic minerals, bonus
exemption and excess-output exemption. The original intention as
expressed in Treasury Regulations and applied by the Bureau in
practice, was that the net income should be that from the operation
of the particular property involved regardless of deductions with
respect to other properties, regardless of its particular form of.owner-
ship by a corporation, a partnership or an individual and regardless
of whether financed by capital furnished by the owner of the property
or by borrowed money.

Progressively over many years there have been additional deduc-
tions made by the Bureau in computing net income from the property,
many of them items which had no relation to the production of that
particular property. Since the law' contained no definition, but left
the entire matter to the Commissioner's discretion, the courts have
generally sustained the Commissioner's determinations as to: the
deductions to be made.
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We accordingly urge that appropriate amendment be written into
the law to express the congressional intent as to the meaning of this
limitation.

6. Definition of "mineral property": The law gives no definition of
"mineral property" as that term would be applied to percentage
depletion, but this is left to be covered under the regulations. How-
ever, as to excess output, the law in section 735 (a) (6) contains a
definition of "mineral property," which is substantially the same as
that included in the regulations for such term applied to percentage
depletion; but this still leaves undetermined certain questions which
should be covered by definition. There is at present considerable
uncertainty as to whether a "mineral property" must represent each
separate acquisition of interest, or whether several separate acquisi-
tions now operated as a single operating unit can be treated as repre-
senting a single property. This should be clarified by definition in the
law which would be applicable both to percentage depletion and to
excess output.

We accordingly urge that the law should contain a provision appli-
cable to section 114 (b)(4) and to section 735, that the taxpayer shall
have the option either-(a) to treat each separate mineral interest as a
separate property, or (b) to treat as a single property any combination
of separate mineral interests which normally or reasonably may con-
stitutq an operating unit or project and is so treated by the taxpayer,
whether such interests are included in a single'tract or parcel of land or
within two or more contiguous or noncontinguous tracts or parcels;
and that as so used the term "mineral interest" means each separately
acquired interest of the taxpayer in a single, mineral deposit, or,
if such deposit is included in more than one tract or parcel of land, the
portion thereof in each.

7. Undermaintenance and underdevelopment: The shortage of
labor, materials, and machine parts during the war period have made it
impossible in many cases to keep maintenance and repair of plants
and equipment up to normal standards. This is a general situation
throughout industry as has been extensively presented to this com--
mittee ty others.

Mines have this same feature of undermaintenance of plant and
Shipment and also have the companion feature of underdevelopment
onmines. The endeavor to employ all labor so far as possible on
immediate production has often meant the sacrifice of current develop-
ment work in favor of current production. In some future year, if the
mine is to be kept going, this sacrificed development will have to be
made good. To do this, the company will need to have in reserve
the funds required for such work. It will not have these funds if they
are taken by taxation.

We join others in urging that some such plans as have been sug.
gested to you for allowance of reserves for undermaintenance for the
railroads and for general industry should be adopted, and that they
should also be ma de applicable to underdevelopment of mines.

8. Accelerated depreciation: The subject of increased depreciation
allowances (accelerated depreciation).to cover the more rapid depre-
ciation of plants and equipment which occurs under war demands has
been also presented by others, and we join them in urging suchamend-
ment as may be needed in the law to insure that ailowande for aceler-
ated depreciation, where merited, will be granted.
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9. Tax-benefit rule for depreciation and depletion: Section 113
(b) (1) (B) provides a rule for the adjustments to be made to the basis
for property in computing gain or loss on its sale. This general rule
(first introduced by the Revenue Act of 1932) is that the adjustment
shall'be for exhaustion and so forth, "to the extent allowed (but not
less than the amount allowable) under this chapter or prior income-tax
laws." Treasury rulings, sustained by the courts, interpret this pro-
vision to mean that depreciation or depletion is to be considered as
"allowed" or "allowable" even when the taxpayer for a loss year did
not and could not obtain any tax benefit as a result of the deduction.
Furthermore the Treasury holds that the greater amount allowedi"
or "allowable" for each year is to be taken into accou.-t and so arrive$
at the conclusion, set forth in an example in section 19.113 (b) (l)-
1 of the regulations, that where depreciation "allowed" over a Paries of*

7ear agregted$39,600. and the depreciation now determined as
allowable" aggregated $42,000, the amount allowedd, but not less

than the amount allowable' is $44,000, which is greater than either
the total allowed 'or the total allowable. Even though the Coin-

* missioner might in his audits have reduced or denied depreciation then
claimed by the taxpayer, the Bureau claims the right now to assert
that sucE allowances Were too low and to reduce the" taxpayer's
remaining basis for current depreciation as if greater allowances had
been made in the prior years notwithstanding that tax refunds for
such years may now be barred by the statute of limitations.
* The" tax benefit" rule has been recognized as applicable to bid-debt
recoveries,'and should be recognized as applicable to depreiation and
depletion. Investments are not recovered out of losses but only out
of profits. Depreciation or depletion should not be considered for the
purpose of these adjustments as havigbeen "allowed" or "allowable"
except to the extent that it was actually allowed or allowable for tax
purposes-that is that there was net income against which the deduc-
tion could be maAe. -

Section 113 (b) (1) (B) should aeeodingly be amended so that theadjustment should be for the aggregate allowed (or aggregate allow-
able) to the date of the adjustment- but only to the extent that such
allowances have or would have resulted in tax reductions for the prior
years.

10. Basis for inadmissible asset adjustment: When the provisions
for computing invested capital were first formulated under the 1940
aqt, it was recognized that the adjustments prescribed by section 113
(b) for. computing gain or loss on ale 6f property would not in all
cases be the proper adjustments to make in computing earnings and
profits for invested capital- so that act made specific provision that
in computing earnings and profits the adjustments proper for that
purpose should be used. 'However, that act-wholly through over-
sight, we believe--in section 718 (a) (2) and in section 720 (b) referred
to the adjustments determined under section 113. 'Correction was
made in the 1942 act in the wording of section 718 (a) (2) so that the
adjustments there specified Should be those proper under section
115 (l)for determining earnings apd profits." This, we believe, was
undoubtedly the original intent of that section and also of section
720 (b).

However, the 1942 act did not by its terms introduce the cor-
responding wording in section 720; perhaps because it seemed so
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manifest as not to require specific provision that the same basis for
adjustments which were to be made in the computations of invested
capital under section 718 would naturally be the basis for adjustments
to apply in computations of admissibles and inadmissibles under
section 720.

To avoid question, however, the amendment should be made to
section 720 () se that it will similAly prescribe-
the adjustinenti proper under section 115 (1) foc determining earings and

and such amendment should be retroactive as expressing the original
intent of the law.

As to certain provisions of the pending bill, H. R. 3687:
11. Excess-profits exemption for production from new mines: The

bill incjudea provisions for exemption from excess-profits tax of
certain production from new coal and iron mines and timber prop-
erties. This is otherwise- discussed before you.

We subscribe to the fairness and need of such an allowance for
properties not in operation during the base period, and this allowance
should be retroactive. We believe it should be enacted as to coal-
and iron mines, and to timber, and we believe it should be extended
to cover other mines as well.

12. Excess output allowance for lessors: Provisions for excess-
profits tax exemption fMr excess output, as written into the law by
the 1942 act, did not cover certain lessor interests which the Treasury
agrees should have been provided for. This amendment is included
in the House bill, section 208 (b), amending section 735 (a) (1).

This amendment should be adopted with retroactive effect,
13. Section 114 (d), termination of percentage depletion for certain

minerals: The bill would terfninate the percentage depletion allow-
ances for certain minerals--fluorspar, flake graphite, vermiculite,
beryl, feldspar, mica, lepidolite spodwnene, ball and swagger clay,
roc asphalt and potash-on te termination of hostilities. There
is no necessity for such a termination clause. In fact, the answer
is a practical one. To the extent that the newly added minerals
are strategic minerals which will be produced solely during the
period of the war, then upon the cessation of hostilities their pro-
duction will stop, and, of course, depletion will stop. However, no
one now knows what the situation will be on the termination of
hostilities. To the extent that production continues, percentage
depletion should remain applicable as a simple and proper method
for determining their depletion allowances. We, accordingly, urge
the adoption of the amendment proposed by Senator Thomas, of
Oklahoma.

14. Section 205, reduction in excess-profits credit based on in-'
vested capital: The bill proposes to reduce the credit allowed on
invested capital from the present percentages of 8, 7, 6, and "percent
to percentages of 8, 6, 5, and 4 percent.
. Such percentages are not fair' standards for determining excess
profits. The amount of the excemsprofits credit is subject to normal
and surtaxes of 40 percent; and divdends distributed to individual
stockholders are further taxable at high rates. For'example, under

932
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the bill the combirenj normalsnd surtax rate'on surtax net income in
the $4,000-,000 bracket will be 30 percent; in the $14,000-$16 000
bracket will be 50 percent; in the $26,0004$32,000 bracket wifi be
65 percent.

The following tabulation shows the practical effect on credit per-
centages after deduction of a 40 percent corporate income tax and a
50 percent individual income tax:

1. Percentage on Invested capital, 8, 6, 5, 4 percent.
2. Net to corporation after a 40-percent Income tax 4 8 36 3 2.4 percent.
3. Net to stockholder after a 60-percent tax, 2.4, 1.8, i., .2 percent.
Such rates are entirely too low to be fair credits on invested capital

for determining excess profits. The credit percentages allowed under
existing law are already s6 low that they should not be further
reduced.

15. Section 202, increase in excess-profits rate: We urge that the
excess-profits-tax rate should not be increased to 95 percent as pro-
posed m the bi; at least that this be not done unless adequate pro-
vision is made for reserves for undermaintenance of plant and equip-
ment and underdevelopment of mines, and for other requirements of
the post-war period.

16. Section 110 denial of deduction of Federal excise taxes: This
section 110 of the bill is intended to deny deduction of Federal import
duties, excises and stamp taxes which are not deductible under
section 23 (a). This would be applicable to capital stock tax-unless
and until it is repealed-and a wide range of other taxes or duties.
It is of much concern to corporations, partnerships, and individuals
engaged in mining that such deductions which are for business pur.
poses should not be denied to them. The bill should carry a positive
provision that such duties and taxes shall be deductible under section
23 (a) if foi or related to business or income purposes.

17. Stion 116, acquisitions to avoid income or excess-profits
tex: This section of the bill is intended to bar certain tax-avoidance
schemes as referred to in the committee report. The mining in-
dustry, as others, subscribes to the objective of preventing such tax
avoidance schemes from being effective. We are however,*appre-
hensive that the indefiniteness of the wording and the great power
granted the Commissioner may result in disallowances not intended
by Congress and may bar or penalize tiansactions which have been for
quite proper business purposes aM4 have been made in a quite legal
and appropriate manner. We join others in urging that this section
should receive further consideration and should not be enacted without
further assurance that it will not subject transactionslfor-nornal
business objectives to arbitrary penalties or disallowances.

These matters which we hlve set forth and the needed action we
have urged for each of them have become of great importance at
the present and proposed 'h tax rates. Because of their importance
to the mining industry and to all those whose well-being is affected
by mining, we present them for- your considetion and urge such
action upon them as we have here recommended.

Senator WALs. Thp.nk you.
Mr.. FERNALD. Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator WALsu. Mr. Brach.
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S BTATIMBNT OF HENRY BRAOH, REBPESENTING APPEL * BRAOH

Mr. BRAcix. Mr. Chirman 'I represents my irm, Appel & Brach,
and various clients of our Office. I "appear bni *an amendment to

ctioi, 590 of the Internal Revenue. Code, imposing a penalty tax
on personal holding companies.
* Senator DANAHZR. What did the House do on that this year?

Mr. BRACe. It. is not in the House bill.
Senator DANAHER. It didn't do anything.
Mr. BRAcnR. No, Sir.
Senator DANAHER. Did you appear over there?
Mr. BActi. No, they calledeoff my hearing and said they didn't

Wapt to consider it. .
'Senator DANAHEEi. They didn't go into the subject at all?
,Mr. BRAcH. No, sir.
Senator, WALsH. Is it' assumeto be adminlstrative?

" nator DANAHR.fi Yis. And I think that is what it is here.
".Senator WALSH. You m'ay o ahead, but it is doubtful if the core
lit" will take up any adminstrative matters.

RM. iAen. I isked to have the law amended retroactively,
The injustice results either from poor draftsmanship of the various

-acts, or. from a particularly narrow court decision. Let me explain
what the point is.
'SenatorTWALBH. Very well.

Mr. BRACH. Section 5 imposes a penalty tax at rates rang from
70t 85 percent on the undistributed income of personal holding
com'panies.'Itis a penalty intended to force a distribution profits.
Th fsetion lays down two tests of what 'constitutes: a personal
holdIng'company. One is that there be a limited group of stck&-
holders and the second is that 80 percent or more of its gross income -
"its gross income" are the words used in the statute-be personal
holding company income, that is, interest, dividends, profits on the
sale of securities.With that wording- in the act, I don't think that Congress ever
intended that that Section should result in imposing a ltax ona cor-
poration which had $100 000 of operating income, $10,000 of invest-
ment income, and actual lost money for the year, and yet, The Tax
Court, which was then the Board of Tax Appeals, and 'the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, have so held
in the case of the Puerto Rico Coal Co., a citation of which is given in
m Statement.

They did-that by a poor' tortuous reasoning, at'the very end of|the
section, imposing a personal holding company tax, is the statement'
that-
the terms used in this chapter (chapter 2 of the Internal Revenue Code) shall have-
the sane.ineauig as in chapter 1-
and in chap ter 1 there are two places, one in relation to foreign corpo-
rations andthe other in relation to corporations entitled to the benefita
of section 251; that is, corporations doing business in the P-b"esu-ion
of the United States, where it is said that the term "gross income" in
the case of a foreign corpor..tion, or in .theease of a corporation
entitled to benefits of section 251, shall meangross, income from
sources within the United States.
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,The eburt then turns around and says, therefore % in the case of a

oreign, corporation, or in the case of a corporation entitled to the
benefits of section 251 in determin!g whether or not it is a personal
holding company, we shall look into the nature of its gross income from
sources within the United States"'

We are dealing here with a penalty tax, and said the circuit court of
appeals:.

It Is apparent that the decision of the Board has brought about a harsh result
by imposing a surtax to say nothing of the peanlty for failure to file a return, upon
a corporation which had no net income to distribute- but if it finds itself, because
of the way it was organized and did its business, within the scope of the statute
primarily desilgned to make the failure to distribute actual net income too expen-
sive to be worth while And was, therefore, taxed when it did not in fact do what the
statute was aimed to discourage, it must endure its misfortune as best it may.We are here appealing on behalf of companies who find themselves
in that situation, to ask you to change the law retroactively so that
it shall clearly say-what we believe you intended to say.

Senator WALSH. Are there many such companies?
* Mr. BRACH. We have three companies in our officethat are affected.
I believe there are maybe two or three hundred companies similarly
affected throughout the country. I

Senator WALSH. Have you been able tfj persuade the Treasury of
the justification of your contention?

Mr. BPACH. I can say this- bo.h Mr. Paul, counsel of the
Treasury, and Mr. Surrey, legislative counsel, agree that the 'law
should be changed. I

Senator WALSH. If you will get them to tell us so, we will change it.
Mr. BRACH. So far they have said this, they do not oppose the

change. They have authorized me to say that. I haven't been able
to get them to specifically ask you, but Ishall try to doso.

Senator DANAHER. Why, then, did they "contest the Puerto Rico
case if that is their view of the law?

Mr. BRACH. Because they felt that law a proper application of the
law, required that, and that it was up to Congress to make that
change. As a matter of fact at one time I had the Income Tax Unit
of- the Bureau of Internal Revenue ready to change its regulations
and concede. that the law meant what I think Congress intended to
enact, but there are always officials-shall we call them coinma
chasers-who insist that the law be interpreted exactly as it is written
and that if it produces a, harsh result, the people who are affected
should go to Congress.
_ Now, I just want to say this, I am askirg fot it retroactively because

I think, fou never intended to propose t-
Senator WALSH. Otherwise you get no relief?
Mvfr., BRACH. That is right. The proposed change is set forth inthy Statement.' . '

SSenator WALSH. Thank you. •
. (The statement referred to follows:)

BRIEF 0o' HENRY BACH BEFORE SENATE FINANCE COMmirrEz ON THS REVENUE
BILL Or 1943

A. Iderificalio.--My name is Henry Brah. I am a member of the firm
Of Appel & Brach, tax consultants, 19 Rector Street New York, N. Y.B . Purpose of appearahm.-I appear before this committee to advocate a
technical chatge in the Internal Revenue Code and in prior revenue aets.

93331-44-----60
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O.* The chn which I propose is not in any way contronal and seeks toorret a si.tat.,where, dueto an error In draftsmanship or an unduly naow
interpretation by tho'oourt% the particular section of the-code and of the prior
revenue actA have operated 4 produce an inequitable tax situation.

D. Nature of chap recomisded.-Change In classification of certain foreign
oorportions and corporations subject to tax under section 261 of the code.

Section 600 of subchapter A of chapter 2 of the Internal Revenue Code and
corresponding provisions of the revenue sets of 1934. 1930, and 1938' impose a
heavy tax on the undistributed Income o( personal holng companies. A corpora-
tion Is classified as a personal holding company if in addition to meeting certain
tests as to stock ownership at last 80 percent of its gross income is "personal
holding conipany income" such as interest, dividends, profits on sale of securities.
One woud thermfore not expect this tax to be applied to a corporation the greater
part ol whose gross Income Is derived from the operation of a business having
not)Wng to do with interest dividends or profits.on sale of securities. Yet, either
because of error in draftsmanship or because of an unnecessarily literal interpreta-
tion of the statutes, corporations of this kind have been classified as personal
holding companies and held subject to the tax.

This situation arises because of the seemingly Innocent statement in section
607 (a) of the code that "'he teims used In this subchapter shall have the same
meaning as when uied in chapter 1."

Chapter 1 of the code relates to the norinal Income tax and surtax. Foreign
corporations and certain domettie corporations which fall within the provisions
of section 261 of the code by eason of having the requisite percentage of their
gross income derived from sources within a possession of the United Stateq are
subject to normal income tax and surtax only on their income from sources within
the United States.

Therefore, section 231 (a) of the code provides that "in the ease of a foreign
eorortion, gros Income includes ocmy the gross income from sources within the
Un] td States. "4 Lkewise, section 261 (a) contains the statement in the ease
of citizens of the United States or domestic corporations satisfying the following
conditions (conditions relating to the percentage of gross Income from sources
within a possession of the United'States) grssicome means only gross Income
from sources within the United States.'

Because of these definitions of gross income as applied to foreign corporations
and corporations deriving income from sources within a possession of the United
States, It has been held that as t such corporations the term "grbss income" as
used In the personal holding corn ny tax setioh likewise mea s only gross Income
from sources within the United States. With this premise; it has been held that a
foreign corporation or a sectign 261 domestic corporation which meets the stock-
holding test La a personal holding corporation if more than 80 percent of its gross
Income from sources within the United Statet is personal holding company Income.
This produces the absurd result that in the case of Porto Rico Coal Companyf
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held that a
foreign corporation deriving a gross income of $40,000 from the operation of a
business in Puerto Rico and a gross income of $6,000 from personal holding com-
pany Income within the United States but sustaining a loss on its entire business,
was subject to the heavy personal holding company tax on its Ineomi from sources
within the United States. In Its decision In the Porto Rico Coal Company case
the court stated that "It is apparent-that the decision of the Board has brought
about a harsh result by imposing a surtax to say nothing of the penalty for fallura'
to file a return, upon a corporation which QI no net income to dist ibute' but if It
finds Itself, because of the wAy It was organized and did ItA buine"s, wthin'the
scope of a statute primarily designed to make the failure to distribute actual net
Income too expensive to be worthwhile and was, therefore, taxed when It did rot
In fae( do what the statute was aimed to discouiage it must endure its misfortune
as best It may."

This anomalous situation can be cured by stating clearly that for the purpose
of determining whether or not a corporation is a personal holding company, refer-

' ar- &t (a) o the Reveanue Act c 1934, Fe. 31 (a) of the Revenu Act c I936, See. 401 of tb*sReveaus
Act d iM.

' See Pad* ram O Ch. V. 2Mmmoa, 1367. (3d 212.
ISee. S51 (b) (4) c the Revenue Act N Mie4, Sec.15(b (4) cf the Revenue Act of 196 See. 406 of the

Revenue Act di 1I6 contain sost Identlel pmions.
' The rse statement sapss In see. 31 (a) e/the Revenue Act dI134, . 331 (4) of the Revenus Act

of1936, nd e. 31 (e) d Uw Revenue At of 19.
9 The -m statement spon in te. 241 (a) oft0* Revenue Act cd 12K4 see 251 (a) c! the Revenu Act Oi

Hs8~ ed se.25 (ofc the Revenu Act ot 1988.
M4 a8cbS, 1942.
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enee iould be ha4 to its entire gres income, Including Income from sources with.
out United $*tee, as wel U&.oouroes within ihe United. States. -

Th propose change wll not permit any e ration whieh reasonably should
be subject to the personal holding company tax provisions from being classified
as a personal holding company. On the other hand, it will prevent certain cor-
porations wblch derive more than 80 percent of their income from personal holdingiolmy income soures from escaping classification an personal holding com-
=es by deriving a small amount ofnon-personal-holding-ompany income front

sources within the United States. The specific changes recommended am as
fouowa:

.,ZVZNU ACT OF 143

Section 351 (b) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1934 should be amended to read as
follows (the amendment being italicized):

" terms used In this section'sll have'the same meaning as when used in
title I: Pre.ided -howe," ,Th. in case .a foreign corporation .oid in Ot cae
of a corp1 oratio'n eZite to tha benieit. of scion £51 the term 'gross inwrme as used
si subdvusion I of this subsecion mans gross income from sources boh within and
Without the Un &Wate."

, UVNVE ACT OF uN&
Section 351 (b) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1938 should be amended to read as

follows (the amendment being italUcsed):
"The terms used In this section shal have the same meaning as when used In

title I: Prooided, howeer, T11a in th, a e o a foreign corporation and is the case
ef a corporation entili to the be ejt of sedon 151 th. term 'gross income' as used
in subdision o this subseion mans gross income Iron sources both within and
without the Unite te8s."

RYI4UE ACT OF I3

Section 408 of the Revenue Act of 1938 should be amended to read as follows
(the amendment being italcicetd):

"The terms used In this title shall have the same meaning as when used in
title I: Proided, howerer, TA in the case o a foreign corporation and in the case
of a corporatio entitled to the besept of section 151 the term 'gross income' as used
in sedion 40* (a) (1) means gros inco"m from sources both within and without O
United States."1 , -

INeER4L RAVUNUE CODE

Subdivision (a)og Wion 507.,asmended to read as follows (the amendmentbeiV italicized):
Tei eRamLzendmetsho terms used in this subehftr shall have the same

meafilng as when used in chap ter 1: ftrided, howe..', TAW in th mae of a forces"
corporation arnd in the cae 0o1a corporation entitled b, the bees of section 251 Wh
term-'gross income' as used in section 501 (a) (1) means gross, income from sources
both within and without the United Staw!,

These amendment. should be made effective as of the dates of the enactment
of the laws amended.

As an arnative to the changes suggested above, the purposes thereof might
* be accomplished by adding to the end of section 507 of the Internal Revenue
Code and to the corresponding sections of the earlier revenue acts, a new sub-
section reading as follows: ; "

"(c) FoazION AND CERTAIK DOSSCW oouvoniAios.-Notwithstanding sub-
section (a) the term 'gross itome ';as used in this subehapter, means in the
ease of a Foreign corporation 6r d orppptio orporaton entitled to the benefits
of section 251 gross Income from sources, both within and without the United
States. But the predng seV n qot apply unless the gieo&ineome from
sources within the United 'tb, f itwere the entire gross income of the eor-
poration, wold satisfy the gross Income requirement provided in section 501

Respectfully submitted. HENRT Bzicn.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Johnson.'
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STATRKIIT-r OF ARTHUR- i,. JOHNSON; - NATIONAL EXEOUTIVE
AND LkISLATIVE 9CRfTARY, Gi* .L WELfRE nDERA-
TIoN 6F AXERioA'

Mr. JoHuso. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, on
May 12j 1941, and again on April 17, 1942, before the House Ways
and Means Committee, and on August 14, 1942; before our honorable
committee, I advocated a 5-percent tax somewhat similar to the Vi.:
tory tax later adopted, and suggested that 40 pecent of it be refunded
in post-war social-4ecurity annuities. The arangement that was
approved provided for a cash refund instead, and this is still
the law.' I understand that in the bill now before your honorable
committee the Victory tax is being integrated into the income-tax
structure but this does not alter the principle involved, aild I again
respectfully urge that 40 percent, or tWo-fifths, of the present 5-percent
Victory tax, when it is incorporated into the income-tax structure be
s~t aside for a refund in post-war social-security annuities, the money
to be placed in the social security, reserve fund and borrowed by the
Go-ternment to use in the war efort, just as is being done with the
pay-roll-tax money today.

I desire to call the committee's attention to the fact that'Secretary
Morgenthau in his presentation of October 4 to the House Ways and
Means Committee suggested a refund in life insurance and that when
Economic Stabilization Director Fred Vinson was asked while before
that committee a few days later as to thd possibility of a refund in'

* "annuities," he stated: ("rat would be all right.' .. We therefore have a trend in official thinking toward the proposition
which the General Welfare Federation of America has been advancing
for the last 3 yc -" of a refund ir. social-security annuities. "

For the secon. cime we be your committee to give some thought
to this suggestion. It would solve many a problem in the tax field and
it would be the first big step toward overhauling our Federal tax and
social-security structures and dovetailing them into one solid'mass that
will sustain the weight that is to be placed upon them in the years
that are to come.

It would, moreover, be a big step toward combating, the menace of
inflation, both now aind after the war. "Now Is the time to siphon off
excess purchasing power as the most effective way to prevent inflation,
and after the war this stored-up purchasing power should be returned,.
iiotin one lump sum, as is possible in the case of War bonds, but In
reasonable monthly installments when those paying are of the age of
65. Even life insurance companies discourage lump-um payments
s tending toward reckless spending, and the Government should do

the same. e
Such an arrangement would not' be' difficult to work Qut, as it'

would mean merely extendig the present refund system over. longererid of time. The refunds could even be made through the Treasuy

Department, qs at present, if there is any obiectioii to placing the
money in the social security reserve fund and borrowing it to use m
the war effort. It would then mercy become an obligation of the
Government to refund when the taipayer reached' 65 and'filed his
claim for a refund in monthly annuities to protect him frpm privation
and want in the sunset of life.



Our eugg6stion is not a compjax one and is one which has already
been, approved by your committee in a more extreme, form, as the
committee,, when it voted the Victory tax of 5 percent, ordered a
refund in cash of 40 percent to married men and 25 percent to single
men immediately upon the cessation of hostilities, which refund has
now by act of Congress been ordered advanced to March 15 of next
year. Our suggestion is, therdore, far-more conservative than the
system now in effect, as we have contended right along that the
refund should be in post-war annuities, maturing at the age of 65
and not conditioned-upon retirement, in amounts ranging from $30
per month to $120 per month, depending upon the amount con-
tributed and the number of quarters the taxpayer was contributing.

This arrangement would tend to popularize the income-tax system
as nothing else would do, as the clamor would be not to raiie the
amount of the exemptions but to lower it so that all adults would ulti.
mately come under the protection of this annuity system that would
combine a sugar-coated taxing system with an inflation-preventing
social-security system that would guarantee protection in old age to
all of America's citizens, not just half of them, as any system geared
to pay rolls does.

Our idea is that if this simple expedient of a post-war refund in
annuities is adopted, thepay-roll tax system could easily, by a proper
and-fair readjustment of equities, be relegated to its propr sphere
of protecti employees against the various hazards of life which
face them while they, are such employees and while their employers
are still interested in them as such. This could include coverage for
sickness, other disability, and hospitalization, as contemplated by
the Wagner-Dingell bill, with the Government merely paying the
bill at a private hospital if Congreps wants to avoid the issue of social-
ized medicine, which is already stirring up considerable controversy.

In any event, the ultimate 3 percent pay-roll tax on employees
and 3 percent pay-roll tax on employers, plus the 3 percent imposed
upon employers in most States for unemployment compensattin, if
used to protect the employees against unemployment, sickness, and
accidents and to protect their families in the event of their death,
should be sufficient for these purposes. --

This would result in the employer paying a 6 percent pay-roll tax
and the employee paying a 3 percent pay-roll tax for protection
against life's hazards while an employee, plus a 2 percent income tax
on the employee for protection against privation and want in, old
age, which is common to all groups. The 2 percent income tax
allotted for this purpose could be increased to 3 percent after the
war when morerevenue will be needed to sustain the system, ori
could even be made 3_percent now by allotting three-fifths or 60
percent of the present Victory tax to this purpose when this tax is
combined with the income tax, as it will be under the terms of the
bill now under consideration.

This would mean that the employer and employee woul4 each pay,
in effect a 6 percent pay-roll tax, which is the goal of the Wagner-
Dingell ill. The only difference would be that'no new taxes whatever
would be necessary under this arrangement, as all of these taxes have
already been imposed by Congress although some of, them are not
effective as yet, the pay-roll tax being scheduled to rise in 1949 to a
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total Of 9 percent that is, 3 percent on the employee and 3 percent on
the employer, plus an additional 3 percent on the employer for unem.
ployment compensation. In fact, the whole thing could be acoom-
plished without any increase whatever.in taxes since under this ar.
rangemeht we suggest the 40 percent, or two-fifths of the present Vic-
tory tax would be utilized for the purpose we have set forth.

This Should interest the proponents of the Wagner-Dingell bill as a
means of accomplishing their objectives without a new tax during war-
time or even after the war. Their task of trying to raise the pay-roll
tax to 6 percent for the employer and 6 percent for the employee during
wartime is indeed a stupendous one'and the suggestion we are here

making is atleast worthy of their study, especially since it would result
in real social security for most of the people of this Nation while their
proposal would leave out many large groups," such as the farmers,
casual laborers, housewives, nurses, ministers, and the unemployed,
and would bring in farm laborers and domestics only by taxing their
employers without gving any protection whatever to these employers,
who would be force to pay directly a 6 percent pay-roll tax in addi-
tion to tie indirect pay-roll taxes they now pay.

There is no reason why we in America cannot devise a system that
will give social security to all, not just half of our people. The Con-
stitution guarantees to all the "equal protection of the lawa,' and yet
for 8 long years we have permitted a condition to exist in this Nation
whereby one-half of our people are denied the right to the social secur-
ity guaranteed to the other half. The Nation should not continue to
remain "half slave and half free" and your committee today has an
ideal opportunity to correct this great inequality while at the same time
satisfying the American public with the tax program Congress is adopt-
ing through the bill now under discussion as nothing else would do.

We, as a nonprofit benevolent institution interested in the welfare
of humanity and the,% ell being of all citizens, make this suggestion on
behalf of the 14 large groups of the public barred from the protection
of the Social Security Act, which include the farmers, farm laborers,
casual laborers housewives, domestics, nurses, teachers, church
employees, empioyeMs'of nonprofit institutions, Government employ-
ees of cities counties and States, professional men, businessmen,
the self-employed, and the unemployed. These groups now help to
pay in passed-on taxes four-fifths of the present 5 percent pay-roll tax
and get absolutely no benefits, while the two groups covered by the
Social Security Act-the office workers and industrial workers-get
four different kinds of protection under the law-a temporary pension,
called unemployment compensation upon loss of p--sition at any
age a permanent pension at 65, a pension for wives at 65, and survivor-
ship benefits upon death at any age. This constitutes one of the most-
gla-ing inequities of all time, and we plead with your honorable com-
mIttee to correct it by the simple expedient of voting a refund of two-
fifths of the equivalent of the 5 percentVictory tax in post-war annu-
ities in accordance with suggestions now emanating from Government
sources, which suggestions bolster up'the suggestions we made orik-
inally before this committee on August 14,'1942, a few weeks before
the Victory tax was adopted with its lump-sum refund rather than
reasonable monthly payment post-war refunds. We still feel that
our original suggestion, which the committee adopted in part is
sound in its entirety and we plead again for its adoption at this time
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as a means of popularizing the tax levy you are making on the people,
as a means of combating inflation and as a means of guaranteeing,
without cost to the Government, social security- to all of America s
citizens in the sunset of life.

I mi ht add that if this suggestion of ours is given consideration,
we would commend to you the schedule of annuities set forth in H. R.
836, known as the General Welfare Act, now supported in writing by
over one-third of the Members of the House. This schedule calls for a
minimum annuity of $30 per month plus $1 per month for every full
$2 above $5 per calendar quarter that is paid as a tax by any individual
for at least one-half of the quarters such individual is subject to the
tax, with a maximum of $85 per month, which maximum we would be
willing to see raised to $120 per month in conformity with the Wagner-
D gel bill.

STATEMENT OF JULIA ALGASE, VICE CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN SHOPPERS, INC.

Mrs. ALOASE. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance
Committee; 1 am here as A representative of the League of Women
Shoppers, Inc., a national consumers' organization. The purposes
and activities of our organization have always been directed toward
the improvement and protection of the American standard of living.
For the last 2 years we have increased our efforts to protect living
standards from unwarranted hardships, knowing full well that geat
and necessary sacrifices have been demanded for the winning of th,
*war. Our members have been interested in the establishment of and
have participated in the staffing of ration boards, price panels, and
consumer information centers, in war work of all kinds. We are well
aware of the dangers of inflation and have helped to wage the battle
against it.

We support all measures necessary to win the war. We believe
military si~ces depends upon the home front and that ouf best
contribution to this success is to maintain the health and fighting 4
spirit of the home front particularly of those engaged in producing
the materiel of war. We believe that no one should spare sacrifice
to strengthen our armed forces, but we further believe in the equality
of that sacrifice.

It is obvious that the kind and amount of the tax bill passed will
have an enormous effect on America's total war effort in more ways
than one.

In the first place, as to amount, the Government must raise 10.5
billion dollars from taxes in 1944. Secretary Morgenthau has poiLted
out the'need for this amount to this committee in a most inspiring
statement and we wish to echo his thoughts and sentiments with
respect to the need. 10.5 bifion dollars is a lot of money and the
House bill, H. R. 3687, has cut this amount to $2 135,300,000 as though
this war is something we can bargain about. he 10.5 billion dollars
from taxes to help win the war must be raised. The position of the
House Ways and Means Committee that Government economy
which, as Mr, Morgenthau says is desirable at all times regardless of
the nature of the revenue law in force, can be substituted for an
adequate tax. program is untenable. Equally untenable is the
argument that -our tax program has no bearing on the country's
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inflationary problem. I quote irom the report of the House Ways
and Means Committee:

'The committee is firmly convinced that the-proper psychology can be main-
talned only by strict economy in governmental expenditures through effective
price control, rationing, and wage control.

We point out that without an adequate tax program similar to the
one the Tresury has offered, or such as we have offered before the
House Ways and Means Committee neither price control, nor ration-
ing, nor wage control, is possible. We cannot help but question very
regretfully the attitude of the House Ways and Means Committee
toward the inflation problem when it makes the following statement:

Moreover, it was readily apparent that the current inflationary gap is small in
magnitude compared with the grand total of more than $100,000000,000 of
accumulated savings in the hands of individuals in the form of War Savings
bonds, cash surrender value of life insurance, savings deposits and idle currency
and demand deposits, of which 50 billion to 60 billion dollars represents the
potential excess buying power because this amount i!F clearly an excess of normal
saving@.

We cannot understand what the committee means by "normal
savings." These savings are part of our country's plan to combat
inflation. How can the committee seriously say that those savings
represent inflationary money and use these very savings as.an excuse
for an inadequate tax program? To use Secretary Morgenthau's
words again:
the campaigns for the voluntary purchase of War bonds with their emphasis in
saving have been a strong influence in curbing spending.

We believe that our tax bill is being watched by our enemies with
as much anxious interest as is the conference between several United
Nations heads. What comes out of the conference may be. rendered
futile by the inadequacy of our tax program as far as the psychological
effect is concerned as well as in other important respects.

In the second pace, the 10% billion dollars needed must be raised
according to ability to pay, for if an unequaled sacrifice is demanded
and the burden of taxation falls on America's millions of low-income
families, it will affect adversely the total war effort.

In the third place, higher but equitable taxation is necessary to
prevent inflation, as stated in the President's seven-point policy,
although the House Ways and Means Committee does not see this
necessity.

Gentlemen, the League of Women Shopper's membership is made
up in large part of professional, middle and upper class women. The
arguments that we are about to present are not design ed to protect
us from increases in personal taxation. We thoroughlyi approve of
removing inflationary purchasing power from all those citizens whose
income are ample for their needs. Our concern is entirely with pro-
tecting the heath and, therefore, the productive power of the under-
privileged. With this in mind, our very first obliation. is to reiterAte
our unqualified oppositon to a sales tax which Secretary Morgenthau
opposed before you. We do not see how his statement opposing the
sales tax can be improved, but we offer the following additional points:

A sales tax hits low-income groups 20 or 30 times as hard as the
top income brackets. Monograph No. 3 of the Temporary National
Economic Conmnittee shows that the people earning less than $500
a year in 1938 to 1939 paid 22 percent of their total income in taxes
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of all kinds. According to the United-States Treasury figures sub-
mitted March 1942 on the effect of a sales tax on different income
groups,, a 10-percent sales tax would make the above group pay an
additional 10 percent of its total income in taxes, raising the total
tax of this group to 32 percent of its substandard income. How can
this possibly contribute to our successful prosecution of the war?

We cannot help but wonder whether the chairman of the taxation
committee of the New York Board of Trade who recommended a
10-peroent sales tax to the House Ways aLd Means Committee has
to support a wife and children on $2,500 a year. This is very close
to the minimum standard* for health and decency. Yet, the 10-
percent sales tax would cost this family around $250. We would like
to see what items on this family's budget could be pared down.

We repeat that the sles tax is the exact opposite of the ability-to-
pay income tax. A sal - tax which starts at 10 percent for people
making less than $500 a year, comes down to 2.7 percent for people
making more than $10,000 a year. As we have stated in our intro-
duction, we are firm believers in fighting inflation. We say that the
argument that purchasing power must be drained from the lower
"rcome groups by a sales tax to prevent inflation is invalid. The
figures of the National Resources Planning Board show that low-
income families buy comparatively little of the consumer durable
goods in which there are now shortages the purchase of which would
contribute to inflation. In 1042, says the Office of Price Administra-
tion, families with incomes under $1,600 a year to $3,000 probably
were not much above the level which adequately preserves the health,
efficiency, and morale of civilian families.

Our membership can claim expertness in consumer questions, but
for the purpose of this testimony we have made as extensive and care-
ful a study of the problems involved in the new tax bill H. R. 3687
as the very short time has permitted, for ultimately every phase of
it affects the consumer. These are our recommendations: "

With respect to taxes on individual incomes:
First, omit the special 3-percent tax on low-income groups which

is the House substitute for the Victory tax, the abolition of which
the Treasury urged before the House Ways and Means Committee.
We also took this position before the committee. We concur in Mr.
Paul's statement -opposing this special tax, which is even more con-
fusing than the Victory tax. We wish to repeat that our income tax
liw should be based on ability to pay and the oppressive burden on
low incomes, exemplified by tle Victory tax, should not be replaced
by other levies on such incomes.

We do not agree however with Mr. Morgenthau's proposal to the
House Ways and Means Cmmittee to combine the repeal of the
Victoy tax with the lowering of exemptions. Rather, we urge that
individual tax exemptions be restored to $750 for single persons,
$1,600 for married couples and $400 for each dependent. We also
ask for the restoration of earned income credit as such credit does
favor those whose income is earned rather than made through invest-
ment or speculation.

Second, increase individual income tax rates. In order to siphon
off the excess purchasing power of the middle and higher income
groups, we believe that on incomes above $3,000 tax rates should be
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increased. The inflationary buying -power is -in Ithe individual
incomes above $3,000 a year and it is at this level-that taxes should
be increased, with a sharp increase starting at $5,000 per year and
graduating more sharply upward to a ceiling of $26,000 net after
taxci paid. The $164,800,000 which 'H. R. 3687 proposes to raise
comes from 9,000,000 taxpayers near the bottom of the scale who
are no threat to our economic stabilization program, but leaves un-
tapped sources which would return from four to six and one-half
billions in additional individual income taxes. The latter figure isthat of Secretary Morgenthau before the House 9ays and Means
Committee and involved, among other things, the lowering. of exemp-
tions. Our option on exemptions is that not only should they not
be lowered, but raised, as we have already stated.

Third raise estate and gift taxes. Mr. Morgenthau, in testifying
before ie House Ways and Means Committee suggested that-
the exemption for estate taxes be reduced from $60,000 to $40,000, that estate
and gift rates be increased throughout the swale.
He s id that in so doing an additional $400,000,000 could be raised.
We believe this to be an excellent sugestion but we sayr that at least
& billion dollars could be raised if both estate and gift taxes were
Integrated and the exemption lowered to $20,000. 'The bill is deficient
in not providin K for additional income from this source.

Fourth, We wish to point out that the majority of the League of
Women. Shoppes members are married women many of whom earn
or receive independent incomes. They are willing to contribute to
the war effort by figuring their income jointly with that of their hus-
bands. It is recognized that separate returns are a perfect method
qf avoiding higher surtax rates and are usually filed by extremely
wealthy persons after there have been transfers of securities and
property from-husband to wife and vice versa. H. R. 3687 does not
remedy this situation, when it requires married persons filing separate
returns each to take a single person's exemption. It is but a gesture
of recognition of the present inequitable situation, without-affording
the remedy-which can be only by a mandatory joint return. It is
not fair that because of the loophole of separate returns one man with a
family to support should pay more taxes on an income of $5,000 than
a husband and wife making $5,000 jointly. However, if separate
returns are permitted, we strongly, most strongly advocate that the
tax rate applied to the income of a married person filing such individ-
ual return should be higher than that levied qn a single person of
similar income, so that the same amount of revenue would go to the
Government regardless of whether a single or joint return is made.
We also urge that such joint incomes of $5,000 be entitled to an
exemption for the added household expenses incurred by the wife in
earning her hare of the joint income. This is of especial importance
now to the countless women who are taking on war jobs in response to
the call of their country.

Last year we supported the Treasury's recommendation' for the
filing of joint returns by husbands and wives. We still consider this
the best and simplest method of getting fair revenue from this source.
In the community property States of which there are nine a wife gets
half of her husband's earnings by law of the State. As we have
just outlined, a single return by each without provisions for a higher
tax rate is unfair to the taxpayer in another State whose wife has
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no income. He pays more than his neighbor in the community
property State who has taken advantage of the individual returns
or himself and his wife. Either higher individual rates for married

persons or mandatory joint returns for married couples would bring
more than $500W,000,000 additional revenue.

Fifth, put'a tax on present tax exempt securities. We say that all
municipal, State and Government securities be subject to taxation.
Interest on them constitutes the principal income of a large percentage
,of the higher income groups which include individuals, banks, and
,corporations, all of which should be paying taxes on them. -For
example, as the United States Treasury has said, in, one case such
tax exempt individual income amounted to $1,083,700. That's a
great deal of income to be tax exempt in times like these. $400,000,000
could be raised in this way and would add no burden to those groups
unable to bear any further taxation.

Although it is true that some securities may bear tax-exemption
clauses forming a contract which the holder claims may not be broken,
these clauses should not be considered more sacred thAn the various
contracts which have been broken by the exigencies of war. What
-an be more sacr&i than a husband's promise "to keep his wifen i
sickness or in health"? Yet war has caled upon the soldier to break
this promise and he and his wife have gallantly and willingly.agreed
to do so. .

We believe that tax-exempL securities should go to war and con-
tribute to the welfare of the Nation in the form of taxes levied on the
income.

Sixth, now with respect to taxes on corporations: The Treasury
recommended to the House Ways and Means Committee a corporate
tax rise from 40 to 50 percent. We endorse this general policy but
we contend that 55 percent is needed_ to recapture excessive war
profits. It has been estimated that in this way four billions can be
raised with profits at a 1939 level, instead of $616,000,000 to" be
raised under H. R. 3687. The House Ways and Means Committee
goes into an elaborate report attempting to show that high corporate
taxqs affect adversely the dividend income flowing to shareholders.
But the Treasury- figures offered by the committee show greater net
dividends estimated for 1944 than for 1938 and 1939. Surely Congress
does not want either man or corporation to profit by the war as that
is antithetical to our country's philosophy. That there is this war
profit is shown by amazing figures issued by the Department of Com-
merce with which.the Congress is familiar. In 1943 during the war
net corporate profits after taxes were paid were roughly 75 percent
higher than in 1939 before the war. But more startling than this is
the Department's figure of 8.4 billions of dollars net profit for 1043,
an increase of 100 percent over 1939. Where is the equality between
the firm stabilization of wages at practically a pre-war level which
has not equaled the actual rise in the cost of living and a doubling of
corporate net profits? Anoi this in a country dedicated to the concept
that all men are created free and equal.

Seventh, include a real excess-profits tax. We recommend a nor-
mal gain on capital investment only. The option to compute excess
profits on the average earnings method should be eliminated. Last
year we recommended that every dollar of profit above 6 percent in.
tested capital be considered excess profit and taxed accordingly for

94.5o . o s
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the duration of the emergency. We state that regardless of the lower-
ing of percentage for excess-profit credit provided for in H. R. 38687,
the method of determination of credit against excess profit should be
on invested capital only. We repeat, that no alternative method of
computation should be permitted such as that of average profits over
a period of pro-war years, as that gives rise to evasions which coats the
Government many millions in revenue. We point out that this is a
duration measure and insures that no real excess profit can be made
by the war. We are not proposing a permanent limitation on excess
profits of corporations. At present, we are concerned! with the speedy
and effective prosecution of the war as we believe the Congress is.

When Secretary Morgenthau said last year:
unreasonable profits are not necessary in order to obtain maximum production
with economical business nmnagement--
he said that which has been proven by the enormous rise in the profits
of corporations after taxes. When he said further:
the country will not tolerate the retention of undue profits at a time like this when
millions are pledging their lives to save and perpetuate our freedom--
he voiced the dissatisfaction of those millions of low-income families
whose living standards have been cut by war necessity and who see
billions of corporate profits going to swell the tide of inflation which
brin their standards even lower. Neither will the country tolerate
a sales tax when such billions of dollars of corporate profit are being
made as a result of the war.

Eighth. Abolish the loopholes now being used: We recommend the
abolishment of provisions which now permit corporations to deduct
as an expense the cost of insuring their executives. This has given
rise to tremendous losses in revenue. We approve section 115 of
H. R. 387 headed "Acquisitlons to avoid income or excess-profits
tax."

The depletion tax dodge of oil and mining companies costs the
Government $250,000,000 a year. To permit owners of oil wells and
gas wells to deduct from their income 27% percent of their gross receipts
year after year after the entire cost of the property has been recovered
is absolutely unwarranted during such crucial times.

Ninth. Tax-exempt corporations: We say that charitable or religious
or educational corporations not subject to the income tax, who are
engaged in a trade or business not incident to their charitable, religious,
or educational activities, should be taxed for those activities. For
instance, colleges operating hotels, charitable anjd religious organiza-
tions operating buildings as landlords should be tUxed on the profits
from these ventures. H. R. 3687-exempting these organizations
from the requirement to file returns under section 112 shows a dis-
crimination against certain types of organizations which may be so
engaged in favor of other organizations similarly engaged in extra-
curricular activity. How many labor unions, for instance, are
engaged in such extra curricular activity as against the educational,
religious, and charitable organizations? Yet the latter need file no
report under the bill-but labor uniofis and such organizations as
cooperatives would have to.

Tenth. With respect to the excise taxes: We approve of the bill's
provision for increase in excise-tax rates along with certain newexcise taxes.
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The tax revisions we propose, and our opposition to a sales tax are
based on the theory of raising revenue from sources able to stand it
best and should bring in close to the 10.5 billions asked for by the
Treasury. If It is demonstrably possible to raise the necessary 10.5
billions of dollars by these methods, is it not inconceivable to contem-
plate a sales tax which imposes along with other existing taxes a total
of 32 percent of the income of our lowest income groups who still
represent almost a third of our American people?

Finally, in agreement with the Treasury program's attempt at
simplification we have suggested additional methods for simplifying
and tightening up the tax program. If provisions are intricate, those
who are versed in dodges and evasions can do a fine job of keeping
within the law and still deprive the country of much needed millions
of revenue. Make it simple and make it stick. We back the attack
not only with War bonds but with taxes. Let us pay those taxes
according to our ability to pay. We are in the throes of a war the
dimension of which is the world. Our part in it is a fight for the
equality of man and the continuation of a hard won freedom. Let us
prove it by sharing the burden of paying for our fight in the fairest way.
The poor never mind hardship if they are not the only ones to bear it.
The people will accept a higher income tax gracefully but never a sales
tax when they know that every other fair method of getting revenue
into the Treasury has been exhausted and~that no one is getting swollen
profits out of the war. It is then that those falling on bloody battle-
fields will die in hope and not in vain.

Senator WAtSH. Mr. Burns.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE V. BURNS, ASSISTANT TREASURER,
AMERICAN ZINC, LEAD & SMELTING CO.

Mr. BURNs. There is no need for an amendment to make effective
the intent of the exemption from excess-profits tax provided by
present law and to avoid administrative difficulties which arise-from
the present wording of section 735 (c).

To stimulate the production of zinc, lead, and copper, the War
Production Board and the Office of Price Administration have ar-
ranged since.February 1942 for the payment by Metals Reserve Co.
of certain premium prices in excess of the ceiling price for production
in excess of specified established quotas.

Since any stimulating effect thereof would be virtually lost if the
premium or so-called bonus was subjected to the excess-profits tax,
the Revenue Act of 1Q42 included in section 735-with appropriate
wording in section 711 to make it effective-provisions to exempt
"nontaxable bonus income" from excess-profits tax, but leaving it
subject to normal and surtax. The present provision, as amended by
the Disney Act to extend such exemption to mine tailipgs as well as
to direct mine production is as follows:

The term "nontaxable bonus income" means the amount of the income derived
from bonus payments wade by any agency of the United States Government op
account of the production in excess of a specified quota of: (1) A mineral product
or timber the exhaustion 6f which gies rise to an allowance for depletion tinder
section 21 (in), bul such amount aoW 4 exceed tAe net income (computed with
Ae allowance for deptltion) attributable to the output in excess of such quota;or

(2) a mineral product extracted or recovered from mine tailings by a corporation
which owns no economic interest In the mineral property from which the ore

i
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0nt~atnng such ailng was mlne~l, bug t.Ah oo an l aol entoed as ne* income
a~OW" to ao.4pt4 in excen of duck fa.

The revenue bill of 1942 as passed by the House provided for the
exemption from excess-profits tax of the lull amount of the premiums
received. The Treasury approved the exemption but urged that
there should be a limitation so that mining corporations receiving
bonus income in excess of the net income from a given property could
not, in effect, reduce excess profits net income from other mnming
properties or other operations not related to mining, To accomplish
this purpose the wording in italics in .(1) -above was written into the
bill, and similar wording was used in (2): when that provision was
added by tht Disney Act..

In attempting to forinulate the appropriate regulations, (see.
30.735-4; Regulations 109) this limiting provision was found difficult
to interpret as written (excepting only where a zero quota is allowed
and only a single metal is produced so all production is above-4uota
of that metal). The wqrding used would in most cases require the
determination of the net income attributable to the production of that
metal which was not above the quota and also income attributable to
any other metals produced from that property. This would require
cost allocations, often impossible or impracticable to make with any.
certainty, or would require the adoption of some arbitrary rules. The
regulations prescribe a procedure under which the bonus received is,
in effect,- attributed to the total metal production, although it is re-
ceived only on the above-quota production. This is not in accord
with the intent of the act, and in many cases materially reduces the
bonus exemption, thereby tending to nullify its value in stimulating
output'of-these war metals. The appropriate remedy is to have the
law express clearly its..original intent, and amendment is proposed
accordingly to make the simple limitation that the bonus exemption
shall not exceed the amount of the net income from the property,
or the amount of the bonus, whichever is lower (in each case the amount
would be after depletion deduction.)

In making such amendment to sec': ,n 735 (c) it is necessary to
also amend section 735'(d) which latter is the provision to deal with
situations where either the exemption of excess output or the exemp-
tion of bonus income might be applicable. Unquestionably, there
should be no duplication of exemptions. The essence of the present
provision in subsection (d) is that if the taxpayer elects the bonus
exemption as to above-quota production, such production is to be
excluded from the production on which excess output exemption is
computed. The amendment would make the lappro priate change
in subsection (c) and would also add a subsection (e) to place an
over-all limitation on the entire amount of exemptions under section
735 so that in the aggregate they could in no case exceed the total
net income from that property. The subsections as they are pro-
posed to be amended are set forth on the sheet attached.

The amendments should be made retroactive as expressing the
original intent of these provisions of the 1942 act.
(he matter referred to is as follows:)

SECTION -. NONTAXABLE BONUS JNCOMIE

(a) Sections 735 (c) and (d) are amended and a new subsection (e) is rjded,
all to re*d as follows (present wording to be omitted is included in black brackets,
new wording to be inserted is ialicized):

948R
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"(0) NONTAXABLE BONUS INcoe.-The term 'nontaxable bonus income'

means the amount of the income derived from bonus payments made by any
agercy of the United States Government on account of the production in excess
ofa specified quota of:

"(1) A mineral product or timber, the exhaustion of which gives rise to an
allowance for depletion under section 23 (m), but such amount Shall not exceed
[the net income (computed with the allowance for depletion) atributable to
the output in excess of such quota; or] iA. net income from IA. property (computed
with Wh allowance for depletion) or Ia* amount of Ike bonds pai af- deduction O
the additional deplion allowaoe by reason of 1A.bonus payment, wnichevert
lo ier; or I

"(2) A mineral product extracted or recovered from mine tailings by a cor-
poration which owns no economic Interest in the mineral property from which
the ore containing such tailings was mined, but such amount Shall rot exceed [the
net income attributable to the output In excess of such quota] the net income
from te property or the amount of the bonus paid, whichver ti lower.

"(d) RuLD iN CASE INCOME FROM iXCXss OUTPUT INCLUDFs BONUS PAYMENT.-
In any ease in which the income attributable to the excess output Includes bonus
payments (as provided in subsection (e)), the taxpayei may elect, under regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, to receive
either the benefits of subsection (b) or subsection (c) with respect to [such income
as is attributable to excess output above the specificed quota] the mineral unite
on wAich Lhe bonus payments were made.
k1(e The ag eggats of the nontaxabl income from exempt eces output and non-

bonus -imme under subsedions (b) and (c) of this section, with respect to a
property, shall not exceed the net incomw from sch property computed with 9A.
allowance for depletion."

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) hereof shall be applicable to
taxable years ending after February 1, 1942.

Senator WALSH. We thankyou, sir.
I have several memorandums and proposed amendments which I

will submit for the record at this point.
(Memorandum from Johni S. Begley, attorney, representing the

Mississiquoi Paper Co. of Sheldon Springs, Vt., requesting certain
changes in sections 114-A and 114-B of the Internal Revenue Code.
This memorandum urges the adoption of the resolution of the American
Bar Association with respect to the changes to correct theinterpreta-
tion of the internal revenue law contained in tb- 5-to-4 decision of
the Supreme Court in the case of the Virginian Hotel Corporation
against Helvering. A copy of the decision is attached.) -

Virginian Hotel Corporation of Lynchburg, Petitioner, v. Guy T. Helvering, Corn.
misnoner of Internal Revenue

Income Taxes, I 39-deduction for depreciation-reduction of basis by unclaimed
depreciation.

1. Under the provisions of 1 113 (b) (I) (B) of the Internal Revenue Code,
that the basis upon which depreciation is to be allowed in deterniining taxable
income is the cost of the property with proper adjustments for depreciation "to
the extent allowed (but not less than the amount allowable) under this Act or
prior income tax laws"11 the depreciation tAis is reduced by the amount "allow.
able" each year, wheth er or not it is claind.
Income Taxes, I 39-deductions for depreciation may not be accumulated.

2. In making a deduction for depreciation in ascertaining taxable income, de-
preciation may not be accumulated and held for use in that year in which it will
ring the taxpayer the most tax benefit.

Income Taxes, I 39-deduction for depreclation-reduction of basis as conditioned
on tax benefit.

3. The word "allowed" in the provision of Internal Revenue Code, I 1P
(b) (1) (B), that the basis upon which depreciation is to be allowed is the cost of
the property with proper adjustments for depreciation "to the extent allowed (but
not less than the amount allowable) under this Act or prior income tax laws,"
does not contemplate that the depreciation basis shall be reduced bnly to the
extent that deduction for depreciation has resulted in a tax benefit.
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Argued .Miy 12 and 13, 1943. Decided June7, 1943

On writ of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit to review a judgment reversing a decision of the United States
Tax Court on redeternination of a deficiency In Income tax. Affirmed.

See same ease below, 132 F. (2d) 909.
William A. Sutherland of Atlanta Georgia, aued the cause for petitioner.
Samuel H. Levy, of Washington, b. C., argue the cause for respondent.
Mr. Justice Douglas delivered the opinion of the Court:
The fats of this case are stipulatL Petitioner operates an hotel. From

1927 through 1937 petitioner (or its predecessor) reported in its income-tax
returns depreciation on certain of its assets on a straight-line basis.' No objection
was taken by the Commssoner or his agents to the amounts claimed and deducted.
In 1938 petitioner claimed a deduction for depreciation at the same rates. The
Commissioner determined that the useful life of the equipment was longer than
petitioner claimed and that therefore lower depreciation rates should be used.'
Accordingly a deficiency was computed. The depreciation theretofore cL'imed
as deductions was subtracted from the cost of the property. The reminder
was taken as the new basis for computing depreciation. A lesser deduction, for
deprciation accordingly was allowed.' There had been a net gain for some of
the years in question. For the years 1931 to 1936, inclusve, tMere Irasa net loss
and, says the stipulation, "the entire amount of deprciatCon deducted on the
Sincome-tax returns for those years did not serve to reduce the taxat e income."
Petitioner does not challenge the new rate.. It contends that the amount of
depreciation claimed for the years 1931 to 1936, inclusive, In excess of the amount
properly allowable shoud not be subtracted from the depreciation bsies, since It
did not serve to reduce taxable income in those years. The Tax CoLrt In reliance
on an earlier ruling ' held for the petitioner. The Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed. 132 F. (2d) 909. The case is here on a petition for a writ of certiorari
whlch we granted [-_ U. .- , ante, 778, 63 S. Ct. 856] because of a
co'fllet between the decision below and Pittsburgh Brewing Co. ,. Comuiurione
of Int-cnal Ref'nue 107 F. (2d) 155, decided by the Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit.

A reasonable allowance for depreciation Is ooe of several Items which Congress
has declared shall be "allowed" as a deduction In computing net Income. Inter-
nal Revenue Code, 1 23 (1), 26 U. S. 0. A. 123 (1),6 F C. A. title 20, 123 (1).
The bsis upon which depreciation is to be allowed" Is the cost of the property
with proper adjustments for depreciation "to the extent allowed (but not less than
the amount allowable) under this Act or prior income-tax laws."' That provision
makesplain that the depreciatt.n bass is reduced by the amount "allowable" each
year whether or not it is claimed. Fidelfly-Phiiaddphia Trust Co. v. Commisioner,
f tterncl Raenue (C. C. A. 3d) 47 F. (2d) 36. Moreover the basis must be re-
uced by that amount even though no tax benefit results from the use of deprecia-

tion ass deduction. Wear and tear do not wait on net income. Nor can deprecia-
tion be accumulatrd and held for use in that year in which It will bring the taxpayer
the most tax benefit. Congress has elected to make the year the unit of taxation.
Burned v. Sarjord & B. Co: 282 U. 8.359,75 L. ed. 383,51 8. Ct. 150. Thus the
amount "allowable" must be taken each year. United Stata v. Ludley, 274 U. S.
295, 304, 71 L. ed. 1054, 1059 47 S. Ct. 608.

But it is said that allowed " unlike ".Mlowable" connotes the receipt of a tax
bent,-6t. The argument is that though depreciation in excess of an "allowable"
amount is claimed by the taxpayer and not disallowed by the Commis-ioner, it is
nevertheless not "allowed" if the deductions other than depreciation are sufficient

on5 ccarpets "n 10% onallother equlpet. At those rates the properties, wouLd bar" been fualy
thete isnme 6t anin 10~ yeses rndspecyeavslyr

6 29".427 for 193 as covered with 84341.97 which was claimed. The direm between the depr da.
tln laimed in the loss years and the deprecation properly allowable In toch s I.45.2

'Kraseil Lasafs ". v. Qftaseriese of Iwdera a eeu. 44 B. T. A. (570 whic followed Me-.
SIw, Br/da Co. v. Con maesmer ofl lei w-l Remuo" (0. 0. A. 3d) 107 F. (7) . Prio to there sudy
L=xdry Op. mae and pr e to the time when Pittabrrg Brewlap Co. Y. COab ur Si of Msl Rlt s
37 B. T. A. (F.) 439, was overued, the Tax Cowt took a contrary view. Its decison in the Kenedy
LAse4mr CI. can was reversed by the Circuit Court of Ap*b (0. C. A. 7tO), 133 F. (3d) M0. -

Ses.I13(b)(1)(1). 3U..O. A.I113(b)(s)(B), F. 0A. titl, 11(b) () B) hhtsmad, sp-
Icsbl byreas o a 1- 3(n),i14 ( doiz l (). 9 U. 8. 0.A. If 3 (n) 114. 0tS (s). U. 8. O. A. tide
Iri, 23 (n ,114. ad 111 (a).
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to produce a loss for the year In question. "Allowed" in this setting plainly has
the effect of requiring a reduction of the depredation basis by an amount which 
In excess of depreciation properly deductible. We do not agree, however with the
contention that such a reduction mut be made only to the extent that the Aedueton
for. depreciation has resulted In a tax benefit. The requirement that the basis
should be adjusted for depreciation "to the extent allowed (but not less than the
amount allowable)" first appeared in the Revenue Act of [June 61 1932. 47
Stat 169, 201, q. 209,26*U. S.C.A. I 113 (b) (1)(B),6F.C. A. title 26113(b)
(1) (B). Priorto tha pre-elation . robto tame the adJustment requr was for the anoun of depra-oraton alowble. ThIe purpose of the smez~ament In 1932 was to make sure
that taxpayers who had made excessive deductics n one year could not redue
the depreciation basis by the lesser amount of deation tion which was "allowable."
If they could, then the government might be bared from collecting additional
taxes which would havebeen payable h the lower rate been usedoriginaly.1
But we find no suggsIon that "alowed," as distinguished fro "as owable,"
deprediation Is confned to thos deductions which result in *tax, beneis
"Allowed" connotes a grant. Under our federal tax system there Is no maebinery
for formal allowances of deductions from gross income. Deductions stand if the
Commissioner takes no steps to challenge them. Income-tax returns entail
numerous deductions. If the deductions are not challenged, they certainly are
"allowed" since tax liability is then determined on the bass of the returns. Anaft
from contested cases, that is indeed the only way in which deductions are 'al-
lowed." And when all deductions are treated alike by the taxpayer and by the
Commissioner it Is difficult to see why some items m,.y be said to be "allowed"
and others not "allowed." ' It would take clear and coLipelling indications for us
to conclude that "allowed" as used in 1 113 (b) (1) (B) means r 3mething different
than it does In the general setting of the revenue acts. See H Yori'g v. Stia-
Platera A nk & T, Co. (C. C. A. 4th) 130 F (2d) 44, 143 A. L. R. 333.

Congress has provided for deductions of annual amounts of depreciation w~lch
along with salvage value, will replace the original investment of the p rt at the
time of its retirement. Unid Stale v. L , 274 U. S. 295 71 L. ed.054#
47 8. Ct. 608, supra- DC/*oiO -diom Co. v. Commisuio of INtea'l Reuens,
318 U. S. -, ante, Of 63 8 Ct 902. The rule which has been fashioned by the
court below deprives the taxpayer of no portion of that deduction. Under that
rule taxpayers often will not recover their investment tax-free. But Congress has
made no such guaranty. Nor has Congress indicated that a taxpayer who has
obtained no tax advantage from a depreciation deduction should be allowed to
take it a second time. The polley which does not permit the second deduction in
case of "allowable" depreciation (eckridge Corp. v. Comminioner of lenrnol
Reenue (C. C. A. 2d) 129 F. (2d) 318) s equally cogent as respects depreciation
which is "allowed."

Affrmed.
Mr. Chief Justice Stone, dissenting:'
It is true that the IMay 281 1938 Revenue Act does not speak of a "tax benefit"

to the taxpayer. Section 23 speaks only of deductions from gross income which
"shall be allowed" in computing net Income, among which it includes, 1 23 (1),
26 U. S. C. A.1 23 0), 6 F. C. A. title 26, 123 (1), "a reasonable allowance for the
exhaustion, wear and tear of property used in trade or business." And by 1 113

I Fo a ummary of te leg Mv history. we 10 Oolambla L. Rev. No1.?5. Rep). Ko. 5O 2d c~. tat Se.p. 29. "The Treasury ZI frecuen~y econterd €ee where a
taxpayer who has taken Lveena.fowed depreciation deductions at •o a rate cons=ttly over a
period years, late' finds It to his adlva~ to des that the alowanoes s made to him were exoes

ir tJthe ~amoota which wete in fact wb. ' were much let. By t bie n e Government may
be haired from collecting thbe adtlonaltaxes vn would be tne fr the pr~r y~-aTs upon the strngth ot
the taxyer's present oto The rery is biged to rely very largely upon the good lath and
judgnt of the tsxpyet in the determInation of the aflowacee lot r sncet these arm pinary

actens ci an~d are veined by facts pe-tlculatMy within the knowle ot ci ls taxpayer, and theTr shmsoo. dnot be .nabsed lot having ap x'ved the .tax.eer's deduction. Whil the committee
re.rd the la w 3 counte any tsch Ineuitable resullf, it believe the new bil

should speelly precl de any oec possbity."'
IAs we have noted, the stipulston of fats sates that "the entire amount of depreciation deducted on

the Income-tax returns" for the yM In question "did not serve to reduce the taxable Income." That has
bea taken to mean that no part of the depreciation deduction rsulted in tax bentfs We do not
to Inquire bow that cold be tru whea t depredation deducted on each return ftrom 1931 throw gh I
wF..Irge than the net lou ice each of thoi yres. U the stipultion were not aoepted, one other problemwould be presented. 'I hat Is the theory that when there s a Ics depredation may be singled out as not
o~sett n gross ncoee even though it Ii only one of several deductions which ts claimed. See/ t"ame41
/Leasi- Cs.v. oselseleae V/strael .Rar. , 46 B. T. A. (F) 7Q, ri, lodge Disey7 tieenting. In viewci the stipation we do not reach that question. Of. Bolr &s. v. Mc Wges, 315 U. 8. 101, 0 088 S
L.sd., 99, 997,525 . Ct.7 0L

OSSS 1-4----1



b) (1 '(B) the bji.li for depreciation of property Is its cost adjusted by deprecia-
on"to the extent allowed (but not less than the amount allowable)." It Is

equally true and obvious, and of some Importance to the correct Interpretation
of the statute, that any'depreciation in excess of the reasonable allowance author.
Ized can, under the statute, result n no tax advantage to the taxpayer and In no
tax prejudice to the Government, unless the excess has in fact been deducted
from the taxpayer's gross Income.

I can find no wan ant in the purpose or the word of the statute, or in the prin-
ciples of accounting, for our saying that the taxpayer is required to reduce his
depreciation base by any amount In excess of the depreciation "allowable," which
excess he never has In f"t deducted from gross Income. Whatever else the
statutory reference to depreciation "allowed" may mean, It obviously cannot and
ought not to be construed to mean that a deduction for depreciation which has
never In fact been subtracted from gross income is a deduction "allowed."

And there is no reason why such should be deemed to be its meaning. The
only function of deprecistlon in the income tax laws Is the establishment of an
amount, which may be deducted annually from gross income, sufficient in the
aggregate to restore a wasting capital) asset at the end of its estimated life. The
scheme. of the 1938 Revenue Act is to prescribe the permissible deductions for
depredation, and to preclude the taxpayer from gaining any unwarranted ad-
vantage by the amount anaI distribution of those deductions. The Act accom-
pushes the latter by compelling the taxpayer to reduce his depreciation base by
the amount of the allowable annual depreciation whether deducted from gross
income or not, and by such further amount as he s in fact deducted from gross
Income. No reason is suggested why the taxpayer's tax for future years should
be Increased by reducing his depreciation base by any amount In. excess of the
depreciation "allowable," unless the excess has at some time and In some manner
been deducted from gross income. So inequitable a result cannot rightly be
achieved by saying that a "deduction" for depreciation which never has been
deducted from gross income has nevertheless been "allowed."

What I have said does not imply that a taxpayer, who has deducted excessive
depreciation from his gross income in any year, is not subject to a deficiency
assessment as the statutes and regulations prescribe; or that excessive deductions
for depreciation taken from gross Income-or allowable depreciation, whether so
deducted or not-may not properly be used to reduce the taxpayer's depreciation
base. The statute so provides. But I do assert that, under the system of taxa-
tion which we have established, the overstatement of the taxpayer s depreciation
base on which the Government insists is not to be justified because the taxpayer
may in some other year bave deducted from gross income excessive depreciation
which has already been subtracted from his deprecitaion base. See Burntl v.
Sanford & B. Co. 282 U.S. 359, 365, 75 L. ed. 383,387,51 S. Ct. 150. The statute
neither compels nor permits so incongruous a result. The judgment should be
reversed.

Mr. Justice Roberts, Mr. Justice Murphy and Mr. Justice Jackson join in this
dissent.

Mr. Justice Jackson, dissenting:
The first and fundamental step in determining accrued depreciation Is to esti-

mate the probable useful life of the property to be depreciated. This depends
upon judgment and is not capable of exact determination. When it is found, and
after making allowance for probable salvage value at the time of retirement, it
is a mere matter of mathematics to compute under tbhe straight-line method the
rate of annual accrual.

This rate when applied to the cost of the depreciable property fixes two things:
(1) The amount of the depreciation accrual to deduct from grow, before deter-
mining net, Income. For this purpose a high rate works in favor of the taxpayer
for any given year. (2) It also determines the amount by which the cost base
must be reduced for application of depreciation rates the following year. In
this aspect a high depreciation rate works in favor of the Government.

The Virginian Hotel Corporation misconecived, as the Commissioner thinks
the probable life of its depreciable property. Attributing to it a longer life span
he corrected that judgment. To apply that correction consistently would lower
the rate and consequent deduction on account of depreciation and cause a smaller
subtraction from the valuation base, leaving; a larger base to which the smaller
rate would be applied.

The Commissioner proposed to correct taxpayer's returns by cons idering only
the year in question. lie eliminated the error as far as it affected the rate and
thus reduced the depreciation accrual and increased the taxi But he retained the
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base as reduced by the taxpayer's accumulated errors, refusing to readjust the
base consistently with the corrected depreciation rates.

To the extent that the taxpayer had obtained advantage from the use of the
higher depreciation rate, I would think it quite justifiable to refuse to make a
correction. The Government, however, stipulates as to the years in question
that "the entire amount of the depreciation deducted on the Income tax returns
for those vears did not serve to reduce the taxable Income." We should not
disregard a deliberately made stipulation, even if, on our limited knowledge of its
background, we are in dodbt as to why it was made. The question comes simply
to this: Whether the Commissioner, 'upon determining whether taxpayer has in
good faith erred, may use a correction insofar as it helps the Government and
idhere to the mistake insofar as it Injures the taxpayer. I think that no strain-
Ing should be done to find a construction of the statutes that will support the
result.

I am the less Inclined to lay down a rule that will permit the Governirent to
make inconsistent corrections In the matter of depreciation because consistency
in the matter of depreciation is one of the few important principles of its applica-
tion. There has been no more futile tax litigation than that over depreciation
rates. In an era of rising taxes the faster a taxpayer depleted his base for depre-
ciation the more the Government realized In revenue from him. If this present
taxpayer had been permitted to continue its high depreciation rates, it would
have come into the present era of exceedingly high taxes with its depreciation base
correspondingly exhausted. What is important for the protection of the revenues
is that accrual for depreciation be applied oaly to property that is properly
depreciable, that it be stopped when the property is fully depreciated, and that
the rate be consistently applied so that the txpayer cannot choose to take only a
little depreciation when he has a little incor e and a lot of depreciation when he
has a large Ineori e. If these conditions a.e observed, litigation about the rate
serves chiefly to vindicate theories rather t'ian to protect the revenues.

If the Government desires to make r visions of theoretical rates, there is no
reason why it should not observe the rulh of consistency that is one of the cardinal
rules to impose on the taxpayer. 1le?,ce, I join in the dissenting opinion of the
Chief Justice.

The Internal Revenue Code, section 114 (a), provides as follows:
"The basis upon which exhaustion, wear and tear, and obsolescence are to be

allowed in respect of any property shall be the adjusted basis provided in section
113 (b) for the purpose of determining the gain upon the sale or other disposition
of such property."

Section 113 (b) provides as follows:
"The adjusted basis for determining the gain or loss from the sale oi- other

disposition of property, whenever acquired, shall be the basis determined under
subsection (a) adjusted as hereinafter provided.

(1) GENERAL RULE.-Proper adjustment in respect of the property shall in
all cases be mado * * *.

(B) In respect of any period since February 28, 1913, for exhaustion, wear
and tear, obsolescence, amortizatlon and depletion, to the extent allowed (but not les
than the amount allowoble) under thfs chapter of prior income tax laws * * *"
(Italics supplied.)

In other words, the law as now in force requires that depreciation be computed
upon the cost or other basis and that adjustment must be made with reference
to depreciation previously taken. Previous depreciation Is considered to include
not only all depreciation for previous years at rates which are now considered
proper (called the amount allowable), but also all depreciation at excessive rates
if taken in previous years (called the amount allowed). The point of the Vir-
ginian Hotel Corporation case was that depreciation shown in a return for a previous
year is treated as allowed even though the return showed a net loss which was
greater than the exceRs depreciation and therefore the corporation gained no
tax benefit from the excess depreciation claimed.

In the copy of the recommendation of the American Bar Association (see
below), I have put brackets around the parts of section 113 (b) (I) (B) which
are In that section of the Internal Revenue Code as it now stands, and I have
italicized the part of that section which is new.

The revenue bill of 1943 as passed by the House does not contain the amendment
on depreciation as recommended by the American Bar Association, but It does
include another recommendation limiting the liability of a parent who has put
property in trust, the income of which may be used for the support of the grantor's
children. A third recommendation, relative to extending the time for claiming
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special excess profits tax relief is contained In a speeal bill (H. R. 33) which
has now passed both Houses of Congress.

The American Bar Association, at its annual session held last August, recoi.
mended a number of amendments of the Internal Revenue Code. Thes resolu-
tions were adopted by the section on taxation and also by the house of delegates,
that is, the main body of rekresentatives of the association.

Among the resolutions adopted was the following:
"Resol- ed, That the American Bar Association recommend to Congress the

amendment of section 113 (b) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code to permit correo-
tion of erroneous deductions of excessive depreciation where the Treasury has
not been penalized by such erroneous deductions.

Be il furLer reoe, That the section of taxation be directed to urge the fol-
owi proposed amendment or Its equivalent amendment In purpose and effect

upon the proper committee of Congress:
(a) The portion of subparagraph (B) of section 113 (b) (1) preceding the first

period shall be amended to read as follows:
1(B) (in respect of any period since February 28, 1913, for exhaustion, wear

and tear obsolescence, amortization, and depreciation to the extent) of so much
o LU !d udioahs srrdtoreduc m tU 1m wucw h in th bdsexc# or su, deduc-
lion would hae been paya!e, (but not less than toe amount allowable under this
chapter or under prior income tax laws]

(b) The amendments made by thls act shall be applicable with respect to
taxable years Leginning after December 31, 1938.

(c) For the purposes of the Revenue Act of 1932 and all subsequent revenue
acts the amendments made to the Internal Revenue Code by section (a) this
act shall be effective as if they were a part of each such revenue set on the date of
its enactment.

P. 8.-To correct 5 to 4 decision of United States Supreme Court In Virginia
Hotel Corp. v. Heleing.

(Brief, urging changes in see. C-115 of the proposed House bill,
relating to the inequities applied to corporations which completely
liquidated and dissolved prior to January 1, 1943.)

Ra SzcTioN 115 or IP>orosmn RzvzNu BILL OF 1943

1. Section (c) 115 makes changes retroactive to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1939.

(a) There was a general agreement that the provisions of the bill would not be
made retroactive but only have prospective operation. Section 101, the first
section of the bill lays down the general rule that all of the provisions (unless
otherwise provided) are to be effective only as to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1943. See Ways and Means Committee Report 871, p. 39.

(b) To correct special retroactive application of section, strike out subsection
(c) of 115. The result of such amendment would be to make section 115 have a
prospective operation beginning like other sections of the bill with taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1943.

2.-As written, section 115 would apply retroactively to corporations which have
previously been completely liquidated and dissolved.

In order to remove the inequities of section 115 as applied to corporations
which completely liquidated and dissolved prior to anyone ever hearing of this
provision, amendment should be made to subsection (c) of 115, even if It is to be
made retroactive by adding at the end thereof "except as to corporations which
have been dissolved or liquidated prior to January 1, 1943."

3. Section 115 as drafted now turns upon what "the Commissioner finds" and
Is, In effect, a delegation to him of authority to arbitrarily increase the tax rate.

(a) The Commisioner is the official charged with assessing all taxes (for
example, all suits In the Tax Court are now brought by the taxpayer against the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue). Consequently, the Commissioner will be
acting in tMs case as judge and Jury. Moreover, the taxpayer must always
enter a transection and determine Its effects prospectively, whereas, under this
provision the Commissioner has advantage of hindsight. The Commissioner by
stating tat he "finds" tax avoidance, can multiply the tax burden (or rate)
many times over that otherwise fixed by express provisions In the same law.
To illustrate: The tax law Imposes Its rates upon net income. Net income is
gross Income, less deductions. As everyone knows, the margin of profit (net
Income) is usually but a small percentage of gross. By applying hindsight and
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disallowing all deductions, the Commissioner's "finding" is a device to increase
the rate.

For example:

Nov Bil Now BI

UeOIo nc. me ............... 10.. *1006000 R.taSOpect mmtLt... K000 4000
Deducin ......... 000 0 Raw. 95 p nt Desoats

Net InOome ............. 10,000 . .0.000

As shown above, by disallowing $90,000 deductions, the rate has been In.
creased 10 times. Certainly the section should require the Commissioner to
advance to the Tax Court, the facts necessary to such-a drastic increase In tax
burden. To accomplish this, the section 115 (a) should be amended by striking
out the word "Commissioner" in the sentence "The Commissioner finds" and
inserting "Tax Court or Court" so that the finding would have to be as the result
of a judicial rather than an administrative determination.

(b) The Supreme Court has held that if there are one, two, or three ways of
doing a proposed transaction, It is entirely proper for a taxpayer to select the
one way under which he would pay the least tax. The bill as drawn puts In the
hands of the Commissioner, the power to use hindsight and to say that by using
a course which results in the least tax, the taxpayer has avoided the payment of a
larger tax, which would have been payable if he had done the transaction some
other way and to then penalize whathas heretofore been permitted, by disallowing
the deductions which have the effect of increasing the tax rate. A provision
should be added to the bill stating that It is not intended by this provision to
prevent a taxpayer seecting one of several methods, which will result in the
payment of the least tax.

(c)In addition to turning over the power to tax, to the Commissioner, based
on his "findings" the section provides a broad and Improper standard.

(1) The section would operate if "one of the principal purposes" was the
avoidance of Federal tax.

(2) "Avoidance" of tax has always been regarded as legal and is used to describe
a resort to the text of other sections In the Revenue Act. "Evasion" has been
the term used to designate improper action.

(3) The section should be amended by striking out the word "avoidance" and
insertin the word "evasion."

(4) ALso, the section should be amended by striking out "one of" the prtqlipal
p s so as to read "the principal urpose for which such acquisition was
made or availed of is the evasion of Fe er income or excess-profits taxes."

(6) It should be noted that the references in the committee's report (Ways and
Means report, p. 50) to stion 45 of the Internal Revenue Code which aTread
gives the Commissioner wide authority to allocate income, turns upon "evasion'
of taxes, but does not use the term "avoidance" of taxes.

CONCLUSION

There Is no wisdom or fairness in enacting in a hurry a provision such as 115,
especially where the section is made retroactive. Section 115 has, due to the
fact that it was put in the House bill at the Last minute, received little considera-
tion. It has been "sold" on the theory that it closes up a tax loophole. Yet
in the same breath, the House committee report states that the courts can Interpret
the present law so as to Invalidate the practices which are desired to be prevented.
If this fi so there is no need to incorporate this provision in the present act.
As long as the provision is to be made retroactive It can be Inserted in the next
revenue bill, which will give some time to consider the scope of a provision neces-

xry to resmedy the cases complained of.
The broad method in which this provision has been drawn indicates that it is

merely another New Deal attempt to secure broad undefined adminLstrative
power for the Commissioner to increase corporate taxes by "finding" some alleged
tax avoidance and then doubling, tripling, or multiplying the corporation's tax
rate by disallowing deductions, deductions which Congress has givenn to taxpayers
under other sections of the law. The section as drafted mfghtob said to remove
the fly on the wall (the loophole) by removing the whole wall (the deductions
granted by Congress In other sections of the law). The Commissioner will have
the right to set aside deductions granted by Congress in other sections of the law.
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SUGOWTED AME.xDwNUT or SEcrio. 602 or HouSE BILL

Amend section 502 of the Hots. Bill to read as follows:
"SIc. 602. CHANGE OF TRUSTEZS, ETC., UNDER CERTAIN DISCRETIONARY TRUSTS

NOT A TRANSFER SUBJECT TO OIT TAX.-
"(a) Section 1000 of the Internal Revenue Code (imposing the gift tax) Is

amended by Inserting at the end thereof the following:
"'(e) DISCRETIONARY TRUSTS-In #he case of a trust created prior to September

1, 1943, tio part of the net income of which is, under section 166, includible in
computing the net income of the grantor, (1) no appointment, prior to January
1, 1945, of & new, successor, or additional trustee or trustees, and (2) no vesting,
prior to January 1 1945, in any trustee or trustees, of power with respect to the
selection of beneficaries or the distribution of corpus or income, or power or control
with respect to the trust property, and (3) no exercise, termination, or relinquish-
ment by the grantor or any trustee, prior to January 1, 1945, of any such power
or control, shall be deemed to constitute a transfer of property for th purposes
of this chapter. If the trust was created after December 31 1938, this subsection

14 a bhaU not apply unless a gift tax was paid on account of sudi trust.'
"(b) Su tion (a) shall apply to the calendar year 1939 and succeedingcalendar years."

(The following letters and memorandum were submitted for
inclusion in the record:)

CONEREitNcE o ALcoHOLIc BizvtAcs INDUSTRIES,
December 2, 194.

Hon. VALTE& F. Gxonor,
Chairman, Commiltee on Finance, United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.
DXAR SENAToR GzoRos: I have not had the privilege of meeting you but friends

have told me you are extremely fair-minded. I feel, therefore, you will accept
this letter simply as a sincere viewpoint on the proposal you have recently made
to reduce from 8 o 4 years the period during which whisky may remain in bond,
tax-free.

It is asserted such a change will produce $1,200,000,000 additional revenue
In the next 2 years. This obviously gives no consideration to the whisky over
4 years old which will be withdrawn anyway-even under the present regulation.

In a larger sense, Isn't the word "additional" a misnomer? Under the present
8-year rule, the Government will get its tax on every gallon withdrawn from bond.
Albest then, it Is simply a matter of timing.

A lowering of the period during which whisky may remain tax-frec' In bondwilt definitely affect the quality of American whisky for at the pr,-ent-nt
foradistlilertopay ~ ~ ~ ~ fo thes taetahnavac fsl e r esent ato speak of the proposed terrifically high rates--it would probably lb, impossiblefor a distiller to pay these taxes far In advance of sale of the merha 'idise.

I am sure It would be agreed by all experts that 4 years is much too short a
period of again to provide complete maturity for all whiskies. A great many
of the brands In this country Tither consist of whisky older than 4 years or at
leat contain base whiskies which are more than this ae. Moreover, this view-
Spoint on quality Is not limited to the United States, for t is well known that most
Scotch whiskies are from 8 to 12 years old and Canadian whiskies from 6 to 8.

In order to temporarily Increase the rate of the Government's collection of
taxes on whisky, let's not do something which will permanently lower the quality
standards of whisky In the United States.

There has been some discussion in newspapers recently Indicating that one
of the purposes of a change in the 8-year regulation is to force more whisky on
the market. This would only be justified if it were true that there is actually

plenty of whisky and that distillers are holdin it back for some selfish reason.V feel sure you do not believe these stories ad that instead you do understand
that there Is a definite shortage due to abnonally high demand and lack of
production for 14 months.

Therefore, far from needing some change in the law to force whisky on the
market, such a plan would cause positive harm. For over a year, the responsible
people In this industry have spent much of their time on problems In the inter-
ets of the public. Their approach to the difficult question of whisky supply,
believe me, Senator, has been sincere and thoughtful. They have been willing
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to risk misunderstanding and face criticism to do what they believed would prove
sound In the long run--or the public Itself.

And finally, let's not forget that when all the facts are understood by the
public, it will be critical indeed if its Government and the industry have allowed
themselves to be stampeded into some course of action which, though temporarily
popular, causes far greater trouble later on.
Ihave the deepest respect for the tremendous responsibilities you face as chair-

man of the Senate Finance Committee in these difficult times. This letter
Is respectfully submitted In the belief that you wart every viewpoint on the
question at issue, and I shall appreciate it if this is made a part of the record.

Very sincerely yours, K . B Eeuie Director.

NATIONAL LAwTERs GUILD,
New York, N. Y., Notember 6, 194 .

To at Member, of Ike Senate Finance Committee:
As set forth in the joint statement enclosed, the coalition of eight national

organizations which have united on a common Federal tax program, embracing
the Congress of Industrial Organizations, National Farmers Union, Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen, National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, National Women's Trade Union League of America, League of Women
Shoppers, Consumers Union and National Lawyers Guild, favor important
amendments to the tax bill, it. R. 38, now being considered by your committee.

The tax bill reported by the Ways and Means Committee and, adopted by the
House of Representatives under a gag rule which prevented amendments of a
consequence, and without any real debate, is wholly inadequate and fails to meet
the basic requirements of a wartime revenue measure.

The joint statement of the coalition makes clear its complete disagreement
with those who assert that we must turn to a sales tax as the only source from
which additional revenues can be secured. Additional billions in new revenue
can be raised without undue sacrifice by adopting the concrete proposals advocated
by the coalition, which call for:

1. An increase in the corporate tax rate from 40 percent to at least 50 percent.
2. The- elimination of the option to compute excess profits on the average-

earnings method.
3. Increased tax rates and lowered exemptions for estates and gifts.
4. Elimination of special privileges so as to provide for mandatory joint returns,

taxation of governmental securities and elimination of percentage-djpletion
allowances for oil and mining properties.
5. Increased personal taxes on incomes above $3,000 a year, along with a

$26,000 ceiling on net incomes, after taxes.
R. R. 3687 would perpetuate the oppressive burden of the Victory tax on

9,000,000 hard-pressed families, substituting for the temporary Victory tax a
permanent tax on the poor, calling for a minimum tax of 3 percent on Incomes of
married persons above $700 plus $100 for each dependent. This minimum tax
imposes a levy on the poor man's bread and is positively cruel from an equitable
social viewpoint. The coalition's joint statement urges the elimination of this
3-percent minimum tax.

In the face of the steep IIse In living ests it is imperative to adjust income-tax
exemptions to that taxes shall not cut into the necessary subsistence of the citizen
or his family. The coalition, in Its joint statement, urges that personal exemptions
be restored to $750 for single persons, $1,500 for married persons, and $400 for
each dependent. The paramount importance of health and morale must be recog-
nized in protecting the men and women who toll on the farm and in the factory
and on the railroad so that our fighting fronts are fully supplied.

We urge you to support actively the amendmentA proposed, and shall appreciate
an expression of your views.

Respectfully yours,
RoDZRr W. KsNNY, President.
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RADcur ros Ua1 UAR,
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.cuirm 8.i Find awe Commlt eg

scel. OJc.l Bvlding, WaAtiN6m, D. ."
DIAi $w.4TOa OXoso: My brother and I are Inventors of t6am are fighting

mniuhnM1 wa anmratus emoioved extensively throughout the. world.. Our.
i4ventlon4 have tieved high official rommencdton from the Government an
have In this war savpd the Government many sip In battle, large sums ol
money, and, most important, the lives of many fightRin men. I

We offered the War And Navy Departments ihe direct licenses under our
patents ilhich were rejected beetue the equipment and supplies used were pur-
chased from authorized agent. -

Later, because of the Importanee of the inventiQons, the Navy Department
asked us to reduce our royal lc to the Government and made several oral propo-
slUghs that would have reduced my income considerably below my actual expenses
before taxes. These I refused n Writing, stating my reasoba and making several
r.orable eounAeroffer.. Ve have never had any written reply t. any of our
IeTters Durzi thes negotiations, the oNavy Department representative said:

'1yodon' accept, uw gi ve you nothing, and 7ou can go, to the Court of,
CPlalms and perha- your grandlil helctHelasued notes under Publi Law 788 butolng 04! all license fees on M"eafel Foam and threatened to issue order under Public Law 768 cutting off all
my Income from license feeq under Chemical Foam, it we did not accept his
unf and unreasonable proiosltion. on Mechanidcl Foam. He then actually
i4aued notices under Publia Law 768 carrying out this threat and stopping all
payments on Chemical Foam contrary to the spirit of this law.

The full history of our ease has been given in detail In letters and statements
accompanied by afiBdavita showing what happenOd at the Navy Department
confermees which were forwarded by our attoneys, Strauch & Homap, to Mr.
Kenneth H. Roekey, Navy Price AdJt"ent Board, under dates of Novembei
8, 23, and 30, 1943, on my behlf, and on behalf of the American Fomon Com-
pany..:I realize your committee is very busy and thnrefore, t lieu of testimony before
the committee by me I wculd appreciate It you will pla~e thi letter Inthe record

of your hearings, with cpies of the above-identified letters and attached affi4a*its
and statements to the Navy Price Adjustment Board if you feel further det.ailis
desirable.

You will find in the files of the Navy Department what I feel is an outrageoe.
bureaucratic disregard of the plain wording and intent of Congress as expressed in
the renegotiation taw and in Public Law 768, flagrant disregard of constitutional
rights and processes and unfair and illegal use and abuse of the power of Federal
office to cut off our feome in an effort to starve us into submassfn.

Rese~nyP M. VRUVAT.

DS+rL,.-n Swmas Ixswurz, IxC.,
o.. F Washington, D. C., Noember 80, 194.Hon. WALTERl F. GERGEo,

SCllrmin, Commiie on Finana, United StdLefdW 8e.ce,
Washin$6%i, D. 0.

DhA MR. Gzoos: On behalf of members of the distilled-sprits industry we
r pcully submit the following statem ut for Incorporation in the record ol the'
heings on H. R. 3687, the revenue bill rf 1943.

We express no judgment on what the rate of tax on dtiltilled spirits should be
in the present bill. The House fixed the rate at $9 per proof gallon after having
considered both $8 and $10 rates. The distilled-spirits Induisry's position should
and must be and is one of acquiescence in-whatever excise-tax rate'oh distilled
sprits is deemed by the Congress to be necessary during the war peilod. While
the United States is at war, the Federal Government s revenue needs are the
paramount consideration. In times like these, whatever excise tax appears likely
to produce the maximum revenue for the Fde: &I Government will best serve the
national Interest. The revenue which must be raised the form which the various
taxes may take, the prospective national income, ana the Impact of the different
taxes on the Industrial economy of the country, all are factors with which the
committee is much more familiar than are we and, further, Congress Is much
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better able thAn others am be to appraise the effect of the impo tion of ldl-
tional taxes on the people of this country. The tax on distilled spirits Is a manu-
faeturer's excise tax which is coileeted at the point of production and thereafter
i peo sd on through the channels of trade to th6 ultimate consumer. Distilled
t t are already heavily taxed and we are confident your committee will give

fact full weight in arriving at a determination of the rates in the pendng
bill.

1"hm fm-la Jim f i h.C Q rAto Al, n iwnvids for a mot-war rate of $8 per
pr;of gaflOn. With the policy of piovldlng for a reduced poet-War rate we fully
agree We desire, however, to renew the suggestions we made to the Committee
on Way* and Means as follows: w

1. That upon the termination of the wartime rate the excise tax on distilled
spirit then in bondor thrfer produced or Imported be atax of $4 per proof
gallon when withdrawn, to be ceted under the provislons'of existing law.

2. That there be refunded under regulations p-omulgated by the Comissioner
of Internal Revenue with the approval of the ret y of the Tresury the differ-
ence between the tax imposed b $4 per proof gallon as to all dis-
tilled spirits held for sale on the ra es effective.

3. If retail or whoM es taxis imposed 0o tion should be given to
the .xc&. burden y imposed upon distiled s any other product
now subject to ex es.

We se 4 per o0pe ratf the following o:
1. N come, - ar I sure t rop o.w the g tic a Income.

Lay-offOf o nds mpoy Inwar dun e ad lanteon-
version to time o o b ia te arm orces, no
matter h selentifi th isg bo result In unem-
ploymnen nd consequent depth 110 I e

2. Ex rates so highecow -ithpur pwe r adS arcinfor the eae t sP o a

j ustg ble for

to -Im utlcal wit ptolibi onsa effect of pr itbilon sale on
the publi orale is wat re reshould be tax rate
whieh wo d poet-w t or v tizen to p h tax-
paid dist spirits.

3.pWesa estraw I  g roof gallo p ot use we sure tpe r
p wer ust y such ate u be taking in considera-

tion the p time rates It poet- r biits d ot Itify a
rate above figure. from ex nditlos i a war or
prohbition, t gh rate for been .25 per p gallon.

Hisro icaly, t i cise tax on distill s has been at toowing ratee
during tephe riods

Federal ieltos tax roles
Aug I 1882-Mar. 7, 1864.--.. . .--------------------$020
M ar i-Julyl1 1884 . . ... ....... ... ... . .. . /
July 1 18 1865 . . . . ....-------------------- ------ .50

Jan. 1, 18--July 20 1868 ---------------------- --------------- . 00
July 20, 1888-June 9,1872. --------------------------------------- .50
June 6, 1872-Mar. 3 1875 --------------------- ------------. 70
M ar. 8 1875-Aug. 27, 1894 ..... ... ... ... ... .... ... ... ... - 0
Aug. 1894-Oct. 3, 1917- --------------------------------- 1.10
Oct. 3, 1917-Feb. 24, 1919:

Basic rate ---------------------------------------- ----------. 20
Withdrawn for beverage use ---------- --------------------- .20

Feb. 25, 1919-Jan. 1, 1927:
Basic rate -------------------------------------- 2. 20
Withdrawn for' frontn Nov. 23, 1921, if "diverted to") beverage ue.. 40

Jan. 1, 1927-Jan. 1, 1928.'
Basic rate --------------------------------------------------- 1.88
Diverted to beverage e .--------------------------------- 40

Jan. 1, 1928-Jan. 11, 1934:
BaRio rate -------------------------------------------------- 1.10
Diverted to beverage use (prior to repeal of prohibition, Dec. 6, 1933) & 40
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Federal excise tax alea-Continued

Jan. 12, 1934-June 30, 1938 938--------------------------- ........... $2.00
July 1, 1938, and thereafter --------------------------------------- 2. 25
July 1, 1940, and thereafter ---------------------------------------- 3. 00O ct. 1, 1941 -----------------------------------------------------. 4. 00
N ov. i, 194i ------------------------------------------------------- 6. 0

As appears from the above table, the ra te suggested would exceed any normal
peacetime rate. The $6 rate came on the verge of our participation ifa the present
world conflict. The $6.40 rate as shown in the above table was imposed during
the last world wer. It became effective in February 1919 and was left in effect
during the perioC if wartime and national prohibition as a punitive tax on pro-
hibition law viola.ors. It was in fact a punitive tax when imposed and It was
repeaed with the repeal of prohibition. Prohibition on beverage sale became
effective July 1, 1919, so that under the $6.40 rate, which was applicable only to
beverage spirits, the tax was collected on beverage sales only between February
25 and June 30, 1919. At that time no State imposed a gallonage tax on distilled
spirits. Today every State has such tax superimposed on the same spirits as to
which Is paid the Federal tax. The State tax runs from 40 cents to $1.92 per
gallon. The average is $1.08 per gallon. A $4 Federal tax is therefore equivalent
to more than $5.08 preprohibition tax.

, LOOU STOCK R NF D

The pending revenue bill increases the tax on distilled spirits from $6 per proof
gallon to $9 per proof gallon and provides that 6 months after the termination of
hostilities the tax shall revert to $6 per proof gallon, that being the rate in effect on
January 1, 1943. Obviously, in a normal peace economy the $9 iste would be
dangerous to the country, the revenue, and the trade. This having been decided
we will not further discuss it In this letter.

The tax on distilled spirits Is applicable to both domestic and imported distilled
spirits. On domes-io spirits it is paid by the distiller when the spirits are with-
dawn from the Internal revenue bonded arehouses. On Imported spirits it is
paid by the importer when the spirits are withdrawn from the customs bonded
warehouses. In both instances it is then passed on as the spirits are sold to the
wholesaler, the retailer and the consumer.

Normally the tax-pafd spirits held for sale by the trade in equivalent to about a
90-day supply .

Immediately the tax is reduced all spirits coming out of bonded warehouses will
reach the trade carrying the lov er tax and those spirits will be sold In competition
with spirits still in hands of the trade which were tax-paid at the hither rate.

Tho law should provide for a refund on tax-paid floor stocks held for sale by the
trade on the day the tax is reduced. Such refund should be equal to the tax re-
duction. This is consistent with established congressional policy.Congress has consistently recognized the neces.sity (or keeping the tax rte the
same on all spirits offered for sale. When the tax rate has been increased, the new
rate has been made applicable to distilled sits In bond and the increase has been
nmade applicable to tax-paid stocks held for sale. Conversely, when the tax is
reduced a refund should be made to those holding for sale the product on which
the higher tax has been paid. Those products on which the higher tax has been

id must compete when sold with the lower-taxed item1 and unless the tax is ad-
lusted the vendors would have to absorb the differential. That would mean bank-ruptcy for many industry members.

PRECEDENTS

There is ample precedent for the proposal herein suggested.
The Agriculture Adjustment Act imposed a processing tax on the processing of

certain commodities. It aiso imposed by section 16 (a) a floor-stock tax on articles
held for sale into which the taxed commodities had been previously proceed.
The processing tax. k the war tax, was a temporary tax. Therefore the act (48
Stat. 40) enacted ,fay 2, 1933, provided for a refund of the taxpaid on the process.
lng of commodities Into articles which were still held for sale when the tax termi-
nated. By an amendment of August 24, 1935, the refund provision was made
to read as follows:

"(2) Whenever the processing tax is wholly terminated, (A) there shall be re-
funded or credited in the case of a person holding such stocks with respect to
which a tax under this chapter has been paid, or (B) shpll be credited or abated
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in the case of a person holding such stocks with respect to which a tax under this
cha ter is payable where such person is the processor liable for the payment of
such tax, or (C) t&ere shall be refunded or credited (but not before the tax has
been paid) in the case Lf a person holding such stocks with respect to which a
tax under this chapter is payable, where such person s not the processor liable
for the payment or such tax, a sum in an amount equivalent to the processing
tax which would have been payable with respect to the commodity (iota ,hkh,
processed if the processing had occurred on such date: Prorided, That in the es
of any commodity with respect to which there was any increase, effective prior to
June 1, 1934, in the rate of the processing tax, no such refund, credit, or abate-
ment shall be in an amount which exceeds the equivalent of the initial rate of
the processIng tax in effect with respect to such commodity."

There is also a specific precedent for Imposing a temporary tax on distilted
spirits. By the act of June 25, 1940, a defense tax was imposed on distilled spirits.
The act specifically provided that the tax would be effective for only 5 years.
That act amended section 2800 (g) of the Internal Revenue Code to read as
follows:"(g) DErENSE TAX ros FsVE YEAR.-In lieu of the rates of tax specified In
such of the sections of this title as are set forth in the following table, the rates
applicable with respect to the perod after June 30, 1940, and before July 1, 1945,
shall be the rates set forth under the heading 'DErENsE TAX RATE':

~ A ~Old Des.SetinDesceiption .3 tu Me Du erite tsa rats

25 a() Distt~ed sprIU genemaly............................. 3125 S& 00
950s() Brandy ............................................. 00 2.73

Imported perfume. .............................................. 125 &00

While no provision for floor-stock refunds was provided for in that act, no
harm came from the oversight and the industry had no opportunity to present
the problem to Congress because war developments made it necessary that the
tax be converted from a temporary to a permanent tax very shortly after it
was imposed.

There Is also a specific precedent for floor-stock refunds. In fact there was a
condition immediately following prohibition practically identic4 with that herein
discussed, i. e., distilled spirits on the market tax-paid at two rates Congress
recognizing the problem specifically provided for refund of the differential paid
on the spirits at the higher rate.

As hereinabove pointed out the Revenue Act of 1918, passed February 24
1919, imposed a tax of $6.40 per gallon on beverage spirits and a tax of $2.2
per gallon on nonbeverae spirits. On July 1, 1919, beverage sale was temporarily
prohibited by the Wartime Prohibition Act. Before that expired and on Janu-
ary" 16 1920, such prohibition was made permanent by the National Prohibition
Act. bue to the rush of preprohibition buying the distributing trade had prac-
tically no tax-paid beverage upirits on hand when the prohibition on beverage
sale became effective. However, in 1925 Congress found that some of the distillers
did have such tax-paid stocks on hand and had held them for some 5 years, being
unable to dispose of them except at a terrific( financial loss.

On February 11, 1925 (43 Stat. 800) Congresa corrected the ver' ht and
passed an act reading as follows:

"That the Commissioner of InternalfRevenue may, pursuant to the provisions
of section 3220, Revised Statutes, as amended, allow the claim of any distiller
for the refund of taxes paid in excess of $2.20 per proof gallon on any distilled
spirits produced and now owned by him and stored on the premises of the distillery
where produced, but no refund shall be allowed unless such spirits are contained
in the distiller's original packages in which they were tax.paid, or in regularly
stamped bottles and-cases fii which they were placed when bottled in bond, or In
stamped or unstamped bottles Into which they have been placed while on and
without removal from the distillery premises: Provided That the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue may direct that any spirits on which refund of tax is claimed
under this section shall be removed to and stored in a warehouse designated by
him."

In the instant case relief on floor stocks simultaneous with the reduction in tax
is necessary if bankruptcy of many concerns is to be avoided.
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The 6 months' lag between termilnation of hostilities and reduction in tax Is no
answer to the problem. To say that floor stocks could be reduced during that
period is merely to say that all shipments should stop and that distillers should
close up shop until the distributing trade has sold out. Not only is that -resound
but as a market was cleaned out of one brand the producer of that brand would
start shipping at the new tax rAte and the holders of spirits of all .-emaining brands
on the market would then hare to absorb the tax differential on those other
brands.

There have been two suggestions as to the form of the refund: (1) A cash refund
and (2) a refund by certificate usable in paying taxes in the future. Either method
is satisfactory provided the certificates are negotiable within the trade. Inasmuch
as the tax is paid to the Government only by the distiller and importer the certifl-
cates must get back to the distiller and importer if they are to be used In payment
of distilled Epirits taxes.

No admit nistrative problem exists as to the proposed refund except clerical
work. The floor-stock refunds are made in the same manner that floor-stock
tazes are collected, under regulations promulgated by the Treasury. The Tress-
%ivy has complete control and in any suspicous case can require the claimant to
e sablish his right to refund in the courts. This gIves the Treasury a better grip
on claims for refund of floor-stock taxes than It as when it collects floor-stock
taxes at the time of increased rates.

While this letter deals with distilled spirits, the philosophy is equally applicable
to wine and all excise taxes which when imposed are made applicable to floor
stocks. We, therefore, suggest the following provision:

"FLoes STOCK TAX REFUND.-The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, under
regulations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury
shall refund the difference between the tax imposed by this act and the Internal
revenue tax paid (including floor-stock taxes paid) on all commodities as to which
a floor tax Is Imposed by this act and which, on the day the tax Imposed by this
act terminates, are held and Intended for sale or for use in the manufacture or
production of any article Intended for sale."

DISTILLED SPIRITS INSTITUTE, INC.,
HOwARD T. JONES, General Coursed.

MEMORANDUM REGARDING LiQuon TAx

(By Joseph L. Regan, acting president, National Retail Liquor Package Stores
Association)

This year I again have opportunity to appear for the purpose of presenting the
facts and conditions to your attention. Part of my problems require my seeking
governmental understanding and aid. Now gentlemen, on behalf of the thousands
of the retail package store owners throughout the country, I come to you asking
your assistance, for it is a matter that only you can help us with.

Our position for the last few years has not been very favorable from either a
financial or regulatory viewpoint. More and more rules and regulations force
restrictions beth unreasonable and unfair upon our business. In many States,
bi ll to liquor steorex have to be paid in cash on delivery or within 30 days, although
some of our merchandise may not be sold for 'many months after we receive it.
Dimouts today as a result of civilian defense and Army order, cause a loss of
business. Many of the prospective customers for our alcoholic or malt beverages
are now in the armed forces, while we in our own way are attempting whenever and
wherever possible to assist in the efforts of our great country through the sale of
stamps and bonds, through working for the United Service Organiration move-
ment and In cooperating with law enforcement authorities.

A number of our stores were forced out of business at the time of the last tax
Increase due to the lack of ready cash. They were also unable to furnish bonds
to insure payment of the tax when due, so they had no other alternative but sur-
render their licenses and close their doors, a bad situation for a small retailer who
has a family to support.

We plead this t me for your aid through the granting of a floor tax exemption
not of 1,000 gallons, but for 250 gallons In asking for your help, we feel we should
bend back-ards to avoid seeking anything unreasonable A 20-gallon exemption
is not unreasonable.
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Deliveries to us being rationed today and not being able to make deliveries often,
our losses of business have placed us under great handicaps. Some stores just
managed to get over,paylng the last tax, and now this new tax may mean another
heavy burden which many Licensee's will not be able to stand. Bond costs have
become so excessive that only those with A-I credi' ratings have the opportunity
of procuring them. In almost all States cash ts required for the purchase by
retailers of alcoholic beverages, which cash we ca.aot often get. In these States
the retailers will find it impossible to continte and bankruptcies will result unless
an exemption is granted.

This new tax Is undoubtedly an emergency tax, and taxation Itself to be fair
should be equal, to some extent with the ability to pay. The small package store
man or tavern owner who is just about making ends meet, should, in fair play,
receive the opportunity to continue his business without being crippled, of exempt-
ing the 250 gallons of the merchandise on his floor from the tax it will help in these
trying days and not leave the re'aer carrying the burden which he can ill afford.
When liquor carries too great a tax, as all the recent publicity disclosed, it means
that the Federal Government gets less revenue and the States likewise are deprived
of income. Bootlegging results, with racketeering and llegal activity in its wake.

Many of us feel that liquor is being taxed too high, but for patriotic reasons
we do not wake this claim; put we urge you to see our position and to give us the
helping hand which will permit us to contl-iie In business. The average store
carries about 400 gallons. When we ask for a 250-gallon exemption, we have
gone to rock bottom hoping that you ill understand that we are trying to be
fair in every way.Some of the merchandise which we },"ve on hand does not sell very often andwith the increase of tax on that merchandise, the retailer will hAve to have real

money to meet his obligations unless he gets the exemption. His outlook Is
indeed dark. We know that you do ir(,t want the retailers to go out of business
with the loss to landlords, to munlc'palities, to the State and Federal Govern-
ments, the loss of employment and the loss of investments of the people whose
few hundred or couple of thousand of dollars that they have worked their entire
life for are at stake here.

The tax having been trebled and taken some, has placed 'us in a position where
we must have some help. You are the gentlemen who can assist us, and we
know that the American way of giving the little fellow a break will be considered
by you to avoid our being pushed against the wall and being forced out of business.

A250-gallon exemption was granted before on floor stock tax, and the history
and experience of it we believe, was favorable.

General liquor business throughout the country being as bad as it is, with
merchandise being more than difficult to procure and cost prices to the retaler
being high. without the opportunity of having the hours, the advertising advan.
tages and delivery advantages, we feel the pr~eui6 oi all &!dcs and re think that
the Government should help us rather than Injure us.

The shortage today of merchandise has brought new situations and problems
to us. Our rentals have not been diminished. Our license fees are the same and
labor wages are still Increasing.

When will the liquor taxation end? That is not only a question but a plea for
fair treatment by an industry seeking a solution to its painful dilemma.

Our request respectfully made is that the bill as drawn should provide that the
tax now being placed upon our goods and the one prior thereto should be elimi-
nated at the cessation of hostilities.

Think, gentlemen, as to what could occur if sugar becomes plentiful in a free
labor market and legitimate liquor is taxed as high as the proposed amount per
gallon. The old-time bootlegger will be a small businessman in comparison to
the crime-festering magnate who will then prosper. Yours is tha problem, we
are those who may be able to continue in business or may have to loin the ranks
of the future unemployed. It's in all fairness just a war tax. Let s keep it that
way by limiting the effect and time of this tax to the period of the war only.
There be little goods available then as It appears and why put a premium on
illegal manufacturing, distribution, and sale.

Help us to keep our industry clean and to remain in the legalized small business
we have for the last 10 years been conducting.

May we have your help?
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STATZK'ENT Or GaRUN WATCH CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO

To Ihe Members of the Committee on Finance, United States Senate.
Recognizing the necessity for Increased revenues for the Pc.ral Government,

nevertheless we believe the Committee should consider the undesirability of an
increase in the present tax on watches, clocks, cases, and watch movements.

Under the present tax bill, it is proposed to increase the excise tax on watches
from 10 to 20 percent of the retail p'Iee. We believe that increased rate should
not be applied to timepieces, that timepieces are necessary equipment to all
worker.

We agree, watches which are ornamented with stones are purchased not only
ie i but as decorative accessories, and as to such ornamented

hes sly the increased tax should be applied and we would not objecttO an nc 'e inthe rate of tax upon such watches. Less than 6 percent of
purchases of watches are in this group, however, and a greater return of Fedeal

tax will result to the Treasury by retaining the present rate of tax upon all watchnsthan by an increase, which would discourage the purchase of watehm at reasonable
cost. Of the 95 percent of watches, other than watches ornamented with stones,
practically all of them are sold to persons with limited amounts to upend and foiwhom watches are a necessary part of their working equipment. They are
purchased by war workers," defense workers, serve men and women dtors,
nurses, transportation workers, students, civilian relief workers and others. To
such people the mere addition of tax may force the purchase of a cheap and
undependable "copied" instrument instead of one of high queity and precise
workmanship.Much of the difficulty in servicing watches at this time is the.result of the
purchase of instruments which are cheaply made and therefore unreliable, and
for which repair parts are unobtainable. Moreover even if repair parts could
be obtained for such inferior timepieces, there is not sumfcient manpower to provide
the skilled workers required to keep them running. and

Dependable timepieces are so necessary to m ary d naval personnel and
so limited in number that on agreement between the War and Navy Departments
and the War Production Board, a "freeze order" has been p laced on allimrporta-tions of watches and movements to assure adequate deliveries to Army exchanges
and Navy ships' stores.

We suggest as an amemenent to the present tax bill, therefore, a nel paragraph
to retain the present tax on watches, clocks, cases and movements. .

Txu Gaums WATCH Co.

SUBPART D---TAX ON JlEWELRY, E TC.

"(32) "Sxc. 2400. TAX-oN JEWELRYV, u Irc.-There is hereby imposed upon the
following artsiene A 1 t ;io te es, t',,hivalent to 10 p centum of the price for
which so sold: All articles commonly or commercially known as jIeliy, "hether
real or imitation; pearls, precious and semiprecious stones, and imitations thereof;
articles made of, or ornamented mounted or fitted with, precious metals or
imitations thereof; watches and clocks and eases and movements therefore; gold,
gold-plated, silver, silver.plated or sterling flatware or hollow war; opera glasses;
lorgnettes; marine glasses; field glasses; and binoculars. The tax imposed by ths
section shall not apply to any article used for religious purpse, to surgical instru-
ments, or to frames or mountings for spectacles or eyeglasses, or to a fountain
pen if the only parts of the pen which consist of precious metals are essential parts
not used for ornamental pupe.Suggested amend ment: Line 7, after the semicolon, strike out the following:
"watches and clocks and cases and movements therefore" .

Suggested amendment: As a new paragraph, insert the following:1.XLher is hereby imposed upon watches and clocks and cases and movement
therefore sold at retail a tax equivalent to 10 per centum of the price for which
so sold."

Senator WALSH. Mr. Haynes Mackenzie.
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STATEMENT OF ALBERT HAYNES MACKENZIE, SILVER
SPRING, MD.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Mr. Chairman, if it should require reemphasis,
the cornerstone of the lottery project here submitted is its prerequisite
of a bond purchase to the right to buy five lottery tickets at $2 each.
The reasons for the exception to service men and women regarding the
first bond purchase need not be further labored here as they have
been treated in the body of this proposal.

The most articulate objections to lotteries are as follows: First,
that if widely participated in, they would amount to a direct tax
whose incidence would vary in accordance with .ambling inclinations
and not with the taxpaying capacities of the participants; and second,
that gambling among the lower-income groups produces disturbing
social results.

Assuming for the moment that the foregoing objections are true,
still, they are not applicable to the instant project wherein participa-
tion is conditioned upon the possession of a definite mar in of surplus,
to wit, the $18.75 bond price before the vice of gambling lay be
indulged. This fundamental factor of the scheme meets, and at the
same time obviates, both of the above objections and prevents this
type of lottery from becoming either a direct tax or a play upon the
frailties of the impecunious.

While on the subject of direct taxes, it should be pointed out
pArenthetically, that although a general sales tax is offered and
labeled as an excise, or indirect tax, it most clearly becomes a direct
tax by reason of the fact that none can es.pe its incidence.

Passing from the above matters, consideration should next be
directed to two very important consequences of the war bond-lottery
project:

First: That it will, as elsewhere indicated, release much of the
excess purchasing pressure now exerting dangerous upward forces on
vital price levels.

Second: That it will by its very functioning produce an accumula-
tion of reserve buying power against the days of relative depression
which are bound to attend the "transition" or "readjustment" period
after the war.

In this regard it could and should be made a mandatory condition
in such bonds that their redemption shall not commence until 2 years
after the signing of the ultimate peace and that then such bonds shall
successively mature every 3 months pursuant to the order in which
they issued. In this manner an orderly timely, and sustained
restoration of public purchasing power wifb e effected.

1. It is proposed that a national war lottery be conducted in
which the requirement for participation would be the purchase of an
$18.75-$25 face value--War bond. Each War bond would then
entitle its purchaser to buy five lottery tickets at $2 each.

A now lottery should be conducted each quarter and a corresponding
new series of bonds issued therewith.

2. Members of the armed forces should be permitted to purchase
their first five lottery tickets in each lottery without the necessity of
buying a corresponding bond, but the purchase of a bond or bonds
shall be required in order to buy additional lottery tickets.

965
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3. The Tre'as Department cooperating with the Post Office
Department, should conduct. the lottery and sales of bonds. Lottery
ticket sales could be m,.de through all local post offices, including armed
forces post offices or their equivalent. The sale of lottery tickets
should be endorsed in ink on the bonds tendered for that purpose.

4. Lottery prizes should be exempt under all Federal income-tax
laws.

5. No bonds except such as are purchased by and in the name of an
individual should be eligible for lottery ticket purchases.

6. The drawing of numbers should bo conducted in one place by a
committee of widely mixed representation. It should be executed
after the pattern of the selective service numbers'drawing.

For simplicity, the ticket numbers should run only to 100,000 and
be prefixed by a letter or number combination for every such 100,000.
For example, the first 100,000 would be A-100,000 or 1-100,000.
Thu, the seventy-seventh 100,000 would be ZZY-100,000 or
77-100,000.

Taking the assumptions and suggestions hereafter set up, there
would be 6,800 prizes. There should be 3 drawing bhowls or
squirrel cages. One from which a number between 1 and 100,000
would be drawn; a second from which a prefix number or letter would
have to be drawn-after each prefix was drawn it would obviously
have to be restored to its particular bowl or cae and might con.
ceivably be drawn several times; a third from which a specific amount
in prize money would be drawn. This amount would then attach
to the combination of the first 2 drawings. In short, 3 drawings
would be made to dispose of each prize.

7. The tickets would be distributed on the basis of estimated popu-
lation including Army and Navy camps. Additional needs'could be
supplemented from the central source.

8. Based upon an assumption that 25,000,000 lottery eligible bonds
would be sold in each quarterly issue, and that the right to purchase
five $2 lottery tickets with eachof such bonds was fully exercised, the
following would be the gross quarterly and yearly income from bonds
and tickets, respectively:

25,000, 000
X$1& 75

$485, 760, 000 from Waude
plus 2.50,000, 000 from tickets

$718, 760, 000 total quarterly,
X4

$2, 875, 000, 000 total annually

On the assumption that 50,000,000 lottery eligible bonds were sold
in each quarter and the corresponding lottery rights exercised, the total
gross annual income would be $5,750,000,000.

To this sum, of course, would be adAed that derived from the normal
purchase of bonds by insurance companies, investment houses, and
so forth.

9. Upon the further assumption that one-tenth of the gross income
from the sale of lottery tickets along-and not bonds-should be ex-
pended in prizes, then upon the first premise set out in the preceding

960a
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paragraphs namely, the sale of $260,000,000 worth of lottery tickets
per quarter, the sum of $25,000,000 would be paid out in prizes.

Thus $100,000,000 per annum would be the total prize money.
Upon the foregoing assumptions the following brackets and amounts

of prizes are suggested:
100 prizes of $50,000 each ----------- .-------------- $5, 000,000
200 prizee of $25,000--- - ........................ 5,000,000
500 prizes of $10 000 each- .................--------- -- 000, 000
1,000 prees of $,,000 eaCh...--........................ 5,000,000
5,000 prizes of $1,000 each.., --------------------------------- 5,000, 000

6,800 prizes, total ----------------------------------- ........ 25, 000,000
10. Although it would no doubt cause an increase over the above

10-percent of iclcome disbursal, it is nonetheless suggested that any
prize won by a man or woman member of the Armed Forces should
be doubled.

In this connection it is urged that a definition b express listing of
the various branches of the armed services be maJe so that none not
in such list of branches could claim double prize money.

11. Whereas, although a quarterly disbursal of $25,000,000 in
prize money has, been here suggested as a figure with which to initiate
the program-,which figure, of-course, will be subject 'to the modifica-
tions effected by ,double payment to members of the armed forces-
and represents 10 percent of the conjectured first lottery-but not
bond-income nevertheless, the disbursals for each succeeding draw-
ing might well be based upon the income actually received from tho
immediately preceding lottery.

By the adoption of this device, the people themselves would deter-
mine in advance the amount of prize money set up in successive
lotteries.

12. Based upon the foregoing set-up, a ratio of 10 to 18 75 or
better than one-half the equivalent of a tax-dollar income to a tor-
rowed-dollar income, would be obtained, which is certainly a mark
of conservatism and prudence in a government whose national debt
is running away with it.

13. Beside the income from the twofold source of bonds and
lottery tickets, a great benefit to the national economy to be derived
from the lottery program is that it would painlessly drain off much of
the surplus purchasing power which exerts such troublesome upward
pressure on the fabric o rice.

14. This program would be of special appeal to men in the armed
forces.

15. The punishment for counterfeiting should be made comparable
to that fixed for other Federal counterfeiting violations.

16. The American people want to gamble. A war lottery would
provide a beneficial outlet for that urge. Let the psuedo-moralists
reflect that we, as a nation, are already gambling our lives and our
fortuies in this war, beside which the gambling of a few dollars would
be a small thing.

Let them further reflect that every cent of the money so gambled-
less the prizes-augmented as it would be by bond sales, pours into
the coffers of their Government to purchase the implements of victory.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Hale.
9333-41----
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STATEMENT OF JOHN 8. HALE, JAMESTOWN, TENN.

Mr. HALE. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee; I repre-
sent two small mining companies in Tennessee, Jamestown, Tenn., and
we mine barites, and we have found this year a very large increased
demand for our product. It goes particularly into the glass industry
and is used as a conditioner of what t.ey call the batch, which greatly
toughens the resultant container glass. There is a tremendous increase
in demand for containers due to the shortage of tin. We have demands
for barites far in excess.of what we can supply and we have tried to
kuy it from other producers and we find they are in the same condition
as we are.

Senator WALSH. Is there a coiling on the price?
Mr. HALE. Yes; there is a ceiling price.
Senator DAvIs. When was it discovered that it was useful in glass?

Is it an old use?
Mr. HALE. I would ray in the last 5 or 6 years they have been

using it.
Senator DAvis. It toughens the glass?
Mr. HALE. It toughens the glass. There is a great deal less break-

ago, Senator, as they mold the glass containers. As I understand it,
it doesn't do so much to it afterward, but at the time they ai-e molding
them it greatly reduces the percentage of breakage. tWe can see no reason iwhy, if the minerals that are includ-_J in the
aet, such as flake graph~to, fluorepar afid'those miinbtals get this bone-
fit, that barites should not be likewse included.

So far as depletion is concerned, we deplete our deposits probably
quicker than any other material. We find it in residual clay forma-
tion, and it is in there in the form of sand and boulders angravel,

* and we have to take it from those clay forms and wash it. Barites
has a high specific gravity, and we separate it by a gravitation process,
but we find our ore deposits are depleted in a very short time. Three
W five years is considered a long tune for a barites deposit to last.S enator DAVIS. Is it found in the mountains or in the clay in tha
valleys?

Mr. HALE. It is generally found in the clay in the valleys. Geo-
logially, I understand it is deposited from the decomposition of
limestone.

All thut I aw asking this committo to do Is to treat us idertieAlly
alike with all the other mining industries. Treat us like they are
being treated, and include barites with 15-percent depletion just the
same as those other minerals.

We have had the question up with tha War Production Board and
they are very much concerned over ihe very large probable shortage
of barites in the United States in the next year and so far as my con-
tact with the producers, I am led to believe that we will have a tre-
mendous shortage unless we get two things-an increase in price, and
some tax concession.

Senator DAVIS. Is it used in any glass except containers?
Mr. HALE. I don't think they use it much in plate glass.
Senator DAVIs. Or window glass?
Mr. HALE. I don't think they do.
Senator DAvIS. Does it make the glass clearer?
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Mr. HALE. That is one reason why they use it. You can use some
other minerals which toughen the batch the same as bariies, but they
cloud it. Barites does not cloud it. It is perfectly transparent.

Senator DAvis. Thank you very much.
Mr. HALE. And it is used in large chemical industries. We ship

an enormous amount to du Pont and the lare chemical companies.
They use it in making paints. It is also used in the oil business.

I thank the gentlemen and ask permission to file a brief at a later
date.

Senator WALSH. Are your industries in distress?
Mr. HALz. So far as we are concerned, we are in deep distress.
Senator WALSU. With 'the ceiling price you are notV able to make

money?
Mr. HALE. We are not able to make money with the ceiling

price, and we are exhausting all our ore, and the demand is just so
great that we are aging to wind up without any ore and without any
money.

Senator WALsH. Thank you.
(The following brief was submitted by the witness for the record:)

SUPPLEMZENTAL STATEMZENT or JoHx S. HALE, JAMtSTOWx, TENN.

Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the Finance Committee of the Senate, through
the courtesy of Senator Stewart of Tennessee I have had the honor to appear before
your committee on behalf of barite miners and producers of Tennessee.
YoAs a witnesabefore your oomzsittee and In tiis brief I represent the Wolf River

Corporation and the Magnet Cove Barium Corporation, both of Jamestown,
Tenn. These companies mine, process, and prepare for market the mineral barite.

The barite mining industry, insofar as I know it in the United States, is done by
small mining concerns such as ours. Our product s sold to '.rge users such as
du Pont, New Jersey Zinc Co., Barium Reduction Corporation, who turn the min-
eral into barium chemicals, and particularly lithopone for paints.

We have tried to specialize in high quality barite which goes into the glas trade.
Out customers for glss ore are Hazel-Atlas Glas Co., Bradford, Pa.; Ball Brothers,
Indianapolis, Ind.; and Owens-lilinos Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

As your committee knows, the basis of glass is silicon, wiich is one othe most
prevalent of elements in nature. The glass cheirsts have found that the addition
of a certain percent of barite to the silicon produces a much tougher batch which
saves breakage in molding glass containers. Due to the shortage of tin, the glass
container business is booming. We have requests and demands from our cus-
tomers for at least four times as much ore as we can produce.

Heretofore we have always kept on hand from year to year a stock pile or Inven-
tory in ore of about 20,000 tons which was in normal times about the quantity
of ore wp would sell in a year. Today we have no stock pile, and a survey among
the other producers of this ore shows that none of them have on hand any ore to
take care of their customers. In other words, we are all on a day-to-day produc-
tion basis, with orders booked ahead for more than we can produce.

We have always been what I would call a poor mining Industry. That is, by
careful management from year to year we have made a little money. Now our
demands for ore have greatly increacd and we find ourselves mining out and com-
pletely depleting our ore bodies.- Due to high taxes we will, after the dernarid li
over, be without ore and without money.

I suggest that the tax bill be amended in section 114, suboection (4), to include
barite on a 15 percent depletion basis along with metals, fluorspar, feldspar, ball
and sAgger, clay, etc.

Such a suggestion is only fair to barite miners and producer& Every single
hazard that applies to the minerals included in the bill for percentage depletion
applies to bante.

Barite where we mine it is found in residual clay beds. We find that from 3 to
5 years mining in a particular locality or ore bed exhausts that bed and that we
have to move on to another deposit with a more hopeful outlook. In other words,
a workable deposit of barite is depleted quicker than any mineral of which I have
hrd experience.
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May I ask who was rponsible for putting fluorspar, feldspar, vermiculite, etc.,
in the tax bill for pereentag, depletlon?

'And may I ask why was barite left out?
We respectfully ask that we be treated in exactly the same way as the other

minerals included In the bill for percentage depletion.
We are small and have no organized lobby to speak for us. Do not discriminate

agaInst us because we ae small. Treat us just as others are treated and we will
continue to produce this essential war material-barite.

This Deceniber 8, 1043.
Respectfully submitted. JohN S. HALE,

ROBERT F. TURNER,
(for Wolf R.ver Corporation and Magnet Cove Barium Corporation, Jamestown,
Tenn.)

Senator WAL8H. The committee will stand adjourned until 10
o'clock Monday morning.

(Whereupon, at 5 p. m., the committee was in recess until 10 a. m.,
Minday,'December 6, 1943.)
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MONDAY, DEOEMBER 8, 1943

UNITED STATE SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

lmahington, b. c.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:30 a. In., in

room 312, Senate Office Building, Senator David I. Walsh (acting
chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Walsh, Barkley, Bailey, Clark, Byrd, Gerry,
Guffey, Johnson, Radcliffe, Lucas, La Follette, Vandenberg, Taft,
Thomas, Butler, and Millikin.

Also present: Senators McKellar, Hatch, and Wiley.
Senator WALSH. The committee will come to order.
Senator Gillette, please.

STATEMENT OF HON. GUY M. GILLETTE, UNITED STATES SENATOR
PROM THE STATE OF IOWA

Senator WALSH. Are you prepared to present witnesses?
Senator GILLETT&H. Mr. Chairman, I have come here at the request

of Senator La Follette the chairman of a subcommittee representing
a group of Senators wfho are very much opposed to this present pro-
posal. I understand that the opponents to this proposal are to have
substantially the same time that the proponents had in the present
tion of their views. 

°

Senator WALSH. One hour.
Senator VANDENBERG. I do not think they need it.
Senator GILLETTE. I am not going to bur en the committee person-

ally, excepting to say it seems to me very unfortunate that a contro-
versial matter that has existed over a number of years and has been
presented at various times by opponents and proponents should be
dragged into this matter when you are considering a revenue-raising
measure.

With that statement I should like to ask Congressman August H.
Andresen, of Minnesota, who has been closely in touch with the
viewpoint of the dairy interests of the country, to present the matter,
that lie may present such witnesses as ho may have here and in such
order as he wishes to present them.

STATEMENT OF HON. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN, UNITED STATES
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator WALSH. Congressman, will you give your full name for
the record?

Mr. ANDRSE.N. August H. Andresen, a Representative from the
First District of Minnezota.
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Mr. Chairman and members of thf! committee, I am appearing
here for a gronip of Representatives from the dairy States in the Union
who are vitally interested in this type of legislation. We feel that if
this matter is to be considered it should b3 discussed as a separate
proposal and not attached to the tax bill. The importance of it is
of tremendous economic consequence to a large number of dairy
farmers and others who have been traditionally engaged in the pro-
duction of butter. In order that I cover the point that I have out-
lined, I am going o take the liberty of reading my statement.

I am speaking fo: a large group of Members of the House of Repre-
sentatives from dairy-producing States, and I want to make it per-
fectly clear that we are not fighting the sale and use of oleomargarine.
However, we insist that when oleomargarine is sold, it should be sold
for what it is, and not as an imitator of butter. Oleomargarine is a
synthetic product from vegetable and animal oils, and is not in a class
chemically or otherwise with butter-the natural product of milk.

A good deal of erroneous and clever propaganda has recently
appeared in magazines, newspapers, and over the radio claiming that
consumers are not able to buy oleomargarine because of a 10-cent
Federal tax on this synthetic product. The source of this type of
misleadintg .information is the oleomargarine lobby which.hopes to
influence public opinion in favor of the Fulmer and Maybank bills,
which proposals seek to repeal regulatory laws enacted, many years
ago, to protect the public from deception and fraud in the sale of
spurious imitations of butter. Oleomargarine is manufactured by
18 concerns and their subsidiaries.

The question at issue in the oleomargarine controversy is primarily
that of "color." According to information received from the Bureau
of Internal Revenue and the Department of Agiculture, 99.8 percent
of all oleomargarine sold to the consuming public in the United States
is uncolored or white in appearance. This oleomargarine bears a
Federal tax of one-fourth cent per pound, and not 10 cents a pound,
as some people have been led to believe. The tax of one-fourth cent
per pound on uncolored oleo is absorbed and paid for by the manu-
facturer, and is strictly a regulatory tax. If oleomargarine is colored
yellow in imitation of butter, the Federal tax is 10 cents per pound.
uncolored margarine is sold at retail to consumers from 17 cents to
29 cents per pound. I do not know as to the margin of profit for the
manufacturer of the product, but wholesalers, appearing before the
House Committee on Agriculture on the Fulmer bil, stated that they
had a margin of 3 cents per pound and retailers about 4 cents a pound.
I doubt very much if the price would be any cheaper to the consumer if
the one-fourth cent tax is removed.

Consumers are now able to buy all of the oleomargarine that can
be produced by the manufacturers under the allocation of fats and
oils by the Government. The shortage of fats and vegetable oils is
so serious that the 0. P. A. recently increased the ration points for
oleomargarine 50 percent and butter 100 percent from 8 to 16 points.
There is little likelihood that consumers will be able to buy more oleo-
margarine, even though the Maybank or Fulmer bills were enacted
into law.

I might interject here that the Fulmer bill is somewhat similar to
the Maybank bill. The Maybank bill removes the tax for the dura-
tion of the war, and the Fulmer is permanent legislation, seeking to
remove it permanently.

972 "
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Senator VANDENBERO. The Fulmer bill is being considered in the
House on its own independent basis, is it not?

Mr. ANDRESEN. That is correct, before the Committee on Agricul-
ture. Ten days of hearings were held on the bill. The committee
decided in the interest of unity and in the interest of the war effort,
to dispense with the further hearings on the Fulmer bill for the dura-
tion of the Seventy-eighth Congress.

Senator WILEY. May I interject there? You say if the bill pend-
ing in the Senate were to become law, it would mean there would
simply be removed one-quarter of 1 cent?

Mr. ANDRESEN. The principal purpose of the Maybank bill is to
remove the manufacturer's tax, the wholesale and distributors' tax,
and the 10-cent tax on colored oleomargarine.

Senator WILEY. The result would be they could manufacture it and
color it like butter?

Mr. ANDRESEN. Like imitation butter, and sell it generally to the
public. Due to the shortages of fats and oils there will not be any
more fats and oils available for oleomargarine if they did that.

Senator GuFiFEY. Mr. Congressman, in your remarks a few mo-
ments ago you complained about a lobby for oleomargarine. Do you
mean to' imply there is no lobby for the butter interests in the State
capitals of the different States and here in Washington?

Mr. ANDRESEN. There is no doubt that the dairy interests who
number about 5,000,000 dairy farmers are pretty well represented by
the Senators and Representatives in both Houses, and they generally
let us know just how they feel about things.

Senator GUFrEY. My observation has been that the most powerful
lobbies originally were the railroads and then the public utilities; and
now the dairy lobby is the powerful one.

Mr. ANDRESEN. They are not as powerful and they have less money
to operate with than some of these other lobbies, which are very vocal
and energetic around Congress. I think the dairy farmersof the
country ought to have a right to ba beard.

Senator UI FFEY. I am not complaining.
Mr. ANDRESEN. I am not here representing the dairy lobby.
Senator GUFFEY. I did not mean to imply that at all, Congressman.
Go ahead with your testimony.
Senator WILEY. You are discussing the facts.
Mr. ANDRESEN. I am discussing the facts. I want to call them to

the committee's attention.
Senator VANDENBERG. Was the action of the iouse Agricultural

Committee unanimous in postponing it?
Mr. ANDRESEN. No.
Senator VANDENBERO. What was the action?
Mr. ANDRESEN. The vote was 11 to 14 for discontinuing or deferring

the hearings on the bill for the balance of the Seventy-eighth Congress.I I repeat, we do not object to the use of oleomargarine, but when it
is sold, we insist that it should be sold for what it is, and not as an
imitator of butter. This product may now be colored green, red,
pink or any color other than yellow, by the payment of one-fourth
cent per pound Federal tax. But the manufacturers of oleomargarine
do not want to use any other color than yellow, which now calls for
a 10-cent tax. The Maybank bill seeks to repeal this 10-cent tax
for the duration, under the theory that more oleo will be available
but sponsors of the legislation overlook the fact that the sale of
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yellow-colored oleomargarine is prohibited in 30 States containing
more than 90 percent of the population of the United States. State
laws prohibit the selling and colog of imitation butter in those
States. They also overlook the fact that there is a decided limitation
on the amount of vegetable oils that can be used for oleo production.

I believe that Dr. Carlson, the main witness for the Maybank
bill, let the cat out of the bag, in his testimony before your committee
last week, when he said in substance, that milk from dairy cattle
should be sold as whole milk to the consuming public, and fortified
yellow colored oleomargarine should be permitted to take the place
of butter as a spread for the average American home. It is therefore
quite obvious that the sole purpose of the oleomargarine manufac-
turers in demanding the repeal of the tax on oleo colored yellow in
imitation of butter is to attempt a permanent change in the diet of a
large percentage of the population from butter to oleomargarine. I
am satisfied that they will not succeed in this objective, because there
never will be a real substitute for good dairy butter.

Of course, there is a shortage of butter. How could it be otherwise
when we consider the discriminatory price levels placed on various
dairy products by the 0. P. A., plus bungling directives under which
dairy producers are compelled to operate or else be subject tp prosecu-
tion in 0. P. A. kangaroo courts. The lowest price ceiling has been
fixed for cream used for butter. There is no price ceiling on whole
milk powder or cream for manufacturing purposes other than butter.
Higher ceilings are provided for whole milk sold in liquid form and
used for cheese. The result is that milk and cream are being diverted
away from butter, which will cause a large decline of butter production
this year and in 1944.

Furthermore, butter has gone to war. We want our fighting forces
to have an abundance of butter, but reports from camps and battle
fronts indicate that they are not getting much of it. The Govern-
ment acquired 456,000,000 pounds of butter between February and
October of this year-about 35 percent of the entire production, and
the Army and Navy bought additional supplies. Hospitals in the
United States will get 5,000,000 pounds of this butter, and the balance
will go for war purposes and to Russia and other countries under
lend-lease. That is why there is a shortage of butter for civilian
needs and the reason for the high ration-point value of butter. With
the termination of war, there will again be an abundance of butter and
other dairy products produced by nearly 5,000,000 American dairy
farmers.

Senator LUCAS. What is your authority for that statement?
Mr. ANDRESEN. My authority for that statement comes from boys

in the camps of the United States, and also an admission on the part
of the agencies distributing food from the War Department.

Senator LUcAs. What boys, just name one that you know about?
Mr. ANDRESEN. I would not want to name any boys here publicly.
Senator LUCAS. What agencies?
Mr. ANDRESEN. Let me finish my statement, Senator.
I would not want to name any boys publicly as criticizing what the

War Department will do, because you know what happens to those
boSnator LUCAS. What agencies?

WA4
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Mr. ANDRESEN. The agencies down here are the War Food Admin-
istration, the Food Distribution Administration, and from boys com-
ing from overseas who say that instead of getting butter they are
getting something else or no butter at all, and they are wondering
what is happening to the butter.

Senator LUCAS. You say the War Food Administration told you
that the boys overseas are not getting butter?

Mr. ANDRESEN. Yes, sir. Well, they are getting some butter.
Senator LUCAS. What other agencies?
Mr. ANDRESEN. Let me point this out to you in that connection

that 456,000,000 pounds of butter were purchased by the War Food
Administration from February to October ! of this year. That is
about 35 percent of the entire production. It was assumed by them,
I trust that this butter was to go to the men in the armed forces, but
the distribution of it has not taken place as we had anticipated, be-
cause we want our boys to have butter, and I am sure that the Senator
agrees on that.

Now, there was some complaint that the hospitals were not getting
the butter while 5,000,000 pounds of this butter had been allocated to
the hospitals of this country from October 1 to March 1, and 210,-
000,000 pounds of this 456,000,000 was assigned to the armed forces.
Some was assigned to offshore areas like Puerto Rico and Hawaii.

Senator LucAs. What happened to it?
Mr. ANDRESEN. I hope they are eating it, but some of the butter

that they purchased has spoiled.
Senator LucAs. How much?
Mr. ANDRESEN. For instance, some butter that was shipped to

Australia had deteriorated in quality and it was sold at 12 cents a
pound in the retail stores in Australia, for the consumption of the
public.

Senator LuCAS. How much of it?
Mr. ANDRESEN. I cannot give you the amount of it, because I have

been unable to get the exact figure, but the news item was published
in the West Australia newspaper saying that the ladies in Australia
were very happy over the fact that they could buy American butter
to be used for cooking purposes at 12 cents a pound.

Senator LucAs. You are interested in the oleomargarine tax
proposition, are you not?

Mr. ANDRESEN. That is what I said when I first started. This
fight or controversy is on the question of color.

Senator Lucas, you are making a political speech against the
0. P. A. and the Administration. I would suggest that you might
confine your remarks to the question that is before the committee.

Senator BUTLER. He is simply answering your questions, Senator.
Senator LucAs. I am just making that statement for whatever it

is worth.
Mr. ANDRESEN. I am certain that I have not strayed from the line

of my argument.
Senator LucAs. When you make a statement that the boys from

overseas are complaining because they cannot get the butter you make
this other statement with respect to the spoiled butter in Australia
and about the bungling regulation of the 0. P. A. I do not think
that has anything to do with this tax. I am with you on this tax.

Mr. ANDRESEN. I am glad to hear that.
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Senator LucAs. I do not like to hear political speeches made before
the committee.

Mr. ANDRESEN. I believe the Senator interrogated me on those
questions and those were my responses. I had no intention except to
answer the Senator's questions.

Senator GuFnFr. You mentioned the lobbies. What about the
oleomargarine lobby?

Mr. ANDRESEN. There is no question about that.
Senator OuFFEY. There is no question about the lobby for the

butter people, the dairy people.
Mr. ANDRESEN. I agree with you.
Senator GUFFEY. The most influential lobby in Pennsylvania is the

Dairy League up there. I could give you some evidence on that, and
some illustrations, but we will not put that in today.

Mr. ANDRESEN. A part of this 456,000 000 pounds of butter is used
to send to Russia and other countries under the lend-lease program.

Now, a representative of the Restaurant Association also appeared
before your committee in behalf of the Maybank bill. The motive of
his support of t hp legislation was so apparent that it needs no comment.
Naturally, he would like to serve yellow-colored oleo because it is
cheaper than butter, without telling his customers about it, This is
deception. sno

Before I conclude, I want to point out that oleomargarine is now
largely manufactured from vegetable oils. Soybean oil and cotton-
seed oil are presently the main ingredients. But the products can
be made out of other vegetable oils, and generally the manufacturers
use the cheapest oil in production.

Oleomargarine has its place, but we want it to be sold for what it
is, and not as an imitator of butter. I, therefore, urge that the May-
bank bill be not considered as a part of the tax bill.

At least forty members of the House have asked to be heard in
opposition to the Maybank bill. Limitation placed on time will not
permit the members to appear this morning.

There are two representatives of the dairy industry here, Dr. H. A.
Ruehe, of the American Butter Institute, representing the dairy
farmers of the country, and Mr. Charles W. Holman, executive secre-
tary of the National Cooperative Milk Producers Federation, who
will appear against the Maybank bill.

I will now call on Dr. Ruehe to proceed with his testimony.
Senator WALSH. Congressman, I do not know that it is especially

important, but I notice that Senator Maybank said the action of the
House Agricultural Committee was by a vote of 14 to 11.

Mr. ANDRESEN. That is correct, sir.
Senator WALSH. I thought you said 14 to 4.
Mr. ANDRESEN. No; 14 to 11.
(The following letter was submitted for the record:)

Housr or REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., December 1, 1943.tion. WVALTER F. Gzoaon,,

United States Senate, Senate O.fice Buildin.Cl~ashing (n, D. C.
Mr DEAR SENATOR: I am informed that some attempt will be made to include

the oleomargarine legislation in the ta- bill which your committee is now con-
sidering. May I : "ate that I represent nine counties In northeastern Wisconsin,
residing in Green Bay, Wis., myself; that, speaking for my constituency, we are
unalterably opposed to any legislation of this kind being tacked on to a tax bill.
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I believe a fair and full hearing was had before the Committee on Agriculture
In the House, whi-h refused to report out the bill. Personelly, I can think of
nothing that voul'I artsgonize the Midwest farmers more than to permit legisla.
tion of this 1ind to lo considered now.

I am informed that olaomargarihn production is curtailed by the war needs for
vegetable olts. Cousequently,passing any legislation affecting the oleomargarine
tax will not perrlt greater production in this field. Therefore, it is quite evident
that special Interests are attempting to procure certain advantages under the
stress and strain of the war program.

Please include my letter of protest in i-ich hearings as you may have on this
matter.

With kindest personal, rgards, I am
Sincerely yours, IVzsr R. DItwxo

Member of Congress.

Senator WALSH. You may call the next witness.
Mr. ANDRESEN. Dr. Rueho.

STATEMENT OF DR. H. A. RUEHE, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
AMERICAN BUTTER INSTITUTE, CHICAGO, ILL.

oznator WALSH. Your full name, please.
D RTEHE. H. A. Ruehe.
Senator WALSH. Whom do you represent?
Dr. RuEHE.. I am executive secretary of the American Butter

Institute. I have a statement concerning myself [handing).
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
Dr. Ruehe was graduated from the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,

June 1911, and granted the master of science degree In dairy husbandry by the
University of Illinois in June 1916. The degree of doctor of philosophy was
conferred upon him by Cornell University in June 1921.

He taught dairy manufactures in the University of California from August 1911
to July 1912. In July 1912 he joined the staff of the University of Illinois as
instructor in dairy manufactures, and continued as a member of that department
until February 1, 1943. During these years Dr. Ruehe was promoted in academic
rank and appointed professor in July 1921 and made head of the department of
dairy husbandry, University of Illinois, and chief in dairy manufactures in the
Agricultural Experiment Station.

le obtained a leave of absence from the University of Illinois February 1, 1943,
andisince that time hs been executive secretary of the American Butter Institute.

Dr. Ruehe is author and coauthor of many circulars and bulletins published by
the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, and many papers published in
scientific publications, some of which were published in Italy and in France. He
is the author of several hundred articles appearing in trade journals.

'Senator WAIsH. !You may proceed.
Dr. RUEHE. The American Butter Insijute, a trade association

representing more than 500 commercial crcameries scattered through-
out the United States, opposes the passage of the Maybank bill (S.
1426), either as a single bill or as an amendment to the internal-
revenue tax bill. It is the opinion of the American Butter Institute
that the passage of this bill will eliminate the present 10 cents per
pound tax on colored oleomargarine for the duration of the war plus
6 months. The removal of this 10-cent tax is retrogression in legis-
lation in the production and control of a food product which is manu-
fa-.tured as a substitute for butter. Removing this tax will open the
door to the fraudulent practices of selling an imitation product to the
unsuspecting public as the wholesome dairy product butter.

i should be pointed out clearly that the reputable oleomargarine
manufacturers are honest and their integrity is not questioned. Even
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though the product were not taxed, the reputable manufacturers
would not stoop to fraudulent practices, but fraud will develop in the
distribution of this product. It is only necessary to go back to the
era when oleomargarine was not taxed to discern the malpractices
which would develop. Previous to 1886, when oleomargarine was not
taxed, the practice of selling oleomargarine colored to imitate butter
ran rampant in many areas where food-control measures were lax, and
in most instances consumers in lower income brackets were most
greatly imposed upon.

In 1886 a 2-cent tax was placed upon colored oleomargarine, but
experience shows clearly that the 2-cent tax on colored oleomargarine
was not sufficient to discourage fraud and the malpractice of selling
oleomargarine colored as butter continued. The Federal authorities
found it necessary to increase this tax on colored oleomargarine to 10
cents per pound in order to properly control the merhandising of this
product and to discourage fraudulent practices. Should the acts of
Congress which created these protective measures be eliminated or
modified so as to eliminate the 10 cents tax on colored oleomargarine,
there is no question but that there would be a rapid development of
"social termites" who have a thorough disregard for law and the rights
of other people, and unquestionably these law and order violators who
are now promoting black markets would also turn to the fraudulent
practice of merchandising colored oleomargarine as butter. It is
possible that this activity might destroy both the reputable butter
and oleomargarine industries.

Provisions are now made for the licensing of the manufacture of
oleomargarine and for the taxing of uncolored oleomargarine to the
extent of one-quarter of a cent per pound and colored oleomargarine
at ten cents a pound The one-quarter cent tax is not a prohibitive
one; it merely provides a method by which the production and sale of
this commodity can be checked from its source of production to the
purchase by the ultimate consumer, thus safeguarding the .public.
The addition of coloring matter to oleomargarine does not increase
nor improve its food value. It merely makes it possible for the prod-
uct to appear as something which it is not-butter.

The natural color of butter is golden yellow. The degree of in-
tensity of this color varies somewhat with the breed of cattle which
produces the butterfat and the feeds which the cattle consume, but
yellow is Nature's color of this product. There is a correlation be-
tween the intensity of the yellow color of butter and the carotin
content, and carotin is the preciusor of vitamiliA. It is one of
Nature's sources of this essential vitamin. "

The chief sources of the raw materials for oleomargarine are various
vegetable oils. These products are liquid fats at normal room
temperatures, and consequently it is necessary for them to be sub-
jected to hydrogenation in order to change their chemical composition
so that they will have a melting point simulating that of normal
butterfat. It must be pointed out, however that these hydrogenated
vegetable oils are not and cannot be made chemically identical to the
natural fats existing in butterfat. They consist primarily of what
the chemist terms "long chain fatty acids" and hydrogenating does
not in any way shorten the chains or their molecular structure. The
natural color of these hydrogenated oils is white or an off-white color.
Butterfat is composed of glyeerides of a number of fatty acids, an
appreciable amount of which are short-chain fatty acids. Milk (at
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is the only natural fat which contains these short-chain fatty acids,
but they do appear in the milk fat of milk of various animal species,
including the human. This is singular. Undoubtedly the great
Creator, in His wisdom, has bad a justifiable reason for having such
short-chain fatty acids present in the fat which he created for the
nourishment of the young of the species, which our modem chemist
has failed to determine with his present knowledge and ability. The
great Creator has performed many miracles which chemists have
spent lifetimes of service trying to understand. Undoubtedly the
necessity of short-chain fatty acids in the diet of the infant is one of
these which, up to the present time, remains unsolved by the scientist.

During recent years oleomargarine manufacturers have been forti-
fying oleomargarine with synthetic vitamin A, and it is claimed by
some that 9,000 units of synthetic vitamin A per pound of oleomar-
garine are equal nutritionally to the vitamin A content of a pound of
butter produced during winter months. It is true that the vitamin A
content of butter produced in winter is lower than that of summer-
produced butter, but much of it contains more than 9,000 unite of
vitamin A per pound even in the winter. It must be ralized that up
to the present time no scientist has proved that 9,000 units of syn-
thetic vitamin A in a pound of oleomargarine are nutritionally equiva-
lent to 9000 or more units of natural vitamin A in winter-produced
butter wen these products are included in the diet of human beings.
Such claims are based primarily upon experimental work carried on
with experimental animals. Everyone realizes that the life of a lab-
oratory animal-the white rat, for instance-is vastly different from
the life of a human being, and there is no evidence that oleomargarine
fortified with synthetic vitamin A fed to a human being from infancy
to senility, will be equivalent to the feeding of equivalent amounts of
natural butter through the same span of life.

There is no evidence to prove that the potency of synthetic vitamin
A in oleomargarine is retained in that product from the time of its
manufacture to the ultimate consumption to the same degree that the
potency of natural vitamin A is retained in natural butter. Conse-
quently, there is a question as to the validity of the claims of many,
including some scientists, as to the veracity of their statement that
synthetically fortified oleomargarine is nutritionally equivalent to
butter.

During the last two or more decades, from 35 to 40 percent of the
milk produced in these United States has been marketed in the form
of butter. Butter is the balance wheel for the dairy industry. In
fact, it is the balance wheel for a large portion of the agriculture of
this country. The removal of the controlling tax on colored oleo-
margarine opens the doorway for fraud. It goes further-it opens
the doorway for the destruction of the market for from 35 to 40 percent
of the milk produced in this country. If this tremendous market is
destroyed, it means a vast curtailment in the dairy-cattle population
of this country. This would be serious if considered only from the
standpoint of dairy products, but the seriousness becomes multiplied
when we realize that dairy cattle furnish a large portion of the supply
of veal and beef in this country, as well as hides for leather and hair
for various commercial uses. Such an elimination of essentials would
be catastrophic, but this is even more far-reaching. Dairy cattle
supply an extremely important market for the byproducts--soybean,
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linseed, and cottonseed meals, as' well as other crops which are impor-
tant items in the agricultural production program of this country.

It is realized that at certain times cottonseed oil is used as the
basis for oleomargarine, and other times soybean oil or linseed oil or
a mixture of these are the products used in the manufacture of the
hydrogenated fats for oleomargarine. However, these are not the
onl sources for the raw oils, as history points out that copra fat
an the oils from various nuts may serve as the basic ingredients for
vegetable oleomargarine. It should be pointed out that the sources
of materials for the manufacture of oleomargarine are selected on theb'sis of their cost and availability-that is, economic rather than
nutritional factors.

From newspaper comments, it is evident that certain phases of
agriculture have been misled into thinking that the elimination of
the 10 cents tax on oleomargarine would greatly improve the market
for the oils from the seeds of certain crops. This has been especially
true in the case of soybeans. It should be pointed out clearly that if
a large portion of the market for the meals of these seeds was de-
stroyed by the elimination of 25 or 30 percent of our dairy cattle, the
growers of these crops would be in a dilemma. One might go further
and state that soybeans, for example, are a soil-depleting crop, and
consequently, to maintain fertility' and productivity of our soils
certain chemical elements-especially nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium-must be returne, to the soil. Experience has proved
that feeding these seed meals to dairy cattle and returning the manure
to the land is not only one of the most economical methods of main-
taining soil fertility, but it is also one of the most satisfactory. Con-
sequently the elimination of 25 or 30 percent of the dairy cattle popu-
lation of this country because of the destruction of the market for
butter, would undoubtedly raise a grave question concerning the
maintenance of the fertility of the land which is basic to the supply of
human food for the population of this country and our lend-tease
neighbors.

It might be well to interject here the thought that there may be a
change in our scheme of tariffs in order to carry out a good-neighbor
policy, and whereas we may now think that the source of materials for
oleomargarine will come from crops grown within the United States,
we must not lose sight of the fact that a few changes in tariffs may
eliminate a large part of the market for cottonseed oil, linseed oil, and
soybean oil produced in this country, and open the door for vegetable
oils produced by our neighbor countries.

On October 13, 1943, in speaking before the Minnesota Creamery
Operators and Managers Assocation in St. Paul, Dr. T. G. Stitts,
Chief of the Dairy and Poultry Branch of the Food Distribution
Administration made the following statement:

Buitei" is one'of the most talked of things In the country today. It affects
more people more intimately than mostt any other war or civilian commodity.
That's why butter production in WIonesota makes not only the St. Paul and
New York papers but the Moscow papers as well.

From this statement, it seems clear that the Food Distribution Ad-
ministration realizes the importance of butter, not only from the stand-
point of its nutritional value, but also because of its morale-building
importance. Any legislation which would let down the bars for the
destruction of the market for this important commodity and thus dis-
courage its production, would be sabotage to the war effort. It is only
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necessary to look back to a few months ago when some camps were
unable to supply the soldiers stationed there, with butter, in order to
get a slight appreciation of dejected morale caused by a lack of butter.

n talking with soldiers they have been asked whether or not they
considered oleomargarine equal to butter, and invariably the answer
has been, "Hell, no." Such an answer is short but emphatic, and is
only a microscopic example of what the sentiment of a large portion
of our armed forces and civilians would be if the same question were
put to them.

Great demands are being placed on the dairy industry for dairy
products to meet the requirements of our armed forces, allies, and
civilian consumers. It is only necessary to compare butter produc-
tion for 1943 with butter production for 1942 to realize that there is a
gradual decrease in the supply of this commodity. For example,
according t0 Government reports, the October 1943 butter production
was 13 percent lower than for October 1942 and 17 percent lower than
the 10-year average (1932-41). Any legislation which would in
the slightest degree give butterfat producers the thought that butter
was to be faced with the unfair competition of a substitute product,
would undoubtedly have a demoralizing effect which would result in
an immediate decrease in the production of milk and butterfat and
this would still further complicate a bad economic situation which has
confronted many dairymen during 1943.

The American Butter Institute protests legislation which would
remove the 10-cent tax on yellow-colored oleoma rgarine and thus
open the gateway for the fraudulent markp.ing of a substitute product
as butter, and protests the considerati'ai of legislation which would
have a discouraging and demoralizing effect upon the dairy farmers of
these United Stntes, the result of wLch would be a reduction in the
basic food conumoities which ar, greatly needed, and especially
during the war emergency. The effort of the American Butter
Institute is not directed toward eliminating or hindering the manu-
facture and sale of oleomargarine( but rather to retain the proper
controls so that the product--ooelaargarine--will be sold for what it
is and on its own merits.

Senator WALSH. Very well, sir.
Senator GUFFEY. On the question, of the soldiers I am sorry the

senior Senator from Missouri is not iere, because fie would answer
that question, "Hell, yes."

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness.
Mr. ANDRESEN. Mr. Holman' of the National Cooperative Milk

Producers Federation.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. HOLMAN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL COOPERATIVE MILK! PRODUCERb FEDERATION,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Senator 'WALSH. Will you give your full name?
Mr. HOLMAN. My nameis Charles W. Iolman. I am tht execu-

tive secretary of the National Cooperative Milk Producers ',edera-
tion, with headquarters at' 1731 Eye Street NW., Washington.

Senator WALSii. You may proceed.
Mr. IOLMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have6 just gotten off the tain from

the closing of our annual meeting held in Chicago last w.ek where
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the first action of the meeting was to p ass a resolution, a copy of
which was wired to Chairman George. Unfortunately, I do not have
a copy of the resolution with me, but I ask permission that it be filed
in the record as a part of my remarks.

Senator WALsH. That may be done.
Mr. HOLMAN. The general purport of the resolution and of our

official position is to ask that this whole question of oleomargarine
legislation be deferred for the entire duration of the war. I know of
nothing in this country that has so disturbed the growing relationship
of friendliness between the North and South and East and West in
agriculture as the revival at this time by a few corporations of ant
issue that more nearly resembles a fight between members of a rural
community or a village about two rival banks.

This is far deeper than the economics involved, because in the one
case a great industry of at least 3,000,000 farmers who sell a large part
and sometime all o their cash crops off of the farm, are engaged in a
fight literally for survival, while in the other case a few corporations
are buying a product and manufacturing it for their profit.

Now, we do not criticize them for doing that, but the idea that
there is any added profit, added price, for example, to the price of
cottonseed though the diversion of cottonseed oil from its other edible
uses into oleomargarine, I think I can, with some authority, assure
this committee, is groundless. There is an available market for every
pound of domestle oils and fats produced in this country, and at times
the importation even of cottonseed oil has been much greater than the
utilization of it by the oleomargarine industry. Those are matters
of fact which I have at times placed before this committee in connec-
tion with oils-and-fats discussions.

The same thing is true of soybean oil. The facts are that the
pricing system in the marketing of these crude oils and fats has not
advanced to where there is a difference according to the use classifica-
tion. In other words, the same tank of oil that is bought in the South
may go into salad dressings, or vegetable shortening, or it may go
into oleomargarine, but so far as I know, the blind broker system of
selling oil still prevails in my home country in the South and the
seller of it, the cottonseed mill, does not know for what use it is put or
who the buyer is until after the broker has arranged the sale.

At this particular time, with the prospect of importation of the oils
and fats narrowing somewhat, the relative scarcity for edible purposes
becomes more intense. An illustration of that is that right in the
middle of the hearings on the Fuiner bill the 0. P. A. made an official
announcement that the point-rationing system' on oleo would have to
be advanced from 4 points per pound to 6 points per pound because
of the very real situation that there was little or no opportunity for
increasing the availability of oleomargarine at the present time.
It was just as necessary to restrict its consumption as it was to restrict
the consumption of butter. Those are matters of official record,
placed in the hearing, and I have a copy of the 0. P. A. official state-
ment on that. Now, it is possible that there may be some additional
supplies made available for oleomargarine during the year 1944. That
would depend upon the vagaries of the weather andof the shipping,
but no one can predict it.

I will say this, though: It is my belief that the real purpose behind
both the Fulner bill and Maybank bill is a post-war purpose.
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Senator CLARK. It is a fact, is it not Mr. Holman, that in normal
times, I mean times aside from war, that neither cottonsced oil nor
soybean oil can actually compete with the coconut oils and other
oils brought in from the tropical countries?

Mr. HOLMAN. I was just coming to that.
Senator CLARK. I came in a little late myself. I thought perhaps

you had touched on that.
Mr. IIOLMAN. I am glad you raised the question.
The post-war purpose lies in this direction: Remove the coloring

tax in the Federal law, remove as much of the coloring restriction as
you possibly can.

Then, you come back to the known buying habits of the manu-
facturers of the fats. They buy their oils where they can get them
the cheapest. They did it in the past, they will do it again in the
future, and a variation of so much as a quarter of a cent a pound on
the crude oil or refined oil, whichever you please, will cause a shift in
the utilization of the oil by either the shortening manufacturer or
the oleomargarine manufacturer.

It is a well-known fact that most of the oriental oils can be bought
at times cheaper than can the domestic products. That would be
particularly true if we should go into a period in which the processing
taxes and import duties are either lowered or removed.

Senator CLARK. What you get here is a double deal, isn't it? They
come in to take the tax off of coloring the oleomargarine so they can
change the consuming habits of the American people during the period
of the emergency, and then when the war is over and oleomargarine
has come into common use and they find they cannot compete with
the cottonseed and other oils, they will ask for a tax on the other oils
to protect the infant industry?

Mr. HOLMAN. I think our producers in the South and West would
ask for the tax, but I think the oleomargarine people would ask for
free trade.

Senator CLARK. The only way in normal times in which the cotton.
seed and soybean oil people can be protected would be by a prohibitive
tariff on coconut oil, otherwise the coconut oil gets the whole oleo-
margarine trade.

Mr. HOLMAN. I led in that fight for 25 years before this com-
mittee, for a protective tariff of a moderate character for the South
and Middle West, for the protection of these oils, and I think I know
what I am talking about. Let us assume they have got the duties
down and the processing taxes off and they are being allowed to make
yellow oleomargarine without the 10-cent tax, what will happen?

It is estimated this year's total production of oleomargarine will
pass 600,000,000 pounds, and will be about 650,000,000 pounds.
Of tht,, about 20 percent is being shipped abroad. What it
will be for next year, we do not know, but I can tell you this, gentle-
men, that under normal competitive conditions when oleomargarine
gets up to around 700,000,000 pounds of annual production, that
is equivalent to one-third of the total fats in butter, then the
economic effect of the lower-priced fat as compared to the higher-priced
fat will begin to show itself just as in the earlier years of price compe-
tition between the vegetable shortening and lard made itself effective
so that both in time came to the point where one guided the price of
the other. The price of one either dragged down or raised the other.
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So, here you have a fat which at the present time is averaging about 24
cents a pound retail to the consumer, against ai fat that is runnM'g
somewhere argQ.und 50 cents pound retail. You take off your color-
ing tax, and then there would be no oleomargarine produced in this
country that is not colored, except in those States wheio there is a
color protection under the State law. Then your volume goes up
and up, and the oleomargarine people have told me aind they have told
others publicly that their first objective is a billion pounds of con-
sumption per year. That would drag down the price of butter to
some point, maybe 10 cents a pound above the price of oleomargarine.

But where is the profit in this to the oleomargarine people? At the
present time, there is little or no production of colored oleomargarine
for anything except the Russian use, but if all of the oleomargarine is
colored, I predict there will be a general rise in the price of oleomar-
garine of perhaps 4 or 5 cents per pound. Witnesses before the House
committee have testified that the maximum cost of coloring was about
I cent a pound, and I do not think it is over one-quarter of a cent a
pound. So you have got a pretty big profit there on all of the white
oleomargarine which can be colored, in other words, a half billion
pounds with say 5 cents a pound added price on the same cost, and
you have a nice objective for asking for the removal of this particular
coloring tax.

Senator CL.ARK. You mean coloring increases the price of oleo-
margarine entirely out of proportion to the cost of the manufacture of.
the colored product?

Mr. HOLMAN. Exactly. The removal of the coloring tax will
enable them to collect the tax for themselves instead of the Govern-
ment collecting the tax. That is, of course, what we believe to be an
unfortunate condition.

Now, in the Middle West country there are hundreds of thousands
of producers of butterfat for separated cream purposes. These
people will not be able to continue in existence, they will have-to go
out of existence, and then the total shrinkage in the volume of butter-
fat may put us in the unnatural position of furnishing the fat only for
those of moderate income and the higher-income groups, and the fat
will be denied to the people who have a lesser income, all due to the
fact thathundreds of thousands of butterfat producers will have to go
out of business.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I could go on hero for hours, but the point is,
representing our dairy farmers we ask that for the duration of this
war this particular controversy be laid aside. The farmers of this
country, in the North and South have many other things in common
that they want to fight for and i know that they do not want to be
divided by this particular controversy at this time.

I desire to thank the committee.
Senator LUcAs. Mr. Holman, how many concerns in this country

are interested in the making of oleomargarine?
Mr. HOLMAN. There are 72 plants. I think that the witnesses in

the House said 18 companies.
Senator'LUcAs. Eighteen companies control the entire industry in

the country?
Mr. HOLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator LUCAS. And it is a product that has to be made through a

plant of some kind?
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Mr. HOLMAN. Oh, yes; it is made in a plant, and the products are
bought from somewhere else either from the South or from the.
Middle West. The formula of ingredients can be shifted and changed
according to the market price. It simply comes into the plant, is
made into the product, and goes out somewhere else.

Senator GuFFEY. How many cooperatives in Pennsylvania belong
to our association can you tell me?
Mr. HOLMAN. The Interstate Milk Producers Association of Phila-.

delphia, which covers the eastern part of the State the Allentown
organization which covers the Lehigh Valley, the Dairmen's Co-
operative Sales Association with headquarters in Pittsburgh covering a
considerable portion of the western counties, and the Dairymen's
League which covers the northern tier of counties. That is aU of our
membership in that section, sir.

Senator GUFFY. Mr,. Chairman, may I correct a mistake that I:
made when I quoted Senator Clark? When I said he would say
"Hell, yes," I would like to correct that to "Hell, no."

Senator CLARK. Mr. Chairman, I made the remark here the other
day that I eat oleomargarine three times a day. I would like to
explain that I do that not because I like to eat it or want to eat it
or because it is as rich in nutrients as butter, but because the doctor
wanted to put me on a diet because it was less rich in nutrients as
he compelled me to eat oleomargarine instead of butter,

Mr. ANDRFSEN. We have two Representatives from Wisconsin
here. I would like to first call on Mr. Reid F. Murray.

STATEMENT OF HON. REID F. MURRAY, UNITED STATES REPRE.
SENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. Chairman, my name is Reid F. Murray, Repre-
sentative of the Seventh District of Wisconsin.

Senator WALSH. You may proceed, Congressman.
Mr. MURRAY. I do not want to go through all the reasons whiy we

should postpone this little controversy until after the war. I would
just like to call the attention of the members of this committee to
one. fact, and that is that anytime the Congress changes this oleo-
margarine tax and opens up the floodgate for oleomargarine, that its
handmaiden known as filled milk willbe the next thing we will have,
to face.

This product is based on the same priniple of extracting the butter-
fat, evaporating the skim milk, adding the vegetable fat, and then,
selling it on the market at the present time for as much as the natural
evaporated milk would sell for. This little cAn here [indicating)
costs 9 cents on the retailer's shelf, and last Saturday I bought three
cans of White House-normal evaporated-milk in the chain store,
in Washington, for 26 cents, and that was the advertised price. So,
I say, if we take the tax off of oleomargarine, we might just as well be
ready to shake hands witth the fluid-milk people and evaporated milk
people and say "We are going to change the law which has been on the
statute books for some 20 years and which our distinguished Senators
took one of the leading roles in having it put on the statute books,
because at that time it was demonstrated clearly that by putting in
the vegetable fat it tends to produce rickets and the children suffer in
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this country from it. So this is the next step, if we remove the tax
on oleomargarine, we wifi have the filled milk on the market and
deceive the people of the United States.

Mr. ANDREsYN. Congressman Hull of Wisconsin is also here for a
short statement.

Senator WALSH. Come forward, Congressman.

STATEMENT OF HON. MERLIN HULL, UNITED STATES REPRE.
SENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Senator WALSH. Congressman, will you identify yourself for the
record?

Mr. HULL. Representative of the Ninth District of Wisconsin.
Mr. Chairman, I represent a dairy district in Wisconsin. I have

not the time nor the opportunity to go into this important question
to any length. I would say, however, that the six Northwestern
dairy States produce about 45 percent of all the butter in this country.
about 1,000,000 goes into butter and the rest for various other pur-
poses.

We have been fighting this oleomargarine fight there for 60 years
or more. We realize our butter section-and I am from a butter.
producing section--cannot face oleo competition if the t~tx is taken
off the colored oleomargarine and the oleomargarine companies are
Permitted to go into the market and sell their product as butter.
We hmd many instances before we commenced the enactment of
antioleomargarine laws of frauds committed by the companies
which then operated. Of late years Wisconsin has practicall barred
the sale of oleomargarine. I think there are some 30 States tat have
similar laws. Some 11 States of the Union have laws against the
sale of oleomargarine which is made in part of foreign oils or imported
oils. If it is made of domestic oils, the tax does not apply.

I want to call attention to another matter in the short time that I
speak, and that is that only a few months ago this committee had be-
fore it a bill to take off the revenue tax on imported copra or coconut
oil. The purpose was to permit the importation of about 200,000,000
pounds of coconut oil, which was in the hands of a syndicate, and which
could be imported into this country. The argument made by the veg-
etable-oil interest at that time before this committee was that the Gov-
emnment needed that extra 200,000,000 pounds of copra or coconut oil
in order to obtain glycerin for our ammunition plants. It was
staVed at that time that the coconut oil would yield about 12 to 13
percent of glycerin while vegetable oil such as tottonseed or soybean
oil, possibly linseed oil, would yield only about 7 percent. So we per-
mitted the importation of that product without the excise tax and
made a gift to certain soap companies of approximately $2,000,000 on
that importation.

Now then, just recently there has been a statement issued from the
administrative bureaus here calling for the saving of 200,000,000 pounds
of kitcbn fats in order to supply glycerin to the ammunition plants.
At that percentage, it was mentioned in the hearings here that would
be a pproximately 14,000,000 pounds of glycerin. There is being used
in' the manufacture of oleomargarine approximately 300,000,000 to
400,000,000 pounds of vegetable oils. That apportionment of vege-
table oils is now made by the War Food Administration. Probably
it will not be increased whether or not this bill passes, but the amount
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of vegetable oils now being used for oleomargarine, at the ratio stated
at the hearings before this committee, would include about-21,000,000
pounds of glycerin which the Government needs for military purposes
now being diverted to the oleomargarine trade, where it is more
profitable.

I haven't time to go any further, but I want to say that we in
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and the two Dakotas, and
out into Montana, are strongly opposed to tinkering with the oleo-
margarine-tax laws at this time. We hope the committee will not
give this amendment consideration. We hope the matter may at
least go over until after the war, and then we shall continue the 50-year
fight to keep the tax on.

Senator WALSH. Does this close the hearing on this subject?
Mr. ANDRESEN. That is all.
Senator WALSH. The hearing on this subject is closed.
The committee will hear the witnesses on the renegotiation provision

of the House bill.
Will those witnesses who are appearing on renegotiation come for-

ward and sit in these seats near the desk?
The members of the committee will find on their desks a pamphlet

entitled "Comparison of the Renegotiation Act before and after its
amendment by the revenue bill of 1943 as passed by the House of
Representatives," by Mr. Stam and his staff.

The Under Secretary of War.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. PATTERSON, UNDER SECRETARY
OF WAR

Senator WALSH. You may go forward, sir.
Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have asked for

the privilege of Oppcaring before you to direct attention to some
provisions of title VII of this bill which, in the opinion of the War
Department, will require revision if the price adjustment law is to
be operated to best advantage. Before comment on those proVisions i
I should like to submit some general conclusions about price adjust-
ment.

With more than 3 years of experience in purchasing munitions and
supplies for the Army, I am convinced:

First, there was need for legislation in 1942 to bring about a down-
ward adjustment of prices in war contracts made by the lVar Depart-
ment-this as a check against enormous profits being made by many
war contractors.

Second, the abnormal conditions still prevalent make it necessary
to continue such legislation.

Third, the administration of price adjustment by the War Depart-
ment has been fair and reasonable, and in that connection there is still
an incentive to contractors to reduce their costs of production.

Fourth, war production has not been delayed or impeded by price
adjustment.

Fifth, there is no merit in the suggestion frequently made that in
adjusting prices the War Department should look only at the profits
remaining to the contracto.: after taxes, or in the suggestion that
account should be taken of reserves for post-war reconversion.

Senator WALSH. In general, Mr. Secretary, are the changes made
in the House bill satisfactory to the War Department?
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- Mr. PArTERSON. Yes sir; except as to certain administrative fea-
tures. In April 1942, when Congress passed the first price adjustment
statute, everyone recognized the necessity for some measure which
'would protect the Government as far as possible against profiteering.
The disclosures of enormous profits being made by some contractors
-made legislative action imperative. The War Department was con-
scious of the fact that it could not prevent excessive profits even by
-the most careful purchasing that was possible. There was an absence
of normal competitive conditions. There was also a lack of informa-
tion on which to base reliable forecasts as to production costs, because
-the items to be made were new and because the results of mass pro-
duction were unknown. These factors made sound pricing in advance
of production virtually impossible. Prices were simply too high, and
profits of contractors too large. An adj ustment of price in the light
of actual cost experience seemed to offer the fairest and most prac-
ticable method of meeting this problem. At the same time, the size
of the task involved in administration of this law was formidable.
. Eighteen months of experience with this law have convinced me that
it was and is necessary wartime legislation. The law has been a
safeguard not only to the interests of the Government but also to the
legitimate interests of industry. American industry as a.whole does
not want to come out of this war with the label of profiteer fastened
to it. Had the price adjustment law not been available, I am con-
vinced that other measures would necessarily have been taken which
might have been harmful to war production.

Price adjustment operations to date have resulted in saving the
Government $5,300,000,000--$2,600,000,000 in case which the pro-
curing agencies have recovered or will recover, under agreements
arrived Ft for delivery to the Treasury Department., and $2,800,000,000
in reductions in prices for future deliveries under existing contracts.
That is a notable achievement.
* Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Secretary, what is your comment on
the oft-repeated statement that 80 percent of that $5,000,000,000
would have been recovered anyway by the excess profits?
- Mr. PATTERSON. I think 72 percent would have been recovered or
might have been recovered. I think there is a minimum there of 28
percent that could not have been recovered. I think I will comment
on that in a few moments.

At the same time contractors have been left with profits that are
fair and reasonable. It should be said to the credit of industry
that in most eases these savings to the Governnrent have come about
by voluntary agreements between Government and contractors. We
have found that the majority of contractors do not desire to retain
excessive profits.

These figures I gave, of course, apply to all procurement depart-
ments, not only the War Department.

Senator WALSH. Would -they all voluntarily return the excess
profits bad this law not been on the statute books?

Mr. PATrERSON. Not so many of them, but some would. In fact
we were making arrangements at the time of the passage of the law on
en entirely voluntary basis with some contractors, some large con-
tractors, for returning some of the moneys that had been paid and for a
reduction of forward prices.

Senator WALSH. Was there any money returned before this law was
enacted?
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Mr. PATTERSON."We had a case pending just about that time, I
remember, with Continental Motors. Whether that had been con-.summated before the passage of the law or after I am not sure. Gen-
eral Clay thinks it was before, but I am not sure of that. It was very
evident that the price paid to that contractor was too high, and the
contractor admitted it.

Senator VANDENBERG. Do you think it is a fair statement to say
that these agreements are all voluntary agreements?

Mr. PATTERSON. I know the charges that are made in that connec-
tion, Senator. I think in the main they are voluntary. I certainly
have never swung a big stick on any of them.

Senator'WALsu. They know, of course, that they were going to be.renegotiated.
Mr. PATTERSON. It is charged, of course, by few that we would not

have gotten it unless we had been in an advantageous position.
Senator GUFFEY. Judge, don't you think some of the members of

your local committees or on the final appeals board threat' n some of
these people?

Mr. PATTERSON. No sir.
Senator GUFFEY. I can give you an instance in the Budd Co. of

Philadelphia. Mr. Peterson said in that committee, in the presence
of four of us, if Mr. Budd did not accept it, he would break them. If
that is a voluntary contribution, I do not know what a voluntary
contribution is.

Mr. PATTERSON. I question whether that has been accurately
reported, Senator.

Senator GuFFE.. Four of us were there.. I beard the man say it.
Mr. PAttERSON. In any event, Mr. Budd came down and we had

a hearing in my office. He certainly would not say, in the finality
of it, that any such threat or intimation was given to him. Most of
these concerns we want to continue to do business with, we have to
continue to do business with. They az a valuable sources of produe-
tion to us. We could not break it off, and do not want to.

Senator GUFFEY. You did sustain though, the findings of the
committee on the Budd Co. matter when they came to you, did you
not, oudge?

Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, I did.
Senator GUFFEY. That is all I wanted to hear.
Senator VANDENBERG. What would happen to a contractor if he

did not accept one of these voluntary agreements?
Mr. PATTERSON. We would pass what we call a unilateral order

advising him that we had found that his prices were too high and his
profits were too much by such and such 'an amount and we would
withhold that out of amounts due him in the future or take all neces-
sary measures for collection. That is what we would do. We
normally would not be in any position, Senator, to threaten him that
we would cut off all future business with him on any reasonable basis,
because we need his production and his services.

Senator VANDENBERG. You do not think there is any duress in that
unilateral sentence that you just stated?

Mr. PArERON. Well, it is unilateral. He did not consent to it
but that is the authority, I think, given us under the act. The real
thing in all of these cases I think is how did the contractor come out.
What was he left with? Did we pare him down to a degree that he
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did not have a fair profit left? Now, I have heard many charges
made that we did pare them down that way and they had nothing left,
we took their shirts and all that kind of thing and yet in every case
that has come to my notice-a good many of them, too-it, seemed to
me very clear that the contractor had no real complaint that he was
left with earnings far in excess of what he had made before in base
yuTus in the 1930's, and that he made earnings on his net worth, good
earnings, and that the contract as revised was eminently fair to him.

Now, we had quite a number of cases on this very measure in the
House Ways and Means Committee, and the facts of the cases, as
portrayed by some contractors disturbed the members of that com-
mittee, and we put to them the entire facts of each case, boiled down,
and so far as I know not a single member of that committee, after
that was done, had any question at all about the fairness of the result
of those proceedings. Nothing further was said after the whole facts
were developed.

Senator WALSH. Was that in executive session, or is that in the
record?

Mr. PATTERSON. That was a confidential print, Mr. Chairman. I
will be glad to leave copies of it with you. That was a paper that I
submitted to the House Ways and Means Committee.

Senator WALSH, I-suggest that the members be given copies.
Mr. PATTERsoN. That was a paper that we submitted to the House

Ways and Means Committee on the fact of the cases, on each one
of these executives and contractors that testified that they had been
given a raw deal.

Senator WALSH. Was that a report on every case that was pre-
sented in the nature of a complaint to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee?

Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator LucAs. May I ask one question?
Senator WALSH. Very well.
Senator LuCAs. Assuming a contractor disagreed with the decision

of the War Department, what is his remedy?
Mr. PATTERSON. I have always conceived that he had the right

to take the case to the Court of Claims on a showing that the action
of the War Department was arbitrary, unfair, unreasonable, just as
he would have a right to do that on a decision by the Secretary of
War in the interpretation of a contract. Those cases are familiar
cases. Now, that is not expressly provided for under the present
statute, but I have always assumed that that rigllt existed. As I said,
I had no objection to its being written expressly into the law.

Senator P YRD. None of- these cases have been taken to the Court
of Claims as yet, have they?

Mr. PATTERSON. Not to the Court of Claims, that I know of.
I think there is some litigation pending in one of the district courts
involving the Navy. I do not know of any involving the Army.

Senator BYRD. Would you have objection to permitting them to
take an appeal to the Court of Claims?

Mr. PATTERSON. I would welcome it, provided we could do it in a
way that would not overtax our administration of the Act, and I think
that can be done. We have no desire here to have the last word or
any arbitrary power in this matter. I think under proper conditions,
that would assure a fair review v by a court; it would be a good thing
to give an express court remedy.
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Senator VANDENBER. That protest would not prejudice the
contractor's chance to get another contact?

Mr. PA TrERSON. No Senator. The only thing we would do on a
future contract would be this: If the source of production was lim-
ited as it is on many munitions of war, of course we would need his
facilities and we would be anxious to enter into a renewal of the
contract with him on fair terms. If we had one of the other cases
where, we will say, there are more sources of production than you
need then of course in making a new contract for a quantity of those
supplies we would lace that contract where we could get the most
reasonable price. Now, if this very man with whom we had the con-
troversy had the most reasonable price and quoted us a figure lower
than anybody else, I am sure he would get the business, but if his
figure was higher he would not.

Senator VANDENBERG. How big an organization is it across the
country, in numbers, that has the power of decision in respect to
these matters?

Mr. PATrERsoN. Well; we have, I think, five agencies, and it differs
with the agencies. We have the Jesse Jolies companies, the Procure-
ment Division of the Treasury Department, the Maritime Conunission
and the Navy, in addition to the War Department. I think all of
those organizations are centralized in Washington except the Navy
may have a few outside, a few subagencies around the country.

In the War Department the volume of work made it necessary for
us to organize regionally, and our first organization is the top board
hre in Washington. Under that we have the different technical ser-
vices like the Ordnance Department the Quartermaster, and so on,
each of which have their own price-aAjustment section, and then they
have price-adjustment sections in each of their procurement offices-
14, for example, in the Ordnance Department-in Detroit, Chicago,
Cleveland, and so forth. Those field agencies, if you might call them
field agencies, have authority to make final agreements, to adjust
agreements, voluntary agreements, with concerns in cases where the
contractor's annual volume of business with us is under $10,000,000 a
year. In cases above that they report here tu Washington for a
review. That, in general, is the administrative lay-out under the Act.

Senator VANDENBERG. Are you under any difficulty in getting
adequately experienced business personnel to handle the rather largeresponsibility?

Mr. PA-rWERSON. We have built up an organization over the last year
and a half that is quite efficient. We submitted to the House Ways and
Means Committee a summary of the experience of those men and that
submission to the House Ways and Means Committee appears on pages
901 and following of the House hearings on renegotiation of war con-
tracts. It starts here and goes right down into the districts; it tells who
the people are, what their background has been. I might say, inger.&Ial,
that they have a wide and varied commercial and industrial background.
A great many of them have been engineers in industry and commerce.
There are some lawyers and accountants. They are not schoolboys
and they are not crackpots. They have had a thorough background in
industrial matters, commercial matters, and I believe are thoroughly
qualified. I am going to speak in a few moments here of the com-
mendations on the personnel not only in the War Department but in
the other agencies engaged in price renegotiation work, commenda-
tions made by the Truman committee that made a thorough inquiry
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into this business last spring, and by the House Naval Affairs Com-
mittee that last summer went very carefully and thoroughly into the
whole organization on this work and commented upon the high caliber
of people that the Government had enlisted for the discharging of this
vey' important work.

Senator GUFFEY. Judge, may I ask one more question?
Mr. PATwERSON. Surely.
Senator Guny. What would happen to the payment due the

contractor if he filed an appeal to the Court of Claims? Would they
be held pending final decision or be paid in part?

Mr. PAl-rfasoN. We would try to collect, and then, if he won the
appeal, he would get it back.

Senator GuFFEY. Suppose a man had $1,200,000 that was in dis-
pute? Suppose he paid back $9,700,000 that was not in dispute, you
would hold that that is all right, but what would happen to the other
$1,200,000? Would he have to wait to get that until the whole thing
was decided?

Mr. PATTERsoN. As I understand it, he would get his payments
except the payment due him that we had decided we had air claim
for. Those would be withheld. He. could go to court, and if the
court held that we had gone too far in the matter, he would get the
money back. I think what you mean is: Is everything .stayed or
enjoined?

Senator GUFFEY. That is right.
Mr. PATTERSON. While he is seeking the court remedy?
Senator GIJFFEY. Yes.
Mr. PATTERsoN. No, it is not. Like any other lawsuit, he would

try to get some money out of the defendant.
Senator GUFFY. You would withhold all payments, would you

not, on his contract?
Mr. PATTERSON. Not all payments, Senator, but the ones in dis-

pute.
Senator LUCAS. Whatever the War Department thought was

due and owing the man is unchanged, the War Department would
pay that amount, and- then the controversy on the balance would
go into court?

Mr. PATrERSON. Yes. There would be no sense in our holding
more, unless we wanted to punish someone, and that is not our

poicy.
Senator GuFFEY. I am glad you said that. It was not clear to the

members of the committee. However, in this case that I mentioned
of the Budd Co., he certainly said he would break the company. He
made that statement in the presence of three witnesses and myself.
What I ain trying to find out, if he goes to a court what will happen
to the payment that your committee has withheld from him? What
would happen to the 1.1 percent of the manufacturer's profits?

Mr. PATTERSON. If you send me a letter with the name of the man
in our organization who threatened to break anybody I will follow the
matter up.

Senator GUFFEY. I will give you the name and the four witnesses,
too. I will send it to you tomorrow.

Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, sir; I would like to have it. That is contrary
to policy, of course.
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Senator WALSH. Mr. Secretary, we have anticipated a great many
of these questions. Perhaps we might save time if you proceed with
your statement, subject to a limited number of questions.

_Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir. I come now to the question I think that
Senator Vandenberg raised.

A large part of the 5.3 billion dollars would have come to the Treas.
ury on excess-profits taxes if there had been no price-adjustment law.
But by no means all. At the very least 1.5 billion dollars have been
saved that would not have been touched by taxes.

There are two contentions that have been made before this com-
mittee and elsewhere which I would like to discuss in greater detail.
The first contention is that the powers conferred by the price adjust-
ment law have been exercised in an arbitrary and unfair fashion.

, The second is that the need for this legislation no longer exists. I
take it both of those are live questions.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE STATUTE

The charge that this statute has been administered in a manner
unfair to contractors is a charge that cannot be sustained. It is
true that the statute confers an extraordinary power a power which
could only be justified by was conditions. The War department has
fully recognized the extent of the power placed in its hands and has
taken every precaution to make sure that it would be exercised fairly.
I believe that it has been so exercised and that any investigation
would establish that fact.

At this point I quote from the report made by the Committee on
Naval Affairs of the House of Representatives, dated October 7, 1943.
As you know, that committee made a most thorough investigation
of the administration of the price adjustment statute, and their con-
clusions are, I submit, entitled to great weight; The majority report
contains the following statement:

It would be unfair to the price adjustment boards not to refer to the fact that,
without exception every business executive who appeared before the committee
whose companies had been renegotiated had nothing but praise for the fair and
equitable treatment which they had received from the price adjustment boards.
They had no quarrel with the boards as such, or with their members; such com-
plaints as they had were directed to provisions of the law which particular con-
tractors deemed unfair or inequitable. We too, were impressed by the members
of the boards who appeared before us, b the sense of fairness andthe feeling of
responsibility to both the public and inducr which they exhibited, and by the
careful reasoning upon which their judrments apparently rested.

A minority report was also filed which contained the following
statement:

No representative of Industry who appeared before the committee had any
criticisms to offer with respect to the personnel of the various price adjustment
boards, or to the manner in which they had handled any of the actual conferences
with the contractors. It appears that the personnel of the price adjustment boards
have performed a difficult task in a highly exemplary manner. For this per-
formance of duty high praise is deserved.

Naturally there are many contractors who resent any effective con-
trol over their prices or profits. Some of them have recently been
accusing the War Department of arbitrary treatment. Before the
Naval Affairs Committee, I said that I would be glad to present the
facts in any case in which the conduct of the War Department has been
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questioned and to-let the committee judge whether or not that con-
duct had been fair. In fulfillment of that undertaking I should like
now to give you the facts in the case of the Timken Detroit Axle Co.,
about which Mr. Rockwell testified here last Thursday.

I have some discussion here about years, and ir order that there
should be no confusion about these years, I should say this company,
down until 1940, had a fiscal year corresponding to the calendar
a ar, and since 1940 the fiscal year has been the year ending June 30,

s if I mention 1942 here, I mean the fiscal year ending June 30,
1942, but for the period prior to 1940 it is the calendar year. I do not
think there is any confusion from that standpoint.

Senator WALSH. He insisted that you misrepresented the amount of
dividends his company paid in a given year.

Mr. PATTERSON. That is right.
Senator WALSH. That is the reason you just stated there may have

been a misunderstanding?
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes; there was a mistake made in that way in the

letter which I wrote Mr. Rockwell after the decision had been made,
but it had no bearing at all on the decision, Senator.

During the years of 1936 to 1939 theTimken Detroit Axle Co. realized
average annual profits of $2,116,000 before Federal taxes-and that
means the fiscal year ending June 30, 1942. That represented 103
percent on its average net sales. In the year 1942 the company's
profits, before Federa taxes and renegotiation, amounted to $39,-
839,000. The profits on renegotiable business alone amounted to
$16572,000, before renegotiation and before taxes. That represented$ percentage of profit on net sales of 33 percent.

Senator WALSH That is sales to the Government?
Mr. PATTERSONr. That is renegotiable business.
Disregarding entirely business not subject to renegotiation, much

of which was war production business completed prior to April 28,
1942 and thus not subject to the statute, we find that Timken was
making three times the rate of profit which it had made in the base
years, on two and one-half times the volume of business.
4 After renegotiaton, Timken's profits on its renegotiable business
were $4,072,000. This represents 11 percent on the adjusted net
sales of approximately $37,000,000. That dollar profit is almost
double the average dollar profit earned by Timken in the base years.

Those are the figures on which I based my conclusion that the
War Department Board had been entirely reasonable in its handling
of this case. For that reason I approved the Board's decision.

In the light of Mr. Rockwell's statement thit he has been com-
pelled to reduce his company's dividends because of renegotiation, I
think that I should also call your attention to the total net profit of
the company for the fiscal year 1942 after renegotiation and after
taies. That profit is $5,070,000-more than two and one-half times
the average of the normal years after taxes and 32.4 percent of the
total book net worth of the company.

I think those facts alone right on their face prove there was no
rough business of any kind in the result of the renegotiation that we
conducted with the Timuken-Detroit Axle Co., and his company was
left with a liberal sum for profits, whether measured on total sales
volume or on invested net worth, either way you take it.
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(The following chart was submitted for the record:)

2 I: 2

Senator VANDENBERG. To complete the record, are the figures
available as to the relative volume of business upon which this profit
comparison is made?

Mr. PA'zrn~oSN. Yes, Senator; we have a work sheet that shows
the whole thing [indicating].

Senator VANDENBERG. Thank you.
Senator LUCAS. How much did Rockwell claim was due and owing

him?
Mr. PArTERSON. Beg pardon?
Senator LUcAs. How much did Rockwell claim his profit should be

in 1942 after renegotiation?
Mr. PArrERSoN. As I understand it the controversy between him

and the War Department was this: The local section out there in
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Detroit recommended a refund of $10,000,000 for 1942. Ire made
no complaint about that. That figure down in Washington here, by
the Price Adjustment Board, was raised to $12.5 million dollars, and
that was his grievance.

Senator WALSH. I think that is what he stated it to be.
Mr. PATTERSON, I think so.
In his testimony, here, Mr. Rockwell made two points. First, he

said that my decision was based on mistaken information furnished
by the Board relating to the dividends paid by the company and the
salaries paid to officers. It is true that such information was con-
taiued in a letter which I wrote to Mr. Rockwell, in reply to a letter
from him written after he had been advised of my determination of
excessive profits, but it is not true that this information was the basis
upon which the decision was reached.

On the contrary, to the best of my recollection, the question of
dividends and salaries was not brought up during the renegotiation.
It certainly was not brought up during the part of it that I was in
personal attendance on.
Now that such a commotion has been made of the matter, it seems

Breper to point out that during the years 1936 to 1939 the Timken
etroit Axle Co. paid common dividends which averaged $1,477,000

a year. In 1942 those dividends amounted to $4,216,000, nearly
three times the average of the base years. In fact, the amount in
dollars, $4,216,000, is more than half as much as was paid to the
company's stockholders in the whole 10 years ended December 31,
1939. Even more significant is the fact that the dividends paid by
the company during the year 1942 that is the fiscal year again
amounted to more than twice the amount of the average earnings of
the company after taxes in the years 1936 to 1939. That's average
annual earnings,

The other main point made by Mr. Rockwell was that the percent-
age allowed to his company was less than that allowed to High
Standard Manufacturing Co. I think the committee will readily
see that the question cannot be measured by percentages. I shall be
glad, if the committee so desires, to place the facts with regard to the
High Standard case in this record. I believe that the committee
will reognize that the dollar profit allowed to High Standard in the
light of its performance was not unreasonable and that there is no
Acrimination of which Timken is entitled to complain.

No one in the War Department has ever denied the substantial
contribution to war production made by Timlen. In fact, at the
hearing in my office Ispecifically mentioned it as being noteworthy.
On the other hand, in comparing its contribution with that made
by other companies, it should be remembered that Mr. Rockwell's
company was working on substantially the same products as in former
years; that it did not have to convert its peacetime plant for the
manufacture of a product unfamiliar to it, and that its manufacturing
processes and problems were thus less complex than those of many
others engaged in war production.

Finally, Ishould take note of the remarks which Mr. Rockwell
made about the personnel engaged in renegotiation and in the manner
which his case was handled. I have said that I take pride in the
men who have been engaged in this work, and I have no reason now
to modify that statement.
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In this connection, I can properly quote the statement of the
Truman committee in the report which they filed on March 30 1943
that the administration of the renegotiation law had been characterized
by the-
assembly In Government of an unusual group of able, conscientious, and patriotic
lawyers, accountants, and businessmen as administrators of renegotiation.

I might also refer to the qualificatioqs and experience of the men
engaged in this work for the War Department. Their backgrounds
are set forth in detail in a statement that appears on pages 901 and
following of the House Ways and Means report.

That is this paper I referred to a few moments ago. It goes in quite
detail into the background of these men here in Washington and out
in the field, and I will be very glad indeed to have their work judged
on the basis of their experience and background. There are people
out in the Detroit district that are men of comparable business with
that of Mr. Rockwell, both as to the Army Air Forces force out there
and as to the Ordnance Department force out there. I think that the
personnel engaged in this work is of the very highest caliber that we
could recruit.

So I say that the records show that the case was handled in a fair
manner. It is true that the renegotiation covered a long period.
This was due to a number of factors, including the time required for
the closing of the company's books and for careful consideration of all
aspects of the company's operation. Some seven meetings were held
with company officials prior to the meeting in my office. Every con-
tention of the company was carefully considered, and all the data and
statements of the company were carefully reviewed before final con-
clusion was reached.

I believe that the statement which I have made will satisfy you that
the War Department, in this case, did not act in an arbitrary or unfair
way. I wish I had time to go into every other case which may.have
been brought to the attention of. any member of this committee.
I think that I could satisfy them that there has been no unfair treat-
ment in any of those cases.

Senator BYRD. Judge, may I ask about the composition of this
board in Washington? It is composed of representatives of the
Army and Navy and what other agencies?

Mr. PA ,ERSON. I think you refer, Senator Byrd, to the joint
board?

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. PATTERSON. There is a joint board with respesentatives of

each of the five agencies on it, and also a representative of the War
Production Board. That is to say, Mr. Jones has a representative,
the War Department has one Mr. Forrestal has one, tie Treasury
De artment has one, and the Maritime Commission has one.

senator BYRD. That is the final board?
Mr. PATTERSoN. That is the final board. They only lay down

programs, policies, principles, and interpretations to try to keep the
treatment of contractors alike no matter which agency they may come
before. That final joint board, that has been set up about, I believe,
3 months ago, does not have particular cases come before it. That
board is not described in this report that I just referred to. We have
one man on .that board, that is, Mr. Joseph Dodge. In fact, he is
chairman of the joint board.
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Senator BYRD, This board establishes the regulations?
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir. It is supposed to keep the different

agencies in step with one another.
Senator BYRD. What is the final board that passes on specific

contract?
Mr. PATTERSON. In the War Department it is called the War

Department Price Adjustment Board, and the chairman of that is
Mr. Dodge.

Senator BYRD. The action of that board is final?
Mr. PAIVERSON. No; it come to me.
Senator BYRD. You have the final say?
Mr. PATTERaSO. In any impasse ease where they cannot agree

they have the right to carry it to me and they have done so in a
number of cases. If there is a bilateral agreement made voluntarily,
the action of that board is final.

Senator BYRD. Can the contractor take it to you as a matter ofright?•r. PATTzRSO. Yes, sir. I heard them for quite a number of

times, myself, and then they got to be kind of frequent for a while, and
I asked Mr. Amberg in my office to hear those matters. They are
heard either by him or by me at the present time.

Senator BYRD. The same procedure exists in the Navy Department?
Mr. PATTERSON. I believe so. I am not sure of that. In the War

Department if I have time I do it myself.
Senator WALSH. Mr. Forrestal is not here. He will be here this

afternoon.
Senator BYRD. I would like just a little further information about

the authority of this other board that represents these different
departments. Does the Ways and Means* Committee bill make any
changes in it?Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir. It proposed that it be the final ad-
n'nistrative board to review cases, to personally review cases. We
do not believe that that is a change that should be made.

Senator BYRD. This is a board known as the War Contracts Price
Adjustment Board?

Mr. PATTERSON Yes sir. What we call the joint board.
Senator BYRD. The bill passed by the House provides that that

Board can be a board of appeals?
Mr. PATTERSON Yes sir.
Senator BYRD. You do not think that is wise?
Mr. PATTERSON. We do not. Take the War Department alone,

I suppose our procedure is the most complex,' because it has the
biggest volume of business.- We have about 60 " reerit of the whole
load. Take a case in Detroit, It is heard there Aist and initiated by
the Detroit Ordnance Department-Board, if it is an Ordnance Depart-
ment case. Then, it comes down to the office of the Chief of Ordnance
here in Washington; then, it goes to the War Department Price
Adjustment Board. I am speaking of cases of a serious character
where there are some disputed points and-the contractor does not
think the local people out in Detroit have understood it. Then, it
comes to me, if he wants to do It. Now, there are four stages. I
think that ought to suffice, so' far as administration is cbncerned. If
he wants a court review, that is something else. I think if you had a
fifth one up on top of that, wo'are justgoing to have too'long a delay,
and I do not think fair treatment of contractors requires that addi-
tional step.
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It would also require a thing that they do not have now, that is a
large administrative staff, upon that joint board. That joint board
is a consultative body now. It just lays down uniformity. That is
a very valuable thing to do.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. In effect, Judge, would it not mean in the
last analysis you would have to duplicate the organization that you
now have in the agency, to put the final determination ,up to this
joint board?

Mr. PATTERSON. I am afraid so.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. You would not, really, in any substantial

degree, alter the ultimate decision, so far as the administrative
agencies are concerned, because it has to be assumed, has it not, that
much of the same personnel will be drafted and put up on this final
board?

Mr. PATTERSON. That might be the result. There is one other
phase of the thing that is apt to cause confusion, I think, if the final
top joint board is given authority to review specific cases, and that is
this: At the present time in a case part of the job is to recover some
money paid, but an equally important part of the job is to reduce the
prices, if that is indicated, on forward deliveries under contracts in
existence. It may be on the purchase of a maehine gun. the original
contract called for $300 a gun, and as the result of renegotiation it
developed that the contract price ought to be reduced to $260 a gun.
Now, that part of the work on renegotiation comes very close to the
pricing functions of the people engaged in procurement and that part
has to be carried out by me or the people in the purchasing division
of the Army Service Forces. I think it is valuable to concentrate
final authority, so for as the administrative agency is concerned, in a
body like the War Department Price Adjustment Board that can
effectively carry out both of those matters.

Now, if you have the joint board up on top, not in the War Depart-
ment at all, with power to review cases, it. may be that that cold be
worked out, but it offers difficulties.

Senator GERRY. Mr. Secretary, if the cases were referred to the
joint board would that make for greater uniformity of decisions be.
tween the different departments on these variety of cases?

Mr. PATTERSON. I think there is good uniformity now. I doubt
if the vesting of power to review cases in that board would result in
any greater uniformity than now prevails.

Senator GERRY. Would you rather leave it to the Court of Claims
on disputed cases?

Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator GERRY. That is not in the present act, is it?
Mr. PATTERSON. They have The Tax Court named as the final court

of review. In other words, the bill as it comes from the House pro-
vides two reviewing bodies in addition to those that now exist under
our regular practice. You would have that final joint board with
administrative review, and then you would hae TLe Tax Court as a
court of review. I an. not opposed to a court of review.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Secretary, in the House bill the language
makes it possible, does it not, for an appeal to be made to the tax
board in every case that has already been adjusted, even voluntarily
adju-Aed?
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Mr. PATTERSON. Yes; it does. That is another measure in the
House bill that, from our point of view, at any rate, we prefer to see
eliminated.

Senator LuCAS. Mr. Secretary, how many agencies have the power
to renegotiate contracts?

Mr. PATTERsoN. Five, provided you rolled two or three of Jesse
Jones' com panies up into one.

Senator LucAs. Has there been any complaint at all on the lack of
uniformity in the renegotiation of contracts?

Mr. PATTERSON. I know of none, but I will say at the same time,
that at one time last winter when the Truman committee was in.
vestigating renegotiation, I think there was a thought that the Army
and Navy did not handle the thing alike or did not view the thing
entirely alike. Since that time we have, i believe, arrived at a com-
mon ground on all points with the Navy, and I have not heard any
such criticism made. I would say, "No; I know of no such criticism,"
but I think, in all fairness, I have got to direct your attention to some
comments that were made last winter by the Truman committee. I
am not sure it appears in their final report, but there was some talk
about that-I recall that.

Senator GERRY. Mr. Secretary, I understand your testimony to be
you prefer it to go to a court rather than the Tax Bureau?

Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator GERRY. The Tax Bureau is no court at all.
Mr. PArrtERSON. I believe that the Treaqury Department and the

Department of Justice do not relish appealsgoing to The Tax Court.
They know, however, more about thatthan rdo, and I go along withthem."

Senator WALSH. There is a representative of the Department of
Justice here who will present their view to the committee. You may
proceed, Mr. Secretary.
.Senator HACH. It happened I was on th subcommittee that
considered this matter before the Truman committee. We did have
complaint about lack of uniformity to the extent that we did recom-
menr that a single price adjustment board be created.Mr. PATz~rRaOx. Yes.

Senator WALSH. Proceed, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. PATrERSON. It was, of course, I think, due to your recommenda-

tion, Senator Hatch, that we set up our joint board. Now, whether
that has enough powers or not is another matter. The report has been
set up since the report of the Truman committee.

Senator HATCH. That is correct.
Senator WALSH. Proceed, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. PATzTRSON. The need for the statute still exists. I now come

to the second general point which I would like to discuss. That is the
contention, repeatedly made, that there is no longer any need for this
statute. Mostof those who advance this contention concede that the
statute should remain applicable to profits during the fiscal year 1943.
Considerations of elementary fairness seem to require this. Under
existing law prices on many current contracts. have been adjusted
downward in cases of those contractors who have concluded renegotia-
tion. In addition, such contractors have in' many instances accepted
new contracts at substantially lower prices. The elimination of the
statute would result in substantial discrimination Pgainst such con-
tractors, in comparison with those who have not had their contract
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prices reduced or who have received new contracts at relatively
higher prices than those granted to their competitors with whom
renegotiation proceedings have been completed.

On the other hand, it is contended that the statute should be cut off
at the end of the fiscal year 1843. I do not believe that such a limita-
tion would be wise. The exigencies of war still call for changes of
design and for production of new and experimental items. There are
still many contracts in which costs are uncertain. Furthermore
many contracts call for performance over a long period of time, and
contractors are apprehensive of a ris in the price level. The volume
of commitments that many contractors are being asked to take in
relation to their working capital is another factor which tends to in-
crease their fears. In consequence, there are strong incentives for
contractors to load their prices against contingencies, to guard against
contingencies to guard against the risks which have been outlined.

The War department is making every effort to eliminate such
contingencies from contract prices. Substantial results in this direc-
tion have been achieved. We have developed contract forms designed
to protect the contractor against such risks by providing for upward
revision of contract prices under proper safeguards. That is, of
course, revision in the course of performance. However, business can-
not be induced overnight to rely on the power of the contracting officers
to increase contract prices as its sole protection against future increases
in labor and material costs. In spite of our best efforts, many of the
fixed prices now being negotiated will include cushions against the
risk of events which may never happen, with the inevitable result that
the contracts will yield excessive profits.

If the apprehensions which I have expressed prove unfounded, it
will be time enough later on to repeal the statute. The War Depart-
ment is not anxious to keep the responsibility which this statute
places upon us longer than necessary. Asa matter of fact, every step
which the War Department lits taken has tended to keep the operation
of the statute within practical bounds. In this connection, I should
like to make reference to the exemption from renegotiation of those
contractors whose total renegotiable business does not exceed $500,000
during a year. That is, renegotiable business. I realize, of course,
that excessive profits can be made on a small volume of business as
well as on a large volume. As a matter of fact, soe studies have been
made by the Price Adjustment Board which indicate that fact clearly,
and if the committee desires them I shall be glad to place them in
the record. On the other band, I cannot believe that any great dam-
age will be done to the country or to the prosecution of the war by the
profits which will escape as a result of this amendment. That is, the
raising of thehimit from $100,000 a year to $500,000 a year. We
recognize that it is physically impossible to prevent all excessive
profits. Undoubtedly some companies as well as some individuals will
emerge from this war with more'profits than they deserve, no matter
what efforts are made to prevent-that from happening. In view
of that fact, it wQuld seem to be the wiser course to recognize the
impossibility 'of preventing all excessive profits and to concentrate
our efforts on the task which is limited in such a manner as to be
Doiosible of accomplishment.

Senator LUCAS. Mr. Secretary, right on that point, what percentage
of the total business is less tban $500,000?
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Mr. P.,, TERSON, Not a very big proportion in dollar volume, but
quit a good sized proportion in number of contractors. I believe it
has been estimated, and it is our best guess, that if the limit is raised
up to $500 000 a year, it will eliminate about 20 percent of our con-
tractors. That is just in the number of concerns we do business with.
It would be nothing like that in the dollar volume of business done.

Senator LUCAS. It would be very small?
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, it would.
Senator LUCAS. It would eliminated tremendous amount of admin-

istrative work?
Mr. PATTERSON. That was the entire reason that we asked for

this amendment. We asked for it this last summer for that reason.
It would enable us to concentrate our attention on the more important
cases.

Senator WALSH. Can you give the committee the number of con-
tracta that have been renegotiated where excess profits have been
found and the number where excess profits have not been found,
where there have been losses?

Mr. PATTERSON. I could find that. I haven't got that according
to profits and losses, but I have the number of cases that have been
settled. The figures I have show that some 13,000 cases have been
cleared and settled; that some5,800 are in progress at the present
time.

Senator WALSH. Have excessive profits been found in all those
13,000?

Mr. PATTERSON. I could not say that, Senator. Those are the
cases that were cleared. I do not have these broken down.

Mr. McIntosh advises me that about one-half of those 13,000 cases
that have been settled were cleared and found to have no excessive
profits.

Senator RADCLIFFE. Just how much has that amounted to in dollars
and cents? I mean the reductions that resulted from the renego-
tiations?

M:.. PATTERSON. The total figure to date on savings to the Govern-
ment by recoveries of csh and price reductions on existing contracts
has been $5 377,963.

Senator AADCLIFFE. Will you make any estimate as to what that
means in regard to future contracts, that scale that you have estab-
lished?

Mr. PATTERSON. I am glad you brought that out. No one can
say, but we believe at least that much again in reduction in prices on
contracts made after renegotiation, on new corftracts made. The
price adjustment work has certainly resulted in a substantial reduction
made by the procuring branches of the War Department in dealing
with contractors for future deliveries on new contracts being nego-
tiated with them. I think the savings to the Government in that
connection, while it cannot be measure, might be just as much again.

Senator RADCLIFFe. It is likely to be an increasing amount?
Mr. PATMERSON. I do not know.
Senator RADCLIFFEi. That would be the natural result you would

obtain, would it not?
Mr. PATTERSON. That has been one of the valuable results in the

price adjustment work, and that is not reflected in that figure.
Senator BAILEY. In regard to that 5% billion dollars that you meA-

tioned, how much would you recover by way Of the ,xcess-profits
taxes as they stood?
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Mr. PAT'rrEUSON. It is hard to figure it out, but as I said a while

ago, of the $5,300,000,000 I believe that at least $1,600,000,000 would
not have been touched by excess-profits taxes. How much more I
could not say.

Senator LrcAs. Mr. Secretary, a witness by the name of James
F. Lincoln appeared before this committee-

Mr. PATTERSON. Let me off please, Senator Lucas, on that one.
That is a Navy contract and they will handle that. I will take
Brother Rockwell, but the Navy has got to take Brother Lincoln.

Senator WALSH. It has been suggested here, Mr. Secretary, that a
distinction ought to be made in contracts that are the results of com-
petitive bidding and other contracts. Will you discuss that some-
time before you finish?

Mr. PATTERSON. I do not think it is in my statement, Senator.
We do not believe any distinction should be made. If we are right in
supposing that there is now a lack of ordinary competitive conditions
due to the fact that the demands are many times greater than the sup-
ply, the Government does not. get the protection of competitive bid-
ding under public advertising that it would have received, say, in 1938
or 1939. For that reason we do not believe that any distinction should
be made in the law between contracts arrived at from competitive
bidding and contracts arrived at by less formal negotiations.

Senator JOHNSON. Judge, I have many complaints from contractors
because of the uncertainty. They are not renegotiated yet and they
anticipate being renegotiated-they do not know where they stand.
Is that complaint justified? Is there that slowness and that uncer-
tainty that is going to drag out over several years, that is going to
cause a firm not to know where it stands?

Mr. PAIVERSON. No. You wrote a statute of limitations on this a
year ago, so it cannot be dragged out. He can demand renegotiation
within a year after the closing of his books on any fiscal year. I can-
not deny at all that there are no standards laid down in the act in
cases that the Secretary may consider excessive. So there is a degree
of uncertainty. You cannot just take 6 or 5 percent and calculate
something else. I think that is inherent in the case. I cannot see
any way of curing it. Theye is not the long continued uncertainty on
account of the limitations laid down in the act, time limitations, but
you cannot calculate it out with a yardstick, that is true.

Senator JOHNSON. I have another complaint from a small firm that
had a loss of $40,000 because the contract was repeatedly changed by
the Navy and they are unable to renegotiate and have that loss re-
covered. You do not renegotiate losses at all, or make any adjust-
ment?

Mr. PATTERSON. Only in one case, and we did that not under the
renegotiation law at all, but under the First War Powers Act where we
anticipated underproduction.

Mr. Marbury reminds me if we make'ehanges in the contracts of
course we have to make adjustments in price on that. The case ,I
mentioned was under the First War Powers Act as a'matter of antici-
pated underproduction. That was for a critical item And we needed
deliveries of it. In that case, we raised the price in order to carry out
the contract and get the deliveries. That Is the only cae

Senator JOHNSON. I have one other complaint, and that is your
renegotiations are subject to renegotiations.

Mr. PATTERSON. No sir'
Senator JOHNSON. That is not true?
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Mr. PATTERSON. No sir. We c6n make a final agreement on
renegotiation that in the absence of fraud will not be upset. We
cannot string the thing out. That would be utterly intolerable.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Chairman, there was one question I wanted to
ask the Secretary in line with what Senator Johnson asks about the
statute of limitations, because I think the committee ought to under-
stand it.

I think we .developed, Mr. Secretary that under the statute of
limitations that it exists that the only thing the Government would
have to do would be to give notice of intention to renegotiate and that
would stop the running of the statute of limitations and it might drag
on several years after that as a matter of law. Is my memory correct
on it?

Mr. PA.ITERSON. You mean administratively?
Senator HATCH. Yes.
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes; that would be possible.
Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Secretary, in regard to the $1,500,000,000

which, in your opinion, could not have been caught by the excess-
profits tax law, is that the failure of the excess-profits tax law or is it
due to a failure in the staff.

Do you think it would be impossible to write an excess-profits law
that would catch it all?

Mr. PATTERSON. It is possible, but I do not know bow wise it
would be to do it I am not a tax expert. You could, of course, say
100 percent, but i think the renegotiation is a better policy.
- Senator JOHNSON. The tax law would be general and renegotiations
are specific. A tax law that would cover everything would hit
everyone.

Mr. PATTERSON, Yes, sir. I have this in mind. Of course, the
higher you raise the figure on excess-profits taxes, the more wasteful
contractors are going to be. "S'lhat is the difference?", they will say.
"Let's double everybody's salaries," they will say, or something like
that; "the Government is going to get it anyway." Vre try, in renego-
tiation to leave an incentive to contractors to lower tleir costs of pro-
duction.. If a contractor has had a remarkable record or outstanding
record, on lower cost production, an able management of h;s business,
we try to take that into account in renegotiation and allow him to keep
more than he would otherwise have kept as a profit. So there is that
difference between the two instances.

Senator BARKLEY. What would be the relative element of justice
and fairness between the present method by which you are recapturing
a billion and a half that you could not recapture under present tox
laws aid the suggested 100 percent that would recapture that billion
and a half and maybe a lot more that, in some cases, ought not to be
recaptured? .As between the two situations, which has the greater
element of justice to all parties in the country? -

Mr. PATTER4ON. I think there is more justice and better economy
in the price-adjustment system. I might say on the collection of that
sum, whether you call it the gross $5,300,000,000, or, we wil say, the
net $1,500,000,000, the, evidence shows they have, done that at an
estimated cost of administration of less than $5,000,000. My arith-
metid may be faulty, but I think that is about 5 cents for $1,500, is
it not?

Senator BARKLEY. I will take your word for it.
Mr. PATrERsoN. I am trying mentally to cross out digit.
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Senator MILLIKIN, Mr. Secretary, how many cases have you
pending-or have been pending for more than a year?

Mr. PA rRSON. I do not think we have any.
Senator MILLIXIN. I mean when does the notice of negotiation

come? How many of those notices have you out, in other words?
Mr. PATTERSON. We have it classified here, Mr. Senator. 13,000

cases settled; 5,800 in course of progress, and a total number of cases
assigned of 20 000. That means assigned by the assignment body,
which used to be m the War Department and is now under the joint
board. There is no agency for renegotiation.

Senator WALSH. Are these all departments?
Mr. PATTERSON. All departments.
Senator MILLIKIN. Have you any statistics as to the times involved,

when commenced, and how long pending?
Mr. PArrERSON. Those could-be furnished, Senator. I do not have

those in the paper before me.
Senator MfILLIKIN. I thought Senator Johnson's point was very

pertinent. What are the delays in this thing? How much uncertainty
is there?

Mr. PATTERSON. I haven't any statistics to bear on that. Mr.
McIntosh, who is the attorney for the War Department Price Adjust-
ment Board would like to make a statement on that.

Mr. MCINTOSH. As the organization has been built up over a period
of time, the rate of progress has increased, so at the present time some-
where in the neighborhood of 500 cases a week are being closed.
Ao.ording to the present schedule, substantially everything that was
assigned for renegotiation that started before September 1 will be
close by the end of January at the latest. Most of it will be closed
by the end of December. At the present rate of progress in all of the
agencies, if it will be continued next year, we will bo able to renegotiate
most of the 1943 business by the summer of 1944. In other words,
the pace has been accelerated as the organization has been built up,
the numbers increased and the procedures standardized.

Senator MImLIKiN. I think it would be interesting to have some
statistics on it. a

Mr. McINrosH. We can very easily supply that.
Mr. PATTERSOx. The apRrehensions that we felt last winter, when

the Truman committee were inquiring into our ability to swing the
case load, have been very considerably eased. The case load is going
upward with pretty good progress.

Senator MILLIKIN. I was verymuch interested in Senator Johnson's
question about renegotiating excess profits but not renegotiating excess
losses. Will you give us a little philosophy on that?

Mr. PATTERSON. I think I said, in answer to Senator Johnson's
question, that there is a type of case where we adjust a price upward,
where it is indicated that the contractor has not only suffered a loss
but is going to go out of business as the result of that and where we
need the product.

Senator MILLIKim. The loss is just as necessary to be adjusted as
any other type of case, is it not?

Mr, PATrERSON. No; I do not think it would be sound policy for
the Government to guarantee everybody a profit.

Senator MILLIKIN., I think if you limit the profit there is quite
little argument on the point that you should limit the loss.

Mr. PArTERSON. Well, it is arguable, but I do not like it.
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Senator VANDENBERO. Is there Any doubt in your mind, Judge,
about the constitutionality of this act?

Mr. PATTERSON. Certainly, nothing as to any transactions entered
into after April 1942. I take it you mean the tougher question of
contracts, say, made in 1940 and 1941?

Senator VANDENBER0. Yes.
Mr. PATTERSON. My opinion on that is not of any real value.
Senator VANDENBERG. t would be to me.
Mr. PATTERSON. I would have to study it.
Senator LUCAS. May I ask one question further?
Senator WALSu. Yes.
Senator LUCAS. Assuming the Congess continues the power of

renegotiation, do you believe it is possible we might lay down a yard-
stick or standard that could be of any assistance?

Mr. PATTERSON. I doubt it.
Senator LUCAS. It might complicate it rather than help, is that

your opinion?
Mr. PATTERSON. We discussed that a good deal more than a year

ago; we discussed it with representatives of the Truman committee
last winter. I have personally discussed it with Mr. Baruch about a
year ago, asked his views on it, and it did not seem possible to lay
down a yardstick. The cases all vary. We try to do jftstice and
fairness in the individual case.

Senator McKELLAR. Mr. Chairman.
Senator WALSH. Senator McKellar, would you like to ask a

question?
Senator McKELLAR. I would like to ask this question: That

question was also discussed when the legislation was being heard
before the Senate the first time; you will recall that there were several
plans of making a percentage reduction, and the Department was
very much opposed to it, they said they did not think it would be
workable, it would do vast injustice, and the Senate committee
finally agreed to that, and then this bill. was substituted for that
proposal. Do you recall that?

Mr. PATTERSON. Ye , Senator McKellar. I think this law took
its inception first in a proposal that I think passed the House called
the Case amendment, which would havo limited all contractors to
a fixed percentage of profit on volume of business and it was to be
the same for all alike. We saw grave objections to such a system
that would measure the profits for all contractors, no matter what
their situation might be, no matter how difficult the item they were
making, how long it took to perform a contract. One contractor
can perform his contract in a month and another man take 2 years,
and if you had a fixed percentage, the man who performed it in a
month could make the same percentage by a very slight effort on
his part as a concern that took as long as 2 years to make the item.
There were many other objections, too, but my recollection is the
same as Senator McKellar's on that.

Senator RADCLIF1E. Mr. Secretary, may I ask you a question?
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes.
Senator RADCLIFFE. It is my impression that the suggestion was

made that one of the reasons why the renegotiation of contracts was
desirable was because of the abnormality in production cost, and it was
extremely difficult to forecast what they would be due to shifting
conditions. .
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Mr. PATTERSON. Yes..
Senator RADCLIFFE. Do you consider that situation has changed in

the direction of stabilization?.
Mr. PATERSON. I think it has changed in the direction of stabiliza-

tion but not enough to warrant discontinuance of the law. Our
contracting officer, when he negotiates a price for some piece of
munitions with a contractor, he gets to talking price, he asks the con-
tractor for an analysis of the figure he quotes why he quotes that figure
to him, and he tries to break it down and slow what the anticipated
costs are going to be, and of course quite properly he takes into every-
thing, every factor that he can think of that is likely to affect his cost
in the performance on that contract. It may take over a year. Now,
all of those things do not happen. Some of those costs that he put into
his break-down are never incurred. For his own protection he esti-
mates them on the high side, of course. We have not come to the
point, in my opinion where the contracting officer can make a careful
enough analysis of the cost break-down that the contractor furnishes
to dispense with price adjustments later on in the light of what the
contractor's actual cost experience may prove to be.

Senator RADCLIYFE. Do you think that point is in sight?
Mr. PATTERSON. It might come before the end of the war. I would

not say. I do not think it has arrived; We are not tenancious of our
powers under this act. I would not f6r a minute say it ought to be a
permanent policy of the United States Government. It certainly
ought not to continue beyond the war period. Maybe it could be
terminated before the end of the war, but I do not know as to that.
I am sure it has not arrived yet.

Senator BYRD. Judge, do you have access to the income-tax records?
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Proceed, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. PATErRSON. In conclusion, I might point out that no better

evidence of the necessity for the continued operation of this statute
could be afforded than the case of the Timken-Detroit Axle Co. The
facts in that case make it clear that taxes have not been effective to
prevent excessive profits. The articles are of a type similar to the
normal products of the business in peacetime. The conduct of the
hearing has, I think, been entirely fair and considerate and the result
most reasonable for the company. Finally, in the matter of new pro-
curement, this company has shown itself quite unwilling to limit itself
to reasonable profits. Mr. Rockwell in his testimony referred to a
contract which is now under consideration by the War Department.
I have asked General Clay to come here to tell you about that contract.

With the committee's leave, I will interrupt and let General Clay
Five you the facts on that matter. I simply say that because the
impression was left by Mr. Rockwell that we were trying to punish
him by withholding a contract from him that he was entitled to and
he felt that we, *ust out of spite or something worse, were trying to
indulge in a little punishment. With your leave, General Clay who
sits here will make a statement on that.

Senator WALSH, You will resume your statement after General Clay
finishes?

Mr. PAetERsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator WALss. Very-well. General Clay, we will hear you.
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STATEMENT OF MA. 0EN. LUCIUS D. CLAY, DIRECTOR OF
MATERIEL, ARMY SERVICE FORCES, UNITED STATES ARMY

General CLAY. Mr. Chairman, at. a hearing before this committee
last Thursday, Mr. Willard F. Rockwell made the assertion that the
War Department was threatening to cancel a contract which he had
made with the Ordnance Departmert. on half of the Timken-Detroit
Axle Co. I think it fair to say that he tried to give you the impression
that coercion was being used to punish Timken because of differences
of opinion which had arisen over the renegotiation of the company's
business for the fiscal year 1942. I should like to say most emphati-
cally that there is not the slightest basis for any such charge against
the War Department.
* About 3 weeks ago Gen. Albert J. Browning, who is the Director
of the Purchases Division Army Service Forces, brought to my
attention a contract With ±imken which had been presented to his
office for approval. Under established regulations which have been
published in the Federal Register and are available to all War Depart-
ment contractors, no ward of a War Department contract for an
amount in excess of $5,000,000 can be made in the field without the
approval of the Director of the Purchases Division, Army Service
Forces. Furthermore, Timken had submitted this contract to the
Office of Price Administration for approval. That Office has withheld
action because of apparent excessive profits provided for by the con-
tract and has asked the War Departm'pnt fgr comment. Accordingly
there is no question of the War Der.artment's repudiating or canceling
a contract. The question is whether the War Department should
approve it and recommend favorable action by the Office of PriceAdministration.

The proposed contract provides for the procurement of axles,
'transfer cases and spare tarts for heavy duty trucks. These are
critical items and the War Department is making every effort to
expedite their production. At present all companies experienced in
the manufacture of these items claim to be working& to capacity, and
it is therefore necessary to increase existing capacity. This can be
accomplished if experienced producers like Timken are willing to
make their experience available to new producers in the field.
Arrangements were made to have Standard Steel Spring Co. enter
the field with the bid of Timken. fr. Rockwell who appeared
before this committee, is chairman of the board of both these com-
panies, so that the combination could work out well from the produc-
tion standpoint.

This contract with Timken will be in the amount of $89,468,910.72-
that is, $24,000,000 for 9,600 sets of axles for 4-ton trucks; $50,400,000
for 14,400 sets of axles for 6-ton trucks; and a balance of $15,068,910.72
for spare parts. As stated in a letter from Timken to the Office of
'Price Administration, Timken proposes to subcontract.' the entire
manufacture under a contract under which Standard Steel, the prin-
cipal subcontractor, is to be allowed all of its costs in the production
6[the items called for under the contract plus a fixed fee. Tiinken will
undertake to deliver the axles, furnishihg designs, drawings, manu-
facturing assistance and "know how," supervision and direction of
manufacture; it will not itself engage in production; Standard
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Steel will do the assembling but it is proposed that the major portion
of the manufacturing will be done by numerous subsubcontractors to
be put into that business by Standard Steel.

Under the proposed contract Timken demands an initial unit price
of $2,500 for the lighter axle and $3,500 for the heavier axle. How-
ever, the prices at which Timken has been selling the same items pro-
duced in its own plants are, respectively, $1,525 and $2,184.25 before
adjustment as the result of renegotiation. Thus the increases of price
provided in the proposed contract are, respectively, $975 and
$1,315.75.

According to the price break-down shown in the contract the
propsed prices will result in a fee to Timken of about $155 on each
of the lighter axles and about $200 on each of the heavier axles. We
have not determined with complete accuracy what profits Timken
is making on the same axles manufactured in its own plants, but the
following analysis is suggestive: Timken received 33.4 percent of
profit on its net renegotiable sales during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1942. After renegotiation it was left with a profit of 11 percent on
the adjusted net renegotiable sales. If Timken's prices on axles
manufactured by it are adjusted to give effect to this renegotiation,
its prices would be $1,141.18 for the lighter axle and $1,634.51 for the
heavier axle, and it would have a profit of $125.53 on each lighter
axle and $179.80 on each heavier axle. Yet it now demands in the
proposed contract profits of $155 and $200, respectively for the same
products, the manufacture of which it proposes to subcontract 100
percent.

But the subcontractor is also going to make a profit, and a profit
higher even than Timken's. The subcontractor's profit is estimated
at $210 on each lighter axle and $300 on each heavier axle.

Looking at the end results, we find that Timken proposes a fee for
itself of $4,368,000 for providing supervision and direction of manu-
facture of axles by a subcontractor. (If the same proportion of fees
is maintained on spare parts, Timken will make an additional lee in
excess of $800,000, making a total fee of more than $5,168,000 for
Timken.) At the same time it is estimated that the subcontractor
will- receive a fee of $6,336,000 on axles alone.

Under the proposed contract the aggregate payment for axles would
be $74,400,000, while at Timken's prices for it" own products the
a gregate payment would be $46,093,200. At Timken'a basio prices
adjusted to reflect statutory renegotiation, as above indicated, the
agregate payment would be $34,492,272.

This leaves out of consideration the cost of additional facilities
which must be provided at the expense of the Government when a
new producer isbrought into the field.

Senator CLARK. General do I understand the figures to mean that
the Timken Co. is asking bigger fees for merely subcontracting and
supervising subcontracts that they charge on axles that they actually
manufacture themselves?

General CLAY. Yes, sir; there is a provision in the contract for a
redetermination of prico after 40 percent of the work has been com-
plejed, and that the agreement must be mutually agreed upon by the
contractor and by the Government, otherwise the contract is termi-
nated on the basis indicated.

Senator BAILEY. It is not a matter of renegotiation?
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General CLAY. Sir?
Senator BAILEY. It is not a matter of renegotiation; it is a matter

of execution of the contract?
Mr. PATTERSON. It comes in only collaterally.
Senator BAILEY. He seems to come down here and ask us to inter-

pose. We have nothing to do with the contracts you make.
General CLAY. Absolutely.
Senator CLARK. Colonel Rockwell wept all over the place and beat

his breast, claiming he was robbed.
Mr. PATTERSON. And we are prosecuted in the future if we refuse

to make a contract.
Senator BAILEY. It does not have any bearing on the prosecution

of the contract, does it?
General CLAY. I think it does have, Senator, for this reason: If we

cannot adjust this contract we have still got to go ahead and let it,
because we have got to have the axles.

Senate r BAILEY. That -is what I would do; I would go ahead and
let it.

Senator LUCAS. What reason did he give for that exorbitant profit?
General CLAY. One reason is they are not really interested in get-

ting the business. I think that is part of the case. It is an additional
load, it requires a new facility for a heavy type of axle that is required
just for the war.

Senator LUCAS. He wants an exorbitant charge because he does
not want the business?

General CLAY. Partially that; yes, sir.
Senator GUFEY. Can you get the axles elsewhere?
General CLAY. We are trying very, very hard to find some other

manufacturer of the axles at the present time. We have had no luck
as yet.

Senator JOHNSON. Senator Millikin and I know about a contractor
that had an axle which we think is far superior, which tests in Nebraska
proved were far superior that the War Department ruled out and gave
Timken the option on that particular axle. It is very interesting to
have this testimony here from you. I am glad you brought it in,
because it helps our case a whole lot.

Mr. PATTERSON. Are those heavy-duty axles?
Senator JOHNSOS. Yes, heavy-duty axles. We have finally gotten

around to the point where the War Department is going to try the
axle at the Aberdeen Proving *Grounds.

Senator WALSH. Proceed. General.
General CLAY. The new facilities requi.d by Standard Steel are in

excess of $15,000,000 and one of Standard Steel's subsubcontractors
also requires substantial additional facilities. It also leaves out of
consideration the fact that the Government will be obligated under
the terms of the contract to make advance payments to Timken up to
40 percent of the value of the contract.

These high prices might be less remarkable if Timken and Standard
Steel were taking any substantial risk, but the contract which is pro-
posed pretty much eliminates all risk. Timken's contract provides
that it will not be responsible for any delay of Standard Steel w~ich
results without fault or negligence of Timken. Furthermore, the ron-
tract provides that after 40 percent of the items called for by the
contract have been delivered the prices will be adjusted by negotiation,
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and if Timken is not satisfied with the new prices it can then terminate
the contract. Timken's rights upon termination are not entirely clear
because the contract is not clearly phrased, but there is room for the
argument that under the contract Timken could claim its estimated
fee on each item delivered as well as its entire cost including cost and
profit to the subcontractor. If that is what the contract means it
amounts to a guarantee of cost plus profit to Timken. The contract
between Timken and Standard Steel contains similar provisions so
that Standard Steel is apparently also guaranteed its cost plus a fee on
delivered items. Incidentally, Stand.rd Steel's fee will range about
10 percent of estimated costs. Even if the contracts should be con-
strued as not guaranteeing all costs the original prices have been fixed
at such a high figure as to make it practically impossible for either
company to suffer a loss.

In the light of these facts, General Browning and I came to the
conclusion that the proposed contract oLght not to be approved and
Mr. Willard F. Rockwell was so advised. " As a result I had an inter-
view with Mr. Walter F. Rockwell, the president of the Timken Co.,
in which we went over the whole matter. He complained of unfair
treatment by the Price Adjustment Board and I told him that that
was a matter which had been passed on by the Under Secretary and
that it had nothing whatsoever to do with the contract now under
consideration.

I regret to say that I have not been able up to this time to get
Timken to agree to any modification of its demands. At present we
are exploring the possibility of obtaining these axles through other
sources. We are also considering whether this would be an appro.
priate ca.e for the use of a mandatory order. However, for various
reasons, we may in the end be confronted with the necessity of signing
this contract with Timken simply because we must have the goods
and cannot be sure of getting them in any other way. This will be
done only as a last resort.

In conclusion I should like to say that the only connection I can
see between this transaction and the subject of renegotiation is that
the transaction indicates to me the protection afforded the Govern-
ment by the Renegotiation Act. We must have war materiel and we
must accept the traniactions essential to obtaining required equip-
ment. Some other contracts may have Zo be entered into to get the
materials we require for the prosecution of the war.

Senator MILLIKIN. General, your complaint in this case is not
that Timken wants the contract, your complaint is as to the amount
of the profit; is that right?
. General CLAY. We want Timken to be the prime contractor. They

have the know-how. Timken can make these axles.
Senator MILLIKIN. In connection with that particular matter let

me sug est you look up the files on the Coleman Motor Truck Co.,
which f-or more than a year has been suggesting to you how you can
get the entire supply much quicker than by the method you are
following.

General C:L&y. Coleman?
Senator.MILLIKIN. The Coleman Motor Truck Co.
Senator WALsE. Mr. Secretary, you may proceed.
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Mr.-,PATrERSON. 'In other words, gentlemen, we want to make a
ontract with Timken. -.The matter is'regarded by us as-an urgent

one on account'of the production we need of heavy-duty axles. The
onlyi adjutment about the proposed new contract is on the terms
which we believe are too onerous, the terms that have been submitted

,After listening to General Clay I am sure that you fully understand
that the difficulties in makings new contract with the Timken-Detroit
Axle Co. have nothing whatsoever to do with their attitude toward
renegotiation.- :The 4rmy. has pressing need of the services of that
company and we are anxious to make a contract with it. But the
terms demanded by Timken are utterly unreasonable. They are
terms that the Government should never yield to.

We have developed the facts in this case in some detail, not only
because it was necessary.tO refute charges in the open hearing last
week, but also so that you would have a clearer understanding of the
actual renegotiation process. We are willing to rest our case far
renegotiation upon the Timken-Detroit ,Axle proceeding. We be-g
lieve that the case is typical of the small number of cases in which we
have been unable to reach a mutually satisfactory bilateral agreement
and in which we have been accused of being arbitrary, unfair, and
unreasonable.

In this connection I'should like, at this time, to submit for the record
a o6py of a confidential committee print, whichwe filed with the House
Wayo and Meahs Committee, giving specific facts and figures with
reference to the cases of those contractors who appeared before thatcommittee for the purpose of complaining with respect to the treat-
ment accorded them in renegotiation. This 'statement is necessary
to an intelligent consideration of the charges made by those witnesses.
Whether or not it should be considered as part of the public record
here I will leave to your consideration. , Thitrgives the facts on actual
cases that were brought up before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee as cases of harsli and unfair treatment, and we heard nothing
more on those cases after the full facts were revealed.
I Senator RADCLIFFE. Mr. Secretary, a contractor does assume some

liability in the case of subcontractors., What kind of liability would
a contractor have?

Mr. PATTERSON. Unless he gets an* exception in the contract by
specific inclusion of a clause in it, he has a. liability just the same as if
it was for his own performance, as to speed of delivery and also quality
of product., I do not knowhow common it is to include such a clause.
Can you say that, Mr. Marbury?

Mr. MARBURY. It is not common.
General CLAY.. Not very common.
Mr. PATTERSON. It is not common, I am told.
Senator' RADCLIFFE. Then he has about. the normal liability of a

prime contractor.
General CLAY. In this specific contract the prime contractor is

specifically excepted from any liability of the subcontractor.
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Senator CLix. Let me ask you, why, would the War Department
under any -nditions tieat this outfit as a prime contractor? It is not
the only company in the country that has the "know-how."

General Cz~y. It is not the only concern, but it does have the plans'
and drawings for making these axles. It has the plans available,
it can make the engineenl knowledge available quicker to the
subcontractor than anybody lse.

Senator CLARK. Substantially the same kind of situation happened
in the last war. I mean, du Pont held up the construction of the Old
Hickory Co. for several months, at a time of vital necessity, haggling
with the Govqnment as to the nlaagement fee. These people hold-
out on the basis of hayig tho,know-how," they have possession Of
these drawings that are vitally esseiutial for the making of the equip-i
ment here.

General CLAY. That is right, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. How long can the War Department in the war

effort fool around while they. are holding you up on that basis?
General CLAY. We cannot fool around very long. If we do niot

find any contractor in the next few days we have to press him for the
contract, either by awarding it under the terms he seeks or through
the use of manatory order. We doubt the applicability of the
mandatory order because the facilities to build here are no longer in
existence. In other words if the facilities are theie we can order him
to produce and have the cost determined after production.

Senator BYRD. You can renegotiate?
General CLAY. Yes.
Senator. CLArK. If you are held up making the contract the re-

negotiation statute is the only protection the Government has, is it
not?

General CLAY. That is the only protection; yes.
Senator WALSH. Proceed, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. P'TRSON. If there'are any other companies concerning

which you would like to have additional information, whether in
connection with witnesses who have appeared before your committee
or before the House Ways and Means Committee, we shall be glad
to furnish any data. I

I haye always said, and I here repeat, the only way to test 'the
character of the administration of this statute is through examination
of the facts and figures applicable to individual cases. Generalitiesare misleading, and frequently, as we have seen in the case of the,
Timlnen-Detroit Axle Co., not borne out by the record. We will
welcome an investigation of the proceedings of the War Department
in connection with any or all of the cases which we have handled.

CHANOS XN HOUSE BILL

Before closing I should like to comment briefly upon certain pro-.
visions of H. R. 3687 title VII, which we respectfully suggest should
be m6dified or amended. '

Review of closed arguments: In the first place I call your attention
to the fact that the proposed bill provides for court review of closed
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bilateral agreeent. -Thus subsections (e) (1) and (e) (2), pages
119 to 122, specifically provide for review of determinations-
made prior to thi9 date of the enactment of the Rerenue Act of 1943 with respect
to afisal year endi before July 1, 1943, * * * whether or not such
detminaton Is embodied In an agreement with the contractor or suboontractor.

This provision would render subject to court review thousands of
voluntary bilateral agreements under which total refunds and price
reductions (without giving consideration to the effect of taxes) will
ag ate upward of $5,000, 0,000, including excessive profits
refunded and to be refunded and specific price reductions on articles
delivered or to be delivered in the future. This provision would
create a potential 'administrative burden which might be impossible
of effective accomplishment. It might also be construed to invalidate
the bilateral character of the agreement in such a manner as to jeopar-
dize the right of the Government to retain the refunds which have
been made and to collect the refunds which are to be made thereunder.

There might also be placed in jeopardy the provisions of the agree.
ment providing for past and future price reductions. Many renege.
tiation areeents include clauses providing generally for the elimi-
nation of excessive profits likely to be realized in the future through
.price reductions without specifying the E-iount of the reductions to

made on specific articles or contracts. The total reductions and
refunds under such clauses exceed the total of specifo refunds and
price cuts already referred to.

The refunds and price reductions provided for under these volun-
tary agreements were made as a part of repricing policy which was in
fact inaugurated some time prior.to the passaeof the original Rene-
gotiations Act of April 28, 1942. If the act Tad not been available
for this purpose, the War Department would have endeavored to
effect similar results through the use of other war powers rMating to
placing and cancelation of contracts. In no case has the War Depart-
merit accepted agreements which are made conditional on the validity
of the renegotiation statute or which under their terms could be
affected by subsequent legislation or court decisions. Of course, any
legislation you see fit'to pass will affect them all right, but we do not
see fit to put into the contract a specific clause..

Quite a number of contractors wanted to put in that kind of clause,
but we always declined to do that.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. If this provision would remain would the
progress that has been made in.cleaning up the backlog be lost, and
more, too?

Mr. PATTERSON. I do not know how marly people who signed
voluntary agreements might now think they had a ground for a
lawsuit against us.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. In any case, you would be opening up the
door, you would be making it possible for these cases to be reviewed,
and if any large percentage of them should take advantage of this
provision, your progress would be completely wiped out; would it not?

Mr. PATT.RSON. Yes, sir; it is absolutely unique, as far as I know,
to say a man who has pi ned an agreement in the absence Of fraud, or
holding a pistol to hishead, or something like that, has a lawsuit
against you. It can only be justified, I suppose, on the general theory
that everybody who signed a voluntary agreement with us did so under
the gun, and that just is not so.
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Senator VANDENBERO. That would be the only theory wheiei volun-
tary does not mean voluntary.

Mr. PATTERSON. Yes; that it was actually Involuntary, that they
did not want it, but they could not help themselves, they got gypped
in the process.

Senator BARKLEY. They might be induced to sign an agreement,
get it out of the way, and then go into the courts in a hurry so as to
thresh it out there.

Mr. PATTERSON. We do not think such a provision as that is called
for or is wise legislation.

Senator BYRD. Judge you say that is The Tax Court?
Mr. PATTERSON. Und er the House bill, the final resort for court

review is to the Tax Board.
Senator BYRD. WThy did they single out the Tax Board?
Mr. PArTERSON. I do not know. I think it was discussed a good

deal. I do not mean by any means that it was a snap matter, but
what reason there was for it, I do not know. I was not present at the
conference.

Senator VANDENBERO. Judge, can a certified public accountant
practice before the Court of Claims?

Mr. PATTERSON. I should not think so. I should think probably
they have to be members of the bar.

Senator VANDE.NBERo. That might have something to do with the
decision; I do not know. Many of these calculations are essentially
accounting problems, are they not?

Mr. PATTERSON. Yes. As a general rule, we take the break-down
tendered by the contractor.

Senator VANDENBERO. I was wonderig if you did not have a nar.
rower battle there.

Mr. PATTERSON. We did not send a lot of auditors and accountants
probing around their books. They found the records kept by the
contractors are pretty generally reliable. They come in and tender
us the figures, and then it is a question of exercising judgment-upon
those figures.

Senator VANDENBERO. The only question I am raising is one that
has. been raised to me, that in the settlement of many of these cases
it is essentially a problem for a certified public accountant, and with
the lack of manpower oven in that field today there might be some
question whether the resources would be available to pursue these
claims and that they all would have to go out of the accountant's
hands and into lawyers' hands was possibly the reason why they did
not choose the Court of Claims.

Mr. PATTERSON. I cannot say whether that was the factor that
caused the introduction of theTax Court into this matter or not.

Senator VANDENBERO. Even the Tax Court is getting around to
a point where it is going to.be just a court and slowly but surely
putting the accountants on the outside.

Mr. PATTERsoN. I think Mr. Paul of the Treasury Department
here can probably tell you about whether this matter of accountants
has anything to do with it, or not, as to whether they should be there.

Mr. PAUL. That did not come up, as far as I know, Senator Van-
denberg, in the discussion. The presiding judge of the Tax Court
was called before the Ways and Means Committee and asked if he

03331--44----UG
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wM willing$ to undertke the job. There:was some correspondence

between him and thi committee. Naturally, the.presiding judge of
the.ourt said he was Willng if the Coihgre s wished'to. ve th 'ourt
tbe job, .- think'ho also '-ade some other points, that it would
hampe the work of the court. Whether or not specifically th6 ability
.ofaceontants t0 pradtico'befor eThe Tax Court as distinguished
I om the Court of:Claims had W-thing to do with the' ultimate deci-
mon, I do not know. As you know I *objected on the part of the
T.ssury on the gtfound it would have an adverse effect on the
collection of the Treasury to place that responsibility in The Tax
Court. .

Senator, CLAK. Thewbole theory of having a judicial review is
having a review by the court. The Tax Court is not a court at
all. We just changed th name, called it the Court, and the members
are calling themselves judges.- The members of the Board of Tax
Appeals call themselves judges.

'Senator WAL5,s Mr. Secretary, if you proceed, we may be able to
finish your testimony before lunch.

Mr. PAEsrzoN. :1 'will just say a few words, if the committee
pleases, on one other feature in the bill as it came from the House,
and that it the provigioh for double review.

Senator WALSH. Have you amendments prepared for the committee
to consider?

Mr. PATmasoN. Yes, sir; we have, sir.
Senator WALSH. Submit them with your testimony?
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dodge has those and he is here.
These agreements represent closed transactions between the

departments concerned and the contractors. They should not now
be reopened.

Provision for double review by the Joint Board and by the courts:
The proposed bill gives the contractor an absolute right to require

review by the newly created Board, known as the War Contracts
Price Adjustment Board, and the act specifically provides that the
Board may not delegate "the power, function and duty to review
orders determining excessive profits" [subsection (d) (4), page'118).
In the light of contemplated provisions providing for review by a
court in those cases where no agreement can be reached, it is entirely
unnecessary and would constitute a very real administrative burden
to provide for another review by the War Contracts Price Adjustment
Board. The requirement that such a Board'should review all orders
determining excessive profits would require the creation of a largo
administrative staff, and would impose burdens and duties upon the
individual members of the Board which would interfere with the
performance by them of their duties in connection with current
renegotiations in. the various departments for which they are
responsible.

sCO)?X AIeD METHOD OF JUDICIAL ]REVIEW

I have repeatedly stated that I had no objection to the making ofsome statutory provision for judicial review and, in fact, have ex-pressed the opinion that there is such right of review under existing

Ils, -There have recently been brought to.my attention the strong
__,.:_: ,,
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objections of the Treasyir" bepirtment and the Department of Justice
to the proposed granting of juii'ction over recognition revew to Th
Tax Court of the Unit6d States. -, I am" satisfied that jurisdiction over
appeals frbm renegotiation determinations should be assumed by tho
Court of Claims in order that The Tax Court of the United States may
be kept free for exclusive attention to tax matters.

With respect to the scope of review, I agree with the position of the
Department of Justice, as expressed to the joint board that it would
beI helpful if determinations of the secretaries of the Aepsrkment or
of the proposed War Contracts Price Adjustment Boaid eowd'be
fina and conclusive except to the extent that the contrctor 4ahilot '
lish (on the basis of the record made by the contractor in the court
review proceedin ) that the determination was the result of a mistake
of law' fraud arbitrary or capricious action, or was so grossly erroneous
as to imply Lad faith..

This proceeding would afford protection to a contractor who could
show that he had been arbitrarily or unfairly treated and at the same
time would give due weight to the determinations of the departments
and avoid possible danger of overburdening the courts with a large
volume of difficult and burdensome cases.

There are a number of other suggestions for the improvement of
the bill pending before your committee which have been considered
and approved by all of the departments interested in renegotiation,
The War Department is particularly interested in the suggestions
that all authority relative to current repricing for renegotiation of
individual contracts should be centered with the several departments
rather than with a joint board, and that there should be eliminated
from the act any mandatory requirement relative to the insertion of
a particular reprising or renegotiation clause in all contracts regardless
of their size and character. These will be presented to you by Joseph
M. Dodge who is Chairman of the recently created Joint Price Adjust,
meant Board, as well as Chairman of the War Department Price
Adjustment Board.

I would prefer' to leave the elaboration of that to the Department
of Justice. They are much more familiar with those matter than I
am, and they advise me that this is the regular, accepted scope of
review from the action of administrative agencies like that done by
the Price Adjustment Board.

We do believe, too, that that review should be made on the basis of
the record. We want to avoid the formality of findings of fact and
conclusions of law up and down the line in our own organization which
I would think wouldbe a very serious impediment to the speed of the
work that we have placed upon us.

The Price Adjustment Board passed a resolution or took formal
action on this matter, and Mr. Dodge is prepared to present that. It
does represent the view of all five departments concerned and also,

.I understand, the view of the Department of Justice which, while it
is not a procuring agency, is, of course, interested, vitally interested
in particularly the ooutt review aspect of this matter.

Senator WALSH. We appreciate, Mr. Secretary, having y6ur able
presentation..

Mr. PATrERSOif. Thank you.
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(The following statement was submitted for the record:)

UPLZMENZTAL STAImUSz oF WziuaD F. RocxwzLL or Tu TiK rx.-DZTbO1T
AXLE Co.

RENEOOIAT1ON

On Monday, December 6, 1943, the Under Secretary of War appeared before
the Senate Finance Committee accompanied by his assistants, and made several
statements extremely derogatory to my companies. Indivduals who attended
the hearing advised me and I immediately wired Senators Walter F. George,
David I. Walsh, and Arthur Vandenberg for an opportunity to reply In an open
meeting. Senator George was Ill, but I received telegrami.from Senators Walsh
and Vandenberg advising that the hearings were closed but that they would see
that my statement or brief is placed In the record.

In my appance before the House Ways and Means Committee on Friday,
September 17, and before the Senate Finance Committee on Thursday, December
21 was treated with the utmost courtesy knd consideration by all Members of
congress, regardless of party affiliations. This was In vivid contrast to the ruth-
less and arrogant treatment accorded me by persons holding lesser positions in the
Government. When I appeared before these committees, It was the first time
I had ever met Congressman Dingell of Detroit, Chairman George or Senator
Vandenberg. of Michigan, whero the main plants of the Timken.etroit Axle
Co. are located. This should prove that I am neither a politician nor a lobbyist
who seeks special favors.. When the so-called Renegotiation or Price Adjustment Act was passed, I
accepted it as the law of the land. If it is administered bj capable, honest,
experienced and efficient men, it will prevent war profiteering; and because I
do not believe it Is so administered, I have given my testimony. I regret that
all testimony before these committees is not given under oath, and I am willing
to repeat my testimony under oath at any time.

Government witnesses testifying before your committee have immunity from
slander and libel suits but when the prommnence of the Government witnesses and
the sensational charges against an Individual or a company appeal to the news
sense of editors we are most effectively slandered and libeled with complete im-
munity for the witnesses.

I am chairman of the board of three companies listed on the New York Stock
Exchange and president and director of several other companies. When called
upon each of these companies has submitted its figures, reached a settlement at
the Renegotiation Boards' convenience, and promptly paid the sum agreed upon.
In one case it was determined that there were no excess profits. In another case,
we accepted a settlement allowing us less than 8 percent before taxes or less than
2 percent after taxes; and.l heartily agreed in the acceptance on the assurance
Ihat we were being given full approval as patriotic contributors to the war effort
without any taint of profiteering. Businessmen will understand that more com-
pletely Integrated companies must have more profit than fabricators. The
Tiken-Detroit Axle Co. was assigned to the very competent Renegotiation
Board in the Detroit ordnance district. A mutually satisfactory agreement was
reached and signed, and a check was forwarded to make a refund of $10.000,000,
with their assurance that we would never be charged with profiteering. Business-
men looked on the Renegotiation Act with grave doubts but welcomed the assur-
ance that mutual agreement with a responsible Price Adjustment Board and
prompt refund would make it impossible for any demagog to apply the epithet
of "war profiteer" to him or his company. The Under Secretary says that the
Detroit board is capable and responsible and he knows we meet that Board's re-
quir ments. In describing members of the Detroit ordnance organization he
said-'I think that the personnel engaged In this work is of the very highest
caliber we could recruit" (p. 942)3

Our check was returned by a Washington board which demanded another
$2,500,000 and asked us to appear before them in Washington. The members
of this panel A did not have the data and other material submitted to the Detroit
board, which Mr. Maurice Karker and his successor, Mr. Dodge, said are given
the fullest consideration in open discussion in determining the contractor's effi-
ciency. When we presented our essential data they refused to discuss the subject
further and threatened us with a higher penalty if we did not consent Immediately.
One of these boards subsequently gave the utterly misleading, slanderous and
libelous misstatements to the Under Secretary, which are contained in his letter
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to as of November 9 and which were completely exposed In my letter of Novem-
ber 16. You will observe the Under Secretary admits these errors and takes no
exception.

In the document, H. R. 8687, part 7 unrevised date December 6, 1943 pages
940-941, the Under Secretary says: "First, he [_Pockwell) said that my decision
was based on mistaken Information * * *. It is true that such information
was contained In a letter which I wrote to Mr. Rockwell * * * but It Is not
true that this information was the basis upon which the decision was reached."
He also adds, "No one In the War Department has ever denied the substantial
contribution to the war production made by Timken. In fact at the hearing
in my office, I specifically mentioned It as being noteworthy." Can we expect a
fair decision from star-chamber proceeding which excluded a good record and
included a false and damaging one?

After the Under Secretary's other letters and after I was advised that I was to
appear before the Senate Finance Committee on December 2, r was not surprised
to receive a letter by special messenger from the Under Secretary's office, which
contains these very kind and conciliatory remarks: "It is my hope that you will
again review the results achieved by your company In connection with war busi.
ness during the fiscal year ended 30 June, 1942, and concur with me that the
proposal made to your company was fair and just." This Is preceded by a para-
graph In the same letter which says, "The voluntary price reductions to which
you refer In your letter made by your company during the fiscal year ended
30 Juno 1943 and further to be made during the current fiscal year, are noteworthy
and will be given full consideration in the renegotiation of those years."

In your Senate Finance Committee hearing 2 hours after receipt of this letter,
I said to your committee, "*0 * * Ins= of acknowledging their error now
they are holding out a little promise to me that the next time they come around
they will be fair, but I do not think, Senator, we ought to take that. Do you?"
To which Senator Vandenberg said, "No." And Senator Guffey added. "I agree
with you. We have one case In Philadelphia that is far worse than that'- (p. 940).

Senator George, your chairman, made the following remarks to me during the
hearing: "Well Colonel, the truth is that, on the economic front, the only single
Congressional Act which conveys absolute and arbitrary power to anybody is the
Renegotiation Act. There are no standards under it; there is no remedy under It.
Those who contract with the Government are simply bound hand and foot.
The must do what they are told to do or else" (p. 877).

cd ** The Under Secretary of War and dthe Under Secretary of the Navy
and others who ar directly responsible for these renegotiatons are very good
men. It shows you though, how even good meu act when they have arbirary
power and how it wht run them utterly if it Is continued" (p. 3M.

I* * * Theyeay they propose to be fair and just and do the thing in a
perfectly fair way. a is but when thew are renegotiating between those
contractors and using an arbitrary power without standards and without real
restrictions and restraint, they inevitably would make mistakes and create
discriminatory favors on one ide and harsh discrimination on the other side"
(p. 377).

"I agree with you fully on this Renegotiation Act. If I had It In my power, I
would throw it out entirely and rely absolutely on the tax laws" (p. 377).

Senator Vandenberg said:
"h v experience with the Under Secretary leads me to froe that he want to be

fair su* In the administration of the lawis which I agree with you is un-
doubtedly unconstitutional" (p. 875).

'There ought to be some kfnd of distinguished service medal for any business-
man who survived the war contracts with the Government" (p. 378).

In my appearance before the House Ways and Means Committee I said, "It
the Government should find it necessary to take 100 percent war profits we cduld

no coplain, In view of the much greater contributions of and the demand on
th ihigmen In the armed services. However, we do protest that one coin-
nyshudbe asked to give up more than compai which have not made a
teshwng In essential war producin 708)

I told the Snate Finance Committee (p. 374): "* ** We earnestly beg
Cops eliminate renegtiton and tae ecessive proisb en ftxs

leaving us enough reserves so that we can design new products and carry on ourbusiness and reconvert and rehabilitate when peace returns. If this is not done
we cannot provide jobs for the 9,000 employees now at wbrk and several thousand
employees who are now in the armed services."
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When Senator Vandenberg said, "Colonel, short of repeal of the Renegotlablon
Act, are there any changes in the act which would at least partially correct the
situation?" I replied, "One change would be to have somebody down here on
the Board (Washington) who knew something about the industry, Senator"
(p. 375). The Senotor then said, "If you had the right'to appeal to an indc-
pendeit tribunal it would help you, would it not?" I replied "I tln ,' that would
correct the situation, but, of course, if we can only go to The '1 .1,' they
would just as likely as not say all these people re competent."

In the testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee . 644),
Congressman Disney, who is well known for his legal talent, discusses the question
of court review arid hoe says, "'* * * I never heard of an American court that
could not give a reason for his decision and wvho is required to." Under Secretary
Patterson said: "But if the litigant then comes in and says, 'Just, ]ow much did
you allow for this, and for this, and for this,' the judge tells him to go and chase
himself." Congressman Disney replied, "Judge, I am surprised at you, I really
am surprised at you; in fact, I am astonished; I am astounded." In the ensuing
discussion, Congressman Disney says that if he refused to abide by a decision
the Under Secretary could not compel him to accept it; and he would appeal.
He asked the Under Secretary what kind of a document he would write up, upon
which an appeal could be made. To this, Under Secretary Judge Patterson said;
"* * * You do not assign to each factor a certain value, analyze it, break it
down. I never knew a court in the world that did that." To which Congressman
Disney replied, "I never knew one that did not." This colloquy discloses the
fundamental cause of this dispute.

In the testimony of Admiral Land, Chairman of the Maritime Commission
(p. 963): "We have not had a single case of unilateral determination, and we con-
tinue to receive from industry throughout the country a substantial number of
letters expressing approval of our work." Admiral Land never asked my opinion
and I never'volunteered one on the subject of renegotiation, but I do know that
he has assigned this work to a representative who has been able to meet with
industry," understand its problems, renegotiate its profits, and finally make a
mutually satisfactory understanding in which the contractor is assured that the
Maritime Commission will never permit anyone to say that the contractor has
profiteered.

When I decided to fight against this law because its method of administration
was endangering the welfare of 11,000 stockholders and (as of December 10, 1943)
over 9,500 employees, to which there are now added several thousand stockholders
and several thousand employees of the Standard Steel Spring Co., I was told that
two things would happen: First, the opposition would make its appearance at
the last moment of the open hearings so that I could not reply in an open hearing;
and second, that I and my companies would be really sub ected to a thorough
smearing and no means would be avoided to blacken my character and hurt my
companies. With members of my immediate family in the armed forces prepared
to fight for the freedom of this country, I would be ashamed to hold up my head in
public if I did not fight against tyranny and petty dictatorship, which threatens
tl.e welfare of over 20,000 people for whom I must speak. I have been asked why
I did not assign this duty to someone else, and I gave two reasons: First, No one
else was acquainted with all of the facts; second, I do not ask another man to do
my Work when I know he will be subjected to violent abuse and malignant mis-
representation.

The Under Secretary states that he is "willing to rest our case for renegotiation
ipon the Timken-Detroit Axle Co. proceeding. We' believe that the same is
.typical of a small number of cases in which we have been unable to reach a mu-
tually satisfactory bilateral agreement and in which we have been accused of
being arbitamy, unfair, and unreasonable" (p. 957). We beg Congress to accept
this challenge after verifying this testimony.

The Under Secretary makes the statement that our profit for our fiscal year -

ended June 30, 1942, after renegotiation and after taxes was two and one-half
times the average of the. normal yeats, but fails to point out that our sales had
increased nearly six times; furthermore, his "so-called normal years" period
consists of the years 1936"to 1939, and includes the year 1938 which year is not
considered a normal year, the Congress permitting us to adjust our earnings for
the year under the excess-profit tax law.

In addition, the Under Secretary failed to tell you that our profits after taxes
for the year 1940, which. was certainly not a war year, were also two and one-half
times the average of the "so-called normal years."
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_During the y6eats 193 to 1939, the 'Under 8e~itary states thi the Timkin-

Detroit Axie Co. averaged shipments of $20,000 000, but 1943 shipments will
be approximately $160,000,000, or eight times ii; -called base years, which
means that its product performance guaranties, its credit risks, its inventory
shrinkage risks, and all other contingent risks are at least eight times greater.

'The Secretary states (p.952) "the facts in that case make it clear that taxes
have not been effective to prevent excessive profits." We claim the facts prove
just the opposite sinee in 1942 we did three times as much business and made
practically the same profit after taxes as in 1940. -

In my appearance before the House Ways and Means Committee and before the
SenateFinance Committee, I truthfully stated my regard for the regular officers
of our Army, whom I have found to be honorable, truthful, and ready to stand up
for what is right while unwilling to take unfair advantage of any opponent. I
have known Malor General Clay for over a year and I have the very highest
regard -and esteem for him. I, however, must differ from his Interpretation of
the contract as he outlined It to you.

General Clay said:
"In conclusion I should like to may that the only connection I can se between

this transaction and the subjett of renegotiation is that the transaction Indicates
to me the protection afforded the Government by the Renegotiation Act" (p. 96).

As pointed out above we believe the exoess-profit tax protects the Government
adequately against profiteering and believe that after renegotiation by the con-
tracting bficer under such contract (but without the aid of statutory renegoUation)
and Federal taxes, Timken will make no mbre than $30 per set of four units. -

Senator Byr asked if the Army can renegotiate, and Senator Clark asked,
"If you are held up making the contract, the renegotiation statute is the only
protection the Government has, mit not?" Generaly Clay replied, "That is the
only protection. -Yes.-- I I , -

The Renegotiation Act with a unilateral agreement makes It possible to take
any and all profit on this contract. This,, General Clay assures us, they do not
want to happen as they claim we are entitled to a profit. As far as the prices in
the eontaet are concerned, the following quotation from it should answer any
question with respect to prices and profits:

"The Government and the Contractor recognize that the costs of performing
this contract cannot be accurately estimated at the time of its execution and
that'the contract prices fixed in article I may, therefore, b6 eithertoo high or
too low."

At no time did anyone consider that this billing would be made 'regardless of
the cost of the units because the contract distinctly provides for renegotation by
the contracting officer and specifically states that before 50 percent of the con-
tract is completed the prices must be renegotiated'on the basis of the then ex~st-
ing cost. If the costs are too high and the Government does not wish to pay
these costs plus a reasonable profit they have the privilege of canceling the con-
tract. While Timken also has the right of eancelatlon as pointed out by General
Clay, from a practical viewpoint It would never be able to cancel the contract
for if the axles were needed by Timken's customers who had sent Timken orders
to replace the Government pool order, Timken could not afford to tell its custom-
ers that they were no longer interested in building the axles. Of necessity, they
would have to get together with the Government and arrive at a mutually
satisfactory price.

In the published balance sheet of December 31, 1930 the Timken-Dietrolt
Axle Co. shows property, plant, and equipment including buildings and machin-
ery,, at a valuation after allowance for depreciation and obsolescence, of less
than $4,850 000. On June 30,- 1942, the corresponding figure is over $5,300,000.

General Clay states that the new order is for approximately $90 000,000 and
that new facilitlee required by Standard Steel Spring Co. are in exess of
$15,000,000, and one of its subcontractors also requires substantial additional
facilities (p. 955). Compare this investment with the $5,300,000 of Timken
which produces $160,000,000 worth. I

On page 958, General Clay has asked if Timken is the only company in the
country who has the "know how"; and the general replies-that it is not the only
concern but it does have the plans and drawings for making these axles. You
will find proof In myletter to Under Secretary Patterson of November 2, 1943,
that in June 1940, "in the presence of, and at the request of, Army officers,- we
offered our designs and patents to our two principal and direct competitors, both
of whom refused to manufacture axles of the standardized design for the' War
Department."
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Before signing a contract with us, the Detroit ordnance district attempted to
Snd others to do tho job. They had the matter up with General Motors and to
p.1st General Motors in analyzing the proposition we not only supplkd all
prints and data they required but prepared at some considerable expense and
effort a complete exLlbit of all parts (both rough and finished) used In these
units. We have never failed to cooperate to promote the expansion of axle
production, both of our principal competitors now being subcontractors to us,
and )ne of. them making complete axles to our specifications.

In an article which I wrote and which was published in the official May-June
issue (1938) of the official Army quartermaster Review, presenting A Commercial
Viewpoint on the Army's Motorization Program, on page 35 1 stated that, "In
the first year of a major war It has been estimated the.Army will require *
113,000 trucks In the 23 ton or over elass * * or 240 percent more
trucks . * * than the industry sold during the past year" (1937).

You will see that we warned the Army and that we offered our "know how"
to our competitors or anyone else, and you can be sure that if we had the equip-
ment we would not subcontract to anyone.

Senator Lucas asked General Clay why we want an exorbitant profit (and we
absolutely deny that we are sure of any profit under this contract) to which
General Clay replied "One reason Is that they are not really Intereste' in getting
the business. I thik thats part of the caa. It is an additional load. It

ruies new- acilites (or a heavy type of axle that is required just for the war

In! my testimony before you (p. 373; December 2) 1 told you that "our facilities
are now almost 100 percent in Government use. We are told that the War
Production Board Is about to permit the production of commercial b oWaes, but
they have advised our customers to buy their axls from our competitors who
refused to manufacture the standardized Army axles in June 1940. Our two
competitors, according to press reports, were permitted to receive a much larger
percentage of profit on their business. We ask you if that is fair and if we are
not being threatened with confiscation of our busine, as well as our profits?"

Does this statement Indicate that we are not interested In provldig all the
xes we can produce by any means so that we may continue to hold our cus-

tomers' business, whether it is commercial business or trucks for the War Depart-
ment? -

In an article In the Detrolt limbs on December 8, 1943; there Is a fairly com-
plete report of General Clay's testimony and we ask you to record the final
paragraph: "Unfortunately, from this writer's point of view, the General offered
no explanation of why the Detroit ordnance office agreed to such a contract In,
the first p lace."

The Chicago gun of December 8, 1943, on page 18, in an editorial, says, "The
Timken-Detroit Axle Co according to Army spokesmen and members of the
Senate Finance Committe, is 'holding out against a Government order for heavy-
duty truck axles, demanding an $89,000,000 price that the Army regards as
$40,000,000 toohigh.'" With many more aspersions on our company, the editorial
concludes, "A hold-up by a business firm to enforce its demanded price is in the
same category as a strike by labor for higher wages, and public opinion has
vigorously condemned wartime strikes."

We have received a written apology for this editorial, which, however, will not
close this matter.

I would like to say that, In spite of the threats by Under Secretary Patterson
and his assistants, that the contract will be canceled if ahy other company can be
found which will carry it through we have neier relaxed our efforts In either the
Timken-Detroit Axle Co. or the Atandard Steel Spring Co., although these pub-
lished threats have made it almost impossible to acquire subcontractors or interest
responsible manufacturers. We have taken this great financial risk because we
want to produce every axle we can we want to help the war effort in every way we
can, and we have absolute confidence that General Clay and other high Army
officers will protect us and give us every assistance when they understand the
contract and prove to their own satisfaction that under the present contract
neither the Timken-Detroit Axle Co. nor the Standard Steel Spring Co. can make
as much as a dollar of exorbitant profit on this contract unless every man con-
nected with our company and the Army becomes incompetent or dishonest.

The publicity given this contract has done untold damage to the Timken-
Detroit Axle Co. and to me because we cannot hope to receive the same publicity
for the unvarnished truth that the erroneous statements have received.

For the further amazement and confusion of Congrss, we quote the following
letter received under date of December 11, 1943, signed by Brig. Gen. A. B.
Quinton, Jr., Detroit ordnance district chief.
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"I am pleaded to Inform you that Contract No. W-20018-ORD-816, between
your company and the Government represented by she as contracting officer,
has been formally a roved by the )4 ar Department."The delay in obtaining such approval is regretted, and it is hoped that your
current operations under the contract have not been adversely affected. Now
that the situation has been cleared up, you are urged to proceed vigorously with
the prosecution of the work to the end that your contract schedule will be met.

"Thanking you and your subcoitractor, Standard Steel Spring Co., for your
cooperation with this offic."

* When Under Secretary Patterson appeared on this case Senator Lues asked
him about the Lincoln affair, to which Under Secretary Patterson replied, "I will
take Brother Rockwell, but the Navy has to take Brother Lincoln."

We leave this case in the hands of Congress, confident they can decide who will
take what, with complete justice to all concerned.

NMfuo o TimKE.N-DETROIS CONTRA07fj

A. PRESSURE OF NEED

In the testimony of Under Secretary Patterson and General Clay, statements
and allegations were made to the effect that because of the urgent and dire need
for immediate production of light and heavy axles the War Department found
itself in a position whereby It was almost forced to ac ept what Is alleged to be a
contract for exorbitant prices for critically needed truck axles.

This critical need Is not the result of sudden changes in needs at the battle fronts
nor is it a need that could not have been foreseen had reasonable prudence been
exercised by the War Department. In order to prove that this need is nothing
new or novel and that the War Department has been aware of this need for a
long time, I have listed below the chronological sequentee of events of which I,
personally, have knowledge with respect to increasing forging capacity absolutely
essential to increase production of axles:

I. Sometime in the middle of 1940, Office of Production Mangement and the
Army'discussed the increase of forging capacity and the Army was of the opinion
that no excess forging capacity would be required.

2. In December of 194 it became obvious to all that additional forging capaity
was of the utmost urgency. Timken-Detroit accordingly proposed to the 0:d-
nance Department of the Army a plan whereby the forging capacity of Timken-
Detroit would be enlarged. This proposal was reduced to writing on Jjnuary
2,1942.

3. On February 17, subsequent to an inspection trip by General Knudsen, the
Army gave Timken.Detroit letters of intent respecting an increase of forging
capacity.

4: Peak production of forgings had not yet been reached under this proposal of
Timken-Detroit in December of 1941. In August 1943 about 90 percent of the
needed machinery was finally on hand and Timken-Detroit was able to start
production.

5. Timken-Detroit still has no contract and no lease agreement with the Army
with respect to this additional forging capacity.

Any shortage of productive capacity of axles, which now forces the Army to
accept this contract, is directly due to Army delay.

B. NEED OF. TRUCKS

The truck manufacturing industry has known for a long time that Army re-
quirements for heavy-duty trucks should have been increased. The War Depart-
ment, however, has apparently not realized that their needs were going to increase.
The production of trucks is entirely dependent on production of axles which cannot
be made without more forging capacity. Under Secretary Patterson and his
amsistaht left the impression with the Senate Finance Committee that Timken-
Detroit is "holding up" the Army because of this particular contract. This is
absolutely refuted by the following chronology with which many authorities are
familiar:

1. June 19, 1943: The Automotive Branch of Ordnance in Detroit advised that
the War Department was shortly going to need trucks two or three times in excess
of their present supply.
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2. Jun. 25, 1943: The entire truek-manufacturing industry'at a meeting In
New York waa advised of these needs and without exception told th6 Army that
that industry was working to maximum capacity and could not meet an immediate
incre sed demand. -

3S. July 19, 1943' Another industry meeting of truck producers, after survey
of facilities and demand, reiterated the contention that the truck industry was
working to capacity and cguld not possibly meet demands.
- f. August 2, 1943: Timken-Detroit formally delivered a proposal to Brigadier

General Quinton at Detroit which Is the substance of the present contract which
Under &eretary Patterson and his assistant ridiculed and condemned. The
Detroit ordnance branch advised that they would not, at that time, accept our

proposal without further knowledge of availability of capacity In the rest of the

5 5. August 30, 1943: Detroit ordnance requested Timken-Detroit to negotiate
a contract based on our porposal of-August 2.

6. October 2, 1943: General Qulntn and Timken-Detroit signed the contract
which reduced to writing the proposaLermbcd in the offer of August 2, in which
Timken-Detroit made many concessions.

C. THU &)NTRnCT COMPLAINED OF

1. The contract complained-of by Secretary Pat terson and his assat Is In
essence a target price contract. Specific stipulations an i provisions in the (c>r.
tract provide for a recalculation and redetermination of price when 40 percent
of the estimated Irtoduction has been completed. It was the understanding o,'
Tiniken-Detrolt t.nd of the Detroit ordnance center that Timken-Detroit will
receive somewhere In the neighborhood of 5 percent of costs after those costs
can be determined; the precise profit per unit to be agreed upon when the contract
is renegotiated uniler its terms.

2. Before the Senate Finance Committee, mention was made of the fact that
Office of Price AdmInistration has not approved the estimated prices contained
in this contract. At the time of discussion of the eontrat before the Detroit
Ordnance center, Timken-Detrolt was specifically promised that the Army would
secure approval of these tentative pries from Office"of Price Administration
ind that filing of Timken-Detroit of a formal request was a mere matter offormality.3. The figures mentioned In the formal contract signed by General" Quinton
jid Timken-Detrolt are top estimated prices base-I on probable prices of sub-
contractors, who are not controlled by Timken. The actual prices of delivery of
these articles are to be determined as soon as Timken-Detroit and the subeon-
tiactors we are seeking, have secured sufficient experience under the contract to
determine what the costs are and what the corresponding prices should, there-.
fore, be.

4. This contract was In tWe nature of a proposal by Timken-Detroit which was
intended to solve the Army's difficulties. Timken-Detroit is completely booked
for all of its productive capacity and cannot produce these axles itself. It accord-
lngly has promised in the contract to search for and secure the services of the most

efficient available subcontractors. It- is Impossible under the provisions of this
contract for Timken-Detroit, or any subcontractor to make excessive charges
Which can be passed on as part of the cost to the War Department. There is a
specific stipulation in this contract that no subcontract may be let by the prime
contractor in excess of $15,000 without specify approval 9 f that contract by the
contracting officer. It follows- that there can be no exorbitant costs and as a re-
sult of the understanding of Timken-Detroit at the time It negotiated this contract
(the 5-percent-profit understanding) there can be no exorbitant earnings under
this contract.

S. With respect to the alleged amount of facilities, 15 millions, mentioned by
Under Secretary Patterson's assistant, it should be specifically understood that
these facilities are to be delivered to the subcontractors of Timken-Detrolt.

0.- IneIdentally, Standard Steel, the principal subcontractor under the con-
tract, has bien requested by the War Department to produce these axles, with
the supervision of Timken-I5etrolt's engineering staff, In a plant estimated to cost
$28,000,000 erected by Defense Plant Corporation In the St. Louis metropolitan
area. This new plant which never reached 25 percent capacity will require ex-
penditure of enormous sums of money to be adapted to the production now re-
quired by the War Department.

Under the statutory renegotiation requirement, plus our signed agreement to
renegotiate, how can Timken-Detroit secure any profit which the War Depart-
ment considers excessive or unreasonable?
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SenatorWAL H. Unless there is objection, the committee will stand
adjourned to 2:15.

(Whereupon, at 12:55 P. in., the committee recessed to 2:15 p. m.,
of the same day.)

AFTER REzESS

he committee resumed at, 2 p. m., pursuant to recess.)
ator WALSH. Do you want to proceed before the. rest of the

committee gets here, Admiral?
Admiral LAND. Mine is very brief, Mr. Chairman. It is more or

loss seconding the evidence already given this mornin.
Senator WALsH. I believe your views concur with those of the:

Under Secretary, Mr. Patterson?
Admiral LAND. Generally speaking, I think we are in agreement

and we are particularly in agreement with the recommendationsof
the Joint Board.

STATEMENT OF ADMIRAL EMORY S. LAND, CHAIRMAN, UNITED
STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

Admiral LAND. Mr. Chairman, the price adjustment boards under
my direction have a relatively small, though important, part in. the
over-all administration of the act, but the Mlaritime Commission Price
Adjustment Board alone is closing an average of three agreements daily
and recouping through recapture of excessive'profits and forward re-
pricing at the rate of about $485,000 daily and effecting additional
current voluntary price reductions. Thus far, excessive profits elimi-
nated by the. Maritime Commission Price Adjustment Bourd aggregate
$80,955,000 and reduction through forward ricin aggregate
$55,753,000, a total in excess of $136 700,000 to December 1, 1943.,
The amount of saving through price reductions made currently cannot
be estimated but may well exceed, in dollar volume, the other re-
coveries. The Price Adjustment Board of War Shipping Adminitra-
tion has been in operation only since April 1943 and has been engaged
in the recruitment of personnel and establishment-of organization and
procedure to treat wit the vast amount of operations peculiar to War

piping. Reports which I have received from the Chairman of this
Board indicate that in the near future its production will be of a
relative size and importance comparable to that of the Price Adjust-
ment Board of the Maritime Commission.

Every such agreement has been bilateral. That is, the contractor
and the Board's representative have conferred, and with the facts
before them have determined that the contract prices originally fixed
were out of line; that a part of the profits realized were excessive, and
these excessive profits have been returned to the Government.

We have not had a single case of unilateral determination and we
continue to receive from industry throughout the country. a sub-
stantial number of letters expressing approval of our workX. I am
convinced therefore, that the present law has served its purpose with
substantial justice to industry, insofar as the United States Maritime
Commission and War Shipping Administration are concerned.
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First. In view of this experience I am opposed to the provision in
subsection (e) (2)of the pending bill giving to the contractor who has
voluntarily entered into a renegotiation agreement the right to a court
review of that agreement. To my mind, the very statement of such a
proposition implies a contradiction in terms. The present law re-
quires renegotiation of the original contract niade-by procurement
officers because at the time the contract was made neither part knew
all the facts. But the new agreement in renegotiation is made with
knowledge of the facts. • I doubt that Congress would want industry
to renegotiate the Government with respect to such agreements.

Indeed it appears to be a great waste of manpower and of Govern.
meat money to establish Price Adjustment Boards and equip them to
investigate the facts and reach i ateral agreements with contractors
as to excessive profits and unreasonable prices, only to have that time
4nd effort nullified by a court which is not equipped to get at the facts.

Not only is this unusual provision wasteful administratively, but it
carries the threat of enormous refunds from the Treasury. Our
renegotiation agreement" not only recapture excessive .profits already
realized by the contractor, but also revise contract prices downward
for the future and encourage the contractor to renegotiate himself ashe goes by volunti repaying to the Government profits on the
revised price structure which he believes to be excessive. These
voluntary repayments may well exceed in the aggregate excessive
profits recaptured. This large saving negotiated by our Price Adjust-
ment Boards should not be jeopardized by permitting the contractor
to renegotiate the new agreement.

Of course, if the determination in renegotiation has not been mutfial
and if the board or the Department head can be shown to have acted
arbitrarily or capriciously so as to imply fraud or bad faith or under

mistake of law, then, in such case, there may be justification for
allowing the contractor an equitable review. Buthe should not have
two bites at the cherry--one before the board, as provided in sub-
section (d) (5), and again before the court, as provided in subsection
(e) ().

As to the review procedure and the proper form to which the con-
tractor's petition for review should be directed, I endorse fully the
views of the joint board.

Second. .I am opposed to the provisions in subsection (e) (1) and
(3) of the pending bill which permit renegotiation, contract by con-
tract, only at the request of the Contractor, and, at the same time,
require agreement to be reached in renegotiation within I year after
the proceeding is commenced. In long-term ship construction, rene-
gotiation on a fiscal-year basis, if not impractical, is at least very
difficult. We have many types of contracts.. We have many under-
takings involving a group or groups of separate contracts for the
construction of vessels. The independent contracts may be completed
in different fiscal periods, in each of which, however, tentative profits
are received or accrued. For accounting purposes only, the contrac-
tor, at his option, may be permitted to.pool his costs and when the
last vessel is completed and final audit is made, the actual costs are
allocated to each vessel. As the bill is. drawn, renegotiation would
have to be commenced within I year after the close of the fiscal year
in which the tentative profits were received or accrued and would have
to be completed within 1"year thereafter. In such special situations,
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where peculiar accounting problems exist, the board should be per-
mitted to renegotiate contract by contract under such regulations as
seem desirable in the r-cumstances and the 1-year limitation should
not apply.

So much for specific objections. It seems unfortunate, in view of
the excellent results already achieved under the present law, that so
many amendments should receive an attentive ear, which either add
to an increasingly heavy administrative burden without correspond-
ing compensation in equity, or, by enlarging the field, of exemption
actually multiply inequities in the application of the principle of
renegotiation.

Third. For example, the pending bill requires (subsec. (c) (1))
even in cases where the contractor and the Government have executed
presumably final agreements, that the board prepare and give the
contractor a written statement of the facts and reasons upon which
the excessive profits theretofore agreed upon were determined. The
preparation of such a statement at first blush seems innocuous.
In fact it is extremely difficult and burdensome administratively in
view of'the many intangible factors which must be weighed and when
all is said and done it proves no useful purpose whatev,. in the case
of a unilateral determination, such a statement may be in order, but
surely in the case of closed agreements, it is unwarranted and should
be stricken from the bill.

Fourth. The proposed definition of subcontracts retailq fcr pur-
poses of renegotiation only those items which actually enter Into the
end product or a component part thereof. A partial survey indicates
that the maritime Commission Price Adjustment Board recovered ap-
proximately $13,800,000 on renegotiable sales in 1942 of $95,600,000
from various subcontractors who furnish equipment used in connection
with the production of articles incorporated in ships. This is exclusive
of contractors furnishing machine tools, pipe fittings, valves, and so
forth. All of this business would be excluded from renegotiation in
1943 by the new definition of subcontract. In fairness to other
manufacturers, such excessive profits should be recaptured. It
offends my sense of equity to subject to renegotiation a shipbuilder
and also the subcontractor who supplies the steel to the shipbuilder
and to recapture excessive profits from both and to revise the price
structures with respect to both and yet to exempt from renegotiation
the subcontractor in between, who provides the equipment for pre-
fabrication of that steel and to permit him to retain substantial
excessive profits. !I

With respect to these and similar provisions of the bill, I am in
complete accord with the position of the joint board and commend
its views for your favorable consideration.

The details are simply suggestions as to clarifying certain minor

pints in the bill which can be much better han4ld by the jointboard.
Senator WALSH. Are the amendmnts which you proposed in keep-

ing with those of the Unde: Secretary?
Admiral LAND. Yes, 'sir.
Senator WALSH. And I understand all the Department heads are

in accord as to the changes which should be made in. the House
provisions?

Admiral LAND. I believe that is correct,
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(The statement ofthe Joiit Price'Adjustnient Board follows:)
JoiNe Paics AjvsTmzr BO RD,

"- Washngto, D. C., December 9, 1043.
Su,;re or Tus Joiwe Prics AwuusTliuw BOARD FOR THE INr0RUATION OF

THRM SacAM FINANCE COMMIrTE WIs RZSPxcr TO THE PROVISIONS OF THU
Pzwilo R3vZNtz Act or 1943 (H. R. 3687) EMBODIED IN T Tz VII-
Ruz4o&rurzo or WAR CowrNacrs

The Joint Price Adjustment Board, comprising representatives of the several
departments concerned with renegotiation of war contracts and authorized b the
Secretaries of War, Navy, and Treasury Departments the Chairman Y the
Maritime Commission and Administrator of the War Shfipping Administration,
and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Price Adjustment Board to formulate
and adopt statements of purposes, principles, policies and interpretations binding
on the several Departments, has refully considered the provisions of H. R. 3087
title VII, renegotiation of war contracts, and submits the following comments
with respect thereto for the information of the Senate Finance Committee:

(1) &ope and ,neihod of judicial review.-'The departments concerned with
renegotiation hhve repeatedly stated that they had no objection to the making of
some statutory provislon'for Judicial review and, in fact, have expressed the
opinion that such right of review exists under the present law. There has recently
been brought to the attention of the Joint Price Adjustment Board the strong
objections of the Treasury Department and the Department of Justice to the
Fpropoed granting of'JursdctIon over renegotiation review to The Tax Court of
he United States. The strength of these arguments is recognltedl by the other

departments concerned and in the light thereof the Joint Price Adjustment Board
agrees that jurisdiction over appeaLs from renegotiation determinations should be
assumed by the Court of Claims In order that the Tax Court of the United States
may be kept free for (elusive attention to tax matters.
' With respect to the scope of review, the Joint Price Adjustment Board agrees

with the position of the Department of Justice, as expressed to the Joint Board
to the effect that any determinations of the Secretaries of the departments or of
the proposed War Contracts Price Adjustment Board should be final and con-
elusive except to the extent that the contractor can establish on the basis of the
record made by the contractor In the court review proceeding that th^ determina-
tion was the result of a mistake of law, fraud, arbitrary, or capricious action, or
was so grossly erroneous as to Imply bad faith. This is the traditional procedure
which- has been adopted in connection with court review of similar governmental
deterMinations.

(2) Reriew by Ih War Coniracs Pris Adjutmonent Board.-Tha proposed bill
gives the contractor ar absolute right to recjulre review by the newly-created
Board, and the act specifically provides that the Board may not ddegate "the
power function, and duty to review orders determining excessive profits" (subsec.
ct) (4j, p. 118). It is respectfully submitted that in the light of contemplated

Provisions providing for review by a court in those cases where no agreement can
beached, it is entirely unnecessary and would constitute a very real adminis-
trative burden to provide for nother review by the War Contracts Price Adjust-
ment Board. The Joint Price Adjustment Board, created by voluntary action of
the interested departments, is now functioning satisfactorily for the purpose of
setting up uniform Purposes, principles, policies and interpretations, and there
ii no reasohwhy iashnllar Board should not be established by legilshtive action.
But ths requirement that such Board should review all orders determining
excessive profits would require the creation of a substantial administrative staff
and would impoe burdens and duties upon the individual members of the Board
which would Interfere with the performance by them of their duties in connection
with current renegotiations in the various Departments for which'theyare
responsible.

3) Reirkw of dosed creerento.-The proposed bill provides for court review
of past and future determinations of excessive profits (subsets. (e) (1) and (e) (2),
pp. 119 to 122). Included in this review are determinations "mads prior to the
date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1943 with respect to a fiscal year
ending before, July 1, 1943, * * * s her or fto such determination is
embodied In an agreement with the contractor or subcontractor." (Italics sup-
plied.)

This provision would render subject to court review thousands'of voluntary
bilateral agreements under which totAl refunds and price reductions" (without
giving consideration to the effect of taxes) will aggregate upward of $6,000,0W,000,
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Including both excessive profits refunded and to be refunded, and specific price
reductions on articles delivered or to be delivered in the future. It is eatlimated
that the maximum cost to the Government of such refunds after allowance for
!Axes could amount to $1,500,000,000 on the basis of current tax rates and this
figure might be materially increased if lower tax rates were in effect in the yer
In witch the refunds were made available to the contractors. 7This proviion
would not ohly create a potential admtl.istratve burden which might be literally
impossble of effective accomplishment, but might be construed to invalidate the
bilateral character of the agreement in such a manner as to Jeopardize the right
of the Government to retain the refunds bich have been made and to oollct
the refunds which are to be made thereunder.

There might also be placed in jeopardy the provistons of the agreement pro-
ilding for past and future price reductions. Many renegotiation agreements in-
clude clauses providing generally for the elimination of excessive profits likely to
be realized in the future through price reductions without specifying the amount
of the reductions to be made on speciflo artlles or contracts. It is estimated
that the total reductions and refunds under such clauses would represent an
additional amount substantlly in excess of the total of specific refunds and price
cuts included in the $5,000,000,000 referred to above. The status of such r.anses
would be necessarily uncertain and the proposed review of closed agreements
could thus possibly affect refunds and.price reductions aggregating -upward of
$10,000,000,000 (before taxes).

The refunds and price reductions provided for under these voluntary agreements
were made as a part of a repricing policy which was in fact Inaugurated some
time prior to the, passage of the original Renegotiation Act of April 28 1942;
and, if the act had not been available for this purpose there is no doubt tat the
departments concerned would have endeavored to edet similar results through'
the use of Other war powers relating to placing and canoelation of contracts and
the subsequent modification there. Ir no ease have the departments accepted
agreements which are made conditions] on the validity of the renegotiation statute
or which under their terms could be affected by subsequent legislation or court
decisions. These agreements represent accepted transactions between the de-
partments concerned and the contracto.. It is respectfully submitted that it
would be clearly prejudicial to the interests of the Government if such agreements
should now be reopened and the rights of the Government thereunder subjected
to review and possible modification or extinction.

In addition to the foregoing matters which involve major questions of policy,
there is attached hereto as exhibit A a list of certain additional suggested revisions
which if'ts believed are consistent with the-general purpose and Intent of the bill
but which would operate to clarify or improve, from an administrative standpoint,
certain specific provisions of the bill as noted.

JOINT Pascz ADJUSTMZNT BOARD,
By - , Chairman.,

&rAtit A. Administrative o,' iarkifidn amendmentof title VII Re iation of
war Contracts of the revenue ad o 1943, H. R. 3687, suggested for conidorstion
of the Senate Finance Committee by the Joint Price Adjtutsment Board - -

A. Centralization of all repricing authority under the Secretaries oj the depart.
mente.-The provisions of the act defining the powers of the Sec;retarles, as
distinguished from the powers of the Board, with respect to all matters affecting
repricing should be modified so that the Secretaries would be given all powers
relating to reprising or exemption of individual -contracts and subcontract.
The proposed bill creates a clear distinction between reprising of individual con-
tracts vith respect to whfeb authority and responsibility is centered in.the Secre-
tarles of the departments and over-all retroactive renegotiation with respect to
which authority and responsibility are vested In the War Contracts Price Adjust-
went Board. The suggested revisions make it clear that this distinction or division
of responsibility should be maintained in all'of Its phases ano, In this connection,
it is further suggested that It should be expressly provided that unless specifically
exempted adjustments of prices made from time to time under the repricing
power should not preclude the Board from considering profits derived from such
contracts in connection with subsequent over-all renegotiations on a fiscal-year
basis.

B. Raw vverial exemption (subc. (b) p. 124, lg5).-Iri order to make It
clear that this exemption does not prohibit the renegotiation of managetne6t
or operating contracts for Defense Plant Corporation plants to be used for pro-
Ceding, refining, or treatment of exempted raw materials, it Is requested that the
following clause should be added at the end of the raw material exemption (p. 125,
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line, 3, after the word "use'): ."except that this provision shall not be construed
to eliminate from renegotiation any contract or arrangement otherwise subject

* to renegotiation with one of the departmentA (a) for services performed on a fee
or cost-plus-fixed-fee basis with reqpeet to any such products or (b) for the use
or operation of a plant or facility by a department for the production, processing,
treatment, manufacture or transportation of any such products."

C. Special o i allotonce in e case of inlegrated producert.-The attention of
the committee Is further directed to an apparent.error in connection with the
provision of the bill relating to the allowance of market value as an element of
cot In the ease of a producer processing an exempted product "to or beyond the
first form or state" (p. 126. lines 14'lnd 17) at which the exemption terminates.
It Is believed that the word "and" should be substituted for the word "of' In the
above-quoted phraseology so that It would be clear that the allowance of market
value would apply o the producer who processes the exempted product to
and beyond the exempted stage and would not aply to a producer'who purchased
the product at the exempted stage at a cost which might vary matenally from
the market value at the time of its use.

D. Authorisalion of individual conirad reneoialion under special cireum-
tante.-It is believed that the provisions of the act requiring over-all renegotia-
tioa on a fiscal-year basis (subsec. (c), p. 109, 110) should be modified in order to
give the board authority to require renegotiation either on an individual contract
bai or on the basis of classes or types of contracts. This provision will be
necessary in the case of certain classes or tyoes of contracts or subcontracts, such
as shipbuilding or other long-term contructon contracts, various types of profit-
limitation contracts, or contracts which have rot been competed during the fiscal
year In question or with respect to which it is not practicable for accounting or
othe: reasons to conduct renegotiation on an ovey-all fiscal-year basis.

In this connection attention is further directeci to the fact that there should
be some provision for the relaxation of the provision of the bill requiring comple-
tion of renegotiation within I year from the date of commencement where the
nature of the contract is stih that It s Impossible to reach an accurate and final
result on the basis of a yearly fiscal period. Long-term shipbuilding contracts are
an example of contracts falling in this category.

E. Livmialion of mandatory requirement for insertion of repricing clause in all
contracts subsete. (b), p. 107).-The bill in its present form directs the Secretary
of each department to insert in all conteacts entered into after 30 days after the
enactment of this act certain terms which are specified In the legislation. It Is
suggested that the insertion of such terms should be made mandatory on th6
Secretaries only in the case of contracts in excess of $100,000 as provided In the
existing law, since it Is manifestly Impracticable to include such a clause either
directly or by reference In the many thousands of small contracts and purchase
orders which constitute a large proportion of the total number of contracts entered
Into by the departments although representing In the aggregate only a relatively
small dollar volume.

It is suggested that consideration be given to the possible elimination of the
provision specifying the type of renegotiation clause to be Inserted in all contracts,
since the bill spcifi ally provides that the required contractual provisions shall be
"binding, only if the contract, or subcontract, as the case may be, is subject to

94subsection (c)" (p. 109, lines 1,2) and if subsection (c) Is valid therewould appear
to be no necessity for a supplemental contactujaI commitment.
F. Retroaive opplicai on of ne erempt C i Ws and rdened ptoiios.-Tt Is sug-

pested that the exemptions of charitable contracts (subsec.(1) ( )(D,. l5, line
o)and of subcontracts under exempt prime contracts (subsec. t(1) o),p. 126,
line 3) and the provision for special cost allowances at the exemption line In the

tease of exempted products used by Integrated companies subsetc. (1) (3)) should
be added to the list of provisions of the act which are made effective as though
tLey had been made a part of section 403 on the date of its enactment, April 28,
1942 (see subsec. (d) effective date, p. 130, line 7).

0. Exemption Of Soasona canmer.-Since the Committee on Ways and Means
completed action on the bill, an Investigation has been made of the possible effect
of the provision which would exempt "eany contract or subeofitraeL for canned,
bott!ed, or paked fruits or vegetables (or their juices) which tre customarily
canned, butt led, or packed In the season In which they fire harvested." Thfs
Invesigtion Indicates that #ubstantial cxcesslv rft a av enrale
In this field and that such contracts should not be Included in the agricultural
exemption (subsee. (1) (1) (C), p. 125, lines 10-13).

H. Definition of svubearacl.-Tbc attention of the committee is directed to the
fact that the definition of "comipontnt article" embodied In subsection (5) (A) (11)
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(p. 104, line 21) does not clearly evidence the intention of Congress with resc t
to products, portions of which do not actually appear asa part bf the end product
ultimately acquired by the Government because of the fact that they either dis-
appear or are reduced as the result of intermediate processing, refining, or treat-
ment. If It is the intent of Congress that contracts for all such articles which
enter Into the end product or a component part thereof at any stage of the manu-
facturing process should be subject to renegotiation, It is suggested that the phrase
"in whole or in part, directly or ultimately, or In the same or some other form"
should be Inserted immediately following the word "which" in the second line of
the definition of "component article" (line 22 p. 104). _

The attentNn of the committee Is further Airected to the fact that the revised
definition of "subcontract" embodied in the proposed bill wiU result in the exclu-
sion from renegotiation of a very isrge field of subcontracts for both durable
products used directly for war production purposes such as all types of machineryand equipment and also large volumes of expenAable supplies and equipment,
such as grinding wheels, acetylene torches, and all types of mill supplies. It Is
estimated that the total recoveries of excessive profits from contracts of this
character subject to renegotiation under the existing law were very substantial
for fiscal periods ending on or before the proposed effective date of the new act
June 30, 1943. There 14 attached hereto an exhibit setting forth a number of
refunds secured from companies which would be exempted under the new provi-
sions. These examples indicatee the increased cost of the war which will necessarily
result from this exclusion from renegotiation of large numbers of contractors who
have lrofited largely and directly from war business. The exemption of these
contractors Is also going to make it more difficult to close voluntary agreements
with other contractors 'iho will necessarily feel that there has been some discrimi-
nation besed on arti~cial concepts of subcontract rather than on participation in
the war effort.

I. The attention of the committee Is directed to the requirement that the Board,
at the request of the contractor, furnish him with a statement of the determina-
tion of excessive profits of the facts used as a basis therefor and of its reasons
for such determination 1p. 110, lines 24-25, and p. 111, lines 1-6).

In complying with this requirement it wil be necessary to set out in writing to
the contractor a statement of the facts and factors, unfavorable as well as favor-
able, of his efficiency, ability, contribution to the war effort, risk, and other ele-
ments necessary in the determination of excessive profits. This material cannot
be flattring in all cases. % e can anticipate a greater dispute and dissatisfaction
from the detail of reducing these criteria to writing, even though they may be
generally understood as between the contractor and the renegotiators in informal
discussion, than over the amount of settlement itself. We do not believe this
requirement, on balance, will be of sufficient benefit to contractors to ofitweigh
the harm it may do in impairing the informal atmosphere in which these renego-
tiation proceedings are conducted and agreements are reached in the great ma-jority or case.

J: Miscellaneous technical changes.-In addition to the foregoing, it is believed
that the bill would be clarified and that administrative problems thereunder con-
siderably lessened if the following changes are made:

1. Page 102, line 5, strike out the word "raw". There is no reason for confining
this factor to the use of raw materials.

2. Page 102, line 8, strike out the word "and", and in line 9, after the word
"Earnings", Insert "and comparison of war and peacetime products". A con-
tractor now manufacturing a product substantially different from his peacetime
product should have this important factor fully considered.

3. Page 103, line 15, after the word "alibcontract", insert "or to such contracts
or subcontracts as a group". This change would clarify the situation where the
costs in question are not chargeable to any particular contract or subcontract but
like items of overhead are chargeable to a broader scope of business done.

4. Page 10, line 25, after the word "agency", insert ", established prior to
January 1, 1942". This change would prevent the abuse of this provision by the
nominal establishment of such an agency solely for the purpose of avoiding this
tWt.

5. Page 111, line 12, after the word "them", insert ", through whichever of
the following methods the Secretaries or any of them so directed seem desir-
able". While the Board Is given the power to determine the excessive profits,
the Secretaries have the obllgatioa to eliminate the excessive profits so deter-
mined. Because of the Secretary's close familiarity with the situation in the
various cases it would seem best to allow him to choose the method best suited
to the facts in each ese.

933 1-44---- 6
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. Pasge !112 lines 18 and 19 strike out the word "detem1ning" in line 18 and
insert In liea thereof "eliminating"; and In line 19 strike out "to be eliminated"
and insert in lieu thereof "determined". TIs change is necessary to correct a

-technical error. Under the bill, the Board determines the excewsive profits while
the Secretary eliminates them.,

7. Page 121, line 9, change "(d)"' to "(c)". This change is neoary to correct
an erroneous cross-reference.

8. Page 120, lines 4 "and 5, strike out "exempted from the provisions of this
section, or". The present language is ambiguous. The change is needed to make
it clear that the subiontracts to which the provision relates are only those under
prime contracts or subeont reta exempted by reason of subsection' (1) (I).

- 9. Poge 119, line 24, after the comma, insert "or after the entry of the order
of the Secretary under subsection (f), as the case may he,". This clerical change
IS needed to clarify the time limit in which a petition to The Tax Court maybe
filed In a repricing case.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Shea, your name is Francis M. Shea?
Mr. SHEA. That is right.
Senator WALSH. And you are Assistant Attorney General? -
M r. SHEA. That is right, sr. A
Senator WALSH. And'you are representing the Department with

regard to the provisions of the renegotiation laws that are .in the
bill?

Mr. SHEA. That is right, sir.
Senator WALSH. Very well.'

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS M. SHEA, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL

Mr. SHEA- Mr. Chairman, the various departments have discussed
this matter, and I think they are in general accord about it. What I
want to speak of, and largely confine myself to, are the questions of
review of renegotiation proceedings.

I think it is useful at the outset to attempt so far as one can to
narrow% down- the issues to the real points in controversy. In the
last few days there have been a number of representatives of con-
tractors with the United States who have appeared here to register
complaints regarding the manner in which renegotiation is carried
on by the Army and Navy and to suggest, on the basis of these com-
plaints, revisions of the legislation. One of the complaints which
as been reiterated is that contractors have been coerced into renego-

tiation agreements by one form of threat or other. So far as I know
the business of my clients, the Army and Navy, I doubt that there is
substance in these charges. But whether or not there is substance
in them, all departments of the Government are agreed that there
should be an appeal to the courts to set aside agreements which are
imposed upon contractors by coercion.

A second complaint which has been stated is that the, Army and
Navy are arbitrary and capricious with contractors in carrying on re-
negotiation proceedings. Again I am inclined to doubt the substance
of the charge. But whether or not it has substance, all the'depart-
ments are agreed that contractors should be able to go to the courts
and have unilateral orders upset if they are able to show that the Army
or Navy or other agencies involved were arbitrary in car 'ying through
renegotiations. One of the charges falling under the general head of
arbitrary action on the part of the Army and the Navy is the charge
that they have been unwilling to consider relevant material offered
by contractors which should have been considered in arriving at any
fair determination of amounts to be recaptured pursuant to re-
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negotiating. "I am inclined to doubt the substance of this. "But
again whether or not there is substance in the charge, all the 4epart-
ments are agreed that the Army and the Navy and the other agencies
charged with renegotiation should receive and should consider what-
ever materials contractors wish to present, relevant to the issue of
what properly should'be recaptured under the Renegotiation Act. In
short, there is no one on the Government's side who urges that if any
relief is needed on these scores, such relief should not be provided by
the Congress. The only question, the only difference which exists
between contractors and the Government departments is what are the
efficient, the practicable ways of affording guaranties of fundamental
rights and at the same time making it possible for this tremendous job
to be done and done well.

I am sure that every member of this committee feels as certainly as
I feel that fundamental rights can be as readily smothered by too much
process as they can be impaired by too little process. I am sure you
will all agree that a remedy which it would take a man a dozen years
to get is generally as bad as and frequently worse than no remedy at all.
I rather fear that the amendments proposed by the House are guity of
both sins. ' I think that their provision for three, probably four, full
administrative hearings, each indep,-ndent of the other, provide
what I once heard Mr. Chief Justice Hughes from the bench charac-
terize as undtie process. Ori the other hand, by attempting to stop
short of court review and -make the last hearing a trial de novo in The
Tax Court, which is but a part of the executive branch of the Govern-
ment, they Aire guilty of depriving the contractors of procedural due
process, which entitles them to court review of any claimed depriva-
tion of fundamental constitutional rights. But' now let me turn to
the primary concern of my Department in this legislation.
.The Department of Justice's primary concern in these amendments
to the renegotiation statute is that whatever task be put upon it be
one that is feasible to do and do well. We understand that in excess
of 9,000 contractors have already been renegotiated by the War
Department alone. These renegotiations with 9,000 contractors
involve, of course, many times that number of contracts. Approxi-
mately 56 percent of such renegotiations were closed by determinations
that no -excessive profits appeared to be involved. Approximately
44 percent were terminated by voluntary agreements. Unilateral
determinations were neessrY in only a few cases. To date, the War
Department alone has had in excess of 15,000 contractors assigned.
to it for renegotiation and the number of contracts and subcontracts
involved in such renegotiations will undoubtedly run into hundreds
of thousands. In addition, there are the thousands of contracts
which have been and will be renegotiated by the Navy Departmetit
and other agencies. Obviously, in our judgment, if any large pro-
portion of these contracts gets into court on the issue of what is
the reasonable profit that should be, or should have been, received
under them no machinery of litigation can do the job. It must break
down as a defective instrument. Tlecourts and the Department of
Justice will earn ill will for stumbling with a task our litigious pro-*
cedures are not geared to cope with. If this job of renegotiation is to
be done effectively and fairly, the great bulk of it must be disposed
of by administrative procedures and not by litigation.' More than
that, I think the great bulk of it mist be done by areement. The
best that the courts can do for the program is to police the adminis-
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trative procedures to the extent of upsetting any determinations which
are arjntrary or capricious or so unreasonable in result as to indicate
the absence of an honest elfort, to give fair consideration to the issues,
which is but another way of saying that the matter was handled in an
arbitrary and capricious fashion.

The amendments which have been proposed to the renegotiation
law by H. R. 3687 are very likely to result, in the judgment of the
Department of Justice, in substituting the equivalent ofa-rate hear-
ing in The Tax Court for voluntary'agreements or speedy adminis-
trative determinations. The counter proposals which we would like
to urge upon you would provide that every emphasis be put on arriv-
ing at voluntary agreements, and where voluntary agreement fails, a
speedy administrative determination, administrative review, and a
final court review sufficiently limited to be practicable, while at tho
same time adequate to the protection of fundamental rights. What
the Department proposes is that the administrative procedures follow
the traditional mold of the equitable adjustment of Government con-
tracts. An official or board in the Department would attempt to
negotiate an agreement. If an agreement is reached, it should have
finality unless there can be a showing of coercion or that there was
fraud involved. Failing agreement, the official or board that carried
on the negotiation would make an administrative determination. In
-the course of negotiation the official or board should receive whatever
the contractor wants to present as to his position provided he is not
captious about it. The official or board would thus have ample
material.before him or them to make an administrative determina-
tion. An appeal to the head of the department would be provided,
and the head of the department should receive under appropriate
regulations such statement, of the contractor's position as he wishes
to make. The head of the department's determination should be
final except for review in the Court of Claims or the district courts
limited to issues of constitutionality, arbitrary and capricious conduct
on the part of the administrative agency, error so gross as to imply
bad faith, fraud, or mistake of law.

Let me now turn and take up in detail the objections to the amend-
ments proposed by H. R. 3687. The most serious objection is that
the legislation appears to invite a volume of litigation of themost
time-consuming and difficult character. It provides that all agree-
ments voluntarily arrived at through past renegotiation may be
upset by a simple appeal to The Tax Court. One can onlyguess as to
bow much litigation will result from this provision. I should think
some lawyers, if they were advising clients, might' discuss the matter
more or less in these terms:

The Secretary of War has decided that your excessive profits are $500,000.
The original contract price was $10 000 000 The statute does not allow the
Tax Court to consider the statement by the Secretary upon the beA.ls of which he
made his determination, but we can get to the Court the amount decided to be
excessive by the Secretary. The probabilities are that the Tax Court will not
want to reduce what you will get below what the Secretary allows you. It maygiaeyou more. In the *ourse of negotiation we had to arrive at compromiaeo.
There were various points at which we thought we were right but which were
oxguable and which we conceded in the renegotiation proceeding. There is at
least some substantial ground for believing we could persuade the Tax Court of
the rightness of our vle* In regard to some or many of these items. The question
Is how much you want to Invest in a law suit.
-nI should think that kind of discussion might not be unlikely and,'if
-not unlikely, a good many clients would feel, "What is there to lose in
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starting a suit at least? It might help to work out a better compro-mise with the Government. It could be abandoned if the decisions
of The Tax Court were .generally running unfavorable to contractors,
and so forth."

If any substantial proportion of the more than 4,000 agreements
already made are reopened and a trial de novo had before the Tax
Court I think the Tax Court will be swamped, and it will be very
difficult for the Government to manage the litigation expeditiously.
Let's look at the kind of a case that one will have to try before the
Tax Court. I assume if it is to be a de novo proceedings, and it is
not clear from the legislation as to who carries the burden of proof,
that either the contractor or the Government will have to state a
case in about the following terms: It will have to be shown how much
is invested in plant used in the performance of the contract, deprecia-
tion of the plant, what part of the investment of plant represents
borrowings, the interest rate on those borrowings, some attempt at
segregation and allocation of the business involved in the renegotiation
and other business being done by the plant, a full story of the cost
accounting regarding production under the contracts in question, a
showing of what rates are being earned by investments representing
similar risks, and so forth. I do not see how the case can be pitched
in any other terms than this traditional pattern of a iate case, that is,
the ascertainment of value end the reasonableness of the rate. This
is one of the most time-consuming and difficult forms of litigation
where such facts have to be proved by examination and cross-examin-
ation of witnesses and so forth. To carry through a single case will
certainly call for long preparation with numerous witnesses from the
war agencies and long testimony by such witnesses before the Tax
Court. If the Tax Court had nothing else to do, I should think a
thousand such cases would take 10 years to dispose of, and I believe
that is a very conservative estimate. As I have said, more than
4,000 renegotiation agreements will be opened up at once to the
extent that the contractors care to take an appeal.

In addition, there are many thousands, perhaps hundreds of thou-
sands, of contracts as of the present date which will require renegotia-
tion. The proposed amendments provide that in the case of any
renegotiations in the future there will be a determination by some
official or board in the agency, a review presumably by the Secretary,
final review by an over-all board, and then a trial de novo in the Tax
Court if the contractor chooses. It is not predictable what percentage
of litigation will arise out of the 4,000 renegotiation agreements
already made and the future unilateral determinations. It lqs I
think, possible to say that the amendments proposed are a temptation
rather than a deterrent to litigation and that contractors will feel
that, regardless of the fairness and reasonableness of the renegotiation
agreement or unilateral determination, no particular risk is involved
in attempting to get a better result from a different tribunal.

This, then, is the salient objection of the Department of Justice.
We think we can. do a good job in handling litigation arising out of
renegotiation if the litigation is limited to affording contractors an
opportunity to come to the courts on a showing that they have been
treated in an arbitrary and capricious fashion or so unreasonably that
the court may fairly imply the absence of any fair consideration of
the matter by the administrative agency. We are bound to feel, on
the other hand, that the courts and the law officers of the Government
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must fail in their task if the Congrbss puts upon them the job of
attempting recapture of excessive profits by a series of rate cases.
The present amendments proposed by H. R. 3687 in our judgment
put upon us that impossible task. We think that contractors may
be assured fair dealing by the kind of limited review in the courtswhich we propose. Indeed, in the final analysis we have no doubt
that ultimate fairness to the contractor will be much better served
by such limited revieW as we propose than by the trial do novo pro-
vided by H. R. 3687.

I should think contractors themselves*, if they were well advised,
would be dubious of the ultimate value of the remedy proffered by
H. R. 3687. In the end, real justice to contractors must depend on
the adequacy and the fairness of the administrative procedures rather
than on the remedies had in court. If contractors are to get their
money speedily, if they are to get what is fairly due them on time, it
will be by efficent, reasnable and fair operations in the Army, the
Navy, the other agencies which have primary responsibility for reno-
gotiation. While contractors can take advantage of trial de novo to
get more, as I have already pointed out, and while counsel, looking
pnly to what can be recovered, would I think be likely to advise reort
to The Tax Court in a goodly number of cases, over-all fairness of
treatment to contractors, in my judgment, is not to be found in that
direction. If the court's job is to consider independently what the
excessive profits have been, rather than how fairly they have been
determined by the administrative agency, they are not likely to do as

ood a job of policing the administrative agency, as if that were the
function with which they were immediately charged. In short, if the
agency is merely confronted with the possibility of another tribunal
arriving at a different judgment from theirs, that is not likely.to affect
their manner of doing business. Anyone knows that two different
tribunals deciding on questions of value and reasonable rate are likely
to arrive at different judgments even though they both do their job
fairly. Consequently the criticism of the agency is relatively slight in
whatever difference& may result from such review and the restraint
therefore negligible.On the other hnd, if the agency must expect castigation from the
court if it has been unfair in its dealing with contractors, then there is
a real deterrent in court review to arbitrary conduct. on the part of the
administrative agency. Moreover, as I havb pointed out, many trials
de novo will swamp the court, and effective policing of the operations
of the Army and Navy now is not to be had by court decisions 10 years
from now. There is always danger that too much process may become
undue process, and that an overelaboration of resort to the courts may
be as bad as attempting to shut off legitimate resort to the courts.
I am confident that the kind of review which will afford effective
policing of the administrative process is the kind of review which will
not only best serve the interests of the United States but will also
best protect the rights of the contractors.

There is a second point of vital concern to the Department of Justice
which emerges out of the proposed amendments contained in H. R.
3687. 1 doubt that the Congress can forbid contractors' resort to a
judicial tribunal to contest the issue of procedural due process. There
is substantial reason to believe that "under certain circumstances the
constitutional requirement of due process is a requirement of judicial
process." The powers of Congress to withdraw jurisdiction from the
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Federal courts is, of couik, broad indeed. But that power does not of
necessity imply a right absolutely to prohibit judicial review.

Moreover, this bill is not drafted to be effective as an absolute
prohibition of judicial review, if the power so to prohibit did exist
in the Congress. I am fearful that it will merely substitute injunc-
tion suits for the more orderly process of an a dequate remedy at law.
In short, assuming the right of the Congress to impose renegotiation
orders, I doubt that it can prevent resort to some judicial tribunal
on complaint of the contractor that the way renegotiation was done
was arbitrary and capricious. ' I doubt that the legislation is drafted
effectively to prevent resort to the courts by injunction suits and
other means to review that issue. Provision for appeal to The Tax
Court'very probably does not constitute an adequate remedy at law
which satisfies whatever right there may be to judicial process. The
Tax Court is a part of the executive branch of the Government. In
Old C moy Trust Co. v. Comrisioner (279 U. 8, 716), it wes so held
by the Supreme Court in respect of the Board of Tax Appeas. While
the name has been changed from Board of Tax Appeals to Tax
Court, no difference in the method of appointing its members or in
the general extent of its powers has been provided by the Congress.
I do not say that if this bill were properly drafted for the purpose
(Vongress might not thereby constitute The Tax Court one of the
lower Federal courts and invest it with powers which would make it
a fit tribunal for the satisfaction, by its review, of these fundamental
constitutional rights. I do think the Congress would have to go
further than it has in this bill to make it a judicial tribunal.

We now have an injunction suit testing the constitutionality of the
Renegotiation Act. I feel reasonably confident of the outcome.
But should be concerned by any attempt to put in The Tax Court
final, review of administrative determinations on renegotiation. I
hope for these reasons that the Congress will explicitly provide what I
think implied in the present state of the law, judicial review of the
limited character I have suggested in the Court of Claims and'the
district courts of the United States.
. There is another objection to the jurisdiction being invested in The
Tax Court and an objection which intimately concerns the Department
of Justice. The Tax Court is just now climbing out of a morass of
undecided cases which ha've in substantial measure frustrated the
adequate administration of the tax laws for some period of years.: It
has about reached the point where it is current with its business.
Without the obligations which these amendments would impose upon
it, a tremendous volume of litigationtax litigation, is bound to fall to
its lot before very long.- If there is to be adequate handling of tax
litigation, The Tax Court should not be overburdened with matters
that will divert it from its own primary function of protecting adequate
administration of the revenue laws. The Treasury witnesses have
elaborated on this point.

I speak of it solely from the point of view of the Department of
Justice's responsibility respecting that aspect of the administration
of the revenue laws which is involved in the expeditious and adequate
handling of litigation. I suppose it may be argued that the Court of
Claims and the district courts will be burdened with tremendous other
tasks when this war is done. I cannot dispute that. I think the only
hope of the Court of Claims and the district courts doing this job
effectively is for the jurisdiction conferred to be sufficiently limited so
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that there will come to them only that minimum number of cases
essential to the adequate'policing of the administrative processes.
But I make this further point, namely, that in my judgment unless The
Tax Court is radically changed'in character, trialde novo in that court
provided by H. R. 3687 or any other form of proceedings in that court
will not preclude litigation about the same matter in the other courts.
Therefore, to put such litigation in The Tax Court will not relieve the
other courts.. The only result I see to such proceedings in The Tax
Court is th pile on top of two or three others a further exhaustive
administrative hearing. Final disposition of the matter is to be had
only in judicial tribunals. .

There are two or three other criticisms of the bill that I think I
should touch on in passing,. though they can be stated with much
greater force by other departments than the Department of Justice.

The first of these is a criticism of the provisions concerning the over-
all board. I have no doubt of the wisdom of an over-all board to
establish uniform policies for renegotiation in the several agencies.
There is now such a board. It performs those functions. It should,
I think, be continued forth performance of those functions. How-
ever the bill will, I think, make it impossible for it to act as a guiding
over-all policy committee. It imposes on it actual administration of
renegotiation. In fact, it vests in it the primary obligation for re-.
negotiation, permitting it to delegate to the agencies but exacting of
it the final review of all renegotiation, to the extent that contractors
ask puch review.

Obviously, no board of a half dozen men can perform that function
if it Is to be performed with any expedition, and if there are involved
anything like the number of renegotiations which seem reasonably
predictable. It will have to delegate those functions to a-staff. It
will have to build up a very large staff to do the job. However able
the staff, there will be less adequate personnel available than is
available within the agencies. Further, as I read the statute, and on
the basis of probable results which one can predict from existing
practice, there will be a triple administrative hearing under this bill.
The Navy, for instaiice, will provide original determination of re-
negotiation by the Price Adjustment Board. There will then be an
appeal to the Secretary or whomever is named to act for the Secretary.
A full review presumably will be provided there as it is now.

Finally, there will be a full review b the over-all board. This is
obviously a cumbersome procedure." n the final analysis one fair
trial and one good appeal is worth any multiplication of the procedure
that too abundant caution is inclined to supply. We are fearful
in this connection, and to this extent it legitimately concerns us, that
the administrative process may prove inadequate, may break down
because it is too cumbersome, anu that litigation will be brought to
resolve controversies which would be disposed of below the judicial
level if sound administrative procedures obtained.

A further point which disturbs us on analysis is this: -There appears
to be an attempt in this legislation to split the renegotiation and repric-
ing functions. It. is not carried out with consistency, and I am some-
what at a loss on a reading of the statute as to just how far this
splitting is intended to go. It is clear that ultimate jurisdiction of
renegotiation is vested in the over-all board. Ultimate jurisdiction
of repricing is vested in the'secretaries of the various departments
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Renegotiation is limited to determinations for a fiscal-year period
except as provided in (c) (1) and (c) (4).

Repricing of course, must be in terms of the contract period or some
morelimited and tentative pricing period. Were this split process to
prevail, it appears to us that large value may be lost by the proposed-
amendments. Consider what the normal renegotiation procedure is
likely to be. Until the war is done the contractor who is up for renego-
tiation is not a person Who has completed his work with the Army or
the Navy. H6 is a man who is continuing the program of supply.
The probabilities are when renegotiation is had that the full examnna-
tion of his costs will indicate not merely need for recapture of excesive
profits of the past but readjustment of existing contracts calling for
future performance.

If responsibility for both these functions is centered in the same
ultimate authority, much more effective results may be expected
both in repricing and renegotiation. Whether repricing and rene-
gotiation be done as a single job, or in two steps, it ought to be as
coordinated parts of a single over-all process.

This kind of coordination is difficult to get if the ultimate authority
is deposited in different heads. For those reasons it is, I think, the
opinion of all departments concerned that the powers relating to over-
all renegotiation as well as the powers relating to repricing and the
exemption of individual contracts should be vested in the Secretaries
of the departments concerned so that the whole program may be
adequately coordinated.

This is a problem on which the Army and Navy can speak with
more authority than the Department of Justice, but it is a.point whi&
I feel should be mentioned. It is of concern to us because the pror-
pect of our job being well done depends in large measure on how well
the administrative job is done before we are called in for surgery.

There is a final point which I should like to touch upon. Again this
is primarily the concern of the services rather than the Department of
Justice. Think there is no possibility of having this job done 61ec-
tively if you swing from what is provided in H. R. 3687 to a scheme of
requiring that the administrative proceedings be the equivalent of
rate hearings before the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Whether such hearings be in a court or in an administrative tribunal,
the process is endless and the results inevitably meager. The I. C. C.
and the Federal Power Commission may effectively regulate a limited
number of companies in specialized fields. But I think it clear that
no administrative agency could effectively work out recapture of ex-
cessive profits from tens of thousands of contractors in every conceiv-
able enterprise by the procedures of regulatory bodies. If this job is
to be done, and done effectively, the bulk of the cases must be liqui-
dated by voluntary agreement. The bulk of the remainder must be
ended by administrati ve determinations. Litigation must be confined
to a very small percentage and limited to what is necessary effectively
to police the administrative proeedings.

We do not need to speak without experience in this regard. One of
the great abominations committed against the existence of sound rela-
tionship between. administrative and judicial responsibility was the
holding that trial de novo must be had in the courts of the fixing of
rates on the plea that the rates fixed resulted in confiscation. The
Supreme Court has recognized and in large manner corrected the farce
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which-was made of the aidministrative process by that'doctritie. It is
our hope that the Congress will not impose a repetition and repetition
bound t6 b;e more serious because of the vastly greater volume which
is involved under the renegotiation acts.

As I have said, renegotiation legislation should be designed to remove
temptation of resort to the courts except where necessary to keep the
administrative procedures from -becoming arbitrary or capricious. It
should, so far as it fairly can, throw its weight toward inducing volun-
tary agreements fairly arrived at as the solution for recapture of exces-
sive profits. It should definitely provide, as I think it now impliedly
provides, resort to the courts where there has been unfair treatment
of the contractor.

So far as possible the legislation in this regard should follow the
forms which are known; established, and of proved satisfactory
character. The traditional procedure for meeting the kind of problem
here in question is the procedure followed under the standard form of
Government contract.

Where work is required because of unforeseen conditions not spo-
cifically provided for in the contract, the standard contract provides
(1) an attempt at voluntary agreement as to the price, (2) failing volun-
tary agreement, a determination by the contracting officer of the
equitable adjustment, (3) appeal to the head of the department, (4)
finality of determination by the head of the department, in the absence
of fraud, arbitrary or capricious action, or conduct so unreasonable
as to imply bad faith on which grounds court review may be had.
This has been in force for years, and there has been no sub- '.antial

I Onplaint that with the review provided by the Court of Claims and
dRtrict courts, as above specified, it does not protect firly the interests
of contractors.

Following this traditional pattern it is suggested that the procedures
for administrative' determinations upon renegotiation and judicial
review of thd administrative deter nations should be substantially
along the following lines: all

Negotiations by an officer or board of the agency aiming at volun-
tary agreement. In such negotiations all materials relevant to the
question of excessive profits should be received from the contractor.
If voluntary agreement is arrived at it should be final in the absence
of coercion, fraud, or misrepresentation. Jf a voluntary agreement
cannot be arrived at then the agency's officer or board should make
a determination of the amount of excessive profits, which should be
communicated to the contractor..

The contractor should be allowed an appeal to the Secretary or his
representative and privileged to present his case orally or in writing
under appropriate regulations. The determination by the Secretary
should be final in the absence of fraud, arbitrary or capricious action,
or error so gross as to imply bad faith. Following that determination
there will be either a withholding by the Government or a direction
to a prime contractor to withhold, or suit to recover excessive pay-
ments which have been made. If there is a withholding by a prime
contractor pursuant to direction of the Government, the withholding
should be for the account of the United States and no suit should be
available to the subcontractoi against the contractor. Suit against
the United States should be substituted, however, as his remedy.
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If suit is had against the United States on account of withholding,
it should be in accordance with the Tucker Act jurisdiction in the
Court of Claims or district courts. In such suit or in a suit by the
United States to recover excessive profits already paid the court
should have jurisdiction of. the entire renegotiation. its review,
however, should be limited to the issue above specified of whetiter
there has been fraud, arbitrary or capricious conduct., or error so gross
as to imply bad faith. In, the event that the court upsets the Secre-
tary's determination on any of these grounds, then it should inde-
pendently fix the excessive profits.

I believe this to be a wholly (easible way of meeting the problem
and that it Will protect the interests both of the Government and of the
contractor without inviting a volume of litigation and without on*
countering the difficulties which I feel to be presented by the proposed
amendments contained in H. R. 3687.

In conclusion may I call your attention to certain problems that
I think are raised by the provisions of H. R. 3687 relating to effective
dates. It is provided that the amendments made by the bill shall be
effective only in respect of the fiscal ywars ending after June 30,
1943, except that (1) the amendment inserting subsection (b).which
relates to the infusion of specified provisions for renegotiation in
future -contracts shall be effective 30 days after the effective date of
the act; (2) the amendments adding subsections (e) (2) and (f) which
relate to review by The Tax Court of renegotiation and repricing shall
be effective from the date of the enactment of the act; and (3) the
amendment inserting subsection (i) (1) (C), which relates to the ex-
emption of agricultural commodities, shall be effective as if such sub-
section had been a part of section 403 on the date of its enactment.

It seems to me that these provisions leave in the area of doubt a
number of matters which are likely to be a prolific source of litigation.

1. Where contracts regarding agricultural commodities have been -
renegotiated in the past and voluntary agreements as to excessive
profits made, and those profits recaptured or withheld, is the contrac-
tor now to be allowed to recover those excessive profits?

2. Where, prior to these amendments, a provision for renegotiation
has been included in a contract relating to agricultural commodities,
does that contractual obligation persist and should renegotiation go
forward under it?

3. Under the new definition of subcontract, a subcontract relating
to machine tools is exempt from renegotiation after the effective date
of these amendments. Suppose there has been, prior to these amend-
ments, a specific provision for renegotiation included in such a con-
tract. Does that stipulation persist, and should renegotiation be
had under it?

The Department of Justice is not concerned as to how these ques-
tions are answered. It is concerned that they should be answered
explicitly in the legislation so that they will not be a prevalent source
oflitigation.

Senator CLARK. If they li/ve five separate hearings here, adminis-
trative hearings, they don't got into court at all?

Mr. SHEA. That, I think, is one of the really fundamental defects.
Senator 'CLARK. None of them are really appeal hearings, when one

department can overule a previous determination, and make a fial
determination?
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Mr. SHaA. So far as I can see; Senator, the consequence is going
to be three or four duplications of full administrative hearings, with-
out any provision for court review, and the gist of what we want to
propose is that adequate remedy is not a multiplication of procedure;
it is one good trial and one good appeal on the administrative side,
and a hearing by a court o those issues which should properly be
reviewed by a court.

Senator CLARK. Where the administrative agency is the final de-
termining agency, it doesn't make any difference how many there
are; it does not mean that he has had his day in court.

Mr. SHEA. That is right.
Senator CLARK. The essence of a review is a review in court, not

by any other administrative agency?
Mr. SHEA. I think that is really the case.
Senator CLARK. And this administrative agency was formerly the

United States Board of Tax Appeals?
Mr. SHEA. It was known as the Board of Tax Appeals, and you

didn't change the method of appointing its members or the general
scope of its functions. That is one of the things we are bothered
about, and one of the things we fear in this.

Senator MCKELAR. Does the provision that you suggest for a
court review provide a review of the bilateral agreements that have
already been made?

Mr. SHEA. No, sir. That is one of the primary things that we
fed is wrong 1-r! the amendments which have been proposed by
the House. hiere you hav6, I am infornied, about 9,000 contractors
who have t,.en renegotiated by the various Government agencies,
and I think approximately 56 percent of those 9,000 contractors were
cleared; that is, there was a determination, at least a teinporary
determination, that there was no excess of profits involved; and, of
cAurse, the 9,000 contractors involved many tires that in the way of
contracts; it was probably hundreds of thousands of contracts.
Renegotiations with about 4,000 have been concluded by voluntary
agreement. In very fQw instances has there been any need for a
unilateral order.

These amendments propose, in respect of those voluntary agree-
ments, that they may be opened up by a simple appeal to The Tax
Court. Certainly there is no justification for that., unless there was
actually coercion in the making of these agreements, and we say if
there was actually coercion let there be a court review on that issue.
If the contractor can come in and show there was coercion, then let
the matter be reopened and then let the redetei'nination be made,
but in the absence of a preliminary showing that there was coercion
in the making of those voluntary areements, we say that there is
no possible justification for opening them up.

But more than that, we say if you do open them up, and you go
into The Tax Court, de novo, with any large percentage of these,
you are going to swamp The Tax Court, and put on the legal officers
of the Government a burden they just can't possibly carry.

Senator CLARK. It is your proposition that these cases can be
reopened on a showing that coercinin facthad been resorted to by the
Government in making the previous settlement?

Mr. SHEA. I think as the law now stands that relief can be had,
but if you have doubt about it, let that be written into the statute,



but let it be limited to that kind of ihsue which is the appropriate issue
for. a court to review.

In short, the feeling which the Department of Justice has is that the
job cannot be effectively done if you try to substitute litigation for
administrative procedure. We feel also there is no possibility of your
getting this job done unless the bulk of it is done by agreement.

Senator CLARK. How would that work? According to your pro-
posal, the Tax Court has jurisdiction, and on allegation by the con-
tractor that there has been coercion in the settlement-

Mr. SHEA. Not The Tax Court. I would say a real court.
Senator CLARK. I am saying now that The Tax Court has it. You

would confer jurbidiction by the bill. That would present a special
issue for the court to determine, as to whether or not there had been
coercion, and if they found there had been coercion, then they would
go into the merits of the case.

Mr. SHEA. If there had been coercion.
Senator CLARK. Otherwise, they wouldn't go into it?
Mr. SHEA. Otherwise there is an end to it.
Senator RADCLIFFE. Isn't the fact that there is a possibility of

unilateral action being taken-is that in itself any evidence of coer-
cion? I mean, if you are in the shadow of a unilateral agreement,
would that possibly be any evidence of undue pressure on the parties
to come to a bilateral agreement?

Mr. SHEA. Well, that has to be answered-
Senator RADCLIFE. I mean, if the parties are all acting in perfectly

good faith.
Mr. SHEA. Yes; and I want to answer that question.
Senator RADCLIFFE. I mean the bare fact of the existence of that

shadow.
Mr. SHEA. I suppose it might have some such effect, Senator, but

if it was felt by a person sitting down to negotiate a bilateral agree-
ment that he was not being fairly treated, I assume he would sit back
and say, "Make a unilateral determination and I will seek its re~-iew,
and if you don't treat me fairly, and if you make a determination

which is unfair and outrageous, I will go to the courts on it."
I assume'that would be the attitude.
Senator RADCLIFFE. I didn't mean to suggest that either party

would attempt that, but I just urge the existence of that right.
Mr. SHEA. Sir, when the Government goes out and tries to buy a

piece of land, I suppose that the fact that the Government can con-
demn might or might not affect the amount of consideration, as to
whether a man will sell a piece of land or won't sell a piece of land.

Senator RADCLIFFE. It might have some weight.
Mr. SHEA. It might or might.not. It would depend on a great

Variety of other circumstances in respect to the particular negotiator,
his appraisal of all kinds of factors. But certainly one can say that
this is not to be considered as coercion within the ordinary meaning
of that term or as affording a basis for invalidating the transaction.

Senator RADCLIFFE. But in the case of a condemnation you would
have a jury, which would not apply in the case of a unilateral contract.

Mr. SHEA. That is true, but if you have an adequate administrative
procedure, you get proiedural due process. I have suggested you
have a full hearing before the administrative agency, and have a
chance to present your case, and that there has been no arbitrary or
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th I think there Is vailsblea p rcipg--
hSeitoi CIAnik. Takea ce isubii aisw aitr Oue was talking

'about heroj"where i,'was alleged a Ooveriment, official told th6se
xO~pfei 'Either take this, owe 'Wll u you people.out of business."

r that was properly elle, that Would cnfer othe court Jvrl dton

to try the question as o W*bther thos m.t did Wxist; and if they did
exist, lt'would uonlr juriad on on le Court to review and reopen
the case and try it all over?

Mr. SHIA, Certainly, permit that issue to be tried out, and if it was
established 'all right.

Senator AIRi. And if It was established, then the court could go
Into the whole matter?
* Mr. SHEA. But I would not throw into The Tax (%urt or any other
court all of these proceedings for a now Indepehdent determination
of any one of them, just because there might be a possibility of that
kind of th'ng' happening in a few instances. 'I would niake the
remedy fit the kind of tJing you are 'aiming at. If you attempt to
pina up a series of independent determinations, the result is that you
will not get re4y effective review.

Senator CLAMC. You defeat your "own purpose' - and don't, give
effective relief to anybody. *'. - "

Mr. SnA. It seems to me if I were In an administrative agency,
the way I would feel about it is, if I thought there was goingo be a

Ampletely new hearing, in Tho Tax Court, and it might ar.ve'at a
different opinion froin mine, my attitude would be, ov. those issues
of valuation or appropriate rte, that any two tribun.sls which sit ont
a thing are going to come out with a different, answer, anj4 I don't
believe I would be terribly concerned about the fact that they came
out with a different'answer. I would lnow that in every, rate ceae
that has ever been tried, where a court comes along with an inde-
pendent review, it comes out with a different'answer. But I would
be concerned if'a contractor was going to court.with the possibility
of that court's action being to'castigate me if I had not been fair
in my procedures, or if I had been coercive in my action. That kind
of a determination on the part of the court would certainly be a
deterrent tO anything in the way of arbitrary conduct on my part.

Senator RADCLIFF. I didn't have in mind any extreme case of
that 'sort. I was wondering whether or not the existence of that
arbitrary right would not in itself have some weight, at times might..
have some undue persuasive weight.. I I

Mr. SHEA. I think one needs to know the whole amb.it of this'thing
in the action of administrative processes better than I do to make a
decent judgment oni it, but I don't mind discussing it. - My huich
would be, you have here contractors who are men with intelligent
counsel, and who are pretty independent fellow%, men of some stand-
ing; they are not going to 'turn tail and run because the statute says
an administrative order may follow if they don't come to a agree-.
ment. You talk to the Army and Navy people and You will-get a
better judgment about what actually happens in practice, but I think
citizens generally, citizens well represented by counsel) do not get
too scared because there is a possibility of ait order in the offing.
I think they sit down arid can hold their own in the course of negotia-
tions. ' _ I .Z 4
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I waa questioning' what migI't be the effect of that somewhat arbi'
vary and rathdr-poweeful rMgt.
Mri SHAO I don't think the right is an arbitrary one: It is power-

f u l o f c o u rs e , - - - - , 7 -- I L -I . .. .
Senator RAIctlirF,. Well,the right to make a unilateral agreement.

is arbitrary,.
Mr. Sao.i. Unilateral determination.
Senator RADtuLIP.. Yes.,
Mr. SHEA. It is not arbitrary if there are reasonable standards

and the Congress might properly fix reasonable standards, and it
there is a reasonable chance to be heard on whether there is anything
arbitrary in the proceedings, and whero the consequence are that
it might be overturned by an appet) to the courts. That is tredi-
tional administiative procet

Senator RACLiF zE. reou have co standards it might
be the right Wa dle it, ut you a ardstick.

Mr. S 4. is true as r d a mathem * standard or
yardstick. T statutory standard cesive rofi 'is analogous
to the-stan of "equi ad a in the form of
Governme ontrgct.

Senator AWLF Ohe e reise ateral discreti can beca redot 'due
Mr. S A. That is. true, evert proed

process. The might fai the t a fair ring,
there bea d te ti n.. On a fair det ma-
tion in a in t a well u Itribu

Senat RADOL F. U
Sen a CLARK. our emrent not arbitrary uni it is

arbitra usedis tit
Mr. .No. tIa is Ithere ght to

be mrans rovowi g the quest to ether it as been rbitrary
or not, bu you do not n letely ndeP ent co iderlion
and deter tion in T ax ou ., whi ust pil n an( there
administrati rocedr, aa4 ha ou Id not h e it in the
court,-tbat th court review s be limited to metfig the
court could do.

Senator BARKLE other words, where t agreements have
been guatred into, ml ion can be , it ought t be deter-
mined, that ought to be the 1, n the courts ought not to
be alk-wod to open it up just on the merits of the controversy.

Mr. SHEA. I should think that was clear, sir. The point I was
starting to develop was I don't think this remedy could possibly be an
effective remedy, if you have hearings in a tax court or any other
court which are trials de novo. Just look at the kind of proceedings
you are going to have. I don't see how the issue could beT tried except
in the traditional form of a rate case. The problem will be one of
establishing the value and the reasonableness of the rate. It must
be in these gkmeral terms: How much was invested in the plant, Low
much borowt.ed from the Government, how much borrowed from other
persons; what is the interest which is being paid; a complete story of
the cost accounting, and so forth, and so forth; what is the normal
return on investments from this kind of risk, and so forth?

All of you gentlemen know what a rate case is. The faet we arp
going to have rate cases in The Tax Court ultimately determining these
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matters, if you get 1,000 in there, I would wager-and that is a very
conservative estunate-that they would not reach thelast of that
thousand for 10 years. That is not going'to be a fair remedy, an
effective protection of the rights of contractors. Such protection is
going to be in really fair procedures in the agencies themselves, and
there should be left to the courts, and it ought to be the real courts,
nob an administrative tribunal like The Tax Court, the policing of the
administrative procedure to see that it is fair. And the counterpro-
posal which the Departments are suggesting is that that is the kind of
thing which ought to be aimed at.
We have a concern, not alone with The Tax Court being swamped,

but because if it is swamped there is not going to be a fair handling
and expeditious handling of revenue measures, and the Treasury
Department is deeply concerned about it, and the Department, to
the extent it has responsibility over tax litigation, is deeply concerned
about the prospect of that court being smothered with this kind of
business. It has just climbed out of a morass of undecided cases, and
if it is tossed back to that kind of a morass, it seriously endangers the
handling of tax measures.

Of course it will be swamped, and indeed any other court will be
swamped, if you put upon the court the job of trial de novo.

What we are urging is that you do not put upon the courts the job
of trial de novo, but the job of policing the administrative process to
see that the adrfiinistrative process is properly done and specifically
the kind of pattern which we suggest to you is the traditional pattern
that has been used in this kind of case. For years we have had this
sort of problem up in the Government.

Senator TAr. In any case in which complete discretion is given
to an administrative body, in appeal of the sort proposed is abso-
lutely useless. I don't think. this plan is practical either, but if it
is, it is going to swamp any court. These cases-thee contracts
have gone much too far, in my opinion.

Mr. SHEA. Senator, could I call your attention to the provisions of
the standard form of Government contract? In the standard form of
Government contract, it is contemplated that unexpected,subsurface
conditions might be encountered, or as the work progresses the con-
tracting officer may find that the plans are to be changed for one reason
or another, and after those determinations are made he directs th6
work be done which is not specifically provided for in the contract,
and as to which the price in the contract is not fixed. When he orders
that to be done what you have is work being done without a price
being fixed, and the issue between the Government and the con-
tractor is what is a reasonable return for that work which has not
been bargained out at that point. The standard form of Government
contract provides for an equitable adjustment and it provides (1) they
will try to bargain it out, and if they reach an agreed price, that is that.If they, don't, the contracting officer may mate an equitable adjust-
ment. lie may make a determination of what ought to be paid for
that work which was not specified in the contract, and on the basis of
that--

Senator TArr. Are you suggesting that is really anything like the
renegotiation that is going oh throughout the country today?

Mr. SHEA. Yes, I am.
Senator TAFT. It is so different in volume, so different in fact,

that the man agrees-to it voluntarily. It is different in the fact that
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it is usUally incidental to some larger contract in which the pried Is
fixed. It is largely, as a rule, treated as a cost-plus proposition, I
don't think it is in any way parallel.

Mr. SimA. Well Senator, I think it is parallel-
Senator TArt. it involves probably $50,000,000 a year instead of

$5 000,000,000 a year.
Mir. SHiA. But to the particular contractor in question it is a very

important matter.
Senator TArr. It is usually incident to some other contract; he

agrees to it in advance.
Mr. SHEA Well of course, since April 28, 1942, any person entering

into a contract with the United States knew that he was entering into
it in the light of the condition that he was to be subject to renego-
tiation.

Senator TATr. Ile had to enter into it whetherr he wanted to or
not if he was going to be considered patriotic. There was no real
parallel to a peacetime contract.

Mr. SHEA. Well, I am not expert on these niatters, but there Was
a general here this morning who said a company has been holding up
a contract for 8 months. It doesn't sound to-me as if the existence
of coercive action of the character which you are suggesting has
reached the point where there is no bargaining at all.

Senator JoHNsoN. He said that that was caused by the fact that
the plant had not been constructed. They were trying to enter into
an agreement to construct a plant and the plant was not constructed.
That *M the reason the contractor was holding him up for 8 months.

Mr. SHEA. Well, the details of actually how much compulsion they
feel to enter into a contract, and so forth, I don't suppose I can speak
with authority on, but I have the impression which what I have heard
from those who have testified for the Army and Navy, that there wad
a very substantial bargaining position on the part of the contractor.

Senator TAFr. We are getting away from the point. If we are
going to have a review, what kind of review are you suggesting we
givevfe

Mr. SHEA. I am suggesting the closest analogy I can think of-.
may.I suggest that I complete what happens in the equitable adjust-
ment of these contracts?

Senator TAir'. Yes.
Mr. SHA. When a determination is mile by the contracting officer

there is an appea! . the head of the department, and the contractor
has the right to state his case to the heai of the department. The
head of the department makes the finai determination, and that
determination stands until it is upset in the Court of Claims on the
ground that the'proceedings vero arbi4try aad capricious, or that the
result was so grossly unfair as to imply bad faith, that there was not a
real consideration of the issues involved.

I think that that gives, in respect to the ,tandard contract, as
satisfactory a procedure as anything I know. We have handled a
lot of that kind of work. I have not heard substantial complaints,
so far as I know, that contractors are not able to vindicate their funda-
mental rights pursuant to that procedure.

Senator TAIr. You mean if it is so grossly unfair to anybody that
it is utterly confiscatory, then it can be set aside, and that is about the
only ground.

93,.Si--44-----41f
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Mr.. SOFA. It can bo set aside if it is shown the proceedings were
arbitrary and capricious. , .

Senator TAvr. Or bad faith.
Mr. SHEA. Or that the result is so unreasonable, as to. imply bad

faith.
Senator TAT. I would-say that 'as no appeal at all.

,o Mr. Su-,m. Well, let-us look at the situation Senator. 1 . - .
Senator TAFT. I understand; I see the difference, but that course

dots not, give any relief., You might as well take out this whole
appeal provision.

Mr. 8HEA. I don't understand what.youmean, that that is no
appeal. There is a hearing in court on questions as to whether the
procedures have been arbitrary or capricious. I have seen a good
many cases in which the courts have taken up those issues, and Iassure you it is an appeal, and I assure you there is fair policing in
the Court. of Claims of the handling by. Government contracting
agencies of their contracts...
.Senator LucAs. Mr. Shea, I don't mean to anticipate your argu-

ment in any way, .but in your, ideas in regard to this procedural
review, you have in mind making the standards any more specific, or,
rather, laying down any. specific standards? It seems to me that
while the power of review exists,. no specific standards -are set up,
and it does restrict very materially the scope of any such proceedingo the question of bad faith or arbitrary, action, if you have no specific
standards.

Mr. SHEA. In the procedures which I have spoken of in the equi-
table adjustment of Government contracts, there is no standard
except what is an equitable adjustment. As to what standards re
feasible, here again only the persons who have been actually operating
the administrative processes can speak with any decent judgment
about what is feasible.

Senator LucAS. I see the difficulty in trying to set up anything.
I wondered whetheryou had any concrete suggestions on that point.

Mr. SHEA. I woul n't dare advance concrete suggestions, sir, unless
I had real experience-with the administrative procedure. But I can
not agree with Senator Taft that you cannot get a-policing of ad-
ministrative processes by the courts. I think that is feasible.

Senator TAFT. There is fair administrative procedure, but, 'so far
as I know, there is no great objection to the administrative procedure.
All the kicks I have had did not relate to the administrative procedure.
They all have iad hearings. Nearly all have had three or four hear-
ings. But., in this case, without a standard, 99 percent of the questions
are questions of fact, and of those 99 percent of the questions, on your
proposal they are absolutely barred from appeal. All they can deal
with is the I percent of the little business, as to perhaps no notice
being given, or he didn't have a hearing when he actually got notice
you were going to hold one. It is absolutely insignificant in the
questions that arise under renegotiation.

Mr. SHEA. Senator, may I respond this way? First of all, it is not
suggested that there should not be an appeal. It is suggested that
there should be an appeal, but it should be an administrative appeal to
the head of the department.

Senator TAMT. I have just told you what I think an administrative
appeal of that kind means under the renegotiation law, an appeal of
I percent of the possible questions, and no appeal on 99, percent.
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#r HI-A.. I am afraid I did not make myself dear. The kind of

thing which is proposed is that you have your original hearing before
pome officer or board in the agency , a determ intion, an attempt to
arrive at an agreement, and actually the result Las been agreements
in all but a very minor percentage of cases. FailL'ri agreement, that
officer or board will make a uuilatral determination Now, there
will be an administrative appeal, an administrative rovi. ^'. of whether
that determination is right or is not right, and that will be by the
Secretary, or by someone acting for the Secretary.

Now, what we suggest in this connection is that piling two or three
administrative reviews, one on top of the other, is not going to give
you something better than one adequate administrative review, and
what we say further is that if you want this job done, you cannot try
to substitute judicial review on the basis of a trial de nvo for the
adequate doing of the job which ought to be done on the adminis-
trative side.

If you try to have trials de novo in the courts the result will not be
to give you adequate administrative proceedings, to give you fair
judgment in the administrative tribunal. -If you want to police the
administrative process and come out with something adequate, the
way of doing it is to have the courts police the administrative prtvesses
on the kind of issues and questions which the courts can do and ,d with
some dispatch...

Senator TAT.' I want somebody else to hava final say b esides the
Army and Navy, I don't care who it is. It don't have to be a ec-urt
or anything. I want somebody else to have final say besides the
Army and Navy.

Mr. SHEA. If I may get on with the point, perhaps it will answer
the question. If you think the job can be done by the courts making
independent determinations in all these cases, then I don't know
whether there would be much to speak of, but if you think that the
brunt of the job must be done by administrative procedure, and I
should think that there can be very little question that the Job-was
not going to be done unless it can be done by fair administrative
procedure, then it seems to me that the thing to aim at, so far as
judicial review is concerned, is the kind of judicial review which will
see to it that the administrative proceedings are fairly done, and we'
suggest it be -limited to that, because our peculiar interest in the
Department of Justice is that we don't want to be found stumbling
with procedures which welknow must prove inadequate to do thejob, and be in the position where the courts and the Department can
be criticized because it has gone on for 20 years and we have not got
the job done properly.

We sry to you the job cannot be done if what you are going to
try to do is have any very large number of cases tossed in for trial
de novo.

If a client came to me with one of these agreements and said, "The
Army has determined that only so much shall be recaptured; do you
think I ought to go intoThe Tav Court?" I think certainly my answer
would be, "Certainly. It says in here that you can't get beore The
Tax Court the written determination of the SecretwiiY, hut it -will
probably come out as to what that determination was. ,it is very rare
that it doesn't come out, and my hunch would beTheTax Court is not
likely to go much lower, and in any event, if you get this suit started,.
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you will have a chance to try to work out a comprolnise, and if these
cases were running against contractors, you tan always drop it.",I ean't believe, that in these 4 000 ;ases which' hive been agreed
upon, where there has beeh a vountary agreement, that if they are
opened up-and they can be opened up by a simple appeal to the
Tax Court--that you are not going to get substantial litigation, and
what we suggest is if you want to do the job which it is advisable to
do, i. e., the protection of the fundamental rights by appeal to the
courts, limit it to something we can do, and limit it to something the
courts can do.

Senator WALSH. I think the committee has the viewpoint of the
* Department of Justice; thank you.

* STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES V. FORRESTAL, UNDER SECRETARY
OF THE NAVY

Mr. FORRESTAL. Mr.. Chairman,. I should like to confine my
remarks today to the amendments of the renegotiation law which are
contained in section 7 of H. R. 3687, omitting any discuftion of the
baseio law itself.

The Navy Department is in complete agreement-with two of these
technial amendments, the one which exempts from feingotiatiOn
companies doing less than $500,000 of war business a year and the

whone Wich requires all companies not covered by this exemption to
file financial statements with the Price Adjustments Boards. The
$500,000 exemption will facilitate the administration of the rinego-
tiation law. The mandatory filing of financial statements will ao-
celerate the administration of the law and will assure its actual
application to all companies which come within its scope.

There are several other technical amendments in section 7 which
are acceptable to the Navy. The Navy, however, concurs in the
objections which have been expressed to three of the provisions now
written into section 7 of H. R. 3687.

First. Judge Patterson has outlined to you our criticisms of the
type of judicial revievi which is proposed by the bill. His remarks
require no elaboration by me. I wish only tostate my own belief,
and the belief of those who administer the renegotiatio11 law, that
th9 series of reviews contemplated by the House bill would so burden
the renegotiation process that its effectiveness would be seriously
impaired. The suggestions for revising t,.,e provisions of the bill on
judicial review which are sponsored by the Department of Justice
and Judge Patterson would, I think, grant to any contractot adequate
opportunity to test in the courts the propriety of his renegotiation.
I urge their adoption.

Second, the Navy also opposes the provisions of the bil which
give to a contractor an absolute right to have an administrative
review of his case before the War Contracts Price Adjustment Board,
which is created by the bill. I see no reason for encumbering the
renegotiation process with an intermediate review by such Board.
We then would have one or more hearings before the sectional or
departmental board, an appeal to the War Contracts Price Adjust-
ment Board and an appeal to the courts. Inasmuch as -specifio
provision is being made for the right of judicial review, the proposal
that another administrative body pass upon the action of the duly
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constituted departmental agencies seems to me wholly useless and
unnecessary. It would complicate an administrative problem which
already is sizeable, without any conclusive benefit to either the
contractor or the Government.
, Third, the retroactive provision of the bill which would reopen
for judicial review all contracts heretofore negotiated and closed by
the renegotiation boards is particularly objectionable. The Price
Adjustment Board of the Navy Department has closed either verbally
or m writing, as of November 20, 1943, 535 agreements with contrac-
tors calling for refunds or reductions in prices totaling $1,405,495,000.
In addition there were 74 agreements pending calling for refunds
and price reductions of $244,331,000 making a total of $1,647,820 000.
All but a very few of these contracts were signed as the result of
mutual agreement between the Government and the contractor.
Despite the complaints which have been voiced by some individual
contractors, I believe that the great majority of those companies
with which we have concluded agreements sincerely believe that
they have been dealt with fairly and equitably.

In the light of this record, any measure such as contained in the
House bill, which would reopen all of these agreements is illogical.
This is especially self-evident as to those agreements which provide
for future price reductions based on the contractor's actual experience.
In the Navy, we have arranged through renegotiation for $792,000,000
of these price reductions.

Retroactive reopening of these agreements would put the contrac-
tors who have entered into them in an uncertain and perhaps embar-
rassing position. Officers and directors of the companies have made
settlements on account of excessive profits which they consider to be
in the best interests of their corporations. If theso agreements are
now to be thrown open to review, the board of directors of each of
these companies would be faced with the problem of appealing, so as
to discharge its duty to its stockholders even though it believed.that
the renegotiation settlement was entirely fair and just. This provi-
sion is a mandate for mutuall undesirable litigation.

I would like to emphasize the importance of expedition and finality
in the renegotiation process. All contractors affected by renegotia-
tion want the question of excessive profits to be determined and ad-
justed as nearly contemporaneously with the performance of the con-
tract as possible. This end can only be accomplished in my opinion,
by the present renegotiation machinery which properly places a pre-
mium upon informality, elimination of obstructive practices, and the
prompt conclusion of a definitive agreement. Any system of admin-
istration or review which impairs this present machinery will destroy
the real value of renegotiation to the Government and to the contrac-
tor alike.

Senator TAFT. Mr. Secretary, on that $500,000, is there any sense
to the idea that the first $500,000 ought to be exempted on all con ti'acts
for all contractors?

Mr. FOIRESTA .. Is that the first $500,000 regardless of their total
business?

Senator TAPr. Frankly, there was a case that came to me, a Navy
contractor, and he said by speeding this thing up he could get enough
stuff in here to raise him up to $550,000. Ile said, "I know the Navy
has a large sto(k of this stuff on hand. I won't delay the war effort
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any if I slow this thing up. What do you advise me to do?" I ad-
Vised him t go ahead an ship it all in. But you have that question
Which shows a discrimination. Have you'suggestion as to that?

Mr. FORRESTAL. You mean that otherwise he decelerates his rate?
SenatoiTirr. I don't think it fair to the man who has $510,000 to

renegotiate his whole contract, where a man with $490,000 is wholly
exempt.

Mr. FORRESTAL. I am always reluctant, Senator Taft, to add an
more qualifications of qualifications Each one, as you cite in this
case, carries with it collateral disadvantage which you do not realize
when they were proposed. I would like to think that suggestion over,
if I might, and 1 would like to respond to it a little later.

Senator WALSH. Have the price reductions which you referred to
been agreed to bylthe contractors?

Mr. FORRESTAL. Yes.
Senator WAL4H. In 792 cases you have agreed with the contractors

to reduce the price for products that they used in connection with
their own, and in your opinion if the House bill is retained they would
all be subject to appeal and review by the courts.

Mr. FORRESTAL. That Is true, Mr. Chairman. The reason I raise
the point here is that that deals-with current business, a large part of
which is for future delivery. The figure is $792,000,000, and, as I said
before, it deals with products that will be delivered to us, so in a sense
it is a repricing rather than renegotiation.

Senator WALaS. It is your opinion the contractor would not be
bound? .'Mr. FORRESTAL. Well, he would be embarrassed, because some
stockholders might at some future date allege that he had not properly
protected the interests of his company iii not being more aggressive in
trying to reopen this question.

Senator TAFT. Whut about the cases where the contractor is prac-
tically forced to sign under duress?

Mr. FORRESTAL. Wel, that depends, of course, on the definition of
duress. We have a few cases where the contractor had not expressed
agreement with our conclusions and we have a right to withhold
payments from him, which you might assume to be duress. On the
other hand, you might also say it was duress if we gave that con-
tractor, which we woWd have the right to do, outside the renegotiation
law, a mandatory order which would tell him to take the business at
what the Seeretar.y fixes as a reasonable price.

Senator TA^'t. You have heard something. of this Warner &
Swazey case. I don't know the facts, but their claim is that they had
to sign a contract at $5,500,000 because they were told their plant
would be shut down within 30 days if they didn't do it.

Air. FORRESTAL. Senator I think that is an Army case.
Senator TArT. That is vAat they claim. I haven't gone into the

facts enough to know.
. Mr. MCINTOSH. I was present at the conference with Warner &
Swazey and the Under Secretary of War, and I can say without any
qualification whatsoever that there is no basis whatsoever for any such
statement or any such charge, and we have repeatedly denied it publicly.SSenator TAFT. However, it is undoubtedly true that many con-
tractors sign because they figure they have to sig.
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Mr. FORRESTAL. .May- "speak off the record, Mr. Chairman for "
moment?

(Discussion off the record.)
Senator TArr. Mr. Forrestal, I would like to ask one thing. Do you

believe-it is impossible to lay down any more definite standards in the
renegotiation law than we now have? When there are no standArds,
you only appeal to the law and that doesn't mean anything. I
remember discussing it with you long before the renegotiation bill
was passed and at that time we were trying to find some kind of a
formula, i wonder, with all these cases, whether something has not
developed by which we can lay down a few rules.

Mr. FORRESTAL. I am hopeful, Senator, that we will get something.
I don't believe you can create any set of rules that would be applicable
to' this vast amount of very diverse business. I am hopeful, in the
Navy and I am sure the Army is thinking in the same direction, that
out o1 ren otiation and our recommendations we can get such data
a will enable us to do sound original pricing, and we are driving toward
that end. . .

Senator TArt. I think the greatest good from the whole law has
been to teach the procurement officers how to make good contracts.
Now, if it has serve-I its purpose, that would seem to be a reason for
ending it in January or July.

Mr. FORRESTAL. I would rather discuss with you, Senator, some
date at, which it is to be ended.

Senator TAFT. Rather than try to set up some standards?
Mr. FORRESTAL. That is right. I can assure you I don't enjoy

having this law.
Senator TAFT. Why not discuss the possibility of ending it? I

rather hate to see it get all mixed up with contract termination at the
end of the war.

Mr. FORRESTAL. We cannot permit too many people to be going into
their books at the same time. Otherwise the manufacturer will rover
get reconverted or anything.

Senator TAFT. There was, in one of the drafts of the subcommittee
of the Ways and Means, a termination date of the let of January.
Now-it has been suggested that it might be extended into June 30,
or even the end of 1944, but it seems to mhe there would be a great
advantage in having a termination date, and the procurement oJcdrs
would then be on notice that thereafter they would have to price
correctly.

Mr. FORRESTAL. We are giving that constant study because we
frankly share your feeling that to have this on the books too close
to the end of the war is not desirable either for the Government or
for business. I think, too, to have it there when you undertake to
cancel contracts would be a very undesirable thing.

Senator NfCKELLAR. I want to ask you this question, Mr. Forrestal:
How many unilateral contracts has the Navy insisted upon?

Mr. FORRESTAL. I would have said a half dozen, but L am informed
four or five. That is where a contractor violently objected to an
agreement we felt he should have signed.

Senator McKELLAR. And the Army understood there were only 24.
Mr. FORRESTAL. ,fr. Nfclntoslx tells me that is cori-ect.
&IUiatI MuKELLAR. Thaak yvu.
Senator WALSH, Thank you, Mr. Forrestal.

1053
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(The following form was submitted by Senator Clark:)
Budget Bureau No. 49--RI12

Approval expires I January 1944
Date: ...................

CONTImACroR's INFORMATION FoRM FOR PuRposas or RzxzaOTIATON

As requested, the undersigned furnishes the following Information and date
Section A to Section R, inclusive for use in renegotiation pursuant to an Act ol
Congress, Section 403 of the Sixth Supplemental National Defense Appropriation
Act of 1942, approved 28 April 1942, as amended, and certifies that the data and
Information are authentic, true, and correct to the best of his knowledge and
belief subject to such qualifications as are set forth specifically herein.

SECTION A

The results of operations of the company for Its latest closed fiscal year (ended
....... ----------- 194. -) separated as to renegotiable and nonrenegotlable

business as defined under the Act, were as follows (cents omitted):
I. Net sales (less allowances, dis-

counts, etc.; Including sales
under subcontracts as defined
In the Act but excluding cost-
plus-fixed-fco contracts) ......

2. C0st of sales (less discounts). ..
S. Gross profit .................
4. Selling and advertising expenses.
5. General and administrative ex-

penses -----------------------
6. Net operating profit ...........
7: o Margin (ratio line 6 to

line 1) ...............
8. Other applicable expenses

0. Interest paid. -----------
. State taxes on Income.-

c. Other applicable deduc-
tions ----------.-.--

d. Other applicable Income.
9. Basic profit on fixed price con-

tracts (line 6 minus line 8)...
10. % Margin (ratio line 9 to

line 1) ...............
11. Other income:

a. Net fees earned under
C. P. F. F. contracts.

b. Other ................
12. Other deductions ............
13. Net profit before provisions for

Federal taxes on income and
extraordinary reserves .......

14. Provision for Federal taxes on
income (gross) --------------

a. Postwar refund of excess
profits tax (credit).-_

15. Net profit before extraordinary
reserves -----------

16. %7 of net worth at start of
period ................

17. Provisions for extraordinary re-
fe-Ves-- - - - - - - - - -

18. Net income per books .........
20. Prime contracts and purchase

orders ---------------------
21. Subcontracts of any tier, pur-

chase orders ..............
22. Total (per line 1, col. A) ..

(A) (B) (C)
R onrenego-

Renegotiable liable Total
business busies in business

- -.......... $ ---------- $ --------

-------. --.. ....... . . ........ ..

-- - -- - --------- .... o......

-------- % -------- % -.-....... %

$--------- $ ---------- $ ---------

$ ---------- $ .........

$--------

$---------

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

---------

---x----x-........ x.

..........

XXXXXXXXX

xxxx ,x x.XXx

I

----------
----------

----------

-------- %

-------- --.

.. ..- ---... -

----------

----.----
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(A) (B) (C)

Nonreneg.

23. Cost of Sales: buainea# buiness businse
24. Materials ................ xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx $ --- .....
25. Inventory-variation ...... xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx ..........
26. Direct labor ------------- xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx ----------
27. Maintenance and repairs... xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx ----------
28. Rents ------------------ xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx ----------
29. Royalties ---------------- xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx ----------
30. Other, including deprecia-

tion -------------------- xxxxxxxxlx xxxxxxxx ----------

31. Total (per line 2) -------- $ --------- $ --------- $ ---------

32. Selling and advertising:
33. Salaries .............. ........................... ....
34. Product advertising ....... .......... .......... ..........
35. Institutional advertising. ................................
36.- Commissions paid on Gov-

ernment business ........ ....................
37. Commlisions paid to out-'

elders (Commercial) ...................................
88. Commissions paid to sales-

men (Commercial) ....................................
39. Branch office expenses...................................
40. Other, including deprecia-

tion ...................................... • ..........

41. Total (per lne 4) ---- $ --------.--... .$ - - --== =

42. General and administrative:*
43. Officers' salaries .........................................
44. Other office salaries -------------------------------------
45. -------------------------. -.--------. --.------- .-- .------

47. -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- - -- - ----------.. ----------.. .. .. .

49. Total (per line 5) ------- ----------. $ ---------- IL ----------

50. Other applicable deductions:*
51. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... --.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
52. -------------------------. ..--------- ..--------- ..--- ..

66. Total (per line 8c) ------- $ ---------- -- - -- -.. . .. . ----------.

57. Other applicable Income:*

60.1 -------- ------- --.---- --.--.- -------. .-----
6 1. .. - -- 7 -..---------...----- .---------- .-------- .. .......

62. Total (per line 8d) ------ -- - -- -.. . .. . -- - -- -... ... .. --.. ... ..

63. Depreciation included above:
64. N orm al ---- ---- ---- ---.---- ---- ---.---.---- ---
6.5. A ccelerated -------------- .. ... -- - -- - ---------- -'. --------
66. O n idle plant ------ ------ ----- ----.------ -- .-.----- .

67. Total depreciation ------ -- - -- -.. . .. . -- - -- -.. . .. . ----------.

OLtt sIgnlfant Items. ( ) Denotes red 6 gur.-
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08. Other charges Included above
69. Amortization of emergency

facilitich (not Including
estimated normal depre.
ciation) ...............

70. Executive salaries' total _-
71. Approximate coat of work

suboontraeted ..........

(A)

Renegotiabe
business

---------
$ --------

(B)
Nonrenego-

liablebusiness

$ --------
$ --------

(C)
ToWd

business
$ ........
$.......--

$ .........-- $-. --------- $ .......

SECTION 8

The results of all operations for the six years Immediately preceding the year
under review are as follows (in thousands of dollars except'for very small com.
panics):

NoTI.-If the information called for on lines 23 to 71 Inclusive, is diffl-
cult to obtain and does not contain any unusual items, It may be omitted
for the three earliest years. . . .

I, Net sales less allowances,
discounts, etc.; including
sales under subcontracts as
defined in the Act but -ex-
eluding cost-plus-fixed-fee
contracts ------------- $.

2. Cost of sales (less discounts) ......
3. Gross profit ----------------
4. Selling and advertising ex-

penses ...................
a. General and admlnistrative

expenses ....................
8. Net operating profit............
7. % Margin (ratio l!ne 6

to line 1) ............--- %
8. Other applicable expenses:

a. Interest pal ------.-- $_.__
b. State taxes on in-

come .................
c. Other applicable de-

ductions .............
d. Other applicable In-

come. -................
9. Baslo profit on fixed price

contracts ....................
10. % Margin (ratio line 9

to line 1) -------------- %
11. Other Income:

a. Net fees earned under
C. P. F. F. con-
tracts ............

b. Other ..................
12. Other deductions ..............
13. Net profit before provision

for Federal taxes on income
and extraordinary reserves ......

14. Provision for Federal taxes on
Income (gross) ..............

a. Postwar refund of
excess profits tax
(credit) ..............

15. Net profit before extraordi-
nary reserves ---------- $.

16. % of net worth at start
of period -----------

Years ended
19- 19- 19- 19-- 19- 19-

.. . .... . .

$-... $ --- ----- $....- $ .....

$-.... xxxxx Xxxxx xxxxx Xxxxx
... . . .. .. .. .. --... ..

$ .-- $ --- $ --- $-. $-

--- % ---% --- % ... % --- %

1050
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Year. ended
17. Provisions for extraordinary 19 19-- 19-- 19- - 19-

re rvcs ----------------- --.- $ ----- $ ... $ - . $ .
18. Net Income per books ................... ... ... ..
19. % Governuent business in-

cluded In line 1 -------------- % % xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx
23. Cost of sales:
24. Materials -------------
25. Inventory-variation ..................................
26. Direct labor .................... . ..............
27. Maintenance and re-

pairs --------------- .----- .--- .-.--. .. .. ....
28. Rents..
29. Royalties ...........................................
30. Other including depre-

ciation .....................................
31. Total (per line 2) .... $- $$ -....
32. Selling and advertising:
83. Salaries .............................................
34. Product advertising .... ..... ..... ..... ...... ..... .....
35. Institutional advertis-

ing ...............................................
88. Commissions paid on

Government business ...........
87. Commissions paid to out-

elders** -------------. .. . .. . . .. . .
88. Commissions paid to

salesmen* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

89. Branch office expenses --------------------------------
40. Other, Including depre-

cla/ltn ................. ..........
41. Total (per line 4)- $- $ ..... $ -- $-- $ -- ; $ .
42. General and admInstrative:*
43. Officers' salaries .....................................
44. Other office salaries ...................................

40. ---------------------- - -----47. ---------------------- . . ... .. .. ... . .... ....
4R.

49. Total1 (per Ine 5) -- -- $____$.--$--- $ --
80. Other applicable deduetins:,
51. - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
5 '2. - - - - - -- - - - - - -
53. ----------------------. . . . . .54.
55. - - -- - - - - - - -
58. Total (per lire 8c) ---- $--.. -... $-$- $... $ -
87. Other applicable ircome:*
59. - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -60. ---------------------- ...
60. ....................... ... . ..... ..... ..... ..... ..--- -
81.
62. Tota&I (pier i re8d).. $-- $-. -- .: $--- $ s $ - -- -
63. Deprecfatiori Included above:
64. Normal ------------------------------------------
65. Acele-ated .........................................
68. On d'e plant ----------
67. Trtal depreciation . $ ..... $- . $- - - $$.
68. Other carve Included above:
69. Amortization of emer-

gency facilities (not
including normal de-
predation)........................................

70. Executive salaries total
71. Approximate cost of work

subcontracted - $$- $ .$ .$ .$
List signlfcsnt item& ( ) Denoes red figures 6(CommerclaI.)
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SECTION C

72. 'tIhe method followed In segregating renegotiable business (sales) and non-
renegotiable business, as ahown In Section A above, is as follows:

. .......................... ....... .°........... .. °° ..... °............. ...

SECTION D

73. The method followed by the company In allocating costs, expenses, and deduo.
tions applicable to renegotiable business and to nonrenegotlable business
as sown In Section A above is as follows:

-...---- . ......-- . ........ . ...... ........... ................ ........ ..

SECTION 

74. There are no extraordinary reserves (other than shown on line 17) for Inven-
tory losses, post-war conversion or others 'e (of a nature not allowed as a
deduction for Federal income-tax purposes) neluded In costs and expenses,
except as follows:

SECTION r

There is attached hereto one copy each of the following customarily prepared,
already available data:
75. Published annual stockholders' reports for each fiscal year beginning after 31

December 1935.
78. Long form audited reports with auditor's or comptroUer's comments for each

fiscal year beginning after 31 December 1935.
77. A transcript of-

a. Schedule M of company's Federal income-tax return (Form 1120) for
the two latest years filed.

b. Lines 1-7 inclusive of page 1 of the excess-profits tax return (Form
1121) for the lastest year filed.

78. Latest Interim balance sheet for current year and related statement of income
and surplus a customarily prepared for the company's internal management.

79. Latest brochure, catalog, or other material setting forth company's business
and products.

80. Copy of Form 10-K tor I-MD) for latest fiscal year if such be filed with
Securities and Exchange Commission.

SECTION 0

81. Salaries and all other compensation (including commissions bonuses, royal.
ties, and other forms of extra compensation) of our ten highest paid officers
or employees, or of those who received in excess of $10,000 per annum each
for the year (whichever Is the lesser number) were as follows:

Currer Lot a2osed Preceding iears
Name, fille, and duliea year* year 19-- 19--

------------------------ $ ---- $ ----- $ ---- $----
2 .....................................................
3------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
4 ----------------------------------------------------
5------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------. . .. ........ ... ... .... ...- - . .. .. .. .. . .... . ..... . . .. . . ..- -

8------------------------ ------- ------- ------- -------
------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------

10 ------------------------ ------- ------- ------- --------
Total ---------------- $ ------- $ -------- $ .----- $ -------

*Annual rate at peesent time.

82. A brief description of any bonus plan, pension trust, or other employee com-
nsation plan now in effect or contemplated, viith comment as to how it

i applicable to pertsonnel as listed above, is as follows:
-- - - - . . -- - -- -- -- - -- - -- -- - - -- - -- - - -- -. --- - - - -- -- - - - -- - -- - -- -- - - - -- - - -- -
.......................................................................
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83. The salaries listed above were not questioned by Federal income tax author.
Itles except as follows:

................... ........................ ............ °....... °... . .

SECTrIONg U

84. During the year under review, the principal products which we sold, the
principal services which we rendered, and the approximate dollar amount
of sales of each principal typo of product (or group of products) produced
by us and Included In renegotiable business, are as follows:

86"./ At t'e reent Ime our prinlcipal comerIa'l'productsare: ........

SECTION 1

8?. The approximate dollar unIt value of individual products of primary impor-
tance, together with any recent (1942 and later) unit price reductions are:

Preterit Previou, unit pricesItem unit price Dote. .--. Dale .... Date ..---

1---------------------------.-

2.......... ..................................... ......

3-------------------------------------------------------------
4k-i----r-e---m-----r--- --- "~~------e--~---------------
5-------------------------------------------------------------
------- ---------------------------------------------------

SECTION J

88. Thiecr anyoxate ouni gvafliate (Indvda prcais or peimron which
ane ouhr controwih ae cntro2d the unamrie iretos which

control us):u ni rie

N m .ani a.d.e..e Date.. .. .. -o n I.... ae ----

2J------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------

.......................... ....... ----- ---- ..... .... . . . ..

2 -------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------

3--- --------------------------- --- -- -------....... .--.

6 -- ---- --- ---- ---- --- --- --- ....... ............... -

.4-------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------

i te oat Compafy
SECTION L

88. This company has the followingaffiliates (I. e. companies or persons which
are under our control or wuicf are ontroled by the same Interests whichcontrol us):

Name and addressea % of stock outstanding elld bw

92. ------------ Total---- Incrre-o-acrud-cst--------------$....93 Fee.....ceived ..or ..accrued..on.work done..................

9 4 Nonr....ur.b.e.cost............ ......... $...............

9. The operation of the ne af)liates re .Included In thefigures sv u
fdo {aeEt

In this form above. We.-(do not). believe that the operations of the above
affiliates may properly be consolidated wilth those of this company for the
purpose of renegotiation inder the Act.

o. if affiliates are theo bas of setting prices on nteriompoytransactions is ou'Iined as follows:

SECT'Y£ION L

01. Our cost-plus-fixed-fee business during the past
last closed fiscal period Is given below:

02. Total incurred or accrued costs ---------------- S -----------
93. Fees received or acecrued on work done ---------- $ -----------
94. Total of 92 and 93 above ----------------- $ -------
93. Nonrelmbursable costs ------------- $.................. .
96. Net fees or profit (03 minus 05) ---------------- $ ......
97. % Margin of profit (ratio of 96 to 94) ------. e

* To Mme with Mm Iis og section A.
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I SECTION M

98. The approximate dollar value of business for the last closed fiscal year for
sales made directly or Indirectly to the following was:

99. Renegofia e: Total bo of tocal
A-War Department --------------------- $ - $ .......

1. Army Air Forces ................................
2. Central Warfare Service ...........
3. Corps of Engineers ---... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .

3a. Construction Division ...................
3b. Supply Pivision ..........................

4. Ordnance Department .........................
5. Quartermaster Corps .............................
8. Signal Corps.............
7. Surgeon General..........
8. Transportation ..............................

Subtotal, War Department ...................B-Nnvy Department ----------------------- $ ....... $ .......
C--Maltlme Commission ...............-..... ........ ....
D-Treasury Department .................... ........ ........
E--War hip i3g Administration ............. ........ ........IF-Defense Plint Corporation ----------------. ........ ........
G-Defense SuppUes Corporation ...........................
H-Metals Reserve Company ...............................
I- Rubber Reserve Company ................ ........ ........
J-Unclassified but for war purposes ......................

00. Total renegotiable* --------------- .... $ ---. -.
101. Nonreneotiable:
102. Direct sales to foreign governments ..........
103. Government branches (other than those Included

in renegotiable business) -------------------
104. Miscellaneous and unclassified ..............
105. Total nonrenegotiable ---------------------
106. Grand total all business ...................

Inodad in rneeotable budns tbronb this fkrm.

$ ----
".0%.

SECTION N

107. The value and type of privately financed facilities for which Certificates of
Necessity have been issued or for which applications have been pending
as at the end of the latest closed fiscal year are detailed as follows:

SECTION P

108. The company has received the following Government assistance during or
at the end of our latest closed fiscal year:

109. Approximate value of machinery loaned --------------- $ -----------
110. Approximate value of plants provided ................... ...........
111. Approximate value of materials recAved .........................
112. "V" loans (under Regulation V of Federal Resbrve Board) ......... .
113. Approximate advances on contracts ..................... ...........
114. Other financial assistance (describe):

115. Technical assistance (describe briefly; mention patents, etc.):

116. Significant changes of any of above during last fiscal year:
.......................................................................

....... . ....... ..... ..... .. -- .......... . --........... ...............

I(
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SEC ION Q (OTIONAI, ON PART OY COMPANY)

117. The following are the names and addresses of bome other important companies
which sold or rendered the same or similar products or services in war pro-
duction, and with which our war business might to a degree be comparable:

2 - ..................................................... ......
2. .- .....------------------------------------------------
3. - .-.--------------------------------------------------

4. - -.-...........................

SECTION R

V,8. In a separate folio, but made a part of this Contractor's Information Form
we furnish two copies of brief dictations covering each of the following
Items, 119 to 145:

119. Date and state of incorporation and brief history of company and
its business at least since 1936.

120. The latest taxable year examined by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue and any significant changes made in taxable income
since 1936 as a result of examinations by the Bureau.

121. A concise statement of any changes In excess profits tax credit
claimed or to be claimed under section 722 of the Internal
Revenue Code.

122. If royalties In excess of $25,000 were paid or accrued during the
year under review, give names of significant payees and amounts
of payments. Similarly, if the company received royalties In
excess of $25,000, give names of licensees and amounts paid.
(If this Information already has been furnished the Government,
please attach a duplicate copy as sent out.)

123. A statement as to any basic changes in accounting methods since
1936 (with special reference to changes in Inventory valuation
and depreciation rates). Also statements as to (a) depreciation
rates currently used on major classifications of plant, (b) present
method of valuing inventory, (c) 20% or lower rate of amortiza-
tion for facilities in operation under Certificates of Necessity,
(d) any special features and details of any revaluation of assets
and effect upon the data submitted herewith, and (e) full details
as to latest Federal Tax return filed (final or tentative) and extent
of pavments thereof. - (Submit copy of return If possible.)

12. Principal stockholders, either individuals or corporations, ndi-
eating percentage of ownership If over 10 percent.- Set out
separately the ownership by managing officers.

126. Describe any escalator clauses In company's contracts subject to
renegotiation.

126. Brief description of Important plants, lnelu ling locatiors type of
construction, square feet of floor area, products manusactured,
percent of output on war business. Also for the entire corn.
pany giLv e average number of employees now and in peacetime.

127. List of major customers and approximate dollar value of products
purchased from company during the latest closed fiscal period.

128. List of major companies Tor which company is a subcontractor,
and dollar value of such sales by company.

129. Dollar value and list of your principal subcontractors, method
and extent of your handling them with reference to materials,
supervision, inspection, and financing.

130. Approximate dollar value of 1942 renegotiable business excluded
by reason of the 28 April 1942 clause concerning contracts fully
completed and paid for.

131. Labor relations, union or closed shop, wage increases number of
shifts run, slated as X percent for second shift And X percent
for third shift with statement as to Increased executive per-
sonnel to handle extra shifts. Piece work and bonuses for the
tme

132. Significant contracts or orders received on ompetltive bidding
basis, extent of competition, and how company s low costs and
efficient operation offset territorial and freight differentials.
Comparison of important high. and low-cost producers In sase
line.
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133. Dollar value for latest fiscal period of 0-nificant raw materials
and subasemblies, and from whom purchased.

134. Any other statements or representations that may be pertinent In
the matter of renegotiation, with particular references to any le-
portant contribution to the war effort and to voluntary price re-
ductions and risks Involved in conversion to war production,
which may include:

135. Burden and risks thereto-recon version.
136. Voluntary price reduction on significant items-past and

as contemplated for the future.
137. Maintenance of production and shipping schedules-

difficulty In obtaining raaterials.
138. Increase in cost of materials. -
139. Economy in the use of basie, critical, and other raw ma-

terials.
140. Degree of integration.
141. Special efficiency in manulicturing methods and tech-

niques.
142. Special financial or physical risks taken by the company.
143. Special enineering or development work of now prod.

. ucts and new methods of manufactur.
M. Availability of patents and processes to the Goiernment

and to other contractors, collaboration with other con-
tractors and with the Government.

145. General comments on the company's over-alt contribu-
tion to the war effort.

Byne of oompany
•B y ---------------------------....

Address c company

1 company)

INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR CONTE&CTrOR'S INFORMATION FORM

1. In general, the schedules in this form represent the information necessary
before final determination can be made. . If the preparation of the data called
for would require unreasonable burden and expense, the company may supply
such date as are available in regularly prepared financial and operating repoits.
In all such cases, however, an explanation of the reasons for substitution should
be presented. All cents may be omitted. If the data for prior years requested
in section B are set forth in the reports mentioned in section F, then such schedule
need not be prepared. The company should so indicate if it prefers to discuss
the items of segregation of sales (section C) and allocation of costs (section D),
in which case a company official should complete the form in other respects and
submit it. Specific comments on the various items follow:

It. Sciion F.-If annual reports to stockholders or audit reports by inde-
pendent public accountants are not prepared, in lieu thereof there must be sub-
mitted financial statements for each fieal year beginning after 31 December
1935, consisting of at least a balance sheet at the end of each such fiscal year
and reiated statement of surplus for each such fiscal year. These statements
should be in reasonable detail.

I1. Sedion A, Lines 8c and 8d.-Amounts representing nonoperating Income
and expenses which in the light of circumstances are wholly or partially applicable
to renegotiable business should be entered in these lines. IIowever, amounts
representing items of a nonoperating nature not applicable to renegotiable busi-
ness should be entered in lines lib and 12. Examples of the latter are profit
or loss on disposal of fixed assets, adjustments applicable to prior years, interest
and dividends received write-off of Intangibles, etc.

IV. Sedion C.--a. dales subject to renegotiaticn should include the total
amount of contractor's net billings on sales directly or indirectly to the War,
Navy, and Treasury Departments, Maritime Commission, War Shipping Ad-
ministration, Defense Plant Corporation, Metals Reserve Company, Defense
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Supplies Corporation, and Rubber Reserve Company. They should include
subcontracts as defined below, directly or Indirectly to the above departments,
as well as prime (I. e. direct) contracts and purchase orders. All sales, whether
under OPA regulations, on competitive bids, or otherwise, should be included.
Billings on contracts which were wholly completed and on which final payment
was made before 28 April 1942, need not be included. In this connection, refer-
ence Is made to the inclosed "Joint Statement" and to paragraph IX below.

b. For renegotiation purposes "subcontract" is defined as follows (section 403
(a) (5) of the Act):

The term "subcontract" mears any purchase order or agreement to per-
form all or any part of the work, or to make or furnish any article required
for the performance of another contract or subcontract. The term "article"
includes any material, part, assembly, machinery, equipment, or other per-
sonal property.

e. The definition is interpreted to include contracts not only with prime con-
tractors but also with others who under this interpretation may be subcon-
tractors, if such contracts are (a) for the sale or processing of an end product or
of an article incorporated therein, (b) for the sale, firniqhing, or installation of
machinery, equipment, or materials used in the processing of an end product or
of an article Incorporated therein, (c) for the sale, furnishing, or installation of
machinery used in the prooess-;ing of other machinery to be used in the processing
of an end product or of an article Incorporated therein, (d) for the sale, furnish-
ing or Installation of component parts or or subassemblies for machinery includedin (c) above and machinery, equipment, and materials included in (b) above, and
(e) for the performance of services directly required foi the performance of con-
tracts or subcontracts included in (a), (b), (c), and (d) above. The term "com-
ponent part" as used in this section shall be deemed to include materials and
iredents.

d. In general, reference is made to the discussion of renegotiable business con-
tained In the Inclosed "Joint Statement."

V. Sediors A and D.-In allocating costs and expenses between renegotiable
and non-renegotiablo business, the company's cost system ihould be used, if
adequate. Otherwise, percentages or other formulas may have to be used,
either on individual products or groups of products, or by departments. divisions,
etc. Each major item of selling and general expenses should t3 allomated in
accordance with the most equitable method in view of the pa,'ticular situation.

VI. If desired, section B may be combined with section A, as the line captkns
are identical.

VI1. Seriin L.-Co6t-plus-fixed-foe contracts are considered -eparately for
renegotiation purposes. In addition to the Information called for utider this
section, the company should provide any further data in connection with such
contracts that may be considered pertinent.

VII. Sedion K.-Prioe adjustment boards approve the policy of permitting
renegotiation of parent and subsidary companies on a consolidated basis where
the parent and subsidiaries constituted an "affiliated group" as defined in section
141 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code. As excessive profit, if any, must be
allocated among the parent and subsidiaries, a review of the unconsolidated
financial statements must be made to establish such allocation. Care should be
taken In the preparation of consolidated statements that Intercompany elimina-
tions are properly ni',de.

IX. Re 98 April 1949 business tehich is fully completed and fully paid for prior
thereto.-The amount of business for which final payments have been made prior
to 28 April 1942 Is excluded from renegotiable business in the period, unless the
contractor elects otherwise with reason therefor. Billings on part or all of the
contracts on which final payment of the entire principal amount called for was
made prior to 28 April 1942 need not be included as renegotiable business. How-
ever, purchase orders, reorders, and part shipments representing scheduled de-
liveries In accordance with the monthly requirements of vendeet are renegotiable
if they are part of open-end contracts which are not fully completed and paid for
prior to 28 April 1942. In this connection, explain your credit terms.

X. The following items are among those which generally are required to be
excluded from costs pertaining to renegotiable business:

.a. Provision for reserves for contingencies (if not earmarked for special
purpose which the company does not wish to disclose in released statements).

6. Provision for reserve for postwar adjustments.
e. Life insurance premiums.
9333144- 68
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d. Fines and penalties.
e. Bond deposits.
f. Discount or premiums on bonds retired.

Profit and loss from sates of capital assets.
Provision for future inventory shrinkage.

i. Profit and loss from sale of investments.
j Depreciation on appreciation of capital assets.

. Difference between depreciation and amortizaiuii of company and
allowances by United States Treasury for Federal income tax purposes.
(This item to be entered on line Se of section A.)

1. Expenditures which clearly are unwarranted in connection with war
busine--.

m. Accelerated depreciation unless on the company's books and so claimed
by the company In its income tax return.

XI. Note for conalruction contracors.-A special form is available for filing by
contractors principally engaged on construct Ion projects, including those operating
under architect-engineer contract. Construction contractors and archited-enginers
should nol file this Contractor's Information Form, but should obtain copies of the
proper construction form by writing to

Departmental Price Adjustment Boards
P. 0. Box 2707
Washington, D. C.

XII. In general, you are referred to the enclosed copies of section 403 of the
Renegotlation Act and. the "Joint Statement."

XIII. If any statements or information requested to be furnished are inap-
plicable in a particular item, notation to that effect should be made on the face
of the form, and a rider attached explaining the reasons for omission.

Attached (unless othervise struck out):
Copy of section 403 of the Renegotiation Act as amended to 14 July 1943
Copy of "Joint Statement" by Agencies.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH M. DODGE, CHAIRMAN, JOINT PRICE
ADJUSTMENT BOARD

Mr. DODGE. Mir. Chairman, my name is Joseph M. Dbdge. I am
Chairman of the War Department Price Adjustment Board, which
post I assumed on September 15, and the Joint Price Adjustment
Board, which was organized on October 18, and because of the urgency
of your appeal and in order to save your time, and centralize the testi-
mony, I will represent the departments included in the Joint Board.

Some of my associates are present: Mr. Rockey chairman of the
Navy Board who is also vice chairman of the Joint Board; Mr.
Rydatrom, of the Maritime Commission, who is on the Joint Board,
and others, including Mr. hIershey, vice chairman of the War Depart-
ment Board, and Mr. McIntosh, our counsel.

In private life I am president of a bank in Detroit which is 94 years
old and has $400,000 000 of deposits and 32 ,000 deposit accounts'
also a director of the federal ]Reserve bank Packard Motor Co., and
other banks and insurance companies, and for the R. F. C.

In November 1942, at the request of General Echols, I became
Chairman of the Army Air Force Price Adjustment Board for the
central procurement district. I organized the price adjustment opera-
tion for that district, which includes 13 States. In doing that I
established offices in Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Chicago.

Because of the comments made here about some personnel issues,
I would like to point out that in Chicago I established Mr. Philip D.
Armour as our representative there. He was formerly executive vice
president of Armour & Co. In Cincinnati, Mr. Jobn J. Becker, who
had just retired as vice president and chief accounting officer of the
telephone company. In Cleveland, Mr. John Francis, who was a
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graduate of Annapolis and had been treasurer of one manufacturing
company, pratident of another which was sold out to a firm of which
he was a director.

These are samples of the, type of men enlisted in the work. My
experience has been that they are all of intelligence experience, and
integrity. It is difficult to get men to do this woA and stay at it,
primarily because of its nature. It is very complicated and trying,
and we receive little credit or appreciation for doing it.

We are not, and 1 want to emphasize this, engaged in furthering
any now system of enterprise. Ve all believe we are protecting the
old. No one, I know, has any desire to extend, expand, or perpetuate
renegotiation beyond the necessity of the war program. There is no
one interested in power or in politics. It is a job to be done that was
put on the books by the Congress and we are trying to do it, and while
we are doing it we hope we are working ourselves out of a job.

I want to emphasize this. Everyone I know working at this job
believes in its necessity under the conditions in which the Government
is the principal buyer and there is not the normal pressure of competi-
tive operations and price, and that disbelief comes to us not by law and
not by instruction, but it comes to us from what we see an what we
do as we make price adjustments, and I would also like to add that the
files of the piece adjustment organization have plenty of evidence that
the work we do has been necessary. We believe this is just as much a
protection to business and the lMe of American enterprise as it is to
Government.

I was told by my friends when I took up this work that nobody in
the banking business could be in the business of taking profits away
from business. I don't believe that anybody got into a great deal of
trouble from doing what he thought was the right thing, and I have
found from experience that I don't believe I have hurt either myself or
my institution.

I have also found by experience--I opened the first cases in that
district, cloied the first cases, handled a substantial number-of them
myself-that where men get togeAher with reasonably open minds and
mke an hone-t effort to do the job, that there is a satisfactory con-
clusion.

You hear criticism. I want to suggest to you that you have to
consider the background of this criticism. Business began to get
an extension in 1940 as a result of the defense or foreign war activity.
That was rapidly accelerated in 1941, and in April 1942 after increases
in volume and' increases in profits, Congress passed the law which
said in substance that beginning at that tine "you will have to carry
on your business with a reasonable profit."

You have heard complaints from a limited number of contractors
who have appeared before your committee, each of whom has pre-
sented an individual opinion with regard to his particular situation,
and in some cases opinions on the broader subject to renegotiation.
There has been no emphasis to you on the very large number of con-
tractors with whom the various services have easily reached an
agreement on a fair price and a fair profit. The joint figures from
the War, Navy, and .Treasury Departments,, and the Maritime
Commission show that.as of the end of October written or oral agree-
nients covering 1942 fiscal year profits and prices had been reached
with 13,000 war contractors. In a large majority of these cases
agreements were reached with little difficulty other than the technical
problems involved in the individual cases.
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This in itself speaks of the understanding and cooperation of
industry in general, and certainly of some acceptance of the prices
through which negotiation agreements have been reached.

In the War Department as of November 27, in settling some
10,000 cases there were only 154 instances in which the settlement
suggested by those originally conducting the renegotiation for theservices had not been accepted by the contractor.

These contractors have had available to them an appeal for further
consideration by the War Department Price Ad'ustment Board.
Of the,154 cases, 67 were settled by agreement, 24 y determination
of the Secretary. That is, only 24 have reached what is known as
unilateral determination out of some 10,000 cases, of which only 154
were appealed to the War Department Price Adjustment Board.

Unfortunately, perhaps, for us, those satisfied are not as vocal as
those unsatisfied. We do receive, however, occasionally testimonial
letters of satisfaction.

Today the Government is the Nation's principal buyer. It is a
buying monopoly supplied by the' war goods producers. The pur-
chases are paid for by taxpayers' money and Government borrowing.
The goods are primarily for waste and destruction and are not addi-
tion to our wealth. There is every economic and practical reason for
the price being held as low as possible, and profits, which are part of
that price, being restricted. Economy of war cost must be an issue
in a war which is as much an economic war as anything else.

Everyone must be on their guard against a fundamental error in
thinking that war is a time of prosperity. It is not and cannot be
no matter what it may seem to be. It is a time of greatly increased
activity, which is a condition usually associated with prosperity.
Actually it is a time of harder work, more complications, increased
responsibility, higher taxes, shortage of civilian goods aiid, in sub-
stance, le& net usable return for effort than normal and certainly not
the net return which might be expected for similar activity and effort
in a time of real prosperity.

Just as rate making protects the public on the price of commonly
used services, so the price adjustment boards protect the Govern-
mert and the public on the price paid for material of war, because
of any unreasonable profits which are part of price.

Price adjustment is directly related to war procurement. War
procurement, in turn, is affected by the price and profit results of
unexpected volume, shifts in production emphasis, the development
of new products, and the changes and improvements in other war
products. To meet this situation, there has been established for
each contractor an after-actual-production experience, comparative,
over-all repricing. This is renegotiation or price adjustment. If
considered in these terms, its objectives, processes, and conclusions
can be more easily understood.

The primary purpose of renegotiation is to accompalish sound
pricing. It works retroactively through the medium of refunds and
prospectively through reductions in future prices. It strives to make
sure that no more than a fair price is paid for war products and that
price includes no more than a reasonable profit after consideration
of all the pertinent factors connected with a contractor's business.

Price is made up of costs and profit. Costs and product prices are
exemined and also compared with those of other producers. Ex-
cessive actual costs may result in certain specific disallowances which
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serve to increase the profits thatare part of the over-all price. Ex-
cessive comparative total costs and/or compArative product prices are
factors in the valuation of a reaSonable and just compensation in
terms of profit. The profit, which is part of price, is also subject to
adjustment after; determination of reasonable costs, comparative
total costs and product prices, the effect of volume increase, and the
other pertinent, factors of the contractor's business. These will be
combined to indicate the necessity of an over-all price adjustment in
which excessive profits, as required by the statute, are eliminated.
The adjustment of price" will include an adjustment of profit because
of the profit element of price. When approached in this manner, the
removal of excessive profit becomes part of a pricing operation, and,
if all the fundamental elements of the contractor's business are
properly related, the elimination , of excessive profits becomes an
incident of a pricing process.

You will observe that the War Department Board is a price-
adjustment board and that the operation is carried on through the
pricc-adjustment sections of the various services. From the begin.
ning, the price-adjustment boards of all the services have been staffed
with the best available business and professional men. It has been
difficult to got men to do the work and stay at it because they do very
complicated and trying work with little credit or appreciation for
being willing to undertake it at a considerable personal sacrifice.
They are men of intelligence, experience, and integrity, They are
not engaged in furthering any new system of enterprise but are
protecting the old. There is no intention or desire on the part of
any of thosc responsible for renegotiation to expand, extend, or
perpetuate it as a profit control measure beyond the necessities of our
war procurement.

Everyone engaged in this work believes in its necessity under
conditions in which the Oovernment is the principal buyer and there
are not enough producers to provide the normal pressure on prices
created by competition. This belief comes to those working at the
job because of what they see in what they do, and the files of every
price-adjustment agency bear ample witness that what they do is
necessary. This is a point too often overlooked. This service is as
essential to tho.protection of business as it is to the protection of
government..

What we want and expect our own organizations to give the con-
tractor in the process of renegotiation briefly is this: That the con-
tractor shall always receive courtesy and a c,,riiderate, a ypathetio
hearing; that he shall have an opportunity to completely develop and
present his case; that the burden of information to be submitted and
the number of meetings shall be reduced as much as possible; that we
shall obtain the information necessary to establish the facts required,
but that the contractor may present in addition to that whatever he
may consider pertinent; that the factual information about the busi-
nesa to be included in the report should be reviewed with the contrac-
tor; that there be an agreement on all the basic facts and the case be
completely developed before any attempt is made to reach a decision;
and that tho proposed settlement be completely discussed and, where
necessary, its effect on the business of the contrctor explained.

We want nothinR slipshod, incomplete, haphazard, or arbitrary.
Conclusions are-to be carefully'arrived at: should take into considera-
tion and weigh all the facts presented, determined, and verified; and
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be eminently fair under the circumstances of the case, and in relation
to comparable case problems.

Our people are using their services to resolve. a problem of both
business and government as expressed and directed by Congress.
They offer to the contractor their knowledge of renegotiation policies,
procedures, and experience. Their objective is to make a settlement,
consistent with their obligation to the Government and yet fair to
the contractor. When a carefully considered conclusion has been
arrived at, after review of the facts and consistent with our knowl-
edge, we do not and should not bargain. .Any changes should be
based on new factors of sufficient importance to warrant them.

The work has had and still has many problems. It is complicated.
It deals intimately with the conditions of each enterprise as compo-
nents of a price and profit problem. Whatever the problems are,
they are being met by people sincere in their effort to arrive at a just
andreasonabfe answer which is within the limits of the responsibili-
ties establish by the law and the policies and procedures created to
implement the law.

Opinions, are given or cornplaintmor statements made about the
results of renegotiations with few of the facts upon which the renego-
tiation conclusion was actually based. On individual cases, we find
that not many of these complaints are accurately stated or can be
supported by the facts. This work is just a continuous series of
individual cases. There are two sides to every story and the price
adjustment organizations always have one of them.

Again, too often the issue is confused with contentions or problems
which are not directly related to price adjustment. In many instances,
the problems charged against renegotiation are inherent or funda-
mental to the contractor's business. They exist entirely apart from
and prnor to any price adjustment and'most frequently are related to
the financial management of business expansion. There is sometimes
an insistence on high prices, which include high profits on.Government
war purchases, for the purpose of meeting some Already established
financial, plant, or equipment illness, or the outright cost of business
expansion. No matter how real these problems are, to attempt to
cure specific cases with unusual profits from war production certainly
would establish broad and indefensible inequities.

Now because taxes are high and have a drastic effect onnet earnings,
and because there is also renegotiation, it is sometimes suggested that
the latter is the problem creator. This, in spite of the fact that most
settlements are substantially paid in the form of credits for taxes
already paid or are offset by taxes that would, have had to be paid on
the unadjusted profits. An average of about 70 percent of every price
adjustment is p aid for in tax credits. Renegotiation settlements
usually are made in 20- or 30-cent dollars, depending upon whether
the tax return the business would have to pay before the adjustment
is 80 or 70 percent. -

Business subject to renegotiation have the benefit of war produc-
tion, instead of perhaps being out of business or having declining
volume, higher costs and lower profits or no profits, as is the case with
many without the direct or indirect advantage of war production.
Also, businesses renegotiated are oniy those which are considered to
have excessive profits on war business. Renegotiated businesses in
general cannot be said to be substantially harmed by the fact that
profits are always left to them after renegotiation.
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It seems to have excapod attention that, after a negotiated price
reduction, a contractor is generally in a better position than if he had
been given a mandatory order to produce the goods at a price which
resulted in the adjusted dollars or margin of profit or even a lower one.
A mandatory order is usually placed at the timo of beginning produc.
tion and applies to an individualproduct or contract. This authority
is given to Government in time of war to insure its being able to obtain
the goods it needs at a reasonable price, but in negotiation the con-
tractor has the advantage of a result applied to his whole business for
a year and losses or low profit on one contract or group of contracts
are offset against unexpectedly high profits on others. Mandatory
orders were quite freely used in the last war. In this war, they have
been used very infrequently. The cooperation of manufacturers
and, to a certain extent, renegotiation, have served to make them
unnecessary.

Criticism is inevitable in a process which, even though established
by Congress, results in reducing the profits of a business after they
have been entered on the books of that business. It is entirely
reasonable to expect that bu~inesseswhich may have had increased
volume and increased profits beginning as far back s 1940, as a
direct or indirect result of the war abroad, and perhaps a further sub-
stantial increase in 1041 as a result of the expanding defense program
and on which the expanding volume alone contributed to higher mar-
gins of profit and on which there was a lesser impact of taxes and
generally no renegotiation, cannot too readily adjust their thinking
to the fact that beginning in April 1942 Congress has decreed in
substance that war production business should be priced so as to
include only a reasonable profit and that the impact of higher taxes
would make the net return on this business after taxes substantially
less.

Every businessman has a natural ambition for increased profits
or increased volume of sales or production which have .been the
traditional yardstick of success in American enterprise. Many. small
businesses suddenly became large and many larger businesses mul-
tiplied their production beyond any progressive relationship to their
earlier history or immediate expectations under normal, peacetime
competitive conditions.

It is too much to expect there would be none who would look on
the necessities of war procurement as an opportunity to satisfy either
their personal ambitions or desires for profit, but these are limited
in number and in sharp contrast to the vast majority who realize
that prodwdtion of goods used in the conduct of the war should
properly be on a limited-profit basis and who have done the outstand-
ing production job which is so well known and generally recognied.

There was the additional problem of promptly creating and staffing
price-adjutment sections and price-adjustment boards for all the
departments and services to cover a Nation-wide problem, the work
of which directly affected the business profit of war contractors all
over the country. It must be expected that, when the general situa-
tion outlined above is considered, there will be some mistakes made
and transactions handled in a manner not exactly as they should
have been. It is astonishing that, considering the nature of the
process, it has been carried on reasonably successfully over a period
of a year and a half.
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Fntirely too little emphasis and credit has been given to the coopera-
tion of the large number of contractors ith whom the various services
have easily reached an agreement on an adjusted price and a limited
profit. '1hero have been many who say frankly they do not want
any thing that may be considered excessive profits. Many have made
voluntary refunds and price reductions as a definite business contri-
bution to the war effort. In the War Department, as of the end of
November, written or oral voluntary agreements covering. 1942 fiscal
year profits and prices had been reached with approximately 10,000
war contractors. In most cases, agreements were arrived at with
little difficulty other than the technical problems involved. This
certainly speaks of a general acceptance of the processes through
which agreements are reached.

. I will now- refer to this Joint Board memorandum, which is dividedinto three principal parts.
The Joint Price Adjustment Board, comprising representatives 'of

the several departments concerned with renegotiation of war con-
tracts and authorized "by the Secretaries of the War, Navy, and
Treasury Departments; the Chairman of the Maritime Commission;
the Administrator of the War Shipping Administration; and the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation Price Adjustm'ent Board to
formulate and adopt statements of purposes principles.and policies
and interpretations binding on the several departments, has carefully
considered the provisions of H. R. 3687-Title VII-Renegotiation
of War Contracts-and submits the following comments with respect
thereto for the'information of the Senate Finance Committee:

•(1) Scope and method of judicial review: The departments
concerned with renegotiation hve repeatedly stated that they had
no objection to the making of some statutory provision .for judicial
review and, in fact, have expressed the opinion that such right of
review exists under the present law. There has recently been brought
to the attention of the Joint Price Adjustment Board the strong
objection of the Treasury Department and the Department of Justice
to the proposed granting of jurisdiction over renegotiation review to
the Tax Court of the-United States. The strength of these ar cents
is recogniied by the other departments concerned and in the light
thereof the Joint Price Adjustment Board agrees that the jurisdiction
over appeals from renegotiation determinations should be assumed
by the Court of Claims in order that the Tax Court of the United
States may be kept free for exclusive attention to tax matters.

With respect to the scope of review, the Joint Price Adjustment
Board agrees with the position of the Department of Justice, as
expressed to the Joint Board, to the effect that any determinations
of the Secretaries of the departments or of the proposed War Contracts
Price Adjustment Board should be final and conclusive except to the
extent that the contractor can establish on the basis of the record
made by the contractor in the court review proceeding that the deter-
mination was the result of a mistake of law, fraud, arbitrary or
capricious action, or was so grossly erroneous as to imply bad faith.
This is the traditional procedure whiich has been adopted in connection
with court review of similar governmental determinations.

(2) Review by the War Contracts Price Adjustment Board: The
proposed bill gives the contractor an absolute right to require review
by the newly created Board, bnd the act specifically provides that the
Board may not delegate "the power, function, and duty to review
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orders determining excessive profits" (subsec. (d) (4), p. 118). It is
respectfully submitted that in the light of contemplated provisions
providing for review by a court in those cases where no agreement
can be reached, it is entirely unnecessary and would constitute a very
real administrative burden to provide for another review by the War
Contracts Price Adjustment Board. The Joint Price Adjustment
Board, created by voluntary action of the interested departments, is
now functioning satisfactorily for the purpose of setting up uniform
purposes, principles, policies, and interpretations, and there is no reason
why a similar board should not be established by legislative action.
But the requirement- that such board should review all orders doter-
mining excessive profits would require the creation of a substantial
administrative staff, and would impose burdens and duties upon the
individual members of the board which would interfere with the
performance by them of their duties in connection with current
renegotiations in the various departments for which they are
responsible.

(3) Review of closed agreements. The proposed bill provides for
court review of past and future determinations of excessive profits
(subsecs. (e) (1) and (e) (2), pp. 119 to 122). Included in this review
are determinations-
made prior to the date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1943 with respect
to a fiscal year ending before July 1, 1943, * * * whether or not such de-
termination is embodied In an agreement with the contractor or subcontractor.

The Joint Price Adjustment Board is opposed to this provision
which would render subject to cojart review thousands of voluntary
bilateral agreements under which excessive profits refunded or to be
refunded and specific price reductions on articles delivered or to be
delivered will agregate (without givingconsideration to the effect of
taxes) upwards of $5.000,000,00O is provision would not only
create a potential administrative burden, which might be literally
impossible of effective accomplishment, but might be construed to
invalidate the bilateral character of the agreements in such a Mbanner
as to jeopardize the right of the Government to retain the refunds
which h ave been made and to collect the refunds which are to be made
thereunder.

There might also be placed in jeopardy the provisions of the agree-
ments providing for past and future price reductions. Many renego-
tiation agreements include clauses providing generally for the elimina-
tion of excessive profits likely to be realized in the future through piice
reductions without specifying the amount of the reductions to be made
on specific articles or c, .tract. Total reductions and refunds under
such clauses may well represent an amount equal to or greater than
the recoveries and specific price reductions referred to above. The
proposed review of closed agreements would render uncertain the
status of such clauses and frustrate present conscientious efforts to keep
procurement on r current basis and to avoid the lengthy litigation
between the Government atd contractors such as resulted from the
last war.

The refunds and price reductions provided for under these voluntary
agreements were made as a part of a repricing policy which was in
fact inaugurated sometime prior to the passage of the original Rene-
gotiation Act of April 28, 1942; and, if the act had not been available
for this purpose, there is no doubt that the departments concerned
would have endeavored to effect shnilar results through the use of
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oLher war powers relating to the placing and cancelation of contracts
and the subsequent modification thereof. In no case have the de-
partments accepted agreements which are made conditional on the
validity of tbe renegotiation statute or which, tnder their terms, could
be effected by subsequent legislation or court decisions. These agree-
Ments represent accepted transactions between the departments

concern and the contractors.
It is respectfully submitted that to reopen these agreements would

provide a procedure by which contractors with clearly excessive
profits could delay indefinitely repricing and other corrective action.
It would be wasteful administratively and clearly prejudicial to the
best interests of the Government.

In addition to the foregoing matters which involve major questions
of policy, there is attached hereto as exhibit A a list of certain addi-
tional suggested revisions which it is believed are consistent with the
general purpose and intent of the bill but which would operate to
clarify or improve, from an administrative standpoint, certain specific
provisions of the bill as noted.

Then we come to section A: Centralization of all reprising authority
under-the Secretaries of the departments: The provisions of the act
defining the powers of the Secretaries as distinguished from the
power., of the Board, with respect to Al matters affecting repricing
should be modified so that the Secretaries would be given all powers
relating to reprising or exemption of individual contracts and sub-
contracts. The proposed bill creates a clear distinction between
repricing of individual contracts with respect to which authority and
responsibility is centered in the Secretaries of the departments and
over-all retroactive renegotiation with respect to which authority
and responsibility are vested in* the War Contracts Pnce6 Adjustment
Board. The suggested revisions make it clear that this distinction
or division of responsibility should be maintained in all of its ph'ses
and, in this connection, it is further suggested that it should be
expressly provided that unless specifically exempted adjustments of
prices made from time to time under the repricing power should not
preclude the Board from considering profits derived from such con-
tracts in connection with subsequent over-all renegotiations on a
fiscal-year basis.

B. Raw-material exemption, subsection (b), pages 124 and 125: In
order to make it clear that this exemption does not prohibit the rene-
gotiation of management or operating contracts for Government plants
to be used for processing, refining, or treatment of exempted raw mate.
rials, it is requested that the following clause should be added at the
end of the raw material exemption (p. 125, line 3, after the word
cluse"):
except that this provision shall not be construed to eliminate from renegotiation
any contract or arrangement otherwise subject to renegotiation with one of the
departments (a) for services performed on a fee or cost-plus-fixed-fee basis with
respect to any such products or (b) for the use or operation of a plant or facility
by a department for the production, processing, treatment, manufacture, or
transportation of any such products.

C. Special cost allowance in the case of integrated producers: The
attention of the committee is further directed to an apparent error
in connection with the pr,,vision of the bill relating to the allowance
of market value as an element of cost in the case of a producer pro-
cessing an exempted product "to or beyond the first form or state"
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(pp. 126, lines 14 and 17) at which the exemption terminates. It is
believed that the.word "and" should be substituted for the word"or"
in the above-quoted phraseology so that it would be clear that the
allowance of market value would apply only to the producer who
processes the exempted product to and beyond the exempted stage
and would not only apply to a producer who purchased the product
at the exempted stage at a cost which might vary materially from the
market value at the tithe of its use.-

D. Authorization of individual contract renegotiation under special
circumstances: It is believed that the provisions of the act requir-
ing over-all renegotiation on a fiscal year basis subsetc. (c) pp. 109
and 110) should be modified in order to give the Board authority to
require renegotiation either on an individual contract basis or on the
basis of classes or types of contracts. This provision will be necessary
in the case of certain classes or types of contracts or subcontracts,
such as shipbuilding or other long-term construction contracts, various
types of profits-limitation contracts, or. contracts which have not been
completed during the fiscal year in question or with respect to Which
it is not practicable for accounting or other reasons to conduct re-
negotiation onv an over-all fiscal year basis.

Senator Joursori. Speaking of the different types of contracts,
most of the discussion has been about manufacturing contracts.
There is another type of contract, construction contracts.

Mr. DoDGE. That is right.
Senator JoHNsoN. Which.is on a competitive basis.
Mr. DODGE. That is right.
Senator JoursoN. Of course, it makes all the difference in the

world whether a person getting that contract goes out and hustles
and gets the job done, or whether he lets it drag along and piles up a
great expense, and yet I understand that you make no distineton
whatever between a construction contract where the manager of that
contract hustles, and a contract where some fellow just puts on a
Palm Beach suit and goes off to Florida or California and lets the
expense pile up. Is that true?

Ihad a letter today from a Colorado contractor, and from that letter
I would be led to believe that you do not make a distinction. This
was a contrkdctr Who piit-on overalls and got out on the job and he got
no credit for that.

Mr. DoDGE. The factors of what he did in connection with the
contract itself are taken into consideration in the renegotiation of the
contract. The question of whether or not competitive bidding would
make his exempt from renegotiation is another problem entirely. The
fact is today with the Government the principal buyer in buying every-
thing, it is fair to say that no true competition exsts, speaking gener-
ally. The requirements are greater than the productive capacity.

Senator CLARK. But there are many contracts now which are let
under competitive bids. For instance, I have in mind'a contractor
clearing timber off a large tract 6f land. There were several bidders.
The successful bidder was several hundred thousand dollars under the
next lower bidder. The figures coincided almost exactly with the
Department's estimates, but because he went out and exerted great
energy they are coming along now and trying to wham him.
Mr. DoDGoE. Whatever he did that was of exceptional value in doing

that job would be taken into consideration in renegotiation at the time
of renegotiation, but the fact that he did get a contract because he was
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low bidder is no conclusive proof it was the lowest possible price,
because everybody is tied up in other work. You don't get all of the
bidders who could apply their efforts to that individual problem.
They may be absorbed in some other War Department work. So,
speaking in general terms you have what appears to be competitive
bidding, but which actually is not competitive bidding, because the
field is restricted. We have engineers tell us for instance, that they
will bid on a contract and if they don't get it, they don't care; they will
bid on another one and get it at their price.

Senator JOHNSON. Well, that condition did hold forth a few months
ago, or a year ago, but at the present time I am told construction
contractors are a dune a dozen, that you can get right down to costs
and get real competitive bidding, and that you can get good perfor-
mance, too. But, of course, if you place no premium on good per-
formance, you are more than apt to get bad.

Mr. DODGE. It is probably true that inasmuch as the construction
part of the war program was early in the field, one of the first things,
that is tapering off now, but this act I believe, as drawn now, gives the
Joint Board the right to exempt those where real eonpetitive con-
ditions can be established.

Senator JoHNsoN. How do you think that will be done? Or, do
you think it will be done?

Mr. DODGE. It certainly will. Our disposition is not'to keep any-
thing subject to renegotiation that we can find a reason that fully
protects the Government in letting them out.

Senator CLARK. There is this very essential difference. In the
unnegotiated contract there is no protection at all for the contractor
if he makes a mistake in his bid, whereas in the negotiated contract
they practically are guaranteed against loss. It seems to me that is
an essential element that ought to be taken into consideration. A
man goes out and bids against competition and gets a contract, bids
a figure on which he takes a chance on suffering a loss, whereas the
negotiated fellow he gets cost plus a fixed fee, and he doesn't take
any risk at all. It seems to me that is an essential element in con-
sidering whether he. should be renegotiated.

Mr. DODGE. This question of individual contract renegotiation is
the one referred to by Admiral Land in his longer term contracts.

In this connection attention is further directed to the fact that
there should be some provision for the relaxation of the provision of
the bill requiring completion of renegotiation within 1 year from the
date of commencement where the nature of the contract is such that
it is impossible to reach an accurate and final result on the basis of
a yearly fiscal period. Long-term shipbuilding contracts are an
example of contracts falling in this category.

E. Limitation of mandatory requirement for insertion of repricing
clause in all contracts, subsection (b), page 107: The bill in its present
form directs the Secretary of each Department to insert in all contracts
entered into after 30 days after the enactment of this act certain
terms which are specified in the legislation. It is-suggested that the
insertion of such terms should be made mandatory on the secretaries
only in the case of contracts in excess of $100,000 as provided in the
existing law, since it is manifestly impracticable to include such a
clause either directly or by reference in the many thousands of small
contracts and purchase orders which constitute a large proportion of
the total number of contracts entered into by the departments al-
though representing in the aggregate only a relatively small dollar
volume.
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It is'suggested that consideration be given to the possible elimination
of the provision specifying the type of renegotiation clause to be in-
sertei in all contracts, since the bill specifically provides that the
required con tritctual, provisions shall be "binding, only if the contract
or subcontract, as the case may be is subject to subsection (c)" (p. 109,
lines I and 2), and if subsection (c) is valid there wouli appear to be
no necessity for a supplemental contractual commitment.

F. Retroactive application of1 new exemptions and related pro-
visions: It is suggested that tLo exeinptions of charitable contracts-
subsection (i) (1) (D), page 125, lno 25-and of Pubcontracts under
exempt prime contrats-3uix'-')ctio-t (t) (I) (E), pt7e 120, line 3-and
the provision for special cost Allowance at the exn.ition line in the
case of exempted product's used by integrated companics-subsection
(i) (3)-should' be added to the list of provisions of the act which are
made effective as though they hed been made a part of section 403 on
the date of its enactment, April 28, 1942 (see subsection (d) effective
date, p. 130, line 7).

G. Exemption of seasonal canners: Sirice the Committee on Ways
and Means completed action on the bill, an investigation has been
made of the possible effect of the provision which would exempt "any
contract or subcontract for canned, bottled, or packed fruits or veg-
etables (or their juices) which are customarily canned, bottled, or
packed in the season in which they are harvested." This investiga-
tion indicates that substantial excessive profits may have beei real-
ized in this field and that such contracts should not be included in tha
agricultural exemption.

We are giving you an exhibit for the record in connection with
that, which indicates in substance that the 1936-39 average for these
canners' profits before taxes were very low. They ran 4.2 percent;
2.1; 4.5; 2.6-around 3, 4, and 5 percent; in 1942, with sometimes
substantially increased volume, these rates went up to anywhere from
12 to 20 percent.

There-are more technical matters in'connection with this, which
are brought to your attention. . I will just submit that for the record.

Senator WALSH. Very well.
.(The document referred to is as follows:)

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Psicu ADJUSTMENT BOARD,

Wasahington, December 1, 1943.

MEMORANDUM SUPPLEMENTAL TO PARAOsAt- (0 or ExHIBiT A, STATEMENT O
THE JOINT PRi.C. ADJk1STrENT U"D roR THs 1mNreOMATO2 Ot Tl E SENAT-
FINANCE ComMInrrin, DATED DzcEsmBa 2, 1943

PROPOSED EXEMPTION Olf SEASONAL CANNERS

The proposed exemption of agricultural commodities embodied in H. A. 3687,
subsection () (1) (C) (p. 125, lined 10 to 13) includes an exemption of "any
contract or subcontract for canned, bottled, or packed fruits or vegetables (or their
juices) which are customarily canned, bottled, or packed in the season in which
they are harvested."

Subsequent to the hearings before the House Ways and means Committee,
an investigation has been made by the War Department to ascertain the effect
of the proposed amendment, and the results thereof leAd to the conclusion that
the above-quoted portion of 1he proposed amendment should be deleted for the
reasons hereinafter set forth.

The apparent aim of the above-described provision is to exclude from rene-
gotiation the type of canning which lh commonly described as the "seasonal
pack" and to keep subject to renegotiation canning of the all-year-round type,
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as in the case of soups. The view behInd th9 proposal appeaTs to be this: that
canners whose pack is seasonal are confined in their volume by the local agri-
cultural yield and are not likely to realize excessive profits through the great
expansion In production that has been a conspicuous factor causing excessive
profits in other fields.

There appears to be no distinction between this type of production and many
others that will remain subject to renegotiation. The considerations which apply
to seasonal packs of fruits and vegetable apply with equal force to canned fish
and to canned meats. In these cases the food which is canned is also perishable.
The potential expansion in volume is also sharply limited. At least in the case o!
fish, the canning operations are highly seasonal in character. Yet contracts for
these products would not be exempt under the new measure. The effect of the
bill will thus be to multiply arbitrary distinctions and to lead to discriminatory
results.

Moreover, there is reason to believe that the proposed exemption would apply
to companies which have made excessive profits in the accepted meaning of this
term. While precise figures are not available because no financial data have in
the past been prepared segregating this type of product, nevertheless from a list
of 42 canning contractors selected at random and believed to be engaged tosome
extent if not entirely in a seasonal pack business, the following instances 'are
offered as significant (contractors' names withheld, to be furnished upon request):

[( ) denot io l

1942 1936-32 Average

Contractor
ot Profit ProfitVolm Prt pere)Volume Profit (percent)

S........................................,000 2 NA. NA. NA.
......... 2.............................. 1, 833O00 5 0 2.0 2,00434.0D $ 000 4.3

s............................... ,489.000 IRZODO 7.3 1,6")000 13.000 t.
4 ............................... 1. 9ft.000 4K5.000 23.4 1,08M000 22,000 tO0
* ............................... 4.431.0m0 573,000 110 1,812.000 M0000 .6

............................. .. 5M0 61,0 t3 27 000 4.M0 .6
7....................................... 1,219.000 25800 11.0 K4000 4.00 4.?
a........................................ SAoo 000 Ilk s 1A 00o 1,00 &s
* ....................................... , 48,oo0 422,000 its 1. 1020 ODD 1.6
10......................................10.712,0( 1,2321,0) 1135 4.6am000 $1.000 1.1
II..................................1,21 ,,00 21.7 714,000 (5,0oW (7.3)

1 ............................... .5 0 D & 940030.9,000 17.4 3,572,000 221.000 1ts
14.............................3---1,933,000 W0300 13.L 6 N203,000, 434. MO 7.0
15 .............................. 4,12, 000 WO, 000 11 303,000 8,000 2.7
15 ....................................... ,33R,0 37,000 11.0 3,1 71,000 (2O,000) (5. )

Nor.-'Tfe random selection of 42 contractors from whlehba above figures were culled doas ot include
any pineapple canners among some of wbom profits have been founi to range between 25 anJ 35 pzroent.

These figures indicate over-all profits; and where the canner has been engaged
in both seasonal and nonseasonal packing, it is of course true that the profits
may have been derived in unequal proportions from these two types of business.
But compensating for this possibility are the following considerations: (1)
These profits are as stated by the contractor and have not been adjusted for
excessive salaries, depreciation charges, or other possible inadmissible expenses
charged against sales; and (2) while they represent 'over-all profits, the profit on
Government business is likely to be greater because of the absence or. limited
character of selling expense and other charges applicable to Government sales.

The foregoing objections have been addressed to the measure only insofar as
it affects canners' and presumably it was originally intended to cover only canners
and no others. however, the use of the word "pack" is so broad as to extend the
exemption to many others. Those who pack prunes, dried apricots, pears, and
other fruits in wooden or paper boxes might also come under the exemption. It
would also apply to certain companies engaged in preparing and packing dehy-
drated fruits and vegetables. It should be noted in this connection dehydration
was relatively new and contracting otbcers made commitments on the basis of
little price experience.

The proposed exemption will n'ce , necessary to undertake a new kind ofsegregation of the Government busintss done by the canners in order to exclude
seas onal packs. It is not known how nsany canners deal exclusively in the kind
of business proposed for exception. But many will continue subject to renego-
tiation for a paxt of their business; and a to them, the preparation of the basle
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financial data will still be required. The segregation of renegotiable from ex-
empted business will constitute another administrative difficulty huvolving difficult
questions of cost allocation as uell as 1i.urely segregation problems.

In view of the fact that material cntalned m tha iieworanuutu was developed
only subsequent to the action taken by the House %% a)s anu MteaLs (4Amniittee,
copies of this memorandum are also being delivered to tne members of that
committee.

Respectfully submitted. Joaarn M. DonooKrd
Chairman, War Department Price Adjustment Board.

Mr. DODGE. Section H. Definition of subcontracts: The attention
of the committee is directed to the fact that the definition of "com-
ponent article" embodied in subsection (6) (A) (ii)-page 104, line
21-does not clearly evidence the intention of Congress with respect
to products, portions of which do not actually appear as a part ofthe
end product ultimately acquired by the Government because of the
fact that they either disappear or are reduced as the result of inter-
mediate processing, refining, or treatment. If it is the intent of
Congress that -ontracts for all such articles which enter into the
end product or a component part thereof at any stage of the manu-
facturing process should be subject to renegotiation, it is suggested
that the phrase "in whole or in part, directly or ultimately, or in the
same or some other form" should be inserted immediately following
the word "which" in the second line of the definition of component
article (line 22, p. 104).

The attention of the committee is further directed to the fact
that the revised definition of "subcontract" embodied in the proposed
bill will result in the exclusion from renegotiation of a very large
field of subcontracts for both durable products used directly for war-
production purposes, such as all types of machinery and equipment
and also large volumes of expendable supplies and equipment, such
as vrinding wheels, acetylene torches, and all types o mill supplies.
It is estimated that the total recoveries of excessive profits from
contracts of this character subject to renegotiation under the existing
law were very substantial for fiscal periods ending on or before the
proposed effective date of the new act, June 30, 1943. There is
attached hereto an exhibit setting forth a number of refunds secured
from companies which would be exempted under the new provisions.
These examples indicate the increased cost of the war which will
necessarily result from this exclusion from renegotiation of large
numbers of contractors who have profited largely and directly from
war business. The exemption of these contractors is also going to
make it more difficult to close voluntary agreements wit other
contractors who will necessarily feel that there has been some dis-
crimination based on artificial concepts of subcontract rather than
on participation in the war effort.

(The following material pertaining to section H was submitted for
the record by Mr. Dodge:)

UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION,
M ashington, D. C., December, 1943.Mfr. JOSEPH Mf. DODOS,

Chairman, Price Adjustment Board, War Department,
lWashington, D. C.

DEAR MR. Donos: You will recall I agreed to furnish you with some figures of
contractors and subcontractors whose production would be partially exempted
from renegotiation by the new act as drawn.
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A partial survey of such contracts renegotiated by this Board show that various
contractors who furnish equipment used In connection with producing articles
incorporated in ships who would be partly excluded by the new definition of sub-
contract show the following results:

(a) Renegotiable sales -------------------------------- $95,600,000
c) Percentage of profits reported before renegotiation- - 23.8 percent
c) Amount of recovery ------------------------------ $13, 800, 000

(d) Price reductions on unbilled balances --------------- 8.2 percent
The above does not include contractors furnishing machine tools,,pipe fittings,

valves, etc. Inasmuch as many contractors furnish equipment going into ship
construction and also equipment used In manufacture, It will be quite difficult for
certain contractors to make accurate segregation-for example, valve mantif.-
turers who sell through distributors find it difficult to determine the end use of
their own products.

Very truly yours, ARTHuR G. RYDSTROM,

Commander, United Statea Naval Reserve,
Price AdjusLmcnt Board.

Eahibit to p ,agraph If-Definition of subcontracts, sMtting forth refunds secured in
connectio. with renegotiation of companies which would be largely! or entirely
exrcldedfrc m renegotialion under the House bill

Base period 1142 renegotlable I

Probe.bA-mornbe- &
Prot be- fore t xes countre.

S s fore taxes les and rene- covered
inoercent gotianee

ILISKAZLIL 1001
Company A .................................. 79,000 t) 1 2.153,000 Ono M? moo
Company ..... ..................... 1234,00 .0 MW7. 000 2.4 2, 33000
COM ny. ....... ................... . ,000 11.1 4.969.000 18 535000
Company D.... ...................... A 67000 2a6 49.$77,000 3.26 11.000.0:)0
Company E..... ....................... 14,00 2.7 7.44 000 14.3 1. 9001 000
company F. ........................... 40t.)) 26.1 , 21, 000 44.3 1 , 900.0)0
CC4MpsnyO.....................134.000 111.0 2,41K,0DD 64.3 1 ,2M0,000
Company H .................................. ,047,000 20.5 13,12, 000 4.3 , 000, 00D

14CmHINS TOOLa
Company A ................................... 1, 14000 22.6 9o000 2&9 9%,000
Company ................................. ,.00o 14.3 24.267,000 2&Q & .200,00
Company C- --...... ................. 1, 5n 000 11.5 S., 000 29.2 100,00
Company D............................ 82, 000 14.5 94&,00) 87.1 5,40, 000
Company ... ....................... ,7297000 16.8 19,379,0 2.7 2, 03 00
C 00ny F ................................. 2 00 98 19,00 43.4 1,0O8300
CompaoyO. .......................... 746000 4.9 2% 17,000 3,8 ,0 000O

GAGU
Company A ................................... 150 O0 6.9 k , 6,00 34.0 o0,000
Company B ................................... 49,000 .7 437,000 1.4 54500

WACIEAT COMPONENTS

Com A .................................. 9,1648.o0o 2, 21,9M000 351 3.100,000
Company................................... 5,000 110 11,311,000 a I8 23000
Company B ................................... 9,1,000 5. 1,914000 28.2 M000
Company D ................................... ,000 6.8 t, 71,000 2.4 6 09.00
Company E .................................. 37,4000 21.5 67, M4. 000 34.8 16_8_00 D

WACm Zlky
Company A ................................... ( 4. M3 O I9 683
Cmpany ........................... .000 4,,00
COMpanyO .............. .. 1,443.000 &1 14.7A9.0) 19.1 1 3321000

C paD........*"*.................4.0) 158 506000 3. ,500)
COMpa)61 ......... -- **................ 11.637,00 D 2.5 27,932, 000 31.1 4. .0000

)omanyF .............................. 1,04,000 1.2 4,334.0:)) 23.4 78k 000
Co ay 0..............................1420OD00 21. 7 306639,40)0 84.3 6,33.00

Comp)any 11...............................0 (1) OW ITS 4, 000 26.7 00.,00
CompenyL ............................. 457,00 3,042,000 48.3 1,265,000

In sadditiou, mcet of tbees oompenWo bs substanlal anoints of noarenegotlable boa nes.
I Dedt.
'Incorpocatld n 1940.
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Senator WALSH. Does the $500,000 limitation apply to prime
contractors, or is that the subcontractor who has a contract under
the prime contractor?

Mr. DODGE. I don't understand your question. It applies to the
individual business, as to whether or not his renegotiable business
with the Government is more or less than $500,000.

Senator VANDNNBE O. What do ,you say about Senator Taft's
suggestion that the $500,000 limitation should be the first $500,000
on all contracts?

Mr. DODoE. We see a great deal of these small business renegotia-
tions. In the early part of the period, naturally everybody was
working on big business. The smal ones are coming in. There are
a lot of reasons for exempting them. I have seen them. The fact
of the matter is, in many of the small businesses, they have excessive
profits under $500,000. They are mostly subcontractors. They add
to the costs of the fellows above them. The $500,000 exemption is
inequitable as between the man under $500,000 and over $500,000.
It might have a tendency to have him restrict his business to $500,000
because in theory, if he was making 20 percent on $500,000, he could
make as much money as he could at 10 percent on a million dollars.
The question would be merely one of whether or not Congress wanted
to assure every contractor, whatever his normal rate of.profit was on
$5,000 worth of business he did for the Government, regardless of
what that rate might be.

Senator WAL.SH. The great purpose is to lessen the load.
Mr. DODGE. That is the primary purpose of recommending theelimination of small companies. If you start it, you are saying the

Iare company should have a limitation of $500,000, too.
Senator VANDENBERG. As between these two considerations.

Mr. DODGE. The attention of the committee is directed to the
requirement that the Board, at the request of the contractor, furnish
him with a statement of the determination of excessive profits, of the
facts used as a basis therefor, and of its reasons for such determination.

In complying with this requirement it will be necessary to set out
in writing to the contractor a statement of the facts and factors,
unfavorable as well as favorable, of his efficiency, ability, contribution
tq the war effort, risk and other elements necessary in the determina-
tion of excessive profits. This material cannot be flattering in all
cases. We can anticipate a greater dispute and dissatisfaction from
the detail of reducing these criteria to writing, even though they may
be generally understood as between the contractor and the renegotia-
tors in informal discussion, than over the amount of settlement
itself. We do not believe this requirement, on balance, will be of
sufficient benefit to contractors to outweigh the harm it may do in
impairing the informal atmosphere in which these renegotiation
proceedings are conducted and agreements are reached in the great
majority of cases.

J.Under the present law, it is clear that patent royalty contracts
and other agreements involving intangible property rights are subject
to renegotiation. The House bill, in defining "subcontract" and
"excessive profits" raises a substantial question as to whether contracts
of this type are renegotiable. This question should be resolved by
clarifying the definition of a contract "article" by adding the words
"tangible or intangible" immediately following the phrase "other
personal property."
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Then we have a schedule of nine technical changes with reference
to the bill. They refer to certain lines on pae, and these lines and

ages are as reported in the bill reported out by the House. If they
have been changed, the reference will have to be changed.

K. Miscellaneous technical changes: In addition to the foregoing,
it is believed that the bill would be clarified and that administrative
problems thereunder considerably lessened if the following changes are
made:

1. Page 102 line 5, strike out the word "raw." There is no reason'
for confining tim factor to the use of raw materials.

2. Page 102, line 8, strike out the word "and," and in line 9, after,
the word "earnings," insert "and comparison of war and peacetime
products." A contractor now manufacturing a product substantially
different from his peacetime product should have this important factor
fully considered.

3. Page 103, line 15, after the word "subcontract," insert "or to
such contracts or subcontracts as a group." This change would
clarify the situation where the costs in question are not chargeable to
any particular contract or subcontract but like items of over ead are
chargeable to a broader scope of business done.

4. Page 103, line 25, after the word "agency," insert "established
prior to January 1 1942." This change would prevent the abuse of
this provision by time nominal establishment of such an agency solely
for the purpose of avoiding this test.

5. Page 111, line 12, after the word "them" insert "through which-
ever of the following methods of Secretaries or any of them so directed
deem desirable." While the Board is given the power to determine
the excessive profits, the Secretaries have the obligation to eliminate
the excessive profits so determined. Because of the Secretary's close.
familiarity with the situation in the various cases it would seem best
to allow him to choose the method best suited to the facts in each
case.

6. Page 112 lines 18 and 19, strike out the word "deteunining"
in line 18 and insert in lieu thereof "eliminating"; and in line 19
strike out "to be eliminated" and insert in lieu thereof "determined."
This change is necessary to correct a technical error. Under the bill,
the Board determines the excessive profits while the Secreta,'y elimi-
nates them.

7. Page 121, line 9, change "(d)" to "(c)." This change is necessary
to correct an erroneous cross-reference.

8. Page 126, lines 4 and 5, strike out "exempted from the provisions
of this section, or." The present language is ambiguous. The change
is needed to make it clear that the subcontracts to which the provision
relates are only those under prime contracts or subcontracts exempted
by reason of subsection (i) (1).

9. Page 119, line 24, after the comma, insert "or after the entry of
the order of the Secretary under subsection (f), as the case may be,".
This clerical change is needed to clarify the time limit in which a peti-
tion to The Tax Court may be filed in a repricing case.

Senator DANAHER,. Mr. Dodge, I have repeated demands from con-
tractors that we alter the law to provide for a miimum fee or allow-
ance on sales after taxes.

Mr. DODGE. Yes.
Senator DANAHER. Will you comment on that?
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Mr. DoDoE. That has had a great deal of discussion, as you prob-
ably know. Mr. Patterson made a statement on that subject to the
House Waya and Means Committee on September 20.

Contentions have been made that renegotiation should apply after
taxes instead of before. This is the result, I believe, of the strong im-
pact of all the tax rates on earnings. However, it entirely overlooks
two fundamental principles: First, this is a repricing job the repricing
of sales of the past fiscal year's business, and if the price Lad been such
in the first place, the effects of volume production and other factors
contributing to the unusual profit increase, could have been fully
-,iarded against, and there would have been no price adjustment, and

the profits which made the price adjustment necessary would not have
existed. The tax would then have been applied to the lower price
and profits basis, and there would have been no question about the net
result whatever it happened to be.

Second, it is in fact only a proposal that the price the Goverment
pays for its war goods shall include a loading for the taxes paid in all
or in a particular case,' and that the price shall be increased as the
taxes are increased.

I doubt very much whether any manufacturer would use that as a
yardstick in his own buying. If taxes are an over-all charge allowed
by the Government against business and individuals for.the expense
of the Government and expenses of the war, then deliberatey includ-
ing them in war-production prices would be adopting a policy of vary-
ingprices to accord with the varying tax burden of varying contractors.

If anyone as an individual were to agree to pay a higher price for a
suit of clothes or an automobile or any other piece of property, be-
cause that particular person from whom the purchase was made was
subject to a higher tax liability than his competitors, competitive con-
ditions would quickly take care of the price situation. Oure experience
shows that the present tax rates will not effectively eliminate all the
war profits. The testimony before the several congressional commit-
tees which have recently considered this subject, we believe, has dem-
onstrated the soundncsm of this statement beyond- any reasonable
doubt.

Senator CLARK. What about the fellow who pays his taxes on the
basis of higher profits. and then his renegotiation comes long and wipes
out the base on which he paid his taxes?

Mr DODGE. He gets credit on the taxes. We adjust the price
downward and his profit becomes less, and his taxes become less.
If he has paid the taxes, he gets a credit for the differential; if he has
not paid them, he gets an allowance for it, so hepays the net Aifference.

Senator CLARK. Suppose he has already aid his taxes?
Mr. DODGE. Then lie gets credit from te internal Revenue Depart-

ment for the difference between the tax he paid or the original base
and that he would pay on the finally adjusted price basis.

Senator MIILLIKIN. In your opinion, when should we end this
system?

Mr. DODGE. Well, sir, Mr. Patterson has made a statement on
that. The question of ending renegotiations is a serious one. We
have so many problems ahead of us. We don't know what they are.
The War Procurement is not in the clear on its change in volumes
and changes in price. particularly if the theater of war should change.
It would mean, I believe, trying to say now that we think at a certain
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time in the future these problems would be ended and complete com-
petitive conditions restored. I don't think that we can do that. I
Believe when that time comes you will find the general disposition on
the part of everybody connected with renegotiation and responsible
for it, will be to recommend to you that it be eliminated.

Senator DANAHER. Mr. Dodge's answer to Senator Clark suggests
one other question. What are you going to do in the case of those
States where there is no provision for a refund or credit?

Mr. DODoGE. That is one of the problems we have had. Mr.
Patteon spoke of 'that in detail in connection with his statement to
the Ways and Means Committ-e on September 20. What happens
is this: If I may give you a simple illustration. First, remember that
this is a reprising of sales, and a repricing downward. Let us suppose
a contractor had $1,000 profit before taxes and he had a 10 percent
State tax to pay, of $100. Then suppose we in readjusting his sales
recovered $600 in the form of a price adjustment. That would
reduce him to $400 profit, and at the 10 percent rate he should have

aid $40 instead of $100. Technically, the contractor overpaid the
State $60. In most cases I understand they can obtain a refund, but
there are a few cases where they can not. We have to have some
uniformity in our approach, and the new law says specifically that we
will allow the tax charges proportionate to the adjusted sales. To do
otherwise would mean that we would have to subsidize the State
taxes in our pricing. That is, we would have to pay a higher price to
include that tax.

Senator.DANAHEn. Aren't you doing it under the explanation you
gave? r e t

Mr. DODGE. No.
Mr. PAUL. In view of the fact that this question has come up it

seems to me we might hear, at the end of the last witness, Mr. 0'Cn-
nell, who has made a considerable study of i*.

Senator DANAH9R. I am willing to defer further inquiry on it. I
just wanted Mr. Dodge's view on it, because it is important

Mr. DODGE. It is a problem I believe only in the cases where they
cannot recover the adjustment from the State.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Shea, will you submit for the record the
amhendments you suggested?

Mr. SHEA. I will be very happy to do that.
Senator WALSH. We thank you.

STATEMENT OF RANDOLPA PAUL, GENERAL COUNSEL,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Mr. PAUL. I will not take any of the committee's time. I will
simply place in the record, if I may, a letter fi-m the Secretary of the
Treaty, addressed to the chairman of this committee. This letter
is dated December 3. It refers to the statement of the Joint Price
Adjustment Board which was put into the record by Mr. Dodge, and
states the Treasury's concurrence in that. It also repeats the
Treasury's objection to the particular item of giving the Tax Court
jurisdiction of appeals from renegotiations and determinations.
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The CHAIRMAN. You may do that.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

DlECEMBER 3, 1943.
Memorandum for Secretary MIorgenthau.

-IN Ri CONSTITUTIONAITY OF TAXATION OF INCREASES IN INDIVIDUAL INCOMES

It Is assumed that the tax in question is of the kind described in the Treasury's
staterrent entitled "Taxation of Increases in Individual Incomes," which is
printed (atp. 67 et seq.) in hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means,
lou'.e of Representatives, Seventy-eighth Congress, first session on revenue

re-vision of 1943, unrevised (October 4 1943), part 1. It Ls assumed further that,
as indicated In tho study just referreA to, the tax would be limited to "wartime
increases in income."

For an analysis of the constitutional questions and a clear indication of the
answers to those questions, it is not necessary to go beyond the opinion of the
Supreme Court in La Bell Iran Works v. United States (1921) (256 U. S. 377).
That case involved the "war excess profits tax" imposed by the Revenue Act of
1917 (act of October 3, 1917) upon corporations, partnerships and individuals
engaged in trade or business, with certain exceptions. There was a deduction
from income measured by certain percentages of invested capital. In passing
upon the construction and application of the deduction provisions and sustaining
the constitutionality of the act as construed and appled, the Supreme Court
states:

"The great war in Europe had been in progress since the year 1914, and the
manufacture and export of war su1~plles And other material for the belligerent
powers had stimulated many lines oftrade and business in this country, resulting
In large profits as compared with the period before the war and as compared
with ordinary returns upon the capital embarked. The Unted States had
become directly involved in the conflict in the spring of 1917, necessitating heavy
increases in taxation; at the same time manufactures and trade of every descrip-
tion were rendered even more active, and in certain lines more profitable, than
before so that the unusual gains deri ed therefrom formed a natural subjc for
special taxation.

"It is urged that this construction defining Invested capital according to the
original cost of the property Instead o its present value, has the effect of rendering
the act 'glaringly unequal' and of doubtful constitutionality; the insistence being
that, so construed, it operates to produce baseless and arbitrary discriminations
to the extent of rendering the tax Invalid under the due process of law clause of
the fifth amendment. Reference is made to cases under the equal protection
clause of the fourteenth amendment; * * * but clearly they are not in
point. The fifth amendment has no equal protection clause; and the only rule
of uniformity prescribed with respect to duties, Imposts and excises laid by
Congress is the territorial uniformity required by article I, section 8. * * 0
That the statute under consideration operates with territorial uniformity Is
obvious and not questioned.

"Nor can we regard the act-In basing 'invested capital' upon actual costs to
the exclusion of higher estimated values-as productive of arbitrary discrimina.
tons raising a doubt about its constitutionality under the due process clause of
the fifth amendment. The difficulty of adjusting any system of taxation so as to
render it precisely equal in its bearing is proverbial, and such nicety is not even
required of the States under the equal protection clause, much less of Congress
under the more general requirement of due process of law in taxation. Of course,
it will be understood that Congress has very ample authority to adjust its Income
taxes according to Its discretion, within the bounds of geographical uniformity.
Courts have no authority to pass upon the propriety of its measures; and we deal
with the present criticism only for the purpose of refuting the contention strongly
urged, that the tax Is so wholly arbitrary as to amount to confiscation.'" [Ital ic
supplied.]

As Is pointed out In the above quotation the only requirement of the uniformity
clause ("all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the United
States") of article 1, section 8, is territorial uniformity. In other words, intrinsic
uniformity is not required but merely geographical uniformity; the tax is uniform
vhen it operates with the same effect in every place where the subject of it Is
,ound. Billings v. United States, (1914) 232 U. S. 261, 282; Patton v. Brady,
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(1902) 184 U.. 608 622; Florida v. Mellon, (1927) 273 U. 8. 12, 17. The tax
under consideration clearly would not involve any lack of geographical uniformity.

So far as the due-process clause of the fifth amendment Is concerned, It Is
difficult to see any more arbitrariness in the tax under disousslon than In the 1917
excess-profits tax involved in the La Belle Iron Works case. (See Allied Agents v.
United Stale,, (1939) 26 F. Supp. 98, 100). It is true that the 1917 tax was limited
to Incomes from trade or business whereas the tax under consideration, would
extend to wages and salaries, among other things. Nevertheless the statutory
method as applied to taxable persons under the 1917 act caused different results
depending upon Invested capital and also, in part, upon incomes over those of the
pre-war period. (See A. A. Ballantine, Some Constitutional Aspects of the
Excess-Profits Tax, (1920) 29 Yale L. J. 625.) Similar differences with respect
to increases In salaries and wages would seem to be equally "natural." There is
nothing peculiar about employment so far as constitutional limitations are con-
cerned. In this connection the social security tax cases are helpful. Steward
Afachine Company v. Davis (1937) 301 U. S. 548; elvering v. Davis (1937) 301
U. S. 619, The Steward M'aehine Company case Involved the validity of the tax
imposed b title IX of the Social Security Act on employers of eight or more
persons. The act was assailed on grounds which included the.contentions that
itwas not an excise tax and that its exceptions were so many, arbitrary and dis-
criminatory as to violate the "due process" provisions of the fifth amendment.
In overruling those contentions and upholding the validity of the tax upon
employers, the court stated (at ppges 579-585):

IAn excise, we are told, Import4 a tax upon a privilege; employment, it is said
Is a right not a privilege, from which It follows that employment is not subject
to an excise. Neither the one appeal nor the other leads to the desired goal.

a * a * * a *

"We learn that employment for lawful gain is a 'natural' or 'inherent' or 'in-
alienable' right, and not a 'privilege' at all. But natural rights, so called, are an
much subject to taxation as rights of less Importance. An excise is not limited to
vocations or activities that may be prohibited altogether. It is not limited to
those that are the outcome of a franchise. It extepads to vocations or activities
pursued as of common right. What the Individual does in the operation of a
business is amenable to taxation just as much as what he owns, at all events if the
classification is not tyrannical or arbitrary. 'Business Is as legitimate an object
of the taxing powers as property.' * * * Employment is a business relation,
If not Itself a business. It Is a relation without which business could seldom be
carried on effectively. The power to tax the activities and relations that consti-
tute a calling considered as a unit is the power to tax any of them. The whole
includes the parts. * •

* * * • • a *

"Second. The excise Is not invalid under the provisions of the fifth amendment
by force of its exemp.lons."The statute does not apply, as we have seen, to employers of less than eight.
It does not apply to agricultural labor, or domestic service in a private home or
to some other classes of less Importance. Petitioner contends that the effect of
these restrictions is an arbitrary discrimination vitiating the tax.

"The fifth amendment unlike the fourteenth has no equal-protection clause.
* * • But even the States, though subject to such a clause, are not confined

to a formula of rigid uniformity In framing measures of taxation. * * * They
may tax some kinds of property at one rate, and others at another, and exempt
others altogether. * * * They may lay an excise on the operations of a par-
ticdlar kind of business and exempt some other kind of business closely akin
thereto. * * * If this latitude of judgment is lawful for the States, it is
lawful, a fortiori in legislation by the Congress, which Is subject to restraints less
narrow and conAning. • • *

"The act of Congeess is therefore valid, so far at least as Its system of exempt-
tions is concerned, and this though we a.sume that diseriminaton, .if gross
enough, Is equivalent to confiscation and subject under the fifth amendment to
challenge and annulment."

Although the question whether arbitrary discrimination exists is one of degree,
I am of the opinion that a taxing statute could be drafted along the lines of the
tax described in the Treasury's statement which would not violate the due-process
clause of the fifth amendment. For reasons stated above, any violation of the
uniformity clause of article 1, section 8 could easily be avoided.

RANDOLPH PAUL, Oeneral Counsel.
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Tn SECRETARY Oyr75 TIEABURY,Washington, Decermber$3, 194.,
lion. WALTER F. GCoios, .D"

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
United State. Senate.

My DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: There has been called to my attention the statement
of the Joint Price Adjustment Board, dated December 2, 1943, with respect to the
provisions of.the pending revenue bill (1H. R. 3687) which relate to renegotiation
of war contracts.

This Department Is represented on the Joint Price Adjustment Board, and
through its representative took part in the preparation of the statement. One
of the matters discussed In the statement, that is, the provision in the House bill
giving to the Tax Court of the United States Jurisdiction of appeals from renege.
tiation determinations, was fully considered by Mr. Randolph Paul In his testi-
mony before your committee. This particular provision was stressed by the
Department because of Its serious effect on the revenue system.

As this Department is also one of the several departments concerned with
renegotiation of war contracts it likewise believes that the other provisions dis-
cussed in the joint board statement are of great Importance as respects renegotia-
tion procedure and therefore fully urges the adoption of the suggestions therein
continued.Very truly yours,

H. MOROANTRAU, 
JR.,

Secretary of the Treasury.
Mr. PAUL. In view of the question raised by Senator Danaher, I

would like to have a brief statement on that question bf State taxes
made by Mr. O'Connell, Assistant General Counsel of the Treasury,
who has studied it at considerable length and conferred with a number
of State officers.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH J. O'CONNELL, JR., ASSISTANT GENERAL
COUNSEL, TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Mr. O'CONNELL. I would like, if I might, to discuss first generally
the impact of State taxes on renegotiation, and then attempt to give
you something of the considerations that led to the result we have
reached with respect to the treatment of that problem.

I had occasion tQ examine the laws of the various States in relation
to the total amount of Government war business so as to see, as well
as I could, how large the problem was.

To digress for a moment, it is impossible to have uniformity, if by
uniformity you mean uniform application of all the State laws and
at the same time have a uniform rule with respect to the treatment of
the problem by the Federal Government. On the other hand, I
think it is simple to have uniformity with respect to the treatment of
the problem by the renegotiating agencies, dnd that is what I think
this provision in the present bill will do.

To come back again to the general problem, there was in the neigh-
borhood of $185,000,000,000 of war business as of June 30 of this year
under contract. I broke that down by States to see just how big the
problem was, and in what States it appeared to be a real problem.

Statistically, in States having some 41 percent of the total amount
of war business, the States have no State taxes on corporate income.
That is in some 16 States. In another 15 States, having another'31
percent of the war business, the State law affirmatively provides that
State taxes will be levied on income as adjusted in renegotiation. In
another 10 to 15 percent of the war business, -)r rather, in States having
that amount of business, the law is quite dear that the result will be
the same. Pennsylvania, for example, ho'ving about 8 or 9 percent
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of the total war business, uses a rule that for State tax Purposes
Federal income will be the base, so that as renegotiation results in
an adjustment of income, the result will be in Pennsylvania, if the
tax has not been paid, it will be paid on a smaller basis; if it has been
paid on a larger basis, the contractor will be entitled to a refund.

That leaves a residue of States, some four or five in number, the
largest of which is New York, involving 10 or 15 percent of the war
business, and in those States the law is not entirely dear.

The State of New York has taken the position in general that they
will not allow a refund. I am frank to say I don't think that decision
is compatible with the New York law. I think the New York law is,
to all intents and purposes, the same as Pennsylvania and Massachu-
setts in which event, where an adjustment is made in Federal income,
the State authorities will adjust the tax liability downward, and in
cases where they would be entitled to a refund, the State in my judg-
ment, would be required to grant a refund. That procedure has gone
on for years in New York and in other States. it so happens that
adjustments in income for Federal tax purposes over the past years
have uniformly been upward rather than downward. This particular
adjustment is one which is downward, and that of course causes the
difficulty that some of the States are having with respect to the
treatment to be given to the problem.

Senator WALSH. I have a letter from Rollin Brown, the commis-
sioner of taxation of the State of New York, in which he states the
States would be satisfied if the lawwould merely make the new policy
effective only as to future fiscal years without saying anything at all
about past years.

Mr. O'CONNELL. I am not familiar with that letter. Of course, the
amendment, as I understand it, in the present law, becomes effective
only with respect to the fiscal years ending after June 30, 1943, so to
that extent we are not very far apart from Mr. Brown.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Brown's statement will appear at another
place in the record.

Mr. O'CONNELL. Without having read the statement, I am frank
to say I see no basis for going along with the suggestion. If we take
the State of Connecticut, for example, I believe that under the Con-
necticut law if we adopt the policy and continue the policy of only
allowing as cost the amount of taxes the State would collect on the
adjusted income, the State of Connecticut will give effect to the
renegotiation agreement and make a refund of the amount of tax
the contractor would otherwise liave paid.

My difficulty with going along with the suggestion urged by the
commissioner from New York is we are rather in the position of
having the tail wag the dog. We have 80 to 85 percent of all the
business done in States in which they either have no State taxes on
income or have conceded the propriety of the position taken by the
Federal Government, that in all good conscience a State which has a
corporate income tax should not expect to collect taxes on excessive
profits which have never been beneficially received by the companies
concerned.

We have at one extreme a State like California, which has passed
a statute which expressly provides that the State's corporate taxes
within the State shall be based on income as adjusted in renegotiation.
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If we go to the ether extreme and concede the validity of the posi-
tion taken by the tax commissioner of New York, I don't see how we
can expect the other States which have as a matter of principle felt
that their State taxes should be so adjusted as not to impose upon the
Federal Government the additional burden of State taxes on excessive
profits, to continue in that attitude. I don't see how we can make
that position consistent except by virtue of following the position
suggested in this bill, which is that we will allow State taxes only on
income as adjusted in renegotiation.

There are only three States in which machinery does not exist iith
respect to refunds, and they do not loom very large in the picture.
The State of New York has existing machinery which will make it
possible to follow out the policy we have indicated, and it seems to
me that Mr. Brown's letter suggesting that we do not make it retro-
active, but that it be considered all right for the future, is possibly the
best proof I can think of that no change is necessary in the State of
New York to put the policy we have suggested into effect.

Before the Ways and Means Committee the suggestion was made
that the States were in rather dire straits and that they would need
the additional revenue. I think the record is quite clearly to the
contrary. We offered at that time a summary of the fiscal position
of various States, some 34 or 35 in number, which had just recently
been made by the Wall Street Journal, in which it appeared that while
the Federal Government was spending a great deal more money than
it was taking in, the position of the States was quite different; they
were piling up surpluses, collecting more in taxes than they were able
to spend. The State of New York is even considering making provi-
sion for a post-war reserve at the present time out of money they are
getting in excess of their needs.

It has been our position that no State should expect to collect income
taxes on excessive profits. We do not believe there are any serious
difficulties in having the States bring their practice in line with the
position that we think is a sound one.

That is all I have to say.
Senator WALSH. Very well, sir.

STATEMENT OF ROLLIN BROWN, COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION
AND FINANCE, AND PRESIDENT OF STATE TAX COMMISSION,
STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. BRowN. First, I want to distinguish between what we call
current renegotiation and what we call retroactive renegotiation. A
current renegotiation is one which is concluded before the end of the
year covered by the renegotiation. A retroactive renegotiation is
one which is concluded after the end of the year. The House bill,
if enacted, will inevitably cast an unfair burden on contractors whose
profits are renegotiated retroactively, by allowing credit in deter-
mining excessive profits for only that portion of State taxes computed
on the basis of renegotiated income, that is, on net income less exces-
sive profits. New York and some other States might be willing to
amend their tax laws or adopt an administrative interpretation of
their existing laws so as to relieve the contractors, if there would be
any assurance that all States would do likewise, so that there would
be uniformity and equality of treatment among all States. But there
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would appear to be slight chance of such uniformity being achieved
by independent action of all the States which impose corporate taxes
on or according to net income.

As we have pointed out, some State laws make no provision what-
ever for refunds based on readjustments of income after the State
returns are filed. At least one State (Minnesota), by express statu-
tory provision, treats a retroactive renegotiation as affecting the in-
come of the later year in which the renegotiation is concluded, and
not as affecting income of the renegotiated year except to the extent
the recaptured excessive profits exceed the net income of the later
year; and it is provided that even then no refund will be made for the
renegotiated year in excess of 10 percent of the tax paid for such year.
Other States, without doubt, will refuse to recognize a retroactive
renegotiation as justifying any change whatever in net income. The
South Carolina Governor, Tax Commission, and legislative leaders
have announced that that course will be followed in that State, and
that if any amendment of the State law is required it will be enacted
at the next session.

It would be grossly unfair to expect some States to recognize ret-
roactive renegotiation and make huge refunds of taxes already col-
lected, while other States collect and retain full taxes computed with-
out regard to retroactive renegotiation.

Moreover, it is unreasonable to expect an State to hold open the
audit of returns pending renegotiation. .he administrative and
budgetary problems would be enormous, especially in States which
currently distribute part of their corporate tax revenues, when and
as collected, among their local subdivisions.

We have cases in our office here in Albany involving a total of nearly
$10,000,000 of disputed franchise taxes-10 percent of our total fran-
chise tax revenues for this year-depending on retroactive renegotia-
tion-$10,000,000 is the amount of taxes on excessive profits recap-
tured after the end of the year. In those cases the corporations in-
volved have-

1. Applied for extension after extension on the ground that they
were being or expected to be renegotiated, or

2. Simply reduced their incomes as reported by arbitrary amounts
which they claimed they would or might be required to repay the
Government at some later time, or

3. Demanded that assessments of their taxes be postponed pending
renegotiation (our tax is assessed by the Tax Commission and is not
self-assessed by the taxpayer), or

4. Demanded refunds of taxes already paid on profits later deter-
mined to be excessive.

We do not believe the Federal Government ought to insist on recap-
turing 100 percent of every dollar of excessive profits, when to do so
would involve thu States in such tremendous administrative and
budgetary problems. After all, State corporate taxes are imposed at
very low rates and it would cost the Federal Government very little to
allow the contractor in every case credit for the full amount of State
taxes computed without regard to retroactive renegotiation.

Of course, the States are prepared to give full recognition to current
renegotiation and to allow State tax returns to reflect any excessive
profits recaptured before the end of the year, or even possibly before
the statutory date prescribed for filiaig the State return.
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As an added reason for giving full credit for State taxes without
regard to retroactive renegotiation, I call your attention to the tre-
mendous difficulty of allocating or apportioning State taxes between
renegotiable income and other income, especially in the case of a cor-
poration doing business in several States, and even more especially in
cases where only renegotiable business is done in certain States and'other kinds of business is done in other States. That problem will not
arise in connection with New. York taxes, because we take an alloca-
tion percentage factor (based on assets within the State) and apply
that factor to the corporation's entire net income wherever earned.
However, other States which have other methods of allocation or
apportionment will present the problem, and it will affect the income
earned by their taxpayers in New York as well as in other States.

If the Senate concurs in the provision inserted in the House bill
(limiting the credit for State taxes to the portion thereof based on
renegotiated income), the States at least hope that the effective date
for the new policy will be changed so that it will apply only to fiscal
years ending after Decemnber 31, 1943; and that the law will provide
specifically that as to all prior years full credit will be given for State
taxes computed without regard to retroactive renegotiation, and that
where any past renegotiation has failed to give such full credit, the
renegotiation may be reopened so that full credit may be. given. If
the provision is purely prospective in its operation, the States will at
least have a chance to put their houses in order before the storm hits
them.

The States would be satisfied if the law would merely make the
new policy effective only as to future fiscal years, without saying
anything at all about past years, provided the price adjustment
boards will publicly and officially state that, as to such past years,
full credit will be given for State taxes without regard to retroactive
renegotiation.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT S. GOSS, MASTER OF THE NATIONAL
ORANGE

Mr. Goss. The traditional tax'policy of the National Grange is
that taxes should be levied in proportion to ability to pay and benefits
received. Except in time of emergency they should be levied in
amounts sufficient to meet the current cost of government and make
substantial inroads in any existing debt. War has created a new
element of danger in the possibility of inflation.

There are two major causes of inflation. First is the fear, on the
part of investors, that the Government may not be able to pay its
debts in the same size dollar it borrows. The second is the pressure
of surplus income upon an insufficient supply of consumer goods and
services. A sound tax and savings policy combined with a practical
production program are the most effective remedies that can be
applied to either of these causes, provided, of course, that economy
of expenditure is attained.

There are a number of considerations which must be borne in mind
in developing a tax system which will result in the maximum good:

S1. Ability to pay must not be sacrificed.
2. Production of usable consumer goods must not be hampered.
3. Extravagance must be discouraged.
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4. Savings must be encouraged.
5. The dangerous dollars of inflated incomes must be prevented

from forcing runaway prices.
These things are ossible under a properly balanced tax system, the

foundation of which should be an income tax and a system of excise
taxes largely based on luxuries or nonnecessities.

Before discussing the five considerations just listed, let us point out
roughly our present income and spending situation and its threat to
our economic stability. a

It is estimated that we will have a total national income during the
current fiscal year of $152,000,000,000.

The total of goods and services available for purchase is estimated at
$89,000,000,000 leaving a surplus spending power of $63,000,000,000.
It is estimated that taxes as now levied will absorb about $21,000,-
000,000, leaving an inflationary gap of $42,000,000 000.

It is further estimated that we may expect possibly $20,000,000,00ff
in bond purchases or similar savings, leaving a net inflationary gap of
over $20,000,000,000 or possibly $2,000,000 per rhonth-a steadily
accumulating source of danger. This gap must be closed or sharply
reduced if danger is to be averted.

We have presented to the Banking and Currency Committees of
both Houses information and data showing how futile a price ceiling-
subsidy propam is in coping with this grave danger, because it both
reduces production and increases spending power, thus widening the
gap while trying to throw up puny artificial dams against the ever-
increasing volume of spending power which flows over and around the
dams into black markets until the flood can no longer be held in check
and the whole unsound scheme collapses. We will not burden the
committee with a repetition of details, for the testimony is available
for those who wish to pursue the study further. We will point out
however, that relief must come from one or more of four principal
sources:

1. The supply may be increased, thus reducing the gap at one end.
2. The price may be increased, which would have a similar effect.
3. The surplus income may be drained off in taxes.
4. The surplus income may be drained off in savings.
1. Increase the supply. This, of course, is the most desirable ap-

proach. There never was inflation amid abundance. The creation of
real wealth is the foundation of all prosperity and the greatest pros-
perity exists when a full supply is available to meet a maximum de-
mand. Many things can be done to increase the supply, but the par-
ticular concern of your committee is to make sure that no system of
taxation hampers the fullest possible production.

2. Increase the price. Uniqecessary price increases-those result-
ing from monopolistic practices or profiteering-must be avoided.
Ceilings are frequently justified to prevent such abuses. However,
prices must be sufficient to meet production costs and assure maximum
production. If our economy has gotten out of balance; if labor or
industry have advanced their margins so as to cause increased produc-
tion costs, prices must be allowed to rise to restore a reasonable
equilibrium, or production will slow down and our troubles will be
magnified. Your committee should avoid two danger spots at this
point. First, do not attempt to keep our economy out of balance
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by subsidies which will require more taxation and transfer to the
future the necessary adjustments then made more difficult by the
accumulations of unmet responsibilities. Second, don't load the
necessities of life with taxes which add to the burdens of the poor who
are the first to suffer from inflation. A balancing of price at the
proper levels to meet production needs is the best means of reducing
the gap from the supply end. Incidentally, if this is well done, not
much change in our present price level need be made.

3. Tax surplus income. Those who thihk that we can adopt a tax
system which will take all the income (except personal exemptions)
at the top levels and keep on coming down the ladder until they bave
reached a point of balancing the budget make two grievous errors.
First, they ignore the fact that in some cases there would be no further
incentive to produce and create the usables necessary to reduce the
gap at the supply end. Second, they are missing the great volume of
suplus income where it actually is. Secretary Morgenthau says 80
percent of our people have incomes which hive become swollen by
war conditions. These ire largely increased dangerous dollars which
are causing the rising threat of inflation. A large portion of the
remaining 20 percent of our people have substantial incomes, although
they may not have been increased by ihe war. Our present income
tax fails to reach these incomes equitably, and if levied in volume suffi-
cient actually to reach these dangerous dollars, would hamper pro-
duction and make reconversion to peacetime production impossible.

Let us illustrate.
First, we are now levying a 90 percent tax on the highest brackets.

Any increase would not add much to the "take" but would destroy
all incentive to risk more money in enlarging production facilities.

Second, our present income tax fails to reach the big volume of
swollen income. For example, Brown is a clerk in a fairly responsible
position at a salary which has remained at $4,000 for some time. He
has assumed some fixed obligations, such as life insurance, rent, or
payments on a home, which absorb most of his income after taxes.

Jones is a factory worker who until recently made about $1,800, but
who now is also making $4 000 a year. He sudd mly finds himself
with an unusual amount oi money to spend. A tax which would
bankrupt Brown because of his commitments, could easily be paid by
Jones. Because there are so many of them, it is men in the Jones class
who are getting the largest part of -our great increase in income.
They are much more able to pay substantial taxes than those in the
Brown group, chiefly because they have, not been able to buy since
they received such an increase in income, so their ability to pay does
not seem the correct measure of taxation. Yet it is largely their sur-
plus spending power that is responsible for our fast-increasing infla-
tionary gap.

We should have a combined method f income tax and savings plan,
under which income levies are substantially stepped up, especially in
the middle and lower brackets, and a substantial portion of the tax
levied is placed to the credit of the taxpayer to be repaid when the war
is over, in such installments as would const itute sound Government
financing with provision for drawing on such credit for certain specific
purposes, such as payments on interest, life insurance, or other fixed
obligations contracted before the enactment of the law. While some
might say such a plan would be unfair to Jones because it would not
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permit him to spend as much as Brown, we must nevertheless be
realistic about it and recognize the fact that until the war is ovei'
there will not be sufficient goods to buy, and if the pressure is allov, ed
to continue, the answer will be inflated prices which will cost I.oth
Brown and Jones all they would have paid in increase iaxes, and more
too.

If we thus employed a tax system under which a substantial part
would be laid aside for savings, we could levy a much heavier income
and savings tax with equity for all. While it might not go further
toward balancing the Budget, it could be made to go just as far as it
is fiscally sound to do so, and it would effectively drain off a large
volume of surplus income into savings which would not leak. Atten-
tion'is called to the difference between such a savings plan and the
pay-roll deduction plan. Under the latter, 10 percent may be exces-
sive to a man with many dependents and may be too little in the case
of a single man. Under the propose plan the exemptions for depend-
ents determine the amount of the levy, and a man's uncontrollable
circumstances control the amount required to remain in the savings
fund. The combined levy could be greatly increased without injustice
to anyone.

Third, there is another weakness in the income tax which should
be corrected before it could be used to the maximum without injustice.
Taxpayers with widely fluctuating incomes should be protected. For
an extreme example, a peach grower may average one highly profitable
crop in 4, with 3 years of losses. If the Government taxes most of
the income in the profitable year, the grower will have no funds to
carry over the unprofitable years. When the income tax was low,
the injustice was not pronounced, but the higher the rates the greater
the injustice. The same situation prevails to a greater or les degree
among taxpayers with many types of income, and-is one of the reasons
why more reliance cannot be placed on the income tax for increased
revenue. An income equalization plan should be provided under
which any taxpayer, upon figuring his taxable income, may pay up
to one-hat f of that taxable income into an equalization account held
by the Government, and pay income taxes on the balance. He could
leave the amount so paid into the equalization account for as long as
he wanted, not exceeding 10 years, where it would draw such a rate
of interest as would be consistent with "demand" or short-term loans.
He could draw down the amount to his credit at any time, but upon
drawing it down it would Lecome part of his taxable income, and
would not be available for use again for equalization deposit. Thus
taxpayers with fluctuating incomes would not be put to a disadvan-
tage as compared with taxpayers with steady incomes.

Fourth, the same principle of income ta. and savings should be em-
ployed in corporation taxation where a heavier tax might be levied,
but a substantial part set aside in a savings account for reconversion
purposes. It would seem entirely feasible to set up rules and stand-
ards under which funds could be withdrawn from such savings account
for the payment of reconversion costs made Necessary because of
original conversion to war production.

5. Extravagance must be discouraged. The Grange is in complete
sympathy with the efforts being made to effect economies in the ad-
ministration of government. This should be accomplished by a
careful guarding of appropriations. Congress should revoke the
blank-check procedurcs which have resulted in so much waste and set
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up proper controls to prevent all needless extravagances. We call
the committee's attention to the fact that failure to levy taxes will not
solve this problem. It will only result in more borrowing and greater
danger of inflation. We believe that each problem should be met
separately, and that the responsibility of your committee is to place
taxes on the most equitable basis, and raise as much money as can
safely be done to apply on our appalling debt. Then with a proper
savings plan we can reduce the swollen income side of the inflationary
gap and remove this insidious danger from our economy. WVebelieve,
however, that unless something of the sort is done, we stand in grave
danger of very considerable and wholly unnecessary inflation. Even
though the Congress recognizes that the President's price control
program will sooner or later lead to disaster, just as it has always done
throughout history, we believe that Congress cannot consistently
oppose it without taking the proper practical steps to meet the issue,
and we believe that a sound tax program is very definitely a necessity
in meeting this problem. We therefore urge that plenty of time be
taken to develop a thoroughly sound program which will accomplish
the purpose sought.

We are submitting extracts from the tax program of the National
Grange adopted at our seventy-seventh annual session on November
17 last, which set forth the steps we have herein proposed.

REPORT Or COMMITTz ON TAXATION

With individual Incomes of the Nation totaling $152,000,000,000 for the current
year and with a total value of available consumer goods and services for the year
estimated at $89,000,000 000, we have in America $63,000,000,000 excess spend-
ing power, less taxes. With the total tax returns estimated at $21,000,000,000
now, we have a balance of $42,000,000,000 in the hands of consumers to exert
inflationary pressure on all markets.

In the face of these facts, congressional response to the Administration's
request for increased tax revenue seems pitifully inadequate.

The financial program and fiscal policy for this Nation now must not be drawn
for political expediency. It must be based on sound economics because it will
influence the daily living of Americans for years to come.

Such a fiscal policy should-
1. Determine the irreducible cost of the Government, including the efficient

prosecution of the war to victory.
2. Ascertain the maximum amount that can be raised by current taxation

without crippling the present or future capacity of the Nation to produce goods
and render services-the only true source of individual or governmental revenue.

3. Put into operation without unnecessary delay a tax program designed tocollect such taxes without injustice.
4. Borrow only the difference between the irreducible minimum cost of Ggvern-

ment and the maximum amount that can be collected by taxation without
strangling private enterprise and smothering incentive. Debt is deferred taxa-
tion.

A sound income tax and savings program to provide revenue as called for above
would help to control inflation by preventing debt accumulation and relieving
surplus purchasing pressure.

Because income in the high brackets Is already taxed at a very high rate and
no substantial amount of Increased revenue from this source is possible, and
because the big increases in income have come in middle and lower brackets, it
Is obvious that these brackets will have to be the source of the increased revenue.
A substantially higher rate of peronal income taxation can be put into effect
specially in the lower brackets by combining therewith a savings plan wherein
a substantial portion of the tax levied shall be placed to the credit of the tax-
payer for repayment to him after the war In accord with sound Government
financing with provisions for drawing on this credit for payment of fixed obliga-
tions such as Insurance premiums, Interest on the retirement of debt contracted
before the war or other specific purposes.
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In the use of a high Income tax it Is necessary to recognize and protect varioustypes of Income to prevent inequities.
Persons whose income, by mason of the nature of their business, may vary

widely from year to year through no fault or cause of their own, should be pro-
vided a savings plan under which a specific portion of the income for any given
year may set aside under low interest rate loan to the Government, free from
income-tax levy at the time, but subject to income tax when drawn down subsc-
quently, to be added to any current ycat's Income.

We recommend that serious study be given to the advisability of establishing
the excess profits tax at 100 percent, and in turn setting aside a substantial
portion in savings for reconversion or other specific Purposes aft .r the war.

To safeguard family farm operations, we recommend that Federal income-tax
laws be amended to provide that losses on agricultural operations can be deducted
only from incomes derived from agricultural operations, In the determination of
income-tax payments.

Dividends from cooperative agencies operating under cooperative laws, not for
profit but for savings to patrons thereof, are not earnings but are a deferred
completion of each individual's transactions and are in no sense a profit, therefore
are not taxable as income.

In levying excise taxes we would recommend that no burdensome or discrimi-
natory tax be placed on commodities listed In determination of cost of living
index, solely because it seems to lend itself to an easy way of acquiring funds.

The above program of increased income-tax revenue and savings would eliminate
any need for a general sales tax. We further believe that inequities and Injus-
tfces are far more difficult to eliminate from a sales tax than from the above pro-
gram.

Whereas, a very Important part of any tax program is utmost economy and
efficiency; therefore, be it

Resof d, That further reduction in expenses and greater efficiency of Govern-
ment be sought by decentralization, and the elimination of unnecessary functions
and duplicating agencies.

Mr. DODGE. I have a statement on standard commercial product.,
prepared by the War Production Board, which I would like to present
or the record.

Senator WALSH. That may be done.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STANDARD COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS

WAR DEPARTMENT PRICE ADJUSTMENT BOARD

The contention is made that these businesses operate under Office of Price
Administration price ceilings. Therefore, they should be exempt from renegotia-
tion. The standard product, however, may be an integral part of some volume-
produced war product or it may be used as such in volume for war purposes.
I understand the Office of Price Administration price ceilings usually are set at a
level to permit the marginal producer to cover costs and make a fair profit-that
is, the man who has no great volume and not particularly low costs. Thequestion
as to whether more efficient and greater volume producers or dealers can make
excessive profits under these ceilings has not been considered in fixing Office of
Price Administration ceilings. When this situation is translated into the terms
of the producer with multiplied volume and normally low costs because of better
equipment, processes, and management, the profit results are startling.

The renegotiation law applies only in cases where exce-ssive profits are being
realized. No contractor has been renegotiated except where substantial profits
are evident.. With regard to the elimination of so-called standard commercial
articles, experience with the administration of the renegotiation law clearly
demonstrates that in this field excessive profits have appeared consistently.

From the procurement angle the chief difficulty is that while the procurement
officers can and are securing reasonable prices in the case of prime contractors, the
lower tiers of subcontractors simply cannot be handled by the procurement
agencies. The excessive profit, if allowed, in the lower tiers of subcontractors,
pyramids as It comes upward through the various tiers of contractors, cumu-
atively creating inflated costs, prices, and profits as it goes. The following
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figures show the excessive profits which have been realized In certain standard
goods industries. These companies, it should be noted are engaged principally
In subcontracting and are substantially all of those in these classifications which
have been renegotiated by the War Department. These cases represent what
has happened In standard product businesses as a result of the war and are
ex'unp!es of the profit results of volume increases before taxes.

10M0 omitted]
, , Percent

142 1I= Inrease Increase

Perishable tools, 19 compenles:
Saks ............................................... $17,011 29. 41 $142,593 4M5
Profit before renegotiation and taxes ................ $4010 .o2S S59.9 1,134
Percent pro .................................. 40.0 7.1 219 128

Woolen textfles, 25 competes:
Sales ............................................... 237,782 96020 $139.762 143
Profit before renegotiation and taxes .............. $319 $345 82 740 553
Percent profit ..................................... . U.5 10.2 309

Lumber, 10 companies:
Sawe.... ................................ 8225 $K4449 13
Proft before renegotiation and taxes ............... 1 $29M 4.991 80917 419
Percent roft .................. 2.1.................. 11.8 it3 121

Sales ......................................... 8S549533 $207,185 $341,448 155
Proft before renegotiation and tam ................ S71209 8,67 67, 74 s00
Percent profit .................................... 1.9 4.1 9.8 289

Thus, It seems obvious to exempt producers of standard goods from renegotia-
tIon would be to increase tremendously and unnecessarily the cost of the war.
Moreover, it is extremely difficult to define "standard commercial articles."
Any general language in the statute which would exempt, say, tooth brushes from
renegotiation would in aJl likelihood also exempt a great many motors, sheets
shapes, steel product of all kinds, aluminum, ingot, castings and forms and
many other basic parts of the machinery of the war. For example, exempting a
motor in a jeep may very well be a standard commercial product to the same
extent as the tooth brush is a standard commercial product. It is difficult to
understand how these product can be limited by any definition so far observed
In such a way as to remOVe the possibility of exorbitant profits being realized, inmany cases directly as a result of war business.As a epeciflo example, one company, and not by any means the most unusual
did an average volume of business from 1938 to 1939 of $16,600,000. He earned
an average dollar profits before income taxes, of $1,220,000 at the rate of 7.4
percent on sales. In 1642, hIs sales were nearly $50,0d0,000, his profit before
tax $12,500,000, and his .earning rate 25 percent on sales. It would be difficultto conclude that this manufacturer of a standard product under Office of Price
Administration price ceilings was not benefiting from the war to an unreasonableb4, 1943.

Senator WALS. I am submitting herewith for the record state-
ments on behalf of various people covering the bill under consideration.(The statements referred to are as follows:)

STATEMEtNT 01 taHe WINE INDtTTh TO THU MEMBESw THS SEgNATU FIN'ANcE
Couvoi'rzu

This statement with respect to H . Y3871. submitted on behalf of the American
wine producers and the 160,000 growers in 28 wine producing States.

The proposed war tax on wine s a minimum increase over present rates of 50
percent on some types of wine and 100 percent on others. Since the bill providesfor the termination of this war tax upon the cessation of hostilities, the wine
growers of America, desiring to contribute their full measure of support to the
war effort, are entering no protest to the adoption of these rates.We are, however, for the reasons given below, unalterably opposed to any
Increases In excess of those set forth in H. R. 687, whether they be for the duration
or not.
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I. Wine excise taxes Including war tax rates In H. R. 3687, have increased on
an ovev-all average of A55 percent since 1939-a far greater rate of increase than,
and entirely disproportionate to, those levied on any other item or service.

2. Grape and wine growing constitutes a vitally important agricultural
industry, and, unlike other alcoholic beverages or other agricultural products,
requIres an average investment of $300 and 4 years of labor In each acre of vine-
yaids before the first yield. Manifestly, if this wholesome beverage of modera-

tion Is to develop a normal, stable market in this country, wine must have more
favorable recognition from State and Federal taxing authorities.

3. Despite growing acceptance of wine in the United States, our industry is
still in its Infancy We produce less than a tenth as much wine as Italy or France
and even less than a small country like Greece. Since our entry in the war,
American wine production has materially decreased due to manpower and con-
tainer material shortage, and conversion of a portion of the industry to production
of food items and war materials.

Respectfully submitted. * WINE INSTITUTE,

By H. A. CADDOW,
8ecretary-A[anager.

MEMORANDUM ON FLOOR SToCK TAXES

(Submitted by Wine Institute)

Since H. R. 3687 levies floor-stock tax and provides for the termination of all
war-tax levies upon the cessation of hostilities, it is only just and equitable that
upon the termination of-the increased tax, there should also be a remission of tax
on all items then held in storage or inventory.

The failure to do so will be tantamount to continuing the war tax after the ter-
mination date until all stocks on hand at that time may have passed on to the
consumer.

SUOGGSTION& OF COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL TAXATION OF THE ILLINOIS MANU-
IrACTURE:R' ASSOCIATION FOR SUBMISSION TO THE SENATE FINANCE
COMMIrTEE

The Illinois Manufacturers' Association, comprising 3,300 firms-large, small,
and middle-sized-and engaged in a variety of manufacturing activities, submits
the following suggestions to the members of the Senate Finance Committee for
consideration in connection with pending tax legislation.

The committee recommends:
(1) That the Federal revenue laws be amended to provide for the adoption of a

provision for the creation of cash reserves, the use of which would be limited to
paying for the cost of reconversion to a post-war production basis. Such reserve
funds should be set aside out of earnings and be deductible for tax purposes at a
rate of from 10 to 25 percent of net earnings.

During the last few years it has been necessary for most manufacturing corpor-
ations to tremendously expand their production facilities to meet the demand for
war production. Many corporations have invested their entire cash surplus In
additional factory space, machinery and equipment, and are often encumbered
with ban!c and government loans. Present high taxes will not permit a corporation
to set up cash reserves to meet reconversion costs. Upon the termination of the
war, man. manufacturing corporations will find their entire assets tied up in
plant facilities, machinery, and equipment, and will not be in a position to provide
employment for production of products temporarily suspended during the war.

(2) That proposals for an Increase in the Federal income-tax rates be opposed.
An extensive study of all types and sizes of companies throughout the country
indicates that the rates of tax on individual and corporate income are now
excessive.

(3) That the Federal capital-stock tax and declared-value excess-profits tax
be repealed. These taxes are of little value as revenue measures and only serve
to add confusion to the present system of taxation.

(4) That the present complicated tax laws on corporations, as well as upon
individuals, be simplified in every feasible manner. The unduly complex character
of our present laws imposes severe and unnecessary hardships on all taxpayers.
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(5) That Congress assume the initiative in making a thorough inquiry into
the expendlture of the'Federal Government with the purpose of eliminating
waste and extravagance and effecting real economy In the conduct of govern.
mental activities. It is a matter of common knowledge that many billions of
dollars can be made available to the Federal Treasury through the adoption of
a strict program of govern cntal economy, the elimination of unnecessary
employees, and a busins-lirke condt of the various governmental agencies.(6) That the 2-year loss carry-forward or carry-back which silo a's companies

to offset the loses of the two immediately preceding and succeeding years against
the taxable profits of the current year be extended to a 3-year carryoforward or
carry-bak In order to give more adequate protection to these companies.(7) That the present relief provisions, as provided by section 722 of the

Internal Revenule Code, be extended to give adequate and necessary relief to
all companies ufairly penalized by the excess-profits tax and to clarify the
language of the existing tax law.(8) That if after a thorough inquiry has been made regarding ways and means

by which waste and extravagance in governmental expdnditlures and economy in
the operation of the various governmental activities has been completed, it Is

necessary to impose additional taxes, a Federal tax on the sale of all tangible prop.
erty through retail and other channels, except sales for resale, at a flat rate up to

10 prent Mwihus xmos be do pte nd tho varyo cs a xesr, ow

n9) That the 1912 law be clarified to specifically'include, for the purpose of loss
deductions, real property which may have been used In the past or bought for the
purpose of use. The law provides that real property used in the buine2 may be
sold at a loss and the los deducted as an ordinary loss - The Commissoner has
construed this to mean property actually In use on the date of sale. Only property

bought for investment pulrposes should be excluded.
(10) That section 102 whIch relates to the unreasonable accumulation of surplus

beyond the reasonable needs of business be reconsidered in the light of existing
conditions as well as those likelnqiry t reason of pot-war adjustment s

At the present time, internal reven e agents are directed to make si c recom-
mendations as to whether or not a corporation may be considered as having an un-
reasonable accumulated surplus. Corporation taxpayers are under the uncer-
tainty, until all returns are examined and accepted, as to whetheror nothey may

he compelled to pay a substantial penalty by reason of being held In violation o f
this section of the code. In the light of present problems, particularly with re-
spect to proper refunds as a result of renegotiaton provisions, for reserves neces-
sary to adJust to post-war operation, for reserves as a result of loss in value of
Inventories, and for reserves incidental to termination and cancellation of Govern
ment contracts at the will of the Government without note, It is virtually im-
possible for any corporation to make a determination as to what its reasonable
needs are. 1

(II) That the present provisions of the statute with respect to the collection
of interest at th e t of 6 percent on any deficiencies of taxes be modified so as
to provide Th the interest rate shall be reduced to 3 percent for the first year

following the due date of the return, 2 percent for the second year, and 1 percent
for the third year.

The purpose of this modification is to encourage the prompt examination of
returns and not unduly penalize taxpayers by reason of examination of returns
being delayed unnecessarily.

RECOI&MENDATION S REGARDING CHANGES IN THie RNEG zOTIATIxON oF GovERNISE
CONTR ACTrS LAW (PUBLIC LAW No. 5s)

The Illinois Manufacturers' Association has frequently represented to Congress
that, the only proper way to recover so-clled excessive profits Is through our
Federal revenue laws. The energies and time of our war-production agencies
should be devoted exclusively to the war effort. Thse agencies should not be
used as the tax collectors. This responsibility should be lodged exclusively In
the Federal Revenue Departne nt. f the revenue laws are not no, adequate
to accomplish the return to the Government of excessive profits, they should be

amended.The Illinois Manufacturers' Association, therefore, reiterates Its recommends-
tions that the rewegotiatlon of Government contracts law be repealed and exces-
sive profits recouped exclusively through our Federal tax laws. In event, how-
ever, the repeal of this law cannot be accomplished at this time the following
recommendations for changes in said law are respectfully submitted:
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Section 403, subsection (a) (3) states: "The terms renegotiatee' and 'renegotia-
tion' include the refixing by the Secretary of the Department of the contract
price."

Section 403, subsection (a) (3) should be eliminated. The Secretary should
not have the arbitrary right to refix prices which might be exercised so as to
work great hardship on the contractor. If £ny such right is to be given to the
Secretary, the contractor should be protected by permitting him to terminate
the contract upon some reasonable basis If the refixed price was not acceptable.

Section 403, subsection (b) (2) states: "A proviion for the retention by the
United States from amounts otherwise due the contractor, or for the repaymennt
by him to the United States, if paid to him, of any excessive profits not eliminated
through reductions In the contract price, or otherwise, as the Secretary may
direct;".

Section 403, subsection (b) (2) should be amended to eliminate the right of the
Secretary to recover "excessive profits" by their retention "from amounts other-
wise due the contractor." Such a procedre might very easily force many con-
tractors into bankruptcy particularly where they had not fully realized the
possible effect of renegotiation on their financial position and had not set up
adequate reserves to take care of the situation.

Section 403, subsection b) (3) (it) reads; "a provision for the retention by the
contractor for the United States of the amount of any reduction in the contract
price of any subcontract pursuant to its renegotiation hereunder, or for the repay-
ment by the subcontractor to the United States of any excessive profits from
such subcontracts paid to him and not eliminated through reductions in the
contract price or otherwise, as the Secretary may direct,".

Section 403, subsection (b) (3) (i) should be amended so that the contractor
is not obligated to insert in subcontracts a provision for the "retention by the
contractor for the United States of the amount of any reduction in the contract
price of any subcontract pursuant to its renegotiation hereunder." Notwith-
standing the inclusion of a clause which relieves the contractor of liability to the
subcontractor, the subcontractor might still have the basis for a ault against the
contractor, and In any event such a procedure might very well cause a break.
down of the normal, friendly relationship between buyer and seller.
.Section 403, subsection (b) (4) the first sentence reads: "A provision for the

retention by the United States from amounts otherwise dde the contractor, or
for repayment by him to the United States, as the Secretary may direct, of the
amount of any reduction in the contract price of any subcontract under such con-
tract, which the contractor Is directed, pursuant to clause (3) of this subsection
to withhold from payments otherwise due the subcontractor and actually unpaid
at the time the contractor receives such direction."

Section 403, subsection (b) (4), should be amended by striking out the first
sentence in its entirety. The matter of recovery of any excessive profits from
subcontracts should be one to be settled between the Secretary and the subcon-
tractor, and the contractor should be required to assume no responsibility in this
connection.

Section 403, subsection (c) (1), reads: "Whenever, in the opinion of the Secre-
tary of a Department, the profits realized or likely to be realized from any con-
tract with such Department, or from any subcontract thereunder whether or not
made by the contractor, may be excessive, the Secretary is authorized and directed
to require the contractor or subcontractor to renegotiate the contract price. When
the contractor or subcontractor holds two or more contracts, or subcontracts, the
Secretary, in his discretion may renegctiate to eliminate excessive profits on some
or all of such contracts and subcontracts as a group without separately renegotiat-
ing the contract price of each contract or subcontract."

Section 403, subsection (e) (1), should b3 amended to require that the Secretary
renegotiate on an over-all basis instead of permitting him to exercise discretion as
to whether it is to be done on an over-all basis or by Individual contracts. If the
latter method should be adopted, it will result in Increased administrative diffi-
culties, will require a vastly increased amount of work on the part of many con-
tractors, and may result in increased hardship since the contractor may not be
given the advantage of offsetting high profits on some contracts with losses on
others.

Section 403, subsection (c) (2) reads in part as follows: "Upon renegotiation,
the Secretary, is authorized and directed to eliminate any excessive profits under
such contract or subcontract (I) by reductions in the contract price of the contract
or subcontract or by other revision in its terms; or (i) by withholding, from
amounts otherwise duo to the contractor or subcontractor, any amount of such
excessive profits; or (iii) by directing a contractor to withhold for the scoount of
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the United States, from amounts otherwise due to the subcontractor, any amount
of such excessive profits under the subcontract; * * *."

Section 403, subsection (c) (2), should be amended to eliminate the right of the
Secretary to recover excessive profits by arbitrary reductions in price, by with-
holding sums otherwise due the contractor or subcontractor, and by having the
contractor withhold sums due the subcontractor.

Section 403, subsection (c) (3), reads as follows: "In determining the excessive-
nes of profits realized or likely to be realized from any contract or subcontract,
the Secretqry shall recognize the properly applicable exclusions and deductions of
the character which the contractor or subcontractor is allowed under chapter 1
and chapter 2E of the Internal Revenue Code. In determining the amount of
any excessive profits to be eliminated hereunder the Secretary shall allow the con-
tractor or subcontractor credit for Federal income and excess profits taxes as pro-
vided in section 3806 of the Internal Revenue Code."

Section 403 subsection (c) (3) should be amended so that the Secretary is
required to afiow at least all applicable exclusions and deductions which are
allowed under ehaptera I and 2E of the Internal Revenue Code. It is believed
that this is what Congress intended but the Price Adjustment Boards have Inter-
preted the language to mean that they are not "required to compute and allow
the actual dollar amount of exclusions and deductions which the Bureau of
Internal Revenue would allow."

Section 403, subsection (c) (4) authorizes the Secretary to make such final or
other agreements in renegotiation * * * as the Secretary deems desir-
able. * * *

Section 403, subsection (c) (4) should be amended so that the terms and condi-
tions of the final agreement are specific and not discretionary with the Secretary.
They should be confined to a statement of the net amount of.the refund, the
terms of payment and a final and conclusive release. It should be clear that any
such agreement shall not be reopened under any circumstances except upon
showing of fraud or malfeasance or a willful misrepresentation of a material fact.
This latter requirement is of considerable importance because although section 403
now appears to make this provision, it is understood that such final agreements
are now being reopened by the Government because of the recent inclusion of
contracts with Defense Plant Corporation within the meaning of the statute.

Section 403, subsection (c) (5) provides for the filing of financial statements by
the contractor and gives the Secretary of a department 1 year or less to notify the
contractor of intended renegotiation.

Section 403, subsection (c) (5) should be amended so that the Secretary is
required to give notice of the intention to renegotiate within 90 days rather than
I year after the filing of financial statements by the contractor or subcontractor.
The Secretary, however, should not be bound by this condition if the financial
statements filed with him were later found to be fraudulent.

Section 403, subsection (e) (6) excludes from renegotiation contracts or sub-
contracts on which final payment was made prior to April 28, 1942.

Section 403, subsection (c) (6) should be amended so that contracts entered into
prior to April 28, 1942, are not included, whether or not final payment on such
contracts had been made prior to that date.

Section 403, subsection (d) refers to allowances which the secretaries may make
for salaries bonuses, reserves, costs etc.

Section 403, subsection (d) should be eliminated in its entirety and the following
inserted in Its place:

"(d) In renegotiating a contract price or determipin excessive profits for the
purpose of this section, the Secretaries of the respective Departments are directed
to allow as an element of cost reasonable reserves for deferred war costs and
reconversion. Such reserves shall be allowable In an amount which (after taxes)
will, when added to the post-war tax credit of the contractor or subcontractor for the
fiscal year which is being renegotiated, be not less than the reserve which would
have been provided through the operation of the post-war tax credit if no renego-
tiation had taken place. A sim'Jar credit should be extended to proprietorships
and partnerships on renegotiat4e business."

Section 403, subsection (h) feads: "This section shall remain in force during the
continuance of the present war and for 3 years after the termination of the war
but no court proceedings brought under this section shall abate by rczson of the
termination of the provisions of thts section."

Section 403, subsection (h) should be amended to provide that the section 403
shall not be applicable to any contracts entered into after December 31, 1943, and
shall not remain in force later than December 31, 1945, but that court proceedings
brought under the section shall not abate by reason of its termination.
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Section 403 should be amended by an additional subsection to provide that,
upon determination by the Secretary of the amount of excessive profits, he should
be required to immediately supply the contractor or subcontractor with a written
statement setting forth the amount of the excessive profits, and the facts upon
which the determination was based. The Government should thereafter in any
proceedings be confined to this showing of facts. In the event that the contractor
or subcontractor feels that the determination by the Secretary is Inequitable, he
should be given the right of appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals.

PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO.,
New York, December 3, 1943.

In re section 203 pending Revenue Act of 1943, relating to fiscal years ending
after June 30, 1942.

Hon. WALTER F. GEORE,
Chairman, Senale Finance Committee,

Woashington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: This communication is submitted to bring to the attention of

your committee an inequity with respect to the taxation of corporations having
fiscal years beginning in 1941 and ending after June 30, 1942, which is not intended
by'those responsible for the legislation Included in the 1942 Revenue Act or the
pending 1943 Revenue Act. If the law is amended as now proposed, some such
fiscal-year corporations will pay more tax (after post-war refund) than if they were
wholly taxable at 1942 rates.

The ultimate results in the case of three corporation, designated respectively
as A, B, and C, are set forth in the following tabulation, which shows the next tax
liability, after allowing for the post-war refund, under existing law, the pending
amendment and a further amendment herein suggested:

Com y A Company 8 Comn 0
(Of 55e 1- (of Pensyl-Cm
gas) Tanisr (0hi)

ended M~o. ended ne
0,1942 30,1942 ,

(1) Tax computed under proposed see. 203 of Revenue Act of
14 ..................................................... $15,06,599 $,43. 8 $1,35,2 19

(2 Tax computed entirely at 1942 rates ....................... 14, , 5,9i,490 I,324,259
Tax computed in accordance with the existIng law ........ 14,62,02) 3,747,52 1,210,753
Tax computed entirely at 1941 rates ....................... 14.671, W2 3,75%362 1,1907

(I) Tax computed under amendment of Revenue Act of 1943
herein suggested ........................................ 14,80K79 83;8 6 1,233,946

For record purposes, the exact computations are illustrated by schedule No. 2,
which contains the details of the computations with respect to company A. The
names of the taxpayers and others similarly affected have been excluded but will
be supplied if desired. All the figures are exact and correct and in accordance
with the returns in each particular ease except that the cents have been omitted.

It is conceded that the proposed 1943 amendments place the tax computation,
before post-war refund, on a logical a-ed equitable basis to produce a gross tax
that is more than under the 1941 rates but less than under the 1942 rates-but
such result does not obtain after the post-war refund.

The proposed amendments should be corrected or amplified so that the -net
tax rate payable with respect to the period after June 30 would be the 90 percent
provided by statute (or the 80 percent over-all limitation), less the appropriate
post-war refund or credit figured at 10 percent of the tax Imposed at 1942 rates.
The orig nal statute (sec. 780) did not provide for that method of computation,
and limits the post-war refund to 10 percent of the difference between the tax
actually payable and what would have been payable under 1941 rates. If the
equitable approach is to assess a part of the tax under the 1942 rate schedule and
method, then it would be equally proper to compute the net tax payable at 1942
rates by determining the portion of the tax payable at 1942 rates and allowing
post-war refund for 10 percent of the excess-profits tax part of it.

The inequity of the result that will be attained under the pending bill is clearly
evidenced by the rest.Its In the three cases cited, or at least in two of them, to the
extent that the tax retroactively payable, after allowing for the post-war refund
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in the case of the two fiscal-year November 30 companies, exceeds the tax that
would have been payable If the entire tax had been computed at 1942 rates. In
one case cited, the tax Is over $300,000 in excess of what would have been pay.
able if the 1942 rates had applied to the entire fiscal year. Congress certainly
intends that such a fiscal-year company should pay something between what
would have been payable at 1941 rates and what would have been payable at
1942 rates, and any statute or regulation that requires such a taxpayer to pay
more tax than the amount computed at 1942 rates clearly does not carry out the
intention of Congress.

It is suggested, therefore, that the Revenue Act of 1943 should further clarify
the existing Internal Revenue Code, to provide that the post-war credit should
be 10 percent of that portion of the excess-profits tax which is imposed at the 1942
rates. For purposes of comparison, the tabulation previously set forth herein
shows, for the three illustrative cases, the taxes that would be payable under the
method herein suggested and what would have been payable at either the 1941 or
1942 rates if they had been applied for the entire fiscal year. It will be observed
that, in all cases, the tax payable under the procedure now suggested will fall
between the 1941 and 1942 rate computations.

The tabulation below further demonstrates that the amendment herein sug-
gested will produce a net tax result that is exactly what Congress clearly intended,
as evidenced by the statements In the committee reports relating to the pending
Revenue Act of 1943:

Company A Company B Company 0

gTax computed at 1942 rates.. ..... : . ........ 141,998, 49D 83,061,490 $1, 324.259
Less tax aemputed at 1%41 ra~ts----------------------....14,671,002 3,7K 362 1, 19D. ON

Differenc....... "............................ 82, 57a 211,128 3,8- 2
?,) Portion of difference applicable to period after lane A0

1941 being tmt o idfference divided by iland mul-I
ptlet by number cd months after lune 30, 1942 ........... I8,074 87,970 44,531-

(5) 1 T a of tax at 1941 rates and above portion of diference
between 141 and I4 tax rate tomputatIons ............ 14,807,976 3,83832, 2i,158

(6) 'Tax computed under amendment berein ggested ...... 114, 05,795 838 2 1,23, 58

' These results would be the same it all prorations war made on a daly baits.

To explain the above by reference to company A, it will be noted that the 1942
rates produce a tax that is $326,578 more than the 1941 rate computation. As
5 months or five-twelfths, of the fiscal year came after June 30, 1942, and Is
intended by Congress to be taxed on the 1942 rate basis, the addition of five-
twelfths of that difference to the 1941 rate computation results In a tax that is
the same as would be determined under the further amendment now suggested.
I have submitted herein the figures of three taxpayers representing the three
possible situations, namely, where the tax under the pending amendment is-

(l) more than if computed at the 1942 rates (company A);
(2) is about the same (company B); and
(3) is somewhat less (company C).

But in each case my suggested amendment produces the correct result. I might
add that I know of a number of other similar situations.

For the assistance of your committee's legislative draftsmen, I attach hereto
In schedule No. I a possible 'wording of amendments that will effectuate the
method herein suggested. I have alriady brought thIs matter to the attention
of Mr. Colin F. Stam and Mr. Stanley S. Su.rey, and they are fully conversant
with the problem Involved.

I am sending a copy of this communication to the clerk of your committee, with
a request that it be inserted In the record of the hearings now in progress, as it
seems unnecessary to consume valuable time of your committee through a per-
sonal appearance. I would appreciate your authorizing such insertion in the
record.

Respectfully yours, WALER A. CooPina.
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SCHDUL: 1

RE 1941 AND 1942 FISCAL YEARs

SUGGESTED AMENDMENT OF SECTION 70

Eliminate from last sentence of section 780 (a) the words: " excess
of the tax imposed by such section 710 (a) (3) over the tax that would be imposed
if such section 710 (a) (3) were not applicable" and insert: "tax Imposed by
section 710 (a) (3) (B),' so as to make th6 .,t sentence read as follows: "For the
purposes of this part, in the case of a taxpayer whose tax is determined under
section 710 (a) (3), the term 'tax imposed under this subchapter' means the tax
imposed by section 710 (a) (3) (B)."

Also amend section 781 (d) to add (2):
"(2) SPECIAL RULZ IN CASE OF CERTAIN FISCAL YEARS BEGINNING IN 1941.-In

the case of a taxable year beginning in 1941 and ending after June 30, 1942,
paragraph (1) shall not apply, and the credit under section 780 (a) for such taxable
year shall not be greater than the excess of the tax paid under this subchapter to
the United States for such taxable year (and not credited or refunded under the
internal revenue laws) over the amount which would be payable to the United
States If in the computation under section 710 (a) (3) (B) the excess profits tax
rate were 81 per centum, or In case the limitation of section 710 (a) (1) (B) Is
applicable in such computation, if the amount determined under such section
710 (a) (1) (B) were reduced by 10 per centum."

Also change number of propo-M subsection 781 (d) (2) to 781 (d) (3).
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STATEMENT Or SENATOR J. 0. SCRUGHAM, UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM THE
STATE o NEVADA

DEFERRED DEVELOPMENT EXPENSE NOT TO 3E REGARDED AS PROFIT

As a result of manpower shortage In the mines, plus an accelerated rate of
output, a situation has arisen that creates a definite tax injustice to many mining
companies, and which should be corrected. The problem involved deferred
development expense, necessarily postponed by lack of manpower and pressure
for production.

As is well understood within the mining industry, nearly all mines, if they are
to remain in production, must maintain development ahead of mining operations
for the purpose of finding new ore and making It available for extraction. In
typical cases this Is a considerable source of expense and ties up a substantial
number of employees. Naturally, when this work Is deferred because of the need
for continued production in the face of serious manpower shortage, considerable
sums accumulate that look like profits. However, they are not true profits, and
should not be regarded as such because, in order to keep the mines in operation,
they must eventually be spent for development. If they are considered as
profits and taxed as such an unjust burden is placed on mining companies, par-
ticulary in view of the high rates at which profits are now taxed.

Under separate cover 'will send the mining companies' statement asking for a
rectification of the situation to permit deductions from Income to provide for
deferred development expense.

STATEMENT BY R. J. WILKINSON, ExEcuTivE MANAGER or THEE'MASTER PHOTO
FINISHERS Or AMEzICA

To: United States Senate Finance Committee Hon Walter F. George, chairman,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. b.

GENTLEEN: The proposals to increase potAl,mtes generally, and Specifically
the doubling of the rate for third-class mail matter and the increasing of postal
money order rates as included in proposed tax raising legislation now beforeyour
ommitt,. Is little short of a disaster to the hundreds of small business firms

engaged L, the photo finishing and amateur photographic business. If such
proposals are enacted into law in their present form as presented by the House

iI H. R. 3687 (Report 871) they will literally pdit many of these firms out of
business, to say nothing of putting m6st of the remainder on or near a no-profit
basis. The severity of effect on these firms will be directly in proportion to that
amount of their business that is transacted via the United States mails. Some
are wholly dependent upon mail-order business with transactions covering the
entire country--otherd are doing various proportions of mail order business, and
practically all photographic establishments handle individual films and the result-
ing orders of snapshots through the mails-almost all of it being rated as third
class. The proposal to double the rate on this third-class mail works a severe and
peculiar hardship on the people engaged in this business.

AN ACTUAL INDIVIDUAL STATEMENT SHOWS THE TRUTH

Believing that your committee desires not only general statements of the effect
of the these proposed increases in postal rates, but will in addition be interested
in the detail of an actual illustration of the effect of this proposed increase, I
am submitting herewith as a part of this statement, a sworn statement from one
of our typical or representative firms engaged In the photo-finishing business.

I present this statement because it so accurately portrays the impossible situ-
ation that faces all ruch photo firms if this tax legislation is passed by the Senate
in its present form. (See attached sworn statements of Rockford Photo Service,
of Rockford, Ill. and Geppert Studios, of Des Moines, Iowa.)

One of the above firm a statements shows that their present postage bill for
returning their packages of photo finishing to their customers amounts to 9.1
pe reent of their total income. This is not unusual for this business. If the rate
for third-clss mailing Is raisd to double the present rate-it simply meanscurtainss" for all such firms where their business is principally through the mails.

If this situation is true In the photographer establishments of this business It
must likewise be true in thousands of other small business enterprises of a similarnature.
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INCREASE CANNOT BE RECOVERED FROM THE PUBLIC

It might be argued that this postal Increase can and should be passed on to the
public, but In thIs business this is Impossible in most cases. First, under Office
of Price Administration regulations this additional stage expense cannot be
recovered legally by raising the price. It is rot classed as a tax-therefore can-
not be added to the ceiling prices with which this service industry is frozen.

Second. Most of this business is done at a very low price per unit of sale and
so narrow a margin of profit per roll of films finished, that it is the usual practice
not to even attempt to keep addressograph or other addressed lists of mail-order
customers-hence there is no way for these firms to make a general announcement
to their customers, that an increase in price has been added or that hereafter they
will have to send postage stamps in addition to the usual charge. These thou-
sands of customers who have been doing business through the mails do not have
occasion to read the advertisements of these firms after the Initial start has been
made. If and when the films arrive without the increase having been included
by the customer, it will cost a 3-cent stamp and the writing of a letter that at a
very minimum will cost 4 cents more to prepare to notify the customer that his
pictures are being held for the balance due.

Many customers sendingtn a single roll of films, include the usual silver 25-cent
prIee, but all customers who order pictures in quantities greater than the Initial
25-cent unit are In the habit of using a postal money order to remit the money.
The proIOSal to increase money order rates by 6.. percent will simply build awall of sales resistance for these customers and will without question, not only
diminish the volume of business upon which these firms depend but in adaltion,
will not result in increased revenue to the post office receipts because It will, in
proportion to the Increased rate, diminish or disappear.

THIS TAX MEASURE WILL DIMINISH INCOME TAXES

This proposal to Increase tax Income by using the Post Office Department
as a tax raising agency, has a natural boomerang built In, which must be as
obvious to you gentlemen as it is to all of our business people. If it puts firms
like the Rockford Photo Service out of business by the hundreds-they will not
only not produce the present Income for the postal service, but it will In addition
prevent them from being accountable for their usual income taxes. Corre-
spondingly as this measure affects all the other firms proportionately, it will
reduce their income taxes too. Thus there will result no total gain In revenue
for the Treasury Department.

THIS PROPOSAL HITS "SMALL BUSINESS" WITH PECULIAR FORCE -

It Is our considered opinion, that directly in pro rtion as you raise postal
rates that affect business transacted via the United states malls, you will reduce
the total volume of mall In the affected classes. If this factor Is to be Ignoredin computing the tax raising ssibilities of this new tax bill, then at least the
damaging effect on small business throughout the Nation, should be noted by
your committee. The Senate has set up a Small Business Committee for the
study of and aid to the small businessman and that committee, In our opinion
has done an admirable job that was and is most important to the Nation's wel-
fare. What is the sense of aiding the small businessman with one hand and then
turning around and hitting him over the head with your doubled fist. That is
exactly what will occur if these postal rates are so drastically increased in the
brackets which affect his business transactions and profits. Big business will
be affected too, they will also suffer reductions of mail-order sales just as the
small operator will. They can, however, do a better job of surviving than can
the small businessman. They are more successful at the game of recovery of
their additional or increasing costs. You gentlemen have pointed out repeatedly
In various statements at various times and places that the bulk of American
business firms are small business. You know that they have been hurt already
to the danger point. I need only reniind you that they cannot stand much more
of these taxing attacks and survive. Our home front economy made up of small
businas firms has bedn shaken to It's very foundations by war time measures that
apparently were necessary. Every possible measure should now be taken to
avoid further damage.
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THE POSTAL SERVICE SHOULD NOT BE USED AS A TAXING MEDIUM

It was the unanimous opinion of our Cleveland War-Time Photo Industry
Conference held November 2, 3, 4, 5 at Cleveland, Ohio, that the Post Office
Department should not now or at any other time become a part of our taxation
system, but should remain on a business basis. It should not be used for raising
taxes. Today over $100,000,000 of franked mail is being dumped Into poet
offices by the new mushrooming governmental agencies that have been created.
This should be stopped, instead of dumping an alleged deficit upon the small
businessman--or the general taxpaying public, for that matter. Make these
agencies draw from their own budgets for postal charges and you will stop at Its
source tons of unimportant, unwanted material from ever being created in the
first place. This will not only have the effect of improving the Income position
of the Postal Service but will result in manpower and paper savings--both of which
we are told are now a national problem and are Important.

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE SHOULD NOT BE IGNORED

You gentlemen have the problem before you of raising the total Income needed
for taxes, in such a manner as will do the least damage to business and the people
who are taxed. In the pressure of enacting a tax bill, it does not seem logical
to Ignore or overlook the previously recorded experiences of what happens when
posta rates are Increased. Sach experience is available In the records for your
study. It indicates that comparatively little actual Increase of total revenue will
be received throu h subs tantial increases in the postage rates for business mail.
If the loss that wl be taken In reduced Income-tax rates and amounts paid by
business firms is considered we feel that the proposals of this portion of the
newly proposed tax bill will inevitably defeat the objective they are aimed at
and at the same time do an unrepaLrable damage to thousands of small business
enterprises that are already floundering under price ceilings, increased labor costs,
and taxes that have multiplied In number and amount till they have almost become
confiscatory. This ultimate fact seems self-evident: "If postal rates on business
mail are increased excessively, they wil reduce the volume of mail proportionately,
with no accomplishment of the objective intended." We, therefore, conclude our
plea for careful consideration of the effect on our hundreds of small businesses,
which these postal Increases will have, by mummarizing that:

1. The Postal Service should not be used to raise taxes.
2. Small business will especially be hurt if postal Increases are made that affect

business mail, and our business-the photo establishments-will suffer severely
with many of them being forced out of business.

3. That if thcre is th6 determination to use the postal rates increase as a medium
of taxation, then we urge modification of the proposals submitted in report No.
871 to:

(a) Reduce the amount of the increase on third-class matter so that it will not
exceed a 25-perent increase. We suggest that not more thin 2 cents for 2
ounces with a minimum of 2 cents be set.

() Elimination of the increases proposed on postal money orders or at least
substantially reduce the amount of the proposed increase.

Respectfully submitted.
MASTER:PHOTO FINISHERS or AMERICA,
R. J. WIL lNSON, &ecutive Manager.

RocXKORD PHOTO SERVICE,
Rockferd, ll., December 1, 1948.

Reference: Doubling third-class postage rate, proposed new tax bill.
To the Senate Finance Mommillce, United S ates Senate, Wasuington, D. 0.

GENTLEIIMS: From figures given you below, you will note that proposed
doubling of third-class postage rate would work an extreme hardship on thousands
of mal-order photo finishers, thiee-fourths of whose product (personal snapshots)
are now going to men in armed forces. You .will note that the amount of M
firm's gross income paid out as postage on return of mail orders to customers
over 9 percent. Doubling third-class postage would in effect impose a 9-percent
tax on gross business, leaving little or no net profit in the business. Our average
order s 25 cents, with so little net profit left these days from higher costs that
none of the thousands of operators 1k now can afford or have built a current cus-
tomer's address file. Even if Office of Price Administration should allow a higher
retail to cover additional pr'stage cost, none of us could advise our millions of cus-
tomers Nation-wide- nelthei Is it practical to dun them with first-class letter at
3 cents, trying to collect 1% cents extra for postage tax. This situation must be
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current in hundreds of other mail-order lines who use the mails, not for promotional
advertising alone, but for transportation of goods and services Nation-wide. We
feel that if Congressmen have the facts they will not approve a 9-peroent tax on
thousands of little businesses in the form of a postal increase, a tax which most
cannot possibly pass on to the customer. To pass this law will put thousands of
firms of our kind (we employ 85 skilled operators) out of business starting with the
application of the tax. There is no other answer for us. And In generl-why
use our Postal Service as a tax collection agency?

Yours very truly, ROCKFORD POO SERVICE,

Guy A. BINOSAM, Genercl Manager.

PerceW cost of postage, 194f, of mail-order photo .nihing gross income

Total gross income ------------------------------------------- $84,842.21
Postage return orders (third class) ---------------------------- $7, 799. 45.
Postage percent income ...................................... a 1

This is to certify that the above statement is a true and correct transcript of
Cost figures on file in company office. U A. BIXONAM.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2nd day of December 1943.
(SEALJ REBA M. Tantm Notary Public.

GKPPZRT STUDIOS,
Des Moines, lotco, December $, 194$.To When It May Concern:

The following figures, tabulated by months, beginning with October 1942
and including September 1943, are copied from our bank checks made payable
to postmaster, Des Moines, Iowa, In payment for stamps used exclusively on
third-class matter, which includes ircuar matter and parcels of pictures mailed
to our customers all over the continental United States and overseas:

stappIoeWMd ! 8tmgs / ttL
NOMA ust -0 Una ekes mliey

October 1942 ------------ $2, 278. 06 May 1943 ............... 002. 85
November 1942 --------.. 2,043. 02 June 1943 -------------- 1,650. 26
December 1942 ---------- 2, 185. 85 July 1943 -------------- 1,795. 62
January 1943 ------------ 1, 817. 82 August 1943 .............. 1,539. 96
February 1943 ............ 1,321. 12 September 1943 ........... ,605. 23
March 1943 .............. 1,439.40
'April 1943 ................ 91237 19,689.36

The effect of increase in third-class rates would wipe out our net profit In
proortlon to the amount of increased expenditure for third-class postage, but
doubling the rate is positively preclusive and fatal to our business. Our yearly
net pros ts never have been more than a fraction of I percent of the volume of
business and much less since the War Production Board curtailed film production
of the Eastman Kodak Co. and the Agfa Ansco Corporation for civilian use.

During the month of August 1942 we finished approximately 20,000 rolls of
film sent to us for that purpose'from all ovei the United States, but during the
month of August 1043, we received only approximately 4,000 rolls of film for
finishing and these figures represent mail orders exclusive of local business. The
decrease is attributable to curtailment of film production for civilian use by the
kodak companies mentioned herein. In this connection we receive almost
daily letters from our customers imploring us to send them new and unused rolls
of film which we cannot do because we cannot get enough new roll from factories
to supply even our local trade, and all other dealers are in the same condition.

OWARD 8. HIL 5 President.STATS OP IowA,
Polk County, as:

Be It remembered that on this 8d day of December 1943, before me, DeWitt
C. Hill, a notary pubUe in and for Polk County, Iowa personally appeared
Ward S. Hill, to me personally known to be the president of Geppert Studios, and
stated under oath that to his best knowledge and belief all of the statements
of fact and figures made and contained in the foregoing instrument are true and.
correct.

(GRALJ DsWrrr C. HiLL, Notary Public.
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... .. )D Moine", Iowa, December 1943.
R., J. WI L soIsO

Warn$ows, D. 0.
DSAU Sia: I have your wire of neember 3 and attache, hereto Is a sworn

statement of statistical figures taken from our records for the period October 1,
1042 to September 30 1943.

You will note that fA H. R. 3687 passes the United States Senate sod becomes
law, the drastic inereae In postal rate on third-class matter and c. o. d. fees
will pot only put us out of business, but the effect will be the same to hundreds of
other large concerns dolng photo finishing by mall, but will work a drastic hardship
on all ot~l}e sort.of business that uses circular matter extensively. While we are
one of the largest photo finishers In our Nation, yet there are hundreds (perhaps
thousands) of firms who use the malls extensively as third claw and c. o. d. matter
in other lines of business and It Is our firm opinion that such action as contem-
plated byH. R. 3687 will raise a storm of protest that will echo and reecho through-
out our Nation.. We employ some 80 to 150 persons--the number depending on the season of
year, in s~dition to the amount we spend as postage on third-class matter and
other overhead expense. Our employment expense for from 80 to 150 employees
Isa very considerable sumi as you may well ourmise but It is impossible to give
figures because of the ever varying number of people employed.

Furtherniore, the Office of Prce Administrat on orced us as well as all others
In this business to list al of our prices as of- March 1942 and the Office of Price
AdministMrtton set a celing thereon for conformity during this war or until further'
notice.

The Office of Prie Administration set a ceiling also on wages pai to employees
as of March 1942.. Our net profit have always been small In comparison to the amount of capital
Invested and the overhead expense, but if the rate of postage on third-class matter
Is Increased it means that not only we, but also many concerns all over the Nation
will be com polled to fold up and go out of business.

Such a state of affairs would cause many people to be thrown out of employ-
ment, to say nothing of the indirect hardship to millions of people who desire
pictures of absentees gone from home, perhaps never to return. In this connee-
tiob, we alone receive thousands of such orders daily and some of the letters are
pathetic In nature with reference to the pictures of soldiers, sailors,'and marines.
Many of them (yes, many thousands) want a life-like enlargement tinted in service
colors from kodak pictures of father, sons, and brothels now serving in tne conti-
nental United States and overseas.

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated heretofore that any drastic increase in.
postal rates serves to decrease revenues of the Postal Department instead of show
Ing an increase In reverie.

It is much wiser to prevent a mistake than to attempt to correct a blunder after
the harm has been done.

Sincerely your., . WARD S. HILL, President.

Senator WALSH. I am inserting a column of figures with reference
to the Tirnken-Detroit Axle Co. which refers to business of this com-
pany that is renegotiable, and shows profits of 31 percent on contracts
that were not negotiable and which could only be reached by the taxlgW.

Mr. DODo. That is correct, sir.
Senator WALSH. And they made as much if not more on their non-

negotiable as on their renegotiable. I think if this is going out all
over the country, the people will get an awfuf shock.
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(The document referred to is as follows:)

Me T'mken-Detroil Axl Co.

Sake~~s bebr Fed Percn ldyPr
eral btoo me peon asdl) northtaxes 0a idt worth

1iafter taxes

Ftscal yft ending Itne 80-
R~enegollabh:

Pr'60= :e belcre adustmet .... $A. 567, 000 $1,57%.000 32.4.
Am ount covered .............. 1,500 0 12. 6f OD ........ ......... ."
Fixed pr after . 37.07.000 407 000 11.0 ............. . ...

0oen t b 78. 2 10 257,000 2. ...... ...
"T1 bfo e n 127 BKOD s"00 39,2.0 1.2 $, 27,0W60 al

Totl after djustm t ....... II00, , M-, 000 S F 070,050 814
1 . ...... 15: W. ,91,oo000 2.0 4.56K000 8&2
IM90( s... t.... 17,(6 600 2.711k000 21.1 2.1,000 124

Fis a ending Dec. 31-%
1 937 .................................... 2 . 000 % 9,4000 1 2 I.606000 1.
1 ..................................... 1 7,000 7. 000 2 1 ,000 .......

to" 6- ver e .............................. 30,6210,00 2. X114000 10.8 .... ....

Senator WALSH. I have also a communication from Mr. Paul with
reference to the constitutional phase of the tax increase on individual
incomes, which I would like to submit for the record.

Mr. PAuL. If I suggest before that goes in the record, I would like
to put in the record a short statement made before the Ways and
Means Committee on the part raised by Senator Danaher oi the
advisabilit of ren otiation after taxes.

Senator WALSH. You meiy insert that later.
I have a letter from the Secretary of Comrderce and one from Mr.

Murdock, presiding .iidge of the Tax Court, which I will insert in
the record at this poiht.

(The letters referred to are as follows:)
THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCz,

Washington, December 6, 194$.Hion. DAVID I. WALnS

Acin_ Chairman, finance Commiltee,
united States Senate, 1ashington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR WALSH: I listened with considerable interest to the testimony
before your committee this morning of the Honorable Robert P. Patter-on, Under
Secretary of War, and M&j. Gen. Lucius D. Clay, Director of MatU-*el, Army
Service Forces, regarding the proposed amendments to the renegotiation law.

I regret exceedIngly that I cannot be present at this afternoon's hearing, at
which time I understood I was to be given an opportunity to express my views.
At this afternoon's session I understand a carefuly prepaed statement is to be
subzitted on behalf of the Johint Price Adjustment Board, setting forth the
recommendations of that Board regarding certain changes that should be made
in the bilL The Reconstruction Finance Corporation agencies are represented
on the Board. I have read the statement and I am in full accord with thoes
recommendations, as well as the views expressed by Judge Patterson and General

I&ere are two matters, however, that I wish to mention specifically. The
first is that of the proposed 5naendment to the so-called raw materials exemption.
This amnendment would make it clear that we, could determine whether there

9aS11-44.---71
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bave been excessive prodts Ini Con~to w0 hte01nino'evrzet
Owned plntand faclitles and that we might recover any excessive profits, even
though thos6 pbt'and facllitle ps ed tho.manufaeture, produetlon, treat-.mnt, *or. portat/on of'sa podu, the preeuresnent of which itself would be
ozw from'"rfnegodtt6it by the taw-materals exemption. We an a6o-
-iahwlg this now by adm_ greent, but the law Is somewhat ambiguous
jand i eliev C that C should clarify the matter by Including In the bill the
I- am dment.
" siseod pon that of.judielul review, paleularly Insoftr as It applies todosed eases In so bon that I do not think It can be o se p'oefd too strongly,. son.. o t sm o e Mbusines p oblem and sould be handled
i the pas yPeole carefly selced because of their business experlence

-therthe dtrmnation .excessive prqts requires flexibility, of treatment
b Is" not possible und er any form of traditional judiciad review.

It must be admitted that American Industry has a done a remarkable job In
producing the thing necessary to the war effort, but the Government had takeninoc of the finne a risk, is it properly should have done. ., .

SWhile thre have been soenplsints from contractor as to Individual settlements,
I believe that on tl whoie an eminently satisfactory job has been dqne and early,
that no prov( 0 to should be mede for the reopen of the thousands of eases
settled, -To do so would really mean a repudiation of all the work done by tke
#arous prie djustjrent boae since- Ap 1942. I know of no instance where
Government eontractors have been Impose upon by. (oyerniment, either In the
original contract or after renegotiation.

Sincerely yours,
-.Ja H.JoNzs,

-ecr.f oil . O n nm r..

Tax TA~X Coui or THE UNITtb SIAME,,
WasAiiiCo, December 6, 1948.

Hon. DAVID!1. WALH,
sends Pindce Commiuee

Sends OJc Buidisi, Waajiston, D. C.
DNA& SZXATOX WALSH: I am informed that you are presiding over the hearigs

before the Senate Finance Committee Jn regard to the new revenue billand I
would like to tell the omnmitteel through you, briefly of the attitude of the Tax
Court in regard to the provisions in the bill conferring jurisdiction upon it in re-
negotiation of contracts ease. ... z

We have very little Information on the subject of renegotiation of contracts and.
therefore, it would be foolish for me to speak to you on the over-all question of
theneed for the legfs!atIon or the advisabiity of conferring the jurisdiction here
as compared with some other tribunal as for example, the Court of Claims.-
Those matters, we feel must be left entirely to the wdom of Congree 'This
court did not seek and aoes not now seek this jurisdiction. We hope there may be
some other solution but, realizing that an effort is being made to take care ofan
emergency measure, we are eady to do what we can.

However, we feel that the consequences of conferring this additional jurisdiction
here may be serious and we want tocall that matter to your attention, as we did
to the attention of the House subcommittee. If 4ppeals in these eases develop in
any volume 'theywil greatly interfere with the disposition of our regular tax
cases. Therl was a tirw when the number of pending cases before this court was
st&geng. Valiant efforts on the prt ofall concerned have corrected that wn-
4tfon.The court Is now functioning smoothly with no more than a auffigent
number of pending cases to permit efclient'operation. However, there L-a strong
probability that a great many ses will come here under the rellef.prqvislorA of,
section 722. lBtoadenlng of the tax baa may b expeed to bring more. We
also have few processing-tax cases still to be dis of. If, In addition, many
cases come in under the Fenegotlation provisions, a serious tie-up of litigation may
develop ore beor thrs ofth 6us ubonml nI have dised these rhtte r me o ous subo . d
also in letters 'dtedSepteraber 18 and October 15, 1943, addressed t Colln .
Stam, Esq., Chief of Stiff of the Joint Committee on Taxation. No doubt those
letters are available to you. If you desire to ask me any questions, I will do my
beet to answer them. -

Respectfully TO L

,MUM ACrO?'194"
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Senator WAsi! This do6es the.- testimony: ov ,the renegotiationprovisionA ofthis law.,:.,!- ::, : .. . .,,. .
Senator McKvua". Before you dose, may I ask Mr. Paul to p_'ut

in the record the total amount of the excess-profits taxes collected by4
the Government for the last fiscal year,
Mr; PAt7, That is the fiscal year 19431
mentor McKLLAB. -Yes.
Mr. PAul ; I will put itin for all the years.
(The aboyo-requested information is as foUows:)

.t:...........

1042- . .. . . . . ......... :.. ........ . . . . . . 1 00

p..h.... .... . .... F . .39 ow1 0 4 3 : : ---. ..-. --
I Mr. (Ju , to.-M r, In t.e 1# 9121e000

Senator WA ?. The'next, witness is, Mr. 3. W. *ewho, want
Wo discus the neral phases ofWWL

STATIMI 01 1. WBI~~TN Ten ommUC

appear .atiug chairman m on tion a u
revenue bf the, Comm dIaatn of N Iork,

Ic early r0h ' o York', th l"rkee;
chi fo rce o o 0rk tol!&Tbefo ou the

VieWS o that Ation p of directors a ixecut
tive co tte, u n,& In f naideat nof the'
ptovislo of the p v f 3. t

:Thek soft rolpo"ed ave n o b cetero
public ions on the du' etw ount be raise
by'the bill d.theamo addi nal asked Secretary
of the Tr Moron IofthT as,on -
several occasion during the past ew rears, ctag requests and,
estimates. In 1 Wh favored financing the
taxation and 'on b o ibut t soon fou to be
im ~ ible, ,;,._. . - ,; .
ifostifying before the a wns Committee on March 3,

1942, he asked Congress for a tax bill that would, raise 8.61 billion
dollars additional 'revenue, whi&,4 after, allowance .for intkbrelated,
effects, he estimatediwould yield, 7.61 billions net. The House of
Representatives. peed a bill that Was estimated to produce 6.271
billion dollars. - The Senate,- among other things, added a provision
for.a 5-percent Victory tai.which was .virtlly , gross tax with a
$624 exemption,. -
In, present. his p ro gr~ f taxation this yoet t8ie Secretary of thc

Treasury,, testfying beore! the Ways akid, Means Committee on,
October 4, 1948, stated! that theTrei'ury's goal as thb amount that
should be raisd by neW, taxation was $1,000,000,000.. Re said:

deal o :moneyt and. As.we sO In ;out- veWato" We
more aware of the problem we would have In levying so large an additional tax
.on anything ike an equitable basi.
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I The Secretary of the Treasury submitted proposals calling for
additional taxes to the extent of 10.5 billions, the sources of which
follow:.
Individual Income taxes --------------------------------- $8, 00, 000, 000
Corporation taxes ------------------------------------ ,100,000,000
Estate and gift taxes ................. 0 ............. 0..... , 000,000
Exciwetaxes -------------------------------------------- 2, 600,000,000

Total ------------------------ --------- 10, 500,000,000

In view of the country-wide agitation and demand for tax relief
during the early part of this year, brought about by the effect of the
taxes imposed by the 1942 tax bill, it is difficult to understand how
anyone could expect to levy the $10,500,000,000 in additional taxes
which the Treasury proposes without seriously affecting the standard
of living and the morale of the people. -

In presenting his tax plan to the Ways and Means Committee on
October 4, the Secretary pointed out that "at the present time
27,000 000 persons are deducting a total of $420,000,000 a month"
from their salaries and wages8under the pay roll savings plan for the
regular and systematic sale of United States Savings bonds. This
deduction amounts to more than $5,000,000,000 annually, and indi-
cates that- addition taxation might easily result in a. substantial
reduction in the pay roll savings plan,

The Secretary of the Treasury, in discussing his plan for additional
taxation, also stated:

It w6uld enable us to finance a considerably larger part of our huge war costs
through taxation; and by so doing would relieve us and our children of a burden
which could materially retard post-war progress.

Our association believes that the amount of tax to be raised for the
Prosecution of the war cannot be limited by any arbitrary amount.
Taxation must be increased to the utmost amount that it is practicable
to raise. Our association is in favor of financing the we through
taxation to the greatest possible extent without impairing the war
effort or drying up the source of revenue.

Excessive taxation/, failure to allow for the ordinary contingencies
of life, the need for provision for the rainy day, the failure to permit
corporations and individual business enterprises to provide for exces-
sive wear, accelerated depreciation or deferred maintenance, would
unquestionably have serious, if not disastrous, results in the post-war
period if the existing generation we,-. forced to pay too great a part
of the enormous cost of this war.

We believe that the Ways and Means Committee of the House
was mindful of the burden of taxation now imposed upon individuals
and business, and limited the proposed bill to the amount which it.
felt could be safely imposed in addition to the existing taxes.

The association has limited its consideration to what it believes to
be the most important features of the'bill. In expressing its disap-
proval of, or its concurrence with particular provisions it does not wish
to be recorded 'as either approving or disapproving other provisions
which are not discussed in this memorandum... 1. -Individual income taxes:, We are opposed to any increase in the
normal tax or surtax rates on individual income taxes. Existing taxes
bear heavily upon al classes of -individuals knd especially upon the
white-collar classes who have had little, -if any, increase in income as-,
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the result of the war activity. Individual income taxes have been
increased enormously since 1940.

We believe that the new bill should integrate the rates and exemp-
tions of the Victory tax, the normal tax, and the first bracket of surtax,
and that the entire return should be simplified.

The second antiwindfall provision of the present Federal Revenue
Act is unfair and inequitable in its application and should, in the
interest of fairness if for no other reason, be modified.

We are opposed to the repeal of the provision of the existing law
providing for earned-income credit. If this credit is repealed it will
result in greater taxes upon indi-.duals because of the application of
surtax rates.

An incentive for savings by individuals should be adopted under
which credit against taxable income would be allowed in a limited
amount; the details as to the amount and method of deduction to be
worked out.

We are opposed to any plan of forced savings at this time.
2. Corporate taxes: The existing rates of corporation income and

excess-profits taxes are extremely high, and we believe are at the
maximum which should be imposed if the post-war requirements of
the business and employment possibilities of industry are given care-
ful and proper consideration. Further increases in these taxes,
except perhaps in isolated cases, cannot be made without endangering
production, the national economy, the possibility of full and liberal
employment of labor, and the revenues which the Government may
rely upon for the prosecution of the war.

We urge the amendment of the existing tax law so that appropriate
allowances might be made to corporations to provide for deterred
maintenance and for accelerated depreciation.

Such allowances should also be made, where proper and desirable,
to business incomes of partnerships and individual proprietors.

The excess-profits-tax provisions should be amended so that they
will expire at the end of the year in which hostilities ccasS without
taking away the right to carry back unused excess-profits credits.

We favor the repeal of the'existing penalty tax on the filing of con-
solidated returns, and we also- favor the repeal of the tax on inter-
corporate dividends.

We favor the repeal of the existing capital-stock tax and the accom-
panying declared-value excess-profits tax.

We favor the adoption of an incentive savings plan for corporations
similar to the savings plan proposed for individual income taxes; such
savings plan to permit of a credit up to 20 percent of the taxable
income for earnings invested in special Government securities, non-
interest bearing and nonnegotiable during the war, but becoming
negotiable and interest bearing upon the cessation of hostilities. The
adoption of such a plan would give corporations an opportunity to
provide reserves for the post-war period, and would also make avail-
able for immediate Government use a substantial sum in excess of
tax revenues from corporations under existing law.

Such investments should be allowable as a credit under section 102
of the revenue act.

3. Renegotiation of war contracts: The association is on record as
opposing the renegotiation law as a means of recapturing excessive
profits already earned, and on October 16, 1942, sent to each Member
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of the House of Representatives and the Senate a memorandum giving
the reasons why this law, knoim as Publio Law 528 (77th Cong.) should
be repealed, and we append hereto a copy of our original memorandum.
This is still the attitude of the association.

However, it is recognized that several of the amendments contained
in H. R. 3687 are intended to remove some of. the most obvious bad
features in the current law, and in order to insure the remedial effect
which the House report states is intended, we desire to point out the
following changes that should be made in the House bill:

1. With respect to the definition of "standard commercial article,"
which the bill is designed to exempt from renegotiation, the definition
should be so changed as to provide that articles made to specification
are not to be considered as having been removed from the category of
standard commercial articles unless they are made to peculiar specifi-
cations designed especially for the requirements of the war effort.
Articles sold to the Government under normal specifications, even
though thespecifications be included in the contract should not be,
by reason of that fact alone, considered as nonstandard. . With respect
to the provisions in the House bill the terms relating to normal com-
petitive conditions affecting the sale of the article should not be left
to the opinion of the board, but the definition should define normal
competitive conditions as embracing goods sold by more than one
manufacturer to a regular commercial trade when normally sold to the
Government on the basis of competitive bids.

2. The provision for appeal to The Tax Court should carry with it
two express provisions---. Senator M ILLIKIW. Coming back to standard articles, what is the
reason for wanting .to classify standard articles with those articles
made to specification?

Mr. OLIVER. The House bill specifies they shall not be considered
standard if according to specifications. Now, in the textile industry
we do not sell a pound of thread or a pound of twine to the Govern-
ment unless the contract calls for a specification. That specification
does not make it nonstandard, but it is in the contract, and we were
fearful if that were left in the law that way, that would mean that
practically all the textile business could be excluded from the law as
being standard articles, because it was made to specification. So we
wanted it changed so that only peculiar specifications, uncommon to
the trade, would be the cause for throwing it out as a standard com-
mercial article. [Continuing his statement:]

(a) Provision for refund in the event that The Tax Court finds the
amount recovered to be more than justified by the review.

(6) Provision whereby the renegotiation boards would be required
to submit detailed computations of the excessive profits somewhat
similar to the procedure followed in connection with normal corporate
tax deficieviies, and that this information be accepted in evidence by
the reviewing court.

3. If the contractor or subcontractor appeals to The Tax Court of
the United States for a determination of excessive profits there should
be suspension of the power of the governmental department or agency
to withhold payments upon the contract or subcontract prior to final
determination of that court.

4. Contracts and subcontract- be exempted from renegotiation if
made prior to April 28, 1942 (the date of the original renegotiation
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law), or if made With subsidiaries of the Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration prior to their recent inclusion as agencies of renegotiation. '

5. In the event that a calculation of the net profits after taxes shows
that the retainable net profit, before consideration of renegotiation, is
no greater than the amount of the earnings credit or the invested cap-
ital credit (whichever is used) there should be no further recapture of
alleged excessive profits.

6. Section 3806 (technical amendment) should be amended to pro-
vide that in determining the tax credit to be deducted from the gross
amount refundable under renegotiations, so that the credit in the case
of a fiscal year corporation shall be determined in accordance with the
tax applicable to the dates when the excessive profits were earned
rather than to be assumed to have been earned ratably over the whole
fiscal year.

At that point, Mr. Chairman, if I can take one moment to explain
precisely what I mean, and I will refer to my own company, the Linen
Thread Co. We are a fiscal year corporation and practically all of
our profits or recovery by tfle contract we have just settled were
earned, as a matter of fact, and established by the war board as havingbeen earned during the period when the 90-percent tax was in effect,
but the law which grants the credit for refund is based on all profits
as having been earned over the entire fiscal year. Consequently, we
only received one-quarter of the credit for the amount of tax at the
higher rate we had actually paid, on that so-called excessive income,
and that example relates to the provision I have in mind here.
SAs to fiscal year of corporations operating on a basis of 13 four-
weekly accounting periods:

On October 27, 1942, the Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth District,
in the case of Park-Chambers, Inc. v. Commissioner, upheld the
Board's findings, Docket No. 101,802. The board's findings in this
case were to the effect that the taxpayer, having closed his books for
tax purposes on the last Saturday of the month which it regarded as
its fiscal year, had, by reason of closing the nearest Saturdayto the
last calendar day of the month rather than actually dosing on the
last day of the calendar month, established no fiscal year, and, as a
consequence, its tax liability must be computed on a calendar year
basis. The court, in rendering this decision, relied literally upon the
definition of a fiscal year as contained in the current revenue law,
which definition is-
an accounting period of 12 montLa ending on the last day of any month other
than December.

As a practical matter, a great number of taxpayers, in the last few
years, have adopted the 13 four-weekly accounting periods of closing
their books.

We believe that business is entitled to relief from the literal reading
of the existing law, and we urge the enactment of legislation in con-
nection with the revenue bill which will cure this situation.
- As a matter of fact Mr. Chairman, the Treasury Department has

accepted'thousands of tax returns in the case of fiscal year corpora-
tions having closed their books on the last Saturday of the calendar
month.* Senator MILLIKIN,. Why, Mr. Oliver, did theTreasury Department
allow this point to go to court in the Parke-Chamber8 case?
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Mr. OILVER. I do not know the merits of the Parke-Oambers case,
but it is the literal language of the definition of a fiscal year which the
court relied upon, of which I am complaining in this instance. I
rather suspect that the Bureau paid little attention to the fact that a
decision in this case might be embarrassing to a large number of tax
payers and that this is simply a parallel to what happened in the
Higgins case. In that case, Mr. Senator, you will remember that it
was the established practice of the Treasury Department to allow the
deduction of non.business expenses, which was the issue in the Higgins
case and, in spite of that fact, they permitted this matter to go to
court as a test case. No doubt the Pdrke-O"ambere case is somewhat
similar in that respect.

Thus, unless corrective legislation is enacted, a vast amount of
uncertainty will exist, in spite of the fact that most any one with prac-
tical experenc will admit that accounting reports and tax returns
prepared on a basis of Saturday closings when inventories can be cor-
rectly computed and all accruals easily determined are, on an average,
.ound to be more accurate than where closings are invariably made
Ga'the last day of the calendar month which, in most instances, comes
sometime during the wek.

We suggest that section 48 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code,
entitled "fiscal year," be amended to read as follows:

(b) FiscAL' TYA.---"Fiscal year" means an accounting period of not less than
fifty-two or more than fifty.three weeks beginning on the first day of any month
other than January or beginning on the nearest, Sunday to the last day of any
month other than January, and ending on the last day of any month other than
December, or ending on the nearest Saturday to the last day of any month other
than December. This subsection shall be appllcable to taxable years beginning
After December 31, 1938, and, In addition, this subsection shall be effective as if
It were a part of the Revenue Act of 1938 or any prior Revenue Act.

Amend subsection 47 (g) of the Internal Revenue Code to read as
follows:

W RETURNS WHERE TAXPAYER NOT IN EXISTENCE FOR TWELVE )IONTHS.-In
the ease of a taxpayer not in existence during the whole of an annual accounting
period ending on the last day of a month or on the nearest Saturday to the last day
of a month, or, if the taxpayer has no such annual accounting period or does not
keep books, during the whole of a calendar year, the return shall be made for the
fractional part of the year during which the taxpayer was in existence. This sub-
section shall be applicable to the taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938,
and, in addition, this subsection shall be effective as if it were a part of the
Revenue Act of 1938 or any prior Revenue Act.

We are in favor of incorporating in the new tax bill a provision that
would fix the rate of tenx on capital gains of individuals at not to exceed
15 percent. We do not advocate a change in the present rates at this
time, but urge repeal of the existing provisions to become effective
upon cessation of hostilities.

We also urge that provision be made in the proposed revenue law for
capital losses of individuals, and that such losses should be allowed as
an offset against ordinary income.

We are opposed to the imposition of increased pay-roll tax for social-
security purposes at this time. We are further opposed to the ampli-
fication and extension of the present Social Security System as recom-
mended by the Secretary of the Treasury. The present system should
be carefully reviewed in the light of experience before considering any
proposal for its extension.
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We feel strongly that the automatic increase of 1 percent in the
pay-roll tax on employers and workers, effective January 1, 1044,
should be further suspended by Congress because the revenues from
social-security taxes at the present rate of receipts is far in excess of
requirements for the present or near future; also, because discussion of
the urgent need of revenue for the winning of the war ought not to be
beclouded by combining or confusing revenue proposals with reoim
mendations for social-security legislation.

We believe that if additional revenues must be raised they must be
obtained from new sources. Such a source Is a general reta'I sales
tax, and we believe that provision should be made for the enactment
of such a sales tax with no exceptions, except for sales to the Govern-
ment itself. Such a tax will aid in the more equitable distribution of
the burden of war taxes, since its application would be in direct ro
portion, to spending by individuals with current excess spending
power.

Such a tax, would be distinctly anti-inflationary.
We believe that provision should now be made in the proposed

Revenue Act of 1943 for the removal of governmental barriers to the
active resumption of healthy business enterprise, and to the prompt
conversion of war business to an efficient peacetime basis with provi-
sion for ample production and employment of labor.

Taxes in the post-war period must be such that they will permit,
and not obstruct, the flow or availability of venture capital, which is
essential to our economic system. ,

Provision should be made at this time in the revenue laws so that
this essential requirement will be recognized.

Provision should also be made at thistime for the expiration of the
excess-profits tax at the end of the year in which major hostilities
cease.

Provision should also be made at this time for the reduction of other
tax burdens so that corporate and individual taxes will not operate to
prohibit cautious and prudent risk taking on the part of enterprise.

The present cost of Government and the multitude of corporate
and other agencies that have been created, only a few of which are
directly concerned with the prosecution of the war, have added a
tremendous burden of taxation in order to support the activities of
these Government agencies.

Many recommendations have been made by the Byrd committee
for economies in Government and the reduction of governmental
expenses.The huge army of civilian employees now in the service of the

Government must be drastically reduced if individual and corporation
taxes are to be kept.within the capacity of the people to provide.
This offers a fruitful field for Congress and the officials to survey with
a view to compelling economies in the operation of the'Government.
Such economies would reduce the need for a substantial part of the
new tax program suggested by the Treasury.

In addition, the foregoing, revenue bill adopted by the House
and now-pending before the Senate Finance Committee contains some
objectionable features to which we are opposed and omits certain
amendments to the existing law which we believe should have been
made. They are as follows:
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1. The pending bill proposes to amend section 710 (a) (1) (A) of
the code by increasing the excess-profits-tax rate from the present
rate of 90 to 95 percent. We respectfully urge the restoration of the
excess-profits-tax rate to 90 percent because we are convinced that the
present rate of 90 percent is the limit beyond which we do not believe
Congress should levy this tax.

2. The pending bill amends the existing law by providing for a
reduction of excess-profits credit based on invested capital. Under
existing law the invested capital credit is computed as 8 percent of
the first $5,000,000 of invested capital,? p percent of the next $5,000,000,
6 percent of the next $190 000,000, and 5 percent of the balance over
$200,000,000. The amendment contained in the proposed bill pro-
vides for a credit determined as 8 percent of the first $5,000,000,
6 percent of the next $5,0,000 instead of 7 percent provided in theexisting law, 5 percent of the next $190,000,000 inm place of the 6
percent provide in he existing law, and 4 percent of the balance over$200,000,000 in place of the 5 percent provided for in the existing
law. The existing credits, especially in the upper brackets, canhardly be said to be too liberal, and we do not believe that they should
be further reduced. o v

In addition, we suggest that section 713 (a) of the code, subsection
p, subdivision 1, paragraph a, amended so thtat ose uilng average
income as a basis of excess-profits tax credit would be allowed thefull amount of that income in place of the 95 percent in the present
law.3. No provision has been made for the allowance by corporations
for reconversion expenses, for deferred maintenance or accelerated
depreciation. We believe that it is imperative that some provision
be made in the existing law to cover the expense of reconversion by
industry a f accelerated depreciation and deferred maintenance.
The tremendous excessive use of equipment by railroads in handling
the enormous war traffic has resulted in excessive depreciation.
Lack of manpower has compelled a reduction in roadbed maintenance.
and this will requie.abnormal expense in order to restore equipment
and roadbed to efficient operating condition in the post-war period
or as soon as critical materials may be secured for this purpose. The
same condition will be faced by public utilities of all kinds, whichrender essential service to the public. Many existing manufacturing
companies engaged in war work will also be similarly affected, and webelieve that the Senate should incorporate a provision that would
make allowance for reconversion, for deferred maintenance or accel-
erated depreciation.4. No provision wa .made in the bill as passed by_ the House, to
suspend the operation of the automatic increase in social security rates
that would become effective on January 1, next, and for the reasons
stated in the main part of our memorandum we believe that this
suspension should be inco rpo rated.

5. No provision was made in the House bill to change the unfair

discrimination in the existing law, which is contained in the second
windfall provision for individual income taxes. We believe that the
Senate should amend this provision in the interest of fairness.
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6. No provision was made in the bill as passed by the House for
the payment of dismissal wages to labor employed in the war indus-
tries. We believe that some provision should be made to take care
of those who will be thrown out of employment due to the suspension
or sudden stoppage in the production of war materials and munitions,
so that they may have opportunity to carry on until they may secure
employment in some other industry.

7. No change was made in the bill as passed by the House, which
would eliminate the tax on inter-corporate dividends. We think
that this is an unfair tax and that the present-day methods of con.
ducting corporate business require that this type of tax should be
eliminated.

No change was made in the law that would eliminate the penalty
tax on consolidated returns and we believe that this provision of
existing law should be repealed.

A major objective of the Commerce and Industry Association of
New York is to use.its wide influence in advancing, to the utmost,
all-out production and successful prosecution of this war of survival.

As the representative of thousands of large, medium-sized, and
small concerns that are now engaged wholeheartedly in the war
effort this association has reached the conclusion that the present
law governing the renegotiation of contracts is proving a serious
detriment to the continuation and expansion of war production.

We are quite in accord with the objective of the Government not
to permit any company to make excessive profits out of war contracts,
but the method of obtaining this objective, through the setting aside
of contracts entered into in good faith and carried out with zeta and
enthusiasm, is so contrary to American principles and so confusing and
unfair in its application that Congress should hasten to correct the
mistake which has been made.

. In view of the uncertainties that the law creates manufacturing
firms involved in war production cannot fail to regard it as an attack
on their very security. Confidence is destroyed, enthusiasm ig less-
ened, and the time of officials that should be given to production prob-
lems is taken up with renegotiations. A carefully considered and
negotiated contract ceases to be a contract.. This law causes uncer-tainty and confusion among those who are doing their utmost to meet
the Government requirements for increased production. Consider-
ing all the factors that are involved, it is not too much to say that it
strikes at the very heart of war production.

Specifically, some of the objections to the law are-
1. It threatens the security of those concerns called upon to make

capital investments to fulfill war contracts. As long as this law is in
effect no corporation doing war work can know what its profits are, or
what its liabilities are, nor can it safely undertake capital expenditures
or pay dividends to stockholders as long as its contracts are not
renegotiated.

2. There is no requirement in the law that members of the price-
adjustment boards, which have been created to readjust these con-
tracts, shall be familiar with the problems of production of war
materials. Not-only is this necessary qualification withheld but to
date none of the boards has set down any definite sta dards tiat may
oe used as a guide in administering the jaw.
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• 3. It has recently, beeui indicated that the boards do not propose
to deal with individual contracts, but that the over-all profit of a
company as a whole is to be taken es a basis of renegotiation and not
the individual contracts for war materials. Such an attitude is
unfair.

4. Since taxes must be psid in cash, and taxes are a pri,,erred Ila-
bility, it is unfair and unjust to ask businessmen to renegotiate con-
tracts being carried out or executed in 1942, while the tax bill, the
rates of which will determine what part of the profits of such contracts
can be retained, is still the subject of discussion before Congress.

5. The law fails to offer any premium for efficiency. Two com-
panies may be making identical products at the same prices. The
less efficient company, because of higher costs, will have a smaller
margin of profit. The other company, because of ingenuity and more
efficient management, produces at lower costs and the profits Tealized
may, therefore, be larger. .But this law would give to the efficient
the same reward as to -the inefficient.

6. The law leaves the patriotic -'oncern that has gone all-out fL'r
war production holding the bag, while his rival who may be con..
tinuing on civilian production, reaps the profits t&at might otherwise
be his. It is extremely probable that, where one firm has been con-
verted to 100 percent military production, another fir6, which has
continued its civilian business, will absorb in whole or in part the
civilian business formerly carried on by the "all-outer". -We can
think of nothing more unfair than to thus penalize the firm whose
facilities have been placed 100 percent on Government work.

7. There will be times when production is proceeding at top rate,
when the unit cost of production will bs low and the profits high.
If renegotiation of contract should be forced during such a period
there would be no compensation for the time when production would
be interrupted by lack of materials or interruptions due to other causes.
Such delays unquestionably would result in a rapid rise of unit cost
that would cause profits to vanish.

8. Tfhe law does ilot set up any standards by which excessive profits
are to be measure.

The above, and inany other considerations, warrant the conclusion
that the whole scheme and basis of this law weakens respect for
contracts and is repulsive to decent business principles.. To continue
it will be to decrease confidence, weaken enthusiasm for Gove.-nment
work and put a damper on patriotic zeal of the thousands who have
voluntarily turned over their entire resources to Army and Navy
production.

The law is not needed in order to prevent the reaping of excessive
profits. The existing tax law under consideration by Cocgr e-s already
insures the limitation and recapture of excess profits, and we are
firmly of the opinion that the exces-profits tax, rather than the process
of renegotiation, should be used to accomplish the purposes sought in
Public Law 528.

We, therefore, urge Congress, and the President of the United
States to repeal this law and restore the sanctity of contracts, par-
ticulary at a time when every available facility is, or will soon be,
requireai tobring our war production to the point where it will so far
exceed that of our enemies that it will insure a speedy victory.
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STATEMENT OF RON. CARL A. HATCH, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Senator HATCH. Mr. Chairman, I wanted the opportunity to appear
and make some suggestions because of my interest in renetiation
developed because as a member of the Truman committee Iwas ap-
pointed chairman of a subcommittee to make an investigation and
study of the operations under the renegotiation law. We held hear-
ings; we had all the department heads before us, and other people..
We employed an attorney, an exceptionally fine young man, Mr.
Samuel Stewart is his name. He spent days and weeks down mn the
departments working with the various boards of renegotiation,

As a result of that study we filed a report from the Truman com-
mittee, which appears as Report No. 10, part 5, of the Seventy-eighth
Congre, under Resolution 71, authorizing our committee.

We are not a legislative committee, and we did not draft legislation,
but in the course of this study, I thought, as chairman of the subcom.
mittee, that certain suggestions ought to be made, so I introduced
Senate bill 1366 on the 21st day of September. I will ask that that
bill be made a part of the record.

Senator WALSH. It was referred to this committee?
Senator HATCH. Yes.
Senator WALSH. It will go in the record.
(Senate bill 1366 is as follows:)

Is. 156, a7uh co., ic "N.)

A BILL To amend sedtoa 4M Pube JAw 52, Serenty.serenth Congress s amended by section 801
PublkiLw?53, inte nhCo ss.b , ctioo 1, PubLi3 Law 10, 9eventyeJgbth CngreC-
se~on. and by Pubk Lw 149, ety hle .

Be it enaded by Lae Senate and ouse of Repreenativae of lAe Uniled State, of
Amerk in Congresi assembled, That subdivision 403, of the Sixth Supplemental
National Defense Appropriation Act, 1942, as amended, Is amended as follows:

"For the purpose of coordinating and dmplifying the work of price adjustment
pursuant to section 403 of title IV of the Sixth Supplemental National )efense
Appropriation Act of 1942 as heretofore amended, the Secretaries are hereby
authorized and directed within a reasonable time after the approval of this Act to
create a single board, to be known as the Price Adjustment Board, and to dele-
gate to such Board power (1) to make, declare, and publish uniform policies of
administration and interpretation of the renegotiation of War Contracts Act,
1942, which shall be binding upon all of the departments and all persons subject to
the law; (2) to make all &ignments of cases to departmental boards for renego-
tiation; (3) to hear appeals by contractors from determinations of departmental
boards in such cases as the Price Adjustment Board, in its absolute discretion,
shall find involve questions of basic policy or obvious injustice. Such Price
Adjustment Board shall consist of seven members, of whom four, including the
Chairman, shall constittute a quorum. Six of the members shall be appointed,
one by the Secretary of War one by the Secretary of the Navy, one by the Secre-
tary of the Treasury one by the Chairman of the. Maritime Commission and
Administrator of the War Shipping Administration, one by the Boards of Direc-
tors of Defense Plant Corporation, Metals Reserve Company, Defense Supplies
Corporation and Rubber Reserve Company, and one by the Chairman of the
War Production Board. The seventh member, who shall be Chairman, shall be
elected by the vote of any four of the other six members. The Chairman ma be
an employee of a department. The Price Adjustment Board shall act by vot of
a majority of the members present at any meeting at which a quorum is present."

Szo. 2. The present provisions of subdivision 403 of the Sixth Supplemental
National Defense Appropriation Act, 1942, as amended, are further amended
as follows:

(I) Paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) is amended to read as follows:.
"(4) The term 'excessive profits' means any amourit of a contract or subcontract

price which Is foead As a result of renegotiation to represeAt exd0clve profits..
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The term 'profit' as used in this Act means that part of gross Income which remains
after deduction of the items which the Secretary is required to recognize under
paragraph (3) of subdivision (o) hereof. Except as hereinafter provided, the
profit o any contractor or subcontractor engaged only pursuant to a fixed-price
contract or contracts in manufacturing products purchased by a department
during any one calendar or Ascal year shall not be deemed excessive for the pur-
poses of this Act if it amounts before the deduction of Federal income and excess-
profits taxes to 8 per centum or less of such contractor's total contract sales price
on deliveries made during such calendar or fiscal year and if the total sales of such
contractor or subcontractor during such calendar or fiscal year shall riot be more
than three times the average toaI sales of such contractor or subcontractor during
his 'base period'. The term 'base period' means the calendar years 1936, 1937,
1938, and 1939, inclusive, or the four fiscal years ended in those calendar years,
except in the case of contractors or subcontractors who first commenced business
after December 81 1935, and before January 1, 1939, whose base period shall be
the period from the commencement of business to December 31, 1939. Con-
tractors or subcontractors who first commenced business after December 31, 1938,
shall not be entitled to the benefit of the exemption provided In this subdivision
four hereof."

2? Paragraph (6) of subdivision (e) is amended to read as follows:
6) Any contractor or subcontractor who holds contracts or subcontracts, to

which the provisions of this section are applicable, shall file with the Price Adjust-
ment Board on or before the date on which it is required to file Federal income
and excess profits tax returns, true copies of such returns, together with true
copies, certified by a responsible individual, of its balance sheets and profit and
loss statements for each expired calendar or fiscal year which ended after January
1, 1936, unless the aggregate sales by such contractor or subcontractor, and by all
persons under the control of or controlling or under common control with the
contractor or subcontractor under contracts with the Departments and sub-
contracts thereunder (whether or not the provisions of this section are applicable
thereto) do not exceed $100,000 for such fiscal year. The balance sheets and
profit and loss statements furnished for the most recent calendar or fiscal year
and for the calendar or fiscal year next preceding such most recent year shall be in
sufficient detail to show, among other things, the recipients and amounts of all
compensation paid to any individual who received In exce-n of $10,000 per year
the amount of all outstanding V loans, if any, the amount and general nature of all
Government furnished facilities, if any, and the amount and purpose of all con-
tingency reserves set up on the contractor's books, including reserves for post-war
purposes, inventory shrinkage, and the like. No such contractor or subcontractor,
however, shall be required to file copies of any such financial statement which
has once been filed with the Price Adjustment Board. Within one year after
the filing of such statements, or within such shorter period as may be prescribed
by regulation of the Price Adjustment Board, the Pice Adjustment Board may
give the contractor or subcontractor written notice, in form and manner to be
prescribed in such regulation, that the Price Adjustment Board Is of the opinion
that the profits realized from some or all of such contracts or subeontracts during
such fiscal year may be excessive, and fixing a date and place for an initial con-
ference to be held within sixty days thereafter. If such notice is not given and if
renegotiation is not commenced by the Price Adjustment Board within such sixty
days, the contractor or subcontractor shall not thereafter be required to renego-
tiate to eliminate excessive profits realized from any such contract or subcontract
during such fiscal year and any liabilities of the contractor or subcontractor for
excessive profits realized during such fiscal year shall be thereby discharged.
Any person who willfully fails or refuses to file any copies of such returns and
statements required of him under this subparagraph (6) or who knowingly files
any information hereunder which is false or misleading in any material respect,
shall upon conviction thereof be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 or
imprisonment for not more than two years, or both."

(3) By adding the following subdivision (1):
"?1) This Act may be cited as the 'Renegotiation of War Contracts Act, 194T.'
Ssc. 3. Each of the foregoing amendments shall be effective ten days after

their final approval except that the amendments set forth in subdivision (2) of
section 2 hereof shall first become effective with respect to renegotiations relating
to the calendar year 1943 or fiscal years ended In the calendar year 1943.

SenatQr HATCH At the same time I made a, statement on the flor
explaining what was bald to be accomplished by the amendment which,
we proposed, and I had planned, if you had the time, to discuss here
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with the committee those recommendations. Of course, it is late in
the afternoon; I know the members of the committee are tired and'
I won't ask your indulgence to go into the details, but I would like
Mr. Chairman, that the statement I made on the floor be incorporated
as a part of the hearings at this point.

Senator WALSH. That may be done.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT B*roaR UNIrrb STATES SUNATIO, Br SENATOR CARL A. HATCH,
CHAIRMAN OF SUBCOMMITEE (oF TauMAN Cou irTzz), ON RINEGOTIA-
TION OF WAR CONTaCTs

Mr. President some months ago the Truman committee made a study of prao-
tices under the renegotiation Act. Renegotiation procedure is something new.
It certainly behooves the Congress to understand as much as possible about the
procedure and practices under the existing law and to consider carefully questions
of proposed amendments. Under usual, normal, peaL.'time competitive condi-
tions renegotiation of contracts would not and should not be tolerated. Under
wartime conditions, which in many instances practically obliterated all competi-
tion and also under the extraordinary expansion of plants and facilities with
production far exceeeding any conception of ordinary needs and requirements, it
appeared that renegotiaton of contract was absolutely necemary.

Experiences of the past 18 months indicAte that some renegotiation procedure
is still necessary. We continue to purchase many new and unfamiliar articles
and continue to deal with rapidly fluctuating production volumes. Free competi-
tion which in peacetime provides the usual methods of holding prices in line is
not operative in wartimes and some substitute for that, free competition con-
tinues to be necessary.

While the excess-profits tax is effective in a large way to prevent exceedingly
large profits, there are cases of profiteering by a few greedy war contractors,
scandalous cases. Such contractors apparently seem to think that the extra
dollars they try to obtain for themselves regardless of the stress and strain under
which the whole country labors in our gigantic war enterprise, is of more import-
ance than the splendid reputation which industry on the whole has earned and
is daily earning for patriotism, honesty, and fair dealing. To guard against
such unpatriotic and selfish practices renegotiation is a powerful weapon. It not
only presents the opportunity of controlling scandalous profits but also it is
sufficiently flexible to permit additional rewards to the most effective and effi-
cient contractors as incentive for better performance.

The Truman committee made Its report to the Senate some months ag on this
subject of renegotiation. We have continued our studies, and as chairman of the
subcommittee, I felt that we should not content ourselves with reporting to the
Senate but we should make specific recom-mendations concerning what we believe
to be necessary amendments to the existing law.

Since the report was filed, counsel for the subcommittee, Mr. Stewart of New
York City has been in constant touch with the departments observing the differ,
ent steps in the renegotiation procedure and the results obtained. As na out-
growth of the investigation and the studies which have been made, amendments
to the act have been drawn and I submit them today. I cannot say that these
amendments are recommended by the Truman committee, because they have not
been submitted to the committee, which is, after all, not a legislative but Is an
Investigating committee. The committee which has responsibility for legislation
concerning the Renegotiation Act is the Committee on Finance, of which the able
Senator from Georgia, Mr. George, is chairman. The amendments which have
been drawn and which I Introduce today are suggestive In character and I intro-
duce them for the purpose of sending them to the Committee on Finance, to which'
committee I have asked that the amendments be reported in the Oope that that
committee, which will, I am sure, review and study the entire principle of renegotia-
tion, will c"aituUy consider the suggestions made in these amendments.

In order that they might be fully understood I asked Mr. Stewart, counsel for
the committee, to prepare a statement explaining the amendments and tlelr
effect on the present law. I want to give that explanation at this time. The,
general purpose of the proposed amendments I to preserve the' admitted ad-
vantt.ges of renegotlation and to correct at least in some particulars the principal
causes of complaint which have been made against the existing law.
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The specific amendments now proposed are intended to accomplish three
objectives:
(1) To bring about Increased uniformity of policy and procedure, to reduce the

chances of conflicting administration among the numerous agencies now charged
with the responsibility for administering renegotiation, and to provide a central
authority to which contractors dealing with all departments may -ppeal, by re-
quiring the delegation of power to supervise those functions to a sIngle board com-
posed of representatives of all affected departments;

(2) To establish a workable, minimum test-a floor below which profits shall by
law be deemed not excessive; and
. (3) To expedite the work of renegotiation both for the Government and for

businessmen by a requirement of compulsory filing of such material as will, on the
one hand permit the Government authorities to screen out those contractors who
have obviously not earned excessive profits and, on the other hand, will not Im-
poe upon business the burden of additional unnecessary questionnaires.
- With these amendments, the law will, In my opinion, be greatly improved, but,

as with all laws, its effectivene" will be determined by its administration.

. TUBl SINOLS PRICE ADJUSTMENT BOARD

There are now subject to renegotiation six separate departments each with its
Independent Price Adjustment Board, the War Department, the Navy Depart-
ment the Treasury Department, the Maritime Commission, the War Shipping
Administration, and four subsidiaries of the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion. The Treasury Department the War Shipping Administration, and the
subsidiaries of the Reconstruction Finanee Corporation have been added one at a'
time at different times over the past year. They are at various stages of organl-
Ing their work. At least one, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, is still at
the very threshold. Some of the others are now well along in the job. The three
departments which were originally made subject to the law are organized on
entirely different bases. The Maritime Commission and Treasury Department
have only one board each. The Navy Department has four boards, but their
functionirg is closely coordinated. The War Department alone, however has
between 40 and 50 subsidiary price-adjustment sections scattered around the
country and set up as a part of the Army Service Force. These sections function
directly under military command in the various services of supply of the Army.
Indeed, the lines of military command are so closely observed In the War Depart-
ment set-up that the Army ma'ntalrs five separate boards In the city of Chicago.
The price-adjustment sectlons: i the War Department are also subject to the same
command as the original procureuienl.

All departments attempt tn handle renegotiations with all types of war con-
tractors. For example, a steel manufacturer or a rubber tire manufacturer may
be ren.tiated by the Navy Department, while one of his competitors is being
renegotiated by one section of the War Department, another competitor by
another section of the War Department, a third competitor by the Treasury De-
partment, a fourth competitor by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and
so forth. The only bass agreed on by the departments for the determination of
which department shall renegotiate with which contractor is the dollar amount of
contracts outstanding. This method of assignment sometimes results in a con-
tractor being renegotiated by a department which has only 15 or 20 percent of Its
contracts, while one of its competitors doing exactly similar work but with a some-
what different distribution of contracts will be renegotiated by an entirely different
group.

A plan for so-called industry assignments or product assignments would make
It possible for substantially all competitors to be renegotiated by the same group.

E group could in that way acquire a good understanding of the problems of a
partlular business and administer renegotiation with uniformity and fairness.
But such a plan can never be worked out priitically except under the supervision
of a single authority with power to make assignments and supervise administration
for aU departments.

The Truman committee's report on this subject which I presented last March
recommended the creation of such a single board at that time. ,The advantages
of the plan have received general recognition. But the departments'have- not
yet put the plan Into effect.

aThe prineiLpal objection which has beenralsed Is that the existing organizations
have sequired experience in the handling of renegotatoni-and that it would
retard the admjnistratlon of. renegotlation turn over the function to new and,
inexperienced personnel. The plan which' now offer meets this objection by
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utlising existIng personnel of the departments and simply requires the creation of
this single coordinating board from within the departments and gives it super.
visory powers, which should enable the board to administer the entire ob of
renegotiation much more effectively than has been possible under the highly
departmentalized set-up which has existed heretofore.

A second objective which could be achieved through this change is that of
publication of price-adjustment policies. The scattered authority which now
exists has resulted at times in the determination and application of departmental
policies before publication for the information of contractors and before adoption
by the other departments. If all policy making for all departments were vested
in a single body and that body were required by law to publish Its policies and
Interpretations, there could be no room for misunderstanding.

A third objective of the single board [s to provide an impartial appeal in such
eases as.involve questions of basle policy or Obvious injustice. The only appeal
now open to contractors is to the secretary of the department whose boed is
responsible for the original renegotiations. The natural tendency of the secretaries
Is to back up their boards. The only practical method of bringing about uniform
administration of the policies of a single board is to give that board the final voice
in controversial cases. The appeal function should not prove unduly burdensome
to the board because the bill vests in its discretion to determine which cases it will
hear and it Is not assumed that a hearing on appeal would be found necessary in
very many cases.

I think It ts fair to say that I have seen evidence of closer coordination among
the departments Iq recent months than existed at the time of the commencement
of the Truman committee's investigation of this subject last January. I believe,
however, that the present set-up can still be greatly Improved by adoption of this
amendment with respect to a single board.

It. THS TEST FOR AUTOMATIC aXEMPTON

I propose and aid to the screening process for the elimination of contractors who
obviously have not earned excessive profits. This is not a formula for renegotia-
tion but a method of reducing the number of companies which will have to go
through the renegotiation process.
I The test selected is applicable to manufacturers doing business on fixed price

contracts, and requires such a contractor to meet two conditions to obtain auto-
matic exemption from renegotiation: (1) His profits before the deduction of
Federal Income and excess-profits taxes must not exceed 8 percent of his total sales.
(2) His total sales must not be more than three times his average total sales
during the base period years, 1938 to 1939, Inclusive.

The desirability of some test which can be applied readily by contractor and
renegotiators alike has been evident from the inception of renegotiation. One of
the principal complaints of contractors has been a lack of standards. By that
term most contractors have meant lack of a mathematical formula by which
they could figure out In advance what result would be reached by the rene-
gotiators. Experience has demonstrated that no exact formula for computing
the proper amount of refunds due from all war contractors is po0sible. The
same experience, however, has demonstrated that an exemption formula such as
that now proposed is practical and should aid the work of renegotiation as well
as be of assistance to businessmen in formulating business policies and pas.I have had an analysis made of each of the 683 cases cleared without any
recapture of excessive profits by the War Iepartment prior to July 24, 1943.
That analysis shows that 469 of the 683 cases involved profits on all sales (whether
renegotiable or not) of 8 percent or less. I have also had an analysis made of
more than 3,000 cases in which recaptures were effected by the War Department
Price Adjustment Board prior to September 10, 1943, and that, analysis shows
that oi these more than 3,000 cases the contractors were left after renegotiation
with less than 8 percent profit on their total sales in only 163 eases.

'A second test therefore was sought which would exempt a worth-while part of
the clearance cases under 8 percent and at the same time preserve the right to
renegotiate in most of the recapture cases under 8 percent. The test found most
practical was that of 3 times theaverage volume of sales during the 1934-39
base period. Three hundred and thirteen of the clearnce cases would have been
cleared under this test and only 30 of the more than 3,000 recapture cases would
have avoided renegotiation. None of the very large war contractors was Included
Ainong thdse 30. The maximum recovery obtained from any one of the 80 wM
$9,000, -The total recovery obtained from all of the 30 was $847,500. 'It may
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lte safely assumed that 75 percent of , ven . Is figure would have been recovered
umer the excess-profits tax law.

Needed checks to prevent the concealment of excessive profits by padding such
cost items as salaries, advertising, and rese-.ves for contingencies may be made
by the Price Adjustment Board with the aid of the information received pursuant
to the comptdsory filing provision In the proposed amendments.

I. COMPULSOfY PILING

There Is now pending before the Congress a bill sponsored by the War Depart-
ment and the Navy Dpartmen, which, among other things, requires the com-
pulsory filing of information by contractors subject to renegotiation. The
departments have doubtless been handicapped during the first 18 months of
renegotiation by the lack of some such provision. It as made for a great deal
of uncertainty as to the extent of the job to be done and as to the certainty and
location of the contractors with whom renegotiation should be Instituted. For
example, at the time of the hearings on the renegotiation law conducted by the
Tru an committee last January and February, the representatives of the War
Department estimated that 85,000 contractors were subject to renegotiation.
Their latest estimate, as a result of their experience of the past 6 months and their
searches for contractors subject to the law, has convinced them that the number
does not exceed 20,000. *There seems no doubt, therefore, that some form of
cocapulsory filing is necessary to make possible proper planning (or the Job ahead.

In my opinion, however, the bill sponsored by the War Departrient and the
Navy Department is properly subject to criticism as going too far.- In substance,
It requires contractors to file any Information which may be requested by the
Departments. That Is a reasonable requirement as to contractors whose avail-
able figures have been examined and have be.n found, as a result of preliminary
examination, to indicate the probably presence of excessive profits. It does not
seem to me to be a reasonable requirement for all contractors regardless of the
possible presence of excessive profits.

The amendment now proposed, therefore is designed to give the renegotiators
such Information as they need for a prellmfnary examination, without increasing
the burden of questionnaires already imposed upon business to an alarming degree.
The information required by my roposed amendment should be readily available
in any business organization, andshould be adequate to enable the Price Adjust-
ment Board to determine In a preliminary way whether there is any likelihood of
excessive profits. If! as a result of the preliminary examination, they should deter-
mine that there Is likelihood of excessive profits, they have complete authority
under the law as it now stands to require the filing of any additional information
which they may require.

IV. POST-WAR RESERVES

One of the most frequently heard complaints of contractors respx-cting rene-
gotiation has been the policy of the renegotiators to disallow reserves for post-war
conversion of plant facilities, Inventory losses determined on cancelation of war
contracts, severance pay for unneeded wartime employees, overhead losses during
post-war periods of change-over, and tha like. Congress has already made at
least tree provisions for this purpose: (1) The post-war credit under the excess-
profits-tax law, which, in the case of top-bracket corporate excess-profits tax-
payers, may amount to as much as 0 percent of the total profit before taxes;
(2) the provision for acceleration of amortization of emergency facilities which are
worthless at the end of the war, if the war should terminatebeforethe exprationof
the 5 years currently allowed for the emergency amortization; (3) provision for a
2-year "carry back," as well as "carry forward" of losses, with the requirement of
a cash refund by the Government in the event of application of the "carry back"
provision. This last provision could be very important to contractors whose
businesses are really hard hit at the termination of the war and could result in
losses for a 2-year period at the end of the war being entirely made up by the
Government.

Nevertheless, there is undoubtedly real justification foz the complaint that
some war contractors are so vitally affected by war conditions that these provi-
sions are not enough. The problem is to make additional provision for such con-
tractors which will give them something approaching their needs without provid-
ing improper and unwarranted windfalls for other contractors upon whom the
impact of war Is not so severe., N9 exact determination of the amounts requIred
can be male at this time. Inquiries which I have had msde of the 100 1srgest
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war contractors in the United States during the past 2 months haveshown that
very few of them are able to estiiate their own post-war reserve requirements
with any degree of accuracy,

It has been urged by members of the price adjustment boards that post-war
reserves do not present a question which can properly be determined In renegotia-
tion and that excessive prices for war materiel are not warranted by the business-
man's natural desire to provide a cushion for the shock of possible post-war
business reserves.

They urge that the proper place for relief legislation of this character is the tax
law, and I agree with that view and have, therefore, refrained from offering any
amendment authorizing the allowance of post-war reserves as a cost in renegotia-
tions. Although it is not within the purview of these amendments to set up a
scheme for amendment of the tax law I do urge, as the most practical method of
handling this problem, a proposal which has recently been made that the tax law
be amended so as to provide-

(1) That reserves claimed by taxpayers in amount not exceeding 20 percent
of their taxable Income shall be deductible as an operating expense in computing
Federal income and excess profits taxes subject to the following conditions;

(2) That the amount set aside In sudh reserves be invested in a special issue of
nonnegotiable, noninterest bearing Government bonds, redeemable at any time
prior to a date 18 months alter the cessation of all hostilities;

(3) That simultaneously with the liquidation of such securities the taxpayermust return the amount derived from such iqudtion to his taxable income for

the year of liquidationThis polan has several notable advantages over every other plan I have heardfor the handling of the post-war reserve problem. In the first place, i t simple
to administer and does not require the exercise of discretion by any oernr.nt
bureau. In the second place, It automatically differentiates between these con-

tractors who have a serious post-war expense and declining income problem and
those who have not. The former would get the maximum benefit of this provision,
while the latter would get little or no benefit from it. In the third place, this plan
would keep all moneys required for these intangible post-war Items now in the
form of Government securities, making such funds completely available for war
purposes until they are actually needed for post-war purposes.
- Such a plan is in my judgment infinitely superior to any proposal which can

be made for the handling of post-war problems through the renegotiation process.
I commend the plan to the consideration of those o:.,mittees of the Congress
now about to undertake a revision of the tax law.

Senator WALSH. It would be helpful to the committee, I think in
view of the amendments made by the .House committee since the
time you laid your bill, Senator, if you would let us have your com-
ments on those.
. Senator HATCH. Frankly, I haven't had an opportunity to study

it.
Senator TAM. It is a question of allowing post-war reserves, isn't

it?
Senator HATCH. That was one of the suggestions I rmade. I did

not offer that as an amendment. Does the House bill cover that?
Senator TArt. No; I think it does not.
Senator HATCH. I would likt - .n opportunity to discuss that.
Senator TArT. What was your suggestion? Can you summarize

it in a moment or two?
Senator HATCH.. One of them dealt with a single board. We

thought that was very necessary. We found, as a result of our in-
vestigation, that the Navy would be negotiating a contractor and the
Army would also be negotiating the same contractor, or renegotiating
him, under perhaps different standards," different rules. - - -

Senator WALSH. I thought the department which had the major
amount of money involved would be the one to renegotiate..

Senator HATCH. That was not true when we made our investi-
gation. As the result, I think, of our report also the bill that we
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introduced they made some changes. No changes were made until
the actual legislation was introduced.

We made our report in March with certain specific recommenda-
tions. Nothing was done about it whatever until I actually intro.
duced a bill, and then within a. few days this consolidated or joiLit
board was set up. I make no criticism of that; I am just telling you
the facts. But that is one of the things we recommended, that there
be one single board.
- That is in the House bill now.

There were questions asked this morning as to whether or not
we could set up standards. That is a thing that all industries, all
contractors want. They want some standard by which they can
be guided. We found it practically impossible to set up just or-
dinary standards to guide them in every instance. What we did
work out was a rule which we believe would be satisfactory,
judged by the cases that had actually been before these various
boards, to provide an automatic exemption for certain companies
who would not come under renegotiation, and we provide that rule
in the bill I offered. I explain it in this statement of mine.

As to post-war reserves, Senator Taft, as I said, I am not familiar
with the House provision.

Senator TArr. There isn't any.
Senator HATCH. Oh, I thought you said there was. We make a

recommendation on that in this bill which I have introduced. This
recommendation is not original with me, and I said so on the floor; it
is not original with the attorney for the committee, but it struck us,
both the attorney and me, and the other members of the subcommittee,
as providing perhaps a pretty safe plan for setting up war reserves.
That is set forth in this statement. I really think it is a reasonable
provision and one that would work out.

Senator WALsu. The committee may, in executive session, see fit
to call upon you.

Senator HATCH. I will be very glad to come. I was thinking this:
This man that the committee employed, Mr. Stewart, spent weeks and
weeks down there witIr the departments. He is very able, a very con-
scientious young man, and if the committee would like to have him,
I would be glad to have him come before it.

Senator WALSH. We will first try to find out what is beneficial in
the House language relating to renegotiations. What further amend-
ments or changes were made?

Senator HATCH. The reason I said I would call Mr. Stewart-this
question of raising the limitation to $500,000 instead of $100,000, I
was impressed when we had our hearing that that was very necessary,
it ought to be done, but we made further studies and we found out
that this great mass of cases which we thought were going to be
renegotiated along early last year are dwindling. There are not
nearly as many cases as appeared at that time, so I began to think
perhaps we ought not make that change, perhaps we should leave it at
$100,000 where it is now.

You can take a man who -s making a $100,000 contract, out in
New Mexico, he can make a terribly excessive profit on a $100,000
contract. Perhaps that ought not be removed, and I think a study
of the actual cases before the board might suggest that that change
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ought not now be made, although last spring I thought it should be
made.

Senator MILLIKIN. Senator, did you reach any conclusion as to
when we ought to bring this to an end?

Senator HATCH. Yes; I think it ought to be brought to an end with
the duration. There is no justification for the renegotiation except
for the emergency.

Senator MIILLIKIN. I mean short of the duration. Did you study
that?

Senator HATCH. Yes; we studied that very carefully.
Senator CLARK. As a matter of fact, the whole renegotiation busi.

ness is necessary because of the apparent reduction of the predilection
on the part of both the War andNavy Departments to deal with a
few big contractors rather with the small contractors. They just
wallowed around and did not care what it cost; they made contracts
right and left with a few big contractors who went out and subcon-
tracted for what they pleased and that is a situation where renegotia-
tion is about the ony remedy the Government has.
. Senator HATCH. Senator Clark I think you stated the case quite
clearly, and I am not too critical about it. These men did get the
jobs-these men had to go out and get the work done, and they could
more easily get the big contractor.

Senator CLARK.. Yes; it was easier to get them.
Senator WALsH. I think the reason for the remark made by Senator

Clark was to show the necessity for the renegotiation law.
Senator CLARK. Yes; I say that is the situation that made renegotia-

tion necessary.
Senator HATCH. Let me add this: Judge Patterson quoted here this

morn a statement made in our report that they had brought here
to Washington on these various boards the very best men in America
from a business standpoint. I would like to be convinced of that. I
think they have got some of the finest men in this country from
business at the head of these renegotiations, and I think on the whole
they have tried to do a pretty good job. That doesn't mean that I
approve everything that has been done.

Senator RADCLIFFE. I think we ought to consider the attitude of
mired we had a year or 2 ago when the pressure for production was
so terrific, and now it isn't and we can be a little more philosophic.
We ought to take that into account-the need to get production as
best we could.

Senator HATCH. I tried to bear that in mind in the conduet of this
investigation.

I may say this: I was out in Illinois a few weeks ago, and I met one
of the largest manufacturers in this country. He told me he had been
discussing the renegotiation law in a public meeting and he said he
was advocating that it be continued because he befioved the excess
profits do not relieve the situation, just as Secretary Patte-son said
this morning. I think myself it tends to increase cost and all that.

This man told me after the meeting was over-he said: "Senator,
we have a lot of contracts with the Government; we were one of the
first companies renegotiated." He said, "They took a lot of money
away from us--just a lot of money, but," he said, "Senator, they left
us all we were entitled to receive."
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I thought that was a very fine statement from an industrial leader,
a man who had his money taken away from him on the recommenda-
tion of the Board of Renegotiations. -

If I may have this statement printed, and if you like, I will have
Mr. Stewart come down and be subject to call by the committee at
any time. I

Senator COARK. Senator, in connection with the subject of renego-
tiation and also post-war reserves, won't we have to give a lot of
consideration to the thing that was barely touched on this morning
by Judge Patterson? That is, we have to consider the nature of the
work the company has done, whether it required conversion from its
ordinary business, and whether it requires reconversion at the end of
the war to get back-

Senator HATCH. Certainly, we do.
Senator CLARK. In other words, take this company we were talking

about this morning, that did not have to convert and does not have
to reconvert. That is-not entitled to as much consideration as the
company that gave up its ordinary business, had to convert over for
an entirely different business, and now will have to reconvert in order
to do any business at all.

Senator HATCH. I agree with that.
Senator WAL8H. If there is nothing to come h 'ore the committee,

then the committee will conclude, until tomeirow morning at 10
o'clock, when it will meet in executive season

(Whereupon, at 4:50 p. m., the hearings w ire closed.)
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1043

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Wasbingon, b. C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 4 o'clock p. m. in room

312 Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators George (chairman), Walsh, Barkley, Connally,
Bailey Clark, Byrd, Gerry, Guffey, Johnson, Radcliffe, Lucas,
La Follette, Vandenberg, Lodge, Danaher, Taft, Thomas, Butler,
and Millikin.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order, please.
Senator BARKLEY. There are four or five witnesses here repre-

senting different phases of this problem, the first is Mr. Cox, who is
from Louisville Ky., and he represents the Kentucky Distillers'
Association. We will be the first witness, I understand and Mr. Cox
understands there is nothing in this bill about this problem they are
here to discuss. There is an amendment offered by Senator Overton,
undertaking to lift the tax as between 4 and 8 years ,p to as high as
$16 a gallon. There has been a suggestion that the distillers be re-
quired to tax-pay whisky at the end of 4 years or a somewhat shorter
period than the law now allows. I presume you understand that you
are to discuss those problems.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't think there is any misunderstanding,
Senator Barkley. I have had briefs filed with me for 2 or 3 weeks,
even before we ever attended the hearings, by distillers. Th. matter
which we have before us is the question of the shortening of the with-
holding period in bond. Now you have a good many witnesses.
How long do you think it is going to take us?

'Senator BARKLEY. Well, there are six witnesses here. Mr. Cox
representing the Kentucky Distillers' Association, Mr. Englehard
from the Glenmore Distillery, which is at Owensboro, then there is
one witness here from Seagram, one from Schenley, one representing
the insurance phase of the matter, and one representing the Stietzel-
Weller Distillery, Mr. Van Winkle, who testified the other day.. We
will shorten it as much as we can.

The CHAIRMAN. I have got briefs filed by different gentlemen
here. We will have to complete this afternoon so I hope that you can
consolidate it as much as possible without repetition, going over the
same point.

STATEMENT OF MILLARD COX, REPRESENTING THE KENTUCKY
DISTILLERS' ASSOCIATION

Senator BARKLEY. You might give your name for the record.
Mr. Cox. My name is Millard Cox, and I am counsel for the Ken-

tucky Distillers' Association. I will endeavor to be brief, Senator. I
feel perhaps that I ought to make a general statement here which
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may be helpful to the members of the committee because the subject
covers so many ramifications and has so many consequences, so I have
prepared a statement which will not take me very long, and I think
it will cover some phases of this question that perhaps are in the minds
of you gentlemen.

Under the existing law distilled spirits, when barreled at the dis-
tillery, are deposited in so-called internal revenue bonded warehouses
for ageing. The tax is paid as the distilled spirits are withdrawn
from the bonded warehouses, such spirits to be withdrawn at any
time within 8 years.

The 8-year bonded period was first enacted in 1894, and has been
the law of this country ever since that time, excepting during the
prohibition period when distilled spirits could remain in bond for an
indefinite period. I may say, of course, that in Kentucky the entire
industry has been built around this Government act.

Whisky is a distillate from grain and consists of alcohol, water and
so-called grain rcngenerics. These congenerics are grain extracts
which ultimat,y give the whisk its flavor and bouquet. These
congenerics in raw whisky make the product impotable and noxious.
By storage in charred oak barrels these congeneries are converted to
other flavors, ethers and esters. The charred.barrel acts as a cata-
lyst it is porous and therefore permits air to enter the barrel. This
oxidation process in the presence of the catalysts, combined with the
extractives from the barrel, results in a chemical reaction which
ultimately converts these congenerics to those flavors and aroma or
bouquet ingredients which give mature whisky its proper taste and
aroma.

That action is, in fact,.a chemical action.
The congenerics requinng conversion are different in different types

of whisky. It all depends on the gain bill and the method of distilla-
tion.

For instance, whisky run on a column still may be so fractionated
as to reduce the congenerics, depending on how the still is operated.
This so-called light-bodied whisky matures more rapidly than whisky
so distilled as to leate more body and flavor. In this country there
has been produced everything from a very light-bodied whisky to a
very heavy-bodied whisky. The heavier the body the longer the age-
ing necessary to properly mature the whisky. Many of the whiskies
in this country are still unpalatable when 4 years old.

The CHAIRMAN. Right on that point, the Government officials tell
me that 70 percent of the bonded whisky in this country sold hereto-
fore through the years has been 4 years old orless.

Mr. Cox. Since repeal?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Cox. That is undoubtedly so.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, go ahead.
Mr. Cox. But I would like to explain why that is so.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, you may explain it. I just wanted to

know if that is a fact.
Mr. Cox. Repeal caught this country with about 20,000,000

gallons of aged liquors on hand. The industry knew that it would
be up against the competition in the whisk' - where the bonded
period in some instances is unlimited. Scotch whiskies, for ex.mple
are matured from 4 to 12 years and sold in this market. Canadian
whiskies are matured in 6 or 7 years. Really, it has got to the point
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that one, or we were to the point when whisky production stopped
in this country, where distillers were just beginning to have 6-, 7-,
and 8-year-old whisky-that is, the thing at whih they were auning.

The CHAIRMAN.- That is all right. I just wanted to know what the
percentage was.

Mr. Cox (continuing). This type of whisky was produced in reliance
upon the 8-year bonded period which has been the law for 50 years.
To force it out of bond now, before it has matured, is to force immature
American whisky on the American people.

Throughout the world the necessity for properly aged distilled
spirits has been recognized for many years. This is the first time so
far as I know that any legislative body has given any consideration to
requiring that distilled spirits be sold when young. On the contrary,
legislative and governmental administrative bodies in other countries
have heretofore always attempted to prohibit the sale of immature
distilled spirits. In Ireland whisky cannot be sold at all until it is 4
years old; Scotch whisky cannot be sold until it is 3 years of age; and
Canadian whisky cannot be sold until it is 2 years old. In this country
the bonded period has been extended from time to time, the period
being I year under the act of 1864, extended to 3 years by the act of
1868 and extended to 8 years by the act of 1894.

Several of the States have attempted to prevent thesaleof immature
spirits. Under the law of Kentucky, no whisky can be. labeled as
Kentucky whisky until it is 2 years of age and under the law of
California whisky must be4 years old to be labeled "whisky."

By Federal regulation, attempt has been made to so label the
younger whisky as to make it unattractive to the pubiio. The labeling
regulations promulgated under the Federal Alcohol Administration
Act prohibited the labeling of whisky as straight whisky until it is at
least 2 years of age. _

The proposal before the committee fixes a maximum age of 4 years
for whisky, despite the fact that many types of whisky heretofore
made will not and were not intended to, mature in 4 years The
result wiJl be that in October 1946 the consumers of this country will
have no domestic whisky as old as 4 years. On October 8, 1942, all
distillation of beverage spirits in this country was stopped. Since
that date all beverage distihted spirits plants have been converted 100
percent into the production of war alcohol. Just when beverage
distillation will again be permitted is not known. If beverage dis-
tillation were permitted January 1, 1044, the oldest American whisky
in the United States on October 8 1946, if the proposal becomes law,
would be 2 years and 10 months old and there would be no 4-year-old
American whisky until January 1, 1948, at the earliest. If, because,
of the grain requirement of the alcohol requirements of the country,
or for any other reason no whisky is produced until January 1, 1945,
it is obvious that by 1946 only 1-year-old American whisky would be
available to the consumers of this country if the proposal were adopted.

In this connection we call attention to the fact that in Ireland,
Scotland, and Canada there is no limitation on the bonded period.
Whiskies are still ageing and maturing in those countries. As a
matter of fat, the Scotch whiskies are normally sold at 8 to 12 years
of age, Canadian whiskies are normally sold at approximately 6 and 7
years of age, and Irish whiskies at much above 4 years of age. If the
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present proposal were adopted the only mature whiskies available to
American consumer be g October 8, 1946, and for an indefinite
period thereafter, would be the imported whiskies.

It is not fair to the American consumer to require him to rely solely
upon foreign production for his matured whiskies.

The pro ! can be of no advantage to the Government. Every
gallon of whisky produced in this country will eventually be tax-paid.
To require the tax to bepaid when the whisky is 4 years old rather than
when it is fully matured, is merely to require tax anticipation. There
have been all kinds of estimates in the newspapers as to the amount
of tax the proposal would bring in immediately. We point out that
the total amount of the tax brought in by this proposal in 1944 would
not be altogether anticipated tax payment. A substantial portion
of the tax will be paid anyhow during 1944.

The tax anticipation this year will result in tax collection decrease
next year and can be of no real advantage to the Government. Assum-
ing, which may not be the fact, that every distiller could secure enough
money to pay the tax as his spirits reach their fourth birthday. It is
efectly obvious that the money would have to be borrowed. The

distillers would have to pay interest on the borrowed money and the
interest would be deductible for income-tax purposes. To the extent
that income taxes are thus reduced, the Government would be paying
interest on the anticipated tax collection and we submit that the rate
thus paid by the Government would be higher than they now have to
pay for short-time money. There is therefore, no justification for
high rate short-time borrowing by the Government from the distillers
to the disadvantage of the American consumer and the American
industry.

Inasmuch as there has been no beverage distillation in the United
States since October 8, 1942, and inasmuch as the purchasing power
of the country is now stated to be somewhere between forty-five and
fifty million dollars in excess of civilian supplies-

The CHAIRMAN. Billion you mean, not milion.
Mr. Cox. Billion, excuse me--the demand for distilled spirits is

obviously in excess of the supply. It may be that the proposal is
being given some consideration on the theory that it will increase the
supply to meet the extraordinary demand that now exists.

While we have no exact figures as to the quantity of distilled spirits
which the proposal would require to be tax-paid in 1944, it is estimated
there would be forced out of bond a quantity much in excess of any
previous annual tax payment. The effect would be merely to flood
the country for a time and thereafter, possibly when the war. is over
and moonshiners have more facilities, to materially shorten the avail-
able stocks. We submit that the Congress should give serious con-
sideration to the danger of flooding the country in wartime and thereby
creating a post-war shortage.

The proposal creates further problems for the Government. In
order to collect the tax the Government must gage; that is, measure
the whisky. This would require a very substantial increase in the staff
of storekeeper gagers employed by the Government. With all the
distillers in the country running 24 hours a day on war alhol, the
Government gaging staff today is hardly adequate to handle the pres-
ent beverage tax payment. We understand that the Treasury is now
unable to supplement its aging manpower so as to adequately take
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care of present distillery operations. If the tax payments are sub-
stantially increased the Government will have great difficulty in secur-
ing sufficient manpower to handle the gaging and tax payment col-
lections.

There is still another problem. As the whisky is tax-paid it
obviously must get on the market. The war requirements for glass,
paper, and woodare such that the distillers are today limited in the
number of bottles and the number of cartons they can get. At the
present time the bottlers can procure only 65 percent of the number
of bottles they received in 1942. They can get fiber cartons only in
an amount of 80 percent of those they used in 1942, and wood boxes
cannot be used at all for beverages unless they are what is known
as multiple-trip returnable containers. If the tax anticipation is to
be required and above normal quantities of spirits are to be forced
on the market, then obviously more glass and more cartons must be
made available to the distillers. This might very possibly be so
great as to hamper the war effort.

Even assuming that the glass and cartons are made available,
there are still other problems. Under present 0. D. T. regulations
wholesalers, for instance, may make deliveries only once a week to
retailers. If the quantity to be delivered is materially increased,
more trucks, more tires, and more gasoline will be required. Unless
the Government is in a position to make more automobiles, more
tires, and more gasoline available to the liquor industry the proposal
cannot result in materially increasing the amount of liquor available
to the consumer. We submit that increasing the delivery facilities
of the liquor industry at this time is neither practical nor to be expected.

From the above it is obvious that the proposal is of no advantage to
the Government revenue and that it might develop problems which
would place a burden on the war effort. The proposal would not
satisfy the demand which the excessive purchasing power of the
country has created for liquor and we submit that there is serious
question es to whether attempt should be made to satisfy such demand.

The proposal is unfair to the industry and is highly disruptive
thereof. lor over 50 years the industry, under the aegis of Govern-
ment regulation and-law, has developed American whiskies which
require aging to mature to potability. As stated, there are made in
this country both light-bodied and heavy-bodied whiskies for con.
sumption straight and whiskies to be used as a base for blends. The
heavy-bodied whiskies and the whiskies made as the base for blends
require more than 4 years to properly mature. Thousands, if not
mill ons of dollars have been spent in developing brands which meet
the taste of the American consumer. If the whiskies already pro-
duced are to be forced on the market at 4 years of age, many of them
will not be palatable, will not meet the consumer's requirements, and
the brands under which those whiskies have been bottled at 5, 6, 7,
and 8 years of age will be virtuady destroyed. Even those whiskies
which have been bottled at 4 years of age will be entirely off the
market from October 8, 1940, for some indefinite period. That
period cannot be shorter than 13 months. Age is not only a factor of
quality in the minds of the American consumer, but is a factor of
quality in fact.

To take the older American whiskies off the market while the Scotch,
Irish, and Canadian whiskies are still aging is to turn American indus-
try over to the foreign producer.
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Immediately following repeal the customs duty on imported whisky
vas by Presidential proclamation reduced by 50 percent.. This re-
duction is still in effect and it is particularly significant that the re-
duced rates apply only to whiskies 4 years or more of ago. This
action was obviously taken to supply aged imported whiskies to the
American consumer.

The American distiller, due to 14 years of prohibition, has virtually
lost the international markets. To now reduce the normal ages of
American whisky and to leave only very young whisky on the market
2 years hence is to make it impossible for the American distiller to re-
capture those markets in spite of the fact that large sums of money
have been spent in an attempt to develop them.

To finance the above normal tax payments which the proposal would
require would be a great hardship, particularly on the smaller dis-
tilleres. Many of them might not be able to raise the funds with
which to pay the tax as proposed, and to that extent, at least, many of
the smaller distilleries might be forced out of business.

If the distillers are compelled to pay the tax and do not have the
bottles, containers, and shipping facilities available, and such facilities
would not be available under present governmental restrictions, many
of them would be obviously forced into bankruptcy. Certainly a
largo number of the distillers of the country could not finance the tax
unless they would immediately dispose of their whisky.

Even if the bottles, cartons, transportation, and allother supplies
were available, the manpower situation is such that the distilleries
could not handle the physical work of moving the barrels and bottling
the spirits in the quantities that would be forced out of bond.

In the main the above applies to rum and brandy as well as whisky.
To sum up, we submit:
1. The proposal forces on the market much whisky' heretofore

produced before it reaches maturity.
2. It leaves only very young American whisky for sale 2 years

hence.
3. It produces po new revenue and merely anticipates tax pay-

ments at probably high rates to the Government.
4. It disrupts and disorganizes and in many instances may destroy

an industry which has wholeheartedly turned over their producing
facilities to the war effort. That is hardly equitable or fair treatment,
we submit.

The CHAIRMAN. I am told by the authorities, by the Federal officials,
I am not going outside of that, that there are now. 117,000,000 gallons
of whisky 4 years old in bond, is that correct?

Mr. Cox. Four year and more.
The CHAIRMAN. Four years or more.
Mr. Cox. I accept that.
The CHAIRMAN. One hundred and seventeen million. You have

already answered the question that my other statement was correct,
that throughout the year 70 percent of the bonded liquor has been
4 years or under when put on the market-a little better than 70, 1
am told, but say 70.

Senator DAWAHER. Since prohibition?
Mr. Cox. Since repeal.
The CHAIRMAN. Before repeal, also. Now what shrink are you

getting on your whisky after 4 years of age?
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Mr. Cox. I hate to say it, Senator, but it runs up to 18 gallons at
8 years.,

The CHAIRMAN. Eighteen gallons at 8 years. Now you put a
barrel of whisky in and take it out at 4 years, what is the shrinkage?

Mr. Cox. I think that is about 11 and a half.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it that high?
Mr. Cox. I think so.
Tie CHAIRMAN. Eleven and a half shrinkage at 4 years, and if you

had 8 years the percentage will then be about 18 gallons.
Mr. Cox. I think it is all of that.
The CHAIRMAN. That is allowing for evaporation. Of course you

donotpay any tax on that.Mr. Cox. Nlo, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So the longer it stays there the more it evaporates

and the Government loses the tax, loses out against the tax paid at
4 years.

Mr. Cox. Well, Senator, I think you will find a difference in the
types, because the excise taxes have been levied on this, but really the
Government has withheld the tax until it actually went into con-sumption.Whe CHAIRMAN. Yes, I understand that. I am just saying that at

8 years of age 16 gallons out of the barrel is gone and therefore not
su object to tax.

Senator LUCAS. HIe loses the whisky at the same time.
The*CHAIRMAN. Ye,.
Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Chairman, I might call your attention to a

table put in the other day by Mr. Van Winkle, showing that liquor 4
yeas old has lost 11 gallons out of the barrel-that is a 40 or 45
gallon-

Mr. Cox. Ordinarily it is a 50-gallon barrel, but it is not filled to
the top, about 47%.

Senator BARKLEY. Eleven gallons at 4 years, and 84 months, which
is 7 years, 17 gallons, and of course 12 months more would be around181allons.he CHAIRMAN. Yes. I just wanted to get those facts before the

committee.
Now you have not been permitted or have not made beverage

liquors since October 8, 1942; is that correct?
Air. Cox. That is when the final shut-down came, but the distillers

have not made any for a year prior to that.
The CHAIRMAN. And are not making any now?
Mr. Cox. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So that if they continue that restriction you will

eventually arrive at a time finally when you won't have any aged
whiskies.

Mr. Cox. That is inevitable.
The CHAIRMAN. Undoubtedly so. Well, now, on the question of

finance of course, the consumer pays this tax, doesn't he?
Mr. ox. Correct.
The CH.IRMAN. Undoubtedly.
Mr. Cox. There is no question about that; we are merely a tax

collector.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; just merely a collector. He pays the tax.

A lot of complaints have come to the committee about very, very
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little whisky being sold and very bad whisky being sold all over the
country. Now, have you any information on that that you can give
the committee?

Mr. Cox. No; but I assume that there is some very bad whisky
and a lot of very good whisky sold-always has been and always will be.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the State authorities in my State-they have
a number of counties that legalize the sale of whisky and the State
authorities have complained to me personally that all of the whisky
coming into the State for the last month or ,, months or 3 months has
been decidedly offgrade and inferior green liquor, almost to the point
where they are about to exclude it from the State, and probably would
if they did not feel that they might encourage illicit distilling, so that
you got bad stuff anyhow.

Mr. Cox. Yes, sir. Well, tastes in liquor, Senator, as you very well
know, sir, vary a great deal. What would be considered good whisky
by one man would not be considered good by another. From Ken.
tucky we ship a certain whisky, known as green whisky, into some of
the Southern States. ,3o far as I am concerned, it is wholly unpalat-
able whisky. It has not matured at all, it is put in a barrel and it is
labeled under the Federal regulations as green whisky, and there is
quite a market for it.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, so far as the question of containers-of course,
this committee would not think of shortening the period required for
the payment of the tax unless we also provided for priorities to get the
necessary containers to take care of your whisky. We would not think
of that, and even if you were required to pay the taxes at 4 years,
you would not necessarily have to sell your whisky. Now, as a prac-
tical proposition, we concede you would have to sell and lot the con-
sumer pay the tax, or you would have to borrow the money. I mean,
the law would not require the sale.

Mr. Cox. No, but after the whisky is tax-paid, Senator, we get no
further outage allowance.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right; no further shrinkage.
Mr. Cox. So, if the whisky were not bonded, it would stay in what

we call a tax-paid-free warehouse.
The CHAIRMAN. That is very true.
Mr. Cox. And shrinkage would go on, and we would pay on the

basis of so many gallons when the whisky is withdrawn from bond,
we pay you a tax on every gallon of the whisky and the whisky con-
tinues to shrink, we pay our tax on whisky that is not there when we
bottle i".

The CHAIRMAN. That is right, and the Government has lost the tax
on the whisky that was there, in order to carry that.

Mr. Cox. And the distiller lost the whisky, too.
The CHAIRMAN. The distiller has lost the whisky and the Govern-

ment has lost its tax. ,
Mr. Cox. We are talking about a product, Senator, in the course

of manufacture.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, coming to that, I know the chemists all

practically say that whisky in barrels becomes pure, so far as purity
is concerned, between 3 and 4 years, does it not?

Mr. Cox. Well you may get that information from some chemists.
I don't know. I lnow in Kertucky we do not regard whisky so much
a matter of chemikdry as -we regard it a matter of cooking. It is a
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culinary art. That is, you may like your steak rare, I might like
mine medium, and Senator La -Follette might like his well done.
As I say, it is a question of taste. There is no question about it,
some whiskies mature very well at 4 years of a'e.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the point I wanted to bring out. As a
matter of fact it does mature somewhere between 3 and 4 years of
age, does it not?

Mr. Cox. No, sir; it may mature very wVell at4 years, some whiskies
are made to mature in that time, as I have stated in my statement,
in order to get what we call light-bodied whiskies. You can do it
in two ways, your mash bill has something to do with it, the content
of small grain. In other words, the smaller the roprtion of small
grain the nearer we get to what we call light- odied whisky.. That
is one way to start it. Now you can also get a light-bodied whisky
by carrying your fractionation in your distillation processes higher.
In other words, distillation at a higher proof so as to give you a lighter-
bodied whisky, so that when you get to the absolute proof, which is
200 proof, you havegot a spirit that has no odor flavor, or taste-

The CHAIAMAN. Well, there was a hearing at which a noted chemist
in this country appeared, conducted by the House, which I will
p-esent to the committee, in which the most eminent chemist of the
country stated that whisky was pure after somewhere in between the
period of 3 or 4 years. Of course, that is a general statement.

Mr. Cox. That is an expression of opinion. My friend, Mr. Van
Winkle, who is here president of the Stitzel-Weller Co., and who
has been in the whisky business 40 years, and has made a very high.
class product, was conducting a group of friends through his distillery,
and they wanted to know where his chemical laboratory was, so he
turned to a little room and said "There it is," and there was a little
sink, a couple of test tubes and a hydrometer, and nobody can say
that the Stitzel-Weller dies not make a superior whisky. They age
it for 7 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I understand it is the aging which iakes it
better. ,

Mr. Cox. Not all whiskies. I have been iformed that there are
some that do not improve much after 4 years, and there are some
that will mature at 6. That is particularly true of the Maryland
ryes. The rye is a heavy-bodied whisky, and I think you will find-
I don't like to testify for the people from Maryland-I think you
will find they will tell you that rye whisky reaches probably its lest
maturity around 7 or 8 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, anything further?
Senator BARKLEY. You say, of course, as we all know, the consumerpay the tax.tr. Cox. Yes, sir.

Senator BARKLEY. But the distiller has to pay it first to the
Government?

Mr. Cox. The distiller advances the tax.
Senator BARKLEY. Thn distiller advances the tax, and that means

you have got to finance it until he has put it on the market and
recovered the tax after it is sold to the public.

Mr. Cox. That is right. The dealer has to finance the tax and it
depends on how rapidly the credits are turned over.
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The CHAIIUAN. Let me ask you one question, Mr. Stam. In
reference to this increase in whisky tax, Does it automatically go off.
within 6 months after the war ends; is it included in the increased
excise taxes that go back after 6 months?

Mr. STAE. I didn't quite get that.
The CHAIRAUN. The last increase of-
Mr. STAm. Nine dollars.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that remain on beyond 6 months after the

war?
Mr. STAm. That goes off; that is a temporary increase.
The CHAIRMAN. So that 6 months after the war the old tax-
Mr. STAM. Is then restored.
Senator BARKLEY. I would like to ask Mr. Cox this question also:

There is every inducement for the distiller to sell his matured whisky
when it is matured, if it happens to mature in 4 years; the longer he
keeps it after that the more whisky lie has lost, and of course the Gov-
eminent loses its proportion of the tax also, but if the whisky is ma-
tured and has been made to mature at a certain time, the sooner
thereafter he pays the tax and puts it on the market the more whisky
he will sell.

Mr. Cox. Absolutely.
Senator BARKLEY. Therefore, there is no inducement fot a distiller

deliberately to hold his whisky off the market if there is a market forit, the market will absorb it, just for the purpose of keeping it, is
there?

Mr. Cox. That is right, Senator. I do not know of any distiller
in the country that would not be very pleased to sell all of his whisky
just as it comes off the still from day to day were it possible to do so,
but it is simply an impotable product at that age, but in order to cor-

ete with foreign whiskies, fully matured, the distiller has had to
Euild his business accordingly, and they have- been operating under
the rules made by the Government in 1894 and the business has been
entirely built around those rules.

Senator BARKLEY. I am informed that ordinarily, in normal times,
the distillers keep in storage about 500,000,000 gallons of whisky in
the United States. Do you know whether or not that is correct?

Mr. Cox. That would be about right. The Alcohol Tax Unit-
Senator BARKLEY. The Treasury Department, on the 31st of

October, through its Alcohol Unit, reported that there was 399,000,000
gallons of liquor in storage at that time; that is, that that much was
in storage or had been originally put in storage in the barrels. If you
deduct the soakage, outage, or leakage, whichever you call it, of about
96 000,000 gallons, it would mean that you would get about 303,000,000
gaflons now in storage in bonded warehouses. Have you any opinion,
if we force that liquor on the market, how long it would last the present
demand and purchasing capacity?

Mr. Cox. Well, Senator George said there was probably 117,000,000
gallons which would be forced out, but I think it would all be disposed
of just as rapidly as the consumer could greb himself a case here and
there. That is one of the things that has caused this tremendous
shortage, this terrific consumer demand. The person who used to
buy a pint or a quart and felt perfectly satisfied is now looking for a
case ofliquor. I think that is common knowledge among the members
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of tWis committee. That is true and in ordinary times, any whisky-
in 4 or 5 months the consumer Aemand would dop oR, and a person
would only use what he would normally consume in a day or a week.

In that connection, I have a very interesting letter, a V-mail letter,
received by the Stitzel-Weler Distilleir, which I would like to road,
It comes from a first-class private who is serving over in Italy, and it
is dated November 30.

DAR Sirs:, I am writing this letter to you from somewhere in Italy while stand-
ing in a foxhole which Is half full of mud and water, and was just thinking how
wonderful it would be if I bad a quart of Old Fitzgerald to sort of take the chill
out of my bones. I know it is impossible for you to send me a quart so I thought
of a better Idea. My home town Is Kansas City, MDi., and from letters I receive
from my friends I have found out that you just cannot buy any Old Fitzgerald
at any price, so now I have a proposition to make to you people. I keow there
is a terriffo shortage of good whisky, but there Is still some to be had to the right
people. Now, I am at a disadvantage, being overseas, and have not the oppOr-
tunity to buy but little Old Fitzgerald there should happen to be on the'market ,
but I am prepared to send you my money order each month for the current Offic
-of Price Administration price on 2 quarts of Old Fitzgerald which you may keep
for me until I return home or the supply runs out.

[TAughter.]
Senator BARKLEY. Let me ask you this question-Had you finished

reading the letter?
Mr. Cox (continuing):
I am appeaUng to your sense of fair play, as I cannot understand why the

4F's back home should have the opportunity to buy good liquor while I get thirsty
over here. I will be pleased if you will give this your Immediate consideration.

Please answer via V-mail at once.
Yours very truly, .

- , Prireo. First Claus.

Senator DANAHER. What was your answer?
Mr. Cox. I am not connected with this distillery, but Mr. Van

Winkle is here, the president, Senators, and I will be glad to have
him tell you what he has answered or will answer.

Senator BARKLEY. Has there been any substantial increasing the
price of liquor by distillers, except to take care of the tax, of the
additional tax that has been put on them by Congress and certain
adjustments that the 0. P. A. has made in the price ceiling?

Mr. Cox. Senator, I would like to think that there has not been
any violation whatsoever among distillers. Now, there may have
been, I am certain the violations, if there have been any, have been
very, very few indeed.

Senator BARKLEY. Yes; I have understood the distillers, of course,
are attempting to cooperate fully in carrying out the 0. P. A. ceilings.

Mr. Cox: They certainly are.
Senator BARKLEY. The'liquor which they distill of course, the

distillery cannot control ,mhat happens to it after it leaves the ware-
house and gets into the hands of the dealer.

The CHAIRMAN. What percentage is the tax at $9 per gallon of the
whisky, as against the cost?

Mr. Cox. Against the cost?
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, what does it cost to get it there.
Mr. Cox. Well, 0. P. A. ceiling price, I think--Senator, if you

men-I do not understand your question exactly. The relation
.between tax and actual cost?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; if you want to put it that way.
93331-44-78
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Mr. Cox.i Well; tho O. P. A. coiling price on, 8-year-0ld whisky Is
$2.80 a' gallon, and the tax is $9. '
_ Tho &ARNu . The tax is $9, so that the Government really is
paying most of the tax loss on your whisky, isn't it, when it cost $2
to put'it in the warehouse and you have to pay $9 to get it out; so
that if it evaporates, all that evaporates-

Mr. Cox. I think you can look at it this way, that if it evaporates,
the distiller is losing his whisky. Your idea is he has not had as much
because the Government tax is so much more.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I want to Know, the percentage, tax is to the
cost of the whisky.

Mr. Cox. Nine dollars as against two dollars.
The CHAIRMAN. Nine dollars as against two dollars. All right.

How much of the 117,000 000 gallons that is now said to be 4 years
old in Government bonded warehouses'would normally be withdrawn
in 1944, say, or next year?

Mr. Cox. I have some accurate figures on that, but I would guess
normally half of it--no, more than half probably two-thirds.

The CHAIRMAN. Normally, two-thirds, so that there is another
one-third of it there that would be involved it you had to bring it out.

Senator BARKLEY. The figures show that for last year the with-
drawals were about 100,000,000 gallons.

Mr. Cox. I have some accurate figures here. May I give them?
Senator BARKLiY. And the year previous to that it was 153,000,000.
Mr.. Cox. Now, these, Senator, are the figures taken from the

Treasury Department on the comparative basis of the first 10 months
of 1942 and the first 10 months of 1943. In the 10 months of 1942,
117,874,166 gallons were withdrawn.

The CHAIRMAN. That is in 1942?
Mr. Cox. In 1942. In 1943, for the, first 10 months, through

October-the first 10 months of 1943, there were 81,733,291 gallons
withdrawn, or a decrease of about 30 percent.

Senator BARKLEY. Is it true that the distillers have put into effect
a sort of self-rationing in order to try to make the distilled liquor
spread over the period which may be covered by the possible period
of no manufacture at all, on the theory that in the interest of the pub-
lic, to have that spread over the period, so the time will not come
when there will be nothing but new raw whisky?

Mr. Cox. That is absolutely true, Senator; it is not only good
business, in my opinion, it is good sense.

Senator BARXLEY. Then you estimate that you would withdraw
about 100,000,000 in 1944, altogether?

Mr. Cox. I doubt it; it might run that high but it would be purely a
guess.

Senator BARKLEY. Your estimate is around 80.
Mr. Cox. For the first 10 months.

'Senator BARKLEY. Of the 4-year old whisky you said two-thirds,
which would be 48,000,000 gallons of 4-year-oid whisky alone, then
there are some withdrawals from younger-

-Mr. Cox. I think it would be somewhere around that figure, prob-
ably 80,000,000 gallons.

Senator BAARKLEY. Eighty million of the 4-year-old whisky.
Mr. Cox. Of all whisky.
The C IAIRMAN. All bonded whisky.
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Senator BARKLEY. I thought you said of the 117 000 000 4-year-old
whisky, .two-thirds would be withdrawn in all probability in 1944.

Mr. Cox. Well, I said that before I had gotten these'figures there.
I read an estimate of comparison between 1942, which was the year
in which the withdrawals were very heavy, Senator, there were very
heavy withdrawals in 1942, and now in 1943 for the first 10 months
I think it shows 80,000,000 gallons.

Senator BARKLEY. About 100,000,000 for the year. Would '44
probably be as much as that, or do you think it would be less?

Mr. Cox. I would not like to hazard a guess, but I would say it
would be less unless there is some possible resumption.

Senator TAFT. May I ask what the Treasury figures are based on, for
withdrawals?

Mr. Cox. I will have to look them up.
Senator LUCAS. While he is getting those figures, may I ask this

question: You estimate somewhere between 80,000,000 and 100,000,-
000 withdrawal under the present law?

Mr. Cox. Yes, sir.
Senator LUCAs. Now, if this graduated tax should become part of

the legislation, would it be the inclination of the distillers to get as
much alcohol, as much liquor on the market as they possibly could in
the coming year because of the increased taxesthe following year after
this year? In other words, you get, as I understand it, a $2 increase
in taxes next year. Am I correct about that?

Mr. Cox. No.
Senator LUCAS. 'What is the increase?

'Mr. Cox. No; there is only a flat increase-
Senator TAr. He means the Overton amendment.
Mr. STAM. Under the bill that is a fiat $2.
Senator BARKLEY,, Under the Overton amendment the tax is

jumped up from $9 to $16 over a period of 4 years-1948.
Now, what would that do to American liquors 6, 7, and 8 years old

with the increased tax, as compared to foreign liquors, Canadian,
Irish? and others that come In based on the $9 tax and import at $2,
I believe that is correct..

Mr. Cox. Import $2.50, Senator, on whisky over 4 years old.
Senator BARKLEY. $2.50 and also a $9 tax.
Mr. Cox. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. So that it would have an advantagelover Ameri-

can liquor of the same age, as a matter of fact.
Mr. Cox. You would have Scotch whisky at 8 and 12 Years of age

coming in here for $2.50 duty plus $9 internal revenue tax, that is
$11.50, against American whisky of the same ago paying a $16 tax.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes- that is the point.
Senator LUCAS. Would not the Overton amendment force the

whisky off of the market in the event of that tax?
Mr. Cox. Not only do that but force the distillers out of bpisiness

all at one time.
Senator LUCAS. I am serious about my question. In other words,

as I look at the Overton amendment, the graduated tax, it would be
to the advantage of the distillers to get rid of the whisky as quick as
they could in view of the tax, and thereby clean the market com-
pletely, and in the course of a couple of years at the latest, we will find
ourselves in the post-war period with no whisky whatsoever-
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Mr. Cox. Competition with Scotch and Canadian whiskies.
Senator LuCAS. And Irish as distinguished from American.
Mr. Cox. That is absolutely correct.
Senator RADCLIFFE. According to the figures that have been

presented here there has been a decrease of forty or fifty million
gallons in'the amount of whisky there has been withdrawn. How
do you account for that? •

M r. Cox. Well, Senator, the decrease has been brought about by
the self-rationing program which the distilling industry has put into
effect. It has really undergone anywhere from 50 to 5 percent of
the comparable period of the year before. Now, under normal times
I don't think you would experience much shortage. Now, 1942 was
a very heavy withdrawal year. What has happened now, the con-
sumer has had wide notice, it has been advertised in the press, and
discussed in Congress, that the liquor supply is dwindling and is
going to disappear, so every man who used to buy a half a pint now
wants at least 2 quarts, and the man who used to buy a pint thinks
he is being cheated unless he can get a case.

Senator RADCLIFFX. Wouldn't that result in an increase rather
than a decrease of this stock.

Mr. Cox. In consumption.
Senator RADCLIFFE. Well, in purchases.
Mr. Cox. There is no question about the fact that all the whisky

is being withdrawn from bond and being sold, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that all from this witness; Senator Barkley?
Senator BABKLEY. That is all, I think, from Mr. Cox.
Senator DANAHER. Mr. Cox, do your figures include importations

of whisky over the same 10-month periods?
Mr. Cox. No, Senator, they do not.
(A tabulation, submitted by Mr. Stain, at the conclusion of Mr.

Cox's statement, is as follows:)

DistiUed spirits satsilic by month-From reports of th Alcohol To Unit of the
Treasury Department

IT" fallona

Ta.paid withdrwals d beverage sptridu

Wbliky Total spirits k

1942 14 1942 194 Perent IOU I Percent
CM change

January ........... Ik,5 613,936 7,113.$40 +9.3 K 24.138 10273,86 +1-L 6
Yeb- y ......... 814 6,412,312 6,137.25 - IL3 9,423,047 9, 03,98W2 -& 9
March. ........1 0, 15,4 k 7,492,745 6,W4M -IL 11, 03,733 10,0291 -11.0

.............. , 0 6.631.041 N773.971 -129 9, 62030 8. .10 -1& 0
-- 6, 51 0 11 K% 447 4,73,304 -19.2 Me 7,361,288 -19.7

................ 436, 482 0 M r06 4.7 73, -24.4 9.213.406 7.180.910 -21
July ............ 7,041,898 0 8,743 4.9m . -4&29 1.77,iR27 7M,,31 -44.8
August .......... 6743.775 0 10.140,281 4,7&%,733 -a3.1 1.65,.68 ,84,115 -3.9

Setmbr"64.0 0 10.07,12 4.87,% 1 -11.6 13. 143. 058 7, 257, WS -811
Octber.....179.2 01,2433 .38224 -83.1 16,67,%.203 7834. 14 -344

10.month
total ....... 76,868,010 0 79, 43,7 64,810,26 -31.0 117,6

87
ld 81,733,291 -3M 7

IrdeSOS 2. b-proof spir$itxooed at registered dsielkee. gh Writs awe " Ineluded in ttoc.Dosnot Inlu commrc a tol
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Stock on head

SePt.0 3 0.1 O c.o 32, 192 OCt. v1. 194

Wk .................. 4 220 40,%$ 7 -1 88 4j,5 0, 9 O..881 -1.2

G ~ . 0.91 18.50 -fL 9 418.807 190.551 -50,6
B rny.... ... 17,544.75 1t.41, 640 -34.7 16. 3A3926 11,909769 -11.0

Total.: ............. 1 2, It% 419,040, 461 -19.0 607, 30 13 41%,64184 -1&1

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH A. ENGLEHARD, REPRESENTING THE
GLENMORE DISTILLING COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KY.

Senator BARKLEY. I suggest, Mr. Englehard, you do not cover, if
you can avoid it, any points covered by Mr. Cox.

Mr. ENGLEHARD. My statement will be very brief. I would like
to copect one thing that came up just a minute ago in Mr. Cox's
figure concerning the million-gallon figure that was being discussed.
That figure, as 1 understand it, covers the tax statements on gin,
rum and neutral spirits and whisky and other products and it is not
a fair comparison to take that as compared with 117,00,000 gallons
of whisky only remaining in bond. I believe the highest tax payment
on whisky in any year was about 87,000,000 gallons. I believe that
117,000,000 includes gin, neutral'spirits, and other products-I think
that is correct.

The CHAIRMAN. How much whisky is there in the Scotch whisky
sold here?

Mr1". ENOLEHARD. The Treasury does hot release import figures
since the war started.

The CHAIRMAN. No; I mean the Scotch whisky that goes on the
market here, how much of that is liquor and how much neutral spirits
or something else? ,

Mr. ENGLEHARD. I don't feel qualified to answer anything on
Scotch.

The CHAIRUAN. All right.
Mr. ENGLEHARD. On October 1, 1942, the distillation of beverage

spirits was converted into the production of war alcohol. My own
company voluntarily started production of war alcohol in February
1942, and thus we have made practically no whisky for almost 2 years.

From present indications it will be 1945 before beverage distillation
is resumed. Whisky distilled in 1945 will not be 4 years old and
marketable in 1949, thus present stocks will not last throughout the
year 1948. We have allocated our bottling on this basis. This bot-
tling quantity can be revised up or down at any time as it becomes
apparent that the war is going to be of longer or shorter duration than
we had figured on. If the distillation of beverage spirits is advanced
or delayed past 1045 neither progrAm would seriously be effected.

I may say there that the distilled-spirits industry has at no time
ever requested any vacation to make whisky. We have placed our
plants at the disposal of the Government voluntarily before they were
taken over. We have never asked for a vacation and we do not pro-
pose to now. If the time comes that they do not need the alcohol
we will be glad to make whisky, of course.
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The flavor and boquet whikh are characteristic of American bourbon
"and ryowhiskies is the result of slow chemical reaction which takes
place in the barrel, although the time required is not the same to
mature all whiskies. There are heavier bodied productions which is a
characteristic of the whisky at the time it is distilled and the distiller
knows the amount of time'that is required for maturing it. The light-
,bodied whisky is normally distilled at a higher proof in a continuous

till while the heavy bodied whisky is usualy made in a still in a con-
tinuous column still which is operated in such a manner as to make a
product of relatively low proof. The temperatures used throughout
the procxs have a great effect on the character of the product.. The
various components which make up the grain bill have an effect on
the character of the body of the whisky, and as a general rule the more
small grain rye, barley, malts, and so forth, in the mash, the heavier
the body of the whisky.

From the above it can be seen that the distiller can control the
character of the whisky that he is producing and can use a product
which he knows in advance will require a definite time to mature.
When the whisky comes off the still it contains various impurities
which are known as congenerics. The amount and character of these
congenerics which can be and are controlled in the )process of distilla-
tion determine the time required to mature the whisky.-

After ditilation the whisky is put into charred oak barrel and
those barrels act as catalysts in the chemical reaction which slowly
takes place and which changes the congeneric into esters and ethers
which bas formed and given the American type of whisky its character-
istic taste and boquet. In the now whisky the congeneries impart to
the product a raw unpalatable taste and unpleasant odor. As the
congenerics gradually change into the esters the characteristics of
mature taste and full boquet of whisky are brought about..

It would obviously be very unfair to require a distiller who has
already made a whisky to mature in 6 to 8 years tb market. this whisky
at 4 years before it was ready. As I recall only a few years ago one
very large distiller put on the market a heavy-bodied whisky that
was 4 years old, bottled in bond under a label that was well known and
backed up by thousands of dollars in advertising. The whisky in
question was too heavy to mature in 4 ;ears, and alter much of it had
been returned to the distilled& by dissatisfied customers the brand was
withdrawn from the market and a famous old brand name was com-
pletely destroyed. The same whisky which was marketed as 4 years
old is now being bottled as 7 years old under another label and has
now reached a maturity that has resulted -in a readily accept table
whisky that is being widely sold and well received. It wold ob-
viously have been unfair to the distiller and to the public to have forced
this whisky bottled at 4 years on the public, or that the public should
be allowedor required to purchase that quality of whisky.

Senator CONNALLY. Are you making the point now that from the
distiller's standpoint he has" built up his trade on these good whiskies
properly aged, and that to force a sale now would react upon his
record?

Mr. ENGOLEHRD. To force him to sell a whisky which was made
with a body that required over 4 years to properly mature would
certainly be great discrimination against him.
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Senator CONNALLYk. And against the business he has built up?
Mr. ENOLEHARD. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. I take it then you think distillers have a, vested

interest in withholding his trx until 8 years have passed, war or no
war or what not?
Mr. ENGLEHARD. I don't see what is gained by flooding the market.

Now, the result will in a few years be that we will be completely out
of whisky, brand names that we have spent large amounts building up.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you know you are not going to be allowed
to make some more whisky?

Mr. ENGLEHARD. I don't.
The CH'ARIRAN. You are just assuming that you are not.
Mr. ENOLERARD. My opening statoent was, Senator, if we were

permitted-
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I understand that, you are still not talking

about the 4-year-old period. Now, as I understand the whole point
is as I get it, I suppose you have sold yourself to the 8-year period and
you seem to think you have a sort of a vested interest in it, not with-
standin& the war and everybody being obliged to pay taxes-

Mr. ENOLEHARD. Senator, we don t want to be'legislated out. of
business.

The CHAIRMAN. We don't want to legislate you out of business, we
just looking for a little revenue.

Mr. ENOLEHARD. If we are to be competitive after the war with
imported whiskies coming into our market at 8 and 12 years old, it is
going to be necessary for the domestic distiller to have some matured
whisk on hand. The effects of this proposed legislation are so great
and will have such a revoluntionary effect on our industry, glass,
cases, labels, are not available, and to finance the insurnaco presents a
tremendous problem, I may say, in a firm of our size, we had to borrow
about $3,500,000, a little over that, to finance our accounts receivable
and tax pay whisky in advance of the time we collect from our cus-
tomers. Under the proposed now tax, if we carry out our scheduled
bottling at the rate we are set up to do, we would have to borrow so
much money there would be no alternative left but for us to sell out,
we vould not raise it any way in the world.

The CHAIRMAN. You would still have very good collateral; whisky
is still good.

Mr. ENOLEHARD. It is hard to borrow $16 on $2 collateral, Senator.
In fact, I found it was hard to borrow $3,500,000 that we needed
before.

The CHAIRMAN. I grant you that.
Mr. ENGLEHARD. The price structure will be unbalanced and

there will be a tremendous tax charge, on about 30 percent of the
blended or aged whisky which takes a higher tax rate, and the floor-
stock tax collection Will be impossibly difficult. Imported liquors will
not be taxed on the same basis as domestic.

The CHAIRMAN. You keep talking about these importations,
How much are the English paying now on liquor?

Mr. ENOLEHARD. I understand in England there is a punitive tax
on liquor. I don't know what it is, sir, I know it is very high.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand $16 to $18 a gallon.
Mr. ENGLEHARD. I don't know. I am not familiar with the

English tax, but I think the English tax is probably punitive rather
than a revenue tax.
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The CnHAliMAN. It may bi, but they still haVe ;got some whisky
ever there I hear. I have not been over.

Mr. ENOLEHARD. For the purpose of this bill, in order to get more
revenue from whisky it is certaiidy an unfair tix differential between
competitors. That is not the way to raise it. Now I had handed
to me as I Atrted up hero today some figures which are based on the
new 0. P.' A. distillers proce sorts, price regulation, which is a compari-
son of 73 months old bottled in bond prices, as established by the
0.1 P. A. processors and distillers regulation, on an arbitrary price
set up for 100-proof spirit blend containing 30 percent of whisky of
the same 73 months' age and 70 percent neutral spirits and the
present tax and proposed 0. P. A. price schedule of 100-proof bottled
in bond to the retailer at $4.01 a quart and the blended containing
30 percent of 73 months' old whisky estimated roughly at $3.58, or a
difference of 73 cents, which is 20 percent differential, The straight
whisky cost 20 percent more than spirit blend. .

Now under the proposed Overton bill the net gain on the same price
schedule of taxing the 100-proof bottled-in-bond 73-month-old whisky
would be $7.67 a quart, and blend, containing 30 percent or more of
whisky and the balance neutral spirits, would only make $5.36 or a
difference of $2.21 in favor of the spirit blend, or a difference of 41
percent differential favoring blends as against 20 percent under the
present tax structure. That would completely disrupt the industry.

Senator DANAMER. As it stands now the tax adheres only to the
whisky'withdrawn from bond and is bottled.

Mr. ENOLEHARD. Yes, sir. Not necessarily bottled but withdrawn
from bond.
. Senator DANAHER. Have you gentlemen given any thought to the

question how we get the power to tax inventories of any commodity
within a State? In other words, if we can tax whiskies in inventory
why can't we tax stock of any goods within the State?

Mr. ENOLEHARD. I am not qualified to answer that.
Senator BARKLzY. There is a heavy State tax.

* Mr. ENGLEHARD.. There is a heavy State tax.
* Senator DANAHR .. That is all right, the State has the power to
tax directly any commodity, any article of value in it, whether stand-
ing timber or any other thing. I am wondering how we get the power
to reach into States and tax inventories.

The CHAIRMAN. We have had that for a long time, Senator.
Senator DANAHER. We do certainly on any commodity upon which

an excise is levied that is withdrawn from bond.
The CHAIRMAN. They don't have to withdraw it, they can pay the

tax and let it stay there for 8 years.
Mr. STAM. We are taxing the privilege of manufacturing the

whisky, that is a matter of privilege, they don't have to pay the tax
until it is withdrawn from bond. The theory is, I think, that we
get the tax when it is withdrawn from bond. The tax we are deter-
mining is a gross one when the liquor came into existence. As a
matter of privilege, the payment is deferred until it is withdrawn
from bond.

Senator TAvr. May I ask whether the 0. P. A. price ceiling has in
effect any theory of withdrawing from bond.

Mr. ENIOLEHARD. I don't think so; no, sir; our prices are exactly
what they were in March of 1942.
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Senator TArt. 'I understand -,that 'is- not the question. The
question is whether the fact that those prices are held has led dis-
t)lrs to hold their whisky longer thinking in time those price ceilings
will be off.

Mr. ENOLEHARD. I don't think so; no, sir. I think the whole idea
of that--I think most distillers have a bottling program very similar
to our own, until such time as the whisky may, after the war,
become--

Senator LuCAS. You want to continue in business?
Mr. ENOLEHARD. That is'right.
Senator TA". Have you any estimate as to how much the with-

drawal will be in 1944?
Mr. ENOLEHARD. I think itwill be substantially the same as it

was in 1943, possibly up to 10 percent less would be my guess.
Senator TAFT. The estimate we are basing our tax on here seems

to be 93 000,000 gallons without counting rum or brandy and imports.
. 'Mr. ENOLEHAnD. My guess would be that is a little bit on the
high side.

S senator RADCLIFFE. Air. Englehard, the Olenmore Distilleries have
spent a large sum of money in advertising its products.
* Mr. ENULERARD. Right; over many years.

Senator RADCLIFFE. Over many years, and' you have always
carried out the effect on the whisky you advertised.

Mr. ENULEHARD. Yes sir.
Senator RADCLIFFE. Wes. If you took out 4-year-old whisky in

the same bond you would lose the effect of that trade-mark and the
good will and the name of your brand, is that. right?

Mr. ENOLEIIARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is true of 4 good many products that have

been made heretofore for the civilian trade and are not being made
now. They are losing their trade-mark and brand.

fU. 14 NGLEHARD. Believe there is a distinct difference between
whisky tnd many other products.

The CHAIRMAN. I know that, I just want to point out-
Mr. ENOLEFIARD. A company making washing machines may-lose

its trade-mark, but the very next day when the war is over, they ire
back making washing machines.

Senator BARKLEY. They have rot made these things under Govern-
ment regulations.

The' CHAIRAN ; All right.
The British tax is 7 pounds 17 shilling 6 cents or in dollars, $39.32 a

gallon. That is proof spirits, 51 percent Fahrenheit weight 12-13
-qual volume of distilled Water, containing 49.28 percent alcohol'by
weight, 67.1 by volume, and 60 percent Fahrenheit. I thought it
was $16, it is different.

Mr. STAM. It is about $24, I think, on a comparable basis. The
Imperial gallon is a little more.

The CHAIRMAN. That is, they are 5 full quarts.
Mr. ENOLEIIARD. They have no State tax on top of that, and no

production tax befo:e it'is made.
Senator BARKLEY. I understood you to say in this amendment the

Overton amendment, or the other suggestion which has not been
reduced to the form of an amendment, requiring tax payment at the
end of 4 years or any shorter period than you now have under the law,
your company could rot finance the pa yrnent of the tax.
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Mr. ENOLEHARD. I don't think we possibly could.
Senator BARXLEY. Would not that contribute to the possibility of

a few large companies buying up-these men have been able to buy
now because a lot of others have been compelled to sell out, go out
of business.
IMr. ENoLV.HARD. It would not contribute to the possibility,
Sriator, it would force them out.

Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you got a pretty good concentration of the

distilling business in the country haven't you?
? 'Mr. ENOLEHARD. Yes; but a few American independents Ve want

to try to keep on.
• The CHAIRMAN. I understand, but you have got that situation.

.Mr. ENOLEHARD. But under the proposed tax they would be forced
to sell.

The CHAIRMAN. Why would you be forced to sell?
Mr. ENOLEJARD. We could not raise the money to taxpay; take

our business, we could. not raise fifteen or twenty million dollars to
taxpay the whisky to save our lives and we are not a big company,
we have no public financing, no bona issues, or anything of that kind,
but we could not possibly undertake to finance a tax-payment program.

The CHAIRMAN. If this rate stays at $9, 6 months after the war is
over, what is going to be your condition then?

Mr. ENOLEHARD. We will be out of business.
The CHAIRMAN. Out of business---
Mr. ENOLEHARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. If the rate stays at $9?
Mr. ENOLEHARD. And the whisky is not forced out.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it will cOme out at 8 years anyhow.
Mr. ENOLEHARD. Our whisky schedule, over the time it is now

scheduled, we can finance at $6 and-but if it has got to be taxpaid
in the next 2 years, we could not finance it.

The CHAIRMAN. You only have to pay the tax when the whisky
gets 4 years old.

Mr. ENOLEHARD. Our youngest whisky is almost 2 years old now.
The CHAIRMAN. You still have 2 years before you have to pay

that, then it will be only 2 or 3 years old, after al, it ca&--ot allbe
forced out at one time-I have no further questions.

STATEMENT OF FRANK SCHWENGEL, PRESIDENT, JOSEPH E.
SEAGRAM & SONS, INC.

Mr. ScHwvEzoEL. I shall be very brief, Mr. Chairman. I have no
written presentation, but I have made sonic notes back in the "amen
corner" and I would like to emphasize certain points.

Senator BARKLEY. Will you state your name and connection for
the record.

Mr. SCHWENOEL. Frank R. Schwengel, president of Joseph E.
Seagram & Sons,- Inc., the American company.

In the desire to raise income and get more whisky, I am afraid
the author of the bill failed to consider its effect on quality and really,
the essential survival of the industry.

After 10 years the American whiskies have about reached the
zenith of quality. As a matter of fact we were just about to begin
to establi!l3 the distilling industry as a producer of a quality item,
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Now, at the'very time when the liquor was coming alone that estab-
lished the American whiskies as a premier product to the world, weface a situation, merely for the purpose of squeezing out a little morewhisky, we now face the situation whereby this bill would establish
the 4-year aging period a3 the maximum. -To us it has always beenregarded rs the minimum. That means that the American distillerswould be placed at a tremendous disadvantage against the distiller
of imported whisky who can run circles around us competitively
with 8-, 10-, 12-, 13-, and 15-year-old whiskies.

Now, we are not ageing whiskies merely to sit on them. To us itrepresents a great loss. As a matter of fact the cost of the whiskyis not essential, it is the relation, the length, the evaporation that
really places the value on whisky. Now, if it is the intention tosqueeze out the only thing we have got in the business at this time, Imean the furnishing of these fine stocks, I fail to see when the American
distilling industry is going to get back on its feet.

Now, it certainly has contributed notably in the war effort. It isasking for no relief and has been so contributing since October 1941
and totally so since 1942. Now the only thing we have got left aftbr
10 years is a lot of 117,000 000 gallons of whisky.

Now, let us see what will happen. You are not going to get anotherbottle of it, neither am 1, because the moment that whisky is madeavailable, even at $16 per proof gallon, you are not going to get it, be-c-ause of the opportunists. This situation always brings about newpeoplee , believe me. A question was asked today how long is thatgoing to last. Let's see how long that lasts. That 117,000,000 gal-ons will last, except for the restraint under which we are put in our
bottling operations by reason of the 05 percent allowance of bottles-.

Senator LuCAS. Will the hijackers get any of it?
Mr. SCHWENOEL: Senator, I only need point to you a newspaper

account which appeared in the papers less than 2 weeks ago, an ac-count of $100,000 robbery of liquor from a truck in New York City,and that recently there Was a report of the seizure of some 134 lan-
destine stills.

In other words, they can make out a good bottle of 8-year-old
whisky, they can thin it down and make a case.

I wonder whether these gentlemen are not like the others, they cantake $16 a gallon whisky and cut the essence out of it that we havelaid aside for years, they will be better merchants than we are, by
reason of the fact that they will stretch that whisky out to no end.Senator BARKLEY. Generally would those-the Overton bill I amspeaking of primarily, would that be an advantage to the Seagran
crowd that you represent in Canada?

Mr. SCHwENOEL. Frankly', yes. We are importers.
Senator BARKLEY. That is right, notwithstanding that, as I under-

stand it, you are unalterably opposed -
Mr. SCHWENOEL. I am very definitely, because it is uneconomic.Further than that,, it is confusing. You will never know, Senator,

what you want to pay for the saime line. Let us take that Old Fitz-geraldmentioned here. They have 5-, 6-, and 7-year-old whisky,
and the labels look the same. You have got to have a microscope todistinguish which is which. If you went into a store and bought abottle of Old Fitzgerald, you would have-maybe it might be 5 years
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old, it might be 6 years old, and again it might be 7 years old; and it
would load to such confusion that it would be impossible to keep their
merchandise standard.

Senator BARKLEY. If the Overton bill is adopted, what will the
Seagram Co. have to do, will it go out and borrow for the payment of
its tax,, or what will( the Seagram have to do?

Mr. SdHWENOEL. Y imagine--we are large operators, and I cannot
just estimate the amount, but it would be terrific, but my guess is
that we would not have the trouble, being a large company, and having
borrowing facilities, we probably would not have trouble in borrowing
the money, but the medium-sized distillers throughout the country
the question of insurance-we are fortunately able to build fireproof
warehouses where the rate is very low. Others have not those
facilities-now again I ant trying to speak here in behalf of the in.
dustry, I am speaking of, the industry, what'would happen to the
industry.Senator BARKLz. The point I was making is this: In other words,
your concern is finan ially able to go out and borrow a sufficient
aitiount of money to pay the taxes, and perhaps that is not true of the
smaller industries. T

Mir. ScnwE oI,. That is correct.
Senator BARKLEY. What would happen with the smaller industry

if he could not borrow to pay the taxes? Ile will come to you people
to sell-

Mr. ScuwNor,. That is correct.
Senator BARILEY. In other words, the big monopoly, as I see it,

the whisky business will fall into the hands of a few big follows, a
thing that I hope will never happen in this country.

Mr. ScHWENUEL. That might very well be so. Certainly, this
situation will augment that.

The CHAIaMN. How many distilleries are there in the country
pow? Do you have any figures?
* Mr. SCHWENOEL. I imagine there are about 120 registered dis-
tilleries.

Senator BARKLri. Approximately 134, 88 of which are independ-
ents. That is my information. I got those figures from the Treasury.

The CHAIRMAN. Eighty-eight independents now.
Senator LucAs. Let me ask you one question: Have you had any

opportunity during the last 6 months or year to purchase any of these
smaller industries in the country? •

Mr. SCnHwENoL. Have I-has our company bought any smaller
industries?

Senator LucAs. has your company bought any of the smaller
industries.

Mr. SCHWENOEL. Yes, sir.
Senator LuCAS. How did it happen?
Mr. SCUWFNOEL. They were offered to us. We didn't seek the

purchase. In other words, they were offered to us apparently for
reasons of their own.

Senator LuCAS. You think if the Overton amendment were passed
that the sale of these smaller industries would increase?

Mr. SCJwIENEL. It might very easily, but beyond that, the
whiskeys, when they are put out, ram afraid, would reach the hands
of the opportunists, not the retailer, not the operator, so that in the
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end, Senator, you would not get an extra bottle, neither would I,
they would probably use it to send it'out for a large number of bottles,
that is one thing I fear.

Senator BARKLEY. Within your company, Seagram, you have an
American company and a Canadian company.

Mr. SCJIwENoEI,. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. NOW, this proposal as I understand you in

reply to Senator Lucas, would be an advantage to the Canadian
company and a great disadvantage to the American company?

MAr. SCHWzNOEi,. Correct, and we are competitive against our
Canadian branch. There is no question but what it is discrimination.

Now, with respect to the British tax, I should like to tell you for
your consideration that the British taxes are well known as punitive
taxes, that 50 percent of the Scotch tax is not paid by the British, it
is paid here, because the British are satisfied to drink ale and strong
beers. That is a punitive tax, I do not think we have gotten to the
point where we have got to punish a man who desires to buy a bottle
of good whisky. That io the purpose of the tax and is very much
higher than the present Canadian tax.

The CHAIRMAN. What is that in Canada?
Mr. SCHWENEoJ. Well, I imagine it runs around $11 the imperial

gallon, that is my recollection.
The CHAIRMAN. We have it here.
Mr. STAm. About $11.
The CHAIRMAN,. About $ 1.
Mr. ScHwE1o0E. Yes sir
Senator BARKLEY. What is the difference between an iriperial

gallon and an ordinary gallon?
Mr. SCHWENOEL. Thirty-three ounces, an.imperial gallon. Now,

there is one thing I would like to say and that is that most of us are
now, we want to maintain the quality and standai, and our invest-
ment in brands for 6- and 7-year old whiskys. In other words, in
the blending process, those of us in the blending business, it might
still become an art of blending because we believe blending starts
where whisky-making ends, and under this condition we will have
none of the finer whskys with which to finish up the products with
the uniformity and with the taste which we have made, and which
we can expect of American whiskys.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Andwho will you call next?
Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Benonman.

STATEMFNT OF OGORGE BENBNMAN, ATTORNEY, SCHENLEY
DISTILLING CO., WASHINGTON, D. 0.

Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Benenman, will you give your name to the
reporter foi the record?

Mr. BENENMAN. My name is George Benenman.
Senator BARKELY. I understand you represent Sehenley.
Mr. BENENMAN. Yes.
Senator BARKLEY. What position do you hold?
Mir. BENENMAN. I am attorney for Schenley here in Washington.

I am pinchhitting for the chairman of the board who is at the bedside
of a critically ill wife in California and for the president who is burying
his mother in Alabama today. I will try not to cover the field that
has been covered.
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I have been connected with this industry for a long time, some
thirty-odd years. If you gentlemen have any questions about the
field that has been covered I may be able to answer, I will be glad to
do it, but unless you have, I will confine my discussion to this proposed
graduated tax rate in the Overton amendment. As Mr. Stam pointed
out, the tax is an excise tax on the privilege of production, a tax that
attaches to the spirits as they come into existence. By putting up a
bond to guarantee the payment of the tax and depositing the spirits in a
warehouse to which the Government official carries the key, you can
defer payment until you withdraw the spirits for sale. Otherwise,
for the first time on that kind of a tax the whisky that is lost by
evaporation during the period of storage is abated down to the normal
evaporation in the evaporation figure that Congress has fixed by
statute as the normal evaporation. You pay the tax, whether the
whisky is there or not, and there are very frequently cases where the
whisky is paid on more than there is whisky in the barrel, and there
are debates in Congress and the reports of the committees are full of
discussion as to whether it is sound or unsouind tax to be levied in the
barrel from normal evaporation, and Congis many years ago
decided that was not the proper thing to tax.

Now, this proposal that Senator Overton has introduced which will
graduate the tax based on age seems to me not only to be entirely
unfair and of questionable legality. I think it is probably true, but
frankly I have not had a chance to run down the cases or make a study
of the la] question, but I think it is true that Congress can impose a
retroactive excise tax on the privilege of producing whisky though I
doubt very much if Congress can set a new rule for tho classification
of the taxable operation retroactively after the product has been
produced.

tere is a group of men that went into business to make whisky
knowing that they had to pay a tax for that based on the number of
gallons that they ultimately produced, but yet with the statutory
provision that al?'of them competing would pay the same tax on each
gallon that they soll. They made whisky of different types requiring
different ago periods, and incidentally whisky does not always sell at
a price proportionate to tho age. 'here are many 6- and 7- and
8-year-old whiskies on the market that sell for lower prices than some
4-year-old wiskies on the market.. Now, to say to these men retro-
actively your excise tex on production has been reclassified, instead
of being two types but because you produce a quantity or type of
whisky that takes you longer to mature, your excise tax on production
is going to bie increased, your competitive' position is going to be
changed entirely, seems to me to be not only unfair but I think of
very doubtful constitutionality.

I think it would be interesting for you gentlemen to know this,
it is physically impossible to bottle whisky on its birthday, that is,
due to the manpower situation, and it ii due to the way stocks are
made. After a i, a man makes a whisky to sell 4 years hence or
5 years hence or 6 years hence and lie knows as to what his volume
is going to be at that time, and lie may make 3-year-old whisky the
same way and in fact, 4% or 5 years old. Under the law you can
insist that lie shall not sell it for older whisky thit it is, but you
can sell the older whisky at the younger age. I doubt if very much
of the bottled-in-bond whisky, whichhas to be bottled the sa'm day
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it is tax paid, is sold as 4-year-old whisky that is in fact only 4 years
old it is at least a few days over 4 years old, and in many instances
will be 4% or 5 years old, so that if this graduated tax were to be
passed, the same brand of whisky sold under exactly the same age,
some of it would be one age and some of it would be another age
and you can well see what they would do to the industry, so all
I have got to say is that this graduated tax is in my opinion of very
doubtful constitutionality and certainly is unfair as any I have seen
submitted to Congress in many a year.

The CHAIRMAN. You do not think there is any constitutional
diflicultv in a tax on production?

Mr. flENUNMAN. No, sir; I think there is a great deal-a grave
constitutional question in this proposed new graduation.

The CHAIRMAN. That seems to be based on the period it is kept.
We are fixing to base it on how long it has been made.

Mr. BENENMAN. And is a complete reversion of the theory-
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I understand that.

STATEMENT OF A. REUTHINOER, REPRESENTING CERTAIN
INSURANCE INTEREST

Senator BARELEY. I understand that you are here to speak for the
insurance interests?

Mr. REUTHINOER. We insure, either directly or through brokerage
accounts, approximately 80 percent of the whisky stored in the State
of Kentucky, which is about half of the whisky in America. I have
been in this business for a period of 32 years and I only came here to
speak on one question, and that is the availability of insurance in case
thi.4 tax is imposed or has to be paid prior to the withdrawal of the
whisky.

The whisky will have to be put in free warehouses, and we will have
to pick up on each barrel of whisky $360 of value, that is at469 a
gallon or, on a 40-gallon average, it would mean that on the average of
30,000 barrels-we are having difficulty now in getting as much as
$3,000,000 of insurance, and that used to be on the old-time market-
we would have to pick up and furnish as collateral to the bankers to
use for a loan of that money to the distillers.

Senator George said whisky was good collateral. Whisky is only
good collateral because it is highly inflammable material when ac-
companied by a fire-insurance policy.

Now, in the normal warehouse, 30,000 barrels, we would have to
insure that whisky for S1l,000,000, and there is not that insurance
obtainable in the world market. The insurance companies that we
have, less than 400 available that are operating now, they grade
their commitments from $2,500 up on the exposed warehouses, which
are close to other warehouses, or the unprotected warehouses, such
as country distillers, their lines are very moderate. The average
that we canget at the present moment is about $3,000,000 worth of
insurance. There was a representative here from Seagram. Taking
in Kentucky, the Seagram houses have 58,000 barrels. Even in the
fireproof houses that they hav e we. w dld have to provide $26,000,000
of coverage per house and it absolutely is not available at any price,
so that that would forc-the result of this tax would be to force
every distiller out of business for the reason that he could not raise
the money, due to insufficient collateral.
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The CHuAiRn.. How do you mean, I do not understand what you
mean, they say there is about 300,000,000 gallons in storage.

Mr. REUTJIINOER. That is right, sir.
The CHAiRm.%N. That is all insured.
Mr. RRuiimNOER. Yes, sir; for $100 per barrel on the average.
The CHAIRMAN. That insurance when the .19 tax goes on-
Mr. RxurrNIoxR. When this tax goes on, they will have to add

$360 a barrel of insurance, and that is absolutely-
The CHAIRMAN. You mean that has to take it out.
Mr. REUTHINGER. No, sir; the minute the tx Is paid because that

whisky will enhance immediately by the amount of the tax.
The CHAIRMAN. That tax is being paid-I have no doubt who is

going to pay the tax. the consumer is going to pay the tax.
Mr. RVUTHINOEHo. Eventually.
The CHAIRMAN. It won't be there eventually, it will be paid with

this proposal-
Mfr. H UTHINO.R. In the meantime the tax has been paid by the

distiller, and if the distiller has to carry the insurance he must borrow
the. money.

The CHAIRMAN. That is not going to take you very long, to sell this
whisky, if ou haven't got very much.

Senator BARKLEY. The more insurance placed upoh the value of
the whisky in bond before thA tax is paid-

Mr. REUTHINOER. Yes, sir.
Senator BARYLZY. So that when the tax is paid the marketable

value of the whisky insurance has to go up accordingly.
Mr. REUTHINOER. That is correct.. Right now the Federal tax

unpaid is not insured. Now, the minute the whisky tax is paid-of
course, we do insure some tax-paid whisky because there is always
some whisky in the free house ready for sale, we have to pick up the
additional value creed by the tax which has been paid.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think that is an assumption. If, for in-
stance, we require the payment of tax for distilled whisky after it has
been in bond 4 years, you just Kcsume that the whisky on which you
paid the tax would still have to be injured by the distiller.

Mr. REUTHINOGER. WVell, the distiller is your tax collector.
The CHAIRMAN. Well-
Mr. REUTHINoER. He has to carry that whisky until he can dispose

of it, he has a highly inflammable liquid, it is a fuel, and without
insurance, even if it would be one night, he would face ruination unless
covered by insuirance.

The CHAIRMAN He would not take it ell out in 1 day, he would
take several days to take it out.

Mr. REUuTNomF. Well, in the meantime he would have to insureit.
The CAIRSIAN. It is just like cotton, everybody whoever bought

any cotton takes out insurance on it, and one bale is sold and the
insurance is canceled and another bale comes in and they cover that,
there is nothing like the volume of insurance you are speaking of.

Mr. RyuTuiNGE'. Well, Senator, it is not like the insurance of
cotton. Cotton is slow burn, like tobacco.

The CHAIRMAN. I know, but it is still true.
Senator BARKLEY. Cotton does not go up overnight because the

Government collects a tax on it, because there is no such tax.
Mr. REUTHINOER. A moderate rate of tax is paid.
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The CHAIRMAN. You mealA the Government would carry this
whisky after paying the tax-

Mr. REUTHINGER. They have to insure it.
The CHAIRMAN. How Iong?
Mr. REUTHiNOEn. They have to borrow the money to pay the

taxeS.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. REUTHINOER. All right, in presenting collateral to the bank

they have to present warehouse receipts which call for the whisky
and these warehouse receipts with an insurance policy is good collateral.
I mean, it would be impossible to sell the warehouse receipt unpro-
tected by insurance.

The CHAIRMAN. How long are you going to carry that insurance?
Mr. REUTHINGER. I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. It would not take any time to get rid of the

whisky.
Senator BARKLEY. That would depend upon whether you can

get the bottles and cartons. In a normal market you certainly
would have to carry the whisky ht the increased rate of value and
insurance until it was bottled and put on the market.

Mr. REUTHINOER. Senator, the point I am bringing out is this,
that before the distiller can get his hands on this money to pay that
tax he has got to furnish the banker with a warehouse receipt and
insurance policy and that insurance policy at these values will not be
available to us because the market does not exist in the world today.

Senator BARKLEY. To sell, he must pay the tax.
Mr. REUTHINOER. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. The whole tax, and in order to get the insurance

for the value of the liquor which includes the tax after the tax is
paid-

Mr. REUTHINGER. That is entirely correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are liable for that tax unless you contem-

plate this tax is going down.
Mr. REUTHINOER" Taxes are not insured under our policy, but the

minute you pay it, it has to be insured.
The CHAIRMAN. The consumer pays ths tax.
Mr. REUTHINGER. Eventually, yes, sr; in the meantime the dis-

tiller has to present collateral.
The CHAIRMAN. You are speaking on the theory that continuous

insurance would have to be maintained on this immense volume.
Mr. REUTHnNOER. No, sir; I am speaking on the theory that before

he can get the money to pay this tax he has to present to his banking
connection two things, a warehouse receipt and an insurance policy.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that, but he would not have to do it
all in I day.

Mr. REUTHINUER. Beg your pardon?
The CHAIRMAN. He would not have to do it in I day and not in 1

month.
Mr. REUTHINOER. If the tax is ordered to be paid when the whisky

attains the age of 4 years it has to be insured on the same day.
The CHAIRMAN. It has all got to be 4 years old in the first place.
Mr. REuTHINOER. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly not.
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Mr. REUTHINOER. But you cannot have intermingled whisky.
Senator, everyone knows that. You cannot take whisky in bond and
whisky free and keep then in the same house, you have to have a
bonded house and a free house so when you move it into your free
houso, doing that is tax-paid whisky.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean when the tax is due, and now under the
present law it is due at 8 years, you can move it into your free house
and ',arry insurance?

Mir. REUTHINOER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But you would not move it all in there at one 'ne.
Mr. REUTHINOER. You would have to--you would move all the

4-year-old whisky in at one time.
The CHAIRMAN. YOU would move the 8-year-old whisky, if you

kept it 8 years, you would move it there.
Mr. REUTHINOER. That is right.
Senator BARKLEY. If you ,ro required to pay this tax at .4 years

and they do not have the facilities to bottle it and market it, through
which the distiller has got to get his tax back from the public, then he
is bound to carry insurance policyon the increased value.

Mr. REUTHINOER. Yes; and ho cannot buy it, we do not have any
available insurance market today.

The CHAIRMAN. No insurance can be procured.
Mr. REUTHINOER. The insurance companies operating in the world

today could not take care of that. I say that advisedly, after 30
years' experience.

Senator BARKLEY. That is due primarily because the liquor is
extra hazardous.

Mr. REUTHiNOER. Because, even though it is enclosed in fireproof
warehouses, the fireproof warehouse only excludes loss coming from
the outside, and the contents of the house is where the hazard is.

The CHAIRMAN. But you assume it is Voing to be kept right along,
that when the tax is paid the consumer is going to start paying you
right back, and that will reduce the tax and your insurance by the
same process.

Mr. REUTHINGER. Senator, how are they going to pay the tax
unless they can get the money?

'I he CHAIRMAN. They have got to get the money to pay the tax.
Mr. REUTHINOER. And to get the money they have to present

collateral to get it.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that, they have to get the money.

However it is just a continuous process from selling the liquor ho
reduces the insurance on the liquor and puts the, money in his pocket
to pay the tax.

Mr. REUTHINOER. Yes; but lie has to get the money from the bank
in the first place; unless he presents proper collateral no banker would
loan him the money. You would not if you were in the banking
business, you would not loan the man the money on whisky warehouse
receipts without a fire-insurance policy with it.

The CHAIRMAN. You would have the same problem if you kept it
there 8 years, and I assume you have some whisky that soon will be
8 years old, and you have to pay the tax.

Mr. REUTHINOER. There are a few barrels of whisky 8 years old.
The CHAIRMAN. YOU got identically the same problem, varying

only in degree. The minute you pay the tax you can sell that liquor.
Mr. REUTHINOER. The variation in degree is not the whole story.
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If we could keep our values down to $100 a barrel We would have
no trouble insuring it, if we could gradually withdraw the whisky
we would have no trouble to take care of it by insurance, and the
proposition of degree would solve itself.

Ihe CHAIRMAN. They don't need to get the insurance I day or 1
minute-

Mr. REUTEOINOER. So as to be moved frm the house.
The CHAIRMAN. At 4 years old?
Mr. REUTHINOER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But they don't all go there exactly the mme day

or the same month, even the 4-year-old whisky, it does not all become
4.years old on the 10th of March, it will become 4 years old over a
given time throughout the period.

Mr. R Umiinon n. All right, sir, if a distillery has 40,000 barrels of
whisky-

The CHAIRMAN. And before getting any insurance on that you
would have sold that as you took it out.

Mr. REUTHINOER. No; if he has 40,000 barrels of whisky that
matures today, say or 10 000 barrels of whisky that matures-

The CHAIRMAN. He could not get insurance on that amount?
Mr. REUTHINOER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. lie could not get insurance?
Mr. REUTHINGER. No sir; because we immediately would have to

provide for 10,000 barrels at $360 a barrel, $3,600,000 in one house
based on the value of the whisky itself, which is a million dollars,
$4,600,000 and the ordinary house that would hold only 10,000, of
ordinary construction, nobody would take it.

Senator RADCLIFFE. That maximum amount of insurance which
you think was possible, I am assuming that is not any surmise on your
part, but represents the well-considered opinion of people in the
insurance business.

Mr. REUTHINOER. It is not only the well-considered opinion, it is
actual experience over 30 years. For instance, on that illustration
which I gave in my statement when I said the average warehouse of
30,000 barrels, the Schenley people in Louisville, in the Bernheim
Distillery, they have a house that holds 80,000 barrels. Now, in that
house that hofds 80,000 barrels, if that whisky is taxed we would have
to provide $40,000,000 of insurance on that house. It is not available.
There is not an insurance company in the market to take care of it.

The CHAIRMAN. You are assuming the total volume of insurance is
going to go on the minute you start paying the tax-

Jr. REUTHINOER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And when anything else is sold, by the time you

take out the remaining quantity-
Mr. REUTHINOER. if you will pardon me, sir, I am not assuming

that, I am assuming this, that there is a pick-up that has to be takon
care of.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I know. You are talking about the pick-up.
Mr. REUTHINGER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I am thinking your consumers will be reducing

your liability just about as fast as you incur it.
Mr. REUTHINOER. Well, we have to reduce our liability down to the

capacity we can carry it, and we cannot provide for picking this mer-
chandise that will protect it. The market is not there.
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The CHAIRMAN. The market is not there?
Mr. REUTHINOER. No, sir.
Senator RADCLIFFE. When you speak of maximum insurance, you

are speaking of that as strictly a preferred business.
Mr. REUTHINOER. There is nothing in the moral hazard.
Senator RADCLIFFE. I assume if because of physical conditions

which probably cannot be changed, some of these warehouses are not
very desirable from the standpoint of insurance and you would want
to make sure about that.

Mr. REUTHINOIi. That is true.
Senator RADCLIFFE. In other words, you are assuming 4% million

would be the maximum for a strictly first-class business.
Mr. REUHINoER. Some houses you could not write half a million.
Senator RADCLIFFE. You could not write any considerable amount

at all.
I Mr. REUTHINOER. That is right, if you got a house that was out of
true, where the bricks are cracked, or anything like that, we could not
insure the whisky at any price.

Senator RADCLIFFE. That would reduce very materially your maxi-
mum you can sell for 4% million.

Mr. REUTHINOER. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I have no further questions.
Senator BARKLEY. I have no further questions.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR W. WILLIAMS, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
THE WHISKY BROKERS OF AMERIOA, LOWELL, KY.

Senator BARKLEY. Will you state your name for the record?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Arthur W. Williams, Lowell, Ky., secretary-treas-

urer of the Whisky Brokers of America. I am president of the
Kentucky Distillers Exchange, a whisky brokerage office that has
been 33 years in the whisky business. Most of my business has been
with the smaller or independent distillers. The independent distillers,
as you gentlemen know, all the distillers have to put up all their prop-
erty in bonded Government warehouses and the Government has a
first lien on that property. In Addition to that, they must carry a
surety bond. The inde-endent distillers have always been under
financed, and a great mP.Iy of them have had to sell out in the last few
years; they didn't make enough money to continue operations, and if
this Iiiw bill becomes effective, I don't believe there will be any more
than a half a dozen independents or a do7en at the most in existence
within the period of 1 year.

The brokers naturally depend on the smaller distillers. Our busi-
ness is almost entirely with the smaller disLiiiey b6xlubo tlu &agc"

distillers do not need sales outlets that we brokers afford. In the
event that this new tax becomes operative that would force the whisky
out of bond and at the end of 4 years the independent distiller who has
got his credit stretched would probably have his bank loans called,
and there have already been threats that the bank loans would be
called, in view of the insurance problem which we could not meot.

Senator MILLIKIN. Would the threat to call the loans force the stuff
out prior to the time it would be 4 years old?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. The independent distiller is not only responsible.
for the whisky he owns himself and the whisky he sold or which he
has stored but the Govenment really looks t0 the distillery ware.
houseman for that tax money.

Senator MfILLIKIN. The bank would not.
Mr. WILLI AIS. They might not fee!- ---
Senator MILLIKIN. Give an additional grant, I know that, perhaps

the existing loan that they had there is not as desirable as a bank
might wish, does that not exert pressure to push the stuff out even
before it is 4 years old?

Mr. WILLIAMS. It would except for the fact that they cannot get
the glass and containers to bottle it.

Senator MILLIKIN. What has he got now?
Mr. WILLIAMS. He has probably got about 65 percent of his normal

supply. What is he going to do with the other 35 percent? He is
going to be forced to carry it, he is going to be forced to pay the tax,
he cannot borrow against the distillery plant because the Government
has got first lien on it and his bank credit is stretched, there has been
quite a number of distilleries sold out in the last 2 or 3 years, small
distilleries, which could not make the money, and their storage
account has gone down decidedly because they are not making any
more whisky, from the bottler's operation it has dropped about 35
percent, so their income is ,hattered.

Senator MILLIKIN. I am afraid I diverted you.
Mr. WILLYAMS. I remember back a good many years ago, old Billy

Patterson of Lowell, he was pressed for ready cash, he could not raise
the money to pay the tax, and at the end of 8 years he was forced to
ship a considerable quantity of 8-year old whisky for export to Ham-
burg, Germany. That whisky remained there 4 years in the hopes
that the market would improve.

Senator MILLIKIN. When was that?
Mr. WILLIAMS: Back before the World War, Billy Patterson was

a small distiller, and he was always bard-up for cash.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you mean this present World War?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, the last; but those things do happen. There

have been a number of cases where distilleries have been forced to
ship whisky for expvAi u " to e t~pu (he payment of taxes at the
moment.

Another problem would be this increase in taxes-we know the
bootleggers thrive, even on the $4 tax and the old war tax of $6.40.
Today, they are having difficulty in getting sugar, which prevents the
bootleggers from being very active, but there has been a very marked
increase in sugar thefts from wholesale houses, that is about the only
.l.50 'f t .. _f _ .,r a01 e aPf C3 fA IAo_ e : b C. ' -o #V%^ ;

tiary if he is caught diti[ling liquor, so e says, "What is the difrerence,
I might as well get me a little sugar."

There has been one theft lately of 1,600 pounds and another theft
of 2,000 pounds of sugar. We have our increased cost. The taxes
are getting so high that the bootlegger is in heaven and the illicit
distiller.

There is one distiller in Kentucky which I sold, and when they first
made whisky they made a very heavy-bodied type whisky on what
was known as a small-type sugar-mash process. The whisky owner
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could not carry it 6 or'7 years. They realized it would not become
mature before that time, and before that time had arrived they were
all burned out, and in fact, before 4 years he could not sell his whisky.

Senator MILLIKIN. Are there many of these what you might call
small distilleries that still carry any 7-, 8-, or 10-year-old whisky?

Mr. WILLIAMS. There is quite a number of them. They have been
interested in selling nothing but bonds and premier whisky, 5 or 6
years old and over. There is one concern in Chicago, I understand
put out no whisky under 6 years old. On some of these heavy-bodied
whiskies the small distiller, not having the volume, he must depend on
knowledge and making a better product. The big distiller producing
100 barrels of whisky a day, he has got the volume that would justify
advertising, sales promotion, but the small distillers making 20 barrels
a day, his return does not justify any large outlay of advertising and
sales promotion, he cannot do it. The only 4hing lie can hope to
accomplish is a quality product. That is the man that is going to be
put. out of business.

Senator RADCLIFFE.' You heard the arg,1 ments on this proposal
which have been presented by the preceding vitnesses.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, Sir.
Senator RADCLIFFE. Do you endorse fully everything they said, or

would you modify in any particular what has been offered or the
suggestions made?

Mr. WILLIAMS. There are some points that have been made, I
am not familiar with. Anyway, I am not fam.2iar with the opera-
tions of the larger distillery companies, their financial arrangements.
I do realize that the insurance problem is one that there is no way in
the world that they can be coped with.

Senator RADCLIFFE. I have had some wide ontact with the insur-
aiice business and I realize that it is inclined to of"tr the maximum
amount of insurance possible in an industry.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I can state one case of a large wareouse building in
Lowell back before the World War, with a capacity o" either 150,000
or 160,000 barrels. After they got the warehouse built they dis-
covered that they cbuld not fill that warehouse and insure the con-
tents because they overrun the insurance in the world. All of them in
the world could not take that much insurance in one location under
one roof.

The CHAIRMANv That is very true in the case of a great many valu-
able products that are produced in the United States. There are not
enough insurance companies to cope with that proposition and carry
it continuously, but it is not a continuous proposition, the liability of
the ir,1rAn,.s heains to go out as fast as it is sold. Now if you do not
have an abnormal situation in the United states, and abnormal fromn
the standpoint of the money that is flowing freely and the demand
that exists for whisky, you would have a different proposition.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Senator, taking a blend house, for instance, making
a good blend, you need whisky. You have got to have a base of 7- or
8-year-old whisky, and you have got to have some 5 or 6.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I grant you that.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Before you-before that whisky has passed the

4-year maturity it is not good for blending purposes. Before you
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can blend straight whisky you have to have an older whisky that
you have to give body to your pi ,duct.

The CHAIRMAN. I grant you that. Yet the Bureau of Official Sta-
tistics shows that more than 70 percent of your whisky now goes out
at 4 years old. That is bottled in bond. Only 30 percent of it goes
beyond the 4-year period. I grant you, however, that you are handi-
capped somewhat in maintaining certain brands and making certain
blends, because you have got to have certain aged liquor.

Mr. WILLIAMS. There is a little distillery down in Bardstown.
It has one brand that has been continuously undersold since they
started business.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't question that at all, but I don't see how
anybody ever gets a vested intei'st in the date to which the tax on
liquor is diverted. The tax is really due when you make it, but that
has always been the theory upon which it is imposed, in order to help
the industry and in order to make it possible for the industry to
develop, why the tax is diverted until the various periods starting
off witt I and going up to 8.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Under these proposed bills I don't think the
independent distillers, a good many of the small ones, will make a
barrel of whisky.

Senator BARKLEY. As a matter of fact the Government has not
diverted the payment of the tax as a charitable proposition. To accom-
modate the distiller, the Government has always recognized the distiller
could not pay the tax without selling the goods, and in orde, to get
the tax, the law provided for it to be diverted until the commodity
could be moved to the market, because the Government has recognized
that the distiller cannot pay large taxes to the Government until he is
ready to put it on the market, even though he has to carry what he
has paid in the tax for months and maybe someties for years before
he gets it back.

The CHAIRMAN. That is true under normal conditions where it
takes several years to get your crop of stock moved on the way out.
I can see very well how maybe a 4-year period is possibly too short.
I don't see how it would, except it will interfere with certain types of
business. I know ver few civilian enterprises that have not been
affected by war conditions, and sometimes put out of business.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Senator, what other industries does a man have to
figure his crops and make it just like you grow a crop and a man
figures 4 years in advance whenhe is going to use it? No other industry
that I know of.

The CHAIRMAN. If you will have a period of 4 years in which you
will have low stock and terrific demand, I don't see that there is any
tremendous problem. Of course, I know the distillers are assuming,
but I don't assume it at all, that you are not going to be permitted
to make any more whisky. I know you are.

Mr. WILLIAMS. 'Well, tbo W. P. B. rather seriously indicates that
you are not.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but you will.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
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STATBMSNT OV JULIAN VAN WINKLES PRESIDENT OF BTITZEL-
WELLER DISTILLERY OF SHIVELY, KY.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. I put a brief in hero last week that I suppose you
have all read.

Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Van Winkle, will you give your name to
the reporter?

Mr. V&N WINKLE. President of Stitzel-WeOer Distillery of Shively,
Ky.

Senator B ARKLEY. You make that Old Fitzgerald?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Yes, sir; I wish to say to begin with I think

I heard you speak of no vested rights. Senator, I was under the
impression, when I built that .distillery 8 years ago and our second
distillery, we sold one and bought another that we did have a vested
right to keep that whisky in bond for 8 years, else I would never have
built the distilery.

The CHAIRMAN. You might not have built that distillery, but you
could not consider you had a vested right.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. I don't know what kind of a vested right
that means; we had that experience with 8 years in bond.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I know that.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. I thought we had the right to expect that in the

whisky we made and we would havethe right to keep it there for 8
years and therefore, we built a distillery to mash a large number of
barrels of grain, 1,500 barrels of grain a day and a warehouse to take
care of 1,500 barrels a day, and bottlers and bottle men and an organi-
zation when and as it matured, 4, 5, 6, and 7 years.

Now, if I had thought that we would have had to take up that
whisky at the end of 4 years we would not have built that distillery,
or we certainly would not have built one as large as we did'or aa large
a warehouse. Why, because we kLew we could not force that much
whisky out of bond in 4 years.
.Now, we sell our whisky when and as made. We are independent
distillers, without an public financing, we sell this whisky in bond and
in bulk, represented by warehouse receipts to wholesale liquor deAlers,
and rectifiers, and we explained. to them that they must keep this
whisky.4 years. It does not mature until it is 4 years old. Therefore,
you have got to have 4 years' whisky. Ifyou buy 100 barrels a month,
you will have 4,800 barrels of whisky at the end of 4 years before you
can start selling it off. Now they have got it.

The CHAIRMAN. That is your trade arrangement?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. That is our trade arrangement, that is sone-

thing we have told them to do, that is something that they have to do
in order to have matured whisky.

The CHAIRMAN. Well-
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Now, if these people, had to-go on the assump.

tion'that they had to tax pay that whisky when it is 4 years old from
day to day, why, their program is not complete, and some of those
people have got whisky in there 6 and 7 and approaching 8 years old
right now. Vow to force that whisky over 4 years old out of bond
overnight, they could not pay those taxes, neither could we. We
could not pay those taxes, we could not raise that money, we could
not borrow the moley, we could not even think of borrowing it, and
even if the whisky was forced out of bond, some say it would only
last a few days. Even if we had all the bottles in the world we could
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not bottle it as fast as it came out of there. We would have to keep
that whisky in the warehouse until the time came when we could
bottle it, physically bottle it.

Now, there seems to be some misunderstanding here that you could
keep whisky in a warehouse. You could not keep tax-paid whisky
in a free warehouse, it has got to be moved out of there. Where are
you going to move it? We have got to take care of it, and if it was
only to be left out there 1 month, that whisky has got to be covered
with insurance. We could not sleep at night if we did not have
insurance on it.

Four thousand barrels of whisky-5,000 barrels of whisky would
be enough to wreck anybody of the character of firms we represent.

lN0w, again, if we are going to have a 4-year-bond period I would
not have nerve enough for myself or for my customers to go out and
say, "Now you buy year whisky1 , buy whisky today that you cannot
use for 4 years, to begin with and if it is bottled it has got to come out
of there at the end of 4 years."

Now, maybe that man has not got the'money at the end of 4 years.
That would make a free warehouse distillery of this bonded warehouse
the day we started to make whisky, the Government owns the dis-
tillery and owns the bonded warehouse, and we have given a surety
bond to pay the tax.

Senator BARKLEY. You say the Government owns it. You don't
mean the Government owns-

Mr..VAN WINKLE. The Government has got a deed to it.
Senator BARKLEY. You built it.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Absolutely, but you give the Government a

deed, Senator, before you start that distillery they get the deed and in
addition to that you have got to furnish them with a surety bond that
you are going to pay these taxes. Now, let us say the man who owns
this whisky cannot furnish the taxes. I have given a surety for it as a
distiller. Suppose I cannot furnish that, then the insurance company
has got to furnish it. Suppose this insurance company cannot furnish
it, :and suppose you cannot get a surety bond, then the Government
is in the whisky business. They own it. They will have to take it
and we are broke.

Now, we have talked here about allowance for taxes. That is
merely something that has been in effect for over half a century.
It is true we pay the tax on what is left in the barrel. You are
allowed a certain outage, but suppose it exceeds this outage, Senator,
suppose that barrel is empty, you pay the tax on every gallon that you
are supposed to have in it.' If you are supposed to lose 11 gallons of
whisky and you lose the whole barrel of whisky, you got to pay a tax
on that barrel with the exception of 11 gallons, regardless.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, you have to take that risk when you
renew the tax on it the day it went in there.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Oh yes, Senator.
The CHARMUAN. The sliding scale before evaporation.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Look at the burden you put on that. Lot us take

over the other amendment, you are going to run this tax up from $9
normal tax up to $16 and you pay a tax on a barrel of whisky that is
not, there at $16 a gallon, at the present tax, of $9 a gallon we might
stand it, but when you get $16 now in there behind it you have to
g the tax-paid whisky before you tax-pay 1 barrel or 80 barrels.
.The gager will tax-pay that barrel. Then suppose, on the old allow-
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ance,,We will say of 39 gallons; now the gager gages that barrel at 39
gallons. We expect to get 13 cases out of every barrel and when you
f age it out, when you bottle it, you may not get over 123j. That
frequently happens.
The CHAIRMAN. Sometimes you get more out.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. And you pay a tax on the additional.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Absolutely, but if you don't get it you lose it.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean you pay the tax and you are allowed

11 gallons at 4 years old.
Mr. VAN WINKLF,. Let us say a barrel is based on an outage

allowance of-39 gallons.
Senator BARKLEY. In other words, it held that when you put it in?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. It he.I 48 gallons, now down to 39.
The CHAIRMAN. When have you paid on that barrel, when you

took it out?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. No, sir; that barrel is supposed to produce 13

casc.i, ,a1 gallons, 13 cases of quarts. If it does not produce but 12
case, ". the end of the bottling line you are just out 3 gallons of
whisky.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. That is $16 a gallon. Now, if you got 14 cases

instead of 13, the gager is right there, and you pay for that extra case
of whisky at $16, or $6 or $12, absolutely.

Senator BARKLEY. In other words, if you have a lesser amount you
pay the tax on what you have lost and if you have more, you do not-
you get the whisky if you have more but the Government gets the $16
or whatever it is?

Mr. VAN WINKLE. It has happened. That is a concrete example.
Senator BARKLEY. And the Government gets the shrinkage.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Heads I win, tails you lose, Senator.

* About a month ago or so we gaged 50 barrels for a house in New
Orleans. The owned the whisky in bond, they sent us a warehouse
receipt and told us to tax pay the whisky and ship it to them. We
tax-paid the whisky. At the end of bottling we were 45 gallons
short and had paid the tax on 45 gallons of whisky.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. That is right. I can understand that.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. How had that happened? I said to the Gov-

ernment officers, how had this happened, could he have read our stem
wrong, could he have read our thermometer wrong? That is all the
whisky you are going to get. I didn't have the nerve to tell the
customer in New Orleans we had lost 45 gallons of whisky so I went
over to the warehouse and got a barrel out and tax paid it, had it
bottled up, put it in his lot and sent it to him and never said a word
about it. Now, 45 gallons of whisky, if we had had that $16 a gallon-
it cost $6, which at 45 gallons is $270, but had it been $16 it would
have cost $450 more. Now, those are the hazards of the business.

Now, speaking of the Overton amendment, talking about bottling
whisky 4 years old you people know that it has to be 4 years old, and
it has got to be that, so you cannot change that, maybe the gager
could not take it out for you when it would go through and tomorrow
your tax goes up $2 overnight. It is impossible, totally impossible
for anybody to bottle whisky today that is 4 years old today, it cannot
be done, therefore, instead of paying $9 and the $2-$1 1-now as the
gentleman said here a while ago, after this hearing the other day we
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went down to the hotel we just happened to have three bottles of
whisky setting there aif labeled "Fitzgerald," all bottled in bond.
We looked at the stamp, one was 6 years old, one 5 years old and one4 years old. It has all been sold at the same price. You can imagine
what confusion would exist if you had three bottles of Fitzgerald
whisky selling for something like $7.50 and setting alongisde of it one
selling 'or $6.50 and setting alongside of that was one selling for
$5.50. Under the 0. P. A. laws you know what kind of confusion
that would be. The public could not understand it and nobody
could understand it. And of course what happens, the retailer, he
didn't know any different and it is all $7.50 so far as I am concerned
and they were sold for $7.50.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, they were, and it was the consumer who
paid the tax.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Talking about 4-year old, as I say, I would be
afraid tomorrow to sell a crop of whisky if I knew this tax was going
to be put on it, if I knew the whisky was going to be forced out, why
I would be afraid that if the wholesaler could not take the whisky
and pay the tax I could not take it out at the proper time and it
would fall back on me and we could not finance it. Therefore, we
would be afraid to make a crop of whisky in the orderly way that we
have heretofore done for a period of 8 years without any increase of
tax, without any question, and we would not make it.

I don't see how we can stay in business, now. Mr. Schwengel said
here awhile ago he bought several distilleries. I know every one he
has bought, S&ator, and he bought them because they were broke.
That is the reason he bought them. They could not maintain them-
selves, and representing the small distillers in Kentucky, I believe,
Senator Barkley, that if you want a guarantee I think I can guarantee
you there won't be 10 of them left in a year if either one of these bills
are adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me make this suggestion. Now I am not con-
vinced by anything that has been said-I regard all of you gentlemen
as gentlemen of character, honor, and integrity-now, if you please,
if we shorten the period o 4 years and require you to pay the tax, we
certainly vould make provision for containers, we certainly would
do that.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Senator, if you gave us the containers we could
not bottle the whisky we have, our bottlers are not prepared for it.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but suppose we said you have a 6-month
period in which you could take out and pay us the tax on the 4-year-old
whisky.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. What is that?
The CHAIRMAN. Give you 6 months in which to do that.
Mr. VAN VINKLE. Give us 6 months in which to pay the tax?
The CHAI-MAN. Yes, sir; to take it out.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Well, you still got the whisky coming in behind

you all the time.
The CHAIRMAN. No; didn't you fellows tell us you haven't got any

coming in behind, y6u would not-you are not going to be allowed to
make any more.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. I don't think you got the right idea about it.
The CHAIRMAN. I haven't got the right idea?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. We have got continuity.
Senator BARKLEY. New whisky put up in
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Mr. VAN WINKLE. No; we got continuity of whisky, we got '38,
or '39, '40, '41, and '42.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; only about 300,000,000 gallons altogether.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Every distiller has got continuity whisky,

except that hA has not got any in the last 14 months.
The CHAIRMAN. That is as I understand it, you got a limited

stock now.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, suppose we said from now on that you are

going to be given up to 4 years to take your whisky out, either you got
to do that or pay the tax 4 years, and there will be a period of 6
months after the whisky reaches 4 years old in which you can take
out this whisky and put, it on the market and sell it.

Mr. VAN WINXKE. Well, there is going to be a period of 6 months
all right, there is going to be a period of 6 months, you then have to
take the whisky from 4 years and 6 months.

The CHAIRMAN. No no.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. All over 6 months.
The CHAIRMAN. No, at 4 years, but then you may not take it out

and therefore pay the tax and you may have the period of 6 months
after it becomes 4 years old.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Senator, that being the case, your bonded
period would be 4% years.

The CHAIRMAN. Not necessarily, they might want to take it out at
4 years, and they would have that length of time in which to do it..Mr. VAN WINKLX. When are we to take out the whisky that is
presently 6 years old?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you take that out. within the 6-month period
if you sell that. You see now the whisky is taxable after it is 4 years
in bond, but in v-iew of te change we are going to permit this period
of tolerance in which you can make your readjustments.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Well-
The CHAIRMAN. That would be where-
Senator BARKLEY. You would still have the whisky.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. You say that you would give this 6-month

tolerance. All right, but all of our whisky presently 4 years old would
have to be tax-paid in a year and 6 months from now.

The CHAIRMAN. That would still be better than having to take it
out and pay it exactly on the day it is 4 years old.

Senator BARKLEY. Wouldn't you still have the whisky in the
bonded warehouses?

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Our secretary, Mr. Meijure, just made a figure
here for us that it would take us 447 days to do what we are talking
about, running at the capacity, with all the glass we got, 447 days.

The CHAIRMAN. Then you must have figured side then, I suppose.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Not any to speak of.
The CHAIRMAN. You are just talking theoretically?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Oh, no; we got 95,000 barrels of whisky in our

warehouse, but it belongs to Smith, Jones, and Brown all over the
United States who bought that whisky and wb have built up con-
tinuity whisky to take care of their business in an orderly way.
They are taxpaying that whisky, Senator, in a very orderly way.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I understand.
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Mr. VAN WINKLE. I-a year ago we had 125,000 barrels, today
we have in these warehouses 95,000 barrels. Now, they have tax-
paid about 30 000 barrels in 1 year and if that rate keeps up for the
next 3 years thfere will be no whisky in the warehouses. That is fair,
that is the regular arrangement. That is fair. That is what they
rely on that is fair enough because some of them are going to be out
of whisky necessarily before they can get some more. It is just like
any other business. Suppose a man is in the publishing business and
lie heard that he was not going to get any more paper. lie had been
using paper at the rate of 100 tons and he was not going to get any
more for another year. He would not use up all that paper would he,
in [-year as he would normally do in his business, no; he would make
that paper last, lie would cut it in half and make it run 2 years, which
is what they are doing today.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I understand.
Senator BARKLEY. Then even if you had 6 months' tolerance,

would there be many distilleries that have whisky in bonded ware-
houses to mature in 5, 6, or 7 or 8 years that would have to convert it
in 4% years instead of carrying it under the original plan until they
marketed it?

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Certainly. This gentleman told you that he
could not write that insurance. He is having trouble writing it today
and no matter-he also told you that in order to get that whisky tax-
paid he would have to borrow that money from the bank.

Now, the bank is not going to loan you the money unless you can
furnish them collateral warehouse receipts covering the whisky, either
tax-paid or in bond plus insurance.

The C&AIRMAN. That is the reason I said you take it out within the
calendar year if the whisky had been there 4 years, provided we say
at least 6 months until you had to take it out. Wouldn't that be
better than to take it all out at 'he end of 4 years?

Mr. VAN WINKLE. That wouk just prolong the agony.
Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Chairr an, I would like to put in th'e record

a table-
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to gamble with you that there will be

plenty of distillers coming and telling me it will help them to give them
that period.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. It will help a lot.
The CHAIRMAN. It will help you to get your stuff out on the market

and sell it to pay the tax.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. You cannot get it on the market. Mr. MeLure

just told us, and he is our secretary and runs our bottlers and he knows
the figures, that it would take us 447 days to bottle that whisky.

The CHAIRMAN. All of it?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. All of it that would mature in that period.
The CHAIRMAN. At 4 years you got that much to sell.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. I have not got it. It is in our warehouse. We

are speaking of bottling it.
I Senator BARKLEY. You have, in addition to a distillery, you have ,

warehouse and a bottling house, is that true?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Government bonded warehouse and bottling

house.
Senator BARKLEY. You built it with your own money, that is, and

you gave the Government a deed to it.
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Mr. VAN WINKLE. That is right.
Senator BARKLEY. You have a bottling house there whicb you put

your money in and you would have to bottle this if you sold off every
barrel that you are under obligation and contract for.

Mr. VAN WINKLE. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. So it happens that you have a bottling facility

according to the plans you have outlined, in advance for manufacture
of your whisk.

Mr. VAN NN INKLE. The bottle house will not provide for more than
a certain amount, and we cannot build another bottling house, we
cannot but the equipment for a bottling house.

Senator BARKLEY. And you cannot build any more warehouses.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Cannot do anything.
Senator BARKLEY. But you have to have a free warehouse after

you take it out of the Government house upon payment of tax.
.Mr. VAN WINKLE. You pay the tax and if you lose a gallon of

whisky in addition to the evaporation, you have not only lost your
whisky that is worth $2 a gallon, but you have lost the Government
tax you put in the whisky. The whisky lays in a bonded warehouse
and you do not pay the tax on that. Further, bear in mind that these
imports come under the-come into this country, they do not pay any
tax in England. They are shipped to this country tax-free 'from Eng-
land, land, Ireland, or Canada, and pay no tax.

Senator BAR'LEY. Yes.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. There were thousands of barrels of whisky

moved out of this country in the olden days because the distiller
could not raise the money to pay the taxes-that might happen again.

The CHAIRMAN. The do pay the tariff.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. They pay nothing when they ship it out.
The CHAIRMAN. If it is shipped in here they have to pay the tariff.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. When it comes in they have to pay the actual

regaging plus the import duty, when we ship it out we pay $16.
T'Iie CHAIRMAN. YOu mean what you here ship out.
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 3ut from the outside-
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Yes, sir; everything that they bring in you

on pay $2 and $9 tax, and not $16.
Whe CHAIRMAN. And don't they pay any import duty?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. You pay $2 and $9, that is $11, against cur $16.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you get $16?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. 1 believe you got $16 on the 8-year bonded.
The CHAiRMAN. That is Senator Overton's amendment?
Mr. VAN WINKLE. Yes, sir.
I don't know. I hope you are not going to pass either.
Senator BARKLEY. I would like to put in the record a telegram

from Mr. J. T. McGinnis, vici president of the Farmers Bank & Trust
Co., Bardstown, Ky., with respect to this proposed amendment; also
letter from Wilson & Muir, bankers, of Bardstown, Ky. I am not
going to take the tim3 to read them. I will put them in the record.

Also a lengthy telegram from Mr. Oscar F. M(redith, vice president
of the First National Bank of Chicago with respect to the effect of
this amendment upon the financing of liquor and the present situation
with respect to financing liquor. I ask that they be printed in the
record.
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(The above-mentioned telegrams are as follows:)
BARDSTOWN, Ky., December 14, 1943.lioen. ALDnZ W. BARKL.Y.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.:
The 4-year limitation of the bonded period detrimentally affect bankers and

Insurers of whisky. We are opposed to this limitation and trust that you will
do all you can to retain the 8-year period which is in the interest of the Govern.
ment, distillers, bankers, and Insurance. FABuEPs BANK & Tatusr Co.,

J. r. MCGINNIS, Vice President.

BARDSTOWN, Ky., December 14, 1943.Hon. ALBEN' W. BARKLE IY,
United States Senator, Vashington, D. C.:

Bill proposed by Senator George on 4-year limit on whisky will work a great
hardship to Kentucky distillers. Would appreciate your opposition.

WiLsON & MUIR, Bankers.

CHICAGO, ILL., December 16, 1943.Hon. ALDENz~ W. BARKLgr,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.:

Regarding amendments involving liquor taxes our bank is a leading lender
to the industry. Outage allowances are a prime factor. Carlisle allowance
proved inadequate resulting In the acceptable O'Neil schedule April 1942. Any
reduction from present allowance irrespective of age would impair borrowing
ability by an Industry which has had to depend heavily on banks. Additional
margins of collateral at rate of prevailingtax would have to be provided to cover
rate of tax on proven outage records. Understand consideration being given to
forcing whisky out of bond at 4 years to get it to consumers. A careful checking
reveals labor and restrictions on bottles, cases, etc., would prevent this being
done but would result in difficult .d in many cases impossible money require-
ments. As an example a customer with a dollar volume of $7,000,000 would
need immediately for taxes $2,400,000 and in the next 12 months $4,000,000.
Borrower presently owes to bank, trade, and for income taxes $1,750 000.
Working capital about $700,000. Example: No. 2 distillery did a volume
slightly under $20,000,000. Would require approximately $19,000,000 at $9 for
whisky presently 4 years of age or over and an additional $8,000,000 during the
next 12 months. Company's present liabilities approximately $5,500,000 with
working capital about $4,000,000. There have been cases where Insurance
protection was not immediately available. I do not attempt to speak for insur-
ance companies but they, like the banks, probably would not provide the pro-
tection for tax-paid merchandise in bulk subject to subsequent tax-pald evapora-
tion. Think advertisement by Distilled Spirits Institute eminently fair and
truthful. If older whisky is forced on to the market won't it largely disappear
with the knowledge that subsequently older whiskies may not be available rather
promptly producing an equally or greater deficiency than now exists under
industry voluntary allocations?

Respectfully submitted. OscAR F. Mlaxrnrw,
Vice President, The First National Bank of Chicago.

The CRAIRMAN. I want noted in the record, I don't want it copied,
section 2901 of the Internal Revenue Act with reference, to loss
allowances and especially subsection B (3).

(Whereupon, at 6:30 p. m., the committee recessed to 10 o'clock,
Thursday, December 16, 1943.)


